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PREF ACE. 

----
The committee on publication named in June last by the Council of the RoY AL 

SOCIETY OF CANADA hav-e, in the present volume, brought togeth~r, in addition to the 

PROCEEDINGS of the Society for its first two sessions,-under the title of TRANSACTIONS-a 

collection of papers and abstracts of papers read or presented to the several sections of 

the Society at these meetings. The selection of the papers to be thus published was 

made by committees named for that purpose by the several sections, although, as will 

be seen by comparing the recommendations of these sectional committees given in the 

Proceedings with the Table of Contents of this volume, some of the papers thus recom

wended do not appear, haying been, for various reasons, withheld by their authors. 

With regard to several of these papers here published it should be said that they were 

printed while their authors were absent in remote parts of the country, in consequence of 

which some typographical errors have escaped correction in the text, and are noted in 

a list of Errata. 

The difficulties attendant on the printing and the illustrating for the first time of a 

work of this kind and magnitude are many-a consideration that may help to excuse some 

defects in the execution of the task, for which the committee claim the indulgence of the 

reader, trusting that the Yolumes which, it is hoped, will succeed this, may be freer from 

mmor errors. 

The committee deem it proper to call attention to the fact that the type, the paper, 

and illustrations of this volume, haY(~ all been made in the country. 

Monfreal, December, 1883. 
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ORGA.NIZA.TION OF THE SOCIETY. 

In accordance with circulars setting forth the time and place of meeting of the H.oyal Society for 
the promotion of Literature and Science in the Dominion of Canada, the members assembled in the 
railway committee room, Parliament Building, Ottawa, at ten o'clock in the morning, on Thursday, 
twenty-fifth May, 1882. 

The whole of th~ members of tho Provisional Council were present, with the exception of Mr. 
Goldwin Smith, then absent in England. 

Those whose names are given below constituted the officers for the organization and the first 
session of the Society :-

PRESIDENT, J. W. Dawson, C.l\LG., LL.D., F.R.S. 
VICE-PRESIDENT, Hon. P. J. 0. Chauveau, LL.D., Docteur e:-- Lettre:--. 

PRESIDENTS OF SECTIONS. 

Sect. 1.-French Literature, History, and Allied Subjects. 

J.M. Le)Ioine, Membre de la Societe Americaine de France. Faucher de St. ~faurice, ~LP., 
Membre de la Societe des Gens de Lettres de France. 

Sect. IL-English Literature, History and Allied Subjects. 

Daniel Wilson, LL.D., F.R.S.E. Goldwiu Smith, M.A. 

Sect. III.-Mathematical, Physical and Chemical Sciences. 

T. Sterry Hunt, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S. Charles Carpmael, M.A. 

Sect. IV.-Geological and Biological Sciences. 

A. R. C. Selwyn, LL.D., F.R.S. George Lawson, Ph.D., LL.D. 

Honorary Secretary.-J. G. Bourinot, F.S.S. 

Pro. 1882. A. 
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The Honorary Secretary then read the following 

Report of the Provisional Council. 

By invitation of His Excellency the Governor-General a meeting of a few gentlemen designated 

by him as provisional officers of the proposed organization was held in Montreal on December 29th 

and 30th, 1881, when a memorandum from His Excellency relating to the formation of an Institute, 

Academy, or Society for the promotion of Literature and Science in the Dominion of Canada, was read 

and considered. It was then unanimously decided to suggest to His Excellency a provisional basis for 

the constitution of such Society; which, with certain modifications introduced in subsequent discussion, 

stands as follows: 
1. That the title be "The Royal Society of Canada for the promotion of Literature and Science 

within the Dominion " ; and that a memorial be addressed to Her Majesty the Queen asking her 

sanction 'to the said title. 
2. That the members be persons resident in the Dominion of Canada or in Newfoundland, who 

have published original works or memoirs of merit or have rendered eminent services to Literature 

or to Science. 
3. That the Society consist of two departments, representing Literature and Science respectively, 

divided into sections, of which the four following shall be at present constituted, with power .to 

subdivide with the consent of the Council. 

1. French Literature with History, Archreology, &c. 
2. English Literature with History, Archreology, &c. 
3. Mathematical, Chemical and Physical Sciences. 
4. Geological and Biological Sciences. 

That the number of members in each section be limited to twenty. 
4. That the 01·iginal members be nominated by His Excellency the Governor-General, and that 

~ubsequently proposals for election of new members may be made to the Council by any three 

members, of whom at least two shall belong to the section to which the candidate desires to be 

assigned, the reasons of the proposal being stated in writing. Such proposal shall be referred to the 

said section for any representation it may think fit to mJ,ke. On the approval of the section the 

Council may t-nbmit the proposed name to be ballotted for at any regular meeting of the Society. In 
each sedion the Presidents, or President and Vice-President, with such other members as may be 

appointed by the t-eetion, shall constitute a committee to report on such applications, and at least 
three months shall elapse between the proposal of a name to the Council and the ballot thereon. 

5. That the officers of the Society shall be a President and Vice-President, with an Honorary 
Secretary and a Treasurer, to be elected by the whole Society; besides a P1·esident and Vice-President 
of each section, to be elected by the section. These electiont:i to be annual. 

That the officers so elected shall constitute the Council of the Society, and that the officers nomin

ated by His Excellency for the first meeting shall hold office during that meeting. 
That a paid Assistant-Secretary may, if necessary, be employed by the Council. 
6. That the first meeting of the Society shall be held at t:ineh time and place as His Excellency 

the Governor-General may appoint; that the headquarters of the Society shall be in Ottawa; and that 

it shall hold at least one general meeting annually, at such times and places as by bye-law or other

wise it may determine. 
7. That the title of any Paper, Memofr or other production, by a membe1·, intended to be read at 

a meeting of the Society, shall be submitted, together with an abstract of its contents to the Council 
' ' through the Secretary, previous to the meeting at which it is to be read. On its approval, each such 

communication shall be assigned to the section to which it belongs, and having been therein read and 

discussed, shall be submitted to the committee of the section, and on report of said committee may 
' ' 
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by vote of the section, be recommended to the Council for publication, either entire or in abstract. 
Communications by persons not members of the Society may be submitted by members on the R:tme 
conditions with their own productions. 

8. That the Society shall, for its ordinary brn,inesR, meet in general session, and, for the reading 
and discussion of papers and other sectional business, shall meet in sections. The public may be 
admitted to all except business meeting~. 

9. That the advice and assistance of the Society shall at all times be at the clispoRal of the Govern
ment of the Dominion in all matters which may be within the scope of the Society's functions. 

10. That His Excellency the Govemor-Gcneral be respectfully requested to accept the position of 
Patron and Honorary P1·esident of the Society. 

The above suggestions having been approved by His Excellency the Governor-General, and the· 
members of the Society having now been convened in accordance therewith, the Council would make 
the following 

Recommendations : 

(1st) That the above provisions be adopted by the Society for the constitution and conduct of the 
present meeting. 

(2nd) That the Council be empowered to consider and report at the general session on Saturday 
next (27th May) on the best mode of associating with this Society the various local Literary and 
Scientific Societies existing in the Dominion ;-on prizes or other inducements that may be offered to 
scientific or literary men, not members of the Society ;-on the time and place of the next meeting;
on the desirableness of inviting the British Association for the Advancement of Science, and societies 
of other countries to send delegates to the n~xt or any future meeting ;-on the opening of communi
cation with the officers of the Hudson's Bay Company, and others, with reference to the collection of 
specimens, with the view to the formation of a Canadian Museum of Archives, Ethnology, Archreology 
and Natural History ;-and also to prepare memorials to the Dominion Government in favour of the 
establishment of such Canadian Museum, and of a grant to this Society in aid of publication and other 
objects of the Society. 

(3rd) That the Council to be elected at this meeting be empowered to prepare a permanent 
Constitution and Bye-Laws for the Society,-to arrange for its incorporation,-to suggest as to the 
means of paying its expenses, whether by fees exigible from members or otherwise,-to apply for 
Legislative aid,-and to report at next meeting. 

(4th) That His Excellency the Governor-General be respectfully requested to transmit to Her 
Gracious Majesty the Queen the proceedings of this our first meeting, with our humble petition that 
she will be pleased to sanction our assuming the title of The Royal Society of Canada. 

(5th) That the Lieutenant-Governors of the Provinces of the Dominion and of S" ewfoundland, the 
members of the Honorable the Privy Council, and the Speakers of the two Houses of Parliament, the 
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Canada and the Chief Justices of the P1·ovinces, shall be ex 
officio Honorary Associates of the Society, and shall receive copies of its transactionR. 

(6th) That the proceedings of the present meeting be arranged as follows:-
After this Session the Sections will meet to organize and appoint Secretaries and Committees, and 

for other business. 
At four o'clock p.m., the meeting will be formally opened by His Excellep.cy the Governor

General, and addresses will be delivered by the President and Vicc-Pl'esident of the Society. 
At eight o'clock p.m., the Society will meet in sections for the addresses of Presidents of Sections 

and for the reading and discussion of papers. 
On Friday at 10 a.m., the Society will meet in sections for the reading and discnssion of papers. 
On Saturday at 10 a.m., the Society will meet in sections for reading of papers, for reports and 

for elections. At 12 noon it will meet in general session for reports of sections, report of 
council, elections and other business. 
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The Council would further report that, in view of the relations of the Provine? of N ewfoundl~nd 

to the Dominion, and of the eminent scientific services of Alexander Murray, },t-;q., C.M.G., F.G.~-, 
· · p · th t tl , h 0 s been nominated a special Director of the Geological Survey of that rovmce, a gen em:m ... . 

additional member of this Society, in Section 4, and the Council would recommend that m futur~, 
with reference to elections of members of the Society, Newfoundland be regarded a~ in the same posi-

tion with the provinces of the Dominion of Canada. . 
On motion of Dr. Daniel Wilson, seconded by Dl'. T. Sterry Hunt, the report was received, and 

the recommendations therein contained were considered seriatim by the Society. 
The first, second, third and fourth recommendations having been again read, were unanimously 

adopted. . 
The fifth recommendation having been again read, it was proposed and agreed that the Council 

should be requested to take into consideration the advisability of adding to the list of those entitled 
to receive the Transactions of the Society, and of otherwise amending the said recommendation. 

The fifth and sixth recommendations were then duly adopted. 
The Secretary then read the roll. 

Members of the Society. 

(Members not present are designated by an asterisk.) 

Section !.-French Literature, History, Archceology, &c. 

Abbe Begin, Quebec; *Abbe Bois, 1.ltasldnonge; *Napoleon Bourassa, Montreal; A½be Casgrain, 
Riviere Ouelle; P. J. 0. Chauveau, Montreal; Paul De Cazes, Quebec; Oscar Dunn, Quebec,· *Hector 
Fabre, Quebec; Faucher de St. Maurice, Quebec; Louis H. Frechette, Montreal; *Napoleon LeGendre, 
Quebec/ Pamphile Lel\fay, Quebec; James M. LeMoine, Quebec; F. G. Marchand, St. John's; Joseph 
Marmette, Quebec; * A. B. Routhier, Quebec; Benjamin Sulte, Ottau·a; Abbe Tanguay, Ottawa; Joseph 
Tasse, Ottawa; Abbe Verreau, Montreal. 

Section IL-English .Literature, History, Archreology, etc. 

John George Bourinot, Ottawa; R. Maurice Bucke, London; Rev . .l.Eneas McDonell Dawson, 
Ottawa; *G. T. Denison, Toronto; *Rev. G. M. Grant, Kingston; William Kirby, Niagara; *John 
Lesperance, Montreal; Charles Lindsey, Toronto; * Rev. W. Lyall, Halifa.-r:, N.S.; George Murray, 
Montreal; Rev. J. Clark l\iurray, Montreal; Evan McColl, Kingston; John Reade, ..Jiontreal; Charles 
Sangster, Ottawa; *Goldwin Smith, Toronto; Geol'ge Stewart, Jr., Quebec; Alpheus Todd, Ottawa; 
*J. Watson, Kingston; Daniel Wilson, Toronto; *G. Paxton Young, Toronto. 

Section III.-Mathematical, Physical and Chemical Sciences. 

Charles Baillarge, Quebec; Herbert A. Bayne, Kingston; Charle~ H. Carpmael, Toronto; Ed ward 
J. Chapman, Toronto; J. B. Cherri man, Ottawa; E. Deville, Ottaira; N. F. Dupuis, K,ngston; Sand
ford Fleming, Ottaica; *Pierre Fortin, lYiontreal; Gilbert P. Gird wood, Montreal; F. W. Gisborne, 
Ottawa; B. Haan el, Cobourg; Rev. Thomas E. Hamel, Quebec; Bernard J. Harrington, Montreal; 
Christian G. Hoffmann, Ottawa; Thomas Sterry Hunt, Montreal; Alexander Johnson, Montreal; *.T. 
T. Loudon, Toronto; Thomas Macfarlane, Actonvale; J. G. McGregor, Halifa:r, N.S. 

Section I V.-Geological and Biological Sciences. 

Loring W. Bailey, Fredericton; *George Barns ton, Montreal; Robert Bell, Ottawa; *George M. 
Dawson, Ott(,,_wa; John William Dawson, Montreal; Edwin (; ii pin, Halifax, N.S.; *J. Bernard Gilpin, 
Halifax, N.S.; James A. Grant, Ottawa; *J. M. Jones, Halifax, N.S.; Rev. J. C. IL Laflamme 

' Quebec; George Lawson, Halifax, NS.; J. Macoun, Belleville; George F. Matthew, St. John, N.B.; 

* Alexander Murray, St. John's, N}id.; W. Osler, Montreal; W. Saunders, London; A. R. C. Selwyn, 
Ottawa; *D. N. St. Cyr, Quebec; .r. I~. Whiteaves, Ottawa; R. Rarn:--ay Wright, Toronto. 
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The Society then adjourned to meet in sections for the purpose of organization and the reading 
and discussion of papers previous to the 

Formal Opening of the Session. 

At 4 p.m. the Society assembled m the Senate Chamber, a large number of ladies and gentlemen 
of the city of Ottawa being also present. His Excellency the Governor-General having entered the 
chamber, followed by the Council of the Society, the members of the Society were presented to him, 
after which he addressed the Soci_ety as follows: . 

Gentlemen-These few words I do not address to you, presuming to call myself one of your 
brotherhood, either in science or literature, but I speak to you as one whose accidental official 
position may enable him to serve you, persuaded as I am that the furtherance of your intcrrn'<ts is for 
the benefit and honour of Canada. Let me briefly state tho object aimed at in the institution of this 
Society. Whether it be possible that our hopes will be fulfilled according to our expectation, the 
near future will show. From the success which has attended similar associations in other lands, 
po8sessed of less spirit, energy and opportunity than our own, there is no reason to augur ill of the 
attempt to have here a body of men whose achievements may entitle them to recognize and encourage 
the appearance of merit in literature, and to lead in science and the useful application of its dis-

- coveries. It is proposed then that this Society shall consist of a certain number of members who 
have made their mark by their wl'itings, whether these be of imagination or the study of nature. In 
one division our fellow-countrymen, descended from the stock of Old F1·ance, will discuss with that 
grace of diction and appreciation of talent which are so conspicuous amongst them, all that may affect 
their literature and the maintenance of the purity of that grand language f1·om which the English is 
largely derived. They will know how to pay compliments to rising authors, and how with tact and 
courtesy to crown the aspirants to the honours they will bestow. Among English men ofletters the 
grant of such formal marks of recognition by their brethren has not as yet become popular or usual, 
and it may be that it never will be customary. On the other hand it surely will be a pleasure to a 
young author, if, after a perusal of his thoughts, they who are his co-workers and successful precursors 
in the wide domain of poetry, of fiction, or of history, should see fit to award him an expression of 
thanks for his contribution to the intellectual delight or to the knowledge of his time. They only, 
whose labours have met with the best reward-the praise of their contemporaries-can take the 
initiative in such a welcome to younger men; and whatever number may hereafter be elected to this 
Society, it is to be desired that no man be upon its lists who has not, by some original and complete 
work, justified his selection. The meeting together of our eminent men will contribute to unite on a 
common ground those best able to express the thoughts and illustrate tho history of the time. It 
will serve to strengthen emulation among us, for the di8cussion of progrcs:-:; made in other lands must 
breed _the desire to push the intellectual development of om· own. We may hope that this union 
will promote the completion of the national collections which, already fail'ly representative in geology, 
may hereafter include archives, paintings, and objects illustrating ethnology and all branches of 
natural history. In science we have men whose names are widely known; and the vast field for 
study and exploration afforded by this magnificent country may be expected to reward byvaluable 
discoveries the labours of the geologist and mineralogist. It would be out of place in these few 
sentences to detail the lines of research which have all'Cady engaged your attention. They will be 
13poken of in the record of your proceedings. Among those the utility of which must be apparent to 
all, one may be particularly mentioned. I refer to the meteorological observations, from whirh have 
been derived the storm warnings which during the last few yearl':l have :-:;aved many live:,. A 
comparatively new science has thus been productive of results known to all our population, and 
especially to seamen. Here I have only touched upon one or two subjects in the wide range of 
study which will occupy the time and thoughts of one ·half of your membership, devoted af4 two of 
your four sections will be to geological and biological sciences. It will be your province to aid and 
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encouraO'e the workers in the acquisition of knowledge of that Nature, each of whose secrets may 
become °ihe prize of him who shall make one of her mysteries the special subject of thought. 
America already bids fair to rival Fmnce and Germany in the number of her experts. Canada may 
certainly have her share in producing those men whose achievements in science have mor~ than 
equalled in fame the triumphs of statesmen. These last labour only for one country, while. ~he 
benefits of the discoveries of science are shared by the world. But widely different as are the qualities 
which develop patriotism and promote science, yet I would call to the aid of our young association 
the love of country, and ask Canadians to support and gradually to make as perfect as possible this 
their national society. Imperfections ther~ must necessarily be at first in its constitution-omissions in 
membership and organization there may be. Such faults may be he1·caftcr avoided. Our countrymen 
will recognize that in a body of gentlemen drawn from all our provinces and conspicuous for their ability, 
there will be a centre around which to rally. They will see that the welfare and steength of growth 
of this association shall be impeded by no small jealousies, no carping spirit of detraction, but shall be 
nourished by a noble motive common to the citizens of the republic of letters and to the students of 
the free world of nature, namely, the desire to prove that their land is not insensible to the glory 
which springs from numbering among its sons those whose success will become the heritage of 
mankind. I shall not now further occupy your time, which will be more worthily used in listening 
to the addresses of the presidents, and of those gentlemen who for this year have consented to take 
the chair at the meetings of the several sections. 

The President of the Society, Dr. J. W. Dawson, then addressed the meeting as follows: 
My .Lord and Gentlemen; Ladies and Gentlemen,-We meet to-day to inaugurate anew era in the 

progress of Canadian literature and science, by the foundation of a body akin to those great national 
societies which in Great Britain and elsewhere have borne· so important a part in the advancement 
of scienca and letters. The idea of such a society for this country may not be altogether new ; 
but if broached at all, it has been abandoned from the inability of its advocates to gather together 
from our widely distributed provinces the elements necessary to its success. Now it presents itself 
under different and happier conditions. In the mother country, the reign of Queen Victoria, our 
gracious Sovereign, has been specially marked by the patronage of every effort fot· the growth of 
education, literature, science and art, not only on her part but on that of the lamented Pl'ince Albert 
and of the members of the Royal family. It is fitting that here too the representative of Royalty 
should exert the sa:me influence and out· present Governor-General has undoubtedly a personal as well 
as a hereditary right to be the patron of progress and culture in literature and science. Besides this, 
political consolidation and improved means of intercourse have been welding together our formerly 
scattered provinces and causing much more intimate relations than formerly to subsist between men 
of letters and of science. 

We are sometimes told that the enterprise in which we are engaged is premature, that, like some 
tender plant too early exposed to the frost of om· Canadian spring, it will be nipped and perish. But 
we must remember that in a country situated as this is nearly everything is in some sense premature. 
It is with us a time of breaking-up ground and sowing and planting, not a time of reaping or gather
ing fmit, and unless this generation of Canadians is content, like those that have preceded it, to sow 
what others must reap in its full maturity, _there will be little hope for OUl' .country. In Canada at 
present, whether in science, in literature, in art or in education, we look around in vain for anything 
that is fully ripe. We see only the rudiments and the beginnings of things, but if these are healthy 
and growing, we should regard them with hope, should cherish and nurture them as the germs of 
greater things in the future. Yet there is a charm in this very immaturity, and it brings with it 
great opportunities. We have the freedom and freshness of a youthful nationality. We can trace 
out new paths which must be followed by out· successors; we have the right to plant wherever we 
please the trees under whose shade they will sit. The independence which we thus enjoy, and the 
originality which we can claim, are in themselves privileges, but privileges that carry with them 
great responsibilities. 
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Allow me to present to you a few thoughts bearing on this aspect of our position, and, in doing so, 
to confine myself chiefly to the side of science, since my friend Dr. Chauveau, who is to follow, is so 
much better able to lay it before you from the literary point of view. 

Young though our country is, we are already the heirs of the labours of many eminent workers 
in science, who have passed away or have been removed from this country. In geology, the names 
of Bigsby, Bayfield, Baddeley,Logan, Lyell, Billings, Hector and Isbister, will occur to all who have 
studied the geological structure of Canada, and there are younger men like McOuat and Hartley, too 
early snatched away, who have left behind them valuable records of their labours. In botany and 
zoology we can point to Michaux, Pursh, Hooker, Shepherd, Bourgeau, Douglas, Menzies, Richardson, 
Lord and Brunet. These are but a few of the more eminent labourers in the natural history of this 
country, without mentioning the many living workers who still remain to it; and were it the object of 
this Society merely to collect and reproduce and bring up to date what these older men have done, it 
would have no small task before it. But to this we have to add the voluminous reports of the Geolo
gical Survey, and the nume1·ous papers and other publications of the men who are still with us. In 
natural science we thus have a large mass of accumulated capital on which to base our future opera
tions, along with an unlimited scope for further researches. 

The older men among us know how much has been done within the lifetime of the present 
generation. When as a. young man I began to look around for means of scientific education, there 
was no regular course of natural science in. any of our colleges, though chemistry and physics were 
already taught in some of them. There were no collections in geology or natw·al history except the 
private cabinets of a few zealous workers. The Geological Survey of Canada had not then been 
thought of. There were no special schools of practical science, no scientific libraries, no scientific 
publications, and scarcely any printed information accessible. In these circumstances, when I pro
posed to devote myself to geological pursuits, I had to go abroad for means of training not then equal 
to that which can now be obtained in many of our Canadian colleges. Nor at that time were there 
public employments in this country to which a young geologist or naturalist could aspire. It is true 
this was more than forty years ago, but in looking back it would seem but as yesterday, were not these 
years marked by the work that has been done, the mass of material accumulated and the scientific 
institutions established within that time. Those who began their scientific work in these circum
stances may be excused for taking somewhat hopeful views as to the future. 

Perhaps at present the danger is that we may be tiontent to remain in the position we have 
reached, without attempting anything farther; and, however inconsistent this may be, it is easy to 
combine the fear that any movement in advance may be rash and premature, with the self-satisfied 
belief that we have already advanced so far that little remains to be attained. We must bear in 
mind, however, that we have still much to do to place us on a level with most other countries. With 
the exception of the somewhat meagre grants to the Geological Survey and to the Meteorological 
Service, the Government of Canada gives nothing in aid of scientific research. What is done for 
scientific education by local societies must, under our system, be done by the separate Provinces, and 
is necessarily unequal and imperfect. Few large endowments have been given for scientific purposes. 
·we have had no national society or association comparable with those in other countries. Yet we 
are looking forward to a great future. Wealth and population are moving rapidly onward, and the 
question is whether culture of the higher grade shall keep pace with the headlong rush of material 
progress. Various el~ments may enter into the _answer of this question, but undoubtedly the forma
tion of such a society as this is one of the~e of the utmost importance ; andi even though at the present 
time the project may fail of success or be only partially ~effective ( of which, however, I have no 
apprehension), it must be renewed till finally enabled to establish itself. 

Another consideration bearing on thi(question is the yastnos( of the territory which we possess, 
and for the scientific development of which we have assumed the responsibility. Canada comprises 
one-half of the great North American continent, reaching for three thousand miles from east to west, 
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and extending from south to nol'th from the latitude of 42° to the Polar Sea. In this area we have 
reprl'sentatives of all the geological formations, from the Laurentian and Huronian, to which ca·nada 
has the honour of giving names, to the Post-pliocene and modern. Of some of these formations we 
have more magnificent developments than any other country. In zoology our land area extends from 
the home of the musk-ox on the north to that of the rattlesnake on the south, and we have perhaps 
the gl'eatest area po.3sessed by any country for the study of fresh-water animals. Our marine zoology 
includes that of the North Atlantic, the North Pacific and the Arctic Ocean. In botany we have the 
floras of the Atlantic and Pacific slopes, of the westem plains and of the Ardic zone. In physical, 
astronomical and meteorological investigations we have the advantage of vast area, of varied climate 
aml conditions; while these circumstances in themselves imply responsibilities in connection with the 
progress of seience not here only but throughout the world. Much is no doubt being done to cultivate 
these vast fields of research, and I would not for a moment undermte the efforts being made and the 
arduous labours, perils and privations to which the pioneers in these fields are even now subjected, 
but what is being done is relatively insignificant. Many letters from abroad reach me every year 
asking for information or reference to Canadian workers in specialties which no one here is studying; 
and I kno,~ that most of om· active naturalists are continually driven by such demands to take up 
new lines of investigation in addition to those already more than sufficient to occupy their time and 
energy. Were it not for the aid indirectly given to us by the magnificent and costly surveys and 
commissions of the United States, which freely invade Canadian territory whenever they find any 
profitable ground that we are not occupying, we should be still more helpless in these respects. Is 
there not in these circumstances reason for combination of effort, and for the best possible arrange
ments for the distribution of om· small force over the vast area which it has to maintain. 

I have dealt sufficiently long on topics which indicate that the time has fully come for the insti
tution of the Royal Society of Canada. Let u~ tum for a moment to the consideration of the ends 
which it may seek to attain and the means of their attainment. 

I would place here first the estabfo,hment of a bond of union between the scattered workers now 
widely separated in different parts of the Dominion. Our men of ~cience are so few and our country 
so extensive that it is difficult to find in any one place or within reasonable distance of each other, 
half a dozen active workers in science. There is thus great lack of sympathy and stimulus, and of 
the discussion and interchange of ideas which tend so much to con·ect as well as to encourage. The 
lonely worker finds his energies flag, and is drawn away by the pressure of more popular pursuits, 
while his notions become one-sided aud inaccurate through want of friendly conflict with men of like 
powers and pursuits. Even if this Society can meet but once a year, something m!ly be done to 
remedy tho evils of isolation. 

Again,means are lacking for the adequate publication of resultti. True we have the reports of 
the Geological Survey, and Transactions are published by some of the local societies, but the resources 
at the disposal of these bodies are altogether inadequate, and for anything extensive or costly we 
have to seek means of publication abroad; but this can be secured only under special circumstances ; 
and while the public results of Canadian science become so widely scattered as to be acce~sible with 
difficulty, much that would be of scientific value fails of adequate publication, more e.::1pecially in the 
matter of illustrations. Thus the Canadian naturalist is often obliged to be content with the public
ation of his work in an inferior tityle and poorly illustrated, so that it has an aspect of inferiority to 
wo1·k really no better, which in the United States or the mother country has the benefit of sumptuous 
publication and illustration. On this account he has often the added mortification of finding his work 
overlooked or neglected, and not infrequently while ho is looking in vain for means of publication, 
that which he has attained by long and diligent labour is taken away from him by its previous issue 
abroad. In this way also it very often happens that collectors who have amassed important material 
of great scientific value are induced to place it in the hands of specialists in other countries, 
who have at their command means of publication not possessed by equally competent men here. 
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The injury which Canadian science and the reputation of Canada ::;m,tain in thi::; way i:-; well known 
to many who are present and who have been personal sufferers. 

Should this Society have sufficient means placed at its disposal to publish Transactions equal-I 
i;hall not say to those of the Royal Society of London or the Smithsonian Institution at "\Vashington 
-but to those of such bodies as the Philadelphia Academy or the Boston Society of Natural History, 
an incalculable stimulus would be given to science in Canada, by promoting research, by securing to 
this country the credit of the work done in it, by collecting the information now widely scattered, 
and by enabling scientific men abroad to learn what is being done here. It is not intended that such 
means of publication should be limited to the works of members of the Sol'iety. In this respect it 
will constitute a judidal body to decide as to what may deserve publication. It::; T1·ammdion::i should 
be open to good papers from any soul'l'C, and :-;hould in ihis way enable the younger and les::; known 
men of science to add to their own reputation and that of the country, and to prepare the way for 
_admission to membership of this Society. 

Few expenditures of public money are more profitable to the State than that which promotes 
::icientific publication. The actual researches made imply much individual labour and expense, no 
part of which falls on the public fonds; and by the comparatively small cost of publication the 
country obtains the benefit of the results obtained, its mental and industrial progress is stimulated, 
and it acquires reputation abroad. This is now so well understood that in most countries public aid 
i::; given to research as well as to publication. Here we may be content, in the first instm1l'l", with 
the latter alone; but, if the Society shall at first be sustained by the Government, it may be hoped 
that, as in older countries, private benefactions and bequests will flow into it, so that eventually it 

may be able not merely to afford means of publication but to extend substantial aid to young and 
struggling men of science who are following out, under difficulties, important investigations. 

In return for ai<l given to this Sol'iety, the Government may also have the benefit of its advice 
m, a body of experts in any case of need. The most insignificant natural agencies sometimes attain 
to national importance. A locust, a midge, or a pat'asitic fungus, may suddenly reduce to naught 
the cakulntions of a finance-minister. Tho great natural resources of the land and of the sea are 
alike under the control of laws known to seieneo. We are occasionally called on to take our part in 
the observation of astronomic·al or atmospheric phenomena of world-wide interest. In snl'h l·ases it 
is the practieo of all eivilized governments to have recourse to scientific advice, and in a Society like 
this our Government can command a body of men free from the distracting infiuonecs of private and 
lol'al intcro:-;ts and able to warn against the :-;ehemes of charlatans and pretenders. 

Another object which we should have in view is that of concenti-ating the bencfit8 of the several 
local societies sratterell through the Dominion. Some of these are of long standing and hayo done 
much original work. The Literary and Historical Society of Quebec is, I belieYe, the oldest of these 
bodies, _and its Transactions indude not merely literature and history but mueh that is of great value 
in natural science, while it has been more successful than any of our other societies in the aeeumula
tion of a library. The Natural History Soeidy of Montreal, of which I haYc had the honour to bo a 
member for twenty-so-,·en years, is now in its fifty-third year. It has published seventeen Yolumes of 
Proceedings, including probably a larger mass of original information re:-,poeting the natural history of 
Canada than is to be found in any other publication. It has aec-umulatcll a valuable museum, and has 
done mneh to popularize seiencc. It has twice induced the American Assoeiation for the AdYam·ernont 
of Science to hold its meetings in Canada, and was the first body to propose the l'stabli8hmont of a 
Geological SmToy. The Canadian Instituie of Toronto, ocl'npying the field of literature as well as 
science, though a younger has been a more vigorous society; and ib Trawml'tions arc equally ,·olnminons 
aml valuable. The Natural History Soeiety of St. John, New Bnmswil'k, though it has not published 
so much, has ca1-ried out some very important resl'a1Thes in loeal geology, whieh al'o known awl 
valued throughout the world. The Nova Scotian Institute of :Natural Sl'ience is a flourishing body 
and publishes valuable Transaction::-. The Im,titut Canadicn of Qnebel', and the Ottawa Natural 
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History Society, are also flourishing and useful institutions. The new Natural Histor~ ~ociety of 

:Manitoba has entered on a vigorous and hopeful career. There are also in the Domm10n some 

societies of great value cultivating more restricted fields than those above referred to, and of a 

character rather special than local. As examples of these I may mention ~he Entomological Society 

of Canada, the Historical Society and the Numismatic Society of Montreal. 

Did I suppose that this Society would interfere with the prosperity of such local bodies, I s~ould 

be slow to favour its establishment. I believe, however, that the conti·ary effect will be produced. 

They are sustained by the subscriptions and donations of local members and of the provincial 

legislatures, while this Society must depend on the Dominion Parliament, from which they draw no 

aid. They will find abundant scope for their more frequent meetingi, in· the contributions of local 

labourers, while this will collect and compare these and publish such portions as may be of wider 

interest. This Society will also furnish means of publication of memoirs too bulky and expensive to 
appear iri local Transactions. There should, however, be a closer association than this. It is p1~obable 

that nearly all the local societies are already represented among our members by gentlemen who 

can inform us as to their work and-wishes. We should therefore be prepared ·at once to offer terms 

of friendly union. For this purpose it would be well to give to each of them an associate membership 

for its president and one or two of its officers, nominated by itself and approved by our council. Such 

representatives would be required to report to us for our Transactions the authors and subjects of 

all their original pap~rs, and would be empowered to· transmit to us for publication such papers as 

might seem deserving of this, and to make suggestions as to any subjects of research which might be 

developed by local investigation. The details of such association may, I think, readily be arranged, 

and on terms mutually advantageous, and conducive to the attainment of the objects we all have in 

view. 

It would be a mistake to suppose that this Society should include all our literary and scientific 

men, or even all those of some local standing. It must consist of selected -and 1·epresentative men 

who have themselves done original work of at least Canadian celebrity. Beyond this it would have 

no resting-place short of that of a great popular assemblage whose mempers should be characte1~ised 

rather by mere receptivity than by productiveness. In this sense it must be exclusive in its member

ship, but inclusive in that it offers its benefits to all. It is somewhat surprising, at :fi.1·st sight, and 

indicative of the crude state of public opinion in such matters, that we sometimes find it stated that 

a society so small in its membership will prove too select and exclusive for such a_ country as this; 

or find the suggestion thrown out that the Society will become a professional one by including the 

more eminent members of the learned professions. If we compare om·selves with other countries I 
. ' 

rather think the wonder should be that so many names should have been proposed for membership of 

this Society. Not to mention the strict limitations in this respect placed on such Societies in the 

mother country and on the· continent of Europe, we have a more recent example in the National 

Academy of Sciences in the U ~ited States. That country is p1lobably nearly as democratic in its 

social and public institutions as Canada, and its scientific workers are certainly i11 the proportion of 

forty to one of ours. Yet the original members of the Academy were limited to fifty, and though 

subsequently the maximum was raised to one hundred, this number has not yet been attained. Yet 

public opinion in the United States would not have tolerated a much wider selection, which would 

have descended to a lower grade of eminence, and so would have lowered the scientific prestige of 

the country. 

Science and literature are at once among the most democratic and the most select of the institu

tions of society. They throw themselves f1·eely into the struggle of the world, recognize its social 

grades, submit to the criticism of all, and stand or fall by the vote of the majority ; bt!-t they abso

lutely refuse to recognize as entitled to places of importance any but those who have earned their 

titles for themselves. Thus it happens that the great scientific and literary societies must consist of 

few members, even in the oldest and most populous countries, while qn the other hand their benefits 
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are for all, they diffuse knowledge through the medium of la1·ger and more popnlal' bodieFl, whose 
membership implies capacity for receiving information, though not for _doing original work, and t.hl' 
younger men of sciL\ncc and lit0raturc must be content to e:1rn their admission into the higher rank, 
but haYe in the fact that such higher rank is accessible to them, an encouragement to persevere, and in 
the meantime may have nll their worthy productions treated in precisely the same manner with 
those of their seniors. 

Finally, we who have been honored with the invitation to be the original members of this 
Society, have a great responsibility and a high duty laid upon us. We owe it to the large arnl liberal 
plan conceived 1,y His Bxcellency the Governor-Ueneral to carry out this plan in the most perfect 
manner possible, and with a regard not to personal, party or class views, but to the great interest:-; of 
Canada and its reputation before the world. ,Ye should approve ourselves first unselfish and .zealous 
literary and scientific men, and next Canadians in that widest sense of the wo1~d in whieh we shall 
desire, at any personal sacrifice, to promote the best interests of om· country, and this in co1111ection 
with a pure and elevated literature and a true, profound and practical science. 

,Ye aspire to a great name. The title of "Royal Society" which, with the consent of Her 
Gracious Majesty the Qnc'L'n, we hope to assume, is one dignified in the mother country by a long line 
of distinguished men who have been fellows of its Royal Society. The name may provoke compari
sons not favourable to us; and though we may hope to shelter ourselves from criticism by pleading 
the relatively new and crude condition of science and literature in this country, we must endeavour, 
with God's blessing on earnest and united effort, to produce by our cultivation of the almost bound
less resources of the territory which has fallen to us as our inheritance, works which shall entitle us, 
without fear of criticism, to take to ourselves the proud name of the Royal Society of Canada. 

The Vice-President of the Society, the HoN. DR. CHAUVEAU, then spoke as follows:
Excellence, mes chers confreres, Mesdames· et Messieurs,-11 ne s'est pas encore ecoule un demi

siecle de1mis qu'a la suite d'evenements politiques, qui furent ahrs regardes comme desastreux, les 
deux provinces que la constitution de 1791 avait creees furent reunies en une seule; a peine trois 
lustres ont passe sur l'union federale des colonies anglaises de l'Amerique du Nord, qui succeda a 
l'union legislative du Haut-Canada et du Bas-Canada; cependant si j'entreprenais d'L·xposer, en detail, 
tousles progres qui se sont accomplis dans les deux pe1·iodes .que je viens d'indiquer, il me resterait 
a peine le temps de parler de notre passe litteraire et de la nouvelle institution que nous inaugurons 
aujourd'hui et qui, tout nous porte a l'esperer, constituera elle-meme un grand progres, le com
plement de tous les autres. 

Le pays s'est convert de canaux et de chemins de fer, d'immenscs et lointaines regions ont ete 
rapprochees de nous et livrees a la colonisation, les communications postalcs et telegraphiques ont 
ete rnultipliees, des mines de toute espece ont ete decouvertes et cxploitees, notre mariiw, notre 
industrie, notre commerce ont pris d'etonnantes proportions, de nouveaux rapports ont cte etablis 
avec les pays etrangers, leurs capitaux ont ete attires vors nous, de nouvelles institutions fin:ml·it)t'l'S 
ont ete creecs, cnfin notre population, malgre un exode continucl vers lcs Eta ts-Uni~, s'est atLTne d'une 
maniere prcsquo prodigieusc:: voila pour lo mouvement materiel I 

Le veritable systemc de gouverncmcnt constitutionnel, dont nous n'avions jusqnc-lt\ qu'un vain 
simulacre, s'ost etabli; le_regimc municipal s'est perfectio11ne, et s'il est la source de bi0n des alms, il 
est aussi la cause de bien des progres; lcs institutions destinees a soulager les misen'::i de l'humanite se 
sont multipliecs, grace a !'initiative des communautes religieuses, des societes charitalJles et de nos 
gouvernements; la plus ancienne province s'est fait un code de lois civiles que l'on commence a. lui 
envier; des questions que les interets religieux et soeianx des di verses sections de la population rcn
daient tres difficiles out ete resolues; enfin la sphere d'action de nos hommes publics s'est agrandic, et 
les dcux carrieres, federale et loeak, qui leur sont oun,rtes et dont il est difficile d'apprecicr l'impor~ 
tance relative, tant chacune est utile, ne manquent ni l'une ni l'autre de sujets habiles et devoues; 
voila pour le mouvement politique et social I 
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L'instrudion du pouplo a fait partout de veritahles ct solidcs progre:-;; les institutions de haute 

education ~ont dcn•nucs plus nombreuses ct ont augmcnte kur utilite; lcs institutions spe('iales et 

scientifiqncs ont ete ereees; les a:-;:-;ociation:-; litter·aire:-;, le journalismc ont pris un vastc e:-;sor, ks revues 
et les recm•ils littei·ain•:-; on seicntifiqncs, malgre le:-; gramlcs <liffienltes qui s'oppo:--aiont a leur i-ni~eeR, 
se sont etahlis, de nouve11cR publieations rempla9ant bran•mcnt colles qui etaient mode:-; a la pernc; 

1es bibliotheques, ks musees, les conferences populaircs so sont muliipliec:-;; les tr-avaux hi:-;toriques 

ont pris une tres grande importance; en-fin une litterature nationale dans chaeune des deux langues, 
qui sont aux temps modernes ec que le grec et le latin etaient anx tempR anciens, a YU le jour ct 
commence a attin·1· lcs regards des Europeens; voila polll' le mouvement intelleduol l 

Je sais qu'il .r a des omhres ace tahlcan, et si je le presente sous son meillcur aspeet, ce n'est pas 
quo je veuille excuser ceux qui avaient donne un earnetere d'injn:--tiec marquee a la gran<le evolution 

politiquc qui fut le point de depart de tous ces progres, ni encore hien moins blamer les hommes de la 
nationalite a laquelle j'appartiens, qui ont fait darn, le principe une si noble et si energique n~sistance 
a la legislation impe!'iale de 1840. c·e~t grice a cettc resistance qu'ils ont obtenu pour eux-memes et 

l)our nous tons messieurs les libertes dont nous 1·ouissons en commun et dont nou:-; sommes si fiers. ' ' . . 
Sans la lutte qui en resultn, lcs deux grandes races qui forment la plus grande pal'tic du peuplc de 
notro ·rnste confederation; n'auraient pas ete mises sur un pied d'egalite et ne fraterniseraient point 

comme elles le font aujourd'hui. 
Du reste, aux moments les plus critiques de notre histoire, il s'est toujours trouve des hommes 

d'Etat anglais qui ont compris le role que ces deux races avaient a jouer sur cette partie du continent 
americain. Je n'en veux pour exemple que ces nobles paroles de lord Grenville clans la discussion du 

projet de constitution de 1791: 
"On a appele prejuge," dit cet homme eminent, "l'attaehcment des Canadiens a leurs coutumes, a 

leurs lois, a leurs usages, qu'ils preferent a ceux de l'Angleterre. Je crois qu'un parcil attachement 
merite un autre nom que celui de prejuge; selon moi cet attachement est fonde sur la raison et sur 
quelque ehosc de mieux que la raison-il est fonde sur les sentimen~s lcs plus nobles du cceur humain." 

Ne trouvez-vous pas, messieurs, une frappante ressemhlance entre cette loyale declaration ct les 
paroles qui, apres bion des vicissitudes, bien des malentendus, bien des luttcs, sont tombees a diverses 
reprises de la bonche de plusieurs representants de Sa :M:ajeste, et en particulier de la bouche de sir 
Charles Bagot, de celles de lord Elgin et de lord Dufferin, et dm1s une occasion plus recente de celle 
du haut personage qui preside a cette reunion? 

George III regnait lorsqne nos deux premieres constitutions-I 77-i ct 1791-nous furent donnees, 
et notrc historicn, l\f. Garneau, dont le temoignago ne saurait etre suspect, rend hommage aux efforts 
quo fit ce monarque pour vainero les prejuges, lcs ressentimonts et les craintes qui s'opposaient a toute 
mesure do liberalite ou meme de justice a, l'egard des nouveaux sujet:-;, comme on appelait alors les 
Canadicns d'origine fran9aise. Il attribue a la reconnaissance do nos pen.·s l'accueil enthousiaste fait 
an Prince ,Villiam Henry, qui visita cc pays en 1787, et au prince Edouard, pere de notre gracieuse 
Souveraine, qui se trmffa present au debut de la constitution de 17Dl. 

La periode de temps qui s'est ecoulee sous nos deux autn·s constitutions (1840 l't 1867) n'a pas vu 
darn, ce pays, moins de cinq des descendants de George III, pm·mi losquols l'heritier prcsomptif de la 
Couronno, qui inaugura le gigantesque pont tubulaire Vietoria, uno des morveillos de l'..Ameriqnc 
et du monde en tier, ct qui po:-;a la promie1·0 pio1Te do l'edifico ou :-;c tiennent nos :,.;{>am•c:--. N'cst-i l 
point ponni:-; do ('roiro quo la bienYeillancc dont cette grande colonic a etc ai11si l'objct est unc trndi
tion de famillo, tmdition qui n'ost pa:-; tout-a-fait et 1·a11gL·1·e a la :,.;ollil'itmk quc Son Excellence le l+nu• 
vernonr-General montro en cc moment pour tout ce qui a trait a notl'O progees intellcdnd? 

Deja lo:-; Bcanx-Art:-; ont on, son:-; le pa1roungc de S. A. R. la Princessc Loui:-:-l' ot de Son Exec I Ienco le 

Gouve1·nom·-Ue11cral, l'etahlis8cmcnt d'uno Academic dont les promiei·e:-- expositions ont fait naitre h's 
pin:-; belles espe1·ances; c'e.-.;t anjoul'd'hui le tour de-; Seicnec-, et de~ Lcttn•s. 

Sciences et Ldtres, cda <)st bientot <lit, mais q1w dn eho:--cs da11s ces deux mots! Cc qu'ils ropre .. 
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sentent n'est, cependant, 111 ansRi nouveau ni aussi incomplet dans eo pays qu'on le pense generalc
ment. I1 ya longtemps, bien longtemps que l'on fait de nobles efforts pour la culture de l'eRprit 
humain, sur les rives du Saint-Laurent. 

Il en est un peu de 11otre histoire :mc-ienne, toute proportion gardee, comme de celle du moyen age 
si longtemps ignoree ou travestie. Celui qui a lu lo., page., enchantorosses d'Ozanam 011 de )fontalem
bert eprouve un sentiment d'indignation, lorsqu'il entend appeler siecles de tenebres et d'ignorance, 
ceux ou non-senlement brillerent des docteurs qui n'ont pas ete smpasses ni meme egales depnis; mais 
ou les cloitres etaient des academil's, des musees et des bibliotheques, ou des millil'l'R et des milliers 
d'eleves encombraient lcs banc-s des uniYcrsites, ou etudiantR comme professenrs faisaient les plus 
grands sacrifices pour la science, et mettaicnt a son service la meme abnegation, le memo courage, la 
meme perseverance qu'avaient montres des generations entiereR d'artistcs et d'ouvriers pour batir ces 
grandes cathedralcs qui R'elevent commc des geants au-dm,sus des construc-tions de l'Europe moderoe. 

Eh bien, des les premiers etahlissements faits dans ce pays, non-seulement on R'est occupe d'y 
faire briller les vfrites de la religion, d'y etablir la pratique de la plus belle des vertu:-i qu'elle enseigne, 
la charite a laquelle tant de monumentR, dont quelques-uns existent encore, furent eleves, mais on a 
travaille avec beaucoup de zele et d'activite a transplanter et a faire fleurir ici les Rc-iences et les arts, 
qui a cette epoque jetaient un si vif eclat sue le continent de l'Europe. 

11 est constate que la plupart des premiers colons savaient lire et ecrire--plusieurs etaient meme 
des hommes doues d'une education elasRique ou professionelle-que des ecoles furent ouvertrs en 
plusieurs endroits et cela independamment des institutions des JesuiteR, du Seminaire fonde par Mgr. 
de Laval, et de celui des Messieurs de Saint Sulpice. U ne education litteraire et domestique dcR plus 
saines et pluR elevee qu'on ne serait tente de le croire, se donnait auxjeunes filles chez les Ursulines a 
Quebec et aux Trois-Rivieres et chez les Sceurs de la Congregation de Notre Dame a 1\Iontreal. Les 
amateurs du beau, de l'esthetique, comme on <lit aujourd'hui, pourraient admirer encore :wee avantage 
les riches travaux que l'on conserve dans quelques-uns de nos monastel'es. 

Le college des J etmites a Quebec, l'ecole des arts fondee par Mgr. de Laval a Saint Joachim, formaient 
des sujets precieux dont quelques-uns ont rendu a la colonie d'importants services. On soutenait des 
theses publiques a l'imitation de ce qui se faisait clans l'ancien monde; lcs gouverneurs et les inten
dants y assiRtaient et prenaient part :'t, la dispute. Ces fonctionnaires comme l'eveque etaient presque 
toujours des lettres. Frontenac etait un ami des lettres, sa femme etait du c-irele intime de Madame 
de Sevigne. M. de la Galissonniere etait un savant. Talon etait un homme de la plus belle educa
tion; M. Dupuy, un de ses successeurs, tranporta au pays sa bibliotheque qui etait considerable. M. 
Boucher, gouverneur des Trois-Rivieres ecrivit une histoire naturelle du pays. Les missionnaires 
etaient le plus souvent en meme temps que des apotres et des diplomates, des explorateurs dans le 
champ de la science. Le Pere Charlevoix, le Pere Lafiteau ont fait des etudes ethnologiques, des decou
vertes precieuses en botanique. 

Les grands voyageurs ne s'aventuraient point dans les vastes regions de l'Ouest sans avoir 
les connaissances astronomiques et geoclesiques necessaii-es pour leurs explorations. On a tl'ounS, 
dernierement, ce que l'on croit etre un instrument d'observation perdu par Champlain dans son pre
mien·oyage clans la region <le l'Ottawa. Ce grand homrne, que l'on pent appeler le pere de la patrie, 
ctait aussi un savant et un vigoureux et solide ec-rivain. A part l'histoire de sc:s voyages au Canada, 
ii a laisse un traite sur l'art do la rnlYigation ct une magnifique description des pay:-i du Golfe du 
:Uexique, dans laquelle i;es connaissanccs dans l'art du dcssin et dans toute:-, ks branclws de l'histoire 
naturelle se font remarquer. Plus que cela, il a le premier congu le projet d'uni1· par un <_•anal lc·s 
deux Oceans que separe l'lsthme de Panama, projet qu'apres plus de deux ::;iecb,; ct demi un de ses 
compatriotes est en voic d'cxecuter. 

Les Nicolet, les Joliet, les Marquette, les Gauthier de la V cyrenderic clurent se fonder dans k'tu·s 
decouYertes sur le:-, donuel's do la :-,eiencc. Joliet etait un elevc du college dl's Je:-,uifr:-i et il y avait 
soutenu une thet-o publique qui :wait attit-e sur lui !'attention, Plus d'nn botaniste a cette epoque a 
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parcouru no:-- foret:--, et :want que le suedois Kalm, eleve de Linncc, vint au chateau St. Louis· 

a('cepter l'hospitalite de l\L de la Galissonnierc, ami des sciences comme on l'c:--t :rnjourd'hµi a Ride_au 

IIa11, Sarrasin ct Ganthior avaient deja donne leurs noms a des plantes indigencs.' ~- T~lon fit _etuch~r 
les ressom·ees miuerales et la geographic du pays i-;nr nnc grande etenduc de ten1to1re; 11 devmt avoir 

pour eela des hommes de science a :--on service. . 
Du 1·e:--te, tlans ec pctit monde, :--i isole pendant nos longs hivcrs, agite de preoccupation mate-

riellcs qui s'impo:--aicnt de la maniere la plus irresistible, toujours en proie aux emotions de _quelque 

nouvelle gnerrc, de qnelque notffelle i11Ya:--ion, c'ctait mcrniillc de voir encore quelquc science et 
quelque litterat nre se conserver. Et cepcndant quel charmc dans lcs Relations du temps, quel 14 tyle 

enjouc et elegant, ct surtout qnelle ardour, quellc elerntion, quellc philosophic profondc dans lcs lettres 

de ect.tc celebre mystique, qui a predit la grandeur de notre pays, et que Bossuet a appcle la Sainte

Therese du Canada I 
Le o·out du beau l'ideal le sentiment de la nature c'est-a-dire la l)oesic; la rechcrche de la verite 

b ' l l 

c'est-a-dire la philosphie; l'etude du monde et de ses lois, c'est-a-dire la 8Cience-nc se renconttent pas 

f-:culement dans lcs livrcs. Les livres ne sont que les archives de la pensee humaine, archiYcs incom

pletes et surchargees de pages tres inutiles pour ne ricn dire de plus. Les plus belles choses qu'on Y 
trouvc souvent n'ont pa:-- ete faitcs en vue de la publicite. Les lettres de ::Mde. de Sevigne, cellos de 
Lord Chesterfield, les pensees de Pascal, n'ont pas etc ecritcs pour la foule. Racine composait timide

mcnt pour quelques petites pensionnaires deux tragedies dont l'une est devenue un des plus grands 

chefs-d'amvre du theatre frangais. 
Un drame intitule "La Reception du Vicomte d'Argenson" fut joue au College des Jesuites en 

1658, et des petites pieces, dont quelques-unes etaient originales, furent jouees plus turd aux U rsulines. 

M. LaRue rappelle ace sujet que ce ne fut pas parmi les eleves de Saint-Cyr, mais parmi cellos du 

monastere de Quebec, que Mme. de Maintenon choisit la gouvcrnante des enfants de France, 1'Ille. de 

::Marsan, plus tanl ::Marquise de Vaudreuil. 
On me dira que rien de ce qui se passait alors dans notre pays ne justifie un pareil rapproche

ment. Tout ec quo je vcux dire, c'est qu'il y arnit ici-et je crois l'avoir prouve-une activite intel
lectuelle qui se faisait jour de mille manieres et si elle n'a laisse de trace etrite que dans un petit 

nombre d'ouvra.ges, imprimes en F1·anec et se Yendant aujourd'hui au poids de l'or, elle n'en a pas 
moins fait triompher la eiYilisation de la barbaric. 

N'etait-ce pas un :-;peetacle admirable, que celui de eette petite societe, concentree dans trois 

petites villes, une partie s'eparpillant a des distances immenses, rcvenant avec des recits vrais mais a 
peine croyables de tout ce qu'elle avait vu et souffert-helas, mais trop souYent ne revenant jamais !_:__ 

n'etait-ce pas un mervcilleux spectacle, celui quc donnait au monde cl'tte vaillante avant-garde de 

la civilisation, dont le role etait, a certains egards, l'inverse de celui de la societe chretienne au 

moyen-age? Celle-ci.refoulait, en la transformant, la barbaric qui t'nvahissait le vieux monde; cello-· 

la vmiait envahir dans le nouveau monde une autre barbaric plus terrible encore, ct lutter contre 
clle a des millie1·s de lieues de distance, i\ travers un ocean inconnu, dans des forcts sans bornes, et la 
moitie de l'annce couvcrtcs d'une epaissc couche de ncigc. 

La population <le la colonic fut longtcmps pen nombreuse; la elasso instruite y etait dans une 

proportion considerable: cllc ctait, par neecs:--ite, intimoment melco a la classo moins favorisee sous 

le rapport des lumieres; il devait y :woir, il y :wait un rayonnement rnkossairn de l'une a l'autre. 

Les missionnaires-et tons les cures etaicnt a ccttc 6poque des missiomrnirns-lcs ordres religieux cux

memcs, n'cvangelisaient point quo les :--aurnge.~. Ils maintenaient partout la civilisation ct uncertain 

degre d'instruction par k\urs rapports constants avoc les populations ruralos meme les plus eloignees 
et les plus isolecs. 

Deux des ordres les plus celebres s'etaient devoues a notrc pays. L'un d'eux est fameux dans le 

monde entier et le Canada lui a fourni qnelques-unes des plus belles pages de ses ::mnalos. Moins 

connus quo ecux des Jesuites, les travaux des F1·ancisvain:-- n'ont pas pen contribue a. la grande ceuvre 
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de la civilisation. Ils ont etc les premiers a la peine ;. mais ils sont loin d'avoir et6 les premiers a 
l'honneur. 

Du rcste, le doux et humble solitaire d' Astdsc etait bicn le type de ces apotrrn,, de ceti hommcti qui 
devaient passer leur vie au milieu de la nature la plus primitiYc, ou colporter lcs premiers rudi
ments• des lettres humaines d'habitation en habitation le long de notre grand flenn'. C'etait-n'l'n 
deplaisc aux savants qui sont ici-c'etait le plus parfait des naturalistrs que ce bon f:;t. Fran9ois, car 
suivant la legende non-~eulement il aimait tous les etres de la creation, mais il s'en faisait aimr1·; il 
charmait les poissons, lcH oiseaux, meme les betes feroces; il ne disait pas seulement cornme tout le 
monde: mon ami le chien; il disait aussi: mon ami le loup. Chateaubriand nous a lais:-;e, dans son 
Genie du Christianisme, une charmante peinture des peregrinations des peres Franciscains darn, les 
hameaux et dans les chateaux de France; ~I. de Gat--pe nom, a donne une idee de ee qu'ih, etaient ici 
encore de son temps; mais combien plus interct-:·mnt serait le tableau de leurs premieres mit-:-;ions ! 
Tandis que les Jesuites, le seminaire .de Quebec, les Sulpiciens, et les religieuses Ur::-mlines tra
vaillaient a la haute education, ces pieux mendiants avec les filles de la samr Bourgeois ct quelques 
instituteurs la'iques-le premier de Vaudreuil en fit etablir un certain nombre-repandaient !'instruc

tion primaire. 
C'etait par le contact de tous ces hornmes instruits, quelquefois memo d'un g~nie snperienr, do 

toutes ces femmes distinguees, que !'habitant canadien, assrz sou vent lui-memc, du reste, fils de famille, 
ancien interpreto, ancien officier ou ancien soldat do quelqu'un des meilleurs regiments de France, 
conservait cette intelligence eclairee, cette foi robuste, cetto patience inebranlablo, cos principbs
d'honneur, cette politesse de manieres, cet heureux enjouement, en un mot, ccs qualite::i superiourc::i de 
l'humanite qui ont fourni le 110m et la designation de la litterature elle-meme rhez les ancions: huma
niores litter(£. 

Si, comme Charlevoix et Kalm le lui reprochent, la jeunesse etait quelque pcu frivolo tlans sc::i 
gouts et ses habitudes, il n'en est pas moin::i vrai que des centres do lurniere et ~e seicnl'c existaicnt 
alor::1 comme ::mjourd'hui, et l'on aurait bien tort do croire que la mat--t--o de la population etait 
plongeo dans les tenebrcs epaisses de !'ignorance. J'avoue qu'apres la conquetc il y eut presq ue une 
lacune. Je le dis sans amertume, mais non pas sans emotion, il y eut une assez longue periode do 
temps ou nous fumes les desherites de deux nations: notrc ancienne mere-patric nous avait aban
d01111es, '.l.lotre nouvelle mere-patrio ne nous antit pas encore adoptes. Presque touto la clasf-lo instruite, 
a !'exception du clerge, de quelques seigneurs et do quelques hommes de loi, repat--sa on France; les 
deux ordres religieux dont je viens de parler ful'ent supprimes, toutes lcs ecoles qu'ib avaiellt furent 
fermees. Plus de rapports avec la France, plus de livros. Houreusemont que l'imprimol'ie 1w tarda pas 
a s'etablir ici: nos premieres editions, nos incunables Canaclions fnrent det-i lines d'ernlcs, des lines do 
prieres ou des livres de loi. Ils repondaiont aux besoins ks plus prossanttl. La presso periodique mit 
du temps a se fonder; dans le principe olle fut d'un bien foible secours au point de vuc litteraire ainsi 
qu'au point de vue politique. 

Cependant, deux foyers do lumiere etaicnt restes; nos seminaires do Quebec ct do :::\Iontreal. 
Grace a cc::; deux institutions, lorsque le gouvernement constitutionncl fut etabli, il y avait parmi los 
Canadiens-Frangais, autant ct plus encore peut-etre que parmi ceux d'origino britanniquoi de::i 
hommes prepares aux luttes parlemontaires. Panot, Papineau, pere, Pierro Be<l:l](l, do Lotbiniere, 
Taschereau, Blanchet, furent nos premieres gloires politiques. Plus tard, Papineau, fl.ls, Vallieres, 
Viger, LaFontaine, Morin et une foule d'autres, mareherent sur leurs traeos. La politique nous a 
aussi donne nos premiers ecrivains: Bedard et Blanchet dans le Canadien de 1810-plus tanl :::\[Ol'in 
et Parent. La poesie, timide a l'origine, sc bornait a des sujets bucoliqucs ou didactiques: tcllcs furent 
los amvres do Quesnel, de l\formet et do Bibaud. Plus tard la muse patriotique se leva ploino de tris
tresse ou de col ere; nous cu.mes les dithyrambes et les elegies d' Angers, do Barthe, do Turcotte et do 
Garneau. Puis vinrent Lenoir et C1·emazie, p:recurseurs de la pleiade qui brille anjourd'hui. Bibaud, 
Garneau, Ferland et Faillon, bientot fl.rent connaitre notro histoire. Garneau fit epoquo; son livre 
est le point de depart des etudes historiques. 
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La science se cultivait dans nos colleges.· MM. Bedard, Demers et plusieurs autres en etaient de 
dignes adeptes. J e ne mentionnerai que pour memoire le lycee de M. Wilkie, ou se formerent des 
hommes remarquables; aussi l'Institution Royale et l'universite projetee avant cela, qui n'eurent 
point de resultats appreciables. La legislature et les fabriques avaient etabli des ecoles de paroisse 
qu'i etaient deja nombreuses en 1836, lorsque la subvention du gouvernement fut supprimee par·le con
seil legislatif; enfin plusieurs nouveaux colleges avaien~ surgi pour aider a ceux de Quebec et 
de Montreal. II y eut done encore en 1837, un temps d'arr~t dans les progres de !'instruction primaire; 
mais l'instruction secondaire ou classique, dont lord Durham, dans son rapport, signala les resultats, 

trop abondants selon lui, continuait a se i'epandre. 
Si j'en viens aux institutions de la nature de celle que nous inaugurons aujourd'hui, je trouve que 

la premiere tentative de ce genre fut faite en 1809*. La Societe Litteraire etablie a Quebec cette annee
la, prit pour devise Floreamus in nemoribus, devise bien trouvee, puisque a cette epoque, le territoire du 
lac Saint-Jean, n'etant point encore colonise, on pouvait voir des murs de Quebec, la for~t qui s'eten

dait jusq u'a la baie d'Hudson. 
La societe, la veille de la f~te du roi George III, dont j'.ai parle au commencement de ce· discours, 

donnait les prix d'un concours de poesie, ouvert pour celebrer les vertus du monarque. Une piece 
anglaise composee par M. Flemming, et une piece fran9aise par un poete qui av~it pris le pseudonyme 
de Canadensis furent couronnees. Des discours furent prononces par M. Romain, president de la 
societe, et par :M. Louis Plamondon, une des gloires du barreau Canadien et qui dirigeait un de nos 
premiers journaux litteraires, Le Oourrier- de Quebec. 

L'existence de cette premiere societe ne fut pas de longue duree. II en est· de premieres publicar 
tions, des premieres revues, des premieres associations de ce genre comme des soldats qui montent les 
premiers a l'assaut; ceux qui les suivent et qui triomphent ont a passer sur leurs corps. 

La Societe Litteraire et Historique de Quebec, fondee par lord Dalhousie en 1824, et qui existe encore 
aujourd'hui, succeda. apres un assez long intervalle a la Societe Litte1·aire de 1809-. Elle a publie de 
nombreux :Memoires et les noms de quelques-uns des hommes les plus marquants des deux origines 
:figurent parmi ceux de ses membres actifs. Elle a eu pour rivale depuis 1848 l'Institut Canadien de 
Quebec vers lequel s'est portee de preference lajeunesse instruite parlant la langue f1·an9aise. 

La Societe d'Histoire Naturelle, la Societe Historique, la Societe Numismatique et Archeologique 
etablies a :Montreal,. le Canadian Institute de Toronto, la Societe de Geographie de Quebec, l'Institut 
Canadien-Fran9ais d'Ottawa, et plusieurs autres associations du m~me genre etablies dans les autres 
provinces de la confederation auxquelles, le president vient de rendre un hommage bien merite, ont 
travaille et travaillent encore a la propagation des sciences et des lettres. 

L'amvre qui appartient a de telles institutions est difficile dans un pays comparativement nou
veau. Elle se compose de deux choses tres di:fferentes, le progres des sciences et des lettres, 
et leur vulgarisation. 11 ya necessairement chez elles un peu de l'academie et beaucoup de la 
salle de conferences et de la bibliotheque publique. A mesure que !'instruction fait des progres, que la 
litterature se forme et s'eleve a de plus hautes regions, a mesure que les hautes carrieres sci'entifiques · 
se creent et se developpent, les deux fonctions que je viens d'in_diquer peuvent se separer, et des 
institutions ayant un caractere plus exclusif et plus eleve peuvent avec l'aide des gouvernements s'eta
blir et prosperer. 

Sommes-nous arrives ace point? II n'est plus temps de poser la question; elle a ete decidee 
par une autorite superieure et impartiale qui a porte sur notre mouvement intellectuel et litteraire un 
jugement plus favorable que celui que nous oserions porter nous-m~mes. 

J'ai fait une bien rapide et bien insuffisante esquisse de ce mouvement dans le passe pour la plus 
ancienne des provinces de la confederation. Dans ces dernieres annees combien ne s'est-il pas accelere 
de toutes parts? Les grandes universites Laval, :McGill, Toronto, Lennoxville, Dalhousie, de nom-

* On lit cependant ce qui suit dans un article de M. Sulte sur la poesie fran~,a,ise au Canada: " II est parle d'un 
cercle litteraire qui se formaa Quebec entre les annees 1777 et 1780; Bougainville en signale un autre avant 1767." 
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breux colleges, des ecoles normalcs, une organisation plus complete do l'instruction publique, ont 
partout repttndu le gout des sciences et des lettres. Les publications litteraires et scieutifiqucs sont 
dcvenues nombreuses, les ceuvres de nos ecrivaius sont connues maintenant en dchors <le notre pays. 

Pour nous, descendants des premiers colons, les temps sont bien changes <lcpuis cette epoque 
nefaste ou nous etions, comme je l'ai dit, les desherite::; de deux nations! Aujourd'hui, notre nouvelle 
mere-patrie nous accorde une protection eclairee ct nous ouvre la voie d'une prosperite et d'une im
portance sociale a laquelle il est difficile d'assigner des limitcs. D'un autre eote notre ancienne mere
patrie s'est sou venue de nous, elle a pour nous les procedes les plus gracieux et les rapporti; les plus avan
tageux s'etablissent entre l'Ancienne et la NouYelle-France, commc aux jours de Colbe1·t et de Talon. 

La litterature n'a pas ete etrangerc a ce rapprochement, et si les sciences et l'industrie, par les 
trois grandes expositions de Paris, y ont eu une large part, on peut dire que nos historiens et nos 
poetes ont ete les premiers a nous reveler a notre ancienne mere-patrie en meme temps qu'ils lui mon
traient une des pages les plus glorieuses et les plus touchantes de son histoire, page demeurec jusque
la dans l'ombre et dans l'oubli. 11 se trouve, du reste, ici, un de nos collegues qui est une prcuve 
vivante de ee que j'affirme. 

D'un autre cote, il semble que depuis quelques annees les ceuvres canadiennes en langue fran9aisc 
sont' mieux connues des populations anglaises du Canada, et qu'en revanche les poetes, les ecl'ivains et 
les savants anglo-canadiens sont mieux apprecies de la population fran9aise. 

Le moment etait done bien choisi pour convoquer, dans l'enceinte du parlement d'Ottawa, cet 
autre parlement litteraire et scientifique, moins bruyant que celui qui y siege d'habitude, mais dont 
les debats, sans passionner autant les esprits, ne seront pas tout a fait sans importance et sans ntilite. 

lei se rencontreront des hommes des deux nationalites, des hommes de toutes les nuances d'opinion, 
de toutes les parties du pays. Toutes les sciences fraterniseeont entre elles, et la litterature et l'his
toire donneront la main a la science. 

La science a, dans ces jours d'epreuves pour l'humanite, une mission plus difficile t1 uc jamais; sa 
responsabilite est aussi plus grande. On lui a reproche d'etre entree en guerre ouverte avec la religion 
revelee, de saper par un materialisme destructeur toute idee de moralite, denier enfin et l'action cliYine 
et la conscience humaine. D'un autre cote, les puissants agents physiques qu'elle a decouverts et mis 
a la portee du vulgaire ont deja donne a ces pernicieuses doctrines une sanction terrible; :-;i l'on n'y 
prenait garde, les ruines morales qu'elles feraient dans les ames seraient suivies de ruines m~terielles 
bien effrayantes I 

Ace point de vue, c'est une garantie bien rassurante que d'avoir a la tete de notre nouvelle in
stitution un homme qui a lutte si longtemps, et avec tant de succes pour l'idee religieuse dans le do
maine des sciences, et qui H'est acquis sous ce rapport une reputation bien meritee aux Etats-Uni:-- et 
en Europe. 

Dans l'ancien monde une reaction semble se faire en faveur de l'idee chretienne. La derniere 
seance de reception a l' Academic Fran9aise vient de nous en donner une preuve. Cette grande com
pagnie couronne le talent litteraire partout ou il se trouve : au barreau, dans la chaire chretiennc, a 
la tribune et dans les autres sections de l'Institut. Elle renferme dans Ra vaste juriclietion toutes lcs 
branches des connaissances humaines, car en toutes choses la science de bien dire et de bien ecrire 
trouve son application. Biot et plusieurs autres savants ont ete admis au nom bre lle :-;c:-- membres, ct 
tout dernie1·ement, M. Pasteur, si celebre par ses decouvertes :-mr les virus et les microzoaires, pro
non9ait son discours de reception et faisait l'eloge de son predecesseur, Littre-qui, cli:-;dple du posi
tiviste Comte, est mort cependant dans des idees toutes differentes. 

Le discours du nouvel academicien est une revendication habile et eloquente (le:-- verites cnsci
gnees par l'ecole chretienne. 11 fait voir a quelles tenebrcs affren:-,e:-- pent conduire la negation de tout 
ce que les siecles qui ont precede le notre ont cru et venere. Tout, clit-il, dans la nature nous revele 
l'existence d'un Dieu createur et de l'ame humaine faite a sou image. 11 cite ces paroles de Littre: 

Pro. 1882. c. 
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" Il faut un lien spiritnel a l'humanite; faute de <1uoi il u'y aurait dam; la societe que des familles 

isolee:-1, des hordes et point de societe yfritablc." 
Apres ::woir prouve que la metaphy::;ique, tant dedaignee par l'ecole po~itiviste., ne fait que traduire 

en nou:-; la notion dominateice de l'infini, il proclamc en tenne:.; cloqucuts ct de la plus haute eleva
tion philosophique, l'oxi:-;tenco de cettc image de la pniss:rncc diYinc, qui ci;t au dcdans de l'homme, 

qui a certains egarll:-4 est l'homme lui-memc. 
"Les Grccs," dit-il, "nou:-; out legue un de:-; pln:-\ beaux moL:-; de not1·e laHgue, le mot enthousiai;me," 

en theos-un <lieu intericur ! 
"La grandeur des actions humaincs 1'4C mesnrc :1 l'inspimtion qui k:-; fait naitre. Heureux celui 

qui porte en soi un <lieu, un ideal de lio:mt6 ct qui lui obeit: ill{>ai do l'art, ideal de la science, ideal de:-, 
vertus de l'Evangile ! Ce sont la les sources Yi \'CS des gramle.-; pl·nsel'S et des grandes actions. Toutes 

s'eclairent du reflet de l'infini." 
J'ai peut-etre trop longtemps almse de la bie1wcillance de cet auclitoirc distingue. Dans tous les 

cas, j'aime a le laisser sous le charme des belles paroks quo je Yien:-1 de citer. 
J e terminerai done en remerciant Son Excellence le Gou verneur-geueral, au nom de tous, de 

l'interet qu'il prcnd aux sciences et aux lettres, et plus particulierement au nom de la premiere 
section a laquelle j'appartiens, je lo remcrde de la place distinguee qu'il a si gracieusement clonnee a 
la litterature frangaise ct a l'histoirc du Canada, dans !'organisation de ccttc societe. 

The following is a list of the c01nmunications made to the Sections on May '25th, 26th and 27th, 1882: 

Sect. I.-Frcnc!t Literature, History <tnd Allied Subjects. 

Discours d'inauguration. Par :M. FAUCHER DE SAIN'r-l\IAURICE. 
Nos quatre historiens modernes: Bi baud, Garneau, Ferland, Faillon. Par J. M. LEMOINE. 
Coup d'reil sur les commencements de la poesie fran9aise au Canada et en particulier sur les poesies 

de F. X. Garneau. Par Hon. P. J. 0. CHAUVEAU. 
Notre passe litteraire et nos historiens. Par L' ABBE CASGRAIN. 
Scenes d'une comedic inedite. Par Hon. F. G. MARCHAND. 
Le .Bien pour le Mal. Par M. P. LE l\Lw. 
Vive La. France. Par Dr. L. H. FRECHETTE. 
Origines des familles canadicnnes. Par L'ABBE TANGUAY. 
Les commencements de Montreal. Par L' ABBE VERRK\.U. 
Quelques-unes de nos soeietes littcraires. Par l\I. P. DE CAzEs. 
Les interpretes du Canada au temps de Champlain. Par M. BENJ. SuLTE. 
Quebec en 1900. Par M. OscAR DUNN. 
Port Royal. Par L'ABBE BEGIN. 

Sect. II.-English Literature, History and Allied Subjects. 

New World Beginnings. (President':-; Address.) By Dr. DANIEL vV1Lso~. 
The Establishment of Free Public Libraries in Canada. By Dr. A. ToDD. 
The Last Defender of Jerusalem: a Poem in heroic verse. By the Rev . .lENEAS McD. DAWSON. 
The Growth of the Intellect. By Dl'. R. l\[. BucKE. 
A Memoir of a U. E. Loyalist Family. By Mr. ·w. KIRBY. 
Language and Conquest. By Mr. JoHN READE. 

Sect. III.-Mathematical, Physical and Chemical Sciences. 

Address by Dr. T. STERRY HUNT, President. 
Note on Zinc Sulphide. By Mr. T. MACFARLANE. 
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Notes on Hydrodynamics. By Prof. LOUDON. 
Note on Jronisch's " Analyse Mathematique du jeu des echoes." By P1·of. CHERRIMAN. 
On the Measurement of the Electrical Resistance of Electrolytes by means of the ·Wheatstone's bridge. 

By Prof. MACGREGOR. 
On the Transition Resistance to the Electric current at the bounding surface between amalgamate<l 

Zinc Electrodes and Solution of Zinc Sulphate. By P1·of. MACGREGOR. 
On Molecular Contraction in natural Sulphides. By Prof. E. J. CHAPMAN. 
On the law of facility of error in the Sum of n Independent Quantities, each accurate to the nearest 

unit. By Mr. CARPMAEL. 
A Symmetrical investigation of the Cm·vature of Surfaces. By Prof. JOHNSON. 
On the Motion of a Chain on a fixed Curve. By P1·of. CHERRIMAN. 
On an Application of a certain Determinant. By Prof. CHERRil\IAN. 
On a Question· of Probabilities. By Prof. CHERRIMAN. 
On the General Regulation of Civil Time. By Mr. SANDFORD FLEMING. 
The Utility of Geometry as applied to the Arts and Sciences. By M. BAILLARGE. 

Sect. IV.-Geological and Biological Sciences. 

Address by the President, Dr. A. R. C. SELWYN. 
Address by the Vice-President, Prof. G. LAWSON. 
On the Distribution of Northern, Southern and Saline Plants in Canada. By Prof. J. MACO UN. 
Descriptive Notes of a General Section from the Laurentian Axis to the Rocky Mountains, north of 

the 49th parallel. By D1·. G. M. DA wsoN. 
On the Physical and Geological Features of the St. John River Valley. By Prof. L. W. BAILEY. 
Observations on the Anatomy and Development of the Cestodcs. By Prof. A. RAMSAY WRIGHT. 
On Lacustrine Concretions from Grand Lake, Nova Scotia. By the Rev. Dr. HONEYMAN. 
Illustrations of the Fauna of the St. John Group. By Mr. G. F. MATTHEW. 
Notes on the Birds of Hudson\; Bay. By Dr. Ro BERT BELL. 
On a New Classification of Crinoids. By Prof.' E. J. CHAP1u .. ~. 
On the Lower Cretaceou.-, Rocks of British Columbia. By Alr. J. F. vVHITEAVES. 
On Fossil Plants from the Cretaceous and Tertiary Rocks of British Columbia and the N orth-·w est 

Territory. By Principal DAWSON. 
On the Importance of Economizing and Preserving our Forests. By Mr. ,v. SAUNDERS. 
The Life-history and Development of Botrydium granu'atum. By Prof. G. LA wsoN. 
On the Introduction and Dissemination of certain Noxious Insects. By l\Ir. W. SAUNDERS. 

I 

On the Quebec Group. By Dr. A. R. C. SELWYN. 

(The following papers were read by title.) 

On the Present Condition of the Mining Industry in Canada. By Dr. R. BELL. 
On the Recent Discovery of large Deposits of Zinc Blonde on the North si<le of Lake Superior, 

By Dr. R. BELL. 
On some supposed Annelid Tmcks from the Gaspe Sandstones. By Mr. J. F. WmTEAVES. 
On the Glaciation of Newfoundland. By Mr. A. MuRRAY. 

(The following were presented by Prof. A. Ramsay Wright.) 

Note on the Segmentation of the ovum in Thalassema. By Prof. PLAYFAIR Mc)f rnnr~n. 
Note on the Cranium of the Pipe-Fish (Syngnathus). Do. do. do. 
Prelimina1·y notice of Microscopic Organism;; found in the tap-water of Toronto. By 1fr. G. AcnEsnN, 
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CONCLUDING MEETING. 

In accordance with the arrangements made on Thursday morning, May 25th, the Society assem
bled in general session at i2 o'clock on Saturday, 27th May, 1882, in the railway committee-room
the president in the chair. All of the members· of the provisional Council were present, with the 
exception of Mr. Goldwin Smith. 

The minutes of the general meeting of Thursday were read by the honorary Becretary and 
confirmed. The Honorary Secretary was then called upon by the President to read the following 
report of the Council, prepared since the ineeting. 

The Council beg leave to submit to the Royal Society in general session the following recom
mendations:-

1. That a letter be prepared,· conveying the friendly greeting of the Society to the several scien
tific and literary societies in the Dominion, and inviting each of them to elect annually one of its 
members as a delegate to any meeting of this Society, such delegate to have, during his term of office, 
the privilege of taking part in section meetings for reading and discussion of papers ; and asking also 
that such delegate be empowered to communicate annually a short statement of original work done 
and papers published, and to report on any matters on which the Society may usefully aid in publica
tion or otherwise, That copies of the Transactions of this Society be sent to all local soci~ties so as
sociated. That such circulars be sent to the following :-

Literary and Historical Society of Quebec. 
Natural His~ry Society of Montreal. 
Canadian Institute, Toronto. 
Natural History Society of New Brunswick. 
Nova Scotia Institute of Natural Science. 
Literary and Scientific Society, Ottawa. 
Historical and Scientific Society of Manitoba. 
Entomological Society of Ontario. 
Institut Canadien, Quebec. 
Historical Society of Montreal. 
Numismatic Society of Montreal. 
Historical Society of Halifax. 
Geographical Society of Quebec. 
Institut Canadien-Fran9ais, Ottawa. 

And such other societies as (he Council, on inquiry, may deem deserving of such distinction•. 

2. That so soon as the Society shall be in possesion of funds available for such purposes, the 
Council may offer prizes or other inducements for valuable papers, or may aid researches already 
begun and carried so far as to render their ultimate value probable. 

3. That the Council be empowered to fix the next place of meeting for either Toronto, Quebec or 
Hal.ifax, provided that an invitation from any of those cities and contributions toward expenses of the 
Society can be secured. That the time of meeting be in September, 1883. 

4. That His Excellency the Governor•General be respectfully requested to continue the corres
po~dence ~ith th~ Co.uncil of the British Association, and to invite a delegation to meet with this 
Society at its meetmg m 1883, and that invitations be extended through. His Excellency to the Insti
tute of France, and to the Association Fran9aise, the Association of Naturalists of Ge1·many and to the 
American Association. ' 
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5. That communication be opened with the Hudson's Bay Company and with the Pacitie Raihrny 
Company, with reference to obtaining specimens for the contemplated Canadian Museum, and that a 
circular be prepa1·ed setting forth the wants of the Society in this respect, and with suggestions as to 
collecting and transmitting specimens, and that it be addressed to all persons able to aid in the matter 
in the North-Western and North-Eastern Territories and British Columbia. 

6. That the Council ascertain as soon as possible the number and extent of the papers presented 
to thit-i meeting which deserve publication, and the probable expense of properly illustrating the same; 
that communication of the facts be made to H. E. the Governor-General, with reference to obtaining 
a parliamentary grant, and that printing be commenced as soon as assurance can be obtained of such 
grant. 

7. That the following shall be entitled, ex-offecio, to receive copies of the Transactiont- of the 
Society:-;-

The Lieutenant-Governors of the Provinces of the Dominion and Newfoundland. 
The Members of the Privy Council of Canada. 
The Chief Justice and Judges of the Supreme Court of Canada. 
The Speakers of the Senate and House of Commons. 
The Chief Justice of each of the Provinces. 
The Premier of each P1·ovince. 
The Speakers of the Legislatures of the Provinces. 
The Minister or Superintendent of Education in each Province. 
The Universities, Library of Parliament and Libraries of Provincial Legislatures. 

8. That the 24th of May. being the anniversary of the founding of the Royal Socciety of Canada 
under the direction of His Excellency the Marquis of Lorne, all prizes, diplomas or other honorary 
gifts shall be presented on that day. 

The first of the foregoing recommendations having again been read, it was amended, on motion of 
Lieut.-Col. Denison, seconded by Mr. G. Stewart, by adding the following words to the end thereof, 
"subject, however, to the vote of the Society." 

The second recommendation having again been read, it was amended on motion of Dr. Lawson, 
seconded by Mr. Macfarlane, by adding the following words to the end thereof: "but that no part of 
the Society's general funds shall be devoted to such purpose, without the vote of the Society." 

The third recommendation having again been read, it was amended, on motion of Dr. Grant, 
seconded by Rev. Mr. Dawson, by providing " that the next meeting of the Society shall be held at 
Ottawa, in the month of May, 1883." 

The fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth recommendations were then again read and adopted. 

The following resolutions, sent up from the respective sections, were then formally proposed and 
adopted: 

1. That the attention of the Society be directed to the subject of the preservation and planting of 
forests by public and private means, as an important object to be promoted by this Society in 
connection with the Intemational Forestry Association. (From the Geological and Biological Section.) 

2. That a memorial be transmitted to the Dominion Government by the Royal Society of 
Canada, praying that 

(1) All scientific works in foreign languages, 
(2) All scientific periodicals, 
(3) All transactions of :-;cientific societieR 

be, included in the list of articles admitted free of duty into thiR country. (From the Geological and 
Biological section.) 
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3. That in view of the general importance of the question of regulating time throughout the 
world, this section recommends that the Council co-operate, as far a:-, practicabl_e, in the move~ent 
towards that end, and that steps be taken to secure the representation of Canada m the I~ternatwnal 
Conference to determine a zero meridian, now contemplated by the Congrm,H of the Umted States. 
(From the Mathematical, Physical and Chemical section.) 

The reports of sections a~ to the election of officers of the same having been :alled for, . 
Mr. J. l\L LeMoine reported that the following gentlemen had been appomted for Sect10n I., 

French Literature, etc. 
J. M. LE)foINE. President, 

Vice-President, FAUCHER DE SAINT-MAURICE. 

Secretary, B. SuLTE. 

Mr. George Stewart made the following report for Section I~., English Literature, &c. 

President, 
Vice-President, 
Secretary, 

DANIEL "WILSON. 

GoLDWIN SMITH. 

GEORGE STEWART, JR. 

Dr. T. Sterry Hunt made the following report for Section III., Mathematical, Physical and 
Chemical Sciences : 

President, 
Vice-President, 
Secretary, 

T. STERRY HUNT. 

C. H. CARP~IAEL. 

J. B. CHERRIMAN. 

Dr. Selwyn made the following report for Section IV., Geological and Biological Sciences: 

President, A. R. C. SELWYN. 

Vice-President, GEORGE LA wsoN. 

Secretary, J. F. ·w HITEA YE:--. 

The Society then proceeded to the election of P1·esident, Vice-President, Honorary Secretary 
and Honorary Treasurer. Messrs. George Stewart and C. F. Matthew were appointed scrutineers of 
the said election. 

It was unanimously agreed that the following gentlemen be appointed Officers of the Soeiety for 
the ensuing twelve months : 

President, 
Vice-President, 
Honorary-Secretary, 
Honorary-Treasurer, 

The following votes of thanks were then adopted : 

J. "\V. DAWSON. 

P. J. 0. CnAuv1uF. 
J OIIN G. BouRINOT. 

J. A. GRANT. 

1. That the thanks of this Society be communicated to the speakers of the senate and house of 
commons for the use of the rooms occupied during its meeting, and for other arrangements which 
have greatly facilitated the work of this Society. 

2. That the thanks of this Society be commu11ieated to the Hon. l\finit-<ter of Railways and Canals 
for the courtesy which he hat-< extended to the members of the Society who have travelled by the 
Intercolonial Railway, abo to the ManagerH of the Grand Trunk, and the Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa 
and Occidental Railway:-., for the facilities which they have given members to reach Ottawa. 

The thanks of the Society were t~1en propoHed and given, nemine contradicente, to the President, 
Vice-President, Honorary Secretary, and other members of the Council, who respectively returned 
their grateful acknowledgments. 
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The President then submitted the following draft of an Addrnss to His Excellency the Governor
General: 

To HiS' Excellency the Right Honol'able Sir JoHN DouGLAS SUTHERLAND CAMPBELL (commonly 
called the Marquis of Lorne), Enight of the Most Ancient and Most ~oble Order of the 
Thistle, Knight Grand Cl'oss of the Most Distinguished Order of St. :\[ichael and St. George, 
Governor-General of Canada and Vice-Admiral of the same, etc., etc. 

May it please Your Excellency,-Tho members of the Royal Society of Canada, before separating, 
are desirous respectfully to express to Your Excellency their gratitude for the patronage extended to 
this Society, the action of Your Excellency in its or;gination, the interest taken in its prnceeding:-

·and the generous hospitality extended to it during the meeting. 
We have the honor to be Y ou1· Excellency's humble servants. 

The Address was adopted; nemine contradicente, ordered to be engrossed, and signed and presented 
by the Council on behalf of the Society. 

The President then formally declared the Soeiety adjourned until the month of May, 1883. 
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[Members not present are designated by an asterisk.] 

I. LITTERATURE FRANQAISE, HISTOIRE, ARCHEOLOGIE, ETc. 

B.EGI~, L1ABBE L. N., S.T.D., Universite Laval, Quebec. 

*B01s, L. E., Cure de llfaskinonge, Q. 

*BOURASSA, NAPOLEON, Montreal. 

CASGRAIN, L'ABBE H. R., Docteur es Lettres, Rivierc
Ouclle, Q. 

CHAUVEAu, P. J. 0., LL.D., Docteur es Lettres, Officier 
de !'Instruction Pµblique de France, JJfontreal. 

DE CAzEs, PAUL, Quebec. 

DUNN, OSCAR, Quebec. 

*FABRE, HECTOR, Quebec. 

FAUCHER DE SAINT-MAURICE, N., Membre de la Societe 
des Gens de Lettres de France, Quebec. 

FRECHETTE, Loms, LL.D., Laureat de l' Academie 
Fran9aise, Montreal. 

*LEGENDRE, NAPOLEOX, Quebec. 

LEMAY, PAllIPHILE, Quebec. 

LEMOINE, J. M., Quebec. 

l\lARCHA~D, F. G., Officier de !'Instruction Publique 
de France, St. Jean, Q. 

MARllIETTE, JOSEPH, Quebec. 

*RouTmER, JuGE A. B., Docteur es Lettres, Quebec. 

SuLTE, BE~J,DIIN, Ottawa, 0. 

TA""GUAY, L'ABBE CYPRrnN, Ottawa, 0. 

"'TASSE, JosEPH, Ottawa, 0. 

YERREAu, L'ABBE HosPICE, Docteur es Lettres, Officier 
d' Academie de France, JJf ontreal, Q. 

II. ENGLISH LITERATURE, HISTORY, ARCH~OLOGY, ETc. 

BouRINOT, Jom, GEORGE, B.A., F.S.S., Clerk of the 
Commons, Ottawa, O. 

BUCKE, R. MAURICE, M.D., London, 0. 

DAWSON, REV . .i'ENEAS MACDONELL, Ottawa, 0. 

DENISON, LT.-CoL. G. T., B.C.L., Toronto, 0. 

'GnAxT, VERY REv. G. l\I., D.D., Principal of Queen's 
College, Kingston, 0. 

KrnnY, WILLIAM, Niagara, 0. 

*LESPERANCE, JOHN, Montreal, Q. 

LINDSEY, CHARLES, Toronto, 0. 

*LYALL, REY. W., LL.D., Professor of Logic and 
Metaphysics, Dalhousie College, Hal if ax, N 1S. 

-*l\IuRRAY, GEORGE, B.A., Senior Classical Master, High 
School, JJfontreal, Q. 

l\kRRAY, REV. J. CLARK, LL.D., Prof. of Logic, etc., 
McGill Co!lege, ]Jf ontreal, Q. 

l\IcCoLL, EvAN, Kingston, 0. 

READE, JORN, Montreal, Q. 

SANGSTER, CHARLES, Ottawa, 0. 

*SMITH, GoLDWIN, D.C.L., Toronto, 0. 

STEWART, GEORGE, JR., Quebec. 

TODD, ALPIIEus, C.l\I.G., LL.D., Librarian of Parlia
ment, Ottau·a, 0. 

*·w ATSON, J., l\I.A., LL.D., Prof. of Mental and l\Ioral 
Philosophy, Queen's University, Kingston, 0. 

WILSON, DAxrnL, LL.D., F.R.S.E., President of Uni
versity College, Toronto, 0. 

*Yomm, G. PAXTON, 1\1.A., Prof. of Logic and Meta
physies, U nhersity College, Toronto, 0. 

Pro. 1882-3. D. 
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PROCEEDINGS FOR i883. 

SECOND GENERAL MEETING, MAY, 1883. 

The Royal Society of Canada held its second general meeting on the 22nd May, in the Parliament 
Buildings, Ottawa. The members assembled at the hour of 10 o'clock A. M., in the railway com
mittee room, and the President, Principal Dawson, took tho Chair and formally called the meeting 
to order. 

The Honorary Secretary then read the following 

REPORT OF COUNCIL. 

Since the meeting of May, 1882, the Council has endeavoured to give attention to the several 
matters committed to it at that meeting and more especially to the following:-

1. The memorial to Her Majesty the Queen asking hei: gracious permission to name the Society 
the Royal Society of Canada. To this a favourable answer was received, to the following effect, through 
His Excellency the Governor General : 

From the Right Honourable the Secretary of State for the Colonies: 

DowNING STREET, 22nd August, 1882. 
MY LORD, 

I have laid before the Queen your Lordship's despatches, No.'s 50 and 20~, of the 9th March and 

18th July, respectively, together with the memorial which accompanied the latter <lespatch, and I am 
commanded to inform you that Her Majesty graciously permits the Society organized for the en
couragement of Science and Literature in Canada to be styled The Royal Society of Canada. 

You will be so good as to communicate Her l\[ajr:-:;ty's decision to the momorialists. 

(Signed,) KI1\1BERLY. 

Governor-General the MARQUIS OF LORNE, G. C. M. G. 

2. A draft of an Act of incorporation was prepared by the Honorary Secretary and has been 
passed by the Dominion Parliament. A copy accompanies this Report and should be printed with 

the Regulations. of the Society. 
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AN AcT TO INCORPORATE THE RoYAL SocrETY OF CANADA. 

WHEREAS the persons he1·einafter mentioned have, by their petition, represented that a Society 
called with the sanction of Her Most Graciou::i Majesty the Queen, " The Royal Society of Canada," 
has b;en founded in Canada by His Excelleney the Right Honorable the Marquis of Lorne, Governor
General of Canada; that the said Society has been maintained for some months by the petitioners 
and others, and that the objects of the said Society are :-iii-st, to encourage studies and investiga
tions in Hterature and science; secondly, to publish transactions annually or semi-annually, contain
ino- the minutes of proceedin<>'S at meetino-s records of the work performed, original papers and 

b b b' 

memoirs of merit, and such other documents as may be deemed worthy of publication; thirdly, to 
offer prizes or other inducements for valuable papers on subjects relating to Canada, and to aid 
researches already begun and carried so far as to render their ultimate value probable; fourthly, to 
assist in the collection of specimens with a view to the formation of a Canadian Museum of archives, 
ethnology, archroology and natul'al history: and whereas the said petitioners have prayed that, for 
the better attainment of the said objects, the Society may be incorporated by Act of the Parliament 
of Canada, and it is expedient to grant the prayer of the said petition: Therefore Her Majesty, by 
and with the advice and consent of the Senate and House of Commons of Canada, enacts as follows :-

l. J. W. Dawson, C.M.G.; LL.D., F.R.S., President; the Honorable P. J. 0. Chauveau, LL.D., 
Docteur es Lettres, Vice-President; J. M. LeMoine, Esquire, Daniel Wilson, LL.D., F.R.S.E., T. 
Sterry Hunt, LL.D., F.R.S., A. R. C. Selwyn, LL.D., F.R.S., Presidents of Seqtions; Faucher de St. 
Maurice, Esquire, Charles Carpmael, M.A., George Lawson, Ph.D., LL.D., Vice-Presidents of Sec
tions; J. G. Bourinot, F.S.S., Honorary Secretary; J. A. Grant, M.D., F.G.S., Honorary Treasurer; 
Gold win Smith, D.C.L., the Reverend Abbe Begin, D.D., the Reverend Abbe Bois, Napoleon Bour.assa, 
Esquire, the Reverend Abbe Casgrain, Docteur es Lettres, Paul DeCazes, Esquire, Oscar Dunn, Es
quire, the Honorable Hector Fabre, Louis H. Frechette, L.L.D., Napoleon LeGendre, Esquire, Pam
phile Lemay, Esquire, the Honorable Mr. Justice Routhier, Docteur es Lettres, Benjamin Sulte, Es
quire, the Reverend Abbe Tanguay, Joseph Tasse, Esquire, the Reverend Abbe Verreau, Docteur 
es Lettres, R. Maurice Bucke, M.D., the Reverend JEneas McDonell Dawson, Lieutenant-Colonel G. T. 
Denison, J3.C.L., the Very Reverend G. M. Grant, D.D., William Kirby, Esquire, John Lesperance, 
Esquire, Charles Lindsey, Esquire, the Reverend W. Lyall, LL.D., George Murray, B.A., the Rev
erend J. Clark Murray, LL.D., Evan McColl, Esquire, John Reade, Esquire, Charles Sangster, Esquire, 
George Stewart, (the younger), Esquire, Alpheu~ Todd, C.M.G., LL.D., J. Watson, M.A., LL.D., G. 
Paxton Young, M.A., C. Baillarge, C.E., Herbert A. Bayne, Esquire, E .. J. Chapman, Ph.D., LL.D., 
J.B. Cherriman; M.A., E. Deville, C.E, N. F. Dupuis, MA., F.R.S.E., Sandford Fleming, O.M.G., C.E., 
P. Fortin, M.D., G. P. Girdwood, M.D., F. N. Gisborne, M Inst. E., E. Haanel, Ph.D., the Very Rev
erend T. E. Hamel, M.A., B. J. Harrington, B.A., Ph.D., G. C. Hoffman, F.I.C., A. Johnson, LL.D., 
J. T.-Loudon, M.A., T. Macfarlane, _M.E., J. G. McGregor, M.A., D.Sc., Ji.,_R.S.E., L. W. Bailey, M.A., 
Ph.D., Robert Bell, M.D., C.E., F.G.S., G. M. Dawson, D.S.C., A.R.S.M., F.G.S., Edwin Gilpin, :M.A., 
F.G.S., J. Bernard Gilpin, M.D., M.R.C.S., the Reverend D. Honeyman, D.C.L., J. M. Jones, F.L.S., 
the Reverend Professor J. C. K. Laflamme, D.D., J. Macoun, M.A., F.L.S., G. F. Matthew,. M.A., 
Alexa~der Murray, C.M.G., F.G'.S., W. Oaler, M.D., W. Saundel's, Esquire, D. N. St. Cyr, Esquire, J. 
F. Wlnteaves, F.G.S., and R. Ramsay Wright, M.A., B.Sc., together with such other persons as now 
are 0 ~· may hereafter become members of the Society to be hereby incorporated, under the provisions 
of this Act a~d the by-law~ made under the authority thereof, and their successors, shall be and are 
here~y constituted a body politic and corporate, by the name of·" The Royal Society of Canada," 
her~mafter called the Society, and may, by any legal title, acquire, hold and enjoy, for the use of the 
Society, any property whatever, real or personal, arnl may alienate, sell and dispose of the same, or 
any part thereo~, fr~m time to time and a~ occasion may require, and other property, real or per
sonal, may acquire mstead thareof: Provided always, that the annual value of the real estate held at 
any one time for the actual use of tho Society shall not exceed four thousand dollars. 
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The Society shall not hold any property except as aforesaid and such as shall be derived from 
the following sources,_ that is to say:· the life, annual and other subscriptions of members, donations, 
bequests or legacies made to the Society, and such other moneys or property as may be acquired by 
and from the ordinary transactions of the Society, or may now belong to the existing Society, and 
the moneys arising from fines and forfeitures lawfully imposed by their by-laws: Provided alwa_rf-l, 
that the Society shall sell and convey any real estate acquired by them under the provisions of this 
section within ten years after they shall have acquired the same, unless the same be required for the 
actual use of the Society, under the provisions of the next preceding section. 

3. The affairs and business of the Society shall be managed by such officers and committees, and 
under such restrictions, touching the powers and duties of such officers and committees, as by lJy-law 
in that behalf the Society may from time to time ordain; and the Society may m,sign to any of such 
officers such remuneration as they deem requisite. 

4. The Society may make such by-lawf-l, not contrary to law, as they shall deem expedient for 
the administration and government of the Society, and may repeal, amend or re-enact the same from 
time to time, observing always, however, such formalities as by such by-laws, or by the by-laws now 
in force, may be prescribed to that end, and generally shall have all the corporate powers necessary 
for the purposes of this Act. 

5. The present by-laws of the existing Society, not being contraq to law, shall be the by-laws 
of the Society hereby constituted, until they shall be repealed or altered as aforesaid. 

6. Until others shall be elected according to the by-laws of the Society, the present officers of 
the existing Society shall be those of the Society. 

7. All subscriptions and all penalties due to the Society under any by-law, may be recovered by 
suit in the name of the Society; but any member may withdraw therefrom at any time, on payment 
of all amounts by him due to the Society, inclusive of his subscription for the year then current, 
and shall, upon such withdrawal and payment of amounts due, cease to be a member of the Society. 

8. No person otherwise competent to be a witness in any suit or prosecution in which the So
ciety may be engaged, shall be deemed incompetent to be such witness by reason of his being or 
having been a member or officer of the Society. 

9. The Society shall make annual reports to the Governor-General and to both Houses of Par
liament, containing a general statement of the affairs of the Society, which said reports shall be 
presented within the first twenty days of every Session of Parliament. 

3. A memorial was also addressed to the Governor in Council on the subject of a grant of money, 
more especially for publication, and a deputation of the Council called on the Right Honorable the 
Premier on the subject and gave such explanations as seemed necessary. We have pleasure in stating 
that a grant of $5,000 has been placed at the disposal of the Society. 

4; The Committee appointed to prepare a circular to the officers of the Hudson's Bay Company 
has completed its work and through the kindness of Mr. Grahame of the H.B. Co., the circular has 
been forwarded to all the posts of the Company. It is to be observed however that the practical 
effect of this circular must greatly depend on the ability of the Society to contribute to the expense 
of making collections and of transmitting them to Ott,rwa. 

RoYAL SocIETY OF CANADA. 

Circular to Officers of the Hudson's Bay Company, in relation to the collection of Specimens in 
Geology, Natural History, Ethnology, etc. 

It is the earnest wish of the Royal Society of Canada to obtain and preserve objects of interest from 
all parts of British North America, with the p11rpose of establishing a National Museum of Natural 
History and Ethnology in which the various Provinces and Territories may eventually be adequately 
represented, 
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It is further extremely desirable that all obse1·vations bearing on these subjects should be syste
matically recorded and investigated. -For-the purpose of attaining these ends the Society is extremely 
desh-ous of enlisting the assistance and active co-operation of persons residing in or travelling through 
those parts of the country which are as yet little known and thinly· inhabited, and which- have in· 
consequence not been adequately explored or scientifically investigated ; and, in view of the favorable 
opportunities of many of the Q:fficers of The Hudson's Bay Company for rendering assistance in this work, 
it has been decided to make a special appeal ·to these gentlemen. _ 

Objects of an exceptional character are frequently discovered, which, though exciting som~ 
interest at the time, are subsequently lost sight of from the want of some central institution in which 
they might be deposited; and many speciniens can ·be procured which, though common in certain 
localities, may be of great interest from a scientific point of view. The collection of specimens and 
facts bearing on the native tribes is especially imp_qrtarit, as no time will recur so favorable as the 
present, and much that can now be easily procured may in a few years be lost beyond recall. 

The Royal Society of Canada, founded under the auspices of His Excellency · th(} Go-vernor
General, and in co-operation with the Geological and Natural History Survey of the Dominion, is now 
in a position to assume tho care of any objects and material which may be entrusted to it, and will be 
pleased to furnish to the collectors and donors of such specimens any information · which may be pos
sible as to their character and value, and to notice in the publications of the Society all specimens 
and facts that may be of interest,, with due mention of those by whom they may have been collected 
or discovered. 

It is impossible in this circular to enter at lengtp. into an enumeration of the objects which would 
be of interest; but from the more remote parts of the North-West and N orth-Ea~t Territories and 
British Columbia, scarcely any local collections could be made which would not be possessed of 
scientific 'value. The following notes are therefore added for the purpose merely of drawing attention 
. to the departments in which important assistance might be inost easily rendered. The value of spe
cimens is in all cases greatly enhanced by precise details as to the geographical position of the.places 
from which they have been obtained. 

Zoology.-Skins of Animals, particularly the smaller m~mmals and birds, so prepared as to be 
suitable foi- mounting. Skeletons, and particularly skulls of animals. Eggs, especially those of the 
eagles, hawks, owls and aquatic birds. Snakes, lizards, frogs and small mammals, in alcohol or other 
preservative. Collections of freshwater or marine shells and crustaceans. -Insects, dried or preserved 
in a mixture of sawdust and alcohol. 

Observations with regard to the limits of territory occupied by· certain species, migration, breed
ing and hibernation, and dates of aITival and departure of migratory birds, would be specially inter
esting. 

· Botany.-Local collections of dried plants, particularly those from· elevations or high northern 
latitudes. In addition to the ordinary flowering plants, collections of dried mosses, lichens and sea
weeds would be of considerable importance. The locality and date of collection should if possible be 
attached to each specimen. ' ' 

N ot~s on _th~ extent _of the ~ountry inhabited by the different species, and dates of the' flowering 
and seedmg, limits and size of timber trees, possess, in regard to climatic and other similar enquiries 
special importance, ' 

Geolog~,-Fossils an_d petrifactions of all kinds, rocks of unusual character found in place,_minerals 
and ~res, wi:h the locality of_ e~ch distinctly" stated, are desirable, In the cas~ of the supposed dis• 
coveiy of mmerals of economic importance, a note as to their character and value could if desired be 
returned. Any fossils obtained from the rocks of the Mackenzie River district with ~hells or b~nes 
?f extinct animals found imbedded in clay banks or superficial deposits, would p;ssess· ~p~cial scientific 
mterest. · 

Notes on the localities of occurrence of coal seams; petroleum, salt, &c,; and of sppts yielding . 
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fossils in abundance, might be of considerable service in indicating the most important di:-;trids for 
1:mrvey and examination. 

Ethnology.--Stone or bone implements of all kinds, or fragments of pottery attributable to the 
native tribes, found in excavations or at spots resorted to in former times by the Indians; skulls from 
ancient bm·ial places; specimens of weapons, tools, &c., illustrative of tho processes, arts and food of 
the tribes still inhabiting the country. 

Notes on the language, traditional history, religion, superstitions, customs, government and 
migrations of the Indian tribes. 

Such specimens as may be obtained and all communications 1::,hould be addressed to the care of 
Dr. A. R. C. Selwyn, Director of the Geological and Natural History Survey, Ottawa, and the cost of 
forwarding parcels so addressed will be paid. Should any detailed instructions as to the mode of 
collecting and preserving specimens, or recording observations be desired, these will be forwarded on 
application. In the case of objects the collection and preservation of which entail some expl'11diturl', 
sample specimens should be forwarded, that in the event of their proving of interest moans for the 
acquisition of additional examples may be provided,. 

\>TTA WA, March 5, 1883. 

J. G. BouRINOT, 
Honorary Secretary, Royal Society. 

5. Invitations wei'e addressed to local Societies in the Dominion, asking them to send delegates, 
and it is believed that a considerable number of these Societies will be represented at the present 
meeting: 

LIST OF SOCIETIES : 

Literary and Historical Society of Quebec; 
Natural History Society of Montreal; 
Canadian Institute, Toronto; 
N atlU'al History Society of New Brunswick ; 
Nova Scotia Institute of Natural Science; 
Literary and Scientific Society, Ottawa; 
Historical and Scientific Society of Manitoba; 
Entomological Society of Ontario; 
Institut Canadien, Quebec; 
Historical Society of Montreal ; 
Numismatic Society of Montreal ; 
Historical Society of Halifax ; 
Geographical Society of Quebec; 
Institut Canadien-Fran9ais, Ottawa; 
Field-Naturalists' Club, Ottawa. 

6. Invitations were also sent to the English and Foreign Societies designated at last meeting 
and though, owing to various circumstances, few of them can be represented at this meeting, the 
action of the Society in sending them invitations has at least been courteously received. 

7. A memorial was addressed to the Government on the subject of the admission of certain 
classes of scientific books and periodicals, free of duty, and it is believed that the action of Parlia
ment in the last session will remove some portions at least of the law complained of. 

8, The matter of uniform time was committed to ~Ir. Sandford Fleming to represent our views 
at the International Congress on the subject. 

9, Nothing has yet been done as to the publication of the papers of last year, but the Prl'~idl'nt 
and Vice-President have caused to be printed in the meantime at their own expense the report of 
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the transactions of the inaugural meeting with lists of the papers and officers. It now devolves on 
the Society to take nwa:sures for tho judicious expenditure of the grant for thi:, purpose; and a method· 
for securing this will be found in the draft of regulations submitted. 

10. At the meeting of the Council in December, 1882, the subject of regulations was taken up, 
and a draft prepared which was printed and circulated to members for their criticism, and which is 
now before the Society for adoption or amendment. 

DRAFT OF REGULATIONS OF THE ROYAL SOCIETY OF CANADA. 

Circulated by direction of the Council for the consideration of Members, April, 1883. 

1.-0bjects of the Society. 

The objects of the Society shall be tho promotion of Literature and Science in the Dominion of 
Canada-more especially by the reading and discussion of original memoirs, by the publication of 
transactions, by the formation of collections in a central museum, by aiding and encouraging deserv
ing literary and scientific men in the prosecution of original work; and thus assisting the development 
of the resources of the Dominion. 

2.-Name. 

By the gracious perm1ss10n of Her Majesty the Queen, the Society will bear the name of the 
Royal Society of Canada; and the members shall be entitled "Members of the Royal Society of 
Canada." 

3.-Honorary President and Patron. 

His Excellency the Governor-General shall be the Honorary President and Patron of the Society. 

4.-Division into Sections. 

The Society shall consist of two departments, representing Literature and Science respectively, 
subdivided into sections, of which the four following shall be at present constituted, with power to 
subdivide with the consent of the Council. 

1. French Literature, with History, Archreology, etc. 
2. English Literature, with History, Arl'hreology, etc. 
3. Mathematical, Chemical and Physical Sciences. 
4. Geological and Biological Sciences. 

The sections may meet separately for the reading and discussion of papers, and for business, at 
such times and places as may be fixed by the consent of the Society. 

5.-0.fjicers. 

The officers of the Society shall be a President and Vice-Pn•sident, with an Honorary S~cretary 
and a Treasurer, to be elected by the whole society; besi<ks a President, Vice-President and Secre
tary of each section, to be elected by the section. The l'leetions t:-hall be annual. 

The offi.cers so elected shall constitute the Council of the Society. 

6.-Members. 

The number of members in each section shall be limited to twenty. Any vacancy occm·ring 
in a~1Y section shall be reported to the section by it:-:; Secretary at the first ~eeting thereafter. Tho 
section t:-hall then proceed to nominate by ballot for ihe filling of such vacancy. The nomination 
shall then be transmitted to the Council and by it ~ubmitted for final vote to the Society at its next 
general meeting. 
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Proposals for nomination in any section must be made by at least three members of the section, 
with reasons stated in writing, and these reasons shall be sent with the nomination to the Council. 

'7.-Duties of Members. 

Members shall sign the regulations of the Society, shall be presented by the President to the 
Society at a general meeting of the same, shall attend its stated meetings or send reasons of absence 
to the Honorary Secretary, and shall pay an annual subscription of $ , or the sum of $ 
in one payment in commutation of the same for life membership. These payments shall entitle 
members to receive the transactions of the Society. 

Any member failing to pay his subscription for two years shall, after duo notice sent by the 
secretary, be dropped from the list of members at the next annual meeting. 

8.-0orresponding Members. 

The Society may elect by ballot, on proposal by three_ members or on recommendation of the 
Council, persons not resident in Canada as corresponding members. · Such persons must be eminent 
in Literature or Science, and evidence to that effect must be presented to the Society at the time of 
their proposal or recommendation. The number of corresponding members shall be limited to 
sixteen, of whom four shall represent each section of the Society. 

9.-Meetings. 

The Society shall hold an annual meeting in such city of the Dominion as it may determine 
from time to time. It may at any annual meeting appoint other meetings to be held in the course 
of the year. The time of holding the annual meeting shall be between the 15th and 31st of May, 
on a day or days to be determined at the next previous meeting, or failing this by the Council. 
The offices of the Society shall be in the city of Ottawa, and its meetings shall be held in that city 
unless otherwise determined. 

10.-Papers. 

The title of any Paper, Memoir or other production, by a member, intended to be read at a 
meeting of the Society, shall be submitted, together with an abstract of its content~, to the Council, 
through the Secretary, previous to the meeting at which it is to be read. On its approval, each such 
communication shall be assigned to the section to which it belongs, and having been therein read and 
discussed, shall be submitted to the committee of the section, and on report of said committee, may, 
by vote of the section, be recommended to the Council for publication, either entire 9r in abstract 
in the Transactions of the Society. Communications by persons not members of the Society may be 
submitted by members on the same conditions with their own productions. 

11.-Associated Societies. 

Every Scientific or Literary Society in the Dominion which may be selected by vote of the 
Society shall be invited by circular of the Honorary Secretary to elect annually one of its members as 
a delegate to the meetings of the Society, such delegate to have, during his term of office, the privi
lege of taking part in all general or sectional meetings for reading and discussion of papers, and to be 
empowered to communicate a short statement of original work done and papers published during the 
year by his society, and to report on any matters in which the Royal Society may usefully aid in 
puulication or otherwise. 

Pro. 1883. E. 
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12.-Circulation of Transactions. 

Copies of transactions of the Society shall be sent to tho following :-

A.11 members who have paid their subscriptions. 
All Associated Societies. 
Such foreign So('ietics as may be selected by the Council. 
Tho Lieutenant-Governors of the Provinces of the Dominion and. N cwfoundland, 
The Members of the Privy Council of Canada. 
The Chief Justice and Judges of the Supreme Court of Canada. 
The Speakers of the Senate and House of Commons. 
The Chief Justiee of each Province. 
Tho Premier of each Province. 
The Speakers of the Legislatures of each Province. 
The 1Iinister or Superintendent of Education in each Proyincc. 
The Universities, the Library of Parliament arnl the Libraries of Provincial Legislatures. 

13.-Duties of the Council. 

The Council shall manage all the affairs of the Sueidy in the intervals of its meetings, and shall 
make arrangements for the meetings, It shall meet at the call of the President. Three members 
shall be a quorum. 

The Council shall report its proceedings at each meeting of the Society for sanction. 
The Council shall have the custody and disposal of all monies, collections and other property of 

the Society, subject to sanction of its proceedings as above. 

In the absence of the President and Vice-President, the Council may appoint a temporary chair
man, and in the case of vacancy of the office of Honorary Secretary or Treasurer may appoint a 
temporary Secretary or Treasurer to hold office till the next meeting of the Society. 

14.-Duties of the Honorary Secretary. 

The Honorary Secretary shall keep the minutes of the Society and Council, and shall conduct 
their correspondence, shall receive and attend to all nominations for members and officers of sections, 
shall keep the lists and records of the Society, shall, when ll('CL·ssary, make or reYiso abstracts of 
papers, shall superintend the publication of ihe transactions, and, under ad.Yice of the President, shall 
attend to any business that may arise in the intervals of nwdings. He may, "·ith consent of the 
Council, delegate any part of his duties to a paid assistant appointed by the Council. 

15.-Duties of Treasurer. 

The Treasurer shall luwc tho custody of aU moneys of the Society, shall keep accounts of tho 
same and submit these to the Council at its meetings, and shall rceL·in· subscriptions, grants and 
donations, and make disbun:,mnents as may be ordered by ihc Council. 

16.-Addresses and Special Reports. 

It shall be the duty of the Pn·sident, or in cyent of his being unable to do so, of the Vice-Presi
dent, to prepare an address ha Ying retl·n·nce to the objL'cts of tho Society, or some of them, for each 
annual meeting. 

It shall be the duty of the Pn,:4idc-11t of each section, or in e·vont of his being unable to do so, of 
the Vice-President, to p1·opn,1·c an address having l'l'frl'l\llCC to the spL·cial objects of the section, for 
eadt annual meeting. 
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The Society in general session, or any of the sections with tlw eo11s011t of the Soeicty, may ap
point committees to prepare r~ports on any spl•eial literary or t:1eientific matters, or on the progress 
of literature and science or an.'- of their departments, 01· on works pubfoihed in Canada, and to suggest 
such honorary notice as may seem desi1·able in the case of meritorious works or researches. 

As it seems likely that the British Association for the advancement· of Science will meet in 
Montreal in 1884, it seems proper that this Society should take measures to extend a welcome to the 
Association and to be represented by as man.,- as possible of its members on the occasion. 

On motion of Dr. Todu, seconded by Professor Johnson, it was 
Resolved-That the report just read be adopted, that the draft of reg·nlations be taken into con_ 

sideration at the general meeting on Thursday next. 
The Honorary Secretary then proceeded to call the roll of members, and the following responded 

to their names : 
Hon. P. J. 0. Chanveau, Faucher de St.-Mauricc, L. H. F1·echette, Pamphile LeMay, J. M.. Le

Moine, F. G. Marchand, Benjamin Sulte, Abbe Tanguay, John George Bourinot, Rev . .iEneas Mc
Donell Dawson, Rev. Pi-·incipal Grant, William Kirby, Professor J. Clark Murray, Evan McColl, 
Charles Sangster, George Stewart, jr., Dr. Alpheus 'rodd, Dr. Daniel Wilson, Charles Baillarge, Pro
fessor Cherrimall, E. Deville, Professor Dupuis, Sandford Fleming, D1·. Fortin, F. "\Y. Gisborne, Pro
fessor Haanel, Professor Harrington, G. C. Hoffman, Dr. Sterry Hunt, Professor Johnson, Thomas 
MacFarlane, Professor J. G. McGregor, P1·ofessor Bailey, Dr. Robert Bell, Dr. G. ~L Dawson, Prin
cipal D-awson, D1·. J. A. Grant, P1·ofessor Laflamme, Professor Macoun, W. Saunders, Dr. Selwyn, 
J. F. Whiteaves, Joseph Tasse, John Lesperance. 

The Secretary next read the following letters from eminent Foreign Societies that had been 
specially invited to send delegates to the present meeting of the Royal Society :-

INsTrTrT DE FRAXf'E; A<'.rn:fanE FRAN9AISE, 

P .. -\Rrs, le 2-1- avril, 1883. 

Le Secretatre Perpetuel de l'Academie a 
Monsieur J. G. BouRINOT, Secretaire Honoraire, a Ottawa. 

MONSIEUR, 

Par votre lettre du 19 mars dernier, en m'informant que la seconde set:ision annuelle de la Societe 
Royale du Canada s'ouvrirait le 22 mai procbain, vous avez bien voulu nous faire savoir que Son 
Excellence le Marquis de Lorne, Gouverneur-General, et le Conscil de la Societ<~ invitaient l'Institut 
de France i\ envoyer des delegues a cette reunion. 

Lue d'abord ii, l'Institnt tont entier, dans sa seance trimestriellc du 3 avril, votre lettre a {-t<~ 
ensuite communiquee snccessivcment a chacunc dctS cinq Academies. ct, pal'tnnt, !'invitation qu'elle 
contenait a ete accnoillie avec la plus vive reeonnaissance. 

D'un commun accord, notre confrere, }f. X; )1armic1·, a {-(e officiellcment designe pour aller 
representer l'Academie P1·angaise, ct l'Institnt lui-memc, a la fete de l'intelligencc si int<fress:mk pour 
tous les amis drn; lettrcs. des sciences et des arts. 

Approuyant et encourageant cctte manifestation :--ympathique, le Go1wcrncmcnt frarn:ais s't~tait 
gracieusement empresse d'aeco,·dcr un concours cfficnce au deleguc dt' l'Academie. 

Enfin, Monsieur~ heurcux de son eote d'etre choisi pour remplir l'l'lk honorable mission, M. 
Marrnier l'avait acceptee avee plaisir et <lej1.l il se preparait a partir, quand un rburne, qui ne l'eut pas 
retenu, a degenere en bronchite et, malgre son bon vouloir, il est aujourd'hui beaucoup trop souffrant 
pour qu'on lni permette d'entreprendre un si long et si fatigant voyage. 
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CeUe (•ireo1t:•da11t·e m'a l'mp0c!H\ l\forn,ieur, de yous repondrc :rnssitot qne j'anraii; voµlu le fairt> 

ct j'ai le regre1 de yons annon<'('I', en m0mc temps, et le t·hoix f:tit par la Compagnie, et l'impossi

bilite 011. son delegue s0 t1·011yc malhcm·ensement, d'aller la 1·epresenter a Ottawa, com me on desirait 

tant qu'il le fit. 
Soyez, je Ynns prie; Al onsil'nl', l'interp1·ete <le l'Institnt de France an pres de Son Bxcellence 

Monsieur le (~ouvemem-Genfral, (•omm(• anpres du Conseil de la Soci(~t(~ Royale du Canada; o-ffrez

leur l'exp1·ession de notre p;i-atit ndl' ponr nne invitation qui nous aYait profondement touche et veuille7, 

leur dire qu'affliges d'etre ainsi <le~;ns dans notre esperance, nouH ne manque1·ons pas du rnoins, qnan,l 

l'hC'm·e en sera venue, de nous associer, u·ici, ., vos travaux et,\ vos ntes. 

Agreez, Monsieur, l'assnrance <le ma considfration la plus distingnec, 

CAmL LE Dou<'ET. 

AcADEmE RoYALE m~s N<·1 E~cEs. DES J,ET'rRES i::T DES BEAUX-ARTS DE BELGIQUE, 

BRUXEJ,LE:-:, le Hl a,Til, 1R8~L 

JfoNSTEl'H LE SECRETAIRE HONOR.AIRE, 

J e me suis fait un honnem· de comm uniquer a l'Academie Royale des Sciences, des Lcttres d des 

Beaux-Arts de Belgique, votre lettre dn 12 m:11·s, par laquelle Yous l'info1·mez qne la Societc Roynle 

du Canada tien.dra :-:;a seconde session annuelle a Ottawa, le 22 mai prochain. 

L' Academie est tres-reconnaissante a S. E. le Gon,;;erneur-General et au Conseil de la S, >(.'iete, 

pour !'invitation qui Jni 0st faite d'eiwoyer des delegues a cette reunion. Elle reg1·ettc viYemcnt 
qu'aucun de ses membres ne soit en mesnre de sC' rendre a cettC' g1·ac-i('Us(' invitation. 

V euillez agreer, Monsieur le Secretaire Honoraire, 
l'expresRion de mes sentiments de haute considemtion, 

f,(' Sec1·etafre Perpetnel d(' l' Academie, 

T. LL\HRE. 

1fonsi0111· BouRINOT, Secretaire Honorafre 

de la Societe Royale du Canada~ :'t Ottawa. 

BRITISH j\ :-:son ATrn~ FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF S<'IENCE, 
~~ Albemarle Strcl't. /~ond,m. Jr .. 

Ma~· 10, 1883. 
DEAR Sm, 

You have, I trust, already 1·ecoin~<l my lct!l\l' :•dat.i11g that 1 Juul Cl'1·t:1i11ly written under date of 

Ap1·il 5th, acknowledging tho l'l'l'eipt of the invitatio11 from the Hoyal Society n1' Ctma<l:1. :md regret
ting that no one could (·ome from R11gland to n·prcse11t the British .Asso('iation. Bnt rat her than 

appeai· to be wanting in sympathy with the Soviety, we h:tn\ n'q1w~dl'd Dr. Dawson, of Montreal, 

your Pl'esid(•11i, who is a mom her of the Gcneml Commit toe :wd who is hiµ:h ly honom·e<l in Engl:md 
for his scientific writingH, to ad :ts del('gate fin· tho British AF-slwiatiun. 

I am Hill'(\ that I am only nxpl'essi11g the general foolingt-i nl' the B1·iti~h ,\.s:--ovi:d.ion when I offer 

yon the a:--:-mram·c of orn· si11<·e1·0 sympathy and of our good wish('s lilt' the p1·ospei·ity of tlw Royal 
Society of Canada. 

I am, dear Hi1·, yonr:-; faithfnll.,·, 

T. G. BONNEY, 

Se{'ret ru·.11. 
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NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, 

,YASHINGTON, April 19th, 1883. 

DEAR Sm, 

I have the honor to inform you that at the stated session of the National Academy of Sciences 

held in Washington, April 17-20, 1883, Dr. Sterry Hunt was appointed a delegate to represent the 

Academy at the meeting of the Royal Society of Canada to be held at Ottawa, on l\Iay 22nd, 1883. 

Yours respectfully, 

A. HALL, 
Home Secretary. 

NEW y ORK ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, 

No. 12 JV. 31st St., New York, 

DEAR Sm, 
April 16th, 1883. 

The invitation extended by you, in virtue of authority conferred by His Excellency the Patron of 

the Royal Society of Canada and by his Council, that the New York Academy of Sciences send 

delegates to your 2nd annual meeting to be held at Ottawa, 23rd of May prox., has been duly received 

and cordially accepted. 

And it has been voted by the Council of the Academy, duly approved at the regular business 

meeting held April 2nd, that the Recording Secretary, Prof. 0. S. Hubbard, LL.D., should be ap

pointed to act as the delegate of the Academy at this meeting. 

Very respectfully yours, 

ALBERT R. LEEDS, PH. D., 

Corresponding Secretary. 

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF ARTS AND SCIENCES, 

To the Honorary Secretary of the Royal Society of Canada. 

Sm, 

BosToN, 9th May, 1883. 

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your favour of the 19th of March, ult., inviting 

the Academy to appoint a delegate to attend the second annual meeting of the Royal Society of 

Canada and to return thanks for this courteous i1rdtation. 

I take pleasure in informing you that, at a meeting of the Academy held this day, Professor 
Alpheus Hyatt was appointed delegate to tho meeting of your Society. 

I han:l tho honour to bo 

Your olH.'dicnt scrYnnt, 

JOSIAH P. COOKE, 

Corresponding Secretary. 
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OBSERVAT0IRE D'AsTRONOMIE PHYSIQUE DE .PARIS, 

MEUD0N, le 2 mai, 1883. 

MONSIEUR, 

I . b. . ·t "l'A J'ai l'honneur de vous accuser reception de la lettre par laquelle vous vou ez ien mvi er s-
sociation franQaise pour l' Avancement des Sciences " a envoyer des delegues a la seconde session 

annuelle de la "Societe Royale du Canada." 
J e me suis empresse de transmettre cette aimable invitation, dont sera tres-hono1·ee "l' Associa-. 

tion fran9aise," a notre President pour la prochaine session. 

Veuillez agreer, Monsieur, !'expression de ma tres-haute consideration, 

pour M. Janssen, en mission, 

A. DUBUISSON. 

:Monsieur le Secretaire Honoraire de la 

Societe Royale du Canada, a Ottawa (Canada). 

N OUVELLE-ORLiANS, 28 avril, 1883. 
MONSIEUR, 

La lettre · que vous m'avez fait l'honneur de m'adresser, a ete communiquee a mes collegues de 
l' A.thenee Louisianais. Notre Societe est tres-sensible a !'invitation que lui adressent Son Excellence 
le Marquis de Lorne et le Conseil de la Socicte Royale du Canada, d'assister a la session annuelle de 
votre savante compagnie. Vos offres d'hospitalite nous touchent autant qu'elles nous honorent, et 
toutes nos sympathies vous sont acquises. Bien que tousles membres de l'Athenee Louisiana.is soient 
des hommes de profession, a qui il est tres-di:fficile de se soustraire a leurs obligations quotidiennes, 
notre Societe fera tout son possible pour envoyer des delegues a votre prochaine reunion. 

Veuillez agreer, Monsieur, je vous prie, 

!'assurance de mes sentiments les plus respectueux, 

ALFRED MERCIER, 

Secretaire perpetuel. 

HISTORICAL AND SCIENTIFIC SocIETY's RooMs, 

The Secretary of the Royal Society of Canada. 

MY DEAR Sm, 

WINNIPEG, May 18th, 1883 

I am instructed by the Historical and Scientific Society of Manitoba to acknowledge the kind 
action of the Royal Society in making our Society one of those affiliated with the Royal Society. 

The objects of this Society are the study of the region in its different features lying west and 
north of Lake Superior, and the commemoration of the names of the great men who have been 
active in the different departments of North-western life. Our Society was organized in the year 
1879, and has had a pleasant and vigorous existence. It has 133 active members upon the roll, while 
~s many as thi~·teen distinguished pe~·sons are among its honorary members, and twenty-four among 
its correspondmg members. It was with the greatest pleasure that the members of the Society 
observed the interest taken by His Excellency the Governor-General in the affairs of the Society, 
while on his visit to the Northwest in the year 1881, The past year has been an exceptionally active 
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one in the history of the Society. Six papers of merit were read boforo the Society and published 
for the use of members. These were : 

I. The Rising in the Red River Settlement in 1869-70, by the President, Alex. l\1cArthur, .Bsll, 
II. The Arctic Regions and the Hudson':-; Bay Route, by Dr. John Rae, of London. 
III. The Geology of the Red River Valley, by J. H. Panton, Esq., M.A. 
IV. The Winnipeg Country: its discovery and the groat consequences resulting, by the Rev. Prof. 

Bryce, Corresponding Secretary. 
V. The Sioux Language,_ by the Rev. W. A. Burman. 
VI. Sources of N Orth-western History, by :Mr. William Dennis. 

These six, along with the annual report of the Society, have been bound up in a serviceable form 
and a copy is forwarded to your honourable Society in the hope that it not be found unworthy of a 
place in the arehives of the Society. Our Society regrets very much its inability to have present, 
according to the very kind invitation of the Royal Society, a delegate at the approaching meeting on 
the 22nd inst. Oue Society regrets very much its inability to have present, according to the very 
kind invitation of the Royal Society, a delegate at the approaching meeting on the 22nd intit. The 
appointment of such a delegate was delayed in the hope that some member of the Society might be 
found able to be present. This hope has not been realized, but this Society trusts that the absence 
of a delegate will not be looked on as showing any want of interest in the approaching meeting 
of the Royal Society, but rather as arising from our great distance from Ottawa, and the length 
of time taken to make the journey. Our Society trusts the approaching meeting will be 
thoroughly successful. 

I have the honor to be, 

Your obedient servant, 

GEORGE BRYCE, 

J. G. BouRINOT, Esq. 
Corresponding Secretary, H. & S. S. 

D1'. Sterry Hunt, and Professor Alpheus Hyatt then presented their.credentials and the latter 
addressed a few remarks to the Society expressive of his gratification at being present on an occasion 
which gave him an opportunity of meeting so many of the representative scientific and literary men 
of Canada. 

The Secretary then read over the list of Canadian Literary and Scientific Societies to ·whom 
invitations had been sent, 

The following gentlemen responded as delegates and made written reports of the work of the 
Societies they severally represented : 

From the· Canadian Institute of Toronto, through MR. W. HoDGSON ELLIS:-

In accordance with your invitation I have had the honor of being deputed by the Canadian Insti
tute of Toronto, to lay before you the following report of the ,rnrk done by that body during the past 
year. The Canadian Institute has just completed its thirty-thil'd year, and is incorporated under a 
Royal Charter granted in 1851. During the past year there has been a gratifying increase in the 
membership, which has risen from 139 to 225. The list of papers read before the Institute (f;ent 
herewith), shows that the members of the Institute, and among them it is encouraging to note many 
of the younger members, have been doing and still arc doing a gratifying amount of woi-k. 
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From The Litorary and Historical Society of Quebec, through the Hon. DAVID A. Ross :

Origin and Progress of the Society. 

In tho fall of 1823, Lord Dalhousie, Governor of Canada, immmonod some well-known Literati of 

Quebec to the Castle of St. Lewis, and suggested the formation of a Literary and Historical Society. 

Tho proposal was received with cnthu:-;ia:-;m. In January, 1824, a preliminary meeting was held at 

tho castle; officers were appointed, and a committee prepared by-laws which were approved at a 

general meeting held on the 15th of March, of the same year. 

The staff was organized ns follows :-Patron, Lord Dalhousie; President, Sir N. F. Burton; 

Vice-Presidents, The Hon. Judge J. Sewell and M. Vallieres do St. Roal; Secretary, "William Green; 

Treasurer, John Charlton Fisher. 

Meetings of the society were frequently held at the castle of St. Lewis, and on the 5th October, 

1831, a Royal Charter wa:-; granted to tho Society by His Majesty King ,vmiam IV. 

Such was the early history of the Society. Notwithstanding that it has suffered by several fires, 

it :-;till possesses many valuable manu:--cripts relating to the early history of Canada under the French 

regime; about 12,000 volumes on literary, historieal, and scientific subjects, some of them rare, all 

carefully selected; a collection of historical relics, models, medals; birds and quadrupeds of Canada. 

Many interesting and instructfrc lectures have been, and continue to be, delivered before the society, 

a:-- testified by its" Memoirs" and "Trarniactions." It exchanges with most, if not all, of the literary, 

scientific, and historical institutions of this continent and Great Britain. 

From the Ottawa Field and Naturalists' Club, through Dr. BEAUMONT SMALL:-

In the rules adopted at the organization of the club, which I hnYe the honor to represent, its 

object is thus briefly 8tated: to study the natural history of this locality. During the four yearti of 

its existence a strictly local character has been maintained, and to thi-, we ascribe whatever success 

the club has attained. The general management is under the control of the usual officers, elected 

annually, but the scientific work is directed by ' Leaders ' selected by the council. The duty of these 

'Leaders' are :-To render any assistance in their power to the members engaged in collecting and 

studying in their respective branches. To bring together for mutual aid and encouragement the 

members interested in the same subject. To organize and direct working parties. To keep notes of 

work done, and to report to the council at tho close of the season. We are <lidded into six sections:

Geology-including Palroontology, Mineralogy and Lithology; Botany; Entomology; Conchology; 

Ornithology; General Zoology. 

During the summer our work is entin·ly in the field. Once a month an excursion is held at some 

point ten or twelve miles distant, which is well attended not only by members but also by their friends. 

On the first and third Saturdays of each month, afternoon expeditions are taken by members of each 

branch, under the direction of the Leaders. In addition, throughout the whole season, individual work 

is prosecuted with much zeal and assiduity. 

In the winter, evening meetings are hold once a month. Papers, hearing on the work done during 

the summer, are read and discussed; collections arnl specimens al'o exhibited, and the reports of the 

Leaders are reccivl.·ll. Classes have been condnetell for beginners in Botany and Entomology, and it 

is intended to form others as they may be found requisite in any branch. Prizes are given by the 

club for the best collection in c:wh hranch. Tho presilknt aho offers a prize for the best record of 

original work. 

That the advantages of the club may not be confitwd to tlw members, nor the results of our labors 

lost to the future, transactions are published annually. They rnrn,ist of the president's address, the 

secretary's report, rrports of progres;c; in the Ko<.·tions, lists of ohjeds enlkcted and the papers read 

at the winter meetings. Perhaps the most valuable are tho litits. Those of plants, insects, birds, 
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fishes, and shells are already very complete. Each year they are added to, and new ones commenced. 
The papers are altogether upon local subjects, awl partake both of scientific and economic interest. 
A few titles will convey an idea of their character: Geology of the Ottawa Palreozoic Basin, by 
Dr. Selwyn; Cystidian Life, by Dr. Grant; Laurentian Rock:-;, by Mr. Adams; Asbestos, by Mr. 
Anderson; and Coleoptera, by Mr. Harrington. 

The Museum which we aid our :-;i:-;tcr society, the Literary and Scientific, in maintaining, also par
takes of our exclusive character, consisting entirely of collections made in thi:-; vicinity. In a few years 
we hope to have a museum in which the whole natnral resources of this district may be easily studied. 

Our steady growth and extending influence are very gratifying. Our club i:-; under the distinguished 
patronage of His Excellency the Governor-General, and the roll shows some 120 members; among 
them being the names ofno less than eighty Fellows of your honorable Society. Letters seeking infor
mation are continually received not only from residents of this neighborhood, but also from more dis
tant towns. Our 'Transactions' and our system have been most favorably commented upon by the 
leading scientific journals of America, England and Europe; and the continued energy of our members 
leads us to hope that the vigor of our future will be as marked as that of our past. 

From the Geographical Society of Quebec, through CoL. RHODES:-

I have the honor to report that the Geographical Society of Quebec was incorporated on the 
15th May, 1879, by an Act of the Parliament of Canada, with the necessary powers common to all 
such Societies. The Honorable P. Fortin was named the first P1·esident, with the Honorables H. G. 
Joly and G. Ouimet, and Dr. Miles, as Vice-Presidents. The Society has been continuously active 
since that date, and has published two volumes of Tmnsactions which accompany this report. 

The 8ociety is now in communication with almost all the important Geographical Societies of the 
world and is exchanging its publications with them, receiving in return many very valuable maps 
and books. These interchanges have a double value, inasmuch as they afford an opportunity of 
making the Dominion of Canada known amongst travellers and explorers, and so bring our country 
under the notice of intending emigrants of all nations. 

This Society enjoys the high patronage of His Excellency the Governor General, and of their 
Honors the Lieutenant-Governors of the different Provinces of the Dominion, and as we have been 
favoured with an invitation to send a rep1·esentative to this meeting of the Royal Society, we take 
this opportunity of tendering to you our best thanks. 

From the Natural History Society of Montreal, through MR. JA:\IES T. DONALD:-

The Natural History Society of Montreal, whose delegate I have the honor to be, has just com
pleted the 53rd year of its existence. It now possesses a commodious building, has accumulated a 
valuable museum, and owns a useful library composed to a large extent of the proceedings of literary 
and scientific societies of America and Europe, received in exchange for the Canadian Naturalist. 
During the past year several of the papers read before the society have presented facts new to 
Science. Dr. Dawson, in his notes "On portions of the skeleton of a whale from gravel on the line 
of the Canada Pacific Railway, near South Falls, Ontario," records the discovery of the remains of 
Megaptera longimana at a locality thirty-one miles north of the St. Lawrence, at a height of 440 feet 
above sea level. This is, it is believed, the first instance on record of remains of the larger whales 
being found so far inland. 

Dr. T. Sterry Hunt's paper on the "Taconic Controversy in Geology " was a lucid statement of 
the author's views concerning the relation existing between the Palreozoic and Older Crystalline rocks 
of North America. It abo set forth his reasons for believing the g1·eat belt of rocks that form the 
Taconic Hill:-; of Eastern New England, together with the familiar rocks found in Nova Scotia, Trini
dad, South America and British India, to be below the recognized Cambrian horizon. 

Pro. 1883. ~,. 
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. Prof. Lockwood, of Princeton, N. J., communicated a p~per on" Canadian Earthquakes," -in which 
h~ gave dates and particulars of every shock of earthqu.ake reported in Canada during the past four 
years, which showed that these shocks are more frequent than is generally supposed, and that they 
appear to be connected in a r~markable way with certain seasons ?f the year. 

M.r. Walter Ferrier reported the discovery at Rainbow Falls, !1ear Au Sable Chasm, N. Y., o~ 
P.otsdam sandstone bearing animal impressions belonging to the genus Gyrichnites, already proposed 
for a similar impression from the Devonian of Gasp~ by Mr. J. F. Whiteaves, of the Geological Survey. 
. The results of analyses of soils from the fertile orange belt of Florida, from the former bed of 

the St. Lawrence near Montreal and. from a section. of the N. W. Territory were submitted by D1·. 
J. Baker Edwards. 

Messrs. E. Murphy and Wm. Muir presented the results. of a microscopic study of the suctorial 
oJ·gans of the mosquito, and the measurements of the various structures of this insect. 

In. addition to monthly meetings for the readjng and discussion of papers, the ~ociety ~as, during 
the past year, published four num hers of the Oanadiq.n Naturalist, and given a course of. six free 
popular scientific le~tures. Of late it has fallen to the lot of our society to represent, to a certain 
extent, in certain circles, the Dominion. It took the initiative in inviting the American Association 
for the Advancement of Science to hold its meeting in 1882 in Canada, and was foremost in receiving 
and entertaining the association when it met in Montreal in August last. Certain specimens from 
the society's museum were selected to form part of the Canadian exhibit at the International Fish~ 
eries Exhibition in London, and one of its members was commissioned by the Government to execute 
di·awings of a number of Canadian fishes for the same exhibitio~. Recently our society has learned 
that its efforts, along with those of other societies, to induce the British Association for the Ad
vancement of Science to meet in Montreal in 1884, are likely to be successful. 

It will thus be seen that during the past year our society has contributed somewhat to the 
general fund of scientific truth, has endeavored to present well-established facts of science to the 
public in a popular manner, and has done not a little to bring the condition and resources of our 
Dominion befQre the scientific congresses of Britain and America . 

.Mr. JAMES FLETCHER read the following Report of the Entomological Society of Ontario: 

In response to the invitation received by the Entomological Society of Ontario to send a 
delegate to the meetings of the Royal Society (?f Canada, the Council of management gladly avail 
themselves of the privilege so accorded them of being represented on this occasion. 

As their delegate1 I shall endeavour to submit for your information, in as brief a manner as 
possible, some of the main features relating fo the origin and progress of tho society, now so well 
known as the Entomological Society of Ontario. It was organized in 1863 under the name of the 
Entomological Society of Canada, by a few naturalists living in different parts of the provinces, who 
met together at Toronto for this special purpose. Its membership at first was only sixteen, and this 
number included all those then known to be interested in tho study of insect life in Canada. From 
this small beginning the society has steadily increased until its membership now reaches upwards 
of 500. · 

The benefits of organization and united effort were soon manifested by the rapid accumulation 
of valuable facts relating to scientiffc and economic entomology. Formerly this material was from 
time to tim~ published in the pages of the Canadian Journal; but the increased interest in the work 
of ~he. societ~, and its larger membership rendered it necessary in a few years for it to establish ·a 
perwdical of its own, entirely in the interests of entomology. On August 1st, 1868, appeared the 
first number of The Canadian Entomologist, a monthly periodical which has from that time forward 
~een ~·egularly issued, and which was for some years the only publication on · the continent of 
America devoted solely to this important branch of natural science. It has now reached its 
fifteenth volume. · From the outset its pages have been entirely filled with the reco1·ds of original 
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work; and during its existence it has been the means of disseminating a vast amount of scientific 
knowledge, which has been of benefit not only to Canada, but to the world at large. In this con
nection it may not be out of pla,ce to quote the opinion of one of the leading Ameriran entomologists, 
Prof. Grote, of New York, who, in his late work on the Noctuidm, when enumerating the sources of 
information of value to entomological students, speaks of th; organ of our Society in the following 
complimentary terms: 

"The treatise of Dr. Harris, which has become classical on its subject, did much towards creating 
a general interest in entomology. But the publication of the Canadian Entomologist, a journal aided 
pecuniarily by the Ontario Government, and owing its success chiefly to the unselfish labours of Mr. 
William Saunders, has assisted the progress of entomology in America probably more than any one 
other similar undertaking." 

The work of our Society has also been favourably commented upon abroad, and a regular system 
of exchange of publications has been established with many of the important learned societies of 
Europe. In addition to the good work done by the i~~ue of the Canadian Entomologist, collectors have 
been materially aided fn their studies by the classified lists of the different orders of Canadian insects, 
which have been published as the material for the purpose was gathered together. 

The extensive collection exhibited by the Society at the Centennial Exhibition at Philadelphia, 
attracted much notice, and was admitted by all who saw it to be most creditable to Canada. At the 
request of the Dominion Government a similar collection has been sent to England as part of 
Canada's contribution to the International Fisheries Exhibition. 

Beyond this purely scientific work, the Society has, in a series of thirteen annual reporte. on 
insects injurious and beneficial to agriculture, given to the farming community a large amount of 
useful information. 

The Government of Ontario, recognizing the good work thus accomplished, incorporated the 
Society as the Entomological Society of Ontario, under the "Agriculture and Arts Act," in 1870; 
and at the same time gave material aid by allowing a liberal annual grant from the public funds. 

In view of the necessity for the constant interchange of specimens, between students in every 
department of Natural History, in order that by comparison of other forms their studies may be 
thorough, the Entomological Society of Ontario respectfully suggest that the Royal Society of 
Canada should use its influence to secure a more liberal interpretation' of the postal regulations, with 
reference to the exchange of specimens between students in Canada and those in the United States 
and Eurnpe, particularly in the closely allied sciences of Entomology and Botany, 

And it would also further suggest that a representation be made to the Government to the end 
that arrangements be made whereby scientific bodies may be permitted to import, free of duty, any 
engravings, woodcuts, lithographs, electrotypes, or other illustrations which they may require for 
their publications. 

The members of the Entomological Society of Ontario have learned with much pleasure that the 
Royal Society has already taken some steps towards the establishment of a National .Museum, and 
believing that such an institution would very appreciably assist the whole cause of Science in 
Canada, they take this opportunity of assuring the Royal Society that they will be pleased to help 
in every way in their power by collecting specimens or otherwise. 

Mr. A. D. DECELLES, representing the Ins ti tut CaniHlicn of Ottawa, pre~cnted the following report:-

J'ai l'honneur de representer darn, votre illustre Societe, l'Institut Canadien d'Ottaw:1. Fondl en 
1852, alor:-; quo la future capitale du Oannda comptait pour peu parmi les villes de notre pn_p,, l'In .. 
stitut Canadien eut dos commencements bien humbles et devant lui une voie herissee d'obstnr1cs qui 
auraient paru insurmontables a des hommes moins enorgiques que scs fondatems. n~ n'etaient qu'une 
poignee, mais ils avait cette foi qui no compte lcs difficultes que pour les vainCl'c. Le~ yeux fixes :-mi-
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la devise de l'institution naissante: "Le travail triomphe de tout," ils s'en inspir~rent sans cesse en 
pom.:suivant le but de l'association qui est: "L' Union de ses membres, l'instruction mutuel, et le progres 
en general." En depit du petit nombre de canadiens-fran9ais qu'il y avait alors a Bytown, malgre leur 
isolement ( car la difficulte relative des communications les pla9ait a. une grande distance des autres· 
canadiens du Bas-Canada), ils reussirent, a force d'energie et de pers~verance, a asseoir la jeune institu

tution sur des bases solides. 
L'Institut Canadien a pris un nouvel essor depuis 17 ans; ses progres ont ete rapides. Il a vu le 

nombre de ses mem bres s'accrottre et !'importance de ses travaux augmenter. Il est vrai qu'll n'a pas · 
publie de transactions sous ses auspices, -mais les travaux de ses membres figurent dans le.s recueils 
litteraires de Quebec et de Montreal. Esperons que "le jour n'est pas eloigne ou la population f1·an9aise 
d'Ottawa et des environs sera assez nombreuse pour que l'Institut puisse publier un annuaire qui C(?n
tiendra Jes transactions de chaque annee. Sans vouloi.l.· rien enlever au merite des institutions· sreurs, . 
je sui_s heureux de dire ici que depuis nombre d'annee l'Institut Canadien d'Ottawa fait preuve d'une 
vitalite que pourraient lui envier des societes plus anciennes et placees dans des centres plus_ conside
rables. La litterature fran9aise qui tient une si large place dans le monde, a trouve a Ottawa un echo 
retentissant. Le flambeau de la science tenu par des mains sures a brille d'un eclat non moins vif a _ 
l'Institut. Pour n·e parler que des travaux les plus recents, signalons Jes conrs d'histoire du Canada, .. 
donne pendant l'hiver de 1882, a l'Institut, par notre infatjgable historien,. M. Suite; les · cours de 
science~ des Reverends MM. Tabaret et Balland et de M. McCabe. L'Institut Canadien eut aussi a la 
meme epoque 1•avantage d'entendre les charmantes conferences de l'hon. ;f uge Routhier,-des Reverends 
PP. Fillatre et Nolin, de- MM. Louis Frechette, Buies, Lusignan, Tasse et Poirier. 

Qu'il me ·soit permis de signaler ici un cote tout materiel de l'entreprise des hommes de 1852, 
pour montrer combien leur reuvre a prospere. L'Institut a pris possession, il ya quelques annees, 
d'un magni:fique edifice qui lui a coute $25,000, edifice qui compte parmi les plus· 1·emarquables de la 
Ca pi tale . 

. En. terminant ce court rapport, j'aime a dire a votre illustre compagnie que l'Institut Canadien 
s'est senti honore de !'invitation que vous lui avez faite de prendre part a vos travaux par l'entremise 
d'un delegue. Inutile d'ajouter que j'ai ete tres :flatte de la mission qu'elle ma con:fiee en me cha:rgeant 
de venir la repres~nter au sein d'une societe qui _reunit ce que le Canada compte de plus distingue dans 
les sciences et dans les lettres. 

Dr. ALLISON (Superintendent of Education for the Province of Nova Scotia) bore the greetings of 
the Nova Scotia Historical Society, which felt honored in being accorded representation at this meeting 
of the Royal Society. The Nova Scotia Historical Societywas neither old nor rich, yet it had duri~g 
the five years of its existence done much to stimulate antiquarian research and save from destruction 
important memorials of early life in all the Colonies. He referred to the valuable archives of Nova 
Scotia now in the custody of the Historical Society, and to the great importance, to the right under
standing of many phases of colonial history, of their contents. The society has a resident membership 
in Halifax numbering nearly 100, and a considerable list of corresponding members. Established in 
1878, it was fortunate in securing from the very outset the warm sympathy and assiduous co-operation 
of Lieutenant-Governor Archibald, if, indeed, its original thought and inspiration did not proceed f1·om 
that distinguished statesman. The society, too, was fortunate in enlistin g in its services the 
well-known antiquarian zeal and rare collecting talents of its first librarian and secretary, J .. T. 
Bulmer, Esq. 

The collections now amount tc, 13,530 volumes, 14,-523 pamphlets, and 1,425 volumes of news
papers. The books and pamphlets of the society are, by special Act of the Legislature, managed in 
connection with the P1·ovincial Legislative Library under a Joint Commission, representing the Govern
ment of the Provincf:} and the Historical Society. The society has a fair promise of materially promot
ing the development of a native Canadian liter ature as one Tesult of its exertions. 
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The following societies were also represented by delegates, who gave to the meeting encouraging 
oral statements of the work that was being done : 

Nova Scotia Institute of Natural Science, W. GossrP; Noya Scotia Hi:-.tol'il·al Society, Dr. ALLI
SON; Natural History Society of New Brunswick, G. W. HAY; In~titut Canadien, Quebec, H. J. B. 
CHOUINARD; Ottawa Literary and Scientific Soeicty, J. l\fo1IrLLAN. 

On motion of M. Faucher de St. Maurice, seconded by M. Sulte, it was 
Resolved,-That a memorial be presented to the Government setting forth the importance of pro

curing for the contemplated National Museum such specimens from the International Fisheries Exhi
bition as may be of permanent scientific Yalue to Canada. 

The Society then adjourned to meet in sections. 

WEDNESDAY, 23d May. 

The Royal Society met at the hour of ten o'cloek in the Railway Committee room, and Dr. Todd, 
on the invitation of the Society, read the following paper 

On the Relation of the Royal Society to the State. 

Since our last meeting, Her Majesty the Queen has been geaciously pleased to confer upon this 
association the designation of The Royal Society of Canada. And proofa have not been wanting of 
an increased interest on the part of the Canadian public in the existence of the Society. It has 
received from Parliament an Act of Incorporation for the better accomplishment of the objects sought 
to be attained, viz. : to encourage studies and investigations in literature and science, to publish 
transactions and, original papers, and generally to assitJt in the promotion and diffusion of useful 
knowledge concerning history, literature and science in this Dominion. Besides granting us corporate 
powers, Parliament has liberally voted a sum of money in aid of our work: thereby ratifying, 
substantially, the act of His Excellency, the Gover1~or-General, in calling this Society into existence. 
It is now incumbent upon us to devise suitable methods, by which the privileges thus bestowed may 
be used to the best advantage in promoting the important interests committed to our charge. 

The present time is peculiarly favourable for the furtherance of a movement intended to assist in 
the intellectual progress of Canada. The population and wealth of the Dominion are rapidly 
increasing. By the settlement of the fertile regions of the North-west, and by the construction, with 
a speed hitherto unexampled, of railway communication through our vast territory from the Atlantic 
to the Pacific, the material development of this country is going forward at an accelerated pace. 
This condition of national growth and expansion is introducing our people to new and heretofore 
unknown fields of intellectual effort. The ability and experience of our foremost men will be taxed 
to the utmost in the endeavour to solve the various mental, moral and scientific questions which will 
undoubtedly arise in the fulfilment of the task which lies before us. Our statesmen must grapple 
with the political peoblems that will necessarily pres~,nt themselves in the colonization and organiza
tion of new territories. The scientist will find ample opportunity for extending his erudite investiga
tions in the wide area thus opened to hitJ view. And the practieal worker, whether in agriculture, 
art, or mechanics, will need all the help he can obtain from the thought, the skill and the experience 
of those who have mastered the great principles which underlie the operations of nature in her 
beneficial relation to man. 

It is at this junctUl'e that the coimsel and co-operation of members of tho Royal Society of 
Canada, both individually and collectively, may prove of ine3timable advantage to the whole Dominion. 
The application of this idea to Canadian public affair.:3 will naturally involve cousidrn·ations of 
some delicacy and complexity, into which I do not venture to intmde, But it may be desirable to 
bring under the notice of this Society efforts which have been made elsewhere,· in other parts of the 
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empire with a like intent and by a similar·agency. These examples may be helpful in suggesting 

what is, oi· is not, within our proper competency. 
In the old colony of J a~aica, about a quarter of a century ago, a "Royal Society of Arts," for 

the promotion. of science, art and commerce in the island, was incorporated by ~he legislatur~ in 
conjunction with an Agricultural Society, which had existed for some years previous. The umted 
associations exhibited signs of activity so long as their original promoters reJI).ained, but afterwarde 
they languished and became effete. Recently, however, the Government; into whose hands the 
scientific: and industrial collections accumulated by the societies had fallen, determined, if possible, 
to infuse new energy into the association. Accordingly, in 1879, a law was passed, placing the 
institution under the control of an energetic· Board of Governors, with powers sufficient to carry out 
the original intent of the founders; and with the hope that by the maintenance and extension Qf the 
Museum of Natural History, and the perfect~ng of <?Ollections' previously gathered to illustrate the 
industries of -Jamaica, much public advantage would hereafter ensue. The depression of trade, and 
the occurrence ~f other public misfortunes in J a.maica, have retarded the welfare of t~e island; but 
there· are tokens of improvement among~t the inhabitan_ts, in various directions, sufficient to justify 
the local authorities in reviving an interest in" The Royal Society of Arts." And it m::iy be antici
pated that, with the return of prosperity to the West Indies, a prospect in which· the merchants of 
Canada are much concerned, the Royal Society of Jamaica will enter upon a career of acti~'tr and 
usefulness. 

If we turn to the southern hemisphere, we find that in New South Wales,____;the mother colony of 
the Australias, and the richest as well as the oldest of the Australian group,-a Royal Society, which 
had already been in active operation for several years, was in 1881 incorporated by the local 
parliament "for the encouragement of studies and investigations in science, art, literature and 
philosophy." The Governor of the colony was appointed honorary' President of the Association, and 
several prominent ·officials,-such as the Government Astronomer, the Director of the Botanic 
Gardens, the Government Geologist, the Deputy-Master of the ,branch Royal Mint at Sydney,-were 
enrolled amongst it1:1 office-bearers and members. Under such favourable aWJpices the Royal Society 
of New South Wales is not likely to be behindhand in contributing to the··intellectual advancement 
of that great and flourishing dependency. . Already there are about one hundred literary and 
scientific institutes in the colony (or" one to every 150 adult males of the population"), and in the 
numerous progressive associations which have been formed therein, to encourage the study of practical 
science, or to stimulate the laudable efforts of the people for self-improvement, the Royal Society 
occupies the foremost rank. The Parliament of New South Wales has done much to assist its intel
lectJial development. It has established a National Gallery of Fine .Arts,-which, together with a 
Free Public Libra1-y, is placed under the supervision of the Minister for Public Instruction. It has 
liberally patronized international exhibitions of Australian products and manufactures. It gives 
systematic aid and encouragement to literary institutes and schools of art throughout the colony; 
aud it has founded public botanical gardens, which are under the control of the Secretary for 
Lands. 

By these efforts, the statesmen of New South Wales have set ·an example to all the dependencies 
of the British Crown. Their conduct is praiseworthy, and deserving of general imitatiott, not me~·ely 
because they have sought, by judicious expenditure, to promo!e vital interests, in addition to those 
which naturally depend upon the bounty of Parliament, but especially because they have given to 
the heads of scientific and literary institutions a recognized place in the public administration, and 
have availed themselves of the co-operation of learned and capable advisers,---who are joined together 
by an independent bond of union, as members of a Royal Society,-to advance the public welfare in 
matters which are distinctly apart from the domain of party politics, and from the ordina1•y.range of 
executive responsibility. This honourable distinction conferred upon a Royal Society ·is no excep
tional peculiarity of Australian Government, but is in ·exact accordance with British p1•ecedent. · 
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The extent to which the Mother Country is practically carrying out a similar principle, at tho 
present time, cannot be too widely known ; and it is chiefly for the purpose of presenting such facts 
before tho Canadian public, that the present paper has been written. In estimating the benefit which 
may be anticipated from the establh,hmcnt in thh, Dominion of an efficient and repn!sentative Huyal 

Society, it is important to ascertain the direction in which such an association is capal,le of 
rendering valuable service to the body politic. 

To assist our enquiry, it may be well to know precisely the position now occupied by the Royal 
Society of London towards the Imperial Government, and tho duties which are assigned to that emi
nent association on behalf of the C1·own. A brief mention of the origin of this Society should first 
be made, to explain the circumstances under which its present connection with the State has been 
brought about. The Royal Society of London is the oldest association of the kind in Europe, with 
the solitary exception of an academy in Rome. It dates as far back as the middle of the seventeenth 
century, having obtained a royal charter from King Charles II., in 1662. 

We are indebted to the Royal Society for the publication of the Philosophical Transactions, which 
is probably the most valuable repository of scientific research and information extant. It contains a 
record of the labours of the Society and a copy of the principal papers read before them. It began to 
be issued in 1665, 1\,nd has been continuously published ever since. It now comprises upwards of 170 
quarto volumes. A copy of this work is preserved in the Library of Parliament, together with the 
interesting series of the Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, which bas been in existence 
for a century, and of the Royal Irish Academy, which was incorporated in 1788"'to promote the study 
of science, polite literature, and antiquities in Ireland. 

For a lengthened period the Royal Society of London was the only institution in Great Britain 
which aimed at promoting scientific research. N umorous associations have since arisen in the 
United Kingdom of a kindred description, which undoubtedly owe their formation to this famous 
body. Many expeditions have been equipped and sent forth from time to time, to different pai·ts of 
the globe, under the auspices of the Royal Society, for the prosecution of geographical and scientific 
enqumes. Of these the most important of late years has been the surveying voyage of H. ~l. S. 
"Challenger." This expedition, during its progress in the years 1872-1876, travelled over 69,000 
miles in the pursuit of learned investigations by sea and land. Several instructive accounts of the 
voyages of the "Challenger" have appeared from the pens of various intelligent observers, who accom
panied the expedition, all of which are to be found in the Parliamentary Library. But Her Majesty's 
Government are now printing an elaborate and comprehensive work which will contain a complete 
record of the results of this famous exploration. I have reason to believe that a copy of this splendid 
and costly publication, when completed, will be presented by the Imperial Government to the Domi
nion Library. 

In addition to these onerous and self-imposed dutieR, the Royal Society, ever since 1849, has been 
entrusted by Government with the expenditure of an annual sum of £1,000, voted by Parliament for 
scientific purposes. This fund is intended to enable the Society to defray the cost of any scientific 
investigations which may be deemed by a committee of the Society to be worthy of such aid. It is 
open to applicants from all parts of the United Kingdom, who can make out a good case for pecuniary 
assistance on behalf of .scientific research. The grant is never less than .-£1,000 per annum, and is 
occasionally increased for specific purposes. Thus, in 1876, the Government resolved to enlarge the 
appropriation by a further sum of £4,000 per annum, to be expended, upon the ad\'iec of a committee, 
composed of members of the Royal Society, together with the presidents of various scientific bodies, 
,, in promoting scientific investigations." This additional grant is applicable to the payment of per
sonal allowances to gentlemen engaged in such studies, to defray the cost of any assistance they may 
require, and to the purchase of the apparatus. 

In the estimates for the year ending, 31 March, 1883, the total sum, to be expended by the Royal 
Society for the purposes of scientific research, within the year (which, from 1S76 to 1882 had amounted 
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to £5,000 per annum) was reduced to £4,000. But, by a supplementary estimate; presented in the 

same session, a further sum of £1,500 was placed to the credit of th_e Royal Society to assist in" estab

lishing a station.in.Canada in connection with the international scheme for simultaneous meteorolo

gical and magnetic observations round the region of the Pole." 
In the Imperial estimates for the current fiscal year, ending on 31st March next, the original 

grant of £4,000 to the Royal Society, on behalf of scientific investigations, is continued; a ~urther · 

grant of £500 is recommended "in aid of the expenses" of two observers, who hijve been invited to 

accompany an American expedition to note the total eclipse of the sun on the 6th of the present 

month, and an additional sum of£ 1,750 ( of which £750 was a revote of an unexpended part of last 

year's grant) in aid of the Polar observations aforesaid. · 
It is expressly stated, in these estimates, that " the choice of stations, the appointment of observ

ers, and the methods of procedure are left to the Council of the Royal Society; subject to the condi

tion that the total amount chat·geable on the public funds for this service shall not exceed £2?500. 

Apropos of this, it may be stated that last year the Parliament of Canada voted a sum of $4>000 for 

the transport of the British circumpolar party from Halifax to the Hudson's Bay station, on Great 

Slave Lake, and return. 
TheRe important public undertakings do not exhaust the measure of efficient service rendered to 

the cause of scienco in Great Britain by the Royal Society. The most thorough and systematic assist

ance afforded to the St.ate by this illustrious association remains to be told. 
In the year 1855 a meteorologic office was established in connection with the Board of Trade, for 

the purpose of collecting and disseminating facts and observations serviceable to navigato~~s and_of 

general public utility in the protection of commerce and the preservation of human life. This depart

ment was placed in charge of Admiral Fitzroy, who had earned a widespread reputation for his labours 

in this direction. After his decease, in 1865, the Government reorganized the meteorologic office and, 

feeling themselves incompetent to deal with a purely scientific matter, resolved to detach it from the· 

Board of Trade and transfer it to the management of a scientific committee oft he Royal Society, by 

whom the depal'tment is now entirely controlled. This committee is termed the Meteorological 

Council. It consists of five members (in addition to the Hydrographer to tho Admiralty who is a 
m~m~er ex-officio) who are appointed by the Crown upon the recommendation of the President and 

Council of the Royal Society. In the selection of these individuals the Society acts upon its exclusive 

responsibility. They choose persons who f1·om their acknowledged qualifications and experience are 

best fitted to direct the work of the office with efficiency, regularity and promptitude, and to initiate 

whatever improvements will conduce to the practical development of meteorology. 

At first, the services of these gentle!I}.en were performed gratuitously; but, as their labours became 

increasingly onerous and burdensome, it was agreed to assign to the chairman a fixed salary of £300 

per annum, and to distribute £700 amongst the other four. members, partly as an annual retainer· and 
partly as fees for attendance at the regular meetings of Council. 

This expenditure is defrayed out of the annual grant now amounting to £15 300 which is 
' ' ' . 

voted by Pru:liament to the Meteorological Council, for the purpose of conducting meteorological 

observations, and disseminating information, not merely in the United Kingdom but elsewhere 

throughout the world, upon weather forecasts and atmospheric phenomena. The Council makes a 

report every year to the Royal Society, a copy of which is laid before Parliament by royal command. 

It is a document replete with interest to all who desire to understand the progress and present state 
of practical meteorology. 

· The foregoing arrangements were finally matured in 1877, when they were adopted for a limited 

period of five years, which expired in 1882. But we learn f1·om the last report of the Meteorological 

Council, lately presented to Parliament, that they have been continued indefinitely, and cc until either 

Her Majesty's Government or the Royal Society, expresses a wish to terminate the existing arrange

ment, after having given not less than twelve months notice of the intention or such shorter notice , . 

as may satisfy the other party." 
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These details present to our notico a new development of that complex organi:--m, the British Con
f-titution; which, with a marvellous flexibility, is ever putting forth new powers, in fresh directions; 
exhibiting a readiness of adaptation to the growth of the national life, which affords umuistakeable 
evidence of its inherent vitality. It is well known to students of political history, that one result of 
of the establishment of popular government has been to oblige the Ministers of the Crown to take 
the initiative in preparing and submitting for the sanction of Parliament whatever measures may be 
required by the public interest, whether it be to improve our administrative or social system; to 
amend the operation of existing laws, to aid the progress of an advancing civilization, or to encourage 
the application of scientific truths to practical and beneficial ends. Ministers a1•e expected, not only to 
forward sound legislation in these directions, but to resist and expose every crude, imperfect, or other
wise objectionable notion of this description which may be propounded by pL'iYate members. 

It is impossible that any Ministers, however able or enlightened, can be invariably competent to 
deal intelligently with questions which form no part of an ordinary political education. Neither can 
they always command, in the ranks of the civil service, eapable assistance upon such topics. Realizing 
this deficiency, the Imperial Government have gladly availed themselves of the co-operation of the 
Royal Society of London, to assist in the disposal of matters requiring a special knowledge of art or 
science, in regard to which executive or parliamentary interposition may be necessary. In such cases 
it has been of inestimable public advantage that the Executive Government eould have recourse to the 
advice and assistance of a body occupying the impartial position of the Royal Society, and could 
freely avail themselves of their services,-not merely as individuals, but with the acknowledged weight 
and responsibility attaching to them in their corporate capacity. These considerations have largely 
influenced the conduct of public affairs in the Mother Country, of late years ; as the facts above 
narrated will show. 

The application of this principle to the Royal Society of Canada is sufficiently obvious to need no 
further comment. 

I should, indeed, be reluctant to assert, either of the Federal or Provincial Governments of 
Canada, that they had failed to appreciate the claims of art, literature, or science, in their efforts to 
promote the public good. The liberal appropriations by the Dominion and local parliaments, for 
educational and scientific purposes, are suffiQient evidence to the contrary. But hitherto the State in 
Canada has not possessed the necessary machinery to aid in the satisfactory disposal of such ques
-tions. This deficiency no longer exists. 

It is true that in other parts of the empire, associations similar to our own are found, which limit 
their operations to the primary duty of cultivating a taste for knowledge, and publishing the results 
of their research. It is equally true that, amongst all the British colonies, New South Wales, as yet, 
affords the solitary example of a Royal Society, in active communication with the local Executive, 
furthering-by the joint co-operation of Crown and Parliament with the official representatives of 
literary and scientific culture-the intellectual advancement of the people. But this laudable and 
patriotic endeavour is, as we have seen, in perfect accordance with the latest development of consti
tutional usage in the Mother Country; and it points to a new departure in the energy of political life, 
and the activities of an enlightened community, wherein we may hope that, in due season, the Royal 
Society of Canada may be privileged to share. 

The thanks of the Society were unanimously tendered to Dr. Todd for his valuable paper. 

The President communicated to the meeting the following telegrams that had just been received: 

PARIS, May 22. 

L'Association Fran9aise pour l'Avancement des Sciences adresse a la Societe Royale, reunie en 
congres, des vooux de prosperite. 

p ASSY, Presi,dent. 
Pro. 1883 •. G, 
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LONDON, England, May 23rd·. 

Your letter unluckily not brought before us. We regret delay, and offer our best wishes to the 

Royal Society. 
SPOTTISWOODE, 

President, Royal Society, LondtJn. 
The m~eting then adjourned until the following day.· 

PROCEEDINGS IN THE SENATE CHAMBER. 
May 23, 1883. 

At t-~elve o'clock the members of the Society and the delegates of the various Societies present 
assembled in the· Senate Chamber, where His Excellency the· Governor-General and. Her Royal 
Highness the Princess Louise were pleased to extend to them a gracious reception. 

His Excellency then addressed the Society as follows : 

Mr. President, Mr. Vice-President, and members of the Royal Society of Canada :-When we 
met last year, and formally inaugurated a society for the encouragement of 'literature and science in 
Canada, an experiment. was tried. As with all experiments, its possible success was questioned by 
some who feared that the elements necessary for such an organization were lacking. Our meeting 
of this year assumes a character which an inaugural assembly could not possess. The position we 
took in asserting that the time had come for the institution of such a union of the scientific and lite
rary men of this country has been established as good, not only by the· honourable name accorded to 
us by Her Majesty, a designation n~ver lightly granted, but also by that without which we could not~ 
'stand, namely, the public favour extended to our efforts. Parliament has recognized the earnest pur
pose and happy co-operation with which you have met, and wotked in unison. Knowing that the 
talents exhibited are not those of gold and silver only, it has stamped with its approbation your 
designs by voting a sum of money, which in part will defray the expenst} of the printing of your 
Transactions. And here, in speaking of this as a business matter, I would venture to remind you, 
and all friends of this Society throughout the country, that the $5,000 annually voted by the House of 
·Commons, will go but a very short way in preparing a publication which shall fully represent Canada 
to the foreign scientific bodies of the world. We have only to look to the Federal and State Legis
~atmes of America to see what vast sums are annually expended in the States for scientific research. 
We see there also how the proceeds of nobie endowments are annually utilized for the free dissemina
tion of knowledge. It is, therefore, not to be supposed that the comparatively small parallel assistance 
provided by any government grant can absolve wealthy· individuals from· the patriotic .duty of be
queathing or of giving to such a national society the funds without which it cannot usefully exist. 
You will forgive me, as one who may be supposed to have a certain amount of the traditional econo
· mical prudence of his countrymen, for mentioning one other matter on which, at all events, in the 
meantime, a saving can be effected. Where it is necessary' to have accurate and finely executed 
engravings of beautiful drawings for the illustration of scientific papers, it is necessary that the 
printing of the Transactions should occasion as little cost as possible ; and I believe you will find it 
advisable for the present that each paper shali be printed only in that language in which its author 
h~s communicated it to the Society. Your position is rather a peculiar one, for although you work 
for the benefit of the public, it is not to be expected that. the public can understand ali you say when 
your speech is of science in consultation with each other. · The public will therefore I trust be in 

. ' , 
the position of those who are willing to pay their phys1.cians when they meet in consultation; without 
insisting that every word the doctors say to each other shall be repeated in the hea1~ing of all men. 
When funds increase, it seems to me that the economy which it will probably now be necessary to 
exercise in regard to this may be discarded. 
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In the sections dealing with literature, it is proposed to establish a reading committee, whose 
duty it shall be to report on the publications of the year; that our thanks may be given to the authors 
who advance the cause of literature among us. To assist in that most necessary enterprise, the forma
tion of a National Museum, circulars have been addressed by the Society to men likely to have oppor
tunities for the collection of objects of interest, and the Hudson's Bay Company's officers have been 
foremost in promoting our wishes. The Government is now prepared to house all objects sent to the 
Secretary of the Royal Society at Ottawa, and contributions for collections of archives, of antiquities 
and of zoology, and of all things of interest are requested. I rejoice, gentlemen, that I have been 
able to be with you now that a year has elapsed since our inauguration, as this period allows us in 
some measure to judge of our future prospects. These are most encouraging, and the only possible 
difficulty that I can see ahead of you is this: that men may be apt to take exception to your mem
bership because it is not geographically representative. I would earnestly counsel you to hold to 
your course in this matter. A scientific and literary society must remain one representing individual 
eminence, and that individual eminence must be recognized if, as it may happen accidentally, per
sonal distinction in authorship may at any particular moment be the happy possession of only one 
part of the country. A complete work and one recognized for its merit should remain the essential 
qualification for election to the literary sections, and the same test should be applied, as far as pos
sible, to the scientific branches. If men be elected simply because they came from such and such a 
college, or if they be elected simply because they came from the east, from the west, from the north 
or from the south, you will get a heterogeneous body together, quite unworthy to be compared with 
the foreign societies on whose intellectual level Canada, as represented by her scientific men and 
authors, must in the future endeavor to stand. 

One word more as to the kindly recognition already given to you. 
In America, in France and in Britain the birth of the new institution bas been hailed with joy, 

and our distinguished president is at this moment also a nominated delegate of Britain. An illness 
~e deplore has alone prevented the presence of an illustrious member of the Academy of France, 
and the French Government, with an enlightened generosity which does it honour, had expressed its 
wish to defray the expenses of the most welcome of ambassadors. We have the satisfaction of cor
dially greeting an eminent representative of the United States, and we express the desire which is 
shared by all in this hall, that our meeting may never want the presence of delegates of the great 
people who are dear as they are near to us. 

It is, gentlemen, greatly owing to yolll' organization that the British Association for the Advan
cement of Science will next year meet at Montreal, following in this a precedent happily established 
by the visit last year of the American Association. These meetings at Montreal are not without 
their significance. They show that it is not only among statesmen and politicians abroad that Canada 
is valued and respected, but that throughout all classes, and wherever intellect, culture and scientific 
attainment are revered, her position is acknowledged, and her aspiration to take her place among the 
nations is seen and welcomed. 

I am Slll'e that your British brethren have chosen wisely in selecting Montreal, for I know the 
hearty greeting which awaits them from its hospitable citizens. The facilities placed at the dis!¥)sal 
of our British guests will enable them to visit a large portion of our immense territory, where in 
every part new and interesting matters will arrest their attention, and give delight to men who, in 
many cases, have but lately realized our resources. Their words, biased by no interests other than 
the desire for knowledge, and founded on personal observation, will find no contradiction when they 
assert, that in the lifetime of babes now b_orn, the vast fertile regions of Canada will be the home of a 
people more numerous than that which at the present time inhabits the United Kingdom. 

I must not now further occupy your time, but would once more ask you to accept my heartfelt 
thanks for the determination shown by all to make the Royal Society a worthy embodiment of the 
literary activity and scientific labour of our widely scattered countrymen throughout this great land, 
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The Presi,dent's Address. 

Dr. J. W. DA wsoN, the President of the Society, then said: 

MY LORD, YOUR ROYAL HIGHNESS, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN: 

In opening this the second session of the Royal Society of Canada, Your Excellency 

has referred. to some of the more important points in its history in the past year, and to its p~ospects · 

for the future; and in the present address I may very properly survey much of the same ground from 

the special point of view of the members of the Society. 
We have occasion to congratulate ourselves on the reception which our inaugural meeting met 

with at the hands of the pu,blic and of the newspaper press. Everywhere the institution of the Society 

was recognized as wise and beneficial, and, if any doubts were expressed with reference to it, they we1·e 

based, not on hostility to the Society, but · on a very natural diffidence as to the capacity of 

Canada, in its present state of development, to su_stain a body comparable with the great national. 

societies of other countries. The amount of original work produced at our :first meeting was ev~-

dently an agreeable sm·prise to many; and, while there was some friendly criticism by which we 

may hope to profit, on the whole, our debut was regarded with that feeling at once kindly, con

siderate and patriotic, which becomes all true Canadians in witnessing any effort, however feeble, 

to sustain and exalt the greatness of our country. 
It is, no doubt, a matter of 1·egret that the Transactions of our :first meeting could not be· 

immediately published. In the absence of any pecuniary means for this purpose, the President 

and Vice-President ventured to issue on their own responsibility a pamphlet of twenty-two 

quarto pages, containing the inaugural addresses and ·a summary of proceedings; but of :fifty-one 

papers laid befo1·e the meeting,· and many of which are of great merit, none have yet appeared in 

print, except a few which their authors have found means to publish independently of the Society. 

This has undoubtedly placed us in a disadvantageous position, and has been unjust to some of ou1' 

members, who ~ave suffered in reputation from their work remaining unpublished for a year. 

Happily we shall now be able to remedy this. 
The :first event in our history is the gracious permission, to which your Excellency has referred, 

to assume the title of the Royal Society of Canada. We shall not forget the responsibility laid upon 

us by this name to make the work of the Society worthy of the patronage of our beloved Queen, 

worthy of the encouragement which you have given as· her representative, and deserving of the 

1•espect and approval of those great societies of the Mother Country and of the continent of Europe, 

with which we must be prepared to enter into friendly rivalry and competition. 

Next to this, we should place the recognition of the Society by the Government and Parliament 

of the Dominion. A formal and legal existence has been bestowed upon us by an act of incorpo1·a

tion, and the more substantial gift of a money grant will now enable us to publish our Transactions 

with adequate illustrations. While returning our thanks for the favors thus. accorded, we should' not 

forget the appreciative and complimentary manner in which our position and work were spolten of 

by the honorable gentlemen who acted on our behalf, and by other members of Parliament. That 

we have been thus received, when our claims were rather those of promise than of performance, 

indicates on the part of our public men an earnest desire to foster any effort for the growth of litera• 

ture and science, and their confidence in the future of the Society-a confidence which it must be our 

business to justify. 

In connection with this, the Society accepts the suggestions kindly made by your Excellency in 

regard to the expenditure of money granted for publication. We feel that we shall be judged by our 

first volume of Transactions, and that this should contain only original matter of real merit and value, 

not previously published elsewhere, and not of such a ~haracter as to secure ready publication in 

~rdinary journals. Less important productions should appear only in short abstracts; and translation, 

if done at all, and illustration too expensive for the means of the Society, must -·be done at the 
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expense of authors. For the present, we shall have to exercise the greatest economy in the matter 
of publication, consistently with adequate illustration and respectable appearance. 

Toward the establishment of a National Museum, the Society has been able only to appeal to the 
well-known zeal for science of the officers of the Honorable Hudson's Bay Company, by a circular 
addressed to them and forwarded to all the posts, through the kindness of Chief Commissioner 
Grahame. The Government has offered us means of storage for the specimens obtained, but much 
more than this is needed. We require means and space for arrangement and display of specimens, 
and to secure the services of active and energetic scientific curators fitted to give real value to the 
specimens which may be collected. These requisites being secured, collections would rapidly accumu
late, and we might hope to develope a museum which should ultimately rival tr.at established by the 
lJnited States Government at. Washington. The museum thus constituted should have such relations 
with this Society as would enable it to be kept in harmony with the scientific advancement of the 
country. It is scarcely necessary to say that such a ·museum would not be a mere collection of 
curiosities, but a representation of the aspects of nature and of natural resources throughout the 
Dominion, and a scientific workshop in which able and working specialists would carry out and pub
lish researches of practical value to the country. 

A new feature of the present meeting is the presence with us of representative delegates from 
twelve of the more important literary and scientific societies of the Dominion. We rejoice that the 
invitation cordially extended to these older and most uAeful associations has been accepted by them 
in the spirit in which it was given, and we antici1,ate much good from this union with us and with 
each other of societies heretofore pursuing their work in comparative isolation. I had occasion to 
remark last year on the intense gratification which I experienced in seeing assembled here so many 
scientific and literary men known to me personally or by reputation, but who had previously been 
unable to meet one another. This year the presence of representatives of our local societies gives 
an additional and gratifying pledge of union. 

On the cordial greetings tendered to us by several of the great societies of the Old World and of 
the United States I need not dwell; but would say a few words with respect to one of them, which 
has asked me to represent it on this occasion, and which has since our last meeting assumed a new, 
and, at that time, unexpected relation to Canada. That the British Association has resolved to 
cast aside the narrower traditions of its early years, and for once to transfer the headquarters of 
British Science ~o Canadian soil, is a less revolutionary movement than might at first sight appear. 
Several of our leading scientific men have long been members of the Association, and have from time 
to time attended its meetings, and the Association, as well as other British societies with which its mem
bei·s are connected, has received many contributions from this country. Of late years also, many British 
scientific men have visited our shores, have received our hospitality, have extensively studied the 
aspects of natm:e in this country, and have formed personal friendships with our scientific workers. 
The British Association may thus well feel at home in Canada, more especially since it has been so 
cordially invited by the city of Montreal, and since the Government of the Dominion has, by a timely 
act of liberality, to a great degree removed the difficulty caused by the ocean passage, while the High 
Commissioner of Canada has on his part most earnestly pressed the invitation. That more than four 
hundred members of the Association, including some of its most eminent men, have already signified 
their intention of attending the Montreal meeting, is a gratifying evidence that the spirit of enter~ 
prise still lives in the motherland, and that its men of science have confidence in the hospitality of 

Canada. 
This Society will be represented by some of its members at the approaching meeting of the 

.Association at Southport, and will, of course, be largely represented at the meeting in 1884; while 
there is good reason to hope that this will also be attended by many scientific men from the United 
States and by some from the continent of Europe. On the whole, there seems to be an assured pros• 
poet that the meeting of the Assoeiation in 1884 may not only be suc('cssful, but may inaugurate a 
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new epoch of activity and progress in the widely extended and useful sci~nti:fic. work of the two 
great Associations of the English-speaking race, and in connection with this may give Canada an 
assured scientific position relatively both to Britain and America. That it will give a powerful. and 
healthy stimulus to scientific work and study in Canada there can be no doubt, and it will also biing 
the magnificent features and prospects of this country under the notice of some of the most influen

tial leaders of public opinion in the Old World. 
Since our last meeting, one of the older members of the section of Natural Science has been 

removed by de,ath,-George Barnston, of Montreal, a veteran worker in Canadian botany and zoology. 
Mr. Barnston was an example of a class of men who have done mu~h for Canadian science. Sent 
out as a young man into the domains of the Hudson's Bay Company, he was struck with the new 
aspects of nature presented to him in the wilderness, and immediately began to observe and colleot. 
Ultimately he not only made large collections but became an accomplished naturalist in many 
departments ; and, when retired from active life, in the leisure of his later years, he occupied himself 
usefully and happily in arranging and determining his collections, in . enriching educational and 
scienti~c museums with duplicates f1·om his ample stores, and in preparing for publication the 
notes he had made. He was not only a diligent naturalist but a man of kind and amiable character, 
loved and respected by all who knew him. He passed away on the 14th of March last, in the 83rd 
year of his age. In the _course of his connection with the North-West and Hudson Bay Companies; he 
was stationed at various points from the Gulf of St. Lawrence to British Columbia. He crossed the 
Rocky Mountains into British Columbia, as early as 1825 or 1826, making the return journey in 
the winter on snowshoes. When in British Columbia he established the first factory on the Frazer 
River. When at York Factory in 1824, he assis~ed in :fitting out Franklin's party, and at Norway 
House, thirty years later, he aided the expeditions under Rae and Anderson and Stewart. In 186'1 
he retired from the service of the Hudson's Bay Company and took up his residence in Montreal, 
where he remained. until his death. In 18'72-73 he was President of the Natural History Society of 
Montreal. The most important of his papers are the following, published in the Canadian Naturalist 
and Geologist :-On the geographical distribution of the Ranunculacere in British America, 185'1; on 
the geographical distribution of plants in the British possessions in North America, 1858; on the 
geographical distribution of Oruciferre and of the genus Allium, 1859 ; sketch of the life of Douglas, 
the botanist, 1860 ; on the swans and geese of the Hudson's Bay Territories, 1861; on the genus 
Lutra, 1863; on plants collected by Mr. J. Ric}:tardson, in British Columbia, 18'78. In 1860 a valuable 
report was prepared and published by Mr. W. S.· D'Urban on the Coleoptera in Mr. Baraston's collec
tion. 

Leaving the work already attempted by the Society, and turning to the future, our prospects for 
th~ present meeting are cheering, a large number of papers being offered to our acceptance, and 
these, as far as can be judged from their titles and authors, worthy of the Society. But it may be 
profitable to look beyond this, and to measure the outlook of Canadian science and literature in their 
relation to the Society by the aspects which they present to us now. In attempting this, I naturally 
turn more especially to the scientific side of the question, though, as I shall endeavqr to show, this 
cannot be altogether dissociated from literature. 

For practical purposes, there are two great divisions of scientific work, that which depends 
foi• its prosecution mainly on experiment, and on appliances of the nature of apparatus, and that 
which depends principally on observation, in connection with the study of specimens. The former 
includes the greater part of chemical and physical research, and the latter the various depal·tments 
of geological and biological work. There is, of course, no decided and impassable line of separation, 
for some. parts of the work of the physicist'and the chemist are strictly observational, and, on the 
other hand, the observations of the geologist and biologist depend more or less on apparatus and 

- experiment. Still, in the main, there is a distinction which is of an appreciable character. 
The first of these groups of scientific studies, that which relates to physics and chemistry, is 
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naturally, in a country like this, of slower growth than the other. Astronomical observatories and 
chemical and physical laboratories can be established only under those conditions in which means 
to secure appliances somewhat costly coexist with skilled obserYer:4. 

Thus far we have made more progress in chemistry than in the other experimental sciences. 
The laboratory of the Geological Survey, established many years ago under Dr. Sterry Hunt and 
continued under Dr. Harrington and Mr. Hoffman, bas produced re:·mlts not only of the greatest 
scientific and practical value to this country, but widely known abroad. The laboratories con
nected with the leading universities have also done good work, more especially in mineral analy:-ds. 
Nor should we forget that among our members are several ehemisb whose researches are widely 
known abroad and highly valued. It is a cheering feature in this department that so much is being 
done to train young men in practical chemistry. In my own university I find that there is accom
modation for sixty-six students in practieal laboratory work, and this is fully occupied during the 
session. Other universities, I believe, have :--;imilar facilities. There is no doubt that the greater 
part of the chemical skill thus cultivated will be. employed in purely profesBional and business 
pursuits, in connection with medieine, pharmaceutics, mineral a:ssays and chemical manufactures. Of 

these the country will, of course, reap the benefit. But it is to be hoped that some of the chemists 
trained in our colleges will follow up lines of original research. To enable them to do this, labora
tories must be multiplied and improved, and teaching positions must be placed at the disposal of 
young men who may be willing to enter on the less lucrative but most Yaluable path of original work. 

Of physical laboratories, with the exception of that commenced at Toronto, we have the barest 
rudiments, though there are good collections of apparatus for educational purposes. Our astronomical 
observatories are far below the standard of those of other countries. Meteol'ological work has been 
farther advanced. The value of weather-forecasts to the general public and to sea-faring men has 
prompted the development of a public meteorological service, carried on under the superintendence 
of one of our members with much skill and efficiency; but which is still lacking in its outfit of 
instruments and in the extension of its stations over the wide stretch of our territory. 

The recent Transit of Venus found Canada very slenderly equipped for taking part in the 
observations which locally devolved on us. Many of our most important cities were found to be 
destitute even of instruments of the moderate power required for the observations, and of some other 
instruments needed there was a general destitution. The sum granted by the government was not 
sufficient to supply all these deficiencies, and had to be supplemented by private subscriptions and 
gratuitous labour. Hence some of the methods of observation which proved highly successful else
where could not be employed here. 

It would be possible to bring under your notice many other examples of our yet small progress 
in the cultivation of physical science. Here, as in chemistry, the cheering feature is the growth of 
education in this group of sciences. This gives the hope that, either by priYatc munificence or by the 
action of the Government, we shall ere long be less dependent than at present on other countries in 
this important department. In nothing, however, should we be more careful to ayail ourselyes of the 
advice of specialists than in matters of this kind. It is a great loss when the liberality of indiYiduahl 
or governments is dissipated or misplaced, owing to want of that accurate information which can be 
obtained only by thorough preliminary training and long experience. In such undertakings the aid 
and advice of a society like this become of the utmost yalue. 

If we now turn to the geological and biological t-3Cicnecs, we may have more reason to be satisfied 
with the progress we have made, and with the prospect of immediate advancement. With reference 
to state provision, it is true, imch great public enterp1·ises as the Fish Commission, the Entomological 
Commission, the National Museum, and other undertakings of our Fnited States neighbours, are 
conspicuously absent. The Geological SmTey is the one great scientifir enterptise of our GoYernment; 
and, though the words "Natul'al History 8n1--vc·y" have been added to it by Aet of Parliament, there 
has been no proportionate development of its staff or of its resonn:es. The Geological Survey, 
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poorly sustained in its earlier days, and yet inadequately provided for and hampered by subserviency 
to a Government department, has been creditable to Canada, because of the able men connected with 
it, and also because it has been a Dominion effprt, and. not frittered away by division· between sep
arate Provinces. It is evident, however, that i_t has reached a critical period in its history, and that 
its relations to science and education and practical progress in this country and to scientific opinion 
abroad, must depend upon the action of the people and Government of Canada. Its present build
ing is sufficient for offices, laboratories and store rt>oms but ·not for a great national museum. The 
building for this should be provided, as already stated, by the-Dominion Government, and should be 
adequate to the accommodation not only of the Geological Survey collections, but of collections in 
Natural History and Archreology as well. This expenditure must be undertaken within a very few 
years, if Canada is to take its place worthily among. the civilized nations of the world. Would that at 
least the foundations of such a building on the grounds around us could be shown to our Engl~sh scien
tific visitors next year. 

· I foresee also that within a few years the Survey must receive a much larger grant, must have 
local centres, with assistant direct~rs, in the several Provinces, and· must be recognized as a distinct 
scientific department. Such a work cannot be limited by ordinary departmental rules; and must, 
like the movements of an army in the field, have freedom of action, so as to meet the exigencies of 
its work from time to time. These changes will come, and in the meantime we have much reason to 
be grateful for what. the Geological Survey has done for science as well as for industry; and must 
accept its results as a basis for the knowledge of the geology of our country. With what it has 
done and the added labor of individual workers and local scientific societies and educational institu
tions, we have already taken no_ mean place in the march of Natural Science, and have attained to 
a position from which we may hopefully regard the future. 

In my address of last year I had occasion to remark on the magnificent field for natural hi~tory 
presented by the vast and varied regions included in the Dominion; and, when we consider this in 
relation to that portion of it which we have already cultivated, the outlook is· like that over thos_e 
vast western plains, capable of feeding millions, but now . lying waste and desolate. No Canadian 
formation has yet been thoroughly explored in its minerals, rocks and fossils, its distribution and the 
questions connected with its origin. Few groups of fossils have as yet been thoroughly collected or 
studied. It is true that to a certain extent this applies even to those portions of Europe which 
were the cradle of geology. The transactions of scientific soc'ieties even there are constantly occu
pied with the details of new facts or with the discussion of new generalizations; hut in Canad~, with 
its vast area, its few workers, and the engrossing claims of the pr.actical business of life, the open-
ings for profitable investigation are boundless. · 

Here, as in chemical an~ physical science, it is encouraging to find educational facilities being 
established and eagerly taken advantage of'; artd the demands for .knowledge of this kind •in the pro
fessions of surveying, engineering and mining must produce a constantly increasing corps of co.mpe
tent geological workers.· It may be well here to say that one cannot afford in Cana(la to think 
lightly of the practical applications of science to the business of life. Such applications are not only 
of vital importance to every civilized community, but they afford the only substantial basis for those 
higher investigations in the domain of pure science which again react on material prosperity and 
progress. Thus science and industry mutually aid each other, and in orderto prosper in a young and 
thinly peopled country, must go hand in hand. 

In the department of Canadian biology, some subjects are pretty thoroughly worked· up, others 
are disproportionately in arrear. In general the knowledge of our flowering plants and of the ver
tebrate animals is far advanced, though this is largely due to naturalists from abroad. In the 

-invertebrates, mollusks have been somewhat thoroughly collected, except, perhaps, those of the 
greater depths of the sea. A little good work has been done in the investigation of our Crustacea, 
Worms, Crelenterates and Protozoa, and the Entomological Socie~y has done something in the vast. 
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and important field of insect life. One of our members, and nbo a member of that SnC'idy, Mr. 
Saunders, iias just published an admirable work on the insects injurious to cultiYate1l plants. The 
fauna of our great lakes is little known. A curious and inviting branch of inYcstigation is the 
union and overlapping of marine and freshwater life in our great river; and the greater depths of the 
ocean, beyond the reach of the- amateur dredger, are little explored, except in so far as the work has 
been done for us by the American Fish Commission. Those who would work at such :·rnbjects find a 
great lack of collections for reference, and there is also a want of illustrated works and monographs 
bearing on Canadian Zoology. One of the functions of this Society should undoubtedly be to foster 
and aid reaearoh in various spol·ialtios of these kinds, and so to frnblish the ro:-a1lts as to render them 
accessible to students. In connection with these im·e.,tigatious of the future, I may he1·e refer to 
that yast field of the ~geographical distribution of plants and animals, so fel'tile in important results 
in geology as well as in -biology, which this great American continent offe1·s so wonderful oppor
tunity for cultirnting. A glance at the titles of the papers read at our last meeting is sufficient to 
show the truth of these remarks ; and had our transactions been published, a mere reference to the 
contents of the volume would have sufficed. 

I have dwelt rather on those branches of science to which I haYo given attention than on the 
fields cultivated by our literary and historical sections, and what I shall say on those will be rather 
to point out theil' connection with the physical and natural sciences. Science ha-., a literature of its 
own-a great and increasing literature, and in many of its aspects charming and attraC'tfro as well 
as solid and instructive. Inasmuch also as our literary sections have annexed history, archmology, 
anthropology and psychology, they are largely scientific. This fact is personified in the presidents of 
the two literary sections. ::\ly valued and dhitinguished friends, Dr. "'\ribon and ~lr. Lemoine, will 
allow me to say that they are as much archroologists and llatnralists as literary men, and.if itwei-e not 
that science is very generous and self-denying, it would protest against their exclusive pot:;:-;ossion by 
the literary sections. Geology in our times has shaken hands with history over the story of prehis
to1·ic man. Physiology, psychology and philology have become inseparable friends, and popular 
science contends on eqnal terms with history and fiction for the public eye and ear. More than this 
-nature rather than art forms the basis of enduring literature. It is .. Wordsworth who has said: 
"To the solid ground of nature trusts the mind which builds for aye." It is on nature rather than on 
the graces of style or the flights of imagination that a lasting literature must stand, and, therefore, 
ncience, which is the interpreter of nature, must be the friend and ally of lite1·ature. Especially is 
this the case in a country whose history has depended more on the great natural features of the land 
itself than on the men -who have come and gone; and where our real poetry is that of our great 
rivers, our vast lakes, our boundle.:;s plains, our forest solitudes and our changeful climate-unwritten 
poems which have impressed themselves on the minds and hearts of our people more than anything 
man has yet said or sung. He who best interprets these great unwritten histories and poems, and 
who best unfolds the prophecies that lie hidden in them, will build up the greatest and most endur
ing name in Canadian literature. For these reasons I rejoice that our Society embraces both science 
and letters, and I am profoundly convinced that it is for the highest interest of Canada that her 
scientific men shall be men of culture, and that her literary men :-;hall be thoroughly imbued with 
scientific knowledge and scientific habits of thought. 

The Vice-President, the Hon. Mr. CHAUVEAU then said: 

Milord, Altesse Royale, Mesdames et Mossieurs,-L'annee derniere nous inaugurions sous la pre
sidence de Son Excellence le Gouverneur-General cette institution dont l'cxisknce est due a son ini
tiative et je puis ajouter a sa pers(frerancc; aujourd'hui nous tenons notre seconde sc:-;sion annuelle 
sous la presidence conjointe de notre bienveillant patron et de Son Altosse Royale la Pri11ccssc Louise 
dont le precieux concours en fait presque une seconde inauguration. 

Pro. 1883. n. 
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Nous ne saurions trop remercier Son Altesse Royale de l'interet qu' elle temoigne ainsi _au progres 
des sciences et des lettres dans cette partie des domaines de son illustre mere. (A pplaudissements.) 

Sa presence ici co'incide d'une maniere on ne peut plus heureuse avec la gi·acieuse confirmation 
que Sa Majeste vient de faire du titre de Societe Royale adopte sous la reserve de sa permission, per~ 
mission qui est la plus haute sanction, qui puisse etre donnee a l'oouvre de cette societe. 

Ce n'est pas apres une seule· annee d'existence que les travaux de la Societe peuvent etre bien 
apprecies; ce sera seulement apres bien -des annees; peut-etre alors aura-t-elle acquis la renommee 
durable que possedent les illustres associations qu'elle se propose d'imiter. 

C'est deja quelque chose pour nous cependant que d'avoir obtenu le bienveillant accueil, le con
cours sincere d'un grand nombre d'associations du meme genre dans !'Empire dont nous faisons partie 

et a l'etranger. 
Notre digne President vous a dit en des termes qui font voir toute l'importa~ce qu'il y attache a 

bien juste titre, l'empressement avec lequel l' Association Britannique s'est fait representer ici aujour
d'hui. Notre P1·esident, membre de cette societe si connue, en est le delegue. 11 nous a appris en 
meme temps la bonne nouvelle que cette association tiendra sa session de 1884 a Montreal, ce qui est 
du a ses efforts personnels, j'en suis certain, admirablement aides par ceux de Son Excellence le Gou
verneur-General et de son gouvernement. Un tel evenement fera epoque dans l'histoire de notre 

.pays. 
Parmi les associations qui ont bien voulu entrer en rapport avec nous se trouvent l'Institut de 

France, l' Association .Frangaise pour le progres des sciences, l' Academie Royale de Belgique, 1' AtMnee 

Louisianais de la Nouvelle-Orleans. 
Les lettres re~mes de toutes ces institutions sont congues dans les termes les plus . sympathiques; 

toutes regrettent de n'avoir pu etre representees ici. Nous avions espere un instant que nous aurions 
un delegue de l'Institut de France. L' Academie Fran~aise, la plus ancienne section de· cette grande 
institution avait, du consentement de l'Institut, designe ·M. Xavier Marmier, et celui-ci s'etait em
presse d'accepter cette mission que le gouvernement frangais voulait bien favoriser, en contribuant 
aux depenses qu'elle entrainerait. Une maladie grave et subite a retenu l'aimable ecrivain au moment 
ou il se preparait au depart. C' est pour nous un double ,,contretemps, et nous devons faire des vreux 
non-seulement pour le retablissement d'une sante aussi precieuse mais encore pour que le plaisir qui 
nous a ete refuse cette annee ne nous fasse pas defaut l'annee prochaine. Si, comme il a bien voulu 
nous l'ecrire, M. Marmier, se sentait heureux de revoir apres tant d'annees un pays ou il avait 1·e9u un 
si bon accueil, de notre cote non-seulement les anciens amis qu'il aurait retrouves en petit 

· nombre-helas ! les rangs s'eclaircisseut en un moindre espace de temps que celui d'une quarantaine 
d'annees-mais encore tousles lecteurs des charmants ouvrages ou il a si bien decrit notre pays et 
parle de nous avec tant de bienveillance et de sympathie, regretteront de ne pas le voir sieger avec nous. · 
Le charmant accueil que M. Marmier a fait a Paris a tousles canadiens qui l'ont visite, et la prote<;}
tion qu'il a accordee a la litterature canauienne en faisant couronner par l' Acad_emie l'oouvre d'un de 
nos collegues, sont dignes d'une reconnaissance que nous nous serions efforces de lui temoigner. 

La correspondance echangee a ce sujet avec M. Camille Doucet, secretaire perpetual de l'Aca
,demie, montre de sa part et de la part de l'illustre compagnie creee par le grand Cardinal Richelieu, 
un tres-vif inter~t pour notre pays; l'on y rend hommage aux gracieuses intentions de notre Gou
vernem·-General en fondant notre societe et en y donnant·une place si distinguee a la litMrature fran-
9aise. 

La plupart des societes litteraires ou scientifiques du pays auxquelles nous avons offert une affilia
tion, autant dans notre interet que dans le lem·, ont repondu a notre appel et plusieurs sont ici repre· 
sentees par des hommes bien connus dans notre monde scienti:fique et litteraire. 

C'est deja, comme l'a remarque notre president, un heureux resultat que de mettre en rapport 
entre eux et av:ec nous des hommes distingues qui seraient peut-@tre sans cela restes etrangers les uns 
aux autres. 
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Cela est peut-etre encore plus important au point de vue de la bonne harmonic qu'il est neccssaire 
de conserver entre les differentes races d'hommes qui peuplent notre vastc confederation. 

11 est un autre. resultat que nous avons droit d'attendre de nos efforts, resultat qui a deja ete 
signale a plusieurs reprises; mais sur lequel on ne salU'ait trop insister. C'est que l'organisution de 
notre societe, sr8 publications et ses reunions annuelles mettront fin a l'eloignement qui a existe jusqu'ici 
entre les litterateurs et les savants cmiallicns de langue anglaise et ceux de langue frarn)aise. 

On a eu recours a bien des comparaisons pour peindre cet etat de societe. On a compare les deux 
races aux eaux de l'Ottawa et a celles du Saint-Laurent qui longtemps apres que le fleuve geant a regu 
son tributaire dans son vaste lit conservent les unes leur couleur vert emeraude, les aut.res leur sombre 
teinte. 

En parlant dans unc autre occasion de ce meme etat de chosesje me suis permis de faire allusion a une 
fantaisie de l'architecto qui a construit le fameux chateau de Chambord, dont l'escalier a double rampe, 
est fait de telle maniere que deux personnes puissent le monter en meme temps sans presque se voir. 
Anglais et Frangais nout montons aussi nous comme par une double rampe, vers les destinees qui nous 
sont reservees sur ce continent sans nous comuiitre, nous rencontrer, ni merne nous voir ailleurs que 
sur le palier de la politique. Socialement et litterairement parlant, nous sommes plus etrangers 
les uns aux autres de beaucoup que ne le sont les Anglais et les Frangais d'Europe. 

A ce point de vue 011 sera heureux d'apprendre que l'un des essais qui doivent etre lus dans la 
section de la litterature anglaise cette annee, traitera de la litterature fran9aise au Canada. L'auteur 
qui porte un nom fran9ais, 2-\I. John Lesperance, est un des meilleurs ecrivains anglais du pays. Je 
regrette que la section de la litterature fr~n9aise se soit laissee devancer et l'on ne pourra se l'ex
pliquer qu'en songeant qu'une etude semblable devant contenir plus ou moins de critiques si bien
veillantes qu'en puisse etre la formc et l'esprit, nous avons peut-etre dit, comme nos ancetres a 
Fontenoy, "Messieurs les Anglais, tirez les premiers." Du reste nous pourrons prendre notre re
vanche plus tard et personne ne pourrait mieux s'en acquitter que 2-\J. Oscar Dunn qui portant un 
nom tout britannique, n'en est pas moins un des ecrivains fran9ais les plus delicats et les plus elegants 
que nous ayons. 

Quoiqu'il en soit, celui <l'entre nous qui se chargera de cette tache nura a faire une etude agreable 
et interessante. Il trouvera que le premier poeme anglo-canadien de quelqu'importance, the Huron 
Chief, d' Adam Kidd, se rapproche par le sujet et les idees du poeme de F. X. Garneau "Le dernier 
Huron." L'un et l'autre sont bien anterieurs a "!'Hiawatha" de Longfellow. Les poesies remar
quables de Heavysege, Sangster, Reade, Dawson, Murray, Darcy McGee, et de Mme. Leprohon, 
irlandaise devenue fmn9aise par alliance, les romans de M. Kirby, de M. Lesperance, de l\:L Moody 
et de Mde. Leprohon, de Mme. et de Mlle.Sadlier, les travaux historiques du Dr. Ryerson, de M. 
Dent, de nos collegues MM. Stewart et Bourinot, les ecrits de M. Goldwin Smith, qui bien qu'il ait 
conquis sa reputation en Europe est devenu aussi un de nos collegues, tous ces ouvrages et d'autres 
trop nombreux pour que je les indique, forment un repertoire deja tres-riche et tres-utile a compulser. 

Notre savant president a parle des rapports qui existent entre la science et la litteratrirn et des 
services que !'eloquence en plus d'une occasion a rendus a la science. 11 a mentionne le nom 
d'un de nos collegues qui en anglais et en fran9ais a su rendre agreable des amvres purement scienti
:fiques; mais il a oublie de dire que lui-meme merite les memes eloges; et c'cst peut-etre t.out ee qu'il 
a oublie de dire. Au nombre des excellentes qualites qui le distinguent il s'en trouve une qui en ce 
moment ne laisse point que de me causer quelqu'embarras. Cette qualite, je ne puis l'exprimer quo par 
un mot anglais qui se prend toujours en bonne part, le mot "exhaustive." Mon embarras provient 
de ce que notre savant president m'a laisse bien peu de chose a dire. (Rires et applaudissements.) 

Pour suppleer a l'insuffisance trop evidente de ce discours je me permettrai done de prier un de 
nos collegues de reciter une de ses poesies. J'ai raison de croire que Son Excellence et Son Altesse 
Royale seront heureux d'entendre de la bouche meme de notre poete laureat une des pieces qui font 
partie du volume couronne par l'Academie Fran9aise. Tout le monde aussi applamlira au choix que 
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M. Frechette a fait pour cette circonstance de son poemc, "la decouverte du l\Ii:-;si:-;sippi," sujet tire 

de notre histoire anciennc et qui contient une :-;i belle pointure du grand fleuve rirnl <le notre f-laint-

Laurcnt. . 
Ce n'est qu'hier qu'une dame me demandait spiritucllement si dans notre societe nous parlions 

d'autre chose que de rochcs et de fossiles. La poesie de M. Frechette fera une agreable diversion aux 

etudes dont il est si souvent question dans nos seances. (Applaudissements.) 

His Excellency the Go-vernor-General then invited Mr. Frechette to come forward. 

His Excellency, the Governor-General and Her Royal Highness, the Princess Louise having 

retired, the members of the Society dispersed until the afternoon, to meet again in sectiom. 

May 2-!th, 1883. 

The Royal Society again met in general session at 10 o'clock. 
The draft of Regulations prepared by the Council was then taken up and discussed seriatim. 
The first section, having been read, was amended as follows on motion of .Principal Grant, 

seconded by Professor Cherriman : 
The objects of the Society are, as set forth in the preamble of the Act of Incorporation, as 

follows: First, to encourage studies and investigations in literature and science; secondly, to publish 
transactions annually or semi-annually, containing the minutes of proceedings at meetings, records of 
the work performed, original papers and memoirs of merit, and such other documents as may be 
deemed worthy of publication; thirdly, to offer prizes or· other inducements for valuable papers on 
subjects relating to Canada, and to aid researches already begun and carried so far as to render their 

ultimate value probable; fourthly, to assist in the collection of specimens with a view to the formation 

of a Canadian Museum of archives, ethnology, archreology and natural history. 
The second section, having been read, was amended by substituting the word "Fellow" for 

"Member," on the motion of Mr. George Stewart, Jr., seconded by Professor Bailey. 
The third section, having been read, was agreed to. 
The fourth section, having been read, was amended as follows on motion of Dr. Daniel Wilson, 

seconded by P1·ofessor Cherriman: 

The Society shall consist of the four following sections : 
1. French Literature, with History, Archreology, and allied subjects. 
2. English Literature, with History, Archmology, and allied subjects. 
3, Mathematical, Chemical and Physical Sciences. 
4. Geological and Biologic!tl Sciences. 
The sections may meet separately for the reading and discussion of papers and for business at 

such times and places as may be fixed by the sections under tlw control of the Council. 
The fifth section, having been read, was agreed to. 

The further consideration of the Regulations was then lleferrcd until the followrng day. 

Dr. Daniel Wilson submitted the following draft of an acld1·ess to His Excellency, the ~ovcrnor
Gencral: 

MAY IT PLEASE y OUR EXCELLENCY : 

w-e, the Pl'esidcnt, Cnuncil, and Members of the Hoyal Society of Canada gladly :rvail ourselves 
of this fil'st meeting after out· Ol'ganization as a <·orporate body umk1· the :mthority of the Parliament 
of Canada, and with the designation which I ll·1· -1\lost Gral'ious l\I:t,il·sLy the Queen has been pleased to 
confer, to express to you, as our Founder, the grateful Hl'nse we entertain of the sympathy manifested 
by you in the intellectual and scientific progress of the _I )ominion. 

The interest manifested by Your Excellvuey, and l>y Her Royal Highness the Princess Louise, in 
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Art, has called into being an Academy with every promise of advantage to the Fine Arts; and now 
the members of this Society have to acknowledge a like service rendered to Letters and Science. 

V{ e learn with deep regret that this may be the last opportunity afforded us personally to cxprcs:-
to Y ou1· Excellency the high sense which we entertain of your disinterested Zl'al in this cmhc. It 
will be our earnest endeavour to secure by our united labours the advantages to this Dominion ·which 
Your Excellency has indicated as a legitimate object of hope from the united action of the represen
tatives of the various departments of Science an<l LetterB thus brought into active co-operation; and 
should the high expectations which have been given expression to, be hereafter realized in any 
adequate degree, it will be a pleasure to ourselves, and to th9se who shall succeed us, to recall the 
unwearied kindne·ss and courtesy with ·which Your Excellency has enahlcd us to carry out the first 
steps in the organization of this Society. 

We trust that the years spent by your Excellency and Her Royal Highness in Canada may recall 
no less pleasant memories than those which we shall ever associate with the period of your Governor
Generalshi p. 

We now desire to convey to you our united assurance that in whatever part of the world you 
may be hereafter called upon to serve the Empire, gratitude for the interest which you have mani
fested in everything tending to the development of Canada will be associated with the profound 
respect with which we now greet you as the representative of our .M:ost Gracious Sovereign; and 
pray that God's choicest blessings may rest on yourself and your Royal Consort. 

The foregoing address was agreed to, and it ·was resolved that it be presented to his Excellency 
by the whole Society. 

The Society then adjourned until the following day at 10 o'clock. 

May 25th, 1883. 

The members of the Society assembled at the hour of ten o'clock in the Railway Committee 
room. Mr. George Stewart, Jr., was appointed Secretary pro tempore, in the absence of l\lr. J. G. 
Bourinot. 

The Society resumeel. the consideration of the draft of Regulations prepared by the Council. 
The sixth section, having been read, was amended as follows on motion of Principal Grant, 

seconded by M1-. George Stewart, J1\: 
That the Fellows be persons resident in the Dominion of Canada or in Newfoundland, who have 

published original works or memoirs of merit, or have rendered eminent services to Literature or 

Science. 
The number of members in each section shall be limited to twenty. Any yacancy occurring 

in any section shall be 1:eported to the section by its Secretary at the fir:0-t meeting thereafter. The 
section shall then proceed to nominate by ballot for the filling of such vacancy. The nomination, 
with reasons stated in writing, shall then be transmitted to the Council all(l by it :::;ubmitted for final 

vote to the Society at its next general meeting. _ 
It was then resolved on motion of Professor nfoGregor, sceonded by Professor Bailey: 
That the foregoing section be adopted as a provisional anangement for the year, and that the 

Council be requested to furnish the members before or at the 11ext meeting ·with information which 
may form a basis of discussion of the subjects of this section. 

The seventh section having been read, was amended on motion of Dr. Selwyn, seconded hy Prin
cipal Grant, by placing the subscription at two dollars a year, or the sum of $20 in one _payment in 
commutation of the same for life trembership, and by leaving out the last clau:::;l', commencing with 

the words "any member, etc." 
On motion of Professor CheITiman, seconded by Professor Johnson, it wa~ rei--olved to acl<l the 

following clause to section 7 : 
Any member may withdraw from the Society and the Society may, by resolution in general 
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session, on the 1·ecommendation of the Council, grant to such member the privilege of retaining his 
title and his name shall thenceforward be entered on the lists as a retired member retaining title. 

' On motion of Professor Johnson, seconded by Dr. Hunt, it was resolved to add the following 

clause tci section 7 : 
Any member failing to attend three years in s'uccession, without presenting a paper, or assigning 

reasons in writing sati~factory to the Society, shall be considered to have resigned. 
The eighth· section, having been read, was amemled on motion of Principal Grant, seconded lJy 

Dr. Hunt, by leaving out the words "of whom four shall represent each section of the Society." 
The ninth section, having been read, was amended on motion of Dr. Wilson, seconded by Mr. 

Kirby, by leavjng out the words "between the 15th and 3bt May." 
The tenth section having been read was amended on motion of Profcs:--or Cherriman, seconded 

' ' by Principal Grant, by leaving out the words "by vote of the section," and substituting "a committee 

of the section," instead of " the committee of the section." 
The eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth sections, having beeen read, were agreed to. 
The fourteenth section, having been read, was amended, on motion of Professor .McGregor, 

seconded by Principal Grant, by leaving out the words "shall, when necessary, make or revise 

abstracts of papers, shall superintend the publication of the transactions." 
The fifteenth section, having been read, was agreed to. 
The sixteenth section, having been read, was amended, on motion of Dr. Wilson, seconded by 

Principal Grant, by leaving out the words "having reference to the objects of the Society or some of 
them," as also the words in clause 3, on motion of Principal Grant, seconded by Mr. George Stewart, 

Jr., "or any of their departments." 
On motion of Principal Dawson, seconded by :Mr. Saunders, it was resolved to add the following 

clause to the sixteenth section : 
That the ordinary committee of the section shall be limited to three in number, and consist of the 

officers of the section or any members that the section may select to make up the number. 
The Rules, as amended, were then adopted as the present constitution of the Society, and are as 

follows: 

REGULATIONS OF THE ROYAL SOCIETY OF CAN'},.DA. 

1.-0b}ects of the Society. 

The objects of the Society are as set forth in the preamble of the Act of incorporation as follows: 
first, to encourage strnliPs and invc:-,tigations in literature and ::-;eienec; Sl'l'lmdly, to publish trans
actions annually or semi-annually, containinc: the minute,.; of proceedino·s at nll·din°·:-- records of the '-' b bl 

work performed, original papers and memoirs of merit and :-such other documl'nts as may be tk·emed 
worthy of publication; thirdly, to offer prizes 01· other inducenwnt:-- for valuable papers on :--nb
jel't:, relating to Can:ula, and to aid re;;ea1·che:,; already lwgnn and carried :,o far as to render their 
ultimate value pl'Obablo; fourthly, to assi:-;t in the collection of specimens with a view to the for
mation of a Canadian museum of archive:--, ethnology, archmology and natural hi::-;tory. 

~.-Narne. 

By the gracious perrn1s,.;10n of Hel' Majesty the Qnt.\Pll, tho Society will bt·ar the name of the 
Royal Society of Canada ; and the membcrt:-i ,.;hall be entitled "Fellow:::- of tho Royal Society of 
Oanada." 

3.-Honorary President and Patron. 

His Excellency the Governor-General shall be the Honorary President and Patron of the Society. 
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4.-Division into Sections. 

The Society shall consist of the four following sections : 

1. F1·ench Literature, with History, Archreology and allied subjectB. 
2. English Literature, with History, Archroology and allied subject8. 
3. Mathematical, Chemical and Physical Sciences. 
4. Geological and Biological Sciences. 

~I.1he sections may meet separately for the reading and discussion of papers, and for busines:-s, at such 
times and places as may be fixed by the sections under the control of the Counc-il. 

5.-0fficers. 

The officers of the Society shall be a President and Vice-President, with an Honorary Secretary 
and a Treasure1·, to be elected by the whole soc-iety; besides a P1·esident, Vice-Pn•sideut and Secre
tary of each section, to be elected by the section. The elections shall be annual. 

The officers so elected shall constitute the Council of the Society. 

6.-Members. 

The Fellows shall be pel'sons resident in the Dominion of Canada or in Newfoundland, who have 
published original works 01· memoirs of mel'it or haYe rendered eminent surYices to Literature or to 
Science. 

The number of membera in each section shall be limited to twenty. Any yacancy occurring in 
any section shall be repo1·ted to tho section by its Secretary at the first meeting thereafter. The 
section shall then proceed to nominate by ballot for the filling of :-such yacancy. The nomination, 
with reasons stated in writing, shall then be transmitted to the Couucil and hy it submitted for filrnl 
vote to the Society at its next general meeting. 

7 .-Duties of Members. 

Members shall sign the regulations of the Soeiety, shall be presented by the President to the 
Society at a general meeting of the same, shall attend its stated meetings or send reasons of absence 
to the Honorary Secretary, and shall pay an annual subscription of $2.00 or the sum of $20.00 in one 
p:tyment in commutation of the same for life membership. These payments shall entitle nwmbel's 
to receive the Transactions of the Society. 

Any member may withdraw from the Society and the Society may, by resolution in general 
session on the recommendation of the Council, _grant to such member the privilege of retaining his 
title, and his name shall theneeforward be entered on the lists as a retired member retaining title. 

Any member failing to attend three years in succession, without presenting a paper, or a~~igning 
reasons in w1·iting satisfactory to the Society, shall be conside1·ed to have resigned. 

8.-Corresponding Members . 

.. The Society may elect by ballot on proposal by three members, or on recommendation of the 
Council, persons not resident in Canada as corrc~ponding member~. Sueh persons must be emine11t 
in literature or science and evidence to that effeet must be presented to the Society at tlw time of ' ~ 
their proposal or recommendation. The number of corresponding members shall be limited to 
sixteen. 

9 .-Meetings. 

The Society shall hold an annual meeting in such city of the Dominion as it may determine 
from time to time. It may at any annual meeting appoint otlH'l' meetings to be held in the course 
of the year. The time of holding the annual meeting shall be on a day or days to be determined at 
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the next previous meeting, or, failing this, by the Council. The offices of the Society shall be in the 

city of Qt ta wn, and its meetings shall be held in that city unless otherwise determined. 

10.-Papers. 

The title of any Paper, Memoir or othL'r production, by a member, intended to be read at a 

meeting of the Society, shall be submitted, together with an ahst1·ac·t of its contents, to the Council, 

through the Sl'c!'ctary, p!'cdous to the mcding at whic·h it is to be read. On its approval, each such 

communication shall be assignl',l to the section to which it lwlongs, and having been therein read and 

discussed, shall be submitted to a c·ommitteL' of the section, and on report of sai,l committee, may be 

recommended to the Council for publication, either entire or in abstract, in the Tran.-;adions of the 

Society. Communications by persons not members of the Soc-iety may be submitted 1,y members on 

the same conditions with their own productions. 

ll.-Associated Societies. 

Every scientific or literary. society in the Dominion which may be selected by vote of the 

SnC'i<..'(Y shall be i1wited by circular of the Honorary See1·eta!'y to elect annually one of its members 

as a delegate to the meetings of the Soeiet.,~, such delegate to han-, during his term of office, the pri

vilege of taking part in all general or sectional meetings for reading and di:--C't1s:--ion of papers, and to 

be empowere<l to communicate a short statement of original work clone and papers published during 

the year by his soc-icty, and to report on any matters in which the H•)yal Soeiety may usefully aid in 

publication or ot h<..T\\'ise. 

12.-Circulation of Transactions. 

Copies of the Transactions of tho Society shall be sent to the following :

All members who hn,·c paid their subscriptions. 

All Associated Societies. 

Such foreign Socidie:-; as may be :--elcdcd by the Council. 

The Lientenant-Gnvemors of the P1·ovincos of the Dominion and N owfournllnnd. 

The ~krnbers of the Privy Council of Canada. 

Tho ( • hid' Justice an(l Jrnlgcs of the Supreme Court of Canada. 

The SpcnkP1·s of the Senate and House of Commons. 

The Chief .fu:--tice of each Provinec. 

The Premier of each Province. 

The Speakc'rs of the Legislnhll'es of L·neh Province. 

The :}Iini~--ter or Superintendent of E<lucation in eal'h Provinec. 

The U11in·rsities, the Library of Parli:mH'nt an(l the Libraries of Provincial Legislatures. 

13.-Duties of the Council. 

The Council shall manage all the affairs of the Society in the inkrvals of its meetings, and sl1all 

make nnangements for the meetings. It sltal I meet at the call of the Pl'c:--idt•nt. Three members 

shall be a quorum. 

The Council shall 1·eports its p1·oc·<..'<..'<lings at each mPC'ting of the Sncic.·ty for sanction. 

The Council shall have t lt<..~ ('ttsimly and disposal of all moneys, collections and other property of 

the Sol'it•ty, sul,jl'ct to s:111l'tion of its p1·oev<..'di11gs ns al,on'. 

In th~ ahs<..'11ce of ~he P,·c·sident awl Vil'l·-Pn,sille11t, the Council may appoint a temporary chair

man, nm l m the case of vaL·am·y of the office of.II011o!'a I'.)' St·<..Tct:11-y or Treasurer may appoint a tem

porary Sl'trdal'y or 'l
1

1·vasu1T1· to hold office till tho 111..'xt meeting of the Sul'idy. 
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14.-Duties of the Honorary Secretary. 

The Honorary Secretary shall keep the minutes of the Society and Council, and shall conduct 
their correspondence, shall receive and attcn(l to all nominations for members and officers of sections, 
shall keep the lists and records of the Society, and, under advice of the President, shall attend to any 
business that may arise in the intervals of meetings. He may, with consent of the Council, delegate 
any part of his duties to a paid assistant appointed by the Council. 

15.-Duties of the Treasurer. 

The Treasurer shall have the custody of all moneys of the Society, shall keep account of the 
same and submit these to the Council at its meetings, and shall receive subscriptions, grants and 
donations, and make disbursements as may be ordered by the Council. 

16.-Addresses and Special Reports. 

It shall be the duty of the President, or in ~vent of his being unable to do so, of the Vice-Presi
dent, to prepare an address for each annual meeting. 

It shall be the duty of the President of each section, or iri event of his being unable to do so, of 
the Vice-President, to prepare an address having reference to the special objects of the section, for 
each annual meeting. 

The Society in general session, or any of the sections with consent of the Society, may appoint 
committees to prepare reports on any special literary or scientific matters, or on the progress of liter
ature and science or on works published in Canada, and to suggest such honorary notice as may seem 
desirable in the case of meritorious works or researches. 

The ordinary committee of the section shall be limited to three in numbe1·, and consist of the 
officers of the section or any members that the section may select to make up the number. 

The President then called upon the officers of sections to make reports, which are as follows: 

Section L-Rapport des seances de mai 1882. 

La section a siege assidument le 25, 26 et 27 de mai; plusieurs conferences ont ete lues ou 
prononcees par les membres en presence des visiteurs, parmi lesquels Son Excellence le marquis de 
Lorne. Avant de se separer, la section a elu les officiers dont les noms suivcnt pour l'annee.1882-83. 

President-J. M. LEMOINE. 
Vice-president-~. FAUCHER DE ST.-MAURICE. 
Secretaire-BENJAmN SuLTE. 

Les travaux suivants ont ete approuves par la section, et sont recommandes pour former partie 
des memoires publies par la societe, savoir: 

FAUCHER: -Discoul's d'inauguration. 
CAsGRAIN : -Notre passe litteraire et nos historiens. 
FRECHETTE: -- Vive la France : poesie. 
MARCHAND: - Les faux brillants: comedie en vers. 
LE)foINE: -Nos quatre histol'iens modernes. 
TANGUAY :- Origine dcti familles ea11adicrmt's. 
SuLTE :-Les interpretes du temps de Champlain. 
LEMAY: -Le bien pom· le mal: poesie. 
CHAUVEAU :--La poesie frangaise an Canada. 
V ERREAU : - Les commencements de Montreal, 

Pro. 1883. J, 
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Section !.--Rapport des seances de mai 1883. 

La section recommande : 
lo. Que les conferences ecrites, vers ou prose, presentees ou lues a la section de mai 1882, soient 

publiees dans les memoires de la Societe, annee 1882. 
2o. Que les travaux de chaq ue section soient publies soit en tirage separe, soit en partie distincte, 

si places sous la meme couverture. 
3o. Que la premiere section soit autorisee a se reunir a volonte en dehors des sessions generales 

annuelles. 
Les officiers elus pour la premiere section, le 24 mai 1883, pour l'annee 1883-84, sont: Louis 

Frechette, president; F. G. Marchand, vice-president; Benjamin Suite, secretaire. 
Les travaux suivants ont ete approuves pour publication dans lc.:i memoires de la Societe. 

LE::\1o1xE :-Les archives du Canada. 
MARCHAND : - Un bonheur en attire un autrc: un acte en yr1·s. 

SuLTE : - Premiers seigneurs du Canada. 

TANGUAY: - Etude sur les noms. 
FRECHETLE : - Notre histoire : poesie. 
FAUCHER:- Louis Turcotte. 

BENJAl\IIN SULTE, 
Secretaire. 

Report of Section II. 

J. l\I. LEMOINE, 
President. 

This section recommend to the Royal Society the appointment of a committee, com,isting of 

one member f1·om each of the four sections, to seek information from the leading publishers of the 
Dominion, and from other sources, in refe1·ence to the law of copyright, with the Yil·W of reporting 
to the next annual meetinb0 • of the Sueieh· whether air\· and what alkl'atio11:.; in the Jaw mibo·ht be 

~ ' J' ' 

suggested which would tend to the encouragement of a Cana(lian likratm·l·. 
Dr. Daniel Wilson was re-elected President, Dr. Clark ::\Iurray was dec·kd Yice-President, and 

George Stewart, jr., was re-elected Secretal'y. 
The following papers were read before this section: 

Dr. D. W1LSON.-Special Featnl'c:-; of North American Prehistoric ~\st. 
W. KIRBY.-Canadian Literature all(l Copyright. 
J. G. BouRINOT.-Some old Forts by the Sl'a. 
P1·of. CLARK MuRRAY.-(I) A Problem in Vistrnl PctTl'ption. (II) On tlH' Xomenclature of the Laws 

of A:.;sociation. (III) An Addi1 ion to t hl' Logical Square uf Opposition. 
JoHN LESPERANCE.-Thc Literature of French Canada. 
~fr. J\foTT (Delegate).-The reasons and profit of ;:;twly in Numi:.;matics and Archroology. 
Rev. A. ~IcD. DAwsoN.--Essay on the Battle of the Grampians. 
GEORGE STEWART, Jr.-Henry David Thoreau. 
Dr. Buc1rn.-Primeval Man and the Domestication of Ffre. 

Dx:,,. "\rcLsoN, President. 
GEORGE STEWART, Jr., Secretary. 
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A.s regards the publication of paper:-s, the following report is subjoined :-

QUEBEC, July 16, 1883. 

SIR: 

I have to inform you that the Section of English Literature, of the Royal Society of Canada, at its 
last session in Ottawa, in May, 1883, appointed a committee on publication, consisting of the President, 
Vice-President and Secretary, who recommended the following disposition of certain papers read or 
presented to their section in the two meetings of May, 1882 and May 1883 . 

. I. To be printed in full :-Dr. Wilson's two papers for 1882 and 1883; Dr. Murray's three papers 
for 1882, and Mr. Bourinot's paper for 1883. 

IL To be printed in abstract :-The papers of Dr. Bucke, Dr. Todd and Mr. Reade, for 1882, and 
those of Mr. Lesperance and Mr. Kirby, for 1883. 

I am, Sir, &c., &c., 

To T. STERRY HuNT, LL.D., etc .. 
Chairman of Printing Committee, etc. 

Report of Section III. 

GEORGE STEWART, JR., 
Secretary. 

1. The number of members of the section in attendance was fourteen; and of the absent 
members, Prof. Chapman and Mr. Carpmael forwarded communic:;i,tions to be read. The other 
absent members were Prof. Bayne, Dr. Fortin, Prof. Hamel, and Prof. Loudon. 

The section was favored by the presence of Dr. Ellis ( delegate of the Canadian Institute of Toronto), 
Prof. Williamson of Kingston, and Prof: Coleman of Cobourg, who also made communications to the 
section and took part in the proceedings. 

The following papers were read before the section. 

Prof. McGREGOR.--On the independence of the electro-motive force of Polarisation, of the differ
ence of Potential of the Electrodes. 

Prof. HARRINGTON.-On some Minerals new to Canada. 
Mr. BAILLARGE.-(I) Hints to Geometers for a new edition of Euclid. 

(II) Simplified solutions of two of the more difficult cases in the parting-off or dividing of up
land; also a case in hydrographical surveying. 

(III) Le toise des surfaces des triangles et polygones spheriques sous un rayon ou diametre quel-
conque. 

f1:of. HAANEL.-On the application of Hydriodic Acid as a Blow-pipe Reagent. 
Prof. DuPUis.-A. mechanical arrangement for making a Sidereal Clock shew also mean time. 
Mr. DEViLLE.-The Measurement of terrestrial Distances by Astronomical Observations. 
Mr. MAcFARLANE,-On the reduction of Sulphate of Soda by Carbon. 

On the Decomposition of Zinc-Sulphate by Common Salt. 
Prof. JOHN"SON.-An account of the preparations at McGill College for observing the late Transit of 

Venus. 
Mr. G1sBORNE.-Recent improvements in Practical Telegraphy. 
Mr. SANFORD FLEMING.-On the Regulation of Time, and the adoption of the Uni,·crsal Prime 

Meridian. 
D1·. T. STERRY HuNT.-On the :Mechanical Transfer of Matters in the Process of Segregation. 
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Prof. CHAPM:AN.-(I) On Cryptomorphism in its relations to Clas:-;ificntion and Mineral Types. 

(II) A suggestion rc.;pecting Spectroscopic Scales. 
(III) In addition to the above :-;ix teen papc1·:-; by members of the :--cdion, there were also read. 

Dr. ELLrs.-.Anal_pis of the water of a Sulphur-Spring near Port Stanley. 
Some applirations of Lowenthal's :::\[ethod of Tannin-Estimation. 

Prof. CoLE)IAN.-(Read by Prof. HAANEL). 
Specfroseopic examination of the Coatings obtained by the treatment of certain substances with 

Hydriodic Acid in Blow-pipe Analy:-;is. 
Prof. l\IcLEOD (read l1y Prof. JOHNSON). 

Report of the observation of the Transit of Venus at WinHipeg. 
Mr. CARP_:'IIAEL's "Report to the l\[inif,ter of Marine and Fisheries on the Observations made in 

Canada of the late rrransit of Venus" was also presented to the section. 

The following resolution was then passed:-" That this section recommends to the Council, 
the appointment of a committee for the purpose of co-operating with other societies in estab
lishing a system of universal time; and the presentation of a memorial to His Excellency the 
Goveruor-General, praying that the Imperial Government may be solicited to take such action as 
may enable Canada to be represented at the intercolonial conference announced to be held on this 

subject at the invitation of the President of the United States." 

The following officers for the ensuing year were elected by the section; 

President ................................ Prof. CnEHRDL\.N. 
Vice-President ......................... l\Ir. l\L\.cP.\.RLANE. 
Secretary ............................... Prof. J 0IINSON. 

J. B. CHERRHUN, 
Secretary. 

The committee on publication for this section, consisting, in 1882, of the president, vice-president 
and secretary thereof; and in 1883 of the president and secretary with the addition of Mr. Deville and 
Dr. Johnson, the secretary-elect for 1884, subsequently furnished the following memorandum:-

The committee of Section III recommend for printing in the Transactions of the Royal Society, 
of the papers read in 1882, ( of which the list is to be found on page X YIII) the following: -Those 
of Sterry Hunt (one); Macgregor (two); Chapman (one); Johnson (one); Carpmael (one) ; Cherri
man (four); and ~Iacfarlane (one). Of the paper:-; of 188:J, (of Which the list is given above), those 
ofMacgregor (one); Harrington (one); Ha~mel (one); Dupuis (one); DcYille (one); Macfarlane 
(two); and Chapman (one); are recommended for printing; bc:-;ides abstracts of reports on the transit 
of Venus in 1882, a:-; follows: by Dr. Johnson, and l\[1·. Carpmaol, and abn by Prof. McLeod (presented 

by Johnson), and by Prof'. Bain, Dr. Williamson and l\Ir. Blake (presenkd by Carpmael). 

J. B. CHERRIMAN, 
Sec rt tary for 1882 and 1883. 

Montreal, June, 1883. 

Report uf Section IV. 

The President reported that the following papers had been read in full or by title before the 
section at this meeting :-

1. Notes on the Geology of Lake Superior. By Dr. A. R. C. SELWYN. 
2. The Influence of Sex of Hybrids among Fl'Uits. By W _:'If. SAUNDERS. 
3. On a Method of distinguishing Lacustrine from l\fa1·ine Deposits. By G. F. MATTHEW. 
4. On the Inferio1· Maxilla of Phoca G1·oenlandica from Gree'n's Creek. By D1·. J. A. GRANT. 
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5. On Spores and Spore-Cases from Erian Rocks. By Dr. J. W. D.\. wsnN. 

6. The Folding of the Carboniferous Rocks in the Maritime Provinces. By E. Grr,PIN, Jr. 

17. The Causes of the Fertility of the.Soil in the Canadian North-west Territories. By Dr. R. BELL. 

8. Notes on the Triassic Rocks of the ,Vest. By Dr. G. M. DA,YSON. 

9. The Occurrence of Indian Remains in New Brunswick. By Prof. L. W. BAILEY. 
10. The Geological History of Serpentines. By D1., T. STERRY HuNT. 

11. Notes on Canadian Polypetalae. By Prof. J. l\L\.COt:N. 

12. On the Flora of Gaspe. By Prof. J. l\iAcorN. 

13. Sur la Geologie du Lac St. Jean. Par le Prof. J.C. IL LAFLA:II:'IIE. 

14. On the Taconic Question in Geology. Part I. By Dr. T. STERRY HuN'r. 
15. On the Fauna of the St. John Group. Part II. By G. F. l\L.\.TTI-IEW, Esq. 

16. On Erosion in the Baie des Chaleul's. By Rev. R. CrrAL:IIERS (presented by D1·. J. W. DAWSON). 

The Committee of the Section recommehd for printing the following paper~ from the r:,l•ssion 
of 1882 :-

1. On the Quebec Group, with President's Address. By A. R. C. SELWYN, LL.D., F.R.8. 

2. On Fossil Plants from the Cretaceous and Tertiary Rocks of British Columbia and the North-west 
Territory (with eight plates). By J. W. DAWSON, C.JLU., LL.D., F.R.S. 

3. On the Importance of Economizing and P1·eserving our Forests. By W. S~rnXDERS. 

4. Descriptive Notes of a General Section from the Laurentian . .Axis to the Rocky Mountains, north 
of the 49th Parallel. By .G. M. DAWSON, D.S., A.R.S.)L, F.G.S. 

5. On the Distribution of Northern, Southern and Saline Plants in Canada. By JOHN MACO UN, M.A. 

6. The Birds of Hudson'~ Bay. By R. BELL, M.D., LL.D. 

7. The Glaciation of Newfoundland. By A. l\foRRAY, C.M.G., F.G.S. 

8. On the Introduction and Dissemination of certain Noxious Insects. By W. SAUNDERS. 

9. On the Lower Cretaceous Rocks of British Columbia. By J. F. WHITEAVES, F. G. S. 

10. Illustrations of the Fauna of the St. Johns' Group, (with two plates). By G. F. MATTHEW. 
11. On some supposed Annelid-Tracks from the Gaspe Sandstones. By J. F. WmTEAVEs, F.G.S. 
12. A Classification of Crinoids. By Prof. E. J. C1L\.P:IIAN. 
13_. The Physical and Geological Features of the St. Johns River Valley. (Abstract.) By Prof. L. W. 

BAILEY, M.A., Ph. D. 

14. On Lacustrine Concretions from Grand Lake, Nova Scotia. (Abstract.) Rev. D. HoNEY.MAN, D.C.L. 

They further recommend for publication from the list of papern for 1883, given above, those 
numbered l, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15; besides abstracts of--!, 9, and lG. 

The section also desires to make the following recommendations:-

1. That the Council of the Royal Society be requested to communicate with the Government 

to urge upon it the importanoe of admitting free of duty, drawings and engravings on wood, stone, 
or other matel'ial, and also electrotypes and impressions of plates, when imported by scientific 
societies or institutions for the purpose of illustrating their publications." 

2. That the Council of the Royal Society be requested to communicate with the Government to 
endeavour to secure from it a more liberal interpretation of the Postal Act, so that entomological, 

botanical, and other natural-history specimens may be transmitted by mail as miscellaneous matter 

between Canada and the United States and EU1·ope, at the same rate of postage and under the same 

conditions as if addressed to places within the Dominion." 

The officers of the section were re•elected, viz. :-

President.-Dr. A, R. C. SELWYN, 
Vice-President.-Prof. G. LAw~o~. 

Secretary.-J. F. ,VmTEA \'ES. 

J. P. WmTEAYEs, Secretary. 
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On motion of Mr. J. M. LeMoine, seconded by Dr. J. A. Gmnt, it was 

Resolved, That the suggestions made in the report of the :first section be left to the action of 

the Council. 

On motion of Professor Murray, seconded l)y Mr. George Stewart, Jr., it was 

Resolved That the recommendation contained in the report of the second section with res-

' pect to copyright be a<lopted; that the committee consist of Principal Grant, Mr. Fancher de St. 

Maurice, Professor Cherriman, Dr. Bell, and the President of the Society. 

On motion of Professor Cherriman, seconded by M1·. Macfarlane, the recommendations of the 

third section were adopted. 

On motion of Dr. Selwyn, seconded by Professor McGregor, the recommendations of the fourth 

section were adopted. 

On motion of Mr. J. M. LeMoine, seconded by Mr. Faucher de St. Maurice, it was 

Resolved, That this Society feels called upon to express i1.s g1·ateful acknowledgments to the 

Institute of France for the gracious reply which that distinguished body 'has been pleased to give to 

the invitation of the Royal Society of Canatla. 

That the choice which it made of J\I. Xavier Uarmier as its delegate to the present meeting was 

most happy, and this Society offers at the same time its thanks to the French Government, which so 

generously offered to contribute liberally towards the expenses of 1\1. Marmier. 

That this Society desires to express to .M. l\farmier its gratitude for the earnest desire he has 

shown to carry out the wishes of his colleagues; that it regrets most sincerely the painful circum

stances which have deprived this country of the pleasure of again being favoured with the presence 

of so old and faithful a friend, and offers to him an earnest expression of sympathy, with the hope 

that his health ·will soon be perfectly restored. 

On motion of Dr. Chauveau, seconded by :;\L Marchand, it was 

Resolved, That nlrssicurs XaYier .Marmier and Camille Doucet be elected corresponding members 

of the Royal Society of Canada. 

On motion of the Abbe Tanguay, seconded by D1·. Frechette, it was 

Resolved, That this Society in expl'cssing its regrets that 1.he .Association Fran9aise, the 

Academie Royale de Belgique, and the Athenee Louisianais ha Ye not been represented at this meeting, 

offers to those bodies its sincere thanks for the gracious answcr8 that they lrnYe given to the invita

tions which were addressed to them, and for the kind wishes that they have expressed for the 

prosperity of the Royal Society. 

On motion of Dr. T. Sterry Hunt, seconded by Pl'incipal Dawson, it ·was 

Resolved, That this Society hereby expre.--scs ih, hearty acknowledgements and thanks to the 

following scientific bodies: 

1. To the Royal Society of London for the kind greetings and good wishes conveyed by the cable• 

message of the President of that Society, just receirnd; 

~- To the British A:--sociation for the Advancement of Science for having named as delegate to us 

on this occasion, our own President, Dr. J. ·w. Dawson. It desil'es to add that it feels great pleasure 

in Yiew of the probable visit of the British ..:\s:)oeiation to Canada in 1~84, and to recall that it has 

already named three of its officel's, namt'ly: Di·. J. ·w. Dawson, Dr. Chauvcau and Dr. T. Sterry 

Hui1t, delegates to the meeting of this Assol'ia t ion to be held in England in September, 1883; 

3. To the National Academy of Scienee of the United States of America for their courteous 

recognition of our invitation to this present meeting, evinced iu the appointment of Dr. T. Sterry 

Hunt as their representatiYe; 

4, To the American Academy of Arts and Science of Boston, for similar courtesies, in which 

connection we would acknowledge the satisfaction with which we have received Professor Alpheus 

Hyatt as the representative of the said Academy; 
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5. To the New York Academy of Sciences for their cordial acceptance of our invitation to send 
a delegate to this meeting, evinced in the appointment of Professor 0. P. Hubbard, LL.D. as their 
representative. 

On motion of Principal Dawson, seconded by Dr. Hunt, it was 
Resolved, That _the Society has welcomed with much pleasure the delegates sent to this meeting 

by the following societies :-

Liter~ry and Historical Society of Quebec. 
Natural History Society of Montreal. 
Canadian Institute, Toronto. 
Natural History Society of New Brunswick. 
N o,·a Scotia Institute of Natural History. 
Literary and Scientific Society, Ottawa. 
Historical and Scientific Society of Manitoba. 
Entomological Society of Ontario. 
Institut Canadien, Quebec. 
Historical Society of -:\Iontreal. 
Numismatic and Antiquarian Society of Montreal. 
Historical Society of Halifax. 
Geographical Society of Quebec. 
Institut Canadien-Fran9ais, Ottawa. 
Ottawa Field ~ aturalist's Club. 
New Brunswick Historical Society. 

That it has received with interest and gratification the reports and other contributions presented 
by these societies, and while thanking them for their co-operation, it would express the hope that the 
relation thus established may be cemented and :-;trcngthened, and may prove pleasant and profitable 
to this Society and to those thus associated with it in the valuable work of promoting the cause of 
science and literature in the Dominion. 

On motion of Professor Johnson, seconded by Professor .Md;rcgor, it was 
Resolved, That a committee be appointed to inquire into and report upon the forms of aid and 

encouragement given in other countries to young men deemed qualified and desirous to engage in 
original literary or scientific work. and to suggest the be.~t 1neans of providing similar aid and encou
ragement to young men in Canada; and that the said committee do consist of Profrssors Johnson, 
McGregor, Cherriman, Dr. Hunt, and Dr. Todd. 

On motion of Mr. Faucher de St. Maurice, seconded by l\Ir. Gisborne, it was 
Resolved, That the Honorary Secretary be requcsto,l to prepare the memorial respecting the 

International Fisheries Exhibition now opened at South Kensington. 

On motion of Dr. Selwyn, seconded by Mr. ""\Vhitea,·es, it was 
Resolved, That Dr. Todd be requested to prepare a memorial to Hi:-; Excellency the Governor

General in Council urging the ncccss:-;ity of immediate steps being taln·n for the erection of a suitable 
building to accommodate national collections of archi\·es, of archreologieal, biologieal and geological 

and specimens. 

The following memorial with respect to the estal1lishment of a Prime Meridian for reckoning 
time and longitude was then submitted and approved of, and ordered to be signed by the President 

and Vice-President : 
To His Excellency the Right Honourable Sir JOI-IN DouGLAS SUTHERLAND C..:UIPBELL ( commonly 

called the Marquis of Lorne), Knight of the .:\Iost Ancient and Most Noble Order of the Thistle, 
Knight Grand Cross of the .Most Distinguished Order of Saint l\Iichael and Saint George, G0Yc1·
nor-General of Canada and Vice Admiral of the same, etc., etc. 
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The Memorial of the Royal Society of Canada, 

RESPECTFULLY SHEWETH: 

That the Royal Society has had under examination the question of the establishment of a Prime 
Meridian for reckoning time and longitude. 

That the President of the United States has been requested by Congress to call a conf.erence of 
delegates to determine and recommend for adoption the meridian which should be selected; 

That all nations in diplomatic relation with the government of the United States are invited to 
send delegates ; 

That the Dominion of Canada has a special interest, and with respect to territory, from east to 
west, has an equal interest in the question with the United States and should have a voice in the pro
posed conference ; 

That the Canadian government is in diplomatic relation with the United States government only 
through the British government; 

Your M emorialists therefore respectfully pray that your Excellency may be pleased to intervene 
with the Home government to have Canada represented at the International Conference to be called 
by the P1·esident of the United States for the purpose set forth. 

And your Memorialists as in duty bound will ever pray. 

On motion of D1·. Grant, seconded by Mr. LeMoine, it was then 
Resolved,-That a vote of thanks be tendered to Joseph Tasse, Esquire, M.· P., and G. W. Ross, 

Esquire, M. P., for their active and able services in promoting the passage of the bill to incorporate 
this society. 

On motion of .M.r. Fleming, seconded by D1., Harrington, it was 
Resolved,-That the Council be authorized to_ assist, as far as the means at their disposal will 

admit, in _defraying the expenses incurred by Professor Haanel in carrying out his valuable investi
gations in blow-pipe analysis. 

On motion of Princip~l Grant, seconded by Mr. George Stewart, jr., it was 
Resolved,-That the thanks of this Society be communicated to the speakers of the Sel).ate and 

House of Commons for the use of the rooms occupied during its meeting, and for other arrangementR 
which have greatly facilitated its labours. 

On motion of Professor Bailey, seconded -by Dr. Frechette, it was 
Resolved,-That the thanks of this society be communicated to Sir Charles Tupper, Minister of 

Railways, for the c?urtesy he has extended to the members of the Society who have come by the Inter
colonial Railway; also to the managers of the Grand Trunk, Canadian Pacific and North Shore 
Railways for the facilities which they have given members to attend this meeting. 

The Society then proceded to the election of officers for the year 1883-4, and the following were 
duly nominated and elected~ 

President ....................... ...... Hon. P. J. 0. CHAUVEAU. 
Vice-President ................ ...... Dr. T. STERRY HuN~. 
Secretary ............................ JOHN GEORGE BoURINOT, Esq. 
Treasurer ............. ............... Dr. J. A. GRANT. 

On motion of Mr. George Stewart, jr., seconded by Dr. Frechette, it was 
Resolved,-That the thanks of the Society be voted to Principal Dawson, Hon. P. J. 0. Chau

veau, John George Bourinot, Esquire, Dr. J. A. Grant and the other members of the CoU:ncil for the 
manner in which they have fulfilled their arduous labours during the past year. 

The Society then adjourned until the month of May, 1884. 
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1.-Nos Quatre Historiens Modernes, Bibaud, Garneau, Ferland, Faillon. 

Par JAMES McPHERSON LEMOINE, President de la Section. 

(Lu 25 l\Iai, 1882.) 

MONOGRAPHIES. 

MESSIEURS,-L'objet de cette solennelle reunion, est bien propre, ce semble, a causer 
aux Canadiens-Frarn;ais de douces surprises, d'agreables emotions. 

Le Marquis de Lorne, le representant de notre Souveraine, desireux de laisser sur les 
rives du Saint-Laurent un utile souvenir, aussi bien qu'un durable monument de son 
administration, a fait choix d'un certain nombre de ceux qui s'occupent de science et de 
litterature, pom· fonder, sous ses auspices, une association litteraire, destinee, osons le crofre, 
a porter les plus heureux fruits. Il ne s'agit plus d'un projet de societe; La So,.iete Royale 

du Canada, pour le progres des sciences et des lettreR, n'est plus a l'etat de projet, elle est 
passee dans le domaine des faits. 

Messieurs, que les temps sont changes! Nous sommes loin, bien loin de l'ere nefaste 
ou le peuple Canadien, par la voix de seR deputes, etait, chaque annee, appele a faire la lutte, 
lutte inegale, quelques fois acharnee, pour reclamer ce que la foi des traitt'•:-; Jui avait 
garanti, les institutions, la langue de ses peres ! 

Aujourd'hui le Viee-Roi de la vieille Angleteue, plein de bon vouloir pour ceux qui 
parlent la langue franc;aise, se complait a leur faire nne large part dans l'execution de son 
genereux projet, en assignant une section entiere de la Sotiete Royale dn Canada aux hommes 
de science ou de lettres les plus zt'>les qu'il a pu houver dans cette nationalitt'>, afin 
de perpetuer par les travaux de l'esprit, les traditions, leR souvenirs, l'histoire d'un peuple 
jeune, cruellement delaisse, longtemps meconnu, assurement digne d'un meilleur sort-le 
peuple Canadien. Oui, messieurs, l'initiative dans cette idee de progres, a cdte nouvelle 
phase de nos destinees, nous la devons a Lord Lorne, le patron, le pere de la Societe 
Royale du Canada Si le temps le pei·mettait, il serait intfaessant de resumer 
comme etude et enseignement la carriere officielle de nos Vice-Rois, depuis l'im
mortel Champ)..ain, "marin, explorateur, guerrier, administrateur, geographe et savant," 
jusqu'a l'homme d'etat aux larges vues qui nous arrivait, l'll 1878, avec l'aimable prin
cesse son epouse, placee si pres du trone de la Grande Bretagne; e11 presence de gc·ns 
si bien renseignes, la t_ache serait superflue. Toutefois, parmi ll'S hommes cli:-;tin
gues qui, sous le regime franc;ais, ont presidf· aux destinees de la coloni("~ je ne saurais passer 
sous silence le savant Comte de la Galisonniere. Le portrait l'nchanteur que nous en a trace 
le philosophe suedois, Peter Kalm, son hote au chatean Saint-Louis en 17-!9, suffi.t pour 
rendre a jamais vivace et respectee la memoire de cet ami tks ldtres. 

Ceux d'entre nous qui, comme resultat de la Jutte sanglantP, mais feconde, provoquee, 
en 1837, par Louis Joseph Papineau, attendaient anxienst1me11t h\ reveil des intelligew·es 
chez notre peuple, out du voir avec joie les a'nvn•s des Bibaud, des Garneau, des Ferland, 
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des Faillon paraitre justement a temps pour dissiper les tenebres et les prejuges qui 

obscurcissaient notTe passe, pour eclairer les administrateurs eminents, sympathiques 

et lettres, qui a de rares interrnllc·s nous venaient d'outre-mer, tels que les Comtes d'Elgin, de 

Dufferin, le Marquis de Lorne. Oui, messieurs, ne craignons pas de le dire, de le proclamer 

hautement, c'est a la plume de nos hommes de lettres, au crayon de nos historiens, autant 

qu'au sang de nos. martyrs politiques, que le Canada frall<;a.is doit le rerouvrement, la 

restauration des titres de sa nationalite. 
Abordons l'un des principaux objets qui doit occuper !'attention de cette section, 

l'histofre du Canada. Ceci me fotnnira !'occasion d'esquisser en quelques lignes la carriere, 
le genie, les traits distinctifs de ceux de nos ecriYains modernes que l'on peut con
siderer comme les peres et les nl-akurs de nos annales: Bibaud,* Ganieau,t Ferland,+ 
Faillon.§ Je les mentionne d'aprc·s leur ordre chronologique. Rieu de plus nattuel au 
Canadien-Frall<;ais que de tenir aux us et coutumes, aux traditions, a l'idiome de ses 

peres. La situation toute exeeptionnelle que le sort des armes, en 1759, lui a faite en 
le transformant en sujet Britannique; !'attitude plus qn'indifferente, presque hos
tile ou il se trouve vis-a-vis de cdte colossale republique voisine Anglo-Saxonne de langage, 
de culte, de mamrn, de traditions; le doulotueux souvenir de l'accueil que les ran·s latines 
out meme de nos jours rencontre Pll Amerique temoim, le soTt tragique de Maximilien, et 

ce terrible cri de ralliement d(~ nos voisins le Jian(fcst Destin!J,11 qui n'attend qu'une circons
tance favorable pour retentir de non n~au, tout semble de nature a tenir le descendant de la 
vieille France en evL·il; et si ses peres retranches derriere les traites de 17 59 et 1763, out 
trouve sous l'egide de la Grande Bretagne paix et senuiU\ lc·s fils, par leur fidelite aux 

nouveaux souverains aussi bien que par leur persistance a luttei pour leurs droits, out su 

conquerir et trouver dans la nouvelle constitution de 1867, de nouvelles garanties, plus 
d'espace, plus de liberte. 

La voix de Lafayette et de Rochambeau, les arguments specieux de Franklin 
et de l'Eveque de Baltimore, Carroll, au siecle dernier ont bien pu preoccuper le Canadien
Frarn;ais un instant, mais le seduire-jamais ! Sentinelle incorruptible, il est reste fidele 
au vieux drapeau de l'Angleterre en 1775. Il lP tint haut alors, comme il le fit, en 1812, 
comme il l'eut fait, en 1860, si Sa Souveraine l'eut appele sous lL·s annes pour venger l'hon
neur de son_ pavillon, insulte sur le tilla~, dn vapeur Trent, par le Commandant ,Yilkes. 

A mes yeux, la presence dans cette societe d'une section en ti ere, excl usiYement rt·servee 

aux lettres franc;aises, signifie lwnnconp; j'y vois encore plus qu\me idee dt· progre:.;;, plus 
meme que le culte de la litterahue et des scienn·s ; L·'est pour le C\mada-Franc;ais comme 
la realisation d'un beau reve, l'epanouissement d'une sereine matinee apres dPt-- nuits et 

des jours orageux; .c'est la justification des luttes de son pas:-;t\ pour sauvegard(·l' ce qui lui 

* Histoire du Canada, :\I. Bibaud, lere Edition, U--!1--!~1. 

t Histoiro du Canada, F. X. Garneau, lere Edition, 3 Yol, 1845. 

t Cours d'Histoire du Canada, J.B. 1\. Ferland, Ptre., 2 Vols., 1861. 

~ Histoire de la Colonie Francaise en Canada, Imprimerie Poupart, Davyl & Cie., Paris, rnti,). 

II Le .Manifest Destiny, seduisante figure de rhetorique, lachee sans doute pour regaillarder bien des " quatre 
juillets" futurs, par un des Pn-;:--iclents les plus rnarquants des Etats-rnis, 1\I. 1\Innroe. Cette doctrine pretend 
assigner de par la geographie et la" manifeste destinee," comme apanage final, :1 la Grande R6publique AnO'lo
Saxonne, creee par George -washington et son sage aYiseur, Benjamin Franklin, l'nncien 1\Iaitre-General des ro:ks 
du Canada, le continent entier de l'Amerique du Nonl. La" doctrine Munroe" i1'est pas encore un fait accompli ! 
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est le plus cher-sa langue, son histoire, ses institutions; enfin c'est le cournnnement d'une 
politique imperiale, juste et genereuse, ou. pour lui l'{)galite sociale marche de pair avec 
la conservation de ses traditions nationales, avec le developpcment de sa littfaature nais
sante. 

Messieurs, je crois done interpreter vos sentiments et les miens en Tepetant: "Honneur 
au protecteur des lettres qui, plein d'amour, de respect pour l'idiome de Milton et de 
Shakespeare, sa langue mateTnelle ('nfin, a su faire une si large place dans cette souiete a 
celle de Bossuet et de Racine, qui est la votre ! Honneur au genereux homme d'Etat, nou
veau La GalisonnieTe qui a su associer a son titTe de representant d'un des plus glorieux 
empires modernes, celui de protecteur des Muses, d'ambassadeur du progres intellectuel et 
social !" 

Entrons en matiere. Au nombre des etudes dignes de fixer l'attention d'hommes 
serieux et patriotiques, pla9ons au premier rang l'histoire de son pays. J e dis "les hommes 
serienx et patriotiquef--," car pour ecrire cette histoire il faut non-seulement un esprit 
serieux, cultive, il faut en out.Te qu'a la science du passe, vienrnmt s'ajouteT l'amouT du beau, 
le sentiment inne de ce qui est juste, la haine de l'injustice, le courage de ses convictions 
aussi bien que l'amour de la patrie. Quel est enfin le secret du charme de notre historien 
national, sinon ce patriotisme profond, ardent, dont les accents resonnent a l'oreille, 
comme le son de la trompette sur le champ de bataille.? En paTlant de GaTneau, un (*) 
de nos ecTivains avait en effet raison de dire : "On sent partout que le frisson du patTiotisme 
a passe sur ces pages." Encourageons done surtout les etudes qui ten dent a vulgariser, a 
rectifier dans ses plus petits details l'histoiTe du sol qui nous a vu naitre. "Les annales de 
notre Canada, a dit M. l'Abbe Ferland, il est vrai, n'ont pas ce cachet d'antiquite, empreint 
sur les pays de l'ancien continent, * * * * * * Tandis que les 
temps histOTi<]ues de l'Europe ont une etendue ou, pour mieux dire, nne profondeur qui 
fera toujours le desespoir des archeologues, au Canada, il suffi.t de Temonter a deux siecles et 
demi pour assister avec Champlain a la fondation du fort et de "l'Abitation de Kebeck." Un 
siecle en arriere et l'on arrive aux profondes tenebres dans le sein desquelles ont pris nais
sance les traditions huronnes et algonquines. En revanche, l'histoire du Canada jouit d'un 
a.vantage inconnu aux histoires europeennes, qui, en remontant le cours du temps, vont se 
perdre dans les tenebres de la fable. Au Canada l'histoire a assiste a la naissance du 
peuple dont elle decrit l'enfance et qu'elle voit auiver a l'i'tge viril. Elle l'a connu dans 
toute sa faiblesse; elle a re<;u ses plaintes lOTsqu'il etait tout petit et souffreteux; elle a 
entendu ses premiers chants de joie; elle est preparee a le suivre et a l'encourager dans les 
luttes que recele encore l'avenir." Vous vous rappelez tous ces memorables paroles. 

Jene saurais vous offrir, en ce moment, rien de plus acceptable, j'ose croire, qn'un rapide 
coup d'mil :mr la vie et les muvres de nos quatre historiens modernes: BrnAUD, GARNEAU, 
FERLAND, FAILLON. 

GARNEAU. 

D'apres le Dictionnaire Genealogique de l'Abbe C. Tanguay, le fondateur de la famille 
de Fran9ois Xavier Garneau faisait partie de la nombreuse emigration venue an Canada, du 
Poitou, en 1655. L'aieul de M. Garneau eta.it un riche cultivateur de Saint-Augustin, pres 

* L'Abbe H. R. Casgrain. 
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QuC·lwc, c>t son sympathicpw biographe, M. l'nhh(· Henri Raymond Casgrain, s'appnyant sur 
lPs donnees de M. l'abbe Tanguay, assigne, comme jour de sa naissance a Quebec, le 15 juin 
1809. Avant d'entrer Pn clericature chl'z feu M. Archibald Campbell, notaire, le studieux 
jeune homme appn·uait les Tudiments de la langue dans une des ecoles fondees par un 
homrne de bien Pt un ami dt-s lettrPs, Joseph Frnrn;ois Perrault, dont le patriotisme et les 
eminents seryices, viennent d'Hre signa1(·s d'une maniere si heureuse par le Docteur Prosper 
Bender, de Quebec, son biographe.* 

L'amour des voyages devorait le jeune etudiant et apres une inH·rcssante excursion 
dans le Golfe Saint-Laurent, les Provinces Maritimes et le Haut Canada en 1828, le futur 
historien s'embarquait pour l'Europe le 20 juin 1831. A Londres, Garneau se plaisait a 
assister aux debats du Parlement Imperial, ou. il entendit souvent parler Daniel O'Connell, 
Lord John Russell, Lord Stanley, (Sir) Robert Ped, Richard Lalor Sheil, Joseph Hume, 
Arthur H. Roebuck. 

(L'Hon.) Denis Benj. Viger, depute par la Chambre d'Assemblee du Bas-Canada aupres 
du gouvernement imperial, se trouvait alors a Londres. II alla le visiteT et devint plus 
tard son secretaire, puis il sejourna pendant quelque temps a Paris et repartait pour 
le Canada le 10 mai 1833. De rntour dans ses foyers, M. Garneau s'associa comme notaire, 
pendant un an, avec M. Besserer, alors membre de la Chambre d'Assemblee; puis, il entra 
comme comptable dans une bangue; il n'y fit que passer: ses brillants essais poetiques, Les 
Oiseou:c Blrmcs, L'I-IfrPr, et Le Dernier Huron, datent de cette feconde periode de 1832-37. 
F. X. Garneau, comme poete, n'a ete apprecie qu'a demi; il est consolant de savoir que 
la plume elegante de M. Chauveau va tenter de mettre a sa place sur le Parnasse du Canada 
l'illustre ecrivain. En 1840, M. Garneau jetait les bases de son Histo!re du Canada. Le pre
mier volume etait li-nt'· a ses avides lecteurs en 18--!;j, le second en 1846, le troisieme en 
1848. Le recit s'arretait a l'l·tablissement de la constitution, en 1791. M. Garneau publiait en 
1852 une seconde edition de son histoire. Son travail s'arretait a l'acte d'Union des deux 
Canada (1840). Une troisieme edition de l'Histoire du Canada vit le jour en 1859. M. 
Andrew Bell, de Montreal, en 1860, en donna une traduction anglaise fOTt pen satisfaisante. 
En 1855, M. Garneau faisait inserer dans les colonnes du Journal de Quebec le Voyage en A11gle

terre et en France. Ce fut en 1843 qui se firnnt sentir les premieres atteintes de la cruelle 
maladie-l'epilepsie-qui vingt-trois ans plus tard le condusit au tombeau. Pendant 
quelque temps on le rencontre dans les bureaux de la Chambre d'Assemblee comme sous
traducteur. En 18--!J, il fut nomme greffier de la cite de Quebec; en 1846, il faillit sue
comber a une attaque de fievre typhoide. 11 continua neanmoins, avec une exactitude 
exemplaire, a remplir les fonctions de greffier de la cite jusqu'en mai 1864. Une recrudes
cence de son vieux mal le for~a a resigner son emploi; d le Conseil de Ville lui vota, en 
reconnaissance des F-e1TicPs qu'il avait rendus a la cite, une pension de retraite de £200 
par annee. 11 decedait a Quebec le 3 fevriL·r 1866. Eu 1867, un mausolee fruit d'une con
tribution national(', receYait les resks mortels de l'illustre historien. Qrn, vous dirais-je, 
messieurs, que vous ne sachiez d{,_j,1, sur la vie l't les ffiff'\~n·s de ce g1~and citoyen, de 
ce vrai patriote 1 Des relation:-: personnelles, intimes meme, an'c notre eminent 
compatriote, pendant lt•s dernieres annees de sa vie, sa presence sous mon toit a une 
reunion d'hommes de lettres <jlW certaiues <'ircoustauces m'empecheront toujours 

* Old and New Canada, Dawson Bros., Montreal. 
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d'oublier,* la part que je fus appele a prendre comme president du comite de la souscrip
tion nationale a son mausolee en 1867, par la demission du president, Sir Narl'isse F. 
Belleau, nomme en juillet de cette annee aux :ionctions de Lieutenant-Gouverneur de la 
Province de Quebec, le succes de mes demarches, aupres d'un bien vieil ami de M. Garneau, 
l'Hon. P. J. 0. Chauveau, alors Premier Ministre de notre Province, que je conviai a 
venir faire l'eloge du regrette defunt a }'occasion de }'inauguration de ce monument 
au cimetiere Belmont, ce qui nous a valu le magnifique discours que vous connaissez 
tous, ce sont la autant de doux souvenirs, que je pourrais ajouter aux esquisses du 
grand historien tracees avec tant de sympathie, de justice, d'elegance par MM. Casgrain, 
Chauveau, Lareau, Darveau et autres. J e vous ait dit qu'il existe trois t'~ditions du l'l-Iistoire 

du Canada, par Garneau. Il doit m'etre permis de dire, j'ose croirP, que l'amour filial de 
M. Alfred Garneau nous promet sous peu une quatrieme edition, laquelle sera enrichie 
d'une biographie de l'historien, ecrite par l'Hon. M. Chauveau. Elle resumera, n'en doutons 
pas, tout ce qui a ete dit jusqu'ici sur le compte de l'eminent anna1iste de notre passe.t 
Si vous me demandez laquelle des trois editions je pref ere, je vous repondrai avec M. Lareau : 
"L'edition de 1845, la premiere qui renferme le premier jet, le fruit de la pensee intime de 
l'ecrivain, }'opinion raisonnee du philosophe et du penseur." Ce qui frappe en feuilletant 
les pages de M. Garneau, c'est l'elevation des idees, l'independance de ses appreciations, le 
courage de ses convictions, la surete de ses jugements, le tout couronne d'un indicible elan 
de patriotique enthousiasme. On pourrait dire qu'aucun genre de gloire ne lui a manque; 
si l'avenir lui reservait une couronne d'immortelles, quelques-uns de ses· contemporains, 
au moyen d'acerbes critiques, surent lui preparer une couronne d'epines qu'il trouva par
fois pesante a porter. 

• "Pour apprecier avec justice et impartialite l'amvre de M. Garneau," a dit M. l'abbe 
Henri Raymond Casgrain, "il faut se reporter a l'epoque ou il a commence a ecrire. Il 
tra<;ait les premieres pages de son histoire au lendemain des luttes sanglantes de 1837, au 
moment ou l'oligarchie triomphante venait de cm1sommer la grande iniquite de l'union des 

(*) Voici ce que me fournit mon j(mrnal, apropos d'une petite reunion d'hommes de lettres, dans ma grande 
serre a Sillery, par une tiede journee d'octobre 1864. Le temps a fauche dru parmi les gais convives 
d'alors :-Un grand evenement preoccupait l'Amerique Britannique toute entiere. Sous la presidenl'e du regrette 
Sir Etienne Paschal 'rache, siegeait dans l'enceinte du Parlement a Quebec, un sanhedrin imposant, ou figuraient 
les delegues de toutes nos provinces. II s'agissait, pour echapper a de graves complications, de presenter a notre 
metro pole le cadre d'un non veau pacte cons ti tu tionnel pour not re (_ 'anada. Les corres ponclan t:-; des grands journaux de 
l' Angleterre et des Etats-Unis s'etaient donne rendei-vous a Quebec pour renseigner le public sur ce qui s'y passe
rait. Parini les "lions" dujournalisme installes dans la vieille Capitale, le plu:-; connu etait sans contredit le :-;piri
tuel George Augustus Sala, correspondant du Telegraph, grand journal de Londres. A la sollicitation de quelques 
familiers, il fut decide d'inviter, a une petite fete champetre, les hommes les mieux poses clans notre monde litt{,
raire, pour leur faire faire la connaissance de l\f. Sala, et, au besoin, pour le renscigner sur ce qui touchait au Canada. 
Les invites, sans etre nombreux, representaient des talents et des specialites de plusieurs genres. D'abord, mm des 
plus fortes plumes du journalisme -en 1864, l'Hon. Joseph Cauchon ; un fin canseur et un savant, t·e pan vre Professt\lll' 
Hubert LaRue, decede si prematurement pour la science; un publiciste distingn(,, Jean Charles Tal'he; nos deux 
historiens, Garneau et Ferland. L'ame de la fete etait le spirituel, le caustique George Sala. II causait en frarn;aiH 
avecune singuliere facilite. L'abbeFerlandsemblait avoir recouYre sa vioille rnrrn gauloise; LaRue <U,cochait :--es 
traits ardents a droite et a gauche; Tache se croyait en conscience tenu de le contredire en tout et partout; le grnrn 
Garneau ecoutait en souriant les fines reparties de ~ala. Cette reunion d'esprits d'elite, douro et triste a la 
fois par les trouees que la mort ya faites, restera longtemps gravee dans ma memoire. 

t M. Chauveau, depuis cette date, 2;j mai 1882, s'est noblement acquitte de la Ui,ehe que lui imposait l'amitie 

(aotit 1883.) 
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deux Canadas, lorsque par cet acte elle croyait avoir mis le pied sur la gorge de la nationa
lite canadienne. La terre Hait encore fraichc sur la tom be des victimr-s de l'echafaud et 
leur ombre sanglante se dressait sans cesse devant la pensee de l'historien, tandis que du 
fond de leur lointain exil les gemissements des canadiens t>xpatrit·1', leur pretant une voix 
lugubre, venait troubler le silence de ses veilles." 

Le cadre que je me suis trace me defend de discourir au long de nos quatre historiens, 
Bibaud, Garneau, Ferland, Faillon . 

.Te ne saurais assez loner le discours preliminaire dr- l'IIistoire du Crmada de Garneau. 
C'est une admirable revue des decouvertes, des aspiTation-s, du progres de trois siecles, ou 
l'affranchissement de la pensee, le reveil des intelligences, l'emigration europeenne en A.me
rique, sont notes ct traites de main de maitre. 

Comme l'a dit un jeune et labOTieux litterateur moissonne a la fleur de l'age, Ls. M. 
Darveau, l'Histoire d11 Crrnrula, par Garneau, "n'est pas seulement un livre admirable, mais 
c'est comme un monument imperissable ou l'auteur avait grave avec le poirn;on de l'histo
rien tous les hauts faits pour ainsi dire legendaires, toutes les actions hero'iques, tous les 
evenements memorables, tons les travaux herculeens, toutes les decouvertes presqu'in
croyables, dont le Canada a ete le theatre depuis sa decouverte jusqu'a l'epoque de l'union 
des deux provinces canadiennes en 1840. Il a fait, aver le pinceau brillant et correct 
d'un artiste, et en meme temps avec la verve et l'entrain d'un poete, le tableau 
de la decouverte du Canada, la description topographique du pays, des mmurs, des 
habitudes, des vices, des qualites, des gouts, des aptitudes, en un mot du caractere des aho
rigenes; enfin, des discussions, des debats parlementaiTes, luttes pacifiqnes bien qn'emou
vantes et pleines de dangers et d'incertitude pour l'avenir de notre race. Ces differents 
sujets sont traites avec une admirable lucidite de style, des aper<;ms pleins de finesse et 
d'a propos, des deductions savantes, d'une portee remarquables.'' 

J'aime, messieurs, a vous rappeler ce que nos intelligern.•ps d'elite ont pense du grand 
ec1in1in. 

M. Darveau emprunte a un professeur distingue, M. l'abbe Ed. Methot, que je desire
rais voir dans cette reunion, l'appreciation qu'il faisait de deux de nos historiens, Ferland et 
Garneau, ,'t l'Universite Laval, a l'inauguration de son com·s de litterature de 1861-2. Pour 
faire le parallele des deux historiens, il se servait d'une figure aussi belle que bien appro
priee. Il comparnit l'Histoire dn C(/)wda a" un colossal et magnifique palais dont l'architec
ture etait noble, severe, corrcdP, belle et magistrale, frappant d'etonnement et d'admiration 
le regard du ·dsitenr," d le Co11rs d'IIistoire du Co11ad(( ,'t "un pare immense, ou bien encore 
a un grand jardin charmant, plein d'ombre, de fruits et de flenrs, ou le promeneur fatigue 
passe et onblie les heures en parcouraut a pas distrait, et sans but lH'ecis, des sentiers, des 
avenues l'esplendissauts de verdure, et emailles de fl.eurs et de feuillage,jusqu'a ce qu'enfin, 
gagne par la poesie du lieu et plonge daus une douce reverie, il s'egare dans les mille 
cercles de cc labyrinthe enchanteur." . 

Ce serait temeraire de ma part de pretendre ajouter aucune nuance, aucun ornement 
a ce charmant croquis de M. l'abbe Methot. 

BIBAUD. 

Michel Bibaud naquit a la Cote des Neiges, pres de Montreal, le 20 janvil·r 1782. Issu 
d'une ancienne famille fran9aise qui s'etait fixee au Canad~, il fit un cours d'etudes au 
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college de St. Raphael, et plus tard il etudia sous le venerable Messire Roque. Le Specta
teur Canadien, dont il epousa de bonne heure lcs doctrines libfaales, contient un grand 
nombre de ses premiers ecrits. 

En 1815, il fonda a Montreal l'Aurore des Canadas qu'il continua de rediger jusqu'en 1819. 
Dans ces deux feuilles, il formula un protet energique contre le projet d'union du Haut 
et du Bas Canada qu'on agitait alors. On trouve ew·ore, dans les collections de nos biblio
philes, les series mensuelles d'une publication fort populaire, fondee par lui en 18:26-/a 
Bibliotheque Canadienne-repertoire anecdotique, historique et poetique. En 1830, cette utile 
Revue dut s'effacer devant le premier volume de poesies canadiennes, Epitres, Satires, C/um
sons, par M. Bibaud. En 1832 parut son 111(/gw::in du Bas-Canada, interrompu apres deux 
ans d'existence. L~~ illaga:in du Bas-Can(lda eut pour snccesseur l'Obserl'flfeur Cwuulien. En 
18-12, apres une precaire existence d'une annee, expirait un autre enfant de sa feconde 
plume, l'Encj;clopedie Canrulienne. En 1843 parut "reyue, corrigee, augrnentee," la seconde 
edition de son Histoirc dn Cr111ada, sous la domitwtion ji·rrnraise, dont une premiere edition 
avait vu le jour a Montreal en 1837-au fort de la tourmente Tevolutionaire. 

En 18--!--!, il fit suivre ce -volume d'un autre, intitule: Histoire dn Cwuula et des Cww
diens, sous la domination anglaise. Pendant tout le cours de sa iongue et laborieuse earriere, 
M. Michel Bibaud trouvait des loisirs pour alimenteT de ses enits la pTesse quotidienne. 
Enfin la mort venait surprendre ce veteran de uotre littt·rature, a l'age de 75 ans, le 3 aout 
1857, a Montreal, daus les bureaux ell' }'exploration geologique du Canada, ou il etait 
employe comme traducteur-frarn;ais. 

J e laisserai de cote les premiers essais en prose et en -veTs de M. Bi baud, pour a border 
de suite celui de ses ouvrages qui nous interesse le plus, son Histoire d,t Ganado, l'ceuvre 
qui, au rnpport de M. Lareau, rnndit remarquable, dans l'histoire des lettres canadieunes, 
l'annee 184-!. 

Bibaud a tente, par ce durable monument de son erudition, de rencontn_•r un hesoin 
urgent, de corp.bler une grande laeune. On avait bien }'estimable et volumineuse histoire 
du pere Charlevoix; mais elle n'embrasse qu'une partie de nos annales et s'arrete a 17:2,'5-
on avait aussi les ceuvres de Smith, de Danville, de RaynaJ, mais ni les uns, ni les autres, ne 
nous ont donne une relation complete, ui exacte. 

Bibaud n'a ni les profondes etudes de Ferlaud-ni }'esprit philosophique de Garneau
ni ~e merveilleux don de penetration et d'analyse qui distingue M. Faillon. Son principal me
rite est d'avoir fraye la route pour ses laborieux successem·s, de leuT avoir aplani la yoil', en 
leur indiquant les sources ou ils pounaient puiser . 

.Au reste, ceux qui lui ont succede out en l'avantngc de consulter des documents mis au 
jour trop tard pour etre utilises dans ses travaux. CaT, chez nous, la decouye1fr, 
la, restauration de nos archives, la manifestation an grand jour des "Materiaux" pour notre 
histoire, est de fraiche date. 

Dans un style sobre, pen colOTit•, Bibaud a narre ce qui s'est pasf-ie au Canada, depuis 
le berceau de la colonie, sans toujours jeter un coup d'ceil au-dela de l'oct'·au, on meme au 
dela de la frontiere, pour remonter aux causes, de,-oiler les motifs secrets des puissances 
europeennes, faire rnssortir !'influence que la gnerre de l'inclependance des Eiat:---Unis a ene 
sur nos destinees coloniales. 

M. Bibaud, etroitement associe parses nombreux t'(·rits en yers et en prose, a l'aurore 
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de notre jeune litterature, laissa a son pays, a sa famille, un nom respecte, une enviable 
reputation. 

FERLAND. 

C'est a la metropole commerciale de la Province de Quebec, a Montreal, que revient 
l'honneur d'avoir donne le jom· au savant historien Ferland. Jean Baptiste Antoine Ferland 
naquit a Montreal, le jour de Noel, 1805. Il descendait d'une ancienne famille du Poitou, 
dont un des membres vint s'etablir dans l'Ile d'Orleans, vers le milieu du dix-septieme 
siecle. Son pere Antoine Ferland, originaire de Saint Pierre, etant mort jeune, sa mere 
Elizabeth Lebrun Duplessis, fille d'un des quatre avocats qui demeurerent en Canada 
apres la cession, alla se fixer en 1813, a Kingston, ou le jeune Ferland, avec l'usage de la 
langue anglaise, apprit aussi les rudiments delalangue franc;aise, sous l'abbeGaulin, plus tard 
eveque de Kingston. Puis on le trouve au college de Nicolet. La, Mgr. Plessis, remarquant 
ses a·ptitudes, le choisit comme son sc-eretaire. Plus tard, abandonnant cette charge pour 
l'enseignement, le jeune levite devint professeur de rhetorique et de philosophie au college 
de Nicolet. Il rec;ut les ordres sacres en 1828 et, sur le champ, fut nomme vicaire a Quebec. 
En 1834, lors de l'epidemie du cholera, il devint chapelain de l'Hopital de Marine; en 1848, 
il etait superieur du college de Nicolet. 

Depuis 1850 il etait attache a la cathedrale de Quebec, membre du conseil de l'eveque, 
chapela.in de la garnison, doyen de la faculte dt>s arts et prnfesseur d'histoire du Canada a 
l'Universite Laval. En 1854, il desservait St. Colomb de Sillery, pres Quebec; ce qui lui 
fournit l'occasion de publier dans le Journal de Quebec des notes historiques pour completer 
le beau travail sur le commandeur de Sillery, du a la plume de l'erudit abbe Louis Bois. Le 
premier ecrit de M. Ferland, qui revela l'etendue de ses recherches, et la surete de son juge
ment en matiere litteraire, fut sa verte replique-brochure de 78 pages-aux insinuations 
malveillantes, aux donnees inexactes contenues dans l'Histoire du Canada de l'abbe Brasseur de 
Bourbourg, jeune pretre franc;ais qui, en 1852, visitait le Canada. Puis parurent ses Notes 

sur les Registres de Notre Dame de Quebec, utile compilation dont le public demandait, plus tard, 
une seconde edition. En 1865, paraissait dans le Fo!Jer Canadien un travail fort precieux de 
l'abbe Ferland sur la Gaspesie, intitule "Journal rl'un voyage sur la cote de Gaspe," " Voyage au 

Labrador," "Lo11is Olicier Gamache"; en 1863, Notice biographique Sllf J.llp,-r. Joseph Octave Plessis, 

eveque de Quebec. C'est plus qu'une sympathique biographie d'un grand eveque, injuste
ment attaque par l'abbe Brasseur; c'est un resume de l'histoire religieuse et politique de 
la province de Quebec, de 1791 a 1825. Son magnum opus enfin, le Cours d'histo'ire dn Canada 

1534-1759, contenant le resume de ses memorables lt'c;ons comme profei;,seur d'histoiTe a 
l'Universite Laval, Yit le jour en 1861, c'est-a-dire que le premiPr volume ·se publiait sous 
sa direction cette annee-la, a !'atelier de M. Cote. La mort terminait a Quebec, le 8 janvier 
1864, h1

8 jours bien remplis de ce savant. Un ,rntre homme devoue et erudit, l'abbe Ohs. 
Laverdiere, mort aussi a Quebec, en 1873, se chargeait de mettre en ordre les materiaux 
et les notes laisses par l'abbe Ferland, pour le second volume de son amvre, lequel parut 
a Quebec en 1865. 

Chez l'abbe Ferland, comme f·crivain, il y a deux hommes tout a fait distincts. Il y a 
d'abord l't'•legant, le gracieux chroniqueur, esquissant avec une verye toute o-auloise la car

o 
riere accidentee et mysterieuse du legendaire pirate de l'Ile d'Anticosti: Louis Olivier 
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Gamache, ses relations quotidiennes avec son familier, le Prince des Tenebrns, etc. Puis, 
la scene change, c'est un polemiste vigoureux, frappant d'estoc et de taille, donnant des 
lec;ons d'histoire, quelquefois de bienseance, ::'t un jeune ecrivain franc;ais inefl.echi, l'abbe 
Brasseur de Bourbourg, ou bien encore, nn antiquaire, nouveau Monteil, exhumant sur 
l'origine de nos families mille details curieux et inconnus, tires des archives poudreuses 
de nos eglises paroissiales. 

Chez M. Ferland, il ya surtout le docte, le grave pmfesseur d'histoire-comblant avec 
une rare industrie les lacunes, corrigeant les erreurs de dates chez ses devanciers; metho
dique en tout, annaliste infatigable developpant, avec un rare talent, les origines, 
les epreuves, les succes de cette mission de la vieille France, dans la nouvelle, qu'il preco
nise comme providentielle. Il en est qui pretendent trouver dans le Cours d'Histoire du 
Canada les annales seules du pmgres du catholicisme dans la colonie, mais il est facile d'y 
decouvrir un programme bien plus vaste. 

Dans une lettre que M. Garneau adressait a M. l'abbe Ferland en 1861, le remerciant 
pour le premier volume du Cours d'Histoire du Canada qu'il avait eu la complaisance de lui 
envoyer, nous trouvons des lignes qui font egalement honneur aux deux hommes: "M. 
Garneau est passe chez M. Ferland pour lui exprimer personnellement toute sa reconnais
sance et parler ayec lui de leur chere patrie, mais il n'a pas ete assez heureux pour le ren
contrer. M. Garneau aurait voulu causer avec une des lumieres du Canada sur la foi qu'on 
doit avoir en notre nationalite et sur les moyens a suivre pour en assurer la consommation. 
Celui qui a su developper avec tant d'exactitude nos origines historiques doit etre penetre 
plus qu'un autre des sentiments de la foi." 

L'on trouve chez le venerable historien trois eminentes qualites: erudition, purete de 
sty le, charme indicible de diction. A joutons a cela, dans le commerce de la vie une aimable 
franchise, une Constante loyaute dans ses procedes, de la noblesse dans les sentiments, 
une prodigieuse memoire de faits, de dates, toujours a la disposition de ceux qui le consul
taient, et l'on aura une idee du merite de ce savant si justement regrette. 

FAILLON. 

Etienne Michel Faillon naquit a Tarascon, departement des Bouches du Rhone, le ler 
mai 1799. 

Vers 1812 il alla commencer ses etudes classiques au college d'A-viguon. L'atmosphere 
religieuse de cet antique sejour des Papes, au moyen age, depuis le XIIe au XIV e siecle, 
semble avoir exerce une durable influence sur le jeune Faillon. 

Vers l'annee 1818, il vint a Paris faire son cours de theologie, et entra a St. Sulpice 
vers 1820. 

En 1829 on le retrouve directeur du Seminaire de Paris. 
Une de ses premieres entreprises litteraires fut d'esqui~s('T la caniere de M. Olier, fon

dateur de St. Sulpice, lequel, comme l'on sait, avait pris une large part a la colonisation de 
la nouvelle Francc-surtout, a l't·tablissement de Ville-Marie. 

En 1854, M. Faillon pnbliait la "Vie de la Venerable Marguerite Bourgeois," fonda
trice de la Congregation de Notre Dame, qui vint au Canada avec M. tfo Maisonneuve, 
le fondakur de Montreal. Ven; le meme temps paraissait en deux volumes 8vo., une bio

Sec. I., 1882. 2 
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graphie de Mademoiselle Mance-fondatrice de l'Itotel-Dieu-et une biographie de Madame 

d'Youville, fondatrice des Samrs Grises (Samrs de Charite) en Canada. 
C'est par ces importants travaux, qui embrassent une notable partie de notre histoire; 

qu'il preludait a son amvre principale, l'Histoire de ld colonie franpaise en Canada. 
Ce colossal travail, i~prime a-vec luxe c\ Paris, deva.it comprendre dix volumes, in 

quarto, dont trois seulement ont paru-deux en 1865-le 3e en 1867. 
Il ne va pas au-dela de 1675, mais l'infatigable annaliste a laisse les materiaux, pour 

mener le recit jusqu'a l'annee 1759. 
Dans le but de se renseigner sur les lieux, l'abbe Faillon entreprit trois voyages au 

Canada. 
Il arrivait a Montreal en 1849, repartait en 1850, revenait en 1854. Il y sejourna trois 

annees de 1858 a 1861, obere de travail, livre a d'incessantes recherches, employant comme 
copistes six assistants, trois secretaires. Aux jours si sombres· pour la France de l'annee 
1871, M. Faillon expirait a Paris, le 25 octobre, age de 72 ans. 

Saluons ce zele chercheur-ce travailleur infatigable qui a passe au Canada sept annees 
de sa laborieuse existence, pour completer nos annales-qui, par ses travaux, ses recherches 
colossales, a merite le nom de Benedictin de la Nouvelle France. 

De son recit qui devait s'etendre depuis la premiere navigation de Jacques Cartier, 
jusqu'a la fin de !'occupation du gouvernement fran~ais e~ 1760, il n'y a eu que trois 
volu_mes determines; ils nous conduisentjusqu'a l'annee 1675. 

Pour remplir le cadre que messire Faillon s'etait trace, il reste encore a publier sepi 
volumes ; et, si nous sommes bien renseignes, nous avons lieu de croire que cette tache 
herculeenne sera menee a bonne fin. 

Si l'on veut juger de l'etendue de ses recherches, on en trouvera la preuve dans les cita
tions qu'il donne si abondamment a la marge des_pages. Les ouvrages qui concernent 
l'Amerique sont comme l'on sait fort nombreux. Ch~rlevoix en cite a lui seul plus de 

. quatre~vingts ; on en retrouve la plupart, dans les citations de M. Faillon ; il faut, de plus, 
y ajouter d'autres sources considerables d'informations, ou il est alle puiser. 

"II a," dit son biographe, M. Desmazures, "parcouru les actes de l'Etat Civil des princi
pales paroisses du Canada; il a lu les documents deposes dans les communautes religieuses 

· du pays et ensuite les documents des maisons-meres de ces communautes, en France; ii a 
compulse les archives de la marine-celles du ministere des affaires etrano-eres celles du 

0 ' . 

ministere de la guerre, du depot des fortifications, les archives de l'Etat-les MSS. des 
grandes bibliotheques de Paris, du seminaire de St. Sulpice, de la prefecture de Versailles, 
de l'archeveche" et de la prefecture de nouen, du Musee Britannique," ajoutons, de la Propa
gande, a Rome. 

"Dans son introduction ou il parle des premiers voyages du commencement du seizieme 
siecle accomplis par Jacques-Cartier, il ne se contente pas de faire mentfon des sentiments 
des principaux auteurs sur la date des premiers explorateurs du continent transatlantique, 
mais il les cite tels que Davity, qui ecrivait en 1660, Brutel de la Riviere en 1727, l'Art de 
verifier les dates, et Ramusio: en indiquant avec soin l'edition, l'endroit, Ia page, de ma
niere a faciliter toute recherche a ceux qui voudraient -yerifier les textes, les constater et en 
apprecier la valeur. Ensuite il prend le recit de Jacques Cartier, et !'analyse, pui-s le com
mente avec les reflexions les plus judicieuses. Enfin il prend soin de l'appuyer des pieces 
justificatives qu'il a su trouver. en grand nombre, il cifo les lettres patentes de Fran9ois 
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Ier, accordees a Jacques Ct-1rtier en 1540, sur la recommandation instante de Philippe de 
Chabot, grand Amiral de France; il cite encOTe les passages des relations de Champlain, 
de Lescarbot, du pilote Alfonse, de la Saintonge, qui confirment les assertions de lenr 
illustre devancier." 

Voila sous quels traits M. l'abbe Desmaznrc>s, nous revele l'historien Faillon, et bien 
que chez ce dernier je eherche en vain cet elan de patriotique enthousiasme de l'historien 
enfant du sol, Frarn;ois-Xavier Garneau,je von~ avouerai que pour sa profonde science, grande 
est mon admiration. J e regrette, toutefois, oserai-je vous le dire, de rencontrer dans l'habile 
annaliste, non l'historien impartial de l'origine et des progres de tout un peuple, mais plntot 
l'historien de la grande cite de Ville-Marie, le panegyriste perpetuel de l'ordre de :-,t. Snlpice, 
dont M. Faillon a decrit si bien le fondateur, M. Olier, et souvent, le depreciateur de 
Quebec et de son eminent prelat, Monseigneur de Layal. 

Telle est, messieurs, une courte esquisse de la vie et des travaux de ces hommes esti
mables, a des titres din·rs, mais qui en possedent tous un que nous nt· poln~ous mecon
naitre, je veux dire un titre bien etabli a notre reconnaissance. 

Puisse leur exemple trouver de nombreux imitateurs ! Le champ de notre histoire est 
assez vaste, assez riche pour que l'on puisse trouver a y glaner, meme apres des moisson
neurs aussi laborieux, aussi infatigables ! 
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11.-Discours D' Inaiigu.ral'ion. 

Par FAUCHER DE SAINT-MAURICE. 

(Lu le ~5 l\Iai 1882.) 

EXCELLENCE, (1) 

MESSIEURS, 

L'an dernier je revenais de Venise, ou s'etait tenue }'Exposition internationale de Geo
graphie. J'etais en mer, lorsqu'un tdegramme date de "\Vyoming, Minnesota, le 6 octobrn 
1881, arriva a Quebec, a mon adresse. Il disait: 

"Veuillez descendre chez mois le qninze dn present mois. J e desiTe avoir votre avis 
sur un sujet que je considere etre tres important. Repondez-moi a ·winnipeg." 

(Signe), LORNE. 

A quelques jours de la, j'etais a Rideau Hall, ou Son Excellence le marquis de Lorne 
honorait de son hospitalite M. le principal Dawson, et MM. Lawson, Grant, Selwyn, Bouri
not. Nous causames de la creation de la Societe Royale du Canada. 

Le Marquis de Lorne la voulait peu nombreuse, difficile d'acces. Il desirait que }'ele
ment canadien-frarn;ais y fut largement represente, et il tenait a ce que chaque seance 
annuelle eut lieu dans une ville differente du Canada. Comme cela, disait-il, les membres 
de la Societe auront l'agrement de voyager, et ils acquerront une parfaite connaissance de 
leur pays. 

Le point de depart une fois etabli, il fallait choisir ceux qui feraient partie de la Societe. 
Ma tache fut l'une des plus diffi.ciles: a leur honneur, mes compatriotes ont beaucoup tra
vaille, beaucoup ecrit. Une reunion eut lieu a Montreal, a l'Universite McGill, le 29 
decembre, 1881. Quatre-vingt-huit noms frarn;ais furent sonmis a l'approbation de qui 
de droit. Une condition avait ete imposee par le marquis de LOTne; chaque societaire 
devait avoir publie un livre. A quelque temps de la, le choix de Son Excellence s'arretait 
sur les dix-neuf personnes distinguees qui font partie de la section fran9aise, et a qui j'ai 
l'honneur de souhaiter la bienvenue au nom des lettres canadiennes. 

Son Excellence a tenu ace queje fusse president de la premiere seance tenue par la section 
des lettres fran9aises. En vain lui ai-je dit que cet honneur appartenait a plus experimente, 
a plus meritant que moi, j'ai du m'incliner devant un desir qui devenait un ordre. Voila 
comment il se fait que je suis appele, a mon grand etonnement et malgre mon peu de 
merite, a presider a des juges, a des anciens ministres, a des lalueab de l'Academie fran-
9aise, a des offi.ciers de l'Instruction rublique de France, a des docteurs-es-lettres, a de:-; 
o:fficiers d'academie, a des savants, a des erudits, dont les noms appartiennent deja a l'his
toire litteraire de notre pays. 

(1) Son Excellence le l\Iarquis de Lorne, gouverneur-general·du Canada, assistait a cotte seance d'ouyerture de 
la Section fran~aise de la Societe Royale du Canada. 
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Quant a vous, mes~ieurs, en enonc;ant ici quelques-uns de vo:-; titres, je suis l'eeho 
affaiblie de !'opinion publique, qui a ratifi.e par ses acclamations, le choix que Son Excel
lence a fait de vos personnes. Dans. cette enceinte l'histoire, la poesie, la litterature, 
l'archeologie, sont representes par des ceuvres qui ont attire sur vous l'attention et les 
eloges du dehors. 

La politiquP, malgre lPs souci:-; qu'elle impose, n'a-t-elle pas laisse a notre ancien premier 
ministre, l'honorable M. Chauvean, le temps d'ecrire un livre precieux sur notre instruction 
publique? Cette etude historique et statistiqne fait autorite sur nous en France; en 
Allemagne on la traduisait, pendant qu'ici, un peu partout, on relisait encore l'interessant 
roman que l'auteur fit dans sa jeunesse, Charles Guerin. 

Entre une cause prise en delibere et un requisituire au jury, l'honorable juge Routhier 
a trouve le temps de se recueillir et de nous donner sPs impressions de touriste. Son voyage 
"En canot" an Saguenay, est interessant; ses Causeries cltt Dimr111dte ont passionne plus d'une 
discussion. Son dernier line A tral'ers l'E11rope est rempli d'oh:-;ervations fines, mordantes, 
au dire meme de ceux qui ne partagr-nt pas lPs idees de l'autenr. Tous admettent la purete 
de style de l'ecrivain. 

L'Academie frarn;aise n'a-t-elle pas conronne deT11ierement un des votres, M. Louis 
Frechette? Poete, te rnppelles-tu de not.re jeunesse, de cP temps 

011 nous reYions g]oire,~amour et fortune ...... 
Et, comme en revant l'homme s'etourdit, 
Nous nous decoupions des fiefs dans la lune, 
Le soir, en allant sou per a credit. 

Nous aurions vonlu, tant nous sentions battre 
D'ardeur et d'espoir nos cceurs de vingt ans, 
Ivres de desirs, monter quatre a quatre, 
Fons que nous etions ! l'echelle du temps. 

Eh bien, tu l'a montee quatre a quatre cette echelle du temps! La coupole de l'Institut 
a repete les applaudissements de la France qui acclamait en toi, pour la premiere fois depuis 
la cession, un fl.ls de la Nouvelle France. Laureat, vons en souvenez-vons? 

Et vons, M. l'abbe Casgrain? Nos saint.es, nos heroines par l'abnegation, par le 
ti-avail, par la charite, ont su fasciner votre imagination delicate, sensitive. Votre nature 
de poete, d'ascete, s'est tourne vers la vie du cloitre. Causeur charmant Yous nous avez donne 
la Jongleuse, les Legendes cannrliennes; vous nous avez fait aussi un tableau vrai et saisissant 
de la vie des religieuses de l'Hotel-Dieu de Quebec, et de celle de la mere Marie de l'Incar
nation, premiere superienre des Ursulines de la Nouvelle-France. 

L'Acadie, ce pays tout parfume par les varechs, baigne d'un cote par l'ocean glauque, 
de l'autre par le plus beau golfe du monde; l'Acadie, ce pays de l'heroisme, de la guerre 
chevaleresque; ce coin de la patrie franc;aise temoin de la lutte la plus desesperee et d'un 
fait tenible que l'histoire moderne n'a pas eu le temps d'expliquer; l'Acadie, cette terre 
de la fierte, des larmes, du souvenir, n'a-t-elle pas tTouve dans Jacques et J.llarie de Napoleon 
Bourassa, un peint.re fidele, passionne, convaincn? Je dis peintre avec intention. Notre 
collegue, M. Bourassa, est non-seulement un ecrivain de valeur, mais le ciseau, le pinceau 
n'ont guere de secrets pour lui. Allez voir dans son atelier son modele de la statue de 
Maisonneuve, le fondateur de Montreal : allez rever devant ses belles fresques de Notre Dame 
de Lourdes de Ville-Marie. 
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te cote pittoresq_ue, le cote neologique de notre langue ont frappe Pun d(•S nt''itres dont 
le nom ecossais cache uue nature profondement fran~aise. D'ailleurs Ecossait:,; et Frarn;ais 
ne sont-ils pa:-- noms cl<__-, freref-i depuis le jour ou Marie Ntuart chantait 

Adieu, plaisant pa.tJS de Fmnce : 

Notre confrere, M. Oscar Dunn, auteur de Dix ans de jounwlisme, ancien redacteur du 
Journal de Paris, a publie un curieux glossaire canadien-fran~ais. Ce travail lui a ,~alu 
quelques critiques, mais M. Dunn s'en console en lisant une etude faite sur son liYre par la 
plume athenienne de Francisque Sarcey. · 

Pendant que M. Dunn poursuiYait ainsi ses recherches sur notre l.mgm-, M. Paul de 
Cazes faisait connaitre notre pays. Au point de yue historique, statistique, chronologiqut', 
ses Notes sur le Canada sont completes. Elles ont fort interesse les sanints qui s'en sont 
servi lors du congres international de geographie tenu a Venise, et elles out valu a l'auteur 
les eloges dujury international de !'Exposition. 

A cote de cet esprit pratique, de ce pro:fil breton, j'entrevois la tete fine et sarcastique 
d'un vrai gaulois. Ctrroniqueur de la force d'Auguste Villemot, notre confrere M. Hector 
:Fabre sait donner au journalisme et a ~es amis ce qu'il refuse au Senat dont il fait partie, 
cette verve que Champfort lui aura.it enviee. Paris nous enleve M. Fabre trop souvent. 
Il finira peut-etre par nous le garder. 

Au moins qu'il n'en soit pas ainsi de M. Joseph Marmette. Quand on aecrit l'Intendant 

Bigot, le Chevalier de Mornac, Fran9ois de Bienville, on ne saurait rester longtemps hors_ du 
pays. Le passe du Canada a trop d'attraits pour celui qui lui a consacre sa jeunesse ainsi 
que l'a fait M. Marmette. A Paris meme ou il doit passer quelques temps, je suis certain 
qu'il reviendra a ses notes, a :-;es t'·tudes. Souvent sous le manteau il se plaira a raconter 
a nos freres d'outre-mer "les faits et prouesses des pays de Nouyelle-France." Une fois 
que l'on s'est retourne vers ce passe fascinateur on ne pent plus s'en detacher. M. Mar
mette le sait mieux que personne. Combien de fois, les soirs d'hiYcr, dans le vieux Quebec, 
pendant que nous tisonnions notre fou, n'avons nous pas causer des ancetres? On les 
voyait s'enfoncer sous les bois sombres. Ils couraient a la decouverte des lacs, des mers 
interieures, du Mississippi; ils s'emparaient de la baie d'Hudson en faisant une course a 
la raquette ; erigeaient des forts, creaient des postes dans l'extreme ouest, fondaient la 
Nouvelle-Orleans, regnaient en maitres depuis la Louisiane jusqu'a Terreneuve, n'staient 
toujours grands, genereux, phis souvents vainqueurs que defaits, Pi mouraient PH gentils
liommes et en chretiens. 

Demandez a MM. LeMoi~e, Sulte et Tasse ce qu'ils pensent de ces epoques? Les 
beaux livres qu'ils out signes et qui lPur donnent admission parmi vous, en sont l'eelatant 
temoignage. 

Demandez aux abbes Bois et Verreau tout ce qn'il y a encore d'inconnn dans notre 
histoire. Ils vous diront qu'il y a un travail de geant a faire pour la completer. A yous 
penseurs, a vous chercheurs, ils indiqueront h·s arcanes les plus ('aches de nos archives. 
Ces savants ne cessent de ,~ivre dans ce passe qu'ils etudient avec amour, qu'ils connaissent 
mieux que personne. MM. Bois, Vt>ri·eau, LeMoine, Sulte, Tasse d toute une ecole qui 
marche sur leurs traces, n'ont-ils pas ete form{·s par lPs recherelwR fructnt•n:--es et par les 
methodes de Viger, de Faribault, de Garneau, de Plante, de Ferland, d(• Laver<liE\l'(' ·~ 
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Une autrc de ces erudits que je suis heureux de voir ici, s'est impose, seul, t~n~ tac~e 
de benedictin. 11 a voulu que le peuple canadien fran9ais eut son Livre d'o1\ Le dictwnaue 
genealogique de l'abbe Tanguay est unique en son genre. Deja nous avons la premiere 
partie de ce travail. Quand il sera complet, nous pourrons nous vanter d'etre le seul peuple 
au monde qui ait son histoire de famille. La Societe Royale du Canada attend avec impa

tience la fin de cette entreprise patriotique. 
M. Frechette, M. Sulte, le doux chantre des Laurentiennes, ne sont pas les seuls poetes qu'il 

y ait parmi vous. 11 me fait plaisir de saluer un Laureat de l'Universite Laval, M. Pam
phile LeMay, l'elegant traducteur de l'Erange1ine de Longfellow, l'auteur d' Urie gerbe et de 
plusieurs romans populaires. 

J e suis ravi aussi d'accueillir en votre nom un ecrivain et un poete qui s'est fait une 
reputation par son style correct, eleg·ant. M. Napoleon Legendre a publie pour l'enfance 
des petits livres qui se lisent en Europe, et M. Marmier, de l' Academie Fran9aise, le peignait 
dernierement d'une fa9on charmante en me disant : 

-C'est l'ami des enfants. 
La Societe Hoyale du Canada ne saurait oublier que les petits li~res lus par les enfants 

font souvent les hommes. 
Ainsi que pour l'honornble nil. Chauveau, la politique a tourne }'honorable M. Marchand 

vers la litterature-a cette difference pres: le parlement lui a donne le gout du theatre. 
Au sortir d'un discours il se delasse en ecrivant une comedie, et notre repertoire s'est aug
mente ainsi de pieces et de vaudevilles fOTt bien tournes. Erreur n'est pas conipte, Faten:ci11e, 
/es Faux Bri/1ants sont la pour promettre a la Societe Royale du Canada que M. Marchand ne 

s'arretera pas en chemin. D'ailleurs ses electeurs ont la conscience du role que peut jouer 
sa plume parmi nous. Pour ne pas trop prendre du temps qu'il consacre aux lettres, ils 
l'elisent par acclamation. 

Que pnis-je ajouter pour bien finir cette nomenclature? N'avons-nous pas parmi nous 
un de nos confreres que nous en vie l'Europe ? .Te ne vous apprendrai rien en yous disant 
que cet homme est un linguiste, un theologien, un ecrivain de haute valeur. Ces peu de 
mots yous font nommer l'abbe Begin, auteur de l'Infaillibilite des Papes. Je regrette de 
froisser ainsi son humilite ; vos marques d'approbation me disent · que je ne fais que lui 
rendre et lui apprendre ce qui lui est du. 

Voila, messieurs, les etats de service de ceux que vient de choisir Son Excellence pour 
former partie des deux sections frarn;aises de la Societe Royale du Canada. Par un esprit 
de delicatesse qui honore notre fondateur, le marquis de Lorne s'est rendu a notre demande. 
11 a voulu que nous fussions vingt dans notre section; que ce nombre, sur quatre-Yingt, 
fut immuable, et que l'element fran9ais en eut le contr6le absolu. 

A l'ceuyre, messieurs, et puissent nos travaux creer de l'emulation parmi nos compa
triotes ! 

Que si l'on jette un regard sur les groupes qui forment avec nous la Rociete Roya.le du 
Canada, on lit, entre autre:-;, les noms de Goldwiu Smith, de Todd, du docteur ,Yilson, de 
Sandford Fleming, de Sterry Hunt, de Bell, du principal Dawson, de Sdwyn, du professeur 
Law:-;on, de Carpmael, du doctenr Grant, du Colonel Denison, de Botuinot, de Lesperance. 

Ces lettres, ces savants sont reconnus comme etant des autorites. lls sont pour la 
societe de hautes garanties de succes. Plusieurs de nos compatriotes ont ete choisis par 
~on Excellence pour faire partie de ces group~s. C'est ainsi que dans la section des sciPnn's 
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mathematiques, physiques et chimiques nous trouvons M. legrand vicaire Hamel, recteur de 
l'u.niversite Laval, M. llaillarge, dont les travaux ont ete couronnes en France, en Halie, en 
Russie, et le capitaine Deville, ancien o:fficier distingue de la marine frarn;aise et" membre de 
la Societe Royale de Geologie de Londres. D'autre part, M. l'abbe Laflamm0, le comman
dant Fortin et M. Saint Cyr forment partie du groupe de la geologie et des sciences natu
relles. De pareils erudits feraient honneur a n'importe quel pays, et le Canada peut etre 
fier de leur choix. Nos triwaux geologiques font !'admiration de l'etranger, et le rapport 
du comte Viola, notre representant a !'Exposition internationale de Geographie, tenue a 
Venise en septembre dernier, dit, en les mentionnant : 

"-Parses cal'tes et dessins geognostiques, votre pays etait au premier rang a !'Exposi
tion. II me fait plaisir de constater ici la superiorite de ces travaux, non seulement comme 
valeur intrinseque, mais comme etudes comparees aux etudes exposees par les autres pays. 
Les :travaux de la commission geologique du Canada nous out fait connaitre toute !'impor
tance que vos savants attachent a la Geologie, a la Paleontologie et a la Mineralogie. Ces 
explorations ont ete dirigees sur des territoires d'une immense etendue. II fallait que ces 
travaux s'etendissent de l'est d'un ocean a l'ouest d'un autre. Les reliefs que la commis
sion geologique du Canada a fait de yos basEiins miniers, peuvent, par les resultats obtenus, 
lutter avec les traYaux plus complets en ce genre que vient determiner ie corps des inge
nieurs des mines de France et de Vienne. Nous devons a vos geologues canadiens la decou· 
verte de plusieurs terrains nouveaux, et surtout le complement de la serie de ceux qui se 
trouvent entre les paleozoiques. Tousles savants presents a !'Exposition, s'accordent pour 
feliciter le Canada sur les progres rapides et incontestables qu'il a fait faire a la Geologie. 
IIs reconnaissent l'energie, le tact, la constance avec lesquels vos hommes publics ont 
encourage cette science depuis ses comm,encements, et ils applaudissent a la mission intel
ligente et pratique que ne cesse de se donner votre jeune nation dans la connaissance de 
son territoire." 

Aces paroles flatteuses le jury international de !'Exposition a voulu ajouter quelque 
chose de plus tangible. II a decerne a la Commission g·eologique du Canada, representee 
dans la Societe Royale par MM. Bailey, Bell, Selwyn et Whiteaves, la plus haute recompense 
qu'il pouvait donner, une lettre de haute distinction. 

Nous sommes un jeune peuple, mais nous sommes un peuple de travailleurs. V oyez 
ue qui se passe autour de nous. Notre horizon s'elargit; notre pays grandit. De la Colom
bie anglaise a la Nouvelle Ecosse une voie ferree qui comptera comme une des merveilles 
du XIXe siecle, va faire sur un territoire a nous le raccordement entre le Pacifique et l'At
lantique. Notre marine marchande occupe le troisieme rang parmi celles du monde entier. 
Nos travaux de statistique, de geologie, nos etudes scientifiques, comme on vient de le 
voir, sont applaudis par les savants et les societes les plus competentes. Notre commerce 
fixe !'attention du capital etranger. Nos livres sont apprecies par les bibliophiles et les 
lettres. Notre histoire est tout simplement une des pages les plus heroiques de l'histoire 
de France et d'.Angleterre. Que pouvons-nous envier de plus comme passe '? Que pouvons
nous desirer de mieux .comme avenir? Dieu est avec nous. Il nous sauvera comme il 
a sauve nos ancetres, mais il met deux conditions ·aux grandes destinees qu'il nous reserve: 
-Le Travail, L'Union. 

Le travail, !'union : voila les deux idees fondamentales qui ont preside a la creation de 
Sec. I., 1882. 3. 
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la SociHe RoyalP du Canada.· En nous reunissant, lord Lorne a voulu que nous apprissions 
a mieux nous connaitn·. Ila voulu donner a l'amvre de chaque section de notre Societe 
un esprit de cohesion, d'homogeneitt'·: il a voulu que les etudes de l'un puissent aider aux 

Hudes de tons. 
Rappelez-vons, messieuTs, ces paroles prononcees il n'y a pas longtemps a I' Academie 

franc;aise : 
-" Cette rencontre en une meme compagnie de toutes les opinions et de tous les 

genres d'espTit vous plaira: ici le rire chaTmant de la comedie, le roman pur et tendre, la 
poesie au puissant coup d'aill'. on au rythme haTmonieux; la toute la finesse de l'observa
tion mornle, l'analyse des ouvrages de l'esprit, le sens profond de l'histoire." 

Que de belles et patriotiques choses la section franc;aise de litterature et d'histoire 
n'est-elle pas appelee a ebaucher, a elaborer, a mener a bonne fin? Nos annales ne 
sauraient etre hop etudiees; le nombre de documents inedits que nous avons a mettre au 
jour, a commenter, a annoter est incalculable. L'encouragement des lettres, les travaux d'his
toire et d'archeologie appartiennent aussi au groupe que vous formez. Vons serez 
appeles a juger des essais, des travaux, des livres qui vous seront soumis, et a distribuer 
des prix aux concurrents les plus dignes. De vos decisions dependront !'affirmation de 
plus d'un talent dont s'honorera plus tard la patrie. Esperons que nos successeurs n'auront 
pas a nous reprocher nos jugements. 

Certaines personnes et certains journaux ont exerce leuT veiTr sur nous en nous com
parant a l' Academie franc;aise. Cette facetie date de Piron, 

.... qui ne fut rien 
Pas meme academicien. 

Messieurs, je n'a.i pas besoin de vous dire ici ce que vous tons pensez comme moi. 
11 n'y a qu'une seule academie au monde, c'est l'Academie franc;aise ! Pour rassurer 

ceux qui persistent a soupc;onner que nous nous obstinons a faire concurrence a l'Institut 
de France, disons-leur que notre Societe n'est qu'une reunion dont les debuts sont modestes, 
mais qu'avec la protection puissante qui veille sur elle, la Societe Royale du Canada est 
appelee a jouer un role effi.cace et plein de bienveillance pour les lettres et les sciences 
canadiennes. Notre programme embrasse tout. Litterature franc;aise et anglaise, histoire, 
philosophie, archfologie, statistique, geologi<\ mathematique, physique, chimie, botanique, 
histoire naturelle, biologie, tout ce qui est du ressort de l'entendement humain est du 
domaine de la Societe Roya.le du Canada. 

En a;nmt ! 
Courage, et espoir dans l'aveniT. 

V ous rappe lez-vous ces beaux vers que Longfellow a iutitule : " Le psaume de la vie? " 
-" Ni la joie," s'ecrie melancoliquement le grand poetP que toute l'Amerique pleure, 

"ni la tristei-ise ne sont notre destinee. Notre but Pst d'agir pour que chaque lendemain 
nous trouve plu8 a;rnnces qne la VPille. (1) 

"L'art est long: le temps vole: nos camrs si courageux, si forts qu'ils puissent ~h-e, 
battent souyent une marche funebrt>, Pll H'avarn;ant veri-; le tombeau--comme des tambours 
voiles d'un crepe noir. 

(1) J'emprunte cette traduction au beau travail intitule: "La po~sie uur Etats- Unis" que viont de publier 1\L 
Albert Lefaine, consul-gtneral de France a New-York et dooteur-es-lettres de l'Dniversite Laval. 
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" Agis, agis dans le present vivant, avec ton crnur en toi et Dieu sur ta fa~te. 
"Toutes les vies des grands hommes nous font voir que nous pouvons Tendre notre 

vie sublime et en partant laisser deniere nous dans le sable du temps l'empreinte de nos 
pas.-

" Une empreinte qu'un autre voyageuT, un frere naufrage, decouvrira peut-etre en 
echouant sur cette rive et dont la vue relevera son courage. 

"Elevons nos ames, agissons: soyons prepares a tous les changements du sort: tou-
jours poursuivant notre tache, appTenons a travailler et a attendre ! " 

Apprendre d travailler et d attendre, voila notre role, voila notre mission. 
Nous ne sommes pas des superbes; nous sommes des hommes de bonne Yolonte. 
Puissent-ils s'en trouyer parmi nous qui realiseront le yrnu de Longfellow mourant 

et qui, en partant, laisseront derriere eux "dans le sable du temps l'empreinte de leurs 
pas." 
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III.-Quelques Scenes d'une Comcdie ineclite-Les Faux Brillants-Oomcdie en cinq 
actes et en vers, par F. G. MARCHAND, Offi.cier de l'Instruction Publique de 
France; Membre Titulaire de l'Academie des Muses Santones. 

(Lu le 26 mai 1882.) 

DUMONT, qui s'est enrichi dans les affaires, u'a plus qu'une ambition, celle de TOmpre 
ses anciennes relations bourgeoises. ELISE, sa fille ainee, a les memes aspirations vani
teuses, et se croit destinee a epouser quelque grand personnage, muni de titres nobilitaires. 

Le hazard pamit seconder ses vamx. FAQUINO, un faux baron, se presente a point et 
captive, par des manamvres habiles, la confiance du pere et le camr de la fille. Elise l'ac
cepte volontiers comme fiance, avec la sanction empressee de Dumont, qui cTOit voir ainsi 
se realiser ses rev es de grandeur. 

CECILE, fille cadette de Dumont, ne partage pas les idees de son pere et de sa seem· ; 
elle se contente des vceux d'Oscar, jeune avocat que Dumont a d'abord accueilli favorable
ment, mais dont il repousse l'alliance avec sa fille depuis qu'il compte avoir un baron pour 
gendre. Faquino lui a annonce l'arrivee prochaine d'un pretendu comte de ses amis. 
Dumont en est enchante et prend la resolution de lui faire epouser Cecile. Celle-ci, preferant 
l'amom· d'Oscar a cette perspective douteuse de grandeur, s'objecte aux projets paternels. 

AcTE 2e-SCENE-e3e . ... 

CECILE.-V ous desirez me voir, 
Mon pere? 

DuMONT.-Oui, pour fixer mes droits et ton devob 
Ma volonte, d'abord, est ici souveraine; 
L'unique autorite, sous mon toit, c'est la mienne; 
Tout le monde, entends-tu, devra s'y conformer, 
Sinon ... 
CECILE.-Mais, che1· papa, voulez-vous m'informer 
A quel propos ... 

DuMONT.-Silence !. .. et laisse-moi tout dire .... 
Les lois de la famille ont perdu leur empire ; 
Le monde est ren verse ! . . . Notre siecle pervers, 
Du bon sens, tous les jours, presente le revers; 
Au sortir du berceau, l'enfant devient son maitre; 
Le devoir filial parait sans raison d'etre ; 
L'autorite n'est plus qu'un vain mot dont on rit; 
C'est en la meprisant qu'on montre son esprit, 
Et l'on voit, grace aux torts qui partout se repandent, 
Les parents obeir aux enfants qui commandent ! ... 
Jene veux plus, chez moi, tolerer ces abus 
Et, du pere, abdiquer les nobles attributs ... 
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Non ! .. . Chacun doit, ici, se conduire a ma guise ; 
J e veux etre obei... 

CECILE.-Ne suis-je pas soumise? 
DuMONT.-Toi soumise ! 

CECILE.-Oui, soumise a votre volonte ... 
DUMONT.-A la mienne? ... Allons done! ... Ton esprit indompte 

N'a pour guide constant que son propre caprice; 
11 subit sans contrainte et meme avec delice 
L'influence du siecle et sa perversion; 
Ta conduite le prouve a chaque occasion. 

CECILE.-Ah, mon pere, pour moi, comme pour notre epoq ue, 
Vous etes rigoureux ! . . . Parlous sans equivoque ... 
L'homme, depuis Adam, montre des gouts pervers, 
Oui, le mal a toujours regne dans l'univers; 
Mais, au-dessus du mal, les hons sentiments regnent, 
Et la vertu ne fuit que ceux qui la dedaignent, 
La nature obeit, sans cesse, aux memes lois; 
Le monde est aujourd'hui ce qu'il fut autrefois, 
Melange incoherent de vertus heroiques 
Et de vices hideux ... 

DuMONT.-Comment ! Tu me repliques 
Par l'eloge insense du siecle ou nous viYons !. .. 
Mais sais-tu, pauvre enfant, a quoi nous arrivons 
A vec ce beau gachis de notions modernes, 
Donton fait le sujet d'un tas de balivernes 
Ou l'absurdite parle et la raison se tait !. .. 

CECILE.-Mais enfin dites-moi, de grace, qu'ai-je fait, 
Mon pere ? . . . Expliquez-vous, car je ti ens a com prendre 
En quoi j'ai pu manquer ... 

DuMONT.-Oui, je vais te l'apprendre. 
Le rang et la richesse, a tes yeux, sont sans prix ; 
Plus le merite est grand, plus il a ton mepris ... 
II faut etre bien ne pour encourir ta haine, 
Et ton esprit, cedant au penchant qui l'entraine, 
Par un caprice etrange inherent a l'erreur, 
Cherche dans les bas-fonds pour trouver la grandeur. 
Ah! ... Si, pour entrevoir un horizon plus ample, 
Tu suivais, de ta srnur, le beau ... le noble exemple, 
J'atteindrais, grace a toi, le comble de mes vrnux ! ... 
Au lieu d'un gendre illustre ... 

CECILE.-Eh bien ? 

CECILE.-Comment, deux '? ..• 
DuMONT.-J'en aurais deux ! ... 

Et ta main ... 
DuMONT.-Le baron epouserait Elise, 
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CECILE.-Ma main ! ... 
DuMONT.-Oui ... 

CECILE.-Mais vous l'avez promise ... 
DUMONT, (impatiente).-Promise ! ... Promise! ... 

CECILE.-0ui ... 

CECILE.-Mon Oscar ... 
DUMONT .-Laisse moi done la paix ! ... 

DuMONT.-Ton Oscar! Ton Oscar, tu le sais, 
N'est qu'un simple avocat sans titre et sans lignee 
Qui, dans l'ombre, toujours, te tiendra consignee ... 

CECILE. - Mais a quoi, dites-moi, voulez-vous en vPnir ? 
DuMONT.-Je veux te preparer un brillant avenir. 

Tu n'as qu'a le vouloir pour devenir comtesse. 
CECILE. - Nous moutons, parait-il, a tres-grande vitesse !. .. 
DuMONT.-Le Signor ... (il hesite) Monte ... bel ? ... Monte ... belli .. , cano ... 

Ce noble italien .. . 
CECILE.-Doucemen t, piano, 

Mon pere, je vous prie ! . . . Allons un peu moins vi te ; ... 
Laissez-moi, sans detour, le dire tout de suite, 
Je hais les faux brillants et meprise de pair 
Les barons d'aventure et les comtes ... en l'air ! ... 

DUMONT, (indigne).-Assez, Cecile! assez ! ... N'en dis pas davantage, 
Du siecle ou nous vivons, voila le beau langage ! ... 

AcTE 2e-SCENE 4e. 

23 

JEAN BRUNELLE, neveu de Dumont qui a couru l'aventure depuis sa jeunesse, fait 
soudainement irruption sur la scene, malgre les resistances de Nicolas, domestique de 
Dumont. 

JEAN BRUNELLE, (saluant).-Salut la compagnie !. .. Ah, mon oncle Dumont !. ... 
J e vous retrou ve enfin ! 

DUMONT, (indigne).-D'ou nous vient ce demon? ... 
JEAN BRUNELLE, (lui saisissant la main).-Me reconnaissez--vous ? 

Du:uoNT, (voulant se degager).-Non. 
JEAN BRUNELLE.-V oyons ... hPin ? 

Votre nom, s'il vous plait? 
DUMONT, (avechauteur).-Jenne homme, 

JEAN BRUNELLE, (riant).-Moi? Comment je me nomme? 
DUMONT.-Oui, morbleu ! 

JEAN BRUNELLE.-Ce cher oncle, il '-~st toujours farcpm· ! ... 
Ne retrouvez-vous pas h's traits de votre samr '? 

DUMONT.-De ma srnuT ! (d part) En effet ! ... 
JEAN BRUNELLE.-De yotn, srnm· jumelle 

Qu'apres votre depart, epousa Jean Brunelle, 
Le forgeron ...... Je suis leur unique heritier, 
Voyageur, et ...... bon diable, enfin, demon metier. 
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Apres avoir bati vingt chateaux dans la lune, 
J'ai parcouru le monde en cherche de fortune, 
Et les mille incidents dont je fus le heros 
M'ont fait un profit clair de cent mille ... zeros !. .. 
En:fin, tel qu'on me voit, n'en deplaise a mes proches, 
J'ai bon appetit, ... mais ... je n'ai rien dans mes poches ... 
Et puis, ... vous comprenez ?,. .. 

DuMONT.-N on, je ne comprends pas. 
(A part) Quel contretemps d'avoir ce brigand sur les bras! ... 
Mille morts ! A tout prix, il faudra s'en defaire ! 

(fl fait signed Nicolas d'approcher et lui parle d voix basse.) 

JEAN BRUNELLE, (bas d Cecile).-Une cousine? 
CECILE.-Oui, monsieur. 

JEAN BRUNELLE, (bas d Cecile).-Sans vous deplaire, 
Peut-on vous dire un mot ? 

CECILE, (de meme).-Sans doute, mon cousin. 
JEAN BRUNELLE.-Vous etes menaces d'un ignoble dessein; 

Certain Faquino, ... 
CECILE.-Quoi !. .. . V ous connaissez cet etre ? 

JEAN BRUNELLE.-A mes depens, helas !. ..... j'appris a le connaitre; 
Pour dejouer ses plans, je le suis pas a pas. 

CECILE.-De gi:ace, mon ami, ne l'abandonnez pas? 
JEAN BRUNELLE.-Comptez sur moi. 

CECILE.-Merci. 
JEAN BRUNELLE.-Ma chetive toilette 

Couvre un homme de creur. 

Aidez-nous. 
CECILE.-Oui, je vous crois honnete ; 

JEAN BRUNELLE.-Chut ! ... Surtout, de la discretion ... 
Courage! ... 

CECILE.-J'en aurai. 
DUMONT, (d part).-Quelle confusion ! ... 

S'il faut que, par hazard, le baron nous surprenne 
En telle compagnie ! ... A tout prix, je l'entraine 
Hors d'ici, sans delai ! . . . (d Jean Brunelle) Jeune homme, suivez-moi, 
V ous devez a voir soif. 

JEAN BRUNELLE.-U n tant soit pen, ma foi ! 
(lls sortent.) 

AcTE 2e.-SCENE 9e. 

Faquino, pour mieux tromper Dumont, affecte de vouloir conservei· le secret de son 
origine. Dumont redouble d'efforts pour le persuader qu'il faut abandonner cette deter
mination: 

DUMONT.-Mais pourquoi le silence ou votre esprit s'obstine. 
Dans quel but, plus longtemps, cacher Yotre origine r( 
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FAQUINO.-Pourquoi? ... Pour eviter l'ennui d'etn\ expose 
.Au mepris d'un public, toujours mal dispose 
Envers ceux qni, d'un titre, a ses yeux font parade. 

DuMONT.-Votre mine suffit a prouver votre grade. 
Moi, je l'ai devine sans en etre averti. 

FAQUINO.-La sagesse est un don que Dieu n'a departi 
Qu'aux hommes dont le cCBur est a la bonne place. 
Tout le monde n'est pas, comme vous, perspicacP. 
Or, comment, dites moi, croirait-on l'etranger 
Qui, sans aucun garant, oserait se ranger 
Parmi les grands seigneurs de la vieille Halie? 
On le dirait epris d'une etrange folie; 
Ou, ... quelque vil dessein lui serait impntf-, 
Et son honneur, ainsi, lachement discute, . 
Subirait, sans defense, une atteinte fatale. 

DuMONT.-En effet, des jaloux, la mechante cabale 
Peut ternir un grand nom par de honteux debats .. . 
Et, ... par zele, ... peut-etre, ai-je fai t un faux pas ; .. . 
Mais le mal est commis, pouvons-nous le defoire ! 

FAQUINo.-Oh, Dumont! . 
DuMONT.-Ce n'est plus le moment de se taire, 

Tout scrupule, a present, doit etre abandonue 
Pour .... 

FAQ,UINO.-Vous n'y songez pas... V oir mon nom soupc;onne, 
Discute .... 

DUMONT.-Le celer ne vous est plus loisible; 
Il faut done bravement le porter ... 

FAQUINO, (avec tristesse).-lmpossible. 
DUMONT.-Impossible ! (signe affirmatif de Faquino) Pourquoi? 

FAQUINO.-O'est un triste secret 
Qu'il me faut vous cacher, malgre tout l'interet 
Dont vous m'honorez. 

DuMONT.-.Ah ! ... mon cher baron, de grace, 
N'allez pas, d'un refus, m'infliger la disgrace ! 

FAQUINO.-Dumont, n'insistez pas ! .. . 
DUMONT.- Si, ...... J e veux tout savoir . 

.Au nom de l'amitie, laissez•vous emouvoir ! 
(Signe negatif de Faquino d'un air de desespoir.) 

.Ai-je done merite de perdre votre estime? 
FAQUINO.-Mon Dieu, non! Mais pourquoi, d'une misere intime, 

Par un vain ego:isme, afiliger mes amis? 
DuMONT.-C'est pour cela que Dieu, pres de vous, les a mis. 
FAQUINO, (lui tendant la main).-Vous l'emportez ! ... Je cede a la douce influenc1~ 

Qu'exerce sur mon cCBur votre perseverance 
Sec. I., 1882. 4. 
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A f-icrut(•r, de mes maux, l'affreuse profondeur ... 
~adwz done, puisqu'il faut parler avPe ca1ukur, 
Que, le sort s 'acharnant partout a ma ruine, 
M'impose le secret sur ma haute origine; ... 
('Prislement) Le rang, sans la fortune, est un luisant fardeau 
Qu'on retrouve parfois sous le sombre manteau 
D'une noble misere ! . . . (il reste pensif.) 

DuMONT.-Ah, je comprends le reste ! 
Et je deplore, en moi, l'aveuglement funeste 
Qui m'a fait ignorer votre triste abandon ... 
Il fallait, sans retard, m'informer ... 

FAQUINo.-A quoi bon 
Proclamer ses malheurs quand ils sont sans remede ! ... 
. T'attends patiemment que la fortune cede, 
Et me rende les biens qu'un inflexible smt 
M'a fait perdre. 

DUMONT.-Allons done! mais si je me fais fort 
De remplacer pour vous cette ingrate fortune, 
En comblant, par un pret, la fatale lacune, 
Qui, dans votre budget, se laisse apercevoir, 
Que direz-vous? 

FAQTJINo.-Quel camr ! ... On ne peut concevoir 
D'amitie, cher Dumont, plus noble que la votre ! 
Vous etes, du bonheur, le bienfaisant apotre ! 
Et j'eproun:., vraiment, un sensible regret ... 
A vous refuser ... 

DUMONT, (desappointe)-Ah !.:. 
FAQUINO, (avec fierte)-Mon nom en souffrirait. 

DUMONT.-Mais vos malheurs, pour moi, ne sont plus un mystere. 
FAQUINo.-Votre offre m'humilie autant que ma misere !. ..... 

Du reste, je craindrais ... 

DuMONT.-Mais que craindriez-vous rf 
Nous ferions, de ce pret, un secret entre nous, 
Et, jamais, hors· d'ici, ... 

FAQUINo.-Non, non, merci, vous dis-je . 
.Te dois s1:1-bir mon sort, c\·st l'honneur qui l'exige ! 
Jp ne puis m'exposer ... 

DUMONT.-Von~ exposer ;1. quoi? 
· FAQUINo.-Aux indiscretions ... 

DUMONT-Vons fipz-von~ a moi? 
FAQUINo.-Plus qu'a moi-meme, ... mais ... 

DUMONT.-Vous n'aypz plus d\•xcu~1\ 
Et, pour dernier recours, permettez que j'abuse 
Des nobles sentiments qui ... 
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· FAQ,UINo.-Non, n'cn paTlons plus, 
DuMONT.-Pour nous brouiller, baron, il suffit d'un refus ! 
·FAQ,UINO.-Vraiment, votre amitie se montre tyrannique ! 

J'en crains, mon brave ami, la vigueur sympathique, 
Et, s'il est un motif qui puisse m'ehranler, 
C'est le danger de voir nos rapports se troubler. 

DuMONT.-Alors, vous acceptez ? ... 
FAQ,UINo.-Mon Dieu ! C'est un supplice 

De vous resister ! . . . Mais ... 
DUMONT, (d'un air suppliant).-Rendez-moi le service, 
S'il vous plait, c her baron, de prendre mon argent ! 

lfAQ,UINo.-Vous me poussez a bout, ... 
DuMONT.-Oui, je suis exigeant, 

Mais j'insiste, baron! ... (Il lui tend la main.) 
FAQ,UINO.-Eh, mon Dieu ! pour vous plain~, 

Il n'est rien, cher Dumont, que je ne puisse faire! 
(Ils se serrent la main.) 

AcTE 3e.-SCENE 3e. 

(MA.RIANE, puis NICOLAS entrant brusquement}. 
NrcoLAs.-Nom d'un nom ! Quel tracas ! quel ennui! quel supplice ! ... 

J'en mourrai, c'est bien sur. 
MARIANNE.-Dis-moi done, Nicolas, 

D'ou vient cette fureur? 
NrcoLAs.-Ah, ne m'en parle pas ! 

Il faut y mettre un terme, ou j'en perdrai•]a tete, 
Me surmener ainsi, cela n 'est pas honnete ! 

MARIANE.-Mais de quoi s'agit-il? 
NrcoLAS.-Je suis brise, rendu ! 

MARIANE.-Quelque chose t'agace? ... 
NrcoLAs.-Ereinte, morfondu ! ... 

A peine ai-je le temps de manger une croute; 
Du matin jusqu'au soir, toujours, toujours en route! ... 
Je m'essouffie a courir, et ne fais plus qu'un rond, 
Servant de messager d'ici chez le baron ; 
C'est a n'y plus tenir !. .. Depuis que cela dure, 
J'en ai pris une entorse avec une foulure ... 
Mariane, on me traite ainsi qu'un vrai mulet, 
Et, si j'avais du camr autant qnc di1 mollet, 
J e les enverrais paitre avec leurs parasses ! 

¥A.RIANE, (riant).-C'est cela, l'on se fie a tes instincfa~ bonasses, 
NrcoLAs.-J'en conviens, ... 

MARIANE.-Mais pourquoi ce constant va-et-vient, 
Dont tu fais tous les frais ? 

NrcoLA:4.-He, je n'en sais trop rien. 
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MARIANE.-Mais on saisit toujours quelque fait qui transpire. 
NrcoLAS.-D'apres ce qu'on pent voir, les choses sont an pire. 
MARIANE.-Est-il bien possible ! ... 

N ICOLAS.-Oui. Sans apprehension, 

Notre maitrl', partout, s'est porte caution 
Des adrnt:-; du baron; ... meme, il lui fait l'a;nrnce 
D'argents pour ses plaishs et sa folle depense; 
(\·la, seul, represente un fort joli montant. 

MAIU.\NE.-En effet. 
NrcoLAS.-Mai:-., bien plus, et void !'important, ... 

MARIANE.-Ah ! 
NrcoLA~.-Chaqrn\ fournisseur lui pr{·sc·ntn sa note; ... 

Pour le devaliser, a l'Pn vie, on complote; 
Bref, ce matin, j'ai yn, tout au tour du bourgeois, 
Dix commis, bien comptfs, i-;u pressant a la fois. 

MARIANE.-Que faisait le bonhomme? 
NrcoLAS.-Il payait avec grace 

En disant a ('hacun: "Monsieur, grand bien vous fasse." 
MARIANE.-Mais <·e Yilain baron l'a clone ensorcele ! 
NICOLAS.-C'est mon iclee ... et rnoi, jour et nuit attele, 

J'aicle, sans le vouloir, a sa, ... sa manigance ... 
MARIANE.-Mon pauvre Nicolas, soit dit sans rnedisance, · 

Ton baron, selon moi, n'est qu'un attrappe sot 
Qui pratique sm· nous son metier. 

NrcoLAS.-C'est le mot. 
MARIANE.-Et l'on annoncera, bieniot, clans la gazette, 

Son depart irnprevu, sans tambour ni trompette. 
NrcoLAs.-Voila, tout justement, ce que je me disais ! 
MARL\.NE.-On devrait l'exposer au grand jour. 

N ICOLAS.-J e le sais. 
MARIANE.-Mais tu sers ses clesseins. 

NrcoLAs.-Que veux-tu que j'y fasse? 
MARIANE.-Devoiler tes soupyons. 

NrcoLAS.-Oui, pour que l'on me chasse ! 
MAHIAXE.-Quand le devoir commande, on ne rncnle pas. 
NrcoLAS.-Et s'il faut que je parte? 

MARIANE.-Eh bien, tu parthas. 
N ICOLAS.-Moi m' en all er ? 

MARIANE.-Sans doute. 

MARIANE.-Oi1. tu voudras. 
NICOLAS.-Ou faudra-t-il que j' aille? 

N ICOLAS.-Ouida ! Pour coucher SlU la paille, 
En attendant qu'ailleurs je trouve un autre emploi ! 
Merci bien. 

MARIANE.-Seras-tu plus a plail1dre que moi? 
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N ICOLAS.-Toi, Mariane ? 
MARIANE.-Oui, moi. 

NICOLAS.-Comment ! L'on t'a chaRsee? 
MARIANE.-Pas encor, mais j'en suis fortement menacee. 

Depuis que, du baron, les noms sont proclames; 
Ma maitresse a le camr et la tete enflammes ; 
Elle ne reve plus que grandeur, que noblesse, 
Et, de ses vieux amis, l'intimite la blesse; 
On ne peut rien lui dire, a moins de la flatter, 
Sans s'exposer a voir sa col ere eclater ... 
J'ai cherche, par le jeu d'un honnete artifice, 
Tout en disant comme elle, a dompter son caprice; 
Mais l'orgueil, en son ame, etouffe le bon sens! 
Et, moi, je viens d'apprendre a mes propres depens 
Qu'a vouloir corriger les sottises des autres, 
Nous risquons fortement d'en commettre des notres. 

NrcoLAs.-Tout juste; et le moyen d'eviter cet ennui, 
O'est de filer son namd, sans s'occuper d'autrui ... 
Mais, a propos, ... deja, ... depuis longtemps, ... mignonne, 
Tu connais la tendresse ou mon cmur s'abandonne 
Sans vouloir, par un mot, me donner quelque espoir ! 

MARIANE (riant).-Mieux vaut tout ig·nOTer, parfois, que trop savoir. 
N ICOLAS.-Bon ! Te voila toujours avec tes faribolcs ! ... 

Jene puis, la-dessus, hazarder deux paroles 
Que, par des mots badins, lances d'un ton moqueur, 
Tu me fais rengainer jusqu'au fond demon cmur 
Les tendres sentiments dont, sans cesse, il deborde ! 

MARIANE (souriant).-Et cela te deplait, Nicot? 
NwoLAs.-Misericorde ! 

Tu me tiens, sans pitie, toujours sur les tisons !. .. 
Loin de rien eclaircir, tout ce que nous disons 
M'embrouille d'avantage !. .. Un seul mot de ta part, 
Pourtant, me suffirait !. .. 

MARIANE.-N ous y verrons pl us tard. 
~ICOLAS.-Mariane, pourquoi te montrer si cruelle ! ... 
DUMONT, (dans la coulisse).-Nicolas ! ... 
MARIANE.-Tiens, voila le bourgeois qui t'appelle !. .. 

(Elle s'enfuit.) 

ACTE 3me-Sc:fuNE 5me. 

DUMONT, (seul; il pousse un gros soupir).-Ah !. .. Je respire! 
Dien merci, les voila tons pa yes ... d contents. 
Mais admettons, morbleu, qu'ils m'ont mis sur les dents! 
J'en ai vide ma caisse et, sans mes fonds en banque, 
Sur lesquels j'ai tire, ... nous aurions eu du manque ... 
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Ce cher Baron 1 ... L'on voit, a sa fa<;on d'agir, 
Tout l'inten~t qu'il porte a me faire surgir, 
Du sein de la roture, au niveau du grand monde ! 
Pres de lui, c'est un charm<:>, un bonheur qui m'inonde ! 
Et mon camr se penetre, en ecoutant sa voix, 
D'un supreme degout pour les instincts bourgeois! 
J e ne veux, desormais, frequenter que les spheres 
Ou l'homme est au-dessus des liaisons vulgaires ... 
Oui, ma place est marquee au sommet des grandeurs ! ... 
Decidement, le smt me com ble de faveurs ; 
Deja, mon nom contient la noble particule ; 
J'ai bon air, je suis riche ; en un mot, je cumule 
Tout ce qui pose un homme et le met en credit 
Dans les cercles brillants... Le baron me l'a dit .... 
Mais, au fait, le moment de sa visite approche. 
II faut que tout, ici, soit d'un gout sans reproche, 
Et que chacun se mette a contribution 
Pour qu'il retrouvP, en nous, l'air de distinction 
Qui ... 

Ac'rE 3e-ScENE 6e. 

ELISE, (accourant, wt ecritt dans les mains).-Regardez, papa, le present qui m'arrive, 
De la part du baron, avec une missive 
Belle de sentiments, d'elegance et d'esprit ! 

DUMONT, (e.wmitiant l'eNin)-Hein, lesjolis b~joux ! (pre,uutl la lettre) Voyons ce qu'il ecrit ... 
ELISE.-C'est un petit chef-d'amvre un vrai bouquet de roses! 

Oh, qu'il est done charmant ! 

DUMONT.-Et qu'il fait bien les choses ! 
ELISE.-Oui. Tout denote en lui l'homme de qualite. 
DuMONT.-Mais j'admiTe surtout sa liberalitt·. 

A peine eut-il vaincu la noble repugnance 
Dont l'affecta d'abord mon offre d'assii;tnuce, 
Qu'anime, tout-a-coup, d'un genereux elan, 
II fit, de son passif, en detail, le bilan, 
Et m'accorda l'honneur de puiser dans ma caisse 
Pour en solder la somme... Ensuite, avec tristesse, 
Des larmes dans la voix et, tout en rougissant, 
II me-prit les deux mains et, ... d'un ton languissant, 
Me dit tout bas: (s'attendrissant) "Merci!" Puis, detournant la tek 

- ' 
II pleura (s'essuyant !es yeux) ... Moi je pleure aussi comme une bete, 
Quandj'y pense ... Quel homme ! 

ELISE (avec emotio11).-0ni, quel cmur genen·nx ! 
DuMONT.-Nous ne pouvions parler ... nous pleurions tons les deux ... 

Enfin, mon noble ami, par nn effort supreme, 
Reussit a reprendre empire sur lui-meme, 
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Et, poussant ses elans genereux jusqu'au bout, 
Il declara vouloir faire admirer partout, 
De ma grande amitie, l'action bienfaisante ... 

ELISE.-Les nobles sentiments! 
DUMONT.-.. Et, malgre notre entente, 

Il refusa, tout net, d'en garder le secret; 
"Oui," dit-il vivement, "je veux etre indiscret ! ... 
"Et, mettant de cote le scrupule et la honte, 
"Je ferai mes achats, mon cher, a votre compte ... " 
Il voulait reveler, ainsi, dans son eclat, 
L'exces de mes bontes. 

ELISE.-Comme il est delicat. 
DuMONT.-Et, moi, j'eus beau tenter mille arguments pour vaincre 

Son genereux dessein, rien ne put le convaincre. 
Il me fallut ceder et, depuis ce moment, 
Des gens de tous metiers me viennent constamment 
Solliciter le prix des emplettes princieres 
Qu'a mon compte, il leur fait ... Bijoutiers et fruitieres, 
Debitants de tabac, marchands de vin, tailleurs, 
Arrivent essouffies de partout ... et d'ailleurs. 

ELISE'.-Cher papa, notre sort est bien digne d'envie ! 
DuMONT.-Oui, vraiment, mon enfant, et jamais, de ma vie, 

J e n'ai, d'aussi hon crnur, prodigue mes ecus !. .. 
J'en aurais, sans regret, depense dix fois plus 
Pour !'ineffable honneur de compter pour intime 
Ce noble personnage, et d'avoir son estime 
Au point d'etre, par lui, choisi pour bienfaiteur ! 

ELISE.-Oh, tout cede aux attraits de son air e:nchanteur ! 
DUMONT.-Chez lui, rien de mesquin; il hait la petitesse ! 

Le don, comme l'emprunt, se fait avec largesse 
En passant par ses mains ! . . . Temoin ce diamant. 

ELISE.-Oui, cela doit couter tres cher. 
DuMONT.-Evidemment. 

SCENE 7e.-LES MEMES-MARIANE. 

MARIANE.-On m'a remis pour vous ce billet ... (elte tend le billet d Dumunt). 

DUMONT (interdit, apres avoir /11).-C'est la note 
De ces b~joux !. .. (il regarde tour d tour la let/re du baron, qu'i/ lien/ d'1111e mai11, 

et la note dn b?/011/ ier, qu'il tient de l'a11tre). 

Mon Dien ! Quelle Hrange marottP 
Les possede ! . . . On dirait une course au cl ocher ! ... 
Aussitot l'achat fait, on en ypnt empocher 
Tout de suite le prix, sans omettre une obole ! 

ELISE.-Ce sont des impudents ! 
DuMONT.-Oui, d'une triste ecole. 
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MARIANE.-Celui-ci se tremoussc et, tout bas, il m'a dit 

Qu' on a de forts sou pc;ons ... 
ELISE.-Des sou pc;ons ! 

DuMONT.-Le bandit ! 

Ose-t-il, par hasard ... 
MARIANE.-Il m'a fait une histoiTe 

Apropos de ... 
DUMONT.-De qui? 

MARIANE.-J'ai refuse d'y croire ... 

DuMONT.-Mais qu'a-t-il dit, voyons? ... 
MARIANE.-V ous all er me gronder ... 

DUMONT.-N on, non, parle ! 
MARIANE.-D'abord, j'ai voulu le sonder ..• 

Mais il restait muet ... 
DuMONT.-Tu me mets au supplice !. .. 

Acheve ! ... 
MARIANE.-Il me fallut employer l'artifice 
Pour vaincre son silence ... Enfin, sans rien cacher, 
Il me rapporta... Mais cela va vous facher ... 

ELISE.-Oh, parle done! 
DUMONT.-Mon Dieu, mais c'est un vrai martyre 

De t'ecouter ... 
MARIANE.-Eh bien, puisqu'il faut tout vous dire, 

Sachez que le baron ...... Ah, n'allez point penser 
Que j'en croie un seul mot ... 

DUMONT (exaspere)-Tu peux te dispenser 
De ce long preambule ... Vite! au point tout de suite! ... 
Que dit-il du baron? 

MARIANE.-Qu'on le soupc;onne ... 
DUMONT.-Ensuite ? ... 

MARIANE.-D'etre le complice ... 
DuMONT.-Hein !. .. 

MARIANNE.-D'une bande d'escrocs 
Qui su bsiste aux depens des naifs et des sots ... 

DUMONT.-Ah, morbleu, c'est trop fort!. .. 
ELISE.-Voyez l'impertinence ! 

DUMONT (s'en allant).-L'insolent, le coquin ! ... 

ELISE.-Tansez-le d'importance. 
DuMONT.-Venir, dans ma maison, l'insulter !. .. Mille mOTts !. .. 

Oui, je cours le ... payer et le mettre dehors !. .. (ii sort furieux). 

MARIANE, (d part).-C'e8t tout ce qu'il demande. 

ELISE (avec hauteur).-Soyons inaccessibles 
A eP:-- basses rumeurs ! ... (elle sort). 

MARIANNE.-Ils sont incorrigibles! 
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AcTE 4e-ScENE lere. 

(ELISE et CECILE, assises, s'occupent, chacune de son cote, d'une brudcrfr.) 
CECILE.-Est-il done vrai, ma srnur, que cet Italien ... 
ELISE (brusquement).-Parles-tu du baron? ... 

CECILE.-Son titre n'y fait rien. 
Est-il vrai qu'en vantant son nom et sa naissance, 
Il a pris, sur mon pere, une telle puissance, 
Qu'avec les airs d'emprunt d'une fausse fierte, 
Il puise dans sa bourse en toute liberte? 

ELISE.-Il nous fait cet honneur. 

CECILE.-Mais, c'est inconcevable ! 
ELISE.-Eh bien, cela, ma chere, est pourtant veritable. 
CECILE.-Il va nous ruiner ! ... 

ELISE.-Tu badines, vraiment ... 
Mais, un tel debiteur, c'est un tresor ! 

CECILE.-Oomment ! ... 
ELISE.-Son intimite seule, en honneurs, nous procure 

Des profits que, d'avance, il paie avec usure, 
Et c'est, du vil metal, trop estimer l'attrait, 
Que de s'inquieter des emprunts qu'il nous fait. 
Les soupirs d'un baron, ses vrnux ... ses politesses ... 

0ECILE.-Ne sont pas des faveurs que l'on paie en espe<:es. 
L'admirateur sincere a des vrnux gratuits ; 
Il laisse agir son crnur, et ne sert pas tout cuits 
Des soupirs appretes et mesures d'ayance ... 

ELISE.-Dieu, quel outrage! ... Quel ! ... ah! ... je perds patience 
Quand je vois prendre ainsi le bon sens a rebours ! 

CECILE.-Le bon sens perd ses frais a precher pour les sourds; 
Et les plus sourds sont ceux qui refusent d'entendr.e, 
Oomme dit le proverbe ... 

ELISE.-V oulez-vous condescendn_:., 
Enfin, mademoiselle, a me laisser en paix, 
Et ne plus critiquer sur tout ce que je fais? 

0ECILE.-0'est admettre ses torts que de fuir la critique. 
ELISE.-Souvent, a son auteur, la censure s'applique, 

Et les censeurs, parfois, comme les faux deyots, 
Font un crime au prochain de leurs propTes defauts; 
En m'accusant d'orgueil, ta vanite s'excuse, 
Et tu pares ton crnur des dons qu'il me refuse. 

0ECILE.-L'esprit devient cruel quand le crnur se dement; 
Ta malice le prouve ... 

~Cl', J., 1882. 5. 
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SCENE 2e-LES MEMES-DUMONT. 

DUMONT, (joyeux).-Oui, oui, decidement, 
La chance nous poursuit ! ... Notre comte est en route 
Avec les parchemins du baron ... 

CECILE, (apart) .-Moi, j 'en don te, 

DUMONT (a Cecile).-Hein? 
CECILE ( a Dumont) .-Sans dou te. 

DuMONT.-Ah ! ... 
ELISE.-Mon Dien, que tout arrive a point! 

DUMONT.-Oui, vraiment ! 
CECILE (a part).-Excepte ce qui n'arrive point. 

DuMONT.-Nous le verrons ce soir. 
CECILE (a part).-C'est fort problematique. 

DUMONT (a Cecile).-Plait-il? 
CECILE (a Dumont).-Vous l'attendez par le transatlantique? 

DuMONT.-Oui; j'ai vu sa depeche au baron ce matin. 
CECILE (a part).-O'est un faux telegramme, on j'y perds mon latin. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
AcTE 4e, SCENE 6e.-DUMONT, FAQUINO, ELISE, CECILE, OscAR. 

(Fuquino et Oscar viennent d'etre presentes l'un a l'autre.) 

FAQUINO (a Oscar).-Vous pratiquez, monsieur, un metier delicat. " 
OscAR.-Cela depend, ma foi, de celui qui l'exerce; 

Plutot que l'art, souvent, c'est le metier qui perce. 

( Cecile et Oscar forment un groupe d'un cote, Du mo11t, Faquino et Elise de l'autre.) 

FAQUINO (a Dumont et Elise).-Ce jeune homme parnit d'un esprit peu brillant. 
ELISE (a Faquino).-Un simple parvenu. 

DUMONT (de menie).-Un fat, un intrigant, 
Qui pretexte l'amour pour atteindre ma caissl'. 

FAQUINO.-Au rang des malfaiteurs, par ce trait, il s'abai:--s0. 
Tous ces faux amoureux, Cl'S vils cha:-;sl"'lll'i'.', de dots, 
Sont des gens qu'on devrait confiner aux cachots. 

( Cecile ef Oscar se mpprnchrnt el rnle11dc11I l'f'.S demiers mot::..) 

OSCAR (a part).-C'est fort bien, nous allons tacher de vous y mettre. 
DUMONT (a .Faqu.i110)-Le parvenu, chez nous, ose tout se permettre; 

Son audace est f>gafo a sa vulgarite ; 
Il reclame partout l'entiere egalite; 
Des plus antiques noms on ne tient aucun compte, 
C'est le rang qui s'efface et la plebe qui monte; 
Au point que l'artisan du plus modeste etat 
Pent arriver un jour a gouverner l'Etat. 

FAQUINO.-Vraiment, votre pays o:ffre un bien triste cxemple 
D'abus, qu'avec regret, l'honnete homme contemple. 
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Lorsqu'un peuple s'oublie et se laisse aveugler 
Par ceux qui, mechamment, veulent tout niveler, 
Et qu'il cede a }'instinct revolutionnaire, 
En abaissant le noble au rang du proletaire, 
Sa gloire est a son terme et ses jours sont comptes. 

OsCAR.-Vos principes, monsieur, sont un peu haut montes; 
D'un vol, vous atteignez des hauteurs inconnues, 
Et, pour nous observer, vous planez dans les nues; 
Veuillez done, s'il vous plait, redescendre ici-bas, 
Et voir ce que la-haut vous n'apercevez pas. 

FAQUINo.-Ce langage, monsieur, sent un peu la critique, 
Et je n'ai pas le gout ... 

OsCAR.-Permettez, je m'explique. 
L'authentique noblesse obtient tous nos respects, 
Quand elle sait, du peuple, activer les progres; 
Temoin le noble epoux d'une Royale Altesse, 
Que notre Souveraine a su,· dans sa sagesse, 
Preposer aux destins de notre Canada. 
Mais autant nous avons du respect pour ceux-la, 
Autant nous meprisons les porteurs de faux titres, 
Qui nous viennent, parfois, debiter par chapitres, 
L'eloge extravagant de leur fausse grandeur ; ..... . 
Et, si vous permettez qu'avec quelque candeur, 
J e vous dise, en deux mots, le fond de ma pensee ; 
C'est peine superflue, inutile, insensee, 
Que d'imiter des grands, l'eclat dispendieux, 
Et, sans cause, echanger le neuf contre le vieux 
En plantant dans le sol de la jeune Amerique 
Ce reste des vieux temps: l'arbre aristocratique. 
Sur notre continent, le titre est un detail, 
Et la distinction, le produit du travail. 

DUMONT (a part).-Quelle perversion! 
ELISE (a part).-QueI langage impudent! 

DUMONT (a Oscar).-Monsieur, changez de ton, s'il yous plait. 
CECILE (apart) -L'im prudent ! 

Sa franchise nous perd ! 
DUMONT (a part).-Vraiment, c'est trop d'audace ! 

11 faut que, sur le champ, je le mette a sa place ... 
FAQUINO.-Vos paroles, monsieur, sont la negation 

De l 'ordre social ! ... 
DuMONT.-Oui, vous avez raison ! 

FAQUINo.-Nos a:ieux sont notes aux pages de l'histoire, 
Leurs blazons veneres rappellent la memoire 
Des sublimes vertus et des faits glorieux 
Dont nous conservons, tous, le souvenir pieu:x. 

DuMONT.-Oui, morbleu, c'est cela ! 
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FAQUINO.-V otre jeune patrie 
Doit avoir sa noblesse et sa chevalerie ... 

OscAR.-V oulez-vous done, ici, transporter les splendeurs 
Qui, de tout l'ancien monde, encombrent les hauteurs ! 
Des titres, devons-nous commencer la recherche '? ... 
Et, sur de vieux blazons, faudra-t-il qu'on se perche 
Pour trouver, des grandeurs, le niveau chancelant ! ... 
Non ... Sur notre hemisphere, on ne croit qu'au talent; ... 
Les honneurs n'y sont pas de ceux dont on herite; 
Notre aristocratie est celle du merite. 

AcTE 4me.-SCENE 7me. 

Cecile afait connattre a Oscfir la determination prise par son pere de lui faire epouser le pretendu 
comte, arni de Faquino. 

OscAR.-11 ose vous contraindre, 
Malgre la foi juree, a briser notre amour ! 

CECILE.-Que faire ! ... 
OsCAR.-Laissez-moi vous parler sans detour. 

CECILE.-Oui, rendez-moi l'espoiT ! 
OscAR.-C'est un moyen supreme; 

Mais rien n'est impossible a l'homme quand il aime. 
CECILE.-Par lez ... 

OsCAR.-Si vous m'aimez comme je vous adore ... 
Fuyons! ... 

CECILE.-Fuir ! ... V ous voulez que je me deshonore ! ... 
OscAR.-Cecile, pouvez-vous soup9onner mes motifs'? 
CECILE.-On regrette toujours les elans trop hatifs. 

Cette route inconnue ou, sans vous defier, 
Vous voulez m'entrainer, Oscar, ... 

OsCAR.-C'est le sentier 
Qui conduit au bonheur ... 

CECILE.-Qui conduit a l'abime ! 
On ne peut arriver au bonheur par un crime. 

OscAR.-V ous refusez '? ... 
CECILE.-Grand Dieu, soutenez·moi ! ... 

OsCAR.-De grace ! 
Abregez mon tourment, car chaque instant qui passe 
Est une eternite de tortures pour moi ! ... 
Repondez ... 

CECILE.-Le de-voir est ma supreme loi. 
OscAR.-Quoi, votre honneur, ainsi, d'un serment se dispense! 
CECTLE.-L'enfant doit a son pere entiere obeissance. 
ONnAR.-Et vous nommez cela, Cecile 1 ..• 
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CECILE.-Mon devoir. 
OscAR.-Mais lorsqu'un pere aveugle abuse du pouvoir 

Qu'il a re<;m du ciel et que, par pur caprice, 
D'un vil conspirateur, il se fait le complice ! ... 

CECILE.-Silence ! ... Devant moi, n'osez pas discuter 
L'honneur demon pere ! ... 

OSCAR.-Ah ! 
CECILE.-Vous voulez imputer, 

A ses actes, des torts que l'equite condamne ! ... 
Et vous croyez que, moi, je permette qu'il plane 
Sur ses intentions, un doute injurieux ! ... 
Ah, je· vous aime, Oscar ! ... Mais j'aime encore mieux 
L'integrite du nom qu'avec orgueil je porte !. .. 
Quelque obstacle, a nos vamx, que sa rigueur apporte, 
Le respect sur l'amour, chez moi, doit prevaloir. 

OscAR.-Mais ses motifs, enfin, vous devez le savoir ... 
CECILE.-Des motifs paternels, l'enfant n'est pas le juge. 
OscAR.-C'est fort beau ... Le devoir vous fournit un refuge 

Coutre un amour qui nuit a vos projets pompeux. 
CECILE.-Oscar, Vous m'outragez ! 

OscAR.-Mais je prends vos aveux, 
Vous n'avez que dedain pour les amours vulgaires 
Qui hantent sans eclat les sentiers ordinaires ... 
Suivez done desormais, les sublimes elans 
Qui portent votre camr vers ces nobles galants 
Qu'un hazard genereux a jetes sur nos rives 
Pour captiver l'esprit des beautes ... sensitives! 

CECILE.-Ce gros sarcasme, Oscar, est une cruaute 
Qui repugne au bon sens, comme a la loyaute ! ... 
Mon camr, vous le savez, n'a pas ces gouts volages 
Pour les titres d'emprunt et les faux etalages 
Dont, si brutalement, vous osez m'accuser; 
Et c'est de ma tendresse indument abuser 
Que de venir, ainsi, pour des raisons frivoles, 
Travestir mes motifs en tronquant mes paroles. 
Ma foi vous est acquise et, quelque soient vos torts, 
J e vous aime toujours ... 

OsCAR.-Eh, que veut dire, alors, 
Cette attitude altiere et cette resistance, 
Quand je veux, par l'hymen, unir notre existence ! ... 
V ous avez droit ... 

CECILE.-J'ai droit de consulter mes gouts 
Et d'ecouter mon camr, dans le choix d'un epoux; 
J'ai droit de resister a l'ordre tyrannique 
De former, sans amour, une alliance inique, 
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Repugnant a mes yamx, comme a ma dignite ; 
Le controle d'un pere est par Dieu limite ; 
Son pouvoir se termine ou l'outrage commence, ... 
Mais jamais, avec droit, l'enfant ne se dispense 
De son autorite pour completer les namds 
Eternels et sacres de l'hymen. 

OsCAR.-Dites mieux, 
Tous ces beaux sentiments, dont yous donnez le texte, 
Arrivent apropos pour fournir un pretexte 
A votre trahison ... 

CECILE.-Assez ! monsieur, assez ! ... 
Laissez-moi seule, ici, pleurer ... 

OsoAR.-Vous me chassez ? ... 
Tres-bien, je pars. 

CECILE.-Partez, puisque mon infortune 
Loin de vous attendrir, helas ! vous importune ! 

OsCAR.-C'est la victime, alors, qui deyient le bourreau. 
CECILE.-La victime, c'est moi ; ... l'autre ... Eh bien ... 

- .. -

OsCAR.-C'en est trop ! 
Vous m'insultez ! 

CECILE.-C'est vous qui me lancez l'outrage ! 
OscAR.-V otre camr se dement ! 

CECILE.-Le votre d'avantage ! 
OsCAR.-Ma presence vous nuit ... 

CECILE (avec depit).-En effet, 
OsCAR.-J e le sais ... 

Et vous ne m'aimez plus? 
CECILE (de meme).-Je crois que je yous hais ... 

OsCAR.-Et, si le comte, ici, finissait par paraitre~ 
Vous lui feriez l'accueil d'un pretendant ... 

CECILE (toujours avec depit).-Peut-etre. 
OscAR.-Et vous l'epouseriez ... 

CECILE.-Qui sait ? 

0SCAR.-Precisement. 
L'ardeur du faux amour s'eteint fort aisement. 

CECILE.-V ous en donnez la preu ve. 
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· IV .-Familles Canadiennes. 

Par C. TANGUAY. 

(Lu 26 mai, 1882.) 

I.-PROJETS D'ETABLISSEMENTS. 

L'origine de la nation canadienne ne se perd pas dans la nuit des temps, puisqu'elle ne 
date que de trois siecles environ. Cependant, son histoire semblait etre enveloppee de 
bien des tenebres aux yeux d'un parti interesse a l'humilier. L'origine du peuple canadien, 
disait-on, est tres obscure et de tres basse extraction! Mais le jour s'est fait depuis, grace 
a la perseverante energie des archeologues fran9ais et canadiens, et nous sommes en mesure 
de prouver que la grande famille franco-canadienne pent a juste titre s'enorgueillfr de son 
or1gme. 

Parcourons, dans ce but, les unes apres les autres, toutes les tentatives d'etablissement 
qui se firent avant l'arrivee de M. DeChamplain atQuebec en 1608, et pour cela reportons
nous a l'annee 1534 ou nous voyons d'abord J ~cques Cartier remonter le St. Laurent avec 
ses 61 compagnons. 

Nous le voyons revenir, l'annee suivante, avec 110 hommes, et hiverner a Quebec, ou 
il en perdit 25 de la maladie de terre. 

Dans un troisieme voyage qu'il fit en 1541, Jacques Cartier hivernait au Cap Rouge, ou 
il se construisit un fort et des magasins; mais toute cette colonie retourna le printemps 
suivant avec Jacques Cartier, pour faire place a M. DeRoberval qui arri-rait la meme annee 
avec une fl.otte portant 200 personnes, taut hommes que femmes. 

C'est pour la premiere fois qu'il est fait mention de femmes europeennes au Canada; mais 
comme cette petite colonie retourne aussi en France, il ne faut pas encore commencer la 
nos origines des f amilles canadiennes. 

Le personnel de la tentative de colonie de Roben~al n'etait pas de premier choix, et fort 
heureusement pour le Canada, cet essai de colonisation ne reussit point. Au Fort du Cap 
Rouge, Roberval avait fait bonne justice de plusieurs de ces colons. Le nomme Michel 
Gaillon y avait ete execute pour larcin, quelq~es-uns mis aux fers et enfermes au cachot, 
d'autres fouettes, quelques femmes meme avaient eu a subir des chatiments publics. 

En mentionnant ici le nom de Roberval, je remarque que nos historiens ont donne 
dans une erreur lorsqu'ils ont parle de- ses den1iers moments. Charlevoix (1) nous <lit que 
Roberval "fit un nouvel embarquement Pn 1549 avec son frere qui passait pour un des 
plus braves hommes de France, et qu'ils perirent dans ce voyage, avec tons ceux qui les 
accompagnaient.'' 

Dans un manuscrit original que nous avons eu la bonne fortune de decouvrir aux ar
chives de la bibliotheque imperiale en 1867, et qui renferme toute l'histoire de la Demoi
selle Marguerite, niece de Roberval, nous avons acquis la certitude que ce dernier n'avait 
pas peri en mer, mais qu'il avait ete assassine a Paris. 

(1) Charlevoix, T. I, p. 22. Garneau, T. I, p. 27, ch. III. 
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Nous croyons devoir reproduire une partie de ce curieux document, qui constate un 

fait que nos historiens semblent avoir ignore jusqu'a ce jour. 

Roberval, y est-il dit, retournait en France avec tout son monde. 11 eut a exercer la 

justice sur le vaisseau meme, et un des passagers, et la niece de Roberval, nommee demoi

selle Marguerite, ainsi qu'une femme de Normandie, nommee Damienne, agee de 60 ans, 

furent relegues sur une ile, qui, des lors, prit le nom d'Ile de la Demoiselle, et plus tard celui 

d' Ile aux De11wns. 
L'auteur de ce document avait recueilli de la bouche meme de la demoiselle Marguerite 

les faits qu'il rapporte. 
" Oette pauvre famille ainsi delaissee et abandonnee de toute compagnie du monde, 

s'occupa quelques temps a la chasse aux ours et sauvagines; mais il arriva que bientost la 

mort du mari et celle de la vieille Damienne laisserent la pauvre Marguerite absolument 

isolee sur cette grande ile. Que faire ? 

"La solitude donnoit grande force a l'etablissement d'apparitions diaboliques. De 

hideux fantosmes lui apparurent. Pendant la vie de ses compagnons, elle avait pu chasser, 

mais des qu'elle eut perdu leur presence, il ne fut plus question de vivre aux animaux 

terrestTes, la portee de l'arquebuse ne pouvoit atteindre droit jusqu'a ces estouppes fantosm,es. 

"Les bras, les mains, tout le corps demeuroit engourdi, la poudre n'avoit la force, etant 

charmee, de chasser hors du canon enfuste la balle, le boulet, la dragee ou la charge: 

quoi plus!! 
"Cette pauvre desolee etoit assaillie et pa1· dehors et par dedans, d'autant que jour

nellement falloit qu'elle soutint les alarmes que lui donnoient les bestes rnmpantes parmi 

cette isle, qui, d'une fureur enragee, s'acharnoient sur elle, parce qu'elles la sentoient seule 

suflisante de leur resister, et digne d'etre leur proie. 

"Toutefois, des qu'elles montraient tant soit pen le nez a son avantage, elle les fixait si 

a pTOpos de prunes, que leur plus hatif etoit de se retirer. Demi-alteree et' alangourie de 

traYail, elle etoit reveillee par bien durs, puissants, ruses et hardis ennemies, sur lesquels le 

plomb ni ses armes ne pouvoient rien. Seulement la grace du Tout-Puissant qui la maintint 

en un si long et si ennuyeux etre, lui se1Tit de targue, bouclier et armes, tant defensives 

qu'offensives, ai11si que m'a raconte cette femme, etant arrivee en France apres avoir demeure 

deux ans, finr; mois Pn cc lieu la, et venue en la ville de Neufron, pays de Perigord, lorsque 

j'y etois, ou elle me fit un simple discours de la mesaventure de toutes ses fortunes passees. 

" L'ile est froide au possible, peuplee seulement de bois, pleine de divers animaux 

saui.-ages qui viennent de terre eontinente d'isle en isle, comme ils savent tres bien faire ; 
entre autre elle etoit peuplee d'ours. 

" La demoiselle me dit que e'Haient les animaux qui la tourmentaient le plus et qui 

tachaient a la devorer, elle et son enfant, que toutes les autres betes, et que pour un jour 

elle en tua q11atre, puis se retirait peu a peu dans sa loge que son mari avait fait devant de 
mourir. 

"Roberval leur a,ait laisse plusieurs vivres et autres commodites pour leur aider et 

snbvenir a leurs necessites, comme lui-meme me dit trois mois avant qn'il fut tue de nuit pres 
St. Imw,.ent d Paris ........... .. "(1) 

(1) Thevet, l\I. S.S., pp. 145 et 146. 
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Un autre projet d'etablissement fut tente par le marquis de la Roche, un demi sii>cle 
apres celui de Roberval; mais telle etait l'idee qu'on se faisait alors du Canada, que le 
Marquis ne put trouver personne qui voulut le suivre, et qu'il fut reduit a recruter dans les 
prisons de l'Etat, des hommes condamnes a la mort ou aux galeres, pour en faire les com
pagnons et les soutiens de ses travaux. 

Ces miserables, au nombre de 50 a 60, sortirent av<>c plaisir de leurs cachots pour courir 
les aventures de la mer, et chercher dans un nouveau monde un sort qu'ils ne pouvaient 
croire pire que celui auquel ils t>chappaient. 

C'est avec d'aussi tristes elements de colonisation, que le courageux Marquis de la 
Roche osa dunner l'ordre a Chedotel, pilote normand, de lever l'ancre. Ce pilote ne dementit 
point sa grande reputation ; il -dnt mouiller heureusement a l'ile de Sable, distance de vingt
cinq lieues de la terre de Cap Breton. Elle etait inhabitable, sans port, completement 
improductive, et renfermait dans son etendue de dix lieues, un lac qui en avait lui meme 
cmq. 

Le marquis de la Roche fit descendre sur cette ile la majeure partie des hommes qu'il 
avait tires des prisons de France, leur laissa des vivres et des marchandises, et leur pTomit 
de les venir reprendre aussitot qu'il aurait trouve, aux cotes de l'Acadie, un lieu favorable 
pour s'y etablir. Chedotel ayant ensuite leve l'ancre, alla reconnaitre les cotes du continent 
le plus proche, qui sont celles de l'Acadie, et apres y avoir recueilli toutes les connaissances 
qui semblaient necessair'es a une nouvelle et plus importante expedition, il appareilla, sur 
l'ordre du marquis, pour retourner en France. On avait !'intention de repasser par l'ile de 
Sable, afin de reprendre les malheureux qu'on y avait deposes; mais les vents contraires et 
les tempetes empecherent le navire d'aborder une seconde fois a cette terre ingrate. Le 
Marquis de la Roche se decida, bien qu'a regret, a continuer sa route pour la France, se pro
posant de revenir tres prochainement. 

Il ne fut pas plutot arrive en France que le due de Mercreur, qui etait <>n pleine revolte 
contre le roi de Bretagne, le fit arreter et emprisonner. Rendn quelque temps apres a la 
liberte, il trouva encore des obstacles si invincibles a son entreprise, qu'il fut contTaint de 
l'abandonner. Il en mourut de chagrin. 

Cependant les 40 ou 50 malheureux habitans de l'ile de Sable s'y fabriquerent d'abord 
des barques avec quelques debris de vaisseaux espagnols ou portugais trouves sur le rivage. 
Ils vecurent pendant quelque temps des bestiaux, breufs et moutons qu'avait depose sur 
cette ile, bien des annees auparavant, le baron de Lery, et qui s'y etaient multiplies. 

Quand cette ressource leur manqua,, le poisson devint leur unique nourriture, et les 
peaux de loups-marins leur habit. 

Sept annees s'ecoulerent avant que le roi Henri IV entendit parlPr de lem· aventure. 
La France toute entieTe s'en etant t>mUP, la couT du parlement de Rouen obligea, par nn 
arret, le pilote Chedotel ales aller rec1williT. Chedotel se rendit en (·onseqm•w·(' a l'ile de 
SablP, ou il ne trouva plus que douze des infortunes qu'il ramena en Franct'. "Ces malheu· 
reux," dit L'Escarbot (vol. II. p. 397), "s'etaient mutine et coupe la gorge l'un ,'t l'autrP, taut 
que le nombre se raccourcit de jour en jour. 

Tel fut le resultat de toutes ces expeditions et tentatives d'{·tablissements au Canada. 

Sec, I., 1882, 6. 
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II.-ORIGINE DES FAMILLES CANADIENNES. 

Ce n'est qn'apr<'·s l'arriYC·e de Samuel de Champlain que nous commenvons la longue 
serie g{·nfologiqrn· de la nation Canadienne. Oui, c'est a l'immortel fondateur de Quebec 

que reYient l'honneur de l'etablissement des premieres familles en Canada! 
. Et Ct's premieres familles, quel genereux devouement ne firent-elles pas par:3-itre? 11 ne 

faut que reporter un instant nos regards vt>rs cdte epoque si feconde en faits heroiques, pour 
voir surgir les innombrables perils auxquels elles furent exposees: perils sur l'ocean, perils 
sur une terre pw•me sauvage et inculte. Que l'imagination nous rappelle ensuite l'isolement, 
l'absence des parents, l'abandon de la patrie,joints ,1 la crainte de subir la cruautf, qu'exen;aient 

les nations barbares Pnvers leurs captifs. Tel est le spectacle que nous offrent les premiers 

colons de la Nouvelle France. 
C'est ainsi qu'une femme remarquable, Helene Boulle, dans la fleur de l'age, accom

pagnait, PH 1620, son mari, l'illustre Champlain, pour partager avec lui une vie de sacrifices 

et de privations. 
Les sauvages, a son anivee, n'ayant jamais rien vu de si beau, la voulaient adorer 

comme une di Yinite. Ils admiraient son visage et ses habits, mais plus encore un petit 
miroiT qu'elle portait a son cote ne pouvant comprendre comment toutes choses etaient, 
ce leur semblait, renfermees dans cette glace, et qu'ils se trouvassent tons pendus a la cein
ture de cette dame. 

Madame de Champlain ne fut pas longtemps sans entendre et parler passablement la 
langue des sanvagr-s, et tout aussitot elle enseigna la priere a leurs femmes et a leurs petits 
enfants. 

C'est a bon droit que nous pouvons l'appeler la premiere institutrice de l'Amerique du 
nord. Elle coula ainsi quatre annees de son existence dans la privation d'une foule de 
choses necessaires a la vie. La disette des vivres et d'autres misons plus puissantes encore 
la firent repasser en France, et apres la mort de M. de Champlain (1635) elle s.e fit religieuse 
Ursuline a l\fl'anx, sous le nom de Srnur Helene de St. Augustin, et y mourut en 16;">-!. 

Les familles qui s'etabliTent les premieres sur le promontoire de Quebec, furent Cl'llPs du 
vertueux Louis Hebert, du laborieux Guillaume Couillard, de l'intrepide marin Abraham 
Martin. Vinrent ensuite les familles Cote, Langlois, Nicolet, Giffard, J uchereau, Bourdon, 
Gravel, Guyon, CloutieT, .T oliet et Caron. 

De plusieurs de ces premiers colons descendent, entre autres, les vC·nf·rfs Archeveques 
Plessis, Signa"i, Baillargeon, Taschereau, Blanchet et Tad1C., d SiT George Etienne Cartier.* 

* L'auteur du Dictio1111airc Gf:Hf:rtloyi11w· presentait, il ya quelques annees, a Sir c;norg·cs, alors ministre de la 
milice, l'arhre genealogiqne de ses an(·{•trc~. accompagnee de l'envoi suivant :-

I. 

Descendre pas a pas la source de la vie, 
La voir se partager en fecondants ruisseaux: 
C'er.:t le f,;pPetade aime qu'a man ame ravie, 

Offront mes ince.ssants travaux. 

II. 

.Te vois JAcQrEs CARTIER, sous l'aile de la gloire, 
Ven, tos bards, man l'ays, noblement accourir, 

Et deja me montrer par avance, en l'histoire, 
n,.:onmis, qui les fera flenrir. 

III. 

,fo vob Nam, L\);<:Lms,t debout sur le o-rand fleun1 
• • Cl ' 

Dmgeant d'un mil :--t1r la barque vers le bard, 
Et l'un de ses enfants, sur les flats de l'(>pron n~, 

Conduit nos Canadas au Port. 

t Premier pilote du St. Laurent, un des ancctres de Sir Georges Etienne C':trtie1·, des Archcveques Plt>~si,, Signa'i et Baillargeon. 
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Aux Trois-Rivieres se groupaient les familles Pepin, Boucher, Godfroy, Trotier, et 
Jutras, qui comptent parmi leurs descendants l'Hon. Ministre des Tnwaux Publics les 

' familles DeBoucherville, de Niverville, de Montizambert, de la Bruyere, etc., et aussi celles 
des Beaubien, Desaulniers, Crevier. 

A Montreal se fixaient les Dumay, Mousnier, Baudry, Desroches, Fleury, Lemoyne, 
LeBe1·, Migeon-de-la-Gauchetiere, Gautier d Viger, tous ancetres de familles distingn[·es de 
Montreal 

lei se presente une question bien importante au point de vue de nos origines. Pen
dant grand nombre d'annees le chiffre des femmes arrivees au Canada n'l'tait qu'une tres 
petite fraction de l'immigration des colons. Le Tegiment de Carignan, a lui seul, avait 
ajoute pres de 1500 hommes a la population canadienne. Ces jeunes soldats licencies, et 
qui se firent agriculteurs, durent-ils s'allier aux femmes indigenes, et devons nous compter ces 
dernieres pour nos aieules ? Quelques colons epouserent en effet de jeunes filles indigenes ; 
mais !'education que la plnpart d'entre elles avaient re9ue dans les communautes des 
Ursulines et de l'Hotel-Dieu les ~wait tout-a-fait policees. Nous pouvons citer plusieurs 
familles des plus 1·espectables du Canada qui compte'nt parmi leurs ancetres des fils de la 
foret, et qui doivent s'en estimer heureuses. 

Entre autres se trouve la famille de feu le commandeur Jacques Viger, dont une 
ancetre etait la fille du brave Arontio, un des premiers neophytes hurons de la hourgade de 
l'Immaculee Conception, disciple du Pere de Brebeuf et martyr de la Foi. 

Il ne faut cependant regarder ces alliances que comme de rares exceptions. 
Les memoires de cette epoque nous montrent quelle sollicitude les ecclesiastiques et les 

communautes religieuses, qui s'interessaient a la colonie nouvelle, apporterent au choix et 
a l'envoi des jeunes personnes destin[~es a t\pouser les colons de la Nouvelle France. 

En effl•t les officiers des regiments licencies, ayant obte:!lus des seigneuries en conces
sion y etabliTent la plupart des jeunes soldats de leurs regiments. C'est ainsi que se 
formerent les seigneuries de M.M. de Sorel, de Contrecamr, de Chambly, de St. Ours, de 
Berthier, de Chateauguay et autres. 

Comme il fallait de::; coinpagnes aces valeureux defenseurs de leur nouvelle patrie et que 
le nombre des jeunes personnes du pays etait encore tres-limiH·, il fallut recourir a !'immi
gration de filles de France. 

Des l'annee 1653, la venerable Marguerite Bourgeois, fondatrice de la communante de 
la Congregation Notre-Dame, a Montreal, conduisait an Canada, quelques jeunes fran9aises 
qu'elle avait choisies av,?c un soin tout particulim pour la colonie. En 1658, elle prenait 
encore sous sa garde cinq uante filles pieuses, envoyees en partie aux frais de la maison de 
St. Sul pice de Paris. 

Dans chacune des annees 1666, 1667 et 1669, le nombre de ces jeunes filles venues de 
· France s'elevait a 150. 

Dans l'annee 1670 on en porta le chiffre a 165, et l'intendant Talon, dans sa lettre du 
10 novembre 1670, dit: "Qu'il est arrivee cette annee 165 filles de N ormandie, et que trente 
seulement restent a marier ........ . 

IV. 

Je vois trois ::;aints Prelats dont la douce aureole, 
Aux feux du sanctuaire emprunte son eclat: 
GEORGES saura cherir, instruit a son ecole, 

La Religion dans l'Etat. 

V. 

Et puis, je vois jaillir en des sources nouvelles, 
D'autres ruisseaux couvrant le pays tout entier, . 
Toutes je les suivrai; mais entre les plus belles 

E::;t la tienne, l~EORGES CARTIER, 
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"Je les ai reparties dans des familles respectables jusqu'a ce que ceux qui les deman
dent en mariage soient prets a s'etablir ......... 

"Il faudrait encore que 8a Majeste en envoyat 150 a 200 pour l'an pmchain. 
"Il fau<lrait aussi recommander fortement que l'on choisit des filles fortes afin de 

pouvoir travailler dans ce pays, et afin qu'elles eussent de l'aptitude a quelqu'ouvrage 
manuel." 

Ces filles qu'on appelait "les filles du Roi" etaient de jeunes personnes tom bees 
orphelines en bas age et qui etaient elevees aux frais du Roi a l'hopital general de Paris. 
C'etait de cd etablissement que l'on dirigeait des envois au Canada; malheureusement elles 
etaient elt>vees trop delicatement pour le climat et les traniux du Canada, ce qui fit que 
Colbert, cdtc annee 1670, pria l'Archeveque de Rouen (Mgr. de Harley) de faire choisir par 
les cm·es de 30 a 40 paToisses des environs de cette ville, une ou deux jeunes filles en 
chaque paroisse, pour les envoyer au Canada. 

Le convoi de 150 filles, en 1671, fut le dernier, car les naissances etaient deja assez 
elevees pour repondTe aux besoins de la colonie. En consequence, Talon manda que pres 
de 100 jeunes filles natin's du Canada pourront se marier l'annee suivante. 

Toutes ees jeunes personnes, a leur arri vee a Quebec, etaient de suite placees dans les 
communanH·s des Ursulines d <l(• l'Hotel-Dieu. 

Les jPnnes t'Olons a leur tour, apri·s ~ffoir tt>rmirn'• Jt,s tranrnx de culture, se rendaient 
dans la meme ville et choisissaicnt leur compagne, et pendant plusieurs mois, les mariages 
se celebraient en grand nombre. 

Aussi l'on rnmarque que les Registres de .l'Etat des personnes qui ne comptaient que 
cinq a six mariages de janyier a juin, en renfermaient plus de cent pour le reste de l'annee. 

Le chiffre des naissances, pen considerable dans la premiere periode de notre histoiTe, 
augmente graduellement et devient meme tres important .. 

Le nombre d'enfants dans la famille atteignait ordinairement dix, et plusieurs fois 
<lepassait de beaucoup ce chiffre. 

Des qu'une fille ayait accompli ses treize ans d'age, elle devait contracter mariage, et le 
gouvenwment favorisait tout particulierement ces alliances en dotant la jeune mariee. 

D'un autre cote, le jeune homme marie avait sans eesse a luth·r contre les dangers de 
la guerre. Il avait a defendrn sa famille et ses foyers contre l'invasion des farouches 
Iroquois et, le plus souvent, il payait de sa vie le courage qu'il avait deploye dans ses _ 
expeditions gnnriercs. 

Ces circonstances malheureuses, jointes aux accidents dans lt>s forets, aux naufrages 
sur les 1-ivieres, aux f~pidemies multipliees, peuvent de suite t>xpliquer le fait bien remar
quable que nous rencontrons, c·(•st qu'un grand nombre de jennes femmes veuves sont 
en troisieme noces dam, l'age dP 26 a 30 ans, d se remarient pour une quatrieme fois. 

Les mortalites dans Cl's epoques avaient surtout pour cause les attaques reiterees des 
sauvages. Il suffi.t de mentionner lt>s massacres de Lachine, de la Pointe-aux-Trembles de 
Montreal, de la Riviere Nt. Fran~ois, de l'Ile d'Orleans, et surtout le combat du Long Sault. 

Ce combat du Lon~ S~ult, qui sa~s contr~dit pent passer pour le plus hero'ique fait 
d'armes de toute notre h1sto1re, est peut-etre auss1 un des moins celebres par nos poetes. 
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Ill.-DOLLARD ET SES 00MPAGNONS. 

C'est en 1660 qu'un jeune homme, Dollard des Ormeaux se met a la tete de seize com
pagnons d'armes, et forme avec eux le genereux dessein d'aller a la rencontre d'un grand 
parti d'Iroquois, qui devait bientot fondre sur Montreal, Trois-Rivieres l't Qut•bec. Avant 
d'aller affronter courageusement la mort, tons ces jeunes brayes s'approclwnt rdigieuse
ment des sacrements, et en presence des Saints Autels s'engagent par un serment solennel a ne demander et a n'accepter aucun quartier, et a combattre jus<1u'a leur dernier souffie 
de vie. 

Trois cents Iroquois dcscendaient alOTs la riviere des Outaouais, pour rejoindre un 
autre parti de cinq cents aux iles du Richelieu, et fondre tous ensemble sur les Trois-Rivieres 
et sur Quebec. 

Dollard les rencontre au pied du Long Sault, sur la riYiere des Outaouais, a huit ou dix 
lieues au-dessus de l'Ile de Montreal. (a). Il y cantonne sa pt'tite troupe, et y engage le 
combat contre ces trois cents ennemis, fortifies par l'arrivee soudaine des cinq cents autres 
Iroquois du Richelieu. Ainsi assiegt·s par huit cents ennemis, les dix-sept bravPs Franvais 
se battent comme des lions, se defendent a coup de pistolet et d'epee, avec une ardeur de 
courage et d'intrepidite qui etonne ces barbares. 

Il etait cependant impossible qu'un si petit nombre de bran~s pftt longtemps resister, et 
c'etait une necessite pour eux de tomber enfin au milieu d'un si affrenx carnag'l•. Apres 
huit jours de resistance le brave Dollard rec;u le coup mortel, mais la mort de cc hems, loin 
d'ebranler le courage de ses compagnons, sembla les avoir rendus plus andadeux ct plus intre
pid~s. Chacun d'eux enviait une mort si glorieuse, lorsque les Iroquois, renn·rsant la porte 
du fort, y entrent en foule, et voient fondre sur eux le petit nombre de Franyais qui restaient 
encore. L'epee d'une main, le couteau de l'autre, ces braves jeunes gens frappent de toutes 
parts avec une telle ardeur que l'ennemi perdit jusqu'a la pensee de faire des prisonniers, 
afin de se defaire au plus vite de ce petit nombre de combattants qui en mourant les mena
~aient d'une destruction generale, s'ils ne se hataient de les exterminer. 

Effrayes de cette resistance, les Iroquois se retirerent au plus tot, et toute la colonie 
fut sauvee. 

Nous avons retrouve, dans les minutes du greffe de Montrfal, le testament de la plupart 
de ces braves, passe le 16 avril 1660. Une clause entre autres se lit comme suit: 

"Desirant aller en parti de guene avec le Sieur Dollard, pour courir sur les Iroquois, et 
ne sachant comment il plaira a Dien de disposer de ma personne dans ce voyage, j'institue, 
en cas de mort, un heritier universel de tous mes biens, a la charge de faire cHebrer, dans 
la paroisse de Ville-Marie, quatre grand'messes et d'autres pour le repos demon ame." 

Recueillons avec respect et conservons avec amour les noms de ces heros canadiens : 

00MPAGNONS DE DOLLARD DES 0RMEAUX. 

Jacques Brassier ............................................ ag{~ de• 2:j ans 
Jean Tavernier dit La Hochetiere...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . " 28 " 
Nicolas Tillemont............................. . .. .. .. .. .. . " 2;-> " 
Laurent Hebert dit Larivier(• ........................ . 
Alonie DeLestres ......................................... . 

(a) Aujourd'hui Carillon. 

" 
" 

27 " 
31 " 
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Nicolas J osselin .......................................... age de 25 ans 

Robert J11ree........ .. . . . . .. . . ........ .. . . ... . ... .. .. . .. . ... '' 24 " 
Jacques Boisseau ....................................... .. " 23 " 
Lo11is Martin......... . .................................... . " 21 ,, 

Christophe Angier dit Desjardins ..................... . " 26 " 
Etienne Robin dit Desforges .......................... .. " 27 " 
Jean Valets ................................................. . " 27 " 
Etienne Doussin, Sieur de Ste. Cecise ................ . " 30 " 
Jea11 Lecompte ........................... ~··· .......... .. " 26 " 
Simon Gue11et .............................................. . " 25 " 
Fmrn;ois Cusson dit Pilote......... . .. . .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. . " 24 " 

Nicolas Duval, Mathurin Soulard et Blaise J uillet avaient peri des le debut de l'expedi
tion, le 19 a;nil 1660. 

La courte esquisse que nous venous de donner sur les projets d'etablissement, sur l' ori
gine et la formation des premieres familles cana<liennes, et sur les luttes qu'elles eurent a 
soutenir n'est qu'une page bien faible de l'histoire si emouvante de la vie de sacrifice, du 
<leYonc-ml'llt, de la foi Yin~ Pt eclairee de ces premiers colons. Elle a de tout temps fait 
l'admiration de nos historiens, Plll' devra aussi faire la notre, et, plus encore, nous porter 
a cheriT et a Yt'llt'l'el' la memoire de nos dignes ancetres. 

Nous leur sommes n'(h"Yabks, tout a la fois, du nom qu'il nous out transmis, des vertus 
sol'iaks d religieuses dont ils nous out laisse de si beaux et de si nombreux exemples, et du 
patriotisme, qm\ dans les cfrconstances les plus difficiles, ils out pOTte au plus haut degre. 

Voulons-nous leur monher notre n)sped, notre gratitude, faisons en sOTte que notre 
nom obtienne l'estime de nos semblables et notre prnpre estime, et puisque notre nom 
c'est nous-meme, que ce nom merite encore dans les ages futurs le ret-iped de nos arriere
neveux. 
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V.-Les lnterpretes du Temps de Champlain. 

Par BENJAMIN SULTE. 

(Lu le 26 mai 1882.) 

Le premier etablissement stable des Frarn;ais sur le Saint-Laurent fut celui de Quebec, 

commence le 3 juillet 1608. Depuis soixante et quinze ans le fleuve etait connu des 1rn·d

gateurs, mais aucun d'eux n'y avait forme de poste qui eut eu plus de six mois de dtuee. 
C'est avcc Champlain seulement que s'ouvrc l'histoire des premiers Europeens fixes au 
Canada. 

Des vingt-huit hommes qui resterent a Quebec, l'automne de 1608, il en mourut vingt 
durant l'hiver. Les noms de quatre des survivants nous ont ete conserves: Samuel de 

Champlain, Nicolas Marsolet, Etienne Brule, et le pilote Laroute. 
Champlain mourut a Quebec vingt-sept ans plus bud, sans laisser de famille. Laroute 

ne reparait plus dans nos annales apres 1610. Brule ne se maria point; il fut mange par 
les Hurons vers 1634. Marsolet a vecu jusqu'a 1677, et sa descendance est encore parmi 
nous. 

BrulP, et Marsolet furent des interpretes marquants. L'un frequenta de prHt"·rew·0 le 
pays des grands lacs ; l'autre connut surtout les peuples du Saguenay et prit Tadoussae 

pour base de ses operations. 
Brule, ne e1i 1587, etait de Champigny, pres de Paris. Marsolet venait de Rouen, en 

Normandie; il etait ne vcrs 1587. Dans certains ades on lui donne le surnom de sieur de 
Saint-Agnan (parfois il signe de ce seul nom), et on le qualifi.e d'honorable homme. 

Au retour de la seconde expedition contre les Iroquois (juin 1610), Champlain se trou
vant sur une grande ile du lac Saint-Pierre (nommee ile Saint-Ignace en 1637) y rencon
tra des Algonquins et des Hurons. Ceux-ci lui confierent un jeune homme de leur nation, 

nomme Savignon, qu'il s'engageait a conduire en France. En retour, les Sauvages accep
terent un gar9on qui avait deja hiverne deux fois a Qnt"·lw(·, et qui se destinait a apprendre 
la langue huronne, tont en prenant connaissancc des rivic·res, des lacs, du pays, des peuples 
et des mines de ces Gontrees nouvPlll's. On croit que (''etait Etienne Brule, d'apres les 
relations de Champlain qui signalent plus tard les services rendus dans cdte direction par 

ce meme interprete, a une date conespondant a celle de 1610. 
Savignon revint de France avec Champlain l'ete de 1611. Ils rencontrernnt a Mont

real les Hurons qui descendaient en traite, ramenant le jeune Frarn;ais parti an·c Pnx l'annee 
precedente, lequel avait fort bien appris leur langnP. On Put alors connaissnrn·e pour la 
premiere fois des rapports qui existaiPnt entre ks penples de la Florid<.' Pt <frs grand:-- la(·:--, 
et les Sau-ntges affi.rmerent que la riYiere des Algonquins (l'Ottawa) conduisait a la mL'r du 
nord. C'Haient d'immcm,es espaces qui se revelaient a l'ei-;prit du fondateur dP Queht-('. 

Au moment de leur depart lei,; Hurons furent suiYis par un }·nne Fra11\·ais que leur confia 
le capitaine Bouyer ou Boyer, l'un des traiteurs ; les Algonquins se chargerent d'un autre, 
recommande par Champlain; (_'(•lni-ci se nommait Nicolas du Vignau. Le pap d(•s Hurons 
etait, disaient-ils, situe a cent cinquante lieues de Montreal et celui des Algonquins a 

quatre-vingt~ lieues, c·c qui repondait~ quanta c·e dernier, ;_\ l'ile des Allumette~. 
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A partir de 1608, ou Champlain rencontra sur le fleuve des marchands fran<;ais venus 
en traite, on suit, d'annee en annee, les lnttes d'interets materiels entre eux et le groupe 
dont Champlain peut etre regarde comme le chef, quoiqu'il ne fut qu'un delegue ou prin
cipal fonctionnaire des compagnies qui l'employerent successivement jusqu'a sa mort. En 
plus d'une circonstance cp:-; cornpngni0s memes generent ses mouvements; et celase con<;oit, 
car les bailleurs de fonds et les gens d(' traffr sc tenaient dans le courant des affaires de 
commerce, tandis que Champlain ne songeait ,\ ces ressources qu'en autant qu'elles pou
vaient aider a etablir des colons a Quebec. Les marchands Haient marchands et Cham
plain etait fondateur de colonie. 

Pour s'cntendre an~c les Na1n-agl'S, il fallait des interpretes. Ceux-ci se diviserent 
naturellement en deux classes: l'une qui s'inspirait des sen10s necessites de la traite, l'autre 
resolue de s0 fixPr ici d d'y Yin·0 un jour a titre d'habitant. ( \,f-; derniers etaient fideles 
a Champlain et le secondaient le phrn possible. Il y eut, f-;:ms ('('SS<\ eutre <·0s deux classes, 
un jeu d'influences qui retarda plus de viugt ans 1<'s progres de la colonie. 

Au nombre des hommes arri,-{·s d(' France en 1613, se trouvait Jacques Hertel, sieur 
de la Freniere, ne au bourg de Fecamp, pays de Caux, en Normandie, l'un des bons inter
pretes du temps de Champlain. 

L'annee 1612, Nicolas du Vignau, "le plus impudent menteur qui se soit YU de long
temps," etait repasse en France, ou il raconta qu'il avait visite la mer du Nord. 11 n'avait 
cependant pas t'·H· plus loin que l'ile des Allumettes, mais comme presque tousles men
songes, son recit renfermait uncertain fond de verite-il ayait enteudu parler de la mer en 
question par les Sauvages qui y etaient alles. Vignau promit de guider, moyennant recom
pense, ceux qui voudraient -voir ces regions lointaines ; il s'y engagea par contrat, mais 
Champlain, qui avait con<;u des soup<;ons touchant sa veracitf-, lui dit que s'il le trompait 
"il se mettait la corde au cou." Le voyage qu'il firent ensemble a l'ile des Allumettes, 
l'ete de 1613, revela !'imposture de Vignau, qui eut bien de la peine a empecher les chefs 
de le faiTe rotir et les autres Sauvages de le manger. Un interprete du nom de Thomas 
(Godefroy ?) les accompagnait en cette circonstance. 

La compagnie formee durant l'hiver 1613-4 partageait ses actions entre les armateurs 
et marchands de Saint-Malo et Rouen-la BretagnP et la Normandie. Bientot les Malouins 
se retirerent. Aussi voit-on que, a partir de cette epoque, les employes, les commis, les 
ouvriers, les interpretes Yinrent de la Normandie. Les navires tiraient leur personnel de 
Rouen, Honfleur, Fecamp, Cherbourg, le Havre, Dieppe et Caen. Ces lieux furent des 
pepinieres d'ou sortirent les interpretes les plus utiles. 

Le 9 juillet 1615, Champlain s'embarqua, au saut Saint-Louis, avec deux interpretes, 
Etienne Brule et le nomme Thomas, pour visiter le pays des Hurons. Thomas fut deretour 
a Quebec, ainsi que Champlain, l'annee sniYante, mais Brule demeura parmi les SauvagPs, 
parcourut les abords des lacs Ontario, Erie et Hurons, tomba aux mains de Sanvages hos
tiles, qui lni arracherent les ongles et lui promenerent des tisons enflammes sur le corps, 
puis le libererent dans l'espoir de s'en faire un allie. Il revit Quebec en 1618. Le pauvre 
Brule devait etre rebrule pour la derniere fois, vers 1634, dans les memes lieux. 

Le prince de Conde, vice-roi de la Nouvelle-France, ne mettait pas d'obstacle a l'achat 
des actions de la compagnie par les Huguenots. Ceux-ei envoyerent des agents et des 
interpretes dont les idees rnligieuses ne s'accordaient point avec celles des gens choisis par 
Champlain, outre que, engages pour la seule traite des fourrures, ils contrecarraient le 
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mesures prises en vue de l'etablissement des colons. Les diffi.cultes du passe (•t du present 
grandissaient en con1equence. 

C'est en 1617 que Louis Hebert, apothicaire, de Paris, le premier cultivateur canadien, 
debarqua a Quebec avec sa famille. 

Eustache Boulle, ne en 1600, fils de Nicolas Boulle, secretaire a la chambre du roi, vint 
rejoindre M. de Champlain, son beau-frere, en Canada, l'annee 1618. II a eu le rang et les 
fonctions d'interprete et de lieutenant de Champlain. 

La meme annee arriva Jean Nicolet, ne vers 1598, a Cherbourg, en Normandie. 
Quelques mois plus tard, Champlain l'envoya chez les Algonquins de l'ile des Allumettes 
pour apprendre la langue de ce peuple. 

En 1621, nous Tencontrons a Quebec le nom d'OlivieT le Tardif, parmi Cl·nx qui soute
naient la cause des habitants contTe les tTaiteurs et autTes commer9ants. Cet interpTete, ne 
en 1601, a Honfleur, en NoTmandie, etait alors commis de la traite. 

Les operations de commeTce clans le haut Canada repriTent vigueur en 1621, paT suite 
de la formation d'une compagnie dont les sieurs Guillaume et EmeTic de Caen etaient les 
principaux directeurs. J usqu'a 1628, on main tint dans le voisinage des grand lacs une 
douzaine d'hommes, presque tons interpretes, mais il ne pamit point qu'un seul d'entre eux 
ait cherche plus tard a s'etablir, comme les interpretes de Champlain, sur les terres du bas 
Canada. C'etaient des coureurs de bois. Agissant sous la diTection des commer9ants, ils 
s'abouchaient avec les Sauvages dans l'interet de la traite, et ne songeaient ni de pres ni de 
loin a la cause de la morale ou a l'avenir de la colonie fran9aise. Lorsqne les missionnaires 
retournerent (1625) au lac Nipissing et a la baie Georgienne, ils rencontrerent cette triste 
ecole, 4ont le frere Sagard disait que si, par bonheur, on se rappelait les vertus et la con
duite exemplaire de Champlain, on avait malheureusement sous les yeux de quoi faire perdre 
a jamais le prestige chTetien dans la personne des employes des de Caen. 

Pour restreindre les actes du fondateur de Quebec aux seules choses du bas Saint
Laurent, l'avant-garde des Fran9ais qui visaient a s'assurer le commerce de l'ouest se servait 
d'hommes de bas etage, tout a fait etrangers a la tradition des interpretes formes par Cham
plain. Sur ce vaste champ de traite qui commence a Tadousac et finit au lac Huron, 
deux courants d'idees se poursuivaient-l'un, tout au service du negoce, l'autre obeissant 
!'influence de Champlain, desirnux de fonder une colonie stable. f-\i l'on doute de cette 
assertion, que l'on dise ou sont passes, apres 1628, les hommes des de Caen. Ils se sont 
evanouis comme de veritables aventuriers qu'ils etaient. Qu'ils aient repris le chemin de 
la France, ·ou qu'ils se soient laisse absorber par les ~anvages, il est certain qu'ils n'ont 
point cree de familles canadiennes. Les interpretes de Champlain, au contraire, se sont 
presque tons maries apres la mort de ce chef respecte et out double la petite population 
blanche alors attachee au Canada. 

Vers 1626 paraissent etre venus dans le pays trois interpretes bien n'marqnables : .T eau 
Godefroy, ne en 1608, a Lin tot, pays de Caux, en N onnandie ; son frere· Thoma~, et l'nn de 
leurs parents, .Jean-Paul Godefroy, natif de Paris. Mentionnons aussi, ,,\ la meme epoque, 
Fran-;ois Marguerie, ne en 1614, a Rouen. 

De 1608 a 1633, la physionomie distinctive dt>s gens amenes plus din'dement par 
Champlain, fut celle de l'interprete et du "voyage1u" ou dn voyagenr-infri-prete, pour etre 
mieux compris. Ces hommes possedaient une instruction plus qu'ordinaiTe; la plnpart 

Sec. I., IS82. 7. 
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parlaient le latin, l'anglais et le hollandais. Venant tous de la Normandie (excepte Brule 
et J.-P. Godefroy), ils arriYerent ici vers l'age.de vingt ans, quelques uns a quinze ans. Ce 
n'Haient point de vulgaires aventuriers: Champlain les avait choisis ; ils resterent sous--sa 
main, et, plus tard, fonderent des familles canadiennes. Ce n'est point la le caractere de 
simples coureurs de bois. On les voit conduire au loin les missionnaires dont ils avaient 
prepare la visite en instTuisant les.capitaines sauvages et baptisant les enfants. 

L'interprete du Canada, au temps de Champlain, etait-il une creation nouvelle? Non. 
Il appartenait done a une classe d'hommes connus? Oui, et c'est a cause de cela que 
Champlain s'assura ses services. L'ecole des interpretes s'etait formee au Bresil des avant 
l'arrivee (1500) des Portugais dans ces contrees. Les vaisseaux des armateurs de Dieppe et 
de Rouen allaient aux cotes de l'Amerique du Sud chercher le bois de teinture appele brazil 
ou bresil, les animaux etranges, les fruits savoureux que les princes et les grands de l'Eu
rope achetaient a prix d'or. D'une course a l'autre, quelques Normands, intrepides comme 
ils le sont tons, restaient parmi les Sauvages, se formaient aux habitudes, a la langue de 
ces peuples, et entTetenaient les relations de ceux-ci avec les commerc;ants qui parlaient le 
franc;ais. Ils s'emparaient si bien de l'esprit des tribus qui les adoptaient que les Portugais 
et les Espagnols ne prirent jamais pied sur ces rivages sans avoir a liner des combats 
acharnes. A la longue, la transformation des coureurs de bois devint complete et les pilotes 
normands retrouvaient avec surprise chez certains chefs Sanvages, des parents ou des con
citoyens reputes morts ou perdus dans les forets depuis longtemps. Le meme fait s'est 
reproduit de nos jours en Algerie. Le general Bugeaud, demaildant a un Arabe de quelle 
tribu il Hait, rec;ut cettc reponse :-" Du faubourg Saint-Antoine, mon general!" 

Ne subissant aucun controle effi.cace, les N ormands du Bresil finirent par disparaitre 
dans les races qui les avaient adoptes. Ils y maintinrent, pendant plus d'un siecle, l'amour 
de la France, et rendirent de signales services au commerce de leur nationaux. Si des 
etablissements stables eussent ete fondes alors dans ces pays, si un Champlain eut surgi 
pour en prendre la direction, qui peut dire ce qui en serait resulte ! Les compagnies de 
traite ne portaient pas si haut leurs vues. 

Au Canada, le meme esprit d'aventure pouvait etre utilise. Le fondateur de Quebec 
le comprit et voulut le tourner vers un but plus louable. 11 fit un choix severe de ses 
interpretes, les plac;a sous ordre, les retint a portee de son commandement et se reserva 
toutes les initiatives. Voila comment ces hommes accomplirent taut de choses etonnantes 
et n'allerent pas se perdre dans le milieu ou. on les employait. L'interprete du Canada 
presente un carndcre a part dans l'histoire des colonies americaines ; il est plus apte que 
l'Anglais a capter la confiance des Sanvages, il reste plus civilise que le Franc;ais, son frere, 
attire vers d'autres parties du Nouveau-Monde. 

Ce premier groupe a parcouru le haut et le bas Canada. Il s'est baigne dans les grands 
lacs ; il a bu aux sources de toutes nos riYieres ; les vieilles chansons de France qu'il a fait 
entendre an sein des solitudes de ce vaste continent resonnent depuis pres de trois siecles 
dans les forets et les pmiries. La gaite franc;aise qu'il a fait connaitre aux SauvaO'es est 
encore le signe de ralliement que nous retrouvons partout dans les cabanes ou let notres 
sont toujours salues avec joie. Ces souvenirs des anciens voyageurs ont souvent exerce 
l'imagination des poetes et des prosateurs canadiens. 

Les chants populaires _que nous aimons parcequ'ils nous font penser aux jours de nos 
ancetres, et que nous admuons pour leur grace naive, touchante, inimitable, sont nes sur 
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les levres de ces enfants perdus de la civilisation. Au sein des forc~ts ou des deserts, sur 
les fleuves ou au bord des lacs mysterieux de l'ouest, dans la guerre comme dans la paix, 
a travers mille dangers entremeles de rares moments de calme, ils composaient, sans luxe 
de rhetorique et sans trop se soumettre aux exigences de la rime, des complaintes, des recits 
joyeux, des melopees dont l'ensemble accuse un aimable fond de poesie et 1111 penchant a 
la melancolie ·que l'on s'etonne de rencontrer chez ces rudes voyageurs. Leur musique 
est d'un caractere particulier; on ne retrouve point ailleurs qu'au Canada une cadence 
com,ne celle qu'ils ont su donner a ses couplets dont plusieurs sont de vieilles chansons 
franc;aises epurees dans la forme et le fond, modifiees tres souvent, et rythmee au mouve
ment de l'aviron. 

Quebec fut pris par les Anglais en 1629. Des vingt habitants dont la presence est 
constatee de 1608 a 1628, cinq repasserent en France, mais devaient revenir. Ce sont :
Samuel de Champlain, Thierry Desdames, Robert Giffard et deux interpretes, Olivier le 
Tardif et Jean-Paul Godefroy. Louis Hebert et Etienne Jonquest etaient decedes. Les 
treize qui restaient en Canada sont ceux-ci :-Guillaume Couillard, Abraham Martin, 
Nicolas Pivert, Pierre Desportes, Adrien Duchesne, Guillaume Hubou et les interpretes: 
Nicolas Marsolet, Etienne Brule, Jacques Hertel, Jean Nicolet, Jean Godefroy, Thomas 
Godefroy, Fran9ois Marguerie. 

C'etaient done neuf interpretes sur les vingt hommes qui formaient le g:roupe des 
premiers Canadiens. Nous ne parlons pas d'Eustache Boule car il resta en France, et plus 
tard se fit religieux. Surles neuf ci-dessus, sept ont foncl.e cl.es familles. 

Au moment de l'abandon de Quebec, il y avait dans la colonie moins de cent Fran9ais 
de tous rangs, sexes et conditions. Oeux de la population fixe qui resterent ici comptaient 
trente et une ames-hommes, femmes et enfants. Il est done faux de dire que le Canada 
fut alors abandonne. Ce germe de la race canadienne ne merite ni l'indifference ni l'oubli. 
Cent trente et un ans plus tard (1760) la partie stable de la colonie se trouva dans la meme 
situation-les Fran9ais Tepasserent en France ; les Canadiens resterent en Canada. Nous 
voyons avec plaisir que la moitie des Canadiens de 1629 etaient des inteTpretes de Champlain. 

D'autres personnes, qui ne fl.rent point souche dans le pays, continuerent d'y resider 
sous les Kertk, de 1629 a 1632. Ce sont: Gros-Jean, de Dieppe, interprete des Algonquins 
et ami des Anglais ; Le Baillif, natif d'Amiens, Picardie, arrive en 1622 en qualite de sous
commis et chasse par de Caen "pour etre grandement vicieux ;" il se donna aux KeTtk, 
qui en fl.rent leur commis et lui con.fieTent les cle£~ du magasin des Fran9ais qu'il avait 
eu la pTecaution de se faire Temettre au depart de ceux-ci, afin de se venger. On l'accuse 
d'avoir enlev-e a CoTneille, sous-commis, cent livres en or et en argent, outre certains effets; 
c'est lui, dit-on, qui s'empara des vases sacres de l'eglise de Quebec; les Anglais finirent 
par s'indigner de sa conduite scandaleuse ; il maltraita les familles qui n'avaiPut pas voulu 
repasser en France. Pierre Raye ou Reye, charron, natif de Paris, quali.fie par Champlain 
de "renegat, perfide, traitre et mechant," passa egalement au service de K<•rtk. Un nomme 
Jacques Couillard, sieur de l'Epinay, capture par Thomas Kertk comme il arrivait de Frarn·e 
(1629), fut conduit a Qu£·hec; il devait etre parent de Guillaume Couillard dont la desc<>n
dance a porte le nom de l'Epinay. Deux Fran9ais, l'un appele Le Cocq, charpentier, et 
l'autre Froidemouche, envoye de la Malbaie a Quebec par Emeric de Caen, se fl.rent prendre 
par les Anglais qui les garderent pour les faire travailler. 

De l'ete de 1633, date de son retour, et l'automne de 1635 ou il mourut, Uhamplain 
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n'introduisit aucun interprete dans le Canada; ceux qu'il avait fonnes su:ffisaient sans 

doute aux besoins du moment. 
Examinons d'un coup d'roil la caniert' de chanm de ces hommes de merite :-

Hertel (Jacqrn's), sieuT de la Frenierf', 8n retil'a chez ses amis lt>8 Sanvages durant l'occu

pation de Qn(·bC'c (1629-1632), preferant la vie des bois a la soumission aux ordres des 
Anglais et esperant le retour de Champlain. En 1633 on le vit reparaitm sur le Saint
Laurent, plus fOTt que jamais de l'appui des tribus qu'il connaissait et pret a servir la cause 
a laquelle il s'etait devoue depuis plus de quinze ans. Des le 16 deccrnbre (1633) il se fit 

conceder aux Trois Rivien•s un terrain de deux cents arpents. Le 30 avril 1636, il residait 

dans cP lieu, et le 18 aout de cette annee on lui accorda deux autres terres, l'une de -vingt

cinq arprnts, l'autre de cinquante; ensuite, le 16 avril 1637, il re<;ut une demi lieue de 
seigneurie au sud du fleuve, vis-a-·ds le meme endroit. En 16--11 (21 aout) il epousa Marie 
Margumie, srour de l'interprete de cc nom. Trois ans plus tard il obtint une concession 
de quatorze arpents pres de la ·dlle des Trois-Rivieres. En meme temps on lui douna le 

fief de l'Arbre-a-la-Croix, situe dans la seigneurie du cap de la Madeleine, ou il commen<;a 
sans retard des defrichements, construisit une maison fortifiee et attira des colons. Il posse
dait deux maisons aux Trois-Rivieres. C'est en visitant l'une d'elles qu'il mourut subite
meut, le 10 aout 1651. De 1645 a lG--18, il avait ete syndic des Habitants. La carriere de 
cet interprete devenu colon et seigneur par sa propre industrie devait etre honoree daus sa 

descendance, comme nous le verrons. Un curieux document que j'ai publie, renferme la 
liste des habits et du mobilier de Hertel. La signature, ferme, acceutue et caracteristique 

de ce vieux Canadien a ete confondue avec celle de son parent et homonyme, Jacques Hertel, 
mais au coup de plume on reconnait 'l'homme. 

Deux filles et un gar<;Oill heriterent de ses vertus : Marie-Madeleine, baptisee le 2 sep
tembre 16--!;">, eut pour panaiu M. de Champflour, gouverneur des Trois-Rivieres, et pour 
manaiue Madame de la Peltrie, foudatrice des Ursulines au Canada. Apres avoir fait son 
education au monastere (Ursulines) de Quebec, elle epousa, le 29 aout 1658, Louis Pinard, 
chirurgien du fort des TTOis-Rivieres. Leur desceudance est aujourd'hui tres uombreuse. 
La seconde fille, Marguerite, baptisee le 26 aout 16--19, se maria avec Jean Crevier de Belle
rive, seigneur de Saiut-Fran<;ois, qui s'est distingue avec ses fils dans les guerres contre 
les Sanvages et contre les Anglais. Quant au fils, Fran<;ois, baptise le 3 juillet ] 642, par 

le pere de Brebeuf, il eut pour parrain Fran<;ois Marguerie et pour manaiue Marguerite 
Couillard, _femme de J eau Nicolet. I1 etait deja iustruit lOTsque, en 1660, il fut enleve par 
les Iroquois. Ou connait les lettrL•s touchanks qu'il t'lTivit a sa mere duraut sa captivite. 
En 160--! il epousa Marguerite dt> Thauveuet, fille d'un capitaiue du regiment de Brimon. 
Les campagnes du Hero, comnw on appelait Hertel mt'-nw de son viY:mt, sont ct'·lehres; 

.1 la tt'tc des milic(.'::-- il a repaudu la tenenr dans la Nouvt>lle-Augleterre. Louis XIV 
l'anoblit avec sa dt>sn'ndance et cPlle-l·i, qui existe Pncorl', a longtemps brille panni nous. 

1llarg11erie (Fran<;ois) <·onserva jusqu',\ sa mort ses fonctious d'iuterprek. Ce fut l'uu 

des plus beaux types de l'aucil'11 Yoyag-L·ur. Le pere de Brebeuf d d'autrns eoutemporaius 
font son eloge. L'hiver de 1 ti--!0---! 1, et ant alle a la cha:-;:-;e, en compagnie de Thomas Gode
froy, ils ft1T<>nt snrpris par les Iroquois et aml'lles daus les cantons de ce peuple ou ils souf
frireut des cruautes et dt>8 priYations sans nombre. Un jour que ses ra--rissenrn paraissant 

un pen adoucis, il se fit uu instrument a frrin~ avec uu pdit baton trempf· dans de la suie 
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delayee et tra~a sur une peau le reeit de ses aventures en frarn;ais, en anglais, en latin, en 
hollandais et en sauvage. La peau tomba entre les mains des marchands d'Albany qui 
reussirent a lui enyoyer quelques effets a.fin de l'aider a supporter sa situation. Bientot les 
Iroquois resolnrent de se se1Tir de lPlus captifs pour demander la paix en les t'<'hangPant 
contre des armes a fen. Marguerie et Godefroy furent conduits pres des ':l1rois-HiYieres; 
il y eut des conferences entremelees de combats sanglants, puis au milieu d'une derniere 
bagarre les deux Frarn;ais s'echapperent. On remarque le courage et le devouement de 
Marguerie dans le cours de ces pourparlers. Il insistait a empecher le gouyen1eur dc> li-nPr 
des arquebuses aux ennemis, aimait mieux perir snr le bucher que de donner aux Cim1-
N ations le moyen de rendre la guelTe plus desastreuse. A peine etait-il sorti de CL'S dangers 
qu'on le voit aux noces de sa samr ayec Jacques Hertel. L'annee suivante, Jpan Nirnlf't 
etant mort, la place d'interprete des Trois-Rivieres fut confiee a Marguerie. Il l't·xer9ait 
encme lorsque, dans l'ete de 16--!8, il perit en traversant le fleuye axec un autre interprete, 
Jean Amyot, dans une embarcation delabree que renversa un coup de Yent. Le nom de 
Marguerie est reste a une riYiere du comte de Nicolet. 

Godefroy (Jean-Paul) s'occupa toujours de commerce. Il fut l'un des chefs de la com
pagnie dite des Habitants formee en Hi-!--!, puis conseiller au conseil souyerain de Quebec. 
Ses nombreux voyages en France, la part qn'il prit au developpement du trafic du Canada, 
en font l'une des principales figures de son temps dans la colonie. On Jui confia des com
mandements sur les naYires qui partaient chaque annee de Quebec. Lorsque les Anglais, 
nos voisins, manifesterent le desir de nouer avec nous des relations commerciales, il s'y 
preta avec ardeur et accompagna le pere Druilletes a Boston dans le dessein de faire reussir 
ce projet, qui echoua cependant, parceque les Anglais ne voulurent point nous promettre 
d'abandonner les Iroquois. Cette etroitesse de yues a He cause que la guerre s'est continuee 
et que les Habitants, forces d'apprendre le metier des armes, out donne naissance a ces 
redoutables milices dont les colonies anglaises ont plus tard epTOuve la valeur. Messire 
Jean-Paul, comme le designent certaines pieces d'alors, avait epouse ,\ Quehc-c, Marie-
Madeleine, :fille de Pierre Le Gardeur de Repentigny, et n'a laisse que deux filles, l'une, 
Barbe, dont le sort nous est inconnue, et l'autre, Charlotte, qui fut rnligieuse ursuline. En 
etudiant la vie de ces premiers Canadiens, on ne pent se lasser d'admirer leur perseverance 
et la politique toute nationale qu'ils po1usui,Taient. Ce qu'ils veulent c'est de fonde1T nne 
colonie stable, une nouYelle FrancP, et pour cela il leur faut resister aux Sanyages, aux 
rigueurs du climat, aux diflicultes des communications, an monopole commercial des 
Franpais, a la mauvaise volonte des ministres qui ne voient il'i qu'un pays de fou1Tm·es a 
exploiter et qui le livrent a leurs creatnres. Des hommes tels que .foan-Paul Godefroy, 
les Le Gardeur, les Le N euf dh·ident de la mardw des Ghoses dans un jL•nne pays. ~ans 
rougfr d'etre appeles "lL'S petits habitants," ils traversaic>nt la mer, anachaient uu a un a la 
grande compagnie les privilegL'S dont l'dle-ci abusait et entretenaiL'nt :-;lu le:-; bonb du 
Saint-Laurent ce feu sacre qui ne dt>vait point s'y Heindre. Le <Ti de C((nw!r, J?irsl ! e:-;t 

vieux de deux cent cinquante ans dans la proYince de Quelw(·. 
Godefro.lJ (Jean), sieur de Lintot, appartenait a'tuie fomille <lout quatre on cinq memhre:-; 

avaient ete anoblis au :-;L•i1/.ieme sieclL'. L'automne de lli:3:3, Yoyaut <1u'ou allait rnnstruire 
nn fort aux Trois-Rivien•:-;, il :-;L' fit an·order un knain en ce lieu et s'y fixa. Il parait rwoir 
ete le premier des interpretes dP Champlain qui tkdnrent colon:-;. En 163S la •·ompagnie 
des Cent•Associe:-; lui accorda la seigm•luic> appL·lt·1· Godefroy, ·ds-a-yi:-; les Trois-Rivieres et 
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separee par la riviere dite Godefroy du fief Roquetaillade concede plus tard a l'un de ses 
fl.ls. Lmsque les familles Le GaTdeur et Le Neuf anidirent dans le pays (1636), Jean Gode
froy t\pousa Marie Le Neuf de la PotheTie, qui lui donna de nombreux enfants. 11 fut l'un 
de ceux qui contribuerent da-vantage au developpement de la -ville des Trois-Rivieres. Un 

adr-, en date du 2 ff·n·ir-r 16t>l, le qualifie de" noble homme Jean de Godefroy, conseiller au 

Conseil £-tabli par Sa Majeste." Ce Conseil datait de 1647 et a-vait la direction des affaires 
du pays. Les ldhes de noblesse que Louis XIV lui accorda en 1668, sont tres flatteuses 
tant pour lui que ses enfants d son frere Thomas. Talon fit placer sur l'ecusson de Gode
froy un croissant emprunte a ses propres armes. On pent les voir encore aujourd'hui 
sculpte richemeut au-dessus du bane d'muvrP8 dans l'eglise des Trois-Rivieres. L'epee, 
posee en pal au milieu de l'f·cn, rappelle les seryices rend us par cPttc famille dans les guerres 
des Iroquois. "Jean Godefroy," <lit le document en question," etaitjournellemeut aux mains 
avec les Sanyages, accompagne d'un de ses freres et de dix de ses enfants, dont cinq furent 

tues, et son frere prisonnier et brfrlt· par ces barbares." 
Eu lti72, cette famille etait la plus considerable des Trois-Rivieres. Jean mourut 

quelques arnnees plus tard, laissant sa trndition a ses fils, qui, jusque dans notre 

siecle, l'ont maintenue brillante et sans tache. Voici quelques notes sur ses enfants:

lo. Michel, sieur de Lintot, premier enfant blanc baptise aux Trois-Rivieres, devint 
m~jor de la garnison de cette place, seigneur du fief de Lintot pres Becancour, ou il 
vecut uncertain temps apres son mariage avec Perrine Picote de Bellestre, jeune personne 
de merite amenee dans le pays par Melle. Mance. Ses enfants ont contracte des mariages 
avec plusieurs familles recommandables. 2o. Louis, sieur de Normanville, fut procureur 
du roi et mourut dans cette charge en 168].. 11 avait epouse Marguerite, fille d'Etienne 
Seigneuret, seigneur en partie de la Pointe-du-Lac, et en eut un fl.ls, Rene de Tonnancourt, 
qui fut conseiller dn roi et lieutenant-general civil et criminel, en fayeur de qui Louis XV. 
renouvela les lettres de noblt_•sse accordees a son grand-pere. De sa fem.me, Marguerite 

Am.eau, fille du notaire Se-vei·in Am.eau, il eut plusieurs enfants dont quelques uns out 

fonde des seigne.uries et exerce des charges publiques. 3o. Jeanne devint religieuse 
chez les ursulines de Quebec ou elle mourut (1713) apres cinquante-deux ans de profession. 

4o. Jacqm·s, sieur de Vieux-Pont, tue par les Iroquois a la tete d'un parti qu'il commandait. 
5. Joseph, sieur de Vieux-Pont, filleul de M. de Montmagny, gouverneur general, servit 
comme lieutenant dans les troupes de la marine. La belle seigneluie de la banlieue des 
Trois-Rivieres lui fut donnee par son oncle, Michel Le Neuf du Herisson. Lui et sa femme 
Catherine, fille de Maurice Ponlain de la Fontaine (il a donne son nom. a' la riviere Saint
Maurice), dec(·dt·s vers 1700, laisserent plusieurs enfants; parmi lesquels Louis, oflicier dans 
les troupes royales; Piene, sieur de Rocquetaillade, qui alla dem.eurer au Detroit et dont 
un fils eut la gloire de battre .. \Y ashington; Jn('ques, sieur de Vieux-Pont, aussi oflicier, et 
plusieurs filles bien marih's. 60. Jean-Amador, sienr de Saint-Paul, filleul du fameux 
Charles-Amador de Latour, gouyerneur de l'Acadie, eut des terres en divers lieux, et meme 
une seignenrie dans la contree des Esqnimanx. Sa desccndance .__,st tres nombreuse. Deux 
de ses fl.Iles eponserent .foan et R1:•ne BOlicher de Montbrun, explorateurs du pays des Sioux. 
7o. Pierre, sieur de Roquetaillade, servit dans les gardes de Frontenac qui lui accorda une 

seigneurie prt'•s de eelle de son pere, ent.re Nicolet et la riviere Godefroy. Trois ou quatre 
autres enfants de Jean Godefroy n'ont pas contracte d'alliances et sont probablement ceux 
que mentionnent les lettres de noblesse comme ayant peri de la main des Iroquois. 
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Godefroy (Thomas), sieur de Normanville, frere de Jean, ne se maria point. Il aniit 
une terre a Montreal et une maison avec emplacement aux Trois-Rivieres. On le retrouve 
constamment en voyage, soit avec les missionnaires, soit avec les fondateurs de la colonie. 
Pris et repris par les Iroquois, il a soutenu combat sur combat et brave tons lcs p:e1ues de 
perils de l'epoque nomme, a juste titre, lcs temps hero1ques du Canada. En plus d'une 
circonstance, il hiverna parmi le~ Sauvages, a quelques lieues des bords du fleuve et y 
exerc;a les fonctions d'un maitre d'ecole et d'un missionnaire. Les registres de l'eglise 
montrent qu'il baptisait les enfants et allaient au besoin vers le poste franc;ais le plus rap
proche avertir les pretres de la maladie de certains Sauvagt's disposes a embrasser la foi et 
qu'il etait urgent de ne point laisser mourir sans les rnndrn chretiens. Pour exercer plus 
d'influence sur la jeunesse des bois, il luttait contre clle a la course, a la rame, et a tons les 
exercices du corps; ses victoires impressionnaient vivement des peuplades qui ne respec
taient que la force physique et l'adresse du chasseur ou du canotier. Ler,; ecrits du temps 
parlent de sa bravoure si souvent mise a l'epreuve. C'est lui qui scrvit de compagnon au 
pere Buteux (1651) lorsq-ue ce missionnaire remonta le Saint-Maurice jusqu'a la hauteur 
des terres. L'inventaire de sa garde-robe, dresse apres sa mort, fait voir qu'il portait par
fois, et peut-etre le plus souvent, le costume des S:.rnvagl'S. Parmi ses habits franc;ais on 
trouve une casaque de drap ecarlate et des haut-de-chausses aux ornements pompeux, 
qu'il revetait dans les grands jours, en qualite de "capitaine Franc;ais/' comme disaient 
ses amis de la foret. Son mobilier etait tres pauvre; il n'en faisait guere usage, on le com
prend, mais il possedait des armes, de la poudre et du plomb de tons grains! Dans la 
sortie que le gouverneur des Trois-Ri-vieres fit contre les Iroquois, l'ete de 1652, Norman
ville (on le nommait presque toujouTS ainsi) fut capture et motuut par le supplice du feu. 
Les lettres de cette epoque deplorent unanimement sa perte et sa triste fin. · 

Le Tardif (Olivier), sieur de la Porte, s'etait montre, des 1621, mecontent de la negli
gence de la compagnie de traite a l'egard de la colonie. On peut done faire remonter a 
cette date au moins son intention de s'etablir dans le pays. Lorsqu'il revint de France, en 
1632, il etait au service des Cent-Associes comme on le voit par une conference tenue avec 
les Sau-vages au sujet du trafic des fouuures. En 1637 il f·pousa Louise, fille de Guillaume 
Couillard, l'un des premiers colons du pays (anive en 1613) d des plus respectables. A 
la mort de Jean de Re, sieur de Gand (1641), commis-genf·ral, Le Tardif le remplac;a et 
fit un voyage en France. Le cardinal de Richelieu venait de mourir ; les lwbitrmts sc plai
gnaient des abus des Cent-Associes; ·tout nous porte a croire que le nouveau commis gf>ueral 
fut consulte en ces circonstances, taut pour le bien de la compagnie que des colons eux
memes. A pres 1645, ou les habitants prirent la direction du commerce, il parait avoir Hf· prin
cipalement employe par la societe Rosee, Cheffault, Juchereau et Lanson qui s'Hait fait 
conceder (1636) la cote de Beaupre et l'ile d'Orleans. De sa seconde femme, Barbe Aymart, 
native du Poitou, il eut plusieurs enfants dont la posterite est nombreuse. Vers l't'-poque 
de son deces, survenu au Chateau-Richer en 1665, on voit sur un plan de Sorel et des envi
rons un endroit appele chenal le Tardif et qui est encore connu par ce nom. Marguerie, 
Godefroy, Hertel, Nicolet, Le Tardif ont laisse leurs noms a des lieux qui conservent leur 
souvenir. L'humble interprete vit dans la memoire des generations actuelles a cote des 
gouverneurs et des personnages celebres de nos annales. 

Nicolet (Jean), sieur de Belleborne, avait ete envoye, vers 1620, chez les Algonquins de 
l'ile des Allumettes pour apprendre leur langue qui etait d'un usage general dans l'ouest 
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d sur le bas Saint-Laurent. Il resta deux annees consecutives chez ce peuple, le suivant 
dans ses <·onrsL'S, partag('ant ses fatigues d Sl'S dangers avec courage, sans voir aucun 
Fra119ais durant tout ce temps. II eut occasion (_k passer plusieurs fois sept ou huit jours 
sans rien 111:.tll!.!,'Pl', et dans une ciffonstance il fut sept i-;pmaines entieres sans autre nourri
tnn' qu'un pel~ d'ecoreP de bois. Lorsque Champlain reparut ,\ Quebec (1633) il y rencon
tra Nicolet qui f·tait venu au-devant de ses instructions d qu'il ('harµ:Pa de la decouverte 
dL•s kl'l'l'S sitnt'('s au-dela (ks lacs. Parti de Quebec le ler juillet 1G8-!, il se choisit des 
guides a l'ile des Allumettes d atteignit les bords de la riviere Wisconsin, ou il paraitrait 
qu'il passa l'hiver puisqu'on le retrouve l'automne de 1635 de nouveau sur le bas Saint
Laurent. Les relations nouees par cet explorateur avec les Sauvages du voisinage des 
grands lacs n'ont pas ete infrudueuses; elles out contribue immem;enwnt a attirer vers les 
Fmrn;ais le (·ommenx' de fourrures de l'ouest, lequel, il est vrai, n'a pris du developpement 
que plus tard, mais qui remonte, par ses origi1wi--, a la mission de Jean Nicolet. La societe 
historique de Wisconsin le considere comme le Jac(1m's Cartier de ce pays-la, et <./est avec 
raison. Jene m'(•tendrai pas d'avantage sur Nicolet, ayant ecrit un volume a son sujet, 
et me persuadant que tout le monde l'a lu. Disons seulement que ce courageux inter· 
prdL•, ce decouvreur de merite, se noya en se devouant pour sauver la vie a un sauvage. 
Sa fille epousa un Le Gardem· de Repentigny, dont la descendance a longtemps brille parmi 
nous et occnpe une belle pla,·(• dans notre histoire . 

. Jl((rsolet (honorable homme Nicolas), sieur de Saint-Agnan, se tint avec les Anglais de 
1629 a 1632. Il declara plus tard y avoir ete force a cause de sa connaissance des langues 
montagnaise d algonquine. Vers 1636 il epousa Marie La Barbide et fixa sa residence a 
Qnelwc. En JG-!.3 il fut un des meneurs qui creerent la compagnie dite des H(/bitanls, en 
opposition aux (\,nt-A:--;:--;ol'i(·s qui avaient le monopole du commerce de la Nouvelle-FrmH.'e. 
Toute sa vie il fronda les alms. On le trnuve citt'· comme tel dans plusieurs ecrits du temps. 
Sa feinme le sPcondait. Mais fallait-il donner le pain benit? 11 en presentait un si bien 
orne que ll'S pretres s'empressaient de protester contre cette tendance vers le luxe. Marsolet 
fut seigneur en partie de Gentilly, et plus tard il obtint les prairies nommees encore de son 
nom, dans }L, comte de Champlain, ou il alla demeurer, dit-on. Sa nombreuse famille a con· 
tractt'· des alliances avec les D' Amours, les Lemire et les Guyon. ~('S fils out conserve 
le nom de l\Iarsolet qui est le plus ancien des colons du Canada, puisqn<' son arrivee en ce 
pays date de 1608. Lui-meme a vecu jusqu'en Hi77, Hant a cette epoque le dernier sur
viyant de eeux qui avaient hiveT11e a Quebec l'anneP de la fondation de ce poste. Il ayait 
vu la Nouvelle-France dans toutes ses miseres, au temps des Cent-A~Roeif·s, comme aussi a 
}'apogee de sa gloire, sous !'administration de Colbert. Son fils Jean, qui portait le s~rnom 
de Bellechasse, devint seigneur d'un fief auquel il imposa ce nom et qui est aujourd'hui 
Berthier, du comte de Bellechasse. 
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Le bien pour le mal. 

Par PAMPHILE LEMAY. 

(Lu le 26 l\Iai, 1882.) 

11 est des droits sacres qu'il faut savoir defendre, 
De grands devoirs qu'il faut accornplir. Pour cornprendre 
Ce que le ciel cornmande et ce que l'hornrne fait, 
11 faut du premier hornrne admettre le forfait 
Et du Christ incarne le sanglant sacrifice. 
On proclame bien haut l'amour de la justice, 
Mais on oublie, helas ! de graver en son camr 
Ce que la bouche loue avec taut de chaleur. 
Dieu ramene pourtant chaque chose a sa gloire: 
C'est ce que je dirai dans une courte histoire. 

Jean Dumas habitait, non loin de la cite, 
U ne blanche rnaison sous les bois. En ete 
Les oiseaux voltigeaient sur les branches des hetres 
Et venaient, le rnatin, jusque dans les fenetres 
Pour chanter, au reveil, leurs joyeuses chansons; 
En hiver, le fleau battait ·dru les rnoissons, 
Et puis l'on festoyait cornrne c'est la couturne. 

Or, les coups de rnarteau repetes sur l'enclume 
Disaient que pres de la vivait un forgeron. 
Il se nornrnait, je crois, Cyprien Bergeron. 
Si je l'appelle ainsi ce n'est pas pour la rime. 
Les deux voisins heureux se rnontraient de l'estirne, 
Mais ils ne rnarchaient pas sous la rnerne couleur; 
L'un etait liberal, l'autre, conservateur. 

Ils eurent a la fin une ardente dispute 
Au sujet des heros qui cornrnen9a,ient la lutte,. 
Pour nn siege d'un jour, dans notre Parlement. 
Jean dit a Bergeron: 

-Tu parles sotternent; 
Ton candidat est fourbe et ta cause est rnauvaise. 

Et l'autre repliqua, bondissant sur sa chaise: 
-Ma cause est bonne et rnon homrne vaut rnieux que vous ! 
-Tiens ! si je le voulais tu serais avec nous. 

Sec. I., 1882. 8 
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Comment? 
-Tu n'es pas libre. 

-Est-ce quelque menace? 

-J e puis, si je le veux, te chasser de la place. 
-Me chasser ? 

-Te chasser ! 
-Tu ne le feras pas ! 

J e le ferai, bien su.r, si, demain, tu ne vas 
Pour l'homme de mon choix enregistrer ton vote. 

-Jamais ! 
-Tu me dois? 

-Oui. 
-Tu me paieras. 

-Despote ! 
-Un grand mot que j'ai lu dans ton petit journal. 
J e ne te ferai pas, moi, de discours banal, 
Mais je te chasserai de ta pauvre boutique ! 
-Bah! j'aurai pour abri mon drapeau politique. 

La querelle dura longtemps et fit du bruit. 
Dumas ne dormit point, revant, toute la nuit, 
Aux moyens d'exercer le plus tot sa vengeance. 
Il fit vendre la forge et rit de !'indigence 
Ou tomba tout a coup son malheureux voisin, 
Puis ensuite il noya ses remords dans le vin. 

II 

Trente ans sont ecoules. Dans les vertes prairies 
Qui s'etendent au Nord, comme des mers fleuries, 
Au bord du lac Saint-Jean, derriere nos grands monts, 
Il s'eleve un village ou nombre de maisons, 
Pleines de frais enfants, grouillent comme des ruches. 
Dans l'atre, aux jours de froid, £lambent gaiment les bu.ches. 
Lorsque le vent se tait et que les cieux sont clairs, 
On voit de tout cote s'elever dans les airs 
Les colonnes d'argent de la molle fumee. 
Le givre emaille alors la fenetre fermee. 
Plus tard, la porte s'ouvre et le joyeux soleil 
Jusqu'au camr du foyer plonge un reflet vermeil, 
Et les bois tout en fleurs y versent leurs dictames, 
Doux comme les vertus de ses naives ames. 

Dans l'une des maisons, en face du chf1ssis 
Qui donnait sur la route, un homme etait assis, 
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Un vieillard. Il avait la chevelure blanche, 
Le dos courbe, l'air doux et la figure franche. 
Il fumait en silence, et son regard reveur 
Suivait, au bord du lac, une etrange vapeur 
Que le vent deployait comme un voile de soie. 
La maison de cet homme etait pleine de joie : 
Le bonheur l'inondait de ses divins rayons. 
On voyait a l'entour onduler les sillons ; 
Les vergers lui donnaient des fruits tout pleins d'arome, 
Et les pins toujours verts la couvraient de leur dome. 
Elle etait comme un nid enfoui sous les fleurs : 
Le rire eclatait la, la s'essuyaient les pleurs. 

En face s'elevait une forge; et sans cesse 
Sous l'enclume de fer qui tintait d'allegresse 
On entendait tomber l'implacable marteau. 
Le souffiet, haletant sous son large manteau, 
Attisait le foyer. Se brisant en parcelles, 
Le fer rouge battu lanc;ait mille etincelles 
Autour de l'ouvrier content de son labeur. 

Bien souvent le vieillard encor plein de vigueur 
Venait a !'atelier pour rep,rendre sa tache. 
Il n'aurait pas voulu s'a:ffaisser comme un lache, 
Au coin de son foyer, sous le fardeau des ans, 
Oomme font de nos jours taut de vieux artisans. 
Mais son fils, toutefois, le plus sonvent peut-etre, 
Faisait seul la besogne, et la faisait en maitre. 
Il rentrait a son tour les bras noirs de charbon, 
Mais qu'importe? il avait travaille, c'etait hon. 

Pendant que le vieillard fumait, souriant d'aise, 
Assis moelleusement dans une grande chaise, 
Et que Paul, son garc;on, etait a l'atelier, 
La mere, alerte encor, surveillait le cellier 
Et les filles, chantant quelques chansons nouvelles, 
Oousaient le linge blanc ou nouaient des dentelles. 
Le temps que Dieu donnait on savait l'employer. 
Un Christ, les bras tend us, protegeait le foyer. 

III 

Non loin, sur le chemin horde de bois d'erabfo, 
Tire par un cheval poussif et miserable, 
Venait un chariot. Il etait encombre: 
Des lits, des banes, des sacs ! Tout ct>1a delabre, 
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Tout cela revetu de cet air de detresse 
Qui choque le regard et meme yous oppresse. 
Ce penible attelage Hait, helas ! guide 
Par un homme bien vieux. Son front chauve et ride, 
Penche presque toujours sur la route de sable, 
Gardait d'un long chagrin la trace imperissable. 
Et les essieux criaient, et leurs eris agac;ants 
Faisaient, par-ci par-la, sourire les passants. 
Derriere la voiture, un bmuf qui se lamente, 
Un chien la tete basse et que la soif tourmente 
Et deux femmes. La fille, une jeunesse encor, 
Blonde a-vec un mil tendre, avec des cheveux d'or, 
Belle malgre ses pleurs et sa paleur extreme; 
La mere, bien agee et s'oubliant soi-meme 
Pour ne songer tonjours qu'a ceux qu'elle cherit. 
Et toutes deux s'en vont songeant dans leur esprit 
Aux beaux jours d'autrefois qui sont passes si vite. 
On dirait que, honteux, le vieillard les eYite ; 
Et lorsqu'ils sont ensemble aux heures de repos 
Rarement il se mele a leurs tristes propos. 

Tout a coup cependant le chariot se brise: 
Une orniere, un caillou, l'on ne sait. La surprise 
Pour les trois voyageurs est grande assurement. 
On regarde, on soupire~ on. demande comment 
On pourra supporter une pareille epreu ve. 
La voiture, c'est vrai, n'etait pas toute neuve, 
Mais enfin l'on s'etait bien rendu jusqu'ici, 
Pourquoi ne pas aller un peu plus loin aussi? 

Le forgeron, toujours a sa fenetre ouverte, 
Regardant le lac bleu dans sa ceinture verte, 
Regardan(chaumes, vals et pres d'un mil distrait, 
Aper<;mt la voiture au moment qu'elle entrait 
Dans le petit village avec sa charge lourde; 
Il entendit aussi, je crois, la plainte sourde 
Des essieux mal forr(•f-- qui se rompaient soudain. 

-Paul, cria-t-il, allons donner un coup de main 
A des colons nouveaux qu'un accident, sans doute, 
Vient d'aneter la-haF-, au milieu de la route. 

Vous le savez deja, Paul c'etait son garc;on. 
Il forgeait en chantant comme un joyeux pinson. 
Il sort, et tons les deux, le fl.ls avec le pere 
Vont aider le vieillard qui pleure et desespere. 
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On porte a la maison le pauvre mobilier; 
Le chariot boiteux se traine a !'atelier 
Et les deux forgerons se mettent a l'ouvrage. 
Faire la charite leur donne du courage. 
Le soufllet bourdonnant allume un feu d'enfer 
Et les pesants marteaux tombent dru sur le fer. 

Quand le travail fut fait il etait soir. La griYe 
Eparpillait d~ja sur la paisible rive, 
Comme des diamants, les notes de sa voix. 
L'ombre s'epaississait sous le dome des bois. 
L'hote du forgeron, malgre l'heure avancee, 
Voulut poursuivre alors sa route commencec. 

-J e vais partir, dit-il, mais il faudrait d'abord 
Payer ce que je dois. 

-Pour qu'on reste d'accord 
Ne m' offrez rien du tout, non ! pas la moindre somme, 
Passez ici la nuit et dormez un bon somme, 
Reprit le forgeron avec un franc souris. 

Les jeunes gens se sont toujour( vite compris. 
Un tendre sentiment, une amitie sincere 
EntTe Paul et ses sceurs et la jeune etrangere 
Naquit a !'instant meme. On descendit gaiement, 
Par un sentier de fleurs, au bord du lac dormant, 
Et, sur un tronc moussu, les pieds tout pres de l'onde, 
On alla s'asseoir. Paul, pres de la fille blonde 
Se trouva, par hasard ou volontairement. 
11 etait tout heureux, parlait joyeusement 
Et regardait beanrnup sa compagne joliP. 

Oependant je ne sais quelle melancolie 
S'en vint clore sa levre et noyer son regard. 
Parti d'un mil d'azur, un rayon, comme un dard, 
L'avait touche soudain ; un doux rayon de fl.amme 
Soudain avait glisse jusqu'au fond de son ame. 

-J amais, se disait-il, jamais le vent du soir 
Ne s'est leve si pur ! O'est comme un encensoir 
Qui balance dans l'air les parfums dt' l'aurore. 
Jamais les flots du lae ne sont vc11ns encore 
Murmurer a nos pieds des soupirs si touchants ! 
Et jamais lei; oiscaux n'ont fait de si doux chants ! 
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C'est son camr qui chantait. Et tout est harmonie, 
Le ciel est pres de nous et la terre est benie 
Lorsque chante le camr et s'eveille l'amour. 

Il fallut cependant qu'on songeat au retour, 
Car la nuit s'avarn;ait avec son voile d'ombres, 
Et les arbres meles formaient des masses sombres 
Ou l'on ne distinguait ni feuilles ni rameaux. 
On fit de longs adieux au lac. Ses fraiches eaux 
Porterent jusqu':m loin les charmantes paroles, 
Et l'on n'entendit plus, sur les fougeres molles, 
Que les pas mesures des jeunes promeneurs. 
Paul ne marchait pas vite et de nouveaux bonheurs 
Ce soir-la, croyez-le, rayonnaient sur sa vie. 
Sa compagne semblait aussi toute ravie. 
Ils n'avaient pas marche la moitie du chemin 
Qu'ils se pa,rlaient tout bas et la main dans la main. 

Cependant les v-ieillards assis devant la porte, 
.Aspirant cet air pur que le soir nous apporte 
Quand on est dans les champs, sous les bois, pres des fl.ots, 
Causaient en attendant le moment du repos. 

-Pour aller, pauvre ami, defricher une terre 
V ous etes bien trop vieux, je ne saurais le taire, 
Disait le forgeron au colon etranger. 

-J e le sais bien, helas ! mais n'y puis rien changer ! 
Jene demande pas, soyez sur, l'abondance, 
Mais le pain qu'au travail donne la Providence. 
J'ai connu de beaux jours et je les ai perdus. 
J e possedais des biens ; ils out ete vend us. 
Mes fils se sont enfuis-a vous je le raconte-
Mes fils ont deserte quand ils ont vu ma honte, 
Quand ils ont vu la faim s'asseoir a notre seuil. 
Ou sont-ils maintenant '? ou leur coupable orgueil 
Les a-t-il entraines? J e ne saurais le dire. 
J e n'ai pas cependant le droit de les maudire 
Paree que je fus lache et que Dieu me punit. 

Et ce fut en pleurant que le vieillard fl.nit. 

-Quelle etait, demanda l'hote, votre paroisse ? 
Et quel est votre nom ? 

Oppresse par l' angoisse, 
Le malheureux pouvait a peine se tenir. 
Sa femme qu'attristait aussi ce souvenir 
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Repondit aussit6t, essuyant sa paupiere: 

-Nous avons demeure bien longtemps a St-Pierre, 
Saint-Pierre d'Orleans. 

Et, parlant presque bas, 

L'homme reprit alors : 

-Mon nom est Jean Dumas. 

-Jean Dumas, dites-vous? Et Jean Dumas, de l'Ile, 
Cria le forgeron? Non! non! e'est inutile, 
Tu n'es point Jean Dumas. Je te reeonnaitrais, ..... . 
Approehe done un peu que je lise tes traits! .... .. 
Ah ! sous nos eheveux blanes et sous nos peaux tannees 
On ne retrouve plus nos jeunesses fanees ! 

-Quoi ! vous me eonnaissez ! quoi ! vous m'avez eonnu ! 
Lorsque j'etais heureux etes-vous done venu, 
Comme je fais iei, vous asseoir a ma table? 
Ah! j'en eprouverais un bonheur veritable ! 

-Nous nous sommes eonnus, mais voila bien longtemps; 
Nous sommes a l'hiver, nous etions au printemps. 

-Vraiment, c'est bien heureux ! mais dites-moi, brave homme 
En quel endTOit e'etait et comment l'on vous nomme. 

-C'etait a l'Ile, Jean, reprend le forgeron, 
Et je me nomme, moi, Oyprien Bergeron. 

Dumas reste muet de stupeur ; et sa femme, 
Poussant de ces sanglots qui vous dechirent l'ame 
Et fondant tout a coup en pleurs, s'ecrie alors, 

-Vengez-vous, Cyprien, et jetez-nous dehors ! 

Et Dumas, demandant le pardon de sa faute, 
Tomba dans la poussiere aux genoux de son hote. 
Viens, dit le forgeron tout emu ; leve-toi ! 
Ne t'agenouille point comme <;a devant moi, 
Cela me rend honteux, et je erois qu'on me raille. 
Entrons. 

Le crucifix pendait a la muraille. 
11 s'en fut a ses pieds se jeter a genoux 
Et dit, levant les mains: 

Mon Dieu, pardonnez-nous 
Comme nous pardonnons a ceux qui nous offensent ! 
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Puis, quand il fut debout: 

-J eau, les moissons commeucent 
Et je cultive un peu tout en forgeant beaucoup. 
J'ai besoin que l'on m'aide, et je fais un bon coup 
En vous gardant iei, toi, ta femme et ta fille. 
Nous ferons desormais une seule famille. 

Les jeunes gens rentraient juste a c.~ moment-la: 

-Mon pere, ajouta Paul, je songeais a cela. 
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Etude 8Ur les commencements de la poesie francm·se au, Canada et tn particulier 
sur les poesies de M. Francois-Xavier Garneaii. 

Par M. CHAUVEAU. 

(Lu le 26 Mai, 1883.) 

Toutes les litteratures ont commence par la poesie. L'histoire, la science, la legisla
tion, la religion elle-meme ont paTle a l'origine des societes le langage que l'on a appele 
la langue des dieux. 

"Ceux qui ont recherche l'origine des langues, dit un ecrivain contemporain, s'ac
cordent a reconnaitre qu'elles ont debute par la poesie. 

"Cette methode, ajoute-t-il, semble contraire a la marche de l'esprit humain, qui d'or
dinaire procede du simple au compose, du facile au difficile. Et cependant si l'on y refle
chit serieusement on arrive a se convaincre qu'elle y est plus conforme qu'on ne l'imagine 
generalement." * 

Ce n'est cependant pas a mon avis par la raison que donne M. Henriot, ce n'est point 
,, parce que l'homme a l'etat sauvage pense moins qu'il ne sent, parce qu'il a plus de sen
sations que d'idees" qu'il est poete meme avant d'etre versificateur. 

Et d'abord les anciens grecs aux temps d'Hesiode et d'Homere, les Hindous a l'epoque 
ou. furent composees leurs immenses epopees, les Hebreux aux temps de leur poesie sacree 
meme la plus ancienne, etaient bien loin de la vie sauvage qu'il ne faut pas confondre avec 
la vie pastorale. 

Les Frarn;aii.; a l'epoque de leurs chansons de gestes, les Espagnols a celle de leurs roman
ceros, etaient des civilises. Le sauvage comme l'ont soutenu M. de Bonald et M. de 
Maistre n'est h1.i-meme qu'un civilise deQhu et degenere. J'en vois une preuve irrefra
gable dans le mecanisme savant des langues anciennes de ce continent que M. Cuoq et 
d'autres philologues etudient avec l'espoir de resoudre bientot le probleme de l'origine de 
nos indigenes. 

Les erudits discutent encore pour savoir si la "loi des douze tables " a ete originaire
ment composee ou mise plus tard en vers. "Discebamus enim pueri duodecim (tabulas) 
ut carmen necessarium quas jam nemo discit." Vico, cite par M. Giraud, interprete ce pas
sage de Ciceron dans le sens de la premiere hypo.these, et il ajoute que les enfants des 
Cretois chantaient aussi les lois de leur pays, que, d'apres les traditions, les lois egyptiennes 
auraient ete ecrites en vers par la deesse Isis, que Lycurgue et Dracon donnerent leurs loix 
en vers, le premier aux Spartiates, le second aux Atheniens, en_fin que Jupiter dicta en Y<._•rs 
les lois de Minos. t 

Est-ce une condition de la jeunesse des penples, de leur inexperience, de la vivacitt~ 
de leur imagination, qui fait qu'ils debutent generalement par la poesie r? Est-ce au con
traire parce que, plus rapproches des traditions primitives, des veritables sources de toute 
inspiration, la plus haute expression de la pensee humaine leur est plus familiere? La 

. ------ --- --------------------------------
' * HENRIOT,-J/ieurs juridiques et judiciaires de l'ancienne Rome d'apres les poetes, 
t GmAvn-Histoire du droit romain. 

Sec. I., 1882. 9. 
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supposition de l'intervention de la divinite que font Platon, Plutarque et les autres auteurs 
cites par Vico confhmerait cette derniere maniere de voir. 

Des cansc-s d'un ordre moins eleve peuvent aussi entn·r en ligne de compte; telle 
est celle que Ciceron indique assez clairement: la facilite avec laquelle les yers se gravent 
dans la memoire, facilite qui avait bien son importance lorsque l'imprimerie n'etait pas encore 
decouverte et que l'ecriture elle-meme etait d'un usage assez restreint. La memoire des 
enfants valait bien toutes les tables d'airain, de marbre ou d'ivoire ! 

Quoiqu'il en soit, dans un pays comme le notre ou la cfrilisation d'une grande nation 
europeenne fut pour bien dire transplantee tout d'une piece, il semble qu'aucnne des rai
sons que l'on a donnees pour expliquer le phenomene litteraire, qui nous occupe, ne s'ap
plique. En voyant chez nous la poesie preceder la prose on serait tente de se croire en 
presence d'une loi fatale dont les causes sont encore ignorees. 

Remarquons cependant que nos poetes sont, plus que nos prosateurs, degages d'une 
entrave, qui dans le principe surtout a gent'· notre mouvement litteraire, entrave qui pro
vient de l'habitude de lire et de parler une autre langue concurremment avec notre langue 
maternelle. Levers est de sa nature rebelle a toute influence de ce genre_; la muse rejette 
avec fierte tout ce qui n\·st point dans le genie de la langue, et (''est chez les poetes 
surtout que se trouve l'idiome national dans toute sa purete. Les traces que la langue 
anglaise a laissees chez un grand nombre de nos prosateurs ne se voient point chez nos 
poetes, et cette circonstance n'est certainement point etrangere au role que la poesie a joue 
dans notre litterature. 

M. Garneau qui restera comme un de nos premiers prosateurs a ete d'abord connu comme 
poete et il l'etait depuis longtemps deja lorsqu'il entreprit d'ecrire son Histoire dzt Canada. 

La plupart de ses poesies se trouvent dans le Repertoire national ou Recueil de litterature 
nationale publie par M. Huston de 1845 a 1850. 

Un coup d'ceil rapide sur les deux premiers volumes de cet interessant recueil donnera 
une idee des debuts de notre litterature et du merite relatif des poesies de M. Garneau, 
car la critique pour etre juste doit se reporter a l'epoque ou les ceuvres qu'elle etudie out 
ete pu bliees. 

Le travail de la formation d'une litterature vu a distance laisse aux productions de la 
pensee humaine les plus vigoureuses et les plus puissantes, quelque chose d'incertain dans 
la forme, de disparnte, d'incoherent, d'inacheve. Et c'est le rns meme lorsqu'il s'agit d'une 
litterature qui parle dans un pays nouveau une langue parvenue a son plein developpe
ment, a son apogee, dans la vieille contree ou elle s'est formee. Telle t.>st l'impression qu'ont 
produitt.> en Angletern· les premiers livres publies aux Etats-Unis, et il a fallu tout le talent 
et toute l'OTiginalite de ,,r ashington Irving et de Fenimore Cooper pour en triompher. 

Dans Jes deux premiers volumes du RlYH'rfoire, qui contiennent toutes les poesies de M. 
Garneau, on pent suivre le progres de la forme chL~Z nos enivains et particulierement chez 

I 

les poetes. Assez singnlierement c'est dans les pieces ou l'on remarque le plus d'originalite 
et de vigue1u, qne se tTonyent le plus de vers faibles a cote de Yers bien frappes, le plus 
d'expressions trfriales ou bizarres, de chutes prosaiques. 

On pourrait diviser les poetes de la premiere moitie du Repertoire national en trois ca
tegOTies: la premiere se composerait des classiques, comme Michel Biband, imitateurs plus 
ou moins heureux de la poesie du dix-septieme siede; la seconde, d'nn groupe qui procede 
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de la litterature de la fin du dix-huitieme siecle et de celle de l'empire, 1_•t dont M. Joseph 
Quesnel serait la figure principale ; enfin la troisieme comprendrait ceux qui ont plus on 
moins subi l'influence de l'{·cole europeenne de 1830, et MM. Tnrcott0, Real Angers, Barthe, 
Derome et Garneau en seraient les meilleurs types. Il faudrait rejeter dans 11110 qnatrieme 
categorie M. Joseph Lenoir et quelq1;1-es autres plus decidement romantiqnes et qui furent 
comme les precurseurs de la petite pleiade qui brille aujourd'hui. 

M. Bibaud et en general les poetes qui se peuvent ranger autour de lui, ont peu d'o
riginalite ; mais sauf quelques vers durs, quelques archa'ismes, et aussi quelques 1_•xpn_•:--
sions canadiennes dont je ne serais pas dispose a trop blamer l'emploi, on trouve la une 
prosodie assez correcte, des alexandrins qui marchent bravement sur leurs pieds et mar
quent bien la mesure. 

Du reste, comme l'a dit M. Isidore Lebrun dans son ouvrage sur le Canada, M. Bibaud 
a entrevu le parti que l'on pouvait tirer d'un pays neuf, d'une nature encore vierge; il a 
senti que ce qui lui manquait, c'etait ce que l'on n'appelait pas encore de son temps, la 
couleur locale. 

C'est avec raison qu'il se fait dire par un interlocuteur imaginaire: 

"Des bords du Saguenay peignez-nous la hauteur, 
Et de son large lit l'enorme profondeur, 
Ou du Montmorency !'admirable cascade, 
Ou du cap Diamant l'etonnante esplanade." 

Le second groupe, dont plusieurs poetes etaient nes en France, comme M. Mermet et 
M~ Quesnel lui-meme, * a generalement traite des sujets legers, et semble une petite co
lonie d'agreables versificateurs qui continuent sur les rives du Saint-Laurent des vaude
villes, des ariettes, des madrigaux et des epigrammes commences sur les bords de la Seine. 
C'est surtout de leurs disciples que j'ai dit ailleurs: "De petits ecrits anonymes, qui sans 
doute intriguaient beaucoup le public d'alors et faisaient les delices du cercle des inities, 
de petites pieces de vers, des bouquets a Chloe, signes de quelque pseudonyme doux et 
transparent, et jetes d'une main timide dans la boite aux correspondances, faisaient tons 
les frais de notre litterature." t 

Mais ce n'est pas seulement dans le Repertoire que se trouvent ces premieres fleurs 
assez modestes de notre Helicon, c'est dans les journaux, les magazines, les almanachs et 
surtout dans les albums des demoiselles, alors a la mode, dans des recoins de tiroirs avec 
des tresses de cheveux et mille autres souv-enirs, qu'il faudrait les chercher. Mais 
helas ! ou sont les neiges d'antan? 

La muse patriotique ne date gnere que de 1830; ses accents sont sinceres et touchants, 
s'ils ne sont pas toujours entrainants ; la tristesse, tout au moins la melancolie forme la 
note dominante; les differenh·s phases de notre politique s'y trouvent indiqnePR, et a part 
le merite incontestable d'un bon nombre de ces productions, toutes, meme en appan·11cn les 
plus insignifiantes, ont une double valeur; d'abord an point de vue de l'histoire politiquP, 
ensuite au point de vue de l'histoire litteraire. 

Chose assez rPmarquable, plusieurs des hommes politiques eux-memes qui ont charme 

* l\J. Mermet a cependant traite quelque fois des sujets canadiens: sa piece sur la yictoire de Chateauguay a 
· ete souvent reproduite. 

t L'Instruction publique au Canada. I vol. in-8. Quebec, 1878, 
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leurs loisirs en cultivant la poesie, ont choisi des themes tout differents et peuvent se 
classer panni les poetes de la seconde ou de la premiere categorie. M. Morin figure, au 
Repertoire, pour deux pieces seulement: la chanson Riches cites, gardez votre opulence, qui a 
eu de la vogue en son temps, et une autre jolie piece, la Baie de Quebec.* M. Denis-Ben
jamin Viger a ecrit quelques t:~pigrammes bien tournf>es; mais elles n'ont aucun caractere 

politique. 
Une forte proportion des poesies que j'appellerai patriotiques ou politiques, ont ete 

publiees sous l'anonyme. Cette circonstance peut expliquer les imperfections que l'on y 
rencontre. Le sentiment de la responsabilite est comme l'mil du maitre ; il voit ou fait 
voir bien des choses qui echappent aux autres regards. Et cependant quelques-unes de 
ces productions en disent plus que des volumes sur l'etat de societe qui les a fait 

naitre. 
Qui ne serait touche, par exemple, des sentiments exprimes dans ces vers, qui ter

minent une piece anonyme intitulee Plainte et espoir, et publiee a la date de 1831? 

"Peuple isole, qui n'as d'appui que toi, 
Que tes vertus et le dieu de tes peres, 
Peuple cberi, si, comme je le croi, 
De tes malbeurs un jour tu te liberes, 
Si d' Albion la justice en:fin luit, 
Redis ces vers que la douleur m'inspire ; 
Quand je serais dans l'eternelle nuit, 
Mon ombre encor reviendrait te sourire." 

La meme teinte melancolique se retrouve dans une autre piece anonyme intitulee 

le Voltigeur, sous la rubrique de cette meme annee 1831. 

"Sombre et pensif, debout sur la frontiere, 
Un voltigeur allait :finir son quart; 
L'astre du jour achevait sa carriere, 
Un rais au loin argentait le rempart. 
Helas ! dit-il, quelle est done ma consigne? 
Un mot anglais que je ne comprends pas: 
Mon pere etait du pays de la vigne; 
M:on poste, non, je ne te laisse pas ! 

''Un bruit soudain vient frapper son oreille: 
Qui vive ... rien Mais j'entends le tambour. 
Au corps de garde est-ce que l'on sommeille? 
L'aigle, deja, plane aux bois d'alentour. 
Helas ! dit-il, etc .................... . 

"C'est l'ennemi, je vois une victoire 1 

Feu ! mon fusil... Ce coup est bien porte; 
Un Canadien defend le territoire, 
Comme il saurait venger la liborte. 
Helai, ! dit-il, etc .................... . 

* U ne petite piece intitulee le Bcrge1· malheureux est signee A. N. J\I., et independammerit de la co'incidence 

des initiales, la tournure et !'esprit de ces vers me porteraient ales attribuer a M. Morin, qui, cependant, n'anrait 
eu a la date qu'ils portent (1820) que seize ou dix-sept ans. 
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" Quoi ! l'on voudrait assieger ma guerite? 
Mais quel cordon ! ma foi, qu'ils sont nombreux ! 
Un voltigeur deja prendre la fuite? 
II faut encor quej'en tue un ou deux. 
Helas ! dit-il: etc ................... .. 

Un plomb l'atteint; il plilit, il chancelle; 
Mais son coup part, puis il tombe a genoux. 
Le sol est teint de son sang qui ruisselle ; 
Pour son pays de mourir qu'il est doux ! 
Helas ! dit-il, ·etc ................... .. 

Ses compagnons, courant a la victoire, 
Vont jusqu'a lui pour etendre leur rang. 
Le jour deja desertait sa paupiere, 
Mais il semblait dire encor en mourant: 
" Helas ! c'est fait; quelle est done ma consigne? 
Un mot anglais que je ne comprends pas ; 
Mon pere etait du pays de la vigne ; 
Mon poste, non, je ne te laisse pas ! " 
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Je cite ce petit poeme au long, parce qu'il resume tres-heureusement les sentiments 
des Oanadiens-Frarn;ais: la fi.delite resignee et courageuse au nouveau drapeau s'alliant au 
touchant souvenir de la vieille mere patrie. 

Un mot anglais que je ne comprends pas! 

Tout est la, ce me semble ! Et l'on meurt pour cette consigne absurde, en se souve
nant du pays dont on a tant entendu parler, du pays ou regne la seule langue que l'on 
aime et que l'on comprenne ! 

Un usage qui s'etait introduit en meme temps que le journalisme, a contribue d'une 
maniere assez curieuse a donner une certaine impulsion a notre litterature. Plusieurs 
des pieces anonymes ou signees qui figurent dans ce recueil et beaucoup d'autres qui n'y 
figurent point, furent des chansons du nouvel an, destinees a obtenir de l'abonne les etrennes 
du petit gazetier, et tel de nos poetes en renom a fait ses debuts de cette maniere et a revele 
ses talents par l'entremise de ce troubadour d'un nouveau genre. Oelui-ci ne chante pas 
precisement sous le ciel de la Provence; c'est souvent au milieu d'un ouragan, a travers 
la neige ou la grele qu'il vient de grand matin frapper a notre porte. Autrefois on fais~it 
entrer le pauvre petit messager de la nouvelle annee, tout transi par le froid; on lui faisait 
chanter sa chanson-car on prenait son role au serieux-et on le recompensait par quel
ques gateaux ou meme par un verre de liqueur en sus des etrennes ob]igees. Oet usage 
remplasiait celui de la guignolee que l'on a tente dernierement de retablir a Monhfal et a 
Quebec. 

Le chant patriotique si populaire : Sol canadicn, fut une chan:-:on du jour de l'an ; 
comme M. Isidore Bedard, son auteur, M. Barthe, M. Garneau, M. Aubin,* M. Angers payerent 
leur tribut a cette coutume que M. Frechette, M. Lemay, M. Legendre ne dedaignent pas 
encme aujourd'hui. M. Derome parait avoir ete le poete laureat des etreunes. II n'a pas 

·-··--····------~~ 

* l\J. Aubin a ecrit quelques•unes des plus jolies pieces qui se trouvent dans le Repertoire. Comtne l\I. Quesnelt 
l\r. 1\formet et plusienrs autres de nos auteurs, il est ne et a ete ekve en Europe; 
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moins de cinq pieces de ce genre a son credit; en 1841, il en composa deux et l'une d'elles 
contenait une protestation energique contre l'union legislative imposee aux deux provinces 

. par l'Angleterre et par son agent lord Sydenham. 
Lorsque s'etablit la fete de la Saint-Jean-Baptiste, nos poetes trouverent la pour bien 

dire un autre sujet de concours. La chanson de Sir Georges Cartier, Comnie nmts dit un 

1·ieil arloge, si populaire encore aujourd'hui, fut chantee au banquet de la premiere cele
bration a Montreal (1834). Oelles qui ont ete composees a Quebec, en 1843, par M. Angers 
et en 18--1--1 par M. Derome, sont peut-etre les plus remarquables. Leurs refrains: 

et 

" Le Canadien t'adoptant pour patron, 
Parmi les peuples prend un nom, 

Au ciel un saint qui pour lui veille et prie. 

"Saint Jean-Baptiste nous protege, 
II nous entend de l'immortel sejour; 
Sous sa banniere un peuple est son cortege. 

Chan tons ! sa fete est notre jour." 

se font encore entendre dans ces joyeux anniversaires. 
A mesure que l'on approchait de la catastrophe de 1837, la muse patriotique prenait 

un ton plus vigoureux et plus mena<;ant. Les poemes pour les anniversaires du 21 mai, 
les poesies de nouvelle annee, les odes a Papineau accusaient plus de colere et de haine. 
Un dithyrambe de M. Turcotte, adresse en 1835 au grand patriote, presente d'une maniere 
tres-saillante les qualites et les defauts communs aux poesies canadiennes de cette epoque. 
Le debut en est fort remarquable. 

"Pourquoi te prodiguer l'outrage? 
Pourquoi cette impuissante rage, 
Ces mots de traitre, d'imposteur, 
Vomis par l'esclave cohorte, 
Quand d'un peuple la voix si forte 
Te proclame liberateur. 

C'est que sur le globe ou nous sommes, 
Dieu nous a dit : Vous serez hommes. 
C'est que la terre ne produit 
Qu'en denaturant la semence, 
Le grain qui renferme l'essence 
D'ou germe et nait le nouveau fruit. 

C'cst que la noire calomnie 
S'acharne toujours au genie: 
Colomb, de chaines accable, 
Le grand Colomb fut sa victime I 
Dites: quel etait done son crime? 
Par lui le monde avait double! ... 

De leur joug ta main nous delivre. 
Mais nous avons, comme au grand Livre, 
Kos docteurs de l'ancienne loi; 
Dans leur tondre sollicitude, 
Et pour sauver la multitude, 
Criant : " II veut se faire roi ! " 
.............................. 
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Apres 1837 une teinte plus sombre encore se repand sur toutes ces productions. 
elegies adressees aux exiles politiques sont nombreuses, et l'on y parle assez ouvel'h•ment 
de revanche; on y maudit les tyrans, sans trop de precautions. nI. Barthe, l'auteur d'une 
de ces pieces, eut a subir un assez long emprisonnement; M. Angers et M. Garneau lui
meme eurent a se feliciter de ce que leurs poemes ne furent pas lus en haut lieu, ou de ce 
que l'on ne sut pas bien en saisir la portee. 

Le Repertoire ne contient pas moins de dix-neuf poesies signees par M. Garneau, et 
l'on m'assure qu'il n'en a ecrit que deux ou trois qui ne s'y trouvent point. La plupart 
sont au-dessus de la moyenne, et quelques-unes sont parmi les plus belles du recueil. 

Le meme sentiment patriotique, les memes mouvements alternatifs de cl'ainte et d'es
poir que l'on rencontre partout dans l'Histoire du Canada, forment le caractere de son amvre 
poetique. Soit en prose, soit en vers, M. Garneau n'avait pour bien dir"e qu'une pensee, 
qu'une preoccupation, celle de la lutte nationale. Constamment il interroge le sphinx de 
nos destinees, et son imaginatio~, impressionnee par les evenements du jour, interprete 
tres-diversement ses reponses. 

Quelques-unes de ses pieces ont assez la facture de Beranger, dont il etait un grand 
admirateur. Telle est entre autres celle qui a pour titre l'Etrallger (1833). * 

"II ne vient point des bords qui m'ont vu naitre, 
Ou si sou vent je chantais nos exploits. 
II n'a point vu Carouge, ou pour un maitre 
Tombaient nos fl.ls, que trahissaient les rois. 
D'un joug a l'autre, helas ! on les transporte. 
Prene~ ces fers, dit-on a des heros ! ... " 
-Pauvre etranger, leur bras vainqueur les porte. 
A vos ennuis apportez du repos. 

"Deja les champs ou reposent nos peres 
A d'autres mains ont livre leurs moissons, 
Et sous nos toits des langues etrangeres 
Chassent l'echo de nos douces chansons. 
Un orphelin quete un pain d'indigence 
Au seuil sacre ... , trahi par ses sanglots ! " 
-Pauvre etranger, j'y fetai sa naissance: 
A vos ennuis apportez du repos. 

Plusieurs des essais poetiques de M. Garneau sont d'assez longue haleine, ce sont: la 
Pologne (1835) ; Au Canada (1837), le Reve du soldat (1838), ou il passe en revue les princi
paux evenements de l'histoire de France; la Presse (1839), poesie de la nouyelle annh1, 
Louise, legende canadienne (1840) et les Exiles (18-11). 

Malgre des imperfections qui ne seraient pas difficiles a corriger, malgre aussi lPs de
fauts qui sont particuliers a l'auteur, l'abus de l'ellipse, et une cPrtaine incoherence d'ou 
nait l'obscuritf>, ces pieces se rachetent par l'elevation constante des idees et par la noblesse 
des sentiments. Mais le poete a ete plus heureux dans des essais d'un genre moins am
bitieux; il y a trouve une note plus juste et s'est soutenu avec moins d'e:ffort. Telles sont 
les pieces qui ~nt pour titres : A nwn JUs (1838), les OiY.erw.c blancs (1839), l'l-Ifrer (1840) d 

le Papil!on (1841). 

* On retrouve la meme facture dans la piece le v·oltigeur, reproduite plus haut, et <lans. uno autro intituleo 
Chant du Vieillard sur l'etranga. Quoiquo non signees de l\I. Garneau, je serais assez enclin ales lni attribuer. 
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Dans la premiere se trouve hes-marquee l'influence de Berangei· et de son ecole dans 
ce qu'elle a de plus heureux. Les plus nobles sentiments s'y traduisent en vers souvent 
harmonieux, toujours attendrissants. 

J e crois devoir la reproduire en en tier. 

Lorsque tu dors sur le sein de ta mere, 
Souvent mes yeux s'arretent sur tes traits, 
Ou les zephyrs sous la gaze legere 
Portent des champs les parfums toujours frais. 
::\I ais qui peut dire, en quittant le rivage, 
Que les zephyrs te suivront jusqu'au port? 
Dors, mon enfant; le ciel est sans nuage, 
Et l'aquilon ne souffle pas encor. 

Des reves d'or berceront ton enfance; 
Insoucieux, tout te semblera beau. 
Tu grandiras, avec toi l'esperance, 
Prisme trompeur qui nous suit au tombeau. 
Plus tard enfi.n le temps impitoyable 
Detruira tout, plaisirs, projets, bonheur. 
Dors, mon enfant; ton reve est agreable, 
Bientot viendront des pensers de douleur. 

Si ton genie a la lyre sonore 
Prete des chants inspires par les dieux, 
Comme l'oiseau qui chante avec l'aurore, 
Ils n'auront plus d'echo que dans les cieux. 
Ces doux refrains qui charment mon oreille 
Vont s'oublier pour des sons inconnus. 
Dors, mon enfant; pour toi ta mere veille, 
Et de sa voix les chants sont suspendns. 

Si le destin sur la terre etrangere 
Guide tes pas bien loin de ton pays, 
Tu verseras plus d'une larme ame11e 
Au souvenir de ces bords trop cberis. 
Le haut rang meme ot'I. tu semblerais etre 
Perdra soudain a tes yeux sa splendeur. 
Dors, mon enfant; le sol qui t'a vu naitre 
Sera toujours le pays de ton camr. 

Si fier, enfin, des exploits de nos peres, 
Tu te plaisais au milieu des combats, 
Puisse le ciel rendre tes jours prosperes 
Et loin de toi conduire le trepas. 
:\Iais la du moins l'homme tom be a vec gloire, 
Et son pays lui doit uu souvenir. 
Dors, mon enfant; si tu vis dans l'histoire, 
Laisse un nom cher aux fils de l'avenir. 

Mais l'avenir se grossit de nuages ; 
Pour bien des fl.ls les legs seront sanglants : 
Si je pouvais conjurer ces orages, 
Avec plaisir je verrais ton printemps. 
~on, le passe n'a point brise ses armes, 
Chacun se di t: ·w ashington renaitra. 
Dors, mon enfant; car le tambour d'alarmes 
Trop tot pour toi peut-etre sonnera. 
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Moi, je voudrais, mon fl.ls, qu'a ton asile 
Ceres brillat au milieu des neuf Smurs, 
Et que la paix, a leur appel docile, 
Y presidat, le front orne de fleurs ; 
Content du sort que mon cmur te souhaite, 
D'amis choisis toujours environne, 
On vit les arts embellir ta retraite 
Dans quelque lieu champetre et fortune . 

• 
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Les Oiserwx blancs et le Papillon sont deux gracieuses poesies qui prouvent que le talent 
de l'auteur pouvait se preter a plus d'un genre, meme a ceux pour lesquels on ne lui 
aurait point soup9onne d'aptitude. II ya la une souplesse et une facilite qui trop sou vent 
lui font defaut. 

Salut, petits oiseaux, qui vo]ez sur nos tetes, 
Et de l'aile en passant effieurez les frimas; 
Vous qui, bravant le froid, berces par les tempetes, 
Y enez to-µs les hiYers vol tiger sur nos pas. 

La voyez-vous glisser, leur legion rapide, 
Darn, les plaines de l'air comme un nuage blanc, 
Ou le brouillard leger que le soleil avide 
A la cime d'un mont dissipe en se levant? 

Les petits oiseaux, que l'on croit voir et entendre, viennent autour de la grange, O'lt 

bandit le van du villageois. · Ils volent au milieu d'epais flocons de neige, mt sein des giboulees. 

Ils couvrent le jardin, inondant les allees, 
Et d'arbre en arbre ils vont, toujours en voltigeant. 

Mais la main du pedide oiseleur leur a tendu des pieges; un imprudent est victime. 
Alors c'est merveille de voir les sentiments que le poete sait preter a ses petits amis, et 
comme il sait aussi les partager ! 

Poussant des eris plaintifs, ils s'en vont dans la plaine, 
:\Ies yeux les ont suivis derriere les coteaux : 
l\Iais ils avaient deja, le soir, perdu leur haine, 
Et je les vis encor passer sous mes vitraux. 

Dans la seconde piece, le poete-historien enveloppe d'une forme legere les plus graves 
pensees. 

Papillon 
Que l'aurore 
Fit eclore 
Au gazon, 

.Je eours, voltige, 
Dans mon manoir, 
De tige en tige 
Jusques au soir. 

Dans la rose, 
Doux sejour ! 
Je repose 
Jusqu'au jour. 

::-ec. I., 188:?. 10. 

::-i l'hirondelle 
Tt'nte souvent 
Route nouvelle 
Au firmament. 

Ah ! moins superbe, 
}\Joins glorieux, 
~nr un brin <l'herbe 
Je suis heureux. 
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Et la tempete 
Suivant con cours, 
Loin de ma tete 
Passe toujours. 

On vit chez l'homme 
Audacieux 
Le front de Rome 
Toucher les cieux. 

Mais sur la terre 
Passe Attila, 
Dans la poussiere 
Rome croula. 

Sans que je m'inquiete, 
Oui, deja j'apen;ois 
l\Ia poussiere indiscrete 
, \ yec celle tks rois. 

Le Dernier Huron (1840) et le Vieux chene (1841) paraissent etre comme deux echos d'une 
meme pensee. O'est dans ces deux pieces que M. Garneau a donne toute la mesure de 
son talent ; et si l'on doit entendre par poesie autre chose qu'un certain ramage qui plait 
a l'oreille, si pour le poete, comme pour l'orateur, !'inspiration, le pectus doit passer en 
premiere ligne, le Dernier Huron restera comme l'une des plus belles pages de notre litte
rature. Du reste il ya de l'ampleur, du nombre et de l'harmonie dans la plupart de ces 
strophes, qui tiennent a la fois de l'ecole classique et de l'ecole romantique. 

La lutte pour la vie entre l~s peuples, la disparition de certaines races, exterminees, 
asservies ou absorbees par d'autres plus fortes et plus heureuses, forment le theme des deux 
productions; mais le retour sur nous memes, la crainte que tel ne soit un jour notre sort, 
sont plus franchement accuses dans la seconde que dans la premiere, ou la preoccupation 
constante de l'auteur est deguisee, pour bien dire, sous le voile de l'allegorie. 

L'idee du Dernier Huron est due a un tableau de notre artiste M. Plamondon, eleve de 
Paulin Guerin. Il avait peint le portrait du chef sauvage •Vincent, le dernier Huron de 
pure race, dont le nom de chef etait Tariolin. L'artiste ne s'etait pas contente de faire une 
ressemblance, il avait idealise son modele. 

Le tableau de M. Plamondon obtint le grand prix de peinture offert au concours en 
1838 par la Societe litteraire et historique de Quebec, et lord Durham en fit !'acquisi
tion. 

M. Garneau avait ete frappe du cote poetique et legendaire de cette amvre d'art et 
deux ans apres il publiait le Dernier Huron. 

Fidele aux traditions de la poesie classique le poete se plonge in medias res. 

"Triomphe, destinee ! Enfin ton heure arrive; 
0 peuple, tu ne seras plus. 

Il n'errera bient6t de toi sur cette rive 
Que des mines inconnus. 

En Yain, le soir, du haut de la montagne 
J'appelle un nom ;_ tout est silencieux. 
0 guerriers, levez-vous; couvrez cette campagne, 

Ombres de mes ai:eux ! " 

Mais la voix du Huron se perdait dans l'espace 
Et ne reveillait plus d'echos, 

Quand, soudain, il entend comme une ombre qui passe 
Et sous Jui fremir des OS, 

Le sang indien s'embrase en sa poitrine; 
Ce bruit qui passe a fait vibrer son comr. 
Per:fide illusion ! au pied de la colline ,. 

C'est l'acier~du faucheur ! 
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Apres la seconde stance, le poete cede encore la parnle a son heros. 

" Encor lui, toujours lui, serf au regard funeste 
Qui me poursuit en triomphant. 

II convoite deja du cMne qui me reste 
L'ombrage rafraicbissant. 

Homme servile! il rampe sur la terre; 
Sa lache main, profanant des tombeaux, 

Pour un salaire impur va troubler la pousssiere 
Du sage et du beros. 

"II triomphe, et, semblable a son troupeau timide, 
II redoutait l'ceil du Huron; 

Et quand il entendait le bruit d'un pas rapide 
Descendant vers le vallon, 

L'effroi, soudain, s'emparait de son a.me; 
II croyait voir la mort devant ses yeux. 

Pourquoi des leur enfance et le glaive et la flamme 
N'ont-ils passe sur eux? 
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La parole est encore au poete, et de nouveau a son heros. Les transitions sont peut .. 
etre un peu brusques, mais elles sont tout a fait dans les procedes de la poesie antique. 

Le Huron raconte les exploits de ses peres, leurs chasses, leurs peches, leurs combats, 
leurs voyages, leurs tournois sur les ondes limpides, ou comme des cygnes, se j ouaient leurs 
esquifs capricieux. 

Puis il s'ecrie : 

"Helas ! puis-je, joyeux, en l'air brandir ma lance 
Et chanter aussi mes exploits? 

Ai-je brave comme eux, au jour de la Yaillance, 
La hacbe des Iroquois ? 

Non, je n'ai point, sentinelle furtive, 
Pres de leur camp surpris des ennemis. 

Non, je n'ai pas venge la depouille plaintive 
De parents et d'amis. 

Puis enfin, oubliant l'ancienne alliance de ses ancetres ayec l'un des peuples qui ont 
acqnis son heritage, le dernier Huron s'en prend egalement aux unset aux autres, et lance 
contre eux un prophetique anatheme, suivi d'une prosopopee on ne peut plus etrange, 

mais aussi on ne peut plus poetique: 

"Tom~ cos preux descendus dans la tom be eternelle 
Dorment couches sous les guerets; 

1 )e leur pays cheri la grandeur solennelle 
Tombait a,w'.c Jes forets. 

Leurs noms, leurs jeux, leurs fetes, leur hi:--toire, 
Sont aYl',C eux enfoui:-- pour toujours, 

Et je suis rest(\ soul pour dire leur memoiro 
Aux peuples de nos jours. 

"Orgueilleux aujourd'hui qu'ils ont mon heritage, 
Ces peuples fout rouler leurs chars 

Ou jadis s'assemblait, sous le sacre feuillage, 
Le conseil de nos vieillards. 
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A vec fracas leurs somptueux corteges 
Ynnt envahir et profaner ces lieux! 

Et les 6dats bruyants des rires sal'l'ileg-c:-; 
Y montent jusqu'aux cieux ! .. , 

" l\Iai1-- il viendra pour eux le jour de la vrng·eancC\, 
Ou l'on brisera leurs tombeaux. 

Des peuples inconnus, comme un torrent immense, 
Ravageront leurs coteaux. 

Snr·les debris de leurs cites pompeuses 
Le patre assis alors ne saura pas 

Dans ce vaste desert quelles eendres fameuses 
J aillissent sous se:-; pas. 

" Qui sait? peut-etre alors renaitront sur ses ri\w; 
Et les Indiens et leurs forets ; 

En reprenant leurs corps, leurs ombres fugitives 
Couvriront tous ces guerets ; 

Et se levant comme apres un long reve, 
Ils reverront partout les memes lieux, · 

Les sapins descendant jusqu'aux flots sur la greve, 
En haut Jes memes cieux. 

La piece intitulee le Vieu.r chene est comme une continuation du Dernier Huron; elle 
lui est pTesque egale paT le souffle poetique; elle lui est superieure sous le rnppoTt de la 
forme. 

O'est le developpement d'une idee que l'auteuT avait consme dans l'autTe poeme, _et 
qui s'y etait trouvee tTop a l'etroit. 

Le Huron n'avait-il pas dit? 

" Encor lui, toujours lui, serf au regard fnneste, 
Qui me poursuit en triomphant. 

11 convoite deja du chene qui me reste 
L'ombrage rafraichissant ! " 

Et parlant de son heros, le poete n'avait-il pas ajoute? 

" Comme le chene isole dans la plaine, 
D'une foret noble et dernier debris, 
11 ne reste que lui sur l'antique domaine 

Par ses peres conquis." 

Les deux pTemieTes stances de la seconde elegie sont tres-Tiches d'harmonie 0t d'ex-
press1011. 

Naguere sur les bords de l'onde murmurante, 
r n vioux chene elevait sa tete dans les cieux ; 
Et de ses rameaux wrts l'ombre rafraichissante 
Protegeait 1:humble fleur qui naissait en <·0s lieux. 
Les brises soupiraient, le soir, dans son feuillage 
Argente par la lune, et dont plus loin l'image 
< >wfoyait sur les flots coulant avr~'. lenteur; 
Les oiseaux y dormaient, la tMr sous leur aile, 
C'nrnmr. la nuit, sur l'eau repose la nacelle 

Immobile du perheur. 
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Des siecles a ses pieds reposait la poussiere. 
Que d'orages affreux passerent sur son front 
Dans le cours varie de sa longue carriere ! 
Que de peuples tombes sans laisser meme un nom! 
Impassible temoin de leur vaste naufrage, 
Que j'aimais a preter l'oreille a ton Jangage 
Si plein du souvenir des ages revolus ! 
Lui seul pournit en·core evoquer sous son ombre 
L'image du passe, les fantomes sans nombre 

Des peuples qui n'etaient plus. 
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Les souvenirs historiques se pressent en foule, les peuples anciens et les peuples mo
dernes, les sauvages et les hommes civilises, passent rapidement au pied de l'arbrn secu
laire, et le poete se compare au voyageur qui jadis, 

. . . • . • . . . . . . • • • • au pied d'une colonne 
Assis, les yeux fixes sur des debris epars, 
Dans son reve crut voir s'animer Babylone, 
Et debout se dresser ses immenses remparts. 

Les oiseaux qui font leurs nids et gazouillent dans les branches, les amants qui ne 
gazouillent pas moins tendrement sous l'ombrage epais, les danses joyeuses des villageois, 
au pied du vieil arbre, le vieillard qui vient s'y asseoir et raconter aux jeunes gens les 
hauts faits des ancetres, tout cela est decrit avec fraicheur, avec grace, avec une melan
colie bien vraie et que le lecteur ne peut s'empecher de partager. 

Mais le moment vient ou l'arbre doit aller, selon l'expression d'un poete fran9ais peu 
connu. 

" Au gouffre devorant ou vont avec nos jourR 
Feuilles et jeunes gens, chenes et hautes tours."* 

Cependant M. Garneau n'a pas voulu que son arbre cheri tombat de vetuste; il a 
choisi pour lui une fin plus tragique, plus symbolique aussi de celle qu'il voudrait pour 
notre nationalite, si elle doit disparaitre un jour. 

l\Iais depuis a passe le vent de la tempete ; 
La foudre a disperse tes debris glorieux : 
Le hameau cherche en vain ta venerable tt~te 
De loin se dessinant sur la vo11te des cieux. 
II n'aper<;oit plus rien dedans l'espace vide. 
Au jour de la colere une flamme rapide 
Du vieux roi des forets avait tout efface. 
Helas ! il avait vu naitre et mourir nos peres; 
Et l'ombre qui tombait de ses bras secn1airrs, 

C'etait l'omhrc dn pass<-. 

Ces deux pieces non-seulement sont peut-etre les plus belles que M. Garneau ait 
ecrites; mais elles pen vent figurer parmi les meilleures de notre Parnasse canadieu. 

A cette epoque de 1840-18-11 M. Garneau montrait une grande aetivite d'esprit. 11 
ecrivait des articles tres-remarquables dans le Canrulien L't il commen9ait son grand travail 

* Polydore Bounin, Au clwteau de Julhan. 
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sur l'Histoire du Canada; de poete il allait devenir prosateur, et de fait on ne connait au

cune poesie de lui apres cette date. 
Gelles qu'il avait publiees suffi.sent pour former un point de depart a cette brillante 

floraison litteraire que depuis plus de quarante ans n'a cesse de se deyelopper, et ce n'est 
pas sans mison que M. Sulte applique a M. Garneau les fametix vers de Boileau au sujet 
de Malherbe. Il avait surtout donne un caractere, une couleur originale ,; notre poesie: 

c'etait l'amour de la patrie qui l'avait fait poete, comme ce fut le meme sentiment qui 
le fit historien. 

Pour achever de nous en convaincre revenons un peu sur nos pas. 
Avant M: Garneau une grande partie de notre litterature, la poesie surtout Hait 

anonyme. Il est un des premiers auteurs qui aient signe leurs pieces; il y mettait tantot 
son nom, tant6t ses initiales. 

Il ~xist.ait alors un double prejuge contre nos litterateurs, contre les poetes surtout. 
D'un cote on se demandait a quoi ils pouvaient etre bons; un brevet d'aptitude litteraire 
eut ete aux yeux de bien des gens !'equivalent d'un brevet d'incapacite politique, profes
sionnelle et administrative. D'un autre cote l'on pensait que notre litterature Hait et 
serait toujours bien inferieure a la litterature europeenne. A tous egards c'etait done 
une aventure bien risquet• que de se poser en nourrisson des muses. 

M. Pierre Layiolette, M. Labadie, M. Michel Bi baud, M. .T oseph Quesnel, M. 
Mermet seuls ~vrnient quelque fois signe leurs poesies; encore les deux derniers etaient
ils des europeens et ace titre ils croyaient sans doute pouvoir bmver l'un des deux pre
juges que j'ai mentionnes. 

Parmi les poesies recueillies par M. Huston la plus ancienne est le Tableau de la mer 
par M. Tache, ancetre de la respectable famille canadienne de ce nom. Si M. Tache s'est 
embarque pour le Canada en 1739 et si sa poesie a ete composee en 1734 comme le dit le 
Repertoire on peut a peine la considerer comme une poesie canadienne, l'auteur n'etant 
point ne au Canada et ses vers n'ayant pas meme He ecrits dans le pays. 

Ce petit poeme didactique n'est point sans merite ; il a surtout celui de la diffi.culte 
vaincue. On y trouve tous les termes de marine en usage alors, les noms de toutes les 
parties d'un yaisseau, accumules comme a plaisir, et sous ce rapport c'est un curieux et 
precieux travail. 

Avant les Georgiques de Virgile, les Romains avaient eu des poemeg sur l'histoire 
naturelle, l'astronomie, l'icthyologie, l'agTiculture, Ia chasse, la medecine, etc. II n'est 
point de sujet dont la poesie ne se soit empare; la tentative de M. Tache n'etait done pas 
nouvelle. Les poemes didactiques ont ete en tres-grande vogue au commencement de 
notre siecle et a la fin du siecle precedent, et M. Tache pent etre regarde comme un pre
curseur d'Esmenard, qui en a fait un tres-remarquable sur la Navigation (1805). 

Une amvre qui ne se trouve pas dans le Repertoire, mais dont il existe plusieurs copies 
mannserites, pent etre consideree a bon droit comme le premier poeme canadien. M. 
Snlte, il C'st v1•ai, la croit posterieure an Ta"1eau de la mer; mais on ignore la date precise 
de res deux productions. Dans tons les eas le poeme qui est attribue a M. Etienne Mar
ch~nd, grand-yicaire et cure de Boucher-ville, avait pour auteur un canadien, et il a ete 
compose en Canada et sur un sujet canadien. 

Ce fut en effet apropos des funerailles de Mgr. de Saint-Valier qui furent !'occasion 
d'nne grande querelle entre le chapitre de Quebec et l'archidiacre M. de Lotbiniere, que-
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relle dans laquelle intervinrent d'une part le gouverneur, M. de Beauharnais, et de l'autre 
!'intendant, M. Dupuis, que cette piece heroi-comique imitee du Lutrin de Boileau -fut 
ecrite et circula dans le pays. 

Un seul passage donnern une idee de la versification facile, de la verve et de la malice 
du poete grand-vicaire. 

ApTes l'invocation de rigueur a la muse, apres le recit des causes de la difficulte, le 
poete evoque la Discorde et se tiTe assez bien de ce lieu commnn. La petite sc·i\ne qui 
suit immediatement est de main de maitre. L'archidiacre se rend au palais de l'inten
dant avant le lever du jour, ayant ete reveille par la deesse qui avait glisse son poison 
dans toutes sPs vPines. Il expose a l'intendant Pt a son epouse tons ses griefs. Celle-ci 
se croit tenue d'envenimer la querelle, ce qui arrive quelque fois an sexe faible: 

" II conte mot a mot sa deplorable histoire, 
L'intendant qui l'ecoute a peine ose l'en croire, 
Son epouse en fremit : cette chere moitie 
Dont le creur fut toujours nourri dans la pitie 
Du droit de decider se croyant investie 
Prend cent fois avant lui le chapitre a partie, 
Et poussant plus avant l'el'-;prit de charite 
Lui suggere un dessein sur le champ adopte. 
S'il est nai qu'aux grands maux il faut un grand remede 
Et qu'a de prompts secours il n'est rien qui ne cede, 
II en faut a ceux-ci, lui dit-elle, appliquer 
Dont l'efficacite ne nous puisse manquer. 
Le Conseil est a nous, mais sa conduite lente 
Ke nous servirait pas au gre demon attente, 
Une cause douteuse y langnit trop longtemps; 
J'ai des chemins plus courts dont vous serez contents.· 

Puisque malgre vos droits le chapitre s'obstine, 
Demain sans plus tarder lorsque le jour cessant 
Aura fait du chemin retirer le passant, 
Que la nuit sur la ville aura jete ses voiles 
Vous irez tous les deux guides par les etoiles 
Et suivis seulement de deux ou trois recors 
De l'ev~que defunt faire enlever le corps. 
Vous en avez le droit, vous, comme grand-vicaire, 
Et vous executeur nomme testamentaire, 
Tout vous sera facile ou vous ne voudrez pas! 
Andre sans balancer marchera sur vos pas. 
Yous serez secondes par le Pere Lachasse, 
L'ouvrage sera fait avant qu'une heure passe, 
Et par VOS mains bientot votre eveque enterre, 
Le chapitre a Boulard n'aura rien defere. 
Contents vous en serez et de votre victoire, 
Partout la Renommee annoncera la gloire . 
. A ce noble dessein l'~rchidiacre applaudit; 
Par un tendre baiser !'intendant repondit. 
Et benissant le ciel qui lui montre la voie 
Tout le reste du jour se passa dans la joie. 

Le premier de ces poemes Le Tableau de la mer se presente assez bien au frontispin~ 
de notre litterature. Il rappelle ces pieces de vers qui figurent en tete des vi,•illes edi-
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tions des voyages de Champlain et de Lescarbot, et q~i decrivent les dangers de la navi
gation et exaltent la gloire de ceux qui savent les braver. 

L'autre poenie est assez caracteristique du pays et de l'epoque. L'esprit satyrique et 
sa prompte application aux evenements du jour est tout a fait dans le genie de notre race. 
Si l'auteur n'avait point trouve dans le Lutrin de Boileau un modele pour son travail, peut
etre aurait-il donne carriere a sa verve sous une autre fOl'me, celle de la chanson. Chez 
nous comme chez nos aieux d'outremer le chansonnier tirait parti de t~us les evenements 
heureux ou malheureux, tragiques ou comiques. 

M. Hubert Larue a publie en 1863 et en 1865 dans le Foyer Canadien deux articles sur 
nos chansons canadiennes, l'un sur les chansons populaires, l'autre sur les chansons histo
riques. 11 y dit avec "raison que les chansons constituent p1·esque toute notre litterature 
anterieure au Repertoire, lequel se composant presqu'exclusivement de pieces deja publiees 
dans les journanx et les revues ne remonte guere au-dela de notre siecle. 

Peu de temps apres, M. Ernest Gagnon publiait un recueil de nos melodies populaires 
avec musique notee et de charmantes etudes sur chacune d'elles. Comme M. Larue,il avait 
pu les comparer avec celles de la France, qu'un travail fait par M. Rathery, aux frais du gou
vernement et un beau volume publie par M. Qhampleury et M. W ekerlin venaient de mettre 
en lumiere. 

Il resulte de cette comparaison qu'il n'est presque pas une de nos chansons dites chan
sons de voyageurs, qui ne provienne de quelque province de France. De nombreuses 
variantes, tant dans les airs que dans les paroles, prouvent que les chants primitifs ont ete 
alteres soit en France soit au Canada. Dans bien des cas, comme M. Larue l'a demontre, 
la version canadienne est plus na:ive, plus gracieuse, plus antique par sa tournure que la 
version franc;aise ; et M. Gagnon ayant fait a peu pres la meme demonstration pour les airs 
qu·e l'on chante ici, on. serait assez fonde a croire que ces cantilenes ont ete mieux conser
vees chez nous q:ue dans la vieille mere-patrie. Cependant il y a tel changement, telle 
interpolation qui trahit evidemment une origine canadienne. 

Dans tous les cas, ces chansons sans etre exclusivement notres, font partie de notre 
heritage comme les legendes, les proverbes, le langage populaire, qui nous viennent de 
Frarn;e, que nous avons un peu modifies et auxquels nous avons fourni et ajoute un- con
tingent purement canadien. 

Par }'influence que ces vieilles chansons ont exerc~ sur nous, elles n'ont pas peu con
tribue a conserver cette tournure d'esprit poetique, aventuriere et patriotique qui s'est tra
duite ensuite dans notre litterature serieuse et classique. Elles sont aussi parfaitement en 
harmonie avec le caractere de notre peuple, avec sa situation exceptionnell~ sur ce continent. 

La plus remarquable d'entr'elles, la Clair~ Fontaine, que les Canadiens-fran9ais ont d'un 
commun accord choisi pour leur chant national, est empreinte a la fois de gaiete et de 
melancolie. Rien comme elle, ne doit faire battre le crnur d'un canadien a l'etranger, car 
elle touche les deux fibres les plus delicates de notre nature, elle rappelle dans ce qu'elle a 
de gai les joies de la patrie absente, dans ce qu'~lle a de triste les douleurs de l'exil. 11 
nous semble en l'entendant, sentir comme nos peres le canot d'ecorce glisser sous !'impul
sion de l'aviron rapide sur notre large et paisible fleuve, voir fuir derriere nous la for8t 
d'erables et de sapins et poindre dans quelqu'anse lointaine un groupe de maisons blanches 
et le clocher du village etinceler au soleil. 

Mais il y a plusieurs especes de chansons qui sont exclusivement canadiennes, nos 
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complaintes, nos chansons historiques, nos chansons satiriques, enfin nos chansons politiques 
que l'on peut considerer comme la transition a une poesie plus reguliere et a plus grandes 
preten tions. 

La complainte est un genre tres populaire. Ce qu'il s'en est compose et chante dans 
nos campagnes, sans compter ce qu'il s'en compose et s'en chante encore! Celles du J uif 
errant et de Marianson sont aussi repandues ici qu'en France. Parmi celles qui sont, si 
je puis ainsi m'exprimer, natives, la plus remarquable est celle de Cadieux " Petit rocher 
de la haute montagne"; elle est en meme temps une chanson historique et a ete l'objet d'un 
beau travail de M. Charles Tache. Les chansons satiriques sont plus nombreuses que les 
complaintes encore; chaque village a la sienne, chaque election politique, chaque election 
municipale en font eclore de nouvelles et M. Gagnon qui nous en a donne quelques-unes 
n'a du avoir que l'embarras du choix. 

La chanson historiq_ue proprement dite a une importance bien plus grande, importance 
qui n'a pas echappe a M. Larue. C'est un genre qui n'existe plus et que la presse quoti• 
dienne et 1A telegraphe ont tue comme bien d'autres bonnes choses. Les chansons sur la 
prise d'Oswego, sur la bataille de Carillon, sur la prise du fort William Henry sont pleines 
de verve gauloise et il est heureux qu'on nous les ait conservees. Celle qui a ete composee 
sur la bataille de la Monongahela, quoiqu'inferieure au point de vue litteraire, a le merite 
de donner tousles details de cette victoire celebre ou, comme aux plaines d'Abraham, les 
commandants des deux armees furent victimes de leur valeur. Sous ce rapport, cette piece 
peu connue nous fait penser aux anciennes chansons de gestes et M. Larue apres l'avoir com
paree avec les recits des historiens, a raison de dire que si l'histoire de la bataille de la 
Monongahela se fut perdue on pourrait la reconstituer rien qu'avec cette chanson. 

Les chansons politiques dont les premieres datent de l'epoque tourmentee de 1810, ont 
ete pendant longtemps les seules poesies vraiment originales qui emaillaient les colonnes 
de nos journaux, et si elles sont loin d'etre des chefs-d'muvres elles participent au 
merite de la chanson historique. La chanson dujour de l'an qui dans l'origine ne contenait 
que des banalites plus ou moins heureuses sur la fuite du temps, sur les souhaits en usage, 
n'a pas tarde a devenir une chanson politique, et comme je l'ai fait observer plus haut, ~lle 
a fourni les debuts de la poesie patriotique. 

Ainsi au moment ou M. Garneau commern;ait a ecrire, il y avait comme deux courants 
poetiques qui s'ignoraient l'un l'autre, le courant populaire et le courant classique. (*) 

Le premier etait de beaucoup le plus original et ce fut le merite de M. Garneau de 
revetir le sentiment patriotique d'une forme plus litteraire. 

Assez singulierement ses trois premieres poesies ont ete composees en Europe : une a 
Paris et deux a Londres ; dans l'une d'elles se trouvent ces vers qui semblent indiquer que 
d~ja il songeait a ses travaux historiques ou que du moins il se proposait de faire servir la 
muse a celebrer nos heros: 

Mes doigts harmonieux animeront ma lyre 
Dont les cordes sou vent chanteront nos exploits; 
Et quand l'age viendra refroidir mon delire, 

Assis a l'ombre d'un bois, 
Mes chants plus doux plairont au folatre zephiro. 

(*) Voir pour la poesie populaire la curieuse etude de :\I. Le~Iay surlespoetesillettn:sde Lotbi11iere. Uneseule 
paroisse a fourni plusieurs poetes qui tout en ignorant les regles de la prosodie s'en faisaient une sans la permis• 
sion d'aucuno academia. 

Sec. I., 1882. 11. 
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Une des poesies ecrites a Londres n'a ete publiee que dans la revue la Polonia. Elle 
avait ete lue a une solennite litteraire de la Societe des amis de la Pologne chez le poete 
Campbell, qui en etait le president. M. Garneau, comme on l'a vu plus haut, est revenu 
sur ce sujet de predilection; malheureusement les deux poesies qu'il a dediees a cet infor
tune pays ne sont pas au nombre de ses meilleures pieces. 

En parcourant les pages du Repertoire on yoit le progres que M. Garneau et ses emules 
faisaient chaque jour. L'expression d'abord vague et incomplete acquiert plus de justesse 
et de precision, levers devient plus ferme, plus correct, les idees jetees un peu au hasard, 
se coordonnent; mais ce qui est remarquable dans les pieces publiees de 1830 a 1850 c'est 
l'ardeur du sentiment patriotique. La politique n'y est plus trnitee sur le ton narquois 
de la chanson, c'est l'elegie, c'est le dithyrambP, c'est la satire qui expriment tour a tour les 
craintes, les tristessPs, l'indig·nation de nos concitoyens. 

Les haut faits des a'ieux sont rappeles pour rnnimer lcs courages abattus on chanc<~
lants, l'empreinte nationale se trou"'f"e partont. On sort des sentiers battus; notre littera
ture cesse d'etre uniquement l'echo des yieilles productions europeennes, la poesie anacre
ontique qui tronait sur notre petit Parnasse est presque delaisst)C; le sentiment de la nature 
presqu'absent des premieres productions recueillies dans le Repertoire, mais que nos vieilles 
chansons avaient conserve chez le peuple se reveille, et si l'influence du roman
tisme se fait lentement sentir, le mouvement national conduit aux poesies de Lenoir, au 
Drapeau de Carillon de Cremazie, a l'Evangeline de Lemay, a la France de Frechette, au 
Vieux Drapeau de Poisson. 

Chose etrange dans un pays aussi chretien, les sl1jets religieux n'ont figure qu'assez 
tard dans notre litterature. Le prejuge dont Boileau avait fait une maxime de son Art 
poetique s'est conserve chez nous peut-etre plus longtemps qu'il n'eut ete desirable, et nos 
saints mysteres ont ete laisses aux sermons et aux cantiques, ces derniers exer9ant toute
fois sur l'esprit du peuple une influence que je dois signaler comme je l'ai fait pour celle 
de nos vieilles chansons. 

Mais si ce n'est qu'assez recemment que des sujets religieux ont ete traites par M. Rou
thier, M. Donnelly et quelques autres, la religion n'a jamais ete insultee par nos poetes, le 
sentiment chretien ne leur a jamais fait defaut. 

M. Sulte a fait une liste de nos ecrivains dans laquelle sur cent soixante-et-seize noms, 
il signale ceux de soixante-et-huit poetes ou versificateurs. C'est une forte pTOportion; et si 

'l'on ajoute a cela les nombreuses poesies anonymes dont j'ai paTle, on verra que je n'ai rien 
exagere en disant que la poesie tenait le premier rang a la naissance de notre litterature. 

Du reste nos orateurs, nos ec1ivains de tout ge1ue, qui maintenant font plus que dis
puter la carriere aux poetes ont subi l'heureuse influence dont je parlais il y a un instant. 
Sans parler des grands travaux historiques de Garneau et de Ferland, les muvres purement 
litteraires, les legendes de M. Charles Tache, celles de l'abbe Casgrain et de M. Paul Ste
vens, les romans de MM. Marmette, Bourassa, de Gaspe, de Boucheryille, le Jean Rivard de 
M. Gerin Lajoie, auteur d'une chanson qui, comme celles de Bedard et de Cartier se chan
tera encoTe lorsque des muvres plus serieuses auront ete oubliees; toutes ces pToductions 
ont le meme carncteTe, sont impTegnees du meme espTit, de l'esprit qui vit dans tons ces 
discouTs, dans toutes ct>s conferences que le peuple ne se lasse jamais d'entendTe parce 
qu'on lui parle de son glorieux passe, de son a;venir nagueTe si sombre, aujourd'bui plus 
tiant, bien qu'encore discutf·. 
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On trouvera peut-etre que dans cette etnde j'ai attache trop d'importan<'e a quelques 
amvres qui, sous le rapport de la forme, laissent beaucoup a desirer. Mais tout a une 
certaine valeur dans ces humbles commencements. En Europe on n"cherche en cc 
moment avec une tres-grande curiosite de Y,ieux ecrits qui etaient loin d'ex<'iter l'admira~ 
tion des contemporains. 

"Un evenement, dit M. Sulte, dans le travail que j'ai deja cite, ·dent de se produire, 
qui ferme la periode de trente ans commencee vers 1850. M. Louis Frechette a ete cou
ronne par l' Academie fran9aise. Desormais nous ne chanternns plus pour le seul Canada; 
la France nous prete une oreille attentive. Saurons-nous meriter ses applaudissements '? 
Nos poetes auront-ils assez de voix pour ce theatre agrandi '? N'en doutons pas s'ils s'ins
pirent plus que jamais du sentiment national particulier a la Nouvelle-France. On cher
che partout du neuf-c'est precisement ce dont nous avons le plus-mais gare aux pasti
ches et aux periphrases des pieces tirees de la vieille France!" 

Oes conseils sont tres-sages; cependant il ne iaudrait pas les prendre trop au 
pied de la lettre. Et d'abord en nous attachant exclusivement a des sujets canadiens, nous 
risquerions de nous isoler, de renoncer en apparence a l'heritage commun des nations, 
enfin de tomber dans cette espece de chauvinisme que nos voisins appellent: spread eagle 

style. Sans doute que nous interesserions davantage le lecteur europeen, que nous au
rions plus de droits a son indulgence en lui montrant des tableaux nou,~eaux pour lui. 
Sans doute aussi lorsque nous traiterons des sujets communs au vieux monde et au notre, 
nous aurons a lutter contre des maitres dans l'art d'ecrire, nous nous exposerons a dire un 
pen moins bien, quelquefois beaucoup moins bien, ce qu'ils auront dit avant nous. Mais 
l'effort cree par une telle situation ne doit-il pas compter pour quelque chose'? Longfellow 
n'a pas ecrit qu'Evangeline et Hiawatha, les poesies qu'il a brodees sur des legendes euro
peennes sont au nombre de ses meilleures productions. 

O'est deja beaucoup que nous ayons secoue le joug de la routine, que nous soyons 
entres dans une voie plus nationale, qu'a l'exemple de nos voisins, qui pour des can~cs 
dont nous n'avons pas a rougir, nous ont devances, nous ayons enfin reclame notre part 
de la riche moisson qu'offrent l'histoire heroique et la grande nature de cc rnntinent. Il 
ne fa11:drait point que cette reaction legitime fut poussee trop loin, qu'elle nous rendit 
trop exclusifs. 

Pour ce qui est du pastiche, gardons-nous de le confondre avec un procede litteraire tres
utile et tres-ancien: l'imitation. Que celle-ci ne soit point servile, qu'elle n'ait point d'affecta
tion, qu'elle soit naturelle; alors elle laissera place a une cert~ine originalite. Il est impossible 
de lire un auteur qui nous plait sans etre porte a l'imiter; il ya une sympathie ineluc
table, qui cree d'heureuses filiations litteraires d'un pays, d'une generation a un autre pays, 
a une autre generation. Et comme la poesie s'empare de l'ame plus completement que la 
prose, comme elle s'imprime plus vivement dans la memoire, les poetr·s sont plus que Jt,s 
prosateurs, sujets a l'imitation, qui est une des grandes lois de l'humanite. Ils n'ont que 
faire de trop se debattre contre leur penchant pourvu qu'il naisse d'une admiration legi
time et sincere. 

Le conseil d'un travail incessant, opiniatre que donne aussi M. Snlte a moins besoin 
de correctif. Le nascuntur poetce d'Horace a fait ici bien des victimes. Il suflit d'un pre
mier succes pour qn'on dedaigne de remettre une seulejois son ou'l'rage sur le rnetier. Il ne 
faut pas cependant avoir beaucoup d'experience pour savoir que les vers les plus faciles, 
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ceux qui out l'air de s'etre faits d'eux-memes, sont tres-"souvent ceux qui out coute le plus 
de travail. Si la nouvelle ecole, qui regne en France aujourd'hui, abuse de l'art de ciseler 
levers-expression qu'elle a creee-nos poetes sont encore bien eloignfa; de cette exage

ration.* 
Ce reproche n'a jamais pu s'adresser a celui dont j'ai inscrit le nom en tete de cette 

etude. Les imperfections que l'on remarque dans quelques-unes· de ses poesies etaient 
dues a <lt>s difficultes inherentes a des debuts, faits dans des circonstances tout exception
nelles. En toutes choses, M. Garneau a ete un travailleur serieux, convaincu et plein de 
severite envers lui-meme tandis qu'il etait rempli d'indulgence pour les autres, et cela 
simplement parce que toute son amvre, pTOse ou poesie, etait dirigee par une force constante 
et irresistible, par l'amour de sa race, par le desir de la relever et de la glorifier. Toujours 
et partout sa voix semble nous dire avec celle d'un autre poete canadien: 

ReYeillons-nous enfin, le devoir nous appelle • . ' 
Au firmament encor notre etoile etincelle; 
Demain, demain peut-etre. il ne serait plus temps, 
Oubliant pour jamais nos futiles querelles, 
Dans ce jour d'union, d'amitie fraternelle, 
De la douce patrie ecoutons les accents, 

Les grandes voix sortant des tombeaux de nos peres, 
Ce sol couvert du sang de leurs luttes dernieres, 
Le temple du village ou dans leurs chants pieux 
Ils venaient au Seigneur demander la victoire, 
Ou leurs mains apportant les gages de leur gloire· 
Les deposaient aux pieds de la Reine des cieux; 

_Le vent de la foret, l'echo de nos montagnes 
Qui chantent nos ai'eux dans nos vertes campagnes, 
Les flots du Saint-Laurent disant leurs noms benis; 
Des souvenirs sacres !'indestructible empire, 
Dans nos camrs attendris vibrant comme une lyre 

Tout nous redit: Soyons unis, (*) 

(*) CRElllIAzm, Aux Canadiens-F'rancais. 
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Notre passe litteraire et nos deux historiens. 

Par M. L'ABBE C.ASGR.AIN. 

(Lu le 26 Mai, 1882.) 

I. 

D'autres voix plus ecoutees que la mienne ont d~ja loue, comme elle le merite, l'inspi
ration d'ou est nee la Societe Royale du Canada qui vient d'etre inauguree sous de si 
heureux auspices. Elles ont dit, avec l'eloquence que vous savez,1.es droits que s'est ac
quis a la reconnaissance des sciences et des lettres l'illustre representant de notre souve
raine, dont le nom est si populaire parmi nous. Anime d'une ambition toute royale, il a 
aspire a un titre, a un genre de merite auxquels n'avait songe aucun des gouverneurs qui 
l'ont devance : celui de Mecene du Canada. L'avenir dira quelle heureuse influence aura 
exerce sur la destinee des lettres et des sciences en ce pays la haute protection dont elles 
sont aujourd'hui l'objet. 

A ce premier sentiment de gratitude vient s'en joindre un second qui touche tout par
ticulierement les membres canadiens-fran9ais de cette Societe: cet hommage s'adresse a 
leurs devanciers, a ceux qui ont ete les fondateurs de notre litterature nationale. C'est, en 
quelque sorte, avec un sentiment de piete filiale que la section fran9aise de la Societe s'empresse 
d'inscrire leurs noms a la premiere page de ses aiinales. Ils ont ete les premiers a la peine, il 
est juste qu'ils le soient a l'honneur. Superieurs par le talent aussi bien que par l'age, ils 
ont laisse apres eux des amvres qui n'ont pas ete egalees et qui sont restees comme les 
meilleures assises de notre jeune litterature. S'ils eussent vecu assez longtemps pour etre 
temoins du trio:r;nphe des lettres auquel nous assistons, ce serait sur le1us fronts que seraient 
tombees les premieres couronnes academiques. Et combien chacun de nous se serait senti 
plus raffermi et plus confiant, si, en franchissant aujourd'hui le seuil de cette enceinte, il se 
fut vu precede des historiens Garneau et Ferland, du penseur Etienne Parent, et pourquoi 
ne pas dire aussi du plus patriotique comme du plus malheureux de nos poetes, Octave 
Cremazie. 

Nous ne remplissons pas seulement un devoir, mais nous trouvons une protection l'll 
evoquant ces grandes figures, en rappelant leurs travaux, en associant leurs noms et leurs 
amvres a !'inauguration de cette Societe Royale du Canada. 

II. 

Sans adopter tout entiere la theorie de Montesquieu snr l'influenn~ tles climats, ni cPllc 

de Michelet par rapport a l'influence geographiqne sur le genie des peupks, j'ai toujours 
cru a une harmonie secrete et intime entTe les hommes et les lieux qui le:-. ont vu naiire et 
ou ils ont vecu. Enlevez Homere de ses iles harmonieuses et l'Irnoll·illees du la Grece, 
Horace de ses collines romaines ou de son lac de Tivoli, Ossian de ses montagnes d'Eeosse 
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et de ses brumes du nord, vous n'aurez plus Homen\ ni Horace, ni Ossian. Leur genie 

sera exile comme leur vie. 
Enlevez pareillement Garneau ou Cremazie du ·deux cap de Quebec, vous ne retrou

verez plus le meme historien, ni le meme poete. Leur genie ou leur talent subsistera sans 

doute, mais il sera d'une autre nature, il aura pris une autre forme. 
On a sou vent remarque que presque tons nos poetes sont les fl.ls de nos montagnes. 
Connaissez-vous le nid d'aigle d'ou la plus populaire de nos muses modernes a pris son 

essor? Parmi taut de sites des environs plus ou moins eloignes de Quebec, qu'on ne cesse 
d'admirer, il en est un dont les yoyageurs rapportent un souvenir ineffac;able, et dont l'em
preinte poetique m'est toujours restee gravee dans !'imagination et dans le cmur, malgre 
taut de sites varies et splendides qui me sont tombes sous les yeux, depuis les bords de 
l'Italie et de la Suisse jusqu'a ceux de l'Atlantique, des Grands Lacs et du Golfe mexicain. 
Ce coin de montagnes est celui qui sert de piedestal a l'une de nos plus belles institutions 
classiques, le college de Sainte-Anne. 

Du haut de son dome superbe qui vient d'etre termine, on ne distingue pas moins 
d'une vingtaine de paroisses disseminees gracieusemcnt sur les deux rivages du fleuve qui 
n'a guere moins de cinq lieues de largeur en cet endroit, et dont l'immense nappe d'eau, 
parsemee d'iles vaTiees d'aspect, de grandeur et de fertilite, se perd, a l'est et a l'ouest, dans 
les profondeurs de l'hoTizon. II n'est peut-etTe pas de lieu sur tout le parcours du fleuve 
Saint-Laurent ou ses deux rives paraissent aussi grandioses et aussi pittoresques. Elles ne 
sont ni trop rappTOchees, ni trop lointaines pour la beaute du paysage. Montagneuses 
toutes deux, celles du sud s'elevent en pentes douces et fertiles, tandis que celles du nord 
se dTessent en caps sauvages et escarpes. 

Les environs immediats du college sont aussi gracieux que le panorama dont on y 
jouit est immense. Les laTges ailes de l'edifice s'etendent sur la hauteur entre des massifs 
d'arbres, comme un aigle geant qui ouvre sa puissante envergure pour prendre son -v-ol, ou 
qui vient de s'y poser. 

Lacour des eleves a ete percee dans la foret qui lui sert encore de ceinture. Taillee 
irregulierement selon les caprices du terrain, elle est plantee c;a et la de jeunes erables, 
ornee de kiosques, de berceaux, de divers jeux, embellie de jardins et de yergers. Le coup 
d'mil que presente cette retraite durant les beaux jours de l'ete, quand elle est toute reten
tissante des eris des eleves et des chants des oiseaux, fait naitre l'idee de ces oasis enchan
tees que revent les poetes. 

II y a vingt-cinq ans, par une tiede matinee de juin, a l'heuro ou l0s elt:ffE'S en conge 
bourdonnaient dans cette cour comme un essaim d'abeilles, un jeune etudiant, dans toute 
la fleur de l'adolescence, aux cheyeux blonds et boucles, a la taille mince, aux traits de
licats, un pen pales, a l'mil bleu veloute, etait assis a l'ecaTt sous un taillis, en compagnie 
d'une couple de ses camarades. La chevelure au vent, l'air inspin\ il leur lisait, d'une voix 
Yibrante, des passages detaches d'11n frne qu'il deposait de temps ~n temps pour saisir un 
journal 011. il leur faisait admirer tjuelques sh·ophes de vers fraichement publiees. 

C'etait un tableau a peindre que ce groupe de jeunes gens, encadre dans un rideau. de 
ramures vertes qui secouaient sur leurs tetes, avec la bTise, les rayons tamises du soleil. 
Des eclairs dans leurs yeux, des eclats de voix, des gestes animes, tout indiquait -l'enthou
siasme juyenile que lcnr inspiraient ces lectures. 

Quel Hait cc livre? Quels etaient ces vers? Cc livre, c'etait l'Histoire du Canada de 
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Garneau. Ces vers, c'etaient ceux de Cremazie. Ce jeune enthousiaste, c'etait celui qui, 
le premier parmi les Canadiens, de-vait plus tard aller offrir son front aux lauriers de l'Aca
demie Frarn;aise. 

Garneau! Cremazie ! voila les auteurs de la rfrvolution litteraire que nous avons -vue 
et qui a revele au-dela de l'ocean le Canada intellectuel. 

Le temps est d~ja loin ou des visiteurs etrangers, ignorant notre langue ou mus par 

le prejuge, nous accusaient de parler un patois. Les Franc;ais de la vieille France qui sont 
venus nous serrer la main, et parmi eux on comptait des sommites litteraires, des acade
miciens, des savants, l'ont repete bien des fois. Le franc;ais que parle notre peuple est le 
franc;ais du peuple de Louis XIV. La langue qu'ecrivent nos litterateurs est comprise et 
ecoutee a Paris et a l'Academie Franc;aise. 

Le temps est loin ou l'un de nos gouvernants, lord Durham, ne voulait pas reconnaitre 
chez nous les elements de la vitalite nationale, et pretendait nous refuser une place au 
banquet des peuples, parce que nous n'avions pas encore de litterature. Notre litterature 
est nee; et si elle n'a pas encore produit de chefs-d'ceuvre, du moins a-t-elle fait des progres 
appreciables. 

A-t-on jamais bien compris les dures conditions de vie intellectuelle aussi bien que 
politique que le sort des armes nous avait imposees ! Sait-on toutes les resistances qu'il 
nous a fallu faire? tousles obstacles que nous avons eu a vaincre? 

On admire l'intrepidite de nos pionniers d'autrefois, la constance de nos defricheurs, 
ces conquerants pacifiques du sol canadien. Nous avons eu aussi nos pionniers et nos de
fricheurs dans le monde des lettres. Ce qui leur a fallu de courage et de constance pour 
ouvrir, a travers mille diflicultes, la TOute des intelligences et planter les premiers jalons 

de notre litterature, les anciens qui leur survivent le savent, et la jeune generation qui 
nous suit aura peine a le comprendre. 

La secousse qui ayait brise notre premier lien colonial avait ete si violente qu'elle 
avait tout ebTanle, sinon tout renverse, dans notre corps social. La classe aisee, c'est-a-dire 
la classe instruite, avait fui au lendemain du desastre et avait repris, av-ec les epaves de sa 
fortune, le chemin de la France. Seul, ruine, mais non decourage, le peuple resta fidele a 
la cause nationale, fidele a lui-meme. A peine ses cicatrices etaient-elles fermees qu'il se 
releva pour la lutte. Des besoins nouveaux firent surgir de nouveaux devouements. 11 
fallait tout creer avec rien, s'ouvrir les veines, pour ainsi dire, s'epuiser pour organisei· la 
defense. Le peuple c::madien realisa la legende du pelican qui se dechire les entrailles 
pour nounir ses enfants. Ses chefs avaient compris tout d'abord que l'avenir n'etait plus 
a l'epee, mais a la parole et a la plume. Au prix de ses sueurs et de ses fatigues, il eleva 
des centres d'edncation, faibles et obscurs dans Imus commencements, mais qui grandirent 
bientot en importance, et d'o11. sortit ensuite toute une milice nouvelle, savammL·nt clisci
plinee, qui poussa ce grand cri de liberte que l'Angleterre etait digne d'entendre l't de 
comprendre. 

Le succes fut lent a venir; les progres de !'education se firent attendre. On en saisit 
maintenant la cause. Les elements essentiels a !'instruction etaient insuflisants ; ;_\ peine 
pouY-ait-on se procurer les livres necessaires aux etudes. On hesitera a nous croire quand 
nous dirons qu'a l'epoque meme de notre cours classiqrn· (il n'y a pas de cela trente-cinq 
ans), les eleves etaient encore obligt·s d'ecrire de leurs propres mains lcs traitC·s de belles-
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lettres, de rhetorique, de sciences naturelles, etc., etc., destines aux classes. Les livres 
etaient rares, et il etait difficile de s'en procurer, meme au prix de l'or. 

Il ne faut pas oublier que, pendant pres d'un siecle, nous avons ete completement 
separes de la France, notre foyer de lumiere. La guerre de l'independance americaine 
ayait suivi de pres celle de la conquete, puis etaient venues la reYolution fran9aise et les 
guerres de l'Empire. Les rares communications avec la France qui avaient ete commen
cees sous la Restauration, furent de nouyeau interrompues a l'epoque des troubles de 1837. 
Ce ne fut qu'apres 1840 que nos relations commerciales s'etablirent definitivement avec 
l'ancienne mere-patrie . 

.Aujourd'hui que nous sommes plus rapproches de Paris que ne l'etaient Marseille et 
Toulouse au commencement du siecle, on a du mal a se rendre compte des diffi..cultes que 
nos devanciers ont eu a surmontcr pour se frayer un chemin dans la carriere des lettres. 

Leurs creations en acquierent a nos yeux un prix qui nous en fait peut-etre exagerer 
!'importance et le merite un petit trap, comme on disait au temps de Champlain. Elles 
ressemblent aces joyaux de famille un peu demodes, comme leur ecrin, mais dont on aime 
a se parer, parce qu'ils gardent quelque chose de ceux qu'on a le plus aimes. 

III. 

On a dit que la Fr~nce etait la seule nation qm se devouat pour une idee. Nous 
sommes les fils de la France et fiers de refleter son genie. N es d'une grande pensee, l'idee 
civilisatrice. et religieuse, sous sommes restes les fl.ls de la pensee plus que de l'action. 
Dans cette fievreuse Amerique, ou tout le monde fait une course effrenee a la fortune, au 
mighty dollar, nous nous attardons au travail de l'id~e. 

L'americain qui nous coudoie, nous voyant courbes sur cette amvre ingrate, hausse 
les epaules, sourit et passe. Il ne comprend pas. Lui n'agit guere que pour le present, 
nous creons (du moins c'est notre conviction), nous creons pour l'avenir: ceternita_ti pingo. 

V ous vous rappelez ce personnage de Notre-Dame de Paris que Victor Hugo place, un 
livre a la main, en face d'un monument gothique et a qui il fait dire ce mot devenu ce
lebre: Ceci tuera cela. Dans cet ordre d'idees, aucun Canadien ne fut plus Fran9ais que. 
notre historien national. Toute la vie de Garneau se resume dans le beau vers de La
martine: 

Sans haine et sans amour, tu vecus pour penser. 

Au lendemain de sa fin prematuree, un de ceux qui l'avait le mieux connu, grand 
esprit comme lui, a ecrit toute sa vie en quelques lignes emues qui le peignent au vrai: 

"II est mort a la tache notre cher et grand historien. II n'a connu ni les splendeurs 
de la richesse, ni les enivrements du pouvoir. Ila vecu humble, presque pauvre, loin des 
plaisirs du monde, cachant avec soin les rayonnements de sa haute intelligence pour les 
concentrer sur cette reuyre qui devora sa vie en lui donnant l'immortalite. Garneau a 
ete le flambeau qui a porte la lumiere sur notre courte, mais hero:ique histoire, et c'est en 
se consumant lui-meme qu'il a eclaire ses compatriotes." 

Rarement historien n'a travaille dans des circonstances plns dramatiques : c'etait 
apres 1840. L'muvre de l'Union venait d'~tre consommee, et les ennemis de notre race 
s'applaudissaient, croyant par la avoir donne le coup de grace a notre jeune nationalite. 
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Souvent, dans le silence de ses meditations, l'historien se demandait a lui-meme s'il ecriv-ait 
sur un berceau ou sur une tom be. Ce doute qui planait dans son Psprit et qui se trahit 
sous sa plume, repand sur son histoire une teinte de melancolie touchante qui en releve 
l'interet. La pensee du lecteur se reporte avec celle de l'historien sur l'avenir, et vacille, 
comme la sienne, entre le doute et l'esperance. 

Si nous en etions encore au temps des paralleles, ce serait ici le lieu d'etablir en quoi 
nos deux historiens, Garneau et Ferland, se ressemblent, en quoi ils different, sans toute
fois faire du parallele un pretexte a antithese. 

II y a deux ecoles, ou si l'on veut, deux races d'historiens : ceux qui effacent et ceux 
qui accusent leur personnalite ; ceux qui se desinteressent du present et qui se contentent 
de narrer et d'expliquer les evenements, et ceux qui, en etudiant le passe, n'oublient pas le 
present, qui embrassent une doctrine ou une cause, la font ressortir des faits et en pour
suivent le developpement. 

Jene dissimule pas ma preference pour cette derniere ecole. C'est, au reste, la grande 
maniere, ·celle dont Bossuet est un maitre immortel. 

Garneau appartient a cette race d'ihistoriens; l'abbe Ferland releve plutot de la pre
miere. 

Chacun d'ailleurs s'est place a un point de vue different. Garneau s'adressait au 
public europeen, pour le moins autant qu'a ses nationaux. C'etait une consequence de sa 
these qui peut se formuler ainsi: Defense des Canadiens devant l'Angleterre. 

L'abbe Ferland, caractere timide a force d'etre modeste, n'ambitionnait guere d'autre 
auditoire que le notre. Plus complet que Garneau, surtout pour les origines de notre his
tofre, qu'il a mieux comprises, il n'a pas ete surpasse comme nauateur facile et conscien
cieux. L'un a plus les qualites de l'annaliste; l'autre celles de l'historien. Enleve pre
maturement comme Garneau, l'abbe Ferland n'a pas eu, comme son emule, la bonne 
fortune de mettre le couronnement a son muvre. Interrompue brusquement a l'epoque 
de la conquete, elle ne donne pas la mesure de son talent. 11 n'a eu le temps de mettre la 
derniere main qu'au premier volume de son Cours d'Histoire; c'est la meilleure page qui 
ait ete ecrite sur nos origines histoririues. 

Si on n'avait pas tant abuse de la comparaison sous pretexte de mieux faire com
prendre son sujet, j' en hasarderais une qui me semble representer assez bien le caractere 
distinctif de nos deux historiens, et que je prendrais sur le theatre meme de leurs travaux. 

Ceux qui sont familiers avec le paysage de Quebec, connaissent le delicieux parcours 
de la riviere Saint-Charles, aussi bien que les bords autrement accidentes de la riviere 
Montmorency. La premiere qui serpente paisiblement a traye1·s des Yallons qu'elle em
bellit et fertilise et qui se jette sans bruit dans le fleuye, rappelle le talent facile, calme et 
modeste de l'abbe Ferland; tandis que la course ardente, l'air de sauvageTie dn Montmo
rency qui se decharge en ecume, fait songer a la maniere plus apre, plus mouvementee de 
l'historien GaTneau. L'un et l'autre sont des sources de science et de patriotisme dignes 
de la reputation qui leur a ete faite. 

IV. 

Lorsque Dante entreprit son immortel voyage a traVl'TS les mondes de l'autre vie, il 
sentit d'abord son courage flechir, et il n'osa s'aventurer seul ni dans cette nuit ni dans 

Sec. I., 1882. 1~. 
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ces lumieres. Alors deux figures bienfaisantes, celles de Virgile et de Beatrix, ·1ui appa
rurent, le rassurerent et lui servirent de guides. 

Vous avez entrevu ma pensee, messieurs. Nous voici a l'entree d'une carriere toute 
nouvelle et inconnue, melee de clartes et d'ombres. Plus d'un ecueil nous attend sur la 
route. Comme le pelerin de Florence, nous avons besoin de guides et de. soutiens. En 
est-il de meilleurs que les deux nobles figures que je viens d'evoquer d·e'\""ant vous ? II 
n'en est pas de plus pures, ni de plus sereines dans toute notTe histoire litteraire. Si nous 
marchons sur leurs traces, si nous suivons leurs exemples, apportant toujours la meme 
conscience dans les recherches, la meme sincerite dans les discussions, nous ne nsquerons 
guere de nous egarer ni dans la voie de la science, ni dans celle du patriotisme. 
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Vive la France ! 

Par Lours FRECHETTE. 

(Lu le 26 mai 1882.) 

C'etait apres les jours sombres de Gravelotte: 
La France agonisait. Bazaine Iscariote, 
Fou]ant aux pieds honneur et patrie et serments, 
Venait de livrer Metz aux reitres allemands. 
Comme un troupeau de loups sorti des steppes russes, 
V rai torrent dechaine, des hordes de Borusses, 
Feroces, l'rnil en feu, sabre aux dents, vingt contre un, 
A pres avoir conquis Strasbourg, Sedan, Verdun, 
Incendiant les bourgs, detruisant les villages, 
I vres de vin, de sang, d'horreurs et de pillages, 
Et ne laissant partout que carnage et debris, 
Nouveau fl.eau de Dieu, s'avan~aient sur Paris. 

Vols, attentats sans nom, horribles hecatombes, 
Rieu ne rassasiait ces noirs semeurs de tombes. 
La province, a demi-morte et saignee a blanc, 
Se tordait et ralait sous leur talon sanglant. 
Seule, et voulant donner un exemple a l'histoire, 
Paris, ce boulevard de dix siecles de gloire, 
Orgueil et desespoir des rois et des cesars, 
Foyer de la science et temple des beaux arts, 
Folle comme Babel, sainte comrne Solirne, 
En un jour transforrnee en guerriere sublime, 
Le front haut, l'arrne au bras, narguant la trahison, 
Par-dessus ses vieux forts regardait l'horizon ! 

Au loin, le monde emu frissonnait dans l'attente ;: 
Qu'allait-il arriver ? 

L'Europe haletante 
J etait, soir et matin, sur nos bords atteres, 
Ses bulletins de plus en plus desesperes ... 
On bombardait Paris! 

Or, tandis que la France, 
J ouant sur un seul de sa derniere esperance, 
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Se roidissait ainsi contre le sort mechant, 
Un poeme na'if, douloureux et touchant 
S'ecrivait en son nom sur un autre hemisphere; 
Tandis que d'un mil sec d'autres regardaient faire
D'autres pour qui la France, ange compatissant, 
A vait cent fois donne le meilleur de son sang -
Par dela l'Atlantique, aux champs du nou-veau monde, 
Que le bleu Saint-Laurent arrose de son onde, 
Des fl.ls de l'Armorique et du vieux sol normand, 
Des Frarn;ais, qu'un roi vil avait vendus gaiment: 
Une humble nation qu'encore a peine nee, 
Sa mere avait, un jour, helas ! abandonnee, 
Yers celle que chacun reniait a son tour 
Tendit les bra:-; avec un indicible amour! 
La voix du sang parla; la sainte idolatTie, 
Que dans tout noble creur Dieu mit pour la patrie, 
Se reveilla chez tous ; dans chacun des logis, 
Un fl.ot de pleurs brulants coula des yeux rougis ; 
Et, parmi les sanglots d'une douleur immense, 
Un million de voix cria: Vive la France!. .. 

Sous les murs de Quebec, la ville aux vieilles tours, 
Dans le creux du vallon que baignent les detours 
Du sinueux Saint-Charles aux rives historiques. 
Autour de vingt clochers se groupent vingt fabriques; 
C'est le faubourg Saint-Roch, ou vit en travaillant 
Une race d'elite au creur fort et vaillant. 
La surtout, ebranlant ces poitrines robustes, 
Ou trouvent tant d'echo toutes les causes justes, 
Retentit douloureux ce cri de desespoir : 
La France va mourir ! ... 

Ce fut navrant. 

Un soir, 
Un de ces soirs brumeux et sombres de l'automne, 
Ou la bise aux creneaux chante plus monotone, 
De ces donjons, a l'heure ou les sons familiers 
De la cloche partou t ferme les ateliers, 
La haute citadelle, avec sa garde anglaise, 
Entendit tout a coup tonner la 1llarseillaise, 

Melee au bruit strident du fifre et du tambour ... 
Les voix montaient au loin; c'etait le vieux faubourg 
Qui, grondant comme un flot que l'ouragan rnfoule, 
Gagnait la haute ;ville, et se ruait en foule 
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Autour du consulat, ou de la France en pleurs, 
Symbole venere, flottaient les trois couleurs. 

Celui qui conduisait la marche, un gars au torse 
D'Hercule antique, avait, sous sa rustique ecorce, 
-Comme un lion captif grandi sous les baneaux,
J e ne sais quel aspect farouche de heros. 
C'etait un forgeron a la rude encolure, 
Un fort; et rien qu'a voir sa calme et fiere allure, 
Et son regard honnete, et son grand front serein, 
On sentait battre la du camr sous cet airain. 

II s'avarn;a tout seul vers le fonctionnaire; 
Et d'une voix tranquille ou grondait le tonnerre, 
Dit: 

-Monsieur le consul, on nous apprend la-bas 
Que la France trahie a besoin de soldats. 
On ne sait pas, chez nous, ce que c'est que la guerre; 
Mais nous sommes d'un sang qu'on n'intimide guere, 
Et je me suis laisse dire que nos anciens 
Ont su ce que c'etait que les canons prussiens. 
Du reste, pas besoin d'etre instruit, que je sache, 
Pour se faire tuer ou brandir une hache ; 
Et c'est la hache en main que nous partirons tous; 
Car la France, monsieur ... la France, voyez-vous ... 

II se tut; un sanglot l'etreignait a la gorge. 
Puis, de son poing bruni par le feu de la forge, 
Se frappant la poitrine, ou son col entr'ouvert 
D'un scapulaire neuf montrait le cordon vert : 

-Oui, monsieur le consul, reprit-il, nous ne sommes 
Que cinq cents aujourd'hui ; mais, tonnerre ! des hommes, 
Nous en aurons, al1ez !. .. Prenez toujours cinq cents, 
Et dix mille demain vous repondront : Presents ! 
La France, nous voulons epouser sa querelle ; 
Et, fier d'aller combattre et de mourir pour elle, 
J'en jure par le Dieu que j'adore a genoux, 
L'on ne trouvera pas de traitres parmi nous!. .. 

Le reste se perdit ... car la foule en demence 
Trois fois aux quatre vents cria : Vive la France!. .. 

93 
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Helas ! pauvres grands crnurs ! leur instinct filial 
Ignorait que le code international, 
Qui pour l'apre negoce a prevu tant de choses, 
Pour les saints devouments ne contient pas de clauses ... 

Et le consul, qui m'a conte cela souvent, 
En leur disant merci, pleurait comme un enfant. 
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Notice sur les f ondateurs de Montreal. 

Par M; L' .ABBE V ERREA u. 

(Lu le 25 mai 1882.) 

I 

La Societe Historique de Montreal reproduit en ce moment, dans la neuvieme livraison 
de ses Memoires, un petit livre d'une tres grande rarete, et au sujet duquel on pounait 
ecrire plusieurs gros volumes. 

Dans l'espace de vingt ans, je ne l'ai vu qu'une seule fois annonce dans les ventes. 
Un citoyen des Etats-Unis l'a enleve an prix de 800 francs ! 

Ce line de 127 pages in 4o. a ete imprime en 1643, sans nom d'imprimeur et sans 
nom de lieu; mais tres vraisemblablement a Paris. 

"Les veritables motifs de Messieurs et Dames de la Societe de Notre-Dame de Montreal, pour 
la conversion des Sauvages de la Nouvelle France "-tel est le titre de l'ouvrage. J e n'exagere 
pas en disant qu'il est comme l'acte authentique qui atteste a la fois la naissance de la 

rande metropole du Canada et la noblesse de son origine. 
La copie que la Societe Historique s'est procuree a ete faite sur l'exemplaire de la Biblio

theque Nationale de Paris; elle a ete executee et collationnee avec le plus grand soin, 
sous la surveillance de M. Pierre Margry, dont le nom seul est une garnntie d'exactitude. 

Voici a quelle occasion fut compose ce memoire: 
L'auteur avait pour but de dissiper les prejuges que venaient de soulever certaines 

pe1·sonnes contre la grande entreprise de M. Olier, de M. de la Dauversiere et de M. de 
Maisonneuve: "Il voulait repondre, dit M. Faillon, aux attaques de quelques personnes 
qui s'opposaient a l'etablissement naissant de Ville-Marie." 

La societe des Messieurs et Dames, qui n'etait composee en 16-U que de six personnes 
unies par les liens de l'amitie et du zele religieux, comptait, au commencement de 1643, 
trente-cinq membres, dont quelques-uns portaient les plus beaux noms de France. Ces 
trente-cinq personnes, avec les premiers colons qui vinrent iei, sont les veritables fonda
teurs de Ville-Marie, le Montreal d'aujourd'hui. Gloire a eux, gloire surtout aux motifs 
nobles et desinteresses qui les animaient ! Leurs noms meritent d'etre inscrits sur le 
marbre et l'airain; leur histoire, tout ce qui les concerne de loin ou de pres, devrait faiTe 
partie de nos archives les plus precieuses. 

Mais ici se presente une difficulte. De meme que plus un arbre est grand et vigou
reux, plus ses racines se cachent, profondement enfouies dans le sol, de meme il semble 
que les fondateurs de toutes les grandes choses eehappent ,'t la reconnaissance de la 
posterite. 

Dans le cas des Messieurs et Dames, plusieurs pousserent l'abnegation au point d'exiger 
comme condition absolue, que leurJnom fut cache, en sorte qu'il nous est impossible 
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aujourd'hui de les connaitre tous. Surles six premiers noms, il n'y en a que quatre que 
l'on connaisse avec certitude; pour les deux autres, on en est reduit aux conjectures. 

11 en est de meme de !'auteur du memoire. M. Faillon pense que c'est un ancien 
magistrat, M. Laisne de la Marguerie, qui avait renonce au monde pour s'associer a M. 
Olier. 

Plusieurs raisons me portent a croire que c'est M. Olier lui-meme qui a ecrit les 
Veritables rnotifs. Il faut qu'elles me paraissent bien fortes pour que j'ose les opposer a 
l'opinion du sa-vant biographe de M. Olier. 

Les voici en peu de mots: lo. Tout dans le texte indique plut6t le style d'un eccle
siastique que celui d'un magistrat de cette epoque; 2o. Ce style est plus particulierement 
celui de M. Olier ; 3o. Enfin, et c'est a mes yeux l'indice le plus fort, l'auteur ne nomme 
pas M. Olier. Tout autre que lui-meme n'aurait pas pu se dispenser de dire la grande 
part que le fondateur de Saint-Sulpice prenait a l'etablissement de Ville-Marie. 

Quoiqu'il en soit, a l'aide de ce precieux et rare volume, et aussi au moyen d'autres 
ouvrages, tels que l'Histoire du Montreal de M. Dollier de Casson, les Memoires de M. Olier 
et les amvres de M. Faillon, nous allons tacher de reconstituer lo. la liste des Messieurs et 
Darnes; 2o. celle des premiers colons. J'indiqueiai les autorites sur lesquelles je m'appuie 
dans chaque cas. Jene mets de remarques que pour les noms les moins connus. 11 y 
aurait trop a dire sur des personnages comme M. Olier, M. de la Dauversiere, M. de Mai
sonneuve, etc. 

II 

Liste des Messieurs et Darnes de la Societe de N-D. de Montreal pour la conversion des Sauvages 
de la Nouvelle France, par ordre chronologique : 

1639. 

1. M. DE LA DAUVERSIERE. Histoire du Montreal, p. 12. 
2. Le BARON DE F ANCAMP. Ibid, p. 13. 
3. M. OLIER. Ibid, p. 13. 

M. Olier versa les premiers fonds, 2,400 francs. Envoi preliminaire de vivres et 
d'outils. 

1640-41. 

4. M. LE BARON DE RENTY, Histoire de la Colonie Fran9aise, pal' M. Faillon, t. 1, p. 392. 
Mort a 37 ans, M. de Renty, deja distingue par sa naissance et sa fortune, s'est 

distingue davantage par sa piete, son humilite et sa charite. Le celebre Burnet, 
eveque de Salisbury, aurait dit de lui: "Quelqu'entetement que l'on ait encore 
pour la fable, cependant il faut avouer que la vie de M. de Renty ne s'en ressent 
pas. L'on y remarque de si excellentes vertus que l'on doit mettre avec justice celui 
qui les a pratiquees entre les plus grands modeles que la France ait fournis a notre 
siecle." (Moreri, Diet. biographique.) 

5. DEUX AUTRES AMIS de M. Olier. 

On n'a pas et(• capable de decouvrir leurs noms. La societe envoie une escouade 
de colons et de trav-ailleurs, sous la conduite de M. de Maisonneuve, pour fonder 
Montreal. Elle y emploie 75,000 francs, dont M. de Fancamp fournit 20,000. 
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16-11-42. 

6. M. DE MArno~~EUVE. Histo,'re dn Mnntrca1, pp: 27 et 3-1. 

7. MLLE MANCE. lbid, pp. 42, 47; Histoire de la Colonie Frru19aise, t. 1, p. 487. 
8. MADAME DE BULLION. Ibid, pp. 42, .J-7; Histoire de la Colonie Franpaise, t. 1, p. 437. 
9. M. DE PUISEAUX. Histoire du, Montreal, p. 35. 

lG-12-50. 
LEDUC DE LIANCOURT. 

Roger du Plessis, seigneur de Liancourt, etait due de la Roeheguyon depuis le 
mois de mai 1643, quoiqu'on le designe generalement sous le nom de due de Lian
court. Apres une jeunesse assez orageuse, il venait de se convertir et s'occupait 
d'rnuvres de piet~. Sa femme l'entraina bientot dans le J ansenisme, dont il devint 
bientot un protecteur actif. (Menwires du P. Rapin.) 

11. L'ABBE DE BARRAULT. 
12. HABERT DE MoNTMOR. 

Henri Louis Habert de Montmor etait conseiller du roi, maitre des requetes, et 
membre de l'Academie Franc;aise. Il avait epouse Marie-Henriette de Buade de 
Frontenac, srnur de notre gouverneur. Il mourut en 1679. Il etait distingue par 
son integrite et par son amour pour les lettTes. 

13. LAISNE DE LA MARGUERIE. 
C'est cet ancien magistrat a qui M. Faillon attribue le memoire sur Les veritables 

motifs. 
14. L'ABBE LEGAUFFRE. 

C'etait un ancien auditeur des comptes. 
15. BARDIN. 

C'etait un ancien commis de l'epargne. 
16. M. DE MoRANGIS. 

Antoine de Barillon, sieur de Morangis, ne en 1599, rec;u conseiller en 1620, 
maitre des requetes en 1625, et en 1648 conseiller d'Etat. Il etait aussi un des direc
teurs des finances et mourut sans enfants en 1672. 

17. M. DE 0HAUDEBONNE. 
18. DuPLEssrs MoNTBAR. 

Christophe du Plessis, baron de Montbar, avocat au Parlement, mourut le 7 mai 
1672, au Seminaire des missions etrangeres ou il s'etait retiTe. "C'etait, dit le P. 
Rapin, dans ses memoires, un devot de premier ordre qui s'etait erige par son zel(· et 
par un esprit naturellemen tagissant, en directeur de la plupart des bonnes rnuvres 
qui se faisaient a Pari~ et dans les provinces ou il reussissait beaucoup... La reine
mere qui le considerait lui avait aussi donne des entrees partout." 

19. DE ST.-Frn::urN. 
Louis Seguier, baron de St. Brisson, des Ruanx et de St.-Firmin, prevost de PaTis, 

mort sans posterite. Le meme tres-probablement que l'Histoire du JJiontrca1, p. 250, 

appelle Sieur de St. Germain. 
20. M. D'lRVAL . 

.T ean Antoine de Mesmes, seigneur d'Irval, vicomte de Yandeuil. Ce fut lui qui 
continua la filiation de l'illustre et puissante famille de Mesmes. Sans avoir l'eclat 

Sec. I., 1882. 13. 
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dont brillerent son pere et surtout son aieul, il occupa avec honneur les differentes 

charO'es de conseiller en Parlement a 23 ans, de maitre des requetes, de conseiller 
0 

d'Etat, et enfin de President a Mortier au Parlement de Paris. Il mourut le 23 fevrier 

1673, age de 75 auf--, jouissant de la reputation d'une grande integrite et de beaucoup 

de piete. 
21. L' ABBE DENIS LE PRETRE. 

22. Lours LEPRETRE. 

23. L' ABBE DE BRETONVILLIERS. 

24. L' ABBE DE QUEYL us. 

25. MADAME LA CHANCELIERE. 

Madeleine Fabri, epouse de Piene Seguier, a cette date Chancelier de France. 

26. M.UH"'.\IE DE VILLESAVIN. 

Isabelle Blondeau, qui avait epouse Jean de Philypeaux, seigneur de Villesavin, 

connu plus tard sous le nom de Buzarn;ois, titre qui passa par sa fille unique dans 

la famille de LeBouthillier de Chavigny. 

27. M.\DA"'.\IE SEGUIN. 

J e crois qu'il faut lire Sanguin. Dans ce cas il s'agirait d'Isabelle Seguier, fille 

unique de Pierre Segnier, et mariee a Christophe Sanguin, seigneur de Livry, Presi

dent aux enquetes et Prevost des marchands. 
Les noms qui precedent sont donnes dans l' Histoire dn Montreal. 

28. M. QuATORZE, Vie de M. Olier, t. 3, p. 426. 
29. M. DAILLEBOUST, Histoire du 1llontreal, p. 152. 

30. M. DROUART. 

Gentilhomme ordinaire du due d'Orleans, secretaire de la societe en 1644. 

31. M. DE BASSANCOURT. 

Balthasar Brandon de Bassancourt, d'abord maitre des comptes, embrassa ensuite 

l'etat ecclesiastique et fut re~m pretre en meme temps. que M. Olier. Il etait le cadet 

du suivant. Il possedait une grande fortune et, ce qui vaut mieux encore, un caractere 

aimable. 
32. L' ABBE BRANDON. 

Philibert Brandon, seigneur du Laurent. Il avait ete re9u conseiller du roi en 

1622 et mnitre des requetes en 1627; plus tard conseiller d'Etat. A la mort de sa 

femme, qui etait une niece du conseiller Seguier, il renon9a au monde par le conseil 

du P. de Condren. En 1648, il fut consacre eveque de Perigueux. 

33. LUN.X B DE BARILLON. 

Ne faudrnit-il pas lire " L'aine des .Barillon? " Dans ce cas, ce personnage peut etre 

le meme que le n:) 16, ou encore Jean-Jacques Barillon, seigneur de Chastillon-sur

Seine, qui mourut an mois de mars cette annee 16--1--1, prisonnier a Pignerol. 

Ces quatre derniers noms paraissent dans un acte * passe devant Maitre Chaussie~e 

~\ Paris, le 12 j:.mYier IG--1--1, et indique dans la yie de Mlle Mance, par M. Faillon, t. 1, 

p. 37. 

* Cd ado a (>t(, imprime a la suite de 1' Histoire du Montreal dans la publication faite par 1 a Societe Historique 

de Jiontr{ul, cahier Xo. -! des ::\Iemoires de cette :-ccwic·te. 
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1650. 

A cette date de 1650, il n'y a plus que onze personnes qui apparaissent comme mem
bres actifs de la Societe; elles se font "donation mutuelle au dernier suryiyant des forts, 
habitation et dependance de Montreal." Ce sont les abbes Olier, de Bretonvilliers, et de 
Barreau, le due de Liancourt, Habert de Montmor, Drouart, Louis Seguie1·, D'Ailleboust, de 
Maisonneuve, de Fancamp, et de la Dauversiere. 

Deux personnes prirent une part active a la fondation de Montreal aidant puissam
ment les principaux associes de leur zele et de lenrs lumieres, sinon de leurs bourses. On 
les voit assister aux reunions de la Societe quoiqu'aucun document ne dise positivement 
s'ils en faisaient partie. Ce sont: 

CLAUDE LEGLAY, 
MARIE ROUSSEAU.* 

Enfin il n'est peut-etre pas inutile d'ajouter que M . .T acques Viger avait d~j::'t 
publie d'apres une vie de la Srnur Bourgeois une liste des Messieurs et Danies de la 
Societe de Montreal. t Cette liste di:ffere tres-peu de celle qui precede, et si l'on con
sidere que j'ai puise a d'autres sources que M. Viger, on ne pouna s'empecher d'ad
mettre que l'accord entre les deux listes est une presomption tres-forte en faveur de 
!'exactitude de l'une et de l'autre. 
Voici les variantes qu'o:ffre la liste de M. Viger. Elle donne deux protecteurs a la 

Societe: 
Premier protecteur: Le CARDINAL de RICHELIEU. 
Second protecteur: Le MARECHAL D'EFFIAT. 
Parmi les associes elle ajoute : 
1. M. DE LADSON. :f: 
2. CHARLES D'AILLEBOUST. § 
3. JACQUES GIRARD. 
4. JEAN G ALIBAL. 

5. SCEUR BouRGEOYS. 
III 

LISTE DES PRE.MIERS COLONS DE MONTREAL. 

11 est tres-difficile de dresser une liste complete 'des premiers colons. Cependant 
comme les moindres details ont de !'importance quand on veut remonter aux origines, 
nous donnons ici les noms qui ont echappe a l'oubli dans l'espoir que cette liste pourra 
etre augmentee par de nouvelles decouvertes. 

1642. 
Mai-A01lt. 

1. M. DE MAISONNEUVE. 
2. LE P. PoNCET. 

* Voir au sujet de ces deux personnages assez singulier:-- l\I. Faillon, Histoire de la Colonie Pl'an<;aise, t. 1, p. 
389, Vic de JL Olier, passim. 

t Melanges Rcligieux; journal publie a l\Iontreal, annee 1842, p. 389. 
i Plus tard Gouverneur-General du Canada. 
~ Sieur des Musseaux, neveu de Louis D' Ailleboust. C'est Jui qui a fait souche en Canada. 
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3. M. DE PUISEAUX. 

4. MLLE MANCE. 

5. Mirn DE LA PELTRIE. 
6. MLLE CATHERINE BARRE. 

7. JK\_N GORRY. 

8. JEAN RonELIN. 
Il etait de Paris, et il n'a laisse aucune trace. 

9. Al~U-U~TIS HEBERT. 
Il etait de Caen. Il epousa Adrienne Duvivier dont il eut quatre enfants, deux 

gar9011s et deux filles. On ne connait point la date de sa mort. Sa ye11Ye epousa, le 

10 novembre 1645, Cavelier. Il est l'ancetre des diveTSes branches de la famille Hebert 

de Montreal. 

10. ANTOINE DAMIEN. 
Il etait de Saint-Saens, pres de Rouen. Il epousa a Quebec, le 6 octobre, Marie 

Joly. 
11. JEAN CAILLOT. 

Il etait de Lyon. On le voit parrain le 19 mars 1643. 
12. PIERRE LAIMERY. 

Il etait du Havre-de-Grace. Il n'a laisse aucune trace. 

13. NICOLAS GODE. 

14. FRAN9orsE GADOIS, epouse du precedent. 

15. FRAN901s GODE. 
16. FRAN90ISE GODE. 
17. NICOLAS GODE. 
18. MATHURINE GODE. 

M. Dollier de Casson dit, dans son Histoire du Montreal, p. 122, que la Compagnie de 
Montreal avait fait venir en 1641 toute cette famille de N ormandie,-de St. :Martin 
d'Ige, eveche de Seez. Gode etait menuisier de son etat et devait avoir, en 1642, 
cinquante-neuf ans. Sa femme etait un peu moins agee et le plus jeune de ses enfants 

avait cinq ans. Par sa fille, il se trouve l'un des ancetres des LeMoyne de Martigny. 
Ce fut lui, sans doute, qui attira a Montreal son beau-frere Pierre Gadois, fixe a Quebec 
depuis 1636 au moins. 

1G42-43. 
19. GILBERT BARBIER. 

Venn en 1G42, avec douze ouvriers ou colons, sur un des batiments de la flotte que 
M. de Repentigny commandait en qualite d'amiral. M. Dollier de Casson, dans son 

Histoire du .Lllontreal, p. 41, fait de Barbier un tres-bel eloge, et une note de M. Viger 
nous apprend qu'il est l'ancetre par les femmes des familles Beaudry et Truteau. 

20. J.-B. LEGARDEUR DE REPENTIGNY. 
Fils de M. de Repentigny, amiral de la flotte. 

21. GUILLAUME BOISSIER. 

Vacte de sa sepulture nous apprend qu'il etait de Limoges et surnomme Guillin. 

11 fut tue par les hoquois avec ses compagnons de travail le 9 juin 1643. 
22. BEHSARD BERTE. 

Tue en meme temps qne le precedent. 
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23. PIERRE LAFOREST, surnomme l'Auvergnat. 
II a ete tue en meme temps que les precedents. 

24. HENRI.., ........ . 
Nous ne connaissons pas son nom de famille. La Relation (des Jesuites) de 1643, 

dit qu'il a ete fait prisonnier dans l'affaire ou les precedents furent tues. 
25. CESAR LEGER. 

Il etait de Mornac, eveche de Saintes. Il epousa a Quebec, au mois de mai 1641, 
Roberte Gadois, et devenu veuf, il epousa, en 1647, Marguerite Berard. 

26. JEAN CARON. 

Il parait avoir suivi le P. Poncet dans plusieurs missions. 
27. LEONARD LUCOT dit BARBEAU. 

Il etait du diocese de Limoges. Il epousa, a Montreal, le 12 octobre 1642, Barbe 
Poisson. Il fut tue par les Iroquois en 1651, laissant un enfant. 

28. JACQUES HAUDEBERT. 
29. JEAN MASSE. 
30. MATHURIN SERRURIER. 
31. JEAN BTE. DAMIEN. 
32. JACQUES BONI. 
33. JEAN PHILIPPES. 
34. PIERRE DIDIER. 
35. PIERRE QUESNEL. 
36. JULIEN POTHIER. 
37 .......... BELLANGER. 
38. Lours GODE. 
39. Lours D'AILLEBOUST. 
40. BARBE DE BoULLOGNE, epouse du precedent. 
41. MLLE. PHILLIPINE DE BouLLOGNE. 
42. CATHERINE LEZEAU. 
43. JEAN MATTEMALLE. 
44. PIERRE BIGOT. 
45. GUILLAUME LEBEAU. 

Mattemalle, Bigot et Lebeau furent, les deux premiers, tues, le dernier, blesse 
mortellement dans l'affaire de la Place d'.Armes, au mois de mars 1644; ce qui fait 
supposer qu'ils etaient a Montreal depuis l'automne precedent au moins. 

46. M. DA YID DE LA TouzE. 
47. Les Peres JOSEPH-IMBERT DUPERON, 
48. " AMBROISE DAVOST, 
49. " G AERIEL DREUILLETTES. 

IV 

Ces deux listes, qui laissent encore quelques lacunes, se composent de noms qui 
doivent etre chers au Canada, chers surtout a la grande ville que cenx qui les portaient 
ont fondee, les uns, de loin, en s'imposant de grands sacrifices, les autres en venant braver 
ici des dangers auxquels ils ont succombe en si grand nombre. 
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Lorsque Jacques Cartier, Champlain, Maisonneuve, Dollard Desormeaux, n'ont pas 
encore de statues sur nos places publiques, on ne sera pas etonne que nul monument ne 
rappelle les noms de ces hommes et de ces femmes pour qui la charite, l'amour de Dieu et 

des tunes, creees a son image, passait avant tout. 
11 ya cependant un lieu et un edifice qui se preteraient admirablement a la comme-

moration de leur genereuse ardeur. 
Ce lieu se nommait autrefois la Pointe-d-Callieres. "ll est a craindre, dit M. Jacques 

Viger, dans un travail encore inedit, il est a craindre que le nom de cette pointe ne s'efface 
entierement de la memoire des habitants de Montreal." Et pourtant que de souvenirs s'y 
rattachent ! Le premier europeen qui debarqua en cet endroit fut Samuel de Champlain. 
11 donna ace lieu le nom de Place Royale. 11 y sejourna du 28 mai au 18 juin 1611, et y 

fit executer quelques travaux. 
Le 1-1 mai 1642, Paul de Chomedey de Maisonneuve y debarquait avec sa petite 

colonie, et le Pere Vimont y celebra la premiere messe qui se soit dite dans l'ile de Mont
real, si toutefois les pretres qui accompagnaient Jacques Cartier dans son voyage n'y 
avaient point deja celebre le saint sacrifice. Une maison en bois palissadee y fut batie, et 
le 25 decembre une croix fut erigee sur le bord de la petite riviere. 

M. de Maisonneuve y construisit un fort, l'arma de canons, le 19 mars 1643, et le 7 juin 
suivant on enterra, sur l'espace en avant du fort, le premier Fran9ais mort a Montreal. 11 
avait ete tue par les Iroquois; sa sepulture inaugura le premier cimetiere de notre ville. 

De 1643 a 1645, M. Louis d'Ailleboust enleva la palissade, et flanqua le fort de 
quatre bastions. 

"La maison de M. de Chomedey, dit la Srour Morin dans ses annales, a subsiste jus
qu'en 1682 ou 83, qu'on acheva de la demolir, quoiqu'elle ne fut que de bois; ou est a 
present la maison de M. de Callieres, notre gouverneur d'aujourd'hui." 

(Aunales de 1697). 
M. de Callieres avait, le 2 juillet 1688, obtenu des seigneurs de l'ile, d'apres le livre 

terrier du seminaire, la concession du terrain occupe par l'ancien Fort de M. de Maison· 
neuve. A partir du moment ou il en fit sa residence, l'ancienne Place Royale prit le nom 
de Pointe-a-Calliere. 11 y construisit une maison, en pierre et bastionnee, a laquelle la 
Srour Morin et le terrier du Seminaire donnent le nom de Chateau-Calliere, et que M. Viger 
dit avoir vu dans sa jeunesse. Mais le Seminaire s'etait reserve la pointe en avant. "Les 
seigneurs, continue M. Viger, temoignaient par la leur Tespect envers le premier lieu de 
sepultuTe de nos peres. Ils ne consentiTent a troubler leurs cendres qu'en 1793, ou plus 
de 150 ans apres la premiere inhumation, celle de Guillaume Boissier." * 

Quel lieu plus venerable dans toute l'ile de Montreal! Eh bien ! c'est en cet endroit 
que s'eleve maintenant un de ces superbes edifices en pierre de ·taille, que notre gouverne
ment batit a grands frais pour les besoins du service public. Lase trouve la Douane-Her 
Majesty's Custom House. Quelques tables de marbre, avec des inscriptions convenables 
placees a l'entree de ce palais,-qui remplace l'ancien fort ou chateau,-ou scellees dans ses 
murs extfaieurs, seraient un ornement pour cet edifice et rappelleraient a tous qu'en cet 
endroit, sur la la:iJ.gue de tene formee par le fleuve et par la riviere qui coule sous la rue 
des Conimissaires, ont ete batis la premiere enceinte, le premier fort, la premiere maison, la 

* Voir plus haut le Ko. 26 de la seconde liste. 
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premiere chapelle de Ville-Marie, aujourd'hui l'opulent Montreal; que la out ete inhumes 
ses premiers colons. 

Si notre gouvernement federal, si notre gouvernement local, si notre muuicipalite 
se trouvent trop pauvres pour executer ce simple acte de justice et de reconnaissance, 
un seul des millionnaires, qui exploitent en ce moment les vastes ressources de l'ancien 
pays des Iroquois, conquis par les braves gens dont on vient de lire les noms, un seul de 
ces millionnaires pourrait, avec ses revenus de quelques jours, se payer le luxe de se substi
tuer aux pouvoirs publics dans l'accomplissement d'un si noble devoir. 

V 

L'esprit qui animait les Messieurs et Dames de la Societe de Nostre-Dame de Montreal et les 
colons eux-memes, est mis en pleine lumiere dans le petit livre des Veritables Mot{fs. 

Les motifs, qui sont developp(>s dans un style simple et plein de cette gracieuse naivete 
qui rend si agreable la lecture des ecrits de Saint-Frarn;ois de Sales et de St. Vincent de 
Paul, sont au nombre de quatre; viennent ensuite les Teponses aux objections, qui sont au 
nom bre de neuf. 

En exposant le premier motif, l'auteur fait ressortir energiquement l'obligation ou sont 
les laiques de contribuer pour leur part a la conversion des infideles; sinon de la meme 
maniere que les ecclesiastiques et les religieux, au moins en autant que cela est compatible 
avec leurs occupations et leurs ressources. Il applique aux uns comme aux autres le mot 
de Saint-Paul : Malheur d nwi si je ne preche l' Evangile, parce que j'y suis necessairement 
oblige! 

Oette obligation etant admise, il faut que chacun exerce son apostolat au lieu et en la 
maniere voulus dans le plan donne. O'est ce qui est explique avec force exemples a l'appui 
dans le developpement du second motif. 

"Le troisieme motif, dit l'auteur lui-meme, depend de cette verite que les bonnes 
muvres spirituelles, entre lesquelles la conversion des a.mes est la plus agreable a Dien, non
seulement sont pTeferables aux temporelles (excepte le cas de precepte, c'est-a-dire une 
necessite ou il s'agirait de la vie), mais que l'aumone qui a pour fin le salut des ames, par
tiuipe au merite d'une muvre pure spirituelle, et se revet de la nature et qualite d'icelle." 

Le quatrieme et dernier motif, c'est "qu'entre les peuples de•l'.A.merique, il n'y en a 
point de plus depourvus de sec~urs spirituels que ceux de l'.A.merique septentrionale, ou est 
situee la Nouvelle France." 

Les objections auxquelles l'auteur rf>pond ayec verve et souvent avec une emotion tres
visible, se formulent comme suit: 

lo. "Il y_ en a qui disent que les bonnes muvres doivent etre cachees, ce qui ne se pent, 
si elles passent entre les mains d'une societe, et que Notre Seigneur a defendu que la gauche 
sut rien des muvres de la droite." 

Oette objection, qui se sent un peude l'esprit des jansenistes, est facilement demolie par 
des textes memes de l'Ecriture. O'est !'intention qui fait louer le secret de l'aumone et non 
pas le fait du secret. Que deviendrait l'exemple, que deviendrait la puissance de l'action en 
commun si l'on donnait cette interpretation rigoureuse aux paroles du Sanyenr? Saint Paul 
n'a-t-il pas exhorte les Ohretiens a bien faire, non-seulement devant Dieu, mais devant les 
hommes? 
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2o. La seconde o~jection, "c'est que l'entreprise du Montreal est temeraire, d'une 
depense infinie, plus convenable a un roi qu'a quelques particuliers trop faibles, outre les 
perils de la 1utYigation et les naufrages qu'ils ont a craindrr-." 

A cPla, l'auteur du memoire repond vivement et spirituellcment: "Vous avez mieux 
rencontre que vous ne pensiez, de dire que c'est une amvre de roi, puisque le roi des rois 
s'en mele, a qui les vents et la mer obeissent, et par consequent, nous ne craignons pas les 
naufrages qu'il ne suscitera que lorsque nous en aurons besoin, et qu'il fera plus d'expedient 
pour sa gloire que nous cherchons en son ouvrage depuis trente ans," 

3o. La troisieme o~jection fait perdre toute patience a l'ecrfrain. Son langage est celui 
de l'indignation la moins contenue. "L'aflluence des panvres, dit-on, est si grande en France 
que les aumones n'y suffisent pas, qu'il vaut mieux appliquer a ceux qui sont a nos portes 
que de les envoyer aux pays etrangers pour des gens qui nous sont inconnus." 

'' 0 charitable avarice, s'ecrie l'auteur du memoire, o injuste et defiante charite qui a 
"peur que la terre lui faille! Jusqu'a quand serai-je ayec vous? disait N. S. a sembla
" bles gens que vous." 

Et il expose a-vec raison, par un grand nombre d'exemples, que si cette etroite maniere 
de voir eut ete suivie a l'origine du christianisme, la France et bien d'autTes contrees 
n'eussent jamais ete evange]isees. 

11 est une chose tres-remarquable, c1est que le Canada se montre aujourd'hui recon
naissant, qu'il envoie comme la France ses missionnaires dans toutes les parties de l'Ame
rique, et que l'on vient queter ici de toutes les parties du monde, sans que l'on y trouve a 
redire. Cette charite universelle, bien loin de tarir la source des charites locales, ne fait 
que l'accroitre. L'auteur semble avoir prevu ce grand et bel avenir. 

4o. La quatrieme objection souleve plusieurs questions de theologie. Elle est corn;ue 
dans ces termes : "Que les Canadiens, avec la lnmiere naturelle, se pcnvent sauy·er s'ils 
gardent la loi de nature, dans !'ignorance invincible ou ils sont de l'Evangile." 

Qui prouve trop ne prouve rien, et l'anteur le fait bien sentir en disant: "Les apotres 
pouvaient en dire autant de nous, et nous des autres, si votre eTTeur avait lieu: voici la 
porte fermee aux missions des infideles et !'emulation sainte de la propagation de la foi 
toute eteinte." Selon l'auteur, il n'y avait que ceux qui avaient cTOyance au Messie futur 
qui ont pu se sauver e~ suivant la loi de nature ; quant aux antres, ils ne sont point liYres 
aux flammes eternelles et c'est tout, et il ajoute: "si vous vous amusez a l'histoire apo
criphe de l'ame de l'empereur Trajan retiree de l'enfrr par les prieres de saint Gregoire, 
vous faites bien; mais Dien vous garde d'un parndis comme le sien ! " 

5o. La cinquieme objection ne diflere guere de la troisieme, e·1_1 st: '~ qu'il ne faut pas 
oter le pain des enfants des pauvres chretiens Frarn;ais,·pour l'envoyer a des infideles qui 
vivent comme des chiens, qu'il est impossible de coni;ertir." 

Entre autres choses tres piquantes, !'auteur replique : 

" C'est ce que nous pretendons faire et les serdr de vos restes, et N. S. ne n'buta point 
taut la Chananh•nne qui vii;ait parmi des chiens infidele·s, qu:au lieu des miettes qu'elle 
demanda, il ne l'elevat a la table de sa grace ~t en fit une grande sainte. Entendez-vous 
bi~n ce que veut dire cela? et Dien nous garde que ceux que nous reg::ndons comme des 
chiens, ne nous enlevent un jour nos places. Ainsi que le Noni;erain Maitre nous menace, 
qu'il doit venir un jour des peuples des bouts du monde, qui seront assis a la table de son 
grand banquet royal; et les enfants de sa maison, rassasies et ennuyes de ces viandes 
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celestes, en seront chasses et precipites en des tenebres exterieures, signification de celles 
dont ils seront interieurement aveugles." 

60. La sixieme objection c'est " qu'il suffi.t de ce que font les Peres Jesuites en la 
Nouvelle France, entretenus tant des aumones des gens que par Messieurs de la grande 
compagnie, qui se tiennent incommodes du dessein de Montreal." 

On repond que ni les jesuites, ni la compagnie ne se plaignent, que les premiers ne 
sauraient suffi.re a tous et que la grande compagnie a cede elle-meme l'.ile de Montreal pour 
qu'elle fut etablie. 

7o. "Que les sauvages sont faineants et libertins, ennemis du travail de la terre et 
indociles ainsi que l'experience le fait voir." 

L'auteur exprime en reponse l'espoir que l'on changera les habitudes des sauvages et 
"que se retirant d'une vie si pleine de pauvretes et afllictions ils se rangeront a celle 
des Frarn;ais ou Sauvages chretiens, a quoi la grace de Dieu au besoin ne manquera pas 
de leur dessiller les yeux, et les confortera a mieux faire ; et quand nous aurons fait notre 
devoir, c'est a elle de faire son bon plaisir du reste." 

80. La huitieme objection est formulee dans les termes suivants : "Que l'ile de Mont
real est proche des Iroquois, peuple cruel et farouche, qui empeche aux autres sauvages le 
commerce de la riviere Saint-Laurent, qui n'oseraient pour cela s'habituer a Montreal ou 
les Franyais memes sont exposes aux surprises et aux boucheries de ces barbares, qui tirent 
des armes des Hollandait; loges au-dessous d'eux, avec Iesquels ils trafiquent." 

En repondant a cette objection, l'auteur fait un pen trop d'optimisme. Il dit que l'on 
exagere la mechancete des Iroquois, qu'ils sont amis des Fran9ais, et il espere qu'ils s'adouci
ront et "qu'avec la grace de Dieu ils se convertiront, ainsi qu'il est arrive aux nations de 
l'Europe les plus cruelles," ou qu'au moins on les amenera a une paix. · 

Puis il ajoute bravement: "Et si nous ne pouvons ni l'un ni l'autTe, avec la permis
sion du Ciel nous leur menerons une si juste, si sainte et si bonne guerre, que Dien fera 
justice de ces petits Philistins qui troublent ses amvres, chose facile avec deux ou trois 
cents hons soldats Franyais qui iront bruler Imus cabanes; et si tout cela nous manque et 
que les perils pressent, vous pensez deja que nous sommes attrapes; nous avons une puis
sante maitresse, nous irons a ses pieds implorer un secours extraordinaire, et dans nos 
extremites, nous avons si sou vent ressenti des protections familieres, qu'au besoin vous en 
entendrez des nouvelles. Que si cette faveur nous laisse et que Dien nous veuille accepter 
pour victime, etant pres d'eux et massacres, nous n'y serons pour cela trompes, notre mort 
serait notre vie et notre perte une victoire. Mais quand cela arriverait, n'estimez pas pour 
cela vous voir delivrer de nous; de nos cendres Dien en suscitera apres nous, qui feront 
encore mieux que nous." 

9o. La neuvieme et derniere objection etait injurieuse pour les Messieurs et Dames de la 
societe. L'auteur y repond a,~ec humilite; mais aussi avec un esprit de foi et de perseve
rance que les evenements ont parfaitement justifie. Voici eommPnt il l'avait rnproduite: 

" Que c'est temps perdu de travailler a la Nouyelle ]~ranee, pays intempere a cause de 
la mer glaciale qui l'environne, ou les Franyais ne peuvent subsister que de ce qu'on porte 
de France avec peril et peu de fruit, dont ils s'ennuieront a la fin, perdant patience comme 
ils ont accoutume, et que la societe de Montreal n'etant appuyee d'autres interets que de 
charite n'est pas pour durer, que Dieu ne fait plus de miracles, qu'au lieu de cela les mis• 

Sec. I., 1882. 14. 
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sions de l'Amerique * sont de moindres frais, plus avantageuses en bons pays, fertile et si 

tempere qu'on n'y sent jamais de froid." 
"Pour le peu de fruit dont vous parlez, repond l'auteur, si vous l'entendez du tem-

porel, nous le laissons volontiers non-seulement pour le pays que vous aimez; mais aussi 

pour le Canada que vous meprisez." 
Il cite ensuite Saint-Jacques, qui s'estimait heureux d'avoir converti cinq ou six ames 

en Espagne: "Vous ne seriez pas bien, ajoute-t-il, en l'ecole de quelques grands saints et 

saintes, qui ont fait a Dieu tant de soupirs avec penitence et austerites toute leur vie pour 

le salut eternel des ames, et quelquefois pour une seule." 

Et il termine ainsi : 
"Aussi peu apropos que le reste est la prophetie que vous faites de la rupture de 

notre societe. 
"Mais quand cela serait, doutez-vous que s'il yen a <J,Ui se retirent sans raison, la 

grace que Dieu leur avait preparee pour cela ne soit pas donnee a d'autres? Et pensez

vous qu'une societe appelee de Dieu a l'etablissement d'un dessein particulier ait besoin 

d'etre perpetuelle? Nous savons aussi bien que vous qu'elle se dissoudra quelque jour. 

Et nous faisons des vamx a Dieu que cela soit afin que les Frarn;ais et les Sauvages qui 

1·esident de par de lase puissent passer de nous par leius labeurs et industries. Mais 

quand Dien la deferait plus _tot, re n'est pas chose extTaordinaire que ceux qui commencent 

un ouvrage ce ne sont pas ceux qui l'achevent ......... " 

Les objections et les reponses que l'on vient d'analyser, ont a peine besoin de commen

taires. Et de fait, tout ce petit livre des Veritables rnotifs a rec;m le commentaire le plus 

sublime dans le courage des compagnons de Maisonneuve, de Lauzon, de Closse, de Dollard

Desormeaux, et dans celm des compagnes de Mlle Mance. Les paroles si eloquentes dans 

leur simplicite, qui se trouvent dans la reponse a la huitieme objection, n'etaient point dues 

a un enthousiasme passager. Plusieurs colons, en effet, ne vinrent a :Montreal que dans le 

but d'y sacrifier leur vie pour la foi. Tel Hait l'etat des esprits dans la population pieuse 

de certaines parties du royaume, que l'on courait sciemment au martyre au-dela des mers. 

Le memoire parle en ccs termes du devouement d'une jeune fille de la Rochelle, dont on ne 

nous a malheureusement point conserve le nom, mais qui comme Mlle Mance elle-meme, 

eut une inspiration subite et pressante. "Nonobstant l'empechement et les remonstrances 

qu'on lui fesait, cette pieuse fille, dit le memoiTe, entra de violence dans le vaisseau qui 

demarrait du port, resolue d'y allcr serviT Dien." 

En somme, les Veritables rnotijs sont une page bien vraie et bien precieuse de co grand 

ouvrage, qui, tenons-le pour el·rtain, se continuera tonjours, ayant pour titre: 

GESTA DEI PER FRANCOS. 

* On entend ici l'Amerique du Sud et les iles du golfe de 1\foxique. 
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Les Archives du Canada. 

Par J. M. LEMOINE. 

(Lu le 23 mai 1883.) 

Messieurs,-Parmi les sujets dignes de fixer l'attention de ceux qui s'occupent d'e
tudes historiques, je n'en connais aucun d'un intfaet majeur a celui de la collection, du. 
classement et de la garde des archives du Canada. 

Siles demarches prises et les resultats obtenus par les diverses administrations qui 
depuis dix ans se sont succede, a Ottawa, sont de nature a nous rejouir, n'allez pas pour 
tout cela croire que la tache soit achevee, que le dernier mot soit dit. 

La creation d'un Bureau des archives publiques ou plutot l'erection d'une division du 
Departement de l'Agriculture, a Ottawa, en un depot d'archives, date de 1872: plusieurs 
hommes d'etat peuvent avec raison reclamer leur quote-part dans cette amvre de progres. 
Cependant un nom s'y rattache davantage: celui de son premier archiviste, M. Douglas 
Brymner, dont les rapports annuels, * soumis a la Legislature, jettent beaucoup de jour sur 
cette question. 

M. Brymner a eu aussi pour collaborateur un archeologue que vous connaissez tous : 
M. l'Abbe H. Verreau; ces deux chercheurs out eu mission d'aller fouiller dans les archives 
de l'Europe et d'y puiser nombre de documents, de MSS., indispensables pour etudier, 
bien comprendre, bien compiler nos annales. 

Les remarques que je me permettrai, tout en remerciant nos hommes d'Etat pour 
l'interet qu'ils out manifeste dans cette question, n'ont d'autre but que celui de stimuler le 
zele de nos archeologues a de nouvelles decouvertes. 

Cette interessante etude des archives est fort vaste. Elle se presente sous un double 
aspect: 

lo. L'histoire des huit provinces de l'Amerique Britannique du Nord, autrement, de 
Ia Confederation canadienne. 

2o. L'histoire de la Confederation canadienne depuis la date de son etablissement, ler 
juillet 1867. 

J e n'ai pas la pretention de vous renseigner sur les sources de notre histoire: vous les 
connaissez comme moi, ces glorieuses, ces dramatiques annales de la plus ancienne, de la 
plus pittoresque province de la Confederation: la province de Quebec. Vons savez egale• 

'ment combien de difficultes ont ete aplanies pour l'historien moderne, par l'impression en 
beaux volumes de ces mille et un MSS. et memoires vermoulus, ratures, illisibles, qui, 
dans le passe faisaient palir nos archeologues: les Relations, le journal des J{·suites, les 
compte-rendus, les correspondances officielles de nos Gouverneurs, de nos Intendants; les 
journaux circonstancies des divers sieges de notre vieille capitale, etc. 

Si vous me demandez si reellement il existe a l'etranger grand nombre de ces antiques 
documents, que dirai-je, ces lambeaux de la patrie, disperses, je vous repondrai qu'ils 

* Reports on Public Archives to ·Minister of Agriculture, Ottawa, 1~7:?, 1S7~), 1874, ISSI, 188:?. 
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se peuvent compter, non pas par centaines, mais par milliers; que le contenu de la 
plupart nous est encore entierement inconnu ; que partant, il est impossible d'ecrire 
une histoire complete, circonstancjee de la. Con~e9-er_ation, sans avoir acces a ces sources 
de renseignements. A peine une des grandes capitales de !'Europe, une des villes maritimes 
de la France, notre ancienne mere-patrie, qui n'en possede quelque riche depot ou quelques 
fragments : Londres, Paris, St. Peters bourg, Rome, Copenhag~e, Amsterdam, Madrid, 
Bruxelles, Berlin, Rouen, Rochefort, Le Havre, Dieppe, Bordeaux, Marseilles, etc. ; au reste 
sur ce point, si vous desirez vous renseigner specialement, consultez !'excellent rapport 
que M. l'Abbe Verreau presentait a la Leg.islature federale le 31 decembre-1874. . 

J e n'ai jamais ete plus vivement impressionne de rimportance que les grandes natiom; 
de l'Europe attachent aux dep8ts de leurs archives nationales, que lorsque je penetrais 
tout recemment.dans la vaste salle circulaire du British M'l{,seum * a·Londres .. Apres avoir 
con.temple les amas de parchemins, d-e records, de roles, etc., enfouis sur fos rayons des 
magnifiques bibliotheques de l'uilhrersite de Cambridge, du War office, de la Tour de Londres, 
etc .. II m'eut fallu des mois entiers pour compulser les 2,647 volumes de la collection qui 
in'interessait le plus, la collection Haldimand et les nombreux volumes MSS. du _colonel 
Bouquet. Si notre metropole est si riche en materiaux pour son histoire et pour l'histoire de 
ses grandes colonies, il ne faut pas oublier qu'elle s'etudie a collectionner et a conserver 
ses archives publiques depuis huit cents ans. Une partie notable de ces memes archives, 
comme vous savez, a ete perdue de 1135 a 1272, aussi bien que pendant les guerres san-
glantes des deux Roses (1455 a 1461). . ,.. 

Edouard III, en 1473, dans une ordonnance faisait declarer que "les archives publi
ques sont considerees comme le temoignage de la nation, et il est ordonne qu'elles soient 
accessibles a tousles sujets du roi." 

Sous le regne d'Elizabeth (1559-1603) une enquete fut instituee au sujet des archives 
du Parlement. "Jacques I (1617) eut l'idee decreer un bureau des· papiers d'Etat et un 
bureau des archives generftles. Charles I nomma une commission chargee de rechercher 
toutes les archives appartenant a la couronne." J'emprunte ces citations a M. Brymner. Au 
reste ces enquetes furent continuees par la Reine Anne, par George I, George II, George III. 
Et si la Couronne crut devoir intervenir et affecter de fortes. sommes . p01i.r sauvegarder, 
restaurer, recueillir et classer les archives du royaume, ce n'etait pas sans besoin. II n'y a 
pas qu'en Canada, oii des documents precieux pour la science et l'histoire ont ete perdus a 
jamais, relegues qu'ils etaient dans d'humides caveaux, tels que nos palais de justice en 
avaient encore tout recemment, tels qu'il en existe encore, je regrette de l'avou~r; "-ainsi, on 
decouvrit que les archives de la chancellerie de l'Echiquier a Londres · etaint entassees 

' ' dans 600 sacs, excessivernent sales, dans des hangards formant deperi.dances des ecuries du 
Roi. Ces hangards contenaient, entasses, dans · l'etat le plus deplorable, 4,136 pieds cubes 
d'archives nationales; a part la poussiere accumulee pendant plusieurs siecles, on trouva 
tousles documents excessivement humides, lorsque les operations commencerent. Quel• 
qu.e~-uns etaient inseparablement colles aux murs de pierre. On pouvait v~ir de nom
breux fragments qui avaient echappe aux complets ravages de la vermine, et plusieurs en 
etaient au dernier degre de putrefaction. La deterioration et l'hµmidite en avaient .rendu 
Un grand nombre si fragiles que l'on· pouvait a peine les toucher; d'autres, particuliere-

* Le British Jfuseum contenait 47;693 volumes manuscrits, lors de la visite de M, D, Bry:inner. (Voir Rapp0rt 
1881, p, 40.) 
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ment ceux qui etaient en forme de rouleaux, etaient tellement colles ensemble, qu'il etait 

impossible de les derouler. On y trouva empates cinq ou six squelettes de rats, et des os 

de cette vermine etaient distribues dans toute la masse; c'etait un yeritable charnier, et 

lorsque l'on commern;a a remuer ces archives nationales, on employa un chien pour faire 

la chasse aux rats que l'on avait deranges dans leurs retraites." Sous des formes non moins 

deplorables, la meme incurie, les memes desastres ont frappe, ont detruit meme en Canada, 

une majeure partie des materiaux les plus indispensables pour compiler nos annales. 

Vous connaissez l'histoire du MSS. du Journal des Jesuites, arrache a la boite au bois 

du gardien de l'ancien parlement a Quebec, juste au moment ou il allait servir de combus

tible : une partie au moins, comme par miracle, a echappe au vandalisme. 

J e me rappellerai toujours, quoiqu'avec regret, un petit incident dont je fus temoin 

dans mes tournees offi.cielles, dans le comte de Portneuf. On m'avait invite a inspecter le 

site et les ruines de l'historique Fort J acques-Carti~r sur la rive escarpee de la riviere qui 

porte ce nom, a vingt-sept milles en haut de Quebec. 

J'etais en sffet bien curieux d'aller etudier, sur les lieux meme, le fier donjon ou l'he

ro1que Levis, apres la terrible journee du 13 septembre 1759, etait alle caserner sa poignee 

de braves, et ou les troupes fran9aises sous le marquis d'Albergotti avaient tenu bon jus

qu'au ler septembre 1760; plusieurs familles fran9aises occupaient les environs du fort, et 

communiquaient chaque jour par lettre ou autrement avec la garnison. II y avait, m'a

vait-on dit, chez une famille des environs, portant un vieux nom historique, des liasses de 

lettres se rattachant a cette desastreuse periode. Apres avoir scrute les fosses, les rnvelins, 

les ouvrages en terre du fameux fort, j'allai cogner a la porte d'une opulente metairie qui 

etait censee posseder les tresors que je viens d'indiquer. Je demandai ce que l'on avait fait 

de toutes ces lettres, etc. On me repondit que le temps avait ete ou le grenier regorgeait 

de lettres et paperasses ecrites avec cette antique calligraphie fran9aise que vous connaissez 

tous, mais qu'il n'en restait plus ; que la portion que la vieille menagere de ceans n'avait 

pas employee a allumer son feu, un marchand de guenilles de Quebec, M. Reed, l'avait 

achetee a trois centins la livre pour le convertir en papier. 
Voila la triste h_istoire de mille et un documents historiques de valeur qui existaient 

naguere chez nous, et qui maintenant sont introuvables. 
Messieurs, les temps ont change; une ere nouvelle, une ere de rehabilitation a lui 

pour les lettres. Nos hommes d'Etat pris d'un beau zele pour tout ce qui se rattache au 

progres intellectuel ou moral, se sont donne la main, ont declare la guerre aux pTejuges 

du passe; voila, comment, il se fait que depuis dix ans, d'innombrables series de lettres, 

de memoires, de documents offi.ciels, de papiers de famille meme, oublies dans les grands 

depots d'archives au-dela des mers, ont repris le chemin de la patrie et n'attendent dans 

les voutes du bureau a Ottawa, que la main ou l'reil scrutateur de l'archeologue ou de 

l'historien, pour les mettre au grand jour. Avant bien longtemps, le reproche que l'on nous 

jette a la figure qu'il est impossible d'ecrire une histoire complete du Canada, n'aura plus 

de raison d'etre. 
L'avenir nous prepare, osons le croire, de douces surprises; la collection de docu .. 

ments, classes et soigneusement gardes a Ottawa, se developpera avec le concours des 

provinces en un vaste depot d'archives nationales·, et preparern, pour nos historiens, le 

couronnement du majestueux edifice auquel servent d'appuis et de colonnes, les noms 

veneres de Bibaud, de Garneau, de Ferland, de Faillon. 
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Loni& Turcotte. 

Par FAUCHER DE SAINT-MAURICE. 

(Lu le 25 :\Iai, 1883.) 

Dernierement, je lisais les "Poesies d1nn Voyageur." Ce livre est rare aujourd'hui. 11 
n'est pas signe: mais la renommee l'attribue a celui dont nous regrettons tous l'absence ici, 
a celui que l'Academie fran9aise nous n,yait deH·gue: M. Xavier Marmier. Sous le titre, 
une vignette en taille douce represente des sapins se mirant melancoliquement dans un lac. 
Au -dessous, ces mots : 

" Sit nomen sub umbra ! " 

Que son nom reste dans l'ombre ! 
Et capricieuse, ma pensee quittant le livre de l'illustre voyageur, se prit a songer a nos 

morts oublies, parmi lesquels se detacha la figure resignee de Louis Turcotte. Cette vie 
doit etre racontee; et c'est l'histoire de ce travailleur que je viens vous dire. Elle sera 
modeste, sans pretention, comme l'a ete celui qui en est le sujet. 

Louis-Philippe Turcotte esl ne a Saint-Jean de l'Ile d'Orleans, le 11 juillet 1842. 
Les debuts de sa vie furent une pastorale. Dans l'air pur, sous le beau ciel ou se passe 

son enfance, rien ne fait encore presager les mauvais jours, la souffrance, l'isolement. Dans 
une autobiographie inedite que de pieuses mains m'ont permis de feuilleter, Louis Turcotte 
nous decrit ces jours ensoleilles passes dans cette ile charmante que Jacques-Cartier a bap
tise du nom d'ile de Bacchus, pays des legendes au coin du feu, des souvenirs, des ballades, 
des complaintes, pays ou est ne l'un de nos plus regrette et de nos meillenrs ecrivains, 
Hubert LaRue, pays ou le souvenir de la Francese conserve toujouTS vivace et pur comme 
dans une autre Alsace-Lorraine. Fils d'un paysan qui, a ses heures etait un rude marin, les 
premieres annees de Louis se passent a courir pieds nus sur le sable dore des greves, ajouer, 
a pecher sur les bords de la riviere Bellefine, a lire dans le grand livre de la nature. Dans 
ses memoires, comme il sait nous faire respirer le parfum des gerbes, l'odeur de~ foins ! 
comme nous fremissons avec lui en ecoutant les plaintes du fleuve qui gemit sous les rafales 
du Nord-Est! Et l'hiver, done! Allons, houp en traineau ! N'y a-t-il pas pres de la maison 
une cote escarpee d'ou l'on prend d'interminables glissades? Demain, si le temps le permet, 
nous irons avec la famille faire du sucre dans cette erabliere qui se "trouve la-bas, a douze 
arpents de la chaumiere." 

Et c'est ainsi qu'arrivent sept ans, et qu'il faut dire adieu a ces douces choses pour 
prendre le chemin de l'ecole. Ah! ce fut rude! mais l'enfance oublie vite, et l'institutri?e, 
mademoiselle Hervieux, etait si bonne ! 

L'annee suivante, on monte en grade. On a pour professeur maitre J\fagloire Langlois, 
instituteur, "muni d'un diplome d'ecole modele." Celui-la fut aussi un ami pour Loui,s 
Turcotte. Plus tard, il se plait a dire que c'est ace brave homme qu'il doit son gout pour 
l'histoire et les livres. 
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A l'ecole de Saint-Jean, on travaillait dur: on apprenait tant bien que mal. Quelque
fois, l'ete, le jeune Louis passait deux ou trois jours sans se presenter devant le maitre. 

" Depuis l'age de six ans, ecrit-il dans ses memoires, j'abandonnais l'ecole des qu'arriYait 
le temps de la moisson. J e suivais al ors mon pere et ma mere aux champs. Faner, fauciller 
le grain, engerber, tels etaient mes travaux annuels. J'etais loin de les aimer, carje songeais 
toujours a mes li vres : cependant je m'en acquittais avec exactitude, dans le but de plaire 
et d'aider a mes parents." L'agriculture n'a jamais ete mon faible, ajoute-t-il un peu plus 
loin; mais tout de meme, mon pere d'une taille robuste comme ses ancetres, tourne comme 
eux aux travaux de la terre et de la mer, m'avait presque decide a faire un effort en ce sens, 
et plus j'y songe, plus je m'aper<;ois aujourd'hui q"ue j'ai failli aimer l'agriculture. Le desir 
de ma mere etait aussi de me voir cultiver. Petite de taille sans etre delicate, elle passait 
dans sa jeunesse pour une belle brune. Pour moi elle n'a toujours ete qu'une sainte. A 
soixante-et-dix ans, elle etait encore d'une activite extraordinaire. Tout etait a sa place dans 
la maison, depuis le rouet jusqu'au rosaire, depuis la branche de sapin, beni le jour des 
Rameaux, jusqu'a la huche. Elle passait ses jours a travailler, a prier. De bonne heure 
elle sut nous habituer au labeur, et dans le but de nous encourager, elle nous faisait cultiver 
tousles ans, a notre profit, un petit morceau de terre. A l'automne, elle nous envoyait a 
Quebec y vendre nos produits. Ah ! plus j'y songe maintenant, plus j'ai failli aimer l'agri
culture ! " 

Que dites-vous de ce tableau d'interieur '? Que pouvons-nous ajouter a ce portrait ma
ternel '? sinon que chacun d'entre nous, messieurs, retrouve sa mere dans la personne de 
cette sainte et douce travailleuse qui fut la mere de Louis Turcotte. 

C'est sous cet egide charmant que s'ecoule l'enfance de Louis. A cette epoque elle fut 
traversee par une grande douleur. Sa petite samr Agnes, "son ange charmant" comme il 
la nomme, est ravie par la mort. 

"-Je l'aimais, dit-il simplement dans ses memoires; et ces deux mots suffi.sent." 
Ce depart fut terrible. Louis connut ce jour-la l'amertume des vraies larmes. Sa chair 

trembla sous l'aiguillon. 11 venait de se trouver pour la premiere fois en face de la souffrance, 
de la souffrance qui allait etre la compagne de sa ·de. 

Esprit reveur, tourne vers l'etude, Louis faisait contraste avec la vivacite de ses freres. 
Par la mort de sa samr, il etait devenu le cadet de la famille. Autour de lui on grandissait: 
ses freres etaient deja des cultivateurs, des negociants. Sa mere athistee par le depart des 
morts refaisait un nouvel avenir pour son Benjamin. 

-Peut-etre un jour, se disait-elle, sera-t-il l'oint du Seigneur? 
Le pere songeait a autre chose. 11 esperait en faire un marin. Plusieurs fois deja il 

l'avait mene faucher les foins sauvages qui poussent sur l~s battures de l'ile aux Oies, de 
l'ile aux Grues, de l'ile Madame. La main sur la barre du gouyernail, l'mil au vent, le jeune 
Louis conduisait gaillardement la chaloupe sur les -vagues moutonnantes, pendant que le pere 
le suivant du regard et courant dans les annees, voyait deja son fils pilote ou capitaine au 
long cours. 

Ce projet attristait la mere. Son aine Jean-Baptiste avait etudie le pilotage. Ses cinq 
annees d'apprentissage etaient donnees: il ne lui restait plus qu'un voyage a faire avant 
d'etre reconnu pilote. Au milieu de septembre de l'annee 1839, il s'etait embarque sur la 
goelette le Saint-Laurent. Depuis on ne l'avait plus revu. 
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Ou sont-ils les marins sombres dans les nuits noires? 
0 flots que vous savez de lugubres histoires, 
Flo ts profonds redou tes des meres a genoux ! 
Vous nous les racontez en montant vos marees 
Et c'est ce qui vous fait ces voix desesperees 
Que vous avez le soir quand vous venez vers nous. 
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A la veillee, entre deux soupirs, la mere exprima le desir de faiTe entrer Louis au Semi
naire de Quebec. Lepere consentit, et pendant quatre annees j'eus l'honneur d'avoir Tur
cotte pour compagnon de classe. 

Travailleur, tres studieux, esprit un peu lent, nafure toute d'impulsion, de devouement, 
camr excellent, il n'eut que des amis parmi ses professeurs et ses condisciples. Aussi quelle 
note emue il sait prendre, lorsqu'en un jour de tristesse, il se retourne vers le passe et songe 
a eux: 

"--Ou sont-ils maintenant les amis fideles demon jeune age'? mes premiers compa
gnons '? Plusieurs manquent a l'appel ! A peine les ai-je aime qu'ils n'etaient deja plus! 
Ainsi s'en va la vie vers l'eternite." 

Puis, passant a la note gaie, il appuie sur un episode de jeunesse qui lui a fait plaisir, 
Un jour il est aux champs : il entend les voix joyeuses de ses camarades. Dix sont la : ils 
viennent l'entrainer a la ferme des Pretres, a Saint-Joachim. Le temps est super be : l'hos
pitalite que le Seminaire de Quebec donne au petit Cap est celebre dans tout le pays. En 
avant! marche ! 

Et sa plume de vous decrire les joyeux lazzis de la route, l'accueil bienveillant des pro
fesseurs, les chants dans la chapelle, l'ascension du cap Tourmente, l'excursion sous bois, 
aux chutes de Sainte-Anne de Beaupre. 

" - Ah ! les hons jours ! le doux repos que nous primes cette fois-la; nous dit-il. Assis 
sur la cime du sombre promontoire, ayant a mes pieds le fl.euve Saint-Laurent horde de 
campagnes et de forets qui verdoient au soleil, humant l'air a pleins poumons, il m'a sem ble 
que le temps venait d'arreter sa marche. Mon ame remontait vers Dieu, supreme auteur de 
toutes choses, et je me sentais entrer dans une nouvelle vie." 

0 primavera gioventu dell' anno ! 
0 gioventu primavera della vita ! 

Quatre annees de la vie de college s'etaient ecoulees lorsque Louis Turcotte se sentit 
pris d'un attrait soudain pour le commerce. Ses freres reussissaient a merveille: le vertige 
l'empoigna. Inutile d'ajouter que cette vocation s'eteignit comme elle etait venue. Il 
n'etait pas fait pour les minuties ni pour les exigences de la speculation, et le peu de temps 
qu'il a vecu de cette vie, son esprit est devenu inquiet. Il avoue dans ses memoires: 

"-Ma decision affiigea ma bonne mere: elle aurait prefere que je continuasse mes 

etudes." 
Sous l'empire de cette idee, de l'anxiete que lui cause ce chagrin, il n'y tient plus. Le 

31 decembre 1859, il veut aller embrasser sa mere. 
Laissons-le causer: 
" - Le dernier jour de l'annee 1859, je partis de Quebec en compagnie de deux amis 

pour aller visiter mes parents a l'ile d'Orleans. Comme la glace n'etait pas assez solide pour 
porter les chevaux, nous traversames le fleuve a pied. Rendus pres du bout de l'ile, nous 

Sec. I., 1883. 15. 
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trouvames les battures extremement mauvaises. Je me hasardai le premier dans ce pas 
dangereux, mais la glace plia et j'enfon9ai sous l'eau. L'un de mes amis s'agenouilla au 
bord du gouffre. II reussit a m'en retirer. Ma situation n'en etait pas moins penible. Les 
habitations se trouvaient a une distance considerable. Jene pouvais plus marcher: mes 
habits s'etaient glaces sur moi et il faisait un froid intense. Seule ma volonte restait. Je 
pris le bras demon ami. Nous fimes un grand detour pour trouver un autre chemin. De 
temps a autre la glace se rompait sous nos. pieds. Enfin voici les battures traverse_es·! Les 
maisons ne sont pas loin, et nous trainant sur les mains et sur les pieds a travers les banes 
de neige, nous arrivames tout glaces a l'hotel Trudel, ou un bon feu nous attendait. Quel
ques heures apres, remettant mes habits encore tout humides,je _courais embrasser ma mere. 

"Jusqu'a ce jour, je n'avais eu aucune heure de maladie. Helas ! ma jeunesse com- . 
mencee sous d'heureux auspices devait se terminer par six annees de cruelles. sou:ffrances ! 
Decrirai-je ce que j'ai souffert pendant cette epoque infortunee? Depeindrai-je mes ennuis 
~ontinue]s, mes tristesses profondes, mes lo11gues douleurs ? J e dois cependant remplir la 
promesse que j'ai faite au commencement de ces memoires deraconter egalement les epoq:ues 

· malheureuses et les epoques heureuses." 
Pendant des annees, Turcotte est cloue ainsi sur unlit de douleur, ayant des eclisses 

aux jambes, couvert de cauteres, torture par le moxa, sature de medicamen~st astreipt a ~a 
morne oisivete. . . 

· " -Quelle vie ai-je passee, s'ecrie-t-il, pendant. les longs jours, le.s longues nuits de 
cette cruelle maladie, souffrant sans cesse; accable de tristesse, d'ennui, courbe s.ous le poid.s' 
defaillant du jour, transportant mon corps appuye sur des bequilles. Une fievre brulante 
me devorait ; des frissons continuels me faisaient tressaillir; la nuit se passait dans les 
sueurs.et le cauchemar. Un degout general s'etait empare de moi. Mon a.me aussi affa.iblie 
que mon corps etait profondement attristee. Elle devenatt pour ainsi dire insensible a tout, 
joies de familles, bontes de ceux qui me soignaient, caresses des enfants, douces amities. 
Et cependant, dans ce jardin des Oliviers, elle ne se desesperait pas. Elle depQsait aux pieds 
du Christ a l'Agonie ses angoisses, ses affi.ictions, sa longue agonie. Ses souffrances allaient 
se perdre et s'amoindrir dans ceiles du Sauveur." -

Quelque fois un mieux passager le visitait. Ses livres, sa flute, son violon devenaient 
une distraction pour 1 ui. 

-. "J'allais alors respirer l'air pur dans le jardin et le verger de ma mere. Je m'as
seyais sur le gazon sous les arbres fruitiers, ou bie:ri. je me rendais voir couler les eaux de 
la Bellefine, ou mieux encore, sur la greve j'allais m'etendre s0°us l'ombre d'un chene et je 
faisais de.)a musique. Si le temps ne le permettait pas j'ecrivais l'histoire de ma famille, 
je faisais une ceuillette des anecdotes de l'ile, je racontais l~s naufrages qui l'avaient 
attristee." 

Un seul, un vrai rayon de bonheur apparait tout a coup au milieu de ces douleurs. 
Toute la maison des Turcotte, toute la paroisse de · Saint-Jean est sur pied. Elles se pre
parent a fHer le cinquantieme anniversaire du mariage du pere de Louis Turcotte. Cette 
ceremonie patriarchale rejouit le camr du pauvre malade et lui fait ecrire une page ravis
sante que je voudrais pouvoir vous citer. 

Cette fete de famille devait avoir une grande influence sur la vie de Louis Turcotte: 
elle en fit un homme de lettres. 

Le vieux cure Gosselin etait au repas des noces. Prenant a part le malade, il lui dit : 
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-J e vois que vous avez le courage de traYaiiler au milieu de vos souffrances. Que 
ne donnez-vous un but a vos etudes, a vos efforts? Les presbyteres de l'ile sont remplis 
de notes, de documents. Etudiez nos archives, les actes de nos seigneuries. Ecrivez l'his
toire de l'Ile d'Orleans. 

Cette idee frappa Louis Turcotte. Pendant la belle saison il visita a petites journees 
les presbyteres, cueillant partout et prenant des notes. L'annee suivante il publiait un 
volume de 16-! pages rempli de renseignements. Tout ce qui a pu donner du relief a son 
sujet a ete employe. Histoire, legendes, naufrages, incursions iroqnoises, invasion anglaise, 
etudes des actes de propriete, mceurs, historique des paroisses, liste des premiers colons de 
l'ile, nom de ses pretres, date de construction de ses eglises, tout se trouve dans ce livre. 
Turcotte s'est bien garde d'oublier certaines complaintes restees celebres. Dans l'une, qui 
raconte le lamentable naufrage du 18 octobre 1784, nous remarquons cette pensee. On 
vient d'apprendre que les maries se sont noyes en face de la maison ou les attend le repas 
de noces. La ballade se termine ainsi : 

La table est mise qu'on l'ote en diligence; 
Les draps seront pour les ensevelir. 

Le style de l'Bistoire de l'fle d'Orleans laisse un peu a desirer, mais comme renseigne
ments et comme exactitude il n'y' a rien a reprendre dans ce travail. 

Pour completer cet ouvrage Louis Turcotte avait ete oblige de feuilleter bien des 
liasses de vieux journaux, beaucoup d'anciens documents. Ces recherches lui donnerent 
l'idee d'ecrire le Canada sous l' Union. Pendant des annees et des annees, lorsque la souf
france lui donnait quelques repits, on le vit pencher sur les series du Canadien, de la Gazette 
de Quebec, du Mercury, de la Minerve, du Pays, de l'Avenir, du Moniteur Canadien et de bien 
d'autres de nos journaux. Il etudiait. La Gazette Q/ficielle, les Statuts du Canada, les Jour
naux du Conseil Legislatif et de l'Assemblee Legislative n'avaient guere de secrets pour 
lui. Il allait jour par jour, nuit par nuit, compilant, analysant, racontant. Il fallait lire 
cet article attaquant ou defendant l'arrivee et la chute du ministere Draper-Ogden ; rave
nement du cabinet Lafontaine-Baldwin; celui de Viger-Draper; la Jutte constitution
nelle de 1843 a 1845; · la formation des ministeres Draper-Daly et Sherwood-Daly; le retour 
de celui de Lafontaine-Baldwin; l'incendie du parlement; le passage des cabinets Hincks
Morin ; McNab-Morin ; Tache-McDonald ; Brown-Dorion ; Cartier-Macdonald; Macdonald
Sicotte; Macdonald-Dorion; Tache-Macdonald, et la coalition Tache-M.acdonald-Brown. 
Il fallait donner un aperc;m general de l'histoire du Canada avant l'union; parler de la 
domination ifrarn;aise et anglaise et suivre pas a pas les administrations de lord Sydenham, 
de Sir ChaTles Bagot, de lord Metcalfe, de lord Cathcart, de lord Elgin, de Sir Edmund 
Head, de lord Monck. 

Ce travail ne l'effraie pas plus que ne l'a effraye la souffrance. Ilse met resolument a 
l'amvre, dedie son livre "A LA .TEUNESSE CANADIENNE" et debute ainsi: 

-" Le Canada a traverse sous l'Union uue epoque tout a fait interessante. Pendant 
les vingt-sept annees qu'a dure cette union, il s'est deroule des evenements nombreux et 
impmtants. Un pas immense a ete fait dans le progres moral et materiel. La population 
du.rant cette periode s'est doublee deux fois et demie. L'agriculture, le commerce et l'in
dustrie ont rec;m une impulsion considerable. De grandes voies ferrees et dt'~ routes pu
bliques se sont ouvertes, et sillonnent maintenant la province en tous sens. Grace a de 
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nombreuses ameliorations le Saint-Laurent est devenu l'une des plus belles voies de com• 
munication du monde. Laliberte du commerce a ete concedee a la province. Les lois 
criminelles ont re<;m des modifications importantes. D'apres les institutions municipales 
qui lui out ete donnees, le peuple gouverne lui-meme ses affaires locales. La tenure sei
gneuriale a ete abolie. L'instruction publique a fait des progres etonnants et peut etre 
comparee avec celle des peuples les plus instruits de l'Europe. On a vu s'elever des 
hommes d'Etat eminents qui ont occupe successivement le pouvoir, des membres distin
gues qui ont brille dans la chaire et au barreau; enfin des ecrivains de merite se sont fait 
une belle reputation dans les sciences, les lettres et les arts. 

"Dans ce grand mouvement, la population frarn;aise n'a pas joue le role le moins im
portant. Destinee par la nouvelle constitution a perdre son influence et sa nationalite, 
elle a dejoue les plans medites contre elle et conquis une position noble et honorable. 
Elle a contraint ses antagonistes d'autrefois a la traiter sur un pied d'egalite et a se partager 
avec elle le pouvoir politique. Partout, en depit des difficultes qui lui fermaient le pas
sage, elle s'est acquis une large part dans les professions liberales, dans les arts, dans le 
commerce et dans les diverses industries. 

"Les evenements de cette epoque sont presents a la memoire d'un grand nombre. 
Relater et porter des jugements sur des faits aussi recents, serait une tache qui 
peut paraitre imprudente. En effet, il est difficile d'ecrire une histoire contemporaine 
sans que l'esprit de parti domine l'ecrivain. Mais l'anteur de ces etudes trouve une raison 
puissante qui vient detruire cette o~jection. Il y a actuellement dans les ecoles, dans les 
colleges une foule de jeunes gens qui se preparent a occuper les principales fonctions pu
bliques et a remplacer les hommes d'Etat actuels. Oette jeunesse est a peu pres ignorante 
de l'histoire de son pays pendant le dernier quart de siecle. Il n'existe Teellement aucun 
ouvrage donnant sur cette epoque des renseignements historiques suffisants. Les grands 
historiens du pays s'arretent tons a l'Union. L'auteur a done cru Tendre un service a la 
jeunesse canadienne en essayant de combler cette lacune, et en entreprenant cet ouvrage 
qu'il lui destine. Il n'a pas reeule devant l'immensite du travail, ni devant la tache in
grate qu'il s'est imposee, esperant de !'indulgence pour les defauts tant litteraires qu'histo
riques qui peuvent se rencontrer." 

Ainsi qu'il en convient dans cette derniere phrase, Louis Turcotte n'est pas un his· 
torien dans le veritable sens du mot. La passion, !'experience politique lui manqnent. 11 
est un chercheur et un compilateur plein de tact et de precision. Il n'a pas l'envergure 
de Garneau, l'esprit anecdotique de Ferland, la phrase chatiee de Ohauveau, le coloris de 
Oassegrain ; mais il cherche a saisir la portee d'un evenement, d'un discours, d'un fait. 
Sa plume l'analyse: elle s'efforce de le presenter sous son v(·ritable jour. Turcotte hesite, 
il s'arrete, il cherche, il trouve. Une fois ses donnees sures il ecrit, porte peu de juge
ments et se contente de raconter. Son Canada sous l' Union ressemble a ce travail anglais 
intitule, "Notes and queries." O'est le ~ade mecmn de tous ceux qui s'occupent de politique 
au Canada, et sa valeur est incaknlable aujourd'hui, surtout lorsque l'on songe aux incen
dies desastreux qui ont dehuit les collections uniques de ces journaux sur lesquels Tur
cotte a travaille. 

Un de nos hons ecrivains, un de nos penseurs, a rendu ce bel hommage a l'auteur du 
Canada sous l' Union : 

"Je vous dirai qu'apres avoir lu votre travail, et meme l'avoir relu en plusieurs en-
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droits, je n'hesite pas a souscrire a tout ce qu'en a ecrit la presse periodique. Yous a-vez 
commence et bien commence l'am-vre difficile de pionnier sur une epoque memorable de 

notre histoire. V ous avez pu laisser quelques souches sur le terrain defriche, mais il vous 
sera facile de les faire disparaitre. 

"Ne perdez done pas courage, et donnez-nous au plus tot la suite de votre travail 

dont, non seulement la jeunesse, mais aussi l'age mur tirera le plus grand a-vantage, l'un 
en appreciant, l'au1·e en se souvenant." 

Cette lettre si delicate est datee d'Ottawa le 27 mars 187 4. Elle est adressee a Louis 

Turcotte et signee par Etienne Parent. A ce temoignage flatteur vint s'en joindre un 
autre. Le doyen de nos hommes politiques voulut traduire le Canada sous l' Union. Sir 
Francis Hincks etait en pourparler avec»l'auteur ace sujet, lorsque la mort vint £rapper a la 
porte de Turcotte. 

Vers les dernieres annees de sa vie, un homme qui n'a cesse de proteger et d'encourager 
tousles talents, l'honorable M. Chauveau, alors premier ministre, devinant le res augusta 

domi chez Louis Turcotte, avait voulu lui faire une surprise. Il connaissait son gout pour 
les livres. II le nomma aide bibliothecaire de l' .Assemblee Legislative de Quebec. Des lors 
son existence se partagea entre quclques amis d'elite, le parlement et l'Institut Canadien 
qui l'avait elu president. Il passa ainsi ses derniers jours dans le recueillement et dans 
l'etude, ecrivant les biographies de Sir Georges-Etienne Cartier, de l'honorable Rene-Edouard 
Caron, et publiait d'interessantes etudes sur l'lnvasion de 177 5, sur les archives du Canada, 
sur les origines de l'Institut Canadien de Quebec. 

Un de ses amis, M. Tardivel, l'apprecie en ces termes: 
" Comment ce Jeune homme, faible et maladif, inconnu, pour ainsi dire, du monde 

lettre, sans ressources et sans guide, a-t-il pu recueillir tant de documents divers, reunir 

tant de faits historiques, connaitre tant d'evenements politiques? Ceux qui l'ont connu et 
qui ont admire son energie indomptable et sa grande perseverance peuvent seuls s'en rendre 
compte. Lorsqu'il s'agissait de decouvrir la verite, d'eclaircir un point obscur, rien ne pou

vait le rebuter, ni les recherches, ni les veilles, ni les travaux les plus ardus. 
" Il travaillait avec une methode admirable. Il prenait constamment des notes. En 

composant un ouvrage, il ramassait des materiaux qui devaient servir a d'autres amvres. 
Lorsque la mort est venu le frapper, il avait en voie de preparation plusieurs publications 
interessantes. Parrni ces travaux inacheves se tTOuvent une etude sur les bibliotheques du 
Canada depuis la fondation de la colouie; un manuel du droit constitutionnel anglais; une 

collection de documents publics inedits et tres-precieux au point de vue de l'histoire. Son 
travail sur les bibliotheques est tellement avance qu'il meriterait d'etre publie." 

Le 3 avril 1878, une attaque de paralysie emportait Louis Turcotte a l'age de 36 ans, 
au milieu des larmes de ses freres et des amis devoues qui avaient veille son agonie. 

Dans une de ses notes, j'ai retrouve ces vers de Wellin, ancien eveque d'Upsal: 

La clarte des cieux me sourit et m'attire ! 
Ah ! je suis fatigue de mon apre chemin, 
Et sans cesse ici-bas du fond du comr j'aspire, 
J'aspire a retourner en mon pays lointain. 

D'une tournure d'esprit melancolique, Louis Turcotte a laisse plusieurs pages inedites. 

En voici une sur l'.Automne, que me communique son frere M. Nazaire Turcotte: 
"Les beautes ravissantes de l'ete disparaissent. La nature si verdoyante, si riche en 
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couleur, se revet chaque jour de teintes plus sombres. Le ciel se grise, la saison avance. La 
nature se depouille de ses charmes sur lesquelles Dieu jettera demain un blanc linceul. 

" O'est ain:-;i que tout change, que tout se fane, que tout passe, jeunesse, beaute, sante, 
honneurs, richesses. C'est ainsi que l'homme comptant sur la jeunesse, sur la robuste sante 
de l'age mur, croit pouvoir prolonger les annees. Rien n'y fait : voila l'automne. Ses forces 
diminuent. La mort va bientot le glacer telle que la bise du Nord force l'arbre a laisser 
tomber ses feuilles les unes apres les autres. C'est ainsi que tout s'use, que tout passe sur 
cette terre. Dieu seul reste le meme. 

"0 Dieu, supreme auteur de la naturn, sage directeur des saisons, daigne repandre tes 
benedictions sur l'automne et sur la vieillesse." 

N'y a-t-il pas la un rapprochement a faire entre cette page et ces vers de l'Arbre de M. 

Xavier Marmier: 

Xon jamais, plus jamais ! Ma seve est epuisee, 
Mes rameaux ont perdu leur premiere vigueur; 
Et nul soleil fecond, nulle douce rosee, 
Ke peuvent ranimer ma force et ma fraicheur. 
Sous ce ciel qu'un rayon pale et furtif colore, 
Au printemps j'aurais pu gaiment me balancer; 
Mais je suis reste seul; je languis et j'implore 
La nuit d'hiver qui doit bientot me renverser. 

La souffrance avait developpe la volonte chez Louis Turcotte. Ainsi que Heine frappe 
de paralysie, souffrant d'une maladie de la moelle epiniere, sentant la mort l'enlever petit a 
petit, oblige de se faire relever les paupieres pour voir dans un demi-jour, dictant ainsi le 
Romancero, le Livre de Lazare, et remaniant ses amvres si frarn;aises, si anti-prussiennes, ainsi 
que Henri Heine, Louis Turcotte faisant fide ses douleurs, travaillait a l'histoire de son pays. 

A lui ces paroles d' Augustin Thierry. ~fourant, il disait dans sa preface de "Dix ans 
d' Eludes historiques " : 

" A veugle et souffrant sans espoir, et presque sans relache; je puis rendre ce temoignage 
qui, de ma paTt ne sera pas suspect: il ya au monde quelque chose qui vaut mieux que les 
puissances materielles, mieux que la fortune, mieux que la sante meme, c'est le devouement 
a la science et a l'histoire." 

Ce devouement, Louis Turcotte l'a eu tout entier. 
Il s'est donne a son pays. 
La patrie, votre illustre compagnie, messieurs, ne sauraient l'oublier. 
Voila pourquoi j'ai songe a ce mort modeste en lisant l'epigraphe du beau lfrre de l\L 

Marmier: 

" Sit nomen sub umbra. " 

Non, messieurs, qu'il n'en soit pas ainsi ! Que ce nom sorte de l'ombre: que Louis 
Turcotte monte en pleine lumiere sur le piedestal auquel il adroit. Que ces vers de Xavier 
Marmier ne s'appliquent pas a celui qui a ecrit "Le Canada sous l' Union": 

Par la main de la mort, par l'oubli, par !'absence, 
~l s'est fait sur mes pas un morne et froid silence. 
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Etude sur les Noms. 

Par L'ABBE 0. TANGUAY, L.D. 

(Lu le 23 l\Iai, 1883.) 

I.-LEUR ORIG INE. 

Lorsque nous reportons notTe pensee aux premieres annees si beJles de notre Pufance, 
ne nous souvient-il pas qu'assis sur les banes de l'ecole, nous tremblions parfois a l'appel 
que nous faisait, d'une voix plus ou moins retentissante, le grave instituteur, charge de 
cultiver notre intelligence et d'en recueillir les premiers fruits? 

Que de fois notre timide oreille entendit retentir l'eternelle et monotone question: 
"Qu'est-ce que le nom ?" Et nous de repondre avec hesitation, "Le nom, le nom c'est un 
mot qui designe les personnes." Et un rayon de joie se montrait suT notre figure parce
qu'un signe approbateur venait nous prouveT que nous etions des savants en herbe. 

En posant aujourd'hui la meme question, il est bien loin de notre pensee de vouloir 
assumer le role de l'instituteur, nous desirous seulement soumettre a nos bienveillants 
collaborateurs le fruit des quelques etudes qui nous ont paru dignes de leur attention. 

Ains.i, disions-nous, "Le nom est un mot qui designe les personnes·" Aujourd'hui, 
developpant cette definition, nous dirons avec un savant auteur, (M. Salverte), "Notrenom, 
c'est nous-memes, dans notre pensee, dans la pensee de ceux qui nous connaissent, rien ne 
peut en separer notre idee. On le prononce, et soudain, blame ou eloge, menace ou priere, 
haine ou affection, c'est nous qu'atteignent les idees et les sentiments que l'on y attache. 

Une ou deux sy llabes, formant un nom d'homme, su:ffisent pour reveiller ineyitable
ment le souvenir de cet homme, celui de son aspect physique, de son caractere moral, des 
actions et des evenements les plus remarquables de sa vie. Oes quelques syllabes su:ffisent 
pour rouvrir la source des larmes d'une mere distraite un moment de sa perte, par le temps 
ou la consolation; ces quelques syllabes su:ffisent pour rallumer dans les yeux d'un ennemi 
le feu de la colere, et quelques syllabes aussi renouvellent, pour un ami absent, et le regret 
de son eloignement et l'esperance de son retour." 

Si, maintenant, par une curiosite bien naturelle et bien louable, nous desirous etendre 
le cercle de nos connaissances aussi loin que possible sur l'origine des notns, il nous faudra 
remonter au-dela des siecles, et essayer de decouvrir le grand tableau des noms de la race 
humaine, commencee par notre pere .Adam. Le deluge universel ayant detTuit tout les 
monuments de ces temps primitifs, nous devrons nous contenter de la connaissance et de 
l'etymologie des noms adoptes depuis cette epoque. 

Oependant il est possible de donner l'etymologie du nom du premier homme. D'apres 
un savant theologien, cite par Labruni, * le nom ADA.\I signifie TERRE ROUGE, et renferme 
dans sa composition les quatre initiales A. D. A. M., des noms que portent en grec les 
quatre points cardinaux, (Anatole, Dysis, Arctos, Mesembria.) Oela voudrait-il prouver que 

* Entretiens historiques et critiques, I. partie, page J-!. 
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Dieu forma Adam d'une terre ramassee au levant, au couchant, au nord et au midi? Le 
nom anglais NEWS peut et doit avoir une etymologie semblable. C'est l'ensemble des 
evenements recueillis des quatre points cardinaux-N orth, East, West and South. 

Dans ]es premiers siecles les nom de famille n'existaient point. Chacun avait un nom 
propre ou individuel. Ainsi dans ]es livres saints nous voyons les hommes appeles 
Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Joseph, etc. Ce systeme, le seul en existence dans ces temps recu
les, se trouYe encore en vigueur parmi les nations sauvages de notre continent, chaque 
individu porte un nom qui le distingue personnellement, et ]es relations des RR. PP. 
Jesuites en fournissent un grand nombre d'exemples. 

Les noms individuels etaient encore significatifs, c'est-a-dire que tous emanaient d'une 
cause particuliere a la personne a laquelle le nom etait applique; c'etait tant6t la piete, le 
souvenfr d'un grand evenement, tant6t l'aspect frappant d'une qualite personnelle, un 
heureux presage et quelquefois le hasard, l'amitie ou la reconnaissance. 

Nous lisons dans les Annales des Voyages* que le Sultan de Mascate~ prenant pour 
medecin un Italien, lui demanda comment il s'appelait.. .. Vincent, repondit le medecin ... 
J e ne te comprends pas, dis-moi la signification de ce mot en Arabe. L'Italien le traduisit 
par Mansour, mot qui signifie victorieux, et le prince, charme de l'heureux presage attache 
ace nom ne voulut jamais appeler son medecin que du nom de Cheik Mansour. 

II nous sera bien permis de faire un rapprochement sur la signification d'un de ces 
noms canadiens qui peut se traduire par "force et v-aleur." Le brave compatriote qu'il 
designe a montre, il ya quelques annees, aux Vincents Italiens et a l'Europe entiere qu'il 
ne le porte pas en vain. Avons-nous besoin de prononcer le nom du valeureux Taillefer, 
offi.cier de Pie IX ? 

Le premier systeme des norns propres ou patronyrniques se trouve chez les Romains. 
L'on y distinguait. lo. Le norn heriditaire, propre a tous les membres de la famille, c'etait 
le Nomen. 2o. Le prenorn qui distinguait chaque individu, c'etait le Pramomen. 3o. Les 
prenorns ne suflisant pas pour rnarquer cette distinction, on eut recours au surnom, ou 
Cognomen. 4o. Aces noms se joignit quelquefois l'Agnomen, genre de surnom particu
lier. Ainsi !'adoption, qui faisait passer un citoyen d'une farnille dans une autre, lui con
ferait en meme temps le prenorn, le nom et le surnom de son pere adoptif; mais afin de 
conserver la trace de son origine, il y ajoutait ce genre particulier de surnom (l' Agnomen.) 
Nous en avons un exernple dans Octave adopte par Cesar; il s'appelait Ca:ius-Julius-Cresar
Octavianus. 

Le systeme chretien derive naturellement du systeme mmain. Comme ce dernier, il 
admet lo, le prenorn au bapteme; 2o, le nom de la famille; 3o, le surnom, qui a son 
origine dans une multitude de circonstances, et 4o, enfin le norn d'adoption. 

C'est au moyen de ce systeme que les noms de famille existent tels que nous les con
naissons aujourd'hui. Cependant, comme nous l'avons deja remarque, les noms propres ne 
datent pas de l'existence des premieres races europeennes. En France l'origine des noms 
de farnille ne semble remonter qu'au commencement du XV siecle. A cette epoque, au 
nom qui jusque-la n'etait qu'individuel on ajouta un surnom, d ce surnom fut d'abord le 
plus naturel. C'etait de joindre au norn du fl.ls celui du pere, suivant la coutume etablie 
chez les Hebreux ... "Isaac fils d'Abraham." 

* Tome 8, page 6. 
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Les langues d'origine teutonne ajouterent le mot son (fils) apres le nom du pere. Ainsi 
Fergus-son, Owen-son, Pater-son, Richard-son. 

En Angleterre la lettre s ajoutee au nom paternel transforma ce nom en surnom, puis 
en nom propre-Peter's, William's, Richard's. 

En Espagne la syllabe ez ajoutee au nom du pere fit la meme transformation-Henri
quez, Lopez, Fernandez, etc. 

C'est tres probablement de la meme maniere, c'est-a-dire en mettant le nom paternel 
au genitif que les noms D'Andre, DePierre, DeJean sont devenus, en France, des noms de 
famille. 

D'un autre cote les grands proprietaires voulurent souvent donner leurs noms aux 
domaines qu'ils possedaient, et bientot ces domaines devinrent un titre de noblesse que le 
proprietaire ajouta plus tard a son nom propre. Un exemple fera comprendre cette trans
formation : Le proprietaire d'un domaine se nomme Martin. La propriete sera designee 
sous les differents noms qui suivent :-

lo. Martigny on Martignac, parceque gny et gnac, terminaisons celtiques, signifient 
habitation. 

2o. Martinville, Martinval ou Valmartin, (villa ou ferme de Martin). 
3o. Chateau-Martin ou Dom-Martin (Domus Martini.) 
4o. Elle pourra encore etre appelee Kermartin: Ker, en bas breton, signifie ville ou 

demeure. 
5o. Lamartiniere : la desinence celtique iere, signifie demeure. 
Les enfants de Martin seront plus tard nommes Martin, Sieurs de la Martiniere. 
Dans quelques provinces franc;aises le nom propre a subi encore des alterations qui 

distinguent ou caracterisent chaque membre de la famille. Ainsi le chef de la famille a 
nom de Roulant, sa femme est dite Roulante, son fils Roulu, sa fille Rouluche, et la plus 
jeune enfant Rouluchette. 

Ces alterations ont eu leur usage meme en Canada, il n'y a pas encore longtemps. 

II.-N OMS DES FAMILLES CANADIENNES. 

Nous retrouvons naturellement au Canada les noms patronimiques qui designaient 
nos ancetres appartenant aux differentes provinces de la vieille France. 

Cependant que de variations et de transformations ces noms ont subi apres leur 
implantation sur le sol canadien ! II est presqu'impossible de les reconnaitre toutes apres 
une etude attentive de plus de vingt annees. Nous essayerons toutefois de faire ici l'ana
lyse des sources principales des noms de nos familles canadiennes, des causes qui ont pro
duit leurs variations et des surnoms qui ont fait disparaitre le nom propre pour y etre 
substitues. 

Les sources des noms que porte la race canadienne sont nombreuses, cependant nous 
pouvons les classer dans les categories suivantes :-

lo. Noms formes des metiers ou industries-Barbier, Berger, Bergeron, Boucher, Bou
langer, Caron, * Charron, Cartier, Chartier, Cloutier, Couvret, Feb-nP, Lefebvre, Fabre, 
Favreau, Fournier, Marchand, Mercier, Meunier, Mignier, Minier, Pelissier, Tessier. 

* Dans quelques provinces frarn;aises la prononciation du ch est douce, tandis qu'elle est dtlre dans les autres. 
Ainsi Caron se prononce Charron; Cartier, Chartier; Carpentier, Charpentier; Chesnel, Quesnel. L'epellation du 
nom a suivi la prononciation. 

Sec. L, 1883, 16. 
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2o. Noms formes des titres et fonctions publiques-· L'Abbe, LeBaillif, Bourgeois, 
Chambrelan, Lechevalier, Leduc, Leveque, Lecuyer, Lemaitre, Lemarechal, Lemire, ;Lemoine, 
Lepage. Pageot, Pinaud (receveur d'irnpots), Leprevost, Leprieur, Leprince, Prudhomme, 
Richomme, Lesieur, Viger (lieutenant d'un prevost.) 

3o. Noms formes des terres ou de l'agriculture-Laune, Launay, Desaulniers, Bois, 
Bosq, Bosquet, Dubois, Boissy, Boisverd, Durbois, Boisbrillant, Bourg, Bourget, Bourgeau, 
Breui], Brouillet, Breuillet, Bruyere, Briere, Case (maison), Caseneuve, Cazeau, Champ, 
Champeau, Campeau, Champlain, Beauchamp, Deslongchamps, Charme (arbre), Ducharme, 
Chesne, Chesnay, Duchesnay, Lachenay, Chesnel, Quesnel, Chenneville, Quenneville, Che
nevert, Duchesne, Duquesne, Chenau, Des Patis (paturage), Forget des Patis, Frene, Fre
niere, Dufresne, Lafrenaye, Fontaine, Lafontaine, Lafond, Bonnefond, Hamel (de home), 
Rameau, Hamelin, Duhamel, Maison, Maisonneuve, Grandmaison, Destroismaisons, Pre, 
Dupre, Longpre, Prefontaine, Premont, Roche, Rocher, Rochon, Rochelle, Roque, Larocque, 
Roquet, Roquebrune, Vallee, Laval, Duval, Longval, Bonneval, Courval, Vast ou Gast 
(lieu inculte), Gatineau. 

4o. Noms formes des qualites physiques, morales, etc.-Lebeau, Lebel, Bellet, Belleau, 
Besson (jurneau), Bisson, Bissonnet, * Leblanc, Blanchon, Blanchard, Blanchet, Chauve, 
Chauveau, Chauvin, Cauvin, Chauvet, Court, Courtois, Courtin, Courteau, Ledoux, Doucet, 
Doucinet, Cousin, Cousineau, Legendre, Gendron, Gendros, Genereux, Leguay, Legris, 
Leroux, Roussel, Rousseau, Sauvage, Sauvageau. 

5o. Noms formes des aventures, accidents, etc.-Cassegrain, Gatebois, Gadbois, Heurte-
bise, Urtebise, Laderoute, Labiere, Vintonneau, Serien. 

60. N oms formes des pays, provinces, villes, etc.-Lafrance, Lefran9ois, Champagne, 
Lallemand, Langlais, L'italien, Portugais, Bourbonnais, Breton, Damien, Clermont, Beau
lieu, Larochelle, Parisien, Danjou, Manseau, Tourangeau, Dauphine, Denevers, Poitiers, 
Poitevin, Languedoc, Limoges, Lyonnais, Lorrain, Malo, Malouin, Picard, Prove119al, St. 
Onge, Talbot. 

7 o. N oms tires du latin-J ean, Johan, J ouanne, J annot, Juneau, Laurent, Laurence, 
Laurence!, Lauranccau, Marc, Marceau, Ma!cel, Marcellet, Marsolet, Prime, Primot, Mau

. rice, Mauricet, Mauriceau, Michel, Michaud, Michon, Michelet, Pierre, Perrin, Perrot, Peri
neau, Simon, Simoneau, Simonet, Thomas, Thomassin, Tomelin, Nicolas, Nicolet, Colet, 
Colin. 

80. Noms formes des langues saxonnes, celtiques et scandinaves. En voici quelques
. uns-Ablin, diminutif d'Aba, homme; Albert de All, tout et Bert, eclatant; Bertrand, de 
Bert, et Rmn, fort; Baudry, de Bald, hardy et de Rfr, maitre; Bernier, de Bern, ours et de 
Her, armee; Cuthbert, de Guth, famenx et de Bert, illushe; Landry, de Land, terre et de 
Ric, proprietaire; Marcou, de JJiark, limites et de 0/f, loup; Pepin, Papineau, de Pip, impe
tueux ; Raymond, de Rad, conseil et de Mond, protection ; Thibaut, Thibaudeau, de Theut, 
peuple et de Bald, hardi; Tancrede, de 'l'anc, reflexion et de Rad, conseil. 

9o. Noms d'oiseaux et d'animaux-Becasseau, Chabot (poisson), Cheval, Cochon, 
Colom be, Fa neon, Fauconet, Goujon, Goupil, Lacaille, Lallouette, Lebeuf, Bou vet, Lecoq, 
Legeay, Leloup, Louvel, Lemerle, Merlot, Letourneau, Lelievre, LPYreau, Loiseau, Loisel, 
Moineau, Papillon, Pinson, Pinsonneau, Pigeon, Pivert, Poisson, Poulet, Poulin, Rossignol. 
-----------------------------------------

,:- Ll'~ norn~ tcrmine~ en I'(, ot, cm.1, cl, expriment presciuo toujours un diminutif. 
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100. Noms donnes comme sobriquets-Camr de Roy, Belhumeur, Sanschagrin, Sans
soucy, Sansregret, Beausoleil, Lafleur, Latulippe, Laframboise, Leveille, Lefifre, Lamusique, 
Vadeboncreur, J olicreur, Frapped'abord, Sansremission, Sanscomplaisance, Brindamour, etc. 

C'est dans la nomenclature des noms formees des pays provinces, et aussi dans cette 
derniere source des noms sobriquets canadiens que se rencontrent les surnoms substitues 
aux noms patronimiques des colons. 

Un grand nombre de noms de baptemes ont fini par remplacer les noms propres; ainsi 
Tugal est substitue au nom propre Cotin; Defogas devient Raymond, etc. 

Quelquefois aussi les variations se trouvent dans le changement des initiales, change
ment occasionne par une prononciation ou une orthographe vicieuse. Guyon est devenu 
Dion, et Duniere s'est ecrit Guniere; Quesnel, Tiennel; Quemleur, Timineur. 

L'alteration des noms propres a lieu surtout parmi les familles canacliennes qui vont 
s'etablir aux Etats-Unis. II faut admettre que jamais ou presque jamais un nom n'est 
prononce par des etrangers comme il l'est par des nationaux. La raison en est que la 
langue anglaise est impuissante a reildre notre syllabe gne, et la lettre u ne saurait jamais 
etre que OU. 

Dela l'usage de traduire les noms fran9ais en anglais. En voici quelques exemples
Deschamps, Fields ; Bienvenu, W ellcome ; Loiseau, Bird ; Cote, Side ; Bouteiller, Butler; 
Dupuis, Wells; Belanger, Baker; Lafrance, Lewis; Dumoulin, Miller; Meunier, Miller; 
Jean Pierre Lajoie s'est fait appeler John Gladstone; Joseph Langevin, Joseph Twenty, 
parceque le chi:ffre "20" se traduit par twenty; Philomene Dufort a ete traduit Phrebe 
Strong, parceque le mot " fort " se traduit par le mot strong. 

Dans le registre de l'etat des personnes il se rencontre quelquesfois des coincidences 
de nom qui les rendent tout-a-fait ridicules. Ainsi dans une certaine paroisse de la pro
·dnce de Quebec av-ait lieu le bapteme d'un enfant a qui le pauain imposa le nom de 
Marin. Et comme le pere se nommait Charles Gouin, l'enfant devint plus tard un Marin 
Gouin! Deux enfants Hot re9urent les noms de Pierre et de Charles, et deYinrent Pierre 
Hot et Charles Hot. U ne fille d'un nomme Sanssoucy fut appelee Cecile Sanssoucy, que 
de syllabes siffiantes a prononcer ! 

Dans les actes de mariages les noms des epoux o:ffrent quelquefois aussi de singuliers 
rapprochements: ainsi M. Dubois epouse Mlle. Labranche, M. Durocher epouse Mlle. 
Lapierre, M. Desruisseau epouse Mlle. Lariviere, M. Beauregard epouse Mlle. Labelle, M. 
Vintonneau, epouse Mlle. Labiere, M. Poisson epouse Mlle. Hanneton, M. Lefifre epouse 
Mlle. Lamusique, etc. 

A toutes ces causes de variations et d'alterations dans les noms des familles cana
diennes il s'en ajoute une nouvelle formee par la fusion du nom de bapteme et du nom 
de famille-J ean Harel a forme J anrel, Gaston Guay a forme Gastonguay et Castonguay, 
Job Bidon a forme Jobidon, Paul Hus a forme Paulus, Hamond Plehan aforme Montpleant, 
Hugues Rousse a forme Dugrousse. 

Cette etude tout incomplete qu'elle est peut donner une idee des diflicultes qu'ont a 
combattre et a surmonter tous ceux qui se livrent aux travaux archeologiques et genea
logiques. 
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Notre histoire-.A la memoire de F.-X. Garneau,. 

Par Lours FRECHETTE. 

(Lu le 22 Mai, 1883.) 

0 notre Histoire, ecrin de perles ignorees, 
J e baise avec amour tes pages venerees ! 

0 registre immortel, poeme eblouissant 
Que la France ecrivit du plus pur de son sang, 
Drame ininterrompu, bulletins pittoresques, 
De hauts faits surhumains recits chevaleresques, 
Annales de geants, archives ou l'on voit, 
A chacun des feuillets qui tournent sous le doigt, 
Resplendir d'un eclat severe ou sympathique 
Quelque nom de heros ou d'heroine antique! 
Ou l'on voit s'embrasser et se donner la main 
Les vaillants de la veille et ceux du lendemain; 
Ou le glaive et la croix, la charrue et le livre, 
-Tout ce qui fonde joint a tout ce qui delivre
Brillent, vivant trophee ou l'on croit voir s'unir 
Aux gloires d'autrefois celles de l'avenir ! 

Les gloires d'autrefois, comme elles sont sereines 
Et pures devant vous, vertus contemporaines ! ... 

Chimes au front pensif, grands pins mysterieux, 
Vieux troncs penches au bord des torrents furieux, 
Dans votre reverie eteTnelle et hautaine, 
Songez-vous quelquefois a l'epoque lointaine 
Ou le sauvage echo des deserts canadiens 
Ne connaissait encor que la voix des Indiens, 
Dans le creux des ravins ou sur les sommets chauyes, 
Melant leur champ de guerre au hurlement des fauves? 
Parfois, au bruit des flots, quand les vents assidus 
Balancent dans la nuit vos longs bras eperdus, 
Songez-vous aces temps glorieux ou nos peres 
Domptaient la barbarie au fond de ses repaires? 
Quand, epris d'un seul but, le camr plein d'un seul vam, 
Ils passaient sous votre ombre en criant: Dieu le veut ! 
Defrichaient la foret, creaient des metropoles, 
Et, le soir, reunis sous vos vastes cou poles, 
Toujours preoccupes de colossals travaux, 
Soufflaient dans leurs clairons l'esprit des jours nouveaux? 
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Oui, sans doute; temoins vivaces d'un autr-e age, 
V ous a vez survecu tout seuls au grand naufrage 
Ou les hommes se sont l'un sur l'autre engloutis; 
Et, sans souci du temps qui brise les petits, 
Votre ramure, aux coups des siecles echappee, 
A tousles vents du ciel chante notre epopee ! 

Notre epopee ! ou done chercher sous le soleil 
D'exploits prodigieux enchainement pareil '? 
Dans quelle autre legende humaine trouverais-je 
De modestes heros plus glorieux cortege '? 

Salut d'abord a toi, Cartier, hardi marin, 
Qui le premier foulas de ton pas sou verain 
Les bords inexplores de notre immense :fleuve ! 
Salut a toi, Champlain! a toi, de Maisonneuve, 
Illustres fondateurs des deux :fieres cites 
Qui mirent dans ses :fiots leurs rivales ·beautes !. .. 
Ce ne fut tout d'abord qu'un groupe, une poignee 
De Bretons brandissant le sabre et la cognee, 
Vieux loups de mer bronzes au vent de Saint-Malo. 
Berces depuis l'enfance entre le ciel et l'eau, 
Hommes de fer, altiers de camr et de stature, 
Ils ont, sous l'reil de Dieu, fait voile a l'aventure, 
Cherchant, dans les secrets de l'Ocean brumeux, 
Non pas les bords dores d'eldorados fameux, 
Mais un sol ou planter, signes de delivrance, 
A cote de la croix le drapeau de la France ! 

Sur leurs traces, bientot, de robustes colons, 
Poitevins a l'reil noir, Normands aux cheveux blonds, 
Aust~res travailleurs de la sainte corvee, 
Viennent offrir leurs bras a l'amvre inachevee ... 
Le mot d'ordre est le meme; et ces nouveaux venus 
Affrontent a leur tour les dangers inconnus, 
A vec des devouments qui tiennent du prodige. 
Ils ne comptent jamais les obstacles ; que dis-je '? 
Ils semblent en chercher qu'ils ne rencontrent pas. 
En vain d'affreux perils nai.ssent-ils sous leurs pas, 
Vainement autour d'eux chaque element conspire, 
C~s enfants du sillon fonderont un empire ! 

Et puis, domptant les fl.ots des grands lacs orageux, 
Franchissant la savane et ses -marais fangeu1:, 
Penetrant jusqu'au fond des forets centenaires, 
Voici nos decouvreurs .et nos missionnaires· ! 
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A.potres de la France et pionniers de Dien, 
A.pres avoir aux bruits du monde dit adieu, 
Jusqu'aux confins perdus de l'Occident immense, 
Ils vont de l'avenir jeter l'apre semence, 
Et porter, messagers des eternels decrets, 
A.u bout de l'univers ie flambeau du progres ! 

A.ppuye sur son arc, en son flegme farouche, 
L'enfant de la foret, l'amertume a la bbuche, 
Un eclair fauve au fond de ses regards pen;ants, 
En voyant defiler ces etranges passants, 
Embusque dans les bois ou campe sur les greves, 
Songe aux esprits geants qu'il a vus dans ses reves. 
Pour la premiere fois il tressaille, il a peur ... 
II va sortir pourtant de ce calme trompeur; 
II bondira poussant au loin son cri de guerre, 
Defendra pied a pied son sol vierge naguere, 
Et, feroce, sanglant, tomahawk a la main, 
A.ux pas civilises barrera le chemin ! 

Bien plus: pretes toujours a s'egorger entre elles, 
Et trouvant l'anrien monde etroit dans leurs querelles, 
Pour donner a leur haine un plus vaste champ clos, 
Les vieilles nations ont tTaverse les flots. 
Albion, de la Gaule eternelle rivale, 
.Albion contre nous s'allie au cannibale, 
Et, durant tout un siecle, o mon noble pays, 
Veut ravir la victoire a tes destins trahis ! 

N'importe ! sur la vague, au fond des gorges sombres, 
Par les gues, sous les bois, jusque sur les decombres 
Des villages surpris, combattant corps a corps, 
A. vec la solitude et le ciel pour decors, 
Melant, pretre ou soldat qn'un meme but attire, 
Les lauriers de la gloire aux palmes du martyre ; 
Le bataillon est la, toujours ardent et fier ; 
Et, jaloux aujourd'hui des prouesses d'hier, 
II ne veut s'arreter dans sa lutte immortelle 
Qu'au jour ou le drapeau de la France nouvelle 
Flottera libre et calme, etalant dans ses plis 
Le legitime orgueil des saints devoirs remplis. 

Mai~ le nombre devait triompher du courage. 
Un roi lache, instrument d'un plus lache entourage, 
Satyre au Parc-aux-Cerfs, esclave au Trianon, 
Plonge dans les horreurs de debauches sans nom, 
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Au gre des Pompadours jouant comme un atome 
Le sang de ses soldats et l'honneur du royaume, 
De nos heros mourants n'entendit pas la voix. 
Montcalm, helas ! vaincu pour la premiere fois, 
Tombe au champ du combat, drape dans sa banniere ; 
Levis, dernier lutteur de la lutte derniere, 
Arrache encor, vengeant la France et sa fierte, 
Un supreme triomphe a la fatalite ! 
Puis ce fut tout. Au front de nos tours chancelantes 
L'etranger arbora ses couleurs insolentes; 
Et notre vieux drapeau trempe de pleurs amers, 
Ferma son aile blanche ... et repassa les mers ! 

L'enfant avait donne tout son sang goutte a goutte: 
On lui fit du calvaire alors prendre la route. 
Trompee en !30n amour, blessee en son orgueil, 
La pauvre nation, sous son voile de deuil, 

• Les yeux toujours tournes vers la France envolee, 
Ber9a de souvenirs son ame incons-olee. 

II lui fallut vider la coupe des douleurs ... 
Comme aux jours du succes, noble dans ses malheurs, 
Elle pleura longtemps, victime resignee. 
Mais, un jour, on la vit se roidir indignee, 
Et defier soudain du geste et de la voix 
Les tyrans acharnes aux lambeaux de ses droits. 
La lutte qu'ils croyaient a jamais conjuree, 
Renaissait plus terrible et plus desesperee : 
II fallait renier la ]?ranee ou bien mourir ! 
~ors, las de porter le joug et de souffrir, 
Ces rudes paysans, les yeux brules de larmes, 
Ces opprimes, sans chefs, sans ressources, sans armes, 
Oserent, au grand jour, pour un combat mortel, 
Jeter a l'Angleterre un sublime cartel!. .. 

0 Dieu, vous qui jugez et reglez toutes chose~, 
Vous qui devez benir toutes les saintes causes, 
Pourquoi permites-vous, sinistre denoument, 
Apres cette victoire un tel ecrasement 1 
Apres cette aube vive un lendemain si sombre? 
Apres ce reve, helas ! tout cet espoir qui sombre? 
Tant de sang repandu, tant d'innocents punis 1 
Pourquoi tant d'echafauds 1 pourquoi tant de bannis 1 · 

Pourquoi L .. Mais n'est .. ce pas la destinee huma.ine 1 
N'est-ce pas la toujours l'eternel phenomene 
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Qui veut que tout s'1:>nfante et vienne daus 1P~ pleurs? 
Le froment nait du sol qu'on dechire ; les fl.curs 
Les plus douces peut-etre eclosent sur les tombes; 
L'Eglise a pris racine au fond des catacombes: 
Pas une amvre ou le doigt divin s'est fait sentir, 
Qui n'ait un peu gurme dans le sang d'un martyr! 

Nos franchises, a nous, viennent du sang des notres. 
Oui, ces persecutes ont ete des apotres. 
Quoique vaincus, ces preux ont pour toujours plante 
Sur notre jeune sol ton arbre, o Liberte ! 
Ils furent les soldats de nos droits legitimes; 
Et, morts pour leur pays, ces hommes-les victimes 
De ces longs jours de deuil pour nous deja lointains
Ont gagne notre cause et scelle nos destins ! 

Et maintenant, cinglant vers la rive nouvelle, 
Voyez bondir la-bas la blanche caravelle, 
Toujours le pavillon de France a son grand mat! 
Elle navigue enfin sous un plus doux climat; 
Une brise attiedie enfle toutes ses voiles; 
Sous sa proue un flot clair jaillit :gerbe d'etoiles; 
Les reflets du printemps argentent ses huniers; 
Sur sa poupe, au soleil, paisibles timoniers, 
-Car la concorde enfin a complete son amvre,
Consultant l'horizon, veillant a la manmune, 
Se pretent tour a tour un cordial appui 
Les ennemis d'hier, les freres d'aujourd'hui ! 
Deux vaisseaux de haut bord a la vaste carene, 
Promenant sous les cieux leur majeste sereine, 
.A.vec son equipage echangent, solennels, 
De moments en moments des signaux fraternels. 
Du haut de la ·vigie un mousse a crie : Terre! 
Et, sous les etendards de France et d' .A.ngleterre, 
Fiers d'un double blason que rien ne peut ternir, 
Nos marins jettent l'ancre au port de l'avenir ! 

ENVOI 

Et toi, Garneau, salut ! Salut a ta memoiTe, 
Fidele historien de toute cette gloire ! 
Poete enthousiaste et modeste erudit, 
.A.u-dessus de ce cadre immense et poetique, 

.A.insi qn'un medaillon antique 
Ton male profil resplendit ! 

Sec. I., 1883. 17. 
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Tu chantes nos exploits; nos heTos tu les comptes ; 
Avec quel sentiment d'orgueil tu nous racontes 
Le passe de ce peuple heroique et chretien ! 
Mais, paTmi les grnnds noms exhumes par ta plume, 

Il en manque un dans ton volume, 
Et ce nom, Garneau, c'est le tien ! 

Eh bien, nous l'y mettTons, nous, tes humbles disciples! 
Ton genie a tTesse des couronnes multiples 
Pour tons nos Marius et pour tous nos Catons: 
Nous voulons,-droit sacre, dettes nationales !

Que ton nom YiYe en nos annales, 
Et bTille sur tous nos frontons ! 
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Premiers Seigneurs du Canada, 1634-1664. 

Par BENJAMIN SuLTE. 

(Lu le 23 l\Iai, 1883.) 

Le nom de Robert Giffard ouvre la liste des seigneurs du Canada qui ont ete les fon
dateurs de ce pays. Je me tairai sur les seigneurs qui n'ont rien fait, ou a peu pres rien 

fait, et qui, par consequent, n'occupent point la place d'honneur dans nos annales. 
Ma conference de l'annee derniere a fait voir que la population stable du Canada se 

reduisait a tres peu de familles en 1629, au moment ou les freres Kerth s'emparerent de 
Quebec. 

En vertu de leur charte (1627) les Cent-Associes avaient le pouvoir de creer q.es fiefs 
ou seigneuries dont les concessionnaires etaient soumis a l'obligation d'etablir des habi
tants. Le seigneur devait done posseder quelques ressources, etre pret a de certains sacri
fices et s'en tenir, pour le resultat, aux chances de l'avenir, autrement dit escompter son 
temps, son argent, son travail. Comme privilege, cette situation etait des plus minces ; 
elle se bornait a accepter un devofr et a le remplir dans l'esperance d'en retirer, apres une 
assez longue suite d'annees, des benefices solides. 

Un medecin nomme Robert Giffard, ne en 1587, a Mortagne, en Perche, et attache aux 
navires qui faisaient le voyage annuel du Canada, s'etait construit (1627) une cabane pres 
de Quebec, a l'endroit appele la Canardiere (a Beauport) pour jouir de la chasse et de la 
peche. Un homme appele Dumoulin et un autre Frarn;ais, domestique de madame veuve 
Louis Hebert*, furent assassines, par les Sauvages, en ce lieu, l'annee 1627; il est fait 
mention a ce propos qu'ils avaient ete pris pour le boulanger et le serviteur du docteur 
Giffard, ce qui ferait croire que ce dernier n'etait point seul dans cette espece de gentil
hommiere. En 1628, revenant de France sur le navire du sieur Claude de Roquemont, le 
futur seigneur-de Beauport fut capture par Louis Kerth avec tout l'equipage, mais, retourne 
dans son pays, il se prepara, en vendant ses biens, a revoir la Nouvelle-France et s'y etablir. 
Le traite de Saint-Germain (1632) rendit ses projets praticables. En 1633, il epousa Marie 
Renouard. Le 15 janvier 1634, la compagnie des Cent-Assecies lui conceda la terre situee 
a "la riviere appelee Notre-Dame de Beauport." De ce jour date la premiere seigneurie 

du Canada veritablement digne de ce nom. Giffard invita des fermiers, des artisans et des 
laboureurs a le suivre. Par des actes passes a Mortagne, il s'obligea a leur distribuer des 
terres, en leur imposant des conditions faciles. Voici les noms de la plupart de ceux qui 
se joignirent a lui pour former l' etablissement : Jean J uchereau, sieur de Maure, du diocese 
de Chartres, marie a Marie Langlois; quatre enfants. Marin Boucher, natif de Langy, 

pres Mortagne, sa femme Perinne Malet et deux enfants. Gaspard Boucher (cousin de 

Marin), sa femme Nicole Lemaine et cinq enfants. Zacharie Cloutier, natlf de Mortagne, 

* En 1626, Louis Hebert avait obtenu une terre sur la riYiere Saint~Charle1l, pre::; Quebec. Ce premier colon 
du Canada mourut l'annee suivante. 
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sa femme Xainte Dupont et quatre enfants. Thomas Giroux, de Mortagne. -Jean Guyon, 
de Mortagne, et sa femme Madeleine Boule. Un autre Jean Guyon, du meme lieu, sa 
femme Mathurine Robin et six enfants. Noel Langlo.is, natif de Norman.die, marie, a Que
bec, le 25 juillet 1634, avec Fran9oise Garnier. Toutes ces familles se sont developpees · 
et repandues dans la colonie; les J uchereau et les Boucher ont brille dans notre histoire. 
Giffard arriva en vue de Quebec avec ses gens le 4 juin 1634. II amenait un pretre: M. 
LeSueur de Saint-Sauveur. Le 12 juin, madame Giffard mit au monde sa premiere enfant, 
Fran9oise, qui se maria (21 novembre 1645) avec Jean Juchereau, sieur de la Ferte, _age de 
vingt _ ans. Sans perdre de temps, on construisit des maisons, les arbres de la foret tom
berent sous la hache des defricheurs et, des l'annee suivante, les habitants recoltaient de 
quoi se nourrir. En meme temps (1635) plusieurs families de celles qui s'etaient engagees 
a suivre M. Giffard debarquerent a Quebec : -Fran9ois Aubert, sa femme -Anne Fauconnier 
et un enfant. Philippe Amyot, sa femme Anne Convent et deux enfants. Robert Drouin 
qui (1636) epousa Anne, :fille de Zacharie Cloutier. Jean Cote, marie le 1 '7 novembre 1635, 
avec Anne, fl.lie d'Abraham Martin, ancien resident de Quebec. Martin Grouvel, marie le 
20 novembre 1635, avec Marguerite, :fille de Fran9ois Aubert . 

. Giffard travailla trente-quatre annees, avec succes, a sa colonie de Beauport, qu'il laissa 
en pleine prosperite, apres avoir marie trois de ses :filles a Jean J uchereau, Charles de 
Lauson, Nicolas J uchereau, et vu entrer religieuse aux ursulines sa quatrieme :fille.__ Son 
:fils Joseph, sieur de Fargy (anagramme de Giffard, Gyfar) herita de ses droits. 

En suivant l'ordre des dates, qui est la meilleure methode pour l'histoire, nous rencon
trons le deuxieme seigneur canadien, Jacques Leneuf, sieur de la Poterie, natif de Caen, 
qui re9ut (15 janvier 1636) le fief, plus tard baronnie de Portneuf. L'arrivee de ce concession
naire (11 juin 1636) accompagne de quarante-cinq. personnes, fut un evenement a Quebec. 
Comme sa famille et celle de LeGardeur,- son· parent, se fixe_rent partie a Quebec et partie 
aux Trois-Rivieres, nous ne saurions dire quelle proportion de gens amenes par elles s'eta
blirent d'abord a Portneuf, mais il est certain que leurs travaux ne furent pas infructueux. 
Portneuf etait habite tres-peu d'annees apres 1636, comme le prouvent le Journal des Jesuites 
(1645) et le titre de concession renouvele en 164'7 par suite de changements survenus dans 
!'administration du pays en general. Leneuf de la Poterie fut quatre fois gouverneur des 
Trois-Rivieres; plus tard (1665) gouverneur du Canada par interim; il eut des proprietes 
seigneuria1es aux Trois-Rivieres. Son fl.ls, Michel Leneuf de la Valliere, oflicier dans les 
troupes, fonda Beaubassin en Acadie, re9ut la seigneurie d'Y amaska, et sa descendance 
donna des militaires au Canada jusqu'a l'epoque de la conquete. 

La concession de l'ile d'Orleans remonte a la meme date que celle de· Portneuf. Elle 
fut fait au sieur Jacques Castillon, bourgeois de Paris, l'un des Cent-Associes, prete-nom 
d'un syndicat compose de huit personnes, parmi lesquelles MM. Jean de Lauson et Noel 
J uchereau, sieur des Chatelets, paraissent etre les seules qui soient venues en Canada. En 
1641, l'ile fut offerte a M. de Maisonneuve qui prefera se rendre a Montreal avec la petite 
troupe qu'il avait amenee. Les premiers colons semblent s'y etre etablis -vers 1648. 
Bientot apres, on y installa les Hurons chasses du Haut-Canada par les Iroquois. Les 
colons f-ran9ais se placerent la en bon nombre de 1650 a 1665 et dix annees plus tard elle 
etait toute habitee. Noel Juchereau des Chatelets (frere de Jean Juchereau ci-dessus), 
Jacques Gourdeau et sa femme Eleonore de Grandm•aison, Charles deLauson, :fils de Jean, 
gouverneur du Canada, Julien Fortin dit Bellefontaine, Mgr. de Lav-al,· Louis Peronne 
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sieur de Maze, membre du conseil, Jacques Descailhaut sieur de la Tesserie, membre du 
conseil, Jean-Baptiste Peuvret sieur de Mesnu, greffier du conseil, en ont ete les premiers 
seigneurs actifs. 

Meme jour (15 janvier 1636), Antoine Cheffault, sieur de la Regnardiere, secretaire des 
Cent-Associes, re9ut toute la cote de Beaupre, mesurant seize lieues au fleuve a partir de la 
seigneurie de Beaupott en descendant. Des colons se fixerent des 1640, entre les terres de 
Robert Giffard et le cap Tourmente. C'est un des endroits du Canada qui vit sa popuia
tion se former le plus rapidement. M. Cheffault demeurait a Paris, mais il semble que, 
conjointement avec les proprietaires de l'ile d'Orleans, il ait envoye plusieurs colons 
occuper les belles prairies de ce grand fief. 

Meme jour, la cote de Lauson fut accordee a noble homme Simon Lemaitre, con
seiller du roi, l'un des Cent-Associes, lequel ne vint point en Canada, mais passa bientot 
son titre a M. Jean de Lauson. II y a apparence q ue, de 1651 a 1660, plusieurs familles 
prirent des terres dans cette direction, si l'on en juge par la presence des Lauson a Quebec 
durant cette periode et par le recensement de 1667. 

Jean Bourdon, ingenieur, arrive de France en 1634, obtint en 1637 un fief qui forme 
partie de ce l'on nomme les plaines d'Abraham pres Quebec. II y etablit bientot des ha
bitants. Bourdon se trouva mele, pendant trente ans, aux affaires de la colonie, a plusieurs 
titres honorables. Ses enfants servirent dans l'armee, exploiterent avec avantage les sei
gneuries qu'il avait re9ues et furent des Canadiens distingues dans toute l'acception du mot. 

C'est aussi en 1637 que les Grondines furent concedees aux dames hospitalieres de 
Quebec, et quoique nous n'ayons point decouvert de trace d'habitants de ces lieux durant 
les premieres annees qui suivirent, tout porte a croire qu'il y en eut quelques-un avant 
1660, car de la, en descendant jusqu'a Quebec, les Iroquois commirent a cette epoque de 
nombreuses depredations, d'apres les recits du temps. 

Le fief Chavigny de la Chevrotiere, plus tard enclave dans Deschambault, fut donne, 
en 1640, a Fran9ois de Chavigny sieur de Berchereau, gentilhomme champenois, qui 
venait d'epouser mademoiselle Eleonore de Grandmaison et qui partait pour le Canada. II 
remplit consciencieusement sa promesse de faire habiter ses terres ; sa veuve obtint une 
extension de limites et continua son rnuvre, taut a Deschambault qn'a l'ile d'Orleans. De 
l'un de ses quatre maris cette femme eourageuse a laisse la famille Gourdeau favorable· 
ment connue encore de nos jours aux environs de Quebec, surtout a l'ile d'Orleans ou elle 
a impose son nom a un fief. 

Voila done huit seigneuries concedees avant 1641 et qui toutes, ont Quebec pour 
centre. Comme elles furent habitees sans presque aucun retard, leur histoire est celle du 
commencement de la colonisation du groupe quebecquois. J'ai omis les concessions sui
vantes, appartenant a l'epoque parcourue jusqu'ici parce que la certitude de leur mise en 
valeur immediate nous manque: 1626, l'Epinay, pres Quebec, a Louis Hebert ; Notre
Dame-des-Anges, pres la riviere Saint-Charles, aux Tecollets; 1635, Sainte-Foye a M. Pierre 
de Puyseaux ; et Sillery (1639) ou les jesuites etablirent une mission sauvage qui dura 
quelques annees. 

En 1640, la population stable de tout le Canada comptnit soixante-et-quatre menages 
constates (peut-etre soixante-et-dix)-soit deux cent soixante-et-quatorze ames, auxquelles 
il faut ajouter vingt-neuf jesuites et cinquante-trois fonctionnaires civils ou militaires ou 
commis, formant un grand total de trois cent cinquante-neuf ftmes. 
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L'ile de Montreal avait ete accordee, en 1636, a Jacques Girard, chevalier, seigneur de 
la Chaussee, mais en 1640, M . .T ean de Lauson qui la possedait, dut la ceder a une com
pagnie dont l'objet etait de fonder une bourgade en ce lieu, taut pour la conversion des 
Sauvages que dans le dessein d'y attirer des colons frarn;ais. La societe dite de Montreal 
devint, quelques mois plus tard, une branche du seminaire de Saint-Sulpice, fonde a Paris 
(mai 1642). En meme temps, M. de Maisonneuve debarquait a Montreal avec sa colonie 
forte de quarante hommes. Les sulpiciens, seigneurs de l'ile, debourserent de fortes 
sommes dans l'etablissement des paroisses qui relevaient d'eux. Ils furent veritablement 

les fondateurs de cette partie du Canada. 
Bien que la premiere concession connue aux Trois-Rivieres date de 1633 (en faveur de 

.T acques Hertel, interprete) et que les six cents arpents de terre accordes aux jesuites en 
1634 commencent l'histoire du papier terrier en cet endroit, on ne rencontre aucun sei
gneur dans le bourg ou le!, environs avant .T ean Godefroy qui prit (1638) un fief au sud du 
flenve (a la riviere Godefroy aujourd'hui). Bientot .T acques Hertel se fit donner (1644) 
l'Arbre-a-la-Croix, dans le cap de la Madeleine, et Jacques Leneuf de la Poterie (1645) le 
petit marquisat dn Sable, compris dans la ville actuelle. 

Ces trois personnages, dont deux (Hertel et Godefroy) nous ont occupe l'annee derniere, 
furent les chefs du mouvement colonisateur aux Trois-Rivieres. Jacques L3 Neuf de la 
Poterie etait, comme Godefroy et Hertel, de la Normandie; de plus, sa smur avait epouse 
(1636) ce meme Godefroy, l'un des hommes de progres de son temps. Hertel et Godefroy 
ont fonde plusieurs seigneuries. 

M. de Montmagny, gouverneur general, re9ut, en 1646, l'ile aux Oies, l'i]e aux Grues 
et le fief de Montmagny (Riviere du Sud). Le voisinage de la ville de Quebee facilita la 
colonisation de ces beaux endroits, les plus attirants du Bas-Canada. Apres M. de Mont
maguy, l'ile aux Oies dPvint propriete de Jean-Baptiste Moyen, sieur des Granges, qui y 
transporta sa famille et s'y consacra a la culture au milieu de plusieurs habitants 
ou censitaires; c'est la qu'il fut tue, avec sa femme, en 1655, par les Iroquois. Deux 
de ses filles epouserent, l'nne le major Lambert Closse et l'autre le capitaine Sidrac Dugue 
de Boisbrillant, offi.ciers dont nos annales font les plus grands eloges. 

Aux Trois-Hivieres, M. Fran9ois de Champflour, gouverueur du poste, voulut (1646) 
utiliser les riches terrains de la haute-ville. On lui donna le fief Champflour, sur lequel il 
commen9a des travaux, mais sa retraite l'ayant oblige de repasser PU France, la famille Le 
Nenf l'acheta (Hi49), puis M. Pierre Boucher (1660), et de ces trois mains il ne tarda point a 
recevoir des habitants. Pierre Boucher prit de bonne heure trois ou quatre concessions 
qui ne paraissent pas avoir ete peuplees avant 1669 ; il fut le premier Canadien anobli 
(1661). Sa descendancc a fourni au Canada une dizaine de seigneurs et douze ou quinze 
offi.ciers. 

LP cap de la Madeleine parait avoir ete promis aux jesuites des 1645; les premiers 
colons s'y etablirent en 1651. C't>st l'une des rarns seigneuries des jesuites qui ont ete 
colonisees au dix-septieme siecle. Celle de Laprairie, qui fut accordee a cet ordre religieux 
en 1647, resta en friche durant de longues aunees et ne commen9a a recevoir des eultiva
teurs que vers 1673, alors que Longueuil, sa voisine, Hait dej.\ prospere. 

Gentilly, concede (1G47) a Pierre Lefebvre et :\ Nicolas Marsolet, passa (1669) a Michel 
Pelletier, sieur de la Prade, qui s'y fixa et amcua des colons. Pelletier eut pour successeur 
Frau9ois Poisson, fils de sa femme (veuve de .T ean Poisson) qui se montra digne de l'heri-
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tage de son beau-pere. Quant a Marsolet (nous en avons paifo l'annee derniere) il traxer~a 
au nord du fleuve et occupa les prairies dites des Marsolets, dans le cap de la Madeleine. 
Pierre Lefebvre tenait un rang honorable aux Trois-Tii-vit~TPs et fut l'un des principaux 
citoyens qui contribuerent a l'erection de la premiere eglise paroissiale de cette ville (166+). 
Sa nombreuse descendance formerait aujourd'hui un regiment. L'un de ses fils, Jacques, 
se fit donner (1683) la seigneurie qui porte encore son nom : la baie du Febvre. Lefebure, 
Le Fevre et Le Febvre sont un seul et meme nom 

Rene Robineau de Becancour, fils d'un tresorier de l'armee et membre dPs Cent-Asso
cies, etait dans le pays depuis 1645 au moins. La seigneurie de Becancour lui fut concedee 
en 1647. Il epousa Mlle Le Neuf de la Poterie qui lui apporta le fief de Portneuf ou il fixa 
sa residence. Vers 1682, ce fief fut erige en baronie. Jusqu'a la conquete (1760) le chef 
des Robineau a porte le nom de baron de Portneuf. Rene s'etablit a Portnenf, puis a 
Becancour; il est souvent cite avec le titre de barnn de Becancour. Quatre ou cinq des 
fils de Rene ont commande en Acadie ; eux et leurs descendants fournirent au Canada 
une dizaine d'offi.ciers. 

Pierre Le Gardeur de Repentigny, arrive en 1636, etait de ceux qui s'employaient le 
plus activement au commerce, tout en faisant corps avec les colons. 11 descendait de Jean 
Le Gardeur de Croisilles, anobli en 1510. Les fiefs Cournoyer et Repentigny qu'il rec;ut en 
1647, passerent a sa famille (il etait mort en 1648) qui les peupla. Les Le Gardenr ont 
fourni de brillants offi.ciers a la colonie jusqu'au temps de la conquete. 

Un terrain d'une lieue de front au £1.euve sur cinq lieues deprofondeur, communement 
designe sous le nom de banlieue des Trois-Rivieres, fut donne, en 1G40, a Michel Le Neuf 
du Herisson, frere aine de Jacques Le Neuf de la Poterie, et plus tard passa aux Godefroy 
qui le laisserent etablir par des squatteurs dont les titres furent reconnus vers 1720. On 
peut dire que cette seigneurie s'est creee sans la direction du seigneur et par la elle cons
titue une exception dans notre histoire. Le fief Dutort, au sud du fleuve, parait ayoir ete 
concede en 1649 a Michel Le Neuf du Herisson, qui le passa a son neyeu Michel Godefroy. 

Madame Anne Gagnier, veuve de Jean Clement du Vault, chevalier, seigneur de Mon
ceaux, commandant un regiment de chevaux-legers, demeurait a Quebec lorsque (1649) la 
compagnie des Cent-Associes lui conceda le fief qui prit le nom de Monceaux et plus tard 
Jacques-Cartier, a la riviere de ce nom. La meme annee, sa fille epousa Denis-Joseph Ruette 
d'Auteuil, ancien maitre d'hotel general du roi, qui demeurait dans la colonie et qui, pen
dant de longues annees, prit une part active aux affaires de l'administration, en qualite de 
conseiller, etc. Madame de Monceaux se maria (1655) avec l'ingenieur Jean Bourdon, l'un 
des homme les plus habiles de son temps dans le pays. 

Jean Bourdon conceda Sainte-Jeanne de Neuville en 1658. Ce fut l'une des belles 
paroisses de la premiere epoque de nos seigneuries. 

La famille Lauson prenait des terres snr tons les points de la contrf>e. Elle n'en a 
colonise qu'une seule: la cote de Lauson, vis-a-vis Quebec, d nn petit fief (Lirec) dans l'ile 
d'Orleans. Ce qui lui en restait, yers 1690, fut vendu moyennant quelques franc:-;. Les 
Lauson etaient alors OU decedes OU repasses en France. 

Pour des fins de peche et de traite, plutot que de colonisation, le docte1:1-r Ro~ert Giffard 
obtint (1653) la seigneurie de Mille-Vaches, pres du Saguenay. Giffard avait recemment 
etendu les limites de Beauport et se voyait a la tete de la plus belle paroisse du Bas-

Canada. 
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Le premier titre de la terre de Longueuil date de 1657, en faveur de Charles Le Moyne, 
qui habitait alors la colonie depuis seize ·ans. Par ses longs services et par les exploits 
militaires de ses fils, Le Moyne a laisse un nom eclatant dans notre histoire. II su:ffit de 
nommer d'Iberville, Maricour, Sainte-Helene, Chateauguay, Bienville, pour rappeler a la 
memoire du lecteur mille souvenirs de gloire et de triomphes. 

Un officier des troupes, Etienne Pezard, sieur de la Touche, venu en 1662 ou 1663, se 
fit accorder (1664) la seigneurie de Champlain, entre Batiscan et le cap de la Madeleine, et 
y fixa des habitants dont il dirigeait lui-meme les travaux, comme le faisaient tous les sei
gneurs que nous avons nommes ci-dessus. L'un de ses fils fut tue au combat de Beauport, 
en 1690; l'autre continua la lignee, qui existe encore et qui porte le nom de Champlain. 

En 1650, la colonie ne renfermait guere plus de six cents ames etablies. En 1651, les 
Iroquois etaient devenus tellement nombreux dans l'ile de Montreal, que l'on dut aban
donner les cinq ou six maisons habitees par des familles frarn;aises et chercher un refuge 
dans le fort. Surles soixante-et-douze hommes venus de France dans ce poste, entre les 
annees 1641 et 1653, trente-deux avaient peri de la main des Iroquois. Les menages restant 
a Montreal, a la date de 1652, etaient de douze ou quinze, et toute la population fran9aise 
de l'ile ne depassait point cent ames. 

En 1653 (avant l'arrivee du renfort que re9ut Montreal), toute la population fixe du 
Canada devait etre de six cent soixante-et-quinze ames, distribuees comme suit: Quebec 
400, Trois-Rivieres 175, Montreal 100. On peut ajouter cent cinquante ou deux cents per
sonnes, telles que missionnaiTes, employes de la traite, etc. Cela ne fournissait pas meme 
deux cents hommes en etat de porter les armes-et les Iroquois continuaient leurs mas
sacres. 

De 1652 a 1656, une quinzaine de colons s'etablirent a l'ile d'Orleans. Les seigneuries 
groupees autour de Quebec ont du recevoir de deux a trois cents personnes de 1654 a 1661. 
Aux Trois-Rivieres nous constatons soixante nouveaux chefs de famille durant la meme 
periode. A Montreal, cent hommes s'etablirent, l'automne de 1653 ; dans les annees 1658 
et 1659 on en compte pres de deux cents nou-veaux et une quarantaine de jeunes filles. 

Si nous ajoutons le contingent amene en 1662 par M. Pierre Boucher, on voit que le 
pays renfermait, au commencement de 1663, entre deux mille et deux mille cinq cents ames, 
car il faut tenir compte des naissances survenues durant les dix dernieres annees. Quant 
a la population flottante, dite "fran9aise," elle etait insignifiante sous le rapport du nom
bre. Le recensement de 1665 donne trois mille deux cent quinze ames; mais les immigrants 
commen9aient a etre beaucoup plus nombreux depuis trois ans. 

L'abolition de la compagnie des Cent-Associes (fevrier 1663) mettait fin au "gouver
nement proprietaire." La liste des premiers seigneurs du Canada doit se clore ici. A la 
fin de l'annee 1664, c'est-a-dire au moment ot1 le nouveau regime allait commencer, 
soixante-et-cinq seigneuries avaient ete octroyees, outre plusieurs petits fiefs sans grande 
importance pour notre etude. Je n'en ai mentionne que vingt-cinq ou vingt-six, parce 
que celles-la n'ont pas ete des concessions sur le papier seulement. Parmi les autres, il en 
est qui ont ete peuplees en partie, grace au seigneur primitif, il est vrai, mais apres 1665. 

Les seigneurs e:ffectifs qu'il faut ranger dans la periode de 1633 a 1664 sont done: 
Jacques Hertel, les jesuites, Robert Giffard, Jacques Le Neuf de la Poterie, Jean de Lauson, 
Jean Bourdon, les dames Hospitalieres, Jean Godefroy, Frarn;ois de Chavigny, la societe de 
Montreal et Saint-Sulpice, M. de Montmagny, Fran9ois de Champflour, Pierre , Lefevre, 
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Nicolas Marsolet, Rene Robineau, Pierre Le Gardeur, madame de Monceaux et Denis-Joseph 
Ruette d'Auteuil, Pierre Boucher, Charles Le Moyne, Etienne Pezard de la Touche. Il 
paraitrait que ni Jacques Castillon ni Antoine Cheffault n'ont demeure dans le pays, rnais 
ils y entretenaient des agents. 

Si nous divisons ces seigneuries par gouvernements, comme on s'exprimait alors, nous 
trouvons dans celui de Quebec : Montmagny, Lauson, l':ile d'Orleans, l'ile aux Oies, Beaupre, 
Beauport, la banlieue de Quebec, Jacques-Cartier, Neu ville, Portneuf, Deschambault, Gron
dines; dans celui des Trois-Rivieres: Champlain, l'Arbre-a-la-Croix, le cap de la 
Madeleine, le coteau St-Louis, Hertel, Charnp:flour, Gentilly, Cournoyer, Dutort, Becancour; 
dans celui de Montreal: l':ile de ce nom, Repentigny, Longueuil. 

Dans une etude aussi concise, je ne saurais m'etendre sur une foule de details qui se 
rattachent a l'histoire des fondateurs du Bas-Canada. Qu'il suffi.se de nous aneter un ins
t at au mot "seigneur." 

Devenir proprietaire de deux lieues de terre de front au :fleuve, sur deux ou 9,uatre 
lieues de profondeur, etait chose facile; toutefois il y avait des obligations a remplir; la 
principale consistait a etablir, dans un temps prescrit, tel et tel nombre de colons ou habi
tans tenant feu et lieu, ce qui necessitait des sacrifices d'argent et !'attention continuelle 
du seigneur. Les :redevances que les habitants se trouvaient obliges de payer au seigneur 
etaient des plus minimes-la loi protegeait surtout !'habitant. Il est vrai que, a la longue, 
les terres devenant toutes peuplees dans la seigneurie, le seigneur en retirait un revenu 
raisonnable, mais que d'annees et de sacrifices avant d'en arriver la! A tousles points 
de vue, le seigneur etait moins favorise que !'habitant. Si l'on songe que, durant les 
temps heroiques (de 1636 a 1663) la colonie a yegetee, par suite de la guerre des Iroquois et 
de la coupable apathie des Cent-Associes, on ne peut que reverer le souvenir des -dngt
quatre ou vingt-cinq seigneurs mentionnes plus haut, car tous ont contribue a l'etablisse
ment du Canada et aucun d'eux n'a recueilli, du moins avant 1665, la recompense de son 
patriotisme et de son devouernent. 

Sec. I., 1883. 18. 
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Un bonheur en attire un autre-Oomedie en im acte et en vers. 

Par F.-G. MARCHAND. 

(Lu le 23 mai 1883.) 

PERSONNAGES: 

GoNTRAN, nouveau marie. 

LUDOVIC, son ami, avocat, celibataire. 

HELENE, epouse de Gontran. 

CLEMENCE, amie d'Helene. 

MADELEINE. 

Le theatre represente un salon chez Gontran. 

SCENE PREMIERE 

Gontran, Ludovic. 

GONTRAN. 

Oui, mon cher Ludovic, le bonheur conjugal 
Est un bonheur parfait, mais ... fort original ; 
Le menage n'est pas cet hymen que l'on reve, 
Et la lune de miel, sitot qu'elle se leve, 
Eclaire un horizon dont l'aspect tout nouveau 
Nous fait un peu monter des vapeurs au cerveau. 

LUDOVIC. 
Tiens ! tiens ! 

GoNTRAN. 

J e suis heureux ... 

LUDOVIC. 

Ah ' . ? .... ma1s .... 

GoNTRAN . 

. . . com.me personne ; 
Au regime conjoint, bientot l'on se fa<;onne ; ..• 
Seulement ... tu sais ... (il hesite) 
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LUDOVIC. 

Non. Mais je tiens a savoir. 

GONTRAN . 

.A force d'etre heureux ... vois-tu ... (il hesite) 

LUDOVIC. 

Non. Fais-moi voir. 

GONTRAN. 

Et, tout le long du jour, a chaque instant, s'entendre 
Donner des petits noms d'un accent ... toujours tendre, 
Mais ... dont le repertoire est bientot epuise, ... 
On se sent ... comment done dirai-je? ... degrise ... 

LUDOVIC. 
Ah!. .. 

GONTRAN. 

Oette ... intensite de la premiere ivresse ... 
Finit par consumer notre fond de tendresse. 

LUDOVIC. 

Vraiment ! 

GONTRAN. 

Oui. Ce beau feu, d'abord eblouissant, 
S'affaiblit par degres, brule en s'amOTtissant ... 
L' existence est unie, enfin, comme une glace 
Reflechissant partout chaque chose a sa place ; 
Pas le moindre repli; rien, rien d'!lccidente, 
Et, dans ses profondeurs, ce miroir enchante 
Produit obstinement nos images conjointes ... 
Qa devient monotone ! 

LUDOVIC . 

.Ah !-tu me desappointes ! 

GONTRAN. 

Suis-moi bien. Tons les soirs, seul a seul nous marchons ; 
A vec un doux accord, meme, nous nous mouchons ; 
Le regard, la pens(>c, en nous, tout se ressemble ; 
Nos moindres moUYPments se font avec ensemble; 
.A la fois nous toussons et ... nous baillons sul'tout; 
L'harmonie, en un mot, nous envahit partout ! ... 

LUDOVIC. 

O'est tres interessant ! 
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GONTRAN. 

Oui, pour l'ame ingenue 
Qu'un tuteur inflexible a toujours retenue 
Loin des phiisirs mondains ; mais pour nous, vieux I urons, 
Habitues au bruit, aux clam.eurs, aux ... jurons, 
Le bonheur ainsi fait frise l'austerite, 
Et son calme constant manque un peu de gaite. 
U ne beatitude uniforme et tenace 
A quelque chose en soi, franchement, qui m'agace ! 
Oela vous fait l'effet d'un causeur importun 
Qui, mettant a profit quelque verve d'emprunt, 
Debite a tous propos d'eternelles redites ... 
Toute uniformite doit avoir ses limites ! ... 

LUDOVIC (riant). 

O'est-a-dire, mon cher, qu'en ce role nouveau, 
Tu ressembles parfois au poisson hors de l'eau. 

GONTRAN. 

Non, tu n'as pas saisi... Tiens, voici ma pensee: 
L'atmosphere ou je vis est un peu ... 

LUDOVIC. 

Oondensee ... 

GONTRAN. 
Sereine. 

LUDOVIC. 

Ah l ' I . sere1ne .... 

GONTRAN. 

Oui. Pour tout dire en deux mots, 

Mon ame s'engourdit au sein d'un tel repos ! ... 

LUDOVIC. 

Mais ... 
GONTRAN. 

L'amour sans melange est un ciel sans nuages 
Qui desseche et consume ... II lui faut des orages, 
La foudre, les sillons vigoureux de l'eclair, 
Pour le vivifier, l'animer ! ... Est-ce clair '? 

LUDOVIC. 

Juste assez pour me mettre en devoir de prescrire 
Un traitement. 

GoNTRAN. 

Allons, vieux farceur, tu veux rire ! ... 
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. 'd . ' Et, par des am vrement Jouer au me ecm .... 
Ou done est ton malade '? 

LUDOVIC. 

He, je l'ai sous la main! 

GoNTRAN. 

lei! 

LUDOVIC (montrant Gontran). 

La, devant moi. 

GONTRAN. 

Moi, malade ! 

LUDOVIC. 

Oui, sans doute. 

GoNTRAN. 

Diable ! cela devient inquietant ! 

LUDOVIC. 

Ecoute ... 

GONTRAN. 

Et mon mal, s'il vous plait, c'est '? •.• 

LUDOVIC. 

C'est l'oisivete. 

GoNTRAN. 

Hum ... franchement, mon cher, soit dit sans vanite, 
Tu n'es pas tres fl.atteur !... · 

LUDOVIC. 

Mais je suis veridique. 

GONTRAN. 

De plus en plus charmant !. .. mais poursuis ... 

LUDOVIC. 

Je m'explique. 

GoNTRAN. 

Moi, j'ecoute. 
LUDOVIC. 

Voici. Tous deux, jusqu'a trente ans, 
Aux vamx du celibatl resignes et ... constants, 
Nous avions parcouru gaiment notre carriere; 
Les soucis jounialiers ne nous occupaient guere; 
Rien n'avait obscurci notre bonheur commun ; 
Nos camrs, tol\jours d'accord, avaient battu ... comme un ... 
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Mais soudain l'amitie perdit sa preseance ... 
Sans l'amour, tout bonheur est de courte existence ... 
Une femme ... voici le piquant du recit ... 
Un ange de candeur ... du moins tu me l'as dit ... 
Rompit en:fin le cours de notre vie intime; . 
Tu fus l'elu du sort; moi, j'en fus la victime. 
L'hymen scella bientot vos serments amoureux, 
Et je demeurai seul, declasse, malheureux ; 
Le spleen me fit subir ses tourments en detail; 
Bref, pour chasser l'ennui, je me mis au travail. .. 
Le travail ! . . . Ah ! Gontran, voila le grand remede ! 
Devant lui, les douleurs, la misere, tout cede_! 
L'habitude longtemps resista ... cependant, 
Sur le materiel l'ame prit l'ascendant, 
Et je sens aujourd'hui qu'en:fin je suis un homme ! 

GONTRAN. 

Ludovic, ton systeme est fort beau ; mais en somme, 
J e ne puis decouvriT, dans tout cet entretien, 
Comment, par ton bonheur, il assure le mien. 

LUDOVIC. 

Tous nos malheurs sont nes d'une identique cause; 
C'est le desamvrement qui sans cesse se pose 
En obstacle immuable a nos plus beaux projets. 
Il ne traine avec lui que tourments, que regrets, 
Et donne au bonheur meme une teinte ennuyeuse. 
V oila ta maladie. 

GONTRAN. 

Elle est fort serieuse ! 
Et vous me prescrivez, docteur ? ... 

LUDOVIC. 
L'activite, 

Le travail; car l'ennui nait de l'oisivete. 
Et l'ennui pour le camr est un poison funeste, 
Qui le ... 

GoNTRAN. 

Suffi.t, mon cher; je t'exempte du reste. 

LUDOVIC (souriant). 

Laisse-moi terminer ma dissertation ! 

GONTRAN. 

J e prefere ajourner la consultation. 

LUDOVIC. 
Ah ! Gontran !.. . 
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GoNTRAN. 

Mon respect pour votre experience, 
Illustre et genereux professeur, est ... immense; 
Cependant ... je ne puis subir ce traitement. 

LUDOVIC. 

Mais, mon cher ! ... 

GoNTRAN. 

Il Tepugne a mon temperament. 

SCENE 2e 

Les memes, Madeleine. 

GONTRAN (apercevant Madeleine). 

Eh bien, que fait madame 1 

MADELEINE. 

Elle est... (hesitant) indisposee. 
GONTRAN (avec sollicitude). 

Trop mal pour descendre 1 

MADELEINE. 

Oui, je m'y suis opposee. 

GONTRAN. 

Sait-elle que -monsieur ... (indiquant Ll{(1ovic) 

LUDOVIC. 

Mon cher, n'insiste point. 

GONTRAN. 
Mais ... 

LUDOVIC. 

Pour qui sait attendre on est toujo1us a point. 

GONTRAN. 

Elle est done bien souffrante 1 ... 

MADELEINE. 

Il lui faut du sommeil. .. 
Oh ! c' est une migraine ; 

GONTRAN ( avec empressement). 

Retourne, Madeleine, 
Oui, retourne au pres d'elle et veille a son repos ... 

(d part) 

Cette migraine arrive un peu mal apropos! ... 
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(d Ludovic) 
Allons; en attendant que ma fomme s'eveille, 
Comme autrefoiR, mon vienx, vider une boutPille; 
Lebon vin finira par nous mettre d'aecord. 

LUDOVIC. 

Volontiers. (ils sortent) 

SCENE 3e 

MADELEINE (seule). 
Franchement, je crois que j'avais tort, 

Sans trop y reflechir, d'inventer cette histoire; 
Mais, mon Dien, l'on n'a pas constamment en memoire 
Le moyen de repondre en gardant son secret!. .. 
Par le silence on pent devenir indiscret ; 
Et quand trop prudemment on persiste a se taire, 
Le plus sou vent l'on fait soupyonner un mystere ... 
Quand madame est sortie elle etait chaneelante; 
D'un air mysterieux et d'une yoix tremblante, 
Elle me defendit d'annoncer son depaTt. 
C'est pourquoi j'ai brode ce coute ... Pour ma part, 
-Il yaut autant, ma foi, le dire tout de suite,-
J e ne puis m'expliquer cette etrange condnite ... 

SCENE 4e 

Madeleine, Helene, ( entrant precipitamment). 

HELENE ( tres agitee). 
Madeleine ! ... 

MADELEINE (se retournant vivement). 

Madame! (se portant la main au cceur) 
Ah! vous m'avez fait peur ! 

Aussi, vous m'arrivez, pan! a toute vapeur !. .. 

HELENE. 

Madeleine! ... Monsieur a-t-il eu connaissance ... '? 

MADELEINE. 
Non, madame ... 

HELENE. 

Il~n'a.-pas ... 

MADELEINE. 

Non. 

HELENE. 
· ... appris mon absence '? ••• 

Sec. I., 1883. 19. 
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MADELEINE. 

Assureme11t non ... Mais, peu 8'en fallut ... 

HELENE. 

A ' ? pres .... 

11 t'a par le ? ... (signe C?/firmatif de Madeleine). 

MADELEINE. 

J'ai fait une histoire a peu pres ... 

HELENE. 

Hein ! .. ; Que dis-tu ? ... 

MADELEINE. 

Mon Dieu, je ne savais que faire! 

HELENE. 

Et tu lui revelas mun absence? ... 

MADELEINE. 

Au con traire. 

HELENE. 

Mais alors ? ... 
MADELEINE. 

11 me vint un pretexte a propos ... 

Q . ' UOl .... 

HELENE. 

MADELEINE. 

"Madame, lui dis-jl', a besoin de repos." 

HELENE. 
Ah!. .. 

MADELEINE . 

. Pris a bout pOTtant, il faut bien qu'on in-n'nte; 
Autrement, malgre nous, le mystere s'evente. 

HELENE. 

Un mensonge !. .. Grand Dien! ~ommes-nous rendus la, 
Qu'il faille lui mentir pour 0,~iter l'eclat ! 
Cours voir s 'il est sorti ! ... 

MADELEINE. 

J'y cours ! ... 

HELENE. 
F . d'l' ' a1s 1 1gence .... 

MADELEINE. 

Oni, madame ! . . . ( elle sort) 
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SCENE 5e 

HELENE (seule). 

Ah ! je sens qu'une occulte puissance 
Me domine et m'entraine irresistiblement 
Dans le sentier obscur d'un fatal denoument !. .. 
J'ai promis a Gontran les secrets demon ame; 
Lui cacher quelque chose, ah ! c'est mal !. .. c'est infame !. .. 
Pourtant, un etre aime compte sur mon soutien ... 
Dois-je, pour son bonheur, compromettre le mien? ... 
Mais tout son avenir depend de ce mystere, 
Et, devant sa douleur, j'ai jure de me taire ... 
Ainsi, par deux serments, mon honneur est lie, 
D'une part a l'amour, de l'autre a l'amitie ! ... 
Que faire? ... 

SCENE 6e 

Helene, Madeleine. 

MADELEINE (entrant ejfaree). 

Madame ! ah ! dep~chez-yous de grace ! ... 

HELENE ( ejfrayee). 
Mon Dieu! ... 

MADELEINE. 

Madame! ... 

HELENE (troublee). 

Quoi ! ... Que faut-il que je fasse? ... 

MADELEINE. 

Rentrez chez vous ; sinon je ne reponds de rien ! 

HELENE. 

Que se passe-t-il done? ... 

MADELEINE. 

J'ai vu monsieur ... 

HELENE. 

Eh bien? 

MADELEINE. 

D'un air d'inquietude, il parlait de se rendre 
Dans votre apartement, au lieu du vous attendre ... 
Vite!. .. Ah ! pardonnez-moi la hate que j'y mets ! 
Mais le moindre retard peut nous perdre a jamais ..• 
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(Lui faisant un bandeau de son mouclwir). 

Placez-vous ce bandeau, puis feignez de vous plaindre, 

Lorsqu'il apparaitra ... 

HELE~E (repoussant le rnouclwir). 

Non, non, je ne puis feindre ! 
J e ne puis le tromper ... 

MADELEINE. 

Mais ... 

HELENE (avec resolution). 
J e l'attenq.s ici. 

( bnperieusement) 
Laisse-moi seule ! ... 

MADELEINE (sortant desesperee). 
Ah! Dien!. .. 

SCENE 7e 

Helene, Gontran. 

HELENE ( a part). 
Juste ciel ! Le voici ! 

11 a l 'air triste et sombre ! ... 

GoNTRAN (a part). 

Elle parait confuse ... 

HELENE (a part). 

Je n'ose rencontrer son regard qui m'accuse ! .... 

GONTRAN (ajfectant le calme). 

Helene, ton malaise est-il un peu calme? 

HELEN}~ (tremblante). 
J e suis tres bien, Gontran .... 

GoNTRAN (ironiquPment). 
Vraiment? J'en suis charme ! 

La cure est merveilleuse ! .... 'Au sommeil, je suppose, 
Au sommeil bienfaisant, tu dois ce teint de rose? 

Et cet air de sante !. ... 

HELENE. 

Non, jr• n'ai pas dormi. 

GONTRAN. 

MadeleinP, pourtant.. .. 
HELENE. 

Se trompait, mon ami. 
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GONTRAN. 

Cette mise elegante et si bien assortie 
Demontre, en effet ... 

HELENE. 

Oui, Gontran, je suis sortie. 

GONTRAN. 

Vous avez prefere le grand air au repos? ... 
La promenade au frais offre tres a propos 
Un remede aux ennuis ... compliques de migraine!. .. 

HELENE. 

De grace, epargnez-moi ce persiflage ! 

GONTRAN. 

Helene! 
Quelque chose se passe ici d'inusite ... 

HELENE .• 
Mais, Gontran ... 

GONTRAN. 

Oh! parlous sans ambigu'ite !10, 
Ma qualite d'epoux, madame, m'autorise ... 
Me contraint d'exiger qu'a !'instant l'on me dise 
La cause du manege etrange ... inattendu, 
Que j e remarq ue ici ... 

HELENE. 

U ne accusation ? ... 
Grand Dieu, qu'ai-je entendu !. .. 

GONTRAN. 

Faut-il un interprete 
Pour vous la trad uire ? 

HELENE . 

.A.h ! Gontran ! je le repete, 
.A.u nom de notre amour, cessez de m'accabler ! ... 
Vous devez, je l'exige, ici me reveler 
Le grief, quel qu'il soit, dont votre cmur m'accuse ; 
Et, si mon temoignage est ... 

GONTRAN. 

N . 1 , ' on, Je e recuse .... 

HELENE. 

Quoi ! docile aux elans d'nn injuste sonp9on; 
Vous brisez par un mot la donee liaison 
Dont jusqu'ici nos cmurs ont savoure le charme ! 
Et cela sans regret... sans verser une larme ! ... 
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Sous un pretexte faux qui repugne a l'honneur, 
Vous mettez a neant les reves de bonheur 
Qu'ensemble nous formions? ... Non, l'amour veritable 
Ne s'eteint pas ainsi !. .. Sa flamme est plus durable ... 
Le notre,-souviens-toi,-d'un serment solennel, 
A rec;m devant Dieu le cachet eternel ... 
Depuis cet heureux jour, ah ! mon ame ravie ... 
Confiante, a vecu d'une nouvelle vie, 
Et, dans l'cni·nement d'un sort delicieux, 
Notre bonheur semblait un prelude des cieux ! ... 
C' est au sein des transports d'une telle existence, 
Q-ae le spectre glace de votre indifference 
M'apparait tout a coup dans un affreux reveil ! ... 
Qu'ai-je fait pour subir un outrage pareil? ... 

GONTRAN. 

Le remords aurait du vous dieter la reponse ... 

HELENE (desesperee). 
Oh! ... 

GONTRAN. 

Mais, a son defaut, le hasard vous denonce 
Et me devoile, en vous, le crime revetu 
Des dehors seduisants de la fausse vertu ... 

HELENE. 

Gontran, n'insultez pas ma dignite d'epouse !. .. 
C'est un tresor sacre dont, moi, je suis jalouse, 
Et que je defendrai, comme gage d'honneur, 
Contre vous, s'il le faut, au prix de mon bonheur ! ... 

GONTRAN. 

Vos nobles sentiments arrivent en retard! ... 

HELENE ( accablee). 

Ai-je done merite, Gontran, de votre part, 
Ce reproche offensant? ... Par quel cruel caprice 
Changez-vous tout a coup notre joie en supplice, 
Et, sans preuve, osez-vous me suspecter ainsi? ... 

GONTRAN. 

Vous exigez, madame, une preuve ? . . . Voici : 

(ll tire nlle lettre de sa poclte et lit) 

"Ma chere Helene" ... 

HELENE ( a part). 
Ciel! ... 
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GoNTRAN (lisant). 

"Du sein de l' infortune" ... 

Gontran ! ... 
HELENE (l'interrompant). 

GoNTRAN (severement). 

Ecoutez bien... ( il lit) : "Ma douleur importune 
" Fait appel (~ ton ca:ur... Par pitie ! par devoir ! 
" Viens calmer, s'il se peut, man sonibre desespoir." 

(RetoUJ·nant la lettre). 

L'adresse ... tout est la ... tout ... sauf la signature ... 
La preuve suffi.t-elle? ... 

HELENE. 
Ah! Gontran, je vous jure ! ... 

GONTRAN. 

Plus de sermeuts, madame! ... 11 me faut des aveux ... 
Le uom du ravisseur insolent dont·les vreux, 
Loin de vous offenser, ont ete, sans colere, 
Eutoures par vos soins d'un coupable mystere ! ... 

HELENE (avec indignation). 

Des aveux ! ... quand mo11 ca·ur, fidele a l'amitif, 
Accomplit un devoir dicte par la pi tie ! ... 
Des aveux !. .. quand je sens s'elever dans mon ame 
Tousles grands sentiments dont s'honore la femme!. .. 
Des aveux !. .. pour repondre aux propos ... enrages ... 
A l'insulte ! ... Ah! Gontran ! ... Gontran ! .... vous m'outragez ! 

GONTRAN. 

Mettons fin, s'il vous plait, madame, a cette scene 
Deja trop prolongee, et donnez vous la peine 
De nommer ce quelqu'un si digne d'interet 
Qui vous touche a ce point !. .. 

HELENE (hesitante). 
C'est un pieux secret. 

GoNTRAN. 

Vraiment? ... Et e' est pour moi, votre epoux, qu'il existe ! 

HELENE (suppliante). 
Ecoutez-moi ... 

SCENE 8e 

Les memes, Ludovic. 

LUDOVIC. 

Pardon si j'entre a l'improviste ... 
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HELENE (tressaillant). 

LUDOVIC (a Gontran). 

Mais je commern;ais a m'impatienter ... 

HELENE ( a part). 
Que faire! ... 

GoNTRAN (a part). 

11 ne pouvait plus mal se presenter! ... 

LUDOVIC (saluant Heli:ue). 

Madame, rncevez mes sinceres hommages ! ... 

HELENE (s'inclinant confuse). 

M . ' onsieur .... 

LUDO VIC ( entre Helene et Gontran). 

V ous possedez l'ideal des menages 
Devenu sans effort une realite ! ... 
Quant a moi ... je suis las de l'idealite, 
Et je veux rem placer l'ombre par la substance ... 
On se fatigue a voir le bonheur a distance, 
Lorsque tout nous invite a l'installer chez soi. 

(A Gontran) 
Q ' d. t · 1 u e~ IS" u, mon am1 .... 

Diable ! ... 

GONTRAN. 

Moi? hum!. .. Rien du tout ... 

LUDOVIC (surpris). 

GoNTRAN (a part). 

11 m'embete !. .. 

LUDOVIC. 

Toi! ... 

Toi, le plus heureux des hommes, 
T ' ' u n as pas .... 

GoNTRAN ( bas a Ludovic). 

Ludovic! ... 

LUDOVIC ( basJl Gontran). 

Hein ! Quoi done? 

GONTRAN (de meme). 

A vec ton examen ! ... 
Tu m'assommes 
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LUDOVIC (a part). 

Tiens ! qu'est-oe qu'il a done? ... 

(A Helene). 

Encore ses degouts? ... Vous, madame? 

HELENE (soupirant). 
Helas ! ... 

LuDovrc (ebahi). 

Elle aussi ! ... 
GONTRAN (d part). 

L'embarras devient intolerable! 

LUDOVIC (d part). 

Je suis entre deux feux ... 

HELENE (d part). 

Que ne suis-je capable, 
0, mon Dieu, d'eviter ce penible entretien ! ... 

SCENE 9e 

Les memes, Madeleine. 

MADELEINE. 

On demande madame un instant ... 

HELENE (d Madeleine). 
Moi? 

(Signe a.ffirmatif de Madeleine) 

Bon!. .. 

LUDOVIC (a part). 
Tres bien ! 

Labonne arrive a point pour nous tirer d'affaire. 

HELENE (a Ludovic). 

V ous ne m' en voudrez pas ? ... 

LUDOVIC (saluant). 
Oh! madame! ... (a part) Au contraire. 

GONTRAN (a' part). 

Ouf ! quel soulagement ! ... 

MADELEINE (bas a Helene, en sortant). 
C'est une dame en noir. 

HELENE (se hatant). 

Ah ! c'est Clemence !. .. (elles sortent) 
Sec. I., 1883. 20. 
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SCENE lOe 

Gontran, Ludovic. 

LUDOYIC. 

Eh bien ? ... 

GONTRAN. 

J e suis au desespoir ! 

LUDOVIC. 

Le bonheur qui t'agace ? ... 

GoNTRAN. 

Oh ! treve aux badinages!. .. 
Ma femme est un demon· qui m'abreuve d'outrages ! 

LUDOYIC. 

Allons done! Le portrait, mon cher, n'est pas :flatte; 
L' orage, parait·il ... 

GoNTRAN. 

Oui, oui, c' est eclate. 

LUDOVIC. 
Tant mieux. 

GoNTRAN. 

Comment, tant mieux ? 

LUDOVIC. 

Oui, comme l'a dit un sage: 

(il imite le ton de Guntran dans la premiere scene) 

'' Le bonheur sans melange est un ciel sans nuages ... 
" Il lui faut les sillons vigoureux de l' eclair, 
'' Pour le vivifier, l'animer ! Est-.ce clair? 

A·t-on jam.ais fourni rnisons plus eoncluantes, 
Logique plus serree? 

GONTRAN. 

Ah ! tu m'impatientes ! 

LUDOVIC .. 

Tant mieux. (geste d'impatience de Gontran) 
L'amour languit dans l'uniformite; 

J'en appelle, pour preuve, au sage precite : 

(imitant encore Gontran) 

" Une beatitude uniforme et tenace 

" A quelque clwse en soi " ... 
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GONTRAN (de plus en plus impatient). 

Dis done! ... 

LUDOVIC. 

'' qui vous agace '' ... 
GONTRAN (perdant tout cl fait patience) : 

Encore! ... 

LUDOVIC . 

..• et cmtera, jusqu'a l'epuisement ... 

GONTRAN. 

Tu deviens ennuyeux !. .. 

LUDOVIC. 

1\Ierci du compliment. 

GONTRAN. 

Ludovio, j'ai perdu le don de patience!. .. 

LUDOVIC. 

Parbleu, c'est evident!. .. 

GONTRAN. 

Ainsi, je te dispense ... 

LUDOVIC. 

De mes hons a vis ? ... 

GONTRAN. 

Non. De tes citations. 

LUDOVIC. 

Dignes sujets, pourtant; de meditations. 

GONTRAN. 

Venons au fait ... ma femme ... 

LUDOVIC. 

Elle a brise la glace 
Qui refletait si bien chaque chose a sa place, 
Et dont les profondeurs, sombre8 comme la nuit, 
A ton cmur detrompe, n'offrait que de l'ennni? ... 

GoNTRAN (eclatant). 
Enfin !. .. 

LUDOVIC. 

Eh bien, voyons ce qui te p~occupe? 

GoNTRAN. 
Une intrigue ... 
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LUDOVIC. 

Une intrigue! 

GoNTRAN. 

Oui, dont je suis la dupe, 

Se deroule dans l'ombre ... 

LUDOVIC. 

Ou'? 

GoNTRAN. 

Sous mon propre toit. 

LUDOVIC. 

Et l'auteur '? 
GONTRAN. 

Une femme. 

LUDOVIC. 

Ah ! diable !. . . explique-toi. 

GoNTRAN. 

Une femme perfide, hypocrite, inhumaine !. .. 

LUDOVIC. 
Et cette femme, en fin '? 

GONTRAN. 

Ludovic ... c'est la mienne ! 

LUDOVIC. 

Ta femme! ... (signe a.ffirmatif de Gontran) 
Et, t'appuyant sur un pale soup9on, 

Tu l'accuses ! ... 

GONTRAN ( lui tendant le billet). 

Voici l'acte de trahison. 

LUDO VIC ( reconnaissant l' ecriture). 

Grand Dieu ! ... Gon tran ! ... 

GONTRAN. 

Quoi done'? ... 

LUDOVIC. 

Mais ... mais cette ecriture ... 

GONTRAN. 

Eh bien ? ... 

LUDOVIC. 

J e la connais ! ... 
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GONTRAN 

Est-il vrai? ... 

LUDOVIC. 

.Te le jure. 

GONTRAN. 

Vite, son nom !. .. 

LUDOVIC (hesitant). 

Son nom ? ... 

GONTRAN. 

Oui, je veux me venger ! 

LUDOVIC. 

Te venger ! Coutre qui? 

GONTRAN. 

Contre cet etranger, 
Ce vil ra visseur ! ... 

LUDOVIC. 

Mais ... 

GONTRAN. 

Vite, son nom, te dis-je ! 

LUDOVIC. 

Gontran, c' est impossible. 

GONTRAN . 

.Ah I . l' . I . son nom, Je ex1ge .... 

LUDOVIC. 

L'honneur me le defend. 

GONTRAN (apart). 

(Eclatant) 
Il est done du com plot !. .. 

Ludovic!. .. Je deviens ... furieux, c'est le mot ... 

Coutre m.oi, tout le monde, ici, parait s'entendre, 

Et je suis, comme un sot, seul a n'y rien comprendre; 

Il me faut a l'instant des eclaircissements 

Sur tous ces vains secrets, tous ces agissements, 

Dont l'etrange concours m'enrage et m'humilie !. .. 

Sinon, parbleu ! ... 

LUDOVIC. 

Voyons, Gontran, point de folie ! 

Expliquons-nous ... 
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GoNTRAN. 

Morbleu, c'est a toi d'expliquer ! ... 
Le coupable ... 

LUDOVIC. 

Ah ! Gontran ! ... 

GoNTRAN. 

Il faut me l'indique1·. 

LUDOVIC. 

Jene puis te nommer ce pretendu coupable 
Sans trahir le secret d'une femme adorable. 

GoNTRAN. 

Encore une femme! 

LUDOVIC. 

Oui, digne de ton respect. 

GoNTRAN. 

Pourtant, son procede n'est rien moins que suspect ... 
Une beaute modeste et sensible a ta flamme 
T'ecrit un doux message, et ... l'adresse a ma femme!. .. 
Celle-cite remplace offi.cieusement, 
Et l'on n'objecte en rien a ce rem placement ! ... 
Entre nous, cet accord entoure de mysteres 
Depasse le coup d'reil des esprits ordinaires, 
Et, loin de mettre un terme a mon fatal soup9on, 
Le confirme en tous points d'une etrange fa9on. 

LUDOVIC. 

Oui, l'affaire devient quelque peu compliquee, 
J'en conviens,-et pourrait etre mieux expliquee; 
Mais le devoir, l'honneur, un serment me retient ... 

GONTRAN. 

Pour ton honneur tu veux compromettre le mien '? 
Franchement, c'est pousser le scrupule a l'extreme ! 

LUDOVIC. 

Mon cher ami, je suis dans un affreux dilemme ! 

GONTRAN. 

Eh bien, nom d'un tonnerre ! . . . essayons d' en sortir ! ... 
Car ce malentendu commence a m'abTutir, 
Et je touche au moment de perdre patience ! 

LUDOVIC. 

Soit. J e veux a tout prix vain ere ta defiance, 
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Et rendre a ton amour celle qu'un vain motif 
Te fait repudier pour un crime fictif ... 
L'auteur inconscient du conflit regrettable 
Qui trouble ton menage, est un... ange ! ... 

GONTRAN. 
Ou le diable ! 

LUDOVIC. 

Douce et timide enfant aux instincts genereux, 
Qui veut autour de soi ne voir que des heureux ! 

GONTRAN. 

Admets que ton prodige aux vertus sans pareilles, 
Dans ce premier exploit, n'a pas fait de merveilles. 

LUDOVIC. 

Ah ! ne l'accuse pas ! 

GoNTRAN (en colere). 

Toi, tu veux l' excuser ! 
Et demon amitie lachement abuser 
En aidant ce complot que rien ne qualifie '? 

LUDO VIC ( indigne). 
Un soup9on !. .. 

GONTRAN. 

Ta conduite en tout le justifie. 

LUDOVIC. 
L'insul te ! ... 

GoNTRAN. 

II me faut bien croire a ce que je vois. 

LUDOVIC. 

O'en est trop !. .. Cet affront ne me laisse aucun choix; 
Mon honneur outrage n'admet plus d'equivoques ! 
II lui faut, a l'instant, ... 

GoNTRAN. 

Comment ! tu me provoques '? ... 

Mais c'est done l'agresseur qui devient !'offense!. .. 

LUDOVIC. 

L'agresseur est celui qu'un travers insense 
Rend aveugle a tel point pour un ami d'enfance, 
Que, de sa part, il prend le bienfait pour !'offense! 

GoNTRAN. 

Fort etrange bienfait qui ruine en un jour 
Tout un tresor d'espoir, d'harmonie et d'amour ! 
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LUDOVIC. 

Amour bien singulier qu'un soup9on vient detrufre ! 

GoNTRAN. 

Etonnante amitie qui sourdement conspire, 
Et seme la discorde ou regnait le bonheur, 
Au mepris des devoirs rigoureux de l'honneur ! 

LUDOVIC. 

Assez ! ... brisons . la ! ... 

GoNTRAN. 

Soit !. .. 

SCENE lle 

Les memes, Helene (entrant precipitamment). 

HELENE (agitee). 

Gontran ! ... 

GONTRAN. 
Quoi, vous, madame ! 

Vous ici ? ... 
HELENE. 

Laissez-moi, pour soulager mon ame, 
Laissez-moi reveler le penible secret 
Auquel m'avait soumis un serment indiscret ! ... 
J e suis libre a present! ... 

LUDOVIC (d part). 

J e ne sais quel p1·esage ! ... 

GONTRAN. 

Finissons-en ! ... D'abord, quel est ce personnage 
Qui, dans mon domicile, a mis tout en emoi, 
Et s'est permis d'ecrire a ma femme? ... 

SCENE 12e 

Les memes, Clemence (qui, pendant les trois derniers vers, est entree 

par le fond, sans etre aper9ue.) 

CLEMENCE. 
O'est moi. .. 

( Tous se retournent etonnes.) 

LUDOVIC (s'elan9ant vers Clemence). 

J e vous retrouve ! 
GONTRAN (ahuri). 

A present! ... 
Bon!. .. Qu'est-ce qui nous anive 
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CLEMENCE ((t Gontrnn). 

Yous cher<'h<'z l'autenr d'nne missive 
Qui, par son contenu, trouble -votre bonheur '~ 

GoNTRAN (embarrasse). 

En effet, cet ecrit a mis qm•lque froideur 
Entre ma femme et moi ... 

CLEMENCE. 

Vous yoyez le coupable. 

GASTON (s'inclinant). 

On ne peut rencontrer rival plus acceptable ... 
Mais, comment '? ... 

CLE::\IENCE. 

Laissez-moi parler a camr ouvert !. .. 
C'est un soulagement, car j'ai beaucoup souffert..: 
A l'age ou notre esprit se nouuit de caresses, 
Et goute du bonheur les serPines ivress<'s, 
Moi, subissant du sort le plus crnel revers, 
J e me trouvai soudain seule dans l'1111ivers ... 
Bientot, des tTibunaux la sagesse incertaine 
M'imposa pour tuteur un monstre a face humaine 
Dont le langage obscur d l'hypocritt> as1wd 
InspiTait an vulgaire un n(·dnle rPsped. 
11 fit, denaturant ses pouvoirs par un crime, 
De mon bit'n son domaine Pt d(' moi sa Yicti1ne ... 
Et, prevoyant l'epoque ou 1na majorite 
Apporterait un terme a son autorite, 
Il voulut d'un hymen m'arracher la promesse ... 
Mais Dieu veille sur ceux que le monde delaisse ! ... 

(A Ludovic) 

Cherchant un defenseur, je franehis votre seuil... 
Par le ton sympathique et franc de votre accueil, 
J e compris que mon sort n'etait plus sans defe1rne, 
Et sentis dans mon camr renaitre l'Psp(•rall('<'. 

LUDOVIC. 

Grace a Dieu, votre espoir va RC rt'·aliser ! ... 
Ce monstrueux complot, jt> sanrai le briser ! ... 
Tenez, mademoiselle, ah! laissez-moi vous dire 
A quel point sur mon creur vons avez pri:-; d'empire !. .. 

GoNTRAN (a part). 

Bon, voila le secret! ... (il ecoute ebahi) 

Sec. I., 1883. 21 
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LUDOVIC. 

Votre apparition 
M'avait charme d'abord comme une vision 
Qu'un mot ... qu'un mouvement aurait fait disparaitre; 
Mais vos pleurs eloquents m'apprirent a connaitre 
D'un profond desespoir l'apre realite, 
Et, contre les decrets de la fatalite, 
J e promis d'employer ce qu'une ame energique 
Contient de devoument et d'elan sympathique ... 
Pour laisser prendre cours aux lenteurs de la loi, 
Vous deviez demander asile sous le toit 
D'une amie eprouvee, en un lieu solitaire, 
Ou rien ne put troubler notre pieux mystere ... 

CLEMENCE (embrassant Helene). 

Chez toi, ma bonne amie ! 

LUDOVIC . 

.. . Enfin, !'emotion ... 
Et, chez -vous, je ne sais quelle ... precaution, 
Au moment du depart, fit que votre retraite 
M'est restee inconnue ... 

CLEMENCE. 

Ah! je vous le repete, 
J'etais au desespoir, ... et mon esprit trouble 
Par l'effroi dont sans cesse il etait accable, 
Ne revait que perils ... et ces terreurs futiles 
M'inspiraient, au milieu de transports pueriles, 
Mille precautions, maint absurde projet, 
Sans en determiner la portee ou l'objet ... 
Dans ce trouble insense, j'ai failli compromettre 
Ton bonheur, chere Helene, en te faisant promettre, 
Meme pour ton epoux, un secret absolu ... 
Pardonne-moi ! ... 

HELENE. 

Clemence! ... Ainsi Dieu l'a voulu; 
O'est par l'adversite qu'il eclaire notre ame ; 
Pour corriger l'epouse, il eprouve la femme. 
J'ai subi cette epreuve en servant l'amitie, 
Et le mal, par le bien ainsi purifie, 
Me rend a mon Gontran digne de sa tendresse ... 

GONTRAN (tendant la main (t Helene}. 

Oh! je suis le plus sot tyran que je connaisse !. .. 
Et, s'il est parmi nous un coupable ... c'est moil 
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HELENE. 
Vous !. .. 

GONTRAN. 

Puisque injustement j'ai doute de ta foi ... 
Bien plus, lorsque ton camr, d'un mouvement sublime, 
Cedait au devoument, je t'accusais d'un crime ... 
Et, par je ne sais quel emportement jaloux, 
D'un absurde complot je vous accusais tous ... 
Oui, mon cher Ludovic, tes conseils etaient sages: 
C'est par l'oisivete qu'on detruit les menages ; 
Le bonheur ne -vit pas d'amour contemplatif; 
Et, sans la.vie active, un camr devient retif; 
Le travail est la clef d'une honn~te existence 
Et le parfait bonheur y trouve son essence. 

LUDOVIC (gaiment). 
Et l'orage? ... 

GONTRAN (de meme). 

On £.nit par s 'en rassasier ... 
Tous ces malentendus m'ont mis sur un brasier 
Qui, par l'intensite cruelle de sa flamme, 
A de tout prejuge purifie mon ame ... 
Des demain je recherche une occupation ! 

LUDOVIC. 

J e te la fournirai ... 

GoNTRAN. 

Hein? ... 

LUDOVIC . 

. . . Ta vocation. 

GONTRAN. 

Ma vocation ? ... 

LUDOVIC. 

Oui, je l'ai, tout a propos 
Sous la main ... 

GONTRAN. 

He, dis done ! ... 

LUDOVIC. 

Il s'agit du repos, 
Du bonheur d'une femme ... 
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GoNTRAN. 

Ah! llWl:-i ..• 

LUDOVIC (rep,-rtrd(l1t/ Clemence). 

Qui nous est chere. 

GuXTHAN. 

Explique-toi. 

LFDOYH' . 

.T'ai fait la <It·rnar('hP pr('mii·n· 
Pour n1i1HT<' les cks:-wins de l'homme andacienx 
Qui ... 

CLEMENCE. 

Mon tuteur? ... Sait-il que je snis en ees lieux? 

LUDOYH'. 

Ah ! n'apprehend<·z rien ! J e jure sur ma -vie 
Que jamais a nos soins vous ne serez ravie ! ... 
Mais il faut remplacer ep vil persecuteur 
Par un fidele ami ... 

GoNTRAN (avec empressement). 
J e serai son tuteur ! 

LUDOVIC. 

Tres bien ! J e reconnais ton ame genereuse. 

(A Lndol'ic) 

Ah ! merci milh· fois ! ... Mon Dieu ! ... J e suis heureuse. 
Vous, monsieur, dites-moi, comment recompenser 
Ce servin:> ? ... 

En l'tfi__,t, je venais d'y pens er, 
Et ma conclusion, c'<·st qn\•u telle occurrence, 
Le plus jnstv fribut. .. l'uniqm· recompense, 
O'<·st... je n'ai pas besoin de vous la snggen'r ! 

Lrnonc ( prc)l(ut/ /rt main de Clemen,.e). 

Dites, mademoiselle, osPrai-jc· esp(·n·r '? ... 

Cr,brn:\'"< 'E (haissont la vue). 

J'ai hop appre('ie votre sollicitude 
Pour la recompt•user par mw ingratitudP ... 
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GONTRAN. 

Bravo, mon cher ! voila tous nos vamx accomplis ! 
Et nos crnurs, grace a Dieu, par l'epreuve ennoblis, 
N'ont plus qu'a savourer leurs bonheurn ... authentiques ! 

LUDOVIC. 

Dieu protege toujours les a.mes sympathiques. 
Ainsi, grace au hasard qui m'a conduit ici, 
Vos vrnux seront combles et les notres aussi ; 
Nous ferons un menage heureux comme le votre : 

Un bonheur en attire un autre. 
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SECTION II., 1882. [ 1 ] TRANS. HoY. Soc. CANADA. 

Inaugi1;ral .Address. 

By DANIEL WILSON, LL.D., F.R.S.E., President of University College, Toronto. 

(Read May 25, 1882.) 

We meet to-day to organize a fellowship for the study and encouragement of science 
and letters in our young Dominion ; and I find the duty imposed on me of delivering the 
opening address for this section of our newly constituted Canadian Royal Society, to which 
have been apportioned not only History, Archmology, and other allied subjects, but 
also the department of English Literature. I should, for many reasons, have preferred to 
deal with a less comprehensive range of subjects; and-with all deference to those by 
whom the details of our organization have thus far been determined,--! cannot avoid 
expressing here at the outset my regret at the assignment to this section of what to some 
may appear to be its preeminent characteristic. Under the peculiar circumstances which 
give so distinctive a character to Canadian history, there is a fitness which all must cor
dially recognize in the organization of the department of French Literature into a separate 
section. On that section will devolve the critical estimate of a literature and philology 
replete with interest, and presenting aspects peculiarly our own. But in no :such sense 
can we recognize a Canadian English Literature. English Literature is for us the literature 
not only of the Mother Country; of the tongue of Shakespeare, Milton, Bacon, Locke, Addi
son, and all who, following Chaucer, have drank at the same old" well of English unde

filed:" but it is the literature of all the English-speaking people throughout the world. 
Whatever Canadians can worthily contribute to that will need no fostering aid to win 
for it fit and ample audience. 

When, indeed, I accepted the office thus bestowed on me at the inception of 
the Royal Society of Canada, it was with the full anticipation that, so far at least as Eng
lish Literature is concerned, any reference to it would have devolved on the distinguished 
scholar whose name is associated with my own as a president of this section, and who is 
so much better fitted than myself to be the representative, not only of English Literature, 
but of History also. Let me further add-in no carping spirit, but with a sincere desire 

for the permanent welfare of this society,-that I cannot look otherwise than with regret 
on arrangements which appropriate to separate sections what it must be presumed means 
on the one hand French, and on the other English History and Archmology. If, as I pre
sume, Canadian history is to have the foremost claim on our atfa·ntion, then it will be 
found impossible for the English section to ignore the all-important period of French 
Canadian hi~tory; and if, as is to be anticipated, a more comprehensive range of study and 
research is aimed at, we shall have additional reason to regret the division which must 
deprive the members of this section of the co-operation of those ,vhose effi<·ient aid we 
would so heartily welcome. I must furtht>r add that I know of no reason whfr,h can war
rant the organization of distinct French and English sections of History and Archmology, 

Sec. II., 1882, 1 
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that will not l'qually justify a like oTganization of French and English s~ctions of Geolo?y' 
Biology, Chemistry, Physics, and Mathematics. The vague comprehensiveness of the title 
of English LiteratuTe will, I believe, only hamper and wt>aken this section; and I earnestly 
trust that-except in so far as the adequate tTeatment of any of the subjects of so com
pTehensive a field of study and research may be assumed to furnish contributions to 
English Literature,-that department will no longer be assigned to us ; but that in lieu of 
it, the entire work properly included under the titles of History and Archreology, with 
whatever else may be recognized as legitimately embTaced in the teTm "allied subjects," 

shall constitute the work of this Section .. 
Assembled as we now are for the purpose of organization, and ·wit-h many details 

demanding our most careful consideration, I trust I shall not be considered as trespassing 
lwyond the proper limits of an inaugural address in pressing those preliminary points on 
your notice. Meanwhile the multifarious themes embraced in the work assigned to this 
section of our newly organized society, render it all the more difficult to select a subject 
applicable to this occasion without seeming to give invidious prominence to one or other 
of the distinctive branches ·which claim your attention. But looking to the foundation 
of the Royal Society of Canada as a new step in the development of our country, it may 
not prove unsuitable if I revert to some archmological and literary indices of the first 
glimpses of this W este1·n Continent by men of the old world; and glance at it in its 
distinctive individuality as a world apart from all the arenas of Semitic or Aryan ci-dlization. 

It is not without reason that we still speak of this western hemisphere as the New 
World. The date of its discovery and all the attendant ('ircumstances constitute the Na a 
definite index beyond all else, marking the world's entrance on modern centuries; a fresh 
starting point in the history of the old ·world, as well as the beginning of that of the new. 
The history of the latter is for us nPcPssarily modern. 1Jnless we reckon the Mexican 
hieroglyphic codices and the sculptured but undecipherable records of Central America 
and Peru as historical documents, all that here dates before the memorable A. D. 14D2 is 
prehistOTic. How far back that unrecorded period may yet be traced it would be pre
sumptuous to assign a limit. But of our own Canadian domain, through all its wide 
stretch of territory, westward to the Pacific and north,vard to the pole, it must be 
owned that as yet nothing has disclosed itself indicatfre of other than ephemeral tribes 
akin to the nomads who still wander aimlessly over the praiTies, or linger in diminishing 
numbers beyond the Rocky Mountains. I know but of one inscription in Canada which 
seems to suggest the possibiliy of a genuine natfre grayen recOTd. Of earth-works, graded 
terraces, or memorial mounds, we have none on a scale beyond the capacity of the rude 
forest or prairie tribes; and of sculpture or architechue, akin to the Tuined palaces of 
Y ~catan, or the temples and cyclopman remains of Peru, we have no other trace than is 
di~cernible in the curious reappearance of the same style and conventional art-forms, in 
frory carvings of the Tawatin Indians of British Columbia, and the elaborate ornamentations 
of the ephemeral lodges of the Haidas of Queen Charlotte Islands. 

If, indeed, we turn to philological evidence, the languages of the aborigines of Canada, 
and of the Eskimos, in their essentially distinctfre families; and the multiplicity of 
dialects, remote in all respects from the characteristic affinities of the languages of the 
old world: point, beyond question, to the lapse of unnumbered centuries duTing which 
successive generations have run their course, more unprogressively than the autumns of 
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the forest, and its rehuning springs·. We catch the earliest glimpses of them in the 
graphic notes of Cartier and Champlain; and yet their own legends seem to tell of a time 
when the mastodon-whose huge skeletons are met with in the superficial drift gravels,
was known to their fathers ; even as the mammoth is proved to have been familiar to 
Europe's palreolithic men. But of the events of all the intervening centuries we have no 
more definite record than of the leaves of the :recurring autumns, or the snow that melted 
on each renewal of the spring. 

But the all-absorbing theme of archreological inquiry, the evidence of the antiquity of 
man, receives no less attention on this continent than in Europe; and already not only 
flint and stone implements from the auriferons gravels of California and the river drift of 
New Jersey, have been produced as the workmanship of men of the glacial period; but 
even assumed crania of those palreolithic workmen have been accredited by American 
geologists and archreologists. So far, however, as the man of this continent and his arts 
are concerned, the reliable disclosures hitherto made are referable, for the most part, to periods 
which must be classed as recent, whether we compare them with the archreological or the 
historical determinations of antiqnity in the old world. On the other hand, any traces of 
philological relations between the nafrre languages of America, and those of Asia, Africa, 
or Polynesia, can be accounted for only on the assumption of migrations of extremely remote 
date. But Language carries us back but a little way, when brought into competition with 
the materials for prehistoric research which Archreology has supplied. 

The comprehensive aspect which the prehistoric archreology of Europe has now 
assumed, with its palreolithic and neolithic periods, illustrated not only by abundant 
examples of primitive arts, but by sepulchral disclosures familiarizing Ufil with the 
physical form and cerebral capacity of the workmen: enables us to systematize our know· 
ledge of Europe's earliest post-glacial epoch. Much has now been recovered relative to 
the geographical condition of Europe in the later geological periods associated with man. 
We know the character of the fauna, and the accompanying climatic conditions of succes
sive periods of change. Still more, we are familiar with the rude implements of the river
drift; and with the ingenious arts of man, contemporary with the strange animal life of 
that prehistoric dawn. Abundant examples have sufficed to illustrate the peculiar work
manship, for example, of the men of the Reindeer period of southern France. We possess 
their graphic drawing of the living Mammoth; and the carvings and etchings of the rein
deer, the fossil horse, and other long-extinct fauna, graven by the cave-dwellers of La 
Madelaine and other rock shelters of the Vezere, when the Garonne valley more nearly 
approximated in climate to that of the Moose or the Abbitibe rivers of our own Hudson 
Bay territory. We have, moreover, the large, well-developed skulls of the men of Mentone, 
Cro-Magnon, and other palreolithic cave sepultures; with all the accumulated evidence of 
cave and river~drift, kitchen-middens, lake dwellings, crannoges, cists and barrows. Much 
knowledge remains still to be added, before the history of that strange prehistoric dawn 
assume rnherent verisimilitude. But we have learned enough to no longer doubt that a 
history lies behind Europe's oldest written records compared with which even the 
chroniclings of the Phttraohs are recent. Hitherto, hoWeY-er, the assumed proofs of any 
corresponding American palreolithic art have been, at best, isolated and indecisfrc ; with, 
perhaps, the single exception of the "turtle-back celts" reported by Dr. Charles C. Abbott, 
as characteristic of the ·glacial drift of the Delaware River, New Jersey. But the age of 
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this geological formation ·has been questioned. The occurrence of seemingly intrusive flint 
implements of modern Indian workmanship, there, as else-where in ancient gravels, has 
tended still fu-i;ther to SUO'O'est a wise caution aO'ainst acceptin!r as indisputable the evidence 

bo o '-' 

which would thus point to the presence of man on this continent in palreolithic times. 
Yet there is no ground for assuming it as impossible; nor even as necessarily improbable. 
So striking indeed in some respects are the analoO'ies between the ingenious arts of the 

' ' ' 0 
ancient draftsmen and sculptors of Europe's palmolithic period, and those of our own 
hyperborean hunter race, that Professor Boyd Dawkins, in his" Early Man of Britain,"
somewhat hastily carrying analogies to an extreme,-arri-ved at the conclusion that .the race 
of the cave men of central Europe's Reindeer and Musk-sheep period finds its -living 
representatives in the Eskimo of our own Arctic Canada. To the geologists who realize 
all that is implied in the slow retreat of this palreolithic race over submerging co°:tinents, 
and throuO'h chanO'inO' eras of O'lacial and sub-dacial raug-e, to such a home within our own b o:::, b '-' '---' 

Arctic Circle, the oldest historical dates of this new world must seem indeed but of yester-
day. The assumption, however, was a hasty one, based on a correspondence in arts easily 
accountable in races in many respects dissimilar, but placed, under all the narrow limita
tions of the hunter stage in an arctic or semi-arctic climate. In reality the crania of the 
Perigord draftsmen and carvers present no ethnical correspondence to those of the Eskimos; 
while in point of aTtistic ability their can~ings and etchings exhibit a degree of skill and 
manual dexterity altogether surpassing the highest achievements of Eskimo aTt. And 
yet in imitative design and artistic skill the abOTigines of this continent present striking 
elements of contrast to many of the races of the old world in corresponding stages of devel
opment. The Eskimos carve their bone and ivory into ingenious representations of the 
fauna of their in.hospitable clime; and draw in well-etched outline, on the handles of 
their weapons and implements of the chase, spirited representations of the incidents of 
their hunter life; while the rude tribes of our great NOTth-West, and those of the Pacific 
Coast and islands of British Columbia, not only copy the familiar animal and vegetable 
forms surrounding them; but rnpresent with no less ingenious verisimilitude novel 
objects of European art brought under their notice. This imitative faculty shows 
itself i:q. many ways : as in plaited and woven grass and quill-work, decorated- with pic
torial devices wrought as patterns, with coloured grasses and dyed porcupine quills, in the 
process of plating or weaving. Again it is seen in pottery ornamented with floral patterns, 
or modelled into human and animal forms. Not less curious are the arts and architechue of 
the Haidas of the Queen Charlotte Islands, with their elaborately carved monumental posts, 
and the decorative ornamentation of their village lodgl'S. The analogies which their art 
presents to some of the most characteristic sculptures of the ruined cities of Yucatan, as 
aheady noted, are replete with interest; marking for us traces of a long-extinct civilization; 
and surviving, like half obliterated foot-prints, in confirmation of other indications, derived 
from (:mstoms and language, of ancient routes of migration; and of early intercourse, if not 
of a common relationship, between savage tribes of our Canadian North-Wl'St and Pacific 
coasts and the ancient civilized nations of Central America and the Me4 ican plateau. 

It is sad, surely, to realize the fact that the glimpse we thus catch of those artistic 
Haidas of the Queen Charlotte Islands, with all their peculiar aptitude in carving and 
constructive skill, is that of a vanishing race. Yet it cannot be said of the Haida, that "he 
dies and giyes no sign." On the contrary his ingenious arts embody far-reaching glimpses 
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of a remote past, the full significance of which has yet to be determined. They help us 
moreover, in the interpretation of other records of a like kind, such as those of the long
vanished Mound ;Builders, by w horn the fertile valleys of the Ohio and the Mississippi 
were occupied in America's prehistoric times. With the aid of their <'arvings and pottery 
we learn much regarding their physical aspect, the range of their geographical experience, 
their intercourse with remote regions, and probably with diverse tribes, extending from 
the rich copper regions of Lake Superior to the Gulf of Mexico. We have mate1·ial also for 
gauging their mental capacity and intellectual development; though this is a problem 
requiring wise caution in the attempt to solve it, whether the Teference be to the ingenious 
ivory-carvers and draftsmen of Europe's palrnolithic dawn, or to the potters and pipe
sculptms among the races of this continent. The arts of the sayagc Haidas show how 
great may be the artistic development within certain narrow limits, perpetuating mimetic 
skill and an inherited conventional art, through many generations; and yet accompanied 
by no corresponding traces of civilization in other directions. On the otheT hand, the mar
vellous geometrical earth-works which have been justly accepted as the tTue characteristics 
of the vanished race of the Ohio valley perpetuate for us the perplexing e--vidence of a sin
gular geometrical skill among a people with whom the metallm•gic arts were in the simplest 
elementary stage. 

By those, and the like means, we recover glimpses of an ancient past for our new world, 
as for the old. Prehistoric they are for us, though how old we cannot as yl·t pretend to guess; 
for, after all, antiquity is a very relative thing·. The landing of Julius Crnsar is among the 
oldest of definite events for the British historian. For Rome it was an achiPvement of 
very late date ; and as for Greece, Carthage, Phamicia, or Egypt, their histories had 
already come to an end long before that of England had its beginning·. For our "\V cstern 
World, even now anything dating before the landing of Columbm; seems remote as 
era of Menes to the Egyptologist ; and yet for England that is the time of her Tudors, 
and already modern. But Greenland has disclosed in our own day graven runic 
memorials which place beyond all question a far older knowledge of AmeTica Tevealed 
to European explorers. During a TPcent visit to Copenhagen, I examined with peculiar 
interest, the runic monuments recoyere<l from Iga.llico, Ikigeit, Kingiktorsoak, and other 
settlements of the old Northmen of Greenland: memorials of Eric the Red, the founder 
of the first colony of Northmen beyond the Atlantic, about the year 1,000; and of Lief: his 
son, who, according to the old Eric saga, sailed southward in quest of other lands; and for 
whose traces the antiquaries of Rhode Island and other New England Stnks have searched 
with becoming enthusiasm. The Dighton Rock is familiar now to all American anti
quaries; foT no Behistun cuneiforms, or triliteral Rosetta Stone, ever recL·ived more faithful 
study. The more substantial Round Tower of Newport, Rhode Island, long furnished another 
well-accredited memorial of the exploration of New England by the Northmen of the 
eleventh century. Professor Rafn and his brother antiquaries of Co1wnhagen welcomed 
the dubious relics with undoubtiug faith; and the authentication of them in the 
Antiquitates Arnericance gave them for a time a well-accreditL•d guaranil>L' of genuineness. But 
the runes of the Dighton Rock have vanished, with the faith of their too cn·<lulous inter
preters; and as for the Newport Round Tower,-one of the fow genuine historical rains of 
the New World, north of Mexico,-its chief associations are now with the YL'nerable poet, so 
recently passed away from us in the Tipe maturity of years and fame, who linked its 
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ancient walls with more genuine Norse sentiment in his fine ballad of " The Skeleton in 

Armour." 
The poet, William Monis, in his "Earthly Paradise," represents the Vikings of the 

14th century, following the old leadings of Leif Ericson across the Atlantic in search of 

the earthly paradise:-

" That desired gate 
To immortality and blessed rest 
-Within the landless waters of the "\Yest." 

The time chosen by the poet is that of England's EdwaTd III., and still more, of 
England's Chaucer. But in reality all memory of the land which lay beyond the waters of 
the Atlantic had faded as utterly from the minds of Europe's mariners, in that 14th century, 
as in the older days when Plato restored a lost Atlantis to give local habitation to his ideal 
Republic; and when the idea revived in the closing years of the 15th century, not as a 
philosophic dream, but as a legitimate induction of science : the reception w hieh it met 
with from the embodied wisdom of that age, curiously illustrates the common experience 
of the pioneers in every path of novel discovery. 

To Columbus, with the wdl-defined faith in the spherical form of the earth which 
gave him confidence to steer boldly westward in search of the Asiatic Cipango, the existence 
of a world beyond the Atlantic was no mere possibility. So eaTly, at least, as 1-!7-! he had 
conceived the design of reaching Asia by sailing to the West ; and in that year he is known 
to have expounded his plans to Paolo Toscanelli, the learned Florentine physician and 
cosmographer, and to have received from him hearty encouragement. Assuming the 
world to be a sphere, he fortunately erred alike in under-estimating its size, and in 
over-estimating the extent to which the continent of Asia stTetched away to the east
ward. In this way he diminished the distance between the coasts of Europe and Asia ; 
and so, when at length he sighted the new-found world of the -west, so far from dreaming 
of another ocean wider than the Atlantic between him and the object of his quest, he 
unhesitatingly designated the nati-n~s of Guanahani, or San Salvador, " Indians," in the 
confident belief that this was an outlying coast of Asiatic India. Nor was his reasoning 
unsound. He sought, and would have found a western route to that old east by the very 
track he followed, had no American contin:ent intervened. It was not till his third voyage 
that the great Admiral for the first time beheld the nPw continent,-not indeed the Asiatic 
mainland, nor even our northern continent,-but South Anwrica, and the embouchures of 
the Orinoco riYer, with its mighty volume of fresh water, proving beyond dispute that it 
drained an area of vast extent, and opened up access far into the interi01· of a new world. 

Columbus had realized his utmost anticipations, and died in the belief that he had 
reached the eastern shotes of Asia. Nor is the triumph in any degTee lessened by this 
assumption. The dauntless navigator, pushing on ever westward into the mysterious waters 
of the unexplored Atlantic in search of the old East, presents the most marvellous example 
of pure faith that S(·ience can adduce. To estimate all that that faith implied, we have to 
turn back to a period when his unaccomplished purpose rested solely on that sure and well· 
grounded faith in the demonstrations of science. 

In the city of Salamanca, there assembled in the Dominican convent of San Esteban 
' in the year 1487, a learned and orthodox conclave, summoned by Prior Fernando de Talavera, 
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to pro1\mnce judgment on the theory propounded by Columbus, and dt•(·ide whether in that 
most catholic of Christian kingdoms, on the very eve of its final triumph over the infidel, 
it was a permissible belief that this Western World of ours had even a possible existence. 
Columbus set before them the scientific demonstration ·which constituted for himself 
indisputable evidence of an ocean highway across the Atlantic to the continent beyond. 
'l'he clerical ·council included professors of mathematics, astronomy and geography, as well 
as other learned friars and dignitaries of the church: probably as respectable an assemblage 
of cloister-bred pedantry and orthodox consernttism as that 16th century' could produce. 
Philosophical deductions were parried by ~ quotation from St. Jerome or St. Augustine; 
and mathematical demonstrations by a figuratiYe text of Scripture; and in spite alike of 
the sL·ience and the devout rdigious spirit of Columbus, the dfrines of Salamanca pro
nounced the idea of the earth's spherical form to be heterodox; and declared a belief in 
antipodes incompatible with the historical traditions of the Christian faith: since to assert 
that there were inhabited lands on the opposite side of the globe would be to maintain 
that there were nations not descended from Adam, it being impossible for them to have 
passed the interyening ocean. 

It may naturally excite a smile to thus find the ycry dhnological problem of this 
19th century thus dogmatically produced four CL·nhuies earlier to prove that America was 
an impossibility. But in rnality this ethnological prnblem long continued in all ways to 
affect the question. Among the yarious evidences which Columbus adduced in confirma
tion of his heliPf in the existence of a continent beyond the Atlantic, was the report brought 
to him by his own brother-in-law, Pedro Conea, that the bodies of two dead men had lwen 
cast ashore on the island of Flores, differing (•ssentially from any known race, "yery broad
faced, and diverse in aspect from ChTistians ;" and, in truth, the more widely they differed 
from all familiar ChTistian humanity, the more probable did their existence appear to the 
men of that 15th century. Hence f-:hakPspP:ue's marvellous creation of his Caliban. Up·warcls 
of a century and half had then elapsed Rince Columbus retuTned ·with the news of a world 
beyond the Western Ocean; yet still to the men of Shakespeare's day, the strange regions of 
which Columbus, Amerigo Vespucri, Gomara, Lane, Harriot, and Raleigh wrote, seemed 
more fitly occupied by Calibans, and the like rude approximations to humanity, than by 
men and women in any degree akin to ourselves. Othello indeed only literally Teproduces 
Raleigh's account of a strange people on the Caoro, in Guiana. He had not, indeed, himself, 
got sight of those marvellous Ewaipanoma, though anxious enough to do so. Their eyes, as 
reported, were in thPir shoulders, and their mouths in the middle of their breasts; nor could 
the truth be doubted, since every child in the proYinces of Arromaia and Canuri affirmed the 
same. The founder of Virginia, assuredly one of the most sagacious men of that wise 
Elizabethan era, and with all the experience which travel supplies, ren•rts again and again 
to this strange new-world race, as to a thing of which he entertained no doubt. The 
designation of Shakespeare's Caliban, is but an anagram of the epithet which Raleigh 
couples with the specific designation of those monstrous d WPllers on the Caoro. "To the west 
of Caroli," he says, '' are din~rs nations of Cannibals, and of those Ewaipanoma without 
heads." Of "such men, whose head stood in tht·ir lm·asts," Gonsalo, in ·' The Tempest" 
remincl.s his companions, as a tale which every voyager hrin!1,·s back "good warrant of"; 
and so, it was in all honesty that Othello entertained Desdemona with the story of his 
adventtues :-
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"Of moving accidents by flood and field, 
An<l of tho Cannibals that each other eat, 
The ~\nthropophagi, an<l men whose heads 
Do grow beneath their shoulders." 

The idea of an island-woTld lying in some unexplored ocean, apart from the influences 
which affect humanity at large, with beings, institutions, and a civilization of its own, had 
been the dream of very divt>rse minds. When indeed we recall what the rude Norse galley of 
Eric the Red must have been; and what the little "Pinta" and the" Nina " of Columbus
the latter with a now of only 24 men,-actually were ; and remember, moreover, that the 
pole star was the sole compass of the earlier explorer: there seems nothing improbable in 
the assumption that the more arn·ient voya~·ers from the Mediterranean, who claimed to 
have <"ircumnavigah·d Africa, and were familiar "\Vith the islands of the Atlantic, may have 
found their way to the great continent which lay lwyond. Vague intimations, derived 
seemingly-from Egypt, en,·onraged the belief in a submerged island or continent, once the 
seat of arts and learning, afaT on the Atlantic main. The most definite narrative of this 
yanished continent is that rPcoTded in the " Timmus " of Pl3:to, on the authOTity of an account 
which Solon is affi.Tmed to ha,'1\ reL·eived from an Egyptian priest. According to the latter 
the temple-Tecords of the Nile prc·sPTn'd the traditions of times reaching back far beyond 
the infantile fables of the Gn·Pks. Yet, e-n•n these preserved some mem.ory of deluges and 
convulsions by which the eaTth had been revolutionized. In one of them the vast Island 
of Atlantis-a continent laTger than Libya and Asia conjoined,-had been engulfed in the 
ocean which bears its name. This o~ean-world of fancy or tradition, Plato reyi·rnd as the 
seat of his imaginary commonwealth; and it had not long become a world of fact when 
Sir Thomas More madt~ it anew the seat of his famous Utopia, the exemplar of" the best 
state and fonn of a public weale." "Unfortunately," as the author quatntly puts it: "neither 
we remembered to enquire of Raphael, the companion of Amerike Vespuce on his third 
yoyage. nOT he to tell us in what part of the new world Utopia is situate": and so there 
is no Teason why we should not locate the seat of this perfect commonwealth within our 
own young Dominion, so soon as we shall have merited it by the attainment of such 
Utopian perfodihility in our polity. 

But it is not less cuTious to note the tardiness with which, after the discovery of the 
new world had been placed beyond question, its true significance was comprehended even 
by men of culture, and abreast of the general know ledge of their time. Peter Giles, indeed, 
citizen of Antw1·rp, and assumed confidant of " MasteT More," writes with well simulated 
grief to the Right Hon. Connsdlor HieTome Busl yde : " as touching the situation of the 
island, that is to say, in what part of the world Utopia standeth, the ignorance and lack 
whereof not a little "!;roubleth 3,nd grieveth Mastl'T MoTe :" but as he had allowed the 
oppoTtunity of ascPTtaining this important fact to slip hy; so the like uncertainty long after 
mystified current ideas rr~·arding ne,v-found world. Ere the "Flowers of the Forest" had 
been weL1 ded away on Flodden Hill, the philosophers and poets of the liberal court of 
JamL'S IV. of ~cotland, had learned in some ,-ag·1w way of the n·cPnt discovery; and so the 
~cottish port, Dunhar, Tefleding on the king':-; promise of a benefice still unfulfilled, hints 
in his poem ,; Of the world's instabilitie," that eTen had it come "fra ( \llicut and the new 
found Isle '' that lit's beyond " the great sea-ocean, it might hani co men in shorter while." 
Upwards of twenty years had passed since the return of the great discoverer from his 
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adventurous voyage; but the Novus Orbis was then, and long afterwards continued to be, 
an insubstantial fancy; for after nearly another. twenty yPan; had elapsed SiT David 
Lindsay, in his "Dreme," represents Dame Remembrance as his guide and instructor in 
all heavenly and earthly knowledge; and among the rest, he Rays:-

" She gart me dearly understand 
How that the Earth tripartite was in three; 
In Afric, Europe, and Asie ; 

the latter being in the Orient, while Africa and Europe still constitute the Ocrident, or 
western world. Many famous isles situated in "the ocean-sea" also attract his notice; but 
"the new found isle" of the elder poet had ob-dously faded from the memory of that 
younger generation. 

Another century had nearly run its course since the eye of Columbus beheld the long
expected land, when, in 1590, Edmund Spenser crossed the Irish Channel, bringing with 
him the first three books of his" Faerie l,lueen ;" in the introduction to the secC?nd of which 
he thus defends the verisimilitude of that land of fancy in which the scenes of his" famous 
antique history" are laid:-

" Who ever heard of th' Indian Peru ? 
Or who in venturous vessel measured 

The Amazon, huge river, now found true? 
Or fruitfullest Virginia who did ever view? 

Yet all these were, when no man did them know, 
Yet have from wisest ages hidden been; 

And later times things more unknow shall show. 
Why then should witless man so much misween 

That nothing is but that which he hath seen ? 
"'hat if within the moon's fair shining sphere; 

·what if in every other star unseen, 
Of other worlds he happily should hear? 

He wonder would much more; yet such to some appear." 

Raleigh, the discoverer of ViTginia, was Spenser's special friend, his "Shepherd of the 
Ocean," the patron under whose advice the poet visited England with the first instalment 
of the Epic, which he dedicated to Qneen Elizabeth, "to live with the eternity of her 
Fame." Yet it is obvious that to Spenser's fancy this western continent was then scarcely 
more substantial than his own Faerie land; in truth still almost as much a world apart as 
if Raleigh and his adventurous crew had sailed up the blue vault of heaven, and brought 
back the story of another planet on which it had been their fortune to alight. 

Nor had such fancies wholly vanished long afteT the voyage across the Atlantic had 
become a familia1· thing. It was in 1723 that the philosophical idrafo,t, BeTkeley,-after
wards Bishop of Cloyne,-formulated a more definite and yet not lc~s visionary Utopia 
than that of fiir Thomas More. He was about to organize " among the English in our 
\Vcstern plantations" a seminary v,rhich was designed to train the young Amcrirnn savages, 
make them Masters of Arts, and fit instruments for the rcgl'lH'ration of their o-wn people; 
while the new Aoademe was to accomplish no less for the re formation of manners and morals 
among his own race. In his fancy's choice he gave a pn·ference, at first for Bl•rrnuda, or the 
Somer's Islands, as the site of his collcgr• ; and "presents th1~ bright vision of an academic 
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home in those fafr lands of the West, whose idyllic bliss poets had sung, from which Chris
tian civilization mio·ht be made to radiate over this yast continent with its magnificent 
possibilities in the future history of the race of man." It was while his mind was pre
occupied with this fine ideal "of planting Arts and Learning in America" that he wrote 
the well known lines :-

" There shall be sung another golden age, 
The rise of empire and of arts ; 

The good and great inspiring epic rage, 
The wisest heads and noblest hearts. 

~ ot such as Europe breeds in her decay : 
Such as she bred when fresh and young, 

,\'hen heavenly flamo did animate her clay, 
By future poets shall be sung. 

We"tward the course of empire takes its way; 
The four first acts already past, 

A fifth shall close the drama 1Yith the day; 
Time's noblest offspring is the last." 

The visionary philosopher followed up his project so far as to transport himself-not 
to the Summer Islands of which ""\Yaller had sung ;-but to Rhode Island, where he 
sojourned for three }'l"'ars, in plea~ant seclusion and meditatiYe work. He rejoiced in the 
"still air of delightful studies;" planned many pPrfoct Utopias; speculated on spare and time, 
and objective idealism ; and then bade farewe 11 to America, and to his romantic dream of 
regenerated savages and a renovated world. Yet the refined metaphysical idealist was by 
no means the latest dreamer of such dreams. In our own century, Southey, Coleridge, 
and the little band of Bristol enthusiasts who planned their grand pantisocratic scheme of 
intellectual communism, created for themseln·s, ,vith like fertile fancy, a Utopia of their 
own "where Susquehana pours his untamed stream"; and many a later dreamer has 
strin·u afkr like ideal perfectibility in "peaceful Freedom\; undivided dale." 

In truth, in all ways ,rn are reminded that this is a new world, still young and san
guine; familiar with the splendor of its own ,n·sterli suns; and seeing in them only the 
promi~es of a brighter morrow. The thoughtful student of hi~tory cannot look on the mar
vellous advantage:3 and all the wondrous capacities of this young country ·without anticipat
ing for it a great future. And why should not young Can:.1(la indulge the amplest hopes 
of youthful fancy, on which no thought of the impossible intrudes? 

" ::\fay be wildest dreams 
Are but tlw needful preludes of the truth. 
This fine young world of ours is but a child 
Yet in the go-cart. Patience! give it time 
To learn its limbs: there is a hand that guides." 

With all the impulsive eagerness of youth, as the leaders of thought and of action, alike in 
the neighbouring young Republic, and in our still more youthful Dominion, take each new 
step, it is with a consciousness that it is a first step, untrnmmelled by the traditions and 
the conventionalities inherited from an ancient past ; "a happy dime," as, ·with Bishop 
Berkely, we would fondly hdil'H\ 
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" ·where nature guides and virtue rules; 
"\Vhere men shall not impose for truth and sense 
The pedantry of courts and schools." 

11 

The poet Longfello-\v-in the highest characteristics of his genius as a sweet singer, a 
true link between Old and New England,-has very recently passed away from us ; and 
as I note the movement for some fitting monumental memorial of New England's 
poet, the fact serves to recall the characteristic terms with which, in very recent years, 
Bayard Taylor thus dedicated the monument "'to another of the New England poets: Fitz
greene Halleck. " We have been eighty years an organized nation ; ninety-three years an 
independent people; more than two hundred years an American race: and to-day, for the 
first time in our history, we meet to dedicate publicly, with appropriate honors, a monu
ment to an American poet." 

Since then the youthful American Republic, vigorous offspring of old England, has 
attained her majority; and at the grand centennial gathering at Philadelphia, in May, 1876, 
the poet Whittier's graceful invocation, after craving that beneath our Western skies may 
be fulfilled "the Orient's mission of good will," thus closed the nation's appeal to "our 
father's God":-

"0 ! make Thou us, thro' centuries long, 
· In peace secure, and justice strong; 
Around our gift of f~eedoni draw 
The safeguards of Thy righteous law, 
And, cast in some diviner mould, 
Let the new cycle shame the old !" 

We are this day inaugurating a movement of which it may suffice to say that, as 
yet it presents no greater significance than did the little club, by and by designated by-Mr. 
Boyle "The Invisible Society," which, in 1645 and following years-while England was 
preoccupied with her great civil war,-held its meeting at Dr. Goddart's lodgings to con
sider points of philosophical interest. From thence it moved to Gresham College ; and 
there, or at W adham Hall, Oxford, or again at the lodging of Mr. Boyle, the little coterie of 
philosophers gravely discussed, e. g., the truth of Schotter's affirmation, "that a fish 
suspended by a thread would turn towards the wind;" or tested by crucial experiment the 
opinion that a spider could not get out of a space enclosed within a circle of powdered 
unicorn's horn! Yet this is the body which only seventeen years later received from the 
restored Charles II. its charter of corporation as the Royal Society; and which includes in 
its illustrious roll of Fellows the names of Wren, Halley, Newton, Davy, and the whole 
intellectual peerage of England. 

Intellect and genius are limited neither by race nor geographical boundary. Let us 
hope and believe that in the future of onr young Dominion men will arise to bear a part 
in letters and science not less worthy than those ·who figure on England's golden roll. If, 
when that consummation has been achieved, our work of to-day should be reverted to; even 
as we have recalled that little gathering of England's scientific pioneers in Dr. Goddart's 
parlour: the name of" Royal Society "-whatever may then be the political organization of 
Canada,-will rncall the circumstances of its origin 1{nder the special encouragement of His 
Excellency, the Marquis of Lorne, as the representative of a Queen whose name-like 
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that of the great Elizabeth,-will be associated in future ages, with an era of pre-eminent 

distinction in letters and science. 
In conclusion, I may be permitted to add, as in no degree foreign to the legitimate 

objects of a section ,vhieh embraces History as well as Literature, that, whatever may be 
the new relations or the modified orO'anization of this Dominion : " far on in summers 

' t, 

that we shall not see," the confederation which has thus sprung into being from the ex-
tension of responsible constitutional Government by Great Britain to the united Provinces 
of British North America, under a vice-regal representative of the Crown, presents features 
whiqh cannot fail to awaken interest in the thoughtful student of history. What we look 
for in vain in the relations of Phamicia Cartharrp Greece, or Rome, to their provincial ' :-:, ' 
states and colonies ; and what Venice, Portugal, Spain, Fmnce and Holland, have alike 
failed to achieve in modern centuries, has become for us an accomplished fact. The colonies 
of Greece were indeed bound to the Hellenic centre by community of language, Tace, and 
faith; even as the republican Anglo-American cannot, if he would, wholly alienate him
self from the old land and race ·with which he shares in common 

"The tongue 
That Shakespeare spoke; the faith and morals holds 
,Yhich Milton held." 

But history has no parallel to this novel experience of a free people, the occupants of a vast 
region stretching from the Atlantic to the Pacific, enjoying all constitutional rights, elect
ing their own parliaments, organizing an armed militia, controlling customs, immigration, 
and all else that pertains to independent self-government, '" hile they continue to cherish 
the tie which binds them to the Mother Country, to claim a share in all her triumphs, and 
to render a willing homage to the Representative of the Crown. 

Whatever our aspirations may be, it is surely no mean privilege which we share in our 
relations to the world-wide empire of Britain; to her who has been the exemplar of the 
nations in the freedom of self-goveTI1meut : to have thus far solved, for her and with her, 
the problem of colonial relationship in a free state. We thus present to the world a social 
and political achievement such as, till now, the wisest of ancient and modern nations had 
alike failed even to aim at; and so have wrought out, on a true basis, a system whereby 
the colonies and dependencies of Britain, scattered as they arn on every continent, and in 
farthest oceans, may perpetuate their relations with the Mother Country, while partaking of 
all the blessings of her well-regulated freedom; or may be trained to emulate her example 
as independent states. 
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On the Establishment of Free PnbUc Libraries in Gmwda. 

By DR .. A.LPHEUS TODD, Librarian of Parliament, Canada. 

(Read May 25, 1882.) 

[Abstract.] 

In the machinery of modern progress no-,v in operation, whether in Europe or 
America, free libraries, accessible to all classes, occupy a conspicuous place. But it is only 
·within the last half century that the attempt has been made in England to introduce 
these useful institutions to public notice. In 1849 a select committee of the House of 
Commons was appointed to inquire into existing public libraries in the kingdom, and into 
the best means of extending their number, especially in large to-wns. Upon the close of 
this inquiry an Act was passed authorizing municipalities in towns and cities to leyy a 
small rate for this object. The Act was afterwards applied to Scotland and Ireland. It 
has since been amended so as to gi ye it a wider operation ; and a measure is now before 
the Imperial Parliament to consolidate the existing law, and to increase its utility. It is 
proposed to extend the Act to the rural districts, so that thinly settled neighbourhoods 
may combine with places adjacent in order to secure the benefits of a free libmry. 

From recent information we gather that most of these infant depasitaries of know
ledge, though they have usually commenced their operations in a very humble way, have 
gradua11y become flourishing and well frequented. There has been a steady increase in 
the demand for free libraries, especially in English towns. In some populous places, such 
as Birmingham and Manchester, the libraries have proved a marked success. Under 
admirable management they have attracted crowds of readers, which is a substantial proof 
of their educational value. The books have been selected with special reference to the 
wants of the particular district, or to th~ pursuits of the students. The mechanic or 
inventor, the lover of art, the social reformer, the budding politician, have each been 
provided with the necessary WOTks for instruction in their respective branches of know
ledge. And for the general reader, to whom books are a mere recreation, agreeable and· 
wholesome literary food has been supplied, which has helped to preserve them from 
grosser temptations, and to enlarge, if not to elevate, their mental vision. 

With such decided benefits attending the introduction of free public libraries into 
the United Kingdom, it is obvious that it would be a great desideratnm if ·we could 
establish similar institutions amongst ourselves. The time has undoubtedly anived when 
efforts in this direction, if judiciously made, might be expected to succct•d. 

Already the Province of Ontario has taken the initiafrve in this good work. At the 
last session of the Local Legislature, an Act was passed (Ont. Stat. 1882, ch. 22), to which 
his Honour the Lieutenant-Governor, in his prorogation speech, referred in the fo11o,ving 
appropriate terms:-" I congratulate you upon the pasRag1' of an Act which iR intended 
to enable the municipalities to found free libraries, and maintain them in an efficient 
condition by le'1"ying a rate, 80 small as to be almost inappreciable in its incidence. The 
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advantao-es capable of beino- derived from this measure are so manifold that I shall be glad o b 

to learn that Pxtcnf--i·rn application is made of the provisions of the law." 
But it is not enough that legislative authority has been granted for this purpose; 

neither will the response of the municipalities, by sanctioning the levy of a mte, be suffi
cient. Something more is needed, and that is the active co-operation of intelligent citizens 
in each locality. This is indispensable in OTder to giYe life and energy to this movement; 
and this, it may be hoped, will not be wanting in Upper Canada. The result of the 
experiment in Ontario will be of no small interest to the other provinces of the Dominion. 

I am not unmindful of the fact that the experiment in Ontario is not altogether new. 
More than thirty yeaTS ago the lamented Dr. Egerton Hyerson, included in his great and 
comprehensive plan of public instruction, the foundation of township libraries throughout 
the province. But this attempt was attended with vmy partial success. The township 
libraries still exist; but, in most places, it is reported that they do not thrive or give 
general satisfaction. Two causes, I think, have contributed to their failure. Firstly, the 
township libraries were established on the principle that Government aid, to an extent 
equal at leas_t to that of local contributions, might always be expected. !'his forced the 
libraries prematurely; whilst their growth, to be healthy, should hav-e been the result of 
spontaneous action, put forth in places where the necessity for a free public library had 
been felt, and acknowledged by the prepoi:iderating voice of the community. Secondly, 
these township libmries were supplied with books from a central depository, where they 
had been purchased wholesale, and copies of the same work were distributed evei·ywhere. 
Such a cast-iron method of forming libraries throughout the land is obviously objection
able. It destroys the individuality which should characterize every separate library as 
well as every individual man. There are undoubtedly certain standard works of reference 
which aTe indispensable in all public librnries, but upon this foundation a supeTstructure 
should be built in accordance with the pTedominant tastes. mental puTsuits, or class of 
studies to ·which the mass of the frequenters of the library may specially incline·. If at 
the outset this cannot be ascertained, it should be tlw aim of those who are deputed to 
select the books io give at least a distincti-re charncter to each collection by making a 
specialty of some paTticnlaT subject. This would rendcT every libraTy an object of interest 
to the country at large, as well-as a vehicle of instruction and enteTtainment to its owners. 
The lack of specialties in any librnTy not merely brings the collection down to a monoto
nous and uninteresting level, but to an equal extent lessens its attraction and impairs its 
usefulness. 

In these days of mental actiYity every public library should, as far as possible, keep 
pace with the times. The peculiarities of each collection will naturally depend upon 
local considerations, and upon the disposition and requiTements of its supporters. But 
besides this there is apparent in self-governing communities an increasing interest in the 
great questions of the day. New topics are continually arising upon ·which it is .the 
natural desire of all intelligent persons to obtain accurate information. "The Literature 
of Public Questions" must, therefore, find a prominent place in all popular libraries; and 
in proportion as this want is well supplied we may estimate their practical value to the 
p~op!e. If :omplete in this department, members of town or county councils, of a pro
vmcial Legislature, or of a Federal PaTliament, will alike possess equal facilities for 
studying the history and p1·esent aspect of questions, in the settlement or application 
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• 
whereof-in their respective positions-they must necessarily be occupied. The worth 
of such knowledge can scarcely be oyenated; and this consideration alone should suffice 
to induce all well-wishers of Canada's advancement to favour the setting up of free public 
libraries in eve1y possible direction. 

But it is not merely on account of their practical utility that these institutions are 
desirable. Amusement and recreation are essential to humanity. A public library is not 
only helpful to the student and the brninworker in their graver pursuits, it should likewise 
supply the means of entertainment for all. My long experience as a literary caterer 
enables me to assert that no men enjoy a well written novel with keener relish and none 
derive more refreshment from its perusal than the hard-worked lawyer or politician, to 
whom such recreation is often as much a necessity as it is a gratification. 

Moreover, by the judicious supply of a due proportion of fiction in e,¥ery free library, 
you interest a larger section of the public in its support. You will thus enlist the ladies 
on your side, and will delight the young whilst you satisfy the old. Readers for mere 
pastime will probably constitute the majority everywhere; yet ev.en amongst this class 
many may be weaned, by the attraction of entertaining books, from the gross but seductive 
pleasures of sensual indulgence. 

There are very few public libraries in Europe or America that do not contain a consi
derable number of novels. From an estimate carefully prepared some years ago, I a:--sume 
that our library of Parliament has a much smaller proportion of light reading than any 
corresponding collection on either continent, with two or three exceptions. But on refer
ring to the statistics of the Manchester free library-which is perhaps the best selected, 
if not 'altogether the largest of the kind in Great Britain-the proportion of fiction to 
other works read in the library is about one-third, so that for every book of mere amuse
ment perused in that institution two works of solid instruction a1·e consulted. But, in 
addition, books are loaned to outside readers. To such the proportion of fiction distributed 
is greater. It includes five-eighths of the entire circulation of the year. 

The average circulation of books in and out of the library of Parliament, for three 
years in succession, affords us very similar results. Of books read in the library, or 
consulted during session, fully two-thiTds are of a solid useful description, whilst of 
those loaned to the general public, out of session, probably five-ejghths are works of imagi
nation. 

The annual additions to the library of Parliament in the shape of fiction are few and 
not costly. We possess a large though not a complete collection of the standard British 
novelists. These books could scarcely be omitted from any free library, for the reasons 
already stated. But, on the other hand, the guardians of such institutions, in the selec
tion of books, should be careful to exclude from theh shelves all works which have a 
tendency either to subvert the public morals or to encourage the spread of infidelity. They 
should be alive to the great responsibility of placing within indiscriminate reach books 
which are calculafrd to undermine morality or religion. If indi-viduals insist on perusing 
such works, let it not be at the public expense, or in depositories accessible to the public 
generally. 

Upon the opening of the Manchester free library in September, 1852, many persons of 
distinction in literature assembled to do honour to the occa:-;ion. Amongst the number 
was Charles Dickens. Called upon for a speech, he said, with his customary felicity, 
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much that was both witty and ·wist>. In particular, he g:.ffc a humorous description of 
his fruitless endeayours, during several years, to comprehend the meaning of the current 
phrase, "the Manchester school." He had gone hitht>r and thither vainly imploring 
explanation. Some people told him it was "all cant," others confidently asserted that it 
was "all cotton." But, he said, in that room his doubts were suddenly dispelled. Looking 
around, he now saw that " the Manchester school " was a library of books, open for the 
instruction of all classes, whether rieh or poor. May the time soon come, he added, when 

all our towns and cities shall possess as good a seminary. 
Following up this train of thought, another great author, who was present, Edward 

Bulwer, Lord Lytton, quaintly remarked, that "a library is not only a school, it is an 
arsenal and an armoury. Books are weapons, either fOT war or self-defence. And the prin
ciples of chivalry are as applicable to the student now, as they ever were to the knight 
of old. To defend the weak, to resist the oppressor, to add to courage humility, to give to 
man the service and to God the glory, is the student's duty now as it was once the duty 

of the knight." 
I owe these apposite quotations to a writer of special authority upon the subject 

matter of this essay, namely Mr. Edwards, the first librarian of the Manchester Free 
Library, whose work on "Free Town Libraries, their formation, management, and history," 
would be yery serviceable to the advocates and promoters of similar institutions in Canada. 
The book was published simultaneously in London and in New York in 1869. * 

I cannot close my paper more suitably than by citing Mr. Edwards' words in summing 
up the advantages which, eyen at that early period in their annals, had already accrued 
from the establishment of free public libraries in the United Kingdom. 

"By the imposition of a rate so small that it can never become burdensome to any 
class of ratepayers, neaTly half a million Yulumes have been already provided for free 
public use, in thirty-four British towns. "\Yithout exception, the working of all the free 
libraries so established and brought into active operation has proYed eminently satisfactory 
to all classes of the ratepayers. It has largely promoted that indushial education which 
fits men for their spe::ifie callings in life, as well as that wider education which reaches 
farther and higher; and in not a fe"\"V towns the introduction of the rating principle has 
already proved itself to be not a discouragement, but a strong stimulant to the exerci~e of 
private liberality. For it is seen to giYe the best possible assurance that liberal efforts to 
promote the inkllectual self-culture of the present generation will continue to be productive 
of good to generations yet to come." 

* See also a pamphlet by ·w. S. Green, Li.brarian of the ,vorcester (Massachusetts) Free Public Library, 
entitled" Library aids, and guides for readers," published in Boston, in 1882. 

Since the publication of ::\[r. Edwards' volume, we learn that the steady growth of the Free Library system 
in Great Britain since lt-,,1 is shown by the fact that there are nmY over 80 distinct communities that possess Free 
Libraries. These institutions have in the aggregate nearly 2,500,000 (two million five hundred thousand) Yolumes, 
and their annual is:-;ne:-; run up to over nine million books. In twelve years the books contained in about two
thirds of the Librarips have been quadrupled. In twe.lYe rppresentatiYe t0m1s the following percentage shows the 
rn tc of the issue of novels in compaPison with all other books : The lowest gi w:-; 5G and the highest 77 per cent. 
(Library Association Conference, 1883.) 
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Language and Oonquest.-.A RetroBpect und a Forecast. 

By JOHN READE. 

(Read l\Iay 27, 1882.) 

[Abstract.] 

Real, permanent conquest is something more than that of mere physical force; and, 
though it may be initiated by the rough methods of war, is confirmed and perpetuated by 
moral agencies. It is a conquest of mind by mind, a conquest in which the victor is a 
teacher and the vanquished a learner. It is, in fact, a conquest of cfrilization. * Among the 
eYidences of this kind of conquest, by which a people's ideas of politics, of ethics and of 
religion are gradually but surely changed, that of language holds a prominent place. For 
its language is the expression of a nation's mind and character, and·comprises its spiritual 
aud intellectual history. 

As articulate speech, whether an inborn gift or developed as the need for it arose in 
the course of ages, is that faculty which distinguishes man from his humbler fellow
creatures, so there are grades in language which separate one race of men from another. 
The Aryan family is very definitely marked off from that of the Semites, while the 
differentiation is still more decided between either of these and the great horde of tongues 
outside their common pale. 

THE ALLOPHYLIA~ LANGU_-WE:S. 

The word Allophylian ·which has been applied to the latter is an expression of the 

defeat and despair which have hitherto attended all attempts at classification. Yet those 
languages, thus somewhat contemptuously lumped together under a common stigma of 
estrangement, are spoken by the vast majority of the world's inhabitants, and some of them 
have played no insignificant part in the drama of human 9-evelopment. They comprise the 
mother-tongues of the millions of dwellers on the steppes of Asia, in near and farther 
India, in China, Corea, and Japan, in Africa, Oceanica and America. They are· spoken by 

men of e-very hue, of every type of feature, of nearly l'Yery class of intelligence. The 
value of philology, as Dr. Tylor points out, is shown by the fad that, whereas by features 
alone it would haYe been impossible to distinguish some of the Semitic peoples from the 
mass of the dark-white nations, in language there is found an infa1lible criterion, where 
from mere physique we would hesitate in pronouncing a deci~ion. It is by this criterion 
we know that the Bai-;q ne, the Finn or the Magyar, however closely he may resemble his 
neighbor, in Spain, LiYonia or Hungary, is nevertheless of a totally diffeTcnt stock. 

*"It is intellect after all that conquers, not the strength of a man's arm."-Thoodoro Parker1 quoted in 

\rinchell's Preadamitcs, pp. 157, 158. 
Sec. II., 1882. 3 
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Canon Farrar says that, so small has been the importance of the Allophylian races, as 
contributors to the sum of human progress, if they were all .swept away from the face 
of the earth, vast as would be the numerical lacuna which they would leave in the 
population of the globe, "they would, with the exception of the Chinese, leave scarcely a 
single trace behind them in the religion, the history or the civilization of mankind." Still, 
neither themselves nor their languages are unworthy of careful study, and of late years 
some of the foremost intellects of both hemispheres have been unitedly endeavoring to throw 
light on that most interesting portion of them whose career was passed on our own 

continent. 
What has been the share of those races of scattered and isolated tongues on th_e general 

onward movement of humanity? Not so small, notwithstanding Dr. Farrar's adverse :ver
dict, as might at first appear. In Asia, as in Europe, and later on, in America, they occupied 
the place of aborigines to the Aryan or Indo-European colonies. If their speech was in far 
remote ti~es akin to 'that of either . Semite or Aryan, the missing link has not yet been 
found. . But a century ago no one dreamed that the Hindoo was the kinsman of the Anglo~ 
Saxon, the Celt and the Slav, and who can tell what disco"\f"eri~s of equal import m_ay be :in 
store for the diligent student of languages ? As science has already raised from the dead 
long buried races and·bre~thed life and majesty and beauty into tongues long silent, may 
it not yet reach still farther into the shadQwy past and, crossing the confines of the Aryari. 
realm, extend its conquests to .the time and place when Aryan and Turanian used a com.pion 
speech and worshipped at the same altar? * • The main difficulty, in contemplating the 
Babel of Allophylian tongues is the lack of any means of judging whether they have 
remained the same or nearly the same as they were when the undivided Aryans lived 
among those who spoke them. It may be that the sho~k .and attrition of rival tongues 
have so transformed them that the ancestbrs of those who speak them to-day would no 
longe1· recognize them if they. rose . from the dead. This is . the conclusion ·which some 
philologists have reached. Dr. Tylor says that the Chinese and the allied monosyllabic 
tongues, so often employed to illustrate what man's pTimitiye. speeGh may have been," may 
not be primitive at all, but may come of the falling-away of older complicated grammar." 

* I am not unaware that there is a school of philologists who maintain that in prehistoric times languages, 
instead of being fewer, were more numerous, than at present. The traditional notion of one original human speech 
bas been almost universally given up by men of science. Paley, in the preface to his." Hesiod," thus states the 
view of early multiplied languages: "If one language had been given to man at first, we cannot explain the 
phenomenon of great families of languages possessing hardly any (if any) common elements. But we can easily 
explain this by supposing them to have been separate and wholly independent creations of· the linguistic 
genius or fa(ulty of man, consequent on a distant and final dispersion of the first families." But even this view 
would not render hopeless the search after some essential bond of union between an Aryan or Semitic tongue and 
so!ie unit or cluster of the so-called Allophylian languages which in times far remote had strayed away from its 
kindred surroundings. Hitherto, however, some of the supposed links exhibited have been so obviously ab1mrd 
that even if a true bond of union were discovered, i~ might at first be looked upon with suspicion. Facts, never
theless, must ultimately assert themselves. The extraordinary discovery recently made (London Quarterly Review, 
July, 1882) of a connection between the most ancient literature of China and that of the Turanian founders of 
Babylon, when associated with the fact (as pointed out by Professor S;yce) that· the culture of the Babylonians, 
including the art of writing, had been communicated to the Hittites and by them to the people of Asia Minor 
long before the introduction of the Phrenician or Greek alpq.abet, tends to establish relations between the West 
and the far East hitherto undreamed of. (See Schlieman's "Ilios ", App. III). If succesfully followed up this 
di~c?very may show that our debt to the "Allophylian~" is greater than our Western pride would, perhaps; 
w1llmgly admit. · 
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And he reminds the advocates of the "primitfre" theory that "the Chinese nation, like 
the Egyptians and Babylonians, had been raised to a highly artificial civilization before the 
Phamicians and Greeks came out of barbarism." It is, moreoyer, the tendency of all lan
guages, in the course of time, to drop inflections, and the total lack of them in Chinese may 
simply be the result of exceedingly great antiquity. 

The monosyllabic language of China has been spoken by some persons whom the 
verdict of mankind has pronounced worthy of veneration. If we estimate their rank in 
the hierarchy of benefactors of their race, by the number of those on whose lives they 
have exercised a shaping and controlling influence, no Western sages can be compared 
with Confucius and Mencius. Nor are there any moral precepts, save those for which a 
higher than human origin is claimed, more adapted to make men wise and loving and 
happy than those of the Four Books, which bear the name of the great Chinese teachers. 
(See Pauthier's "Confucius et Mencius," passim). Of their pure and lofty morality, says M. 
Pauthier, we may well be proud, whatever be our progress in civilization. As to the literary 
value of the Chinese language, Dr. Farrar thinks that it has" far more right to stand on a line 
with Sanscrit than Hungarian, or even than Finnish, and far more right than Egyptian 
has to stand on a line with Hebrew." According to Archbishop Trench, the worth of a 
language and those who speak it has no better test than their proverbs and the Chinese 
language abounds in this specie~ · of condensed wisdom. As to Chinese poetry, Mr. Giles 
(than whom there is no better authority on the subject) writes as follows: "I am acquainted 
with nothing which could be taken as a better specimen of the highest flights of Chinese 
inspiration than that beautiful poem, Tennyson's "Dream of Fair Women." Can it be said 
that such a language, whose productions are models for the literary classes of half the 
world, a language which for over two millenniums has been the mother speech of states
men, poets, orators, inventors, warriOTs, merchants, manufacturers, and whose fame though it 
may not have reached as far west as the "Isles of the Gentiles," is a household word to 
500,000,000 of men, can have had an insignificant share in the enlightenment of the world 1 
To those who spoke it, even, we owe some of our most important inventions, arts and in
dustries, some of them the very mainspring of modern progress. Explorers have been 
busy during the last century among the ruins of Babylon, of the Nile lands, of Asia· Minor, 
of Greece, of Italy, ot the vanished races of our own continent. If China, too, were only 
known by its remains, archmologists would, probably, be equally interested in it. But, 
having survived every empire of both hemispheres, it lacks the charm we attach to what is 
dead." He whowould realize by analogy," says that wonderful genius of strange experiences, 
W. G. Palgrave, "what Egypt was in her earlier better days, qefore Hyksos or Persian, 
Greek or Roman, Arab or Turk, had dwarfed her down to their own lesser stature, let him 
visit Canton.*** There he may study the results of a government based on reverence, on 
guarded rank, on respected age ; of a priesthood kept within its proper limit:-; of ceremonial 
observance and rational rites, * * * of administrative wisdom wisely limiting itself to the 
good order, sufficiency and happiness of man's adual life.* * * Doubtless, there is much 
that China might advantageously learn from Europe; but Europe, too, unquiet, disintegrat
ing Europe, might, with, at least equal advantage, take more than one lesson from Cathay.'' 
Whatever may be said to the contrary, moreover, the power of China is by no means on the 
wane, and the re-conquest of Kuldja, the annexation of the Panthays, the awe with which 
the sovereigns of Pekin are regarded even in Nepaul, show that neither is the past forgot .. 
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ten nor ·ate its traditions unfelt. Now that the age of rail way construction has beg.un in 
a region where labour is so cheap, ere long the millions of China may be at the gates of 
Europe as they have already reached the Golden Gate of America, and, when they begin td 
swa.rm in force, who shall keep them back? Under new conditions the story of Attila may 
be repeated and, for good or ill, Europe and Asia as well as .A.E'ia and America, may be brought 
into industrial rivalry. Before such an inroad the tents of Shem and Japheth's enlarged 
borders cduld not lo:p_g hold out. And that this effusion from o:ver-crowded China must 
eventually take place is as certain as that a vessel filled beyond its cap~city must over
flow. In what way the event will modify the races and the civilization of the future it is 
not easy to say, but if we regard it as even remotely possible, it surely ought to induce the 
scholars and savants and statesmen of the Aryan West to study, more than they have hitherto 
done, the history, the language and the capabilities of that vast host of humanity of whose 
destined invasion the pioneers are already at our doors. 

In considering the conquests of the other Allophylian tongues of Asia; we have to 
deal with triumphs based.on forcible intrusion rather than on moral sway .. Some of th~m 
have, however, been no strangers to a ·literary culture of a comparatively high rank. But,' 
except in rare instances of self-abnegation, where scholars, "with nothing to tempt them 
but the love of truth, have turned aside from the Hesperian Gardens of Aryan Philology 
into the apparently barren fields of A.llophylian research," as yet little has been· done 
towards the formation of a just estimate of their importance. When Dr. Leyden, assisted 
by WiUie,m Erskine, translated from the Jaghatai Turki the "Memoirs of Mohammed 
Baber," Lord Jeffrey wrote that the strongest impression which the perusal of the work 
left on the m~nd, besides that of the boundlessness of authentic history, was that of the 
uselessness of all history that did not relate to our own fraternity of nations. That opinion 
still largely prevails. It has required all the learning, eloquence and enthusiasm of Max 
Muller, and · now and then a little pardonable exaggeration, to persuade his adoptive 
compatriots that the treasures of even Sanscrit literature are really worth examination. 
The languages of Corea, Japan,* Burmah and Siam, are cognate to the Chinese, though 
differing from it in important respects. The Pali, a sacred dialect, is interesting from its 
affinities to Sanscrit, as well as Chinese. The Prakrit of the J ainas and: the Javanese 
Kawi ar~ also sacred daughters of the Sanscrit. A struggle for the m~stery is now going on 
among the languages of the two g1·eat Indian peninsulas. Some have already retired 
baffled from the unequal contest, while others are undergoing metamorphosis from their 
contact with Eur~pean tongues. t The researches of Von Hammer, Europreus, Vambery, 
and other writers, have shown that the Turanian or Altayan group is not unworthy of 
careful and respectful study. The language of the Osmanli Turks ·is described as soft, 
harmonious and flexible, and its rules of gram·mar are simple and rational. · It is, indeed, 

* The literature of Japan is copious, dealing with history, poetry, drama, theology, ethics, science, art, indu~try 
and etiquette. Elaborate commentaries have been composed by the men of letters on the most important classics,. 
and treatise~ on grammar and philology are numerous. The Chrysanthemum, a, montly magazine, published at 
Yokohama, "for Japan and the far East", is edited with much ability and supplies English readers with valuable 
information· as to the 1ife, literature and general progress of the Empir!3, The agent in Canada is the Rev. W. H~ 
Withrow, D.D., Toronto. 

· t Ac,~ording to a recent census, the following languages are spoken in British Burmah: Burmese, Karen, 
Tulu, Shan, Chinese, Bengali, Hindustani, Tulugu, Tamil, English, Danish, French, German, Italian, Norwegian 
Portuguese and Swedish. 
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in the exceptional position of being superior to those who use it. Finnie and Hungarian 
have considerable literatures, and are well adapted for poetry. The Basque, which, not 
merely in Europe, but in the entire eastern hemisphere, i:-; a speech apaTt from all aTound 
it, has a peculiar interest for us from its affinities with some of the natiYe tongues of this 
continent. Of these, Mr. ~trong, in his "North Americans of Antiquity,': :-;ays that the 
number is estimated at thirteen hundred, and Mr. Hubert Bancroft, in his "Native Races 
of the Pacific States," has classified six hundred distinct languages bPtween· n_orthern 
Alaska and the Isthmus of Panama. But of these many are only dialects. Of all the 
American tongues,-the greatest antiquity is assigned to the Maya-Quiche, of ·which the 
characteristics are said to be "flexibility, expressiveness, vigour, approximating to harsh
ness," ·while it is also described as rich and musical in sound. As an instance of the 
extn·mes to which some theorists carry a favorite hobby, it may be mentioned that Dr. 
Plongeon sets down one-third of the Maya tongue as pure Greek! That which is now 
known as the Hihna, and is in use among the Indians of Peru, is important on account of 
the civilization of which it was once the medium, as is also, for a like reason, the Nahua 
·or Aztec. Of three important northern languages, Canadian clerg;ymen have recently 
published original dictionaries or revised editions of old ones. These are the Otchipwe 
(or Qjibway) Dictionary (with grammar) of Bishop Baraga, published in an improved form 
by Father Lacombe, the Dictionary (with grammar) of the Cree language, by the same 
authors, and the Abbe Cuoq's "Lexique de la langue iroquoise." The value of these 
works to the philologist, and to those engaged in mission work 9n Canadian territory, can 
hardly be oyer-estimated. Professor Campbell, of Montreal, has prepan:\d a comparative 
vocabulary of American Indian ·and East-Asian tongues and dialects, which is printed as 
an appendix to his interesting lecture on the "Aborigines of Canada." Dr. G. M. Dawson's 
vocabulary of the Haida Indians of the Prince Charlotte Islands i:-; another valnnble contri
bution to our store of knowledge. He suggests that the syllable tl or hl, prefixed to many 
words, probably in most cases represents the article. It occurs to me that it might also 
indicate some kinship with the languages of Mexico, of which this literal combination is a 
marked feature. A. tradition has long prevailed (see Bartlett's " Personal Narrative, etc.", 
Vol. II., p. 283,) · that the Aztecs or Ancient Mexicans migrated from the north to the 
valley of Mexico, and made three principal halts on th_eiT way thither. On this point, Mr. 
Bartlett says that " no analogy has as yet been traced between the language of the old 
Mexicans and any tribe at the north in the district from which they are supposed to have 
come; nor, in any of the relics, or ornaments or works of art, do we observe a resemblance 
between them." Now, as will be seen by Dr. G. M. Dawson's account of the Haida 
Indians, and by the accompanying illustrations, they surpass all the other northern tribes 
in "construction, carving and other forms of handiwork," and he entertains a hope that 
they may be enlisted in other and more profitable forms of industry. If, then, the 
feature of their language just mentioned can be proved to indicate a relationship with 
that of the Aztecs, there would certainly be some ground for the belief that they are a 
fragment of the original northern stock from which, according to so many writers, ·the 
conquering Mexicans were derived. 

Were any of the American languages adapted to the needs of a higher civilization, or, 
had not the Spaniards in the 15th and 16th centuries interrupted the spontaneous advance 
of the aboriginal empires in the pat_hs of progress, might they, unaided, hayc reached a 
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rank such as othrT nations, similarly situated, attained in the old world? It is vain to 
inquire, but that their languages were in some respects adapted to the purposes of a high 
civilization there is some reason to believe, from the fragments of Mrxican and Peruvian 
poetry ·which have been saYl'U. from the. vvn·ck caused by Spanish superstition and vandal
ism .. One of the poPms that have come down to us might have been written by the sad
fated Maximilian, instead of by his predecessor, the Emperor Nazahualcoyotl. My version 
is tran~lated from the French of M. Faucher de St. Maurice's delightful narrative: "De 
Que bee a Mexico : " 

" All things that are ltlst but a little ·while; 
How short is life! its pride and power how brief! 
To-day we live; to-morrow we are dust. 
This whole vast world is but a sepulchre, 
"'here all that moves must soon be hid from view. 
Thither all tend, as rivers,·brooks and streams 
Flow to the sea, their universal goal. 
What has been is no more; what is to-day 
To-morrow will be gone. The graves are full 
Of dust that once was quick with life as wo. 
Aye, some who sat on thrones or ruled at councils, 
Or were obeyed by armies, and subdued 
·whole provinces, till their towering pride 
l\Iade them seem more than mortal-now, alas! 
Where are their might, their boundless luxury, 
And those imperial splendours? In the grave." 

The only other instance of native American poetry that I can afford to give is an ancient 
Peruvian yaravi, or song, which is supposed to be the complaint of a maiden for her lost 
·1over, and of which the French version, from which I have translated it, will be found in 
the Compte-Rendus of the Congres des Americanistes for 1875: 

I. 

"When the poor turtle-dove has lost the o~ject of its affections, in its wild grief it 
fl.utters its wings and flies restlessly to and fro. 

II. 

Everywhere it seeks for the missing one, flying far over the broad fields, and searching 
with the inquiring eye of love, every tree and every plant. 

III. 

But alas! it has sought in vain, and now, hopeless, with throbbing heart, it weeps 
unceasingly-weeps fountains, rivers, gulfs, oceans of tears. 

IV. 

Such alas! is my case! So have I been in my sorrow ever since that sad day ..-hen I 
was so ill-fated as to lose thee, my sweet charmer, my divine enchantrr. 
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v. 

I weep, though I know it is in vain For my sorrow is so great that I bTeathe only 

tears, terrors, anguish and cTies of lamentation. 

VI. 

The whole universe is moved by my sofrow, for I am the most faithful of lovers. Lo! 

all creation weeps for my lot-man, beasts, fishes and birds. 

VII. 

As long as my life lasts, I will follow thy wandering shade-yea, though water, fire, 

earth and ail' should attempt to stand in my way)'' 
If these two poems are at all representative of the poetic genius and expression of the 

more advanced of the native nations and tribes, one would think that out of the relics that 
cruelty, ignorance, and fanaticism have spared, there might be compiled an AmeTican 
anthology which would not be unworthy of the majestic grandeur and Yaried beauties 
of our great continent. 

THE SK\IITIC FA::\HLY. 

About 2000 B.C., the first conquest of which monumental history informs us, ,Yas made 
by a Semitic over a Turanian tongue. The Accadians, who inhabited the Yalley of the 

Euphrates, had made considerable progress in ci·dlization, had a literature of their own, 
and comprised adroit workers in various arts and industries. To them (as already hinted) 
we are, in all likelihood, indebted, indirectly, for our alphabet. But, haying imparted 
valuable knowledge to their Semite conquerors, the Accadians adopted the language of the 
latter and became practically a Semitic people. It is a curious evidence of the vitality of 
language, and of the strong but often unseen links which unite " all nations that on earth 
do dwell," and the past with the present, that a word which is familiar_ to every Christian 
child, a word which, in its Hellenistic form and meaning, may haye been hallowed by our 
Saviour's use, a word which Mohammed said he was taught to repeat by the Angel Gabriel, 
a word which, through successive ages, has been associated with all that is holiest, most 
hopeful, most consoling, by Jews, by Christians, and by Mohammedans, the word "Amen," 
was, in its original form, employed millenniums ago by those ancient Accadian scribes, the 
recovery of whose compositions was one of the proudest rewards of modern exploration. 
Of the literature which sprang from the unih·cl intellectual resources of the two <.fodinct 
races thus brought into contact, the late George Smith, of the British Museum, and his 
fellow-workers and successors in Babylonian researeh, have deciphered some of the most 
important remains. Among them are a hymn to Sc1rnas (Shemesh, or the ~nn), and the 
Chaldean account of the Deluge, included among what are called "the Izdhubar I.c•g_·(•nds." 

The Babylonians and Assyrians have a peculiar interest for Cluist(•ndom from their comH•c
tion with the history of the Israelites and Jews in the Old Testament; and the ~cmitic 
group of races to which they b2long, is too well known to need any particular cle~cription. 
-with those races the languages- of the group do not clearly correspond, some of the peoples 

using Semitic tongues being assigned by some philologists to non-Semitic races. On that 
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point, however, it would take me too long to dwell at any pl'Ofitable length. Suffice it to 
say that (it we except the Phoonician and Punic in the · days of Tyrian and Carthaginian 

· colonizing enterprise, the Arabic, during the domination of the Caliphs, and the Hebrew, in 
the wake of the Jewish wanderings) the Semitic languages have been seldom found far 
away from the limits of their ancient cradle-land. Yet of no group of tongues have the 
conquests been mme splendid or more enduring, if we have regard to the influence of their_ 
literatures on the. nations of the· world. .As an .Aryan was destined 'to be the religio_us teacher 

. of countless myriads of the mces of farther .Asia, so from the tents of She~. was to sprea<l 
the light that was to lighten the gentiles of the west. Palestine is the Holy Land to the 
proud civilizations that arose on the ruins of Rome. Rome itself put a· Jewish fisherman 
in the high place of its haughty Cresars. Hebrew, which Greek and Roman scholars did 
not think wotth the "trouble of learning, became the Holy Tongue, a" sacred and original 
language," occupying a serene height by itself, apart from any vulgar speech (though Greek, . 
too, was allowed to share fo its sanctification), and endowed with graces and privileges of 
which no other langu~ge could boast. Though the Jews are strangers in all lands;. and their 
only hom,e is among strangers, their sacred books are the most valued literature, the most 
prized heritage of Christendom. Nor does their influ~nce.end thete. The_Old Testa~ent 
was the foster-mother of Mohammedanism as well. To .the followers of the Prophet, as to 
us, .Abraham is the father of the faithful; and there _is not a community of either creed 
from Yokohama to San Francisco, or from Siberia to the Cape of Good Hope; whose .belief 
a~d worship, and even wh~se common thoughts and speech do not bear s~me imp~ess of 
Judaism.· The Hebrew language has not penetrated and interfused other languages, like 
the Latin and Greek, but much of the peculiar phJ.'aseology which was familiar'to Moses, 
to David,. to Isaiah and to Paul may be heard to-day in every domestic gathering, tn ·almost 
every thoroughfare in the civilized wotld. Every recurring Seventh Day recalls the law 
of Moses and on the most momentous occasions in our liv~s: at the font, at the marriage 
altar, at the death-bed; at Ute grave-side, we-hear words of comfort, of warning, of sympa
thy which were common to the Jewish people when as yet the glory had not departed 
from Israel. What conquest could be· more marked, more permanent than that? .And yet 
that is not all? Did not Jewish modes of thought modify those of Phamicia, of Egypt; of 

· Greece, of Persia, of Rome,-being, perhaps, modified themselves' in turn? For the com-
munication of nation with nation was undoubtedly less exceptional in ancient times than 
it was once the fashion to: believe. Josephus says that the Aurea Chersonesus of· India 
was the destination of Solomon's fleet and, whether or no, it is reasonable to believe that 
the Jews, especially after the exile, were no strangers to the life and movement of the 
ciYilized world from the Indus to the Pillars of Hercules; 

That the Phmnicians, near neighbors to the Jews, and speaking almost the ·same 
tongue, made important contributions to civilization,·it is needless to say;. 'but, like those 
who give their own blood to invigorate others, their labours and victories only went to 
build up the greater power of Rome. The mistress of the world never forgave her rival, 
though she relented so far as to build a second earthage; but Greece never ceased to 

· remember the "letters Cadmus gave." Dr . .Arnold has emph~sized th'3 providenti.al close 
of the triple conflict. Still, even if we give our sympathies to the victor who w.as to hand 
down the gains of his triumph to ourselves, we cannot but regret that those who conferred on 
Europe the glorious boon of letters should have left so few traces of the language to •w hioh 
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the discovery OT wise adaptation was first appli(~d. Dr. Davis, in his interesting work on 
"Carthage and its Rc•mains," gives an engraving of a Punic inscription found at Pnla, in 
Sardinia, the letters of which resemble those of the Hebrew alphabet, and the words of 
which (as interpreteted) are also Hebrew. The first part of the Corpus Inscriptionum 

Scmilimmm of the French Academie des Inscriptions, that which relates to Phamician and 
Punic inscriptions, has reL·ently been published. It contains fifty Phamician inscriptions, 
of which forty ·wern discovered in Cyprus. Some of them are bilingual-Greek and 
Phami(:ian-and the resemblance of the latter to Hebrew is close throughout, maki-ng it 
certain that, w h::ifoyer wns their racl\ the Phamicians were Semites and almost Israelites 
in language.* If we include in the estimate the career of both motherland and colonies, 
the sway of the Phamicians endured for at foast fifteen hundred years. They are especially 
iuten•sting tons as to them, of all the nations of antiquity, the world was most indebted 
for what it knew of that other world that lay b~yond the Pillars of Hen·nles. vVhether 
they ever touched these· shores is doubtful, though M. Paul Gaffarel has collected no 
slender evidence in favour of that hypothesis. That they had dealings with the tribes on 
the Gold Qoast, would appL·ar from the statement of Herodotus (Herod IV., 196.) 

,Yhaten·r side we take in the controversy as to the classification of th9 ancient 
Egyptian laugnage,t there is no branch of study more interesting or variously fruitful than 
that which concerns the early dwellers on the banks of the Nile. In any estimate of the 
causes which contributed to human progress, they must ha,~e a leading place. Whether, 
as some argue, to the~ belongs primarily the credit for the moral and intellectual 
conquests of the Israelites, we cannot venhue to affirm, but they undoubtedly had no 
small share in the training of the Greeks for the part they were to play, in turn, as teachers 
of mankind. How far their language, as au instrument for the communication of thought, 
contributed to that result, cannot be stated with confidence ; but in that respect they were 

*The Punic scene in the Pcenulus of Plautus (Act. Y., SL~. I) has never been satisfactorily deciphered but there 
is no doubt of the kinship of the language with Hebrew. 

t Some philologists look upon the ancient Egyptian as representing a stage of transition from Turanian to 
Semitic. 1\1. Alfred ::\Iaury considers it allied to the Berber whos3 domain once extended cyen to the Canary 
Isles. At the same time he :finds in it, as in all the languages of the Eastern side of Africa, traces of Semitic 
influence. (IndifJ0/011.~ Races of the Earth, pp. 56, .j?.) Champollion-Figeac :-;ays that the ancient Egyptian, resem
bled in stature, physiognomy and hair the best constituted nations of Europe and ,v estern Asia, only differing 
from them in complexion, which was tanned by the climate. In this Yiew he is supported by his illustrious 
brother. (Egyptc Anci<:nne, p. ~,.) Canon Rawlinson <-~xpn'SSL'•1i the following opinion as to the Egyptian la11:-,i:uage: 
"Although in some respects it presents resemblances to the class of tongues known as Semitic, yet, in its main 
characteristics, it stands separate and apart, being simpler and ruder than any known form of Semite speech, and 
having analogie:- which connect it on the one hand with Chine.SL\ and on the other ·with the dialects of Central 
Africa." ( Tlil' 0l'i!Jin of .Xutions, Part II., chap. 3.) Dr. Birch writes as to the ·whence and how of Nilotic settle
ment: "The race of men by whom the Yalley of the Xile was tenanted was considered in their legends to have 
h 1011 creatt•d by the gods out of clay; a legend dosL11y resembling the ::\lusaic account of thl1 creation of man. 
Modern researches have, however, not as yet :finally lllltermined if adntnl'ing from ,rt11:,torn Asia they enternd the 
alluvial land bringing with them an already developed civilization; or if a:-;cunding from Ethiopia they followed 
the course of the river to its mouth; or if they worn aborigines, the date of whose appearance is beyond the know
ledge of man and the scan of sl'ion<·e. On tho earliest monuments they appear as a red or dusky race, with features 
neither entirely Caucasian nor Xigritic, more resL'mbling at the earliest age the European, at the middle period of 
the Empire the Xigritic races or the offspring of a mixed population, and at the most flourishing period of their 
Empire the sallow tint and refined typo of the ~t·rnitic families of mankind." (Egypt, in the series of" Ancient 
History from the Monuments.") 

Sec. II.,)882. 4. 
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far less happily endowed than the Greeks. To attempt any survey of the character and 

work of Egyptian 9ivilization would require a paper (rather a library, indeed) to itself. . 

Among the moral conquests of the Semitic languages, mention has already been made 

of Arabic. In this case, as in that of Hebrew, those who were brought beneath its sway 

were, in the main, affected by the enforcement of new ideas, not by the adoption of a new 

language. There were exceptions, indeed, as with the Turks, North · Africans and others, 

who made the language, as well as the faith, of the victors their own. But in few, if any, 

cases· did the new language entirely, as in the conquests of Rome, displace the old. 

Generally contented with stagnancy, the Arabs have proved that, when some grand 

common impul;e urges them to unwonted action, they can display an energy which 

carries all before it. In the spread of their civilization, the sword went first, ruthlessly 

hewing a way for the enthusiasts, and, when there was no more to subdue, the pen 

followed on a mission at once soothing and elevating. DuBois Reymond, thus describes 

the course of Arab civilization in the day of its greatest energy: "While beneath the sign of 

the cross the night of barbarism h~d settled down on the western~world, in the East, under 

the green standard of the Prophet, an original form of civilization had been developed,. 

which not only prese~ved what had been won by the classical peoples in mathematics, 

astronomy and medicine,.. but even itself made no mean acquisitions in those scien·ces." 

The stages through which they passed in attaining that result were remarkable. First, 

they appear as rude warriors, ignorant and despising learning, only full of a fanatic and 

sanguinary zeal. Not till the close of the 7th century, did the leaders begin to show some 

regard for culture. Then the Ommiades and Abbassides gathered to their courts the most 

distinguished scholars of their time, and, under the glorious sceptre Haroun al Raschid, 

the contemporary of Charlemagne, literary merit, met with an encouragement worthy of 

the :niost fruitful days· of ancient Greece. At that time, in both east and west, there 

seemed to be a sure promise of the revival of all that was best in the old learning, and of a 

new life for physical science. The Arabs excelled in poetry and in prose that is akin to 

it-tales marked by _gorgeousness of imagination, and narrated with rare dramatic skill. 

They also cultivated history with success and, indeed, as Sismondi says, had a passiQ,11 for 

every species of composition ( except epic poetry, comedy and tragedy) and such a desire to 

leave no subject untouched that Benzaid of Cordova and· Abd-ul-Monder, of Valencia, 

wrote a serious history of celebrated horses, as did Alasueco of camels that had risen to 

distinction. But the study by which they most influenced the West was that of philoso

phy. They read with eagernes the wmks of Aristotle, which they translated and 

expounded, and there is little do:nbt that, as their lyric ~nd didactic poetry affected the 

style of the Romance writers (see Fauriel's "History of. Provern;al Poetry," translated by 

Dr. G. J. Adler, chapter xiii.) so their allegorical interpretation of the great philosopher 

had a marked influence on the schools of the West. To them, also, we owe, indirectly, at 

least, our numerical notation, our initiation into algebraic methods, the first impulse to 

the study of chemistry, and the foundation of nearly all the knowledge that Europe long 

possessed of botany,
1 
of scientific agriculture, of astronomy, and of other sciences in -which 

the pupils were afterwa1·ds destined to so far surpass their masters. But, if we except the 

small Arabic element in the Spanish language, and a few words added to the vocabularies 

of the other western nations, with the names of some rivers, hills and towns in the Iberian · 

peninsula, there is nothing left to remind the student of the great influence once exer.ted . 
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in Europe by this conquering race. In Asia and Africa, on the other hand, though, 
intellectually, the results of the Arab conquest haye been poor compared with what 
innate capacity and diligent cultiYation haYc aich·d it to pTOduce in Europe, its influP11ces 
haYe been real and lasting. 

THE ARYAN LANGUAGES. 

The original home of the Aryans is supposed to have been somewhere near the sources 
of the Oxus and Jaxartes. Of those who in far-off times parted from the parent stock, 
some moved south-westward; others, south-eastward. Of the latter, a portion proceeded 
onward until they reached the Punjab, from which they spread themselves, chiefly as 
Brahmas and Rajputs, over India. The remainder of the eastward-moving band turned 
back westward, and became the ancestors of the Iranians and Persians. Of the early 
Punjab settlements, the great literary memorial is the Rig-Veda, the age of which is 
unknown. It has been ascertained, however, that the Vedic religion had its followers 
before the rise of Buddhism in the 6th century, B.C. In the early hymns the Aryans are 
on the north-west frontier, just starting on their long journey (see "The Indian Empire," 
by Dr. W. W. Hunter), but before Megasthenes yisited the country at the end of the 4th 
century, B.C., they had spread to the verge of the Gangetic Delta. The value to European 
students of Sanskrit literature has been fully set forth in Prof. Max Muller's recently 
published and most interesting work : " India : ·what can it teach us ? " Some idea of the 
wealth which its literature enshrines may be gathered from the following extract from 
Mr. Edwin Arnold's, introduction to his translation into English verse of" A Book from the 
Iliad of India : " "There exist hyo colossal, two unparallelled epic poems in the sacred 
language of India, which were not known to Europe even by name till Sir "\Yilliam Jones 
announced their existence; and which, since his time, have been made public by frag
ments, mere specimens, bearing to those vast treasutes of Sanskrit literature such small 
proportion as cabinet samples of ore have to the riches of a mine. Y those most remark
able poems contain all the history of ancient India so far as it can be recovered, together 
with such inexhaustib~e details of its political, social and religious life, that the antique 
Hindoo world stands· epitomized in them. The Old Testament is not more interwoven 
with the Jewish race, nor the Koran with the records and destinies of Islam, than are 
these two Sanskrit poems with that unchanging and teeming population which Her 
Majesty Queen Victoria rules as Empress of Hindostan. The stories, songs, ballads, 
histories and genealogies, the nursery tales and religious discourses, the art, the learning, 
the creeds, the philosophy, the moralities, the modes of thought, the very phrases, sayings, 
turns of expression and daily ideas of the Hindoo people are taken from those poems. * * 
The value ascribed in Hindostan to those two little known epics has tra11~('(mded all 
literary standards established in the .. \Vest." The truly historical character of the Veda is 
proved by Prof. Max Miiller through the identification of the rivers mentioned in it (sueh 
as the Kubha with the Greek Cophen, the modern Cabul). The religion of the ludo .. 
Aryans was, according to Prof. Moui~ Williams, a" creed based in a vague belief in the 
sovert>ignty of unseen natural forces," and the aim of Buddha in his mission was, he 
b~lieves, "to remove every merely sacerdotal doctrine from the national religion, to cnt 
aw:ay every useless excrescence, and to sweep away every corrupting incrustation." 

As to the literature and religion of the Iranic or Persian branch of the Eastern Aryans, 
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I must be very lnfrf. Zoroaster's name, says Dean Stanley, has always been bound up 
with the bPginnings of san( 1cl philosophy. Prof. Monier Williams ascribes to his system 
"a high spiritual character." It is, he says, "a simple reflection of the natural vrnrkings, 
counter-working and inter-workings of the human mind, in its earnest 8hidngs after 
truth, in its eageT gropings after more light, in its strange hallucinations, childish 
vagaries, foolish concPits and unaccountable inconsistencies." Of the Zendavesta, and the 
religion which it represents, we are not, the same writer rightly urges, to measure its 
importance by the small number of persons ,vhose bible and creed they are, but by their 
connection with tlw history of those ·who were the first among the Aryans to achieve 
empire, who inherited the glory of the Assyrians and Babylonians, and "were for a time 
the most conspicuous and remarlrnble people on the surface of thr• glolw, influencing by 
their rP1igion and philosophical ideas, by their literature, laws and social institutions the 
intellectual development of the whole human race." From that point of view the Iranian 
conquests thTough Zoroaster may ,vell be put on a par with those of the Indo-Aryans 
through Buddha. The imprint of their mind on that of the combined Semite and WPstern 
Aryan world may, ratheT, indeed, take precedence for the importance of its issues to the 
influence on those around it of any other community of which we have any recOTd. Apart 
from its place in the history of religion and philosophy, Persian has had a long and 

honourable literary career. 
When from the Asiatic we turn to the European Aryans, we find ourselves on mo_re 

familiar ground. I need not linger on the stoTy of Greece and Rome. The histOTy of the 
formeT, though so changeful, has been, in a sense, continuous from its heroic age to the 
pTesent. In the long line of Greek speech and liternture there has been no break· from 
Homer to George Phranza, * or even, as Canon Fa1Tar says, to Tricoupi. "In no other 
language," continues the same writer, "which the world has ever heard would it be 
possible to find the works of writeTS separated from each other by such enormous epochs, 
and yet equally intelligible to any one who has been trained in the classical form of the 
language." Greek poets and historians and philosophers still help to malH~ scholaTS and 
thinkers. Their productions have not only contributed to our greatest intl'lll•ctual 
successes, but are a living acting force in the work of modeTn ciYilization. Even what Wl~ 

owe to Hebrew Grel'lr aided m; to win and make our own, and those benefits which Arab 
culture conferred on medfrcval Europe, the Arabs themselves had, in a great measure, 
learned from the Greeks. It is in the treasures of the Greek language that we look for an 
account of those "institutions and conceptions w hieh lie at the base of modern ciYilization, 
and at the same time it contains the record and presents the spectacle of precisely those 
virtues in ·which modern civilization is most defici(•ut." · (Fanar's "Greek Syntax.") Nor 
can Latin justly be called a dead language. fa not Rome, its central homr-, still the star 
to which millions of ChTistendom look for guidance, and, when ihat guidance comr-s, 
vesb•cl in full authority, is not the Latin language, the tongue of Cicero, of Tacitus, of 
Jerome, of Augustine, the medium of the direction or command? Is it not still the language 
of prayer and solemn rite to masses of people of cYery clime? Is it not also the common 

. --- --- - ------------

-::- ·with him and Laonin1s Chalcocomlylas Gcrarcl John \'us;; clu:-;cs his lir.;t of the Greek Historians of known 
age. They both wrote after tho taking of Constantinople by the Turks in 1--!G3. (Ger. Joan. Yossii De Hist. 
Gr,n:is, 1. ii, ('ap. 30.) 
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tongue of the scholars of all lands ? Are not the choicest authors of Rome still read in 
schools and colleges ? Is not our law in the main, and are not most of our legal terms, 
Roman or of Roman origin? Are not most of our theological terms Latin, but slightly 
altered? Can we easily converse on any subject for half an hour ·without the aid of words 
whose primitives were used by Horace and Cicero ? Are we not thus reminded en'ry day 
of our lives that Rome, the conqueror, has survived in spirit, and that we are still subject 
to her influence? And the French, the Italians, the Spanish, the Portuguese, the Rouma
nians, do they not all speak languages which are simply modifications of Latin ? 1V ould it 
be so far wrong if we were to include the great literatures of those Nco-Latin nations 
among 'Rome's proudest conquests, a conquest compared with which those of mere ambi
tion are ephemeral and poor? And when we recall how Roman civilization, acting 
through those who received its immediate impress, was transmitted from race to race, 
imperceptibly subduing even its own fierce foes and conquerors, and fitting them for their 
work in the new conditions that should arise, we see that in the development of com
munities there is always the needed conseryation of force, though its forms and methods 
may change. * The share of Neo-Latin Christendom in the work of European civilization 
has been no inconsiderable proportion. Ifwe accept its languages and literatures.as a sort 
of autobiography, written without self-consciousness, and recording from century to 
century its thoughts and feelings and aims and characteristics, how full of suggestiveness 
and meaning they become! If it were possible to come upon such a record, as· an archmo
logical "find", revealing the existence and work of a long vanished rnce, what would be 
thought of it? Or even any national division of it? Or the works of any one great 
writer? Or a single masterpiece? What questions would arise as to the life lived by 
those who spoke such a speech, and used it to such purpose? And yet to form a conect 
judgment there would be more needed than even the whole body of Neo-Latin literature. 
To judge it fairly, that which preceded it and that which accompanied, acted on and was 
acted on by it, would have to be taken into account. And the same is true of Teutonic 
literature, including all its branches. There is no language, no literature, which stands 
alone, and this fact is becoming more and more true as means of inter-communication 
multiply and the intercourse of nations with each other increnscs. The movements of an 
obscure horde, the flight of an enthusiast from his persecutors, were to change the face of 
three ~ontinents and to bring about the Renaissance. 

In what way Neo-Latin civilization affected that of the Teutons, and vice-versa, we are 
constantly discovering. But ht>w each came to be exactly and entirely what it is would 
take long to tell. They are both great facts, however, and among the proudest triumphs 

* "Rien a mon sens," says Littre, "de plus interessant ct de plus fructueux que de comparer le moyen l\ge 
avec l'antiquite, dont il derive pour la langue, pour les institutions, pour les sciences, pour les lettres, pour les arts. 
Seulement il faut se faire une idee exacte du champ de la comparaison. L'antiquit{\ classique n'est pas simple; 
elle est formee de deux parties di:..;tinctes qui font un seul corps, la Greco et Rome; le grec et le latin, Homere et 
Yirgile, Demosthene et Ciceron, Thucydide et Tacite, Miltiade et les Scipion, "\lexandre et Cesar. A plus forte 
raison, le moyen age n'est pas un: il se divise en cinq groupes principaux, l'Italie, l'Espagne, la France, l',\ngle
terre et l' Allomn.gne; mais ces groupes, {•tant joints par une tradition commune re9ue de l'antiquite, par nne reli
gion commune dont lo chef unique siegeait a Rome, par des institution:-; communes dont la feodalite etait la base, 
representaient un corps politique qui avait plus de puissance ot plus de cohesio·n que l'empire romain, et qui en 
etn.it la continuation directe. Done l'antiquite greco-labine a pour terme correlatif dans le moyen i'1ge }'ensemble 
des cinq populations heritieres par indivis de l'heritage de civilisation."-Histoire de la L,n11.J1te fran<;aise, t. II, p. 4. 
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of human progress. Our own .literature stands apatt from both, and yet is connected with 

both. It also owes much to the Celts, though our language owes little.* Nor, in this 

resume, are the languages and literatures of the Gael and the Cymry unworthy, if circum-

stances permitted, of more than passing _ mention. And then, there is the Slavonic group, 

fast assuming prominence. A Russian writer has been honoured by Oxford's D.C.L. t The' 

poets of Bohemia have a place beside those of Italy, France and England, and the intel

lectual mQvement of the whole Slavonic race, seems to be assured of a glorious future, 

which, for some portions of it, may be a near one. 

CONCLUSION. 

To sum up, what do we gather from our survey of _the earth's languages as_ to the 

contributions of the different races to human progress ? We find that of the large hetero

geneous group to which has peen given the name of Allophylian, only the Chinese and 

those akin to it have made any appreciable contribution to civilization. Judged by the 

numbers of thos~ who use it and its kindred dialects, the conquest of the Chinese tongue 

is far in excess of that of the Semitic and Aryan languages, taken togather. Judged by its 

literary outcome, and the influence whiuh it has exercised on mankind, its place among the 

agents of human progress is an honourable one. But, when we look for the force which 

has penetrated and transformed the millions of China and the surrounding nations, it is to 

an Aryan, one of that ludo-European stock to which we pride ourselves on belonging, that 

we find them indebted.+ Still there must have been some previous fitness in the soil or 

the seed of truth, which Buddhism in its purity certainly contains, would not have taken 

root, and brought forth such abundant fruit. Even before its introduction, the Chinese 

had a native civilization, comparable, at least, with that of ancient Egypt or Babylonia, 

and, as has already been shown, there is reason to believe that some of its benefits may, at 

a remote period, have been imparted to the nations of the west. Its adaptability to Chinese 

needs has been proved by its permanence. "Had the Chinese," * * says Dr. Farrar, 

never existed, "the life of man would have been the life of the savage, without govern

ment, without inventions, without literature, without art,_ absorbed in procuring the 

means to satisfy his daily wants." 

On the interesting question whether the native American civilization would have 

gone on fructifying and spreading, until this continent had been placed on a par in intel

lectual and moral advancement, science, literature, art, commerce and industry, with some 

of the nations of Europe, it is useless to dwell. But we cannot help thinking with regret 

* " In the fusion of the two races," says Mr. Morley, "* * * the gift of genius was the contribution of the 

Celt." Again he says: "The pure Gael-now represented by the Irish and Scotch Celts-was at his best an 
. H b , ' 

artist. e ad a sense of literature, be had active and bold imagination, joy in bright colour, skill in music, 

touches of a keen sense of honour in most savage times, and in religion fervent and self-sacrificing zeal. In the 

Cymry-now represented by the Celts of Wales-there was the same artist nature." (A Pirst Sketch of English 

Literature, pp. 8-9.) 

t I van Tourgueneff, whose death adds another to the many losses that literature science and art have recently 

sustained. ' 

t Of course, if the effort in which some persons have engaged to trace Buddha to a Scythian origin proved 

succes~ful, we should have to modify our racial distribution of credit for whatever boons that great preacher of 

morality conferred on mankind. (See The Indian Empire, of Hunter, chap. VII.) 
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that, at least, much more might have been made of it, if the discoyererb and those who 
succeeded them had been actuated by more humane and rational aim:-.. 

Of the conquests of the Semitic languages, Christendom and the domain of the Prophet 
are the standino- testimonies. If we add the from 350 to 380 millions who profess Chris-o 

tianity to the 175 millions who obey the dictates of the Koran, it must be acknowledged 
that the Semites have done their share in making the world what it is. A people's 
lano-uao-e contains the essence of its character and exp::ri\·nce, and as the Hihle is the 

0 t:) 

highest product of Hebrew thought and :-;peer'.h, and the Koran of the language and ideas 
of the Arabs, these religious conquests may, in a certain sense, be set down as conquests 
of language. DuBois Reymond also credits the ~;•mites with the creation of modern 
S('ience : " The fearful earnestness of a religion ·which claimed for itself all know ledge 
* * * imparted to humanity, in the lapse of centuries, that character of sobriety and 
of profundity which certainly fitted them better for patient research than did the light
hearted joy of life favored by the heathen religions." 

"\Ve come lastly to ask ·what is the total of Aryan contribution to ciYilization and all 
that it implies. It cannot be denied that the three great religions of ,y._,:;;t Asia and 
Europe \Yl•re tlw gift of the Semites. But the question naturally occurs whether the Jl•ws, 
in the days of the Persian exile, may not have leanied from Z_oroastrian kaclwrs souw of 
the great truths which they were destined to impart to mankind. If Judaism be indebted 
to thl· ZenclaTl'sta, theu to the Aryans will belong the glory of lwing the spiritual teaclwrs 
of almost the whok human race. This is a problem, howevPr, which is not yd solved and 
on which it would be vain to ling-er. Without robbing the Semites of any of the honour 
which has long been ascribed to them, the Aryans lrnve had a sh:.ut.· in the \\rork of civiliza
tion which need fr·m· no comparison with that of all tlw rest of mankind. Iu the East 
Sakyamuni, "of bh1,melPss lil'l·," the •· finished model of all the virtuP:-;," who holds a place in 
the calendar of the Roman Catholic Church as St. J osaphat, ha:-; lwen tlw spiritual kacher 
of more than a third of the human race. Even if we ll·ave his \\rork out of the list of 
Aryan conquests, tlwn· is still enough left to p:-;tahlish the claim of the Aryans to the first 

_ rank among the benefactors of. mankind. The c:.ul•er of Grel·Ce alone may lw set (religion 
apart) against all tlw achievements of the Nemitic or "Allophylian" races. Then Rome, in 
turn, laid the solid foundations of that modern civilization in which TPutons and C\·lts and 
Neo-Latins were to be follow-workers, and in which the ~la;nmic nations have begun to 
have a part. All that Eurnpe and AmeTica an• to-day, and whatever of prngress has been 
mad'-' in Asia, Africa, Australia and Oceanica dt1Tiug the last three centuries may bt· included 
in the Aryan conquest. 

It remains to inquire very briefly into the shan· which each of the Eurnpean groups of 
tongues has had in the work of civilization. To prononncl· on tlH· rdativt.• importarn·\· of 
tlw great literatures of Europe wonld not be an Pasy task. Each of them has charnckristic 
merits, to which the value of tlw language as au instrument of thought (·011trilmb•:-;; l'ach 
of them has its grandeur, it:-;_ peculiar charms, which only thosl', perhap~, ·· to tlw manner 
born" can thoroughly appn•ciafr. To CVl·ry one who i:-; normally con~tituted hi:-- own 
languagl· and its literature must he supremely <lL•ar. But that fad ought not to prevent us 
from \Yl'ighing carefully and deciding honestly as to the s1wl'ial claims of which jnsti('u 
dPmarnl:-- the :.wknow1(•<l2·mc•11t.* 

* Perhaps, no more telling instance could be adduced of the difference that lies lJut ween cOlll}lll'~t in the nilgar 
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Thexe is one point, however, which may b~ examined without even the temptation to 
invidious preference. I mean the purely statistical task of ascertaining the extent and 
nature of the domain over which each of the leading European languages extends. If we· 
compare with each other the dominions of the great Teutonic and Neo-Latin groups, we 
have a difficulty in disposing of English which belongs in part to both of them. D:r. 
John Weisse, of New York, has published a work on ~' The Origin, Progress and Destiny of 
the English Language and Literature," in which, by a system of comparative tables, com
piled with great labour and cai-e, he endeavors to show the exact constituents of our English 
Sl)eech. The result at which he arrives is that the average of the best English writers (from 
the days of the Anglo-Saxons to the present) comprises about 70 per cent. of G1·reco-Latin 
and about 30 per cent. of Teutonic words. Taking in all the branches of the Teutonic family 
(about 65,000,000 persons) and adding the quota of the English language due by Dr. 
W eisse's computation, we should haye to set the actual numerical strength of the Teutonic 
element at from 90,000,000 to 95,000,000, while that of the Neo-Latin would be about 
190,000,00_0. Archbishop Trench gives quite a different distribution of the words in the 
English language. "Suppose," he says, "the English language to be divided into a hun
dred parts; of these, to make a rough distribution, sixty ~ou]d be Saxon, thirty would be 
Latin, including of course the Latin which has come to us through the French ; five 
would be Greek; we should'then have assigned ninety-five parts, leaving the ot~er five, 
perhaps, too large a residue, to be divided among all the other languages, from which we 
have adopted isolated words."* If we adopt this view, we shall have an estimate of from 
116,000,000 to 120,000,000 for the Teutonic family and for the Neo-Latin, about 150,000,000. 
Removing the English Language· from the comparison, we still find the Neo-Latin 
in the majority, its sum being 125,000,000, while that of the Teutonic does not exceed 
70,000,000. Turning now to the Slavonic group, we find it to give a total about equal to 
that of the Teutonic. It would, of course, be unfair to estimate_the moral conquest of these 
several branches of the Aryan race by a mere arithmetical standard. At the same time, it 
cannot be denied that these figures have their value in enabling us to estimate the _vitality 
and possible destinies of different elements of speech. 

It is certainly significant to know that English is now the mother-tongue of 95,000,000 

sense---:-the conquest of mere force-and that moral conquest which includes the imposition of language and ideas, 
than what we have before us in our own Dominion. Is there a more independent people in the wide world than 
the French Canadians? More than a hundred years ago two great civilizations struggled for the mastery on this 
soil. For years a calm observer, if asked his opinion as to the issue, would have said: "Why, of course, the English. 
must prevail; the French must. go to the wall." And certainly, jt seemed at one time as if that view of the matter 
must prove the correct one, as if the French language and French institutions and customs must yield to superior 

· might, the might of those who ruled. But, after all, the result was a drawn battle. The French language lives to
day side by side with the English, and French-Canadian literature holds a prouder rank than its English sister. 
France, long neglectful, has been forced to bethink her of a daughter so loyal, of sons so creditable to their ancient 
name and tongue. And England, and British Canada, above all, are proud to share the honours of which the strong 
and beautiful language which they both failed to conquer has been the happy medium. And I, for my p'art, am 
glad to say with all my heart: Long may its accents, so well fitted for poetry, for eloquence, for science and divine 
philosophy, be heard, in melodious concert with our own dear tongue, in this new land of the Northmen I 

* The late Hon. George P. Marsh found a still larger percentage of Teutonic words in a number of selections 
from some of the best English writers. '.Phe proportion ranged from seventy to ninety-six per cent. The best plan to 
arrive at certainty ~ould be to count the words in Skeat's "Distribution of words" in the English language, 
according to their sources, which is in the Appendix to his "Etymological Dictionary." 
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of people, and that its use is daily spreading in all quarten,; of the globe. "I hold," says 
Professor Max Muller, "that language is meant to be an instrument of communication, 
and that in the struggle for life, the most efficient instrument of communication must 

certainly carry the day, as long as natural selection or, as we formerly called it, reason 
rules the world." He then ciks a computation, according to which, in the ordinary course 
of events, at the end of 200 years Italian will be spoken by 53,370,000; French, by 
72,571,000 ; German, by 157,480,000 ; Spanish, by 505,286,2-12, and finally English, by 

1,837,286,153. This forecast is said to be based on the populations and known rate of increase 
of those who speak the languages specified. The very nature of things would, of course, 
make any claim to accuracy on such a point out of the question, but the reckoning may be 
accepted as indicating, with some approach to probability, the position of the languages 
mentioned in the race for supremacy at the close of a couple of centuries.* Whatever may 
happen in the old world, on this continent English and Spanish are plainly destined to be 
the ruling tongues. In the East they have also a foothold, with, in some places, French, 
Dutch and Portuguese for rivals. But there the opportunities of English for asserting 
predominance exceed those of the other languages of Europe as much as they do in North 
America. It has all Australia, it is the language of the Hawaiian kingdom, it has been 
adopted by many educated Hindoos for literary purposes, and is every day extending its 
conquests through Hindostan, not to speak of its advance in China, Japan, and· many other 
counfries in the eastern hemisphere. That French will become more and more the lingua 

franca of continental Europe and the hither East may be taken for grankd, as there is no 
rival likely to displace it; and that it will retain its influence in North ·America the 
experience of the past gives a fair guarantee. German and the other Teutonic tongues will 
not surrende-r their heritage in Central and North-Western Europe, but there are no signs 
at present of any great extension abroad. The destiny of the Slavonic group is an interest
ing problem, but it is hardly likely to do more than hold its own in the competition with 
European civilization, though great literary triumphs may yd await it. That it may 
become the rival of English in Asia is possible, but not probable. 

* A forecast which gives to Western Europe and this continent (the present homes of the languages to which 
it relates) a population of over two billions and a half suggests serious questions for the economist, as well as the 
philologist. 

Sec. II., 1882. 5. 
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Pre-Aryan American Man. 

By DANIEL WILSO~, LL.D., F.R.S.E., President of University College, Toronto. 

(Read nfay 23, 1883.) 

The department of .Archreology which forms one special branch of the work of this Sec
tion of the Royal Society is ample enough with all its included subjects to occupy our 
whole energies; and it is still to- a very large extent a virgin field. It may be legitimately 
held to include anthropology, ethnology, and comparative philology; and with such 
subjects inviting our study there is an urgent demand for immediate action. While there 
is time much more is required than has yet been done by Canada to rescue from oblivion 
the materials for ethnical study, in which our vast domain is so rich. On all hands we see 
ancient nations passing away. The Crees, the Blackfeet, and other prairie tribes : and still 
more interesting ones beyond the Rocky Mountains, including the various Flathead Tribes, 
the Nass, Chimpseyans, Sebassas, Stekini, and the ingenious and in some respects unique 
Haidas of the Queen Charlotte Islands: are all diminishing in numbers, while some of them 
are destined to inevitable and speedy extinction. With all of them their inherited languages 
and customs are undergoing important modifications by their intercourse with the immi
grant whites; a large influx of Chinese also threatens a further complication of the 
ethnological problem; and it should no longer be left to the mere efforts of individuals, 
carried on without concert, and on no comprehensive or systematic plan, to rescue for 
future study the invaluable materials of Canadian ethnology. To the native languages 
especially :must the inquirer into some of the curious problems involved in the peopling of 
this continent look for a true key to the mystery. The Government of Canada can thus 
far refer with some pride to the treatment of its native tribes ; but the enlightened 
example of that of the United States in relation to the ethnology, no less than to the geology 
and natural history, of the wide domain embraced within their Federation, is well calcu
lated to stimulate us to emulate them. This Section may possibly be the means of accom
plishing something towards so desirable a result; but if it is to be carried out on any 
adequate scale it must be in concert ,vith the Indian Department"; and with the Geological 
and Natural History Survey of the Dominion. 

In the present paper I propose to invite the attention of the Section to some considera
tion of the condition and relative statn:-; of the .Aborigines of this continent, north of the 
Gulf of Mexico, not only as studied by means of the knowledge of the native tribes, 
a('(1uin·cl since the discon\ry of .America in l-W3, but in so far as we can determine their 
Parlier condi~ion with the aid of archmologica1 evidence. The student of the histOTy of the 
Canadian and North .American nations cannot inclel~d altogdher ovPrlook the undoubted fact 

that Columbus was not the first of European V?yagers within the Christian era to explore 
and colonize the new world. It is a well established fact that not only did the Northm1~11 
settle Greenland in the tenth century; but that before its close they appear to have landed 
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on the Labrador coa.st, and effected some brief settlement on more than one point further 
south. The incidents are full of inten·st foT us, but the namef-i of Bjarni Herjulfson and Lief 
the son of Eric the Red, are associated with very vague traces of this first authenticated 

European discovery of the western continent. 
The part played by the Scandinavian stock in European history proves their abundant 

aptitude to have been the OTganizers of a Northland of their own in the New World. The 
Northmen lingered behind, in their first home in the Scandinavian peninsula, while other 
tribes from the Baltic first wasted and then revolutionized the Roman world. But they 
were nursing a vigorous youth, which ere long, as pagan Dane, and then as Norman, 
stamped a new character on medimval Euro~. Their presence in the New World rests 
on indubitable evidence· but the verv definiteness of its character in their inhospitable ' . 
northern retreat helps to destroy all faith in any mere conjectural fancies relative to their 
settlement on points along the Atlantic seaboard which they are supposed to have ·dsited. 
So far as Greenland is concerned, they left there indisputable literate records of their colo
nization of the region to which, in contrast to the Iceland from whence they came, they 
gave the inapt name it still retains. The r'finic inscriptions brought to Copenhagen 
in 1831 not only determine the sites of settlements effected by the companions and 
successors of Eric, the founder of the first Greenland colony in A.D. 986; but they 
serve to show the kind of evidence to be looked for, alike to the north and the south of 
the St. La,vrcuce, if any traces yet survive of their having not only visited, but attempted 
to colonize the old Helluland, or Newfoundland, Markland, or Nova Scotia, and Vinland, or 
New England. Their genuine memorials are not less definite than those left by the Romans 
in Gaul or Britain ; and corresponding traces of them in the assumed Vinland and else
where in the rnited States, have been perseveringly, but vainly, sought for. The Assonet, 
or Dighton Rock, on the Taunton river, Massachusetts, need not now be reproduced. Its 
fancied runes ha,·e long since been abandoned as a cTedulous figment. As to the Huidmrk 
inscription, professedly found in 1867, graven on a rock on the river Potomac, it may be 
noted, in passing, as an ingenious hoax fashioned out of the genuine Greenland inscrip
tions, reading: HIR HUILIR SYA~Y FAGRHARDR AIRSTFIRTHINGR IKI A KILDI SYSTR THORG 

SAMFETHRA HALFTHRIGR GLED GOD SAL HEN AR. Then follows what its interpreter rendered 
the date 1051.* 

Runic inscriptions on the New England seaboard, and so far south as the Potomac, 
would, if genuine, gin· an ·entirely novel aspect to our study of Pre-Columbian Ameri
can history, with all its possibilities of older intercourse with the eastern hemisphere. But 
it is the same whether we seek for traces of American colonization in the 10th or the 15th 
century, in so fiu as all native history is concerned. They equally little suffice to furnish 
evidence of relationship, in blood, language, arts or customs, between any people of the 
eastern hemisphere and the native American races. We are indeed·tempted from time to 
time to Teview indications suggestive of an Asiatic or other old-world source for the 
A1p.erican aborigines; and in nearly every system of ethnical classification they are, with 
good reason, classed as :Mongolidm; but if their pedigree is derived from an Asiatic 
stock, the evidence has yet to be marshalled ·which shall place on any well-established 

"-· ·washington Union, June, 1867. 
Vide Canadian Journal, N.S., vol. xii., p. HO. 
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basis the proofs of dirrct ethnical affinity between them and races of the eastern hemis

phere. The ethnological problem is, here as elsewhere, beset by many obscuring elements. 

Languagr, at best, yields only remote analogies; and thus far American archreology, 

thoug·h studied with unflagging zeal, has been able to render very partial aid. 

It cannot admit of question that the compass of Canadian, and even of American 

archreology,-including that of the semi-civilized and lettered races of central and southern 

America,-is greatly circumscribed in comparison with that of Europe. But the simplicity 

which results from this has some compensating elements, in its direct adaptation to the 

study of man, as he appea1·s on this continent unaffected by the artificialities of a forced 

civilization; and with so little that can lend countenance to any theory of degeneracy from 

a higher condition of life. In the modern alliance between archreology and geology ;- and 

the no,-el views which have resulted as to the antiquity of man, the characteristic disclosures 

ofprimitiYe art, alike among ancient and modern races, have given a significance to familiar 

phases of savage life undreamt of till very recently. The student who has by such means 

formed a definite conception of. primeval art, and n~alized some idea of the condition and 

acquirements of the savage of Europe's postpliocene era, turns with renewed interest to 

living races seemingly perpetuating in arts and habits of our own day what gave character 

to the social life of the prehistoric dawn. This phase of primitive art can still be studied 

on more than one continent; and in many an island of the Pacific and the Indian ocean; 

but no where is the apparent reproduction of such initial phases of the history of our race 

presented in so comprehensiYe an aspect as on this continent. Here are to be found tribes 

in no degree superior in arts or habits to the Australian savage: while evidence of ingeni

ous skill and considerable artistic taste occur among nomads exposed to the extremest pri

vations of an Arctic climate, and with no more knowledge of metallurgy than is implied in 

occasionally huning to account the malleable native copper, by hammering it into the 

desired shape; or, in their intercourse with Arctic voyagers and the Hudson's Bay trappe~s, 

acquiring by barter some few implements and weapons of European manufacture. The arts 

of the patient Eskimo, exercised under the stimulus of thei:r constant struggle for existence 

amid all the hardships of a polar climate, have, indeed, not only suggested comparisons 

between them and the artistic cave-dwellers of central Europe in its prehistoric dawn; but 

have been assumed to prove an ethnical affinity, and direct descent, altogether startling 

when we fully realize the remote antiquity thereby ascribed to the nomads of our own 

northern frontier, and the unchanging condition ascribed to them through all the inter

vening ages of geographical and social rm-olution. 
But whatever may be the \l"alue ultimately assigned to this Eskimo pedigree: a like 

phenomenon of unprogressi,-e humanity, perpetuating through countless generations the 

same rudimentary arts, everywhere meets us here; and seems to me to constitute thP really 

n·markable feature in Canadian and North American archreology. \VP find, not only in 

Canada but throughout the whole region northward from the Gulf of Mexico, dhrPrsified 

illustrations of savage life; but nearly all of them unaffected by tracL'S of contact with eatli<'r 

civilization. From the Arcti( · frontiers of our Canadian domain the exploreT may travel through 

widely diversified regions till he rea(·hes the canons of~Iexi1 ·o, and the ruined cities of Ct>ntrnl 

America; and all that he finds of race and art, of language or nahn~ tradition, is in 

striking contrast to the diversitiL'S of the European record of manifold successions of racus 

and of arts. Here within the Arctic circle the Eskimo constructs his lodge of snow, and 
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successfully maintains the battle for life under conditions which determine to a large 
extent the character of his ino·enious arts and manufacture. Immediately to the south are 
found the nomad tribes of ro:est and prairie, with their teepees oi Buffalo skin, or their 
birch-bark wigwams and canoes: the wandering hunter-tribes of the great North-west: 
type of the red Indian ofthe whole northern continent. The Ohio and Mississippi valleys 
abound with earthworks. and other remains of the vanished race of the Mound-Builders: 
of old the settled dwellers in fortified towns, agriculturalists, ingenious potters, devoted 
to the use of tobacco, expending laborious art on their sculptured pipes, and with some 
exceptionally curious skill in practical geometry ; yet, they too, ignorant of almost the very 
rudiments of metallurgy, and only in the first stage of the organised life of a settled com
munity. The modifying influences of ciTcumstances must be recognized in the migratory 
or settled habits of different tribes. The Eskimos are of necessity hunters and fishers, yet 
they arn not, strictly speaking, nomads. In summer they live in tents, constantly moving 
from place to place, as the exigencies of the reindeer-hunting, seal-hunting, or fishing 
impel. them. But they generally ,vinter in the same place for successive generations, and 
manifest as strong an attachment to their native home as the dwellers in more fa you red 
lands. Their dwelling-houses accommodate from three or four to ten families; and the same 
tendency to gather in communities under one roof is worthy of notice wherever the wan
dering tribes settle even temporarily. I have a drawing, made by me in 1866, of a large birch
bark dwelling which stood among a group of ordinary wigwams on the banks of the Kami
nistiquia, accommodating several families of a band of Chippaways, who had come from the 
far west to trade their furs with the Hudson's Bay factor there. The Haidahs, the Chinooks, 
the Nootkas, the Columbian and other Indian tribes to the west of the Rocky Mountains, 
all use temporary tents or hub-, in their frequent summer wanderings; but their permanent 
dwellings are huge structures sufficient to accommodate many families, and sometimes 
the whole tribe. They are constructed of logs or split planks, and in some cases-as 
among the Haidahs of Queen Charlotte Islands,-elaborately decorated with carving and 
painting. 

The gregarious habits thus manifested by many wandering tribes, whenever circum
stances admit of their settling down in any pennanent home, may be due solely to the 
economy of labour which experience has taught them in the construction of one common 
dwelling, instead of the multiplication of single huts or lodges. But far to the south
ward are the ancit>nt pueblos, the casas grandes, the diff dwellings, of a race not yet 
extinct: timid, unaggressiYe, living wholly on the defensive, gathered in large communi
ties like ants or bees; industrious, frugal, and manifesting ingenious skill in theiT pottery 
and other useful arts; but, they too, in no greatly advanced stage of civilization. Still 
farther to the south, we come at length to the seats of an undoubted native American 
civilization. Tlw compamtive isolation of Central America, and the character of its 
climate and productions, all favotuL·cl a morn settled life; with, as its genuine results, its 
architecture, sculphue, metallurgy, hieroglyphics, writing, and all else which gin·s so strik
ing a character to the remains of thP Central American natimis. But great as is their con
trast with the wild tribes of the continent, the highest phases of native American ciYili
zation ,vill not compare with the arts of Egypt, in n·nhuies before Cadmus taught letters 
to the rude shepherds of Attica; or the wolf still suckled her cubs on the Palatine hill. 

If this is a correct reading of American archooology, its bearings arn significant in refer-
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ence to the whole history of American man. In Europe the student of primitive antiquity 
is habitually required to discriminate between products of ingenious skill belonging to 
periods and races widely separated alike by time and by essentially diyerse stages of pro
gress in art; for not only do its palmolithic and neolithic periods long precede the oldest 
written cluonicles, but even its Aryan colonization lies beyond any recOTd of historic 
beginnings. The ciYilization which had already grown up around the Mediterranean Sea 
while the classic nations were in their infancy, extended its influences not only to what 
was sb·ictly regarded as transalpine Europe, but beyond the English Channel and th.e 
Baltic, centuries before the Rhine and Danube formed the boundary of the Roman ·world. 
Voltaire remarked long ago when treating of the morals and spirit of nations: "It is not in 
the nature of man to desire that which he does not know." But it is certainly in his nature, 
at any rate, to desire much that he does not possess; and the craYings of the rudest out
lying tribes of ancient Europe must have been stimulated by many desires of ·which 
those of the New W odd were all unconscious, till the advent of Europeans in the fifteenth 
century brought them into rude contact with a long matured ciYilization. 

The archmology of the American continent is, in this respect, at least, simple. Its 
student is nowhere exposed to misleading or obscuring elements such as baffle the Euro
pean explorer from the intermingling of relics of widely diverse eras; or even the succes
sion of arts of the most dissimilar character, such as Dr. Schliemann found on the site of 
the classic Ilium. The history of America cannot repeat that of Europe. Its great river 
valleys and vast prairies present a totally different condition of things from that in which the 
distinctive arts, languages and nationalities of Etuope have been matured. The physical 
geography of the latter has necessarily fostered isolation, and so tended to develop the 
peculiarities of national character, as well as to protect incipient civilization and immature 
arts from the constant erasures of barbarism, such as made tho si,cppes of Asia in older 
centuries the nurseries of hordes of rude warriors, powerful only for spoliation. The evi
dence of the isolation of the different nations of Europe in early centuries is unmistaka
ble. Scarcely any feature in the history of the ancient world is more strange to us now 
than the absence of all direct intercourse between countries separated only by the Alps, or 
even by the Danube or the Rhine. "The geography of Greek experience as ·exhibited by 
Homer, is limited, speaking generally, to the 1Egean and its coasts, with the Propontis as 
its limit in the northeast, with Crete for a southern boundary ; and with the addition of the 
western coast of the peninsula and its islands as far nOTthwards as the Leucadian rock. 

. The key to the great contrast between the outer geogmphy and the 
facts of nature lies in the belief of Homer that a great sea occupied the space ·where we 
know the heart of the European continent to lie." * To the early Romans the Cdtic 
nations, closely allied though they were to them in race and langrn1gt', wen) known only 
as warlike nomads whose incursions from beyond the Alpine frontiPr of theiT little WOTld 
were perpetuated in the half legendary tales of their own national childhood. To the 
Greek even of the days of Herodotus no more was known of them than the rumours 
brought by seamen and traders whose faTthest voyage was to the month of the Rhone. 

It is, indeed, difficult for us now, amid the intimate relations of the modern woTld, 
and the interchange of products ·of the remotest Past and W()st, to Tealize a condition of 

* Gladstone, Juventus Mundi, pp. 4741 479. 
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things when the world beyond the Alps was a mystery to the Greek historian, and the 
very existence of the river Rhine was questioned; or when, four centuries late1·, the 
nations around the Baltic, which were before long to supplant the masters of the Roman 
world, were so entirely unknown to them that, as Dr. Arnold remarks, in one of his letters: 
"The Roman colonies along the Rhine and the Danube looked out on the country beyond 
those rfrm-s as we look up at the stars, and actually see with our own eyes a world of which 
we know nothing." Yet such ignorance was not ineompatible with indirect intercourse, 
and was so far from excluding the barbarians beyond the Alps or the Baltic from all the fruits 
of the cfrilization which grew up around the Mediterranean ~ea, that the study of European 
archmology has owed its chief impediment to the difficulty of discriminating between 
arts of diverse eras and races of northern Europe, intermingled with those of its Neolithic 
and Bronze pei·iods ; or of separating them from the true products of Celtic and classic 
workrnanshi p. 

It is altogether different with American archmology. Were there any traces here of 
Celtic, Roman, or medimval European art, the whole tendency of the American mind 
would be to give even an exaggerafed yalue to their influence. Superficial students of the 
ruins of Mexico and Cent~·al America have misinterpreted characteristics pertaining to what 
may not inaptly be designated instincts common to the human mind in its first efforts at 
visible expression of its ideas; and have recognized in them fancied analogies with ancient 
Egyptian art, or with the mythology and astronomical science of the East. Had, indeed, 
the more advanced nations of the New ,Vorld borrowed the arts of Egypt, India, or 
Greece: the great river highways, and the vast unbroken levels of the northern continent 
presented abundant facilities for their diffusion, with no greater aid than the birch-bark 
canoe of the northern savage. The copper of Lake ~uperior was familiar to nations on the 
banks of the Mississippi, the St. Lawrence, the Hudson, and the Delaware. Nor was the 
influence of southern civilization wholly inoperatfre .. Reflex traces of the prolific fancy of 
the Peruvian potter may be detected in the rude ware of the mounds of Georgia and Ten
nessee; and the conventional art of Yucatan reappears in the ornamentation of the lodges 
of the Haidahs of Queen Charlotte's Islands, and in the wood and iyory carvings of the 
Tawatin and other tribes of British Columbia. Already, moreover, the elaborate native 
devices which give such distinctive character to the ivoTy and claystone caTvings of the 
Chimpseyan and Clalam Indians, have been largely superseded by repToductions of Euro
pean ornamentation, or literal representations of houses, shipping, horses, fire-arms, and 
other o~jects brought under the notice of the native artist in his intercourse with white 
men. We are justified, therefore, in assuming that no long-matured civilization could 
have existed in any part of the American continent without leaving, not only abundant 
evidence of its presence within its own area, but also many traces of its influence far 
beyond. Yet it cannot be said of the vanished races of the North American continent 
that they died and made no sign. Their memorials are abundant, and some of their 
earthworks and burial mounds are on a gigantic scale. But they perpetuate no 
evidence of a natfre cfrilisation of elder times bearing the slightest analogy to that of 
Europe through all its historic centuries. The western hemisphere stands a world 
apart, with languages and customs essentially its own; and with man and his arts 
embraced within greatly narrower limits of development than in any other quarter of the 
globe. The evolutionist may, indeed, be tempted by the absence not only of the anthro-
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poid apes, but by all but the lowest families of the Primates, to regard man as a ree:ent 
intruder on the American continent. But in this, as in the archreologist's deductions, the 
term" recent" is a relative one. To whatever source American man may be referred, his rela
tions to the old-world races are sufficiently remote to preclude any theory of geographical 
distribution within the historic period. 

It is not, therefore, adequate time that is wanting for the growth of a native American 
civilization. The only satisfactory evidence of the affiliation o{ the American ra~es to those 
of Asia or Europe, or of Africa, must be sought for in their languages. But any trace of 
this kind, thus far observed, is at best obscure and remote. The resemblance in physical 
traits points to affinity with the Asiatic Mongol; and the agglutinate characteristics com
mon to many languages of the continent, otherwise essentially dissimilar, is in harmony 
with this. But Asiatic affinities are only traceable remotely, not demonstrable on any defi
nite line of descent, and all the evidence that language supplies points to a greatly pro
longed period of isolation.· The number of languages spoken throughout the whole of 
North and South America has been estimated to considerably·exceed h,yelve hundred; and 
on the northern continent alone, more than five hundred distinct languages are spoken, 
which admit of classification among seventy-five ethnical groups: each with essential 
linguistic distinctions, pointing to its own parent stock. Some of those languages are 
merely well marked dialects, with fully developed vocabularies. Others have more recently 
acquired a dialectic character in the breakingup and scattering of dismembered tribes, and 
present a very limited range of vocabulary, suited to the intellectual requirements of a 
small tribe, or band of nomads. The prevailing condition of life throughout the whole 
North American continent was peculiarly favourable to the multiplication of such dialects, 
and their growth into new languages, owing to the constant breaking up and scattering of 
tribes, and the frequent adoption into their numbers of ·the refugees from other fugitive 
broken tribes, leading to an intermingling of vocabularies and fresh modifications of speech. 

But, by whatever means we may seek to account for the great diversity of speech 
among the communities of the New World, it is manifest that language furnishes no 
evidence of recent intrusion, or of contact for many generations with Asiatic or other races. 
On any theory of origin either of race or language, a greatly prolonged period is indispen
sable to account for the actual condition of things which presents such a tempting field for 
the study of the ethnologist. Among the various races brought under our notice, the Huron
Iroquois of Canada and the neighbouring States most fitly represent the North American 
race east of the Rocky Mountains. Their language, subdivided into many dialects, fur
nishes indications of migrations throughout the greater portion of that area eastward be
tween the Mississippi and the Atlantic seaboard, and its affinities have been sought for 
beyond the American continent. One experienced philologist, Mr. Horatio Hale, in his 
"Indian Migrations, as evidenced by language," after remarking that there is nothing in 
the language of the American Indians to favour the conjecture of an oriO'in from Eastern 

. 0 

Asia, thus proceeds:-" But in Western Europe one community is known to exist, speak-
ing a language which in its general structure manifests a near likeness to the Indian 
tongues. .A.lone of all the races of the old continent the Basques or Euskarians, of northern 
Spain and south-western France have a speech of that highly complex and polysynthetic 
character which distinguishes the American languages." But to this he has to add the 

Sec. II., 1883. 6. 
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statement that "there is not, indeed, any such positive similarity in words or grammar as 
would pTOve a direct affiliation. The likeness is merely in the general <'ast and mould of 

. " (*} speech, but this likeness is so marked as to have awakened much attent10n. 
Assuming the affinity thus based on a general likeness in cast and mould of speech to 

be well founded, there need be no surprise at the lack of any positive similarity in words 
or grammar; for, used only as a test of the intervening time since Basque and Red Indian 
parted, it points to TepresentatiYes of a prehistoric race that occupied Europe befOTe the 
advent of Keltic or other Aryan pioneer, long prior to the historic dawn. And if the inter
venin{)' centuries between that undetermined date and the close of the fifteenth century, 

b 

.when intercourse was once more renewed between the Iberian peninsula and the trans-
atlantic continent, sufficed for the evolution of all the successive classic, medimval and 
renaissance phases of civilisation in Europe : what was man doing through all those cen
turies in this New World? A period of time would appear to have transpired ample 
enough for the development of a natfre American civilisation; but neither the languages 
nor the arts of the Indian nations found· in occupation of the northern continent reveal 
traces of it, nor does archreology disclose to us eviden<'e of any precursors. Whatever 
their origin may have been, the Red Indians of this continent appear to have remained 
for unnumbered centuries excluded by ocean barriers from all influence of the historic 
races. But on this very account an inquiry into their histOTy, in so far as this may be 
recoverable from archreological or other evidence, may simplify important ethnical problems,· 
and contribute results of some value in reference to the condition and progress of primreval 
man elsewhere. 

In Europe man can be studied only as he has been moulded by a thousand external 
influences, and by the intermixhue of many dissimilar races. The most recent terms of 
ethnological classification, the Xa13:thocroi and ~Ielanochroi are based on the assumed inter-

. blending· of widely dissimilar races in times long anterior to any definite chronology. 
There was a time, as is assumed, when the sparsely peopled arnas of ancient Europe 
were occupied exclusively by a population, still imperfectly represented by the Finns, the 
Lapps, and the Basques. Those are supposed to be surviYing fragments of a once homo
geneous population of Europe in prehistoric centm·ies. On this the great Aryan migration 
intruded in successive waves of Celti .. , Shwic, Hellenic and Teutonic invaders, not without 
considerable intermixture of blood, to which is still traced the Melanochroi of Britain and 
western Europe. Such is the great ethni(·al revolution by which it is assumed that that 
continent was recolonised from the same Asiatic crndleland from whence India and Persia 
derived their ancient civilized and lettered races. 

In the year 1--1\13 began another ethnical revolution by which the Aryan, OT lndo
European stock intruded, in Pver increasing numhi.•rs, on a like aboriginal population of 
the New '\Yorld. The disparity betwL·en the first CL·ltic or other Aryan immigrants into 
Europe, and the aborigines whom they encountered there was probably less than that 
which separated the first American colonists from the Red Indian s-ayages whom they dis
placed. In both cases it was the meeting of civilis(•d and cultured racPs with rude nomads 
whom they were prone to Tegard with an aversion or contempt very different from the 
repellent elements between conquering and subject nations in near equality to each other. 

(*) Indian Migrations, p. ~--!. 
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The disparity, for example, betwern the 11ative Briton and the intruding Saxon, or betw(•0n 
the later Anglo-Saxon and the intruding Dane or Northman, was sufficiently slight to 
admit of ready intermixture, ultimately, in spik of their bitter antagonism. But other· 
elements have also to be kept in view. The pioneers of emigration are not, as a rule, the 
most cultured members of the intruding race; while the disparity in the relative numbers 
of the sexes inevitably resulting from the conditions under which any extensiYe migration 
takes place forms an effective counterpoise to very wide ethnical differences. In eY<ffY case 
of extensin~ immigration, with the excess of males and chiefly of hardy young adventurers, 
the same result is inevitable. On the American continent it has already produced a numerc;ms 
race of half-breeds, descendants of white and Indian parentage, apart from that other and not 
less·interesting "coloured race," now numbering upwards of six millions in the United States 
alone, the descendants of European and African parentage. In the older provinces of Canada, 
the remnants of tlw aboriginal Indian tribes have been gathered on suitable reserves; and on 
many of these; so far are they from ha$tening to extinction, that during the last quarter of 
a century the returns of the Indian Department show a steady numerical increase. In the 
United States, under less favourable circumstances, similar results are beginning to be 
recognized. In a report on "Indian Civilisation and Education," dated ,Vashington, Nov
ember 24th, 1877, it is set forth as more and more tending to assume the aspect of an 
established fact, "that the Indians, instead of being doomed to extinction within a limited 
period, are, as a rule, not decreasing in numbers; and are, in all probability, destined to 
form a permanent factor; an enduring element of our population." Wherever the abori
gt•nes have been ga~hered together upon suitable reserves, and trained to industTious habits, 
as.among the Six-Nation Indians, settled on the Grand Ri-n:-r, in the Provine of Ontario; 
or where they have mingled on terms of equality with the white settlers, as within the 
old H-µdson's Bay Territory on the Red River, they have after a time showed indications of 
endurance. It is not a mere intermingling of white and Indian settlers, but the incn~ase 
of the community by the growth of a half-breed population, and when this takes place 
under favourable circumstances, as was notably the c~se so long as the hunter tribes of the 
prafries, and the trappers of the Hudson's Bay Company shared the great North--\V(•st as a 
common hunting ground, the results are altogether favourable to the endtnancc of the 
mixed racP. On a nearly similar footing we may conceive of the admixture of the earliest 
rude Aryans with the Allophylians of Europe, rnsulting in its MelanochTOi. Tlw growth in 
the territory of the Hudson's Bay Company of a numerous half-breed population, assuming 
the status of a tribe of farming hunters, distinct alike from the Indians and the ,,Thitet--, is 
accordingly a fad of singular interest to the ethnologist. It has been the result of alliances, 
('hiefly with Indian Crec> women, by the fur trappers of thc> n·gion. But tlwsp included 
two di:-;tin<·t <·lements: the one a Scottish immigration, chiefly from the Orkney Islands; 
the other that of the French Canadians ·who lono• J)l'l'<'PUPd the EnO'lish a~ huntns and trap-
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prrs in the North-,,Test. The contrasting S<·ottish and French patnnityn•Yen1:-- itself in the 
hybrid offspring; but in both \'HRl•:-; the half-breeds are a large and robust ran', with ~TP:dPr 
pow<'rs of endurarn•p than the purn-blood Indian. They have lw<·n described to me by more 
than one truf.:tworthy observer as "1--nperior in every n•:-;pPd, both mentally awl phy:-;icallyt 
and this is confirmed by my own <'Xpl 1ril'n(·<·. The same opinion ha:-; bePn expn•s::;P<l by 
IH':.uly all who have paid :-special attention to the hybrid rac('f.: of the New ,V orld. D'Orbigny, 
when rnferring to the general result of this intermingling ofraces says : " Among the nations 
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in America tlw product is always superior to the two types that are mixed." Henry, a 
traveller of the last century, who spent six years among the North American Indians, notes 
the confirmatOTy assurance giYPn to him by a Cristineaux chief, that " the children borne by 
their women to Europeans were bolder waniors and better hunters than themselyes." 
Finally, of the hardy race of the Arctic Circle Dr. Kane says: "The half-breeds of the coast 
rival the Esquimaux in their powers of endurance." There is also a fine race in Greenland, 
half Danes; and Dr. Rae informs me that numerous half-breed Eskimos are to be met 

with on the Labrador coast. They are taller and more hardy than the pure blooded Eski

mos ; so that he al ways gayc the preference to them as his guides. The Danish half
breeds are dPst'ribed by Dr. Henry Rink, in hi~ "Talc•~ and Traditions of the Eskimo," 
as datin<r back to the earliest times of the colonization of Greenland. The mixed mar-

::, 

riages, he says, "have generally been rich in offspring. The children for the most part 

grow up as complete Greenlanders ;" but the distinction between them and the natfre 
Eskimo, is unmistakable, although individuals of the hybrid offspring represent the 
mixture of European and native blood in almost every possible proportion.* From ti;ie 
conquest of Mexico in 1520, and of Peru in 1534, this admixture of races of the Old and the 
New World has been going on in nwying ratio according to the relative circumstances 

under which they meet. In Mexico and in the more civilized portions of South America the 

half-breeds are estimated to constitute fully one-fifth of the whole population, while the 
so-called " colored people," the descendants of European and African parentage now number 

not less than fifteen millions throughout the mainland and the Islands of North and 

South America. t 
Throughout the northern, southern, and western States of America, on the Pacific 

slope, ·and in Canada, the growth of a mixed race of White and Indian blood has every
where taken place in the first period of settlement, when the frontier backwoodsman and 
the hunter were brought into contact with the native tribes. Along the bOTders of every 
frontier State a nearly exclusive male population is compelled to accept the services of the 
Indian women in ~my attempt at domestic life. The children grow up to share in perfect 
ec.i_·rn1ity the rude life of their fathers. The new generation presents a mixed race of 
hardy trappers, mingling the aptitudes of both races in the wild life of the frontier. ,Yith 
the increase of population, and the more settled life of the clearing, the traces of mixed 
blood are lost sight of; but it is to a large extent only a repetition of what ~ppears to have 
marked the advent of the Aryan immigrants into Europe. The new, but more civilized 
race predominated. Literal extermination, no doubt, did its work, and the aborigines to a 

* Among the Western Eskimos, in the vicinity of Alaska, there is evidence of Eskimo and Indian 
half-breeds, vide Tales and Traditions, Dr. Rink,p. 4. In the Southern States there are also traces of admixture of 

Indian and Xc.gro blood; as among the Cherokees, who. held numerous Negro slaves; but neither of those hybrid 
types is sufficiently numerous to be of enduring significance. 

t In 1715 there were 58,000 ~egroes in British America; in 1775 tlwy had increased to 501,102. After the 
war of Independ_ence the incroas<'· became more rapid. In 17VO they numbered 707,208; in 1800 tlwy ha.d increased 
to 893,041; and m 1818 to 1,191,364. At the <lato of Kl'.gro emancipation in 18G0, there were, in round numbers, 

4,000,000 slaves; in addition to the free coloured population. The immediate results tended for a time to check 
their progress. Kl·-Yertheless the census of 1880 showed the ·whole coloured population of the United States to 

number 6,580,793. 'rhe data for formilig an estimate of the entire coloured population of the continent and islands 
of X and S. America are less definite: but I believ:} the numbers stated in the text to be based on a low estimate. 
Vide earlier estimates: Prehistoric },fan, 3rd ed., vol. ii, p. 305. · 
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large extent perished. But no inconsiderable remnant finally disappeared by absorption 
into the general stock; not without leaving enduring evidence of the process in the 
Melanochroi, or dark whites-the Iberians, or Black Celts, as they are sometimes styled,
of western Europe; as well as in the allied type, not only of the Mediteranean shOTes, but 
of Western Asia and Persia. . A process has thus been going on on the American continent 
for three centuries, which cannot fail to beget new types in the future; even as a like 
process is seen to have produced them under analogous conditions in ancient Europe. 

Viewed in this aspect, the archmology and ethnology of the New World presents in 
some important respects a startling analogy to pre-Aryan Europe. Assuredly the status of 
the allophylian races of Europe can scarcely have been inferior to that of some, at least, of 
the aborigines of America in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Probably the Aryan 
pioneers were fully equal to its first European immigrants. But if the ethnical character
istics of American man are simple, and the aspect of his social life appears to realize for us a 
living analogy to that of Europe's Neolithic, if not in some respects to that of its Palreolithic 
era, the question of his antiquity acquires a new interest: for it thus becomes apparent that 
man may remain through countless ages in the wild hunter stage, as unprogressiYe as any 
other denizen of the wilderness propagating its species and hunting for its prey. But 
the whole question of the antiquity of man has undergone a marvellous reYolution in 
very recent years. The literature of modern geology curiously illustrates its progress, 
from the date of the publication of Dean Buckland's "Reliquirn Diluvianre," in 1823, to the 
final edition of Sir Charles Lyell's "Principles of Geology," in 1872, and the embodiment 
of his ultimate conclusions on the special question involved in his "Antiquity of Man." 

The determination of a Palreolithic period for Europe, with its rude implements of 
flint or stone, chipped into shape without the aid of any grinding or polishing process, 
and belonging to an era when man was associated with animals either extinct or known 
only throughout the historic period in extreme northern latitudes, has naturally stimulated 
the research of American archreologists for corresponding traces on this continent. Nor is 
the anticipation of the possible recovery of the traces of man's presence in post-glacial, or still 
earlier epochs in unhistoric areas, limited to either continent. If it be accepted as an 
established fact that man has existed in Europe for unnumbered ages, during which enor
mous physical changes have been wrought ; upheaval and denudation have reyolutionized 
the face of the continent ; the deposition of the whole drift formation has been effected; 
the river valleys of southern England and the north of France have been excavated, and 
the British Islands detached from the neighboring continent: it cannot be regarded as im
probable that eyidence may yet be found of the early presence of man in any region of 
the globe. Nevertheless some of the elements already referred to tend to mark with a 
character of their own the investigations alike of t~e arehreologist and the geologist into the 
earliest traces of human art in what we have learned habitually to speak of as the New 
World. In Europe the antiquary, familiar already with ancient historic remains, had 
passed by a natural transition to the study of ruder examples of primitive art in stone 
and bronze, as well as to the physical characteristics of races which appeared to have pre
ceeded the earliest historic nations. The occupation of the British Islands, for example, 
successiYely by Celts, Romans, Anglo-Saxons, Danes and Normans, was so familiar to the 
popular mind that the problem of a sequence of neolithic, bronze, and the ruder iron 
implements with their corelated personal ornaments, pottery, etc., was universally solvl'd 
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hy refening them to Celtic, -Roman and ~rnndinavian m·t. Erroneous as this interpreta
tion of the evidence pro-n·s to have heen, it had, neverthc> less, sufficient accordance with 
tTuth to prepaTe the way for the ultimate reception of more accurate inductions. The fact of 
the ocemTew·e of snct·<>ssiye phases of art, and their indication of a succession of races, were 
undoubted; and researches directed to the solution of the pmblem of European archmology 
weTe unhesitatingly followed up through medimval, classical, Assyrian and Egyptian_ 
remains, to the very threshold of that prehistoTi<- dawn -which forms the transitional stage -
betwec•n geological and historical epochs. A significant fact, in its bearing on the recent dis
closures oftheTiYer drift in France and England, is that some of the most charncteristic flint 
implements, such as the large spear-head found along with the remains of a fossil elephant 
in Gray's-Inn Lane, London, a1id implements of the same type obtained from the drift of 
the 1.Vaveney Valley, in Surrey, underlying similar fossil remains, had been brought under · 
the notice of an-h&ologish; upwards of a century befOTe the idea of the contemporaneous 
existence of man and the mammals of the Drift found any favou~, and were unhesitatingly 
assigned to a CPltic origin: The first known discovery of any flint imp1ement in the 
qu:aternary -gravds of Europe stands recorded in the Sloane catalogue of the British 
Museum as" A British weapon found, -with elephant's tooth, opposite to black Mary's, 

near Grayesinn Lane." 
A just conception of the comprehensiveness even of historical antiquity ,vas long 

retarded in Europe by an exclusive devotion to classical studies; but the relations of this 
continent to the Old World are so recent,· and all else is ·so. nearly a blank, that for it the 
fiftee:iith centluy_ is the historic dawn, and every thing dating before the landing of 
Columbus has been habitually assigned to -the same -vague antiquity. Hence historical 
research has been occupied for the most· p~rt on ,ery modern remains, and the supTeme 
triumph long aimed at has been to associate the hierogln,hics of Central America, and the 
architectoral monuments of Peru, with those of Eg;ypt. But we have entered on a new 
era of archmological and historical enquiry. The palmolithic implements -of the French 
Drift have only been brought to light in our o_wn day; and, though ·upwards of half a 
century has c>lapsed since the researches of Mr. J. MacEnery "\Yere rewai·ded by the discov- · 
ety of flint implements of the earliest type in the same red loam of the De,onshire lime
stone cayes which embedded bones of the mammoth, tichorhine rhinoceros, cave-bear · 
and other extinct mammals, it is only very recently that the true significance of such dis-
closun•s has been recognized. · 

Amerirn was indeed little behind Europe in t lw earlier stage's of cavern research. A 
cabinet of the British Museum is filled with fossil bones obtained by Dr. Lund and M. 
Clnnssen from limestone caYPrns in Brazil, embedded in a rnddish-colo1ued loam, under a 
thick stalagmitic floOTing, and including, along with n'mains of genera still inhabiting the 
Amerienn continent, those 0f extind nrnnkeys. Hum~m bonPs "\Yere also found in the 
same caves, but supC'rficinlly, and seemingly of the present Indian race. But a fresh in-.. 
terest and significance ha Ye been gin·n to snch rPsP~m ·lws by the novel as1wd of prehistoric -
archmology in Europe. The relations now <.'stah1ished hdwc•r-11 the earliesf traces of Euro-
pean man and the geological nspeds of the great Drift formation, have naturally led to the 
dili!.!·<'nt examination of <·orresponding dl'posits of the continent of America, in the hope of 
recovPring · similar traces there. Until very l'l'('Cmtly, however, any supposed exam- -
p1es of American palreolithic art have been isolated and unsatisfactory. A flint knife was 
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recovered from a depth of upwards of fourteen feet among the rolled gra,yd and gold
bearing quartz of the Grinell Leads, in Kansas Tenitory, and is now in the l\Iuseurn of 
the University of Toronto. Other specimens of flint implements, obtained from the 
auriferous gravels of California1 were sp.own at the Paris Exposition of 1.855. In the geo
logical report of Illinois for 1866 stone axes and flint spear-heads are described, obtained 
from a bed of local drift near Alton, underlying the loe:-,s, and at the s_ame depth as bones 
of the mastodon. Colonel Charles C. Jones, in his "Antiquitie:-; of the Southern Indians," 
notes the discovery in the N acoochee Valley, in the State of Georgia, of three flint imple
ments found at a depth of nine feet, among the gravel and boulders of the drift, an¢l 

. describes them as "in material, manner of construction, and appearance, so m·arly resem
. bling some of the rough so-called flint hatchets belonging to the Drift type, that they might 
very readily be mistaken the one for the other." * Other more OT less trustworthy exam

_ples of a like kind have been reported from time to time; among which may be noted a 
large speciip.en, now in the collection of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, said to have 
_been found at Lewiston, .in the State of New York, at a great depth, when sinking a well. t 

Som_e of the as_sumed illustrations of American palmolithic art are of doubtful antiquity. 
One implement, for example, from the Californian gravel drift, is a polished stone plummet 
perforated at one end, and not only modern in character, but as a genuine discoYery in the 
gold-bearing gravels, tending to discredit the palmolithic origin assigned to ruder imple
ments found under similar circumstances. But the most . startling examples of this class 
are of minor importance, when compared with reported discoveries of human remains in 
the Californian drift. In 1857, Dr. C. F. Winslow produced a fragment of a human skull 
found eighteen feet below the surface in the" pay drift" at Table Mountain, associated 
with remains of the mastodon and fossil elephant. More recently Professor J. D. '\Yhitney 
exhibited, at the Chicago meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of 
Science, a complete human skull, recovered at a depth of one hundred and thirty feet, in 
the auriferous gravel of Calaveras County, California, underlying five successi-ve beds of 
lava and -i.-olcanic tufa, and vouched for its geological antiquity. The gravel which 
adhered to the relic found imbedded in it is refened by him to the Pliocene age; and Dr . 
. J. '\V. Foster remarks of it, in his "Prehistmic Races of the United ~tates :" + "This skull, 
admitting its authenticity, carries back the -advent of man to the Pliocene epoch, and is 
therefore older than the stone implements of the drift -gravel of Abbeville and Amie.us, or 
.the relics furnished by_ the cave-dirt of Belgium and France." In reality, however, the 
authenticity of the skull as a pliocene relic is not admitted. Like that of Guadaloupe, 

. those found by Dr. Lund in the Brazil caves, and other fossil skulls of the AmL·rirnn con
_tinent, it proved, according to the trustworthy report of Dr. '\Vyman, to be of the ordinary 
Indian type; though to some minds that only confirms the genuineness of the di:-;rn,·ery . 

. A human skull recovered from the delta of the Mississippi at New Orleans, and estimated 
by Dr. Dowler-on what," to avoid all ca:dl," he daimed to be extremely moderate assump

. tions,-as not less than 57,000 years old, is grouped with others found by Dr. Lund in one 
of the Brazil caves, at Logoa Santa, and thus commented on: "N umeTOus species of animals 

·* Antiquities of the Southern Indians, p. 293. 
t Prehistoric Man, 3rd Ed., vol. 1, p. 59. 
t Prehistoric Races, p. 54. 
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have been blotted from creation since American humanity's first appearance. The form of 
these crania, moreover, proves that the general type of races inhabiting America at that 
inconceivably remote era was the same which prevailed at the Columbian discovery;"* 
and so the authors of" Types of Mankind" arrive at the conclusion that with such evidence 
of the native American type having occupied the continent in geological times, before the 
formation of the Mississippi alluvia, science may spare itself the trouble of looking else
where for the origin of the American race. The high authority of Professor Agassiz was 
adduced at the time in support of this and other equally crude assumptions; but they have 
ceased to receive the countenance of men of science. 

Meanwhile the progress of European discovery has familiarized us with the idea of 
the rude primeval race of its palmolithic era, so designated in reference to their charac
teristic implements recovered from the river drift of France and England, and the sedi
mentary accumulations of their rock shelters and limestone caves. That flint and stone imple
ments of every variety of form abound in the soil of this continent, has been established 
by ample proof; and if mere rudeness could be accepted as evidence of antiquity, many of 
them rival in this respect the rudest implements of the European drift. But it has to be 
kept in view that the indigenous tribes of America have not even now abandoned the 
manufacture of implements of obsidian, flint and stone, as well as of bone and ivory. So 
striking, indeed, is the analogy between the simple arts of the palmolithic cave-men of 
southern France, and those still practised by the Eskimo on our own Canadian frontier 
that Professor Boyd Dawkins has been led from this to find a pedigree for the American 
aborigines not less ancient than that which Dr. Dowler long ago deduced from his discovery in 
the delta of the Mississippi. The implements and accumulated debris of the ancient hunters 
of the Garonne, the contemporaries of the mammoth and other extinct mammals, and of 
the reindeer, musk-sheep, cave-bear, and other species known only within the historic 
period in extreme northern latitudes, undoubtedly suggest interesting analogies with the 
modern Eskimo. Only under similar climatic conditions to those in which they now live, 
could such accumulations of animal remains as have been found in the caves of the valley 
of the Vesere be possible in places habitually resorted to by man. But such analogies form 
a very slender basis on which to found the startling hypothesis that the race of the mam
moth and reindeer period in the remote post-pliocene era of southern France has its living 
representatives within the Arctic circle of the American continent. 

The students of modern archmology have become familiar with startling disclosures; 
and the supposed identification of living representatives of the race of the pleistocene river 
beds or cave deposits is too fascinating a one to be readily abandoned by its originator. 
Professor Dawkins conceives the men of the river-drift era to have been a race of still older 
and ruder savages than the palmolithic cave-men, who were more restricted in their range, 
and con~iderably in advance of them in the variety and workmanship of their weapons 
and implements. The elder ruder race has vanished; but the cave race of that indefinite 
but vastly remote era of late pliocene, or post-pliocene Europe, is assumed to live on, within 
the Arctic frontiers of our own Dominion. 

In discussing the plausible hypothesis which thus aims at recovering in the hyper
boreans of this continent the race that before the close of Europe's pleistocene age, hunted 

* 'l'ypes of Mankind, page 351. 
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the mammoth, the musk-sheep, and the reindeer in the valleys of the Garonne, Professor 
Dawkins reviews the manners and habits of the Eskimos as a race of hunters, fishers, and 
fowlers, accumulating round their dwellings vast refuse heaps similar to those of the 
ancient cave-men. Both were ignorant of the metallurgic arts, were excluded to a large 
extent by a like rigorous climate from access to stone or flint, while they habitually turned 
to account the available material, resulting from the spoils of the chase: bone, ivory, and 
deer's horn, in the manufacture of all needful tools. The implements and weapons thus 
common to both do unquestionably prove that their manner of life was in many respects 
similar; and as Professor Dawkins notes what would scarcely seem surprising in any 
people familiar with the working in bone, viz : the use at times by the Eskimo of 
fossil mammoth ivory for the handles of their stone scrapers, he adds: "It is very 
possible that this habit of the Eskimos may have been handed down from the late 
pleistocene times." But what strikes him as "the most astonishing bond of union between 
the cave-men and the Eskimos is the art of representing animals;" and, after noting those 
familiar to both, along with the correspondence in their weapons, and habits as hunters, 
he says: "All these points of connection between the cave-men and the Eskimos can, in 
my opinion, be explained only on the hypothesis that they belong to the same race."* 

As to the ingenious imitative art of the Cro-Magnon cave-dwellers, it is by no means 
peculiar to them and the modern Eskimos ; but, on the contrary, is common to many savage 
races ; though by no modern savage people has a like degree of artistic ability been shown. 
Professor Dawkins says truly of the cave-man: "He possessed a singular talent for repre
senting the animals he hunted; and his sketches reveal to us that he had a capacity for 
seeing the beauty and grace of natural form not much inferior to that which is the result 
oflong-continued civilization in ourselves, and very much higher than that of his successors 
in Europe in the Neolithic age. The hunter who was both artist and sculptor, who 
reproduced with his imperfect means at one time foliage, at another the quiet repose of a 
reindeer feeding, has left behind him the proof of a decided advance in culture, such as might 
be expected to result from the long continuance of man on the earth in the hunter state of 
civilization." t All this is correct in reference to the art of the Vezere carvers and drafts
men; but it would be gross exaggeration if applied to such conventional art as the Eskimo 
arrow-straightener which Professor Dawkins figures, with its formal row of reindeer and 
their grotesque accessories. The same criticism is equally applicable to numerous other 
specimens of Eskimo art, and to similar Innuit, or western Eskimo representations of 
hunting scenes, such as those figured by Mr. William H. Dall, in his" Alaska," which he 
describes as "drawings analogous to those discovered in France in the caves of 
Dordogne.'' :f: 

The identity, or near resemblance between harpoons, fowling spears, marrow-spoons, 
and scrapers, of the ancient cave-race of pleistocene France and implements of the modern 
Eskimos, is full of interest; as is much also of a like kind between savage races of our own 
day in the most widely severed regions of the globe; but it is a most slender basis on 
which to found such far-reaching deductions. The old race that lived on the verge of the 

* Early l\Ian in Britain, p. 241. 
t Early l\Ian in Britain, p. 244. 
t Alaska and its resources, p. 237. 

Sec. II., 1883. 7, 
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great glaciers in southern France gave the preference to bone and ivory over flint or stone, 
because the climatic conditions under which they lived rendered those most accessible 
to them; and we see in the familiar types of flint arrow-heads, stone-hammers, and 
the like primitive tools of savage man, both in ancient and modern times, how naturally 
the workman, with the same materials and similar necessities, shapes his few and simple 
weapon:-- and implements into like form. As to the absence of pottery, alike among the 
an('ient caye-dwellers and the modern Eskimos, in ,vhich Professor Dawkins finds another 
element of resemblance, it proves no more than that both had to work under climatic con
ditions which rendered clay, adequate fuel, and nearly all other appliances of the potter, 

even less available than flint and stone. 
But the caves of the Vf·zere hayc furnished examples not only of skulls, but of com~lete 

skeletons of an ancient race of cave-dwellers, whether that of the ingenious draughtsmen 
and reindeer hunters or not; and had those, or the underlying debris, yielded any traces of 
the Eskimo type of head, there would then be good reason for attaching an exceptional 
value to any evidence of correspondence in arts and habits. But the cerebral capacity of 
this Cro-Magnon race amply accords with the artistic- skill, and the sense of beauty and 
grace of natural form, ascribed to the ancient draughtmen; and their well-developed 
skulls and large bones present, in cn•ry respect, the most shiking contrast to the stunted 
Eskimo. The strongly marked physiognomy of the former bears no resemblance to the 
·debased Mongolian type of the latter. No doubt it may be argued with sufficient plau
sibility that in the slow retreat of the palmolithic race of the ynlley of the Vezere over sub
.merging continents, since engulphed in the ocean; and in the nu,t mons of glacial or sub
glacial changes which have marked their migration to another hemisphere, and their retreat 
to their latest home on the verge of the pole, any amount of change may have modified the 
physical characteristics of the race. But if so, the evidence of their pedigree is no longer 
producible. The Eskimo may indeed be related by descent to the men of the French 
reindeer period·; as we ourselves may be descendants of palmolithic man; but, as Professor 
Geikie has justly remarked: ",Yhen anthropologists produce from some of the cayes 
occupied by the reindeer hunters a cranium resembling that of the lfring Eskimo, it will 
be time enough to admit that the latter has descended from the former. But, unfortunah,ly 
for the view here referred to, none of the skulls hitherto found affords it any support."* 
In truth, the plausible fancy that the discoveries of the last twenty years ha Ye tended to con
firm tlu· identification of the cave-men with the Eskimos, only' rnq uires the full apprecia
tion of all that it involves, in order that it shall take its place with that other identifica
tion with the red man of the present day of" Dr. Dowler's sub-cyprt>ss Indian ,vho dwelt 
on the site of New Orleans 57,000 years ago." 

The n'ceived interpretation of the impcrfod record which remains to us of the successive 
eras of geological change with the accompanying modifications of animal life, down to 
the appearance of man as an inhabitant of this "\Yorld; and the deciphering of geological 
chroniclings as a coherent disclosure of the past history of the earth: are largely due to Sir 
Charles Lyell. In 1841, he visited this continent, and then estimated with cautious 
conse1Tatism some of the evidences adduced for the assumed antiquity of American man. 
But subsequent observations led him to modify his views; and at length, in 1863, he 

'"° Prehistoric Europe, p. 550. 
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"read his recantation" of earlier opinions; and-so far at leaRt as Europe is concerned,
gave the full weight of his authority to the conclusions Telative to th~ antiquity of man based 
on the discovery of flint implements associated with bones of extinct mammalia at Abbeville 
and in the valley of the Thames. The peculiar geological conditions accompanying the 
earliest evidence of the presence of palreolithic man in Europe proved, when rightly inter
preted, to be no less convincing than the long familiar sequence of more recent archreological 
indices by which antiquarian speculation has proceeded step by step back towards that 
prehistoric dawn in which geology and archreology meet on common ground. The chalk 
and the overlying river-drift, abounding with flint nodules, left no room for question as to 
the source of the raw material from which the primitive implements were manufactured. 
The flint is still abundant as ever, in nodules of a size amply sufficient for furnishing the 
largest palooolithic implements, in the localities both of France and England where such 
specimens of primitive art have been recovered by thousands. But there other disclosures 
tell no less conclusively of many subsequent stages of progress, alike in prehistoric and 
historic times.· 

Dr. John Evans, in ~is "Ancient Stone Implements of Great Britain," pui·posely begins 
with the more recent implements,· including those of the Australian and other modern 
savage races ; and traces his way backward, " ascending the stream of time," and noting 
the diverse examples of ingeniously fashioned and polished tools of the neolithic age which 
preceded that palooolithic class, of vast antiquity and rudest workmanship, which now 
constitute the earliest known works of man; if they are not, indeed, examples of the first 
infantile efforts of human skill. But alike in Britain, and on the neighbouring continent, 
a chronological sequence of implements in stone and metal, with pottery, personal orna
ments, and other illustrations of progressive art, supplies the evidence by means of which 
we are led backward-not without some prolonged interruptions, as we approach the 
palreolithic age,-from historic to the remotest prehistoric times. 

The relative chronology of the European drift may be thus stated: first, and most 
modern, the superficial deposits of recent centuries with their mediooval traces of Frank and 
Gaul ; and along with those, the tombs, the pottery, and other remains of the Roman 
period, scarcely perceptibly affected in their geological relations by neaTly the whole inter
val of the Christian area; next, in the alluvium, seemingly embedded by natural accumu
lation at an average depth of fifteen feet, occur remains of a European stone period, corres
ponding in many respects to those of the recently discovered pfahlbauten, or pile villages 
of the Swiss Lakes; and, underlying those accumulations exceeding in their duration the 
whole histmical period, we come at length to the tool-bearing drift, imbedding, along 
with the fossil remains of many extinct mammals, the implements of palmolithic man, 
fashioned seemingly when the riYers were only begining the work of excavating the valleys 
which give their present contour to the landscapes of France and England. 

There, as elsewhere, we recognize progression from the most artless rudeness of tool 
manufacture, belonging to an epoch when the process of grinding flint or stone to an edge 
appears to have been unknown; through various stages of the primitive ·worker in stone, 
bone, ivory, and the like natural products; and then the discovery and gradual develop
ment of the metallurgic arts. Yet at the same time it must not be lost sight of that mere 
rudeness of workmanship is no evidence of antiquity. Nothing can well be conceived of 
more artless than some of the stone implements still in use among savage tribes of America. 
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Moreover, it is t.o be noted that it is not amid the privations of an arctic winter, with its 
analoo-ies so suo-o-estive of a condition of life corresponding: to that of the men of Europe"s b bb '--' 
palreolithic age ; but in southern latitudes, with a climate which furnishes abundant 
resources for sava~P man: that the crudest efforts at tool-making now occur. In a report 
of the United Stat~s Geological Survey for 1872, Professor Joseph Leidy furnishes an inter
esting account of numerous implements, rude as any in the Drift, observed by him while 
engaged on a survey at the base of the U nitah Mountains in Southern Wyoming. " In 
some places," he remarks, "the stone implements are so numerous, and at the same time 
are so rudely constructed, that one is constantly in doubt when to consider them as natural 
or accidental, and when to view them as artificial."* But with these others are mingled of 
fine finish. The Shoshones who haunt the region seem to be incapable of such skill as the 
latter imply; and express the belief that they were a gift of the Great Spirit to their 
ancestors. Yet many are fresh in appearance; though others are worn and decomposed on 
the surface, and may, as Professor Leidy assumes, have lain there for centuries. He also des
cribes a stone scraper, or teshoa, as the Shoshones call it, employed by them in the dressing of 
buffalo skins; but of so simple a character that he says, "had I not observed it in actual use, 
and had noticed it among the materials of the buttes, or horizontal strata of indurated clays 
and sandstone, I would have viewed it as an accidental spawl." When illustrating the 
characteristics of a like class of stone implements and weapons of Great Britain, Dr Evans 
figures and describes an axe, or war-club, procured from the Indians of Rio Frio, in Texas. 
Its blade is a piece of trachyte, so rudely chipped that it would scarcely attract attention 
as of artificial working, but for the club-like haft, evidently chopped into shape with 
stone tools, into which it is inserted. Nothing ruder has been brought to light in any 
drift or cave deposit. t Another modern Texas implement, in the Smithonnia collections 
at Washington,+ is a rudely fashioned flint blade, presenting considerable resemblance to 
a familiar class of oval implements of the river drift. 

So far, therefore, as unskilled art and the mere rudeness of workmanship are concerned, 
it might be assumed that the aborigines of this continent are thus presented to our study 
in their most primitive stage. They had advaiwL~d in no degree beyond the condition of 
the European savage of the river-drift period, when, at the close of the 15th century, they 
were brought into contact with modern European culture; and nothing in their rude arts 
seemed to offer a clue to their origin, or any eyidence of progression. For anything that 
could be learned from their work, they might have entered on the occupation of the 
northern l'Ontinent, subseqrn•nt to the visits of the Northmen in the h•nth century; and, 
indeed, American archmologists at prnsent generally favour the opinion that the Skraelings, 
as the Northmen designated the New England natives whom they t>nconntered, WL'l'l' not 
Red Indians but Eskimos. But whatevt>r may have been the local distribution of r~wL·S at 
that date, g·Liological evidence, which has proved so rnndusive in relation to Eurnpean 
ethnology, has at length lwt>n appl'aled to by Amerfran invt>~tigators, with results ·which 
seem to establish for this <'ontinent also its primmval stone-period, and remote prehistoric 
dawn. 

The" Heport of the Peabody Museum of American Archmology and Ethnology" for 

* U. 8. Geological Survey, 1872, p. ti5~. 
t Ancient Stone Implements of Great Britain, p. 140. 
i Vide Prehistoric l\Ian, 3rd Ed., vol. i., p. 180. Fig. 54. 
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1877, gave publicity to a communication from Dr. Charles 0. Abbott, setting forth the data 
from which he had been led to assume that man existed on the American continent duTing 
the formation of the great glacial deposit which extends from Labrador as far south as 
Virginia. The scene of his successful research is in the valley of the Delaware, near 
Trenton, New Jersey. There, in the river-gravel, deposited by the Delaware River in the 
process or'excavating the valley through which its course now lies, Dr. Abbott's diligent 
search has been rewarded by finding numerous specimens of rudely chipped implements 
of a peculiar type, to which he has given the name of "turtle-back celts." They are 
fashioned of a highly indurated argillite, with a conchoidal fracture, and have been 
recovered at depths varying from five to upwards of twenty feet below the overlying soil, 
in the undisturhed gravel of the bluff facing the Delaware river, as well as in railway 
cuttings and other excav-ations. 

Here, to all appearance, intelligent research had at length been rewarded by the 
discoYery of undoubted traces of the American palmolithic man; and Dr. Abbott, not 
unnaturally, gave free scope to his fancy, as he realized to himself the pre-occupation of 
the river v-alley with "the village sites of pre-glacial man." There is a fascination in such 
disclosures which, especially in the case of the original discoverer, tempts to extreme 
views ; and both in France and England, at the present time, the more eager among the 
geologists and archmologists devoted to this enquiry are reluctantly restrained from 
assuming as a scientific fact the existence of man in southern England and in France 
under more genial climatic· influences, prior to the great ice age which wrought such 
enormous changes there. The theory which Dr. Abbott formed on the basis of the evidence 
first presented to him by the disclosures of the Trenton gravel may be thus stated: 
Towards the close of the great ice age, the locality which has rewarded his search for 
specimens of palmolithic art marked the termination of the glacier on the Atlantic coast. 
Here, at the foot of the glacier, a primitive people, in a condition closely analogous to that 
of the Eskimos of the present day, made their home, and wandered over the open sea in the 
vicinity, during the accumulation of the deposit from the melting glacier. But this drift 
gravel was modified by subsequent action. According to Dr. Abbott's conclusions, it was 
deposited in open water, on the bed of a shallow sea. But the position of the lal'ge 
boulders, and the absence of true clay in the mass, suggest that it has undergone great 
changes since its original deposition as glacial debris ; and if this is to be accounted for by 
subsequent action of water, the unpolished surfaces of the chipped implements are incon
sistent with such a theory of their origin. Huge boulders, of the same character as those 
which abound in the underlying gravel, occur on the surface; and their presence there 
was referred to by Dr. Abbott as throwing light upon "the occurrence of rude implements 
identical with those found in the underlying gravels, inasmuch as the same ice-raft that 
bore the one, with its accompanying sand and gravel, might well gather up also stray 
relics of this primitive people, and re-deposit them where they are now found." Accord
ingly, seeking in fancy to recall this ancient past, he. says in his first report: " In timeti 
preceding the formation of this gravel bed, now in part facing the Delaware Ri Yl'r, there 
were doubtless localities, once the village sites of pre-glacial man, where these rude stone 
implements would necessarily be abundant," and he accordingly asks "may not the ice in its 
onward march, gathering in bulk every loose fragment of rock and particle of soil, have held 
them loosely together, and, hundreds of miles from their original site, left them in some one 
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locality such as this; where· the river has again brought to light rude implements that 
characterise an almost primitive people? But, assuming that the various implements 
fashioned by a strictly pre-glacial people have been totally destroyed by the crushing forces 
of the glacier, and that the specimens now produced were not brought from a distance, may 
they not be rnferred to an early race tha+, driven southward by the encroaching ice, dwelt 
at the foot of the glacier, and during their sojourn here these implements were lost?"* 

The opinions thus set forth in the first published account of Dr. Abbott's discoveries, 
have since been considerably modified, in so far as the geological age of the tool-bearing 
gravel of the Delaware valley is concerned. In his earlier publications, he assumed as no 
longer questionable, the existence of inter-glacial, if not pre-glacial, man on this continent. 
In his morn matured views, as set forth in his "Primitive Industry," he speaks of" having 
been seriously misled by the various geological reports that purport to give, in proper 
sequence, the respective ages of the several strata of clay, gravel, boulders, and sand, 
through which the river has finally worn its channel to the ocean level ;"t so that he has 
probably asCTibed too great an antiquity to the peculiar class of stone implements brought 
to light in the river-gravels of New Jersey. Dr. Abbott, accordingly, now states as his more 
matured conclusion, confirmed by the reports of some of the most experienced geological 
observers, on whose judgment he relies, that the Trenton gravel, in which alone the turtle
back celts have thus far been found, is a post-glacial river deposit, made at a time when 
the river was larger than at present; and is the most recent of all the formations of the 
Delaware.+ Here, however, the term "recent" is employed altogether relatively; and al
though Dr. Abbott no longer claims in the discovery of the stone implements of the gravel 
beds near Trenton, New Jersey, evidence of the existence of man on the American continent 
before the close of the Glacial period, he still refers the Trenton gravel tool-makers to an 
era which, at the lowest computation precedes by thousands of years the earliest historical 
glimpses of Assyria, Egypt, or wherever among the most ancient nations of the old world 
the beginnings of history can be _traced. 

The disclosures of Dr. Abbott claim a special importance among the fruits of archreo
logical research on this continent from the fact that they furnish the first well-authenticated 
results of systematic research based on the scientific analogies of EuTOpean archmology. 
For it is well for us to bear in remembmnce that the evidences of the antiquity of man in 
Europe do not rest on any number of chance disclosures. It is a simple procedui-e to dig 
into a Celtic or Saxon barrow, and find there the implements and pottery of its builders. 
But archrnologists have learned to recognizP the palmolithic implements as not less charac
teristic of certain post-pliocene deposits than the palmontology of the same geological 
formation. The river-drift and cave deposits are characterized by trnces of contemporaneous 
life, as shown in the examples of primitive art from which they n·ceive the name of the 
tool-be:.uing drift or graTPl ; just as oldeT geological formations han· their charaderistic 
animal, and YL'getable fossils. The specific character of the tool-bearing gravt>l of the 
French drift having been determined,_ geologists and archmologists have sought for flint 
implements in corresponding English strata, as they would seek for the fossils of the saille 

* Hqlurt of the Peabody Museum, Vol. II. p. 38. 
t Primitive Industry, p. 471. 
t Ibid, p. 542. 
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period, and with like success. Palmolithic implements have been recovered in this manner 
in Suffolk, Bedford, Hartford, Kent, Middlesex, Surrey, and other districts in the south of 
England. So entirely indeed has the man of the drift passed beyond the province of the 
archmologist, that in 1861 Professor Prestwich followed up his Notes on Further Discoveries 

of Flint Implements in Beds of Post-Pleiocene Gravel and Clay, with _a list.of forty-one loca1ities 
where gravel and day pits or gravel beds oc('ur, as some of the places in the south of 
England where he thought flint implements might also by diligent search possibly h( 1 found; 
and subsequent discoveries confirmed his anticipations. It has been by the application 
of the same principle to the drift and river-valley graYPls of this continent that a like suc
cess has been achieved. The result of a careful study of this tool-bearing gravel of the 
Delaware may be thus summarized from recent reports of trustworthy scientific obseryers : 
The Trenton gra-i.-el is a post-glacial river deposit, made at a time when the rin"r ·was larger 
than its present volume. It represents apparnntly the latest of thP surface deposits of the 
upper Delaware valley. Its actual age, "and the consequent date to which the antiquity 
of man on the Delaware should be assigned, is a question which geological d~ta alone are 
sufficient to solve."* Dr. Abbott, however, while now recognising it as post-glacial, assumes 
it to be an immediate relic of the close of the glacial epoch; and he accordingly remarks: 
"The melting of a local glacier in the Cattskill Mountains would probably result, at the head 
waters of the Delaware, in a continued flood of sufficient volumP, if supplemented by the 
action of floating ice, to form the Trenton graxels."t Whilst, therefore, he abandons the 
earlier idea of glacial, or inter-glacial man, he still recognizes in the implements of the 
Trenton valley gravel the evidence of a race of men akin to, and probably confrmporary 
with, the riYer-drift men of Europe's palmolithic era. 

American archmologists have undoubtedly been repeatedly deceived by the misleading 
traces of comparatively modern remains in deposits of some geologica] antiquity: as in 
instances aheady referred to in the California grnn·l-beds. There, indeed, ground and 
polished instruments of stone, including a "plumet" of highly polished syenite, ·' an 
exhibition of the lapidary's skill superior to anything yet furnished by the ~tone Age of 
either continent,"+ appear to be not uncommon, in the same post-pliocene formation where 
the fossil remains of the elephant and mastodon abound. Dr. Abbott has not oyerlooked · 
the danger to which the archmologist is thus exposed on a continent ,vhich, so far as its 
aborigines are concerned, may be said to be still in its Stone Age. He accordinglyrnmarked 
in his original report : " The chance occurrence of sing le spe~imBns of the ordinary forms 
of Indian relics, at depths somewhat greater than they have usually reached, even in con
stantly cultivated soils, induced me, several years since, to carefully examine the underlying 
gravels, to determine if the common surface-found stone implements of Indian origin were 
ever found therein, except in such manner as might easily be explained, as in the case of 
deep burials by the uprooting of large trees, whereby an implement lying on the surfan', or 
immediatefy below it, might fall into the gravel beneath, an'a. subsequently become buried 
several feet in depth; and lastly, by the action of the water, as where a spring swollen by 
spring freshets, cuts for itself a new channel, and carrying away a large body of earth, lea yes 

* Primitive Industry, p. 547. 
t Ibid, p. 545. 
l Foster's Prehistoric Races, p._55. 
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its larger pebbles, and possibly stone implements of late origin, upon the gravel of the new 
bed of the stream." But after giving every legitimate weight to such probabilities, expe
rience has satisfied him that there is no difficulty in separating chance-buried neolithic or 
modern implements from the genuine palmolithic celts or hatchets abundantly present in 
the undisturbed gravel beds, from which they have been takeu on their first exposure. 

The importance attached to the recovery of the turtle-back implements in undisturbed 
gravel-beds has received full recognition ; and it cannot admit of doubt that repeated discov
eries have now been made under circumstances which prove them to have been a consti
tuent part of the gravel, and not intrusive objects. Professor Henry C. Lewis, of the 
Pennsylvania geological Survey, in discussing the age of the Trenton gravel, remarks:
" At the localities on the Pennsylvania Railroad where extensive exposures of these gravels 
have been made, the deposit is undoubtedly undisturbed No implement could have come 
into this gravel except at a time when the river flowed upon it, and when they might have 
sunk through the loose and shifting material. All the evidence points to the conclusion 
that at the time of the Trenton gravel flood, Man, in a rude state, with habits similar to 
those of the river-drift hunter of Europe, and probably under a climate similar to that of 
more northern regions, lived upon the banks of the ancient Delaware, and lost his stone 
implements in the shifting sands and gra-vel of the bed of that stream."* Notwithstanding 
the revolutions that time has wrought, the locality retains sufficient indications of its 
ancient characteristics to satisfy the experienced eye of its fitness to have been the habitat 
of a rnce of primitive hunters and fishers. " It is evident," says Dr. Abbott, "that at just 
such a locality as Trenton, where the river widens out, traces of man, had he existed during 
the accumulation of the gravel, would be most likely to occur. This is true not only 
because there is here the greatest mass of the gravel, and the best opportunities for examining 
it in section; but the locality would be one most favourable for the existence of man at the 
time. The higher ground in the immediate vicinity ,,-as sufficiently elevated to be free from 
the encroachments of the ice and water, and the climate, soil, and fauna are all such as to 
make it possible fOT man to exist at this time, in this locality." t The remains not only of 
the American bison, but of the extinct mastodon, occur in this Q.Tavel. Professor Cook, the 
State geologist, in his report for 1878, describes the tusk of a mastodon found under 
partially stratified gravel at a depth of fourteen feet; and Dr. Abbott states that, within 
a few yards of this tusk palmolithic implements have been gathered, one at the same, and 
three at greater depths, fr om which he assumes the unquestionable presence of man on 
the Atlantic coast, contemporary with the mastodon and other extinct mammals of the 
drift. 

An inter-glacial age is no longer claimed for the primitive American tool-maker ; and 
though Dr. Abbott still maintains the glacial origin of the Trenton gravel, he no longer 
deems it necessary to claim for it a greater antiquity than ten thousand years. "It may 
be, indeed," as Professor Le,yi:-; adds, "that as invl•stigations an' carried farther, it will 
result, not so much in proving man of any great antiquity, as in showing how much more 
recent than usually supposed was the final disappearance of the glacie1·.":f: The date thus 

* The Antiquity and Origin of the Trenton Gravel, p. 547, 
t Primitive Industry, p. 481, 

l Ibid, p. 551. 
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approximately assigned to American palreolithic man is recent indeed, geologically speaking. 

But on any assumption of a common pedigree for the modern Eskimos and the Cave-men 

of Europe's palreolithic age, it is entirely consistent to place the post-glacial man of Ame

rica in what may be accepted as an intermediate epoch. But so recent aH.d specific a 

date as the assigned interval of ten thousand years implies, suggests a very partial 

appreciation of all the phenomena, including the enormous physical changes, involved; 

or of the estimated interval which geologists have deduced as separnting us from 

glacial times. "The last glimpse," says Prefessor Geikie, "we obtain of palreolithic 

man is in Southern France, where the reindeer and its alpine and northern congeners were 

his companions; the first glimpse we get of his Neolithic successor is in Middle Europe, 

from which the northern fauna and flora had already taken their departure."* The 

changes in climate, fauna and flora, implied in the contrast which is seen between the 

contents revealed to the explorers of the cayes inhabited by the palreolithic hunters, and 

those of the kitchen middens of Denmark, and the lake dwellings of Switzerland, furnish 

eyidence of a new geological epoch not less definite than the changes which separate the 

pleiocene and pleistocene into well-defined periods. The phenomena which a study of the 

geology of Europe's Palreolithic period i-eyeals, can only be accounted for on the assumption 

of a vast lapse of time between the advent and the disappearance of palreolithic man. 

Between that and the true Neolithic period, another considerable interval of time must 

have transpired. Sir Charles Lyell, when aiming at some approximate estimate of the age 

of the glacial period of Europe, names an interval of 800,000 years as that which divides 

us from its climax of extreme cold. Dr. John E-nins, without attempting to guage the 

interval by years or centuries, contents himself with an appeal to the imagination of the 

intelligent observer, as he stands on the edge of a lofty cliff, such as that at Bournemouth, 

and, taking in at one view the wide expanse of bay between the Needles and the Ballard 

Down Foreland, he invites him to estimate the immensely remote epoch when what is 

now that vast bay was dry land, and a range of chalk downs, 600 feet above the present 

sea, bounded the horizon. Yet, he says, " this must have been the sight that met the eyes 

of those primeval men who frequented the beaches of that ancient river, which buried 

their handiworks in gravels that now cap the cliffs, and of the course of which so strange 

but indubitable a memorial subsists in what has now become the Solent Sea."t 

But the fancy of an Eskimo pedigree for Europe's palreolithic man chimes in with an 

old idea of the American antiquary that the Skralings referred to in the Eric Saga were 

Eskimos, as is far from improbable, though the assumption rests on no definite evidence. 

Dr. Abbott accordingly reproduces the statement of Professor Dawkins, in confirmation of 

the revived belief. "We are without a clue to the ethnology of the river-drift man, who 

most probably is as completely extinct at the present time as the woolly rhinoceros OT the 

cave-bear; but the discoveries of the last twenty years have tended to confirm the identi

fication of the cave-man with the Eskimo." Sm·h a fanciful hypothesis once acccptr·d as 

fact, its application to American ethnology is easy; and so Dr. Abbott proceeds to appeal 

unhesitatingly to evidence sufficient "to warrant the assertion that the palreolithic man 

* Prehistoric Europe, p. 380. 
t Aneient ~tone. Implements of l ,t. Britain, P· 621. 
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.on the one hand, and the . makers of the argillite spearpoints on the other, stand in the 
relationship of ancestor and descendant; and if the latter, as is probable, is in turn the 
•ancestor of the modern Eskimo, then does it not follow that the River-drift and Cave-man 
of Europe, supposing the relationship of the latter to the Eskimo to be correct, bear the_ . 
same close relationship to each other as do the American representatives of these earliest of 
people?"* 

An appeal to European archreology can scarcely fail to suggest some very striking 
contrasts thereby involved. A~ the thoughtful ·student dwells on all .the phenomena of 
change and geological revolution which he has to encounter in seeking to assign to the 
man of the European drift his place in vanished centuries, his mind is lost in amazement. 
at the vista of that long-forgotten past. Yet inadequate as the intermediate steps may 
appear, there are progressive stages. Amid all the overwhelming sense of the vastness of 
the period embraced in the changes which he reviews, the mind rests from time to time at 
well defined stations, in tracking the way backward, through ages of historical antiquity, 
into the night of tinie, and so to that dim dawn of mechanical skill and rational industry 
in which the first tool-makers plied their ingenious arts. But, so far as yet appears, it is 
wholly otherwise throughout this whole western continent, from the gulf of Mexico, north
ward to the pole. North America has indeed a copper age of its own very markedly 
defined; for the shores and islands of Lake Superior are rich in pure native copper, avail
able for industrial resources without even the most rudimentary knowledge of metallurgic 
arts. But the tools and personal ornaments fashioned out of this more workable material are 
little, if at all, in advance of the implements of stone; and; with this exception, the 
primitive industry of North Ame1·ica manifests wondrously slight traces of progression 
through all the ages now assigned to man's presence on the continent. 

The means available for forming some just estimate of the chaTacter of native American 
art are now abundant. In the National Museum at Washington ; the Peabody Museum 
at Cambridge, Mass.; the Peabody Academy at Salem; the Academy of Natural Sciences 
at Philadelphia: the American Antiquarian Society at Worcester, Mass. ; and in various 
Historical Societies and University Museum's throughout the States : the student of 
American archreology has the means of obtaining a comprehensive view of the native arts. 
At the Centennial Exposition of Philadelphia in 1876, the various States vied with one 
another in producing an adequate representation of the antiquities specially characteristic 
of their own localities; and numerous valuable reports, of the Smithsonian Institu
tion, the United States Geographical Surveys, the Geological Survey of Canada, and 
the Geological Surveys of various States, have furnished the required data for determining 
the prehistoric chroniclings of the northern continent. 

One of the latest publications of this class is Dr. Abbott's own volume, entitled 
"Primitive Industry; or illustrations of the handiwork in stone, bone and clay of the 
native races of the Northern Atlantic seaboard of America." It is a most instructive epitome 
of North American Archreology. Notwithstanding the limits set in the title, works in 
metal as well as in stone are included; and what are the results? Twenty-one out of its 
twenty-three chapters are devoted to the detailed illustrations of stone and fl.int axes, celts, 
hammers, chisels, scrapers, drills, knives, &c. Fish-hooks, fish-spears, awls or bodkins, and 

* Primitive Industry, p. 517. 
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other implements of bone, pottery, pipes both in stone and clay, and peTSonal ornaments, 
receive the like detailed illustration ; but nearly all are in the rudPst stage of rudimentary 
art. Some advance upon this is seen in the pottery of some Southern ~tate:--. That of the 
Mound-builders appears to have sl10,vn both more artistic design and better finish. The 
carving in bone, ivory, and slate-f;tone of va,rious Western Trilws, as well as of the· extinct 
Mound-builders, was also of a higher charncter. But taking them at their higher:-t: they cannot 
compare in practical skill or variety of application with the industrial arts of Europe's N eoli
thic Age ; and we look in vain for any traces of higher progress. For upwards of three and 
a half centuries, this continent has been familiar to European explorers and settlers. Duriiig 
some considerable portion of that time, by means of agricultural operations, and all the 
incidents consequent on urban settlement, its virgin soil has been turned up on·r ever 
increasing areas. For thirty years I have myself -watched, ·with the curious interest of one 
previously familiar with the minute incidents of archreological research in Britain, the 
urban excavations, railway cuttings, and others undesigned explorations of Canadian soil. 
Within the same period, both in Canada and the United States, extensive canal, railway, 
and road-works have afforded abundant opportunities for research; and a wide-spread 
interest iv. American antiquities has tended to confer an even exaggerated importance on 
every novel disco-very. And with what result? Dr. Abbott, in crowning such explorations 
with his interesting and valuable disco,~ery of the turtle-back celts and other implements 
of the Delaware gravel, has epitomised the prehistoric recOTd of the Northern continent. 
The further back we date the presence of man in America, the more marvellous must 
his unprogressive condition appear. Whatever may be the ampler disclosures relative to 
the palreolithic or primreval race, it does not seem pTObable that this northern continent 
will now yield any antiquities suggestiYe of an extinct era of native art and civilization. 
Here we cannot hope to find a buried Ilium, or Tadmor in the "\Vildeniess. EveTywhere 
the explorer wanders, and the agriculturist follows, turning up the soil, or digging deeper 
as he drains and builds ; but only to disturb the grave of the savage hunter. The Mound
builders of its great riYer-vallL·ys have indeed left there their enduring earth-woTks, -wrought 
at times in regular geometrical c_onfiguration on a gigantic scale, stTangely suggestive of 
some ove1Tuling and informing mind guiding the hand of the earth-worker ; and 
fashioning his embankments with a skill derived from scientific knowledge. But the 
colossal mounds and earthworks disclose only implements of bone and flint or stone; 
with here and there an equally rude tool of hammered native copper. The crudest metal
lurgy of Europe's copper-age was unknown to their builders. The art of Tubalcain, the 
primitive worker in brass and iTOn, had not dawned on the mind of any nafrn~ artificn. 
Only the ingeniously carved tobacco pipe, or the better fashioned pottery, gin•:-; the slightl~st 
hint of even such progress beyond the first infantile stage of the tool-maker as i:-; shown in 
the artistic carvings of the Cave-men contemporary with the mammoth and the reindeer 
of post-glacial France. 

The civilization of Central and Southern America is a wholly distinct thinO' · and 
0' ' 

as I think, of Asiatic origin; but the attempts to connect it with that of ancient 
Egypt, suggested mainly by the hieroglyphic sculpturing on their columns and 
temples, find their confutation the moment we attempt to compare the Egyptian 
calendar with that either of Mexico or Peru. The vague year of 3G6 day~, and the 
corrected solar year, with the great Sothic Cycle of 1460 years, so intimately inter-
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woyen V{ith the relip:ions system and -historical chronology of the Egyptians, abun
dantly pron~ the conection of the Egyptian Calendar by accumulated experience, at a date 
long anterior to the resort of the Greek astronomer, Thales, to Egypt. At the close of the 
fifteenth century, the Aztecs had learned to correct their calendar to solar time; but 
theiT cycle ,vaf-i one of only fifty two yPars. The Pen1Yians also had their recurrent religious 
festiYals connected with tlw adjustment of their sacred calendar to solar time ; but 
the gpographical position of Peru, with Quito, its holy city, lying immediately under the 
equator, greatly simplified the process by which they regulated their religious festiYals by 
the solstices and equinoxes ; and the facilities which their equatorial position afforded for 
determining the few indispensable periods in their calendar removed all stimulus to 
further proO'ress 1"he relio·ion of the state moreover was based on the divine honours 

0 • 0 ' ' 

paid to the sun; (•l'lipst•s were regarded with the same superstitious dread as among the 
rudest sav~we nations · and the conservatism of an established national creed must have 

~ ' 
proved peculiarly unfa,vorable to astronomical science. The impediments to Galileo's 
observations were trifling compared with those which must have beset the Inca priest \Vho 
ventured to question the diurnal revolution of the sun round the earth : or to solve the 
awful mystery of an eclipse by so simple an explanation as the interposition of the moon 
between the sun and the e-arth. The Mexican Calendar Stone em bodies evidence of greater 
knowledge; and was believed by Humboldt to indicate unmistakeable relations to the 
ancient science of South-Easten1 Asia. It is of more importance here to note the shortness 
of the Mexican cycle, and the small amount of error in their deviation from true sola1· time, 
as compared with the European calendar at the time when the ~paniards first 
intruded on Montezuma's rule. That the Spaniards were ten days in error, as com
pared with the Aztec reckoning, only proves the length of time during which error 
had been accumulating in the reformed Julian calendar of Europe; and so tends 
to confirm the idea that the civilisation of the Mexicans was of no very great anti
quity. The whole evidence supplied by Northern archreology proves that in so far 
as that ciYilisation -was of foreign origin, they must have derived it from the South, 
where alike in Central and in Southern America, diverse races, and a native ciYilisation 
replete with elements of progress, have left behind them many enduring memorials of 
skill and ingenuity. But the extremely slight and very partial traces of it J influence 
on any people ot the Northern continent would of its self suffice to awaken doubts as to its 
long duration. The ('ivilisation of Greece and Rome did indeed pxercise no direct influence 
on transalpine Europe; but long cenhuil'S before the Romans nos:--l·d the Alps, as the dis
closures of the lake villages, the nannoges, the kitchen middens, and the sppulchral 
mounds of Central and Northern Europe prove, the nations beyond their ken were 
familiar with Wt>aYing-, and with the ceramic and metallurgic arts; W('l'l' far advnncl·d as 
agriculturists, had c1onw:-;ticah•c1 animals, acquired systems ofphondic writing, and learned 
the vahw of a <'lUrc-w·y of the precious metals. 

Midway hl't\Vl'l'll North America with its unredeemed hnrhari:-;m, and the southern 
:-;l'ats of a natin~ American ciyili:-;ation, M<·xico n·pn·Sl'Uts, as I belil'Yl\ the first con
tact of the latter with the form<'r. A £d<'am of li!:rht wa:,; J·ust beo·ininO' to dawn '- ___, b b 

on the horizon of the Nortlwn1 conti1w11t, The long night of it::-; Dark A!:!·t•:-i was coming 
to a dosl', when the intrusion of the Spaniards abruptly arrested the incipient civi
lization; and began the cli~phl'l'Hll'llt of its aborigines and the repetition of the Aryan 
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ethnical revolution, which had already supplanted the autochthones of prehistoric 
EuTOpe. 

The publication in 1848 of the first volume of the Smithsonian Contributions to know
ledge, devoted to the history and explorations of the ancient monuments of the Mississippi 
valley, gave_ a wonderful stimulus to archmological research in the United Rtates. For a 
time, indeed, much credulous zeal was devoted to the search for buried cities, inscribed 
records, and a reproduction in more or less modified form, in northern areas, of the ciYili
zation of the Aztecs; not unmingled with dreams of Phmnician, Hebrew, Scandinavian, 
and Welsh remains. The history of some of its ·spurious productions is not without 
interest; but its true fruits are seen in numerous works which have since issued from the 
American press, devoted to an accurate record of local antiquities. So thoroughly has this 
already been carried out, that it may be now affirmed with little hesitation that, to all 
appearance, the condition of the Indian tribes to the North of Mexico, as shown in the rude 
arts of a stone age, scarcely at all affected in its character by their use of the native copper 
of Lake Superior, represents what prevailed throughout the whole Northern continent in 
all the centuries-however prolonged,-since the hunters in the Delaware valley fashioned 
and employed their turtle-back celts. 

The condition of the nations of North America at the period of its discovery, at the 
close of the fifteenth century, may be described as one of unstable equilibrium; and nothing 
in its archmological records points to any older period of settled progress. The physical 
geography of the continent presents in many respects such a contrast to that of Europe, as 
is s~en in the steppes of Northern Asia, though with great navigable rivers, which only 
needed the appliances of modern civilization to make them for the New World what the 
Euphrates and the Tigris were to southern Asia in ancient centuries. Those vast table
lands, the great steppes of Mongolia and Independent Tartary, have ever been the haunts of 
predatory tribes by whom the civilization of southern Asia has been repeatedly overthrown; 
and from thence came the Huns who ravaged the Roman world in its decline. Europe, on 
the contrary, nursed its youthful civilization among detached communities of its southern 
peninsulas on the Mediterranean Sea ; and in later ages has repeatedly experienced the 
advantages of geographical isolation in the valleys of the Alps, in Norway and Denmark, 
in Portugal, the Netherlands, and the British Islands: where nations protected in their 
youth from predatory hordes, and sheltered during critical periods of change, have 
safely passed through their early stages of progress. 

All that we know, or can surmise of the nations of North America, presents a total 
contrast to this. In so far as the mystery of its prehistoric Mound-builders has been 
solved; we see there a people who had attained to a grade of civilization not greatly dis
similar to that of the village communities of New Mexico and Arizona; and who had 
settled down in the Ohio v-alley, not improbahly while feudal Europe was still only 
emerging from medimval rudeness: if not at an earlier date. The great Tiver-valley 
was long occupied by populous urban centres of an indusb·ious community. Agri
culture, though prosecuted only with the simplest implements, chiefly of wood and 
stone, must have been practised on an extensive scale. The pTimitiYc arts of the 
potter were improved; the value of the coppet abounding in the remote n·gion on 
the shores of Lake Superior was appreciated; though metallurgy in its practical applica- · 
tions had scarcely entered on its first stage. The nation was in its infancy; but it had 
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passed beyond the rude hunter state; and was entering on a settled life, with all possi
bilities of progress in the future: when the fierce nomads of the north-the Iroquois, as 
later incidents of Indian histoi·y suggest ;-swept down on the populous valley, and left 
it a desolate waste. If so, it was but a type of the whole native history of the continent. 

From all that can be gleaned, alike from archreological chroniclings, Indian tradition, 
and the actual facts of history in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries: the condition 
of the whole population of the Northern continent has ever been the same. It might not 
inaptly be compared to an ever recurring spring-tide, followed by frosts that nipped the 
young germ, and rendered the promised fruitage abortive. Throughout the whole period 
of French and ;English colonial history, the influence of one or two savage but warlike 
tribes is traceable from the St. Lawrence to the gulf of Mexico ; and the rival nations 
were exposed to such constant warfare that it is more than doubtful if the natural increase 
of population was latterly equal to the waste of war. Almost the sole memorials of vanished 
nations are the names of some of their mountain ranges and rivers. It is now surmised, 
not without considerable probability, that the Allighewi, or Tallegwi, to whom the name 
common to the Alleghany Mountains and River is traced, were the actual Mound-builders;* 
and it is also assumed as not improbable that the Natchez, who claimed that in their more 
prosperous days they had five hundred villages, and their borders stretched to the Ohio, 
were a remnant of the same ancient race. t If so, the history of their overthrow is not 
wholly a matter of surmise. The traditions of the Delawares told that the Allighewi, or 
.Alleghans, were a powerful nation reaching to the eastern shores of the Mississippi, 
where their palisaded towns occupied all the choicest sites in the Ohio valley; but the 
Wyandots, or Iroquois, including perhaps the Eries, who had established themselns on 
the head waters of the chief rivers that rise immediately to the south of the great lakes, 
combined with the Delawares, or Lcnape nation, to crush that ancient ..people; and the 
decimated Alleghans were d1iven down the Mississippi, and dispersed, if not exterminated. 
Some surviving remnant, such as even a war of extermination spares, may have been 
absorbed into the conquering nation, afteT the fashion systematically pursued by the 
Huron-Iroquois in the 17th and 18th centuTies. Nor is this a mere conjecture. 
MT. Horatio Hale, recognizing the evident traces in the Cherokee language of a 
grammar mainly H1uon-Iroquois, while the vocabulary is largely recruited from some 
foreign source: thinks it not improbable that the oTigin of the Cherokee nation may have 
been due to a union of the suTvivors of the old Mound-builder stock ,vith some branch of 
the conquering race; just as in 16-!9 a fugitive remnant of the HuTons from Georgian 
Bay were adopted into the Seneca nation; + and a fow years lakr such of the caphn~ 
Eries as Pscapcd torture and the stake, were admitted into affiliation with their conquerors.§ 

The ·whole region to the east of the Mississippi, from the fifty-second to the thirty-sixth 
degree of north latitude, appears to luv;e been occupied by the two great Indian stocks, the 
Algonquin-Lenape and the Iroquois. But Gallatin, who directed special attention to 
the determination of the elements of philological affinity between them, recognized to the 
south of their region the existence of at least three essentially distinct languages of exten-

* Indian :\Iigrations as evidence of Language. Horatio l fall\ p. :n. 
t The Mound Builders. -W. F. Force, p. 77. 
t Irnlia11 ::.\ligtations, p. 22. 
e Relations des Jesuites, 1660, p. 7. Quebec ed. 
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sive use: the Catawba, the Cherokee, and that which he assumed to include in a common 
origin, both the Muskhogee and the Choctaw.* But besides those, six well ascertained 
languages of smaller tribes, including those of the U chees and the Natchez, appear to 
demand separate recognition. Their region differs essentially from those over ,vhich the 
Algonquin and Iroquois war-parties ranged at will. It is broken up by broad river chan
nels, and intersected by impenetrable swamps ; and has thus afforded refuge for the rem
nants of conquered tTibes, and for the preservation of distinct laJ?-guages among small bands 
of refugees. 

When the Ohio valley was first explored it was uninhabited; and in the latter part 
of the seventeenth century the whole region extending from Lake Erie to the Tennessee 
riYer was an unpeopled desert. But the Cherokees were in the occupation of their territory 
when first yisited by De Soto in 1540 ; and they are described by Bertram in 1773, with 
their great council house, capable of accommodating several hundreds, erected on the 
summit of one of the large mouu.ds, in their town of Cowe, on the Tanase river, in Florida. 
But Bertram adds : "This mound on which the rotunda stands, is of a much ancienter 
date than the building, and perhaps was raised for another purpose. The Cherokees 
themselves are as ignorant as we are, by what people, or for what purpose, these artificial 
hills were raised." t It would, indeed, no more occur to those wanderers into the deserted 
regions of the Mound-builders to inquire into the origin of their mounds, than into that of 
the Alleghany mountains. 

If then it is probable that we thus reco-,er some clue to the identity of the vanished 
rnce of the Ohio valley: the very designation of the river is a memorial of their supplanter~. 
The Ohio is an Iroquois name given to the river of the Alleghans by that indomitable race 
of savage warriors who effectually counteracted the plans of France, U}1der her greatest 
monarchs, for the settlement of the new world. Their historian, the late Hon. L. H. 
Morgan, remarks of the Iroquois: "They achieved for themseln·s a more remarkable civil 
organisation, and acquired a higher degree of influence, than any other race of Indian 
lineage except those of Mexico and Peru. In the drama of European colonization, they 
stood, for nearly two centuries, with an unshaken front, against the devastations of war, 
the blighting influence of foreign intercourse, and the still more fatal encroachments of a 
restless and advancing border population. Under their federal system, the Iroquois flourished 
in independence, and capable of self-protection, long after the New England and Yirginia 
races had surrendered their jurisdictions, and fallen into the condition of dependent nations ; 
and they now stand forth upon the canvas of Indian history, prominent alike for the 
wisdom of their civil institutions, their sagacity in the administration of the league, and 
their courage in its defence."+ But to characterise the elements of combined action among the 
Six Nation Indians as wise civil institutions ; or to use such terms as league and federal system 
in the sense in which they are employed by the historian of the Iroquois; is to suggest 
associations that are illusory. With all the romance attached to the League of the Hodeno
sauneega, they were to the last mere savages. When the treaty which initiated the great 
league ·was entered into by its two oldest members, the Mohawks and the Oneidas, the 

* Archreologia Americana, vol. ii. 
t Bertram's Travels through N. and S. Carolina, Georgia, &c., I 791, p. 367. 
t The League of the IroqtJ.ois, p. 2. 
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former claimed the name of Kanienga, or "People of the Flint." They were, as they 
remained to the last, but in their stone period. Their arts were of the rudest character, and 
their wars had no higher aim than the gratification of an inextinguishable hatred. All 
that we know of them only serves to illustrate a condition oflife such as may have sufficed 
through countless generations to perpetuate the barbarism which every where reveals itself 
· in the traces of man throughout the northern continent. One nation after another perished 
in the fury of this race, powerful only to destroy. The Susquehannocks, whose name still 
clings to the beautiful river on the banks of which they once dwelt, are believed to have 
been of the same lineage as the Alleghans; but they incurred the wrath of the Iroquois, 
and perished. At a later date the Delawares provoked a like vengeance ; and the remnant 
of that nation quitted for ever the shores of the river which perpetuates their name. Such 
in like manner was the fate of the Shawnees, Nanticokes, Unamis, Minsi, and Illinois. .All 
alike were vanquished, reduced to the condition of serfs, or driven out_ and exterminated. 

The tribes that lived to the west of the Mississippi appear-to have been for the most 
part more strictly nomad. The open character of the country, ·with its vast tracts of 
prairie, and its herds of buffalo and other game, no doubt helped to encouTage a wandeTing 
life. The Crees, the Blackfeet, the Sioux, Cheyennes, Comanches, and .Apaches are all of 
this class ; and with their interminable feuds and perpetual migrations, rendeTed all settled 
life impossible. The Mandans, the most civilised among the tribes of the Northwest, 
abandoned village after village under the continual attacks of the Sioux, until they disap
peared as a nation; and the little handful of suTvivors found shelter with another tribe. 

All this was the work of Indians. The Spaniards, indeed, wasted and destroyed with 
no less merciless indiscrimination. Not only nations perished, but asingulaTly interesting 
phase of native civilisation was abruptly arrested in Mexico, Central .America, and Peru. 
The intrusion of French, Dutch, and English colonists ·was, no doubt, fatal to the aborigines 
whom they supplanted. Nevertheless their record is not one of indiscriminate massacre. 
The re1ations of the French, especially, with the tribes with whom they were brought into 
immediate contact were on the whole, kindly and protecti ,~e. But, as vrn recoyer the 
history of the native tribes whose lands are now occupied by the representatives of those 
old colonists, we find the Indians everywhere engaged in the same exterminating ·warfare; 
and whether we look at the· earlier maps, or attempt to reconstruct the traditionary history 
of older tribes, we learn only the same tale of aimless strife and extinction. ·\Vhen 
Cartier first explored the St. Lawrence, in 1535, he found large Indian settlements at Quebec 
and on the Island of Montreal; but on the return of the. Ftench, under Champlain, little 
more than half a century later, there were none left to 'dispute their settlement. .At the 
later date, and throughout the entire period of French occupation, the country to the south 
of the St. Lawrence and Lake Ontario was occupied by the Iroquois, or Six Nation Indians, 
as they were latterly called. "\Y estward of the river Ottawa the whole reO'ion was deserted 

0 

until near the shores of the Georgian Bay; though its early explorers found every where 
tht> traces of recent occupation by the ,Y yandot, or other tribes, who had withdrawn to 
the shores of Lake Huron, to escape the fury of their implacable foes . 

.At the perio·d when the Hurons were first brought under the notice of the French 
Jesuit MissionaTies in the seventeenth century, they were established along the Georgian 
Bay, and around Lake Simcoe ; and in so far as the wild virtues of the savage warrior are 
concerned, they fully equalled the Iroquois by whom they were at length driven out and 
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nearly exterminated. When Locke visited Paris, in 1679, the narratives of the Jesuit 
Fathers had rendered familiar the unflinching endurance of this race under the frightful 
tort-u.res to which they were subjected by their Iroquois captors; and which they, in turn, 
not only inflicted on their captive foes, but on one after another of the missionaries whose 
devoted zeal exposed them to their fury. We now read with interest this reflection noted 
in his journal, in which he recognizes in these savages the common motives of humanity; 
the same desire to win credit and reputation, and to avoid shame and disgrace, which 
animates all men: "This makes the Hurons and other people of Canada with such cons
tancy endure inexpressible torments; this makes merchants in one country and soldiers 
in another; this puts men upon school divinity in one country and physics and mathe.: 
matics in another; this cuts out the dresses for the women, and makes the fashions for 
the men, and makes them endure the inconveniences of all." The great English philosopher 
manifestly entertained no doubt that the latent elements on which all civilization depends 
were equally shared by Indian and European. But the Hurons perished-all but a little 
rnmnant of Christianized half-breeds now settled on the St. ChaTles River, below Quebec; 
-in their very hour of contact with European civilization. 

Father Sagard estimated the Huron tribes at the close of their national history, when 
they had been greatly reduced in numbers, as st.ill between thirty and forty thousand. But 
besides these there lay between them and the shores of Lake Erie and the Niagara River 
the Tiontonones and the Attiwandaronks ; and to the south of the Great Lake, the Eries: 
all of the same stock; and all sharers in the same fate. Tradition points to the kindling 
of the council-fire of peace among the Attiwandaronks before the organization of the Iroquois 
confederacy. Father Joseph de la Roche d'Allyon, who passed through their country 
when seeking to discover the course of the Niagara river, speaks of twenty-eight towns 
and villages under the rule of its chief Sachem; and of their extensive cultivation of 
maize, beans, and tobacco. They won, moreover, the strange character of being lovers of 
peace ; and were sty led by the French the Neuters, from the desi!e they manifested to 
maintain a friendly neutrality alike with the Hurons and the Iroquois. Of the Eries we 
know less. In the French maps of the seventeenth century the very existence of the great 
lake which perpetuates their name was unknown; but the French fur-traders -were 
aware of a tribe existing to the west of the Iroquois, whose country abounded with the 
lynx, or wild cat, the fur of which was specially prized; and they designated it "La 
Nation du Chat." To their artistic skill are ascribed several remains of aboriginal art, 
among which a pictorial inscription on Cunningham's Island is described as by far the 
most elaborate work of its class hitherto found on the continent.* From the partial 
glimpses thus recovered of both nations, we are tempted to ascribe to them greater apti
tude for civilization than the boasted federal league of the Iroquois gave evidence of. 
But they perished by the violence of kindred nations before either the French or English 
could establish intercourse with them ; and their fate doubtless reveals to us glimpses of 
history such as must have found frequent repetition in older centuries, throughout the 
whole North American continent. 

The legend of the peace pipe, Longfellow's poetic version of the Hl·d Indian Edda, 

* Schoolcraft. History of the Indians Tribes, vol. ii, p. 78. 

Sec. II., 1883. 9 
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founded on traditions of the Iroquois narrated by .an Onondaga chief, represents Gitche 

Manito, the Master of Life, descending on the crag of the red pipe-stone quarry_ at the 

Cotea~ des Prairies, and calling all the tribes together : 

"And they stood there on the meadow 
With their weapons and their war gear, 
Wildly glaring at each other. 
In their faces stern defiance, 
In their hearts the feuds of ages, 
The hereditary hatred, 
The ancestral thirst of vengeance." 

So far the picture is true to nature; but no dream of a millennial era for the Red-Man, 

in which all were thenceforth to live together as brothers, can have fashioned itself in the 

mind of Indian seer. The Sioux, the Crees, and the Blackfeet, are still nursing the same 

feud of ages, and thirsting for each other's blood; while the thousands of European 

· emigrants crowd in to take possession of their vast uncultivated prairies, desti~ed to become 

the granaries of the world; and the buffalo, on which they ha,e mainly depended, is 

rapidly disappearing and will in a very few years be as extinct_ as the fossil urus or 

mastodon. The Red-Man of the North-West exhibits no change from his precursors of the 

fifteenth century ; and for aught that appears in him of a capacity for self-development, 

the forests and prairies of the American continent may have sheltered hunting and warring 

tribes ofindians, just as they have sheltered and pastured its wild herds of buffaloes, for 

countless centuries since the continent rose from its ocean bed. 

Only by prolonged hereditary feuds, more insatiable, and th_erefore more destructive 

in their results, than the ravages of tigers or wolves, is it possible to account for such an 

unprogressive condition of humanity as the archreological disclosures of this northern 

continent seem alone to reveal. Its numerous rivers and lakes, and its boundless forests 

and prairies, afforded inexhaustible resources for the hunter ; and both soil and climate 

have proved admirably adapted for agriculture. Still more, the great copper region of Lake 

Superior provided advantages such as have existed in no other country of the known 

world for developing the first stages of metallurgic art ·on which civilization so largely 

depends. Whether brought with them from Asia, or discovered for themselves_, the grand 

· secret of the mastery of the ores by fire was already familiar to Peruvian metallurgists, 

and not unknown to those of Mexico. Unalloyed copper, such as that which abounds in 

the igneous rocks of the Keweenaw peninsula on L~ke Superior, is extremely difficult to 

cast; and the addition of a small percentage of tin not only produces the useful bronze 

alloy, but renders the copper more readily fusible. This all-important secret of sci~nce the 

· metallurgists of Peru had brought with them, it may be from Asia, or had discovered 

for themselves, and turned largely to practical account. The pictur~d chronicles of 

the Mexicans throw an interesting light on the value they attached to the products of this 

novel art. It appears from some of their paintings that the tribute due by certain provinces 

was paid in wedges of copper. The forms of these, as well as of chisels and other tools of 

bronze, are simple, and indicate no great inge:µ.uity in adapting the moulded ·metal to the 

-artificer's, or the combatant's requirements. The methods of hafting the axe.;blade appear 

to have been of nearly the same rude description as are in use by modern savages in fitting 

the handle to a hatchet of flint or stone; and the whole characteristics oftheirmetallurgy 
are suggestive of a recently acquiTed or borrowed art. 
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Such knowledge, paTtial as it was, must have been deTived from the south. EveTy

where to the northwaTd we look in vain for anything moTe than the mere hammered 

native copper, untouched by fire. Dr. J. W. Foster does indeed quote Mr. Perkins, who 

himself possesses sixty copper implements, including knives, speaT-heads, chisels, and 

objects of anomalous form, as having arrived at the conclusion "that, by reason of ceTtain 

markings, it was evident that the Mound-builders possessed the art of smelting copper,"* 

but the illustrations pTOduced in proof of it scarcely bear out the opinion. The same idea 

has been repeatedly advanced; but the contents of the Mounds amply prove that if such 

a knowledge had dawned on their builders, it was turned to no practical account. Mr. Charles 

Rau in his "Ancient aboriginal trade in North America," says "although the fire on the 

hearths or altars now inclosed by the sacrificial Mounds was sometimes sufficiently strong 

to melt the deposited copper articles, it does [not] seem that this proceeding induced the 

ancient inhabitants to avail themselves of fire in working copper; they persisted in the 

tedious practise of hammering. Yet one copper axe, evidently cast, and resembling those 

taken from the Mounds of Ohio, has been ploughed up near Auburn, in Cayuga in the 

State of New York. This specimen, which bears no trace of use, may date from the earlier 

times of European colonization. It certainly would be wrong to place much stress on such 

an isolated case." t The well known volume of Messrs. Squire and Davis furnishes illus

trations of copper and other metallic relics from the Mounds of Ohio.+ Mr. J. T. Short 

engraves a variety of similar relics from Wisconsin, where they appear to have been found 

in unusual abundance.§ In the Annual Report of the Historical Society of Wisconsin for 

1878, the copper implements in their _collection are stated to number one hundred and 

ninety implements classified as spear or dirk-heads, knives, chisels, axes, angurs, gads, and 

drills; in adaition to beads, tubes, and other personal ornaments made out of thin sheets 

of hammered copper. Dr. J. W. Foster has furnished illustrations of the various types, 

from the valuable collection of Mr. Perkins. II Colonel Charles C. Jones engraves a specimen 

of the rarely found copper implements of Georgia;, and Dr. Abbott shows the prevailing 

forms of the same class of relics found along the whole northern Atlantic seaboard. ** All 

tell the same tale of rudest manipulation by a people ignorant of the working of metals 
with the use of fire. 

And yet the native copper was ready to hand, in a form, and in quantity unknown 

elsewhere. No such supplies of the pure metal invited the industry of the first Asiatic or 

European metallurgists. The Cassiterides yielded in abundance the ores of copper and 

tin; but these had to be smelted, and worked with all the accumulated results of tentative 

skill, before they yielded the copper or more useful bronze. By whom, or where this first 

knowledge was mastered is unknown; the tendency is still to look to Asia, to the first 

home of the Aryans, or perhaps to Phamicia, for the birth of this early art. Yet if the 

* Prehistoric Races of the United States, p. 259. 

t Smithsonian Report, 1572, p. 353. The important word not supplied here, it is obvious from the context is 
absent by a mere typographical error. 

t Ancient Monuments of the Mississippi Valley, vol. i, pp.196-207, 
~ The North Americans of Antiquity, p. 95. 
II Prehistoric Races of the United States, pp. 251-259. 
,r Antiquities of the Southern Indians, p. 225. 
* Primitive Industry, pp. 411-422. 
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ancient American missed it, it was not for want of opportunity. Examples, as has been 
noted, of the accidental fusion of copper, by the sacrificial fires of the Mound-builders, 
repeatedly occur in the mounds of the Ohio valley. But no gifted native alchymist was 
prompt to read the lesson, and turn it to practical account. 

Asia and Europe appear to have passed by a natural transition, step by step, from 
their rudest stages of lithic art, to polished stone, and then to implements ofm~tal. Some 
of the steps were doubtless very slow. ,Yorsaae believes that the use of bronze preyailed 
in Denmark "five or six hundred years before the birth of Christ."* In Egypt it un
doubtedly was known at a greatly earlier date. I still incline to my early formed opinion, 
that gold was the first metal \Vorked. Found in nuggets, it could scarcely fail to attract 
attention. It was easy to fashion into shape ; and some of the small, highly polished 
stone hammers seem fitter for this than any other work. t The abundant gold ornaments 
of the new world at the time of the discovery of Mexico and Peru accord with this idea. 
The like attraction of the bright native copper, is proved by its employment among the 
southern Indians for personal ornaments ; and in this way the economic use of the metals 
may have been first sugg·ested. 

From the ,vorking of gold nuggets, or of virgin copper, with the hammer, to the smelting 
of the ores, was no trifling step; but that know ledge once gained, the threshold of civilization 
and true progress had been reached. The history of the grand achievement is embodied in the 
earliest myths both of the old and the new world. Tubal-Cain, Dmdalus, Hephaestus, 
Vulcan, V celund, Galant, the Luno of the Celtic Fingal, and ,Vayland, the Saxon smith-god, 
are but legendary variations of the first worker by whom the gift of metallurgy was com
municated to man; and so too the new world has its Quetzalcoatl, or V rnlund of the 
Aztecs, the divine instructor of their ancestors in the use of the metals. But whatever 
be the date of this wise instructor. no share of the knowledge communicated by him to 
that favoured race appears to have ever penetrated northward of the Mexican gulf. 

It is vain to urge such dubious evidence as the fancied traces of a mould-ridge, or the 
solitary example of a casting of uncertain age, in proof of a knowledge of the furnace and 
the crucible among any North American tribe. EYcry-w here in Eurnpe the soil yields not 
only its buried relics of gold, copper and bronze, but also stone and bronze moulds 
in which implements and personal ornaments were cast. When the ingenious systematizing 
of Danish archmologists had familiarized the students of antiquity with the idea of a suc
cession of stone, bronze, and iron periods, in the histmy of Europe, the question naturally 
followed whether metallurgy did not begin, there, as elsewhe1·e, in the easy working of 
virgin copper. Dr. Latham accOTdingly remarked, in his "Ethnology of the British 
Islands," on the supposition that no unalloyed copper Telics had been found in Britain: 
"Stone and bone first; then bronze, or copper and tin combined; but no copper alone. 
I cannot get over this hiatus; cannot imagine a metallurgic industry beginning with the 
use of alloys." It was a mistake, however, to assume that no copper relics had ever been 
found. At first it had been takl'n for granted that all snch implements weTe of the familiar 
alloy. But so soon as the importance of the distinction was recognized, examples of pure 
copper were forthcoming. So early as 1822, Sir David Brewster described a large axe of 

* Primreyal Antiquities, p. 135. 
t Prehistoric Annals of Scotland, first ed., 1851, p. 214,, second ed., vol. i, p. 331. 
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peculiar shape, and formed of copper, which was found in the hard black till-clay at a 

depth of twenty feet under Ratho Bog, near Edinburgh. This is no solitary example. 

The Scottish Museum of Antiquities has other implements of pure copper; and Sir "\Yilliam 

"\Yilde states in reference to the collections of the Royal Irish Academy, "upon careful 

examination, it has been found that thirty of the rudest, and apparently the very oldest 

celts, are of red, almost unalloyed copper;" as is also the case with some other rudely 

formed tools in the same collection . 
. It was a temporary advantage, doubtless, but a rPal loss, to the Indian miners of Lake 

Superior that they found the native copper there ready to hand, a pure ductile metal, pro

bably regarded by them as only a variety of stone which -unlike its rocky matrix,-they 

could bend, or hammer into shape, without fracture. Its value as such ,vas widely appre

ciated. The copper tools, every where retaining the specs, or larger crystals of silver, 

characteristic of the Lake Superior veins, tell of the diffusion of the metal from that single 

source throughout all the vast regions watered by the Mississippi and its tributaries, and 

eastward by lake and river to the gulf of the St. Lawrence and the mouth of the Hudson. 

There was a time when this traffic must have been systematically carried on; when 

the ancient miners of Lake Superior worked its rich coppers veins with industrious zeal; 

and when, probably as part of the same aggressive energy, the valley of the Ohio was 

filling with a settled population; its great earthworks were in process of construction, and a 

native race entered on a course that gave promise of social progress. But, from whatever 

cause, the work of the old miners was abruptly terminated;* the r~ce of the Mounds vanished 

from the scenes of their ingenious toil; and rudest barbarism resumed its away over the whole 

northern continent. The same Aryan race that, before the dawn of history; before the 

Sanskrit-speaking people of India, or the Zends of Persia, entered on their southern homes : 

spoke in its own cradle-land, on the high plateau of Central Asia, the mother tongue of 

Sanskrit, Greek, Celtic, and German, at length broke up, and went forth on its long 

wanderings. It crossed the old continent, and in successive detachments, wave after 

wave, of Celts, Romans, Greeks, Slaves, and Teutons, broke in upon the barbarism of 

prehistoric Europe; displaced the older races, Allophylian, Neolithic, Iberian, Finnie, or by 

whatever other name we may find it convenient to designate them; but not without a 

certain amount of intermingling of the old blood with that of the intruders. The sparsely 

settled continent gradually filled up. Forests were cleared, swamps drained, rivers con• 

fined by artificial banks and levees to their channels ; and there grew up in their new home 

the Celtic, Classic, Slavic, and Teutonic tongues, with all the richly varied culture and 

cfrilization which they represent. Agriculture, the special characteristic of the whole 

Aryan race, flourished. They brought with them· the cereals from their ancestral home ; 

and, with plenty, the favoured race multiplied, till at length it has grown straitened within 

the bounds of the continent which it had made its own. 

"\Vith the close of the 15th century one great cycle, that of Europe's medimval era, 

came to an end ; and then we trace the first beginnings of that fresh scattering of the Aryan 

clan, and its new western movement across the Ocean. It seems to me in a yery striking 

manner once more to repeat itself under our own eyes, as we look abroad on the millions 

crowding in from Europe, hewing down the forests, filling up the waste prairies, and dis-

* Prehistoric Man, 3rd ed. vol. i, pp. 203-228. 
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placing the rude aborigines ; but here also not without some interblending of the races; 
though the two types, Aryan and barbarian, meet under all the repellent influences of high 
civilization and the lowest barbarism. In our Canadian North-,Yest alone, the young pro
vince of Manitoba has begun its political existence with a population of between 10,000 
and 12,000 half-breeds ; in part at least, a hardy race of hunters and farmers : the repre
sentatives of what is as certainly destined to constitute an element in the new phases 
which the Aryan race already begins to assume, under the diverse conditions of this 
continent, as that curious trace of Europe's pre-Aryan people which attracted the observant 
attention of Tacitus among the ancient Britons; and which -we are learning to recognize 
with a new significance, as the Melanochroi; the representatives of the old Half-breed of 
Europe's prehistoric dawn. 
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Some old Forts by the Sea. 

By J. G. BOURINOT. 

(Read May 25, 1883.) 

The tourist will find many memorials of the French regime throughout the pro
vinces which were once comprised within the ill-defined and extensive fop.its of .Acadia 
and are now known as Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. These memorials must be 
sought among a few communities speaking a language sadly degenerated from the Nor
man and Breton French of their ancestors, in a few grass-covered mounds, or in the names 
of many of the bays, rivers, and headlands of the .Acadian country. Port Latour, on the 
western coast of Nova Scotia, recalls the time when the high-spirited, courageous French
man, the rival of the treacherous D'Aulnay, was labouring to establish himself on the 
peninsula. The Gaspereau was the name given to a rapid stream which ·winds its v:ay 
through the very garden of Nova Scotia, by the ancestors of that hapless people w horn a 
relentless destiny and the mandate of an inexorable government snatched from their old 
homes in "the sweet .Acadian land." The island of Cape Breton, which once bore the 
proud name of "Ile Royale," still wears the more homely and also more ancient name 
which was given to its most prominent cape by some of those hardy Breton sailors who, 
from the very earliest times, ventured. into the waters of the northern continent. Louis~ 
burg still reminds us of the existence of a powerful fortified town, intended to overawe 
the English in America and guard the approaches to the Laurentian gulf and rin:r. The 
Boularderie Island is a memento of a French Marquis, of w horn we should never haye 
heard were it not for the fact that his name still clings to this pretty green island which 
he once claimed as his seigneurie. The Bras d'Or yet attests th,· propriety of its title of 
"the Golden Arm/' as we pass through its lovely inh•ts and expansive lakes, surrounded 
by wooded heights and smiling farms. 

The French had at best only a very precarious foothold in Acadia. .At a few isolated 
points they raised some rudely constructed forts, around which, in the course of time, a 
number of settlers built huts and cultivated small farms. The rivalry between England 
and France commenced on the continent as soon as the British colonies had made some 
progress, and prevented the French ever establishing flourishing settlements all over 
Acadia. .At no time was the French government particularly enamoured of a country 
which seemed to promise but a scanty harvest of profit to its proprietors; for the histOTy 
of .Acadia shows that the kings of France and their ministers left its destinies for year~ in 
the hands of mere adventurers and traders. In the course of time they began to haye some 
conception of the importance of Acadia as a base of operations against the aggn·:---~iye New 
Englanders, and were forced at last, in self-defence, to build Louisburg· on tlie· eastt>rn 
coast of Ile Royale. But then it was too late to rdrien~ the ground they had lost by their 
indifference during the early history of the country. Had the staksmen of France been 
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gifted with practical foresight, they would have seen that the possession of Acadia wa_s 
an absolute necessity to a power which hoped to retain its dominion by the St. Lawrence 
and the great lakes. 

The history of the first fort raised by the French in Acadia illustrates the difficulties 
with which the pioneers of France on this continent had to contend from the very outset 
of their perilous experiment of colonization. When the adventurers came to Acadia with 
DeMonts-the feudal lord of half a continent by virtue of Henry's royal charter-there 
was not a single European settlement from the frozen Pole to the ancient Spanish town 
of St. Augustine, among the swamps of Florida. When the rock-girt islet of the St. Croix 
was found altogether unsuitable for their first settlement, the French with one accord 
sought the lovely basin, surrounded by wooded hills and a fertile country abounding with 
game, w hich_,is now known as the basin of the Annapolis, one of the inlets of the Bay of 
Fundy, so noted for its "tides " and "bores." Two hundred and seventy years ago, the 
first timbers of the fort ,yere raised on the banks of the Equille, now the Annapolis riYer, 
by the command of Baron de Poutrincourt, who was the first seignior of that domain. The 
French were enchanted with the scenery and theiT new settlement. "It was unto us a 
" thing marvellous," says the first historian of America, " to see the fair distance and the 
" largeness of it, and the mountains and hills that environed it, and we wondered how so 
" fail' a place did remain a desert, being all filled with wood. At the very beginning we 
" were desirous to see the country up the river, where we found meadows almost conti
" nually above twelve leagues of ground, among which brooks do run without number, 
'· coming from the hills and mountains adjoining. The woods are very thick on the shores 
" of the water." 

A chequered history was that of Port Royal from the day of its foundation. Men 
who have played a prominent part in the colonization of this continent were amonQ· the 
first inhabitants. Champlain, the founder of Quebec ; DePoutrincourt, the chivalrous, 
zealous chief of Acadian colonization ; L'Escar bot, the genial, chatty historian ;-are among 
the men who throw a bright haio around the histOTy of the first fort. L'E:-:carbot has left 
us a pleasing description of the trials and sncceSSl'S of the pioneers, in w hid1 we see illus
trated all the versatility and vivacity of the French character. ,Yhen we read his account 
of the doings of the colonists, we must regret that there had not alwnys been a L'E::-:carbot 
in after-times to describe the varied incidents of tlw career of the fort, ·until the fleur-de-lis 
was lowered for ever on its bastions. Let us briefly describe threl' scenes which show the 
varied feahues of Acadian life more than two hundred and fifty years ago. 

Let us go back, in imagination, to a winter day in ilrn beginning of the seventc•enth 
century. The hills and Yalleys of the surrounding country are covered with snow, but 
the pines and spruce are green as ever. The watt'r is frozen around the shore but the tides 

' Still rush in and out of the spacious basin, and keep it comparatiYely free from the ice bonds 
which fetter the rin•n; and lakes of the interior. On an eleYatt>d point of land, near the 
head of the basin, and by the side of the rin•r, we see a small pile of wooden buildings, 
from whose chimneys rise light columns of smoke in the purn atmosphere, to speak of a 
bounfron:-- chl'l'r and gratefill warmth; but a very unpretentious pile of buildinO'S to hold 
the fortune~ o~ ambitious France on a wilderness continent! A quadrang·le ofn~dely con
~tructed bmldmgs surrounds a court-yard, and comprises the stores, magazines and dwell
mgs of the French. The defences are palisades, on which several cannc,n are mounted. 
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Stumps peep up amidst the pure snow, and a log hut here and there tells us of some 

habitant more adventurous than the others. Above one of the loftiest roofs floats the 

banner of France. 
When we think that these rude works were almost alone in the American wilderness 

we can have some conception of the ambition and courage of the French pioneers. If ·we 

enter the spacious dining hall, which is situated in one of the principal buildings of the 

quadrangle, we find a pleasant and novel scen0. A large fire of maple logs blazes on the 

wide, hospitable hearth, and as the bell giYes the summons for the noon-day dinner, we 

see a procession of some fifteen or sixteen gentlemen march gaily into the hall and lay a 

goodly array of platters on the table. At the head is probably Champlain, the steward of 

the day, according to the rules of "L'ordre de bon temps," with his staff of office in his 

hands, and the collar of his otfice around his neck. Each guest bears a dish, perhaps 

venison, or fish or fowl, which has been provided by the caterer for the day. 

The faithful Acadian Sachem, old Membertou, and other chiefs and braves, sit squatted 

before the fire, and nod approvingly as they see this performance repeated day after day. 

A bounteous feast is enjoyed, and many witty jokes, songs and stories go around the board, 

for the company comprises men of courtly demeanour, heroic daring and scholarly culture, 

who know well how to console themselYes during their banishment to this Acadian 

wilderness. 
The next scene is one often witnessed in the early times of French colonization. 

Wherever the French adventurer found himself, he never failed to show his christian 

zeal. One of the first acts of Baron de Poutrincourt, after he had established himself at Port 

Royal, was to have old Membertou and other Indians admitted within the pale of the 

Roman Catholic Church. On a fine June day the converts, to the number of twenty-one, 

assemble on the shore in front of Port Royal, and then follow the religious ceremonies 

under the direction of Priest LaFleche. The "gentleman adventurers," the soldiers, the 

habitants, appear in all their finery. The rites are performed with all the pomp of that 

church which, above all others, understand so well how to appeal to the senses of the 

masses. A Te Deum is chanted, and the cannon send forth a volley in honour of the first 

baptism of the sa-vages of Acadia. The Indians receiYed the name of the first nobility in 

France, and were rewarded by presents from the zealous Frenchman, ·who ·were mightily 

pleased with their religious triumph. Similar scenes were often enacted in later times, 

at Hochelaga, on the Ottawa, by the western lakes and rivers, and on the borders of the 

gulf of Mexico. 
The next episode is one of gloom and misfortune. On a bright summer'~ day, in 1613, 

a ship sailed up the basin, to the astonishment of the habitants who ,vere. busy in the 

fields. Was it the long-expected ship from France? Had their friends beyond the ~Pas 

at last recollected the struggling colony and sent soldiers and supplies to its a~~istance? 

No ! The Red Cross of England floated from the masthead of the ~tr:.mgC'r. The farmers 

fled to the forest, to warn the commandant and his soldiers, ·who wPrn absent on some 

expedition;· and the fort ·became an easy prey to Captain Samuel ATgall, a rough sea

captain, authorized to destroy the Fn,nch sdth·nwnt by Sir Thoma~ Dale, goY('rnor of 

Virginia, then rising into importance as the first English plantation on this continent. 

When Argall destroyed Port Royal, both France and England were fairly entering 

Sec. II., 1883. 10. 
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upon the contest for supremacy in the new world. Port Royal again rose from its ashes, 
but its history thenceforth affords few episodes of interest except sieges ; for a L'Escarbot 
never again lived within its walls, to enliven its inmates and hand down to future times 
the story of its adventurous-career. The fleur-de-lis O! the red cross floated from the fort 
according as the French or the English were the victors in the long struggle that ensued 
for the possession of Acadia. In 1710 the English Colonies, which had suffered much 
from the depredations of the French, sent an expedition against Port Royal> under the com
mand of Francis Nicholson, who had been governor of several of the provinces. The 
French governor, M. Subercase, endeavoured to defend the fort, but his garrison was in a 
very pitiable condition, and unable to oppose successfully the attacks of the besiegers for 
any length of time; consequently he capitulated towards the latter part of October. 

The fort had been considerably strengthened, and was on a much larger scale than 
the one erected by de Pontrincourt, but, nevertheless, Port Royal was only an insignificant 
fort compared with Quebec or Louisburg. Considerable settlements, during the past 
century, had grown up in th~ vicinity of the fort, and throughout the rich country watered 
by the streams that flow into the Bay of Fundy. The details of the surrender prove the 
)leglect with which the French government treated Port Royal in common with all other 
posts in America. Not only was the fort in a dilapidated state, but the garrison, 250 
men, were delabres, all in rags and tatters, and emaciated from hunger. 

From that day Port Royal remained in possession of the English and Acadia may be 
.said to have passed away for ever from the French, who had so long gallantly struggled 
to retain it. The name of Port Royal was changed to that of Annapolis, in honour of the 
Queen of England. For many years it was the seat of the government of Nova Scotia, 
until Halifax was founded, towards the middle of the eighteenth century. Then the oldest 
town in America-excepting, of course, St. Augustine-was consigned to obscurity, and 
was only remembered by the historical antiquary. It is needless to say the people of Anna
polis are proud of two facts-that they have an historical past, and that General Williams, of 
Kars, was born within their quiet precincts. Rail ways now run into the town, but still 
the verdure of antiquity clings to the place, and the.old folks will rather take you to some 
relics of the past than talk of the locomotive which snorts and puffs as if in derision of old 
times. Relics of the French occupation have more than once been dug up by the plough 
during the past quarter of a century in the vicinity of the town. The "Old Mortality" of 
the settlement will tell you of a large stone, marked in deep rude Arabic figures 1604, and 
also showing masonic emblems roughly chiselled. Like other interesting memorials 
picked up in Nova Scotia, this stone disappeared and its whereabouts are not now known. 
None of the old French buildings remain standing in Annapolis, but we can still see the 
evidences of French occupation in the 1·uins of the fort, which was long occupied as a 
barrack for the British troops. The tourist who has antiquarian tastes and is a true lover 
of nature will find himself well rewarded by a trip from Windsor through the fertile 
valleys of Kings and Annapolis. Here he will see gardens, and meadows and orchards 
.not surpassed in the Niagara district or the most fertile portion of Ontario. Here is the 
coun~ry first reclaimed from the sea by the old Acadian farmers, and yielding a most pro-
ductive crop from year to year. In the township of Clare, and other parts of the western 

· counties, :'e . meet w~th the descendants of the Acadians, a sleepy, thrifty and religious 
people, clmgmg obstmately to old customs, but nevertheless rapidly merging with the 
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more energetic element which presses upon them from all directions, and fOTces them out 
of their isolation. 

None of the French forts of Acadia has a more interesting history than that erected on 
the banks of the St. John River, by one of the most courageous "gentlemen adventurers" 
who ever sought to establish homes for themselves and families on this continent. As 
we review the incidents of the e-ventful career of Charles de St. Etienne, Seigneur de la 
Tour, we see him often a wanderer with the savages in the depths of the forest,-anon 
determinedly defending the French ports on the Atlantic coast and on the River St. John, 
anon arraying his retainers and battling for his rights like some old chief of feudal times. 

When Biencourt, Baron de Poutrincourt's Son, died in 1623, he bequeathed to LaTour 
his rights in Port Royal, and nominated him as his successor. LaTour, however, for some 
reason or other, removed to Cape Sable, where he built a fort which he named St. Louis. 
Subsequently he deserted the fort at that point and moved to the entrance of the River St.
John. A new fort was built under his directions d1uing the year 1627, on the extreme 
end of a large point of land on the western side of the harbour. It was an earthwork of 
some eighty paces, diameter, with four bastions, on each side of which six large cannon 
were mounted. By this time the colonies of Virginia, New York and New England were 
making rapid head,vay, compared with the French settlements in Acadia. The indomitable 
commercial enterprise of the early British colonjsts was already bearing rich fruits thTOugh
out New England particularly. The total population of Quebec did not exceed 500 souls, 
and it was still c1, very insignific~nt place. The towns-or villages rather-next in impor• 
portance were Three Rivers and Tadousac, both of them extensive trading posts. In Nova 
Scotia, Port Royal and the St. John Fort were the only posts occupied by the French, 
while Cape Breton was inhabited by a few fishermen. 

The history of this fort, for many years, was the history of the feud between Charles 
de LaTour and Chevalier D'Aulnay Charnisay, both of whom claimed the same rights in 
Acadia, and fought out the dispute to the bitter end. Then LaTour's wife appeared on 
the scene, and proved herself, all through that critical period in the history of the country, 
a fit helpmate for her husband; for she displayed an amount of courage and resolution of 
character of which we have few instances on record. She undertook important missions 
to England and Massachusetts, and did her husband good service; but she will always be 
best remembeTed for her heroic defence of the fOTt on two occasions against D'Aulnay, 
who attacked it during his rival's absence. On the first occasion, Madame La Tour rallied 
the defendeTS and succeeded in beating off the assailants. At a later time, however, 
D'Aulnay was successful, and Madame Latour was forced to agree to terms of capitulation. 
D'Aulnay then sullied his reputation by breaking his pledge in a most disgracefnl manner, 
for he ordered all the garrison to be hanged-with the exception of one man, who acted 
as executioner-in the presence of the unfortunate lady, who was forced to stand by with 
a halter around her neck. These 9ccurrences naturally broke the poor lady'~ lwari, for she 
died a fr·w months later. 

LaTour subsequently received a new commission from the King as governor of 
Acadia, and-alas for human consistency-manied the widow of his old rival, who was 
drowned in the Bay of Fundy sometime during 1650. Then, Acadia having fallen into 
the possession of the English, in 1654, LaTour succeeded in obtaining from Cromwell a 
grant of considerable land, and r~tired from the fort. 
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The history of Fort LaTour, under its English masters, affords us no such interesting 
episodes as characterized its career during its occupation by its founder and his heroic 
wife. When, in 1670, the posts in Acadia were restored to the French, Fort LaTour 
appears to have been in a ruinous state, and was deserted for some time. For many years, 
till the close of the seventeenth century, it was occupied by a small garrison, but in the 
summer of 1701 one of the French governors ordered it to be razed to the ground. A.t that 

date its history as Fort LaTour may be said to end. 
In 1758 Col. Moncton was sent by the British governor at Port Royal to take formal 

possession of the River St. John. The work was very soon accomplis4ed, and the English 
flag now waved triumphantly over. the whole river territory from the Can~dian boundary 
to the sea. Then the. old fort began to wear a new aspect, for the ruined ramparts were 
renewed, and cannon again mounted on its walls; but, while it obtained in this way a 
longer lease of existence, it became, not Fort Latour as of old, but Fort Frederick, in 
honour of a prince of the nation to which it now belonged. Thenceforth its history is 
monotonous, and we need not trace its career up to the time when it fell to pieces, or was 
swallowed up by the encroaching tides of the Bay of Fundy. It was possible-at least it 
was very recently-to distinguish some of the old embankments of the fort, notwithstand
ing the fact that it is now to some extent covered by houses and gardens. One of the 
most enterprising cities of the Dominion has sprung up around it, according as it has 
decayed and disappeared. Great ships, freighted with the merchandise of every land, 
come to anchor within a few yards of the spot where the fleur-de-lis once floated in the 
breeze, and the wealth of a fine province comes down the River St. John and passes the 
graves of the old pioneers who once saw in Fort LaTour one of the means by which was 
to be founded an empire under the rule of France. The old and more pretentious settle
ment of Port Royal is only a small town; Louisburg is a mere sheep pasture; but around 
Fort LaTour has sprung up a wealthy city, to illustrate the wisdom of the old adventurers 
who chose it as a site of a settlement which was, under favourable auspices, to grow in the 
course of time into a large and flourishing community. The old pioneers who once owned 
the favoured country watered by the noble St. John River are now forgotten by the busy, 
enterprising people who are· labouring in the walks of commerce above French graves. 
It is left for the historical student to remember 

"We have no title-deeds to house or lands, 
Owners and occupants of earlier dates, 

From graves forgotten stretch their dusty hands 
And hold in mortmain still their old estates." 

Now let my readers accompany me to that narrow neck of land which connects New 
Brunswick with Nova Scotia and is known as the Isthmus of Chignecto. When Port Royal 
and LaTour were first erected, the settlements of France and England were very insigni
ficant, but now we come to a time when Quebec and Montreal were towns of considerable 
importance, and the English colonies were rapidly increasing in population and wealth. 
In the middle of the last century the French had a fort at the mouth of the Missisquash 
one of the streams which empty into Cumberland Basin. Those were times when there 
were many apprehensions entertained by the British authorities in Port Royal and Halifax 
as to the good faith of the large settlement of A.cadian French which had in the course of 
a hundred and fifty years established themselves in the most fertile section of the pro'7'ince, 
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Under these circumstances the erection of Fort Beausejour, in the vicinity of Beaubassin, 
one of the most important French Acadian settlements, near the site of. the flourishing 
town of Amherst, induced Major Lawrence to send a British force to the Isthmus of 
Chignecto and build another fort on the opposite side of the river, ,vhich was named 
after the governor himself. Then in the course of a few months ensued a series of hosti
lities between the French and the English, but the final result was the destruction of the 
village of Beaubassin and the capture of Beausejour, which was then named Fort Cum
berland-a name which has since been given to a large and prosperous county, the birth
place of Sir Charles Tupper. With the history of every French fort in Acadia the name 
of some famous Frenchman is intimately associated. The heroism and perseverance of 
DePoutrincourt and LaTour thi'ow a halo of romance around the early annals of Acadia. 
The name of LeLoutre, for some years one of the French missionaries, can never be 
forgotten in any sketch of the history of Beaubassin and Beausejour. His enemies 
describe him-and no man in Acadia had more enemies among the British-as a compound 
of craft and cruelty, and it is quite certain that he hated the English and resorted to 
every means, whether fair or foul, to prevent their successful settlement of Acadia. That 
beneath his black robe beat the courageous heart of a soldier, the following incident of 
the siege of Beausejour shows full well :-When the commandant, V ergor, was almost 
driven to despair by the perils that threatened him, LeLoutre alone appears to have 
preserved that compqsure which, to do him justice, never deserted him in the hour of 
danger; and the day after, he walked on the ramparts, smoking his pipe, and urging the 
men to renewed exertions, though the bullets whistled all around him. It is truly said 
that, had the spirit of the habitans been always equal to that of their priests, Beausejour 
would not have fallen as soon as it did. 

The country around the old forts presents a charming combination of pastoral and 
water scenery. Here too is a large expanse of marsh-land, where some of the fattest cattle 
of America find a bounteous pastm·e, and the farmers grow rich in the course of a few 
years. The landscape presents a vast sea of verdure, relieved by the Cobequid mountains 
in the distance, by glimpses of the sea, by clusters of whiL\ houses, and by placid rivers 
which wind through a country where nature has been most lavish in its gifts. No traces 
now remain of Fort Lawrence; a little cottage is said to stand on its exact site; but we 
can still see ruins of Fort Cumberland, a short distance off, across the stream. It is in the 
shape of a pentagon, or fort of five bastions, which once mounted thirty or forty guns of 
large calibre. We can see the remains of the old barracks, and the cannon which did 
service for both the French and English in the old times. The casemates were very 
recently in a good state of preservation: for they were made of solid brickwork. Every 
spot of ground has its historic associations. As we passed, a few summers ago, into one 
of the casemates, we recollected the story of the havoc made by a British shell which 
came directly through the opening and killed ~;evPral French officers, as well as an 
Englishman, while they were seated at breakfast. Treal'lwry, according to tradition, was 
at the bottom of this tragedy. The tradition is that a Frenchman, having some design of 
vengeance to carry out a~aint his officers, had directed the British in the fort opposite 
how to aim directly into the casemate, and gave the preconcerted signal with a hand
kerchief, when all the officers were at breakfast. The shell was aimed, as I have shown, 
with unerring precision. 
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On a free-stone slab near the site of For"t Moncton-the name afterwards given· to Fort· 
Gaspereau, whiqh had been erected by the French at Bay Verte so as to command the 
whole· Isthmus-can still be seen a rudely chiseled and not very grammatical inscription, 
which recalls the perilous times of Acadia:-" Here lies the body of Sergeant Mackay, and 
eight men killed and scalped by the Indians, in bringing fil'ewood, Feb. 26th, 1755." This 
fortification contained an acre of ground and was well built. The ancient turnpike and 
causeway across a tract of marsh, as well as the contour of the walls, can be ascertained 
without difficulty by the curious tourist. The enterprising city of Moncton, an important 
station of the Intercolonial Railway, is named after the captor of the Gaspereau fort. 

Now we must leave the peninsula of Acadia and turn our attention for a few moments 
to Ile Royale, or Cape Breton. The cape from which the Island .takes its name is a large 
point of land jutting out into the Atlantic. . Cape Breton, while occupied by France, was · 
highly valued as an entrepot for the shipping engaged in the French, Canadian ·and West 
India trade, as well as for the. large fleets which have been fishing in North American 
waters ever since the Basque and Breton sailors discovered the value of the fisheries. 
So important did the French consider the position of the Island-· a sentinel, as it were, at 
the approaches of the River St. Lawrence-that they erected a formidable fortress on one 
0£ the noblest harbours of its Atlantic coast, to which they gave the name of Louisburg, in 
honour of Louis Quinze. 

The harbour of Louisburg, which is two miles in length and half a mile in breadth, 
with a depth of three to six fathoms, communicates with the open oce1,n by a channel, 
only half a mile in length and one-third of a mile in width, the average depth of water 
being seven fathoms. The great facility of access from the ocean was probably ·one of the· 
principal reasons why this harbour was chosen in preference. to others which· are larger 
and otherwise preferable. Approaching the har hour from the eastward, more than a hundred 
years ago, the stranger could see the city surrounded by massive walls bristling with' 
cannon. Standing out like sentries in advance of the fortress are three small rocky islands 
protecting the harbour from the swell of the Atlantic. Upon one of these, called Goat 
Island, there wa,s a battery mounting thirty 28-pounder guns. On th.e_ north-west shore, 
directly facing the entrance of the harbour, stood the Grand· or ,Roya}. ::Battery, armed with .. 
twenty-eight 42-pounders and two 18-pounder guns. This b1ttery completely covered the 
entrance of the harbour, as its guns could rake the decks of any ship attempting to force 
the passage. The town itself was situated upon the promontory lying between the·. 
south shore of the harbour and the sea, and occupied, including the walls, an irregular· 
quadrilateral area of 100 acres. The walls or defences were. constructed according to the 
first system of the celebrated French engineer, Vauban. All the authorities agree that in 
the circuit of the walls there were embrasures for 148 guns, though they differ widely,. 
respecting the number of guns actually mounted. The most prominent building within 
the walls was a stone structure called the citadel, standing in the gorge of the king's• 
bastion, with a moat next the town. The entrance to the citadel was over a· drawbridge,. 
with a guard-house on one side and advanced. sentinels on .the other. Within the citadel 
were apartments for the governor, barracks for the· garrison, an arsenal, and a chapel 
which_ served as the parish church. There was also under the platform, or terre plcine~ ~ 
m~g~zme well furnished at all times with military .stores. The other public buildings. 
w1thm the walls were a general storehouse, and ordnance storehouse, an arsenal and 
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powder magazine. The nunnery and hospital of St. Jean de Dieu were situated in the 
centre of the city-the latter being connected with a church and well laid out in wide 
regular streets crossing each other at right angles, six running east and west, and seven north 
and south. Some of the houses were wholly of brick or stone, but generally they were of 
wood upon stone foundations. The materials in many cases had been purchased from 
New EnglandeTs, then, as now, always ready to trade with a~1ybody who could pay well. 
Between the years li:20 and 1745, Louisburg cost the French nation the enormous sum of 
neal'ly $6,000,000, and still, as a French historian informs us, the foTtifications were 
unfinished and likely to remain so, because the cost had faT exceeded the estimates, and it 
was found that such a large garrison would be required for their defence that the govern
ment had abandoned the idea of completing them according to the original design. 

This foTmidable fortress, the American Dunkirk, sustained two sieges, both of "\Y hich 
have been fully described in the histories of this continent. It was first taken by the 
New England colonists, led by Pepperell, who receiYed a baronetcy for his eminent 
sen-ices, and was otherwise distinguished by the British government. Cape Breton, by 
the Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle, again becaine a French possession; but only thirteen years 
after its capture by the colonists it fell once more into the hands of the large naval and 
land forces under Boscawen and Wolfe. Subsequently, the English government, fearful 
that Louisburg might again be seized by France, ordered that the fortifications should be . 
razed to the earth, and all the cannon and valuable building material distributed in 
Halifax or elsewhere. Old houses can still be seen in Nova Scotia ·whose foundations am 
made of stone brought from the French fortress a century ago. Some fishing huts now 
stand on the site of the old city, whilst a few coal vessels or fishing boats am the only 
tenants of the harbour where the Canadian and "\Yest Indian fleets anchored in old times. 

It is very easy now-a-days, with the assistance of a map and a guide, always to be 
found on the spot, to trace the lines of the old fortifications and the site of the principal 
buildings. The most prominent objects among the ruins are some bomb-proof casemates, 
which serve as a shelter for cattle in stormy weather. The roofs are covered with stalac
tites of the colour of oyster shells - at least that was the case when the writer last 
visited the place. The guide is sure to offer you a drink out of the well said to have 
belonged to the governor's mansion. 

The battery on the islet at the entrance of the harbour has long since yielded to the 
encroachments of the waves, and no signs now remain of the hulls of the French frigates 
that were sunk during the second siege, and the ribs of which were plainly visible on 
a calm day not many years since. The visitor can always purchase relics of the days of 
the French regime-old locks, keys, gun-banels, she11s, for instance-as they are being 
constantly dug up from the cellars or washed ashore by the waves. In the course of a few 
summers ago a Boston tourist discovemd an interesting memorial which is now in an 
American Museum, like most of the relics which have been found in Acadia. This relic 
consists of a wrought-iron bar, an inch and a half in diameter, nearly four feet long, 
attac1:ed at one end to an iron joint, with strong attachments to fit solid stone masonry. 
Near the hook end of the bar is fastened a chain consisting of several strong links, which 
led to a lock which had also been attached to the masonry. The chain Wafl still fast in 
the lock when it was discovered. Every part of the structure was made in the strongest 
manner, capable of great resistance, and weighed some hundred pounds. Although some-
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what wasted with rust, its shape was as perfect as it was the day it was made. This 
lock evidently belonged to the Queen's Gate, near the eastern or sea-end of the walls of 
the fortification. 

As the tourist stands upon the brow of the ruined ramparts and surveys the present 
aspect of Louisburg, he cannot fail to be deeply impressed by the intense loneliness and 
desolation of the scene. The contour of the grass-covered walls is boldly outlined, and 
the large casemates look like so many black ovens rising out of the green fields. To the 
southwest stretches the ocean; to the north rise the cliffs from which the lighthouse 
flashes forth its beacon of warning from eve to day-break. The land towards the interior 
is low and covered with a small growth of firs, while the houses are small and scattered. 
Early in the morning and late in the afternoon the harbour present an animated spectacle, 
as the fishing-boats, of which there is a large number, dart merrily through the water; 
but at noon of a summer's day, unless there are vessels in port, the scene is inexpressibly 
lonely. The tinkle of a cow-bell, or the cry of the circling gull, alone startles the loneliness 
of the ruined fortress. Our thoughts naturally fly back to a century ago, when a stately 
pile of fortifications and buildings stood on that low, green point now only covered by a 
few grass-coyered mounds to tell the story of the past.. Port Royal, LaTour and Beau
sejour were but comparatively insignificant forts, while Louisburg was for years one of 
the strongest fortified towns in America ; but all are now alike in their desolation and 
ruin. 

Nothing but historic tradition remains of the old buildings in ,v hich the Frenchman 
of the last century talked with his comrades-

" Of sallies and retiring, of trenches, tents, 
Of palisades, frontiers, parapets ; 
Of basilisks of cannon, culverin, 
Of prisoners, ransoms, of soldiers slain, 
And all the currents of heady flight." 

On the other side of the harbour is the terminus of a narrow-O'uao-e railway ,Yhich 
b b 

connects with the town of Sydney. The action of the government, during the present 
session of Parliament, in giving a subsidy to a railway from the strait of Canso to Louis
burg or Sydney, will in all probability assist in brino·ino· about a O'reat chan()'e in the 

b b b b 

fortunes of this section of the Dominion. The harbour of Louis burg is one of the most 
accessible on the Atlantic coast of the Dominion, for a n'ssel can reach its shelter in a 
very few minutes from the ocean, while it is Temarkably clear of ice durin()' the winter. 
Let us hope that, in the course of a very few years, Louisburo· will have \ntered on a 
n~w era in its history, and will more than realize, under Canadian auspices, the idea of 
those statesmen who founded the old town more than a century ago. 
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I shall perhaps be taxed with exaggeration when I state that the maintenance of the 
Frnnch-Canadian race in the full force of their homogeneity, since the Conquest, is one of 
the most remarkable phenomena of modern times. Yet such is my deliberate judgment. 
When we consider the disintegrating influences of altered political institutions, the 
bewilderment and discouTagement brought on by a total change of social conditions, the 
mnkling sense of inferiority that defeat, surrender and military occupation inevitably 
induce, and the resistless sweep of Anglo-Saxon speech and commercial domination on 
this Continent, fhe wonder may well be that this people have continued to exist at all. 
But they have continued to exist. Nay, they have flourished. Not only have they increased 
and multiplied within their original borders, but they have spread from East to -West, 
leaving the literal imprint of their footsteps on the geographical chart of Americ_a, from 
New England to the base of the Rocky Mountains, and all over the Mississippi Valley. 
Nor did their progress stop there. Not content with physical advancement, they went 
further and founded a literary microcosm of their own. To me this a greater marvel 
than the material fact of their preservation, and I have taken such an interest therein, that 
I venture to make it the text of a brief memoir before the Royal Society. 

It is, indeed, altogether fitting that a representative body like ours should take cog
nizance of such a subject, being imbued with the principle laid down by Dr.Johnson, that 
however much statesmen and soldiers may achieve for the renown of their native land, the 
chief glory of a country lies with its authors. 

I. 

ORATORS. 

I find little trace of intellectual activity from the downfall of Quebec in 1759 till 
about 1820. .The oldest inhabitants had not recovered from the blow to their destinies, 
and the rising generations were only gradually reconciling themselves to the new order 
of things. But toward the latter period there was a general awakening to a poliGy of self
assertion, grounded on the idea of French-Canadian autonomv, as a resultant from a strict 
interpretation of the Treaty of Paris. This sentiment was manifested in the establishment 
of one or two militant papers, and in strong appeals from the Legislative Assembly. 
Several valiant tribunes of pen and speech then arose in the persons of the two Papineaus, 
Taschereau, Blanchet, Bedard, Panet, Vallieres de St. Real, Bourdages, Denis-Benjamin 
Viger, Bibaud and Parent. I group these together for the sake of classification, although 
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their services extended promiscuously over a term of five and twenty years. They have 

the further advantage of giYing me a starting point and enabling me to trace the origin of 

French-Canadian literature to its orators. Papineau stands facile princeps among these. 

His contemporaries describe him as a Mirabeau, both in variety of learning and the higher 

gifts of voice, gesture and inspiration. His speeches have unfortunately not been pre

served, but from the scraps that have reached us, we may easily account for the adn;tira

tion of those who enjoyed the advantage of hearing him either in the halls of Parliament 

or in the immense uprisings that led to the rebellion of 1837-38. Since those days, Papi

neau has had a long train of ~rilliant disciples. Chief among them is the Hon. P. J. 0. 

Chauveau, Vice-President of our Society. M. Chauveau is essentially an academic orator, 

accurately rhetorical, delicate in feeling, judiciously impassioned and. a through stylist. 

·His panegyric of the Braves who fell at the battle of Ste. Foye, in 1760, is a masterpiece, 

worthy of the place it has long held in the various collections of elegant extracts. I have 

only space to mention next the Lafontaines, Morins, Papins, Laberges, Dorions, Lorangers 

and Labreches. These all flourished in the eventful days from 1848 to 1867. In our 

own time, the traditions of oratory have not been lost. The Province of Quebec can boast 

to-day of two born orators such as are not surpassed in any part of the Dominion, nor in 

any period of the country's history. I refer to Chapleau and Laurier. I have heard some 

of the most illustrious masters of speech in the United States and Europe and can safely 

say that, in natural gifts, none of them appear to me to excel either of the two orators 

whom I have just mentioned. In a larger sphere, and before audiences that would afford 

an ampler measure of publicity, both of them would achieve a continental reputation. 

Mercier is not far behind, and he is followed by a long line of young speakers, such as 

Charland, Christin, Tremblay, Poirier, Cornellier, Thibault and others who are training 
for eminent positions in the parliamentary career. 

The circumstances of the Roman Catholic system in French Canada are particularly 

favorable to the development of pulpit oratory, and it is easy to enumerate such distin

guished preachers as the Racines, Colins, Martineaus, Levesques, Hamons, Paquets, 
Bruchesi, Belangers, Legares and Beaudoins. 

I know of no better school for the youthful student of oratory than the sacred tribune, 

where, as at the feet of Gamaliel, he may learn from men of deep scholarship the art of 

combining the graces of elocution with appropriate erudition and logical sequence of 

thought. This union is the more to be sought after, as, notwithstanding my admiration 

for our French orators, I am,. bound to confess that they too frequently rely on natural 

advantages, to the neglect of serried argument and learned illustration. 

II. 

HISTORIANS AND BIOGRAPHERS. 

There is no department of literature that presupposes more intellectual vigor in a 
_yo~ng country than that of history and biography. Happy is the people that has a history 

of its own to be written and a historian of its own to write it. French Canada has both. 

Considering the circumstances under which it was written, and the resources at his com

mand, Garnea_u's history is a remarkable performance, constituting an epoch. It is a 

monument both to the man and to the land, and Garneau's · son has fulfilled at once a 
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filial and patTiotic duty in issuing a new edition, -with an introduction from the pen of 
M. Chauveau. With broader means of information, and wOTking on a different plane, 
Ferland followed in the wake of Garneau, producing a wOTk of invaluable importance, 
unfortunately left incomplete by the author's premature death. The two works supple
ment each other nicely, and the details which they have left untold or undeveloped are 
supplied by the monumental ,York of Faillon, "Histoire de la Colonie Frarn;aise dans la 
Nouvelle-France," of which, however, only three quartos have appeared, and the still later 
volumes of Sulte, "Histoire des Canadiens-Frarn;ais," now in process of periodical publica
tion. Among minor works or monographs restricted to certain periods, I may mention 
with praise Bedard's "Histoire de Cinquante Ans," Turcotte's history of" Le Canada sous 
L'Union," an epoch stretching from the union of the two old Provinces in 18--11 to the 
broad era of Confederation in 1867, and the history of the rebellion in 1837-38 by L. 0. 
David. M. David has also produced quite a number of biographies of eminent men, 
ecclesiastical and lay, written in a fluent, agreeable style and a rare spirit of impartiality. 
The chief of French-Canadian biographers is, however, the Abbe Casgrain, whose life of 
the VeneTable Mother of the Incarnation is sufficient to establish any writer's fame. But 
the Abbe- has by no means contented himself with that work, and I may as well state 
here that this prolific and elegant writer has published with success a number of volumes 
of light literature, descriptive of the legends and traditions of the old Quebec distTict. He 
deservedly ranks as one of the best pens in the province. Another important contribution 
to biography is "Les Canadiens de L'Ouest," by Joseph Tasse, which won fOT its author a 
place in the Royal Society. This work has special interest from the fact that it chronicles 
the adventures of many of those remarkable Canadians who first explored the Great West 
from Detroit to Vancouver, and abounds with incidents that cannot be found elsewhere. 
The Abbe Desmazures has contributed a number of interesting biographical and historical 
sketces notably on Colbert and Faillon. Another work of inestimable value is "La Genea
logie des Familles Canadiennes," by l'.Abbe Tanguay which is a perfect storehouse of 
useful reference. Of other detached biographies the number runs into the scores, and of 
course I am precluded from naming them. 

III. 

POETS. 

And now the poets. Here Frnnch Canada can afford to smile in the assurance that 
she will never sink into oblivion, caret quia vate sacra. This department is well stOTed, and 
with works of superior excellence. The limits of my paper, barely allowing of enume~ 
ration, will not admit of analysis, and much less of criticism, and hence I will not stop to 
justify the opinion that no country of its size or duration of intellectual life can point to a 
higher record in the realms of verse. The Canadian French are fond of music and song, a 
gay of temperament, particularly 8nsccptible of the tender passion, greedy of adventure, 
and keenly imaginative. All these qualities point to a thirst for the poetical element, and 
the want has been abundantly supplied. The roll is a lengthy one of those -who have 
voiced the aspirations of their countrymen, sung of theil' joys and sorrows, celebrated 
their glories, described the simple life of their village homes, and interpreted the meaning 
of their destinies. They are the two Garneaus, father and son, Lenoir, Fiset, Chauveau, 
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Donnelly, Prudhomme, Marchand, Poisson, Routhier, Chapman and Lajoie. The latter 

has immortalized himself by a single ballad, "Un Canadien Errant," just as Sir George 

Cartier would be remembered by his " 0 Canada, Mon Pays, Mes Amours;" even if he had 

not been one of the Fathers of Confederation. Blain de St. Aubin has also written many 

charming songs, set to music by himself. Among the poets of a higher flight, or who 

have produced more ambitious works, I give the first place, after much reflection, to 

Cremazie. He was a man of creative genius who would have made his mark in any 

country, and had circumstances allowed him to cultivate his great talents in quietude of 

mind, he would have written poems of sublime worth. As it is, barring a few weak 

lines, here and there, which he never had the heart to revise, his " Vieux Soldat," " Drapeau 

de Carillon," and "Les Morts," are perfect and stir the soul like the blare of clarions. 

Cremazie deseryes a monument at the hands of his countrymen, and that monument ought 

to be a national edition of his works. Following closely is Frechette, a poet in the loftiest 

sense of the term, and still in the maturity of his powers. He has done his full share 

toward spreading the knowledge of his country abroad, by winning from the French 

Academy the Monthyon Award, an honor somewhat equivalent to that of the Oxford 

University Prize Poem. Cremazie is the Hugo; Frechette, the Lamartine of Canada. The 
Beranger is Sulte. This poet is, perhaps, more distinctively national than any of the 

others, because he confines himself to the songs of the people. His "Patineuse" is a little 

gem. Lemay has written a number of long poems, but in my opinion, the best of them 

is his translation of " Evangeline." You will doubtless smile when I venture the state· 

ment that some of the lines are an improvement on the original, but I am happy to add 

that Longfellow himself concurred in this view. At least one clergyman has not deemed 

it derogatory to cultivate the muse in the intervals of his ·parochial ministrations, and it 
is some satisfaction to be able to say that he is almost as good a poet as he is a faithful 

pastor. "Au Foyer de mon Presbytere," by the Abbe Gingras, is a dainty little volume_, by 
no means faultless indeed, chiefly through lack of revision, but containing many tender 

and striking passages, with a novelty of treatment such as might be expected from the 
heart of a celibate priest. 

It is perhaps owing to the general disapproval of the clergy that, notwithstanding 

their taste for the theatre and the natural histrionic gifts of the people, the French writers 

of Canada have not cultivated dramatic composition. The only plays of any note that I 
can find are a tragedy written by Gerin-Lajoie in his youth for Nicolet College, the "Papi

neau" and" L'Exile," of Frechette, and two or three comedies of a very superior order by 
Marchand. 

. 
IV. 

NovELISTS. 

After the poets naturally come the novelists. Here again the field is wide and it has 

been well cultivated. As was to be expected, the historical romance predominates, that 
being one one of the most efficient means of popular instruction and entertainment in a 

s~here that is so _par~icularly rich as are the annals of New France. Every variety of 

picturesque material 1s at hand. There is the era of discovery and settlement-Cartier, 

Champlain, Maisonneuve ; that of heroic resistance to the Iroquois through a hundred 
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years of warfare - Dollard and Vercheres; that of daring adventure in the pathless 
wilds-Joliet and Lasalle; that of apostleship and martyrdom-Brebamf, Lallemant and 
J ogues ; that of diplomacy and administration-Talon, the great disciple of Colbert ; that 
of military glory-Tracy and the lion-heart Frontenac; that of debauchery and conuption 
-Bigot and Penan ; that of downfall and doom-Montcalm and Levis. Candians ought 
to be proud of such a history, and it is no wonder that their romancers should take plea
sure in describing its varied scenes. The venerable DeGaspe may be said to have led the 
van in this department with "Les Anciens Canadiens," a work of absorbing interest, in 
spite of its occasional diffuseness. He was followed by Marmette, who has published 
three or four historical novels of more than ordinary merit, "L'Intendant Bigot" being 
particularly worthy of mention. "Une de Perdue, Deux de Trouvees" by DeBoucherville 
deals, in its second part, with the events of 1837, and gives a graphic picture of the battle 
of St. Denis. The destruction of L' Acadie, " Home of the happy," and the banishment of 
its faithful inhabitants form the subject of Bourassa's "Jacques et Marie," a work which 
I have al ways regarded as altogether superior in its class, notwithstanding frequent 
traces of hurried composition. It contains pages of admirable coloring, and such richness 
of style as to induce regret that this gifted man should have had his mind diverted to 
other branches of art .. 

In other and lighter forms of romance I have two or three names to signalize. Chau• 
veau's "Charles Guerin" is a sweet picture of habitant life, which has retained its charm 
of freshness, although dating back some thirty years. Another masterpiece that is destined 
to live is the "Jean Rivard" of the late Gerin-Lajoie, a description of pioneer life in the 
Eastern Townships or Bois Francs, of renewed interest in our time when the tide of 
French colonization is rolling to the fertile plains between the Ottawa and the foot of the 
Laurentian Mountains. I may mention, too, a series of short domestic stories by Charles 
Leclere, a young writer full of promise, who was cut off in his prime. 

V. 

EssA YISTS AND CHRONIQ,UEURS . 

.A favorite species of composition, drawn from the practice of old France, is the Chro· 

nique . . ·This is a slight form of the essay in which topics of current interest are touched 
off in an airy, jaunty style. Many of our· writers have distinguished themselves therein; 
this being specially true of Casgrain, Routhier, Legendre and Montpetit. Routhier has 
produced· much of late in other departments, and, if he continues, will establish a most 
enviable reputation. Both Montpetit and Legendre wield a graceful pen that writes the 
French language to perfection. But the prince of chroniqueurs is Fabre, a true Parisian in 
temperament, possessed of that subtle electrical esprit, which is suposed to impregnate 
the atmosphere of the boulevards. Here is a man who has not done justice to himself, 
inasmuch as he. does not produce half enough. Buies, belonging to the same school, is 
another writer of exceptionally brilliant talent, now caustic in satire, then rollicking in 
humour, and at times tenderly pathetic. In a somewhat different n·iu, because rather 
inclined to melancholy, is Faucher de ~t. Maurice, unquestionably one of the chief glories 
of French-Canadian literature. Faucher is a careful, conscientious writer, and e-rery work 
of his is worth attentive perusal. His sketches of travel-and he has travelled much--
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are full of entertainment, while his volume of sketches entitled "A La Brunante" has 
some ravishing bit~. M. Faucher enjoys the distinction of having been elected an hono
rary member La Societe des gens de lettres de France . . Among essayists of a more serious cast, 
the lead is taken by Oscar Dunn, whose "Dix Annees de Journalisme" contain a number 
of important studies on moral and philosophical subjects, written in a fine judicial spirit 
and the purest French. This purism is further manifested in the " Glossaire Franco-Cana
dien," a little book in which the author catalogues and accounts for terms that are exclu
sively French-Canadian. · The world of Canadian literature lately suffered a great loss by 
the death of Larue, one of the most dashing and captivating writers of Quebec, and it is 
to be regretted that Dr. Tache has not continued to put forth such legends, sketches and 
studies as rendered his earlier career so brilliant. A number of the best essayists may.be 
found among the clergy, such as Messrs. Desaulniers, Raymond, Desmazures and Lacasse. 
I shall not trespass on your time by enumerating the large class of miscellaneous writers, 
but content myself with naming the well-written dissertations of Simeon Lesage on agri
cultural matters, the useful volume of Paul de Cazes on the resources of the Province and 
Dominion, the admirable work of Ernest Gagnon, on the" Ohants Populaires du Canada," 
the memoirs ?f Meilleur and Chauveau- on the progress of education in French Canada, 
and the descriptive studies of LeMoine, eclipsed, as they are, however, by his numerous 
works in English .. 

VI. 

J OURN.A.LISTS. 

It is well known that in France journalism is a training school of literature, through 
which mqst of the cief writers have passed at sorri.e epoch of their career. It is the same 
in · Canada. Our French countrymen are certainly not very general readers, yet the 
number of their newspapers is greater than is usually supposed, while in some branches 
of higher journalism they are somewhat ahead of ourselves. There are four French dailies 
in Montreal, four in Quebec, which is quite up to the Toronto scale. There are three 
papers in Three Rivers, two in St. Hyacinthe, two in St. Johns, on the Richelieu, and one 
in every little town of the Province. Furthermore, they have one monthly literary 
review, which is more than we can boast of, one illustrated weekly, three or four literary. 
weeklies, and such popular periodicals as the Soirees Oanadiennes where authors deposit 
their fugitive pieces. It will be allowed that this is not at all a bad showing. What 
detracts considerably from the character of many of these journals in their intensely per
sonal style of polemics, but that appears to be in the habits of the people and they seem 
to en.joy it. On the other hand, it must be said that some of the writers on the French 
press rank among the best in the country. DeCelles wields a vigorous pen and is.master 
of a broad style. He has many of the qualities of Veuillot. Provencher is possessed of. 
a grim humour and is a powerful writer withal. Dansereau left a profound trace during 
his career in journalism. Then there are Trudel, Bienvenu, Gelinas, Be;ugrand, Demers 
and Tremblay in Montreal;- Tarte, Desjardins, Tardivel, Langelier, Leyasseur, BouchaJd,. 
Huot and one or two others in Quebec. 

Th~ French population may be set down, in round numbers, at a million. Of this 
number, taking the usual average of ten per cent., not more than 100,000. can be said to.· 
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be educated, and of the latter-according to another estimate-only a fourth, or 25,000, 
form what is called the reading public. In vievv of these figures, the literary vitality of 
our French writers is a very noticeable fact, and deserves all the attention that we have 
endeavored to give it. 

VII. 

WANTS. 

In this necessarily rapid review, and going over so many names, I have naturally 
chosen the best, and, as naturally, my opinion is cast in the mould of praise. It does not 
follow, however, that I am insensible to certain deficiencies of French-Canadian education 
and literature. Of course I have no time even to touch upon these, but I may say gene
rally that, if the present harvest is destined to be continued, a through cultivation of the 
soil will be necessary. A strong classical education will haye to be insisted upon. A 
smattering of Latin and an utter ignorance of Greek, together with a mere elementary 
knowledge of the exact sciences, are not conducive to the evolution of solid intellectuality. 
Literature is a flower. There are single flowers and double flowers. The former are the 
offshoots uf nature ; the latter are the creation of science allied to resthetic tastes I 
naturally have no mission to touch on the vexed question of the Laval University, but 
I am safe not to be gainsaid when I affirm that one real universitas, in the good old scho
lastic sense, is quite ample for the needs of a million people. The other colleges should be 
merely affiliations, not rivals, and they should ground their pupils throughly in the 
humanities. The intermediate or grammar schools should be much stronger than they 
are, supplying a need for that large class which circumstances debar from an university 
curriculum. I am happy to know that these views are concurred in by the best educa
tors in the Province, and that a combined effort is being made by the Catholic Board of 
Public Instruction to bring about this consummation. If such should prove the case to 
the extent that I anticipate, the future of the literatm·e of French Canada will be brighter 
than is its present, and what is now a prom1smg child may grow into a benign and 
exuberant giant. 

VIII. 

SOURCES OF LITERARY INSPIRATION. 

The field, indeed, has been only partially cultivated. The primeval wood is just 
beginning to be cleared. The possibilities are immense and the sources of inspiration 
extraordinary. I have already alluded to the background of history-of daring, devotion 
and heroism such as few countries can boast of. Then there is our grand, our magnificent 
nature-the unpruned forests, the surging mountains, the roaring floods, the thunderous 
cataracts and the sublime sweep of billowy praiTies rolling to the setting sun. The St. 
Lawrence has been and will be an unfailing source of inspiration to Canadians. There is 
no nobler river-girdling one-half of a continent. Rising in the great lakes, tumbling in 
foam at Niagara, murmuring around the cradles of the Thousand Islands, beaTing the 
fleets of the world from the old Pointe a Callieres at Montreal, throbbing with conscious 
pride at the base of Cape Diamond, it preserves its wonderful identity amid infinite variety, 
till it dashes into the sea at the breakwater of Anticosti. 
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There is another mine of inspiration in the domestic and social life of the people. The 
habitant is a type in himself. The French village is like nothing else on this · continent. 
If you take the male chracter, you have a range from the coureur des bois and the rafts
nian, to the village notary. and the omnipotently beneficent cure. . If you take the female 
model, you have the incipient maiden, with the white veil of the first communion flowing 
from her blond hair, to the joyous factory girl decked out as a Dolly Varden, and the rustic 
Evangeline homeward from church returning with God's benediction upon her. 

The climate of French· Canada is hard; the winters are long, but there is literary 
inspiration even there. Indeed, winter must and does enter largely into the framework 
of French-Canadian romance and song. We may take this picture as including all the 
elements. A hunter is out in pursuit of the wily moose ; he tramps over miles of untrod
den snow, from the first streak of dawn till the last gleam of sunlight lingers in the 
western sky. The beast is weary ; he is weary. But the weaker yields to the stronger
la raison du plus fort est toujours la meilleure-and the broad antlers are bowed in the submis
sion of death. Dragging his trophy behind him, in a last effort of exhausted nature, the 
hunter turns his face homeward. The way is long and the snow is deep, but the faint 
heart buoys itself in the hope of a reward from wife and children. A turn in the road, 
and from afar the squares of yellow light beam from the well-known window panes. 
The slender bridge is crossed, the pathway to the familiar threshold is traversed, the wel
come door is opened and-all is over. Here is my Canadian picture-a hard day'ss work 
in the cold, cold world and, at night, rest in the arms of love, beside the warm fireside of 
Home. 
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A Problem in Visual Perception. 

By THE REV. J. CLARK MURRAY, LL.D. 

(Read May 23, 1883.) 

The psychology of vision has received invaluable assistance from the recorded cases of 
of persons born blind, who have been cured by the resources of modern surgery. In the 
present paper I propose to notice merely one fact, which has been almost universally over
looked, in the mental experience of the patients in some of these cases. The most 
important of these cases-certainly those most accessible to an English reader-are 
reported in the Philosophical Transactions. I shall quote from the first and the last cases, as 
these bring out most definitely the phenomenon in question. 

The first case, and the one most frequently cited, is that of a boy born with a cataract 
of unusually opaque quality. He was about fourteen years of age when the cataract was 
removed by Cheselden first from one eye, and afterwards from the other. The report of the 
case is given in the Philosophical Transaction.,; for 1728; and the following is the passage to 
which special reference will be made :-" At first he could bear but very little light, and 
the things he saw he thought extremely large; but upon seeing things larger, those first 
seen he conceived less ...... And rrow lately couched of his other eye, he says that objects at 
first appeared large to this eye, but not so large as they did at first to the other; and look
ing upon the same object with both eyes, he thought it looked about twice as large as 
with the first couched eye only, but not double that we could any ways discover." 

The other case to be cited is also that of a young man, four years older than 
Cheselden's patient at the time of his cure. The surgeon in this case was Dr. Franz, of 
Leipsic, who reports his observations and experiments in the Philosophical Transactions for 
1841. The passage, describing the apparent magnification of visible objects at first is shorter 
than in the previous report, but is equally explicit. "He i:iaW everything much larger than 
he had supposed from the idea obtained by the sense of touch. Moving, and especially 
living o~jects, such as men, horses, &c., appeared to him -very large." * 

Here, then, is an illusory appearance of magnitude, which, like many an0ther 
apparently abnormal phenomenon, may throw light on the normal processes of intelligence. 
From the superior aecuracy, which generally pervades Dr. Franz\; report, we may fairly 
take it as conveying the most exact description of the illusion expeTienced on the restora
tion of sight. Now, that description contrasts the idea of magnitude formed by the newly 
recovered sense with that already obtained from the sense of touch. ,v e aTe therefore 
referred to the conceptions of magnitude which this sense imparts for an explanation of 

* One can scarcely avoid recalling a well-known trait in the narrative oOfark's < ;(l~pl'l (YIU. 24) :-" I behold 
men, for I see (them) walking as trees." Whatever may be made of the narrative by modern criticism, it 
undoubtedly implies the belief that newly restored sight would give but imperfect ideas of size. 

Sec. II., 1883. 12. 
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the visual illusion we are considering. It is popularly supposed, and even the older 

psychologists seemed to assume, that touch reveals to us the absolute dimensions of bodies, 

and corrects in this way the illusory appearances of magnitude that are presented by sight. 

This view, however, was long ago exposed by Berkeley, and has been thoroughly 

dispelled by the more accurate examination of tactile perceptions inaugurated in the 

experiments of E. H. Weber. It is now known that the tactual, as well as the Yisual, 

perception of dimension is based on the associations of experience. 
In consequence of this, the tangible magnitude of a body is not an unvarying quantity; 

on the contrary, it depends on the part of the organism with which the body is in contact. 

On some parts of the skin the points of a pair of compasses are felt to be distinct only 

when they are placed between two and three inches apart, while they can be 

distinguished by the tip of the forefinger when separated only by one-twelfth of an inch, 

and even at the half of that distance by the tip of the tongue. As a result of this, two 

fixed points appear to be more distant when felt by a sensitive than when felt by an 

obtuse part of the skin. If the two poinis, therefore, are drawn from the soft part of the 

arm over the palm to the fingertips, they appear to separate, while they seem to approach 

if drawn in the opposite direction. Consequently, a body impresses us as being of greater 

magnitude when touched by a more acute part of the organism. A familiar illustration 

of this is the fact, that a tooth, when touched by the tongue, appears larger than when 

touched by the finger. We should commonly express this by saying that the tooth appears 

larger than it really is; for our ideas of real magnitude are connected mainly with the 

special organ of touch, the fingertips. 
Have we not in this the reason of the illusion which makes objects seem unexpectedly 

large to a congenitally blind man, when first restored to sight? Our ideas of magnitude 

depend on the extent of sensitive surface which seems to be affected by an object. Now, 

that extent is to be measured, not by its real dimension, but by the acuteness of the sensi

bility with which it is endowed. But this acuteness itself is proportional to the minute 

subdivision of the ultimate elements which form the essential organ of sensibility. For 

this reason, to touch itself a body seems to cover a larger expanse at a part of the organism, 

where the papillae and the corpuscula tactus and the tactile nerves are distributed in more 

refined min~teness and in greater multiplicity. Now, it is not necessary to institute an 

exact commensuration of the ultimate elements of organic sensibility in the hand and the 

eye respectively; it is sufficient to dwell upon the obvious fad, that the Tetina exhibits a 

structure adapted foT a much more minute delicacy of sensation than the acutest part of 

the skin. Accordingly when a 1rnrson, who has bL'l'll accustomed to form his ideas 

of magnitude from the impression of objects on tlu' skin, is suddenly made to feel them 

affecting a much more acute organ, it is not surprising that he sho11.ld " see eveTything 

much larger than he had :--nppo:--L'd from the idea obtained by the sense of touch." 

The additional fact seems curious, that Chesdden\; patient, after the second eye was 

conched, saw objects magnified with it, LTen when he used the eye first cured at the same 

time. But this is only in accordance with the familiar fact, that many otheT illusions, 

which arise from natural causes, do not cease even afteT their illusory character has been 
exposed by scientific analy~i~. 
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The Nomenclature of the Laws of Association. 

By THE REV. J. CLARK MURRAY, LL.D. 

(Read May 23, 1883.) 

The Laws of Association are often distinguished by psychologists into Primary and 
Secondary, and the distinction is one of importance and even necessity. The primary 
laws are those fundamental relations, which must exist between thouO'hts in order to 

0 

render one capable of suggesting another. The secondary laws are merely certain 
subordinate influences, such as the intensity or recentness of thoughts, which modify the 
action of the primary laws. Accordingly, when the Laws oft Association are spoken of 
without any qualifying prhase, it is always the primary laws that are understood. It is to 
these laws, therefore, that the present paper refers. 

Now, there are two fundamental relations by which the mutual suggestion of thoughts 
is determined; and, consequently, the Primary Laws of Association are, in their highest 
generalization, reducible to two. These may be expressed as follows :-

I. States of mind, identical in nature, though differing in the time of their occur
rence, are capable of suggesting each other ; 

II. States of mind, though differing in nature, if identical in the time of their occur
rence, are capable of suggesting each other. 

These _ two laws evidently comprehend all possible cases of suggestion, as they 
apply both to phenomena which are identical and to those which are different in nature. 
The first law requires, in order to the possibility of suggestion, that there be a natural 
resemblance between the suggesting and the suggested states of mind. Thus when I hear 
a sound which I recognize as the voice of a friend, the recognition implies that the sound 
of the present moment suggests to me the sound of the voice heard before. Now, the two 
sounds are similar in their nature; they differ merely in the time of their occurrence, the 
one being heard now, the other having been heard on some previous occasion. The two 
sounds, therefore, fulfil the conditions of the first law. But the act of which we are 
speaking-the recognition of a particular sound as being the voice of a friend-implies 
something more. Not only does the present recall the former sound, but it recalls also the 
friend's appearance, with which that sound is associated. Now, there is no natural resem
blance between a man's visual appearance and the sound of his voice, but the two have, 
by hypothesis, been in the mind at the same time. They, therefore, fulfil the conditions of 
the second law, and the one is thereby rendered capable of suggesting the other. 

Such is the general purport of these laws. The nomenclature, by which they are 
distinguished can scarcely be said to be univer_sally determined among psychologists. The 
names, Law of Similarity and Law of Contiguity, are those adopted, perhaps most 
commonly, in English psychological literature. At the same time these terms can scarcely 
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be said to be unexceptionable. Similarity does npt express the complete identity in nature, 

which the first law supposes; and Contiguity expresses a relation of space more 

appropriately than a relation in time. It seems unfortunate, therefore, that recent English 

psychologists should generally have overlooked the very suggestive -nomenclature adopted 

for these laws by Sir William Hamilton,-the _Law of· Direct Remembrance, and the Law 

of Indirect Remembrance.* .. Perhaps tl).ese. ter:ths we~e ~uggested by the expressions, 

unmittelbare und mittelbare .Reproduction, used by Herbart. t Herbart's expressions would be 

literally rendered into English by the words, immediate and mediate. These are the terms 

which Hamilton himself uniformly · employ's for the ideas which he expresses in the 

nomenclature of these laws by direct and .indirect. It would not, therefore, be ·a vj.olation of 

. _his own general usage to substitute the one set of terms for the other.-·· 

_ . Although the significance of the terminology adopted by Hamilton has been over

looked among English psychologists, yet it has not failed to find recognition m Germany. 

No man has done more for psychology in recent times than the late Professor Lotze; and 

the language of his countryman Herbart is that which he also employs in speaking of the 

laws of association. + The example of one of the greatest living psychologists may also be 

cited here, while it affords an opportunity of mentioning an apparently original suggestion 

of his own. Wundt not only refers to the terminology of Herbart, but he uses in addition 

the phrase, innere und iiussere Association.·§ These adjectives, which in English would be 

properly rendered by intrinsic and extrinsic, seem peculiarly adapted to distinguish assocfa .. 

tions founded on intrinsic resemblances of mental -states f;om those which imply :n;i.erely 

the extrinsic accident of simultaneous occurrence in consciousness. 

Now, an instrinsic identity of mental states is the relation by which they are 

im:mediately associated; simultaneity, on the other hand, operates only through the 

medium of some such identity. This may be illustrated by the example cited above,

the recognition of a friend's voice,-which may be taken as a simple type of ali association. 

In that instance it was shown that suggestion runs primarily and immediately along the 

line of the instrinsic resemblance between the sound heard now and the sound heard 

before. It was shown further, that it is only when the previous sound has been 

thus recalled, that through it there are reinstated in consciousness any of the atten.dant 

. circumstances which went to make up the complete mental condition of the moment when 

that sound was heard. The action, therefore, of simultaneity as an associative or sugges

tive power, is always of necessity mediate. I have found it useful,· especially with 

stude~ts, to_ illust~ate the c?m?ined operation of these laws by means of a diagram like the 

follo:"mg, 1n which, contmumg the example already used, we may let S1 · stand for a 

prev10us sound, S2 for any subsequent repetition of the same, while AS is a symbol for any 

mental states, like the visual appearance of a person, not necessarily having any resem" 

. * Se~ his Dissertation appended to Reid's Works (Note D * * * pp. 192~3). It is a matter of regret that thif! 

disse~tation was left in. an incomplete st_ate. at t~e autho~'s death, but it contains the only correct exposition of his 

d?ctri_n~ .. It see~s stran~e that Mr. ~111, m his Examination of Sir W. Hamilton's Philosophy, should have.based 

his criticism of this doctrme on a very imperfect and misleading exposition in Hamilton's Lectures on Metaphyric8. 

t Werke, vol. V., pp. 2"1,-5 . 

. t .. Mikrokosmus, vol. I., p. 236. See also the recent outline of his lectures on psychology Grundzuge der Psycho-

logie (1881), p. 22. · ' · · 

~ Grundzuge der Physiologischen Psychologie, vol. II., p. 300 (2nd ed.) 
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blance to the sound, but associated with it in consciousness at the time. The arrows point 
in the line of suggestion. 

S1))) )AS 

52 

All science is not reducible, as some have supposed, to mere exactness of nomenclature; 

nor, when terms have become fixed in general usage, is it desirable to introduce the 

confusion which almost inevitably results from a change. But the present case is one in 

which usage is still vacillating, and for that reason it appears to me that an improvement 

would be reached in psychological nomenclature, if for Law of Similarity were substituted 

Law of Immediate and Intrinsic Association, for Law of Contiguity, Law of Mediate and 

Extrinsic Association. 
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.An Addition to the Logical Square of Opposition. 

By THE REV. J. CLARK MURRAY, LL.D. 

(Read May 23, 1883.) 

I do not think it necessary in this paper to enter into an explanation of the general 
logical doctrine of the opposition of propositions, as my intention is merely to indicate a 
useful addition to the diagram commonly used to illustrate that doctrine. That diagram 
is a square, at the four angles of which are placed the symbols of the four kinds of proposi
tions, A., E, I, 0, while the four sides of the square, along with its two diagonals, are 
supposed to illustrate the relation between the two opposite propositions of the several 
kinds of opposition. The relation between two opposites, however, is but very imperfectly 
exhibited by the simple square ; and it occurred to me, that a very slight addition to this 
diagram would render it a great deal more serviceable for its purpose. This addition, 
accordingly, I have been accustomed to use among my students for many years. 

The addition is based on the nature of the relation between opposites, which the 
square is designed to symbolize. Now, the relation of logical opposition is one that is 
expressed by the inferences which may be drawn from one opposite to another. If, 
for example, two propositions are so diametrically opposed, that one of them must be true 
and the other must be false, then that opposition is expressed by saying, that you can 
infer the falsity of the one from the truth of the other,. and the truth of the one from 
the falsity of the other. In other cases, however, as is well known, the relation of 
two propositions is such, that you can infer only the falsity of one from the truth of the 
other, or only the truth of one from the falsity of the other, and so on. Now, the object 
of the proposed improvement on the logical diagram is to exhibit these varions relations to 
the eye. But here a difficulty arises, which has been very generally overlooked by 
logicians. The word some, which is the common expression of particularity in a 
proposition, is beset by an important ambiguity. It may mean either "some at least," that 
is, "possibly all," or "some at most," that is, "some only, not all." Even such an eminent 
expositor of logical doctrine as Whately confounds these two meanings; and his account of 
the opposition of propositions is consequently in part unintel-ligible. 

Now, the only way to avoid this ambiguity in an illustrative diagram is to adopt two 
squares, each intended to exhibit th(\ relations of opposites undPr one interpretation of the 
word some. Then the relations are fully displayed by means of arrows between the symbols 
of the two propositions forming each pair of opposites. The arrows point in the direction in 
which inferences may be drawn. A. transverse bar on the stem of an arrow symbolizes 
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falsity or negation, while a ring or small circle is a sign of truth or affirmation. With these 
explanations the diagrams are subjoined. 

Some=Some at least. Some=Some at most. 

A •.»e ,~ ~._I 0 ~ -E -~9 I ;;i. -~I 
- - e~ E 

·1 ~ # ; 
i 4' ~ 1 

Bi Q) ·<O I<« 0 I ~e e • -iE99~-, 0 
~ I .J • < I ? l <:'" 
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1.-T he Relatfons nf the Natural Sc,iences. 

By THOMAS STERRY HUNT, M.A., LL.D. (Cantab.), F.R.S. 

(Read l\Iay 25, 1882.) 

The occasion which brings us together is one which should mark a new departure in 
the intellectual histOTy of Canada. SciencP and letters find but few votaries in a country 
like this, where the best energies of its thinkers are necessarily directed to devising means 
of subduing the wilderness, opening the ways of communication, improving agriculture, 
building-up industries, and establishing npon a proper basis schools in which the youth of 
the country may be instructed in those arts and professions which are among the first needs 
of civilized society. The teachers under such conditions can do little more than interpret 
to their pupils so much of the wisdom of the past, and of contemporary science, as may 
suffice for the immediate wants of the country, and will have but scanty leisure for original 
investigation in the field of knowledge. There are, however, never wanting earnest and 
curious minds who feel an almost irresistible impulse to labOT in this field, to enlarge the 
bounds of thought, and to grapple with the great problems of man and nature. To foste1· 
this spirit, to encourage its beginnings, and to extend the influence of its example, should . 
be the aim of wise statesmen and legislators who seek to Plevate their kind and ennoble 
their nation: knowing that the brightest glories and the most enduring honors of a country 
are those which come from its thinkers and its scholars. 

The world's intellectual workers are, from the very nature of their lives of thought and 
study, separated in some degree from the mass of mankind. They feel, however, not less 
than others, the need of human sympathy and co-operation, and out of this need have grown 
academies and learned societies devoted to the cultivation of letters and of scil"nce. The 
records of these bodies in Florence, in Rome, in Paris, in London, and elsewhere, are the 
records of scientific progress for the last three centuries. Such bodies do not create thinkers 
and workers, but they give to them a scientific home, a centre of influence, and the means 
of making known to the world the results of their labors. 

It was with a wise forethought that more than a century since Frnnklin and his friends 
founded at Philadelphia the American Philosophical Society. Its planting then seemed 
premature, but its vigorous growth during a century has served to show that the seed was 
not too early sown. That, however, unlike many of the academies of the old world, to 
which we have adverted, had no formal recognition from the Stat(-, and there came a period 
in the growth of the American Union when the need of an official scientific body-was felt. 
Thus it was that nineteen years ago, in the midst of the great cii;il war, the American Con
gress authorized the erection of a National Academy of Sciences, to whfrh, as an American 
citizen, I have the honor to belong. 'l'he aim proposed in founding that Academy was to 
gather together what was best and highest in the scientific life of the nation, and moreover 
to organize a body of councillors to which the executive authority could always look for 
advice and direction in scientific matters relating to the interests of the State. In that 
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Academy-at first consisting of fifty, and now practically limited to one hundred members 
(a number which it has not yet attained)-the domain of letters is unrepresented; while 
the Royal Society of London is, in like manner,-although scholars and statesmen seek the 
honors of its fellowship,-essentially an Academy of Sciences. 

Our infant organization attempts a larger plan, and embraces with the mathematical 
and physical sciences, letters, philosophy, and history, imitating the Royal Irish Academy, 
which, like this, is divided into two classes; that of the Sciences, on the one hand, and that 
of Polite Literature and Antiquities on the other. The Institute of France, made up of five 
Academies, embraces the Fine Arts in its still wider scheme. The second class of our Society. 
with its two sections, aspires to cover the same ground as the Academy of Sciences of the 
Institute of France, the Science dfrision of the Royal Irish Academy, the Royal Society of 
London, and the National Academy of Sciences of the United States. 

The two sections into which our second class is now divided, namely, III., including 
Mathematic, Physic and Chemistry, and IV., embracing Biology and Geology, are in their 
aims and their objects closely related to each otheT, and widely separated from Sections I. 
and II., which am devoted Tespcdively to French and English Literature and History, 
Differences in language thus establish in the literary department of this society a natural 
division into two sections. In the department of the sciences, however, there is no natural 
basis for a similar dfrision, and it will probably be found in the near future that su~jects of 
common intPTest will draw more and more closely together our two sections, until, as in the 
various societies which we have named, the distinction between mathematical, physical and 
chemical studies on the one hand, and geological and biological studies on the other, will be 
lost sight of. It seems to me, therefore, fitting that we should in this time and place consider 
the mutual relations of these two divisions, and inquire into the value of the distinctions 
upon which they have been based. 

Apart from pure mathematic, which is based on our intuitions of space, the sciences 
which now concern us have to do with material natuTe, and are propedy called naturai 
sciences. It is not theiT province to look behind or beyond the material world of nature, 
nor to grapple with the mystery of the Infinite, with which, in the last analysis, the inquirer 
always finds himself face to face. Our various metaphysical systems are schemes which 
men have devised to solve this mighty problem, and to translate into intelligible language 
their efforts to comprehend it. What we call Nature is atonceamantle and a veil, in which 
the spiritual clothes and conceals itself. "I weave," Goethe makes the world-spirit say, . 
"the living gaTment of the Deity." This phrase embodies a pTOfound huth. All nature is 
lidng; it is, as the word natura itself, equally with its Greek equivalent, ph,1Jsis, implies, 
that which is growing, the perpetually-bl'commg or being boi-n; and this sense, which 
undeTlies etymologically the words natural and physical, should never be lost sight of. 

It is a common reproach in the mouths of certain cavillers at science that it does not 
explain the beginnings of life in matteT. That the plant and the animal are Ii-ring, is evident 
to them, but they assume that the air, the wafor and the earth, the elements from which the 
plant grows and is fed, are dead; that life is a mysterious something which comes from 
without, and is extraneous to the organism. PeThaps we may trace the origin of this con
cc>ption to the ancient legend, which appears in morn than one foTm, of a human body 
fashioned out of dead matter and waiting for vivifying breath or fire. The student of 
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inorganic nature, however, soon learns to recognize the fact that all matter is instinct with 
actiYities, and finds that a great number of those procC'ssPs ·w hi<'h were formerly regarded 
as functions of organized bodies are really common to these and to inorganic matter. The 
phenomena of gravitation, of light and of electricity, the difftision and transpiration of gases 
and liquids, the crystallogenic process, and the peculiar n·lations or' colloids, are all, when 
rightly understood, manifestations of energies and actidties which forbid us to speak of 
matter as dead. To all of these dynamical (or as they are generally called, physical) actiYities 
of matter, supervene those_-processrs which we name chemical, and which giYe rise to new 
and specifically distinct inorganic forms. The attaining of indiYiduality by matter, which 
has al ways seemed to me the greatest step in the progress of nature, is first seen in the crystal ; 
but therein the forces of matter are in a statical condition, except so far as certain dynamical 
relations are concerned. It is not until solid matter rises from the crystalline to the higher 
condition of the colloid, that it becomes capable of absorption, diffusion, and eVf'll of assimi
lation: that, in a word, it assumes relations to the external world which show that it 
possesses an individuality higher than the crystal, and is, in fact, endowed with many of 
the activities belonging to those masses of colloidal matter which biologists have agreed to 
call living. 

In these phenomena we have the first developments of individuality and of organization, 
and I think that the careful student, who endeavors with a strong mental grasp to seize the 
true relations of things, will see that we have here to do, not with a new activity from 
without, but with a new and higher development of a force which is inherent in matter, 
and thus manifests itself at a certain stage in its chemical development. He will then, in 
the words of a philosophic poet, 

"See through this air, this ocean, and this earth, 
All matter quick and bursting into birth." 

The adjective, quick, is here to be understood in its primitive sense of living, as_ 
opposed to dead, and aptly defines the notion which I have endeavored to convey. All 
the energies seen in nature are, in this view, but manifestations of the essential life or quick
ness of matter, whether displayed in the domain of what are called dynamical or physical 
activities, in chemical processes, or in the phenomena of irritability, assimilation, growth 
and reproduction, which we may comprehensively designate as biotical.* 

*This view, upon which I have insisted in the essay on "The Domain of Physiology," cited below, was well 
set forth by Rosmini. According to him, in the words of his interpreter, Davidson, "the ultimate particles of 
matter are animate, each atom having united with it, and forming its unity or atomicity, a sensitive principle. 
When atoms chemically combine, their sensitive principles become one. . . . The unit of natural existence is 
neither force nor matter, but sentience, and through this all the material and dynamical phenomena of nature 
may be explained." From the unifications of these sensitive principles, or elementary souls, which take place in 
the combinations of matter, higher and higher manifestations of sentience appear, constituting the various activi
ties displayed in crystals, in plants, and in animals. From these elementary souls, organic souls are built up, 
and "when these are resolved into the elementary ones through the dissolution of the organized bodies, the 
existence of the souls does not cease, but is merely transformed." [See "The Philosophical 8y:-;tem of Rosmini," 
by Thomas Davidson, pp. 284-301.] This volume was unpublished, and these views of Rosmini were unknown to 
me, at the time of writing the above pages. 

The eminent biophysiologist, ,vmiam B. Carpenter, in an essay on "Life," published in 1847, contends that 
organization and biotical functions arise from the natural operation of forces inherent in elemental matter,
[Todd's "Cyclopedia of Anatomy and Physiology," Vol. III., p. 151.J 
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When we have attained to this conception of hylozoism, of a liYing material universe, 
the mystery of Nature> is solyed. The Cosmos is not, as some would have it, a vast ma
chine wound up and set in motion with the certainty that it will run down like a clock, 
and alTiYe at a period of stagnation and death. The modern theory of thermodynamic, 
though perhaps true within its limitations, has not yet grasped the problem of the uni
verse. The force that originated and impelled, sustains, and is the DiYine ~pirit, which 

"Lives through all life, extends through all extent, 
Spreads undivided, operates unspent." 

The law of birth, growth and decay, of endless change and perpetual renewal, is 
everywhere seen working throughout the Cosmos, in nebula, in world and in sun, as in 
rock, in herb and in man; all of which are but passing phases in the endless cfrculation 
of the universe, in that perpetual new birth which we call Nature. This, it will be said, 
is the poet's ·dew of the external world, but it is at the same time the one which seems to 
me to be forced upon us as the highest generalization of modern science. 

The study of Nature in its details presents itself to the mind in a two-fold aspect,-as 
historical and as philosophical. The first of these gives rise to a General Physiography or 
description of nature, which we commonly call Natural History as applied to each of the 
three great divisions designated as the mineral, vegetable and animal kingdoms. This 
physiographic method of study in the latter two gives us systematic and descriptive 
botany and zoology, with their classifications and their terminology; while the physio
graphy of the mineral king·dom includes not only systematic and descriptiYe mineralogy, 
as generally understood, but those branGhes of geology which we designate as petrography 
and geognosy, or the study of the constituents of the earth's crust, their aggregation and 
their distribution. 

The second aspect of the study of nature, which we have designated as philosophical, 
regards the logic of nature, or what the older writers spoke of as General Physiology. 
This is sometimes appropriately termed Natural Philosophy, a designation which is the 
correlatfre of Natural History. With this method of study in the organic kingdoms we 
are familiar under the names of physiological botany and physiological zoology, which 
concern themselves with anatomy, organography, and morphology, and with the processes 
of growth, nutrition and decay in organized existences. The natural philosophy of the 
inorganic world inyestigates the motions and the energies of the he~1xenly bodies, and 
then, coming down to our planet, considers all thP phenomena which come under the head 
of dynamic or physic, as well as those of chemistry. These Yarious adfritil'S togethei· 
"constitute the secular life of our planet. They are the gl·ow·nic agencil'S ,vhich in the 
course of agPs han~ moulded the mineral mass of the earth, and from primeval chaos ha;n~ 
evolved its prest·nt order, formed its various rocks, filled the Yt..·ins in its crust with metals, 
ores, g·ems and spars, and determined the composition of its wakrs and its atmosphere. They 
still regulate alike the terrestrial, thP OCl'anic and tht..~ aerial circulation, and preside over the 
constant change and decay by which the surface of the earth is incl·ss:.mtly renewed, and 
the conditions necl'S8ary to organic life are maintained."* Thus the physiological study 

* The Domain of Physiology, or Xature in Thought and Language, hy T. Sterry Hunt· London Edinburgh 
and Dublin Philosophical ::\faµ:azino ([Y.] xii. Z:1:~-253) for October, 1881. .Also, ~oparatcl~· publisl;ed by S. E. 
Cassino, Boston, 1882. 
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of the inorganic world, or in other words, its natural philosophy, includes m its scope at 
once theoretical astronomy and theoretical geology or geogeny. 

The two-fold division which has been adopted in the scientific class of our new society 
does not correspond to that which we haYe just set forth; namely, of Natural History on 
the one hand and Natural Philosophy on the other; nor yet, as might at first seem to be 
the case, to the more familiar distinction between inorganic and organic nature. Our Nec
tion III. has been made to embrace, it is true, much both of the natural history and the 
natural philosophy of the inorganic world, including besides physic and chemistry, both 
descriptiYe and theoretical astronomy, and mineralogy. This same section has also been 
made to include mathematic, which in itself, does not belong to the domain of natural 
science, though in its applications it becomes an indispensable instrument in the study of 
nature, whether we investigate the phenomena of physic or of chemistry, or seek to com
prehend the laws which regulate alike the order of the celestial spheres, the shapes of 
crystals, and the forms of vegetation. 

Section IV., on the other hand, in its department of biology, includes alike the Natural 
History and the Natural Philosophy of the vegetable and the animal kingdoms. In this 
same section has, however, been included what we call geology, which is not a separate 
science, but the application alike of mathematic and of all the natural sciences to the 
elucidation of both the physiography and the physiology of our planet. So far as 
geology concerns itself with the history of past life on the earth, or what is called pale
ontology, it is biological, but in all its other aspects the relations of geology are with 
Section III. The logical result of this complex character of geology should be either the 
separation of paleontology from the other branches of geological study, which find their 
appropriate place in our Section III., or else the union of the two sections through this 

their common bond. 
It will be noticed that in this brief survey of the field of natural know ledge I have 

not spoken of the technical applications of science, nor alluded to its important aspects in 
i-elation to the material wants of life. On this theme, did time permit, I might speak at 
length. There are two classes of motives which urge men to the pursuit of knowledge; 
on the one hand, those of worldly fame 01· profit, and on the other, the far nobler senti
ment which has the finding-out of truth for its object. It would seem as if by a spiritual 
law, the great principles which are most fruitful in mateTial results are not reyealed to 
those who interro()'ate nature with these lower ends in Yiew. Newton, Darwin, Faraday, 

i::, 

Henry, and such as they, were not inspired by a desire for the praise of men, or for pecu-
niary reward, but pursued their life-long labors with higher motives,-the love of truth 
for its own sake, the reverent desire to comprehend the hidden laws and operations of tlw 
uniYen;e. To such, and to such alone, does nature make herself known. In the material aH 
in the moral order, the promise of achieyement is given to those who strin~ alh·r knowlt•dgt• 
and wisdom irrespective of the hope of temporal reward; and the history of ::;eic'lH"l~ 
shows that it is such seekers as these who have attained to the disL·overy of those secrets 
which have been of the greatest benefit to humanity. The admonition is to all, that we 
are to seek first for truth and for justice, and with this comes the promise that to those 

who thus seek all other things shall be superadded. 
It is good and praiseworthy to labor to extrnd the metal from the ore, and the healing 
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essence from the plant,· to subdue the powers of electricity and of steam to the service of 
man. To those who attain these ends the world giYes its substantial rewards, but far 
higher honors are instinctively rendered to those who by thPir disintm·psted rE>searchE's, 
undertaken without hope of recompense, haYe made known to us the great laws which 
serve to O'uide searchers in the fields of technical scit>m:e ; to those who have labored 

b 

serenely, with the consciousness that whatever of truth is made known by their studies 
will be a lasting gain to humanity. "Thus," to repeat words used on another occasion,* 
"it ever happens, in accordance with the Divine order, that the worker must lose himself 
and his lower aims in his work, and in so doing find his highest reward; for the profit of 
his labor shall be, in the language of one of old, 'to the glory of the Creator and to the 
n·lief of man's <-·state.' " 

APPENDIX.t 

The views of the relations of the natural sciences which have here been insisted upon, 
and were. previously embodied in the essay on "The Domain of Physiology," aboye referred 
to, may be concisely stated as follows:-

" The study of material nature constitutes what the older scholars correctly and com
prehensively termed physics (the words physical and natural being synonymous) and 
presents itself in a two-fold aspect, first as descriptive, and second as philosophical,-a 
distinction embodied in the terms Natural History and Natural Philosophy, or more 
concisely, in the words Physiography and Physiology. The latter word has, from the 
time of Aristotle, been employed in this general sense to designate the philosophical study 
of nature and will so be used in the present classification. 

"The world of nature is divided into the inorganic or mineralogical, and the organic 
or biological kingdoms, the division of the latter into vegetable and animal being a sub
ordinate one. The natural history or physiography of the inorganic kingdom takes cogni
zance of the sensible characters of chemical species, and gives us descriptive and systematic 
mineralogy, which have hitherto been restricted to native species, but in their vvider sense 
include all artificial species as well. The study of native mineral species, their aggrega
tions, and their arrangement as constituents of our planet, is the object of geognosy and 
of geography. The physiography of other worlds gives rise to descriptiye astronomy. 

"The natural philosophy of the inorganic kingdom, or mineral physiology, is con
cerned, in the first place, with what is generally called dynamics or physics, including 
the phenomena of ordinary motion, sound, temperature, radiant energy, electricity and 

*The Relations of Chemistry to Pharmacy and Therapeutics: an Address before the Massachusetts College 
of Pharmacy, by T. Sterry Hunt; Boston, 1875. 

tThe subjoined scheme of a classification of the, natural sciences was read by the present writer before the 
American Association for the Advancement of Sciertce at Minneapolis, in August, 1883. In view of its importance 
for a better understanding of the views set forth above, I have not hesitated to reproduce it as an appendix to the 
present paper. [T. STBRRY HUNT,] 
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magnetism. Dynamics, in the abstract, regards matte1· in general, without relation to 
species; chemism generates therefrom mineralogical or so-called chemical species, which, 
theoretically, may be supposed to be formed from a single elemental substance, or materia 

prima, by the chemical process. Dynamics and chemistry build up our inorganic world, 
giving rise to geogeny and, as applied to other worlds, to theoretical astronomy. 

"Proceeding now to the organic kingdom, its physiographical study leads us first 
to organography, and then to descrivtive and systematic botany and zoology, two great 
sub-divisions of natural history. Coming next to consider the physiological aspect of 
organic nature, we note, besides the dynamical and chemical activities manifested in the 
mineral, other and higher ones, which characterize the organic kingdom. On this 
higher plane of existence are found portions of matter which have become individual
ized, exhibi~ irritability, the power of growth by assimilation, and of reproduction, and 
moreover, establish relations with the external world by the development of organs, all 
of which characters are fOTeign to the mineral kingdom. These new activities are often 
designated as vital, but since this word is generally made to include at the same time other 
manifestations which are simply dynamical or chemical, I have elsewhere proposed for 
the activities characteristic of the organism the term biotics (biotikos, pertaining to life)." 

"The philosophy of matter in the abstract is dynamical, that of mineml species is 
both dynamical and chemical, while that of organized forms is at once dynamical, chemi
cal and biotical. The study of the biotical activities of matter leads to organogeny and 
morphology, while the relations of organisms to one another, and to the inorganic 
kingdom give us physiological botany and zoology. We thus arrive at a comprehensive 
and simple scheme for the classification of the natural sciences, which is set forth in 
the subjoined table." 

NATURAL SCIENCES. INORGANIC NATCRE. ORGANIC NATURE. 

DESCRIPTIVE. MINERAL PHYSioGRAPHY . . BIOPHYSIOGRAPHY. 

- - -

General Physiography. Descriptive and Systematic Organography; 

or Mineralogy ; Descriptive and Systematic 

Natural History. Goognosy; Geography; Botany and Zoology. 

Descriptive Astronomy. 

PHILOSOPHICAL. MINERAL PHYSIOLOGY. BIOPHYSIOLOGY. 

- - -
General Physiology Dynamics or Physics; Biotics. · 

or Chemistry. Orgnnogcny; Morphology ; 

Natural Philosophy. Geogeny ; Theoretical Physiological 

Astronomy. Botany and Zoology. 
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On the Law of Fucilit/j of Error in the sum of n lwlependeJ1t Quantities, each Accurate 
to the Nearest Degree. · By CH~\.RLES CARNL\.EL, M.A. 

(Read May 2fi, 1882.) 

Let a,, a2, a3 ............... an be then quantities true to the nc·m·Pst unit, and let the abso-
lute values be a1 +x1, a2 + :c2, a3 + :r;3, ............ ,on+ :en, so that x1, x2, x3 ............ :rn, are each 
between the limits-½ and + ½, and all values between these limits are equally likely. 

The chance of an enor in a between x1 and :c1 + ox1 in a2 between x2 and :r2 + Ox2, &c., 
occurring simultaneously is 

and the chance that the sum of the errors lies between - ~ and any magnitude y is 

the limits for integration being for each variable - ½ and ½, with the further condition that 
the algebraic sum of the variables shall not exceed .tJ. For this integral with these limits 
I adopt the following notation, 

with a similar notation in otheT cases. 
To each of the vaTiables add one-half, the integral becomes 

JiJ.!1/lfiJ. JiJ. n . .. . . . . .. .. . dx1 dx2 dx3 ....... dJ·,,[ ~x < 2 + Y] 
0 0 0 0 0 (i) 

To find the chance of the error of the sum 1 ying lwtween - ~ and y, we have therefore 

to evaluate the integral (i). 

To do this let us consider the integral 

(ii) 

1 n )n 
the value of which is well known, and isl~ ( ~ + Y • 

Let t be the O'reatest intp0·1•r inn //. 
b :::, :2 1'hen if r lw any numhc•r not gn'ah•r than t, 

there will be a portion of (ii) in which r chosen variahks and thest' r only nn' gTPakr than 
unity. Let us call this part R. 

Sec. III., 1882. 2 
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Subtract unity from each of then variables in turn, we obtain n integrals eache_qual to 

Of these n integrals r, and r only, contain the part R; namely, those obtained by subtracting 

unity from one of the r chosen variables. 

Similarly if we subtract unity from two of the variables, and take every possible com'.' 

bination of the n variables two at a time, we obtain n. ~-; 
1 

integrals each equal to 

and of these r. ;_; 
1 contain the part R; namely, those obtained by subtracting unity from 

any two of the r chosen variables. 

So ifs be any number not greater than t, if we subtract unity from s of the variables, 

and tak~ every possible combination of the' n variables sat a time, we shall obtain ~ ~ s n-s 

integals each equal to 

/ 00/00 roo c-, n 
• . ........ Jdx1, dx2 ...... dx,,,, [~x<

2
- +y-s] 

0 0 0 

and of these, ifs be not greater than r, lr • will contain the part R of the integral (ii), · ls, lr-s 
whilst ifs be greater than r, R will not appear in any. 

Hence the series 

tn f oof oo roo . n + ......... + (-1) 8 L [- . ..... ;1 dx1 dx2 ....... dx" [ 2'x <-
2 

+ y-s] · 
~ ~o o o 

. [n Joof oo roo 
+ ......... + ( -1)' [t l .... :;/ dx1 dx2 ....... dxn [2'x<~ + y- tl (iii) 

·· n-t o o o 2 --

will contain the part R 

1-r + ...... + (-1)8 [c_ + ...... + (-1)" 
[~[r-s 

or (1-1)" times, i.e., it will not contain it at all. 

Now this is true for any r particular variables, and for all values of r from r = 1 to 
r == t. The series (iii) then, contains those portions, and those only, of (ii) which are due 
to values of the variables all less than unity, it is theretore equal to 
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But the series (iii) is equal to 

the series to be continued as long as the part raised to power n is positfre. 

This then is the chance that the error lies between -g and y, and differentiating with 

respect to y we find that the chance that the error lies between y and !J + d!J is 

1 } (n )n-1 en )n-1 n. n-1 n )n-I l 
[n lt 2+Y -n 2+y-l + 1.2 c~+y-~ -&c.)dy. (v) 

the series to be continued as in (iv). 

The result in this form would be of very-little use except for small values of n. But 
Laplace has obtained approximate values for the aboye series when !J is small, and his 

' * This formula may also be proved by induction, for if it be true in the case of any number n of independent 
variables, we shall have for n + 1 variables the chance 

pi (n )n ) + (-1)• __ -,_-,-- -~ - +y-x- s + (C·c. ( d.;; 
1n-s I~ i J 

(n )n+l (r )n+I 1n (n )n+l 
- 2 + y + ½ + n 2 + y--:-- ½ - ...... -(- 1 )8 1n s I~ 2 + y - s +½ - &e. 

1 } c·n + 1 )n+l -en+ 1 )n+ =
1
n+I l -2-+Y -n+l - 2-+y-1 + ...... 

- - - --=-- -- -s &c 1 8 _ 1 ( 1n In ) (n + l ) n + I , 
( ) I~~+ 1n-s ~ 2 + Y + · 

1 } (n + 1 )n+l -en+ l )n+I 1n+l cn+l )n+I, } 
==1!!:+1 l ·-2-+Y -n+l ~-+y-1 + .... +(-I)81n+~s1~ :3+y-s +&e. 

which is the same formula as in the case of n variables with n + 1 written for n. 

Now when n = 1 the formula (iv) reduces½ + y and is therefore obviously true. Hence it is also true when 

n = 2 and therefore when n = 3 and so on. · 
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results have been verified by Cauchy. From their investigations it appears that the series 
(iv) is approximately equal to 

(vi) 

where 1t is the ratio of the circumference to the diameter of a circle, and e is the base of 
Na pier's logarithms. 

The series (v) is also shewn to be approximately equal to 

I~ - n - - l - 24 -+ 48 - - n d 
-.

1 
6y2 3 c y2 y4) 6y2l 

.; n e ~On n n2 e Y 
(vii) 

In practise it is generally sufficient to use the first term of vii, so that we may say !hat 
the chance of an error between y and y + dy is approximately 

/6 _6y2 
- en dy 

./ 'ltn 
(viii) 

1.'o take a numerical example suppose n == 6, the chance of the error in the sum of six 
quantities lying between 0 and dy is by the true formula (v) · 0· 55 dy, by the approximate 
formula (vii) it is 0·550085 dy, and by (viii) 0·564 dy. For the chance of an error between 1 
and 1 + dy we have in the three cases 0·216 1 dy, 0·21447 dy and 0·20755 dy respectively. 
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II.-On an Application of a Special Determinant. 

BY J. B. CHERRIMAN, M.A. 

(Read l\Ia.y 26, 1882.) 

Let Llr denote the following determinant of the rth order :-

P1, P2, p3, · · · · · • · • · · · - · · • · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ... · . · ... · · · .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·, Pr 
1, P1, P2, ........................................................... , Pr-1 

0, 1, pi, ···· ·· ·· ·· ··· · · ···· ··, Pr-2 
o, O, 1, ............................................................. , P,·-3 

0, 0, 0, .............................................................. , Pi 

This is at once seen to be expressible by similar determinants of lower orders, for 

LJ,.=P1 LJ,._I -P2 L1,.-~+Pa Ll,._3- ...................... +- r, 1-p,. 

If now p1, p~, p3, .................. are the co-efficients in the equation 

Xn +P xn-l +P xn-2 + +P -o · 1 j ·•·····--•··••·· ····•·••······ n - , 

r being not greater than n, and or denote the sum of the homogeneous products of the rth 
order of the roots, then from the relation 

(5 r + Pi (5 ,·-1 + P2 0 r-2 + " " · " · ........ " · ............ + Pr =0, 

it is obvious that 
Or= - r L)r" 

Again, if s,. denote the sum of the rth powers of the Toots, it is plain, from Newton's 
expression for these sums, that -'"s,. is given by the determinant :-

P1, 2p2, 3p3, ........................................................... , rpr 

1, Pi, P2 • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · ·, p,..1 
O, 1, P1, .... · · ................ · .. · ............................ · · ..... , Pr-2 

0, 0, 0, .............................................................. , P1 

which reduces to 

Pi LJ r-1 - 2 P2 L1 ,·-2 + 3 p3 L1 r-3 + 1·+1 
························ - - r Pr, 

and it follows, therefore, that 

- s, = Pi 0,..1 + '!, P2 Or-2 + 3 p3 Or-3 + ...................... + rpr' 
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This curious relation can be readily verified by an independent process, as follows :-

Denoting xn + Pi xn-l + ............ , + Pn by f (x), we have 

~ == 1 + o1 x-1 + o2 x-2 + .......... + o,,. x-,,. + .......... .. 
f (x) 

also. 

x f' ( x) == n + 81 x-1 + 82 x-2 + ......... + 8,,. x-,,. + ......... . 
f (x) 

therefore, 

n Xn-1 + 8 xn-2 + 8 xn-3 + + 8 xn-'l'-1 + == 1 2 ............ ,,. .......... .. 

or, substituting for f' (x) its value n xn-1 + n-1 Pi xn-2 + ......... , and equating co-efficients of 
xn-,,.-1, there is 

8,. == no,,.+ n-1 Pi 6'r-1 + + n-r p,,. 

- P1 o,,._1- 2p2 o,,._2- .................................... - r p,,. 

but the quantity between the l } is equal to zero, and therefore 

- 8,,. == P1 ° ,,._1 + 2 P2 o r-2 + · ............ · · ............ · · .... · + r p,,.. 
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The Jl!lotion of a Chain on a Fixed Plane Curve. 

BY J. B. CHERRIMAN, M.A. 

( Read May 26, 1882.) 

1. The chain being supposed inextensible, the velocity of each point of it at a given 
instant must be the same, and therefore so also is the acceleration. 

Let v be the velocity at time t ; :~ is the acceleration. Let F be the impressed force 

along the tangent on the element mds at this time. 

Then the element is acted on by Fm ds, and the tensions - T, T+ dT, at its ends: 
therefore 

dv 
m ds cit == m F ds - T + ( T + d T) cos. drp. 

== m Fas+ dT. 

Integrating this along the whole length l of the chain, 

dv 
ml -----;ft== mf Fds + J dT, 

or, if s1, s2 are the distances of the ends of the chain measured along the curve from some 
fixed point in it, and P, Q are the tensions at those ends, 

d 
/

So V M 

ml - == m ]lds+ Q-P 
dt s1 ' 

from which the motion can be determined. 

Oor. 1. In the above the chain is assumed to be of uniform density. If ot,herwise, the 
equation of motion would be 

or 

~/
82 mds== /

8 
mFds+Q-P 

dt · 
·\ ·\ 

_'.\fa:-<R chain X -3:!!_ == /.c; rn F ds + Q - P. 
dt · 

SI 

Cor. 2. If the ends are free, then 

z _±}_ == /s2 Fds 
dt 8 

1 
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2. Particular case. 

A uniform chain is in motion on a fixed smooth vertical curve, the ends being free, 
and no impressed force except gravity ac~ing. 

Taking the axis of y vertical, and positive ordinates measured down wards, 

dv dy 
mds dt == m ds .g ds + d'I;'. 

Integrating over the whole length l of the chain 

where y1 y2 are the ordinates of the upper and lower ends of the chain. 

To find the tension at any point, 
dv 

dT == m ds dt - mg dy 

and therefore 

'1' == mg (Y2 - Yi) f - mg y + const, 

where s is the distance measured from some fixed point of the curve to the point where 
the tension is required. ,Also at the free end 

and therefore 
S-81 

T == mg (Y2 - Y1) -l- - mg (y - Y1) 

== m/ { Y1 (s2 - s) + Y2 (s - 81) - ly} 

where Z1, Z2 are the lengths of the segments into which the point in question divides the 
length l of the chain. Hence also the tension at the middle point of the chain is 
expressed by 

Cor. The preceding results can also be obtained by the direct application of the 
principle of vis viva; for, 

½ m l. v2 == ~m ds f g dy 

== mg_/82 
y ds 

81 
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Differentiating with respect to t, of which s1, s2 , and y are functions, 

rn lv ddv = rng Y2 ( ddst) - - rng Yi(dds) -
t S- 82 t S - SI 

but ~; = v throughout the chain, and therefore 

dv 
rn l v -l = rn g (yQ -y1) v d .. 

or 

.Again, 
1- rn l. v2 = rn g f yd s = rn g l y + C, 

where!/ is the ordinate of the center of gravity of the chain, and therefore 

17 

hence if the chain descend from rest, its velocity in any position is that which would be 
acquired by a particle falling freely through the depth descended by the centre of gravity. 
Differentiating the last equation with regard to t, we obtain 

v dv = g dy 
dt dt 

and therefore 

or 

This result is howeYer applicable to the gener~l case, as appears in the next article. 
3. The chain being uniform, we have geometrically 

~l 

Differentiating this with regard tot, and remembering that the value of :; whens= s1 or 

s~ is still v, 

~o also, 

Therefore, squaring and adding, if r be the velocity of the centre of gravity, and c the 
length of the chord of the chain, 

l2 { [ J1L.t1·] + [ dy] 2 } { ( . )., + ( \ ., } ,, (Ti = J.'2 - X1 - Y2- Yi,- V" 

or 
l T- = C v. 

Sec. III., 1882. 3 
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Also 

J. B. CRERRIMAN : THE MOTION OF A CHAIN, ETc, 

dfj _ Y2-Y1 

di; - X2-X1 

Hence, if a uniform ·and inextensible 9hain is moving in any manner on a fixed plane 
curve, its centre of gravity at any instant is moving parallel to the chord of the chain, and 
the velocity of the centre of gravity is to that of the chain in the ratio of the chord "to the 
length of the chain. 

4. If the curve is a cycloid with axis vertical and vertex upwards; and where, if the 
vertex is origin, s2 = 8ay; the equation of motion becomes 

dv • - g 2 l - == g (Y2 - Y1) == - ( 2 l s2 - l ) dt Sa 
or 

d2s g - == - (s2-½l) 
dt2 4 a 

= i a s, if s is the distance of the middle point of 

the chain from the vertex. Hence the cycloid is tautochronous for a chain, and the time 
of oscillation is the same for all chains under all circumstances on a given cycloid. The 

tension at an assigned point as in (3) is. expressed by;; l1 l2, and therefore remains the 

same throughout the motion ; and it has its greatest value at the middle point, being 
3
; a 

X wt. of chain. 
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Note on the Bishop's Move at Chess. 
' 

Bv .T. B. CnERRIMAN, M. A. 

(Presented May 25, 1882.) 

In the Traite des applications de l'analvse mathematique au jeu des echecs, by .T aenisch, it 
has escaped the notice of the author that the number of squares commanded by a Bishop 
in any giyen position on the ordinary board can be expressed by a simple formula, as 
follows:-

The origin being a corner of the board, let (a;- b) be the co-ordinates of the square on 
which the Bishop stands; then the number of squares commanded is given by 

14- (a+b~9)-(a~ b). 

This results without difficulty from the solution in positive integers, with the proper 
limitations, of the indeterminate equation 

x-a == .±. (y- b) 

which expresses the Bishop's march. 
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III.-On the J.lfeasurement of the ResiYtance of Electrolytes by 1lfearu1 of Wheatstone's 

Bridge. By PROFESSOR J. G. MACGREGOR, M.A., D.Sc., F.R.S.E. 

(Read :.\fay 26, 1882.) 

The chiPf diffi.1·nlty in the measurement of tlw n•:-;i:-;tanc.P of ck·l'trolyks i:-; dnP to the 
polarization by the cnrrent of the p}ectrodes of the electrolytic cell. The electromotive 
for1·p which is thus prodn<"ed in thP v<·1-y process of measurement renders it impossible to 
use the Wheatst01~e's bridge in the simple manner in which it is USl'd to mea:--nrc the 
ref-;istance of metallic condudors. Nprcial precautions must be taken either to re<lu<'P or 
to remove the polarization or to enable the measnrenwnt to be made iii spite of it. Tlw 
bridge method of Kohlrausch, Nippoldt, and Grotrian* vrns based upon the reduction of 
polarization, which was secured hy the use of alternating currents and of electrodes having 
a large surface. In consequence of their use of alternating currents, they wern forced to 
employ as galvanoscope Wehpr's electrodynamometer, an instrument -whi~?- is much more 
sluggish than the galvanometer. Prof. .T. A. Ewing and mysdf found it possible to make 
very approximate determinations of the resistance of electrolytes hy means of the bridge, 
without any attempt to reduce the polarization, but by simply using as galvanoscope a 
galvanometer with a magnet of very small moment of inertia. Each of these methods has 
its own ad-vantages. That described in this paper combines in itself the advantages of 
both. It involves the employment of a dPlicate galvanometer (Sir Wm. Thomson's" Dead 
Beat," with very light mirror) in the bridge, the reduction of polarization after the manner 
of Kohlrausch, and the elimination of the polarization thus reduced and of other sources of 
error by the use of electrolytic cells in two arms of the bridge. 

I at fi!st used, as the source of alternating currents, a magneto-electric machine, con
sisting of a coil of wire within which a magnet was made to revolve. I need not give a 
more accurate des1•.ription of the instrument, or state its dimensions, as I was compelled, 
after making a series of experiments with it, to adopt an entirely different mode of pro
ducing currents. Alternating currents, however, from whatever source, could produce 
only a trembling motion of the magnet of a galvanometer, and with a rapid alternation 
such as I wished to nsP, a trembling motion would not be capable of observation. Hence, 
:--in<'c I ·wished to use a galvanometer a:-s a galvanoscope, the currents in thP galvanometer 
brand1 of the bridge must be made to flow rnntinually in the· :-;amP direction. l<'or thi:-; 
purpose, aecording to a sngg·1•:-;tion made by Prof. Wiedemann, of Leipzig, I n:-;Pd a 1·orn
mntator such af-- is Pmployed to gin· rnu:-;tam·y of din•dion to tlw cnrreni :-; from an induc
tion machine. It was fixed to the axis of reyolntion of tlw nrngrn·i, and :--o plal·Pd that the 
grpafrst current was produced when the magnet ·wa:-; made to rotak at a <"ertain fixed rah>. 

The end:-- of the coil of the indudion machinn dipped in mer<'nry <·np:-; at oppo:--iie angles 
of the Wheai:-;to11P's bridge. From the other angles, win·:-- went to the commutator with 
whicli the galvanometer also was joined. By this arrangc•meni, while alternating currents 

---------------- --· --

* Pogg. Ann., CXXXVIII, "(1869), pp. 280,370; CLIV, (187G ), p. h 
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passed through the arms of the bridge, they were rendered constant in direction in the 

galvanometer branch. 
It is well known that in such an induction machine as the above,-the commutator 

must be placed on the axis of the rotating magnet as though the c:urrent required a certain 

length of time to reach it. The position it should occupy depends upon the rapidity of 

rotation of the inducing magnet and the resistance of the conductors between the coil 

and the commutator. Accordingly I chose a certain rate of rotation for the magnet and 

kept to it, guiding the rotation by clockwork. It was impossible, however, to render the 

resistance of the circuit constant, as it was to contain the electrolytes under investigation. 

Every measurement, therefore, required a series of preliminary experiments to determine 

the- proper position of the commutator for the unknown resistance in circuit. These pre

liminary experiments involved an intolerable waste of time. The cause of the apparent 

delay of the curren~ is the change produced in the magnetization of the magnet by the 

induced current.* · I was, therefore, compelled to -adopt some mode of producing alter

nating currents which did not involve induction. 1 chose the Daniell's cell and used two 

commutators made to revolve on the same axis, the one to break up the continuous 

current of the Daniell's cell into alternating currents, the other to bring these currents 

into the same direction in the galvanometer branch. The commutators were carefully 

made for me by M. E. Stohrer, of Leipzig. · Their structure will be apparent from the 

C 
? 

k 

diagram. They were a modified form of Poggendorff's Inversor.t They were similarly 

placed on the axis x, x, and the wires from the cell D, the galvanometer G, and the 

angles of the bridge were so joined up that the one commutator, 0 1, was between the Daniell's 

cell and the angles a, c, and the other, 02; behyeen the angles "f!, d, and-the galvanometer. 

On therefore, broke up into alternating currents the continuous current given by the cell. 

These alternating currents traversed the arms of the bridge; but in the galvanometer 

branch, b d, they were reunited to form a continuous current capable of indicating its 

.presence by deflecting the needle. 

* Koosen, Pogg. Ann., LXXXVII, (1852), p. 386. ·Lenz, Pogg. Ann., XCII., (1854), p. 128. 

t Poggendorfft Pogg. Ann., XLV, (1838), p. 385, 
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That the currents thus produced should be capable of being substituted for the mag

neto-electric currents, it was necessary not only that the commutators should be accm·akly 

made, but also that the TOtation of the axis during a mPasluement should be unifOTm. 
The fulfilmPnt of this condition was L·tu,y on account of the delicat'y of the galYanometer, 
which required the passag(' of a current during only a small fraction of a second. Uni

formity of rotation during the passage of the current, I obtained by attal'hing a hea-vy fly
whPPl to the apparatus hy which the rotation ·wm, produced. 

Of the arms of the bridge two, ab, and a d, ('Onsisted of coils of thin copper ·win• 
(silk coated) of exactly equal r<-sistance. The equality of their n·sistance was tC'sted by 
many caTefnl experiments. The wires Wl'rl' so coiled on the· same bobbin as to Pxdude 

all induction phenomena. The third arm, b t·, contained an electrolytic cell, E., and a 

portion, c e, of the stretched win-, ef, whose length and the length of whose segnwnts, 
e t·, c ;: and ·whosp n.·sistance per unit length, wen' known. ThP cell, E1, consiskd of a glass 

tube of nearly 7.5 cm. diameter, with end piecPs of plate glass. The side of the tulw ·was 

bored and a tube l"L'llll'nted to it so as to permit the tempernhue of th1.• liquid in the cl'll 

to be obsL·r-ved ·while the cell was imnk in a trough of wakr. I'latinum deutrodes were 
fii·mly cnnented to the inner snrfau·s of tlw end plaks. 'l]wy were circular, of exactly 
the sa11H· size, and of about 7 cm. in diampfrr. I found it mmecl•ssary to platinize them 

afh·r th(• manner of Kohlrausch and Grohian. Platinum win·s, welded to the eledrodL·s, 

passed from them through tlw glass pl:.lt(•s, and w1.~n~ co-vered with india rubber tubing. 
The fourth arm c d, com;isted of au elPd rnlytic cdl, E.!, a box of resis!aIH'(' coils, 

and a portion, t· J; of the strd<:hed wire e f ~l"'he cPll, E.:, was of the same constnwtion as 

E,. It was also of the same dimensions, l'Xl'Ppt that its length \Yas considnably less. 
SpPcial l'are was taken to nrnb· all four Ph•ctrodr-s of Pxadly the sauw arc•a. Contact at (' 

was made by pressure. ,Vith this arrangement of the wire, ef, howeYer, bad con tad at t· 

could not aflect the l'Psnlt. Contad at a, b, and d was made by nw~m:-- of mnnuy pools. 
A <'(mtad key, k, was inserted in the brnnch a t, containing the Daniell's l'dl. The l'lP('

trolytic cells, n•sistance coils, ete., W<'re joined up in the proper arms of the bridge by 
stout copper wires whose rnsistance might lw m•gkckcl. The Plt>drolytic cdls, E 1 and E2, 
were placed side by side in the same trough of water, and the win·s were so carried from 

one part to another of the apparatus that no Plc>ctro-magnetic dli.•d was produ(_'(_•d on the 
needle of the galvanometer. The wheel work by which the commutators \VL'l'l' driven, i:-; 

not shown in the diagram. With the Daniell's cell, m; source of cunents, it was not necl's

sary that the rate of rotation should be the same for different observations. As a rule, 
howen·r, I used about 250 cmTPnts per second. 

I have already desnibed the effect produced on one of Thomson's galvanomekrs in 
the galvanometer branch of a Wheatstone's bridge, when an electrolytic (_'(•11 is in 01w of 

the arms, and no precautions are taken to reduce thl' polarization.* E,-en if the resi:-;tances 
of the arms are of such relative magnitudes, that were they wholly metallie, no cmTL'nt 
would flow through the galvanometer, the polarisation which tlw passage of the curr(•nt 
at once sets up in the electrolytic cell introducl'S a 1ww electro-motive force into the cir

cuit which destroys the equality of the potentials of the point:-- band d; and consequently 

* Proc. R. S. Edin., Sessiun 1874-5, p. 551. 
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a current at once flows. In fact no adjustment of resistances can be found, with which 
the galvanometer indicates no current. 

If the use of alternating currents reduced the polarization to an amount too small to 
be observed, then with· an electrolytic cell in one of the arms of a bridge, it should be 
possible to find some adjustment of th.e · resistances in the arms with which no current 
would flow through the galvanometer branch, whether the source of the alternating cur
rents used was an induction machine such as Kohlrausch and his co-workers employed, 
or a Daniell's cell and commutator as abo-ve described. I found, however, as the result of 
a large number of experiments with both forms of apparatus, that no such adjustment of· 
resistances could be found. · 

If, however, electrolytic cells with equal electrodes are placed in two of th~ arms of. 
a Wheatstone's bridge in the manner described above, and if the resistances of th~ arms 
containing the electrolytic cells are equal, the current through the cells must be equal, 
and their electrodes having the same area, the polarization produced in bo_th arms must 
have the same value. As the currents in both cells have the same directions relatively to 
the ends of the galvanometer branch adjacent to them respectively, the potentials of° b and 
d must be similarly and equally affected by the polarization. In this case then no deflec
tion can be caused by the polarization, and the adjustment of the resistances being such 
as to produce none, there can be no deflection at all. With this arrangement then, it 
should always be pof:!sible to find some adjustment of the metallic resistances in the arms 
b c, c d, with which the galvanometer gives no defl~ction. This I have always found to be 
the case. 

When no deflection is shewn by the needle of the galvanometer, the points, band d, 

must have the same potential. But the point a is common to the two wires, ab and ad, 
and these wires have the same resistance. Therefore, by Ohm's law, equal currents flow 
through them. ·As no current flows in the branch b d, the current in c ~ must, by the first 
of Kirchhoff's laws, be equal to that in b a. Similarly, the current inc d must be the 
same as that ind a. The currents inc band c dare, therefore, equal; and in consequence 
the elec_tro-motive force of polarization is at any moment the same in both electrolytic cells.* 
In both also the electro-motive force is such as to tend to send a current either towards or 
away from c. Hence, these polarizations tend, in the circuit of the mesh c b d of this net
work of conductors, to send currents in opposite directions. Calling these equal polariz_a
tions, p and - p ; the equal currents through c b and c d, i; the resistances of the cells E1 

and E2, R1 and R2 respectively;. that of the box of coils inc d, R3 ; that of the wire cf, Ri; 
~nd that of the wire c e, R5 ; Kirchhoff's Second Law gives us the equation : 

i (R1 + R5) - i (R2 + ~ + R4) == p - p == 0. 
Hence 

R1 +Ro==~+~+ R4, 

and 

The difference of the resistances of the electro! ytic cells, therefore
1 

is expressed in 

* This assumes that the polarization varies with the intensity of the current and with the area of the elec
trodes, but not with their di!ference of potential. See Wiedemann's Galvanismus, (2nd. Ed.), Vol. I., i 468-469. 
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terms of known resistances. If the sections of the tubes are the same, and the lengths 
known, the specific resistance of the electrolyte can be at once determined. If not, the 
cells may be filled with a liquid of known specific resistance, and the resistances of all 
other liquids determined by reference to it. 

This result seems to shew that the use of alternating currents is without profit. For 
it is as true of continuous as of alternating currents. I haYe thought it well to use the 
latter, however, because of the difficulty of cutting electrodes of exactly the same area, 
and of getting coils of wire of exactly the same resistance. There must always be slight 
differences, and consequently slight polarization, and henc:e it is ad-dsahle to reduce this 
slight polarization by the use of alternating currents to so small nu amount that the 
difference in its Yalues in the two cells may not be such as to affect the galvanometer. 

The resistances R1 and R2 of the cells E1 and E2 may include not only the resistance of 
the electrolyte in the cells, but also a special resistance at the surface of the electrode. 
This special resistance which has been called transition resistance, may or may not exist. 
No experiments have yet been made which are conclusive on this point. Even if it does, 
however, the method which I have described eliminates it. For as currents of the same 
strength are passed through the same electrolytes between equal electrodes, the transition 
resistance in both cells must be the same. Hence, if r1, r2 are the resistances of the electro
lyte in E1 and E2, and if pis the transition resistance, 

and, therefore, 

whence 

The use of Wheatstone's bridge involves the passage of currents through the electro
lyte before the measurement of resistance can be made, and the passage of such currents 
must be attended by a change in its constitution. We have here, therefore, a source of 
error. The above method, however, reduces this error to an exceedingly small quantity. 
For the galvanoscope is so sensitive that the necessary currents may be very weak, and 
need have but very short duration, amounting on the whole to perhaps a few seconds. 
The decomposition effected by such quantities of electricity can have no appreciable effect 
on the constitution of the electrolyte. 

The most of the experiments by which the above method of measurement was 
developed, were made) in Prof. G. Wiedemann's Physical Laboratory in the University of 
Leipzig. I hope before long to lay before the Society some determinations of the 1·esistances 
of electrolytes made by means of it. 

I have great pleasure in taking this opportunity of expressing my indebtedness to 
Prof. Wiedemann for his kindness in placing the best of apparatus at my disposal, and for 
the valuable advice which he was always ready to give me during the whole course of 
my experiments. 

Sec. III., 1882. 4. 
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Note on Molecular Contraction in Natural Sulphides. 

By E. J. CHAP~IAN, PH. D., Professor in University College, Toronto. 

(Read May 26, 1882). 

1. In mixtures of metallic or mineral bodies, the composition, it is well known, may be 
calculated from the specific gravity of the mixture, or the specific gravity from the compo
sition. In actual combinations, on the other hand, neither of these results, as a rule, can 
be deduced-a molecular contraction or expansion of the combined bodies usually, if not 
invariably, ensuing. 

2. In the case of certain natural sulphides, very striking and apparently anomalous 
differences are thus manifested. In cubical Iron Pyrites, for example, the average density 
or specific gravity equals 5.0, whilst the percentage composition is represented by S. 53.3, 
Fe. 46.7. In Copper Pyrites, a more or less closely related mineral, occurring constantly 
under the same geological conditions, the percentage composition equals S. 34.9, Cu. 34.6, 
Fe. 30.5. This latter mineral, therefore (with much less of the light body, sulphur, and 
with heavier metallic base), should possess a priori the higher specific gravity: whereas its 
maximum density does not exceed 4.2 or 4.3. It is evident, consequently, that in Iron Pyrites 
a much greater contraction has ensued, by which more matter has been brought into a 
given space; or, that, in Copper Pyrites a greater molecular expansion has followed. 

3. If the theoretical specific gravity of these bodies be calculated from their composi
tion, as mixtures, it will be seen that in each case contraction has really ensued-the actual 
density being greater in both cases, but much greater in the case of Iron Pyrites than in 
CoppeT PyTites. In the former (calling the actual or average density 5.06) the excess equals 
2, as shewn in the table under §6 below; whilst in the latter (putting the actual density at 
4.2) the excess is only 0.24. A cubic foot of Iron Pyrites contains, therefore, 124.64 lbs. more 
matter than it would contain if its components were merely in admixture; whilst in a 
cubic foot of Copper Pyrites the excess is only equal to 15.58 lbs. The excess in Iron Pyrites 
is, of course, equivalent to the weight of two equal volumes of water; and in Copper Pyrites 
to practically one-fourth of an equal volume of water. 

4. In these deductions, the specific gravity of sulphur has been taken at 2.0 ; that of 
hon at 7.8; and that of copper at 8.9. A cubic foot of water has been assumed to average 
62.32 lbs. The formula used in calculating the theoretical specific gravity is the well 
known equation : 

B+B' 
Sp. gr. == B B' -

-+-
b b' 

B+ B' 
V + V' 

In this equation, band b' equal the respective densities of the bodies B., B'; and V., V'. 
equal, of course, the volumes of the latter. 
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5. Of all natural sulphides, cubical Iron Pyrites appears to preseut the greatest contrac
tion. Marcasite (Prismatic Pyrites) approaches it very closely-the excess of weight in the 
latter species being equal to that of 1¾ vol. of water. In Pyrrhotine (Magnetic Pyrites) it 
equals one volume. In Galena, Argentite, Copper Glance, Stibnite, Bournonite, and 
many other sulphides-quite irrespective, apparently, of atomic constitution or crystalliza
tion-it equals one-~alf the weight of an equal volume of water ; whilst in Zinc Blende it 
amounts to only one-fifth, and in the arsenide Smaltine to one-eighth of that weight. In 
Realgar and in Greenockite (Cd S) there is apparently no contraction; nor is any revealed 
in the lead and silver tellurides, Altaite and Hessite. 

6. As these somewhat curious relations do not appear to have been referred to in mineral
ogical publications, I have ventured in this brief notice to bring them before the attention 
of the Society. The annexed table exhibits the relations as presented by the more com
monly occurring sulphides and allied compounds ; but, in some cases, owing to the difficulty 
of obtaining absolutely accurate densities, the results are necessarily approximatiYe only. 
This, however, does not in any way invalidate the general fact that, among minerals of 
related composition and constitution, very striking diffeTences of molecular condensation 
occur. The question naturally arises as to whether these differences result merely from 
accidental causes, or are the outcome of some definite law. Accidental they can scarcely be
as the amount of contTaction is essentially the same in examples of the same substance 
occurring under widely different conditions, and in widely separated localities. They would 
thus appear to depend upon some general law; but the nature of this law, in the present 
state of our knowledge, is seemingly without explanation. 



CONTRACTION IN NATURAL SULPHIDES. 

TABLE SHOWING RATIO OF MOLECULAR CONTRACTION IN CERTAIN NATURAL 

SULPHIDES AND RELATED BODIES OF COMMON OCCURRENCE. 

MINERAL. 

Iron Pyrites •....... 

Marcasite , ........ . 

Mispickel .......... . 

Cobaltine ......... .. 

Pyrrhotine ........ . 

Lollingite .......... . 

Bismuthine ........ . 

Nickeline .......... . 

Cinnabar .......... . 

Galena ............. . 

Argentite .......... . 

Covelline ......... . 

Copper Glance .••••.. 

Stibnite ........... . 

Bournonite ....... { 

Hauerite .......••.. 

Copper Pyrites .....• 

Breithauptite ......•. 

Zinc Blende ....••... 

Ala ban dine ........ . 

Smaltine .•••••.•••• 

Orpiment ......•.••• 

Realgar ..••.•••.•.• 

Greenockite .•..••..• 

CRYS'rAL Average 
COMPOSITION. 

SYSTEM. Density. 

S 53·3, Fe 46·7 Reg. 

S 53·3, Fe 46·7 Rhom. 

S 19·6, As 46, Fe 34·4 Rhom. 

S 20, As 45, Co 35 Reg. 

S 39·5, Fe 60·5 Hex. 

As 72·8, Fe 27·2 Rhom. 

S 18·75, Bi 81 ·25 Rhom. 

As 56·4, Ni 43·6 Hex. 

S 13·8, Hg 86·2 Hex. 

S 13·4, Pb 86·6 Reg. 

S 13, Ag 87 Reg. 

S 33-54, Cu 66·46 Hex. 

S 20·2, Cu 79·8 Rhom. 

S 28·24, Sb 71.76 Rhom. 

S 19·66, Sb 24.98, Cu 12.98,} Rhom. 
Pb 42·38 

S 53·8, Mn 46·2 Reg. 

S 34·9, Cu 34·6, Fe 30·5 Tetrag. 

Sb 67·8, Ni 32·2 Hex. 

S 33·2, Zn 66·8 Reg. 

S 36·78, Mn 63·22 Reg. 

As 72, Co 28 Reg. 

S 39, As 61 Rhom. 

S 29·9, As 70·1 Clino-Rh. 

S 22·2, Cd 77·8 Hex. 

5.06 

6·30 

6·35 

4·63 

7·3(?) 

6·6 

8·05 

7·5 

7-27 

4·63 

5·80 

4·5 

3·46 

4·2 

7-5 

4·04 

4·0 

6·5 

3·45 

3·7(?) 

4·9 

-o Excess of 
~ ~ weight Ex~ess qf 
.S ,-<;:: referred to weight m 
g ~ equal vol- lbs. 

ca A umes of per 
o water. cubic foot. 

3·06 

3·06 

4·55 

4·60 

3·63 

6·3 

5·6 

6·9 

7·55 

7·00 

6.77 

4·13 

5·29 

4·0 

3·06 

3·96 

7·27 

3·84 

3·8 

6·37 

3·33 

3·69 

4·97 

2 

1¾ 
1¾ 
1¾ 
1 

1 (?) 

1 

¾ 

½ 

½ 

½ 

½ 

½ 

½ 

l-

¼ 

i(?) 

¼ 

0 

0 

124·64 

109·06 

109·06 

109·06 

62·32 

62·32 

62·32 

46·74 

31.16 

31-16 

31·16 

31·16 

31·16 

31-16 

31·16 

24·90 

15·58 

15·58 

12.46 

12·46 

7-79 

7·79 

0 

0 

29 

Many oxidized bodies appear to present far more marked examples of condensation 
than any recorded in the preceding Table of Sulphides. Thus, whilst the sp. gr. of Silicon 
does not exceed 2·49 or 2·5, the sp. gr. of Quartz equals 2·6 to 2·7. In Aluminium, again, 

the sp. gr. equals 2·6 ; and in Corundum (with only 52·3 Al) it exceeds 3·9. In these and 
othe1· similar cases, therefore, either great contraction 1s revealed, or the metal or other 
base, when liberated from oxygen, must undergo enormous expansion. 
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Symmetrical Investigation of the Curvature of Swf aces, etc. 

By ALEXANDER JOHNSON, M.A., LL.D., -Dublin.; Professor of Mathematics and Natural 
Philosophy, McGill University, Montreal. 

(Read May 25 1882.) 

The object of the following paper is to show that the leading propositions concerning 
the curvature of surfaces, may be obtained in a direct and simple manner by a symmetrical 
investigation, in which each proposition leads naturally to the following. 

The first step to this, is a simplified solution of the well known problem, "To find 
the equation, referred to its axes, of the plane section of a central quadric." The paper 
may be considered as consisting of two parts : the first, referring to the axes of conics and 
quadrics; and the second, to the curvature of surfaces specially. 

The following is a summary of these parts : 

I. AXES OF CONICS AND QUADRICS. 

l°. Symmetrical investigation of the magnitudes and directions of the axes of a plane 
section of a central quadric. 

2°. Geometrical interpretation of the analytical conditions. 
3°. Symmetrical solution of four homogeneous equations which give a symmetrical 

determinant. 
4°. Conditions that the section of the quadric be circular. 
5°. Application of same method:-
(a) To find magnitude and direction of the axes of a quadric. 
{b) To find magnitude and direction of the axes of a conic. 
(c) To )he discussion of the nature of the plane sections of any quadric given by the 

g·eneral equation. 

II. CURVATURE OF SURFACES. 

6°. Investigation of the radius of curvature, at a given point of any surface, of any 
plane section through the point. 

7°. Deduction of the value of the radius of curvature of a normal section, and Meu
nier's Theorem. 

8°. Equation, for a given point of any surface, of a quadric such that the squan's of 
the semi-diameters of the section of it made by the tangent plane to the surface giYe the 
radii of curvature of the corresponding sections of the surface. 

9°. Value of the principal radii of curvature, and Euler's formulre. 
10°. Directions of maxim um and minim um cu1·vature. 
11°. Conditions for umbilics. 
12°. Lines of curvature. 
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To find the equation (referred to the axes), of the section of the central quadric 

a:c + by 2+ cz2 + 2 ly z + 2 rn z x + 2 n x y = 1, (1) 

./2 (x y z) = I 
made by the plane 

(2) 

Transform the equation of the quadric to a new rectangular system of co-ordinate planes, 
consisting of (2) and two others perpendicular to it and to one another, viz: 

a1 x+ b1y + c1 z ==0 [or X== OJ 

a2 x + b2y + c2 z ==0 [or Y== OJ (3) 

(¾ x + bs y + Cs z == 0 [ or Z == OJ 

Let these be the planes of Y Z, Z X, X Y, respectively. The conditions of mutual 
.perpendicularity will give three equations connecting the co-efficients. 

Then the formulre of transformation are : 

- a. I x+ a2 y 03 Z X-- - +-· r1 r2 r3 

where r1 =="al+ bl+ cl; r2 == v ~2 + bl+ cl; rs== v <¾2 + bl + cl. For, the direction cosines 

of the new axis of X (which is the perpendicular to a1 x + b1 y + c1 z == 0) 

similarly for the axes of Yand Z . 

. To find the equation of the section made by a1 x + b1 y + c1 z == O, or X == O, we must 
substitute the values given by (4) in (1), and then make X = O, or, which is the same 
thing, substitute in (1) 

The result is 

. (· df2+ b df2 + c df2) 
!2 (a2 ~2 C2) Y2 +f2 (as ts Cs) Z2 + a

2 
das 2 dbs 

2 des y z == 1 r2 ·rs r2rs (5) 

where the!! &c.' are the differential co-efficients of/2 (<¾ bs cs) with regard to as &c. 
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d f9 b ) -d ~ == 2 ( m a3 + l 3 + c c3 
C3 

In order that the equation of the section (5) be referred to its axes, we must have the 
co-efficient of Y Z zero. Combining this with the conditions of mutual perpendicularity 
of the three planes (3) and introducing the factor½, we get the following conditions: 

ldf2 1df2b 1df2 -0 
2 -d G2 +:2"d b 2 + 2d-C2-

G3 3 C3 

The first three of these, if we consider a2, b2, c2, as the unknown quantities, may be 
treated by the method of undetermined multipliers. Multiplying the second of them by 
-k, and the third by -h, and equating the sum of the co-efficients of a2, b2, c2, separately 
to zero, we find that the first three conditions may be replaced by three others, viz : 

or 

1 d f2 k 
2 - - ~ - h a1 == 0 

d G3 

(7) 

These, with the fourth, give the following system of equations: 

(a -k) a3 + n b3 + m c3 - h a1 == 0 

n a3 + (b-k) b3 + l c3 -h b1 ==0 (8) 

m a3 + l b3 + ( c - k) c3 - h c1 == 0 

a1 a3 + b1 b3 + c1 c3 == 0 

Eliminating a3 b3 c3 and h, we get the determinant 

a-k, n, m, al 
n, b-lc, l, b1 

m, l, c-k, C1 ==0 
a1, b1, C1, 

(9) 

(a?+ bl+ ci2) k2 
- k { (b +c) ai2+(c+a) bi2+ (a+ b) c?- '2 l b1 c1- 2 m c1 a1-2 n a1 b1 } 

+(bc-l2)ai2+ (ca-m2
) bi2+(ab-n2

) c1
2 

+ 2 (mn- al) b1 c1+ 2 (n l-bm) c1 a1+ 2 (lm -c n) a1 b1 == 0 (10) 

Sec. III., 1882. 5. 
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Two values of k may therefore be found enabling us to satisfy (8). Now it is easy to 
show that these values are the co-efficients of P and Z2 in (5). For multiplying the equa
tions of (7) by aJ, bu, cJ, respectively, and adding, we get by condition of perpendicularity, 

since the function is homogeneous. 

Hence 

and we must also have, obviously, 

For 

is the same as 

and hence equations (6) will enable us to find k as a function of either 
/ 

l½, b2, c2, or of a3 b3, c3• 

The equation of the section is thus reduced to 

(11) 

(using small letters for the co-ordinates now) where k1 and k2 are the roots of (10). We 

see thus that the two values of 1 are the s·quares of the semi-axes of the section. 

To find the equations of the axes of the section. 

We can, of course, put. these in the shape 

X y Z 

G3 ==-bg == C3 

where a2 and a.;, etc., are the values that satisfy the first three of equations (8), when the· 
two values of k are successively inserted. 

These will, however, be subject to the condition given in the fou1·th equation. 
The actual equations of the axes, free from any condition, can be easily found after 

stating the two fol-lowing preliminary propositions : 
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1°. The solution· of a system of four homogeneous equations giring the determinant 

ai, b1; C1, d1, 
~. b2, C2, d2, 
a3, b3, C3, d3, 
a4, b4, C4, d4, 

may be written (subject to a condition) in any oJle of the forms. 

X 
A

3 
== etc. 

X - == etr. 
A4 

Where A 1, A 2, etc., are the minors of the determinant. 

Hence 

== 0 

(12) 

(13) 

85 

2°. Tlte sollllion of the system of four homogeneous erJlrnlions giving the symmetrical deterrninant 

G1 a2 aa a1 
a2 b2 b3 b4 
aa b3 C3 C4 == 0 
a4 b4 C4 d4 

of which the reciprocal is also symmetrical, viz : 

A1 A2 A3 A4 
A2 B2 B3 B.1 
A3 B3 C3 G.ic == 0 

A4 B4 04 D4 
may be put in th.e shape 

X y z w 

v A1 ✓ B2 ../03 v D-1 
(14) 

For, from equations (13) we have 

A1 B2 == A2 B1; B2 03 == B3 02; B2 D4 == D 2 B4; 

but as the determinant is now symmetrical, we have 

B1 = A2; B3 == 02 ; B4 == D 2 

Hence -

Thus 
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Taking then the solution of the system of equations as 

,., -- w 

D2 

we find it is equivalent to 

X _ y _ Z ---:-=W== 

✓ A1 B 2 - ✓ Ji2✓ B2 - ✓B; ✓ 7J~ ✓ B2 D4 

or 
X y z w 

- ✓75;-

Symmcl rical equations of the a:ces. 

Applying equations (14) to the solution of equations (8), and squaring to remove the 
radical, we get 

a3
2 b3

2 c:? h2 

b - k, l, b1 I == c - k, m, c1 == I a- k, n, a1 a - le, n, m 
l, c - k, c1, m, a - k, a1 n, b - k, b1 n, b - k, l 
b1, c1, c1 a1 a1 b 1 m, l, c - k 

(15) 

Substituting x, y, z, for a3, b3, c3, in the first three of these we have the equations of the 
axes when the two values of k are inserted. 

It is convenient to note hem that the value of h may be found from equations (7) in 
the following form : 

Multiplying the equations by a1, bi, Ci, respectively, adding, and solving, we find 

(16) 

From symmetry we see also that 

h==l. (ad !2+ b d f2+c d f2) X 1 
2 1 

d l½ 
1 

d b2 
1 

d C2 a1
2 + b1

2 + C1
2 (17) 

Geometrical interpretations. 

1°. The geometrical interpTetation of the first of the conditions (6), yiz: 

df2 + d f2 d f'.! 

d- a2 d-b b2 + d- C2. == 0 
a3 3 C3 

is that either of the axes of the section, viz : 

!!:... == JL. == !_ and x }!_ !.-, 
l½ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Iif,s in the diamefral plmw co1~jugate to the other (in other ·words, that the axc•s are a pan 

of conjugate <liauwtcrs), for ilw diametral plane conjn!.ratP to £..=Y-= z is 
ll2 b2 C2 

d fz + b d f 2 d f2 _ O 
a2 --l - 2 d + C2 - -

l .r y dz 
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2°. The condition that the first three of equations (6) should hold simultaneously 
may be written 

(18) 

where Az, B2, 0 2, are minors of the determinant 

The geometrical interpretation of this condition is that the normal to the quadric at 
the extremity of the line· whose direction cosines are proportional to a3, 1,::, c3, (which there-

fore has ddf2 
, ddfbi, ddf2, proportional to it1-, direction cosines) lies in the same plane with 

a3 .l C3 

th l . X y Z 
e 1nes - = - = -

a1 b1 c1 

and x - y - z 
;-;; - b3 - c;- For (18) shows that it is perpendicular 

to the line 

which is perpendicular to both of these, since we have 

a1 A2 + b1 B2 + c1 02 = 0 

3°. The geometrical interpretation of equations (8) is that 

a1 x + b1 y + c1 z = O 
is a tangent plane to the cone 

(a-k) x2 + (b-k) y2 + (c-k) z2 + 2 ly z + 2 m z x + 2 n x y = 0 

along the line ~ = ___]/__ = _3__ 
a3 b3 C3 

Circular Sections. 

We may find the conditions that the section of the quadric be a circle by considering 
it as a conic which has an infinite number of axes. 

Now taking the equations of the axes from (15) and putting them, for brevity, in the 
shape · 

aP y2 z2 

A1 - B 2 = Ca 

we see that this will happen if the denominators be severally zero. 

Hence, expanding,· we get the conditions 

whence we get 

bc1
2 + cbi2 - 2 lb1 C1 

b/ + c;:' 

A1 = be/ + cb/ - ~ lb1 c1 - le (b/ + cl) = 0 

B2 = cai2+aci2- ~ mc1 a1 - le (c/ +a/)= O 

03 = ab/ + ba~2 
- ~ na1 b1 - 7., ( a1~ + b;2) = 0 

cal + aci2 - ~ mc1 a1 

cl+ a;2 
ab 2 + b ., ·> b 

1 at - - n a1 1_ 7.· 
a/+ b/ - .., (19) 
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As the same formulae are applicable, we may here consider the question :

To find the equation of the quadric 

ax2 + b y2 + c y2 + 2 lyz -f 2 mz x + 2 nxy = 1 

referred to its axes. 

Taking the same system of rectangular co-ordinate planes as before (3), (a1, b1, Ci, how
ever, not being given) and applying the same formulae of transformation we get 

-F (a1 b1 c1) ....2 + -F (a2 b2 c2) 2 + fs (as bs Cs) z2 
J2 r2 ;,.;- J2 r2 Y z2 

1 2 8 

Hence we get, in addition to conditions (6), the two following 

ag d f2 + bs d f2 + Cs ~ = 0 
d a1 d b1 d c1 

a1 d f2 + b1 d 12 + C1 <J, f 2 = 0 
d a2 d b2 d c2 

(20) 

From (16) and (17) we see that these will be fulfilled by putting h = 0 in equations 
(7) or (8). Hence equations (8) become 

( a-k) a8 + n b8 + m c8 = 0 

n a8 + (b-k) b8 + l c8 = 0 (21) 

rn a8 + l b8 + ( c,....k) c8 = 0 

From these we get the determinant 

I at n m 
b-k l 
l c-k 

(22) 

giving the well-known cubic to determine the values of k: 

Proceeding in the same manner as before, we can show that k has the values 

!2 ( a1 b1 C1) f1 ( ~ b2 C2) !2 ( a8 b8 c8) 

ri2 ' rl' ' rs2 ' 
and hence· we see that the three roots of (22) are the coe:fij.cients of x?,, yi, z2, respectively in 
the transformed equation. 

Geometrical interpretation of h ~ 0. 

The geometrical interpretation of 

a1 d f2 + bi d f2 + c
1 

d f 2 = 0 
d a8 d b8 d c8 

(or Ii = O) is that the normal to the quadric at the end of the line whose direction cosines 
are proportional to aa, ba, cJ, is perpendicular to the line whose direction cosines are propor
tional to ai, b1, c1, The other analytical conditions prove, as has been shown above, that the 
normal must also be in the same plane with these two lines. Hence. as these two are at 
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right angles to one another, the line whose direction cosines are proportional to a.1, b.,,, C;i, 

must be nOTmal to the quadric. 
This may be seen otherwise. For, equations (7), sirn~e h 0, may be put in the shapl·. 

As similar conditions hold for a,, bi, c1, and a2, b.:, c2, we see thus that the new conditions are 
the analytical expressions for the fact that the axes of the quadric are normals to it. 

To find the directions of the axes of the quadric. 

Applying equations (14} we find that theequations of any axis are 

X y Z 

✓ (b- k) (c- k) - l2 = ✓ (c - k) (a - le) -m2 = -✓=(=a==,c=) =(b=-=k=)==n2 

putting in the several values of k to obtain the three. 

Plane section of a q1wdric given by the equation in its nwst general form ( the plane passing 
through the origin}. 

It will be found that the same fo1·mulae of trnnsformation that have been used above 
lead to a simple discussion of the most general case, but as the object of the present paper 
is specially the curvature of surfaces, for which this is not required, it is unnecessary to 
consider it here. 

Axes of a conic in magnitude and direction. 

The properly modified forms of the equations used in investigating the same problems 
for the plane section of a quadric, give simple and dhect solutions of these problems. 

CURVATURE OF SURFACES. 

To find the radius of curvature at any point x' y' z' of the section of any stnface U = 0 made 
by a plane parallel to a given plane a1 x + b1 y + c1 z + d1 = 0. 

First, transform the equations to parallel axes through x' y' z', then the equation becomes 

2 (L x +My+ N z) + a x2 + b y2 + c z2 + 2 l y z + 2 m z x + 2 n x y + &c = O (23) 

where L. M. N, are the first differential cmfficients of U, and a, b, c, &c., the second 
differential cmfficients. 

The equation of the plane becomes 

a1 x + b1 y + c 1 z = 0 (~-!) 

Secondly, transform next to a new system of co-ordinate planes such that the tangent 
to the section (which is the intersection of (24} with L x + My + N z = 0} shall be the 
axis of y, and the normal to the section, the axis of z, the plane of the section being the 
plane of y z. 

Now using the properties of determinants, it is easy to put the equations of the tangl'nt 
and of the normal to the section in a simple form. 
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The equations of the tangent to the section will be 

X y Z 
-=-=-
a2 b2 c2 

where a2, b1., c2, are the determinants obtained from 

11 11 
by removing each of the columns in turn. For, we shall thus have 

a 1 a2 + b1 b2 + c 1 c2 = O, L a2 + M b2 + N C2 = 0 

expressing the fact that the tangent to the section lies in the tangent plane to the surface 
as well as in the plane of the section. .A.gain, the equations of the normal to the section, 

which is perpendicular to the tangent and to·~ · by -:- ..!_ will be 
ll1 i Ci 

X z 

where aJ, b.,, cJ, are the determinants got from 

11 11 
in the same manner as before. 

Hence the new co-ordinate planes will be 

a1 x + b1 y + c 1 z = 0 or X = 0 

a2 x + b2 y + c2 z = 0 or Y = 0 

as x + bs y + Cs. z = 0 or Z = 0 

The formulae of transformation will therefore be the same as before ( 4). 
If we effect the transformation and then make X = 0, we shall get the equation of the 

section, which, as the axis of y is a tangent to the curve, and of z, a normal, will be of 
the form (using small letters instead of large) 

0 z + c y2 + 2 rt y z + r; z2 + o y3 + etc. = O 

The radius of curvature of this will be :E Hence we have only to seek the creflicients 

of z and y'i in the transformed equation. 
These will be found to be 

using same notation as before. 

0= 2 Laa+Mbs+Ncs 
rs 

c = f2 ( a2 b2 C2) 
r/ 

Hence the radius of curvature is equal to 

Las + M ~ + N<:!_ 
rs rs rs 

1
2 } a ai + b bi + c cl + 2 l b2 c2 + 2 m c2 ~ + 2 n a2 b2 l . r2 t f 

25 

a., b., c2 

Since _ _:_ , ....:::... , - , are the direction cosines with respect to the original axes of the trace of the r2 r2 r2 · 
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section on the tangent plane, let us call them cos a, cos /J, cos r, l'('!'-il)Cl'frn·ly. Also let us 
call <p the angle between the normal to the quadric, and the nOTmal to the section (whose 

a3 b3 c3 
direction cosines are - , - , ----, , whence 

r:; r3 r 3 

l \ L ~ + M?!__ + N~ l 
cos <p = ✓ Jj + M:! + .N2 l r3 r3 r3 f 

Hence (25) may be written thus:-

Radius of curvature of any section 
cos rp V JJP✓ + M 2 + N 2 ____ (26) 

p==- a cos2 a + b cos2 /J + C cos2 y + 2 l cos fJ cos y + 2 m cos y cos a + ~ n cos a cos /J 

If the section be a normal section cos <p = 1. Hence for a normal section the radius of 
curvature 

✓ L: + M 2 + .N 2 (27) 
P = a cos2 a + b cos2 /J + cos2 y + ~ lcos73 cos -i-=f ~ m cos y cos a + 2 n cos a cos fJ 

From (27) and (26) Meunier's theorem is deduced. 

In equation (27) a, /J, and y, are connected by the relation 

L cos a + M cos fJ + N cos y = 0 

Hence. if we take the quadric 

a :xf + b y2 + c z2 + 2 l y z + 2 m z x + 2 n x 1/ = ✓ L 2 + M 2 + N 2
: (28) 

and observe that any radius vector (r) of the section of it made by the plane 

L x +My+ N z , 0 (29) 
is given by the equation 

✓ L:!+M2 +N2 

r2=. -
a cos2 a + b cos2 f3 + c cos2 y + ~ l cos fJ cos y + 2 m cos y cos a + 2 n cos a cos fJ 

where a, /J, y, are connected by the relation 

L cos a + M cos fJ + N cos y = 0 

we see that the square of this radiu_s vector is equal to the radius of curvature of the corresponding 
normal section of the given surface, U = 0. 

Thus for each point of a given SU1face U 0, we get a quadric (28) which enables us to find, in 
the manner above described, the radii of curvature of the normal sections through the point in 
niagnitude and direction. 

As this quadric, which might be called the "curvature quadric", differs from that 
which has already been discussed only in having ✓--:r~ + .JI2 + .N 2 on the right hand side 
instead of 1, we may use the results already obtained slightly modified. 

To find the principal radii of curvature (R1 and R 2) at any point of the quadric U = O 

This is to find _the squares of the semi-axes of the section of the quadric- (28) by the 
plane (29). We have therefore first to substitute L, M, N, for a, b, c, in equation (10). Then 

Sec. III., 1882-83. 6. 
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solving, if its roots be kt and k
2

, the equation of the section we are now dealing with will 

be evidently 
k1 x2 + lc.2 z2 = V L 2 + .Jl '.!, + N 72 

Hence the squares of its semi-axes are give us 

✓ L'2 + M'2 + h 2 ✓ L'2 + 111'.!, + .. ZV'.!, 
R1 = lei ; R2 =· le~~--~ 

Putting (30) in the shape 
y2 z2 

R
1 
+ R'.!, - l 

we obtain Euler\; formulae, &c. 

(30) 

To find the directions of the principal sections at any point of the surface U = 0. 

If a, f:J, y, be the direction angles, we have, from equations (15), substituting L, .Lll, N, 
as before for a,, b1, c1• 

co~? a 
b-k l 1ll 

cos2 /J1 cos2 y 
c-k M y a-k n ..£ ..1.. 

b-k .iY 11£ a-1., L n b-k 1.ll 

.Jl N N L L JI 

To .find the conditions for an umbilic. 

Substituting L, JI, N, as before in equations (19) we get 

b ..Ly'!, + c 11P ~ 2 l .J.~I N 

_M'.!.+N2 

c L'2 + a N2 
- 2 m NL 

N 2 +L'2 

Lines of curvature. 

a M 2 + b L 2 
- 2 n L 11.f 

L2 + J£'2 

(31) 

(32) 

The condition that the first three of equations (6) should hold simultaneously, ·dz: 

1 d f 2, 1 d f2 1 d !2 
- - - -
2 d a3 2 d b3 2 d C3 =0 

as, bs C3 

al, bl, C1 

has already received a geometrical interpretation in the case of the section of a quadric, 
viz: that certain three lines should lie in one plane. The application of this to the cur
vature of snrf:wes is not difficult. 

For if "\VP suhstitnk L, 1.ll. N, for a1, b,, t 1, and d x, d y, dz, (proportional to the direction 
cosines of the diTections of maximum and minimum curvature) WL'\ get 

adx+nay+mdz, 
L 
dx 

ndx+bay+ldz, 
.11[ 

dy 

mdx+zay+cdz 
N 
dz 

the known equation of a line of curvature but which is in fact the reduced form of 

M+d1lI 
M 
dy 

N+dN 
N 
dz 

=0 
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and this is the expression of the condition that the lines whose direction cos mes are 
proportional to L, M, N; L + d L, M + d M, N + d N, d x, d y, d z, namely two conse
cuti Ye normals and the arc between them on the surface, should lie in the same plane. 

Hence we see that substituting in equations of (15) we can get. the equations of the 
lines of curvature in the shape 

d a? dy2 d z2 

b - le, l, .1.lf. c- le. m, .1Y a-k, n, L 

I (34) 
l, c-le, N m, a-le, L n, b-k, M 

M, N, N, L, .L, M, 
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Note on Zinc Sulphide 

By THOMAS MACFARLANE. 

(Read May 27, 1882). 

I desire to call the attention of the Society to a peculiar property of anhydrous Zinc 
sulphide. It possesses in an extraordinary degree the opa<'ity and divisibility which, com
bined, make up the property kno~n to manufacturers of pigments and painters as "body" 
or covering power. Heretofore it has been supposed that no substan<'e could exceed 
sesquibasic Carbonate of Lead (common white lead) in this respect, but I have ascertained 
that anhydrous zinc sulphide far excels it in covering power. 

Number Parts Parts ultra 
on scitlc. zinc sulphide. marine·. 

1 1 1 

2 1 2 

3 1 3 

4 1 4 

5 1 5 

6 1 6 

7 1 7 

8 1 8 

9 1 9 

10 1 10 

f-iha,le of blue. 

Light sky blue .. 

Darker than foregoiI 

Still darker. 

do 

do 

do 

do 

do 

do 

{ Lighter than ultr 
marine blue. 

Corresponding pigments of 
commerce. 

Zinc sulphide. 

N. P. white. 

{ 
Pure white lead. 
Pure zinc oxide. 

St. Lawrence white. 

Ordinary brands white lead. 

Philadelphia sublimed lead. 

{ 
Inferior brands of white 

lead. 

Do 

Such substances as sulphate of Barytes and Carbonate of Lime which are used for the adulteration of white 
lead are very low in covering power, possessing only one-fortieth of the body of Zinc Sulphide. 

The ordinary pradi<'al way of testing the "body" of a white pigment is to mix it in 
oil with an equal weight of any standard colour and then spread the Te:mlting paint on 
glass. The lighter the tint, the more the white pigment is capable of masking the 
coloured one, and the greater is the "body" of the former. According to this kst, zinc 
sulphide has the greatest covering power of any known substance and indeed four times 

that of white lead. 
On account of its immense body, zinc sulphide may be used as a standard for deter• 

mining covering power. By mixing it with various proportions of ultramarine blue I 
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have arranged a scale of tints by comparison with which the "body" of any pigment may 
be very closely arrived at. The preceding table shows the composition of the various 
shades of blue constituting the scale, their numbers, and the names of the ordinary pig
ments of commerce with whose ascertained covering powers they correspond. 

In drawing attention to the covering power of Zinc sulphide, I have not, of course, 
attempted to discuss the nature of this property itself. As it is of considerable importance 
in the arts, its investigation seems worthy the attention of chemists and physicists. 
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On the Reduction of Su,lphate of Soda by Carbon. 

By THO.MAS MACFARLANE. 

(Read l\Iay 22nd, 1883.) 

This reaction which forms the fundamental process of the soda manufacture is, by 
most authorities, supposed to be correctly described by the following equation:-

Na2 S04 + 2 0 = 1Ya~ S + 2 002 

That the decomposition does not take place in this simple way appean, from the fol
lowing experiments:-

1. Anhydrnus sulphate of soda and powdered charcoal in the propOTtions indicated in 
the above formula were melted at a red heat for thirty-fiye minutes in a hessian (_'rneible and 
then poured out. The product was weighed and dissolved ili cold water. It gayc a solu
tion, greenish colored from dissolved sulphide of iTon, which was, however, deposited 
on standing, the solution becoming yellow. This solution giyes a voluminous precipitate 
with barium chloride which, after being washed and dried, dissolyes to the extent of 41 
per cent. in dilute hydrochloric acid. Effervescence takes place at the same time, the 
evolved gas smelling very slightly of sulphurous acid. This indicated the presence of 
tTaces of sulphite or hyposulphite of baryta besides sulphate and carbonate. ·when satu
rated with hydrochloric acid, the original yellow solution gives abundance of sulphuretted 
hydrogen, while sulphur is precipitated. The latter phenomenon indicated the presence of 
bisulphide of sodium besides the mouosulphide. Calculated from the quantities obtained 
of the various products in this e~periment, it appears that 30·33 per cent. of the sulphate 
of soda used remained undecomposed, while the remaining 69·67 parts were converted into 

11·94 parts Carbonate of Soda, 

8·88 parts Sulphide of Sodium, 

28·G2 parts Bisulphide of Sodium. 

2. In a second fusion the quantity of charcoal was increased to three atoms as against 
one of sulphate of soda. The produd gave the same reactions as in the preceding expL·ri
mPnt, with the followmg results as regards quantities: rn·,"j8 per cent. of the sulphate of 
soda was left undecomposed. The remaining 80·4:2 parts yielded 

11·94 parts Carbonate of Soda, 

18·47 parts Sulphide of Sodium, 

23·89 parts Bisulphide of Sodium. 

Here the reduction to sulphide of sodium was still incomplete. Some of the charcoal 
used was not consumed but floated on the sul'face of the melted product when poured out 
of the crucible. 
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3. Even with four atoms of <:arbon and at a bright red hoot the reduction was im
perfect. Unconsumed drnr<'oal floated on the fused product, and the latter was found to 
contain sulphate and carbonate besides the sulphides. 

4. The experiment with three atoms cal'bon repeated at a high temperature in a clay 
crucible gave the following l'esults: 15·38 per cent. of the sulphate remained undecom
posed. 'rhe remaining 8-l:'G2 parts yielded 

8·7G parts Carbonate of Soda, 

28·28 parts Sulphide of Sodium: 

16·34 parts Bisulphide of Sodium. 

From these experiments it seems that the product ohtainvd on fusing· sulphate of soda 
with charcoal is not a pure sulphide but almost invariably a mixture of su!_phides ·with 
carbonate and undecomposed sulphate. 

5. When the ignition is made in a plumbago crucible perfod fusion does not take 
place. The mass becomes soft and a part seems to sweat out of it, attacking and destroy
ing the crucible. The remainder, when ignited at a much higher temperature than re
quired for the fusion in clay crucibles, becomes quite soft but does not fuse. 

It, therefore, seems plain that the prepal'ation of sulphide of sodium uncontaminated 
with sulphate or carbonate is a matter of considernble difficulty, and that the processes for 
manufacturing carbonate of soda or soda ash, which are based upon the decomposition of 
solution of sulphide of sodium by various agents are not likely to prove successful. 
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On some Experiments shewing that the Electromotive Force of Polarization 1'.s independent 
of the difference of Potential of the Electrodes. By Professor J. G. MACGREGOR, 

M.A., D.Sc., F.R.S.E. 

(Read ::\lay 22nd, 1883.) 

At the last meeting of the Royal SoL·idy of Canada, I read a paper before this section 
on a new method of measuring the resistance of electrolytes. I poinkd out at the time 
that this method involved the assumption that the electrolytic polarization of electrodes 
was independent of their difference of potential during the passage of the polarizing 
current-at any rate, in the special case in which the polarizing current flowed for short 
periods of time. Various experimenters had she,vn it to depend upon the density of the 
current, i.e., upon the strength of the current per unit area of electrode. But, so far as I 
knew, no.investigations had been made to determine whether or not it varies with the 
difference of potential of the electrodes. To settle this question, I have made a series of 
experiments of which this paper contains an account. 

For this purpose, I compared the strengths of the polarization produced by currents of 
the same density, flowing during the same time through two electrolytic cells containing 
the same electrolyte and electrodes of the same substance, but at different distances. To 
get currents of the same density, I used electrodes of exactly the same area and polarized 
them in all cases by joining them up in series as parts of one circuit and passing therefore 
the same current through both. That the difference of potential of the electrodes of the 
respective cells during polarization might be different, it was only necessary that the 
resistance of the electrolyte between the electrodes should be different, i.e., as the cells 
had the same section, that the distances between the electrodes of tlw cells should be 
different. In the cells used, therefore, the distances of the electrodes were made capable of 
variation. 

ElectromotiYe force may be measured in three ways. Wheatstone's method, which 
involves the use of a galvanometer an_d applies Ohm's Law, or a modification of it, has 
frequently been employed. It has this advantage that the polarization is measured during 
the fl.ow of the current. But it can be used for the purpose of determining the electromotive 
force of polarization only in the case in which the polarizing current has been flowing so 
long that the electromotive force of the polarization has reached its maximum value. This 
method therefore was unsuitable for my r-x1wriments. PoggendOTff's compensation method 
and the method of dired electrometric meaolUL·ment are the other two. Both are charac
terized by the distinct disadvantage that the measurement of the electromotiY(~ fol'<'c of 
polarization is made after the cessation of the polarizing eunent and that the value deter
mined is lPss than its value at the moment at which the polarizing current cPased, which 
is the value desired. This disadvantage is most formidable ·when the polarized cdls under 
investigation are polarized up to or nearly up to the maximum. When this is so, the rate 
of the dissipation of the polarization after the polarizing cmTent has ceased to flow is very 

f:p.c. III., 1883. 7. 
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great and a measurement rnadP e-ven a small fraction of a second after the cessation of the 

polarizing <'U1T('Ht is very much too small. But when the polarization is produced by the 

passage of the polarizing ,·1un·nt during only a i'rnd ion of a second or a few seconds (in 

the method of mPasnri119; n·si:-Jam·<) n·frnt>d to above, the cunent pass<·s during only a small 

fraction of a second) the mte of dis:-;ipation is very small * and hPrn·e a measurement made 

shortly afh•r the cessation of the polarizing current though too small will be but little too 

small. Of the two applicable methods the direct electrometric method wns the one chosen 

and Thomson's Quadrant Ekdrorn<'ter was the instrument employed. The diffc·renccs of 

potential of the l'l<'l·trodPs of the wspPctiYl' cells weTe measured a1ternakly during a certain 

length of time beginning as soon as possible after the pol.nizing cmTPnt had ceased, and 

the tinH•s of such Illl'asm'l·m,·1ds Wl're noted. The times were noted by means of rny-,vatch, 

as I had no chronograph at command. It was therefore pos:-;ible to draw for each cell a 

curve shPwing in a ~T~1phic manner the rate at ·which polaTization diminished with time. 

If the polarizations at the moment of l'l·ssation of the polaTizing cunent \Yere the :-;allll', 

these cmT,·s must coincide, as tlw conditions of di:-;:-;ipation are in that case identical. If the 

cmTcs are found to coincidl>, the rak of dissipation of polarization is the same for both cells 

after a certain time from tlw cessation of the polaTizing euuent, and as the initial value of 

the polarization is one of the quantities on which its rate of dissipation depends, it is highly 

improbable that the initial values of the polaTization can have been difieTent. 

The arranQ·<·mPnt of tlw npparatns is 1-,hP\Yn in the diagram. A and n arn the Ph·c

trolytic cells of equal st>dion and containing el<·<·trodc•s of platinum plate~ of equal awn. 

E is tlw Electrornder; G, a lbttery uf om.· or more ( hoY<•':-- n·lls c d e -f' er 11 
1• l m JI 

• - , , , , J , 0 , /1 , fl., , , , 

o, and p repTesent mercuTy pools in blocks of paraffin and the li1w:-; from them. to various 

parb of the cells, battery, and dectromdcr n·pn•:-;1_'nt win·:-- lwtw0en these points. The 

pairs k and /, m and n, and o and p could lw simultaneously joined by means of bent coppl'l' 

,vin•:-; fixed to a :-;tick of sealing· wax. ,Yhen this eontad pil•1·<· was in the nwrcnry pools 

tlH· cunent from G p~1~:c-;<•d through both B and A in the :--mne diredion. If these pafrs 

* ~eo l\faxwoll, Electricity and JlwJHctis111, Yol. I, p. S21. 
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were unconnedC'd but the pairs. c and d, and / and g connected, the quadrants of the 
electrometeT were brought into contact with the rlc•drodes of A. If the pairs d and c, and 
g and h were com1eded, the quadrants "\YPn•. brought into coni-ad with the 1·ledrodes of B 
the same pair of quadrants being brought into contact with the anode of B as in the former 
case with the anode of A. A simple rocking commutator was ns1•d fm making these 
connections. 

The order of observation was as follows : (1). The equality of the potentials of the 
electrodes of thc- cells A and B was tested. If the electrodes were found to be at different 
potentials; they had to be brought to the same potential, by being washed or boiled in 
water, acid, or the solution in the cnll, or TaisPd to a Ted heat. (2). If the electrodes of A 
and B were found or w1·re made electrically similaT, then k and l, m and n, and o and p 
were joined for a short time,-a fraction of a second or a few seconds-during which time 
the electrodes of A and B became polaTized. (3). The wires connecting k and l, &c., being 
lifted from the pools, rand d, and/ and g were immediately connected by the commutator, 
the deflection of the rlPdromdPr due to the difference of potential of A was read off, and 
the time of the reading was noted. The commutator was then rocked and the same 
observations made for B. And so on; series of such observations being made for A and 
B alternately. 

The connecting wires were in most cases so arranged that both cells produced deflec
tions in the same direction. In these circumstances, the equality of the polarizations 
in the respective cells could be easily tested. For if they were equal, the rapid rocking 
of the commutatOT should produce no motion of the needle of the electrometer or of its 
attendant light spot. This mode of testing did not require the measurement of time. 

The first electrolytic cells which I used consisted of the two compartments of a box of 
plate glass. It was divided into unequal compartments by a glass partition sliding in 
grooves in opposite sides. The electrodes consistPd of Platinum foil and were squares with 
sides of about 3 inches. They were all carefully cut of the same sizl'. They ,verc fixed 
by marine glue to plates of glass, two of them on opposite sides of the movable glass par
tition, other two on glass plates whose positions near the ends of the box were determined 
by grooves in the sides. The two compartrn.ents, A and B, were thus, during the passage of 
the polarizing current, connected not only by the wires passing tom and n, but also by the 
liquid filling the space between the movable partition and the sides of the box. "\Yith 
this form of cell I obtained no satisfactory-results. The polarizations of the compartments 
were generally unequal and their relative stTength varied considernbly in amount from 
experiment to experiment. After making a considerable number of experiments, I found 
that that cell became always the more strongly polarized which was the nearer to the 
positive pole of the battery. Thus if the current flowed from A to B, A was the more 
strongly polarized; if from B to A, B was the more strongly polarized. 

This reversible effect could be accounted for in two ways : (1). Only a pOTtion of the 
current passes by means ·of the electrodes on the movable partition; a portion pass1•s by 
the liquid round the edges of the partition. Henn• the electrodes at tlw ends of the box 
are more strongly polarized than those fixPd to the partition. Now although t]w polariza
tions of individual plates in an electrolytic cell haYP been found by Svanberg and Poggen
dorff * to be practically the same, they have been found by Raoult and Gaugain _to be 

* Wiedemann's Gulvcmis1,rns (2d. Ed.) Bd. 1 ~ 478. 
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different. Assuming them. to be different, I.et P be the polarization of the anode of ~ and 
n p that of the kathode of B, the current being supposed to pass from A to B. Let k th of 
the cunent pass through the other electrodes. Then the polarization of the anode of B 
will be P and that of the kathode of A, n P_ Hence the polarization of A will be P-. \;, that 

m m 

ofB, r-n P. They are therefore unequal; and it is easily seen that the effect must be rever-

sible. (2). It is difficult in cementing Platinum. foil to glass plates to prevent entirely the 
penetration of liquid between the foil and the plate. Hence the backs of the electrodes 
which were attached to the partition were probably connected by means of electrolyte. A 
parl of the polarizing current therefore passed from a2 to b1 through the electrolyte. It must 
result that while a1, the face of a2, the face of b 1, and b2 may be all equally- strongly 
polarized, there is a smaller polarization on the backs of a2 and b1• I{ we have a hydrogen 
polarization on the face of a2 it is an oxygen polarization which is on the back; and in, that 
cas~ it will be an oxygen polarization which is on the face of bi, and a hydrogen polariza
tion on the back. Now the experiments of Root * have shewn that .hydrogen passes 
very quickly through very thin platinum foil. Hence the hydrogen on the back ofb1 quickly 
finds its way to the face and affects its polarization while the oxygen on the back of a2 not 

· having such facility of penetration, does not affect so strongly at least the polarization of 
the face of a2•. We have therefore a-reversible effect. 

Whether the observed effect is due to either or to both of these causes, it was found 
necessary to prevent the passage of the polarizing current from a2 to b1 by any other con
ductor than the wires a2mnb1• 

A second electrolytic cell was therefore made. Like the last it was made of glass 
cemented with marine glue, but the glass partition was cemented in so as to be water
tight. The section of the trough was about two square inches. The electrodes were of stiff 
sheet platinum, which were more convenient than those of foil· because they could be so 
much more readily cleaned. With this cell I obtained excellent results for a considerable 
time. No reversible effect shewed itself at first. But even before the partition became 
leaky, while the one compartment could still be kept full of water, the other remaining 
apparently dry, it began to manifest itself, indicating that the electrolyte was getting in 
between the cement and the glass. In all cases the appearance of the reversible effect 
was followed by the partitions becoming leaky. · 

While the partition had been newly cemented in, the trough was perf~ctly tight; and 
while it was in that state, I made a suffident number of experiments to settle the question 
under investig·ation. Great difficulty was experienced, as usual, in getting the platinum 
plates electrically similar, and many expei·iments were brought to nought by electrical 
dissimilarity of plates. But now and again it would happen that the plates were obtained 
in practically identical electrical condition, so that the electrolytic cells did not play the part 
of galvanic cells, and in these cases measurements were made. I may quote one or two cases: 

!.-Platinum electrodes in dilute sulphuric acid (density about 1.5). Ratio of distance 
of electrodes in A to distance in B = 6 : 1. Resistance of A and B large compared with the 
rest of the resistance in circuit (viz. the battery). Current had been ·sent throuo-h electro• 
lytic cells from one Grove's cell for 10 seconds. 

0 

* Pogg. Ann., Bd. CLIX (1876) p. 416. 
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Tnm AFTER IlRBAKIKG CO:NTACT. 

3011 •••••••••••••••• 

4011 •••••••••••••••• 

5511 •••••••••.•••••• 

11 1C11 .............. .. 

3011 •••••.•••• •••••• 

4011 ••••••••••• , •••• 

II. Conditions the same as in I. 

Tnrn AFTER BREAKING CO~'L\CT. 

3011 ••••••.••••••••• 

1' 511 ••••••••••••.••• 

2511 •••••••••••••••• 

4011 ••••••••••.••••• i 

21 011 •••••••••••••••• , 

I 

DEFLE<_'flOX OF 

A B 

17.;i 

lfi.,) 

14.G 

13 

12 

11.5 

DEFLECTION OF 

A B 

11.5 

8.5 

8 

7 

6.8 

58 

III.-Conditions the same, except that the ratio of distances was as 12 1 and the 
polarizing current had been made to flow 7 seconds. 

J)BFLJ,CT IO X OF 

Tn.rn AFTER BREAKING CONTACT, 

A B 

3511 . . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. .... 19.5 . 
1' Q"N . .. ... . ... . . . . .. 16.8 .... 

2011 . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .... 15.5 

4011 . .. . .. . ... ... . .. 14.8 .... 
2' O" . . . . .. . ... . . . . .. .... 14 

15" , ......... . . . . . . 13.5 .... 
i 

' If these measurements be graphically represented, iut(•1Tals of time being ta.ken as 

abscissre and deflections as ordinates, it will be seen that in all three cases, the points of 

both the A and B columns lie on the same curves. 
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Besides this mmccPssarily laborious test, I more frequently applied the other, arranging 
the connections so that both cPlls produced dPilPdions in tlw same direction and rocking 
the commutator so rapidly that, if the polarization of the cPlls A and B were equal, there 
mlist be no change in tlw position of the Electrometer light spot on the sca1P. 

In many cases in which I had got the plates to start in a satisfactory condition, although 
I kept rocking the commutator from side to side and therefore bringing the cells A and B 
alternately into connection with the Electrometer, the light spot 1-il<nvly descended the 
scale, giving not the slightest indication of the moments of. change from A to B. This 
could only happen in the event of the equality of the difference of potentials of the electrodes. 

In these experiments, I have restricted mysp}f to platinum electrodes and to dilute 
sulphuric acid of various strengths. I hope by further experiments to obtain a more 
general result. 

I have to thank Prof. Tait, of Edinburgh, in ·whose lahoratory these experiments were 
carried on, for his kindness in allowing me the nsc- of the rn•<'Pssary apparatus, and his 
assistant, Mr. Thos. Lindsay, for many kind services rendered. 
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• 
Note on Spectroscope Scales. 

By PROFESSOR E. J. CHAP:\IAN, Toronto. 

(Read l\Iay 25th, 1883.) 

Two methods, it is well known, are in use for the determination of the relative posi
tions of spectroscopic lines. By one method, the distances of these lines from a fixed point, 
or from one another, is measured on a graduated eirde, angular measurements being thus 
obtained. By the other method-the only one that can be employed in the case of direct
vision spectroscopes, and one also in very common use in other cases-the distances are 
read off at once on a graduated scale, attached to the instrument and brought by a properly 
arranged prism into the field of view. It is to this latter mode of measurement that my 
present observations essentially refer. 

Unfortunately, scarcely two spectroscopes carry the same scale: nor, in the graduation 
of the scale, do they start from a common fixed point. Some scales commence at the A line 
of the solar spectrum, and others at the supposed commencement of the red end of the 
spectrum. In the latter case, the g-raduation not being uniform, the line A falls at 12 in 
some scales, and at 15, 17, etc., in others; and the line D, at 25, 26, 50, 60, and sb on, accord
ing, of course, to the relative closeness of the graduation. This is often a cause of uncer
tainty in the exact lOE~ation of spectral lines, and especially of newly discovered lines, 
described by different obseTvers. . 

In Germany, spectroscopic observers are beginning· to take the D line as a starting
point, this line corresponding, as well known, with the yellow sodium-line. Where, of 
course, as in powerful spectroscopes, the D line is split up, the edge of one of its separated lines 
may be taken. The divisions are then numbered from this line (as zero) in both directions: 
the minus sign(-) being placed before the numbers of the divisions lying between D and 
the red or least refrangible end of the spectrum, and the plus sign ( +) before those which 
lie between D and the violet or most refrangible extremity. 

As the D or sodium line is so generally present in flame-spectra, and so readily defined, 
this plan is decidedly a step, but only a step, in the right direction. For the purpose of 
comparison, another fixed point is required. If a second fixed point of this kind were uni
versally accepted, a very simple calculation would bring all spectroscope·scales into corres
pondence, and thus do away with all ambiguity, no matter what the actual graduation 
might be. With this view, I would suggest that the bright-red and always sharply defined 
lithium-line be made the point in question, and that the number of dfrisions between it and 
the sodium (D) line be assumed conventionally to equal 10 ; and, further, that the numerical 
position (so to say) of a spectroscopic line be always stated by comparison with this assump
tion. The position of the line on any scale can then at once be ascertained. For example, 
in a small (direct-vision) spectroscope that I often rn;e, there are (in round numbers) just 18 
divisions between the sodium and lithium lines, and 34 divisions (very nearly) between 
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the sodium and the dark-red potassium-line. In another (a common chemical) spectroscope, 
these distances are respectively 8 and 15. The reduced or r;orrected potassium number (as 
regard~ the red K line) would be thlf in each case 19 nearly. 

18: 10: : 34: 18.88. 
8 : 10:: 15: 18.75. 

If the lithium line be objected to, as not being coincident with any main solar-line, 
the red potassium-line might be taken for the second fixed point, as this is closely coincident 
with the .A line of the solar spectrum; and the distance between this and the sodium line 
might be made equal to 20, or 100, or any other convenient number of scale divisions. The 
object of this Note is to obtain the sanction of the Royal {Janadian Society to the scheme 
which the Note embodies : or, otherwise, to elicit from our Section of the Society some more 
feasible method of :meeting the deficiency to which the Note refers. 
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On Cryptomorphism 1'.n itB Relations to Class-.,,Jic'l,tion and Jllineral TypeB. 

By E. J. CHAPMAN, Ph. D., Professor in University College, Toronto. 

(Read 1\Iay 24, 1883.) 

The term ,: cryptomorphism" is proposed-in default of any special term hitherto 
employed in the same sense- to denote the condition, necessarily concealed, of an element 
or elementary compound in combination with other elementary bodies. The assumption 
that bodies in combination always retain the conditions which they present in their known 
free state is manifestly untenable : and yet it is tacitly acted upon in all mineralogical 
classifications based on chemical or physico-chemical principles-whether the electro
negative or the electro-positive element be made the basis of the classification. In this 
manner, substances are often grouped together without regard to real character and affinities. 
The metals zinc and magnesium, for instance, as obtained in the free state have evidently 
very close relations; and in most of the compounds into ·which these metals enter there is 
a corresponding relationship. But this does not hold good throughout. The simple oxides 
ZnO and MgO, as artificially obtained, may be co-related ; and in these, as vvcll as in 
most zinc and magnesium salts it may perhaps be fairly assumed that the metals are in a 
similar or essentially similar physical condition: but in their natural oxides, zincite and 
periclase, the two metals are clearly in very different cryptomorphic conditions. Beyond 
the fact (or conventionally-assumed fact) of being equally monoxides, where are the homo
logies of these minerals'? They have actually none; and practically no Tesemblances, 
even, in common. In general form, hardness, geological conditions of occurrence-they 
are totally distinct. The zinc compound is far more closely related to the natural sulphide 
of that metal, in which the generally non-metallic lustre, and strong resistance to fusion 
and volatilization, are essentially opposed to the ordinary characteristics of metallic sul
phides, as well as to those of its components, sulphur and zinc, in their known free con
dition. Periclase, on the other hand, from its form, remarkable hardness, and geological 
relations, is far more nearly related to the alumino-magnesian spinels. 

It would seem clear, therefore, that there must be several kinds of zinc and several 
kinds of magnesium : although only one kind, of each, is known as yet in the free state. 
And as with zinc and magnesium, so with other elementary bodies, as rendered certain in 
several cases by a difference in quantivalence and other properties, and in some cases by 
visible allotropism. 

In combinations, the physical or physico-chemical condition of one component may 
impart its character, by contact, to the entire compound; or, and this is evidently the 
more general case, by mutual contact of the components, a concealed-allotropic or crypto
morphic change may be induced in all. In the latter case, the essential character of the 
compound may depend in some instances on the condition of one component, and, in others, 

Sec. III., 1883. 8. 
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on that of all the components of the substance. The sulphides orpiment and sphalerite 

(zinc blende) may be referred to, ii{ illustration. In the first, one component, arsenic, is 

normally an opaque, cleavable, comparatively hard, metallic body; whilst the other com

ponent, sulphur, is a soft, translucent, highly inflammable body, in its known normal con

dition. As the mineral orpiment, resulting from their combination, is also a soft, trans-

1 ucent, and strikingly· inflammable body, its sulphur component may be assumed to retain, 

or to retain essentially, the normal sulphur-condition, whilst the arsenic has evidently 

undergone a marked cryptomorphic change. Geologically, as well as in their mineral 

characters, native sulphur* and orpiment are in many respects closely alike, and thus 

they might legitimately be placed together in a natural classification; whereas native 

arsenic is in no way related, as a mineral, to orpiment ; nor has it anything in 

common with· native sulphur. To separate, therefore, native. sulphur from orpiment, 

because the one is a simple and the other a compound body-and to place native sulphur, 

and native arsenic in one and the same class, as so commonly done, solely because they 

happen to be simple bodies-may in some cases be convenient, but is in no case· a natural 

collocation. In the substance taken as our second illustration, the natural zinc-sulphide, 

sp~alerite or blende, both components must have passed py their mutual contact into some 

unknown cryptomorphic condition, in which their inflammable nature and other characters 

have become entirely changed. 

Some degree of light may perhaps be thrown on the cryptomorphic condition of bodies 

in combination, by our knowledge of the typical conditions of natural bodies generally, 

when uncombined. These conditions (as regards solid forms of occurrence) are essentially 

the following : 

1. The ductile condition: e. g., native gold, native silver, &c. 

2. The cleav-able condition: e.g., native bismuth, native arsenic, &c. 

3. The phyllid (or soft, scaly, unctuous, refractory) condition: e.g., graphite 

4. The phlogid (or inflammable, thionoid) condition: e.g., native sulphur. 

5. The stony condition : e. g., diamond. 

These conditions-and probably others of an intermediate or subordinate character, as 

the magnetic condition, the sub-metallic condition, the salt or soluble condition, &c-are 

capable of assumption, it is at least probable, by every elementary body: although only 

cryptomorphically, it would seem, in most instances. If this inference be admitted, it niay 

serve to explain the very remarkable resemblances presented by certain minerals. Graphite 

and molybdenite, for example, in almost all external properties are closely alik~-as seen 

in both their foliated and their crypto-crystalline or scaly-compact varieties, in their peculiar 

softness and flexibility, their black and lustrous streak, their infusibility and slow volatili- · 

zation, their deflagrescence with nitre, and other characters, by which the one is often 

mistaken for the other, even by a comparatively practised eye. In composition, on the 

other hand, they are entirely different: graphite, as well known, being a form of carbon, 

whilst molybdenite is a bisulphide of molybdenum. Now, carbon presents two widely-

* It has become the custom among mineralogists, now-a-days, to drop the term "native" in reference io 

simple substances; but the term should properly be retained as a distinction between the substance in its natural 

state of occurreJice, and the often very different condition of the substance as artificially obtained. 
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different types of natural occurrence: the phyllid and the stone type, respectiYely. May 
we not therefore assume that there may also be (cryptomorphically) a metallic carbon, a 
thionoid carbon, &c., as well as a graphitic sulphur, and so forth; and that in graphite 
we have an atom of metallic carbon combined with two atoms of graphitic carbon, repre
senting the S3 (in its phyllid or graphitic condition) of molybdenite? Or it might be 
assumed that both components of the latter mineral have passed into their graphitic or 
phyllid form. At any rate, explain the fact as we may, there must be some definite cause 
for the very striking physical resemblances of the two minerals; and this cause may be 
found, I submit, in the assumption of cryptomorphism, or crypto-allotropism, as induced 
by conta'ct in elementary bodies, generally. 

The preceding remarks, and their natural deductions, may be summed up briefly as 
follows: 

1. Elementary bodies are capable of occuning-as long known-either visibly or 
cryptomorphically in very different physical conditions. 

2. These conditions are principally, the metallic condition, the phyllid condition, the 
thionoid condition, and the stony condition, as defined above: with others of an inter
mediate or subordinate character. 

3. The contaet of two elementary bodies in combination, induces generally if not 
invariably a changed condition in one, or in all, of the combined bodies-the changed bodies 
becoming totally distinct from the same bodies in their visible or normal forms of occur
rence. 

4. Hence, whilst minerals may be classed for technical ends in accordance with the 
metal, or the electro-negative principle, present in them, or otherwise in ru·eordance with 
their stochiometrical relations, classifications of this kind are utterly wanting in all that 
constitutes a natural system, and lead in many cases to stTikingly incongruous groupings. 

5. Thus-although commonly so placed-graphite, as a mineral, cannot properly be 
placed with the diamond in one and the same class; nor native iron with native lead; 
nor iron pyrites with molybdenite; nor pynhotine (magnetic pyrites) ,vith cinnabar; 
nor periclase with litharge (simply because both are oxides of the formula MO) ; nor 
corundum with bismuth ochre and valentinite; nor quartz with pyrolusite or with cer
vantite; nor manganite with sassoline (ff 0 1

); nor magnetic-iron ore with minium ! 
These and other, from a mineralogical point of view, equally astonishing collocations are 
to be found in the last edition of a well-known Germa11 treatise of wide reputation, and in 
other modern works which profess to be exponents of mineral affinities. To construct a 
classification of this sort, founded upon a single character, in itself more or less conventional 
or unsettled, it is clear that one need not have the slightest acquaintance with minemls, 
beyond a knowledge of the bare results of their analysis. If minerals occunecl only in the 
condition of fine powder of uniform character, they might be legitimately ananged in 
reference to composition pure and simple, or to their atomic relations; but minerals are 
something more than abstrnct chemical bodies. They are evidently distinct indiyidualiza
tions, endowed with independent characteTS of their own : and these characters cannot be 
ignored in a truly scientific or natural classification. 
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Memoire sur la mesun des distances terrestres par des observations astronomiqu,e8 • 

Par E. DEVILLE, F.R.A.S. 

(Lu mai 25 1883.) 

Quelque soit le procede employe pour mesurer, au moyen d'observations astrono
miques, la distance entre deux points sul' la surface de la terre, la base de l'operation est 
toujours la mesure de l'angle forme par les verticales des deux points. 

La methode la plus simple pour trouver cet angle consiste a observer les distances 
zenitales reciproques des deux points. 

Soient z et z' les distances zenitales, m le coefficient de la refraction et ro l'angle des 
Yerticales ; on a : 

z'+m ro = 180°-(z+m ro) + ro 

d' ou on tire : 
z'+z-180° 

ro== 1-2m 

Soient R le rayon de courbure du meridien et N la grande normale. Par une propriete 
bien connue des surfaces courbes, on a pour le rayon de courbure de la surface entre les 
deux points : 

RN p == -=----=--cc,,........,-~-..,,.......,-

R sin 2Z+Ncos 2Z 

Z represente l'azimut de la ligne qui joint les deux points. 
La distance est par consequent : 

pro sin 1" 

Quoique simple en.. theorie, la methode est defectueuse en pratique, a cause de l'in
constance du coefficient m de la refraction dont depend le resultat. 

Au lieu de mesurer l'angle lui-meme,. on peut determiner l'une de ses composantes. 
La difference de longitude, par exemple, qui est la projection de l'angle sur le plan de 
l'equateur, combinee avec l'azimut, reproduit !'angle cherche. 

La distance de deux points sur la surface de la terre est une fonction de trois quantites 
qui s'obtiennent au moyen d'observations astronomiques: les differences de latitude, de 
longitude et d'azimut. 

Avec de bons instruments, la latitude s'obtient en une seule nuit, au quart de seconde, 
et l'azimut dans nos latitudes, a la demi-seconde. Un seul observateur suflit. 

Les longitudes peuvent etre determinees exactement au moyen de signaux, mais il 
faut deux observateurs et plusieurs nuits; il n'en sera pas question dans ce memoire. Si, 
cependant, on voulait s'en servir, on pourrait leur appliquer le meme traitement qu'aux 
azimuts et aux latitudes. 
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Soient ¢ la latitude d'un point A sur une ligne geodesique, Z l'azimut de la ligne en ce 
point, et S sa longueur, on a generalement : 

p S==f(<P) 

S==f(Z) 

Si ¢ et Z re9oivent les accroissements L1 <j) ct L1 Z, la serie de Taylor 
donne: 

S' == S + d S L1 <P + _1 d 
2 

S L1 <P 2 + 
d <P 2 d </) 2 ··············· ······ (1) 

S' == S + ! ; L1 Z + ~ ! ~~ L1 z 2 + .. .. . .. . . . .. . .. .. . (2) 

En pratique, on peut negliger les termes qui contiennent les puissances de .1 ¢ et L1 Z 
superieures a la deuxieme. 

Pour trouver la valeur des coefficients differentiels, supposons d'abord que la ligne 
geodesique soit un arc de grand cercle ayant son centre a l'intersection de la norm.ale A 
avec l'axe de la terre et nous ferons ensuite une correction, afin de rendre le resultat appli
cable a l'ellipsoide. 

Formons le triangle differentiel APB dans lequel 

P B A == 180° - ( Z + d Z) 

PA= 90°-¢ 

et AB== d S 

Ce triangle donne : 

sin (Z+ dZ) _ sinZ 
cos <p - cos ( <P + d <p) 

sin ( <P + d </J) == sin <P cos dS + cos <p sin as cos Z 

Developpant et faisant les reductions, on trouve: 

dZ n === tan¢tan z dS 1 
d <P == coiZ 

D'ou 
as 1 
dZ = tan <psinZ 

Differentiant de nouveau: 

d 2 S tan 2 Z tan </J 

d <P 2 
- cos Z 

d 2 S 1 + 2 tan 2 ¢ 
dZ 2 === - tan 8 <p tan Z sin Z 
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Substituant ces valenrs dans (1) et (2) on obtient: 

S'-S=L1 S= Llcp + ~,J cp 2 tan
2
Ztancp 

cosZ 2 cos Z (3) 

L1 S = L1 Z _ ~ L1 zz l + 2 tan 2 cp 
tan cpsin Z 2 tan 3 cptan Z sin Z (4) 

Ces formules sont snffisammPnt approchees pour la pratique. Si on le desire, on pent 
les corriger pour l'eccentricite de la term en substituant a L1 cp son expression en fonction 
de la difference de latitude snr l'ellipsoide. Les azimuts sur la sphere ne different de 
ceux sur l't->llipsoide que d'une qnantite du troisi&me ordre qui est trop petite pOlu etre 
prise t>n consideration. 

La difference de latitude sur l'e]Jipsoide est egale a L1 c/J multiplie par le rapport de la 
grande normale au rayon de courbure du meridien. 

Effectuant la substitution et exprimant L1 <jJ et L1 Zen secondes d'arc, on trouve: 

L1 S = L1 cp R sin 
2

1'' (1 --
2
~ L1 cp tan 2 Z tan cpR sin 1") 

cos u 

L1 S = L1 z N sin l" (l - ! L1 Z ( 1 + 2 tan 2 cp) N sin l'\ 
tan cp sin Z ~ tan 2 cp tan Z 

(5) 

(6) 

L1 cp represente mai.Jitenant la difference de latitude sur l'ellipsoide ou telle qu'ob
servee. 

Les deux valeurs de L1 S obtenues au moyen des formules ci-dessus doivent etre com
binees suivant leurs poids. 

Soient a et f3 les erreurs probables de la difference de latitude et de la difference d'azi
mut; on en deduit pour L1 S les erreurs probables suivantes: 

a a= -~ 
cosZ 

au moyen desquelles on pent avoir les poids. 

/3 
b == tan cp sin Z 

Si on a a =/3, Z = 45° et cp = 45°, alors a= b, c'est-a-dire qu'a la latitude de 45° et avec 
un azimut de 45°, les observations de latitude et celles d'azimut donnent une distance avec 
la meme precision, f-i les erreurs probables d'observation sont f>gales. 

On a suppose que la difference entre les resultats obtenus par les latitudrs et par les 
azimuts, Hait due aux erreurs d'observation; en pratique, on trouvera sou vent qu'il n'en 
est pas ainsi, et que le manque d'accord est dtL aux deviations de la verticale. La qm'stion 
exige alors un traitement different. 

Soient L1 SP et L1 Sz les valeurs obtenues pour la distance, et L1 S0 la vraie valeur. 

Si nous admettons que le manque d'accord soit cause par les deviatiohs de la verticale, 
l'erreur de L1 S~ sera due a la deviation ;ten latitude, et cdl(' de L1 8z sera due uniquement a 
la deviation () en longitude. Il est, en effet, facile de voir qn'une petite variation de la 
latitude n'aurait pas d'effet appreciable sur A Sz 
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D'apres la theorie dl·s erreurs, on doit adopter pour .d S0 la valeur pour laquelle 

_.........___ C _ _______ __ I_D_ 

~ :/2· est minimum 
~~ -~ / 

8 
Soit A la positition ohtt•nne par les azimuts pour le point a 

- · ···· determiner, et C celle obtenue par lc•i-i latitudes. Tra~ons le parallele 

, 11"< CD et le meridien AD; on a pour tout point B sur la ligne A C 

La position ,\ adopter pour le point a determiner est done celle pour laquelle B Dest 

minimum; c'Pst-,\ dirt.> ll' pied de la perpendiculaire ahaissec dt> D sur A C. 

Les relations suiYantes se deduisent facilement de la figure: 

.d So - L1 S z == ( L1 S,i -- L1 S z ) cos 2 Z 
L1 S1 + L1 S z 1 

L1 So == ·> -- - + -:; ( L1 S1 - L1 S z) cos 2 Z 
.... .... 

En combinant les resultats des observations de latitude et de celles d'azimut, l'obser

yateur den·a etre guide par les cirrnnstan('es, et employer soit l'une soit l'autre methode, 

suivant qu'il croira devoir athibu.er le manque d'accord aux deviations de la yerticale ou 

aux erreurs d' observation. 
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On the Applicatfon of Hydriodic Acid as a Blowpipe reagent.* 

By E. HAANEL, PH. D. 

(Read May 25th, 1883.) 

I. Some years ago it occurred to me that I might remove the difficulty experienced by 
students in distinguishing the oxyd-coating on charcoal of bismuth, from the similar one 
of lead by converting these coatings into iodides. The method adopted then was to touch 
the coatings with a drop of strong hydriodic acid, and direct the blowpipe flame upon the 
charcoal just in front of the moistened spot. The heat of the blowpipe flame volatilized 
the respective iodides, which were deposited again upon the cooler parts of the charcoal, at 
a greater distance from the assay. The iodide of lead gave a magnificent canary-yellow 
coating, the bismuth a chocolate-brown, cadmium and antimony, when treated in a simi
lar manner, a white and brick-red coating respectively. This has since been published. 

In the extension of this method to other substances, I found that other iodides of very 
characteristic colours were formed. Many of these were, however, altogether too volatile 
to be deposited satisfactorily on the charcoal, l'harcoal being too poor a conductor of heat 
to lower the temperature of the vapours of the iodides in question sufficiently to permit of 
their condensation and consequent deposition as coatings. 

In order to utilize to the fullest extent the value of hydriodic acid as a blowpipe 
re-agent, it became necessary to adopt a support which, on account of its better conductivity, 
would condense the various volatile iodides on its surface as coatings. The choice of the 
kind of support best suited was farther restricted by the following characteristics which a 
support, to prove entirely practical and satisfactory, should possess. 

1. It must be cheap and easily made. 
2. The surface of the support must be smooth and white, to bring out the colours of the 

coatings, uninfluenced by peculiarities of surface or admixture of tint of the support. 
3. It must resi~t the heat of the blowpipe flame. 
4. It must be of sufficiently porous texture to absorb the hydriodic acid, and supply it 

to the assay g:mdually and constantly during the progress of the operation. 
After some reflection and experimentation, I finally adopted plaster of Paris casts in the 

form of narrow, thin tablets, as the support, and found that it possessed the above-mentioned 
characteristics in an eminent degree. 

Il.-PREPARATION OF TABLETS. 

The tablets are made by mixing plaster of Paris with water to a thin paste, and dis
tributing it over a large glass plate to the thickness of one-eighth of an inch. ·while yet 
moist and before the plaster has fully set, the surface is grooved with a knife, guided by a 

* With a supplementary note on the spectroscopic examination of the colours of coatings obtained by thi& 
method, by A. P. Coleman, Ph.D., communicated by Dr. E. Haanel. (See page ,~). 
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ruler, into strips of the size required for the tablets, most conveniently 4 x 1¾ inches. When 
dry, the cast is removed from the glass and broken along the grooves, made as indicated, into 
tablets. The surface next to the glass, which is smooth and level, is used for thl' deposi
tion of the iodides. A small cavity at one end, made with a charcoal borer, serves to fix 

the position of the assay. 

III.-PREPARATION OF HYDRIODIC ACID. 

The hydriodic acid used in the investigation was made by suspending a quantity of 
iodine in 7 oz. of water, and allowing hydrogen sulphide to bubble through it until the 
liquid became clear. More iodine was then added. Hydrogen sulphide was again passed 
through the liquid, and this process repeated until 5 oz. of iodine had been converted into 
hydriodic acid. The acid retains for a time a surplus of hydrogen sulphide, which is rather 
an advantage than otherwise, since it prevents the decomposition of the acid, and in no 
wise interferes with the rcadions. The instability of the acid is practically of little impor
tance. Any dissolved or precipitated iodine, which may occur after some ·weeks exposure 
to light and atmosphere, unavoidable dm·ing its use, is readily reconverted by hydrogen 
sulphide into hydriodic acid. 

IV.-MANIPULATION. 

The assay is placed on the tablet in the cavity provided for its reception. One or two 
drops of hydriodic acid are now allowed to fall upon it, which are at once absorbed by the 
tablet immediately around the assay. The tablet is now held in an inclined position in 
exactly the same manner as charcoal when used for the production of matings, and the 
_point of the oxydizing flame directed upon the assay. Certain oxyds, chlorides, bromides, 
sulphides, etc., are thus decomposed by the hot vapour of hydriodic acid rising from the 
tablet around the assay, and any volatile iodides formed are deposited upon the tablet around 
and beyond the assay as coatings. 

V.-RESULTS. 

It is proper here to state that the investigation of the different elements in accordance 
with the nwt hod just sketched is not yet completed. As far as it has been carried and 
is described in this paper, it has pron'n beyond expectation fruitful. Seventeen ele
ments have furnished more or less brilliant coatings, readily distinguished from each 
other by tint, difference in degree of volatility and cei·tain typical characteristics, not easily 
described, depending on the mode of their deposition. Since no one can be expected from a 
mere verbal description to form an idea of the decisiveness and sh:cupness of the distinction 
of the different coatings, and the superiority of this method over others employed in blow
pipe analysis to determine the elements in question, and since it is important to the analyst 
to h:.ffe the different typical coatings for comparison, my friend, Dr. Coleman, has been kind 
enough, at my request, to reproduce these coatings by water-colour sketches, which are 
appended to this paper.* It is only by comparing the actual coatings with these represen
tations, that the skill exhibited in thus aceurately copying them can be appreciated. 

* The paper" On the application of Hydriodic .Acid as a Blowpipe-reagent" was accompanied hya chart on which 
the coatin~s obtained were represented by water-colour sketches. ( ln account of the cost of reproducing them by 
chromo-lithography it became necessary to select from tho number presented those "·hich were most characteristic 
and served best to illustrate the value and advantages oft l tL'· method described in tho paper. 
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For the purpose of enabling me to point out presently certain relations ,vhich ex-ist 
between the iodide coatings of the elements examined, I have arranged them on the 
accompanying chart, not in accordance with the colours, but in accordance v._rith the position 
which the respective elements occupy in Mendelejeff':-; periodic system. In describing these 
coatings, it will, however, be more c011Yenient to group them according to ~he colours 
which characterize them. 

Description of Coatings. 

Arsenic.-Reddish-orange coating. Plate I., fig. 1. 
Lead.-. Chrome yellow. Plate I., fig. 2. 
Tin.-Brownish-orange. Plate II., fig. 6. 
Silver.-Faint greyish-yellow coating when cold, bright canary-yellow coating when hot. 

Coating just beyond the assay. Plate III., fig. 12. 
Antimony.-Orange-red coating. Plate I., fig. 3. 
Mercury.-Scarlet and yellow coating. Coating very volatile. Yellow coating evanescent, 

changing to scarlet after a time. The scarlet coating continuous near assay, distri
buted in spots through the yellow coating farther away from assay. These spots 
gradually increase in size and number until the yellow coating has entirely disap
peared. Plate I., fig. 4. 

Seleniurn.-Reddish-brown coating. Plate II., fig. 7. 
Tellurium.-Purplish-brown coating, limited near assay by deep brown border. Plate I., 

fig. 5. 
Bisniuth.-Chocolate-brown coating, sometimes fringed with red near assay. Plate III., 

fig. 13. 
Gold.-Faint brownish-yellow coating farther away from assay-pink to purple near assay. 

Coating near assay. 
Cobalt.-Greenish-brown c~:mting, edged with green. Brown coating evanescent~ passing· 

ultimately into faint grL·en. Brown coating disappearing at once when breathed 
upon. 

Thalliurn.-Orange-yellow coating near assay-purplish-black ovei· salmon farther away. 
The entire coating becomes ultimately yellow. Plate II., fig. 8. 

Molybdenurn.-Deep ultramarine coating. Coating permanent. The coating is an oxyd. Plate 
III., fig. 11. 

Tung;:-teJt.-Faint greenish-blue coating near assay. The coating is an oxyd. (The coating 
comes out best by dropping an additional quantity of hydriodic acid upon the 
tablet near the assay after the opeTation.) Plate III., fig. 14. 

Copper ....... } 
?~1dm:i11m ... Give white coatings. 
Z111r· .....•.... 

These three white coatings an~ best produced upon tablets which have been smoked 
over a gas flame. A fine surface of lampblack is thus obtained, which serves much bettc>r 
than charcoal. This method is illustrated in the case of copper by fig. 10. Plate II. 

(Th_e choice of adjectives descriptive of the colours of these coatings is ba:-.e<l upon a 
spectroscopic examination of them conducted, at my request, by Dr. Coleman. The paper 
containing the details and results of the examination, I beg herewith to present to the 
Society.) 
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It ought to h0 mentioned that other iodides, as those of potassium and sodium, gfre 
white coatings, but these am easily differentiated from those of copper, cadmium and zinc, 
by additional h·sts presently to be described. 

It may be interesting to point out that the elements which give iodide coatings are 
found in three horizontal lines of Mendelejeff's periodic system,and that each line is 
characterized by commencing with a light colour and ending witn a dark brown. 

The volatility of the iodides seems also to increase in each horizontal line according 
to the progression of the atomic weights of the respective elements. Indium and gallium 
were not at my disposal. The former, I know, would give a yellowish coating, and, from 
the position of gallium in the series, it is reasonable to infer that it alone ,vould not form 
an exception to the rule, that three lines of Mendelejeff's periodic system commencing, 
respectively, with copper, sil-v-er and gold, give volatile iodide coatings. 

Vl.-DIFFERENTIATION OF COATIXGS. 

In OTder to distinguish betvrnen similar coatings, ammonia and yellow ammonium 
sulphide are used as reagents. The fonner is applied by holding t·he ta hlet, coating down, 
over the open mouth of a bottle containing strong ammonia, the latter by touching the 
coating with a glass rod moistened with the reagent. 

Distinction between the coatings of Lead and Tin. 

The tin coating, treated with ammonia, disappear~ at once; lead coating with difficulty 
and only for a time. 

(Treated with ammonium sulphide, the tin coating changes to whitish-yellow, the 
lead coating to black). 

Distinction of Sil cer coating from those of Lead and Tin. 

Yellow coating of silver not affected by ammonia. Coating heated beforn blow-pipe, 
but not touched by flame, changes from faint greyish-yellow to bright canary-yellow. 
When touched with blowpipe flame, coating turns grey at the point touched. 

Distinction of Arsenic coating from that of AnUmony. 

Reddish-orange coating of arsenic treated with ammonium sulphide becomes lemon
yellow; the orange-red coating of antimony treated in a similar manner changes to orange. 

Distinction of Tdluriuni coating from that of Bism,uth. 

Brown coating of telhuium <lisap:uears at once when treated with ammoma; the 
brown coating of bismuth when treated in a similar manne1· ('hanges to orange yellow, 
which after a time becomes che1Ty red. (This is shown on plate III., fig. 15.) 

Disli11clion of Zinc roating f1'om other wltile root in gs of Ior1irlcs as far as e:rnmi,,ed. 

,rhite <'Oating of zinc disappears at on('e when treated with ammonia; other white 
coatings of iodides are not affeck<l. 
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Distinction of Cadmium coating from all other wltite r·oati11gs of Iodides. 

White coating of cadmium treated with ammonium sulphide changes to orange. 

Distinction of Copper coating from all other u·hite coatings of Iodides. 

Copper coating when touched with reducing flame imparts to it a magnificent emerald

green colour. 
Copper, in presence of any other coating, is readily distinguished, even when present in 

but very small quantity, by the green colour imparted to reducing flame when the coating 

is touched with it. The green flame is also seen to play over the assay during the opera

tion of_forming the coating, if the as;.:ay contains copper. The reaction is very sensitive. 

VIL-IDENTIFICATION OF ONE OR MORE ELEMENTS CAPABLE OF GIVING IODIDE COATIKUS IN 

PRESENCE OF EACH OTHER. 

On account of the difference in the colours and the degree of volatility of the iodides, 

it is, in many instances, not difficult, if the assay contain morn than one of the elements 

capable of giving iodide coatings, to determine each of them satisfactorily at one sing·le 

operation. 
Three cases may arise, which are important for snch determination: 

1. It may happen that the elements in question, on account of the difference in the 

degree of their chemical affinity for the iodine, are eliminated successively. 111 this case the 

iodides will be dep.osited one after the other, and may thus be recognized separately. 

2. The elements may be eliminated together, but he of different degrees of volatility.* 

In this case the coating.-, will overlap each other only for a distance; beyond this distance 

we shall then have the individual coating of the most volatile, while nearer the assay, a 

fringe of the coating or the individual coating of the least volatile. 

3. The elements may be eliminated together, and be either of the same or nearly the 

same degree of volatility. In this case the iodides are deposited together, producing a 

compound coating with a resultant colour, which may serye to indicate the components. 

I have made a number of experiments with minerals and mixtures to demonstrate 

that separations of certain elements, and hence their identification in . presence of each 

other, are quite easily effected with the aid of hydriodic acid. 

Results. 

Proustite.-The silver coating appeal's close to the assay, the more volatile arsenic coating 

at a greater distance. The arsenic coating is tinged slightly reddish by the :--mall 

per<:entage of antimony prP:--Pnt in the mineral. The arsenic is firnt eliminated. 

The silver is deposited after it and toward the do~(' of the opemtion. 

* No-rEJ.-In this statement it is assumed that the length of the coating, or the di~tance from tho assay on'r 

which it is depositell, indicates the lluµ:ree of volatility of tho respective iodides. It i:-- cYident, howewr, that not 

alone the volatility, but also the specific heat of the vapour affects the length of the coating. The length of coatin~s 

of two iodides of the same degree of volatility will be directly as their :--pecific heats. Sincn neither the volatility 

nor the specific heats of the vapours of the iodides have been acrnrately lletennined, and since for the purposes 

in hand it is unimportant, I may be allowed to continue throughout this paper the assumption that the longest 

cQating will be given by the most volatile iodide. 
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Boulan rrcrilc.-The sulphu1~ contained by this mineral is Tecognized by the odour of hy
dTOo-en sulphide emittecl by the assay when moistened with hydriodic acid. The 
ye1l:w of the lead coating is seen near the assay, that of antimony, Tendernd more 
yellowi~h by admixture of lead rnating, farther away fron_i a~say. 

Arnalrrmn.-Silyer neai· assay surrounded by yellow and Ted 10d1des of mercury. The 
· 

0 

yellow iodide of mercury gradnally changes to Ted, which distinguishes the mer
cury from tin, lead, arsenic and antimony. Plate IV., fig. 16. 

The mercury is eliminated and deposited first ; the silver toward the close of 
the operation. 

'l'in amalgmn.-.An amalgam of tin was made and a coating obtained from it for comparison 
with that just described. 

The yellow· of the tin is seen side by side with the red qf the mercury. 
This coating was sketched when it had become permanent i., e., when all the 

yellow mercury iodide had changed to the red iodide. 
Lehrbachite.-The coating shows the kad close to the assay, surrounded by the red iodide 

of mercury, and the whole surr01111ded by the reddish-brown coating characteristic 
of selenium. Plate IV., fig. 17. 

Chilenite.-Silver close to the assay, surrounded by the more volatile coating of bismuth. 
The coating must be examined when hot, since the brownish coating of bis

muth obscures the silver coating by gradually crneping over it on cooling. 
(The coating was sketched when hot). Plate IV., fig. 19. 

Nagyagite.-Two sketches of coatings are given. The first is of a specimen containing a 
less percentage of tellurium than the second of an other specimen. In the former 
we .have the combination colour of the mixed coatings of lead and tellurium; in the 
latter the complete separation. In this the lead is shown close to the assay sur
rounded by the more volatile tellurium; this is shovYn on Plate IV., fig. 20. 

Kobellite.-Lead near a~say. Bismuth and antimony oyerlapping, as brownish-red coating 
farther away from assay. Plate IV., fig. 18 

VIIL-SPECIAL METHODS OF SEPAIL\.TION. 

Tin and lead, when occuning together in an assay, giye a compound coating of a 
brownish-yellow colour not Pasily differentiated from other similar coatings. To ·effect, 
however, a satisfactory sPparation of these two Pll'me.nt:-:, a<lnmtage may be taken of the 
fact that the iodide of tin does not so readily deposit as lead upon a surface of lampblack. 
Ily carrying out the operation upon a smoked tahlet with an alloy of lead and tin, the 
iodicfo of lead will be deposited near the assay, the iodide of tin, on the other hand, will 
be deposited at a much greater cli~t:.mcu from the a~say, aH a thin pale yellowish and very 
('haraderi~tic mating. This is shown by the f,;kdch of the coating obtained. 

In the ca:-;p of minerals containing arsenic'. and lead or hi:--muth and telhuium, which 
would gi,~e compound coatings with colours not easily identified on a<•.count of the simi
larity of tlw colours of the individual rnntings of the componcnh,, adyantagc may be taken 
of the fact that arsenic and tellurium are per se more yolatile than lead and bismuth. 
The separations are here best effected by the pro(·c:-:; of roasting upon a dry tablet. To 
identify the arsenic or tellurium, which will have deposited as coatings, a drop of hy-
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driodic acid may be allowed to fall upon the coating, and the moistened spot be touched ·with 
the oxidizing flame. By this process the arsenic and tellurium are <'onverted into iodides. 
The residue of the assay may then be further examined in the usual manner by moistening 
with hydriodic acid upon a new tablet, or the old one after it has been cleansed from the 
volatile iodides by the heat of the blowpipe flame. 

lX.-BUNSEN'S METHOD OF FLAME REACTIONS. 

I think it is proper here to mention that Ilunsen has employed hydriodic al'id as a 
test for the recognition of substances in his method of flame reactions. His method is as 
follows: 

The substance under examination is suspended by means of a fibre of asbestos in 
the hottest part of the Ilunsen flame. Any volatile products are deposited upon a glazed 
pon·c-lain dish filled with water, and held just over the assay in the flanw. These deposit~, 
termed element films, are then examined for p1.uposes of identification with Yarious 
reagents, among these fuming hydriodic acid, emitted from decomposing· phosphorus 
iodide. By the vapouTS of this reagent the films are converted into iodides of character
istic colours. 

By this method eleven substances can be recognized. The method described in this 
paper does not alone include these eleven elements, but serves for the detection of sev(•n 
otlwrs, i. e., copper, tin, silver, gold, cobalt, molybdenum and tungsten. If sulph1.u, 
which in the case of sulphides is recognized by the hydrogen sulphide emitted, and 
gallium, which probably gives a coating, be added, the method here presented covers a 
range of twenty substances. Howe,-er admirable the method of Bunsen, it will at once 
be seen that for field work it is wholly impracticable, nor does it permit the recognition of 
one or more substances in presence of each other. 

X.-SUMMARY OF THE ADVANTAGES OF THE METHOD PRESENTED IN THIS PAPER. 

1. One single operation may be sufficient for the satisfactory identification of two or 
more substances in presence of each other. This was shown especially in the case of 
Lehrbachite and Kobellite. 

2. Hydriodic acid as a reagent covers a wider ·range of substances than .any other 
reagent which has yet been applied in blowpipe analysis. 

3. Most minerals may be subjected to examination at once upon the tablet without 
previous roasting or other secondary operations. 

4. The operation is rapid, requires little exertion, and is more easily conducted than 
many other operations now in pTactice among mineralogists for the determination of the 
elements in question. 

5. The tablets are cheap, easily made, cleanly, and occupy little space for storage. 
They are much to be preferred on these grounds to charcoal, even for examinations of oxyd 
coatings, which in some cases come out much more finely and distinctly upon th,__-. tablets 
than upon charcoal. Some of the coatings on th(• tablet per se haYP been sketched and are 
presented with this paper. An exampl(of this is given in Plate II., fig. 9. 
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Spectroscopic examination of the coatings obtained by the treatmeut of certain substances with 

li.1Jdriodic acid in blowpipe analysis. By A. P. COLEMAN, Ph.D. 

The coatings obtained from a number of the elements by the use of hydriodic acid 

~ a blowpipe reagent are so wondeTfully brilliant and characteristic that, at Dr. Haanel's 

request, I have e:famined most of them spectroscopically, to determine the exact composi

tion of the colors. A brief description of the methods employed and the results obtained 

may not be without interest. 
A holder was contrived of such a kind that the iodide fumes might sweep over a 

small plate of glass and condense on its surface. In this way a more or less transparent 

coating ·was obtained, ,vhich could be examined by transmitted light. The spectra thus 

produced were 'brighter and more distinct than those got by examining the light reflected 

from coatings nuulP on plaster tablets. The two methods give essentially the same Tesults, 

since the coatings on plaster are somewhat transparent, and the light penetrates the surface, 

to a greateT or less depth, before being reflected. These _spectra are then really formed by 
transmitted light just as in the former casL·. 

Although the coatings on glass give the best results, there is difficulty in preparing 

suitable ones, for the slip of glass is apt to break from unequal expansion on heating. 

Some of the coatings, too, are very opaque1 even when made as thin as possible. 

A micrn spectroscope h vision directe and a sin!sle-prism spectroscope of Browning's 
manufacture weTe used in the investigation, the sun or a gas flame serving as the source 
of light. 

The elements arc taken up in the order of 1fonde 11.~jdf's periodic system, and represen
tations of the more striking s1wctra accompany this paper. 

Coloured coatings are obtained from the iodides of most substances in the 4th, 6th and 
9th periods of his system. 

4TH PERIOD. 

Copper and zinc give u·liite coatings which simply dim the whole spectrum. 
G({//i1nn was not at my disposal. 

The arsenic ('Oa~ing gin=-s a spectrum reaching from Fraunhofer's line A to a little 
bey4)nd E, and induding red, oraugl', yellow and morn than half the green. The combina
tion of these coloul'S gives a reddish-orunge. 

The selenium coating dims all the spectrum, especially the blue and vioMt, and gives 
as a resultant a reddish-brown. 

6TH PERIOD. 

Silver comes fhst, but the slip of glass invariably cracked from the great heat necessary 
to make the coating. 

The coating of rndmium was 1cltitc, and simply dimmed the whole spectrum. 
Indium was not at my di:-;posal. 

The tin coating gives a spectrum from A to F includinO' red oranO'e yellow and 
' b ' t:,' 

green. The combination colour is bru1rni::.h-ornnge. 

The spectrum of the wttimony coating extends from A to E, con·ring red, orange, 
yellow and half the greun, and giving as resultant orange-red. 
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Tellurinm, like selenium, gives a coating which dims the whole spectrum, especially 
the blue. A purplish-brown results. 

9TH PERIOD. 

The gold coating requires too great a heat to be obtained on glass. 
Mercury gives two coatings, an evanescent yellow one and a mOTe permanent red one. 

An examination of the latter shows a spectrum of red and orange, reaching from A to 
slightly beyond D, and giving as colour a very pure scarlet.* 

The thallium coating consists of yellow and black. The yellow is very opaque, the 
black is more transparent, and uniformly dims the whole spectrum. 

The lead coating gives a spectrum from A to a point halfway between E and F, in
cluding red, orange, yellow and most of the green; yellow, however, largely predominating. 
The combination results in a strong chrome yellow. 

Bismuth gives two coatings, one bJt:>wn and the other red, the latter coming out under 
the influence of ammonia. The brown coating dims the whole spectrum, particularly the 
green, blue and violet-the resultant colour being reddish or chocolate-brown. The red coat
ing shows red, orange and yellow in its spectrum, which reaches from A to a point beyond 
D. The resultant red is more orange than that of mercury. 

Molybdenum which does not belong to either of the three periods mentioned, gives a 
deep ultramarine-blue-coating of oxide, t with a spectrum in which only the blue and violet 
come out distinctly. 

It is worthy of note that the spectra (except that of the molybdenum coating, which 
is an oxide, not an iodide) just described all contain red and orange, most of them also 
yellow, many of them more or less green, but none of them blue or violet except those 
obtained from white coatings. They all give colours belonging to the less refrangible end 
of the spectrum .. 

* The red iodide of mercury is even a more brilliant scarlet than vermilion, and hence dealers are tempted 
to sell it aR a pigment. Artists should beware of it, as, unlike vermilion, it is very fugitive when moist and mixed 
with other colours. 

t This oxide is apparently quite permanent, and, if its place were not so fully supplied by ultramarine, might 
be used as a violet-blue pigment. 

Sec. III., 1883. 10. 
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On the application of Hydriodic Acid as a Blowpipe-reagent. 

EXPLANATION OF PLATES. 

The first three plates contain representations of coatings of various elements obtained on plaster 
of Paris tablets, by the use of hydriodic acid. Fig. 9, Plate II, representing the coating obtained 

from silver, per se, is an exception. 
On Plate IV a number of coatings arc represented in illustration of separation:-; of elements 

effected by hydriodic acid. 

PLATE I. t 
1. Arsenic. 
~- Lead. 
3. Antimony. 
4. Mercury. 
5. Tellurium. 

PLATE II. t 
6. Tin. 
7. Selenium. * 
8. Thallium. 
9. Silver, per se. 

10. Copper. 

PLATE III. t 
11. Molybdenum. 
1~. Silver (hot). 
13. Bismuth.* 
14. Tungsten. * 
15. Bi:-;m uth ( after treatment with ammonia). 

PLATE IV. 

16. Amalgam. 
17. Lehrbachite. * 
18. Kobellite. 
19. Chilenite (sketched while hot).* 
ilo. ~agyagitc. * 

~ T~e b~ownis_h-yellow see~ beyond the coating is due to iodine resulting from the decomposition of the 
hydnod1c acid durmg the operation offorming the coating-. 

t The names for th~ first ~h:ee plates i~dicate the elements for which tlw coatings are char,acteristic, not the 
substances made use of m obtammg the coatmgs, as is the case for plate IV. 
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On a Mecha.nical Means of malcing a Sidereal Oloclc Show Mean Time. 

B!J N. F. DUPUIS. 

(Read May 26, 1883.) 

The o~ject of the present paper iB the solution of the mechanical problem, to find a train 
in which the angular velocity of the first driver to that of the last follower may be accu-
rately as the length of a mean solar day to that of a sidereal day. This is not a new pro
blem but, as far as I am aware, the solution here presented is not only new but also 
simpler and more accurate than any hitherto presented. 

A solution due to Francamr and quoted by Willis, contains the numbers 

8 X 137 
7 X 157 

which gives an error in the final result of about 21½ seconds a year, so that such a clock, 
if keeping correct sidereal time, would get about one minute out in mean time in three 

years. 
Another solution is given in "Willis' Mechanism," article 423, but the solution is com

plicated and is by no means accurate. Still another solution is given by Margett, which, 
however, offers no peculiarities of excellence. 

In his work on " Clocks, Watches and Bells," Sir Edmund Beckett gives the solution 

32 
43 - 331 

247 
without stating to whom it is due. 

But this is scarcely a practical solution inasmuch as the numbers 2.J: 7 and 331 are 
beyond those usually available in clock-work. Besides the solution is not nearly as accurate 
as stated in the work referred to. 

From the nature of the solution given in this paper the principal motion is a differen
tial one, and, all the motions being thus rendered slow, the amount of friction and of extrn 
power required is reduced to a minimum. 

As to the utility of the arrangement by wh.ich a dock keeping sidereal time may be 
made to show also mean time or cite versa, ~ir Edniund Becb•tt says, in regard to the solu
tion giyen by him, that it is "more ingenious than m;Pfnl." \Yhile I cannot quL•stion the 
ingenuity displayed in many of our me(:hanical invention~, I particularly dissent from the 
conclusion implied in the lattPr part of his statement, viz., that it is not m,eful. This, how
cn'r, is not a su~jeet for discussion in the prP~(•nt artide, and I haye only to say that, hay
ing a clock so rnnstruded, I haye at times found it particularly useful and conY('nient. The 
clock to which I refer is a sidereal one, with the attachment hl'l'PaHL·r dl'~cribed and an 
adcl.itional dial, showing mean time. 
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The ratio of the length of a sidereal to that of a solar hour is .9972G957. 

Now this must be nearly the ratio ~~~t since 365.3 is nearly the number of solar days 

in a year, and 3?6.3 is nearly the number of sidernal days in a year. 

Th £ h . d h f 366.3 - 365.3 1 
ere ore t e meantime hand must be retarde tot e extent o 366_3 or 

066
_
3 

of a revolution in each revolution of the sidereal hand. Or, if the sidereal hand be an hour hand, 

the mean time hand must be retarded 
8
!~

3 
of a revolution in each sidereal hour. 

But this is equivalent to 
1 10 
37 X 99. 

Hence the arrangement shown in :fig. 1, will be approximately true. PP are two 
fixed pins which, catching into the teeth of the wheel 74, shift it through two teeth in each 
revolution of the arm a which is permanently fixed to the arbors. This, of course, retards 

the motion of m to the extent of 
3
~ ~!~of a revolution in each revolution of s. 

Inasmuch, however, as 365.3 and 366.3 are both too great, the retardation will be 
insufficient. This must be increased by causing the pins pp, now fixed, to revolve slowly 
backwards, i.e., in a direction opposite to the motion of a; and we must now find the proper 
rapidity of motion for the pins pp, in order to apply the secondary" correction. 

Let r the quantity .99726957 
10 . 

w = 
3663 

= retardation by first wheel-work. 

y = no. of sidereal days in a year. 

Then, while s makes 1 revolution 

m makes (1 - w) revolutions. 

But m should maker revolutions. 

j 
Fm. 1. Fm. 2 . 

. ·. rn gains (1 - w - r) revolutions in Pa<'h sidereal hour. 

And m gains ~--1: y (1 - w - r) revolutions in 1 yum·. 

s 
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Let an additional correction, equal to that applied in each hour, be applied x times 1n 
a year. 

:. w x = the yearly additional correction. 

Hence we must have 

.'. W X = 24 y (1 - W - r) 

Wh 
24 y (1 - w - r) 

ence x = ---'------
w 

Now, if n denotes the number of days ·in which the pins pp make one complete 
revolution, 

n = y _ 24 (1 - w - r) 
X iv 

Upon substituting and working out we obtain 

n = 266 days very nearly. 

= 24 X 14 X 18 hours. 

Hence the pins pp must make one revolution while the arbors makes 24 X 14 X 19 
revolutions. 

For the purpose of carrying the pins around they are fixed to the sleeve n (fig. 2) which 
is made to revolve backwards by the train of wheels shown. ,Yheel 12 is fixed to arbor 
sand meshes into wheel 36 which is supported by.pivots in a fixed support. Wheel 36 
has on its arbor a tangent screw which works into wheel 38, which is alst, supported by a 
fixed support. Wheel 38 has a tangent screw working into wheel 56 which is fixed upon 
the sleeve (n) carrying the pins 2, and the direction of the tangent screw is such as to carry 
wheel 56, and therefore the pins backwards. 

Making now the final calculation, the arbor m is retarded (1 + 3 X 3J X 
56 

) X 
3
/; 

99 

revolutions in one revolution of s. - But this quantity 

38 X 168 + 1 10 
38 X 168 X 3663 

6385 10 
-

6384 
X-

3663
-- = .00273043 

•• .Whiles makes one revolution, m makes 

1 - .00273043 = .99726957 reyolutions, 

which is accurately the quantity r. 

The peculiarity of the solution here presented, consists in the movement of the pins 
pp, so as to apply a secondary correction. , 

As here illustrated, ifs is the sidereal-h.our arbor m will move along withs for about 
30m., when it will be in advance of its true place about 4½ seconds; a correction, quite 
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absolute, now takes placc-, and m again moves along with s for another 30m., and so on 
continually. Thus, supposing s to revolve exactly in one sidereal hour, m will ne,~er be 
more than about 4½ seconds astray, and then only at two particular periods in the hour. 
This is two small a quantity to be read from the minute hand of any clock. 

If the arrangement were attached to the seconds-hand arbor, which is quite practicable, 
as no wheel contains more than 99 teeth, and on account of the slowness of the motion the 
wheels might be made very light, the mean-time seconds could never be in error more 
than½ second, and this proportionately large error arises from the fact that, from the very 
nature of a clock, it goes by jumps instead of uniformly. 
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On some Minerals new to Canada. 

By B. J. HARRINGTON, B.A., PH. D. 

(Read May 2, 1883 ) 

The mineral called Meneghinite, after Professor Mene,ghini, of Pisa, was originally dis

covered at Bottin.gin Tuscany, and first analysed by Professor 0. Becchi.* Subsequently 
it was found near Schwarzenberg, Saxony, and analysed by Frenzel,t while recently it 
has been met with in Canada and analysed by the writer, who is indebted for the speci
mens examined to Mr. Fred. Miller, B. A. Sc. The Canadian mineral occurs near Marble 
Lake, in the Township of Barrie, Ontario. It is apparently from a vein with g:mgue of 
quartz and dolomite, and several of the specimens show a little adherent mica-schist, 
which is probably the country rock. It is massive, has a brilliant metallic lustre and a 
lead-grey colour and streak. The hardness is 2.5 or a little over, and the specific 
gravity, 6.33. The composition is given under I., while Vom Rath's analysis of the Tus
cany mineral is given under II. :--

Sulphur .................. . 

Antimony ............... . 

Arsenic .........•••••.... 

Lead .....•...•••.•....... 

Copper .••••••....••.•...•• 

Iron ..........••.•••.••••• 

Silver •....•.............. 

Undecomposed ........... . 

I. 

lG.8._1 

19,37 

tr. 

61.45 

1.36 

.07 

.08 

99.14 

II. 

18.37 

Gl.47 

0.39 

.23 

.82 

98.25 

The conespondence, it will be seen, is very close, and both analyses agree approxi

mately with the formula Pb.1 Sb2 Si. According to Vom Rath, the Tuscan mineral is 

monoclinic. No crystals of the Canadian variety have yet been observed, but a careful 
examination of the locality might perhaps reveal their existence. 

It should be mentioned here that Professor Chapman, of Toronto, some years ago called 

* Am. J. Sci. II. XIV. 60, 185~ 

t~Pogg. QXLI., 4-13. 
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attention to a mineiral supposed to have been found in the Townships of Elzevir and 
regarded by him as perhaps a mixture of antimony glance with zinkenite or jamesonite.* 
The mineral from Barrie, however, cannot consist of such a mixture, as is evident from its 
high specific gravity. 

TEXNAXTITE. 

The mineral here refened to tennantite occurs at the Crown Mine, Capelton, P.Q., 
associated with copper pyrites, iron pyrites, quartz, etc.t It is massive, has a brilliant 
metallic lustre, dark lead-grey colour, and dark reddish-grey streak. The hardness is 
about --1, and the specific gravity 4.G:22. Before the blowpipe on charcoal it usually 
decrepitates and fuses easily to a black magnetic globule, from which metallic copper 
separntes after blowing for some time. Arsenic, antimony and zinc coatings are also 
deposited upon the charcoal. The mineral is very brittle and uneven to subconchoidal in 
fracture. 

According to Tschermak the composition of tennantite may be expressed by the for
mula 4 Cu As S2 3 Cu2 S 2 Fe S., and with this the minernl from Canada agrees closely, except 
in the partial replacement of arsenic by antimony and iro11 by zinc. As in the case of the 
meneghinite, the mineral was decomposed by chlorine, accOTding to the admirable method 
of Rose, and the percentage composition found to be as under I., the composition deducible 
by the above formula being given under II. 

I. II. 
I 

Sulphur ................... "27.99 ".!.8.5 

Arsenic .. ;· ............... 15.34 20.5 

Antimony ...... . . . . . . . . .. --!.3".!. . ... 
I 

I 
Copper ................... 42.09 43.4 

Iron ....•..... .. ( ... ... . .. 3.77 7.7 

Zinc ...... ...... ••It•· t • tt 4.56 . ... 
Lead ...... . . . . ..... .. . .. .. .25 i . ... 

I Silver ...... 
I 

tttt tt It tt tett .21 .... 
I U ndecomposed ...•.•...... .09 I .... 
I 

I 

98.~:? .... 

No tin was detected, but inasmuch as that metal was not long since found in frederi
cite, a variety of tennantite from Sweden,* the writer's intention was to make further 
examination for it. Owing to want of time, howL·ver, this has not been done. 

Whether tennantite ocL·m·s at any other of the copper mines in the Townships I am not 
rnvare. A "dark steel-grey foliated ore," oL·curring at Ha1-yey HiH, was many years ago 
~----- -- -- -~~ --

* l\finerals anu Geology of Central c~m[ula, 1871, p. 84. 
t For his specimens the -writer is indebted to R. G. J,eckie, Esq. 
• H. Sjogren (Geol. For. Forh., V., S:?, 1880). 
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noticed by Dr. Hunt, who, however, regarded it as belonging to the rare species enargite. 
He made no quantitative an3:lysis of it, but states in the Geology of Canada (p. 711) that it is 
"a sulpharseniuret of copper and iron, with a trace of zinc." 

STRONTIA.NITE. 

In so far as the writer is aware, the mineral strontianite has not hitherto been 
observed in Canada. It is therefore worth while recording the fact of its occurrence on 
St. Helen's Island, near Montreal. The Utica shales at the upper end of this island con
tain in places lenticular concretionary masses of impure limestonL\ traveTSed by numerous 
cracks which have been entirely or partially filled with crystalline calcite and dolomite. 
In some of the unfilled spaces there are little fibrous tufts of a white mineral which gives 
all the reactions of strontianite, the native carbonate of strontia. 

AcMITE. 

Acmite is another mineral whose occurrence in Canada it is interesting to note. Is forms 
an important constitutent of some of the nepheline syenites of Montreal and Belmil, and 
its curious tapering crystals may sometimes be seen projecting from the walls of cavities 
in thPse rocks. The crystals, as they appear in thin sections of the rock, are commonly 
flattened in the direction of the orthopinacoid and show prismatic cleavage ( oo P) very 
beautifully. The clinodiagonal sections are also characterized by a very small extinction 
anglP. 

Some of the syenites are traversed by segregated veins which contain the minerals of the 
enclosing rocks, as well as a number of additional species. One of these little YL•ins has 
afforded both acmite and cancrinite in such quantity as to be readily available for analysis. 
The latter mineral, it may be mentioned, has long been look:t~d upon as a decomposition 
prndud of nepheline, but Rau-ff and Koch, ,vho have carefully investigated the matter 
within the past fow years, have come to the l'oncl usion that it is an original species and 
that the carbonic acid is not due to the presence of intermixed l'alcite.* 

* Dana's l\Iineralogy, App. III., 1882, p.20. 

Sec.~III., 1883. 11. 
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Preparations at McGill College, Montreal, for obsetving the Transit of T"enus, 
December 6th, 1882. By ALEXANDER JoHN~ON, M.A., LL.D., Dublin, Profossor of 
Mathematics and Natural Philosophy. 

(Abstract.) 

At the time of the transit of 187 4 McGill College was very poorly supplied with 
astronomical instruments. It had a refracting telescope of 21 inches aperture, which 
together with a small transit instrument and a chronometer for taking time observations, 
constituted practically its whole equipment. In order to call public attentton to our 
wants, I wrote a letter, therefore, to one of the daily papers, pointing out the importance of 
the coming transit of 1882 and the need of proper instruments to observe it, but this had 
no immediate effect. About the end of the year 1878 some of the citizens of Montreal who 
felt an interest in astronomy held two or three private meetings to consider the possibility 
of establishing a public Astronomical Observatory as an independent institution, governed 
by trustees. In accordance with a request from them, I wrote a letter on the subject which 
was inserted in the newspapers in January, 1879, and in this I again directed attention to 
the approach of the great astronomical event. 

In September, 1879, Mr. Blackman, B.A., of Yale College, U.S., then a resident of 
Montreal, made a very handsome donation to the College of astronomical instruments, 
including a 6-! inch equatorial of 7 feet focal length, a large transit instrument, an excellent 
mean time clock, a sidereal clock and chronometer. 

Subsequently, two good but smaller telescopes of 4¼ and 4 inches aperture were placed 
in the College, one left to the Trafalgar Institute by the late Donald Ross, and committed fo1· 
safe-keeping to McGill College, and one lent by G. A. Drummond, Esq. As far as instru
ments sufficient for Transit observations were concerned, the CoHege was now well supplied; 
for, with no very great addition, it could have equipped two or three observing stations, 
besides Montreal. But these other stations would have involved considerable expense, and 
it was necessary to provide for this. To allow so much "observing plant" to lie unused 
would not hay·e been creditable to the city. In February, 1880, I read a paper befOTe the 
Athenamm Club of Montreal explaining the state of the case, and afterwards another paper 
on the same subject in May, 1881. Subsequently the question was taken up by the 
Corporation of the College and a committee was appointed to consider the means of 
providing for the expenses and other matters. In their name I wrote to tlw Astronomer 
Royal, explaining our situation and asking for information as to the expenses of stations in 
1874, and advice and instructions generally The letter was submitted by him to the Com
mittee of the Royal Society who had charge of the arrangements for all the British Transit 
of -Venus expeditions ; and in his reply he gave ample information, which was of gn·at 
service, in addition to sending the report of the British Observations of 187 4, which had not 
long been published, together with the "Instructions to Observers" in that year. At a later 
period, five copies of the "Instructions" for 1882 were sent out. Questions of expense were 
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set at rnst to a O'Teat extent, thouo'h not wholJy, by the money grant made in ApTil, 1882 (I 
think), by the D

0

ominion Parliame~t for observations in Canada generally. The administrat_ion 
of this ()'rant ·was placed in the hands of Mr. Carpmael, Superintendent of the Meteorological 
Servict Toronto. By means of this grant it was possible to establish a station at Winnipeg, 
where Prof. McLeod (Superintendent of the Meteorological Observatory, McGill College) 
subsequently took observations, using the Ross telescope, described above, among other 
instruments. Another McGill College telescope (the Drummond), and a transit instrument 
(the latter of which, however, was subsequently not required), were sent to Ottawa for the 
use of the observers stationed there. But these instruments did not leave the College until 
October or November. Before that time a good deal of woTk had been done, in the 

observers' training especially. 
The "model" ,vhich had been obtained from England by Mr. Carpmael, through 

Lieut. Gordon, had been sent up on the cupola of the College, and "model practice" had 
been carried on systematically. The obse1Tr>rs at first ,ven' Dr. Jack, of New Brunswick, 
Mr. Carpmael, Prof. McLeod and myself. Subsequently we had the McGill College 
observers only who are mentioned farther on. 

When this "model" was removed to Toronto for use by other observers assembled 
there, another model made in Montreal after the same pattern was substituted for it, and 
with this, practice was continued from time to time. An exact determination of the 
longitude being of gn•at importance, it was resolved to check that previously adopted, and 
accordingly Prof. McLeod connected the Observatory by triangulation with a post of the U.S. 
Coast Survey which was not very faT off on the mountain, and by this means found the 
longitude to be 4h 54m 18s 87 W., diffeTing slightly from that previously used. Further 
determinations are yet to be made on this point by the telegraphic method, connnecting 
with Harvard Observatory, U.S. 

[This ha~ since been done, viz., in July, 1883, by Prof. Rogers, of Harvard, and Prof 
McLeod; three night's observations having been taken simultaneously in each place; the 
observers then exchanging places, Prof. Rogers coming to Montreal and Prof. McLeod going 
to Harvard, when thrne more night's observations were taken. The observations altogether 
covered morn than three weeks.] 

The following statement will be sufficient as regards other arrangements. The distri
bution of the instruments to Winnipeg and Ottawa has aheady been mentioned. Prof. 
McLeod went to Winnipeg about the middle of November. Mr. Chandler, Mathematical 
Lecturer in the Faculty of Applied Scil'nce, McGill College, undertook to observe the 
transit at Montreal with the 21- inch telescope. Another telescope of the same size having 
subsequently been kindly lent by Mr. William Bell Dawson, M.A., M.E., a third observer 
for the Montreal station, Mr. J. R. J\Iurray, B.A., then a fourth yeaT student in Arts, was 
ready to take a share in the work. 

Mr. Chandler's station was nea1· to the reservoir, where a wooden hut had been 
en·ekcl for the purpose. Mr. Murray was to observe from the balcony in front of the centre 

· building in the forenoon and from an upper room on the west side in the aft(:\rnoon. The 
6¼- inch equatorial was, of course, to be in the Observatory building, in which important 
alterations had been specially madl'. A considerable number of students h&d yolunteered 
assistance in various capacities, so that the members of the three observing paTties amounted 
to eighteen in all, including the observers. 
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The special distribution of work was as follows :-While the observer's entiTe attention 
was given to his telescope, an assistant at the word "count" from the observer would begin 
counting seconds from the chronometer; another assistant, with paper and pencil in hand 
sat at the table listening attentively, and at the word "now" from th<- obserYer, instansly 
noted the minute, second and estimated fraction of a second, as heaTd from the student 
counting. A third assistant, who also noted the time, as a check, was ready to take notes of 
what the observer•saw, as soon as the immediate crowding of phenomena had passed away 
and gave an interval for description. Other assistants had other duties. There had been 
complete rehearsals of all that was to be done for several days before December 6th, so that 
every man was familiar with his special work: The chronometers, two of which had been 
borrowed in the city, were regularly compared with the transit clock to ascertain their 
errors and rates. Time signals had been exchanged with Toronto and Quebec on December 
5th, and, as a check on the clock, time was also obtained from the Washington Na val 
Observatory at noon on December 5th, and afterwards on the 6th. 

The weather was very unfavorable for many days before the 6th. Nevertheless on that 
day the oberving parties assembled at the appointed hour at the Observatory, compared 
chronometers with the clock, and went to their several stations. Nine o'clock came, and 
still the sun was hidden. The minutes then passed all too rapidly, until it was certain 
that first contact was passed. As 911 30m approached, the intensity of expectation was 
greater, but the sky showed no signs of hopeful change. At length, the time for the 
second contact too had passed, and our on!y hope was that the afternoon might be better. 
At 10h 5m, too late to be of any service to us, the sun shone out, and Venus could be seen 
plainly on its disk. The afternoon was equally unfa--rorable with the morning and no con
tacts vrere seen. The ill-success at Montreal was compensated to some extent at the other 
two stations, Winnipeg and Ottawa, to which the Montreal instrqments had been sent. 
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Transit of Venus.-Arrangements in Canada. Report of CHARLES 0ARPMAEL, Esq., M.A., 
F.R.A.S., Superintendent of the Meteorological Observatory, Toronto. 

[The Dominion Government had made a grant of $5,000 for the purpose of aiding 
_observations throughout Canada, and had placed the administration of it in the hands of 
Mr. Carpmael. The following is an abstract of his report.] 

(Abstract.) 

I instructed Lieut. Gordon, R.N., to proceed to England, and purchase various instru
ments, and to take the opporhmity of visiting Oxford to ascertain the exact way in which 
the English observers were being trained, and if possible himself to obtain some instruc
tion. I also requested him to endeavour to obtain a practice model fOl' use in Canada, as 
the time was very short for having anything made. In carrying out the instructions he 
was fortunate enough to be successful in every particular; he also obtained from the 
Admiralty the loan of four chronometers. 

Early in September the model was erected at McGill University: Montreal, and Dr. 
Jack, President of the New Brunswick Uniyersity, Prof. Johnson and Mr. McLeod of 
McGill University, and Mr. Chandler, pradiced with me in taking observations of the 
contacts of the model. 

After leaving Montreal I visited Quebec, Fredericton and Kingston and on my 
return to Toronto ordered such small additional appli:;wces as were necessary to complete 
the equipment of these observatOTies for the purposes of the transit. 

During my absence Lieut. Gordon had visited Woodstock and ascertained what was 
necessary to be done at the observatory thern. 

In November the model was set up on the tower of the University buildings, 
Toro11to, and the following gentlemen attrnded for practice, Prof. Williamson, Queen's Uni
versity, Kingston; Prof. Bain and Dr. Haanel, Victoria University, Cobourg; Prof. Wol
verton, Baptist College, Woodstock ; Prof. Hare, Ladies' College, Whitby ; Messrs. F. L. 
Blake, D. L. S., W. Miller, and S. R. Roberts, Toronto; and Mr. Shearman, Brantford;. as 
did also several members of the staff of· the Meteorological Office. 

Arrangements had now been made for taking observations at the following places:-

Winnipeg-See report. 

Woodstock-Observer: Prof. W olvertou. Instrument, an eight inch refractor by Fitz of 
New York, aperture reduced to six inches. 

Toronto-Observer: Charles Carpmael, director of the observatory, assisted by members 
of the staff. Instruments, a six inch equatorial, by T. Cook and Sons, York ; a 
three inch transit instrument, by Troughton and ~imms, London. Sidereal clock, 
Arnold, London, a mean time clock, chronometers, etc. 

Whitby-Observer : Prof. Hare, Ladies' College. Instruments, a six inch telescope, by Hy. 
Fitz of New York, etc. 
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Kingston-See report. 

Cobourg-See report. 

Belleville-Observer: Mr. Shearman-Instruments, 4-inch achromatic. 

Ottawa-Observer: F. L. Blake, D.L.S.; assistant, Mr. B. C. Webber. Instruments, a 4-
inch achromatic from McGill University; a transit instrument lent by the depart
ment of the interior. 

Montreal-See account elsewhere. 

Quebec-Observer: Lieut. Gordon, R. N. ; assistant, ,V. A. Ashe, D.L.S. Instruments, an 
eight inch equatorial, by Alvan Clark and Sons, aperture reduced to six inches. 

Halifax-Observer: Mr. A. Allison. Instruments, a four inch achromatic by Dollond., etc. 

Charlottetown-Observer: F. J. Cundall, C.E.-Instruments, four inch achromatic., etc. 

Fredericton-Observer: Dr. Jack. Instruments, a 7 inch equatorial reduced to six inches, 
a transit, etc. 

As the instant at which certain phases appeared had to be noted, it was essential to 
the success of the observations that the various observers should have conect time. Arran
gements were accordingly made with the Great North Western and Western Union Tele
graph Companies, for an exchange of time signals. The observers at Halifax, Fredericton 
and also at Montreal, exchanged time with Lieut. Gordon at Quebec; and Quebec, Montreal 
and all points in Ontario, with myself at Toronto. ,Ve had thus on the night before the 
transit, a complete interchange between all stations, with the exception of "\Yinnipeg; 
and it was further arrange? that those stations where obseryations were secured should 
come on again for a second interchange on the night after the transit, and accordingly, on 
the night of the 6th, I again exchanged time with Cobourg, Belleville, Kingston, and 
Ottawa and also with Montreal. 

On the day of the transit, the stations at which contacts were secuTed were:

,Yinnipeg,-the two last contacts. 

Cobourg,-third contact, atmosphere, however, very unsteady. 

Belleville, third contact, imperfect. 

Kingston, the second, third and fourth contacts. 

Ottawa, the second, third and fourth contacts. 

Before proceeding to the reports of the various observers, it will be well to consider 
the errors of the time-pieces employed. At all the stations with the exception of Win
nipeg, the times may be directly compared with the Toronto clock, there having, as already 
stated, been an interchange both on the night preceeding and on the night following the 
transit. 

I have taken great pains to ascertain, as closely as I could, what were the errors of 
the Toronto sidereal clock on the two nights in question. 

In signalling the time on the night at the 5th, the time signalled as an exact minute 
·was the 33 seconds by the chrnnometer, on the night of the 6th the second signalled was 
the :14th. The return signals from all ~tations, except Kingston and Montreal, were made 
by hand, either from clock or chronometer, and were estimated at Toronto, by ear. 
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At Kingston the Toronto signals, were taken down on a chronograph constructed by 
Prof. Dupuis, and the return signals were made by the Kingston dock, which was placed 
in circuit so as to beat every second except that at the exact minute. 

The following shows the results of the comparison on the two nights: 

Toronto and Kingston. 

D b 5th d '.a' llm 31-1~48 ecem er , mean 1uerence .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . , 

December 6th, mean difference ....................... llm 37~39 

Taranto and Ottawa. 

December 5th, Difference .............. 1-l'n -!(?67 Toronto sending. 
Difference.............. 14111 46~89 Ottawa " 

December 6th, Difference .............. 1-1111 47!51 Toronto " 
Difference .............. 14m 47~67 Ottawa " 

On the night of the 5th, comparison with Cobourg gave, as the error of the chrono
meter at Cobourg on Toronto mean time, fast 2m 27~3 at 14hrs.; and on the night of the 6th, 
at 9.20, fast 3m 23~2. 

The longitude of Toronto has usually been taken as 5h 17m 3JJ:JQ W. This result 
was obtained by an interchange of time between Quebec and Toronto in January 1857. 

Some recent interchanges of time have, however, led me to infer that it may be some
·what too small. Arrangements have now been made to connect Montreal observatory 
with Harvard observatory, Cambridge, and an interchange will be made between Montreal 
and Toronto. 

At Ottawa the chronometer which was employed was unfortunately subjected to a 
very great rnnge of temperature. 

In the exchanges of time between Ottawa and Toronto there is a discw~pancy be
tween the mean of the results on the two nights of 0!81; assuming that this change 
was due to a uniform error in the assumed rate of chronometer 1752, we find for the 
errors on Toronto mean time at the times of contract:-

1752 slow at T. M. T. at 

2nd contact 12m 25~43 

3rd contact 12m 26$7 

4th contact 12m 2(i;95 

In the exchange with Kingston taking the clock times as shown by the chronograph 
and allowing as in the case of Ottawa for the difference between the errors at the time of 
exchange we get as error of the Kingston clock on Toronto mean time, at the time of the 
several contacts as follows : 

2nd contact 12m 21~58 clock fast. 

3rd contact 12m 22~03 

4th contact 12m 22~08 

Sec. III., 1883. 12. 
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Oobourg had no transit instrument and the time therefore _depends entire~y upon the 
exchange of signals by telegraph. Interpolating we get for this error, at the time contact· 

was observed, chrometer fast on Toronto mean time 2m 28~67. 

May 13, 1883. 

Report of observations at Winnipeg by Prof. McLEOD, M.E., McGill University, Montreal. 

[Co/llmunicuted £y A. Johnson, LL.D.] 

(Abstract.) 

The instruments placed under my care were a four inch refracting, alt-azimuth 
telescope ; a portable transit by Messrs. Troughton and Simms and two mean-time chro
nometers-664 Tobias and 652 Murray. The telescope is in the possession of McGill 
College; it has a focal length of 62 inches and was provided with a fhst suTface reflecting 
prism, an Airy eyepiece of power 160, and a neutral tint wedge. 

The eycpie('e and prism wr•rc made specially for this obsnyation by Mr. Gundlach of 
Rochester, New York, and the ·wedge, which was obtained from England, is similar to 
those used in the British observations. The telescope ·has a slow motion worm-geaTing 
with handles for both altitude and azimuth. The mounti~g is very steady. The tripod 
Was unconnected with the floor of the building and rested directly on the ground. A 
rough, adjustable seat was made at the station. The following will indicate the optical 
performance of the telescope. 

1. The disc of a bright star out of focus is round, but ·with a somewhat jagged edge. 
There is the usual drnugt· of colours as the eyepiece is pulled out, namely :-from greenish 
to a green centre bordered by green changing as it is pulled still farther out to a uniform 
light purple disc. 

2. On a night of not very good definition and full moonlight o Cassiopeiae was easily 
seen double. 

3. The "rice grains" on the sun on the day of the transit were just visible with the 
thin end of the WPdgc. The "rice grains" are generally easily visible. 

The transit instrument belongs to the observatory at Quebec. It has a clear apreture 
of 11 inches and a focal length of 2-! inches. The pier was built from six feet below the 
surface of the ground. 

The chronometei· 664 is the property of the McGill College observatory, it was 
repaired and cleaned by the Messrs. Bond at Boston, U. S., for use on this expedition. 

The chronometer 652 is the property of the British Admiralty, being lent for the pur
poses of the transit of Yenus observations in Canada. 

,Ye arriYed at ,Yiunipr·g on Wednesday, November 22nd. The pier for the transit 
instrument had already been built a~d arrangements made-under the direction of 
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the Lord Bishop of Rupert's Land-for the erection of a shelter, vYhich vYith some 
slight additions proved suitable for the purposes of our work. The shelter was ten feet 
by fourteen and was divided into two compartments. The TOof which was flat and sloped 
towards the south was made-in part movable in the telescope compartment, giving an 
uninterrupted view of the sun during the time of the transit. The transit room was pro
vided with the usual opening. 

In pas.sing thTOugh Chicago I was indebted to the kindness of Colonel Clowry, man
ager of the Western Union Telegraph Company, who granted the free use of the company's 
lines for the purpose of transmitting time between Chicago and 1Vinnipeg. 

I have also plea.sure in recording the kind attention of ProfessOT Hough of the Dear
born observatory. 

Through the courtesy of the Great North ,v estern Telegraph Company and the mana· 
gers of the Winnipeg office the line from Winnipeg to Selkirk was cut and passed 
through our observing station. This gave connection with the Dearborn observatory at 
Chicago through relays at St. Paul and Chicago. 

Time Signals for Longitude. 

The signals received were those of the clock at the Dearborn observatory, Chicago. 
This dock closes the circuit at intervals of two seconds, up to the 52nd second for each 
minute except before every fifth minute when the last contact is ma.de at the fortieth 
second. 

December 4th, P. M. Signals were received during 12 minutes; obsen~ed diffe-Ienee 
in time Oh 3gm 02~95. 

December 5th, P. M. Signals were received during 3 minutes; observed difference 
in time Qh 3gm 02~3. 

Mean of differences on December 4th and 5th Oh 38m 02~62. 
Allowance for armature and current time 00·12. 
Reduced difference in time 011 38m 02~7 4. 
Longitude of Dearborn observatory 511 50m 26~78. 
Longitude of Winnipeg station 61128m 29~52. 
Time signals were also received and sent on the night of December 8th, but as no 

time observation was made subsequent to the 7th and the rate of the standard chrono
meter was not very well determined, I do not consider that a reliable difference of time 
can be obtained from this exchange. This was the only night on which my signals were 
received at the Dearborn observatory. My signals were sent by hand and received on a 
chronograph. The difference of time thus recorded as given to me by Professor Hough is 
precisely the same, to a tenth of a second, as the difference observed by me. 

These times should differ by twice the armature and current time. This error is no 
doubt almost entirely due to my imperfect sending which besides being by hand was 
otherwise not under favourable circumstances. The signals received could be compared 
with the chronometer to the nearest tenth of a second with ease. On account of these 
circumstances I have thought that greater accuracy would be obtained by making the 
determination of longitude depend, on differences obtained in one direction only, adding 
an armature time as above. 

I consider the above result to be within one second of the truth. · 
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It may be proper to add that the longitude of the station as taken from the map of 

the Government Land Surv-ey is 611 28111 29~0. 

Adv-antaO'e ,Yas taken of every clear day to practice with the telescope; making 
b • 

record of times as if the transit of Venus were actually taking place. 

The method of recording times which was adopted was as follows : Mr. H. V. Payne, 

of the Meteorological Office, Toronto, who assisted me, called out the seconds from 0.to 60 

and made a rncord of each minute as it passed. When I called " now " he wrote the 

corresponding second ( to the nearest half second) in a column opposite to the minute 

previously recorded. Having made this entry he continued counting until another signal 

was given. After the second time was recorded, Mr.Payne wrote from my dictation what 

"\Yns supposed to have been observed. This method was strictly adhered to during the 

actual observation, and a short statement of what was observed was written immediately 

after each contact. 

On the morning of December 6th, the sun was obscured by cloud and snowdrift 

until after nine o'clock. When the sun had risen above the cloud and snow banks it 

remained visible until it had again sunk behind them in the afternoon. The temperature 

during the time of the observation of contacts was 18° below zero (Fahr.) and the velocity 

of the wind was 24 miles per hour. 

On reaching the station shortly before 11 A. M. and directing the telescope on the 

sun it was found to shake so violently as to make it impossible to keep the sun in view. 

We immediately set to work to screen the telescope from the wind. After moving it 

back so that it stood entirely within the shelter we covered the rnof opening with the 

exception of a hole about one foot square through which the sun could be seen before and 

after contacts at egress. The telescope was then found to be perfectly steady. AU arran

gements were completed and the telescope directed on the sun shortly before one o'clock, 

from which time until after the third contact Venus was kept in v-iew-, principally, by 

Mr. Payne, as I wished to rest my eyes as much as possible before making the observation. 

Observations of Third and Fourth Contacts. 

7Yme record from JYforrr1,1; chronometer No. Gi>2. 

At shortly after lh. 19m. Mr. Payne began counting seconds. The following is an 

exact copy of the record : 

"Internal 
contact 

at 
Egress. 

"External 
contact 

at 
Egress. 

11. ]\[, 

1 20 
21 
22 
,)0 
_,) 

24 

1 40 
--1-1 
42 
4B 

-~-~
~~ 

I 

" •-• I 
I 

r-,5 
11 

x Light about to be broken. 
x Blackness all the -way across a second or two before this 

13 x Last appearance of g·ap, approximate. 

"Rin· grains .J·ust visible at third co11t:ic•t. Ill · · 
<• ummahon poor. Extreme thin end of 
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wedge used giving too dark a field, but sun very much too bright to be observed without 
the wedge. This applies more particularly to the fourth contact; at times near the third 
contact the illumination was nearly as bright as I desired but considering the observation 
as a whole the field was too dark. 

"I should say that the time of actual internal contact-" the first appearance of any 
well marked and persistant discontinuity in the illumination of the sum near the point 
of contact "-was considerably nearer the first time lh. 21m. 55 sec. (uncorrected) than the 
last lh. 22m. 11 sec. The time I would wish to be taken as the moment of contact as 
above defined is lh. 22m. 0 sec. on chronometer which was at the time of observation 
60·6 sec. fast, making the actual local time of contact lh. 20m. 59.4 sec. 

"At lh. 42m. 13s. equal to lh. 41m. 12·4s. local time there was the slightest possible 
appearance of a gap in the limb of the sun. Just then the illumination became very bad 
and my eye being rnther tiTed, I lost sight of the point of contact." 

I have preferred to give my notes as made during the progress of the obser-vations 
and immediately after them rather than vvhat might perhaps better express my meaning, 
written at this time. I desire however to make the following addition to these notes:-

Definition was fairly good, there being little or no boiling of the sun's limb. My 
remarks as to illumination were written immediately after the fourth contact and were 
made with the then condition of the atmosphere in my mind and were undoul?tedly 
intended to refer to that time only. 

These remarks are however correctly qualified in what follows them. The important 
point is that at third contact the seeing -was sufficiently good to leave no doubt whatever 
as to what I saw. There was no " black drop " but merely a haze which gradually 
increased to complete darkness. There was no haze at lh. 21m. 55 sec. (chronometer time) 
but it was the last instant at which I could definitely say there was no appearance of 
haze. I waited rather too long before giving the second signal at lh. 22m. 11 sec. (chro
nometer time) ttnd for this reason made the note attached thereto. 

The time I have indicated as what I would desire to be taken as the time of the third 
contact must be very near the truth. 

I stopped observing at lh. 24m. and did not recommence until lh. 39m. 
The word " approximate " following the remark opposite to lh. 42m. 13 sec. does not 

express what was intended. At that time the gap was seen but it was not seen after· 
wards. Had I continued to see it I do not think that an appearance of "gap" would 
have been visible for more than five seconds after the recorded time. 

The minutes entered in the record prceeding and following times of contact are the 
minutes during which counting was continued. After both internal and Pxternal contacts 
I verified Mr. Payne's counting by looking at the chronometer and his record while he 
still continued to count seconds. 
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Transit of Venus, Dec. 6th: 1882.-Report of Observations at Kingston Observatory. 

By PROF. WILLIAMSON, LL.D. 

(Abstract.) 

We had so far the advantage in preparing for the "Transit" here that the longitude of 
the site of the former Observatory building had been previously determined by every known 
method, continued for a number of years, as well as by telegraphic communications to 
be 511 5m 54". 6 ·W., with a probable error of not more than -Ai of a second. 

Its latitude had been no less carefully ascertained by a series of ob$ervations near zenith 
stars-particularly B.A.O., 4841, 5400, 6013, and 6731,-by transit with attached micrometer 
in the prime-vertical to be -!-!° 13' 21". 7 N. 

The site of the new observatory building in 'which observations began to be taken last 
year is on higher ground, and a little further to the west, and the necessary triangulation 
being made, the longitude and latitude of the equatorial pier, from ~hich the transit was 
viewed, wern found to be 51-i 5111 56\ 4 ,V., and 4-!0 13' 2;j", 2 N., respectively. 

The instruments· in the observatory are the "Beaufoy Transit," lent by the Royal 
Astro~omtcal Society, and a small portable transit by Simms, both in excellent order. In 
the tower at the west end of the building is the equatorial by Alvan Clark. 

rl'here are also mean time, and sidereal clocks, with excellent escapements and com
pensation pm1dulums constructed by Professor Dupuis. 

The instruments usually employed are the large Beaufoy transit, and the equatorial, 
and those were made use of in connection with the transit of Venus. 

The Beaufoy transit has an object glass of three inches clear aperture, and 50 inches 
focus. · 

The equatorial has a 6¼ inch o~ject glass, of 8 feet focus, and at the end next the eye 
was fitted with a solar Teflecting prism, and neutral tint glasss -wedge. The eye-piece em
ployed in viewing the transit, was a positive one, with a po,,'er of a hundTed and twenty, 
which ,vas found to giYc the sharpest and best defined Yision of the limbs of the sun and 
planets. :Besides the elo('kR already referred to, t"wo otheT time keepers were available, and 
the times of contact as giYen by these on the day of the lransit were alone employed. 

The one was a half-second M.T. chTonometer, numbeT 2382, by PaTkinson and Frod
sham, lent by the BTitish Admiralty for the use of Canadian observers, and the other a very 
perfect M. T. clock in Professor Dupuis' house, with compensation pendulum and Denison's 
gravity eseapement, and electrically connedl•d with a chronograph there and with the 
observatory. 

Both the clo('k and chronograph are of Professor Dupuis' construction, the rate of the 
clock bei.ng Yery steady. 

On the evening of the 5th of December, clock signals were rl·eeivcd from Toronto, 
and also on the evening of the 16th. 

The difference bd-wel'll the means at ToTOnto and Kingston from the result of the 
signal exchanges is 11m 37s 7. Each second for four minutes of KinO'ston mean time was 

b 

also on the evening of the 6th signalled to Toronto. Special observations were made for the 
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determination of the rates of the chronometer and clock every time the weather permitted, 
for upwards of two weeks before the day of the transit, and the evening of the 6th being 
very fine advantage was taken, soon after the transit was over, of observations of stars for 
ascei·taining the· observatory time, and the rates with all possible precision, and of com• 
pleting the examination for the azimuth. 

On the 6th, the early mon1ing sky was overcast, as the time for the commencement of 
transit approached; however, it became clearer, and Professor Dnpuis and I repaired to our 
posts, while Mr. James M. Dupuis was at hand to render very useful assistance in various 
ways as it might be necessary. One of the passing clouds which were beginning to disperse 
obscured the view of the first external con tad, and the planet was in consequence not seen 
until it had partly entered on the sun's disc. 

The approach to the first internal contact was noted at 911 1m 25S, by chronometer and 
by chronograph connected with mean time clock. 

The fhst internal contact, itself, that is when the limbs of the sun and planet appeared 
ju~t to touch each other, took place as nearly aei could be judged, at gri 1°1 44', by chrono
meter, or 911 18m 58

• 8 L observatory mean time. FOT a little vv hile after the limbs seemed 
slightly to separate, a dark shade occupied the narrow interval between them extending a 
little way on each side of the formeT points of apparent contact. The time when this dark 
shade began to break away and disappear occurred at 911 2m 40s by chronometer, or 911 19m 
1s. 81 observatory mean time: This I regard as the true time of internal contact at ingress. 
There was still some remaining haziness in the atmosphere, but as the sky -was bright and 
free from clouds at the time, both of these coiltacts were very distinctly seen. There was 
nothing of the so-called black drop, but only the dark shade already refened to. 

The first internal contact at egress took place at 211 25 111 44'. 5 by chTOnometer, or 211 42m 
7,_ 15 observatory mean tinw. The dark haze seen at ingress in the mon1ing began this 
time to be again observed at egress, but the interval during which it continued and dis• 
contiu.uity was noted, was much shorter than in the forenoon. The last internal contact at 
egress, that is when the outlines of the limbrs appeared exactly to touch, occtured at 211 

26m 4.5' by chronometer or 211 42m 278
• 15 by observatory mean time. The former of these I 

consider the true mean time of internal contact at egress. The last external contact took 
place at 211 46m 358, by chronometer, or observatory mean time, 311 201 57s_ 7. 
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Transit of Venus, Dec. 6th, 1882.-Report of the observations at Oobourg. 

By A. R. BAIN. 

[Communicated by C. Cmpnwcl, M.A.] 

(Abstract.) 

A few minutes before 8 A.l\L, dense masses of clouds began to rise in the north-west, 
and by ten minutes past eight the whole heavensi with the exception of a small area in the 
north and east were covered, completely shutting out the sun from view. These clouds 
did not break away till long after external and internal contact at ingress were passed. 

Shortly before two the atmosphere, which had been comparatively steady began to be 
disturbed, and rapidly became worse while flying clouds now and again swept across the 
face of the sun. Before the time of internal contact at egress the boiling of the atmosphere 
was such as to render observations very unsatisfactory. 

The limbs of sun and planet appeared to spin. 
The limb of the sun at which contact was about to take place seemed to consist of 

filaments of light, each revolving swiftly in a small spiral, 
Internal contact at egress appeared to take place at :2'1 33m :27', hy the chronometer, 

which was then 2m :2D". 5 fast of the time at the Toronto observatory. Just at this critical 
time a cloud swept sun and planet out of sight, and when it had passed a small arc of the 
planet's limb was decidedly beJ'ond the sun's limb, while a narrow beautifully distinct 
white line of light surrounded that portion of the planet's limb ·which was beyond the 
sun. 

1'he telescope used was a 4½ inch refractor, equatorily mounted, and made by Smith, 
Beck & Beck, London, England. Power employed was about 150. 

The ever narrowing band of light over which the planet was slowly moving as it 
approached the sun\; limb was heaving, boiling and apparently spinning in manner des
cribed in previous report ; other than this nothing peculiar was seen. Ko black drop 
presented itself, no distortion of planet's limb, such as an elongation towards point of 
contact, nor till part of the planet was beyond sun's disc did any arc of white light surround 
the planet's disc. The exact instant when that beautiful white arc of light first appeared 
I know not, for just after what seemed to be contact a cloud came over, and when it was 
passed the arc of light was there. The cloud was on face of planet and sun full fiv-e 
seconds. 

It was impossible to take a point North and another South of the point at which con· 
tact was about to take place, and note when the illumination of the point of contact began 
to be distinctly less than that of the points chosen; for the sun's limb ·was not still enough 
to admit of any such thing. It appeared constantly to heave and surge. 

With this exception the planet moved steadily towards contact, presenting no pheno
mena different from those ohsL'lTed at any earlier stage. The A, B, O, D, E were remarks 
made at the telescope while the observation was making, the exact word used, and the 
instant at which each phrase was spoken being noted by the assistants. 
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During the day the sun's surface was mottled, but presented no well-marked rice ()'rains 
no interlacing willow pattern. 

0 

' 

~pproximate position of observing station taken from United States charts of Lake 
Ontar10 :- · 

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

E. 

F. 

Latitude 43° 57 N. Longitude, 5h 12m 37.58
• 

TIME NOTES.--INTERNAL CONTACT AT EGRESS. 

2h 32111 

" 33 

" " 

" " 

" " 

44 8 

5s 

27s 

33s 

88, 

Atmosphere very unsteady. 

Approaching contact. 

Now. 

Cloud.,. 

Passed. 

Illumination of Atmosphere of Venus. 

Violent boiling of sun's surface. Observations very 
unsatisfactory. 

Transit of Venus, Dec. 6, 1882.-Report of Observatirms at Ottawa. 

By F. L. BLAKE, D.L.S. 

[Communicated by C. Carpmael, JI. A.] 

(Abstract.) 

I was assisted in these observations by Mr. B. C. Webber of the Meteorological Service, 
and the following instruments were used :-a four inch achromatic telescope, alt-azimuth 
mounting, a Transit instrument, by Messrs. Troughton & Simms, 2½ inch 0. G., and chro-

nometer, Frodsham, 1752. 
The temporary observatory was erected on Nepean Point, in Latitude 45° 26' N., and 

Longitude 5h 2 11 48s W., approximate geographical positions. 
On the evening of the 5th, exchanged time with the Toronto observatory. The weather 

was very cloudy and threatening to snow. The morning of the 6th broke out with dense 
clouds at low elevation, with no immediate prospect of breaking. Soon after eight o'clock 
signs of clouds dispersing in S. E. At 8h 1.sm by chronometer sun shone out brilliantly. 
Sighted on the sun and focussed on sun spots at 8h 2~111

; rice grains on sun just discernible. 

Definition of telescope very fine. 
Sec. III., 1883. 13. 
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Towards internal contact clouds began to pass over the sun hiding it completely at 
times. Just before internal contact caught a glimpse of the sun through a break in the 
c]oud which lasted long enough to catch ihe contact. No black drop observed. Bright 
cusps of sun met at 811 ;">Jm 5l8. The sun became obscured 811 :">0 111 08\ during which 
interval of 17 seconds the band of light between the limbs of Venus and the sun 
broadened considerably. The time, 8h 5401 51s was last iime of appeamnce of discon
tinuity in the illumination of apparent limb of sun. 

Clouds again gathered thickly and snow began to fall. Snow-storm continued with
out intermis3ion up to 211 501 when the clouds began to clear off in the South-east. At 2h 
12m, the sky was perfectly clear in the South and West, and the Sun began to peep out, when 
Venus was observed approaching contact at egress being then about half its own diameter 
from limb of sun. Mr. Webber commenced to count at 21t 16m; at 2'1 17m 19', slight 
fading in light was observed near point of contact, which gradually increased until 2'1 1801 

oo~; when contact was observed by first appearance of blackness like that of the 
planet and the bright cusps began to recede. 

No black drops or distortion of the limb of Venus was observed although the edge of 
the sun was boiling just a little. 

I used an illumin.ation about midway between total darkneess and brightness th~t the 
eye could just bear. When the planet was half-way off the sun, I thought I could faintly 
discern the limb of the sun, but could not be sure of it. 

I again exchanged time with the Toronto Observatory on the evening of the day of 
Transit. A set of transits were taken at the observatory at Nepean Point on December 
1st and 7th, by Captain E. Deville, Chief Inspector of Surveys, and on the 3rd of December 

· by myself. 
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On the Transition Resistance to the Electric Current at the bounding surface between 
amalg-amated Zinc electrodes and solution of Zinc Sulphate. By Prof. .J. G. 
MACGREGOR, M.A., D.Sc., F.R.R.E. 

[Abstract.] 

After giving a sketch of former experiments on the same subject, the author describes 
his own method and results. His method was a modified form of that of Beetz.'* As 
electrolytic cell he used a glass box, in which he could insert parallel to the amalgamated 
zinc electrodes four thin plates, also of amalgamated zinc. When the plates were inserted 
the current had to cross ten surfaces of contact; when they were not, it had to cross only 
two. The box was so arranged that the insertion of the thin plates diminished the 
resistance by an amount not greater than 15~ of the resistance of the cell. The solutions 
used were boiled befoTe each set of observations, and the electTodes and plates were kept 
for some time before use in a boiling solution of the same constitution. The condensation 
of dissolved gases on the metallic surfaces was thus, as much as possible, prevented; The· 
author found ·great difficulty in getting his electrodes and plates into a state in which 
they would neither originate a current themselves, when dipped in the solution, nor 
become polarized when a current was sent through the cell. In some cases, however, he 
succeeded in making them Plectrically similar, and in keeping them so during the time of 
observation. In these cases, he measured the resistance of the cdl with and without the 
plates, and found either no difference of resistance or differences very slight in amount 
and of variable sign. Eight transitions, therefore, produced no apprnciable change of 
resistance. The apparatus used would easily indicate a difference of resistance of 0.1 ohm. 
Hence the transition resistance at one surface of contact of the area of the plates used (100 
sq. cm.) could not be greater than 0.0125 ohm. For the purpose for which the experiments 
were made, this result was sufficient. It agrees with that of Beetz. The author had 
made these experiments, notwithstanding Beetz's published result, for reasons stated in a 
paper previous I y published. t 

* Pogg. Ann., Bd. cxYii., 1862, p. 1. 

t Proc. R. ~- Edin., 1874-5, p. 55G. 
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I.-T!te Quebec Grmip £n Geology, with an Introcluctor/j Arldrcs'i. 

R,11 A. H. C1. NEL"\VY~, LL.D., F.H.N .. 

(Read -:\lay :20, 188:2.) 

We han' already lish'ncd to the inh•rt>sting address of His Excdlen(_'y the• patron and 
founder of our NociPty, and also to those of our esteemPd Pn~sident and Vice-President. 
Principal Dawson and M. ( 1h:rnYl'm1. ,Y ho ha Ye dPalt fully ancl far mm·p ably than I 
could do, with the- Yast history and the fuhue prospc>ds ofliterature and s<'inncP in Canada. 
including geological 1'f'S(',n('h, to which our Presi(knt has so largPly contribut<·d. Tlwn'

fore, but few remarks of a g'<'lll'rn 1 nature s('Pm to be needed from me on this oc<'asion. 
Then· is, howeYer, one su~jL·d, I desiTe briefly to allnd(• to lwfrm_• entering on that which 
I han' sel(•ded for tht• considPrntion of this the first g·at ht•ring of Canadian geologists 
representing all parts of the Dominion. 

In my PXp(·riencP of scientilic work nothing has impressed me more forcibly than the 
little sympathy and the constant '· strn!.rg·le for lift," which st·it>ntists have to encounter in 
1ww countries and by which their ext·rtion:-; in the rnnsP of f-('il'nce are sadly hampered 
and retanfod. Thi:-;, doubtl(•ss, arisPs largely from the fad that in such countrief,; men of 
leisure and of means are few and far between, and only a small fra~tion of thPf-;E' few is 
found who tak(' any inten,st in Hcientific wOTk. To the larg-('1' number s1wh inYl'stigations 
an· wholly ,Yithout int('l'Pst, be('am,P they leave to them no appaTent or immediate prac
tical ya,lue or one tlrnt can lw estimated in dollars and ccintf-. In spih·, 110\V('Yl'l', of these 
diffi('ultiPs Canadian g·(•ologists have succeeded in attaining and holding a recognized and 
highly honorable position in thP scientific \Vorld. It is needh·ss to cl well on the histmy 
and details of the strnQ·£?,·le which has a('hieved this n•f-ult and in which yon all, with others 
now no more, lurn· nobly shared. It behoYes us, however, and ('s1w('inlly the young-L'r 
members of the cm·pf-, to remembn that tht• fight is not ended, that. as in the past, so in 
the future, the i--trrn2:!.!.·}p will haY(' to ht• maintained. Rut if this No:·idy, now so .mspi
ciously inaugurated. effects that mm·h rn·ed(•d ('Oll\'(_•ntration and l'onsolidation of the t•fforts 
of the hitherto scattered combatants, uniting th(·m in one solid phalanx, we may feel 
assured that the struggle of the future will be a far ll•ss arduous 01w than that of the past. 
More especially will this he so if we rn-,~er for a moment forget that the only object of 
scientifi(' ('nquiry is truth. That the sonl and lifl' of this search in whi('h Wt' are all 
L'ngag('d consists in the fresh interchangl' of thought, in the love of full and complete 
inn'stigation, with faiT and open disr·ni--sion, unhiasspd by and inespe<'frn· of all personal 

consi(krations and based not on theory, but on carefully ohserYl'd and honestly :-;takd 
fads. ~nch evidencP, tn·akd in th(' spirit I have indicakd, l'l'l'tainly will lead us to the 
truth, but WP mnst always gnanl again:-;t confoundillg it, as haf- so often lH·en done, with 
ingenious theory and dogmatic ass(·rtion. lw('ans(' tlws(', howeYL'l' den'r or eloquently 
supported tlH·y may lw, aTe almost c(·rtnin to k·ad ns in a din,dion tlw very oppositL· to 
that in which it should be our aim to trnn'l. For similar l'L'a:--olls partizanship, however 

~LW. IY., 1. 
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. l l I , .. "'\r•11·, f'o1· 1]1is re-<'Xamiuation whiGh he Tlw part of t lw country :-:P edP( >y :--;11 \ 1 1a,m · . , . 
· 1 f' f' · · • • · tlie -.··111(•\·:-; of tlw ~I Fraw·1:-; and N1rnlet nur1ec. on or our SU('('(':-;:-;n·p spn:-;011s, "a:-; 111 , ( . · · 

Rin•ri:; in the vil·inii y of Hichmond and Danvill('. on 1lw line of 1 he Grand Trunk Hail \\'ay. 
In .Tnl~·, mi-I-, he a:-;k~)d nw to accompany him to Hichmond to look at some of tlw Pxposures 
mid o·i~·e him mv opinion on the structure. I :-;p('llt four day:-: in this examination, but 
found it impof,:i-;ible without making a much mme extended in-H:-;ti~:a1ion to arriYe at any 
conclusion on tlw points at i:-;sut>. The following month, An!.?:n:-;L lHi-1-, ~ir ·William left 
Canada in failing· health, but with tlw intention of returning tlw 1•n:-;nini2: :--prin~· to con
tinue the \York.'- In April, l~i;'>, I rcn•ivt>d a le1 h•r from him n•:,.;p(·ding an anan!,!·(•11w11t he 
·wi:-;lwd to makr• for a boriuµ: to lw put do,vn rn•:H Hichmond. on the ~t. Francis River, "·ith 
a Vil'\\' of finally :-;dtling the question of the relative por--itions of tlw black slatPs and lime
stones (lo,vPr black slaki-;), then rel'.ently discovered to hold fof,::-;il:-:, and the adjacPnt crys
tallirn~ dolomites and metamorphic schists. This ums<·d me to ask him ,vhether there 
,vas not in the Eastern Townships some place wlwl'(' the fonnations presented a less dis
turbed and ·complicated structure than tlwy evidently did in the vi(·inity of Hichmond and 
Danville and wht>re the question could be solved ,vithout Tesortirnr to the expensi,·e pro
cess of boTing. lk replied that he did not know of any such plac·e. This ,vas the last 
communication I had ,vith him. In the following Auµ:u:-;t death do:-:ed his labours, and 
the prqjected boring was not carried out. It now dtTolv<'d upon uw either to publish thr• 
nrnp as it stood or to personally invt>:-;tigate the whole matter and plaC'l· myself in a position 
to decide which view was the correct one, or at h1ast to corroborate one or othrr of the 
conflicting opinions. In the interests of truth I chose t lw latkr though infinitely more 
troublesome co1use. 

The Slll'l'l'Pding summer, 187l>, I accordingly commenced a peTsonal examination of tlw 
Quehec Group and continued it at intl'lTals, as other duties permitted, during the seasons 
of H\i7 and 187t). Dming these thn·e s1.•aso11:-; I han~ carefully, though not yet sutficiently, 
examined the counfry, nos:--ing and re-crossing it, from the Vermont boundary to the north 
end of the Island of Orleans. I lutn· abo followed and closely l'Xamined thl' shon·s of the 
Lowt>r ~t. Lawrence, from Kamouraska to a point about Sl .. n·nty miles sonth-Wl':-;t of Capl' 
Rosier, in Gaspf•, and I haxe followPd, ortried to do so, mile a!h·r mile of the boundaries of 
t lw divisions of thP Quelwl' Group as laid down on the map. 

I commenced the wmk strongly impn•:-;:-;(_•d with 1lw id(_•a of the 1.·01Tl'c·1nl'ss of Nir 
,Villiam Logan':-; vit>ws, but I \\'as soon compelled by the inesistihle logic of fads, ('arefnlly 
t>xamined on thP grnnnd, to adopt a diffen•nt opinion and 01w very closely in acl'ordance 
with tlw lakr vi('\\'s of Dr. T. Nteny Hunt, and as I now find frnm a careful :--tudv of Nir 
William\.; reporb of 18-l!--t.S, also in many respect:-; a~Tt'l1i1tg- with the early vil'\\::-; of Nir 
\Villiam hi1rnwlf, but which a1knvanl:-: ap1war, without any further or more ('Xknded 
1•xamination of thl' area on his part, to h;_n-t• lwt•n chanµ:1.•(l, an~l a :--cheme of the structure 
1mbstituted to al'l'ord with 1·(.•rtain tlwories of metamorphism and with the Yt•ry imperfect 
p:d:.t>o11tolo!2·i1·al c•,·idt•nn• whi('h was then aniilabll'. It will n•ry naturally hi• a:-;kt·d 
wlwt lwr La :-;trn.n!2't'r to Canad:1 and ( \m:.ulian gvoloi.ry, wa:-; competent to revis(' 1 lw conclu
sions of 8Uch an Pxpert a:-; my pn•d1'('l':--:-;or, ~ir \Y illiam Lo!.,ran, undoubtedly wa:-;. And it 
st>t•m:-; d1.•sirnhl1-, evPu at th(• risk of lwi1tg- liable to the a(·1·usat inn of eo·otism · to statt· briefly 
what my c1ualifications WPl'P in this n" 0 ·nnl I 111·1\' th,, 11 -··iy t}
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geological fiel<l ·work commenced on the British s1u-,·py in Hl--1-;i nnder ~ir Ifrnry r_r. dt' la 
Be<'he, the originator of .111 an nrate and syi-d,,matic gw>logirn.l su1i:Pyi11g. l\Ty Ji(•ld of 
labour under this a,·complished mast,,r for tlw following eight y(•an-: was ('hil'ily amongst 
the I'ala•ozoi(' and OklPr Cry:-;talline rncks of North "\Valt•s, and tlw bordering· ,,·1·st(•rn coun
ti(•s of England. 

In Hti:2 I was selected by ~ir Remy T. de la Beche, and sent hy the :--,1•netary of Stat<"' 
for the Colonies, to comnwn(_'e the Geological ~m YPY of the Colony of Vil.'toria, Anstmlia. 
ThPn', in the auriferous ro(_'ks of that distant land, I thought I n•cognized my old friends of 
North "\ValPs, and ,-vas not long in finding ei;idem·1· of their being so, in an abundant and 
familiar Cambrian and ~ihuian fauna, up to that date unknovn1 in the southern hemisphere. 
My labours amongst the Pa]a·ozoi(' rncks of Australia wen· then continued "\Yithout inter
mission for :-;ixteen ypars, or up to the date, l~Gfl, "\Yhen ~ir "\Villiam requested nw to take 
up the "\York in Canada. 

Thus, "\Yhen in 1876, as already stat0d, I commenced to inn':-;fr:ratP the sti:ucture of the 
Quebec Group, I did so ·with thirty-one year\; experience in strntigrnphical "\York chiefly 
among the ancient formations in Europe, Australia and America, an amount of experience 
of Palmozic and Archu--an geology in time and space \\' hich pro ha hly no other geologist on 
the Continent could claim, ~ir ·William Logan, himself, not PX<'epted. Besides this accumu
lated experi~nce, the great and ini;ahrn hle storn of fads gathered and n·rnrded by my 
predecessor, or under his direction, "\Ya:-; at my disposal, Tendering thP inYP8tig-ation a com
paratiYely easy task; and I must here state my conYidion that, had Sir "\\~illiam been able 
to personally examine the details of the stTucture oyer the whole area, he could hardly ha Ye 
failed to see the impossibility of maintaining the theoretical subdiYisions of the Que he(_· 

Group. And we must not forµ:d that the disfribution of the formations composing it, as 
depicted on the map, though t>udorsed by ~ir William, is not the result of his own person~1l 
work, but almost entirely of that of his assistant:-;, who at the tiuw were really without 
expeTience or training in stratigraphical ·work among metamorphic and highly disturbed 
formations, suc-h as those of Ea:-;krn Canada, and who, haying no (.'x1wril•nce to gui<.fo them, 
appear to have done all that perseYntmn' and honest hard work in a Y1•ry difficult counhy 
could accomplish in elaborating and re1)1'esenting the opinions of others. 

Ou the firnt point enumernkd the evicknce is, I rnnsider, plain and unmistakahl,,, 
indicating that the fossiliferous portions of the" Quebec Group" an·, as a whole, perfodly 
distinct from and newel' than those which make up the snbcrystalline belt of thl· South
Past. 

The pn•t·ise dividing line lwi ,n·en tlwsu two groups of :-;irata is not easily tran·d, bnt 
I have endPaYotued to indirnh· it on the map exhibikd, and this line will bL• found to cor

respond H'TY closely with that gin'n by Sir "\Yilliam Logan, pag'l• :2U-:28 of his report for 
lH--1-7-48, ns the sonth-ea:-;i.eTn limit of the spat'L) ocl'upied by what he then ('Hlll'd tlw dark
coloured slates and limvstones. Of this an'a and its limit he says : "The belt has been 
tra<·P<l from the Proyinn• lint\ with s011w interruptions to tht• to,Ynship of ,..\r1hahrn-:ka :md 
beyond it." Aud H!.!:ain, ,. The <.'ast,•rn limit of tlw span~ ihPy thns (ll'l'Hpy in this part, al't,•r 
no:--8ing the township of ~t. Annand, in ,shich it keeps ahont a mile to tlw \\'(•st ward of 
Frelighsburgh, Pnkr:-; the township of Durham at th(• sonth-\\'(•st corner; trn,·1•rsi11g· this 
township diagonally, and that of Farnham by (bk Monntai11. it l'llh'r:-; ~lwiford at the 
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:-;ont h-wi·st corner :irnl run8 ilH·Hcl' to t hi' north li1w of Uw t own:--hip in t lw Yi1·i11it y of the 

t\\·<'lnh lot. Tlwy :nu :1µ:ain trn1·1•ahl1· from tlw south-1•a,-dl'rn part of Roxton, acroHs the 

north-wi·:--tPrn part of Ely. tlw :--onth-ea:-dern corner of Adon. and thern•p through Durham 

to tlw ~1. Frnw·i:--. \\·hi1·h thP :-;onth-P:u-,t<·rn limit of them nosses about three milP:-- below 

thP 1irn· bet\Y1·Pn this town:--hip and that of MP1bounu·. Thi:-- limit, running- thern·1• through 

the ,vholP 11•1l!!'1 h of King_·:-;py_ and ke0ping_· ahout two mil<':--, and somctim0s rather les:-;, from 

the diYi:--ion 1H·1 \\'P<'ll it ;n<l. Nhipton, gains thP Arth:1h1:--l'a road, which it follov.rs through 

,Y:nwi('k and Arthabaslrn, ailPrwards attaininµ: th1· Yic-inity of the line behYl'Pll Halifax 

and ~mm•r:-;Pt. which it kt>eps to the continuous one of Jnyerness."· 

In the fon,goirnr quotation thr· line i:-- a1T1uah·ly described ,Yhich I haYc quite inde

pP11d1•11t }y tra<·0d and :-;hr•wn on the map a:-; the di-d8ion lwhY1·en the fossiliferous and the 

ny:-;talline portion of the Q1wlH•1· Grnup, and we :--PP it \\·ns then, 18--17, yery correctly recog

nized hy ~ir ,Yilliam Logan, m, mnrkiw.!· a distinct !.!'<•ologfral h01'izon; and he compared 

the bPds on the 11orth-w0st side of it to tlw shall':-- and limestones of Grantham and the 

IlidwliPn and Yamaska 1-i-nn.; in the following ,Yords: "Thr•se beds hPar a sfrong resem

hlancP to the shales and limP:--1011<•:-; of Grn,ntham, their minenil ('haracter being tlw same, 

and rn·1·a:-;io11nlly a frt>bler one (for no fos:--ils m·1· found iu them) to the ('al<-arPous and are11a

<·1•cms shales of ilw Yamm,ka an<l RicheliPu. ex1·Ppt that tlwy are finner and harder; and 

it s1·1'ms not improbable that this part of the sPction is a repetition of those measures." 

Later the theoretical boundaries of thl' theoretical formations of Levis and ~ill Pry, with 

the suhsPqm•utly added Lauzon, into which the region was diYided, were run diagonally 

a1To:-;:-; tlw tnw strike of the strata as above described, resulting in a map which, on Pxam

ination of it on tlw ground, I found to be pPrft,dly incomprehensible, and opposed not only 

to 0very pTinciple of strabgraphi<'al mapping, but also to tlw mineralogical and palmontolo

gical PYidt'lH'l' afforded by the roe.ks themseln•s. 

From lffn•r111':--:-;, the north-eaf--ternmost point to which thL· belt was traced hy ~ir \\~il

liam, it can b<· <·a:-;ily follo,yed to thP t>xtr1•11w point of the Uaspe peninsula, and has now 

yiPlded fossils throughout it:-- entire h•11gth and breadth, though included in it an• CL'Ttain 

m·L·as of rnd :-;lak and sandstone (to which I shall again allude) in which no fo:-:sils have as 

yd been deit•1·t1·d ; while in tlw other parts of its distribution th<· fo:--:--ih indi1·ate that both 

Hudson Riv<·r, Trenton and lA·Yis or Cakifrrnu:-- are induded \\·ithin the arna. 

To the nmth-wL·st the i'o:-:silift'rou:-; belt unde1· desniption, ('omposing· the so-called 

QlwlH•c group, is bounded, or supposed to hL' boundt>d, throughout its entire lPngth from 

tlw Vermont boundary to th" nOTth end of thl' Island of Urll'a11s, hy what has been designa

t<·d the great ~t. La\\TL'll<'L• and Champlain fault, described on pagL' ~B-! of tlw Geology of 

(_ \mada. l~c;::, The charndl•r and course of this b1·eak I :-;hall again rl'ii•r to. 

. To t~e. sol~th-<·ast, thL· limit of thl• fossilif1:·rnus lH·lt throughout a great pm-t of the same 

d1sta111·<' 1:-; md1cah•d by a marked step in the country, 1•:-;pc·i·ially promiiwnt from tlw villn!.fe 

of ~t. Christopher, north-eastward through the township:-- of liffPl'lll'ss, North Halifax a;1d 

LP<'lb. It is fuTther marked hy an Putin• ahsP111·p to tlw sonth-i'ast of mff tracp ol' fossils, 

and by tlu, totally diffen.·nt a:--1wd of tlw :--frata. In some parts of it:-; 1-o~nsi~ the line has 

much tlw ap1wara11n~ of a fault. though I ha,·1· not yd found snti:--fadory eYidPiu·c of its 

being so. It prohahlv l'Ombines the 1'1·atnrPs both of •t ±\ult and a,11 · c ·t B t 
• • • • • < <- <- UnC'Ol11Ol'llll y. · U 

what1·Yel' the uatun~ of tlw hne 111 1t:-; d1Hi•n·llt· l)"l't'-' lll'l\r 1)1• t·l1' . . ·1. t b 
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no reasonable doubt that it mtrnt lw n·gar<l(•<l as marking the jundion oft h(· Palmozoic and 

pn·-Paheozoic systems, ilrn latter probably Huronian. 
On the rreoloo·ical maps of Canada, already alluded to, thL1 strata on either side of tlw b o . . 

li1w, though yery different in aspL'd, are run togdlwr and all indndt'<l in one or oth(·r of 

the subdi-dsions of the QnehPc group. 
On l)arre 23ti of the Geology of Canada, 186:3, the differencL's mentioned arn noticed m; 

0 . 

follows by Sir ,V. Logan:-" In different parts of the distribution the rocks of tlw qnL'hL•c 
Group seem to yary considerably in the charadm· of the s,'<liments l'omposin~· tht•m ; they 
present, mo1.·eoyer, OY('r an·ns of considerable extL'nt, two Yery differPnt lithologil'al asp('L·ts, 
being in one much mor0 <'rystalline than in the otlwr." If to thi:-; we add that the un
altered portion is highly fossiliferous throughout its c•ntil'l' distribution, from Venn.out to 
Gaspe, while no fossils haye been found in tlw alt(•n'd portion, and that the former e·nn·y
w lw1-..._• dearly O\'(•rliPs the lattL·r, unless i h,1 dips are l'\'YL'l'SPd, of whil'h ilwrn is no L'\'idL•nce, 
we haYL', I think, th(' strong\'st possibl(' proof of the' total diff1:•rPlll'L' in agl' of the two SL'l'i('S. 
It may also lw remarked that though tlw rocks composing tlw older i:wriL's an· !_\'('nnally 
LTystallinP, the alteration i:-; not so complete a:-; to haYe oblih•rah•<l. had they <:'Yl'l' existl'cl, 
all traL'L'S of the numerous and c·hantdnistic fosisib so abundant in the imml'diah·ly adjoin
ing strata of what I hold to be the inner sPri('S. 

I also wish to clin•c·t attention to the kind of strudm·L· W\' must commit onrsPlYL'S to if ,, 
we adopt the supposition of the identity of the crystalline and non-crystalli1w fossiliferous 
portions of the QtwlWL' Group. FOl' this purpose I have constructed a Sl'(·tion on the Province 
linL', from Lake~ Memphremagog to Lake Champlain. The colors are the :--anu• as n:-;(•d on 
the maps ref't•rrt>d to, and slww with the' (•xh•ml(•d lines of clip, the scycral theoretfral Sillery 
basins and the intenening L~Yis-Lauzon anticlinals. 

The outline of the SL'dion is from adual uwasuremeut of 8lopt>s and di:--tann•s, and is 
plotted on a true scale, Yl'rtical and horizontal, of two miles to one inch, or four tiuws that 
of the map. 

Au Pxamiuatiou of this sPdion and of tlw fads statL•d will, I think, slww tlw impro
bability of any such 8h'ndun· exi1-,ting as is depicted on the :-;(•(·tion, and not only 1 hat it is 
unsupported, but distinctly opposc•d hy t lw palmontological, lithological and phy~il'al 
evidence, and that it can only bl' explai1wd by assuming anticliual and synclinal folds ,mcl 
overturned clips to OlTUr w lwn~ there i8 no PYiclenl'e of tlwir l'Xisklll'L', and certain blal'k 
slates and lime•stoues, now proved to be of Trenton agL', to be older than the Levis forma
tion, and to be almost tlw lowest strata of the ~ntton and ~t. Joseph antidinal. 

If we rnad pag1•s :2:38 to :2--b:3 of the Gc·ology of (\macla, 18ti:3, it will be seL'll that this 
assumption of anticlinal and synclinal aXL'S and reY1'n,L•cl dips has lwt'll rnrriPd to its utmo:-;t 
limit, and nothing can more concln:-;i\'(•ly pro\'(' than the following ('Xtrads that the whole 
theory of the istrndure of the Qtwlwc Group has bsen foundt.:'d on this a:-;snmption ratlwr 
than on the cYideuce which the fad:-; afford. 

Speaking of one of the antidinals in the so-called low1~r hlack slaks, which is dc•sig
nated the BayL'r and Stanbridg"<' anticlinal, we find, pag1_• :2:3n, the following remarks:-

" ThTOurrhont their distrihntion on this anticlinal, tlws(' lower ro(·ks coiu,i:-;t of dark 
0 

grey and black <"by :-;bh•s, oftl'n L"arbona,(·1•(ms, vvit h souw hands of a lig·hh'r colour. Tlw 
slate.:, arc intcrstratificd in some parts with thin gr('Y sandst Olll'S, and in others with thin 
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black and dark-grey limestones, which are occasionally in sufficient quantity to be wrought 
for lime-burning. A mass of this description is quarried for the purpose on the twenty
sixth lot of the first range of Farnham, near the western limit of the area which has been 
described. The rock contains veTy small, almost microscopic trilobites and fragmen.ts of 
small brachiopods. The genera are: Ptilodictya, Graptolithus, Orthis, Leptrena, Ampyx, Dal
manites, Lichas, Triarthrus, and Agnostus. The Ptilodictya strongly resembles P. acuta, and may 
be the same; while one, Leptrena, cannot be distinguished from L. sericea. These fossils 
have a less ancient aspect than might ha-ve been expected in the Potsdam formation ; so 
that the Farnham slates, with similar ones in other localities, may be brought into position 
by some of the many complicated dislocations which affect the strata. Except, howeYer, 
where such fossiliferous strata are known to· occur, the black slates· and limestones will be 
provisionally described as older than the Quebec group." 

" The anticlinal form which these slates are supposed to possess between the Province 
line and Ste. Croix can scarcely be proved from a comparison of the dips. These are in 
general at high angles, and though sometimes to the one side and sometimes to the other 
of the strike, they do not always coincide in direction with the results deducible from the 
geographical distribution of the strata, several of them being no doubt overturned dips. 
Such as are considered to be of this character generally point to the south-east, but this is 
not the case in every instance. The anticlinal form is rather to be inferred from the arrange
ment of the superior rocks on each side, and from the fact that the black slates and lime
stones are traceable nearly round the extremity of a trough of those rocks, through a trans
verse gap on the west branch of the Nicolet, iuto a long narrow valley, which they occupy 
for the distance of about fifty miles along an anticlinal, which runs from Danville to Sutton, 
in a direction nearly parallel with the one already described." Again, describing Sutton 
mountain, SirW. Logan says, p. 247: "This mountain stands on an area which, near the 
Province line, has a breadth of about ten miles ; it appears to be composed of coarse chloritic 
and micaceous slates. In many parts the slates become very quartzose ; and they frequently 
contain a portion of felspar, giv-ing to them the characters of gneiss; while in some parts 
they lose their schistose structure aiid break into large solid blocks." And on page 251 he 
writes : " Sutton mountain, standing between these two anticlinals, with a height said to 
be ~bout 4,000 feet, and gradually dying down before reaching the St. Francis, might be 
expected to present a synclinal structure. In three transverse sections, however, the strata 
hav-e been observed to maintain dips, generally at high angles, in opposite directions from 
the axis of the mountain, with much constancy, for upwards of twenty-five miles." 

In the foregoing extracts SiT William's doubts are plainly expressed, and it seems 
strange that, with the conclusive evidence which he gives, together with his reasoning 
respecting the Farnham slates and limestones, he should have failed to see its application 
to the similar dark slates and limestones of Danville, Richmond, &c., but should have 
adhered to th~ idea t~at these latter_ were identical with the glossy black hydro-mica slates 
that are associated with the magnesian belts on either flank of Sutton mountain, and which 
extend thence north-eastward and constitute the great Quebec anticlinal, shown' on the 
map now exhibited, and called (page 256, Geology of Canada) the Sutton and St. Joseph 
and also Sutton and Danville anticlinal. 

I can, from personal examination, entirely confirm the description quoted of the three 
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transvei·se sections of Sutton mountain, and thP:--l~ appear to llH' to proclaim in the most 
unmista1n·able manner the simple a.ntidinal strud1ue and, tlu·n•fOTe, th(• :-;n1wrior position 
of tlw black :--lates and magnesian roelrn on eithPr flank of thl' mountain. and which latter 
cL·rtainly do prt>:--ent tlw preci:-;p phenomenon of dishibution vYhich Nir ,r. Logan says 
(page :2,>1) ihey should do if the "mountain Wl'1'l' composed of strata lower than the Quebec 
group," the zones of clay-slak spoken of being limited on the W(•:-;t by the unconfonnahly 
overlying Cambrian and Cambro-Sihuian, and on the east by the also mH·omformahly over
lying Silurian, both sections holding in abundance their charal'kristic fossik 

The colored map now first exhibited, but not yet published, shews with approximate 
accuracy the respective limits of the tlrn_'P groups. rrheiT lithological characters are fully 
described in the Geology of Canada, 1863, chapter xix, and in earlier n·ports of the ~mTt•y, 

and I 110ed only say that the oldest group includes the whole of the magnesian and hydro
mica slate belts, consisting· of a great variety of crystalline and sub-crystalline massiYP and 
schistose metamorphic rocks,-the metamorphism or alteration often consisting in a dec1·ys
tallization and in the assuming of a schistose structure. 

A small series of the rocks of each group is exhibited fOT the examination of the 
members of the section, and a much larger series can he studied in the Geological Museum. 
Referring again to the maps constructed prior to 1870, it will be seen that tlw strata com
posing the different groups have been assigned by pL·rfrctly iipaginary lines to the Levis, 
Lauzon and Sillery formations of the Quebec group. I call the lines imaginary because 
they are found to cross and recmss in the most arbitrary manner from the fossiliferous to 
the metamorphie belt, and also the line which is correctly described (page 2;>fi of the 
Geology of Canada, 1863) as "the general course of the magnesian rock:-; for fOTty-:five miles." 
This course i have marked by a blue line on both th.~· maps exhibited. 

The only apparent principle adopted in tracing the divisions named seems to have 
been to make all area:-; of dark-coloured shales and slates, with dolomites, lime~tones and 
shists, Levis; red and green slates, unaccompanied by sandstorn•:-; and cupriferous strata, 
Lau-::on; and an immense variety of rocks, including quartzites, sandstones, red and grt>l'n 
slates, chloritic schists, gneisses, granites, diorites, diaha:-;Ps, felsites, serpentines, conglome
rates, and breccias or agglomerates, Siller.lJ,-the same principle having been applied to 
both the fossiliferous and to the metamorphic belts. But CYl'll this prinl'iple has not been 
adhered to where it would not agrPL', as was often the eaf-iP, with the suppo:--L•d anticlinal 
and synclinal folds, as represented on sPction No. 1. In section No. 2, what appears to 
me to be the true structure is repn'Sl'lltPd, the outline being the s:unP as in No. 1. This 
shews a simple anticlinal axis, in accordance with the description (pngt' 2i>l, Geology of 
Canada) already quoted. The only objection, if indeed it be one, to this explanation of the 
structure is the great thickness which must then be assig·ned to th('SP 1owl'r mei:nnorphic 
rocks, not much less than 50,000 fed, supposing thPn' an• no n'1wtitio1rn hy folding- or 
faulting-a question, however, on which the l'Yid(•ncP is not sufficient to warrant any 
decided opinion. Though knowing, as Wl~ do, that the distrfrt i:-- tran•rsP<l from N.E. to 
S.W. by a number of great breaks, it is more than prohable that many such TepPtitions of 
outcrops occur, making the real thicknefois considerably less than that dPducit>1l' from the 
observed dips. 

I now come to the consideration of the second point. namely, the char::wt(•r and rela· 
See. IV., 188:?. ~ 
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tions of the upper part of the metamorphic group, ·which I have ebewhere provisionally 
dPsiQ·nated tlw yokanic group, it lwinp: in <'Prtain parts of its distribution Yery largely 
mad~ up of Tocks which, while clearly interbedded with the ordinar~ stratifi~d deposits 
of the formation (day, slaks, quartzitt>s and sandstones), have all the mmeralog1cal charac
ter of igneous ro('ks, but in a highly decomposed and alkred condition. 

Specimens of most of thl' varieties of these rocks are exhibited and it will be seen that, 
in their more than ordinarily decomposed and altered statt-, they essentially conespond ·with 
rocks ·\Yhich :.Hl' almost unirnrsally held to be of igneous, erupfrn:> or irruptive origin, 
while those of the bedded and fragmentary character seem very plainly to point to con
temporaneous volcanic action as the true cause of their formation, whether as agglomerates, 
ash beds, mud coufo.;, lava ilo-\,·s, or inhusive dykes and masses. 

In support of this vie·w I would submit that, on no other supposition of the origin 
of the rocks referred to, is it easy to understand their dosl' association with wholly 
unaltered argillites; stated as follows, page 600, Geology of Canada: "A great proportion of 
the aTgillifrs have, however, undergone no apparent change, but are found in the imme
diate vicinity of the serpentines and steatites, earthy in texture, and with no appearance of 
alteration." 

I would also submit that neither a schistose nor a bedded structure can be accepted as 
proof of a non-igneous or volcanic origin, and that a once massive lava flo-vv, whether augitic 
or felspathic, is as likely, through pressure and metamOTphism, to assume a schistose struc
ture as are ordinary sedimentary strata. It is, I am aware, not in accOTdance with generally 
received ideas on the nature of ancient igneous rocks to suppose they can be schistose and 
stratified, especially so in America where volcanic agency, in the eaTlier geological periods, 
has been almost entirely ignored, and all those rocks which, hy their microscopic characters 
and chemical composition, and by their geological associations and rl'lations, point to volcanic 
agency as the cause of their formation, have been said to be "not igneons but metamorphic ill 
origin," a description which it seems to me is decidedly self-contradictory. 

In a recent paper read by Professor Bonney before the Geological Society of London 
"On the nodular felsites of the Cambro-Silnrian Bala Group of NOTth Wales," he shews that 
a green schist is only an amygdaloidal felsit1:-, in which after ch•ayage a secondary (micaceous) 
mineral has been deposited along the cleavage planes; and these cleaved felsites show dis
tinct flow stTuctnre, proving them to be ancil·nt bedded Jay as. On the same subject we find 
the following remarks in '' Vokanoes what they are and what they teach,'' by Professor 
Judd, 1881 :-

" '\VL' know that during the Prl•-Camhrian periods yolcanic outbnn~b took place, tra.<'l'S 
of which am found both in North and South ,Vah's, in thL' ,Vrekin Claim in Shropshire, in 
Chanyood Fon·st, and in part8 of Scotland and Ireland.'' 

In Cambro-Sihuian times \Ye haye abundant proofs, both in North ,Vales and the Lake 
distTict, that voka.nic action, on the very grandest s<·nh-, was taking plan· during the Arenig 
and the older pOTtion of the Llamkilo periods, and again during the deposition of the Bala 
or Camdoc beds. The layas, tuff:::; and Yokanic agglomeratei-: l'J·ected dm·ino· these two • t, 

periods have built up masses of rock many thousand of feet in thickness. Snowdon and 
Cader Idris, among the Welsh mountains, and some of the higher summits of the Lake 
districts haye been carved hy denudation from the vast piles of volcanic materials ejected 
during· tlws1' periods. 
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A careful and unprejudiced microscopic study of many of our Eastt·rn Township rocks 
will, I have no doubt, support the views now advanced respecting their origin, which, as in 
the case of those of North Wales, was first arrived at as the result of careful stratigraphical 
study in which the author took an actiYe share in North Wales in 18--!7, and in Canada thirty 
years later. 

The microscopic examination of the Canadian ro('k:,.; is being canied out in a most pains
taking manner by Mr. Frank Adams of the Geological corps, and, so far as they have gone, 
his observations lend decided confiTmation to the views I have expressed. In any case, the 
examination will throw considernhlP light on the question of the character and origin of 
these ancient metamorphic rocks. 

As regards the age of this metamOTphic group, though I have already said that it is 
probably Huronian, the evidence perhaps srnrn·ly ·warrnnts the assertion of anything 
further than that it distinctly underlies the Potsdam. It may represent some lower part 
of the Primordial or Lower Cambrian. Sai1dstone and red argillites are largely mixed with 
the upper or volcanic belt, while hydro-mil'a slates, quartzites, crystalline dolomites and 
gneissic rocks are more characteristic of the lower axial portion. No fossils have been found, 
in any part of it, though associated with it, there are several folded in outliers of 
plumbaginous black slate, which the fossils show to b(• of Tnmton age. This absence of 
fossils, however, is a feature it has in common with what has hePn called the Upper Copper
bearing rocks of Lake Superior by Logan; the Keeweenian and Aminiskie, by Hunt; 
and the Nipigon group, by Bell, but which are, I belieye, now proved to he older than 
Potsdam, and newer than H uronian. 

In the Eastern Townships the upper "yol<:anic group" may represent the Kcewc•r>nian, 
and the lower hydro-mica slate series the Huronian, but without the unconformities which 
exist in the Lake Superior region, and in a much more disturbed and altered statc,-a 
physical condition which appears to have preyented the recognition of the fact that their 
origin is in all respects similar or analogous to that of the Lake Sn1wrior series, and m,: 

they apparently both occupy the same geological interval, th(•n· ser>ms no reason whateyer 
for supposing them to differ greatly in age. In support of the idea of the Huronian age of 
the lower part of the metamOTphic gTOup, it may be 8fatf·d that ,Ye find in Nr>,v Brunswick 
and in Nova Scotia a very similar series of ny8talline schists, which are quit.._• uncon
formably overlaid by unaltered Lower Cambrian blal'k slates, containing a characteristic 
primordial fauna. 

I have alluded to certain areas within the fossilifeTOus belt in which also no fossils · 
have been found, and which have all been mapped as troughs of Sillery sandstone. 

The true relation of these to the fossiliferous dark slates and sandstones is not easily 
determined. They generally form a rough, stony country, and consist of coarse rnd and 
green sandstone, interstratified with red, green, and occasionally grey or black flinty 
slates. Their position is, I believe, generally below the true Levis formation. In some 
places, however-Metis, Cap Chat, and St. Anne-perfectly similaT sandstones have 
afforded fossils (graptolites and brachiopods), and cannot well be separated from the over
lying limestones and conglomerates. 

The sandstones are very irregular, and often pass on their strike into the red, green, 
or dark slates. They probablj ocl'ur at several horizons. To the south-west, in Milton, 
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Roxton and Farnham township:-:, thl'y an· ('Prtainly unconformably un·rlaid by tlH· hla<'k 

slak:-; and linw:•durn•:-; of the Tn•nton group, and it :--('\'111:-- quill' prohahl(• that they al_'l' the 

northward Pxtension of the• (t(•uri.!:ia. Vt•nnont, ParadoxideH :-datt•:-:. To the 110rth-t•a:-:t, the 
largest 1..·xpo:--nrl' ()1' tlw:--l' ·· ~ill(•ry" rockl-i <·mnmenct•:-; in a point bt·twt•t>H ~tl'. Marie, on 
the Chaudien', and ~k. Claire, on th1..· Etdll'min, -whNe ihl'y appear to pa:-::-; downwards 

without appan·nt break into the mt•tamorphic gTOup of the c<•ntral axis, and to be uncon
fmmably o,~erlaid to the north-wt•:-;t by L1..•yi:-- conglomerak:-; and black graptolite slates. 

This ._\l'l'a is dt•l-inibed (page ;2,j7 of the Geology of Canada, 18(,:3), but it has llt'Yer he1..·n 

thoroughly inye:-:tigakd, and it :-:t•t•m:-; that two di:--tind :-:ds of rol'k:-: haYl' he1..·n induded 
in it. Th<' lower i::_.; probably on the :--anw horizon a:-: the upper part of the metamorphic 
group, and the rn·we1-, abo larg:<'1y composed of red and gn·en mottled slates and sand
stones, is dmi<'ly connedt>d \Yith th<' Cambrian Ted and gT1..·en slafrs, in which, at Point 
Lt•Yit-i and north-l'a:--twanl, a :--mall obolella ha:-: he<·n found, tlw same fossil beinQ· sometimes 
a:-::--ol'iah·d in dark !..!'1'<'<'11 or bb('k arg-illiti:-:, with :-;1wcie:-: of LPYis grnptolites. 

As n•ganb the order of :--11('<'<':-::-:ion of tlw :-:trata composing -what I hayc designated the 
fo:--:-;ilifoTOus hP1t, I hnY<' 110 douht whafrypr it ha:-; hl'l'll reyprs1..·d, OT, in otheT word:-;, that 
tlw Nmery and Lauzon Tock:-:, as ._1heady 1-ibh·d, an• below and not aboye the L1..•yis lime
stone conglomcnlt<>:-; and !..!Taptolitic :-;lat1..•1-i and :-;a11d:-d01w:--. and th1..~ PYidPncP we now haye 
shc,vl-i almost ct·rt ainly that in t hi:-; fo~siliferous (Queh<·c µ;roup) lwlt are included, in a 
folded, crumpled and fonli1•d condition, portions of all tlu· subdiYisions whieh, compara

tin·ly undisturlwd. occupy tlw an·a comprisPd bet ween the gTC'at ~t. Lawn·nce and Cham
plain break :11l<1 t lw an·hR·nu hjg-hl:md8 north of the ~t. L1wn·w·t• and Otta,.ya yalley:-;, with 
certain Ted, gn·Pn and blnl'k arg·illitP:-;, \Yhich an~ probably l'Yl'H lo,v<'r in the :-;pril':-; than 
the Potsdam fmmation. 

This di:-:tnrlH·<l and crumpled l'onditi()11 of tlw whole group, togdlwr with tlw ocnu
l'l'JH't' at :-;('Yt•r:11 horizon:-; of :-;latt•:-; and :-;a1l<l:-;t01H's a1mo:-;t alike in ('OlOT and t(•xture and the 

' 
g1•neral ah:-;('111'\' of fo:-::-;ils in tlw older rocks, n•1H1('1'f-- it almost impo:-;:-:ihl1· to ddiw· the sub-
divisions of this gT<'._1t :m·a of lo,ycr I'atT>ozoic rol'k:-:. 

I h._ff<' 1•b(•,dwn• :-;hP\Yll what th(• ('0111':-i<' of th(• gn·at ~t. Lawrenn• and Champlain 
fault i::_.;, from the- north-c-:1:--t end of thC' Island of Orleans to -when· it rnmes on the south 
shore of the ~t. Lawn•nce, aboye qnPlwt·, at St. Antoine; thPnl'P its course southwest
ward i:-; not well defined. Ou the Nicolet and Nt. l1~rancif-- HiYt•r:-;, it would appPar to be 

about fOlu miles more to the south-1..·ast than it i:-; :-:lwwu on the map, and thus a consider
ahl1..· area ha:-; lwen as:-;ig1ll'd to the Lt•Yis formation which 1..'Prtainly belongs to the Trenton 
group, and a :--imilar mistah· has been mack in tlw vicinity of Farnham. ' 

Sir \Villiam Logan, when n·-examiniug the counhy round Richmond in 1873, detected 

and traced for a limikd distaw·P, what ha:-; since turned out to lw anotheT great dislocation, 

quite as important in its effect on the structure. It passes through the '· transn·rse gap and 

the long nanow Yalley "which is described page 20, of tlw Report of Progress, 1848, and 

again page 2--!0 of the Geology of Canada, rnG:\ but the true nature of which was not then 

surmised. This valley is certainly a remarkahlP physical feature. There can be no doubt that 

it is duet? t~~ dis~o~ation which ~ere crosses the main" Sutton and St. Joseph, or Sutton 
and Dany11le antidmaL and lt>t:-- m thn:-;t• :-;0-1 ·n 1 lt·d "low pr black :--1 .. t :.c• " t t· 

• • , « l=,:-, a one 1me sup-
posed to be older than LeYis, but afterwards mcorporated with it and no d b £ ·1 ' w prnve y OSSI s 



Diagram. Sections of structure of Quebec Group on the Vermont and Canada Boundary. 

No. I. 

Sutton M01Mltain. West, 
{l, . l,, c. C. C. 1,. 

a. a. a. Levis formation , b. b. b. Lauzon f o-rmation; c. c. c. Sillety formation . 

Unconj,:-:"mable Oambro-Silurian. 

(Fosml{ferow, Quebec Group.) 

Levis, &c. 

No.2. 

Scale: 4 miles to one inch. 

Sutton ftfou11tai11. 

No. 1.-Loga.n, shewing distribution of Levis, Lauzon and Sillery formations of the Quebec Group (altered Quebec Group) in which the actual 

anticlinal structure is converted into the theoretical ~ynclinal, as described, Geology of Canada 1863, p.p. 247 and 251. 

No. 2.-Selwyn, shewing great Pre-Cambrian -axis overlaid to the west by unconformable Cambra-Silurian, and to the east by unconformable 

Siluro-Devonian. 

C. 
East. 

Unconformable Biluro-Dev<mian rockJ 

come on anul cover the Pre• Cambrian. 
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to be of Trenton age.~ From Danville south-westward the course of the dislocation ha:-; hl'L'll 
traced, and it fully explains SL~Yeral intricate points in connection with the distribution of 
the formations. North-eastward its course is still doubtful, but I heliL\Ye it will be found 
to explain a circunrntance described, page 241, Geology of Canada, wheTe Sir William says: 

"In the general synclinal form that lies between the overlap and the Bayer and Stanbridge 
anticlinal, the QuebeL: Group is eitheT completely or veTy nearly divided into two areas by 
the "underlying black slates, on or near the St. Francis.''- · The cause of this -was, however, 
not then understood, because the position of the black slates referred to was supposed to be 
below instead of above the Quebec Group, and the great Potton and Danville fault had not 
been discovered. 

The points, then, which in the foregoing Temarks I have endeavOTed to establish are: 
1st. That the Quebec Group of Logan consist:-; of rocks belonging to at least thrne distinct 
systems: Pre-Cambrian, Cambrian and Cambro-Silurian. 2nd. That the lower group 
presents geneTally a simple anticlinal structure, while the newer group is spread out in 
a crumpled and foldt'd synclinal form, resting on and against the north-\VL'ste~·u flank 
of the older group, and presenting within itself many intTi('atc details of distribution 
caused by original unconformitiPs and o,~Prlaps, and by subsequent folding and fault
ing, all but the last of which m·e illustrated in a modified form in the comparatively 
undisturbed lower Palreozoic region north-east of the Nt. Lawrence and Champlain fault. 
3. That much of this material composing the' rocks of the upper part of the lower 
groups is of contemporaneous, irruptive and eruptive origin; though, for the most part, 
through dt>:wage and alteration so ('hanged in r-xh>mal physical characters as to cause 
these rocks to be classed as "metamorphic in origin,"-notwithstanding that tlwy r-_;till 
closely correspond in chemical composition with recognized igneous and volcanic TOcks, and 
differ essentially from any known ordinary unmixed sedimentary depositr-;. And it must be 
borne in mind, in considering t hL' origin of those ancient rocks, that neither their elastic 
character nor their laminated or bedded structure is sufficient, Pitlwr to!1;ether or alone, to 
determine that they have had a purely sedimentary OTigin, but must be studied in comH'c.
tion with their mineralogical and geognostical relations, the latter being by far the most 
important, because all other characters are possessed in common by both dasst's, and there
fore, especially when studied, as is too often the casL', only in the laboratory, arc of little or 
no value as evickncc for or against the respective theories of origin. 
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II.-On the Cretaceous and Tertiory Floras of British Colum1n'" and the North- West 
Territory. By J. W. DAWSON, C.M.G., LL.D., F.R.S. 

(Presented l\Iay 23, lSS~.) 

!.-GENERAL NOTES. 

Collections of the Cretaceous fossil plants of Vancouver Island \YPre made many years 
ago by Prof. Dana, when geologist to the United States Exploring Expedition under Com
mander Wilkes, and by Dr . .T ohn Evans, geologist of the Territory of Oregon. The collec
tions of Prof. Dana were noticed by him in the report of the Expedition, and those by Dr. 
Evans were described by Mr. Lesquereux in the American Journal of Science for 1859. 
Prof. Heer, of Zurich, afterwards examined specimens from British Columbia, and in a 
letter to Lesquereux, and also in his memoir, entitled, "Flom of Vancouver," described and 
figured some of them. These botanists had in their hands, however, plants from two dis~ 
tinct horizons,-the Cretaceous coal measures of VancouvN Island, and Tertiary formations 
occurring at Bellingham Bay and elsewhere on the southern coast of the mainland of 
British Columbia; and as at that time such plants were not known to occur in the Creta
ceous elsewhere, it was natuml that they should rnfer the whole to the Tertiary. 

In 1863 Dr. Newbeny examined tbe collections of fossils made by the Boundary 
Commission in Vancouyer Island, and ascertained the fact that the fossil flora of that island 
occurs in a formation chamderized by marine Cretaceous animal remains and described 
the plants then in his hands as Cretaceous. 

The labors of the Canadian Geological SmTey since 1871 have enabled the ages of 
these beds and those of other parts of British Columbia to be more fully defined, and their 
distribution marked out. The details on these points are given in the reports of Dr. 
Selwyi1, Mr. Richardson and Dr. G. M. Dawson for 1872 and following years. The animal 
fossils have also been reported on by the late Mr. Billings, and have been more fully 
described and figured by his sucn'ssor, Mr. Whiteayes. 

It is now ceTtain that the beds containing the anthracite of tlw Queen Charlottt' 
Islands with which fossil plants are associated (Series C of the general section),* are Middle 
Cretaceous, probably very near the horizon of the Gault, and equivalent to the upper por
tion of the Shasta group of the Californian geologists. The beds of the N anaimo and 
Comox basins of Vancouver Island are Upper Cretaceous, and equivalent to the Chico and 
Tejon groups of California and to the Upper Senonien or Danien of the' French. In the 
northern part of Vancouver Island bedt-. of upper Neocomian age occur. These have not 
yet been found to hold fossil plants, but it is possible that the plant-bearing formation of 
Beav<:'r Harbor is of this age. 

The Queen Charlotte Island beds contain, so far as known, a strictly Mesozoic flora of 
Cycads and Conifers, while the Vancouver Island beds abound in leaYe~ and wood of exo-

*See comparatin1 Table, infra. 
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l · t th f th T t· On the west coast a consi-o·enous and t'ndoO'enous h'PPS a nn o ose o e er iary. 
b . b d h 
dt>rnhlt' !..!:ap appears to Pxist between the middle and upper ( 

1

rl'ia(·rous, an on t e 
east sidt' of th(' Hocky Mountains, ·where tlw ( 1rdaceous reappears and occupies a great 
ar<'a, the middle part, ·the Niobrara group of the Auwril'an geologists. is almost everywhere 
of a :-;trid.ly marine <..·harad(•r and destitute of fossil plants. The recrnt researches of Dr. 
:-,Plwyn and Dr. G. M. Dawson haYl~, hoWPYl'r, shown that toward the north, in the vicinity 
of Pt>a('<' RiYPr, in the sediment deposih·d along the shOTe of ilw old Niobrara Sea, there 
are ht>ds rich in fossil plants belonging to a fauna older than that of N anaimo and inter
mediatP lwhn·Pn it and that of the Dakota group further south, tlw fossil plants of which 
hi:.ffe been so \Yl'll figured and des(Tibed hy Lesquereux.* In the Bow and Belly Riyer 
region, beds of the Pierre group, or that next follo,Ying: the Niobrara in ascending order, 

haYl' also yiPlded a frw fossil plants. 
In our WPstern Territories tlwsP undoubted Cretaceous beds are oyerlaid by a widely 

spread formation, holding lignite coal and fossil plants, which has been known in Canada 
as the Lignik Tertiary s<..·riPs, and in thP United States as the Laramie· and Fort Union 
groups. Its fossil plants, as they occur in the Mackenzie River district, have been 
described hy HP<..'r; as they mTnr at the Sonri:-; RiYer, they have been described by the 
writPr in the H<..'ports of tlw Boundary Snrn'y and the Geological Survey. The flora of 
these beds is undoubtedly distinct from that of the underlying Crntaceous and of later date; 
but tlw associakd animal fossils have induced many geologists to include the Laramie in 
the upper part of the Crl'tal'l'Ons, while the fossil plants are of so modern aspect that they 
haYP lwPn held to be Miocene. 

The fruth appears to be that they constitnte a transition from the upper part of the 
Cn•taceous to the Eocene, and that the analogies which have been sought to be established 
behn'Pn them and European MiocPne deposits .. ll'e altogether fallacious, aµd based on the 
similarity of an American flora of eaTly Eocene daoo with one found in Europe at a later 
period. This question and the bearing of it on tlw so-called Miocene of Greenland and 
other northern regions will be discussed in the_ sequel. 

1 .. astly, on the mainland of British Columbia tlwre are ancient lake hasins of Tertiary 
and probably l\Iiocene agl\ whi<..'.h contain a still later flora, associakd with insect remains. 
Thl'Sl' h(•<..h lie below Pxh•n~iYe :,volcanic accumulations in many pla<·<..·~, and are probably 
contemporaneous with the Truck~"l' Mioct'Ill' of King. 

Thl' whole of the speeimens collected by th<.· Geological ~nrn•y, and representing a 
1--1__•rie:-; of cons<..•(·ntiye floras extending from the Lower Cretaceous to the Miocene, haYe been 
plal'ed in my hands by Dr. Selwyn, and I have been PngagPd for some time in a careful 
study of them, now nearly completed, and :-:onH.• ·portion of the re:-;nlts of which I propose 
to stak in tlw present paper,-referring more particularly to the plants included under the 
following geographical }wads :-

l.-Cretaceo11s of the West Coast. 

In t hc- Middle Cretaceous of the Queen Charlotte Islands the most h t · t· 1 t , · c arac ens IC p an 

* Crd:u·<..•on:-; Flora; Haydon':-; Geological ~nrn•.y of the Torl'itori<'H of the u ·t .1 '-'t t,, . 111 eu ,:- a l ,fi, 
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is Cycadeocarpus (Dioonites) Columbianus, * a species allied to the modern Dioan eduie of 
Mexico, and also to species known in Europe and other parts of America as W ealden or 
Lower Cretaceous. With these are associated coniferous woods which indicate the exif-itence 
of several species of trees allied to Sequoia and to Ta:ws. The so mew hat limited florn of 
these Middle Cretaceous coal-measures of the Queen Charlotte Islands was described by 
me in 1873, t and as no subsequent additions have been made to it, does not need to be 
further noticed here. 

A small collection made by Dr. G. M. Dawson at Beaver Harbor, in the north end of 
Vancouver Island, and not improbably of Middle Cretaceous age, though later than the 
anthracite of Queen Charlotte Island, contains leaves of Salisburia or ginkgo, and also of 
the genus Neuropteris. 

A somewhat larger and more varied collection, also made by Dr. G. M. Dawson, comes 
from Baynes' Sound in Vancouver Island, and occurs in beds overlaid by characteristic Cre
taceous marine shells. It represents an Upper Cretaceous horizon, perhaps a little lower 
than- that of the Nanaimo coal-field. It contains several species of ferns of the genera 
Tceniopteris and Nilssonia, and other characteristic Mesozoic genera. Associated with these 
in the same specimens are leaves of the modern genera, Sali.1~, Populus, BetuJa, Ubnus, Ceano
thus, Magnolia and Sassafras. There are also leaves of the curious genus Protophyllum, 
found by Lesquereux in the Cretaceous of Nebraska, and conifers of the genera Salisburia 
and Glyptostrobus. Baynes' Sound is in the Comox coal-basin of Vancouver Island, which, 
according to Mr. Richardson's sections, is approximately on the same horizon with that 
of N anaimo, on the same coast. :f: 

The flora of Nanaimo and of Protection Island in its vicinity, has been collected by 
Mr. Richardson, and is proved by the animal fossils associated with it to be of Upper 
Cretaceous age. It holds species of ferns different from those of Baynes' Sound, and affords 
species of Taxodium, Sequoia and Salisburia, and leayes of a fan-palm (Sabal), and of exogenous 
trees of the genera Diospyros, Populus, Juglans, Quercus, and othel' modern types. There is 
also fossil exogenous wood referable to some of the same genera. 

2.-Cretaceous of the North- West Territories. 

In the sandstones of the Pine River and Peace River districts, not far from the base of 
the Rocky Mountains, and about the latitude of 50°, there have been found, in addition to 
ferns and species of Sequoia and Glyptostrobus, a species of Cycadites, and leaves of Magnolia, 

Ficus, Protophyllurn, Menispermites, Sali:r, Populus, Lauropli.1;1/um, Diospyros and Fagus. The 
specimens indicate a very luxuriant and varied flora, such as might find suitable habitat 
on the northern shore of the great warm-water Mediterranean, which, in the Middle 
Cretaceous, occupied the space between the Rocky Mountains and the high lands of 
Eastern America. Cretaceous mollusks are associated with the plants, and one of them 
is identical with a species found in Queen Charlotte Islands. Coal is also associated with 

*Discovered by Mr. James Richardson, and described and figured by the writer. Report Geol. Survey, 1872-3, 
t Report of Geological Survey of Canada. 
:I: qeological Survey of Canada, 1876-77. 

Sec. IV, 1882, 3 
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these beds. Their horizon would appear to be Middle Cretaceous, and probably near to 
that of the marine Niobrara group of the United States geologists, which was deposited in 
a vm;t Mediterranean Sea, whose northern shore seems to be represented by the Peace River 
beds. This gives great importance to these plants, which fill up a portion of ·the gap pre
viously existing between the flora of the Dakota group and that of the Upper Cretaceous 
of Vanconyer Island. 

A small collection made by Dr. G. M. Dawson on the Susqua River, some distance to 
the west of the localities on the Peace River,* shows, in a highly indurated black shale, 
leaves of a species of Pin11s and of a laurel. 

Further to the south, a1id at the eastern base of the Rocky Mountains, are the coal 
beds of the Bow and Belly River, which are Upper Cretaceous, of the "Pierre group" age. 
The shales associated with these coals have as yet afforded few fossils. The mos~ abundant 
is a species of &rpwirt. Leaves of Dwonites, Carpolitltes, and obscure exogenous leaves also 
occur. 

3.-Lrtmmie of the .North- West Territories. 

From the LaramiL' or Lignite Tertiary series, overlying the more typical Cretaceous, and 
by some geologists regarded ai-; itself Upper Cn"ta,ceous, while regarded by others as Lower 
Eocene, a number of ~pel·iL"s of plants have been obtained, all, so far as known, distinct 
from those of the Cn•taceous beds ahove referred to. Many of them are identical with those 
described by Newberry and Lesquereux from the Fort Union beds of the United States, 
and by Heer in his memoirs on the fossils of McKenzie Rivt>r. 

Some of these, collected hy Dr. G. M. Dawson on the 49th parallel, I described in the 
Report of his Snrn·y. Others collected by Dr. Selwyn have been described in the Report 
of the Geological Survey (1879-80.) A few others were recently obtained, but have not yet 
been catalogued or described. It is proposed to catalogue all the species determined up to 
this time in the sequel of this memofr. 

The following table, prepared by Dr. G. M. Dawson, will serve to show the ages of 
the several deposits so far as yet ascertained:-

* Report Geological Surrny of Canada, l~i\l-80, p. 104 B. 
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COMPARATIVE TABLE OF CRETACEOUS ROCKS. 
----

---·--

I. II. III. JV. 
Plains between 49th 

v. n. VII. VIII. 

England, Nebraska Rocky Parallel and Peace Rh·er. British British Columbi:t. Cali-
and Missouri Mountain Saskatchewan. Columbia. fornia. 

&c. Rirnr. Region. (Boundary Commis- (Smoky River (Coast.) 
40th parallel. sion Report) Section.) (Interior.) 

Vancouver Island. 
Nanaimo. Comox. 

1Eocene or Fort Union Laramie. Souris Lignitic and 
latest and Judith 1500 to 5000. 'Lignite Tertiary' 

Cretaceous. River Beds. generally. a and 6. 
Bad Lands section. 

(See note "'). l Division Y. Bad 
Upper 

Sandstones 
Tejon. Lands section, also and Shales Sandstones 3294 Upper Cong lo-

Mrestricht at White Mud Riv- (Wapiti merate ....•• 320 
and Faxoe No.5.Fox Hill Fox Hill. er, Three Buttes, I Riv. group) Upper Shales. 776 

Beds. 500. 1500 or more. etc. Elbow of S. 200 feet or Middle Con-
Danian, Saskatchewan,Qu'- J more. Shales .... ,960 glomerate, •. 1100 

Appelle Valley, Middle Shales 76 
Eyebrow Hill, etc. Lower Conglo-

· merate ...... 900 
Lower Shales. 1000 

Pembina Mt. Se- Upper 
1326. Productive Coal Measures 739. 

(See note **). 
White No. 4. Pierre. Pierre ries. Division ,r. of Shales. ················ 
Chalk. 700. 250 to 300. Bad Lands section, (Smoky Chico. 

also on Lower Sou- Riv. group) 
ris, Assinibo in e, 350 feet. 
Qu' ASipelle, Elbow 
of S. askatchewan. 

Series B. & C. 
a (Hector) N. Saskat-
0 chewan, West to 
0 Ft, Pitt N. slope .., 

Cypress Hills, etc • io ~ 

i:i.. 
0 

q:, 

Senonian. 
.., 
0 Li me stones of s::: 
':l Boyne and Swan Queen Charlotte 

Rivers, marls of Lower Islands. 
Chalk No.3. Niobrara. 

a, Thunder Hill. Se- Sandstones. 
Niobrara, 0 

riesbelow No. 4 on (Dunvegan Marl. 100 to 200. 0 
A. Upper 200. e+- E. Branch Milk Group. 100 0 

River,Hector'l! Se- ft . Shales and .... Sandstones .. ,1500 0 riesD. (?)on Battle (See note t). 
ls River, Red Deer 

River, Hand Hills, 
etc. 

\ 

} Lorn Upper No. 2. Benton, ·Benton. i Saskatchewan at Shales. Ft. 
Greensand. 800. 200 to 450. J Cole's Falls. (?) St, John 

Group. 250 
ft. or more. 

Oenomanian { Heeto,'s Se,iesE., 
Gault. N o.1. Dakota. Dakota. with lignites (?) 

400. 200 to 300. Red Deer R., N. 
(See note U). and S. Saskatchc-

wan, etc. (?) 
N eehaeoo So-} B. Conglom-

ries ('?) erates ........ 2000 
Skecnasand- ................ C. Low er 
stones with Shales and 
impure coal. Sandstones ... 5000 
Suskwa R. (See note ttt ). 

beds(?) 
Iltasyouco l Shasta. 

beds, 10,000. 
Skeena vol- ··············· D, Agglom-
c:tnic series. J erates ........ 3500 

Upper 
Por p hyrite E. Lo we r series.('!) Sandstonss ... 1000 Neocomien, .............. ················ ...................... . ............. Aucella bods Beds of For-of T11tlayoco, ward Inlet, J a c k 11 ss Mt. ~uatsino Sd., and Skagit. ancouver 7000 or more. Island. Porphyrite se-
ries ('?) 

• Onoclea sensibilis, Duvallia tenuifolia, Thuja intcrrnpfa, Scqnoi,i Lang,;clorffii, Pupulus Ri,·lumlsoni, Platanus nobiliJJ, Silicified wood, 
etc. (See Report on 49th parallel.) 

** Sphenopteris elongata, Sabal imperialis, Ta;wdium cuneatum, '/.'orrcia ,l,,nsi/olia, Soli.r 110,.,'.tica, PopultUJ (several species) Betula 
perantiqua, Q11erc11R Victorire. DiofJPYros Vancouverensis. etc., etc. (See Report C:tnallian ~nrvcy, 1H7~-:l.) 

t (}ycadites UnJiga, Glyptostrobus gracillimuR, Fic1UJ 111ri.ri11111s, Fagus r,rot,rn1tcifcm, ill11unuli11 11wgn,:/ic1c, Protophyllwn Leconteanum, P, 
boreale, etc. (See Report of Geological Survey, 1879-80) 

H Lesquereux describes 130 species of plants of which 114 are Angiospermous and are of 55 genera. 
Ht Oucadcoca 1-p11s (Dioonites) Columbian us, c/up/'essoxylon, Taxoxvlon, (See Report of Geological Survey, 1872-3.) 
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It will ht' f--l'L'll from the ahoYP table that in Ameri('a the flora of the Lower Cretaceous 
01· Neocomian rntains tlw nwagTP (_·haractPr of the Mesozoic agP, eYt'll in its upper part; but 
in the Cenomanian a rich An~·iospermous flora was intl'oducPd and continued throughout 

the remainder of the Cn·taceous into the Tertiary. 

Il.-THE MIDDLE AND UPPER CRETACEOUS FLORA. 

For descriptions and figures of the plants of thf' Middle Cretaceous beds of the Queen 
Charlotte Islands, reference may be made to the Report of the Geological Survey of Canada 
for 1872-7:J. I would merely remark here that though regarded on the evidence of animal 
fossils as Middle Cretaceous, their fossil plants show that they must be somewhat older than 
the Dakota Group of the United States g·eologists, and therefore approaching to Lower 
Cretaceous. On the other hand, the beds on the Pine and Peace Rivers, explored by Dr. 
Selwyn and Dr. G. M. Dawson, would seem to be somewhat later than the Dakota Group, 
and near to the horizon of the Niobrara, in which period the greater part of the interior plain 
of North America was occupied with a warm-water sea, near the North-western margin of 
which the plants which abound in these beds must have flourished, and probably enjoyed 
as far north as 50'.) to 55\ a mild and equable climate, which may haye become colder in the 
Upper Cretaceous period, but was again mild in the Laramie age. Both on account of the 
probable difference in age, and the geographical separation of the floras of the eastern base 
of the Rocky Mountains and of the Pacific Coast, it will be expedient to notice these 
separately. The first represents the flora of the interior of North America in the Lower or 
Middle Senonian of European geologists. The second, that of the Pacific Coast in the 
Upper Senonian or Lower Danian of Europe. (See tablf' supra.) 

1.-Eastern 8ide of Rock.lJ 11Iountains, rnore espetiall.11 in the vicinit.11 (if the Peace and Pine Rivers. 

1. ASPLENIUM NIOBRARA, s. N. (Fig. 1.) 
Frond bipinnate, small and delicate, the pinnules elongate, crenulate and with rows of 

oblique linear prominences, probably representing the indusia, I haye referred this pretty 
little fern to Asplenium, on the evidence of the remains of fructification which it presents. 
The figure represents a single pinnule enlarged about four times. The specimens contain 
considerable portions of fronds, but imperfectly preserYed. 

Collected by Dr. Selwyn on the Peace RiYer. 

2. CYCADITES UNJWA.* S. N. (Figs. 2, 2a.) 

Midrib strong, channeled, pinnae linear, one-nerved, acute, at angle of abont so~ to the 
midrib. Ordinary pinnae about 3 centimetres long; longest, 5 centimetres or more. Near 
to C. Di1·kso11i, Heer, from the Uppm Cretaceous of Greenland, but petiole stouter, pinnae 
more acntP and at more acute angle to petiole. 

Colleded by Dr. Selwyn at Pine River Forks, also at Table Mountain in sandstone 
containing I110/'errmws alt 11s; also at Peace RiYer, 25 miles aboye Dunveg·an. ' 

* The Indian name of the Peace River. 
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3. CARPOLITHES H0RRIDU~, s. N. (Figs. 3, 3a, 3b.) 
Fruit globose, 3 centimetres in diameh'r. Surface polished and shining, with dense 

thin coaly outer coat, marked with Growdcd pores or dots, from which are giYen off in a 
radiating manner numerous flat linear processes 4 to 5 centimetres in length,and 3 millimetres 
wide, and minutely dentate at their edges. I can only conjecture that this remarkable object 
is a compound fruit perhaps of some cycadaceous plant, covered with bracts or rudimentary 
leaves. Figures 3a and 3b show the processes and pores magnified. 

·Fig. 3bis represents a pinnularia-like plant found in the same bed with the last species; 
but whether connected with it in any way does not appear. 

Collected by Dr. Selwyn, Forks of the Pine R. 

4. GLYPTOSTROBUS GRACILLIMUS, Lesquereux, Cret. Flora, p. 52, Pt. I. 
The matrix holding this species is coarse, so that the details are not very clear ; but the 

study of a number of specimens leaves no doubt that they are identical with the species 
above named from Nebraska. Though placed by Lesquereux in Ol.11plostrobus, he remarks on 
its resemblance to Frenelia, and more especially to Frenelites Reirhii, of Ettinghausen, from 
the Cretaceous of N eiderschaena. 

Collected by Dr. Selwyn at Forks of Pine R. 

5. SEQUOIA REICHENBACHII, Heer. 
This species is represented by a few branchlets from the Peace River ; but further south 

it is found in great abundance in the roof of a coal worked on Belly River. In ironstone 
concretions in neighboring beds, branchlets of the same species occur, along with fossil wood 
of the type of that of Sequoia gigantea, but with more slender fibres and shorter medullary 
rays, and not improbably belonging to the present species. Along with it are shells of 
lnoceramus. 

Collected by Dr. Selwyn and Dr. U-. M. Dawson. 

6. TORREIA DICKS0NIOIDES S. N. (Fig. 4.) 
A few leafy branches, seen in the Peace River collections, which are near to T. Dicksonii 

as described by Heer from Greenland specimens; but the leaves are more de<;mrrent on the 
stem, and more obtuse. They are also very thick, and transversely wrinkled. 

Collected at Pine R., by Dr. G. M. Dawson. 

7. FICUS MAXIMA, s. N. (Fig. 5.) 
Fragments of a large leaf, 8 centimetres broad and probably 24 in length, with rough 

surface and strongly marked veins; margin slightly crenate, narrowing abruptly to the 
petiole. Only the lower part of this interesting leaf is seen in the specimens collected. I 
refer it to Ficus because of the venation; but this has also some resemblance to that of Ju glans; 

and more perfect specimens are required to give certainty to the reference abovr-. 
Collected at Coal Brook, by Dr. G. M. Dawson. 

8. FAGUS PR0T0-NUCIFERA. S. N. (Fig. 6, 6a.) 
Leaf oval, of moderate size, pointed at base, veins straight, at angle of 35° to 40\ margin 

entire? Nut small, sharply mucronate, rounded triangular. This specirs is very near to the 
mode1·n Fag11s fermgi11ea

1 
though the leaf is a little inore acute at base, and may have been 
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entin\ but this is not certain. The leaf of this species is not unlike that of the other Creta
ceous beeches as F. polyclada, Lesq., and .F. cre/(l('eft, Newberry, and also resembles the F. 
Antipofi of H~er, from Sachelin Island on thP coast of Siberia. This Sachelin flora is 
regarded by Heer as Tt'Ttiary, but it has a ypry CrPtacPons asped. 

Collected at PeaGe RiYer by Dr. Selwyn. 

9. LAUROPHYLLUM DEBILE, S. N. (Fig. 7, 7a.) 
Leaf elongate, oblong, 6 to 7 centimetres long, and 2.5 broad in middle, thin and 

delicate, with a slender midrib. obsolete alternate veins, at angle of 40° to 50°, and dense 
reticulation of fine veinlets (magnified in fig. 7a) ; margin entire, base narrowing to petiole, 
apex not well seen, but probably acute. ' 

Collected by Dr. Selwyn at Forks of f>t,acn Ri-n'T, and by Dr. G. M. Dawson at east 
branch of Peace R. 

10. PROTEOIDES LONGUS, Heer. (Fig. 8.) 
Heer, Kreide Flora, p. 10, Plate 31, Fig. 5. 
The ,~euation of this leaf cannot be seen; but it is not distinguishable from the species 

above named. 
Collected by Dr. Selwyn at Forks of Peace River, by Dr. G. M. Dawson, at east branch 

of the same. 

11. BETULA, Sp. 
In the collections from Peace River several fragments with impressions of bark having 

markings similar to those of the ba1·k of the white birch tree, were found. 

12. POPULITES CYCLOPHYLLA, Heer. (Fig. 9.) 
Lesquereux, Cretaceous Flora, p. 59, plate IV. 
This poplar is so near to that above named, that bearing in mind the variability of the 

leaves of poplars, I do not think it well to separate it. Lesquereux's specimens are from 
the Dakota formation in Nebraska. 

Collected at Peace River by Dr. Selwyn. 

13. DIOSPYROS NITIDA, S. N. (Fig. 10.) 
Closely allied to D. anceps, Lesquereux, but mOl'e narrow and acute, with stouter 

midrib and Yeins at angle of 40° to 45°, and less curved. Lesquereux's species seems to be 
different from that described by Heer in the Flora Heketica, under the same name. 
Lesquereux's specimens were from the Dakota Group. Those in the present collections 

· were obtained by Dr. Selwyn and Dr. G. M. Dawson, in the canyon of Peace River .. 

14. MAGNOLIA TENUIFOLIA, Lesqr. 
Lesquereux, Cretaceous Flom, Page 92, Pl. XXI. 
Lesquereux's specimens were from the Dakota Group. Those in the present collections 

wer~ collected by Dr. Selwyn and Dr. G. M. Dawson, at Coal Brook and Peace River. 

15. MAGNOLIA MAGNIFICA, S. N. (Fig. 11.) 

Leaf large, 20 centimetres or more in length. Greatest breadth, less than one half the 
length. Margin entire, midrib strong, in large specimens becoming broad near base. Veins 
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at angle of about 60°., delicate, flexuous, netting and branching toward margin. Base 
gradually narrowing to a wide and at first bordered petiole. Apex not seL'IL The smaller 
specimens of this leaf are not unlike those of the modern JI. ac1wtinata. Some of the leaves 
are, however, twice as large as that figured, and with the angle of venation rather less 

. acute. 
Collected by Dr. G. M. Dawson at Coal Brook. 

16. MENISPER:MITES RENIFOR~IS, S. N. (Fig. 12.) 
Leaf broad, reniform, 11 centimetres broad and 7 crntimetres in length, margins 

undulate. Five veined, but with two accessory veins, making 7 in all. This is a very 
remarkable leaf, but of somewhat uncertain affinities. 

Collected by Dr. G. M. Dawson at Coal Brook. 

17. PROTOPHYLLUM LECONTE.-\.NUM? 
Lesquereux, Cretaceous Flora, p. 103, pl. XVII. 
This leaf is very impsrfect, but approaches nearly in its venation to the species named. 
Collected by Dr. Selwyn at Peace River. 

18. PROTOPHYLLUM BOREALE, S. N. (Fig. 13.) 
Leaf ve1·y large, rounded at base, which extends 2 to 5 centimetres beyond the atta('hment 

of the petiole. Venation based on three main ribs, springing from the midTib near its base, 
and which are connected with each other by VL'ins angling upwaTd. The lateral veins give 
off regular secondary veins toward the margin. The portion figured is the basal part of a 
large leaf, which some fragments show to have been six inches or more in its greatest 
diameter. 

Collected by Dr. Selwyn at Peace River. 

19. PROTOPHYLLUM RUGOSUM. 
Lesquereu:x:, Cretaceous Flora, p. 105, pl. XVII. 
A leaf not very well preserved, but so far as can be seen not distinguishable from that 

above named, which is from the Dakota Group. 
Collected by~Dr. G. M. Dawson at Coal Brook. 

Additional Inland Species. 

20. P1Nus SusQUAENSIS, S. N. (Pl. III., Fig. 37.) 
Leaves, long linear, about 3 inches in length, and 8 or more in breadth, rnplaced by a 

micaceous mineral in hard black slaty rock. 

21. L.AURUS CR.ASSINERVIS, S. N . 
.A narrow lanceolate leaf, resembling L. Nebrascensis of Lesqnereux, but more parallel

sided and with very strong channelled midrib, having transyen;e wrinkles. No trace of finer 

venation. 
Both of the above species are from the deposit in Susqua River already referred to, and 

believed to be of Cretaceous age. 
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22. DIOONITES BOREALIS. s. N. (Pl. III., Fig. 37.) 
Petiole thick, longitudinally striate. Leaflets 16 millimetres wide, parallel-sided, decur-

rent at base on the petiole, longitudinally striated with about 15 strire. Length of leaflets, 
9 centimetres or more, terminations unknown. 

This is a fragment of a leaf similar to that of Dioonites Columbianus from the Queen 
Charlotte Islands, but differing in size and venation. Similar leaves have b~en found by 
Fontaine in the Lower Cretaceous of Virginia, and in Europe they are considered to be 
characteristic of the Lower Cretaceous. In America, however, Dioon edule still survives as a 
representative of this type of cycads. 

Collected by Mr. R. G. McConnell, on Willow Creek, N. W. Territory. 

2 .-Upper Cretaceous of Vancouver Island. 

1. NEUROPTERIS CASTOR, S. N. (Fig. 14, 14a.) 
Pinnules at rig·ht angles to rhachis, closely set, oblong, abruptly pointed, attached by 

whole base. Midrib strong, fading before reaching the point. Veins obscure, but apparently 
at an acute angle to the midrib. Very abundant at Beaver Harbour. 

Collected by Dr. G. M. Dawson. 

2. T..tENIOPTERIS PLUMOSA, S. N. (Fig. 15.) 
Resembles closely T. Vittata and T. Gibbsii of Newberry, but has the veins forming an 

angle of 50° with the midrib, which is very strong, giving off to the even margin strongly 
marked parallel veins. Breadth 2 c~ntimetres; length and termination unknown. 

Collected by Dr. G. M. Dawson at Baynes' Sound. 

3. NILSSONIA LATA, S. N. (Figs. 15, bis. 15 a.) 
Frond at least 6 centimetres broad. Pinnules about 1.2 centimetres in breadth, each 

with about 30 parallel veins at angle of 50'.) from the rib. Pinnre separated from each other 
by narrow acute lacunoo. Midrib broad and channeled. Terminal pinna a little broader 
than the lateral segments. 

Collected by Dr. G. M. Dawson at Baynes' Sound. 

4. PTERIS (0LEANDRA) GLOSSOPTEROIDES, S. N. (Fig. 16.) 
Pinna lanceolate, 2 centimetres wide, 8 or more long. Midrib strong, giving- off 

ascending curved twice-forking veins, which from their flexuous character. sometimes 
appear netted. Margin of pinna apparently inflexed or thickened. Resembles Oleandra 
arctica, Heer, from Greenland ; but has the veins at a more acute angle. 

Collected by Mr. J. Richardson, at Protection Island. 

5. SPHENOPTERIS ELONGATA, Newberry. (Figs. 17, 17 a.) Newberry Boston Journal of 
Natural History, Vol. VII., No. 4. ' 

This species was described by Newberry, from specimens collected at Orcas Island, 
on the Coast of Oreg~n. It is compared by him with S. Verlettii, Brngt. It is doubtfully 
referred to Splienopterzs, but as the fructification is unknown, may be allowed to remain 
there at present . 

. Collected by Mr. J. Richardson, at Protection Island. 
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6. DAVALLITES RICHARDSON!, S. N. (Figs. 18, 18 a, 18 b.) 
Barren pinnm, neaTly at right angles to the petiole; nanow, with oboval pinnules, 

united at base, few veined and slightly decunent on the partial pl'tiole, to which they are at 
right angles. Length ofpinnm 5 millimetres or h~ss. Terminal pinna obtuse, lobed. Fertile 
pinnm much nanower with semilunar pinnules, each with two thecn~ on th(• upper edge. 

Collected by Mr. J. Richardson, at Protection Island. 

7. ADIANTITES PRJELONGU~, S. N. (Fig. 19.) 
Frond simple, widening gradually from the base to near the ar>cx, which is truncate 

and sometimes lobed. Length 10 centimetres, breadth about 3 centimetres. Texture 
apparently thin and delicate. Veins slender, diverging at very acute angles, and forking 
several times. This is evidently a fern, but of doubtful affinities. 

Collected by Dr. G. M. Dawson at Baynes' Sound. 

8. PECOPTERIS, S. N. 
Tri-pinnate, with small closely placPd pinnules, bluntly pointed. Venation obscure. 
Collected at Baynes' Sound, by G. M. Dawson. 

9. AsPIDIUM KENNERLII, Newberry, Boston Journal of Naturnl History, Vol. VII, No.-!. 
This fern, said by Newberry to be vt>ry abundant in the shales over the Newcastle 

coal at Nanaimo, appears only in a few fragments in the collections submitted to me. 

10. TORREIA DENSIFOLIA, S. N. (Fig. 20, 20 a.) 
Branchlets with crowded leaves, which are about 2 centimetres long and 4 millimetres 

in breadth, obtusely pointed, parallel-sided and decurrent on the branchlets; one-veined, 
thick. In the absence of any knowledge of its fruit, the reference of this very distinct and 
beautiful plant is of course very uncertain. 

Collected by Mr. J. Richardson, at Protection Island. 

11. GLYPTOSTROBUS, S. N. 
Fragments of branchlets resembling G. Europrcus in size and form, but too obscure for 

certain determination. 
Collected by Dr. G. M. Dawson, at Baynes' Island. 

12. TAXODIUM CUNEATUM, Newberry, Boston Journal of Natural History, Vol. VIII., No. 4. 
Newberry describes this as follows: Leaves numerous, short, broad-spatulate in form, 

rounded or sub-acute at summit, narrowed into a very short petiole or sessile on the 
branchlets. 

Collected by Mr. J. Richardson, at Nanaimo and Protection Island. 

13. SALISBURIA BAYNESIANA, S. N. (Figs. 21 and 21 a.) 
Leaf obliquely cuneate, thick; nervation dichotomous, obscure. Margin entire at 

sides, sinuate at apex. Leaves of Salisburya, possibly of the same species, though some
what larger, are found at Beaver Ha:Pabour, and are associated with oval seeds or nutlets 
possibly of the same tree. 

Collected by Dr. G. M. Dawson, at Baynes' Sound and Beaver Harbor. 
Sec. IV., 1882, 4. 
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1-1. PHRAG:'.\UTES CORDAIFOIDII~, s. N. (Fig. 22.) 
An inch or more in width when full grown. Parallel vPins distant from each other 

about 5 millimetres, and with some intervening stria~. Resembles P. Crelt1ceo11s, Lesq., from 
Nebraska, but differs in venation. To the naked eye this leaf very closely resembles 

Cord,1ilf's borassifolia of the coal formation. 
Collected by Mr. Jauws Richardson, at North Saanich and Nanaimo, and by Dr. G. M. 

Dawson, at Baynes' Sound. 

15. SABAL lMPERIALIS, s. N. (Fig. 23.) 
Sabal, Sp., Newberry, Boston Journal, Vol. VII., No. -1. 

Midrib elong;aJe; more than 16 centimetres long and 1.8 wide; coarsely striate 
longitudinally, perhaps in consequence of pressure. Leaf having folds varying from 8 to 
15 millimetres in breadth, at angle of 55" to 60° at base, more acute upward. Nerves fine, 
30 to 60 on each fold, five or six on each side of the middle being coarser than the others. 
General form and margin unknown, but must have been one to two feet or more in 
diameter of blade. This is undoubtedly the 8ahal mentioned by Lesquereux and New
berry, as found in fragments in collections from N anaimo. At the Harwood colliery on 
that island Mr. Richardson obtained large leavL'S, but on a shale so brittle and jointed that 
it was impossible to seem·p them Pntire. 

16. SALIX PACIFICA, N. N. (Fig. ~-t) 

Leaf elongate, pointed at both ends. Apex somewhat abrupt, base oblique. Length 
8.5 centimetres, breadth in middle 1.::3 centimetres. Midrib conspicuous; margin entire. 
In one specimen a group of lea;ns app('ars attached to a slender twig. 

Collected by Dr. G. M. Dawson, at Baynes' Sound. 

17. PoPULlT~ RHOMBOIDEA, Lesqr. 

Lesquereux. Anwrirnn Journal of NeiPn<·P. Vol. XXVII, p. 360. 

Originally Lk:-wrihL'd by Lesquereux from specimens collected by Dr. John Evans at 
Nanaimo. Was described as" rhomboidal, with the margin hregularly toothed above and 
entire near the slightly decurrent base. Lateral primary Yeins divero·iiw at an acute ano-le 

::-, t, 0 

like the se~ondary ones, ~n~ ascending to both corners of the rhomb of the leaf, all strongly 
marked with searcl'ly V1s1ble percurrent veinlets." It is a lL·af with the venation on the 
same plan with that of the modern P. grnndidentata. 

Collected by Mr. J. Richardson, at Neweai:;tle Island. 

18. I'OPULlT8 PROTOZADACHII, S. N. (Fig. 2/>.) 

Closely allied to P. Zadatl1ii, of Heer in its style of ven·:itioii .... 11d t d · b t 
. . , • · , o crena e margin, u 

with fewer and more delwate veins and broader form. 
Collected by Mr. J. Richardson, at Newcastle Island. 

19. POPULUS TRINETIYIS, N. N. 
A poplar-like h,af, with thn'u slender veins forkinO' llp d V 1· d 

. . . . · t, war s. ery peen iar an 
<-hstmdIYe, and l'l'Pl'l'Sl'lltPd by S\'Vl'ral spt"l'illl\'llS but all imr .~ t t th . 

~ . . · )eI 1ec a e maro-1ns. 
C olll'ckd at Nanaimo by Mr. James Rich·:trdson and at B , S d bb D G M 

Dawson. ~ ' aynes ~ oun y r. . . 
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20. PoPULU8 RECTINERVATA, S. N. (Fig. 26.) 
Leaf large, with entire margin, or only a few distant obsolete te0th, g0m'ral form 

apparently broad oval or ovate. Midrib delicate; veins slightly cmT('<l, divPr!!'ing· from 
the midrib at an angle of about 25"\ so that they appear vPry erect and approximately 
parallel to each other, forking twice before they reach the margin. R<'sPmbles iu venation 
large and luxuriant leaves of P. balsamifera and also the P. nwlrthilis of Heer. 

Collected by Dr. G. M. Dawson, at Baynes' Sound. 

21. PoPULUS LONGIOR, S. N. 
Plan of venation similar to the last, but veins at a still more acute angle and the 

form of the leaf narrower and with entire margin. 
Collected by J. Richardson, at Harwood collierv, N anaimo ; by Dr .. G. M. Dawson, at 

Baynes' Sound. 

22. PoPuLus, Sp. 

This is a very larg~ poplar leaf which must have been four inches in breadth. It has 
a venation similar to that of P. grandidentata, but the teeth of the margin much smaller. 
The specimens are in fragments. 

Collected by Dr. G. M. Dawson, at Baynes' Sound. 
It should be noted that, in accordance with the numerous poplar leaves found m 

these beds, wood, having the structure of modern poplar, is by no means uncommon m 
the same formations. 

23. BETULA PERANTIQUA, S. N. (Fig. 27). 
Ovate, elongate, veins at angle of about 50'1, with midrib slightly curved and begin

ning to fork toward margin, which is entire, or with only very shallow teeth. Leaf, acute 
at apex; less acute at base. Length of ordinary specimens, 5.5 centimetres. Breadth, 0.2 

centimetre. Six veins on each side. 
Collected by Dr. G. M. Dawson, at Baynes' Sound. 

24. QUERCUS VICTORIJE, S. N. (Fig. 28). 
Leaf, large, probably 4 to 5 inches long; broadly lanceolate, slightly toothed at mar

gin. Veins nearly straight, at angle of 45'.), and about 0.7 centimetre apart. Approaches 
somewhat to Q. multinen·is of Lesquereux, but differs in angle of ,~0nation. 

Collected by Mr. J. Richardson, at Newcastle Island, Nanaimo River and Protection 
Island. 

25. ULMUS DUBIA, S. N. (Fig. 29). 
A fragment of a leaf with the venation of U/11111s. Veins nearly opposite, at angle of 

about 40°; curved and forking toward margin, which has distant teeth. V cinlets coarsely 
reticulated, with a tendency to transverse arrangement. A ft•w imperfect interstitial 
veins. Leaf curved, and apparently dry and harsh. Breadth, 2.t> ceutimdn's, apparently 

somewhat oblique at base. 
Collected by Dr. G. M. Dawson, at Baynes' Sound. 

26. SASSAFRAS, Sp. (Fig. 30, 30 a). 

A small cuneate leaf, apparently trilobed at summit, and with three slender veins, 
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din·rginQ' at a very ncnfr• angle from the base. Usual length, about 5 centimetres. Lea-v-es 
of this type are found at Baynes' Sound and Vanconv0r faland; hut too impeTfectly pre
served to admit of any (_'ertain distindion from de:-:('ribed s1w<'i1•s. 

27 . .TUGLAN~ HAR\VOODEN~IS, s. N. (Fig. 31). 
Leaf o-ntk, narrowing toward the base. Midrib distinct ; veins at a very obtuse 

angle, nearly 80", curving and ndting at margin, which seems to be slightly toothed. 
Breadth, 4 centimetres; length, probably 11 crntim0tres. 

Collected by Mr . .T. Richardson, at Harwood Colliery, Nanaimo. 

28. DrosPYROS VANCOUVERENSIS, s. N. (Fig. 32). 
o,~al, pointed at base, obtuse and oblique at apex. Margin, entire or slightly undulate. 

Midrib and veins strongly marked; angle of divergence of veins from midrib, abut 6W. 
Veins curved strongly and uniting at the margin. Veinlets transverse, straight, giving a 
coarse rectangular reticulation. Length, about 5.5 centimetres; breadth, 3 centimetres. 

Collected by Mr. J. Richardson, at Nanaimo. 

29. CEANOTHUS CRETACEUS, S. N. (Fig. 33). 
Regularly elliptical, with three principal veins, the lateral ones curdng regularly from 

base to apex. Margin, crenulate. Minor venation, obscure. Length, 5 centimetres; 
breadth in middle, 2.6. Distance of lateral veins from midrib in middle, 0.8 centimetre. 
The modern C. Amerirnnus has verv similar leaves, but broader in proportion. 0. oNtlis has 
nanower leaves. This ancient leaf is thus between the two. This leaf might be included 
in the genus Ci1111amomum, as defined by fossil botanists; but I cannot distinguish it from 
the foliag·e of the modern gen us Ceanothus, still living in the west. 

Collected by Dr. G. M. Dawson, at Baynes' Sound. 

30. ANISOPHYLLUM, Sp. (Fig. 34). 

Apparently a soft, flL·shy leaf, with strong midrib, and g1vmg off a large branching 
vein at one side near the base, and more slender and simple veins elsewhere. Length, 
about 7 centimetres ; breadth, about 4. Margin, entire. 

Collecfa"d by Dr. G. M. Dawson, at Baynes' Sound. 

31. PROTOPHYLLUJI N ANAIMO, N. N. (Fig. 35). 
Large, 16 centimetres or more long, and 12 in breadth. Veins vPry nearly opposite, 

and at an angfo of 55' to the midrib. Interspaces with transn'1·se n'inlets more or less 
nett1·cl and em·vecl, or angled upward. Approaches to P. f e{'()11/eruw m of Lesquereux, from 
the Dakota group. 

CollPch'd at Nanaimo by Mr . .T. Riehardson; at Rayw·i--· Sound, by Dr. G. M. Dawson. 

:12. ALXITE~ Ix:-:wK1:-:. N. N. (Pl. viii., Fig. 38.) 

Leaf rnrian•on~. shining. somewhat triangular or broad cnnL'ah>, rounded and L'OarsL·ly 
toothed a hon' ; :-.maller and distant kL·t h on tlw sides ; narrow at base and rapidly 
,~iden~ng. Midrib str~iig~ht, well marked, n•i1rn about equally strong, YPry slightly curved, 
d1n·rgmg from the m1dnb at an angle of 50' and running direct to margin, nearly parallel 
to Pach other. Veinlets i-;traiµ:ht, simple, at right :mg-l1's to the Vl'ins. Lateral margms, 
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outside lowest veins, narrow, with a few veinlets at acute angles running to the tc•ct h. 
In the figure one side of the leaf appears lt'SS-cmTt'd than natural, owing· to a slight fold 
in the specimen. 

This leaf is very puzzling in its structure, and up to the time of writing out my paper 
for the press, I had seen only fragments of it. I have, howeyer, been ahlP at length to 
uncover a nearly perfect specimen in shale from N anaimo, from which the aboYe descrip
tion is taken. The form and yenation recall features of the genera Alm1s and Plal<t1ms; but 
I have seen no leaf, recent or fossil, ~hich it entirely resembles. 

33. CARPOLITHES, Sp. 
Small, round, smooth fruits or seeds, also ovate seeds, and oyate seeds with a rib on 

one side, are found at Beaver Harbor and Baynes' Sound. They may be seeds of taxine 
trees. 

Miscellaneous and Undetermined. 

In the collections from Vancouver Island, there are many other kinds of leaves, refera
ble to the genera Quercus, Diospyros, Magnolia, &c., which are too imperfect for description, 
and there can be no doubt that the species above described, constitute but a fraction of a 
rich and varied flora which might, no doubt, be in great part restored by actfre and 
judicious collecting, pursued by observers having more time at command than those who 
have collected in these beds. 

III.-THE LARAMIE AND TERTIARY FLORAS. 

The whole of the plants classed under the last head belong to undoubted Cretaceous 
beds, characterized as such by animal fossils, and by stratigraphical position. It is true 
that the Coal-measures of Vancouver Island have been regarded as Miocene by the earlier 
observers; but this was solely on account of the supposed Tertiary character of their 
flora. The more detailed explorations of the Geological Survey of Canada have fully 
established their relation with the beds holding Inoceramus, Baculites, and other Cretaceous 
forms. Some portion of the confusion regarding these beds arose from the mixture of 
their fossils with those of the Tertiary beds. For example, in Heer's Memofr on the 
"Flora of Vancouver Island and British Columbia," the greater part of the species 
described are from the Tertiary deposits of Burrard Inhit and Bellingham Bay, on the 
mainland. 

Both in British Columbia, howeYer, and east of the Rocky Mountains, the Cretal·eous 
proper is overlaid by newer beds. West of the Rocky Mountains tlwsc :u;smne the form 
of old lake basins, filled with fresh-water deposits holding remains of plants and insects, 
which have been noticed or described in the reports of the Geological SnrYl'Y of Canada, 
and are undoubtedly Tertiary, probably Mioce1w.* East of the mountains, on the otlwr 
hand, the undoubted Cretaceous beds of the Fort Pierre and Fox Hill groups am coyered 
conformably by a widely extended series of days and sall(btones, holding fosf-.il plants 
and lignite, with brackish-water and fresh-water shells. This is known as the Lammie, 

*Reports of Geological Survey, 18,G-6, 1876-'(, 1877-8. 
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Lignitic or Fort Union Group. To this belong the plants from Porcupine Creek and the 
Souris RiYPl' described by tlw ,Yritcr in Dr. G. M. Dawson's Report on the ~9th Parallel, 
and in the Reports of the Geological ~mTey of Canada,* the plants de_scnbe~ by ~eer 
from Mackenzie HiYPr.t and those of the Fort Union beds of the 1!pper M1~so~r_1 described 
by Newberry and others. They constitute also the Lower Tertiary or L1gmtic Flora of 
Lesquereux.t 

With reference to the age of the Laramie beds, considerable diversity of opinion has 
prevailed, and I do not purpose here to renew the discussions which have taken place; 
but merely to state what seem to be well ascertained fads. These are as follows :-

1. The Laramie beds pass downward into the undoubted Upper Cretaceous, without 
any stratigraphical break. 

2. Their inyertebrate fossils being largely fresh-water and estuarine and partly of Cre
taceous, and partly of Lower Tertiary types, do not giYc very precise indications of age, but 
the beds hold reptilian remains of genera usually held to be Mesozoic,while no mammalian 
remains have yet been found. 

3. According to the observations of the United States geologists, the Laramie beds 
are known to underlie, in some places conformably, and in others unconformably, the 
Wahsatch series, which is regarded as Middle Eocene. 

4. The flora is distinct on the one hand from that of the Cretaceous below, and on 
the other from that of the undoubted Miocene of British Columbia and the South-Western 
States. 

5. The Laramie GTOup has been subdivided on stratigraphical grounds into four 
sections, but no grounds are known which would warrant its division into distinct forma
tions. 

Clarence King, in his ·Geology of the 40th Parallel, places the Laramie in the Cretaceous, 
on the eYidenee, more especially, of its yerkhratc remains. Puzzled, however, by the 
confident assertions as to the Miocene af-ipc·d of eertain fossil plants, he seems to suspect 
that in the Fort Union series then' may be a confusion of the Tertiary beds with the 
Cretaceous. He places, however, without hesitation in the Eocene the Green River group, 
whose plants arn placed by Lesquereux with the Miocene. ..Whitt>, the Palreontologist of 
the United States S1uyey of the Territories. approaches to the same general view when 
he says in his report of 1880, that the Laramie is "a hansitional group between the Cn•ta
ceous beneath and the Tel'tiary above."§ This was tlw opinion expressed by the writel', 
with reference to the Canadian development of the Laramie, in the Report of the Boundary 
Commission in 1875 ; and more recently in a note on Fossil Plants collected by Dr. 
Selwyn.II 

But though I believe no American geologist or palreontologist would now hold 
these beds to be newer than the oldest Tertiary, I observe that Heer, in a note 011 the fossil 

* 1879-80. 
t Flora Fossils Arctica. 
:j: Tertiary Flora, Geological Snryey of the Territories of the U. S. 
~ See also papers by Prof. Stevenson in Am. Journal of Science, and in Report of Wheeler's Survey, ] 881. 
U Report of Geol. f-;nryey of Canada, 1879-80. 
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plants of Mackenzie Rivei', published as late as June, 1880,* still regards them as Miocene· 
As the opinions of a palmobotanist so eminent deserve careful attention, it may be well to 
examine the 1·easons which he giyes. 

1. He affirms that none of the species occur in the Eocene of Europe. But the Eocene 
of Europe presents feahUl'S· distinct from those of any American Tertiary Florn, and depend
ing evidently on peculiar geographical conditions. Further, Gairdner and others hold that 
Heer unduly limits the European Eocene; and if their ·dews were established, the statement 
made by Heer would fall to the ground. 

2. Several of the plants are common to the Laramie beds and to the so-called Miocene 
of Saghalien, of Alaska, and of Greenland. With respect to the former, there is reason to 
suspect that the Saghalien flora, as desnibed by IfrPr, may be Cretaceous. It has many 
points in common with the Flora of Nanaimo, and it occurs in beds resting immediately on 
deposits holding Cretaceous animal remains. The Alaska and Greenland floras have not 
been proved to be Miocene, and as the GrePnland flora srn·<·<•(~ds the Cretaceous without the 
intervention of any other flora, it is not impTobably really Eocene. 

3. The Mackenzie Rin·r beds 1)Tesent few points of identity with those of the Ameri
can Eocene; but in making- this comparison HeeT classes• as Miocene the Green RiYer and 
Fort Union beds, which may be Tepresentatives of the beds in question, but which 
all American geologists TegaTd as Eocene, or older. He can thus only compaTe the Laramie 
group with that portion of the older Tertiary admitted by Lesquereux as Eocene, while 
the other Eocene or later Cretaceous beds of the adjoining parts of the United States, 
are left out of the comparison, being, like the Canadian Laramie, arbitrarily relegated to 
the Miocene. 

The following tabular view will serye to show the actual difference between Heer 
and the geologists of the United States and Canada with Teference to the Laramie beds:-

Eocene and Cretaceous beds, as ,gicen in Clarence H.ing's Report on the 40th Parallel. 

Eocene.-Uinta Series. 
Bridger Series. 
Green River Series. 
Vermillion Creek (Coryphodon beds). 

Cretaceous.-Laramie '? 
Fox Hill. 
Colorado. 
Dakota. 

According to Lesquereux, the Green River beds of the above list are Upper Miocene, 
the Vermillion beds are Lower Miocene, and the Laramie are Eocl'nl'. But according to 
Heer even the Lar:nnie, or a large portion of it, is Miocene. The actual origin of this error 
is the continuance of similar Floras in America from the Middle Crl'taceous up to the 
modern time, while much greater changes have occurred in Europe within the same great 
periods. 

* Proceeding(Royal Society of London. 
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List of Lr//'rw1ie J>lrulls frum the North- lVesl Territories of Canada. 

Those marked with an asterisk are known in beds of similar age in the United States. 

* Unodt'a sensibilis, L. 
Daxallia (Stenoloma) tenuifolia, ~wn. 

Equisetum, :-;p. 
Physag·enia Parlatorii, Heer. 

* Glyptostrobus Europmus, Heer. 

* Sequoia Langsdorffii, Heer. 

* Thuja interrupta, Newb. 

* Taxites Olriki, Heer. 
* Taxites Ol'l'i<kntalis, N'by. 

Lemna sentata, D'n. 

Phragmites, Sp. 
Scirpus, ~P-

* Populus ardint, Heer. 

* P. acerifolia, N'by. 

* P. Cuneafa, N'by. 
P. Hookeri, Heer. 
P. Richardsoni, Heer. 
Salix Raeana, Heer. 

* Corylus 1·ostrata, Ait. 

C. Americana, Walt. 

* Platanus nobilis, N'by. 

P. Heterophyllus, N'by. 

Diospyros, Sp. 

* Sapindus affinis, N'by. 

Rhamnus, Sp. 

* R. Concinn us, N'by. 

* Carya antiquorum, N'by. 

* J uglans Cinerea ? 
Sassafras Selwynii, D'n. 

* Viburnum pubescens, Pursh. 

Viburnum Lakesii, Lesqr. 

Ficus tiliaefolia ( or allied) Brongt. 

F. allied to F speclabilis, Lesqr. 

Quercus, Sp. allied to Q. antiqua, N'by. 

..A.esculus antiqua, D'n. 

Trapa borealis, Heer. 

Carpolithes, Sp. 

The following fossil woods are associakd with the abon· :-

Populus, seYL'ral spt>ciPs. 
J uglans.-The struchue is well preserved, and not distinguishable from that of wood of 

J11pJr111s cinerea, leaYL'S of a species resembling, which also occur, as noted above. 

Cedroxylon, Sp. Possibly the wood of Thufa interrnptrt. 

Pitoxylon, Sp. 
Cupressoxylon, Sp. 

(a) allied to wood of Sequoia sempervirens.* 

(b) " " S. gigantea. 

(c) possibly wood of Glyptostrobus, 

Three other species. 
Taxoxylon, Sp. 

Coniferous woods of the above types also occur abundantly in the Lignites, and can be 

made out when these are treated with caustic potash. 

The following are the species recognized by Heer, in the collections from Mackenzie 

Rivei·, studied by him:-

Xylomites borealis, Heer (growing on leaves). Quercus Olafseni, Heer. 

Glyptostrobus Ungeri, H1·. Platanus aceroides, Hr. 

Sequoia Langsdorffii, Brongt. J uglans acuminata, Brongt. 

* Probably the wood described by Schroeter, in Heer's Flora Arcti·ca as c• - • 0 d · 
~ _ , ,:ye111101a ana enS'!s. 
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Taxodium distichum, (Miocenum.) 
Smilax Franklini. 

* Populus arctica, Hr. 
* P. Richardsoni, Hr. 
* P. Hookl'ri, Hr. 

Salix Raeana, Hr. 
Betula macrophylla, Gpt. 
Corylus McQuarrii, Forbes. 

Viburnum Nordenskioldii, Hr. 
Pterospermites spectabilis, Hr. 
Pt. dentatus, Hr. 
Tilia Malgreni, Hr. 
Phyllites aceroides, Hr. 
Carpolithes Seminulum, Hr. 
Hedera Mac Cl urei, Hr. 
Magnolia N ordenskioldii, Hr. 
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The only species common to the Mackenzie River beds and those further south, are 
those marked with an asterisk, but I believe that further comparison would increase the 
number of identical species. This I have not had time or opportunity to institute, since 
the receipt of Heer's last memoir. I feel convinced, however, that the differences in species 
in the different localities of the Laramie, are caused largely by difference of station, and are 
increased by the different views taken by observers as to the generic affinities of leaves, 
and by description of mere varieties as distinct species. The poplars are especially open 
to this remark. The genus Populus seems to have been dominant over wide areas of the 
west from the later Cretaceous to the present time; and large quantities of material are 
available which will be of great value in determining horizons; but at present the confusion 
of nomenclature of European and .Ameriean authors is so great, that a thorough revision 
of the whole series seems to be required. 

Tertiary Plants from the Interior of British Columbia. 

I have referred above to these plants as occurring in deposits probably lacustrine and 
of later age than the Laramie of the plains. They may be of the same age with those of 
Burrard's Inlet, noticed by Heer in his memoir on Vancouver plants, and with those of the 
.Alaska and Bellingham Bay beds, described by Heer and Newberry, and with those 
described by Lesquereux, from some of the Tertiary deposits of the western territories of the 
United States, which have been referre·d to the Miocene period. 

!.-Quesnel and Blackwater Rivers*:-

The plants from these places are contained in white lacustrine silt and brown ferru
ginous sandstone. They include leaves of Acer, Jug/ans, Carya, Castanea, Q11erc11s, Fagus, 
Platanus, Betula, Rhaninus, Diospyros, Taxodium and Sequoia, along with many nuts and fruits 
probably belonging to the same species with some of the leaves. None of these species, 
except the SerJ1wio, seem to be identical with any from the Laramie or Cretaceous; but 
several are the same with Amerirnn and European species n~garded as Miocene. This flora 
is very rich, especially in fruits, and it is greatly to be desired that more extensive collPc
tions should be made in it. The Quesnel beds have afforded a number of species of insects 
which have been described by Dr. Scudder, and are regarded by him as Tertiary.t 

* G. l\I. Dawson, Report Geological Survey of Canada, 1875-6, 1877-8. 
t G. M. Dawson, 1. c. 
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II.-Siniilkameen River*:-

The plants from this place are in a brownish shale, abounding in fragments of a large 
Equiselmn, which I have described in the repoTt cited under the name of E. Similkarnense. 

With this are numerous leaves of Populm: Arctir:a, Heer, and a fe~ of P. latior; and also 
species of Carpinus, Plrttam1s, Nelumbium, Sapill(lus, Mvrica, Be/11/a, P((/1:11rus, Vaccinimn, 

1,1.1:odi11 m, Sequoia and Glvptostrobus, and a fragment of Th.uja, not distinguishable from 
T. occidentalis. The species are different from those found at Quesnel, but like them 
apparently of Middle Tertiary age. 

lll.-Reserve, North Tlwmpsont :-

The leaves from this place, in a matrix of grey arenaceous shale, are almost exclusively 
poplars, referable to Populus Arctica, P. Genelri.c, Newberry, and another species. \Yith 
these is a species of Rhus, allied to R. · rosafolia of Lesquereux. 

When the plants from these localitie, shall have been fully collected and studied, it 
will be time to offer opinions as to the precise horizons of the Tertiary which they repre
sent. With so small collections from only a few localities, the local differences are likely, 
to some extent, to mask those depending on age. There can be no doubt, however, that 
they belong to the Tertiary period, and that they may be somewhat newer than the 
Laramie deposits of the plains. Like these they are associated with Lignite, and when this 
shall be worked we may expect that larger collections will be available. 

* G. l\f. Dawson, Report Geological Suryey of Cana<la, 1877-8, p. 186 n. 
t G. :'.\f. Dawson, 1. c. 
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111.-0n the Importance of Economizing and Preserving our Forests. 

By WILLIAM SAUNDERS. 

(Read May 25, 1882,) 

At first sight, forests appear to the settler in a wooded country as obstacles to advan
cing civilization, to be removed as rapidly as possible, and with unwearied zeal and 
persistence in the use of axe and fire the encumbmnces are soon disposed of. The stock 
of fertility accumulated by the long continued annual fall and decay of the leaves is 
utilized in the growth of cereals for man's sustenance, and in his zeal to g·et rid of the 
trees, the owner seldom reflects on the inestimable value of woods in providing shelter 
against storms, in equalizing temperature and moisture, and in purifying the atmosphere. 

Perhaps the most obvious modification of climate by forests is in arresting wind, 
subduing its power in a greater degree than a solid barrier would, the limbs entangling 
and killing its force in a marked degree. Even a single tree has a wake of calm stretching 
away to a considerable distance, while a forest of deciduous trees absolutely arrests the 
wind near the earth. A windy climate is generally an unhealthy one, as indicated by the 
marked increase in mortality during and following the long continued prevalence of cold 
winds. 

Forests also equalize violent alternations of heat and cold ; the temperature is lower in 
summer and higher irr winter in the forest than in the adjacent open ground. During the 
heated term the umbmgeous foliage protects the soil from the direct action of the sun's 
rays, while every. leaf by the evaporation of moisture from its surface acts as a refrigerator 
on the air immediately adjacent. In winter the heat which has been absorbed by the 
water with which the soil is charged also by the earth is slowly given up, and, added to 
the minute quantity of heat given forth by the living trees themselves, forms a reservoir 
of warmer air, which is slowly displaced in severe weather and mitigates its severity; 
indeed the forest is a treasurer of the elements of climate, hoarding excesses and distribu
ting in times of need. 

Forests also exercise a governing and conservative influence on the humidity of the 
atmosphere. The roots of trees act in a measure like conduits, admitting the rain water 
into the sub-soil, while over this lies a stratum of humus, highly absorbent, and on the 
surface a layer of decaying trees, the whole acting something like an enormous sponge 
holding a vast quantity of surface water reserved for the heated season. Then, when the 
need for it is most urgent, it is elevated to the upper surface and distributed to the parched 
ah- by evaporation from the leaves, as already stated. 

Forests also influence rainfall; trees indeed are most singularly complicated con
densers, their limbs, boughs, and leaves being a sort of natural machinery, wonderfully 
adapted to the purpose of grasping upon the atmosphere and causing those dynamic 
changes which induce precipitation of moisture. 

Trees purify the soil. The pollution constantly going on about our dwellings charges 
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the soil with organic matter, which the roots of trees search out, follow and feed upon, 

and alter it as completely as if it were burnt, and elevate it into the upper air in forms of 

beauty. . . 
Data for the investigation of the influence of forests on the all-important quest10n of 

rainfall, must be looked for in the eastern part of the world, where deforestation has been 
greatest, and where large districts have thus been entirely altered in their character and 
capabilities. 

When the Jews first settled in Palestine it was a proverbialy fertile country, a land 

flowing with milk and honey, and favored with a pleasant climate. Then the mountain 
ranges of the country were densely covered with forests, in which the stately cedar of 
Lebanon held a prominent place. The gradually increasing population of Palestine 
enjoyed comfort and abundance during many centuries, but a gradual devastation of the 

forests, which was finally completed by their enemies, produced a wonderful change. 
The hills of Galilee, once rich pasturing grounds for large herds of cattle, are now sterile; 
the Jordan has become an insignificant stream, and se-,.-eral beautiful smaller TiYers men
tioned in the Bible, appear now as stony runs, ,vhich carry off the surplus water resulting 
from the melting snow in spring, but are completely dry dluing tlw greater paTt of the 
year. Some few valleys enriched by the soil which has been washed down from the hills, 
haye retained a portion of their fertility, but the country as a whole is arid and desolate 
and not capable of sustaining one-fourth of the population it contained in the time of 
Solomon. 

Under the reign of the Moorish Caliphs, the Iberian peninsula Tesembled a vast 
garden, yielding grain and fruit in the greatest abundance. Then the sienas and 
mountain slopes were covered with a luxuriant growth of timber, which was afterwards 
wantonly destroyed under the rule of the Christian kings, while large herds of half wild 
goats and sheep prevented the spontaneous growth of trees which would otherwise have 
taken place on the neglected lands. Now nearly all the plateau lands of Spain are desert
li~e and unfit for agriculture, because of the scarcity of rain. 

Portions of Sicily, Greece, Italy, France, and other European countries have suffered in 
like manner, and the plains and hillsides, once luxuriant with verdure, yield now but 
scanty crops, or are converted into arid wastes. In France the government has adopted 
a regular system of forest planting, which is proving a great success, and which in course 
of time will doubtless rnmedy the evils complained of, rnpay the expenses incurred and 
yield a revenue to the public treasury. 

Germany, which had also suffen.•d from deforestation, was one of the first European 
nations to set to work energetically and systematically to remedy it by extensive planting. 
The work wm; begun nearly two hundred years ago, and during this period the country 
has been brought from the condition of a wood famine to a state in which there is now 
grown annually more wood than the country needs to use. It is estimated that with the 
sy:-;tpmatic planting now regularly carried out, Germany can cut from ten to fifteen billions 
of feet of lumber from ihi thiTty-five millions of acres of wood lands yearly, for all time to 
come, a product from which the ~tate is said to rnceive· a net revenue of nearly forty millions 
of dollars peT annum. Besides all this, while in many other countries the climate and 
soil have deteriorated to an alarming extent, Germany has gained in fertility, and tracts of 
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formerly worthless land have been brought under successful culture, and the climate, if it 
has not improved, as some claim, at least has not deteriorated. 

Other countries are following the example of Germany, and systematic forest-planting 
is now being faithfully carried out, not only in Europe, but in India and .Australia. 

In our own country, although we have not yet felt any ill effects from the partial 
removal of our woods, yet the timber supply is being so rapidly exhausted, that the 
question of replanting must before long engage the serious attention of our people. .At 
the present rate of consumption and destruction, it is estimated that the twentieth century 
will see the greater portion of the .American continent well nigh denuded of its forests. 
The disastrous consequences of a dearth of timber in Canada would be difficult to describe ; 
it would interfere sadly with the further settlement of our country and paralyse our 
industries. 

Stricter regulations are needed to prevent the unnecessary destruction of timber by 
the lumberer, and by the forest fires which often arise from wanton carelessness, and 
entail immense losses. Some measures looking to the replanting of denuded districts 
should also be introduced. 

In the comparatively treeless portions of our great Northwest TenitOTy, a marked 
improvement in the climate might be effected by judicious and extensiYe tree planting; 
and in all parts of our Dominion endeavors should be made to excite a general interest in 
this subject, and to create a healthy sentiment in favor of preserving, with greater care, 
the remnants of the noble forest with which our country was once clothed. 
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IV.-Descriptive Note on a General Section from the Laurentian Axi8 to tlze Roclcy 

],fountains north of the 49th Parallel. By GEORGE M. DA wsoN, D. Sc., F. G. S., &c. 

(Read May 213th, 1882.) 

The section in relation~to which these notes are presented is a diagrammatic one, intend
ed rather to show the general arrangements of .the rocks underlying the great plains, than 
the actual position of the beds on any definite line. The direction of the section is, howcycr, 
almost exact} y transverse to that of the main strike of the rocks, and that of the great 
interior continental Yalley which lies between the Laurentian Highlands on the east and 
the Rocky Mountains on the west. The section is about eight hundred miles in length. 

The profile represented by it is that of a line drawn from the middle of Lake \Vinnipeg 
·west-south-westward, passing through the Touchwood and Porcupine Hills, and reaching 
the base of the Rocky Mountains, midway between the 4Dth and 50th parallels. The ver
tical scale and thickness of formations are necessarily very much exaggerated. 

Lake Winnipeg and the contiguous great lakes, with the low country about them, mark 
the outcrops of Silurian and Devonian rocks which lie at very low angles or are nearly 
horizontal. These rocks are, for the most part, magnesian limestones of pale buff colour, 
and resemble those representing these periods in the Mississippi Valley. They must have 
originally spread far up on the Laurentian plateau, and perhaps have inosculated with the 
similar rocks of the same age which border the basin of Hudson's Bay. 

The great denudation which they have suffered, in times geologically very recent, is 
attested by the immense quantity of these peculiar rocks which, together with Laurentian 
and Huronian fragments, has been spread abroad. over the surface of the great plains in the 
form of boulders and gravel. Rocks of Devonian age occupy the western portion of this 
region of the lakes, and Professor Hind has defined by observations in several localities a 
belt of them at least fifty miles in width. It is in connection with these rocks that the 
brine springs of the vicinity of Manitoba Lake occur. Salt has been manufactured from 
these for commercial purposes. 

North of the Winnipeg Lakes on the Arctic slope of the continent, the Devonian rocks 
appear to become more important in regard to the area they cover than the Silurian, and 
they are found to yield petroleum as well as salt. The description of the bitumen and 
mineral pitch of the Athabasca region, by Sir J. Richardson, would seem to indicate that a 
very important oil 1·egion there waits to be developed. 

The rodrn consist of limestones and dark slates, and are refened by Meek-who has 
examined a rnnt-iidcra ble number of fossils from them-to the Hamilton and Genesee 
epochs. 

The "black slate'' of the Western and Southern States ha:-; been shc,yn to be the equi
valent there of the latter, and, according to Ml'ek, " holds exactly the ~ame position with 
relation to the Hamilton beds as the Clearwater and Athabaska slates." The resemblance 
of the rocks in these northern and southern localities, and the continued association of salt 
and petroleum with them to the south, renders it not improbable that, if reached by borings 
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passing through the OYPrlapping Cretaceous mcks, the upper part of the Devonian, in the 
Manitoba region, might prove -valuable as an oil-bearing formation. 

This suggestion "\Yas entered in the Report on the Geology and Resources of the 49th 
Parallel, but remains as yet unconfirmed. 

The unconformable, though very horizontal overlap of the Cretaceous on the Devonian, 
just alluded to, entirely conceals the outcrops of any rocks of Carboniferous age, which 
may exist in this region. It is probable, however, from analogy with the Western States 
to the south, that these rocks consist almost entirely of limestone, and, even if exposed, 
would be found to yield no workable coal sea.ms. 

The waters of the ocean appear to have covered this portion of the continent during the 
Carboniferous period, and the conditions for the accumulation of coal did not occur till a much 
later stage in the series. 

Rocks of Cretaceous age are those next found in the geological series in this region, 
and they constitute the substratum of by far the greatest area of the plains. 

The typical section of the Cretaceous of the Missouri Valley and eastern portion of the 
interior continental basin generally is that worked out many years ago by Messrs. Meek 
and Hayden in the Nebraska region. 

It may be summarized as follows, the order being descending:

LATER CRETACEOUS . 

.. Yo. 5. Fox Hill Beds.-Grey ferruginous and yellowish sandstones and arenaceous clays. 
l,f arine Shells. . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 500 feet. 

Ko. 4. Fort Pierre Group.-Dark grey and bluish plastic clays. l,farine Shells and Fish 
Remains. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 700 " 

EARLIER CRETACEOUS. 

Ko. 3. :Xiobrara Group.-Calcareous marls, marine shells, foraminifera, fish remains, &c.. 200 " 
No. 2. Fort Benton Group.-Dark grey laminated clays, with some limestone marine shells. 300 " 
No. 1. Dakota Group.-Yellowish, whitish and reddish sandstones and clays, with oc-

casional ligni~e coals. ~Iarine and some freshwater shells and angiospermous lean,s... 400 " 

Adding together the approximate thickness given for the subdidsions above, a total 
of 2,600 feet is obtained, and it is possible that the Cretaceous system may in some places 
attain this thickness. It is probable, however, that in the eastern part of the region 
traversed by the section now under description the thickness is not so great, as this must 
originally have been near the margin of the Cretaceous sea. Owing, howe-v-er, to the thick
ness of the drift co,-ering, and the nearly horizontal position of the beds, the actual thick
ness of any of the subdivisions has not been ascertained here. It is probable that the lower 
subdivisions oukrop below the alhn-ium of the Red Rivt·r Valley, and toward the base 01 

the Cn•taceous escarpment, ,vL·st of the Winnipeg group of lakes, but neither the Dakota 
nor Benton groups haxe been observed in this region. In Nebraska thin seams of lignite 
are known in the Dakota beds and havP, owing to the scan·ity of other fuel, been to some 
extent marked. Similar lignites are also found in south-western Minnesota at this horizon 
but are not of Pconomic value. 

·while it is tlwrl'fore possible from analogy that workable lignite beds may occur in the 
representatin· of the Dakota in Manitoba, it is probable that, e-ven if this formation were 
well exposed and easily ac\'essible, the supplies of fuel it might yield would be of little or 
no economic importance. 
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The Benton group, though known in the Peace River country, has been recognized as 
yet with some certainty in a single locality in the Saskatchewan basin. The black shales 
of Cole's Falls in the main Saskatchewan, a1'l' supposed by Meek, who has examined fossils 
from them, to be of this period. 

The Niobrarn subdivision has been recognised in Manitoba, where the Boyne River cuts 
through the Pembina escarpment, where it precisely resembles, lithologically and in its 
included fossils, that of the Nebraska region. The rock is a cream-colom·ed limestone, 
chiefly composed of shells of Inof'eramus and Ostrea congesta, but becomes in places a white 
chalky material, which under the microscope is rnsolved into a mass of foraminiferal shells, 
coccoliths, and allied minute organisms. Still further north, along the eastern outcrop of 
the Cretaceous, at Swan River and Thunder Hill, west of_ Lake Winnipegosis, and near the 
line of our section, limestone and marls, containing fossils like those of the last mentioned 
locality and evidently of Niobrara age, are again found. 

The greater part of the Pembina escarpment, with its northern continuation west of 
the Winnipeg group of Lakes, is, however, composed of the dark shales and shaly cl~ys of 
the Pierre group. On the plains, west of the escarpment of the Cretaceous, the drift cover
ing is so thick that e~posures of the Pierre are seldom met with. It is, however, found, 
wherever it can be seen, to be horizontal, and it prnbably immediately and continuously 
underlies the country as far west as the Coteau. 

The Fox Hill subdivision of Meek and Hayden's sedion is t:;carcely known in the east
eTn part of the plains. It constitutes the highest of the marine beds, and is generally littoral 
and sandy in character. Rocks containing fossils referable to this subdivision have, how
ever, been described by Hind at the elbow of the South Saskatchewan, not far from our line 
of section. 

Still higher in the seTies are the beds of the Souris River region. These, on the northern 
continuation of the Fort Union group of the Missouri, and with their eastern boundary 
nearly coinciding with the Coteau or edge of the third prairie steppP, extend still further 
northward at least as far as the North Saskatchewan. 

In the Souris region, where they have been much more closely examined than on the 
line of section, they consist of sandstones: shales and days, with layers of ironstone con
cretions and numerous beds of lignite. On the Souris Corbula nwctriformis, a shell of brackish 
or marine water, is found neaT the base, but with this exception all the molluscs are those 
of fresh water. These deposits have_been accumulated in a great lake or seTies of lakes, 
with changing outlines, with the frequent local exposure of land surfaces on which coni
ferous and broad-leaved trees grow, and the debris of vegetation accumulated to produce 
beds of lignite. .As the beds of the Souris region have already been fully reported on else
where,* it will be unnecessary to dwell at length on them here. 

The section is, however, intended to illustrate one poii1t which has, perhaps, so far not 
received sufficient attention. That is the possible occurrence of outliers of this formation in 
the chain of highlands which, beginning on the international boundary line with Turtle 
Mountain, is continued north-westward nearly parallel to the edge of the Coteau by Moose 
Mountain and the Touchwood hills. So far no exposures have been found in the more 

* Report on 49th Parallel,~Reports of Geological Survey. 

Sec. IV., '.1882. 6 
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ek•vated trad:--, which clearly exhibit the character of tlw underlying rocks, and the drift 
('on•ring appears to be ex<'eptionally thick and uniform on them. Dr. Selwyn has particu
larly insi:-;ted, howev1..'r, on the possible ren11Tl'llct' of the Souris series in these hilly tracts, 
aud in vil'W of the importanee which would attach to the dii-wovery of additional supplies 
of fuel far ea~hvanl of the main outcrop of this lignik-lwaring formation, it will probably 
before long become desirable to test the question by adual borings in properly chosen 

localitit>s. 
~o far as the examination of the country west of the CotPau, 01· edge of the third prairie 

stPp1w, to about the 110th meridian has yet gone, no new feature:-; of important:e an' found 
in the Cretaceous and ~ouri~ beds, the lower parts of the country lwing u~ually underlain 
by PiPl'l'l:', while tlw higher are charadt>rizl'd by the repres1..•ntati Vt's of the Souris series, 
and lignites arn fre(1uently found in these. The Fox Hill beds haYe been dearly rt'cognised 
as an intermediate zone in a few places, and all the rocks are horizontal. 

~till further w1..•st, how1..'Yer, where the section traverses the Bow and Belly RiYer 
region, changes of considerable importance are found to occur. The upper beds, which have 
so far been rd't•ned to as the Souris or Fort Union series, become thicker and more varied 
in character, and may best be desnibed under the general term, Laramie. The base of this 
division is now, ~s a rule, distinctly marine, or brackish water in origin, the beds so charac
terized often having a great thickness and representing those of the Judith basin of the 
Upper Missouri. 

These pass gradually upwaTd into a great fresh-water series, which, on lithological 
grounds, I have provisionally divided into the St. Mary River, Willow Creek and Porcupine 
Hill subdivisions. 

The Laramie, as a whole, OQ approaching the mountains, contains much more frequent 
sandstone layers, and these are firmer in texture-facts due to the approach to the old shore 
line and the superior degree of alteration which the rocks have suffered in connection with 
folding. ?-1he Fox Hill beds blend so completely with the Laramie above and the Pierre 
below that it is often difficult to define them, but they may generally still be recognized as 
a zone of yellowish sandstom' holding strictly marine fossils. 

The Pierre, while probably not less in thickness than before, is less homogeneous, con
taining frequent sandstone intercalations, at least as far east as the Three Buttes, and where 
exposed on the Bow RiYer, contains besides a considerable thickness of whitish or pale
coloured :-;andy and clayey beds which contrast markedly with its usual sombre colours. 

It appears now certain that the Rocky Mountains have been here, even in the strictly 
Cretaceous times, a shorn line, and that neither the Cretaceous nor the Laramie beds have 
pa:-;s1..'d completely over the present position of the range in this latitude, as they are known 
to haye done further south. The broad undulations by which the beds are now affected 
also result in the exposure in different places of rocks underlying the Pierre, and these are 
now found to consist of sandstones, shales and clays, instead of the chalky material of the 
Niobrara of the east. These are usually of pale colours, and the fossils contained in them 
an' at least in part distinctly freshwater in character. The subjoined table shows the pro
·dsional arrangement adopkd for the rocks of this region and the parallel series described 
by me in former reports of the Geological Survey, as obtaining in the Peace River country, 
which, though seyeral hundred miles north-westward, bears a similar relation to the 
mountains. 



Laramie: 
(including Judith 

River series). 

Fox Hills. 

Pierre. 

Niobrara. 

Benton. 
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Beds of tho Porcupine Hills; massiyesandstones with shales, &c. 

Willow Creek beds ; reddish and purpli:-,h days with grey and 
yellowish sandstones. 

St. Mary River series; sandstone shales and clays of general grey-) 
ish or greyish green colours. 

water and brackish or marine molluscs. sh~les (Wapiti 
River group). 

Yellmdsh sandstones and shaly beds with a mingling of fresh) Upper sandsto~e~ & 

{ 
Yellowish Sandstones with some shales, apparently irregular in 

thickness and character ; molluscs all marine. 

{ 
Blackish and lead-colored shales, with occasional sandstone interl'a-} U ppe~ shales (Smoky 

lation especially towards the mountains. River group). 

{ 

Belly River series ; sandstones, shales and sandy clays. Upper } Lower sandstones 
part generally greyish; lower, yellowish, and often banded by ( 

rapidly alternating beds; fresh and brackish water molluscs. . group). 

{ } Lower, shales 
(Fort St. John 

group). 

The Laramie and Cretaceous rocks are sharply corrugated and folded together for a 
distance of ten to twenty miles from their junction with the Palreozoic rocks of the moun
tains, a fact probably in connection with the great fault with downthrow 0astvrnrd 
which here occurs. East of the belt of corrugation they form a well-marked broad, shallo,Y 
synclinal, the centre of which is occupied by the Porcupine Hills, and thence gradually 
subside to the nearly horizontal attitude which is generally characteristic of the plains. 

The lignites and coals are in the western region not confined to the beds oveTlying 
the Cretaceous proper, but recur at intervals in the Cretaceous itself. 

Near the base the Lammie is a persistent lignite or coal-bearing formation. 
A few miles north of the 49th parallel, on the St. Mary River, a coal bed of Pxcellent 

quality, eighteen inches in thickness, is found, overlain by a bed holding Corbimla ord

dentalis and Ostrea. It is described in my report on the Geology and Resom•cp1-; of the 
49th· Parallel, pp. 132-172. Another coal outcrop, possibly on the same seam and about a 
foot in thicknPss, is found on the Upper Belly Riyer. The seam at the Indian farm near 
Pincher Creek, is probably again not far from the same horizon, though perhaps a little 
higher in the series. Coaly streaks occur in the sandstones at the disturbed locality on 
the Oldman River, and a lignite at Scabby Butte may occupy the same position. Fm·ther 
north a seam on the Bow at Coal Creek, between Morleyville and Calgarry, and those in 
the vicinity of the Blackfoot crossing, appear to occupy the same horizon. A thin seam 
near the mouth of the Highwood River may possibly be higher in the Laramie and, from 
the character of the St. Mary River sub-division throughout, it is not improbable that 
other coal or lignite-bearing zones may occur locally. 

A seam of lignite coal occurs at the summit of the Pierre on the Bow River, at Horse 
Shoe Bend, while a persistently coal-bearing horizon characterizes its base, arnl is well 
exposed on both the Bow and Belly RiYers. Lignite coal also occurs in the beds above 
described as underlying the Pierre, and it is possible that further Pxploration may bring 
to light yet other fuel-producing horizons. 

A further fact of great economic importance is the improvement in quality of these 
fuels on their approach to the mountains. Two causes operate in this sense: First, the 
greater age of the seams in the strictly Cretaceous rocks and the cons0quent superior degree 
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of pressure by overlying beds to which they haYe lwPn suhjeded; second, the greater 
alteration, acrnmpanied hy flexure, to which the rocks in the yfrinity of the mountains 
have been snh.il'dPd. The sel·ond is, howPYl'l'. found to be much more influential than 
the first. 

'l'he belts of country charnderized by different classes of fuels arc indicated on the 
SL•diun. 'l'he Pash•rn, over ,vhich the word Lignite appears, yields fuels which, though 
often containing little ash and well adapted for local use, hold generally more than 12 per 
cent. of hygroscopic water. The next, designated as that of Lignite Coals, frequently yields 
fuels containing less than 12 per cent. of water, and in some instances not half this amount, 
and also by their physical character better adapted fOT transport. The third, a narrow 
zone, co-extensive with that of great disturbance, affords fuels which contain little ·water, 
often giye firm cokes on heating, yield abundance of highly luminous hydrocarbons, 
and are scarcely distinguishable from coals of the Carboniferous period proper. 

This change iR analogous to that found in passing from the bituminous coals of the 
wrstmn shales to the anthracites of the disturbed Appalachian region to the east. 
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V.-Notes on the distribution of Northern, Southern, and Saline Plants in Canada. 

By JOHN MACOUN, M.A., F.L.S. 

(Read May 25, 1882.) 

Having received instructions last January from Dr. Selwyn, Director of the Geological 
and N atu~al History Survey, to prepare a catalogue of all the known plants of the Dominion 
with special reference to their distribution, I proceeded to do so and up to the end of the 
musci have catalogued 3,220 species. My time having been limited, I have not been able 
to complete the work, but I have specimens of the remaining order which will raise the 
list to about 4,000 species. No species is included in the list of which we have not an 
authentic record and at least 95 per cent. are represented in the Geological Museum. 

The object of the present paper is to lay a few of the apparent results of this work 
before the section and ask criticism on the statements and deductions I may make. 

British Columbia, owing to its pec1:1-liar topographical features, has a peculiar flora. In 
the humid atmosphere of the coast we find many Asiatic and Californian forms and it is 
no unusual occurrence to find the same form at intervals along a coast line of 1,500 miles. 
Ranunculus Californicus is just as common around Victoria as it is at San Francisco, and 
the same species has been detected by Dr. G. M. Dawson on the Queen Charlotte's Islands. 

Eastward of the Coast Range is the interior plateau of British Columbia, which is a 
continuation of the arid country that extends from Arizona northward to lat. 53°. Within 
this area many very interesting species have been found, which are peculiar to dry and 
arid regions and which are supposed to be peculiar to southern localities. In the south 
these species live and thrive where frost is unknown and yet I have gathered them where 
the thermometer often sinks to 20., below. zero. I haYP noticed the same on the southern 
prairie where many species that find a home in California and Arizona appear in profusion 
and often in close proximity to species that cross the An·tic Circle. It is evident from the 
distribution of the various species that certain forms l'('quire a dry atmosphere and arid 
soil during their period of growth and, if they obtain these, it matters little whether during· 
the period of rest they are subjected to intense heat or extreme cold. As an illustration of 
this fact I may state that Opuntia Missouriensis grows in abundance and ripens its seeds 
on the north bank of the Peace River in lat. 56° at Dunvegan and at this point the winter 
temperature is often 55° below zero. I might multiply instances to illustrate this point 
but refrain, as my desire is to call attention to my previous remark that certain plants 
require well drained soil and a dry atmosphere. These we name southern forms. Others 
again we call boreal because they generally find their home in the north; and yet these 
boreal species are found far to the south of their usual habitats if the conditions in which 
they are growing are suited to their wants. 

Empetrum nigrum, 
Comandra livida, 
Rubus arcticus, 

and many others are of this character and, when we find southern species so c3:lled and 
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boreal ones such as these scarcely a mile apart and both on the same level, we must look 
to more than one cause for their occurrence. The only difference detected by me is one of 
situation and, should those species ha;dng a southern origin obtain dry soil, they ':ill be 
found far to the north, while the .Arc-tic species will obtain the necessary coolness m the 

peat bogs and marshes of the undrained areas lying far to the south. 
The practical aspect of this question is one of great importance and, should further 

inYPstiµ:ation confirm my views, we can predicate another 100,000,000 acres, in our North
,V est, of land north of the present available area, which has a climate, in the drier parts, 
suitabh· to the ripening of grain. Should the metL~orological station be established at 
J:i,ort Rae, north of Great Slave Lake, I am c01rdnced that its records will show a summer 
tempeTature quite high enough for the ripening of wheat and barley in that distant region. 

The occurrence of maritime plants in the interior of the continent has called forth 
numerous theories regarding their origin. In my opin_ion the problem has only one solu

tion, ·dz., the migTations of birds. 
Besides numerous examples of the Chenopodiacem and other orders, we have what I 

take to be truly maritime species. These are: 

Ruppia maritima, 
Potanwgeton rnarinus, 
Plantago rnaritima, 

Scirpus maritimus, 
HeliotropiUJn curassavicum, 

which are found in abundance in certain localities in the interior. These species either 
grow in sea water or so close to it that their roots are constantly in it. 

In the interiOT they grow either in or on the shores of salt or other lakes which are 
the resort of birds that winter on the sea coast where they occur. 

At Edmonton, 890 miles west of Winnipeg, the farmers cultivate a variety of rye 01· 

barley under the name of Wild Goose Barle.lJ, the first sample of which was obtained from 
the crop of a wild goose in that vicinity. I haye seen this grain and am quite sure it 
came from some locality far to the nmth-west, as it is altogether unlike any sample pl'O
duced in the east. Geese, it may be remarked, are the gleaners in the barley fields at all 
points in the far North-West. 

The salt lakes in which I obtained Ruppia rnaritima and Potamogeton marinus are 
on the migrating lines of the water birds coming from the sea coast and are the breeding 
places of the ring-billed gull and Bonaparte's gull, both taking their specific names from 
points on the coast of the southern United States. 

The heliotrope lines the shores of brackish lakes in the great plains as far north as 
lat. 5:2J while on the sea coast it is only found from Virginia to Florida. 

This is another instance where a plant will bear a severe climate in one locality and 
shuns coolness in the other. Why does it occur so far north in the interior and keep so 
far south on the sea coast ? 

More curious still, last summer I obtained specimens of the western grebe (Podiceps 
occidentalis) on Lake Winnipegosis, where it was breeding in great numbers, and around 
salt springs at the head of the lake the Pacific form of Plan/ago maritima was growmg m 
profusion. 
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Coues, in his "Birds of North America," says that the winter home of this grebe is on 
the Pacific coast, and speeimens of the Plantago obtained on Vancouver Island by Dr. 
George M. Dawson are identical with those obtained by myself at the head of Lake Win-

. . 
mpegos1s. 

My localities for Ruppia and Plantago are the only ones known in the inteTior of the 
AmeTican continent a1id in both cases the birds which could have brought the seeds were 
breeding in the neighborhood. 

Did time permit, I could show by numberless instances that certain species of water
fow 1 al ways migrate on fixed lines and that their occurrence in certain localities is as 
certain as the spring itself. I conclude, therefore, that, in every instance where a tTuly 
maritime species is found in the interior, the seeds were brought there by birds. 
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VI.-Notes on the Birds of Hudson's Bay. 

By ROBERT BELL, M.D., LL.D., F.G.S., of the Geological Suryey of Canada. 

(Read May 26, 1882.) 

Having collected upwards of one hundred species of the birds of Hudson's Bay, and 
made some notes with regard to their plumage at different seasons, and also on their migra
tions, nidifications and other habits, I beg to offer a few observations on some of the more 
interesting points which have come under my notice, and which may be new facts in regard 
to some of the species. These notes have been made incidentally, in the course of the some
what extensive opportunities which I have enjoyed during several journeys on Hudson's 
Bay and in the surrounding country; still they have been sufficient to convince me that 
we have yet much to learn as to the range of many of the birds of this continent. For 
example, some rather rare species which are supposed to belong to the Arctic regions come 
far south; others, hitherto believed to inhabit only Mexico and Texas, are found on the 
shores of Hudson's Bay and westward. Again, some birds, which are stated in the books 
to be of continental distribution and which we would naturally expect to find, have not 
yet been seen by any one in a great part of this region. This is probably due to the absence 
from Hudson's bay and the region to northward of the food or othei· conditions necessary for 
their existence. In some cases, species are represented by straggling individuals which are 
regarded locally as curiosities and are only met with at long intervals. Most of the speci
mens which I brought home were not sufficiently good to be worth keeping, and they were 
destroyed after the species had been carefully determined. A considerable number of them 
are, however, deposited in the Government Museum and may be examined by the members 
of this society. As the o~ject of this paper is to elicit, if possible, some discussion on the 
su~ject of the distribution of the birds of Canada, I shall proceed at once to give a few notes 
on some of the species observed and on others which were conspicuous from their absence 
in the region under consideration. 

Among the swimming birds, I han:> not noticed nor heard of any of the Arctic puffins, 
garnets, etc., which are common in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. The black guillemot is found 
everywhere, but always singly or in small numbers. Of the grebes, the horned species 
(Podiceps cornutus, Lath.) was collected at Fort George on the east side of James' Bay, and at 
Fort Severn and York Factory on the west coast of Hudson's Bay. The divers are well 
represented, the Arctic loon ( Colymbus Arcticus, Linn.) was, however, found only on the 
Eastmain coast. The red-throated diver is found in spring and autumn on both sides of 
the bay. A specimen was shot a few years ago at the north end of Lake Winnipeg. The 
great northern diver is at home in and all around Hudson's Bay. In the spring, as 
soon as the water opens at the mouths of the rivers, they sometimes assemble in incredible 
numbers, as if by a predous understanding about a common meeting-place. At such time 
they may be much more easily shot than usual. These birds are said to spear their fish 
with the bill closed and to bring them to the surface so that they may turn them endwise 
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for the purpose of swallowing. The guils, hovering overhead and seeing what is going on 
down in the clear ·wakr, watch for the moment when the fish is raisl'd to the surface and 
swoop down upon it. When many hungry gulls are present, this proc·c•ss is repeated till 
the patielll'l' of the loon is quite exhausted. The favorite 8pot for the female loon to hatch 
her egg or eggs is on a rock or bank a few inches immediately above the water, with a 
o-raded way up which she can climb but so situated that she can drop off into the water on 
:ny alarm. The rough-billed pelican (Pelirnnus er!Jlhrorh!Jnclws, Gmelin), although it breeds 
and is so common in the ,Vinnipeg basin and to the northwestward, does not seem to be 
known on Hudson's Bay. The common cormorant ( Grnc11/us r·arbo, Gray) breeds in some of 
tlw lakes north ward of the \Vinni peg basin, but is rare or absent on Hudson's Bay. Indeed, 
many birds whi<..:h are common at no great distance to the west of the bay never appear to 
Yisit this great sea itself. 

Of the gull family, whid1 is wdl represented, the skuas are perhaps the most inter-
Psting. A s1wcimen of Buffon's skua (Sterrnrnrias cepphus, Briinnich) ,vas obtained at York 
Factory, and one of the Ardie skua (Sler('()mritts JHtrrtsitirns, Tt•1mninck) at Fort George. I 
have Sl'l'll what I took to oe the latter 1-,p,•('it•s on a lake on one of the bmnches of the 
Moose Rin·r. The Arctic tc,rn (Sterna macrttra, Naumann) is very common. The closely 
alliL·d spt>cil'S, ·w-ilson's ten1 (S.1Vilsonii, Bonaparte) and Forster's tern are met with on some 
oftht> inland lak1.:'s. Bonaparte\; gull (L'mts Philctdelphice, Lawrence) breeds along the Nelson 
Rivel' and wa:-- also collected at York Factory. The commoner gulls are abundant on rocky 
parts of the coasts, proving the existence of plenty of fish. Among the ducks collected may 
be m~ntioned the mallard or stock duck, the" minik" grey duck or gad wall, both species of 
golden-eye, one of them called by the Indians the "tree duck" from its nesting in trees like 
the wood duck, the butteTball, the widgeon, the green- and the blue-winged teal, the latter 
rare. The long-tail (Dajilct rtr·uta, Linn.) was obtained from Fort GeOTge, and is not uncommon 
in tlw interior west of Hudson's Bay wht>re it is called the" haha-wee-a." A single speci
men of the male of the ruddy duck was shot at York Factory, where it is considered scarce. 
His Excellency the Governor-General informed me that he ::;hot a male of this :-:-1wcies near 
the Forks of the 8askatehewan, and Professor Macoun obtained the femah~ in the same 
region. It ap1war:-; to be rare. The wood or summPr duck, tlw black or dusky duck and 
the c:.mya:---back appear to be unknown on Hudson's Bay. The spoon-bill or '' long
neck," which breeds in such numbers from Lake Winnipeg: westwanl, ap1wars to be wanting 
on Hudson's Bay. The surf duck (Pelionetta perspif'i//(1/a, Kaup.) was found in immense 
numbers on the east coast, between the islands and the mainland. Mr. A. S. Cochrane has 
brought a male scoter (Oidemi(( Ameri('ana, Swainson), supposed to be a sea-coast bird, from 
Reindeer Lake, in the centn• of the continent. At Long Lake, on 0lll' of the branches of 
the Albany, I have shot a duck which appeaTed to correspond with the Huron scoter 
( Oidemia bimarnla/(f, Bain), and which the Indians reported to breed in the lakes of that 
region, feeding on the small univalYe shells which they obtained at the bottom of the 
water. Unless I am mistaken as to the bird, this is an important fad, helping to prove 
this to be a good species, as contended by Herbert(" Frank Forrester"). Both species of eider, 
locally called Eskimo ducks (Somr1leri(( 1Jw/lissi11t(f, Leach, and 8. 8prdabi/is, Leach) are abun
dant along the east coast of Hudson's Bay. In the month of October, 1880, I saw several 
flocks of eiders no:--sing- Hudson's ~trait, going southward. The three species of mergansers 
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are common. Of all this family the red-headed merganser 1s the latest to anive in the 
spring and the last to leave in the autumn. 

The southern limit of the ordinary breeding ground of the Canada goose runs north
westward across the continent, from the Maritime Proyinces to the valley of the McKenzie. 
I have met with them breeding in considerable numbers in the interior of Newfoundland, 
but in the same latitude, between the great lakes and James' Bay, only chance pairs lag 
behind in their northward flight to hatch their broods. They also breed on the islands 
along the east coast of Hudson's Bay. To the westward of the bay they are first met with, 
raising their young, on the lower part of the Churchill River. To the eastward it is said 
that very few Canada geese breed northward of Hudson's Strait. The snow-geese or 
wavies (Anser hyperboreus, Pallas) are abundant, on both sides, during the spring and autumn 
migrations. Their breeding grounds are said to be still to the northward of the region~ 
known to the Eskimo. There appears to be no doubt that the blue wavies are only the 
young of the white. I have seen many flocks composed of individuals of every shade, from 
the darkest to the purest white, mingling freely both during flight and when in the water, 
and also when feeding on the land. The lesser snow-goose, which is veryrare on Hudson's 
Bay, is more probably a distinct species. They do not associate with either the large blue 
or white wavies. The brant, formerly common in the autumn, in the lower St. Lawrence, 
appears to be extremely rare on Hudson's Bay. I only know of its occurrence at York 
Factory, where a single specimen, shot while I happened to be at the place, was considered 
quite a curiosity. 

The whistling swan ( Cygnus Amerirnnus, Sharpless) breeds near Churchill and on the 
islands towards the eastern side of Hudson's Bay. Their skins constitute an article of 
trade, but only a small number of them are collected annually. 

The smaller wading birds, such as sandpipers, plover, curlew, snipe, godwits, &c., 
occur in great numbers around Hudson's Bay. Wilson's snipe (Scolopax Wilsonii) was 
found at Fort George, on the east side of James Bay, and in many places along the Nelson 
River. It is common in Manitoba, and in the autumn great numbers alight at some of the 
settlements on the north shore of Lake Superior on their way south. The woodcock is 
found in Manitoba, although this fact is not commonly known. The long-billed curlew, 
which is supposed to be so generally distributed throughout the continent, has not been 
found around Hudson's Bay, so far as I am aware. I obtained a specimen of the wandering 
tattler (Heterocelus brevipes, Vieill.), supposed to be a western species, on the Eastmain coast. 
The common rail (.Porzana Carolina, Linn.), was procured at York Factory, and the yellow 
rail at Fort George. The coot, which is so abundant in the Winnipeg basin and along· the 
Lower Saskatchewan, does not appear to reach any part of Hudson's Bay. The sandhill 
crane ( Grus Canade11sis, Temm.) extends as far to the north-east as the upper part of tlw 
Nelson River. The common bittern (Botaurus le11/£ginosus, Stephens) is found on both sides 
of Hudson's Bay. Of the least bittern (Ardetta exilis, Gray) I have specimens from 
Manitoba and YOTk Factory. 

Each of the different species of grouse and ptarmigan of the north is confined to a 
certain range in latitude and longitude, in the same way as the more southern members of 
the family. For instance, in going north-eastward from Dakota to Hudson's Strait we soon 
lose the prairie chickens ( Oupidonia cupido, Baird). The sharp-tailed grouse (Pediocretes pha· 
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sianell11s, Baird) is the next to disappear; then the ruffled grouse; after that the Canada grouse, 
which, however, is found almost to the verge of the forest. We then enter on the home of the 
willow grouse, willow ptarmigan, or willow bird (Lagopus albus, Aud.) an~ lastly_ there 
appears to be only the rocker or rock ptarmigan (Lagopus rnpestris, Leach). In Baud, Cossm and 
Lawrence's great book, there is a mistake as to the principal distinction between these two 
species. It is the rocker and not the willow bird which has the slender beak. These authors 
are, however, correct as to the other distinction, namely, the black horizontal bar through 
the eye, which always co-exists with the slender beak. Little appears to be known abo~t 
the plumage of these two species, except that of the winter. I may, therefore, state that m 
the breeding season the male of the willow grouse has the head and neck of a reddish 
pheasant color, with a naked red patch over the eye, the rest of the body being white. In 
summer they are exactly the color of the English pheasant, with the exception of the wings, 
which have a good deal of white. In winter the white of the living bird has a beautifully 
delicate rosy tint, which forms a considerable contrast with the surrounding snow. 

Both these species of ptarmigan are migratory to a certain extent, moving southwaxd 
in the winter. 

At intervals of many years the willow ptarmigans come far to the south of their usual 
habitat, and are shot in great quantities in the more northern settlements of Quebec. The 
cause of these southward migrations is popularly supposed to be the unusual severity of 
the winter in the north. They are, however, really due to the opposite condition. In mild 
winters in the north, the rain coats the willow twigs with ice, preventing the birds from 
getting at the buds which are their staple food and compelling them to move on still 
further. 

The rockers in summer are of a reddish.grey color. In the autumn they become speckled 
with white, which gradually increases in proportion till the whole of the colored feathers 
have disappeared. When I was passing- through Hudson's Strait in October, 1880, flocks of 
these birds were flying southward, and considerable numbers of them alighted on the spars 
and rigging of the ships on several occasions. Very few of them were then pure white. 
The mottled and speckled specimens in the Government Museum were captured on this 
occasion. 

I have only time to notice a few of the Passeres. The pine grosbeak (Pinicola Canadensis, 
Cabanis) was found in summer on both sides of Hudson's Bay, and I have no doubt it 
breeds in these latitudes, although I have not yet obtained the eggs. The shore lark and the 
Lapland longspur (Plectrophanes Lapponicus ) were both found in summer plumage. The 
mealy redpoll (Aegiothus canescens, Cabanis) hitherto only found in Greenland, was collected 
at York Factory (on the western side of Hudson's Bay). But the most singular discovery 
in regard to geographical distribution is the finding of the scissors-tail or swallow-tailed 
flycatcher (1liilv11lm: forficatus, Sw.) at York Factory. Heretofore, its range has been considered 
to extend only from Mexico to Central Texas. Baird, Cassin and Lawrence say with regard 
to it: "This exquisitely beautiful and graceful bird is quite abundant on the prairies of 
southern Texas, and is everywhere conspicuous among its kindred species. It is usually 
known as the scissors-tail from the habit of closing and opening the lono- feathers of the tail 
like the blades of a pair of scissors." The specimen in the Governmenf Museum was shot 
at York Factory, in the summer of 1880, and I have learned since then that these rnmarkable 
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birds were occasionally seen at the posts of the Hudson's Bay Company, all the way west to 
the valley of the McKenzie Rive1-. The white-winged crossbill ( C11rvirostra lnm,petro, Gm.) 
was obtained on the Nelson River, at Fort George and at Hudson's Strait. The great nor
thern shrike ( Collurio borealis, Vieiollot), called the "Devil's Whiskey-jack," is common on 
the western side of Hudson's Bay. 

Birds of prey are rather numerous near the coast on both sides the bay. The most con
spicuous species collected are the great horned ow 1, the short-eared, snowy, swamp and 
day owls; the golden eagle, bald t1agle and osprey; the red-tailed hawk, du<;k-hawk, marsh 
harrier and gerfalcon. The last named is known as the partridge or winter hawk, 
although it remains also dm·ing the summer and breeds in the country. 

I have shot the turkey buzzard or vulture ( Cathartes aura, Linn.) on the upper Assini
boine, but have never heard of it near Hudson's Bay. The locality referred to is in ahout 
latitude 52°. It had not before been noted north of Minnesota, while in the eastern part of 
the continent it is rarely found north of New York, or about latitude 41°. 

Hawks and birds of prey generally, are more numerous in the prairie country than in 
timbered regions, the reason probably being that they have better opportunities for seeing 
and capturing their game in the fOTmer, where it is aho more abundant than in the latter. 

The principal interest which attaches to such facts as the foregoing, in regard to geo
graphical distribution, is their bearing on the subject of the migration of species. Almost 
all the birds found in the Dominion of Canada are more or less migratory, but the usual 
range of the different species varies immensely. The length of the journeys made by 
different individuals of th~ same species is scarcely less variable. Take, for instance, a 
species which, in winter, disappears entirely from these regions and all the country to the 
northward. On the return of spring, some pairs are content to come no further north than 
this latitude, while others pass on to the most northern parts of the continent. Little ap
pears to be known as to the general direction of the course taken by the different species. 
Does each migrate in straight lines northward and southward? And are the lines followed 
by different species parallel to each another? It is well known that we have certain species 
in the west which are rare or absent in the same latitude in the east, and vice versa. But 
it does not follow that they move in north and south lines, but only so mew hat parallel to 
each other in such cases, either northwestward or southeastward or northeastward and 
southwestward. Does each species return by the same route as it followed in going north ? 
The fact that some birds are seen at certain localities only in spring and others only in 
autumn would show that they do not ; but that they circle round, as it were, after the 
manner of some of the migratory mammals. The prevailing course of the longer migra
tions east of the Rocky Mountains,_ especially of the aquatic birds, appears to be west of 
north and east of south the reason beinO' that the best winter conditions are towards the 

' b 

Atlantic in the south, and the most extensive breeding grounds in the direction of the 
McKenzie valley. The conditions are much less attractive in the opposite quarters, that is, 
towards Mexico in winter and Greenland in summer. As a matter of fad, the ducks, etc., 
which breed around the great lakes and Hudson's Bay congregate in winter in Chesapeake 
Bay, thence along the borders of the Atlantic to the Florida marshes. Those of the western 
prairie country are found in winter in Alabama, Louisiana and Texas, in Cuba and the 
northern parts of South America. To give a few examples, the dusky or black duck, the 
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gadwall ol' "minik," and the brant belong to the eastel'n group, while the blue- and green-

w inO'ed teals the spoon-bill ol' "lo1w-neck" and the mallard are essentially·· western or 
b ' O ' 

prairie ducks, and in winter are found in the direction. of the Gulf of Mexico. While it is 
possible that the same birds follow the same track year after year, their course is influenced 
and modified by the natural features of the country. In parts they follow coast lines, large 
rivers, etc. On Hudson's Bay in autumn, the geese, ducks, plover, etc., come from the 
north, and also gather from either side, and fly southward along each line of shore, congre
gating in laTge numbers where these two meet at the head of James' Bay, from which they 
fly so as to pass eastward of Lake Superior. In the ,vestern part of the continent the same 
species of geese, ducks, etc., appear to arrive in spring in the far north as early as they do 
at their more southern destinations further east. This would imply either that they start 
earlier or fly more quickly, or persevere more steadily on their journey in the west, where 
the .distance covered is so much greater. In the latter the birds are probably aided in the 
spring by the southerly winds, and in going south by the north-westerly winds of the 
autumn. The continuity of the land, of the supply of food, the gradual change, and the 
fact of having no mountain ranges to cross along the course from the Gulf of Mexico to the 
Arctic Sea at the mouth of the McKenzie, all tend to aid migration along that line. The 
greatest breeding ground on the continent is said to be about the mouth of the McKenzie, 
and thence eastward along the coast of the Arctic Sea towards the Coppermine River. It 
was in this re00'ion that Mr. McFal'lane collected the enormous number of rare eo-O's which Ob 

he formerly sent to the Smithsonian Institution. 
The foregoing observations are, no doubt, incomplete and imperfect, and the opinions 

may be somewhat erroneous, but I have neverthless been induced to give them, in order to 
endeavor to elicit some discussion of the subject, with the view of aniving at the true 
facts. 
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VIL-Glaciation of Newfoundland. 

By ALEX. MURRAY, C. M. G. 

(Presented J\Iay 26, 1882.) 

Any one who has visited the island of Newfoundland, and has taken note of its gl'O
graphical form and features, or obsPrYl'd the manner in which its rocks are rounded, 
polished, and frequently grooved and striated, must haYe perceiyed the resemblancPs dis
played to descriptions of like phenomena in other parts of the world, and notably in the 
British Islands, where the agent which has produced f-in,:h effects is universally admitted 
to have been ice. ,vhether the glaciers which have at one time tntYersed the island and 
much of the neighboring continent are to be considered as contemporaneous with the 
later Glacial epoch of Scandinayia and the British Islands, is doubtful; possibly the former 
are of later date, or may have continued as such long after the latter had cPased to exist; 
but the results have, at all events, bePn similar, and evidences of enormous pressure from 
moving masses passing over the surface are as clear in the one case as in the other. Like 
Scotland during the Glacial period, or like Greenland at the present day, there was a time, 
(geologically) not-veTy remote, when Newfoundland was almost or altogether enveloped in 
an icy mantle, the movement of which over its surface has moulded it to its present form. 
In considering the facts observed, the subject suggests these enquiries : Are the records 
left on the rocks of Newfoundland to be attributed altogether to the action of local glaciers 
while the island was surrounded by water as it now is? or was the ice-sheet by which it 
was enveloped only a part of a vast system extending for hundreds or even thousands of 
miles in all diredions ? If the latter was the case, was the great sheet in motion ? and if 
so, in what direction did it move? Many theones have been proposed to account for the 
various glacial phenomena exhibited over the greak1· part of the North American continent
all plausible in themselves, but involving more or less difficulty in reconciling them with 

each other. Consequently, however imperfectly explained or indifferently described, a short 
record of facts, as experienced in Newfoundland, may not be without value, and may, to 
some extent, help to account for the superficial arrangement of material seen at the present 

day. 
The evidences, taken all together, appear to me to favor the hypothesis of Agassiz: 

namely, that a vast sheet of ice was spread ovt'r the whole of the 1iorthern part of the con
tinent, one part of which moving eastward down the valley of the ~t. Lawrence, was piled 
up to a great thickness over Newfoundland; thence proceeding generally in the same east
erly direction, but deviating occasionally by being deflected by local features, such as are 
now represented in the courses of the minor streams and riYl'rs; while tlw main masses ,Yerc 
excavating the yalleys of the great arteries of the island, and finally wearing out or modi
fying the great bays and fiords, which so specially charaderize the Pastern and parts of the 

southern shore. 
By a o-lance at the o-eoloo-ical mar) of Newfoundland, it will be seen that the rocks of 

b b 0 
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Carboniferous age are the latest of the older systems, and are spread ·unconformably over 

the Laurentian and Silm·ian strata alike. The system consists of limestones, slates, and 
sandstones, and is exhibited over wide areas on each side of St. George's Bay; and again 
near the centre of the island in the valleys of the Humber Riv-er. The presence of the 
lower members of the system at the Magdalen Islands appears to indicate the axis of an . 
anticlinal fold, in which case we may suppose a trough of the higher measures, including 
the great body of sandstone, to exist on the south-east side of a line drawn from the Mag
dalen Islands to the vicinity of Cape St. George, occupying the sea bottom between that 
line and the south-west coast of Newfoundland. Again, the Exploits River below Red 
Indian LakP flows generally nearly on the strike of a sf't of graptolitic slates of the Hudson 
RivPr group, till nearly reaching the Grand Falls, where ~t intersects the sandstones and 
traps of Middle ~ilurian age; and thirdly, the course of the Great Gander River runs upon 
a set of soft metamorphic rocks, consisting of, mica slates, Sl'rpentines, and Middle Silurian 
strata, from near its sources to its exit into Gander Bay. These three great arteries main
tain a remarkable parallelism in the direction of their cotuses, bearing generally between 
N. E. and N. N. E., as also do many of the smaller streams, such as the Indian Brook of 
Hall's Bay (the valley of which is simply a contihuation of the valley of the east branch 
of the Humber), the Gambo, and Terra Nova of B01urdsta Bay, and several others. But 
there is a vast number of streams and riYulets, besides the tributaries of the great drainage 
waters, whose courses are transverse to that bearing, cutting acrnss older and harder meta
morphic formations, which desn'nd in short turbulent torrents, alternating with expanses of 
still water, which frequently open out into large and picturesque lakes and ponds. 

The geological map vvill further show that neaTly the whole peninsula of Avalon, be
sides a large area of the mainland at the south-easten1 end of the island, is occupied by 
rocks of Huronian agP, ,vhich are succeeded by Primmdial or Cambrian strata, resting un
conformably on the basset edges of the former; the terminal outcrops skirting the shores 
of ConcPption and Trinity Bays, and forming all the largt'r and more important islands 
within tlwsP bays, and extending across the mainland from Trinity Bay to the shores of 
Bonavista Bay in a tolerably broad belt. 

In the Hurnnian or Intermediate system, a band of a dark brown or blackish clay slate 
occurs about 2,000 feet thick, which is frequently ripple-marked, and contains the curious 
little fossil descrihed by the late ~Ir. E. Billings, who named it Aspidella Terra-novica; as 
also a form recognized by the same author as Arenfroliles spiralis; these being the only 
organic remains hitherto found in the whole system (Sl"l' Geol. Sur. of Nfld., pp. 144, 145). 
In consequence of the softer quality of this part of the formation, it has yielded more 
readily to denuding forcP:-;, and usually giYPs a greater spread of flattish or reclaimable 
ground than is found over the areas occupied by tlw strata either above or below. The town 
and settlements around St . .T ohn's are chiefly situated upon these Aspidella slates, as are 
also most of the chief towns and Y illages of A Yalon, while the larger streams for the most 
part flow more or k'ss in Yalleys where the same rncks are distributed. 

,nth these few remarks upon the strata which apparently have been chiefly 
affected hy the more moch·n1 denudation, I shall leave it to the geological map to explain 
the rest of th(• general distribution, and pass on to the orographically colored map, recently 
published on a scale of seven miles to on(inch,.., which will show the general contour of 
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the surfacl', and the geographical features produced, in part at least, by the action of 
glaciers. 

It will at once be perceiyed by looking oyer the latter map, that the great bulk of the 
· higher lands occupy the western and western central parts of the island, while the eastern 
and eastern centre are comparatiyely low, seldom reaching an elevation much oyer 500 or 
600 feet aboye the level of the sea. The surface of the country is thus a roughly inclined 
plain, sloping from west easterly, with an elevated ridge running diagonally across the 
centre from S. W. to N. E., which divides the two great waters of the Exploits and Gander 
Rivers, and another running in the same direction between the Exploits and the East 
Humber Valley. The coast line on the western side of the island presents, for the greater 
part, a nearly straight face to the sea, the only deep indentations being Ingrachois, Bonne 
Bay, Bay of Islands, and St. George's Bay; while the east and south-east portions are deeply 
indented by innumerable great bays covered with islands, and numerous inlets, which 
penetrate in many cases for great distances into the mainland. These features maintain 
throughout a general parallelism varying between N. by E. and N. E. As already shown, 
the three great rivers of the country are also nearly parallel to each other in their courses, 
eorresponding in bearing with the coast features; togethei· with the principal lakes, such 
as Deer Pond and Grand Pond of the Humber, and the Red Indian and Victoria Lakes of 
the Exploits ; but the Great Gander Lake is an exceptio·n, as it lies in a valley bearing 
nearly due east and west. Each of these three main arteries contains its representative 
great Lake, viz: The Grand Pond of the Humber, the Red Indian Lake of the Exploits, and 
the Gander Lake of the Gander Ri,~ers, the height of the surfaces of which above the sea 
are respectively 116 feet, 481 feet, and 75 feet. The depth of those lakes at some parts is 
enormous. Soundings on the Grand Pond were struck opposite the Old Harry Mountain, 
which gave a depth of 145 fathoms, while at a short distance below Sir John H. Glover's 
Island, a line of 184 fathoms failed to strike the bottom. The Red Indian Lake is also re
puted to be of great depth, especially at the upper parts, in the narrows above Buchan's 
Island; but, for want of sufficient line when the survey was made, the exact soundings 
were not ascertained, except at the eastern end, which is comparatively shallow, the 
greatest depth being forty and one-half fathoms, which were struck near the middle of the 
lake, opposite the Victoria branch of the Exploits. The Great Gander Lake is also very 
deep. Opposite King's Point, at the western end of the great Eastern Arm, soundings were 
found at ninety-seven fathoms; and off the point at the mouth of the North-East Brook, the 
depth was fifty-one fathoms; while outside the cove at the eastern extreme of the-lake, it 
was found to be fifteen fathoms. The deepest part of the Grand Pond is thus not less than 
988½ feet below the surface of the sea; the Red Indian Lake is probably quite 500 feet be
low the same at the deepest parts, while the eastern soundings of that lake would be 238 
feet above. The deepest part of the Great Gander Lake is at least 313 feet below sea level; 
the eastern reach, 231 feet, and the extreme end of the point of the cove, fifteen feet. 

RISE OF THE LAND. 

Evidences of the land haYing risen within comparatively recent times are tolerably 
clear, but to what extent the island may have been submerged during the glacial period is 

Sec. IV., 1882. 8 
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less distinct; and it is not improbable that it may have been affected ~y more than one 
oscillation during that period and i-;inn·. Be that as it may, the remams of moder~ sea 
shells, the parallel terraces and old sea lK·adws, which may be se~n at many parts on either 
side of the island, distinctly show that the land was at one time at a loweT leyel. Sea 
shells of the same species as exist at the present day and are stre-\Ycd abundantly along 
the hPachei-; have been found at various elevations above the SL'a, on both the east and west 
side of the island, but none to my knowledge at any yery Temote distance from the coast. 
At Bay Vcrk, near the Terra Nova mine, a stratum of sea shells was observed, interposed 
between oTaYelly ]ayers at forty feet aboye high water-mark. Similar shells, nearly all of 
one speci:s, 1ll);a truncata, with some Sr1.rirn1·a rugosa, were also discovered at Tilt Coye in 
Notre Dame Bay, at an elevation of about sixty feet, where the ground was being excavated 
for the foundation of the English church; and at Rabbits Arm Mine, on the south-west 
coost of the same Bay, while constructing the tram-road about a mile inland, the workmen 
came upon a deposit containing the remains of Mya and other fragments of shells, in a fair 
state of preservation, at about the same altitude oyer the sea leyel. Modern sea-shells of 
the same species haYe, moreO"n:>r, been found on the ,Y<'8t coast, in the drift cliffs of Bonne 
Bay and at Port-a-Port, in Pn('h case at an elPYation of from fifty to sixty feet above the 
sea. Old sea lwa<·hes are at some places well displayed in a succession of terraces, varying 
from ten to sixty feet above the present sea len·l. At Middle Ann of Green Bay, Notre 
Dame Bay, thrt>e terraces, each composed of well-rolled pebbles and boulders, precisely 
rest·mbling the stones of the present beach, rise over each other with flat areas at the foot of 
each, respectively ten, thirty and sixty feet oyer the sea. The lands on the Twillingate and 
other islands in Notre Dame Bay, up to and considerably above tlw same level, are strewed over 
with well-worn hea<'h stones. The remains of a whale are represented to have been found on 
an island of Holten Harbor, on the coast of Labrador, at about sixty feet a hon' the sea, while at 
a little lower level there is a mised beach of rnlled gravel on the same island. Captain Hagan 
of the of S.~. "Ariel," removed some of the bones of this skeleton many years ago. Alterations 
of beds of sea-weed with strata of sand and gran•l, and some of indurated 1wat, were observed 
1war "The Grnvels" in St. George's Bay, in a n·rtical SL·dion, upwards of twl'lve fret thick 
on'r high water-mark, and forming an abrupt bank facing the sea, ·while immediately over 
it at from twenty to twenty-four foet, a slightly basin-shaped an:>a extends over several a~res, 
coyered by a layer of shell marl, whid1 evidently at one time held a small fresh-water pond. 
A bed of sra-'\\'1:•ed and grayel is now in procef,;s of formation all along the shore near this 
place, and is spread over an extensi·n~ area at Rt•a-\Yolflagoon lwtween Indian Head and the 
Gut at the head of Rt. Gt>orQ·e's Bay A thi<'k deposit of 1wat if,; spread oyer tlw low land on 
the south side of the Gut, which extends to thl' point at the RPal Rocks, south side of Rt 
G1,org·p's Ha:bour and beyond on the shores of Flat Bay. Inside of Port-a-Port Bay, the 
long low pomt betwPen the East and \Yest Bays is coyered by a thickness of about ten feet 
of 1wat, which contains the roots and branches of trees apparently on the spot where they 
formerly grew. The peat rests on a stratum of ahout two feet of sand and i:rraYel, at the 
hase of which there wen• numerous sea-shells, chiefly JJI,1;/ilus edulis; the shal;s of Silurian 
agt' at the hast• of all heing O<'<'af-ionally expo:--ed at the wat<>r's \'d!:!.·1,_ \Yell-marked t<>ITacPs 
a1v exhihih·d in the drift-banks of ~t G1•or0·1,·s lhy •md lY:ti·ti· 'lll. 1 1 th _ t th 
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ea1-,terly hetwPen Bank Head and Fishel's Brook, and thence towards Middle Barachois and 
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Crabb's Brook, where the higher terrace leaves the coast, the space between it and the sea
shore being a bToad plain. The aveTage heig·ht of these dTift-banks yariPs from 100 to 
180 feet; but at Robinson's Head, which is the highest part, it reaches 275 feet. (~PP 
Geol. Sur. of Nfld., p. 229.) The rising movements rnferred to above hayc clearly been sub
sequent to the Glacial period, and are supposed to be still going on. 

GROOVES, SCRATCHES, AND DISTRIBUTION OF BOULDERS. 

Evidences of vast abrasion am abundantly displayed almost everywhere all oveT the 
island, by "roche moutonnee," transported boulders, parallel grooves and scratches, and 
moraine Tubbish. The rounded form of the hills is often very conspicuous; the Cape 
A.nguille range is softly roundea' to the summits, rising to 1,860 feet at the highest parts, 
while the hills beyond, as seen from a western point of view, rise in a series of rounded 
peaks or cone-shaped domes to various altitudes, many of which are over 1,500 feet. Rounded 
or sloping escarpments usually face to the westward. 

The manner in which boulders are distributed over the surface is a point of much 
significance in regard to the direction in which ice movements have proceeded during Glacial 
times. The range of the A.nguille Hills, the higher summits of the Lewes Hills, the Blomidons, 
and the mountains around Bonne Bay, both the latter o,~er 2000 feet high are destitute, or 
nearly so, of erratic blocks, such loose masses as do occur being chiefly of the same quality 
as the rock upon which they repose. But proceeding easterly from the west-coast hills, the 
country is strewed with boulders in all directions, many of which are packed on the top 
of hills of considerable elevation. The region of the "Great Barrens," between the valleys 
of the Humber and the Exploits, consists of a set of parallel ranges of hills, rising to altitudes 
varying from 1,500 to 1,800 feet above the sea, with very extensive marshes between the 
ridges. The ridge of which the mountain called " Old Harry " forms a part rises very 
abruptly from the shore of the Grand Pond to an altitude of 1,600 feet. South-east of that 
mountain is a vast undulating plain, in which Rind's Pond and sundTy other ponds are 
situated, the average elevation of which is between 600 and 700 feet, bounded on the south
east side by the ridge of Lobster House and Rind's Hill, the water-shed between the Humber 
and Exploits. The drainage of this plain passes partly into Grand Pond and partly into 
Sandy Pond. Except in the valleys and beds of the streams, boulders a.re not numerous on 
the north-west side of the plain, nor are they nume.rous on the eastern shores of the Grand 
Pond; but they are in immense quantity on the western shore, and between the inlet and 
the outlet, both of which are at the northern end of the lake. Boulders are rarely seen upon 
the surface of the plain itself, which is mostly con·red by a great thickness of bog or moss. 
The flanks of the ridge, on the south-east side, however, are strewed with an enormous 
accumulation of huge blocks, mostly angular, in inextricahle confusion. Some gn·at slabs 
may be seen balanced upon each other like "loggin-stones," while one enoTmous square
shaped block, weighing pTObably a hundTed tons or more, was seen resting upon three 
small stones as pedestals, which to appearanee might have been purposely placed there to 
receive it. These bloclrn aTe chiefly derived from rocks of Laurentian age, which occupy 
all the surrounding country, and many or most of them have probably been removed for 
only short distances from the parent beds ; but boulders of the same quality continue down 
the valleys of all the main rivers advancing eastward, mixed with others of more recent 
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date, of conglomerates~ sandstones, serpentim':-; and various igneous rock:-;-couesponding 
with the formations which occupy the central and southern portions of the island. All 
these continue to be- thickly scattered, adva11t·ing L'askrly clear to the sea-board. 

Mount T\·yton, situated about sen'n miles north-,vest from the upper end of Great 
Gander Lakl'. t:onsists of a brick-red feldspar rock of porphyritic chamcter, which is readily 
disintegrated, and wears rapidly when exposed to the ·weather. Two 8ds of parallel joints 
divide the mass into a set of rectangular blocks, many of which have been rnmoved from the 
parent rock, and are heaped up in the wildest confusion on the south-east and eastern flanks 
of the mountain, while the plain of Careless Brook and the land round Care less Cove are 
spread over hy a thick deposit of red sand, derived from the mountain. The outlet of Gander 
Lake is shallow, and mud of the bottom is encumbered ·with large boulders which, in a 
few instanc(ls, are heaped together so as to form islets, and the banks and bed of the rfrer 
below are likewise so strewed, particularly at the lower rapids towards the outlet into Gan
der Bay. The Great Gander Lake which lies obliquely transverse to the general course of 
the river is about thirty-three miles in length, of a somewhat serpentine form, with a breadth 
varying from one to two miles, but tapering to a point at the extreme eastern end. The rocks 
exposed on the banks of the lake are chiefly slates, more or less micaceous, -with a band of ser
pentine near the central part seen upon the north side. Slates conti~1ue to be exposed on the 
banks of the lake until reaching Joe's Brook, about four and a half miles from the eastern 
extreme end, where gneiss or granite comes in and occupies the rest of the country between 
it and the sea. Between the eastern end of the lake and the sea at Freshwater Bay (Bona
-vista Bay) the distance in an air line is barely eight miles, while the maximum elevation 
of the land is not above 150 feet. A small lake called Butt's Pond occupies a considerable 
area near the summit of the ridge 120 feet above H."\V.M., which drains by a small rivulet 
into Freshwater Bay. A confused mass of boulders, mostly of large size, is piled up on 
the eastern shores at the head of the Gander Lake, many of which are sharply angular, 
others being more or less rounded. Those are of various qualities, the majority apparently of 
Laurentian derivation, but amongst them were perceivPd several resembling the rock of 
Mount Peyton, with numerous blocks and fragments of mica slate and serpentine. There 
are no boulders around Butt's Pond, and the soil is of good quality, having at one time been 
covered by a stout growth of trees, now removed by a succession of great forest fires. The 
sub-soil here appears to be alternations of clay, gravt..>l and sand; the shores of the Pond 
are sandy. 

Parallel grooves and scratches have been preserved on rock surfaces, capable of retain
ing such, at all altitudes from the sea level to the height of a thousand feet, and perhaps 
more. Tlw prevailing bearing, as a whole, of these markings is N. E. and S.W., or nearly so, 
but there are many exceptions, and sometimes the directions point nearly at right angles 
to that com·sL\ and run parallel with the tr:.msyprse valleys of the minor streams. As 
instanct>s, the bearing of the stri(c at the entrance of :-,;t. George's Bay, near "The Gravl'ls,'' 
is N. 50° ~-, S. 50° "\V., or 1warly exactly parallel with the axi8 of the Bay; in the valley of 
the Exploits, they bear N. E. by E. and~- W. by W., conesponding with the general course 
of the riYer; but in the Bay East Rin•r, which flows southerly, the direction of these 
marks points almost due north and south, although there are occasional deflections from 
that course corresponding with the turns of the Yalley. But it is 011 and approaching 
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the eastern shores that deep and strongly marked funows aTe chiefly displayed, and tlw 
denuding influences are most conspicuous; and nowhere aTe they more prominently ohst>1Ted 
than in Conception Bay and the sunounding country. The following table will show the 
position at which observations were taken by the officers of the Admiralty Coast :--;luYey 
and by myself in Conception Bay, with the bearings from the true meridian, and the ekn1-
tions above the sea :-

ICE MARKS IN CONCEPTION BAY. 

Heights in Direction fr. True Mer. 
No. Places. Remarks, &c. :Feet. Grooves. I Scratches. 

1 Brigus N. Head .... 50 N. 60° E. N. 60° E. 

2 James Point ..•.•••• 80 N. 38° E. N. 18° E. 

3 Burke Point ..•.•••• 8 N. 47° E. N. 31° E. 

4 Campbell's Hill. .... 434 N. 21° E. 

5 Cat Point .......... 4 N. 43° E. N. 38° E. 

6 Blue Hills ..•...... 839 N. 43° E. 

7 Gastries ..•.•... , ... 8 N. 39° E. 

8 Long ............... 458 N. 30° E. 

9 Holyrood, W. side .. 200 N. 30° E. 

10 " " 3 N. 34° E. 

11 " E. side .. 6 N. 26° E. 

12 Bare Shoulder ...... 580 N. 34° W. Boulders smooth underneath. 

13 Holyrood Butterpot. 999 N. 1°w. 
14 Topsail Head .••.... 650 N. 43° W. N. 43° W. 

15 Little Bell Island ... H.W.M N. 38° E. 

15a Gastries Point .•.... 160 N. 26° E. 

~- B.-The "cross-hatchings" (as they are termed), or the diversity between the bearings 
of the grooves and the scratches, seem to point to two or more sets of action. Probably this may 
be explained by supposing the latter markings to have been the result of local glaciers descend
ing from the hills after the land had risen considerably, and the great Mer-de-Glace had retreated. 

It will be observed by reference, to the above table, that the bearings on the west side 
of the bay coincide with those of the main topographical features and are neaTly parallel 
throughout, rnnging in elevation from the water's edge to the height of 839 fr•et; whel'eas 
the furrows and scratches on the east side of the bay point westerly, and at some parts 
nearly at right angles to those opposite, while stria were observed at the top of the Holyrood 
Butterpot at the height of nearly 1,000 feet, pointing N. '7° W. , At some parts, as at .Tames' 
Point, in Collier's Bay, the grooves can be traced rising over its H. W. slope to its summit, 
and on Burke's Point, which is a smooth and highly polished rock, a groove was observed 
twenty-two feet wide and twenty inches deep, traceable for seventy feet. This groove 
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passPs on'r a polished and scratched surfacl\ and is continued to the crest of the point, 
wlwn' a boulder seyen feet in diamekr is lying in it. The groove continues a short dis;. 
tann~ more to the N. E., when it is lost by a break in the rock across its course. The 
groove is scratched in thP same direction as its own bearing, N. 47° E., ·with others slightly 
oblique, N. 31° E. Two boulders, each about hvdve feet in diameter, lie just outside ~he 
groove. Grooves ,vere sePn at Cat Point upon both vertical and horizontal surfaces, which 
apparently correspond with those observed on the Blue Hills behind, at the height of 839 
feet, bearing N. 43' E. in both cases. 

The observations taken on both sides of Holyrood were under boulders, which were 
thcmselYes smoothed and scratched on the under surfaces where they wern in contact ,vith 
the rock. Mounds of· gravel are heaped up between 200 and 300 feet high on each side of 
Holyrood. 

Topsail Head is so much weathered that markings are not easily discovered, although 
evidences of abrasion are abundant. At one part on quartzite, where they are only partially 
obliterated, grooves and scratches were found bearing N. 43° W. at the height of 650 feet, 
pointing exactly in a line with the small brook which falls into the lagoon at Topsail, and 
towaTds the western end of Great Bell Island in Conception Bay. The strice on the islands 
resume nearly the normal hearing, N. 38° E. 

The rocks of the coast at St. John's being favorable for the extension of strice, they are 
well displayed at many parts, both inside and outside of the harbor. Near the top of 
Signal Hill, 525 feet almost vertically over the harbor, they are very distinctly displayed, 
bearing east, on smooth surfaces of hard altered sandstone and conglomerate, which con
tinue uninterruptedly, regardless of minor inequalities, but disappear at the vertical cliffs 
which face the sea. On the south side of the harbor, the bearings are uniformly N. 6-!0 E. 
up to an altitude of 477 frd, but towards the tops of the hills, at 676 feet, they bear off 
mme southerly S. 86° E. Further north st-rice were observed on the high flat range oyer 
Tor Bay, bearing S. 76" E. at 300 feet; and at a hollow on the edge of the flat range west 
of Flat-rock Cove, they were traced about a quarter of a mile bearing N. 84 E. across the 
steep amphitheatre of hills that surrounds the coye, and again on Flat-rock Point. ..Winsor 
Pond, four miles N. E. from St. John's, upon the Portugal Cove Road, is 500 feet above the 
sea, and consequently about the same height as Signal Hill. It seems to be a true rock
basin excanited in the slate of the country; the angular debris of which is abundantly 
strewed along its shores. The axis of the main body of the lake is nearly east and west, 
but it bends southerly towards the natural outlet (now dammed to turn its course for the 
wah•r supply of the town of St.John's), where its width is contrackd to a few yards across. 
The depth of the middle part of the southern arm varies from twelYe to sixty feet ; the 
averag-l', with the exception of the extreme end, about thirty feet. The middle pal't has not 
been satisfactorily ascertained, but the easkTn end has no water ckq)L•r than forty-five fod, 
and aYPrnges about thirty at the centre, until approaching the landing at the eastern 
extreml', when' it is quite shallow. It is surrounded by a number of smaller ponds, all 
tributary to it, or the stn•am below, which falls into Conception Ilay. 

Bouavista Bay produces many fine examples of glacial denudation, and the evidences 
in that rPgion as to the direction whence the drift has proceeded, all appear to point to the 
same conclusions. Freshwater Bay, at the N. W. angle of the great bay, is literally choked 
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up with enormous boulders, especially along the northern shore and around the outlet of 
Middle Brook, which proceeds from Butt's Pond. Boulders are also vPry numerous, 
although more scattered, opposite the outlet of the Garn bo, and the bed of the strl'am 
between Lower Gamho Pond and the sea is full of them. The banks a hon~ aTe of stratified 
sand, which in great measure conceals the rock in the vicinity, which, however, is not of a 
favorable nature for the retention of ice marks. The hills on the Tena Nova Ifrn-'T art-' all 
ice-worn and polished; reaching an elevation of 400 feet or upwards, where many trans
ported boulders am perched upon their summits and strewed around; but the plain below, 
which lies at a height of about 200 feet, is con·red by a thick deposit of stratified yellow sand, 
containing layers of bog-iron and manganese ores. The rock on which the boulders repose 
is of bad q_uality for retaining the marks made by them ; but, were the larger and ht>a;der 
ones to be moved from their present position, the marks would probably be found. under
neath, as they were in many instances on the islands and hills in and around Bonavista 
Bay. Some well developed grooves were observed in the N. W. arm of Bloody Bay, bear
ing S. 63° E., with large boulders resting in them. In a crevice of the rnck near the upper 
Great Falls of the Tena Nova River, at the height of about 200 feet, a huge boulder of 
granite was seen wedged tightly between the sides. 

The late Capt. Ken, R. N., of the Admiralty Coast Survey, made the following obser
vations upon ice action in Bonavista Bay, and in the neighborhood of Gape Freels, which 
he kindly permitted me to extract from his notes several yeaTS ago: 

"1. Ladle lslmul.-In Sir Chas. Hamilton's Sound at thiTty feet above the sea. The 
groove extends completely across the island. It is ten feet wide and twelve inches deep. 
The upturned edges of the schist of whieh the island is composed are very unfavorable for 
receiving- or retaining scmtches. The direction of the groove is S. 72° E. 

"2. One Tree Hi/1.-0n the west side of Poole's Harbor, Bonavista Bay, rises to the 
height of sixty feet above an elevated bog, which gfres it an island-like appearance. 
Scratches were observed underneath boulders bearing S. 66° E., at 190 feet above the sea. 

"3. Pudding Hill.-Near the same locality as No. 2. Scratches bore N. 66 E. at 143 feet. 
The observations were made under boulders, on Pudding Hill, which is situated on a 
narrow strip of land, separating the sea from the west end of a shallow arm of Poole's 
Harbor. This arm receivc-s the water from an extensfre chain of lakes. Its entrance from 
the harbor is much encumbered by quantities of boulders, and quite separated from what 
must have formerly constituted part of the sea arm (the lake within) by a wide barrier of 
drift, which every year Tecein's accessions from the breaking up of the ice. I have ohsl'lTed 
many similar instances (Heart's Content, Ragged Harbor, etc.) in Newfoundland of the 
heads of sea arms having bet>n cut off by banieTS of boulders. 

" 4. Shoe Hills.-Bonavista Bay. BeaTing of marks S. 70° E. at 360 feet ahon~ the sea. 
These observations were made under boulders about a mile from the sea, on the peaks of 
a long flat-topped ridge separating two parallel vallt>ys with lakes, the valleys in some 
parts of their courses narrowing to gorges or chasms-these chasms being a marked feature 
in the granite country. 

"5. Shoe Point.-Bonavista Bay. Bearing of scratchl'S ~- 70" E. at 214 feet over 
H.W.M. These ohst:>1Tations were made on feldspar rock under boulders, the best 
preserved being about two inches square, under a stone two foet square by one and a half 

feet deep. 
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"6. Lewes Jsland.-Bonavista Bay. Scratches S. 88° E. Height not given. Probably 
--!5G feet? Observations made under boulders just within the edge of a steep slope." 

The following are also taken from Capt. Kerr's observations in Notre Dame Bay and 

other places :-
" Fogo Harbor.-Fogo Island. The 1ce marks are generally obscure as to dir~ction, 

but appear to be N.E. Mag.=about N. 15° E. True. The surfaces are ground but do not 
rdain the scratches. The boulders are chiefly of granite, apparently derived from the 
hills to the tt\V., and are spread in trains up the S.W. slope of Fogo Harbor, 345 feet. 
They almost disappear on the N.E. slopes, but are present in groups at the water's edge 
in the valley, N.E. of the head, mixed with smaller material, all worn. 

"Round Rocks under Brimstone Head.-Grooves and scratches, the latter coming out of 
the water on the south face of the rocks. Direction N. 30° E. Mag.= True N. 

"lslet.-E. side of Change Islands. Scratches bear N.N.E. Mag. 
''Indi((ll Lookou/.-Change Islands. Grooves on vertical surfaces 230 feet above the 

sea. Scratches bear N.E. by E. Mag. 
"Tobacco Island.-Change Island. Scratches N.E. by N. Mag. 
"West End of Indian I~land.-Grooves and scratches, N.E. by N. Mag. Rounded surfaces 

to the south ward. 
"Dog Bav.-Coarse scrakhL'S on south side of bay. Direction northeasterly. Rounded 

i:mrf:.wt's to southward. 
"Gander Br,,1;.-Snatehes and grooves at the points bearing N.E. Mag. 
''Rock/} Bav.-Rounded surfaces and drift boulders of granitoid rock. 
''Seldoni-Come-By.-South side of Fogo Island. 1 Scratches S. 70° E. Mag. about N. 75) 

E. True. 

ST. PIERRE ISLAND. 

"On Pigeon Island (one of the group) "Roche moutonnee" well exemplified. 
'' On Isle de Chien (one of the group). Scratches S. 30° E. Mag. 
"On Main Island, 400 feet above the harbour: scratches bear S. 30° E. Mag. under 

boulders. 

F~DIEUSE, E. COAST OF AV ALON. 

"A deep deposit of drift on the road to Renews; stones of granite or syenite predomi
nah'. The slate of the country shows "roche moutonnee," and long slopes on the N.W. 
side." 

The south shore of Conception Bay exposes high banks of unmodified drift, containing 
numerous boulders of Yarions sizes, many large, irregularly imbedded in a bluish sandy 
day. Many of these an· rounded, but they are chiefly sub-angular, and some are striated. 
A deposit of drift is spread generally over the interior of Avalon, and is exposed wherever a 
cutting has been made between the ridges of the hills or in the broader valleys. The valley 
of Freshwater near St.John's, along which the new cuttings for the railway have been made, 
exposes sections along the line of upwards of twelve feet occasionally, but the total thickness 
is ch'arly a vast deal more. Towards the surface the debris is <renerally small and ano-ular 

b b ' 

consisting chiefly of the slate of the surrounding country. The surface of the low lying 
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lands between the hills and the sea, are thickly strewed with boulders, frequently of Pnor
mous size, amongst which there are many derived from the traps of the Blue Hills, and 
from the Laurentian which forms the nucleus of the peninsula. At the top of the bank of 
boulder drift, and some of the higher parts of the low land, a few thin strata of fine gravel 
and sand occur, the gravel and grains water-worn. At the height of about 300 feet, on the 
parade ground above the town of St. John's, stria; were observed on a smoothly polished 
surface of slate bearing N. 86° 30.' E., which points directly towards the enhance to the 
harbour. Some angular drift rests upon the slate, and the top of the bank is stratified sand 
and gTavel. 

Boulders are less frequent on the surface of the country around Placentia Bay than they 
are around Conception and Trinity Bays, especially on the eastern sides of each, but the surface 
of the peninsula between the two latter bays is thickly strewed with them, of all sizes from 
a pound weight to many tons. 

On the peninsula between Salmon Cove and Collier's Bay, Conception Bay, a good 
example of boulder drift may be seen, which monopolizes the surface from the sea-shore 
at Burke's Point, to the summit of Campell's Hill, 436 feet above the sea level. Boulders are 
seen at the sea level at Burke's Point, resting in deep furrows, which point in the usu il north
easterly direction, and the bank is a confused mass of clay, gravel, sand and boulders. The 
surface is encumbered by blocks, mostly of vast size, to the extreme summit of the hill. 
One great block measuring 10 x 7 x 8 feet, was found supported upon a few small rounded 
boulders, its lower flat surface being nowhere nearer the rock below than from three to 
six inches. On the smooth polished rock below strice were seen beaTing towards the point 
of the peninsula. The hill falls pretty rapidly on all sides, and on the south-east side there 
is a pond, the valley and stream from which point straight for Cat Cove on the one hand, 
and towards Collier's Point on the other. 

The drainage from the hills by the courses of the rivers and brooks has cut great gaps 
through the drift-banks, which have been simultaneously worn away by the counteraction 
of the sea, as the former were discharged ; and this process has occasioned the formation of 
wide and shallow lagoons, at the mouth of every stream that falls through banks of super
ficial material. These lagoons are protected from without by high barriers of coarse shingle 
and boulders which form a broad beach, while within, the bottoms of the shallow basins are 
slime and sand, the water brackish to the taste, and rising and falling with the tide. These 
?each stones, heaped up by the constant action of the sea, are clearly the coarser remains of 
the gravel and boulders of the drift banks, the higher and softer materials of which have 
been washed away and redeposited. Many such instances of the redistribution of the drift 
can be cited, on both the east and west coasts of the island, amongst which those in Concep
tion Bay, such as at Topsail, Manuels, and other places are prominent examples; while, on 
the west coast, the same circumstances were noted at the mouths of all the brooks and 1-ivers 
in St. George's Bay, and particularly at Flat Bay, the gravel spit enclosing which is seven 
miles in length, which receives the waters of the stream called Flat Bay Brook, and several 
smaller streams, falling through the drift. At the place called " The Gravels," which joins 
the peninsula of Port-a-Port with the mainland, the re-distribution of the drift probably 
commenced while the land was at a lower level, and when a current or strong tide was 
rushing through a narrow strait, undermining and weari~_g down the banks, while the 

Sec. IV., 1882. 9 
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waves without, meeting the tide, now on one side and then on the other, would reassort the 
coarse material and produce the boulder beaches, with a lagoon within, as we now find 

them. 

GRAVEL MOUND IN THE VALLEY OF THE BAY EAST RIVER. 

Brazil Pond of this system of water is 575 feet abo-ve the sea. The highest hill in_ its 
ncio·hborhood is ~177 feet, on the summit and sides of which are bouldei·s, some of large size, 
w hilc the plain lwlow is strewed with blocks of -various dimensions, ehiefly of granite of 
the same quality as the surrounding hills. In the -valley of a brook which flows from the 
south-,vest and falls into the southern extreme of Brazil Pond, a -very remarkable long and 
narrow ridge of gTavel was obserYed, which runs peTfectly parallel with the course of the 
brook and j:,,; n'ry straight, r,;itnated about a third of the way between the left bank and the 
mountain. On each side of the gravel hank or mound, which is about thirty feet high, the 
land is flat, the flat next thL· brook being- the most depressed, both thickly strewed with 
granite boulders. The top of thl' gra-vel ridge is hardy wide enough for a single foot-path, 
while its sides slope each way at an angle of about -!O' to the flats below. No stratification 
was obsl'l'Yable in the gra-vel, the nutkrial of which was small and mostly sub-angular, the 
pebbles of granifr, quartz, and in lesser quantity, of slate ; nor wen• any of the stones large 
enough to be styled bouldL•rs Sl'l'll in the deposit. The appt>arance of this isolated mound 
reminds one of an artificial l'aTth \\·ork; but it may be accounted for as a natural pro
dnd, by supposing that, ·when the bTook was flowing at a higher len·l and l'OYl'red the 
flats upon both sides, the graYel ,vas silted up by its action, and fonned and island in its 
midst, while it washed a,Yay .the sand and fineT nudPrial from the mornine to the deepeT 
·water of the lakes below, leaving the blocks of granite ·,shere tlwy still remain.* 

It has already been n:marked that the nortlwrn end of the Grand Pond is thickly strewed 
with boulders, ~eal Island opposite the outlet of the rin•r being entirely composed of them; 
while they form a barrier across the entrance and continue along the northern bank and off 
it in the watl·r, in imnwnsl' nmnlwrs, to the outlet from the lake, whieh is crowded and broken 
hy hug'l' blocks all along its rnU1':-il' to the foot of the Junction Rapids. This mass of boulders 
I conl'.eivt.:· to be tlw remains of a gn'nt moraine, from which the lighter portions have been 

* "'h ile surn~ying the lakes of the Bay East Ri w.r, my attention was attrado(l by some cnrious effects pro
duced by the movement of the ice of the previom, season. The shores of Long Pond are of sand and gravel, and 
boulders are abundantly strewed over the hottom of the lake. ~[any of tlwst~ boulders had been lifted from their 
beds and shoved high up upon the :-helving shore, each leaving a deep groove in it:- track hetwee.n its final resting 
place and the water's edge. Tlw:·w. furro,rs "·ere perfectly parallel to each other, whether the boulders "'l,r_o large 
or :-mall. Some of the larger bouMt>rs might be several tons in WP,iµ:ht, others not larger than a man's head, but 
all were depo:--itP<l at about equal di:--tances from the edge of the water, viz: from thirty to forty ya.rds. Lord Dun
raw.n mentions having observed a similar phenomenon in ~l,w Brunswick, in a paper published some time ago 
in the Xi11t1ccnth Century magazine. I aC'('Ount for the occurrence thus: "Thon the lake was frozen over at the 
beginning of winter, it was probably at its normal height, or possibly somewhat lower, and ,rhen the severe frosts 
set in, it became a solid ma:--fi of ice to the bottom. The freshets of :--pring, which inYariablv raise these lakes 
many feet over their normal level, would lift the icy sheet with the boulders clinO'ing to it whi~h "·hen breaking 

b l ' 

up, was forced by a strong wind on to the :--hore where it deposited ih load. The ice then gets entirely broken up, 
and finally disappears, the lake gradually settles once more to its usual state, \\·hirh, when reached, has left the 
stranded hlO(•kf; high and dry at the ernl of each furrow ploughed into the sand, to mark the agency by which 
thny had been tran:--ported. 
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removed by water, as it can be seen to pass below the banks of stratified sand, ·which rise 
over it at some parts to upwards of 100 feet. The borings made in 1879 near the outlet into 

Grand Pond (see Geol. Sur. of Nfld., pp. 51-t-, 515) show that the boulder-drift \nts sfruck at 
Bore A, at a depth of from thirty-four to thirty-five frpt through stratifit>d sand, and at bore B 
at about thirty feet; in each case from a surface about ten or twPl·n~ fod ahovP the lake l('YPl. 
The sand here is very regularly stratified in perfedly horizontal layers, some beds being 
compact and adhesive, resembling some of the less coht'rent ln'ds of the rnal measures, for 
which, in one instance, they were actually mistaken (p. 67, Geol. Sur. of Nfld.). The general 

color of the sand is yellowish with a tinge of red, as sePn on the beaches at the northern 
end of the Gmnd Pond, which in some instances are upwards of sixty yards broad. It is 
chiefly constituted of coarse rounded grains of quartz, with some frldspar, scah·s of mica, 
and occasional grains of magnetic iron. The coherent beds of sand are of a brownish colour, 
varying in thickness from three to nine inches, the outcropping edges having a mottled 
appearance. The whole region between the Grand Pond, and the west branch of the Humber, 
and on the east branch up to and around Sandy Pond is coated with this sand, the boulder· 
drift coming out from below at the Seal Rocks, a little distance above the latter pond. The 
ruins of Coal-Measure sandstones are likewise spread over the upper Yalley of the western 
branch of the Humber from Adie's Po11d downwards. A st.Tatum of brown mottled cohesiye 
sand was observed in a bank of stratified sand at a small pond immediately east from Rind's 
Pond, at an elevation of 600 feet above the sea, while the shores of Rind's Pond and the 
string of lakes on the eastern side of the water-shed are of sand. 

On each side of Cape Ray, at the south-west extreme of the island, sand of similar 
quality to tl;ie sand in the interior is accumulated to an immense extent along the shores, 
frequently as dunes of considerabl~ elevation, which continues to the nOTth as far as the 
Codroy Rivers. This sand is supposed to be derived from the Coal-Measure rocks, before 
referred to as being under the sea between the Newfoundland coast. and the Magdalen 
Islands. 

Thick deposits of stratified. clay are known at certain places on the eastern and also 
on the southern coasts, examples of which are to be seen at ~he mouth of the Exploits, at 
Random and Smith's Sounds, Trinity Bay, and at Conne Arm, Bay D'Espoir; in all of which 
cases, the deposits are overlaid by more or less strata of sand and gravel. 

The facts above narrated have led to the following suggestions regarding glacial 
phenomena in Newfoundland :-

1. That the great physical features of those parts of the surface, which are chiefly 
constituted of the older and more endurable materials, were much the same as they are 
now during the Glacial period; but that the softer rocks of more modern date-i.e. the 
Coal Measures, the Lower Silurian and Cambrian strata, and certain portions of tlw 
Huronian-hnTP been greatly modified, or in some cases altogether swept away. 

2. That the three great lakes, besides numerous other rock basins, as \\'ell .rn the 
deep depressions which occur in the bays and most of the fiords, were scooped out by 
great glaciers, moving generally in a northeasterly direction, hut deflech>d occasionally by 
the conformation of the ground to divergLmt courses. 

3. That the boulder drifts and scattered boulders are the remnants and ruins of 

great terminal and lateral moraines, brought into position by moving masses of ice proceed

ing from the west, tending easterly. 
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4. That there was a great glacier or icr-shrrt slowly moving down. the Gu~f of 
St. Lawrence, ·which, in its course eastt>rly, received numerous confluent glaciers on either 
side, the courses of which are to some extent indicatt·d by the present courses of the 
various tributary rivern and streams. . 

5. That the land has risen, and is probably still rising; but that the evidences only 
point to a moderak submergence-which seems particularly to apply to recent times. 

6. That the stratified clays and sands ,vere deposited, after the glaciers had partially 
retreated or altogether disappeared, partly by salt and partly by fresh water. 

In a conespondence which I had with the late Capt. Kerr, R. N., upon the glaciation of 
Newfoundland, he expresses the following opinion: "Fir.'-I, That the conformation of the land 
previous to glacial action, vrns much the same as it is no-,v. Sernnd, That the records 
observed could not be attributed to the action of either icebergs or floating ice. Third, That 
the phenomena produced was caused by land ice, collected in a central part of the island 
in the form of a dome, ,vhich was fed by perennial snows, etc., and threw out local 
glaciers in all directions." 

In the remarks which follow these propositions, Capt. Kerr says regarding the second: 
"The amount of gravel and intermingled boulders spread over large areas appear greater 
than floating ice would be likely to deposit, and the arrangement is different to what 
might be expected from the discharge of cai·goes from icebergs; and, from the position of 
the perched boulders on the lower summits and plains, they would appear to have been 
deposited by the descending and probably diminishing glaciers, originally in connection 
with the larger beds of gravel, much of which has been 1·emo-rnd by the ordinary action 
of ice_ and water." 

Many years ago the late Sir W. E. Logan pointed out that Lake Temiscaming, on the 
Ottawa, was the seat of an ancient glacier, and his observations, following the river down
wards, showed the presence of moraine matter in ridges running north and south at very 
many places, and often producing contraction in the channel of the river. Near L'Original, 
six of these ridges or lines occur in the distance of a mile. Numerous large boulders of 
Laurentian gneiss and labradorite are strewed on the surface of the Lower Silurian rocks 
at Grenville, where the finer detritus, which probably once accompanied them, has been 
washed away. Rigaud Mountain is covered by rounded boulders, arranged in parallel 
ridges almost to the summit, 600 feet above the sea. The excavation of the Ottawa below 
"the Chats" is deeper than the conesponding depth of the ~t. Lawrence below Lake 
Ontario, while the total fall is the same, the Lac des Chat and Lake Ontario being on the 
same level. The bearings of the ~tri(c, as gin~n in Geology of Canada, p. 892, from Lake 
Temiscaming down,vards as far as Ottawa City, vary behn•t..•n south and east, but always 
having an eash•rly tendency, whereas lower down towards MontTeal, the prevailing diTec· 
tions point to the wt•stward of south, sometimes as at Isle Perrot, as much as S. -!5° W. 
Fariher down the river, and at various parts of the Eastern Townships, tlw stricc invari
ahly point southeasterly. the an·rage bearing being about S. ;jQ 0 E. In New Brunswick 
the direction of the ice markings is always southerly, most frequent with an eastern 
tendency, probably axeraging -!i>

0 

in the w1·stt>n1 parts of the provincL'; but they point to 
·westward of south towards the valley of the Kennibecasis, with a few exceptions. (See 
Mathews' Superficial Geology of New Brunswick.) Near the Mingan Islands, and other 
parts of the Lower St. La1.-vrence, the bearings averagP about S. 27° W., which is nearly 
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coincident with the general course of the principal streams of the region. All the glacial 
strim observed on the northern sides of Lake Superior and Huron point southerly, gener
ally with a l_ittle westing; but those in the country between Lakes Huron and Erie, "\Yith 
few exceptions, point southeasterly.· At the Falls of Niagara, the direction Yaries from 
S. 8° W. to S. 28:> W. 

The whole of the above bearings, from the headwaters of the St. Lawrence to the 
· eastern end of the Gulf, indicate that the drift proceeded from the north, and the character 

of the boulders, distributed over the surface or deposited in the boulder clay, giYcs pretty 
conclusive evidence to the same effect. That at all events the more recent glacial drift, 
now seen over the region between Lakes Hurnn and Erie, came from the north, there can 
be no reasonable doubt whatever, as numberless boulders scattered over that region and 
often enclosed in the clays, can be traced to their sources on the north side of Lake Huron. 
Amongst them the most prominent and unmistakable are blocks both angular and water
w orn, some very large, others small, of red jasper conglomerate, derived from that remark
able band so conspicuously displayed in a volume of 2000 feet thick in the Thessalon 
Valley, extending thence towards the Mississaugi on the one hand, and towards Lake 
Superior on the other, but which loses its characteristic red jaspers in either direction 
within a limited distance, and is unknown elsewhere at any other part of the country. 
Fragments of this beautiful and very characteristic rock are very numerous oyer the high 
central plateau of the present province of Ontario, notably near St. Mary's in the township 
of Blanchard, in Oxford, Zorra, Blenheim and elsewhere. In each case where the surfaces of 
the solid rocks below are exposed (Cornifernus limestone), which are nearly horizontal in 
attitude, they were found to be smoothly polished, and very distinctly grooved, the strim 
pointing southeast. Moreover, nearly nine-tenths of the erratics found over the same region 
are either deriYed from Laurentian or Huronian rocks, which can only have proceeded from 
the northern side of the great lakes. 

At page 889, Geology of Canada, it is suggested that the great lakes of the St. Law
rence aTe depressions of denudation, not of structure, and that they were scooped out by 
the action of glaciers. "This hypothests points to a Glacial period when the whole region 
was elevated far above its present level, and when the Lanrentides, the Adirondacks and the 
Green Mountains were lofty Alpine regions covered with perpetual snow, from which 
great frozen rivers or glaciers extended far out over the plain below, producing by their 
movements the glacial drift, and scooping out the rfrer valleys and the basins of the Great 
Lakes." And again, in a very able paper upon glacial and interglacial deposits in Canada, 
by Mr. Geo. Jennings Hind, F.G.8., I perceiye that these deposits are ananged into six dfri
sions, showing alternations of Arctic and Temperate conditions. That such oscillations as 
those describL·d by Mr. Hind have occurred there seems no reason whatever to doubt, and 
his evidences are in most respects sufficiently conclusive; but thern are certain proposi
tions offered in the same paper which I can hardly rt>concile with the oh:-;L•ffations of 
others, including my own. If the LaurentidL'S, the Adirondacks and thL~ Grt>L'll l\Iountains 
must necessarily have reached the enormous altitude suggested by ~ir "\Villiam Logan, it 
must have been at the time that the Great Lakes Wl'l\\ L'xhanskd, which would be equfra
lent to Mr. Rind's No. 1 period; but, with the excPption of Lake Ontario and, perhaps, 
Lake Erie, which may, as Mr. Hind suggests, have been scooped out by a glacier from the 
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Adirondacks, the PYi<h·nces seem to me to be in favour of a northern glacial drift having 

exrn-vated a11 the remainder of the surface which now contains Lakes Superior, Huron, 
Michigan, and pos~ihly the other two. Moreover, I perceiyc that Mr. Hind g·ives a gen

eral bearing to the ice-markings oyer the country nOTth of Lake Erie and west of the 
Niagara escarpment of N. G7) vV., which if reyersed to S. 67° E. would nearly coincide 

·with tlw beaTings recorded by myself, for reasons already given. 
The unconfonnable relation in Newfoundland of the stratified clays and sands with 

the boulder drift, and the pn·seJH.'.P of recent marine remains in the former, seem to cones
pond ·with the upper or lafa·r superficial deposits in Canada (p. 91.5, Geol. of Canada), and 

with Mr. Rind's Nos. 5 and 6, and points to the probability of the deposits being contem

poraneous or nearly so. Assuming this contemporaneity, and supposing those clays and 
sands to lw multir~roing- deposition as the glacitirs "\V<'l'P rdreating or had altogethei· disap-

1warPd, a ym;t area of -what is now dry land must have been under water, and the.shores of 
Lake Ontario must have stood at a high(•l' level. Of such haying at one time been the 

case tht>re is ample eyidem·(~ in the terraces which lutn' been observed in succession at various 
efoyations, from 175 to 996 frpt aboYt' tlw level of the present lake (Geol. of Can., p 915), 

·while the lowPst of the::sP (17 5 feet) (·.an be traced on both sides of the lake, and particu

laTly on the south side, where it has been followed from Lewiston to "\Vayne County in the 
State of New York, a distance of a hundred miles. Fre::;hwater and terrestrial remains 
have been disco-vt-re<l at many points over the Ontario region among the drift deposits, but 
I am unaware of a single instance of marine remains evPr haying been found on the west 

side of the Adirondacks, although such are alnmdantly distributed in superficial strata on 

the eastern side of that range to a height of nearly 400 feet above the sea. At p. 13., Geol. 
of Canada, it is shown that a depression of the suTface of the land at Lake Oneida, in the 

State of New York, of 442 feet would bring the ocean into Lake Ontario by the valleys of 
the Mohawk and Hudson, as well as by that of the St. Lawrence, and ·would drown all 
the lower SiluTian plain in Eastern Canada, as well as the triangulaT pOTtion between the 
St. LawTence and the Ottawa. l"hH.'.h an inyasion of the sea would plact- Lake OntaTio's shores 

210 feet higher than its pTesent leTel, but so faT as I am awaTe no cliTect evidence by the 
presence of organisms, such as aTe so abundant in the lower valley, has eyer yet been 
recognized. Moreover, the evidences known appear to pomt to the existence of a fresh
water sea rather than a salt one in the Ottawa rngion. Freshwater shL·lls ha-v-e been found 
in stratified sands at heights above the leYel of Lake Ontario, varying from thirty feet to 

~22 feet, and at Burlington Heights, at the westen1 end of the lake, a cutting through the 
bank of stratified sand and gnn-el rni:ealed the remains of mammoth, wahpiti and beaver 
at a height of sen,nty feet oyer the lake, imhedded in a thick deposit of sand. On the 
other hand, the triangular area spoken of between the Nt. Lawrence and the Ottawa, be

sides marine shells in strata of various elt>nitions, pretty well distributed, contains remains 
of saltwah·r fish, principally of one spe<'il's, 1liallotus Vi/los11s (Cuyier) or caplin, which 

"\Yl'n' found at Green's CrPl'k, near the City of Ottawa, at 118 feet indosed in l'Oncretionary 
nodull's in the clay. Caplin Wl'l'l' also found at Chaudiere Lake at 183 feet, at the 

1\Iadawaska at 206 frd. and at Fort Coulonge Lake at 365 feet. Marine shells have also 
been found high up on the mountain of Montreal, and are abundant over the low !rl'ounds 

0 

of that island. 
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If we are led by such evidences as the above, to suppose that, while the ocean reached 
the eastern flanks of the Adirondacks, a freshwater sea was spread on·r a vast area on the 
west side of that range, a barrier must have existed between them probably consisting of 
Lower Silurian strata resting upon the low ridge of Laurentian, which forms the conue<:ting 
link across the valley of the mountain chain. This strata having lwPn denuded and the 
land having gradually risen, the upper waters escaped by the present valley of the St. 
Lawrence. 

We may next suppose Newfoundland to have been depressed to the extent of 500 feet 
(which is only 135 feet more than the level of the fossils on tlw Ottawa). The sea must have 
reached high over the suTface of Grand Pond, and all the valley of the Humber, together 
with the valley of the Indian Brook of Hall's Bay, must have been under water, while the 
valley of the Exploits must have been a great inlet of the sea, which terminated at or near 
the extreme head of Red Indian Lake. In like manner, we may suppose all the country 
represented on the orographical map by the pale yellow shade to haye been under water, 
and the land which now constitutes a single island must have been an archipelago or 
group of islands, large and small. A recent smTey of the Bay of Islands, by Captain \Y. F. 
Maxwell, R. N., shows the approaches to the three arms of that bay and the ,,,atPr inside 
of the islands to lJe very deep; the soundings varying from 100 to 142 fathoms, while, 
within the arms themselves, about the centre, they run from 50 to 100 fathoms. Outside 
the bay for a distance of thirty miles, the water is comparatively shallow, but dePpens 
again further up the gulf. The depth of the deep water within the islands, it will be per
ceived, nearly corresponds with the depth of the Grand Pond. Off Cape Anguille, St. George's 
Bay, the soundings reach 100 fathoms (600 feet) on·r a considerable area, and farther south 
a great belt of n·ry deep water, the soundings exceeding 1,000 feet, sweeps round Cape Hay 
within three miles, thence bearing off south-easterly. On the eastern and south-eastern parts 
of the island, the map further shews from 500 to 1,000 feet of water, keeping near the cen
tral parts of each bay, and a depth of upwards of 1,000 feet in Trinity Bay; while a streak 
of deep blue, or a succession of spots in nearly every inlet, indicates a gn·ut depth, in many 
cases upwards of 600 feet. The medium blue strPak off the east coast of Avalon, shew1-, the 
present direction of the Arctic current through shallower ·water on either side. 

It is shown at p. 9 of the Geology of Canada that the Lac des Chats, on the Ottawa, 
and Lake Ontario are very neaTly on a common 1Pvel, that is 23:2 feet ahove the sea. 
The distance from the formei· to the foot of the Lachine Rapids is 12-1 miles, and from 
the outlet of the latter to the same place is between 140 and 150 miles. From Lac des Chats 
the Ottawa plunges over fifty feet of Laurentian strata by a sudden fall, and UP\\'ards of 
sixty feet more at the Chaudiere Falls, near the City of Ottawa; while on tlw Nt. Lawrt>1H·e 
the descPnt is more gradual, the same fall being accomplished by a suc<·Pssion of strong 
rapids, which amount in all to 205 fpet. Again, the surface of Lak<· Nnperior is 600 feet 
above the sea; that of Lake Temiscaming is 612 feet; the distance from Montreal to tlw 
former is about 550 miles in an air line; while from Montreal to the latt<·r is not over 320 
miles. Reasons haYe alrt>ndy been pointed out for supposing a great ice-f-lwd to havP pro
ceeded from the north, excavating the basins of the great lakef-, and grinding down the 
surface of the country betwern Lakes Huron and EriP; while a similar process was prob
ably going on simultaneously from Lakes Michigan and Superior, the in· passing ovPr the 
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States of Illinois and Indiana towards the regions of the Mississippi. Another branch of 
this great ice-sheet may be supposed to have come down the valley of the Ottawa, cutting 
out Lake Temiscaming, and the lakes in the lower valley to join the glacier of the St. Law
rence, vvhile the two united would pass down the Gulf, recefring innumerable tributary 
gladers from the high lands on either side. The supposed submergence of 500 feet would 
place the surface of Lake Temiscaming 112 feet above the sea, which would thus reach up 
to or beyond the Allumette Lake, a few miles higher up the river than Fort Coulonge Lake, 
where the fossil caplin were found. But the evidences show that the deposits which 
contain these marine remains are of considerably later date than the boulder drift; and 
the difficulty is to suggest what the conditions of land and sea were at the time the latter 
was in process of formation. Some few obscurities may be rnmoved by the following 
quotation from Sir W. E. Logan's Report of Progress for 1845-46. He says:-

" Freshwater shell mads occur in many places in the alluvial deposits of the Ottawa, 
and, within the phenomena which come within the recent period, TOunded and polished 
rock surfaces, bearing parallel grooves and snatches, are of not unfrequent occurrence. They 
are met with on the Gatineau, half way between Farmer's and Blindell's Mills, where the 
diredion of the scratches is about S. 36° E.; on Glen's Creek in Pakenham, where they are 
about north and south; on the Allumette Lake, and at Montgomery's clearing, where they 
are S .25° E. But on the shore of the Lake Temiscaming they are so numerous and are com
bined with other circumstances of so marked a character as to draw notice. The lake has 
already been described as long and narrow. The banks are in general bold and rocky, 
rising into hills 200 to 400 feet above its surface, with the exception of mouths of several 
transv-erse valleys occurring on the left bank among the slates, sandstones and limestones 
on the north side of the anticlinal axis. The general vaUey of the lake thus bounded prn
sents several gentle turns, the diTections connected with two of which, reaching down to 
the mouth of the Kcepawa River (thirty-fi-rn miles) are 158°, 191°, 156°, numbering the 
degrees from north as zPro, round by east. The parnllel grooves in these reaches of the 
valley, turn pren'sel,1; 1cith them, as if the bounds of the valley had been the guiding course of 
their bearings, and they are registered on nu·ious rounded and polished surfaces projecting 
into the lab•, and sometimes rising to thirty or forty feet on•r its level. It was not easy to 
follow these to higher surfaces, for they were usually covered with moss and trees of tho 
forest, but they wern occasionally traced to spots where they th us became conceal ed. These 
1)l'qjecting points nen'r weTe found to deflect the grooved lines in the slightest degree, and 
one remarkable instance of this occurs on the east side of the lake, about a mile above the 
lo,n'r large island at the south horn of a pretty deep bay. The rock belongs to the Slate
Conglomernte, and it is composed of pebbles and boulders of igneous origin. Its face is a 
dear, smooth, TOunded sul'face cutting through pebbles vYhich are polished down with the 
other parts. It is very deeply grooved with parallel furrows on the bearino- 160° and from 

0 

the water's edgl' they run obliquely up the face (an inclined plane of 60° in an upward 
direction 102°) and continue on in the same beaTing 160° on the rounded and rather flat
tened top, thirty-five feet ahoye the lake; so that whatever body moving downwards in the 
valley may han' c:rn~ecl the grooves, it was not deflected by meeting with a surface, pre
senting a thirty-five feet height in front, so steep as 60°, notwithstanding it impinged upon 
it at an angle of more than 32°. On the summit of the rock, there is another set of parallel 
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grooves, not so deeply marked, which cross the former at an acute angle, the bearing 
being 185°. 

" At the lower end of Lake Temiscaming, two sets of parallel scratches cross one 
another in the direction, of 140° and 196°. The gravel may once have been continuous 
across the lake, and may have been broken or worn down for the escape of the water, which 
now flows past in a gentle current through the gap. The mass is not unlike the remains 
of an ancient moraine, and combined with the smooth rounded surfaces, and parallel grooves 
and scratches, and the changes in their direction, the circumstances of the case may well 
suggest that this part of the valley of the Ottawa may have been the seat of an ancient 
glacier. A difficulty appears to stand in the way of the hypothesis, in the hori::ontality of the 
valley. There is little fall in it for seventy miles, and the total height of the lake is only 
612 feet. What descent there may be in the valleys which lead into it on the north, having 
their origin in the water-shed about forty-five miles distant, in which the ice behind might 
p1·ess on the ice before, has not been ascertained, but it is not reported to be very great. But, 
as Prof. J. B. Forbes appears to have demonstrated, in his travels through the Alps, that in 
glaciers there is a flow, the particles of ice moving on one another, it must be the fact that uncounter
poised superincumbent pressure from unequal accumulation, would be a per/ ectly good cause of move
ment, and thus the horizontality of tlte valley would be no difficulty.'' 

" In the eastern bay at the head of the lake, near the mouth of the other river, parallel 
grooves were remarked running in the bearing 105°, which is the upward direction of the 
valley of that stream ; and about a mile westward of the Blanche, in the same bay, in the 
bearing 130°, partaking of the valley, bound<>d by the escarpment of limestone, described as 
running into the interior. The disorepancy between the bearings, and those lower down is 
considerable, but being in the general direction of the valleys joining the main one, the 
grooves may be the result of tributary glaciers. Accumulations of boulders, gravel, and 
sand obstruct the river and occasion rapids, which probably owe their origin to the 
same causes as those which produced the gravel hill at Fort Temiscaming." 

It may be observed that the drift of the arguments advanced above is intended to 
suggest the probability or possibility of Newfoundland, together with a great area of the 
neighbouring continent, having been depressed rather than elevated, during the period of 
the accumulation of boulder-drift; but that the process of elevation was proceeding simul
taneously, and has continued to proceed, more or less, and at intervals, until the present time. 
This obviously implies the existence of glacial currents, one great stream or branch of which, 
fl.owed down the Gulf of St. Lawrence. But as the mass of ice which composed that glacier, 
must have been of vast thickness, and probably reached the bottom all along its course, 
whatever motion it may have acquired must have been due to its own inherent pro
perties, as inferred in describing the ice fl.ow from Lake Temiscaming, and not to the slope 
of the ground o,er which it was passing. In short, it represented the fl.ow of an oceanic 
current in a frozen condition. Supposing such a current to have existed, we can conceive 
that when the great mass of ice was impeded by any means in its course, particularly by 
irregularities such as bold and intractable rocks like those which constitute the islands 
of the Bay of Islands, a vast thickness would be piled up over the place of obstruction, 
which would constantly receive accessions of snow and ice, rnising the accumulation higher 
and higher above the general surface which, by pressure from behind (westerly) and its 
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own Rpecific gravity, would descend with irresistible force upon the already encumbered 
bottom, to scoop out the great holes we find in the bay and in the arms above, and finally 
would push up terminal and lateral moraines, which partly still remain on the banks of the 
Humber arm, and blo('k up entirely the chasm through which the riYer of the present day 
finds its way to the sea. A local glacier would be situated at Deer Pond, but would extend 
much farther than the modern lake, the stream from which would descend in the opposite 
direction to the present flow of the 1in:>r, to deposit the boulder-drift we find at the Seal 
Rocks and above, on the west hrauch of the Humber, while it would also pass up
wards to the Grand Pond, bearing along with other debris, the vast accumulation of bould
ers which now so encumber the Junction Rapids ; finally joining with the mass which at that 
time was scooping out the great basin, which is now represented by the Grand Pond. We may 
again suppose that the ice, forced into the position of St. George's Bay, would creep up 
the sloping sides of the Laurentian hills, which to-day are extensive marshes, so as ultimately 
to envelop Hare Head and the neighboring mountains (then about 500 feet high), whence 
the mass, receiving fresh impetus from accumulated snow and in>, would descend to plough 
out and fill up the space represented by the Grand Pond, and thence proceed through the 
straits (the present valleys of the east branch of the Humber and Indian Brook of Hall's 
Bay) into Notre Dame Bay. A similar process may have gone on behveen St. GeOTge's Bay 
and the mountains around the sources of the Exploits, and great local glaciers may have 
occupied the sites of Victoria and other lakes, which would send down tributaries to the 
sea, at the present site of Red Indian Lake, while the mass was gradually forcing its way 
down, guided by the more Plevated grounds ,vhich now constitute the valley of the river 
to the position of the Bay of Exploits and thus onwards towards the ocean. 

The third great rock basin PX(·avatt-d by an advancing glacier is supposed to have 
been at the position of the gre~t Gander Lah·, while still far below the sea level; which 
glacier may have been fed from the mountainous range of Mount Peyton, proceeding from 
the west and south-west; one mass following down the upper valleys of the river, from 
the regions around the PartTidge-beny Hills. A tTibutary probably joined somewhere 
near the prPsent outlet of the lake, which, after job1ing the main body, turned off in the 
direction of the riveT's bed, towards the outer ocean beyond Gander Bay. The glacier of 
Gander Lake piled up the boulder-drift at the west end of the lake, and swept over the 
ridge at Butt's Pond to Freshwater Bay. 

Capt. Ken in his notes upon glacial moraines, remarks as follows: "The glaciers have 
left their recOTds in grooves, f;eratches, and moraines, the lateral moraines on the dividing 
1·idges of the Yalleys. These are most likely represented by the perched and strewed blocks 
on the hills, water and ice in some cases having· remon'd the smaller materials to the low 
lands from the steep hillsides. Tlte grand terminal moraine probably exists in the 80jathoni 
bank across the mouth of Conception-Bay, within lchir-li is 100 to 140 fathoms, and gradually 
deepening to seaward. A remarkablt' terminal moraine of the smaller system, is at the 
entrance to Holyrood Bay, extending quite across with thirteen fathoms over it. It is three 
cables broad, convex to seaward and concan' on th1__' land side, with forty fathoms close 
within and without. There is indication of another te1·minal moraine of the smaller 
system across the entrance to Collier's Bay, with less than twenty fathoms over it, and forty 
fathoms within and without. This extends only half across the bay from the west shore. 
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We may fairly conclude that the grand moraine of the whole system exists upon the 
Great Banks of Newfoundland, where the ic('-sheet was partially stayed in its couTse 
towaTds the open ocean; and which has lwt>n constantly, yeaT by yeaT, l'('Cefring fresh 
accessions of material, derived from the rocks of Greenland, Labrador, and NPwfoundland. 

It has before been suggPsted that, while the glacial adion was procPeding· ·which 
excayated the lakes and the deep hollows in the aTms and inlets, pushing up moraines 
and vast heaps of boulders, thP land was gradually rising and the climate becoming 
by degrees more temperate. In course of time the great body of ice would give ·way, and 
would eventually shrink to local gla<'iers, limited to the high gTounds, or the colls and 
glens among the mountains. The icP thus to a g1·eat extent being melted and the land 
sufficiently emerged, we can conceive the more foyel tracts to have been a series of great 
freshwater lakes, -vvhich would occupy by far thP greater area of the country. The drainage 
from these inland waters, together with the agitation of the lakes, would remoye the 
lighter portions of the drift, and re-deposit beds of sand and gravel unconformably over 
the bouldery moraines, while the suspended mud was being carried down to the deeper 
waters of the sea. The removal of this lighter material left the level grounds paved with 
boulders, while many of the lower hills were crowned with them, sometime~ as isolated 
perched blocks or, as on some of the ridges, strewed over the surface in every direction. It 
is well known that the surface of the island at this moment is dotted over by innumerable 
lakes and ponds, to such an extent at some parts that, from some of the heights, one 
hundred might be counted from a single point of view; while the vast marshes spread 
over.the more level grounds are still usually knee-deep in water. In short, it has been 
asserted that, were the whole of the lakes and watery marshes accurately mapped out, it 
would be found that a good third of the whole arna was under water, eyen at the present 
day. Bog-holes of great depth are often encounten·d in these marshes, which display a 
thick growth of vegetation·, consisting of fresh water plants, as far down as can be seen, of 
species apparently identical with those now growing; and where the drainage is readily 
effected and the land thereby relieyed of the surface water, hundreds of acres may be 
crossed over, where the surface is clothed by a vast mass of peat, often four or five feet in 
thickness, which in dry times becomes so inflammable that it is dangerous to light a match 
or fire a shot over it, which might lead to a conflagration oyer hundreds of square miles. 

1'here is a striking analogy of circumstances to be remarked between the geographical 
position and physical condition-as the result of glaciation-of Scotland, with its 
northern groups of islands, and Newfoundland, which deserves notice. Both islands stand 
in similar relation to a great continent; the former having Europe at the eastward, while 
the continent of North America backs the latter to the west. The east coast of Scotland 
facing the main land, although indented by deep bay:-; and firths, is not cut up by fiords or 
inlets, and there are very few islands; whereas the west coast is puncttued by innumerable 
sea-lochs, and crowded with islands. The Pxact reverse is the case in Newfoundland. The 
west coast is indented by several deep hays, but thL•re are but few i:-Jands, and no Tt>mark
able fiords; whereas, on the east coast, they intersed the half of the island, and the islands, 
especially in Bona.vista and Notre Dame Bays are simply innumerable. It appears also to 
be clearly demonstrated that the ice-drift of Northern Europe swept over and over-rode older 
glaciers of Scotland, the Orkneys, and the Shetland Islands, and drove generally north~west 
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and westward toward the Atlantic Ocean; whereas, in Newfoundland, the drift, which 
originally came from the north, turned eastwards to overwhelm Newfoundland, whence it 
proceeded eastward to the same terminatiqn. 

The above very imperfect sketch of the surface condition of Newfoundland (which 
indeed, was intended simply to accompany the orographical map) may require considerable 
modification when further facts are ascertained, and detailed surveys extended. But its 
imperfections may to some extent be excused, as being the result of exploration through 
a country, for the greater part, of primeval wilderness, destitute of roads or artificial cuttings 
of any kind, and where the diflicul ties of procuring intelligible information are -r-ery great. I 
haye hitheTto been unable to discover any clear evidence, either by the presence of fossils or 
otherwise, among the boulder deposits, pointing towards extended intermediate intervals of 
mild or temperate climate, such as have been described as existing in Canada, the Northern 
United States, and notably in Great Britain. Neyertheless, there is reason to anticipate that 
much more light will be thrown upon that and other subjects by future investigation, when 
public works are further advanced, and sections have been cut through the drifts, which, at 
all events, will largely contribute to the extension of our prnsent knowledge. The railway 
now in process of construction will, probably, be of much service in this direction, and 
may be the means of developing many facts with which, in the meantime, we are but vaguely 
acquainted. 
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VIII.-On the Introduction and Dissemination of Noxious Insects. 

B.1/ WM. SAUNDERS. 

(Read May 26, 1882.) 

During the early settlement of Canada, injurious insects were much less abundant 
than now, many of those most destructive having been imported from other countries, 
chiefly from Europe. In their natiYe haunts efficient checks to undue increase have been 
provided in their insect enemies, chiefly parasitic species which prey upon and destroy 
them; but, unfortunately for America, these useful parasites did not accompany the des
tructive species in their migrations. Hence the latter, finding themselves placed amidst 
abundant food, increased amazingly and soon became a serious source of trouble. 

Among those injuring our staple crops, we have the wheat midge ( Cecidomyia tritici), 

introduced into this country about sixty years ago, and which since that time has spread 
over a most extensive area, bringing dismay and desolation wherever it has appeared in 
force. It is probable that this insect was first introduced either at Montreal or Quebec, in 
wheat brought from Great Britain, but it was first noticed as destructive in north-western 
Vermont in the year 1820. Within the next twenty-five years, it rapidly increased and 
excited much alarm among farmers in the Province of Quebec and in the Eastern and 
Middle States. In 1854 it was enOTmously abundant, and it was estimated that the midge 
destroyed that year, in the State of New York alone, fifteen millions of dollars worth of 
wheat. In 1856 the loss in Canada was believed to exceed two and a half millions of 
dollars, and in 1857 it destroyed about one-third of the entire Canadian wheat crop. For 
some years after it continued to be very destructive, but gradually lessened in numbers; 
and of late years this great staple product of the country has not been injured by this 
insect to any appreciable extent. Whether this immunity is due to climatic influences, to 
improved methods of cultivation and regular rntation of crops, to the introduction of 
superior varieties of wheat, more or less midge-proo±: or to the friendly help of insect 
parasites, is unknown. Probably all these causes may have combined to bring about this 
beneficent result. 

The Hessian fly ( Cecidomyia destructor) is also generally believed to be an imported insect, 
brought here during the latter portion of the last century, although some distinguished 
entomologists believe it to be indigenous. This has also at times been a tenor to the 
farmer, blasting· his hopes and materially lessening the ren'nlle which should haYe 
rewarded his honest toil. 

The cabbage butterfly (Pieris rapa:), which has proved such a pest to the market gardener, 
made its first appearance in this country, at Quebec, during the period of the Auwrican 
civil war, and is supposed to have been brought oveT with fresh VL·getables, supplied to the 
British troops sent to Canada at the time of the Trent difficulty. The insect has since 
spread over an immense area and multiplied enormously. It now extends from the Gulf 
of St. Lawrence, all through the Eastern and Middle States, as fa1· west as Nebraska and 
south to the Gulf of Mexico. 
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The codling moth ( Carpo{'(lpsa pornonella), the great scourge of the apple-grower, was 
brouo·ht here about the beo·innino· of the present century, and during the comparatin·ly o b b 

brief period which has since elapsed has spread over the gn•ater portion of the North 
American continent. It is abundant and ypry destructive throughout the greater portion 
of our own country, exists throughout the Northern, Middle and Wes tern States, and of 
late has found its way to the Pa('ific Slope, where it is committing great havoc among the 
appl(• and pear crops of that fine fruit region. 

Among the other uninvited immigrants from Europe, in this department, the following 
are worthy of mention: the grain weevil, (Sitophilusgranarzus), thP meal ,vorm (Tenebrio molitor), 
the bark louse of the apple (Aspirlistus conchiformis), the gooseberry sawfly (.Nematus rentrfros11s), 
the currant borer (Egeria tipuliformis), and the asparagus beetle ( Crioceris asparagi) ; and there are 
many others of less note. All the~e have now become widely disseminated and, in their 
seyernl spheres of operation, impose upon our farmers, gardeners and fruit-growers a heavy 
yearly tax in time and money, in the efforts necessary to keep them in su~jection. 

If Canada has provided a port of entry for several of these pests which have since 
invaded our neighbours adjoining, we in turn have been supplied by them with the 
Colorado potato beetle (Dorvplwra decemlineata), which has migrated from its former quiet 
home in the canons of the Rocky Mountains and, fired with the spirit of progress so char
acteristic of the United States, has availed itself of all the ad·nmtages of transport which 
an advanced civilization affords and thus spread rapidly over the greater portion of the 
continent. 

The manner in which many of these pests have been introduced is not difficult to 
account for. The larym of the wheat midge lie dormant for months in the dry wheat 
heads, or amongst the grain when not properly cleaned, and during this inactive period 
may be carried with the grain many thousands of miles. The Hessian fly passes a long 
period of inactfrity lodged in the wheat straw. The second bTOod of the codling worms 
remains in the winh"r apples as larnw, or about the apple barrels as chrysalids throughout 
the ·winter, and thus abundant opportunity is afforded for its distribution. These are given 
as examples, but many other similar instances might be cited. 

"\Vith the onward march of ci·dlization, the opening up of nevY portions of the country 
for settlement and the many means of rnpid transit from one point to another, unlimited 
facilities are afforded for the dissemination of destructive insects. An insect on the 
Atlantic coast may take shelter in a railway car for a single night and the next day be 
found hundreds of mih·s in the interior. It was thus with the Colorado potato beetle and, 
within a short time after it invaded Ontario, it was found in Quebec and NoYa Scotia. 
Many species are strong on the wing and ahle to fly long distances; in this way the 
cahbage butterfly has mainly spread itself. 

Among tlw methods suggested for the subduing of injurious insects, there are none 
which offer so great a prospect of success as the l'ncouragement and protection of those 
insects ·which feed on other ins(•cts, such as the lady-birds, ground beetles, tige1· beetles, 
t>tc., and more l'specially by the introduction of those useful parasitic ins('ds which in 
their native homes an" always ath•nclant on these defltnu:ti-n• species arnl keep them within 
due bounds. In Eul'ope, although the wheat midge is indigenous, it is rarely very des~ 
huctiYe for the reason that there are three distinct species of minute parasitic flies which 
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attack and destroy it. We imported the midge but did not bring the parasites with it. 
In the case of the cabbage butterfly it is different ; here the parasite has accompanied or 
followed the butterfly, and although it is not capable of spreading itself so rapidly over a 
given district, yet it industriously follows up and finds its victims wherever they may 
establish themselves and, within three or four years becomes so numerous that it keeps 
the troublesome butterfly under. For man to know how best to fight his insect foes, he 
must first acquire a knowledge of their life history, so as to acquaint himself with their 
most vulnerable points and thus be enabled to strike them when they are least capable 
of resistance. 

All larvae which feed on the foliage of plants or trees may be destroyed by arsenical 
compounds, such as Paris green or London purple, both of which are best used mixed with 
water and applied with a sprinkler of some sort. Powdered hellebore, which is less poi
sonous, is also an efficient remedy for some species. Insect powders, which are the powd
ered flowers of one or more species of Pyrelhrum, are also inimical to insect life, and, being 
non-poisonous to the higher forms of life, may be used to advantage with such an insect 
as the cabbage worm, where there is a difficulty in washing off a poisonous application 
from the leaves. Hot water may also be used in many instances where poisons are 
objectionable, since plants can usually endure without injury a temperature which pro
duces great discomfort among insects and causes them to loose their hold on the leaves of 
the plants they are feeding on and drop to the ground. Insects in the caterpillar state are 
very su~ject to disease of a fungoid character which often sweeps them off by thousands. 
Many experiments have been made with the view of introducing such disease amongst 
them, and some measure of success has attended the efforts, but much further experiment
ing must be undertaken before practical methods can be devised. It is also well known 
that some odors are objectionable to insects, and that they will be repelled from plants 
pervaded with such odors. Many experiments are being tried in this direction just now, 
and it is hoped that some good practical results may shortly be arrived at. 
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IX.-On tlie Lower Oretaceous Rocks of Britisli Columbia. 

By J. F. WHITEAVES. 

(Read May 25th, 1882.) 

The equivalents of the Upper Cretaceous Rocks of Great Britain have been recognized 
over a vast ~xtent of country in the United States and in Canada, but until recently, with 
two doubtful exceptions, no deposits have been discovered in North America which can be 
satisfactorily referred to the Middle or Lower sub-divisions of the Cretaceou_s. The possi
ble exceptions are the so-called Dakota Group of the Western States and the Shasta Group 
of California. The Dakota Group is a local name employed to designate a series of sand
stones containing numerous remains of terrestrial plants, and a few fresh water· or estua
rine types of mollusc.a. These sandstones, which are stated to underlie the oldest mem
bers of the Upper Cretaceous series both direct! y and conformabl y, have been regarded as 
probably synchronous with the English Upper Greensand. The Shasta Group is a 
term ;tpplied provisionally to strata of different ages, all of which are described as being 
older than the Upper Cretaceous and newer than the Jurassic. These deposits, which 
occur at various localities in the coast range of California. and which hold a somewhat 
varied assemblage of marine mollusca, are believed in a general way to be the representa
tives of the Gault and Lower Greensand of Europe, but no attempt has yet been made to 
correlate th~m more closely than this with their foreign equivalents. 

During the past seven years, however, the researches of Dr. G. M. Dawson in the 
mainland of British Columbia and in the islands off the coast have resulted in th~ acqui
sition by· the Survey of large collections of fossils from various localities, and by means 
of these we are now enabled to recognize the probable existence.in that Province of the 
equivalents of each of the sub-divisions of the Middle Cretaceous, viz., those of the Upper 
Greensand. and Gault, as well as those of the upper sub-division of the Lower Cretaceous, 
which in England is known as the Lower Greensand and in France as the "Neocomien 
superieur." 

· The Coarse Conglome1·ates and Lower Shales of the · coal-bearing rocks of the Queen 
Charlotte Islands, and probably the Agglomerates and Lower Sandstones of Dr. Dawson's 
report, can now be shown, on both stratigraphical and· palreonfological grounds, to repre· 
sent the whole of the Middle Cretaceous, but as this subject will be treated more fully in 
an illustrated report on these fossils now in course of preparation, it will not be necessary 
to refer to it at any greater length on the present occasion. 

In Great Britain the Lower Cretaceous rocks haye been divided into two subordinate 
groups, known respectively as the Low~r Greensand and the Wealden formation. In 
France the upper member of the Lower Cretaceous is called the Neocomien Superieur and 
the lower the Neocomien Inferieur. Deposits holding fossils, which, in the writer's judg .. 
ment are probably synchronous, or nearly so, with the upper part of the Lower Cretaceous 
and which therefore indicate an horizon equivalent to that of the Lower Greensand or 
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Upper Neocomian, W('.rc discovered by Dr. G. M. Dawson in 18_75 at Ta~la~oc~ Lake. This 
lake, it may be mentioned, empties itself into the Homathco River, which n1 ~ts turn flo:ws 
into Bute Inlet. Two years later, ro<'ks holding a similar assemblage of fossils, of which 
good collections vrnre made, were observed by Dr. Dawson on the head waters of 
the Skagit Hfrcr. and at three or four localities in the lower part of the valley of the 
Fraser. Lastly, in 1878, a small series of fossils, from rocks of apparently _the same geo
logical horizon, was collected by Dr. Dawson at Forward Inlet, Qu~tsino Sound, on t_he 
N. W. coast of Vancouver Island. The following is a complete list of all the species 
obtained at these localities, with descriptions of three that are believed to be liew to 
science:-

BELEMNITES IMPRESSUS, Gab b. 
Tatlayoco Lake, rare and badly preserved. Skagit River, frequent but fragmentary 

and in poor condition. North slope of Jackass Mountain, one characteristic fragment. 

0LCOSTEPHANUS QUATSINOENSIS, Nov. Sp. 

,/,.. .. ·•·•···· ····--... __ _ 

. ./ 

Fm. 1. Or.cosTEPIL\ ',T:-- Qc,Tsr:,·01-:xsrs. 

Shell discoidal, sides compressed, periphery narrowly rounded; umbilicus somewhat 
small, rather more than one-fourth the entire diameter. Outline of aperture narrowly 
ovate elliptical, apart from the rather deep emargination caused by the encroachment of the 
preceding whorl. ~nrface marked with fine, transverse and flexuous bi-dichotomous ribs. 
Septum unknown. Diameter, twenty lines ; maximum thickness rather more than four 
lines ; width of umhilicus, six lines. 

Forward Inlet, Quatsino Sound. A single well prc:-;c,rvcd but imperfect specimen. 
This species rather strongly resembles the Am moniles ( Olcosltpll(IJWs) hidfrhoton111s of 

Leymerie, from the Lower Neocomian of France and Switzerland, especially in its sculp
ture, but may be n·aclily distinguished from that shell hy its flatter sides, narrower 
umbilicus and finer ribs. 

ANCYLOCER.\:-: PEI:( '():-,:'1TrlTs, Gabb. 

North slope of .Taekass Mountain. One Yt·ry large but imperfect example. 

AxcYLOCERAS HK,mxm. Gabb. 

"\Y1
1

st side of tlw Frnscr Rin'r, below Lytton and opposite Boston Bar. One specimen, 
colled1·d hy ~ Kt>dl'r; Esq. Loose and probably drifted down the stream from a locality 
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a little further to the north. Another example was collected by Dr. G. M. Dawson on 
the north slope of Jackass Mountain. 

PHOLADOMYA V ANCOUVERENSIS, Sp. Nov. 

FIG. 2. PHOLADO'MY A V ANCOUVERENSIS. 

Shell swollen and convex in front of the middle, obliquely compressed behind. 
Valves very inequilateral, tTansversely subovate, gaping a little behind and nearly closed 
in front. Anterior end very short, contracted both above and below, and subtruncated at 
the extremity; posterior end elongated, rounding gradually into the basal margin below 
and more abruptly above into the superior border. Cardinal margin nearly straight for 
some distance behind the beaks and sloping downwards very abruptly in front of them. 
Basal margin produced and gibbous in the centre. Umbones depressed, rather wide but 
narrowing rapidly into the abruptly attenuated, slender and acute beaks, which curve 
distinctly inwards, downwards, and a little forwaTds. The position of the beaks is ante
rior, and they are very nearly but not quite terminal. From the anterior side of the beak, 
in each valve, a faint ridge descends in a neaTly vertical line to the junction of the ventral 
with the anterior border, and immediately behind this ridge there is a slight inflection of 
the test below. 

Surface marked by coarse concentric sulcations, and by a few faint, centrally disposed 
radiating strire. 

Length, twenty lines; height, behind the beaks, thirteen lines and a half; maximum 
convexity, twelve lines. 

North-east slope of Jackass Mountain, in the valley of the Lower Fraser. Two speci
mens. 

This Pholadomya appears to be somewhat closely allied to the P. Uralensis of D'Orbigny, 
but it is a smaller shell, with much more depressed beaks, and a very different style of 
surface ornamentation. 

GONIOMYA. 

A small fragment of a species of Goniomya was collected by Dr. Dawson at the same 
locality as the fossil last described, but it is impossible to identify such an imperfect spe
cimen. 
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INOCERAMUS QUATSINOENSIS, Sp. Nov. 

Fm. 3. hocERA:\n:s QcATs1~0E~s1s. 

Shell nea1·ly equivalve, both valves being very convex; general outline obliquely 
subovate, the height being somewhat greater than the length. Hinge line short, less than 
one-half the greatest length of the valvr-s, straight and fOTming nearly a right angle with 
the upper part of the anterior margin, Anterior border slightly concave above and gently 
concaye below the middle; posterior mm·gin broadly rnunded, forming an obtusely sub
angular junction with the hinge line a.hon· and rnunding into the ventral margin in a 
somewhat regular semi-ovate cm·n'. Beaks deprnssed, incurved and somewhat Tecurved, 
anterior, terminal and overhanging. 

Sm·face marked with well defined, broad, concentric plications. 
Height, three inches and a quarteT; maximum length, not quite two inches and 

t hn'e quaTteTs. 

ForwaTd Inlet, Qnat~ino Sound. One tolerably peTfect cast and a fragment of 
another. 

The outline of this shell is almost precisely similar to that of the J. Neocomiensis of 
D'Orbigny, from the French N l'ocomian, and it is possible that both may prove to be ex
treme fOTms of one species. But, on the other hand, the French shell is much smaller than 
the one just described, and the sculpture of the former is described as consisting of com
paratively fine ~trfre of growth, rather than broad, concentric undulations or plications. 

An·ELLA ProcHn, Gabb. 

Exceedingly abundant at Tatlayoco Lake and Forward Inlet, and not uncommon on 
the banks of the Upper Skagit. A study of more than one hundred examples of this 
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species, collected by Dr. Dawson, has convinced the writer that the Aucella Piochii of Gabb 
cannot he_ distinguished from the A. Mosquensis of Von Buch, even as a local variety. In 
the neighborhood of Moscow the latter species, according to Eichwald, forms great banks 
ofshells, just as its American representative appears to do in certain localities in British 
Columbia. Aucella Mosquensis has been recorded as occurring at manyplaces in the Russian 
Empire, "from the Lower Volga northward to the mouth of the Petschora." Nordenskiold 
found it at Spitzbergen, and Lieut. Payer and Dr. Copeland, at Kuhn Island, off the east 
coast of Greenland. The exact age of the Aucella schists of Europe has been the subject of 
much discussion among geologists, and authorities are still at issue on this point. In the 
"Geology of Russia," published in 1846, D'Orbigny places them in the Oxfordia.n division 
of the Jurassic. In the Moscow Journal for 1861, and in the second volume of the Letliea 
Rossica, which bears date 1867, Eichwald maintains that they are of Neocomian, and, there
fore, of Lower Cretaceous age. Trautschold, in the Journal of the German Geological 
Society (Berlin) for 1864 and 1866, claims that they are Jurassic, and about the·ag-e of the 
Kimmeridge clay, though, in a subsequent paper, ~ontributed to the Moscow Journal of 
1875, he places them a little higher in the Jurassic system, in the Tithonic group of Oppel, 
and this latter opinion of Trautschold is endorsed by Rudolph Ludwig. 

Mr. Gabb has already shown that in California Aucellm are among the most charac
teristic fossils of the Shasta Group, ~hich is unquestionably Cretaceous, but it is now 
practicable to state more than this. The upper pi:trt of the Shasta group, which may pro-

. visionally be called the Queen Charlotte Island Group, is the equivalent of the Middle 
Cretaceous, and in this division, Aucellm, though rare, are certainly present. The lower 
part of the Shasta Group corresponds to the·upper part of the Lower Cretaceous, and it is 
in this division that Aucellm.are so abundant. In America, as in Europe, the writer holds 
with Eichwald, that the presence of Aucellm in abundance is a sure proof of the N eocomian 
age of the rocks in which they are found. Very few fossils have been found in the auri
ferous slates of California, and the few that have been found are both distorted and badly 
preserved. · One of these, the Lima Erringtoni of Gabb, has been supposed by Prof. Meek to 
be probably identical with Aucella Mosquensis, and if this be the case, then these slates will 
probably prove to be of Neocomian, and not, as now generally supposed, of Jurassic age. 

ARCA. 

Two casts of a small Arca, which very much resemble the A. Carteroni of D'Orbigny 
in shape, one from the N. slope of Jackass Mount~in, the other from the West bank of. the 
Fraser~ near the thirty-sixth mile-post on the wagon road to Yale. 

CUCULL1EA. 

A small cast of a bivalve; also from Jackass Mountain, which appears to belong to this 
genus, but not ~n its most restricted sense. 

YOLDIA. 

A single valve from the Skagit River, but too imperfect and too badly preserved to be 
either identified or described. 

<:lRYPHCEA, OR OSTRCEA. 
· Skagit River, one valve only. Possibly a variety of the Gryphr.ea Nebrascensis of Meek. 
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SYNCYCLONE:\IA MEEKANA, Whiteaves. 
This species, which was originally described from specimens collected by Mr. Richard

son at the Queen Charlotte Islands, has since been recognized in the Lower Cretaceous of 
Jackass Mountain, also between Fountain and Lilloet, and nt>ar the thirty-sixth mile-post 
on the wagon road to Yale-all localities on the Lower Fraser River. 
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X.-fllustrations of the Fauna of the St. Jolin Groiip. 

By G. F. MATTHEW, M.A. 

(Read May 25th, 1882.) 

N O . 1. - 'I' H E p AR A DO XI DES . 

Their ~History. 

Two decades have now elapsed since the discovery of trilobites in the slates near the 
city of St. John, New Brunswick, Canada. The preliminary notice of these fossils by the 
late Professor 0. F. Hartt appeared in the report of the geological survey of New Bruns
wick (1865) carried on undeT Prof. L. W. Bailey, and descriptions of the species appeared a 
little later in Principal Dawson's "Acadian Geology" (1868). Since that time the stTucture 
of the region in which these fossils were found has been worked out by officers of the 
Geological SmTey of Canada, so that the conditions under which the primordial fauna 
existed in Acadia are now better known than when the fiTst explorations weTe made. The 
knowledge of the geological structuTe of the region, thus acquired, is embodied in various 
reports of the Geological Survey, arnl especially in those of 1870-1 and 1878-9, and the map 
which accompanies the latter report. 

From these reports and from the map it will be seen that the strata of the St. John 
group fill a number of nanow, trough-like basins, lying between the Bay of Fundy and 
the central Carboniferous area of New Brunswick. Of these basins, that on which the city 
of St. John is situated is the most important, and it is here also that the life of the 
period can be studied to the best advantage. The Rt. John basin lies diagonally across 
the ridges of Huronian rock that aTe found in the eastern part of St. John county; and 
touches the ridge of Laurentian rocks that divides this county from King's. As might 
naturally be expected the coarser :-a_,Jiments found at the base of the St. John group am 
largely derived from those older rocks, chiefly the Huronian; and the line of division 
between it (the St. John group) and the Hnronian Formation is marked hy conglomPrafos 
of mechanical origin w hie h shew no trace of the hardening procl·ss by which tlw H urnnian 
conglomerates and breccias have been so firmly ("Prnl:'nted. 

The conglomerates of the St. John group are most fully deYPloped in the l'asfrm part 
of the St. John basin, under the lee of tlw high ranges of Huronian hills which t>xist in 
that directioIL In Portland and the city of Nt. John, at the vvestl·rn end of the hnsin 
the following section n•pref;entf-i the f;Uccession of members in this group in ascending 

order:-
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Division 0. a Red conglomerate-wanting at that part of tho basin where this 

set·tion was n1ade ..... •. • • • • • • • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 

b Red and green sandy slates ... , • , • • • • • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 150 ~ 

" 1. a Coarse grf'.y sandstone or quartzite .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · · · · · · · · · · · 50 

b Coarse grey sandy slate (Linguloid shells).•••••• • · • • · · • · · · · · · · · 50 

c Fine grey and dark grey slaty shales (Trilobites, etc) .... , .... •• 25 

d Fine black carbonaceous slaty shales " ........... 75 
~ 

" 2. a Dark grey slates with thin seams of grey sandstone• • · · · · · · · · · · 220 f":: 

8 
200 

(D 

b Coars<'· grey slates and grey flagRtones ............ • • • • • • · · • · · · • if) 
en 
..... 

c Grey sarnlstmws aml coarse slates (Linguloid she11s) ......... • • • 130 I 
,-, 

8> 
Dark grey, finely laminated slates ....... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · · · · · · · · 450 ,::) 

" 3. i 
(I :-+ 

b Black carbonaceous and dark grey slat<'s, Jt,ss fissile than the last. 300 

" 4. Rlates and flags resembling 2 a and 2 b (Linguloid shells) .... •• 800 

" 5. Black l'arbonaceous slate like 3 b (Orthids, Trilobites, de) .... •. 450 
--
2900 

Beyond Division 5 the beds arc supposed to be repeated by an overturn, and have a 
width across nearly VC'rtical measures of 3000 feet. Owing to this folding of the measures 
there is some uncertainty as to where the summit of the formation is, and the section g·iven 
may not include the ·whole series of deposits. The faunre of Divisions 2 and 5 are very 
imperfectly known, but there are much larger species of linguloid shells in these divisions 
than in Division 1 ; and the orthids of Division 5 are different from Orthis Billingsi of 
Division 1. 

The conglomerate at the base of the St. John group marks the time when the sea of 
the Acadian epoch invaded the valleys of the Hurnnian formation near St. John. No trace 
of life has yet been found in these coarse sediments, nor in the red and green slates into 
which they pass. After the coloured mud of ,vhich these slate's are composed was deposited 
an abrupt change took place in thC1 character of the deposit, and ,vhitt' sands were evenly 
spread over the whole basin. It is in the upper part of these sands that one meets with the 
earliest traces of primordial life. These first forms are linguloid shells of several genera. 
Snd1 shells become more abundant in the upper part of the ,vhite and grey sandy beds, 
and WPrP evidently littoral speciPs, as on tracing the sandstones west-wanl for half a mile 
they are found to change into a grey slaty and pebbly deposit,-evidently an old beach 
line-and finally disappear. 

Probably the phy:--ic-nl condition of the St. John basin at this parl y period was 
unfavorable to tl1L' growth of the trilobites; but the land was sinking and an additional 
depth of water in this sheltered area soon encournged the growth and multiplication of the 
crustacean fauna. As the sediment \Y hich settled from the sea-water in this deepening bay 
lwcame fineT, tlw remains of marine animals were preserved in greater numbers and variety, 
so that in the layers of fine slate in group c. of Division 1, many genera chaTacteristic of the 
early Camhri:m agL· are found. 

In group d, the slaty mass becomes quite fine and dark colored, but 1war 8t. John, 
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is much affected bJ7 slaty cleavage, and the fossils are so much distorted, especially in the 
upper part, as to be unrecognizable. 
. In the beds of Division 2, a return of littoral conditions, and the influx of sand, inter

fered with the prosperity of the crustacean fauna, and as in the lower sand beds of Divi-' 
sion 1., linguloid shells become the prevailing fossils. The Paradoxides which I will 
describe in this article, are those of the intermediate mud-beds, now converted into a 
mass of slaty rock (Division le). 

Trilobites were first fo11:nd in this formation by Rev. C.R. Matthew, in 1862, at Cold-· 
brook, five miles N. E. of St. John, but these specimens were so much distorted by slaty 
cleavage as to be barely recognizable as trilobites. Specimens, however, were subsequently 
found near St. John, in the same band of slates, but in a much better state of preservation. 
Owing to a misapprehension on the part of the late Professor F. C. Hartt as to the locality 
from which these fossils came, the species when described by him were accredited to Cold
brook, whereas they were· really found within the limit of the town of Portland, just 
northward of St. John. 

These collections, with those of the Geological Survey of New Brunswick (1864), sup
plemented by a collection made by Prof. Hartt's father, J. W. Hartt, in the following year, 
formed the material from which Prof. Hartt described the species peculiar to this formation. 
A. preliminary notice of these fossils was published in Dr. L. W. Bailey's report on the 
geological survey of. New Brunswick (Fredericton, 1865), and it was shown that they 
were equivalent to the primordial fauna of Bohemia ; but the full descriptions of the 
species did not appear at that time. These were given subsequently in the new edition 
(1868) of the Acadian Geology, by Dr. J. W. Dawson. The forms described by Prof. Hartt 
were Conocephalites (Conocoryphe), 14 species; Agnostus, 2 species; Microdiscus, 1 species; 
Paradoxides, 1 sp~cies ; Lingula, 1 species ; Obolella, 1 species_ ; Orthis, 1 species ; Discina, 1 
species; and (by the late Mr. E. Billings) Eocystites, 1 species. Prof. Hartt's engagements 
in the United States and his explorations in Brazi.1., whither he finally transferred himself 
after his appointment as director of the Geological Survey of that country, prevented him 
from giving any further attention to the geology of this region ; and from the time of the 
publication of his species in the Acadian Geology, but little has been added to our knowl

edge of the fauna of the St. John group. 
Collections made from time to time during the progress of the Canadian geological 

survey in New Brunswick, were examined by the late Mr. Billings, palreontologist to the 
survey, and among these were found fragments of Elliptocephalus and Salterella, and remains 
of two species of Hyolithes. Beside these, there are the supposed plant rema_ins Pal<£ophycus, 
Eophyton, etc., of the higher divisions of the St. John group, to which I need not refer 
further in this connection. 

In the spring of 1877, I made large collections of material from this formation with 
the intention of studying its fauna, but these were destroyed in the disastrous fire which 
swept over the city of St. John. in the summer of that year. I have since renewed these 
collections in part, and the following article describes the remains of Paradoxides found in 

the materials collected in these later years. · 

Conditions under which the fossils are found. 

One great obstacle to the study of the organic remains of these ancient rocks is the 
Sec. IV., 1882. 12 
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universal prevalence of slaty cleavage. This in most cas.es ~as distorted and o_bscur~d the 
fossils of the finer beds of the formation and, indeed, obliterated them entirely m the 
greater part of the fine slates. It is only lately that I have been able fairly to appreciate 
the wholesale destruction of organic forms affected through this agency. 

DurinO' the extensive excavations that were made for the foundations of buildings in b 

the principal streets of St. John, during the two years after the great fire of 1877, large 
quantities of fine black slate were removed, in which no trace of a fossil could be seen. 
But scattered at intervals through some of the bands of this slate there were hard compact 
masses of rock which, when broken, were found to be packed with fossils. The spherical 
and elliptical masses, which varied in size from about a yard in diameter to nodules of one 
inch across, had the appearance of imbedded boulders, but the fossils in them were always 
parallel to the stratification, and similar fossils were subsequently found in irregular beds 
and lenticular bands of hard rock. In the boulder-like masses there were numerous layers 
loaded with organic remains, which extended \Yithout diminution in th~ number of the 
fossils to the very edge of the block, where they suddenly disppeared, and not a trace of 
them could be found in the adjoining slate rock. The explanation of this curious fact 
seems to be that in the hard lump there was sufficient carbonate of lime to resist the 
molecular movement which produced slaty cleavage in the surrounding portion of the 
deposit, and thus to preserve the fossils from destruction. 

There are three great bands of black slates in· the mass of the Saint John group on 
which the city is built, but which, owing to their softness, seldom appear at the surface, 
and it is highly probable that these bands originally abounded in organic remains. Such 
having been the destructive action of slaty cleavage on the Cambrian organisms of this 
district, the rarity in the finer sediments of fossils in a good state of preservation can be 
better understood. It is necessary to seek over large areas for such, and as a rule they have 
been found only near the base of the formation. 

Of all the genera of trilobites of the 8aint John group Paradoxides appears to be that 
which has suffered most from the distortion due to the movement which produced slaty 
cleavage in the clay slates. Theil- tests were more flexible than those of the other genera, 
and their comparatively la!ge size makes it more difficu!t to obtain specimens which will 
show the whole buckle1· (or even a considerable part of it) in a good state of preservation. 
The remains of this genus usually resemble crumpled fragments of grey or brown paper, 
laid irregularly one on~r the other, without any recognizable shape. When they a1·e not 
too much crumpled and ha,e their broadest surface parallel to the cleavage planes of the 
clay-slate they can generally be identified; but the fossils are almost always at an angle with 
the ('ka;n1ge, and are also more or less distorted diagonally to the axial line. Even when 
in the best state of preserYation in the aTgillaceous matrix they are flattened by pressure 
and the tests crackwl and mis-shapen. All these accidents of preservation, except the ver
tical flattening, have been allowed for in the drawings accompanying this article. In a few 
cases specimens have been obtained which haye been preserved from distortion by a large 
amount of carhonate of lime in the paTticnlar part of the layer in which they occurred, and 
in these original form of the organism has been more accurately preserved. 

Th~ pr:u1cip~l fo_ssiliferous zone of the ~t. John gi·oup contains the exuvire of many 
generations of tnlob1tes, and probably those of St'Veral stages of growth of the same indiYi
dual. Being a repository of the discarded dothing of many a living trilobite, as well as 
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the cemetery of countless myriads of adult forms, it is not surprising that the wealth of 
fragmentary tests is bewildering; and when to this is added the varir-ty of appearance given 
to the test of each species by the forces which produced cleavage in the slates, the profusion 
of shapes is exceedingly perplexing, and embarrasses the observer in his attempt to reduce 
this chaos to order. 

Owing to the looseness with which they are organized, as compared to the other trilo
bites, and the number of fragments required to complete the skeleton, the Paradoxides are 
not the least puzzling. In only three instances has the writer met with a complete trilobite, 
and none of these are of the genus now under consideration. Therefore the description of 
the species will be confined to the part of the test enclosed within the facial sutures. 

Inter-relationship of the forms. 

One feature in the aspect of the .Acadian species of Paradoxides, thus far discovered, 
which immediately arrests the attention is the invariable presence. of long eyelobes, set far 
back on the head. In all the species these lobes extend at least as far back as the occipital 
furrow, and generally to the occipital ring, and in a few cases seem to be on a line with 
the back of the ring. In this respect the St. John Paradoxides have a facies d,iffering from 
any others on this continent with which the writer is acquainted. 

In the Braintree, (Mass.) speci~s (P. Harlani, Green) as represented in Dana's Manual of 
Geology, the eyelobe is short, not extending as far back as the first glabellar furrow; and 
in the Newfoundland species, described by the late ]\fr E. Billings, the base of the eyelobes 
is on a line with the first glabellar furrow. Through the kindness of Mons. J. Barrande, 
however, the writer has been directed to the figures and descriptions of Bohemian trilobites 
from which it appears that forms with continuous eyelobes are not unknown in Europe. 
In his Silurian System Barrande figures a species, P. rugulosus, Corda, which closely 
resembles one of those I am about to describe, but differs in the shorter posteriOT margin 
and in the form of the pygidium from .any of the species found at St. John. Mons. Barrande 
has also kindly sent to the writer a ske~ch of a Scandinavian species, of larger size, which 
possesses a continuous eyelobe. This form differs from ours not only in the shape of the 
eyelobe and in other respects, but the peculiar pygidium is very unlike any that are found 
at St. John. Dr. Henry Hicks, to whom I have submitted tracings of our species, does not 
recognize any as known to him in the English Cambrian rocks, and I am therefore led to 
suppose that all the St. John species are new. 

Though having in common this peculiarity of a continuous eyelobe, there is much 
diversity of form in other respects. The glabella varies in outline and height, and in the 
direction and deepness of the furrows, the anterior margin in length and flexure, the 
eyelobe in curve and elevation, the posterior margin in width and direction. Some of 
these differences may be due to age, or to distortion and pressure, but mere variation from 
mechanical ·causes will not account for all the forms of the glabella, &c., observed in the 
St. John Paradoxides. When, also, the surface marking:-; of the tests and the variety of 
hypos tomes, pygidia and moveable cheeks is considered, it is clear that the St. John beds 
contain a number of species of this genus of trilobites. With the imperfect material at 
com.mand, however, the writer is not prepared to describe more than two species, besides 
that already described by the late Prof. C. F. Hartt, as P. lamellatus. Among the glabellre, 
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&c. observed there are probably other species and possibly some of the forms which the 
wri~er has included as sub-species, or varieties of the spc<'ies first described in the following 
pages, will hereafter, when the parts are better known, be found to be well defined species. 

Description of the Species. 

The preceding remarks will serve as a general guide to the relationshi~ of t~e spec~es; 
and is introductory to the following more detailed descriptions. At the risk of mcludmg 
some features that may be accidental, full descriptions of the form and aspect of the several 
parts of the head in the species examined, have been given. The descriptions have been 
arranged in a fixed order for convenience in comparing the parts of one species with those 

of another. 
In these pages I have described only the parts of the cephalic shield, between the facial 

sutures, reserving fo.r another occasion a description of the movable cheeks, pygidia, hypos
tomes, and other parts, of which at present the majority cannot with certainty be refened 

to the species hereafter described. 

PARADOXIDES ETEMINICUS. (Figs. 7-12) 

The anterior margin is arched around the front of the glabella and thence to the extre
mity is straight. The summit of the fold is flat and divided from the glabella and the flat 
area of the maTgin by an abruptly descending slope ; the marginal fold is twice as wide at 
its extremity as it is in front of the glabella. The flat area is about twice as long in front 
as at the suture. The sinus at the suture is broad and open. 

The glabella is about one-sixth longer than wide; it is na1Towed toward the base, but 
in front expands and rises into a rounded dome, upon which the third and fourth furrows 
are sometimes only faintly impressed. 

Glabellar furrows.-The first two are strongly impressed and cross the glabella : the first 
furrow is arched backward in the middle and is most deeply impressed in the outer third, 
especially at the extremity. The second furrow as a whole is paTallel to the transverse 
axis of the shield; its outer third is convex forwaTd, is deeply and sharply impressed and 
is arched backward to an impressed point on the glabella; the middle third is more broadly 
marked and is convex backwaTd; the convexity of the outer third is directed forward. The 
third and fourth fu1Tows are faint and are in pairs; the third furrow is moderately arched 
with tlrn convexity forwaTd; it extends nearly one-third across the glabella, and is directed 
forward at an angle of about twenty dcgrees. The fourth furrow is p~.rallel to the third, 
and extends about one-quarter across; in the adult it is about half way from the front of 
the dome.* Neither of these two f unows reaeh the outer margin of the glabella. 

The occipital ring is roughly rectangular in outline; it is high behind and slopes gra· 
dually to the oeeipital funow; the posterior L'dgL' is straight for half its length, and inclines 
sharply forward; at the L•xtremities it is moderately arched Yt•rtically. The occipital furrow 
---------- -----·-·--- ---- -----------------

* I haYo used this term as a conyenient one to llesignate tlw larger anterior part of the glabella of Paradoxides 
included between its front and the second furrow. 
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is deeply impressed in the outer quarter of its length; the middle half is more lightly 
impressed, and is convex fOTward. 

The posterior margin is arched vertically in the middle, and also arched backward in 
the outer half. The marginal fold is narrow, is flattened and widens a little in the outer 
half, and sfopes gradually to the posterior furrow. The furrow is about three times as wide 
as the fold, is broadly rounded in the bottom, and depressed at both ends, especially the 

outer. 
The fixed cheek is broad, particularly in the posterior third, and a slight depression runs 

lengthwise across it; the posterior end is elevated next the glabella and the bounding flu
rows of the cheek are shallow, hut distinctly defined. The ocular lobe has a full parabolic 
curve of which the chord is more than twice as long as the height of the curve; the posterior 
end is elevated into a tubercle-like lobe which overhangs the posterior marginal funow. 

Sculpture.-The anterior marginal fold is traversed by very fine parallel raised lines, 
which at intervals anastomose, or die out on the surface of the test. There is a good deal of 
variation in the number and fineness of these lines, which are more widely set on the_inner 
two-thirds than on the outer edge of the marginal fold; there are from eight to twelve of 
these lines toward the outer end of the fold; in some cases there are about four widely set 
lines on the inner three-fifths, and about six closely set lines on the outer two-fifths of the 
marginal fold. The front half of the dome of the glabella is ornamented with irregularly paral
lel, occasionally forking, concentric, raised lines, similar to those of the anterior marginal 
fold, but more distinct; these lines are most widely set on the front slope of the dome·where 
there are about 4 or 4½ in the space of one millimetre. There is a band of small tuberdes 
extending along the axial line of the shield from the posterior edge of the occipital ring to 
the dome of the glabella; these tubercles ar·e most distinct on the occipital ring and can 
scarcely be resolved by the eye along the rest of the band, but are clearly discerned with a 
moderate magnifier. A similar band of smaller tubercles extends along the posterior furrow 
and passes thence into the inter-ocular furrow, along which it extends as far as the anterior 
end of the ocular lobe. The rest of the shield is covered with minute granulations, ·-dsible 
with a lens of one inch focus, which blend with the bands of tubercles above described. 

Dimensions.-The largest shield observed was about an inch and quarter long and an 
inch and a half wide. 

Locality.-This species is of frequent occurrence in the slates of Division le. in Portland, 
and has also been found at Radcliffe's stream, Simonds, St. John county. 

Name.-Derived from that of a tribe of Acadian aborigines-the Etchemins. 

Growth and Development of the Young. 

Five or six stages in the growth of this species were observed, in which a -very consi
derable change takes place from the young to the adult form. In order to make these 
changes during growth more clearly appreciable, the writer has appended a table of mL·a
surement of several hPads obtained near ~t. John, and has noted in the margin the amount 
,and direction of the distortion of the kst, to explain some anomalous nwasuremL•nt:-; which 

.. appear in the table. The following marks are used: "o," indicates that the natural form 

has been preserved; "+," indicates that the specimen has been flattened, but not distorted 
.laterally; " - " indicates that the specimen has been contracted transven;c to the din,dion 
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of the dash; "-+" indicates the direction (towards the head of the dagge~) in wh~ch the 
test has been pushed by pressure. The specimen is supposed to be vie_wed with the 
anterior end upward. The figures in the columns of the table are proportwnal measure-

ments, based on the length of the shield. 

MEASUREMENTS OF CEPHALIC SHIELDS. 

Suture. Axial Line. Transverse Diameter. 

,.. I cii \ •. ,; ...... Glabella. ,.. . Basal. I Middle. Anterior. 
0 ,.: e:..,..C : ... • - - d O i:: " ___ I 
·5-~1_:'..£',·§.~ 0 :s lg----,--- ·E·§ .. - 1--- ... · o:i 
~~ . §El~;; .e ~ ·g~ ..., cii -g cii CJ ]~ .ts ~ ~ al~ I ~ -t~ Q) 

" ,..,; U ;:, ' ..... ;:::1 , if. ...., 0 f.Q o.s:i S --..""' ~ ~ .e.B M a:> ~ a, '"' '° 

Stages 

of 

Growth. 

Distortion. 

rn A ~""' o I I ~ <i::~ I ~ 
.... I O ~-< I "~ ~~ ~~ 0 -;;~ g~ ~E5 ..::: 1: o:l .5 

1-----~----- --- -----
4.5 millimotres. ·07 •50 ·21 ·18 ·14 ·07 ·14 ·43 ·18 ·24 ·291·36 :-29 ·29 :·43 + 

10.2 " ·08 •44 ·28 ·17 •16 ·09 ·13 ·50 ·09 ·28 ·38 
1

-44 
1
·44 ·25

1

.53 -+ I slight. 

21.8 " •12 •47 ·24 ·19 ·16 ·07 ·13 ·59 ·06 ·30 ·41 ·41 ·44 ·32 
1 

·65 -+ I slight. 

22.4 

24.4 

26.2 

30.1 

" 
" 
" 
" 

' i 
·09 ·46 ·23 ·19 ·14 ·09 ·13 ·57 ·06 ·27 ·40 ~-37 ·43 ·26 ·60 

·11 ·41 ·28 ·17 ·17 ·08 •11 ·53 ·07 ·27 ·37 ·37 ·38 ·26 ·51 I+-
·01 ·46 ·24 ·21 ·16 ·08 ·12 ·54 ·07 ·28 ·41 ·40 ·46 ·23 ·67 y slight. 

·11 ·43 •28 \·20 ·15 ·09 ·15 ·55 ·06 ·31 ·47 ·42 ·48 ·29 ·64 V slight. 

4.5 MILLIMETRES (Fig. 12).-This form shows wide diversities from the adult in several 
respects:-

Anterior margin.-The fold is nearly or quite uniform in width from end to end and does 
.not show the regular expansion toward the extremity which is found to characterize adult 
and half-grown individuals. The flat area of the anterior margin goes entirely around the 
glabella, and is not interrupted in front of that part of the shield, as it is in the mature 
trilobite. The narrow part of the flat area where it passes around the front of the glabella 
is twice as wide as the conesponding part of the marginal fold. 

The glabella is remarkable for its narrowness, as compared with the same part of the 
shield in the adult. The want of volume is not confined to any one part of the glabella, 
but characterizes it throughout, and is a peculiarity which marks all the immature stages 
of the Saint John trilobites. This youthful character remains as a permanent feature in var. 
malicitus (described hereafter). 

Glabellar furrows.-Another point in which the young of P. eteminicus differs from the 
adult is iii the position of the glabellar furrows; ordinarily in P. eteminicus, a line connect
ing the two inner points of the fourth furrow is about half way from the front of the dome, 
but in this young individual it i1-s only a third. · 

The occipital ring diffeTs widely in form from that of the adult: it is three times as 
wide in the middle as at the ends, and more than half as wide as long; theTe is a raised 
transverse lobe 01· elevation whil'h occupies more than half of the leno-th of the rino- and on 

0 bl 

the posterior third a small spine is set; this elevation disappears from the ring in the adult, 
but its position and former presence is indicated by a foTward arching of the occipital fur
row in the middle half. This peculiarity of the lobe on the occipital ring which exists in 
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the young of P. eteminicus, but disappears in the adult, is a permanent feature of some adults 
of P. acadicus (see page 103), another species occurring at St. John. 

Posterior margin.-The furrow and fold are distinct, but exceedingly narrow, and 
notwithstanding the narrowness of the glabella and occipital ring the posterior margin is 
shorter in proportion to that portion of the shield (the glabella, etc.) than it is in the adult; 
the posterior margin was therefore in all respects less co :tpletely developed than in the 
adult. The increase in the width, etc., of the posterior border in P. eteminicus is parallel to 
the change which occurs in Olenellus asap/wides Emmons (sp.) as described byS. W. Ford, of 
Troy, N.Y., in the .A.111,. Jour. Sci., April, 1877. The embryonic forms of that species also 
exhibit a widening and strengthening of the posterior margin of the shield. 

The fixed cheek, on the contrary, at this early stage was of greater comparative size than 
in the later moults. The anterior end of the ocular lobe in place of being directed toward 
the summit of the dome of the glabella, as it is later in life, points more towards the anterior 
margin of the glabella. In very early stages of the organism the fixed cheek was of more 
importance relatively than other parts which become more prominent at a later period in 
the life of the trilobite. The relative importance of the cheek and glabella at successive 
stages is sh'ikingly exemplified in the young of Conocoryphe Matthewi of the St. John group, 
and may also be traced in the embryonic forms of Olenellus asaphoides, cited above. 

The extreme narrowness of the glabella in this young individual of P. eteminicus, as 
well as its wide occipital ring and large fixed cheek, are parallelled by similar features in 
var. malicitus, described hereafter, which appears to have retained these juvenile features 
in its later stages of growth. 

10.2 MILLIMETRES (Fig. 11). At this stage an advance is made in some points toward 
the aspect of the adult form. 

Anterior margin.-The marginal fold is about twice as wide at the ends as in the middle. 
The flat area still connects in front of the glabella, but is proportionately narrower than 
in the 4.5 millimetre size, being about equal in width to the marginal folds. 

Glabella.-There is little change in the position of the furrows, but there is a decided 
enlargement of the dome. 

Occipital ring.-The outlines remain, as in the smaller individual, and the spine about 
one-third from the back of the ring is distinct and directed backward. 

Posterior margin is somewhat wider and longer in proportion to the occipital ring and 
the eyelobe than in the 4.5 mm. size. The ocular measurement is six-thirteenths of the 
three measurements of the facial sutures (See table). 

Sculpture.-The raised· parallel lines on the glabella are very distinct, but only a few 
could be traced on the anterior marginal fold; the cheeks are distinctly granulated, and a 
band of tubercles extends from the back of the occipital ring, along the axial line to the 
dome of the glabella. 

21.8 MILLIMETRES (near the size of Fig. 9).-At this stage there is a decided approach 
to the mature form in several features. 

Anterior margin.-The fold as in the last, but the flat area in front of the glabella is 
scarcely one-half of the width of the fold. 

Glabella.-There is little change except that it is wider at the base. The fourth furrow 
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is now in its normal position, on a line with the front of the ocular lobe, and about half-way 

from the front of the dome as in the full grown trilobite. 
Of'l'i_pital ring.-Here there is a decided change in the narrowing of t~e ring ~nd the 

straightening of its posterior margin. This part does not hereafter proJect behmd the 
rest of the shield, as in the earlier stages. The occipital spine recognized in the younger 
indiddual has not been detected in this, and the maturer tests of the typical form of 

P. eteminitus. 
Posterior mar:I,·in.-This is much wider and stronger than before, the gain being chiefly 

in the width of the the funow. 
Sf'lfltd11re.-The band of minute tubercles, which in the 10.2 mm. size can hardly be dis

cerned with a glass, at thi:-; r--tage becomes quite distinct ; and also the extension of it which 
passes along the posterior furrow. The tubercles on the axial line are also now ·dsible to the 
unassisted eye. The granulations on the surface of the test are now everywhere distinctly 
seen as are also the raised lines on the front of the dome and toward the end of the 

' 
anterior marginal fold on its inner and outer margins. 

2G.2 Mn,LDrETRE~. (Fig. 8).-At this stage the cephalic shield exhibits other features of 
maturity, such as the thickening of the kst, strengthening of the posterior margin, &c. 
Remains of the trilobite of this and the succeeding stage are much more common than 
those of younger individuals. 

Anterior margin.-The marginal fold becomes a little wider in front, and at the ends 
decidely, but not greatly wider than in the 21.8 mm. size; there is also an increase in the 
width of the flat area of the anterior margin, so that the whole margin gains in width of 
sutural measurement at the expense of the ocular lobe. 

Glabella.-I t is in this part of the shield that the most decided change now occurs. 
There is an increase in all direutions, but especially in the dome which expands laterally 
and incTeases also in length, so that it begins to push out the front of the anterior margin, 
with the fold of "\Y hich it is now in contact. 

Ot('/"pita1 ring.-This section of the shield is proportionately longer than in the younger 
stages of growth. 

The posterior margin does not change much in width, but is much shorter in propor
tion to the occipital ring. 

The fixed cheek is proportionately shorter, the arch of the eyelobe fuller than in the 
earlier stages. 

Sculpt11re.-This does not differ materially from that of the form last described. 

30.1 :MrLLDIETRES (Fig. 7.)-This is the largest, well-prese1Ted head which has been 
obtained, and shows a continued enlargement of the glabella. It presents some differencs 
from the younger stages which may be varietal or due to pressure and distortion. 

The anterior margin is proportionately somewhat smaller than in the 26 2 · . mm. size. 
Glabella.-The dome is larger, both longitudinally and transversely and the fourth 

furrow is more than half-way from the front of the dome. ' 

The posterior margin is somewhat longer and considerably wider than in the last and 
the fixed cheek has gained in length and width. ' 

?-'he srnlpt~ff: is the same as that given in the description on a previous page of the 
species P. etemmtcus. 
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I have described thus fully the gradual change in the cephalic shield of P. etemfoicus 

during its growth, because of the interest that attaches to any feature of structure bearing 
on the origin and development of species, e:--peeially of such remote antiquity. 

In the changing form of the glabella and other parts of the buckler, there are
features which remind one of the changes observed by Barrande, in the growth and 
development of Sao hirsuta, a trilobite of Bohemia. To the earliest stages of that species 
the Acadian beds have as yet furnished n~ parallel. But of that wherein the central lobe of 
the cephalic shield begins to be segmented, there is an indication in the earliest known 
form of P. eteniinicus in the preponderance of the occipital ring, which projects behind the 
posterior margin, has a thin and leaf-like aspect behind, and possesses much greater com
parative width than at the later stages of growith. The weakness of the posterior margin, 
also, in the eaTly stages of our species, indicates its immaturity and recent appearance. 

The gradual development of the anterior end of the glabella in Sao, finds its counterpart 
in P. eteminir:us in the retreat of the furrows from the front of the glabella during growth, 
and the gradual absorption of the fl.at area of the anterior margin. But_ in the enlargement 
of the front, or dome in P. eteminicus, a characteristic feature of the genus Paradoxides 
becomes prominent, which is not to be looked for in Sao, and which does not appear in the 
figures of S. hirsuta. 

It is not impossible that there may also be some meaning in the gradual retreat of the 
eyelobe from the posterior margin by the widening of this part, and by the less rapid growth 
of this lobe_than of other parts as the animal continued to increase in size. This, it appears 
to the writer, may be taken to indicate that the forms with continuous eye-lobes are a more 
primitive type than the Paradoxides with contracted eyes. Looked at from this point of 
view the var. quacoensis (described hereafter) is the most adninced type of the genus yet 
found in the St. John basin. 

VARIETIES OR SUB-SPECIES OF P. ETEMINICUS. 

The form of trilobite described in the preceding pages is the central one of a number 
showing various points of diversity, but possessing in common one distinguishing character 
which separates them from the two snc-eceding species, viz: fine concentric raised lines on 
the front of the glabella. These points of diversity are in some cases probably of specific 
value but, for the present and till fuller knowledge is obtained, it seems desirable to keep 
together under one specific head the various forms having the mised lines on the glabella. 
The forms thus characterized, omitting the central type already described, may be dealt with 
in succession, beginning with those that have the shortest axial diameter. 

Var. SuRICOIDES (Figs 4-6). 
This variety is not so common as P. eteminif'us, but appears to ha-ve attained a larger 

size. It differs from that form in the following re~peds :-
Glabella.-The length and breadth are nearly equal. The dome of the glabella is larger, 

higher and oblately orbicular. The glabellar funows are more heavily impressed: the fourth 
furrow is three-fifths (the length of the dome) from the front of the dome. 

The occipital ring is rounded along the posterior margin in a more regular curve than 
Sec. IV., 1882. 13 
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· · 1 · t 1 h d 1 th m1·ddle · is lenticular rather that of P. etcmen;cus; 1t 1s a so more s rong y arc e a ong e , 
than rectangular in outline, and the spine is more prominent. 

Sculpture.-The general surface of the shield is smooth, even when viewed with a lens 
of one inch focus. But there are two bands of small tubercules, as in P. eteminicus, which 
seem more distinct in the variety, owing to the smoothness of the shield elsewhere. 

I append measurements of a few heads to show the peculiarity of form, etc. The table 
is in all respects the counterpart of that on a previous page showing the stages of growth 
of P. eteminicus. 

MEASUREMENT OF CEPHALIC SHIELDS . 

. -------,---------,-,-------------;-;----------------------,-----------

Suture. Axial Line. Transverse Diameters. 

I~ i 'S~ ls I "2~ E !:ii Glabella. 1.~.s Basal. I Middle. Anterior. Distortion. 

0 ~ ~( Cl.)~ 1 o-i- ~::: • '"C • • ~ ~ ~ :=: 'I";; . ~ ~ ~ 8 ,..: I -! 
~ - 1 ; Q,) A= 1 

::: C) ·§~ ~ ~ = ~ ~ : =~ ·i:·;:--,, ~ ~ ~:; ::: ·c·tc I o 
~..::; I";,., _...,.. ; ;~ ;,., - '-'--='. o.s- .:; ....,..,..,. C) ,:::' - -- :-: <:) C) C) '"' I ..0 " .-; "-''~' ""<,,:; I VS::,] 0 ·- ~ C) ', ·-· ~ ...., 
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of 
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6·4 millimetres. ·07 ·40 ·25 ·15 ·15 1 ·05 .·10 ·45 ·15 ·30 ·40 ·45 ·45 ·35 ·65 \x 
! 

13·5 

19·9 

35·3 

37·1 

" 

" 
" 

" 

·07 ·43 ·29 ·19 ·14 ·10 ·12 i ·52 ·10 ·29 ·45 ·43 ·52 ·29 ·65 + 
I 

·08 ·44 ·26 ·19 ·16 ·OS ·10 
1

·55 ·10 ·35 ·45 ·45 ·50 ?·32 ·70 _±_ slight. 

·09 ·39 ·22 ·1_9 ·15 ·08 ·10 ·55 ·06 ·29 ·40 ·40 ·46 ·23 ·69 \x 

·10 ·38 ·24 ·16 ·16 !.09 ·11 ·59 ·06 ·30 ·47 ·38 ·53 ·23 ·74 t 
I 

Growth and Development of the Young. 

Although this variety has not been found of so small a size as P. eteniinicus, those 
observed show a similar development of the test during growth. 

6.4 MILLIMETRES (Fig. 6).-At this stage there are marked differences from the adult 
form. 

Anterior margin.-The marginal fold is slightly wider at the ends than in the middle, 
and the flat area goes around the front of the glabella, where it is as wide as the mar
ginal fold. 

Glabella.-The dome is more prominent than in P. elem inirns of similar age ; and the 
fourth furrow is behind the line of the eyelobe, and already nearly half way from the front 
of the dome. 

The occipital ring is very wide in the middle, with an elevated central half, as in the 
young of P. eteminicus, but the spine is set further back on the ring. The posterior rnargin 
is nanow and weak when compared with the adult form. 

Fi.red cheek.-The cord of the eye-lobe is four-sevenths of the sum of the measurements 
of the facial suture. 

Sculpture.-Parallel raised lines are distinctly sPen on the anterior marginal fold and 
on the dome of the glabella. 

13.5 MILLIMETREs.~In this there are decided changes from the earlier moult all in the 
direction of the adult form. ' 
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Anterior margin.-The marginal fold is a half wider at the ends than in front of the 
glabella. The flat area still connects in front of the glabella, but has been reduced in width 
to one half of the breadth of the corresponding part of the marginal. fold. 

Glabella.-There is a marked increase in the size of the dome, and the fourth furrow is 
at its normal position in the adult, viz., on a line with the front of the ocular lobe. The 
fourth furrow is now also more than half way from the front of the dome. 

Occipital Ring.-The elevated lobe has disappeared from the middle of the ring, and 
in place of the width being more than a third of the length it is now less. 

Sculpture.-So far as it is preserved does not differ from the 6.4 mm. size. 

19.9 MILLIMETRES (Fig. 5).-At this stage of growth the furrows become heavieT and 
the front of the glabella somewhat conical. 

Anterior margin.-The limbs of the flat area are now separated and the marginal fold 
meets the front of the glabella. 

Glabella.-The dome is larger pTopoTtionatel y in both diameters than in the last des
cribed stage, but the position of the fourth furrow remains unchanged. The occipital ring 
becomes more tumid and increases in length. 

The posterior margin also gains in width and length. 
The sculpture is that of the mature form. 

35.3 MILLIMETRES-The gap between this size and the last gives mom for considerable 
change of form. 

Anterior margin.-The fold is now more than twice as wide as the extremity as in front of 
the glabella. The glabella gains a little in volume, and the fourth furrow is now three-fifths 
from the front of the dome. The posterior margin continues to gain in width. The fixed 
cheek is narrow and the ocular lobe shorter. 

37.1 MILLIMETRES (Fig. 4).-In this, the largest individual of this variety obtained, 
which was sufficiently well preserved for comparison, but little change from the last form 
is observable, if the affects of pressuTe be allowed for. The continued diminution of the 
ocular lobe is, however, a decided feature, and there is also a slight enlargement of the 
dome. 

It will be observed that the development of this variety does not proceed pari passu 
with that of P. eteminicus. 

Locality.-Portland, nea1· St. John, in Division 1 c. Has not been collected elsewhere. 
Name.-In allusion to the Souriquois tribe of Acadian aborigines. 

Var. BREVIATUS. 
This form is a common one, and like the last differs from the type in its shorter glabella, 

and in having a wider and more elevated dome. The length of the buckler is about 
equal to the transyerse measurement of the fixed cheek and the glabella at the first furrow. 

Anterior margin.-The extremities of the marginal fold are proportionately narrower 
and more convex than in the two preceding forms. 

Glabella.-The length from the first furrow is equal to the width, and this furrow is 
heavily impressed all across. The fourth furrow is more than three-fifths from the front of 
the dome. 
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Sculpture.-This differs from the last and from P. ctemiNin1s in several respects. The 
band of tubercules on the axial line i:-; not conspicuous, because the whole surface of the 
crlabella is more or less !.rrannlatPd, and tlH'SP granulations merge gradually into the raised 
lines that decorate the f~·ont of the glabdla. In this variety, too, the rnised lines, while they 
are heavier alono· the front of the 9-·labella than in the two last: do not show conspicuously 
toward the top ;f the donw. and o~ften an' quite absent from the upper half. Another point 
of difference from var. suricoides is the distinct granulations of the whole of the fixed cheek, 
efr., and these granulations differ from those of P. eteminit11s in being coarser and thus 
resemble the markings on the surface of P. arndirus of the St. John beds. 

The following are measurements of the heads of this variety :-

Stages 

of 

<lrowth. 

----~' 

10 · 9 millimetres. I · 06 

15·-1 

21·8 

23·7 

" 

" 
" 

?·08 

·12 

·12 

1\IEASUREl\IENTS OF THE CEPHALIC SHIELD. 

Suture. Axial Line. Transverse Diameter. 
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1
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• ·58 ·0(; 
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·50 ·22 ·21 ·15 ·10 ·12 ·56 ·OU 
I 

1·16 
: 

·-19 ?·27 ?-23 ·18 ·09 · 51 ·05 

·32 ·00 ·-!7 ,-531 1

-s5 i J:. slight 

'?·-!G '!·-!G '?·-!G I· 58 '?•~17 !- 75 : 0 

I I (·S3) X 
·32 ·5G ·51 ·51 ·30 ·75 t ? 

I -

·:3-1 ·53 ·-17 ·60 ·27 
1

-78 . '< slight. 

10.9 MILLIMETRES.-Glabella.-At this period the glabella is already quite wide, a 
characteristic feature of this form, and the dome well developed. The fourth furrow is as yet 
less than half way from the front of the dome. 

Ol'Cipital Ri11g.-This exhibits the usual predominance oypr other parts of the shield in 
the early stngt's of tlw growth. The width is considerably more than one-third of the 
length. The occipital spine has not been observed at any stage in the growth of this 
variety. 

The posterior margin is narrower and weaker than at the corresponding stages of any 
of the proceding forms. 

The fixed cheek is well developed and the ocular lobe proportionately longer than at 
later stages of gTo-wth. 

Sculpture.-The bands of tubercules, the raised lines on the glabella, and the granula
tion of the general surface of the test can already be very easily recognized with a moderate 
power. 

15.-! l\lILLDIETRES (Fig. 3).-Glabella :-Allowing for the absence of flattening, this part 
is larger than in the preceding stage, and the fourth furrow is about thrne-fifths from the 
front of the dome. 

The sculpturn is very distind and characteristic of this variety. 

21.8 MILLDIETRES (Fig. 1).-The anterior margin at this age shows no space between 
the glabella and the fold. 
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Glabella.-The fourth furrow is at this stage somewhat less than three-fifths from the 

front of the dome. 
The occipital ring is proportionately much narrower than in 10.9 mm. stage of this 

Yariety, the width being less than one-third of the length. 

The posterior margin at this stage is about twice as wide proportionately as in the 

preceding. 
The length of the ocular lobe on the contrary, is reduced. 

Sculpture.-At this stage the concentric raised lines disappear from the higher part of 

the dome, but are. still distinct for about half of the distance up it:-; slope. In other respects 

the sculpture corresponds with that of the earlier stages. 

23.7 MILLIMETRES.- Glabella. -The fourth furrow 1s somewhat more than three-

fifths ( ¥s) from the front of the dome. 

Occipital ring.-The width is scarcely more than a quarter of the length. 

Fi.l·e(l cheek.-The ocular lobe is somewhat smaller than in the last described stage. 

The development of the glabella in this form appears to take place more rapidly than 

in either of the preceding (eteminicus and surimides). Even the smallest has a fully rounded 

and raised dome, and at so early a stage as 15.4 mm.; the fourth funow is found to be about 

three-fifths from the front of the dome. 

Localitv.-Found at Portland, N.B., in Division 1 c. with the two prnceding forms. 

Var. MALICITUS ( Fig. 13 ). 

This form presents some marked differences from P. eteminicus. 

The occipital ring is very wide, being nearly half as wide as it is long. It is about one

fifth of the length of the cephalic shield. 

Fi.red cheek, is very wide and strongly arched upward at the outer side, a shallow 

depression crosses it lengthwise, and it is strongly deflected downward in front and behind. 

This is the only well-grown individual found in the St. John Cambrian TOcks in which 

the width of the fixed cheek exceeds that of the glabella. The eyelobe is very long and 

prominently elevated at the posterior end; it is a fifth longer than that of P. eteminirns-of 

a corresponding size. 

Sculpture.-The surface is not sufficiently well preserved to show the markings, except 

a part of the concentric raised lines around the front of the glabella, and these appear to be 

similar to those of the three forms already described. 

The anterior margin is deficient in this specimen, but supposing it to resemble that of 

P. eleminirns, the following measurement will represent the cephalic shield:-

Locality.-Portland, N.B. In Division 1 c. 
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Narne.-In l'eference to the Malicites, a tl'ibe of Acadian aborigines. 

Var. QuACOENSIS (Fig. lJ and 14a). 
This differs from P. eteminir:us in several respects. 
Anterior margin.-The fold is only one-half wider at the extremity than in front of the 

glabella. 
The glabella is broader than that of P. eteminicus, and the fom·th furrow is three-fifths 

from the front of the dome. 
Fixed cheek.-The ocular lobe is proportionately shorter than in any- of the preceding 

forms. 
Sculpture.-The anterior margin has finer and more waying raised lines, which at the 

end of the fold are about 15 in number. The raised lines on the glabella are more irregular 

in their course and are not so prominent as in the preceding forms; there are about 5½ or 6 
raised lines in the space of a millimetre, and they do not extend to the base of the dome, 
for aTOund the base, for a width of from 2 to 3-! millimetTes, these raised lines are absent. 

The largest tubercules on the kst are along the posterior margin of the occipital ring; the 
space immediately around the occipital spine has very small tubercules, whereas in P. 
eteminfr11s the largest tubercules are on the corresponding space. The cheek is granulated and 
the central part is crossed by a numbe1· of low, flat, i:eticulating ridges that rndiate from 

the glabella toward the occipital lobe. 

MEASUREMENT OF CEPHALIC SHIELDS. 

\ Suture. I Axial Diameter. Transverse Diameters. 

[ - - -. -I ~·-··1 - . \ ~- I Glabella. 
0

~ • Barn!. I Middle. I Anterior 

Length. · 5::: 'c-8 .S::: · ~_g I 2 , · ·- c --
·51~ "E~ t@ I ;~ I :~.5 . -= . "' l§ 1 5 ::: "' I . _ 5 ::: I ;:::1 
~
0
:,-.~ o ? :::~... .:::: ~ I ,.,~ ~ ~ ::: ~ ::: ..., I '=-'•- +,) t:.i ~~ c..i ·-·- ~ ~ ..,,... ~ -..,,-------.., "· c~ ~ § ~ ,_. C( •- C,,) C) ,-, ~ b£ I , ______ t ~~ -<~ I w~ II° ~3 l3 ~ -<~ \1l~ i~ I~§ ~ : ~~ i @ 

34 millimotres.![°15 ·BS 1·20 \-10 \!·1-1 1·10 ·15 ·571·0611·31 ·41 132 ·41 ;.23 l--6-2-i
1

_0 ___ _ 

Distortion. 

Locality.-Hanford Brook, near Quaco, in St. Martin's Parish. Probably from Division 
1 c. 

Var. PoNTIFICALIS (Figs. 15 and 15a). 
This differs from all the preceding, and may be distinguished by the following 

peculiarities :-
Anterior margin.-The flat area is nearly three times as long as it is wide; there is a 

thin sha1·p ridge, perhaps accidental, dividing off the front third from the rest. 
The glabella at the first furrow is proportionately much broader than the others, and 

the side arches of the second furrow almost meet. The fourth furrow is three-fifths from 
the front of the dome. 

,r;:.rnlpture.-The raised lines on the• front of the glabella are very distinct, and there 

are from 3 to 4 in the space ~of ·one millimetre. These on the anterior marginal fold are 
finer, and there are at least 15 of them toward the end of the fold. With the aid of a lens 
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of one inch focus, the 1·est of the surface of the test, which appears smooth to the eye, is 
seen to be covered with very minute granulations. 

The following measurement will give a more complete idea of the form of this head : 

Suture. Axial Diameter. Transverse Diameters. 

Length. 

- ---------,---- ll---,---------,----11----------

lt I!~ ~t I~~ 1~ Glab,lla. . H t:· Middl: :n.teci:. Disto,-t;on. 

__, :.., I J-1 I _.;:; ;:: ,..... I •- •- ~ • ~ QJ -+-,) d •- = _;:'; . ""=° ~ = .:S .5 == 
~~ : o ~ .:..;:; ~::: ;:'., g~ rn] §] S .::~ ~·51 'c, Ill) ~ o c, ~ ~ e> 

I ~H JjH A O'-:,! <:)~ ~c.;, ..::: .5~ ~ 
I P..,"'1 0 C) -._,; '--' 

p..,,-,.

1

. Ora::! ..,::,-,. 'l..~ 0 .:: o o o o -< 'tz ~ •0 .:: .:'.:~ ,£ ..., ~ ~ 

, _____ i I 

41 millimetres.1·11 1·45 ·22 ·171~·12 ?·091·121·62 ·031 ·22 ·27 ·36 ·50 ·22 ·69 

Locality-Found at Portland in Division 1 c. 
The numerous raised lines on the anterior margin of this variety, as well as the sharp 

sinus in the anterior part of the suturn, seem to associate this head with a moveable cheek 
similarly characterized, and the pygidium found with this form differs from the ovate 
pygidium of common occurrence, which is to be associated with P. eteniinicus. It is probable 
that w h~n better known pontificalis will be found to be a distinct species. 

As a further aid to the discrimination of these closely allied forms, and to show their 
distinctness, the following table, based on the relative proportions of the adult forms, will 
be of service :-

Cords of Suture. Middle Transverse 

Fourth 
Diameter. 

Form of 

anterior furrow Proportion of the Proportion of the 
Name. 

sinus of from front Posterior ! I Anterior Fixed ! 1 ~ Glabella to Eye-lobe & to at first 
I 

Facial Suture. of Dome. Margin. Margin. Cheek. I furrow. 
I 
I 
I 

I 

i 
Yar. breviatus. short and open. 

more}¾ 
1 4·35 2·65 1 1·58 I 

than 

" suricoides. broad and deep. 1 4·35 2·60 1 1·57 

sp. eteminicus. broad and open. ½ 1 4·25 2·50 1 1·43 

var. malicitus. ? ? 1 4·65 ? 1 0·94 

" quacoensis. broad and open. g 1 2·40 1·40 1 1·53 

" pontificalis. sharp and deep. .a_ 1 3·85 1·85 1 1·80 6 

PARADOXIDES ACADICUS. (Figs. 16-18). 

The anterior margin is regularly rounded and strongly arched backward. The 
marginal fold is moderately convex and about twice as wideat the extremity as in front 
()f the glabella. The fl.at area is very small, and at the suture about as wide as the 
marginal fold. 

The glabella is about an eighth longer than wide ; it expands regularly from the base 
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to a point somewhat in advance of the fourth furrow, whence it is regularly rounded to 

the front. 
The glabellar furrows are all heavily cut. The first two cross the axis of the glabella; 

of these the first is arched decidedly backward, and is some,Yhat more heavily impressed 
in the outer, than in the middle third. The Sl'cond furrow strongly indents the glabella par
allel to the transverse axis ; it is more lightly impressed in the middle quarter than else
w hem. The two anterior furro-ws are in pairs. The third fails to cross the glabella by 
less than a third of the glabella's width; it begins within the margin of the glabella and 
is directed forward at an angle of about fifteen degrees. The fourth furrow begins on the 
edge of the glabella, and scan-Ply extends one quarter of the way across it. 

The occipital ring is more than twice as long as wide; it is regularly convex and 
moderately arched yertically; a little behind the middle of the ring is a short tuberculous 
spine. In some of the largest heads the middle half of the ring is raised into a broad, 
rather flat lobe which bears the spine. The occipital furrow is more strongly impressed 
in the outer quarter than in the middle. 

The posterior margin is moderately arched backward; the fold is regularly convex and 
moderately arched vertically. The furrow is scarcely as wide as the fold, and is rounded 
in the bottom. 

The fixed cheek is subtrapezoidal in form, is convex and has an elevation at the pos
terior inner angle; it is strongly depressed in front, and the bounding furrows are distinct. 
The ocular lobe makes an open parabolic curve, and is prominently raised all round, but 
especially at the extremities. The curve of the posterior third of the ocular lobe in this 
species is more open than in that of the preceding species or its varieties. 

Srnlpture.-Parallel raised lines appear only on the front half of the marginal fold, 
where there are about five. Elsewhere the surface of the test is covered with closely set 
granulations visible to the naked eye. 

This neat little species is easily distinguished from all the preceding by its granulated 
surface, and by the absence of raised lines on the front of the glabella. 

Locality, Portland, N.B., in Di'dsion 1 c, and young at Hanford Brook, St. Martin's. 

Growth and Developnient of the Young. 

Owing to the want of a well preserved test, exhibiting the eai-ly stages of this species, 
its growth and development cannot be so well shown as that of P. eteminirns and its allies. 
Nevertheless, there is sufficient to show similar ('h:.mgl'S of fOTm, as may be gathered from 
the following table :-
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MEASUREMENT OF CEPHALIC SHIELD. 

Suture. Axial Diameter. Transverse Diameters. 

Glabella. Basal. Middle. Anterior. 
:;; . .... a3 ... . .... a3 3. .... 

Distortion. Length. ·- i:: 
o..c 0 i:: o..g 0 i:: ~-e "O.s 

·;::·!ili •- llll ·;::·!ili .8 ~ ~- ~ 
.... ~ Q) ... Q)- -~.9 "O ,, a3 Q) ... "O • 0 i:: t5 o:! 

Jo< I ..., o:! .9 t, ~] i:: Q) .... o:! .~bJ) Q)~ "i::•biJ ~ 0 Q) 

~~ c,:,~ s ~~ 
Jo<•- Q) 

~~ o:>. 00~ 
o..C Q> llll AS:: i>ds ~ 

Q) ... ] 0 ·- 0 
c,:,O 0 ..., ... ·g~ ~ "' o:! ·-.d ..., o:! 

~H ~H A ~~ ~o cE ~~ 0 C5 

------------- - -

7 · 7 millimetres. ·08 ·27 ·17 ·08 ·10 ·42 ·15 ·33 ·42 ·27 ·58 - slight. 

8·3 " ·09 ·58 ·17 ·16 ·08 ·11 ·54 ·31 ·39 ·37 ·39 ·65 -I- I 

10·9 " ·09 ·53 ·21 ·18 ·16 ·09 ·12 ·53 .09 ·30 ·47 ·50 ·71 .j. 
-

12·8 " ·09 ·50 ·20 ·22 ·15 ·10 ·10 ·55 ·07 ·35 ·46 ·40 ·45 ·20 ·62 + 
12·8 " ·09 ·45 ·25 ·22 ·15 10 ·13 ·52 ·07 ·37 ·45 ·42 ·48 ·25 ·60 -

15·4 " ·08 ·46 ·23 ·21 ·14 ·08 ·14 ·56 ·06 ·33 ·42 ·44 ·50 ·25 ·66 -
I 

Marginal Fold.-In the first stage obseryed (fig. 18), there was a space in front of the 
glabella separating that part of the shield from the marginal fold ; at this period the space 
in front of the glabella was equal in width to the marginal fold, but at the 10.9 mm. it is 
obliterated by the meeting of fold and glabella. 

Glabella.-The glabella dome shows the usual lateral enlargement, and the fourth 
furrow the gradual retrocession from the front of the dome; in the youngest stage observed 
it is half-way from the front, then in later stages the fourth furrow is found to· be about 
three-fifths from the front as in P. eteminicus, and finally at the largest stage (fig. 17) it is 
three quarters from the front of the dome. 

The occipital ring as in P. eteminicus and its allies becomes gradually reduced in width, 
and the posterior side of the shield lengthened as in taose forms. 

The fixed cheek changes its form during growth, increasing in width and decreasing 
in length. The increase of the width of the fixed cheek is more decided and regular in 
this species than in P. eteminicus and its related forms, and in this respect reminds one more 
forcibly of the gradual outward arching during growth of the eye-lobe in Olenellus asa
p/wides. The gradual modification of the shield of P. acadicus is evidently parallel to that 
which occurs under similar conditions in P. eteminicus and itj! allies. 

Sculpture.-The youngest shield of P. acadicus was obtained at Hanford Brook in 
St. Martin's, and like most of the tests from that locality is very thin : the cheeks are 
wrinkled by pressure, and the granulations on the surface are very delicate ; a lens of 1 in. 
focus is sufficiently powerful to resolve the markings. The head is remarkable for the 
unusually great expansion of the anterior margin, and there are one or two raised lines 
discernible on the front of the fold. At the 12.8 mm. stage (fig. 16) the granulations on 
the test of this species become visible to the naked eye, and in the mature trilobite are 
very distinct. 

p ARADOXIDES LAMELLATUS (Hartt). 

Professor C. F. Hartt describes this "as a small species distinguished from several 
others found with it by the presence of a number of sharp perpendicular laminoo on the 

Sec, IV., 1882. 14 
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anterior lobe of tlw glabella." The writer has met with a form which appears to be a variety 

of the species with vertical intenupted plates on the front of the glabella. 

Var. LoRICATUS (Fig. 19) 
The anterior margin is ardwd moderately around the front of the glabdla. The 

marginal fold is almost twice as wide at the extremity as in front of the glabella. The 

flat area is small and short. 
The glabella is broad and elevated in front. The anterior slope of the dome is 

ornamented with about four rows of Plevated ridges or plates, of unequal length 

1aterally; those of the three outer rows are genemlly longer than those of the inner 

row, some of which are so short as to resemble tubercules rather than plates; 

the length of the plates in the outer row is about equal to the width of the flat area 

of the anterior margin. "\Yithin the rows of plates the dome of the glabella is 

decorated with rows of tubercles parallel to the rows of plates. The elevated 

ridges are hollow, and consist of an upward folding of the substance of the test, there 

being a cavity on the inside of the test corresponding to the ridge on the outside. 

Sculpturc.-The anterior marginal fold has a few raised, longitudinal lines near the 

extremity, and the whole surface of the test is covered with minute granulations which 

are just discernible with a lens of 1 in. focus. 
Localit.lJ, Portland, N. B. In Division 1 c. 
Si:::e.-The fronfa of two cephalic shield were found: of these the larger indicated a 

buckler about half an inch long. 

Conrl11sions. 

Though it has not been possible to exhibit a complete series showing the stages of 

growth of any of the trilobites of the St. John group, a sufficiency has been obtained to 

show that the growth and development of the young of different species led upward from 

embryonic forms similar in certain general features to those of Sao hi'rsuta and Olenellus 

(Elliptocephalus) asaphoides These features of advancement toward maturity in the St. John 

Paradoxides may be briefly expressed as follows:-

1. Widening of the extremities of the anterior marginal fold, and absorption of the 
central part of the flat area. 

2. Enlargement of glabella in all directions and retreat of the fourth furrow from 
the front of the glabella. 

3. Transverse lengthening and axial condensation of the ·occipital ring. 

4. Enlargement and strengthening of the posterior margin. 
5. Longitudinal contraction of the eyelobe. 

Of these modifications of the cephalic shield pei·haps the changes in the glabella were 

of the greatest moment. The way in ·which the enlargement of this portion of the shield 

took place at the different moults is pnhaps indicated by the peculiarities of two of the 
forms. 

In varil"ty or sub-species, quacoensis, there is a band around the base of the dome of the 

glabella from ,vhich the rais(•<l concentric lines a.re entirely absent, and the smoothness of 

the surface is affected only by minute O'ranulations This smooth b d ·t b d 
. . . . . o . < • " an , 1 may e suppose , 
1s a late ndd1bon to the glabella; 1t 1s considerably widei· (3-! mm.) at the insertion of the 
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eyelobe than in front of the glabella (2 mm.) so that, if the addition to the glabella was made 
in the way supposed, while the vertical height of the glabella was increased in all parts, 
the greatest gain would have been in the middle. 

In P. lamellatus, Hartt, var. loricatus, the vertical plates occur at regular intervals along 
the slope of the dome of the glabella as though they marked regular stages of growth : and 
the raised lines on the slope of the dome of P. eteminicus and its allies may indicate the 
transfer of narrow zones of the head shield to the glabellar area, and those on the anterior 
marginal fold, of similar belts to the rim of the shield ; for the lines on the latter are not 
parallel to the inner but rather to the outer margin ; on that side, also, the lines are more 
crowded, as though the fold were growing wider and more compact at the expense of the 
flat area. Whether there was any such process of condensation of the test between the 
periods of moulting or not, it is clear that there was a gradual change in the proportions 
of different parts of the shield during the advance from youth to maturity. ' 

It is remarkable that the occipital spine in many of the Saint John forms of the Paradoxi
des should become reduced, and in some cases should disappear altogether in the later stages 
of growth. It is present in the younger stages of all the species and varieties, and its gradual 
reduction in size accompanies the condensation of the occipital ring. Originally it appears 
to have been of more importance, and perhaps with the ring served as a protection to the 
posterior immature extension of the body of the trilobite. Spence Bates, who has studied 
the early stages of the common shore crab ( Carinus mcenas), observed the appearance of a 
prominent dorsal spine in the second zoea stage of that crustacean. The great prominence 
of this process at so early a stage of Carinus reminds one of the importance of the occipital 
ring and spine in the early stages of the St . .T ohn Parndoxides . 

.Another feature of growth which the examination of the tests of these Cambrian 
trilobites has revealed is the rapid changes which occurred during the earlier stages of 
growth. Development did not always proceed at a regulated pacc>. For instance, the 
surface of the dome of the glabella of P. lamellatus, Hartt, within the rows of plates, pre
sents quite a different appearance as regards the surface markings, to that which later 
marks the plated slopes of the dome. So also in the tests of P. acadicus, the 10.9 mm. 
size, has many embryonic features that are wanting in the next size: and the anest in the 
backward movement of the fourth furrow of the glabella of the 15.4 mm. size (if not 
earlier) in the variety breviatus (of P. eteminicus) is also significant of an early maturity in 
that form, with which other features of this test agree. In the more complete series of 
P. eteminicus, it is plain that the most rapid and vital changes occurred in this species, in 
the earliest stages of growth, and that the development in the later ones was slower, and 
was arrested in one point after another as the trilobite approached matm·ity. Rapid 
change of form and the earlier stages of growth and dev0lopment on the lines indicated 
above, characterized the Saint John Paradoxides ; just as is in Sao hirsuta and Olenellus 
asap/wides corresponding changes in the process of growth fixed the distinguishing features 
of those two species. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE. 

l'fl'loinicnR, var. breviatus, flattened. 
" " " shortened by pressure. 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

" " young. 
" suricoides, flattened. 
" " half-grown and flattened. 
" " fry, flattened, magnified 2 diam. 

type, flattened by pressure. 
" younger test, flattened. 
" " laterally contracted. 

" 
" 
" 

young, thin test. 
" magnified 2 diam. 

fry, " 4 " 
" var. malicitU8. 

" " " outline in profile. 
" " quacoens-is, adult. 
" '' " outline in profile. 
" " pontificalis, flattened, (the right side is sketched in to correspond to left). 
" " " right anterior margin of another test. 

acadicus, with anterior margin arched. 
" flattened, " spread. 
" young, flattened, magnif. 2 diam. 

lamellatus, Hartt, var. loricatU8. 
sp., large species, immature. 
sp., " left third of cephalic shield. 
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XI.-On Some Supposed .Annelid-Tracks from the Gaspe Sandstones. 

By J. F. w HITEA VES. 

(Presented May 27th, 1882.) 

At various horizons in the Palmozoic rocks of Canada, in addition to the ordinary and 
more characteristic fossils, there occur certain markings or impressions whose nature and 
or1gm are alike uncertain. Some of these markings have been regarded as footprints, 
tracks or burrows, as the case may be, of various kinds of marine invertebrates, while 
others have been supposed to be casts or pseudomorphs, as it were, of fucoids. To the 
former class belong such forms as the Protichnites, Cliniactfrhnites and Scolithus of the Potsdam 
Sandstone, and to the latter, such genera as Cruziana, Palceophycus, Licrophycus, Rusophycus 
and Arthrophycus. The impressions to which the name Proticlznites was given by Prof. 
Owen were thought by that careful observer to be probably footprints of large extinct 
crustaceans allied to the king crab of existing seas, and the huge trncks described by Sir 
W. E. Logan as Climactichnites were supposed to have been made by some mollusc of the 
period, though Prof. Chapman has since expressed the opinion that they are more likely 
casts of some unknown marine plant. The cylindrical holes or vertical perforations in the 
Potsdam and Medina Sandstones to which the name Scolithus was applied by Dr. Emmons, 
were so designated, as the name implies, on the presumption that they were burrows of 
marine worms. In an unpublished paper read some years ago before the Natural History 
Society of Montreal, Mr. E. Billings endeavored to shew that these supposed worm burrows 
are really moulds of funnel-shaped sponges, and in the catalogue of North American 
Palmozoic Fossils published by Mr. S. A. Miller in i877, the genus Scolithus is placed in 
the vegetable kingdom. Of the obscure "fucoids" of the older Palmozoic rocks none 
shew any true vegetable or indeed any other kind of minute structure under the micro
scope, and Principal Dawson has suggested that the name Rusophycus in particular should 
be changed to Rusichnites on the ground that the specimens on which the former genus 
was based are not remains of fucoids but casts of the burrows of trilobites. 

In addition to those which have been figured and described, or identified with genera 
and species already defined, the Museum of the Survey contains examples of at least two or 
three kinds of impressions which have either not been reported upon at all, or only in a 
very brief and insufficient manner. Those which form the subject of the present commu
nication are well shewn on the surface of three large slabs of sandstone from the Lower 
Devonian rocks of the S. E. side of Gaspe Bay, two of which are represented on a 
reduced scale (see plate). A short description of the exact stratigraphical position 
of these slabs and of the most obvious characters of the impressions upon them was 
published on page 399 of the "Geology of Canada," 1863, in the chapter devoted 
to the consideration of the Gaspe Sandstones. The passage referred to reads as follows :-_ 
"Between Tar Point and Douglastown a section of 3,800 feet was observed, after which 
the summit of the series became concealed. At about 500 feet from the base of this section 
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there are met with the remains of a coniferous tree described by Dr. Dawson under the 
name Prototaxites Logani. About 600 feet still higher among these strata, several surfaces 
in succession are marked by serpentining impressions, about an inch wide, deeply grooved 
into the stone, marked by small parallel transverse furrows, which are about a quarter of 
an inch apart. These are perhaps worm tracks and are associated with a few bivalve shells 
of the genus Renssela:ria, perhaps R. ovoides." 

To this description the following particulars may be added: The impressions or tracks 
are inYariably imperfect at each end, but the longest continuous one would be nearly four 
feet in length, if straightened out. The width varies in different parts of the same indi
vidual, in consequence of the inequalities of the surface of the rock, but it does not appear 
that one extremity is wider than the other. The tracks (if tracks they are) curve in almost 
every direction and hence suggl'St the idea that the organisms by which they were pro
duced were totally devoid of anything appTOaching to rigidity. Thus one specimen is 
deeply curved in two directions, so that the outline produced is like that of the central 
portion of a snake when in motion, ·while another forms a single, fl.exuous loop with the 
two ends crossed. In eyery case the impressions or tracks are quite simple and shew no 
indications of their having proceeded from anything of the nature of a root, nor do they 
ever bear or throw off lateral branches or branchlets, though the frequency with which 
they cross and recross each other is remarkable. No vestiges can be detected of a longitu
dinal central furrow like that of Crossopodia, nor of any lateral appendages like those of 
Phyllodocites or Nereites. The tmnsverse grooves are hy no means always equidistant, 
though this appearance may be really due to the accidental obliteration of some of them, 
the matrix being very coarse. These CToss gTOoves also, are not quite parallel, nor are they 
placed exactly at a right angle to the main axis of each impression, but their direction is, no 
doubt, much affected by the frequent and abrupt fl.exures of the tracks themselves. 

In some respects these supposed tracks bear a certain general resemblance to impres
sions made by stems of large crinoids. The Trenton limestone near Ottawa city has yielded 
crinoidal columns, specimens of ,Yhich may be seen in the Museum of the Geological Survey, 
which are nearly four feet in length, though their breadth is less than half an inch. But the 
stems of crinoids). although flexible to a considerable extent, yet possess a definite and 
appreciable amount of rigidity, and their transverse a:nnulations are rectangular, equi
distant, parallel and H'TY regularly disposed. Moreover, the late Mr. E. Billings, who in 
his lifetime was justly regarded as one of the best authorities on the crinoids of the 
older rocks, and who pTobably either wrote or endOTsed the description of these tracks 
already quoted from the "Geology of Canada," does not even suggest this as a possible 
explanation. 

The mould or reverse of the Arthrophycus H({rlani of the Medina Sandstone would also 
almost certainly present some characters in common with the tracks 01· markings now 
under consideration. The former fossil, which was first described by Conrad in 1838 as 
Fucoides Harlani, is the type and only species known of Hall's genus Arthrophycus, which 
is thus defined in the second volume of the Palreontology of New York, published in 
1852: "Stems simple or branching, rounded or subangular, flexuous, ascending, trans· 
versely marked by ridges or articulations." To this diagnosis the following comments 
are added: "The species of this genus yet known consist either of simple elonO'ated 
stems of nearly equal dimensions throughout, or of those which divide near the roof into 
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several branches and afterwards remain simple. The species from the Medina Sandstone 
may be regarded as the typical form." If the word" ascending," and the qualification "or 
branching" were omitted from the generic definition of Arthrophycus, the latter would 
apply sufficiently well to the impressions on the Gaspe Sandstones. But, the genus at 
present only contains one named species, the A. Harlani, which is distinctly stated by 
Hall to be composed of "stems, which divide near the base into numerous elongated 
branches." There is nothing to prove that Arthrophycus was a plant at all, except that it 
appears to have branched upwards from below and to have had an ascending habit, two 
important if not essential features in which it differs widely from the Gaspe tracks. 

Taking into consideration all the characters which these markings exhibit, it does 
not seem practicable to refer the latter to any known genus of plants or animals. 
Their true nature and affinities cannot be satisfactorily elucidated, no doubt, until more 
perfect specimens ai-e obtained, but in the mean time it will be convenient to designate 
them by a provisional and local name. On the supposition, therefore, that they am tracks 
or burrows of some invertebrate animal and more particularly on th~ hypothesis suggested 
in the "Geology of Canada," that they are annelid tracks, the writer ventures to propose 
for them the name Gyrichnites Gaspensis. .At present it is impossible to say which of the 
characters are generic and which are specific, but the aggregate of both may be thus 
defined: 

Tracks or burrows of large size, consisting of simple, undulating, much elongated, 
slender, rounded furrows, of almost equal width thrnughout and marked transyersely 
by nearly straight, continuous, subparallel and subequidistant semiannular grooves. 
General habit prostrate, never· ascending nor erect. 
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XII.-A Classification of Crinoids. 

By PROFESSOR E. J. CHAPMAN, Ph.D. 

( Presented May 26, 1882). 

The following classification of the Crinoidea is based essentially on the presence or 
absence of a canaliculated stn1eture in the calyx· and arm-plates. Three leading divisions 
are thus recognized. In one, the plates (apart, of course, from the stem segments) are with-· 
out internal canals; in the second, the arm-plates are perforated internally; and in the 
third, a system of canals radiates from the base of the calyx to the extremities of the arms. 
The secondary and subordinate sub-divisions of the classification have been WOl'ked out to 
bring readily under grasp the more salient or broadly-distinctive features of all the better 
known families and types of Crinoids ; and as the common names of the families (which 
cannot, of course, be altered) embody very little indication of these features, an additional 
grouping into sections has been adopted-each section bearing a characteristic designation. 
It must be understood, however, that the brief definitions attached to these sections are 
merely distinctive, and have no pretensions to be considered diagnostic in the proper sense 
of the term. Finally, as regards genem, the more typical only are enumerated, but these 

include all of ordinary occurrence. 

DIVISION I.-E:\IEDULLATA (=Tesselata, pars.) 

Calyx-plates and arm-plates without internal canals : the calyx-plates mostly of mod
erate thickness, with straight or only slightly indented edges of junction. Genera, typi
cally, Palreozoic; two, only, Cretaceous; none living. 

GROUP 1.-AMPLICINCTA : 
Calyx .. plates large, or few in number: Radials in a single horizon\al zone. 
§ 1. Proclinata :-Arms unequally developed: calyx pensile; 
Fam. 1. Cheirocrinidcc (Typical genus, Cheirocrinus, Up. Sil. to Carb.). 
§ 2. Attenuata :-Arms very long and thin, simple, equally developed; typically, with 

elongated joints, no pinnulre. Calyx small; upper edge of radials deeply indented. Basals 
5 or 3; 

Fam. 2. Pisocrinidcc (Typ. genera, Pisocrinus, Up. Sil.; Nematocrinus, Carh.; Trfoainus, 

Dev., Carb. ; Hybocrinus, Lr. Sil.; Haplocrinus (?), Dev.). 
§ 3. Spatiosa :-Calyx-plates, large; the radials deeply indented at their upper edge; 

basals 2, or 2 + 1. Arms numerous, pinnulated; 
Fam. 3. Platycrinidlc (Typ. gen., Plat.1Jcrinns Up. Sil. to Carb. ; Euclwlocrinus, Carb.; 

Hexacrinus, Dev.; JJiarsupiocrinus, Sil., Dev-.; Coccocrinus (?), Up. Sil., Dev.). 
§ 4. Piwtigera :-Calyx-plates, large; radials with more or less concave upper ed()'e · 

b l · 
0 

' asa s, m two zones, 5, 5 ; arms branched or simple, with long pinnuhe _; stem, round, 
pentagonal, or wanting. 

Sec. IV., 1882. 15 
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Fam. 4. Potcn·ol'rinirlrr· (Typ. gen. Polf'l"io1·ri1111s, Up. ~il. to Carb.; 8rnp1iiocrinus, Dl'Y., 
Carb.; l1'a1Ti1ws, De,r., Carh.; Lop/11wrinns, Dev.; Woodocri11us, CaTh.; Ba!'/m1·rinus, Dev., 
Carh.; Dl'11dwf'J"iw1s, Lr. :--:il.; Bde1111wr-ri1ms, (\uh.). 

F~im. 5. l-l!Jdreionof"l"i11irlcc (ryp. g"l·nus, l-l!Jrlreio11ocrinus, Carh.). 
Fam. 6 . .;J .,t_1JlOl'ri1tirlr1: (Typ. genus, Agassizof"l"inus, Carh.). 
§ 5. Di.~/1u11'/a :-~temless, with single Cl'ntro-dorsal plate, and large, thin, calyx-plates 

in few zones. Arms branched, 1-plated. 
Fam. 7. 1llarsupitidrc (Typ. genus, 1llrll"mpi!Ps, Cretaceous). 

GROUP 2.-~lULTICINCTA: 

Calyx-plates, nurn.erous, comparatin~ly small; mdials* in several horizontal zones. 
§ 1. Squanwsa :-Anns short, partly united, merging into the calyx without marked 

separation. Roof-plates scaly. 
Fam. 8. Ichtl11;0Ni11idrc (Typ. gl·H. Ichlh.1Jm·n"1u1s. T:p. ~il. to Carb.; Lern110Nu111s, Up. ~il., 

Dev.; IIu111aluNi1t11s, Up. ~il.; 1llespilotri1111s, Carb.; Calpiotrillus, Up. ~il.; P,1rnoscu:r·Ns, Up. 
Sil.; Clcio('(i1u1s ( 1), Lr. ~il. 

§ 2. Cop11lala :-Arms 10 or 20, conjoined more or less distinctly in pail's. Basals 4 or 3. 

Fam. 9. Jfelof'J"inidrc (Typ. gen. -1.llelocrimts, Ctc110Ni1111s, Casht11of'J"i1ms, Up. ~il., Dev. ; 
S1·,1;plu)('rim1s, Ab(U'ONi1ws, Cor_1ji11/)()Ni1111s, Up. Sil.). 

Fam. 10. Cal,1;ploNi11idrc (Typ. gen. Eucal!!JJtocriuus, Up. ~il. Dev.; l-J.1;pa11tlw1Tuws, Callio
ai1111s, Up. Nil.). 

Fam. 11. Barrruuleocrinid(c (Typ. genus B({rrruuleon"inus, Up. Nil.). 
§ 3. Onulta :-Roof-plaks more OT less symmetrically arranged, large or small. Upper 

Tadials and other plates often hexagonal, OT hexagonally combined. Basals, in two zones, 
3 and 5, or 5 and 5. Arms brandwd or simple, pinnulated. Calyx-plates frequently 
ribbed or sl'nlptured. 

Fam. 12. Habroctittidcc (Typ. gen. Habrocri11us, Up. Sil. to Carb.; Dcsmidocrinus, Up. Sil.; 
Crl!"potti1ws, Up. Sil.: Leptocrinus, Up. Sil.; Britt mt·ri,ws, Up. ~il.; CulirnNi1ws, DL·v.) 

Fam. 13. Acti11ocri11id(c (Typ. gen. Al'li11ocri11us (including Sfrgwwcrinus, Amplum1cn11us, 
Dor,1;Ni1111s, etc.), Dev. Carb.; B({/ocrin11s, Carb.; C:e0Ni1ws, S(l,!!,'('11ocri1111s (?) Dimerocrinus, Macro
st,1;!ocri111ts, Up. ~i1.:. Dolatocri111ts, Dl'V.) 

Fam. 1-L Stclid()('ri11idrr (Typ. gPn. 1-...:.le/irl1ll'rin11s, Harmoninus, Up. Sil.; Sthi:ocrinus, 
Lr. ~il.) 

Fam. 15. O!yptocri11idrr: (1\p. gen. Glyptocri11lfs, Sil.; Gl!Jplaslcr, Fp. Sil., Dev.; Lamplcro-
1·ri1111s, Up. ~il.; Th_JJst11wr'J"i1ms, ~il. Dev.; Rlwdotrinus, ~il. to Carb.; Rhipidotrinus, Dev.; Acan
tho<-ri1111s, Dev.; Olhu-ri1111s, Dev., (\uh.) 

§ 4. Opulenta :-Bas .. tls, in two zones, R. 16; othc-r calyx-platPs and arms also numerous; 
the latkr branched and pinnulated. 

Fam. lG. /Jol,111wllidr1· (single genus, /Jo/_1111('/!f,s, Up. ~il.) 

§ 5. Jflf/i{'(t :-~km1L'ss. Calyx, larg('. Da:--~1ls 5, ·with single dorsal plate; othn platt>:-
numerous. Arms 10: indistinctly merging into the ealyx, pinnulated at upper part. 

F:1m. 17. Ui11lal'ri11ida: (single genus, Ui11/r11·ri11us, Cretal'POUs.) 

Ur, in the khtl1yocrinidre, radial and ra,lial-1iko brachiab. 
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DIVISION II.-FISTULATA (= Tesselata, pars). 

Arm-plates with dorsal canal; calyx-plates im1wrforate. The latter comparativPly 
large, in few zones. Known ge110ra exclusively Palmozoic. 

l. Ranwsa :-Arms long, many-branched, dorsally canaliferous, without pinnuhe. 
Basals (normally) in two zones, 5, 5, or 3, ;>. 

Fam. 18. CyatlwNinidcc (Typ. gen. C!Jallw1·ri1ws, Up. Sil. to Permian; Elfspirorrinus, Botry
ocrinus, OphioNinus, Si1·.1JOt'l'i1ws, Up. Sil.; ( 1arr1bo1:ri11us, P11lr1·01·ri1lUS, Lr. Sil.; Barycrinus, Carb.). 

Fam. 19. Taxocrinithc (Typ. gen. Ta:rntrimn.:, Forbesiocrimts, Up. Sil. to Carb.; Jlyelodac

l!Jlw.:, Sil.; Gissocri1111s (?), Up. Nil.; Lecvtlwcrimts, Dev.). 
§ 2. Foliata :-Arm:-; more or less united: typically, foliaceous or broadly retiform, with 

large dorsal canal. Basals in two zones, 5, 5. Ntem, thick, with lateral pore:-;, 
Family 20. Crotalocrinid(c (Typ. gen. Crotalocrinus, Enallocrin1ts, both, Up. Sil.). 
§ 3. Fimbriata :-Anns simple, very broad, ,Yith short (often innuved) pinnul:::e or 

acTessory plates on inner side; dorsally, a wPll marked canal. Calyx broad and low, made 
up of a few large plates. Stem tetramerons: or circular. 

Fam. 21. C11pre:.:socrinidrc (Typ. gen. C11pre:.:sor'J'inns, Dev.; S,1;mbrt!lwcriJ111s, Dev. (\ub.; 
Edriocrinus (?), stemless, Up. Sil., Dev.). 

§ --!. Quadrata :-Stem essentially tehamerous; calyx :-:;mall, made up of a few compara
tively large plates: uppc-r basals, 5. Arms simple, or slightly divided, with dorsal <'anal, 

Fam. 22. Gasteror:ornidcc (Typ. gPn. Gasteromma, Dev.; Mvrtillocrinlfs, Dev.; Nanocrinus. 
Dev.). 

DIVI~ION III.-CANALICULA'l'A (= Articulata). 

Calyx-plates traveTSed from the basals, upwards, by delicate, radiating canals, and 
interpenetrating more or less distinctly at their upper and lower edges. Arm-plates, also, 
dorsally canaliferous. Genera, Post-Paheozoic: extinct and liYing. 

GROUP 1.-CRASSICINCTA: 
Body-plates of uniform, normally thick texture. 
§ 1. Frondosa: -Arms many-branched and thickly pinnulated, I-plated. Calyx, shal

low. Stem essentially pentagonal, with attached cirrhi. 
Fam. 23, Pentacrinidce (Typ. genus, Pentacrinus [including E.rtracrinus, Cainocrinus, etc.], 

Triassic to Existing Period). 
§ 2. Vagata :-Calyx in adult condition detached from the stem. Arms simple, 1-

plated, numerous. 
Fam. 24. Comatulidce (Typ. gen. Antedon or Comatula, Comaster; both, Jurassic to Existing 

Period; Actinornetra, Recent). 
§ 3. Florifera :-Calyx broad and shallow; basals and lower basa1s, each 5. Arms, 

2-plated, I-plated, simple, in more or less close contact. Stem-plates round, mostly alter
nating in diameter. 

Fam. 2;>. Encrinidfc (Typ. genus E11crin11s, Triassic). 
§ --!. Coadunata :-Calyx small, pentagonal, compo:--ed of few plates. Arms short and 

thick; I-plated. Stem short, round, madl' up of a fe-w long segmc·nts. 
Fam. 26. Euge11iacri11ida: (Typ. gen. E11p,·rniw-ri1111s, Ph,1;!101'J'i1nts, .Turassi1·, Lr. Cn·taceous). 
§ 5. Confonnata :-Calyx, typically, pyriform, merging gradually into the stem: th1~ 
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latter round and smooth, expanding at the base. Arms P,innulated, slightly branched, or 
simple: 1-plated. 

Fam. 27. Apiocriniclcc (Typ. gen. (i) Calyx large: Apiocrinus, Jurassic, Cretaceous; Mil
leriainus, Liassic to Lower Cretaceous; (ii) Calyx small; Bourgetticrinus, Jurassic to Eocene; 
Rhi~oNi,ws, Cainozoic and Existing; Bathycrinus, Recent). 

GROUP 2.-TENUICINCTA: 

Body-plates of uniform but comparntin·ly thin texture. 
§ 1. C({rinr,ta :-Calyx small, elevated, composed of few plates, each bearing' on its 

surface a median ridge. Arms 5, widely separated at base, branching, with short pinnuloo. 
Fam. 28. rl!J0Ni11idrt: (Typ. gen. rl!JorTi1111s, Recent; Plimlocri1111s (?), Jurassic). 
§ 2. 'Trnncrtfrt :-~temlPss ; attached by base of calyx; the latter composed of a few 

closely united plates. Arms, simple, short, in living fOTms pinnulated. 
Fam. 2n. Holopidcc (Typ. gen. rfolopus, Crdaceous (?), Cainozoic U), Living, Cotyledenna 

(?), Liassic). 

APPENDIX. 

RETIOCINCTA: 

Body-plates and arm-plates of semi-calcareous, reticulated texture. 
§ 1. Cosf({{({ :-Stemless. Calyx comp,Jsed of united, semi-calcareous plates, each with 

strong median-rib. Arms 5, bifurcating, widl·ly separated at base. 
Fam. 30. Saccoconiidce (Typ. genus 8r1r·tor·onw, Jurassic). More or less closely related 

(perhaps belonging) to the Ophiurid(c. 

RECAPITULATION. (The f({milies omitted.) 

Crinoidea. 

I. EMEDULLATA: 

1. Amplicincta: 
1. Proclinata (e.g. CheirnCTinus). 
2. Attenuata (e.g. PisoCTinns ; Hy-

bocrinus). 
3. Spatiosa (e.g. Platycrinus). 
4. Pinnigera (e.g. (PoterioCTinus). 
5. Disjuncta e.g. Marsupites). 

2. 1llultici1tdr1 : 
1. Squamosa (e.g. Ichthyoninns). 
') Copulata (e.g. Melocrinus ; Eu

calyptocrinns). 
3. Ornata (e. g. Actinocrinus ; 

G 1 yptocrin us). 
4. Opulenta (e.g. Polypeltes). 
5. l\Iutica (e.g. Uintacrinus). 

IL FI~TULATA: 

1. Ramosa (e.g. Cyathocrinus). 
2. Foliata (e.g. Crotalocrinus). 
3. Fimbriata (e.g. Cupressocrinus). 
4. Quadrata (e.g. Gasterncoma). 

III. CAXALICULATA: 

1. Cmssicinclrt: 

1. Frondosa (e.g. Pentacrinus). 
2. Yagata (e.g. Antedon). 
3. Florifera (e.g. Encrinus). 
4. Coaclmrnta (e.g. Eugeniacrinus). 
5. Conformata (e.g. Apiocrinus ; 

Bonrgetticrinus; Rhizocrinus.) 
2. Tc111tidncta: 

1. Carinata (e.g. Hyocrinns). 
2. Trnncata (e.g. Holopus). 
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I.-. On the Geology of Lali:e Superior. 

By A. R. 0. SELWYN, L.L.D., F.R.S., President of the Section. 

(Read l\Ia.y :l~, 1883.) 

In annual presidential addresses, it is customal'y to review the progTcss which has 
been made during the ycaT in rcsearch and discovp1·y, in the sevnal departmrnts of SC'ience 
with which the members of the section of the No<"idy are occn pied. To do this, ho,n•Yt)r, 
would be a task which I feel I could Yt'ry inadequafrly 1wl'form. Therefore, I propose on 
the present occasion to depart from this custom and to addrnss you on a su~jed in which 
I feel at home and which I may, therefore, hope, notwithstanding its being ptuely geolo
gical, to make more interesting and snggt•stive than I could make any genernl remarks I 
might be able to bring before you on matters which I have not myself practically studied. 

The subject, then, to which I pTOpose to call the attention of the section is one respect
ing which much difference of opinion has prevailed in the past, and which is still giving 
rise to considerable discussion. It is also one which severnl nwmlwn.; of our Society, 
besides myself, have personally morn or less investigated, and thP considerntion of it may 
therefore, I hope, prove intl·resting and giye rise to a discussion by ·which important fr1ds 
may be elicited, or which will help to c·xplain some of the problems presPnted and 
stimulate further inquiry. I refer to the geology of the Lake Superior region. It is unne
cessary and, indeed, the time at my disposal would not suffice, to do more than mention a 
few of the various opinions that have been held and published hy those who have pre
ceded me in this investigation. 

So various, indeed, are those opinions that they cover almost every reasonable, and 
some, perhaps, unreasonable suppositions. It, therefore, now remains fOT futtue observers 
to endeavour to ascertain by closer and more careful investigation and study of the facts 
on the ground, which of all these yarious opinions stands on the broadest foundation, not 
of theoTy and supposition, but of facts and observation. 

In 1877, Professor hving briefly stated the facts as then knoyVn to him respeding 
the Wisconsin older rocks as follows : 

1. The existence of an older gneissic and granitic series-Laure11tir1n. 
2 The unconformable superposition npon this of a second crystalline series-HNro 11 ian. 
3. The superposition upon the Huronian in probable. unconformity of the gTeat "Ke-

wee11ian" seTies with a thickness of sen'ral miles. 
4. The existence of a series of horizontal sandstones, resting unconformably upon the 

the "Keweenian" and holding the organic forms of tlw Potsd~1m sandstone. 
This succession corresponds, in the main, with that given by Logan for the north 

shore, in the Geology of Canada, 1863. But it diffors in the unconformable relations assigned 
to the Laurentian and Huronian, and also in the prolrnble age of the groups of strata, 
which, togetheT, form Logan's Upper Copper-bearing rocks, and which have been divided 
by Hunt into Animikie, Nipigon and Keweenian, with the suggestion that Animikie and 
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Nir)io-on were'both youno-er than Keweenian (using the name Keweenian for Upper Cop-o ~ b 

per-bearing) and may be Mesozoic, while K(~weenian is Pre-Cambrian. The supposed 
Mesozoic or Permian ag<> of this gToup of rocks is founded entiTely on lithological and 
minl'rnlogieal considerations, and has, I belieYe, lwl'n adYocated Tecently only by Hunt, 

Bell and Macfarlane. 
A full summary of the different opinions as n•ganl:-; the Upper Copper-bearing rocks 

is giYPll, and the subject fully discussed by J'rofessor Winchell, in the 10th a11nnal report 
of the Wisconsin SnTYL'Y, 1882, pp. 1:2:3-136. 

It may bP ,ve11 her~ to Tecapitulate the principal point:-; I pTopose to refer to, and 
upon all of "\\'hich tlwre still appear:-; to lw a consi<ll'rahle diyergr·nce of opinion, arising, 
howPYPr, as I be]ieYe, chielly from incomplete ohs('1-Yntion aJld study of the fads as pTe
f,;('11 tl'd _in all paTts of the area, and from attaching too much importance to local uncon
formity and disturhmH·t':-; and to lo<"al lithological diffrn•nc<'s and rPsemblarn·('S, a11d far 
too little to tlw gpnera] physical <'haradPrs; also from not suffi('ientl y n•cognizing the neces
sity of minntPly accurate shatigraphical methods of obsernition and mapping. 

1. "\\' e lrnye the qtwstion of conformity oT otherwise b(•twet·H the Laurentian and the 
HnTOnian. 

2. Thl' :-;anw qnt•:-dion ns Ttig·,uds tlw Huronian and the "Knveenian." 
3. ·what are the relatin· positions in the scqm•rn·e of '' Animikie," "Nipigon" group 

and "K('\YPPnian," as defined by Dr. Hunt, pp. :2--l:1-4:2, Azoic Rocks E._ 2nd Geological Snr
Y('Y of Pennsylnmia, and are any of thesl' sPriP:-; either of Pre-Cambrian or of Mesozoic age? 

4. Are the Chazy or St. Pekn,; sandstones of "\Yi:-;rnnsin, and the Calciferous or loweT 
magnesian limestones, repTesenfrd on or aTound the f;hores ot Lake Superior, and if so, 
·where and to what extent nt or Wl'st of Nanlt St. Mary? 

,>. "\Yhat relation, as regards agP, do the great OYt>rflows of trap which form the 
snnunits of all the higheT points, Thunder Cape, Pie L-,Jand, &(·., at the west end of Lake 
SupeTioT and in the Lake Nipigon basin, hold to the cupTiferous Tocks-" Ke,veeniau "-of 
lslP Royale, St. L .. tnace and Michipicoten? 

The foTegoing an~ some of the pTincipal, if not all, the points which have been dis
L'rn,:-;ecl, and which now require further i1rn_•f,;tigation in connection with the geology of 
the region around Lake Superior. 

Last summer I Yisited and partly examined the nOTth shore of the lake from Thunder 
R1y to Sault ~t. ~Luy, and thence Pastward to Echo Lake, and I now propose to state 
brit•lly the conclusion:-; which the PYidt'nc(', so far as I have SL'en it, selims to me to establish 
as regards the points enumerated. 

1. I was nnahle to find any condnsfrc PYide11cp whateyp1· of the supposed unconfor
mity ht>hn't·n th(' rocks which havP been ·c1af;:-;r•d l'l'f;pedfre]y as Huronian and Lr(l(rentian, 
and at pn'sPnt I am unable to indi<-atP any better Teason than that of a considerable 
diffeTPnce in the litholo!2;il'al characteTS of certain sPts of beds for considerino- these so-- b 

rnlled Laurentian and Huronian rncks to belong to distinct and wholly unconformable 
sy:--h'ms. 

The Laurentians an• essentially granitoid, gnPif;f;Ose and frl:--pathic, ·while the HnTo
nians are quartzose, hornblendie, schisfo:-;p and r-;hty. Af,; a whole, th(' httPT have a some
what ]e:-;f; alteTed aspect, and t1wy contain pt'lJ1>11•s of rncks-granite, gneiss, quartzitP, etc, 
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-similar to those which form the Laurentian strata beneath them, with others, however, 
not recognized as from any known Laurentian sources. Bands of limestone and dolomite, 
more or less crystalline, are found in both Laurentian and Huronian an·as and, if we 
except the disputed organic form Eozoon, no fossil w hateveL 

Logan, as I have elsewhere pointed out, nen·r affirmed this unconformity; and, in 
the Geology of Canada, 1863, he very significantly designated the Laun•ntian a s,11stem, 
while he called the Huronian a series, and described it as "following," not resting m1r·o11-

formably on, the Lauren.tian. In prosecuting the geological survey in Eastern Canada, it 
has been found impossible, after much close and careful examination, to define or eY'l'n to 
recognize any constant and reliable line of demarkation by which to separate the great 
series of crystalline strata which underlie the lowest Cambrian formations, and they ha,-e 
consequently been there grouped togdher and described as Pre-Cambrian. A similar 
difficulty has, I understand, been encountered in the Pennsylvania Survey, and also in 
Ireland, while _in the Western States, no where could any division be established in the 
Archrean crystalline formations, either by King, Powell or Wheeler. 

It is probably in the region north and north-west of Lake Superior that the ques
tion will ultimately be settled. But, in the mean time, our final judgment on it, so far as 
Canada is concerned, had better be defeued, pending a further and more extended examina
tion of the region referred to, which is now being made acce:-;sible by the construction of 
the Canada Pacific Railway through it. 

As regards the second question I have refened to, Professor Irving, quite recently, 
(Science No. 13, May 4, 1883) says: "I am confident that, with the evidence that I now hai.-e 
in his hands, Mr. Selwyn would at least think the matter worth looking into." This refers 
especially to the supposed idPntity of the Huronian and the Animikie, and is certainly 
correct, as, whether I have the cTidence spoken of in hand or not, I propose during the 
coming summer to further investigate this question. But there seems no reason ·why vny 
great unconformities should not exist in an area hd,\rl•en two formations which elsewhere 
follow ead1 other without any apparent brnak; and if thl· Animikie black shales and 
dolomites represent, as I hold tlwy do, some part of the great Lowl·r Cambrian system 
(Acadian or Primordial), then that they should in some part of their distribution a_pparently 
pass downward without unconfmmity into folded Huronian schists, or even appear to 
dip under the latter, would only be a repetition of what sePms, indeed is proved, to occur 
in the Appalachian rrgion. Prnfessor Irving is mistaken in supposing (ScieJl<'c, No. 13) 
that I have not seen the typieal Hurnnian of the north shore of Lake Huron. I have Nt>l'll 
it at sei.-eral points, and I ban· studied and examined V(·ry large collections from it, and 
compared them with others from the supposed Huroniau belt imnwdiately in rPar of 
Thunder Bay, which I haYl\ also examined on the ground; and I can say that, physi1·ally 
and lithologically, they very closely r('Sl'mhh\ t-ad1 other and, as I h:.ff(• l·lst>'\Ylwn· stated, 
also large portions of the so-callt>d altered Quebec Group, while they l'SSl'ntially diffr·r in 
both these respeds from the Animikie black shales, cherts and dolomiil's w hil'h abut in an 
almost hori1':ontal attitu(fo aga,irn;f the Thm1d(•r Bay Huronian, in such a manner that no 
one would, I think, hesitate for a moment on the question of their enthe unconformity, as 
stated by Logan, Geology of Canada, 1863, p. G7. 

Whether the iron-hearing rocks and schists of Vermilion Lake an· 1·eally Huronian 
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or ·whdher they are a lower portion of the Animikie series not exposed in Canada, I am 
unable to say. I am, lmweYt>l', at present unacquainted with any facts in connection with 
the typical 01.' any other H uronian area in Canada, which would make it even probable 
that the Thunder Bay Animikie is the equival('Ht of the OTiginal Huronian, as is advo
cated by l\L-~~r~. Irving and "\Yinchell (Science Nos. 12, 13); and it must not be overlooked 
that this typical Huronian has now been traced in an almost continuous belt from the north 
shore of Lake H1uon, north-east to Lake Mistassinnie in lat. 51, long. 73 west, and no
wlwn•, so far as I can judge, presents either physical or lithological "similarity" ·to the 
Thunder Bay Animikie serie>s. And I hold this notwithstanding anything contained on 
p. 94 of the 10th report of the Minnesota SmTey, referred to by Professor frying (Sdenfc 

No. 13). 
It seems to me more probable that the Gunflint Lake beds are some lower part of the 

" Animikie" series, not Pxposed aTOund Thunder Bay, and it may be that the upper part of 
the series has overlapped the .. lower in the same manner as it is itself overlapped, further 
east, by the Nipigon series and it again, still further east, by the Keweeni.an amygdaloid 
series. Perfoctly analogous cases of overlapping of the different members of the Lovter 
Paln:ozoic rocks occur in the St. Lawrence and Otta ,va valleys. 

As regards the 3rd point I have alluded to, the relafrn~ positions of the several 
subdivisions of Logan's Upper Copper-bearing TOcks, divided by Hunt into Ke-weenian, 
Animikie and Nipigon, I scarcely think any one will now be found to suppOTt_ the ·dew 
advocated by Dr. Hunt-that the two latter are newer and above the Keweenian. The 
suc(·ession from the Thunder Bay series, "Animikie," u1nvard to Nipigon and Keweenian, 
all dipping at low angk·s (from four or five to fifteen or twenty degrees) south-easterly, is 
so plain in prnceeding eastward from Thunder Bay by Silver 1:--let to Nipigon and St. 
Ignace, that to my mind it leayes no room for doubt. To suppose that the Isle Royale and 
St. Ignace copper rocks are below the Nipigon is as opposed to the evidence as it ·would be 
to suppose that the Animikie ·was newer than the Nipigon. The absern·e of the Animikie 
at the surface aTOund Black Bay is clearly (_·ansc·d by the OYl'rlapping I have refened to. 
Dr. Hunt, i~1 his argument (Science, No. 8), jumps from the Nipigon of Black Bay and 
Nipigon Bays, nOTth-side to Michipicoten Island, and apparently OY(•rlooks the south-side 
of Nipigon Bay and the l'Xposnres of the t·npriforous amygdaloids there met with in the 
great promontory forming the south side of Black Bay, and krminating in St. Ignace, 
Simpson's, "\Yilson's, and other islands of this group, the strata of which clearly OVl'Tlie, 
without apparent discmdance, the so-called ·Nipigon division, and ,vhere also there are 
reasons for beTieving the Animikie Te-appears from beneath it. The Mamainse and 
Michipicoten Island series are doubtless of the same age, but it seems probable that they 
occnpy a distinct basin, diYidc'd from the much larger one, the margins of which an· out
lined by Keweenaw Point on the sonth and St. Ignace, Isle Roya.le and Nipigon on the 
north. TlwsP trough-shaped basins are, perhaps, Sl'lXtrated by a ri<lgl' of older Tocks, extend
ing from the Slate r~lands and the Pie River on the north-east to the neio·hborhood of ::, 
Marquette on the south-we~t, or, what appears more probable is that the Michipicoten 
and Mamainse area, in which, according to Logan and Macfarlane, from ten to fifteen 
thousand feet of strata are exposed, is the end of the hle Royale and Keweenaw Point 
trough (holding, aecording to Sweet, from 20,000 to 30,000 feet of strata), cut off by an 
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immense S. E. and N. W. dislocation, traversing the lake from west of the Slate Island to 
Sault St. Mary. If so, the movement has probably been on the Keweenaw Point side, and 
this would fully explain why we have the south-easterly dip of Michipicoten Island directly 
opposite, or on the strike of the north-westerly dip of Keweenaw Point; also the high 
angle of dip which the series presents on the Keweenaw peninsula, and it may likewise 
have some significance in connection with the sudden ehange-almost rectangular bend
in the shore of the lake. 

It may also be observed that this is also the direction of a very large number of the 
mineral veins and trap dykes which have cut all the strata beneath the Keweenian series. 

· The relation to the amygdaloid series of the sandstones which appear at certain points 
on the coast south of Mamainse, and which have been noticed by Logan, Macfarlane, Bell, 
and otheTs, requires ftuther investig;ation, including an examination of Cariboo, Leach, 
Lizard and Montreal Islands, :mpposed to lw OLLnpied by these sandstont>s. 

The fifth point I have refened to seems to offer the most difficult problem, viz., the 
nature and origin of the so-called crowning overflows of trap. I lrnxe not had an oppor
tunity of examining these to the west of Thunder Bay; in McKay's Mt., Pie Island and 
Thundei· Cape, however, and in some of the smaller islands in Thunder Bay, this trap 
rests conformably and with a very slight easterly dip on the black shales, schists and 
dolomite of the Animikie series. 

It is usually a coarse, dark, somewhat rusty-looking diabase, and it generally presents 
an imperfect columnar structure, the columns being vertical. At the contact, the shales are 
altered and hardened, and there would appear to be almost a passage from the shales into 
the trap-the latter being m_arked by the dominant, divisional planes being vertical, while 
those of the shales are horizontal. From th.e statement, p. 57, 10th An. Rep., Minnesota 
Survey, Prof. Winchell considers similar traps in the vicinity of Pigeon River Falls to be 
dyke overflows-and this may likewise be true of those capping Thunder Cape and also 
the calcareous strata of Nipigon, both of which seem to shew almost a passage into the 
trap, a fact which was also noticed by Logan. It is described onp. 28 of his Report for 1847, 
where he says: "The slope of the beds is about 5° and, as they approach the base of the trap, 
they appear to become obliterated, some of them proceeding further than others into the 
volcanic mass," but in such a manner that it was difficult to say where any bed finally 
stopped. Whether there is more than one great "flow" represented is also uncertain. I am 
not aware of any single section in. which two flows are shown; but the great difference in 
the levels at which they are seen cannot be accounted for by the dip alone, but might be by 
faults. Big Island in Thunder Bay, for example, presents a section like that of Thundet 
Cape, some ten or twelve miles distant to the south. In the one the trap reaches the level 
of the water, in the other it is not less than 500 to 800 feet above it, ,v hile in the interven
ing distance along the shore of Black Bay, only narrow dykes are found cutting the black 
shales, these shales being immediately overlaid by conglomerate and red and white quart
zose sandstones, like the shales, in almost horizontal altitude, and which, passing up into 
the marls and dolomites, according to Dr. Bell, oceupy nearly the whole of the peninsula 
between Thunder Bay and Black Bay, while the columnar trap is not again seen to the 
north-east for nearly fifty miles, or till we reach the Black Sturgeon and the Nipigon 
Rivers. Here heavy beds of coarse crystalline traps, showing vertical columnar structure, 
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and in all respects closely resembling those of Thunder Bay are again found resting on the 
red marls and sandstones,·and also, in some instances, clearly cutting them as intrusive but 
not columnar masses, of ,v hich Burnt Island, Isle Verte, and La Grange Island, in 
Nipigon Bay, are examples. Similar strata· are largely developed northwards to Lake 
Nipigon, and in the valleys of the Pike, Jack Fish, Cypress and N aomikan Rivers, 
which empty into the north side of Nipigon Bay, a region of which as yet no exam
ination has been made, but in which important facts beaTing on this question will, I have 
no doubt, be found. At present the asceTtained facts respecting the details of the distribu
tion of the several series of stTata which together constitute the so-called CoppeT-bearing 
Rocks are far too few and too scattered to authorize any but the most general statements 
concerning them, and that this is so, nothing proves more conclusively than the various 
and entirely discordant opinions that have been expressed concerning them. In conclusion, 
I may refer to the close co1Tespondence in lithological and physical characters with the 
Lake Superior rocks of those so extensin·ly developed on the east coast of Hudson's Bay, as 
described by Dr. Bell in the Reports of the Geological.S1uvey, and also another series of 
quartzose sandstones, schists and dolomites described by Dr. G. M. Dawson, on the 49th 
parallel, in the Rocky Mountains, which, though without the contemporaneous traps so 
characteristic of the other localities, will, I yeutnre to 1)Tedict, be eventually found to occupy 
the same LoweT Cambrian horizon. These however, are matters of speculation which can 
only be brought within the domain of certainty by much careful stratigraphical examina
tion and comparison of the fads yet to be observed in the several areas. 

That the discussion is an interesting one is peThaps best proypd by the fact that in 
the page:; of the new AmeTican Journal, Scie)l('e, of vYhich the 15th numbeT only is issued, 
we find the names of Winchell, frying, "Whitney, Hunt and Wadsworth taking part in it, 
in Nos. 2, 5, 8, 9, 10, 12, and 13, following on a letteT from me in No. 1. It is to be hoped, 
theTefore, that a much larg·pr array of ohseryations, caTefully made and Tecorded, will be 
bTought to hear in any futuTe discussion which may aTise on the subject, as only by such 
means can the hue iuteTpretation of the structuTe be asceTtained. 

I hope the labouTS of the Geological Sm·vey d1uing the prnsent summer will achieve 
something towaTds this end, and that the few remarks I have ~ow made will help to 
stimulate observation on the points rnfened to. 
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11.-0n the Infl1.ience of Sex on Hybrids Among Fruits. 

By WILLIAM SAUNDERS. 

(Read May 23, 1883.) 

In an early edition of Gray's "Manual of the Botany of the Northern United States," the 
statement was made that some interesting fOTms, intermediate between the wild black-cap 
raspberry (Rubus occidentalis) and the common red raspberry (Rubus strigosus), had been 
found growing wild in some parts of the United States. This remark, although subse
quently admitted by Dr. Gray to be incorrect, and hence omitted in later editions of the 
Manual, prompted the work afterwards undertaken by me on varieties of these two 
species of Rubus. 

In the spring of 1870, among a number of other attempts at hybridizing, five flowers 
of the Doolittle Black-cap raspberry, an improved form of Rubus occidentalis, were fertilized 
with pollen of the Philadelphia raspberry, the latter a chance variety of Rubus strigosus. 
There resulted from this experiment five berries, all imperfect as to form, but each con
taining some well-ripened seeds. These were gathered during the latter part of July, 
when fully ripe, and sown without delay. In the following spring many of them germin
ated, and twenty-four healthy .,Plants were obtained. In 1873 these all fruited, some five 
or six of them proving to be enormously prolific, while many of the others were lack
ing in fertility, and produced a large proportion of imperfect berries. After a fair trial 
most of these latter were destroyed. 

The fruit of the selected hybrids was somewhat_ larger than that of either of the 
parents; in colour it was intermediate between the two, but mOTe closely resembling the 
Philadelphia than the Black-cap, while the flavor was a strking combination of both. 

In conducting this experiment, the point watched with most interest was the manner 
of propagation. Occidentalis propagates by rooting from the pendulous tips of the branches 
which are sent up every year from the crown of the plant, while strigosus sends up suckers 
from the roots which extend to a considerable distance from the base. In every instance 
these hybrid plants rooted from the tips, but not freely, after the manner of occidentalis, 
and in two or three instances, during ten years of observation, I have found canes spring· 
ing from the roots a few inches from the crown, indicating an occasional tendency towards 
this method of propagation. The multiplication of these plants by the rooting of the tips 
was attended with so much uncertainty that another method was tried: the canes were 
layered and covered with three or four inches of soil, when they rooted at almost every 
joint. In growth they are very vigorous, and their hardiness is shown by the fact that they 
can be successfully cultivated very far north. In these instances the constitution and 
habit of the plant seem to have been chiefly influenced by the female, ,vhile the fruit is in• 
termediate in character between both parents, but inclining towards that of the male. 

Similar, and, perhaps stronger, evidence in this direction can be adduced from experi• 
ments on grapes. The Clinton, an improved form of Vitis cordifolia, or the frost grape, was 
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selected as the female and crossed with Buckland's Sweet-water, a large, greenish-white 
' grape, one of the progeny of Vitis vin{fem of Europe. The Clinton is a rapid and vigorous 

grower, and ycry hardy; it produces a medium-sized bunch, long, nauow, and compact, 
and often shouldered ; the berries are he low medium size, round and black. The male, 
Buckland's 8weet-water, is a less Yigorous growrr, the berries are large and oyal, the 
bunch is large and loose. The hybrid resulting from this cross resembles the Clinton in its 
hardiness and ·dgorous growth, also in the charncter of its foliage, hut the fruit is greenish
white, the berries are on11, and intermediate in size and quality between the parents. The 
bunch is larger than the Clinton, and much less compact. There is a change also in the 
form of the SPPds, which resemble those of Buckland's Sweet-water. 

In another instance the Clinton \Yas crossed with Muscat Hamburgh. This is a high
flavored variety of Vitis i·in{fera grown under glass, with a large oyal, black beuy, and a 
loose bunch. Seyeral of the seedlings of this parentage have borne fruit of excellent 
quality. The berries are oval, larger than Clinton, the bunches loose, and the fruit inter
mediate in quality between that of the parents. The seeds are quite long, much re
sembling those of Muscat Ham burgh, while in habit and foliage the vines resemble the 
Clinton. 

A cross between the Clinton and the Syrian, another greenish-white grape of the Vini

fera class was also effected. The Syrian bears enormous bunches of rather watery and in
sipid grapes. This hybrid also bears a greenish-white grape, but neither the bunch nor 
the berry is so much increased in size as might have been expected. 

Some crosses were also made between the Clinton and the Muscat Otonelle, a delicious 
little white grape of the Vinifera class, smaller in berry and bunch than the Clinton. 
These hybrids vary in colour, some being black, others white; the fruit in every instance 
is improved in quality, but is small in size, while, as in the other instances given, the 
vines pai·take largely of the character of the Clinton in growth. 

Another series of hybrids was pn,duced by taking the Concord as the female. This 
grape is Telated to Vitis lnbrnsm, and has thick, leatheTy leaves, downy on the under side, 
while· the leaYPs of the YnridiPs of Vi/is 1.'inifera are smooth and comparntively thin in tex
ture. The fruit of the Conrnrd is large, round and black. All the hybrids resemble the 
Concord in foliage, bnt. they vary Y<-'ry much in the character of their fruit. Severnl crosses 
with a large white grape, known as the Duchess of Bucdeugh, produced gnipes which 
were laTgeT than Concmd, and which Yaried in colo1u on different--dnes from red to black; 
most of them vYl,re finer in quality than Concmd, but require a longer season in which to 
ripen. 

Hybrids betw(•en Concord and Delaware, the latter a small red grape, produced in one 
instance a black grape, in another a dark Ted one. 

A natural sccdling, but little in advance of the wild form of Vitis cordifolia, which re· 
quin•:,; :-;ouw frost to ripen it well, was also f-(>lcded as a foundation to work on. This was 
taken a:-. the femal\\ and cro:-;spd with ihe August Muscat (1ll11scat d'Aout), which is a very 
t•aTly red grape, lwlonging to Vitis i:illifera. 'rhe hybrids bore either Ted, white, m black 
fruit, all ri1wning much earlier than that of t1w female paTent, and int('rmediate in size and 
quality betwixt the two. 

In gooseberries, among other crnsses, one was obtained between the wild prickly 
gooseberry of our woods, Ribes cynosbati, as female, and one of the cultivated English 
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varieties belonging to Ribes grossularia, as male, a large red, hairy beny of good flavor 
known as the Warrington. Three of these hybrids have fruited. In growth and habit 
the bushes much resemble the female parent, while the fruit is considerably larger, and 
improved in quality, and in most instances when ripe, the berries are tinged with red. 
One variety bears a berry entirely smooth, a second has a few hairs, while the third has 
bristly hairs, but is not spiny, like the fruit of the female parent. 

These and other similar instances which could be cited from the writer's experience, 
appear to confirm the idea that the influence of the female parent is more strongly ex
pressed in the habit, character of growth and constitution of the vine, bush or tree, while 
the influence of the male is more distinctly seen in the form, colour and quality of the 
fruit; and in the case of hybrid grapes, in the size and form of the seeds also. 
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III.-Notes on the Flora of the Gaspe Peninsi1;la. 

By JOHN M.A.COUN, A.M., F.L.S. 

(Read May 23, 1883.) 

During the latter part of July and the whole month of August of the year 1882, I was 
making botanical investigations along the Gaspe coast and some distance inland. After 
the middle of August, I ascended the River Ste. Anne des Monts, about thirty miles, to the 
base of Mount Albert, one of the highest of the Notre Dame or Shickshock Mountains. 

ERRATA. 

The following paper having been printed during the absence of the author, some errors have remained 
uncorrected. These mostly c·onsist in the use or disus-e of capital letters, e.g. "A" in alpinus and arcticus, or "s" in 
Selago. These will not mislead the reader. A few such as " C'atabiosa" for Cntabrosa; " biocarpus " for leiocarpus; 

"scabella" for scabrella will also be self-evident. 

Page 127, 19th line from the bottom, for" Lolidago" read Solidago. 
" 128, 2d " " top, for "Glycina" read Glyceria. 
" 128, 4th " " bottom, for "Carex limula 11 read cryptocMpa. 
" 129, the missing Carices are-hcleonastes, Crawci, glareosa, salina. 
" 130, 9th line from the top, after Bryanthus insert taxifolius. 
'' 130, 11th " " " for" Arenaria" read Armeria. 
" 130, 8th " " bottom, after Galium insert Kamtschaticum. 
" 131, the missing Carices are-glareosa and capillaris. 
" 134, 12th line from the bottom, for " Luecica" read Suecica. 
" 136, 12th " " top, for " variflora" read rar(fiora. 

i:sear:s1ue ur cuuunuu rnrer:sL r:spemes. .ll.nogeiner zu·, species 01 nower1ng plants were noted 
in the two days spent here, but they were chiefly the usual forest species of Quebec. 

Crossing the basin to the north side to what is locally termed the "Peninsula," I was 
pleased to find Iris caurica, which I afterwards found to be abundant along the whole 
Gulf coast of Gaspe. It is rather remarkable that it seems to always grow within the 
reach of the spray during high tides, as in no single instance was it noticed fifty yards 
from the beach. Here too was Potentilla tridentata which seems at home both on the sea 
shore and on the mountain top. While it grew in warm sand at the sea shore, on Mount 
Albert it seemed to prefer the most exposed point with a northern aspect. 

On the road leading from the " Peninsula" to L'Anse a Vall on, I picked up, amongst 
other very interesting things, Carex Knierskernii, which I had found thirteen years 
before at Kakabeka Falls, thirty miles west of Thunder Bay, Lake Superior. In a deep rocky 
chasm which crossed the-road at the bottom of which flowed a brawling brook, I obtained 
Asplenium viride, Woodsia glabella, Pellcea gracil is, Conioselinum Canadense, Microstylis mono
phyllus, Streptopus amplexif olius, Anodus Downianus and Zygodon Lapponicus. · 

Near Cape Rosier many species were obtained which were afterwards found to be 
abundant along the whole coast. On the rocks Draba arabasans, Plantago maritima, 
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Conioseli11111n Canadense, Ligusticum Scoticum and Primula farinosa were particularly common. 
In the salt marshes Care.1:, Norvegica, Blysmus r?ffus and Gl.1Jtina maritima and distans were 
common. On the top of the grassy bank near the sea were Parnassia paru?'ff.ora, Erigeron 
acre, Botr!Jdiium Lunaria, Calm1utgTostis stritta, Pogonatum urnigerum, and a variety of others. 
The sea pools were filled with Zostera niarina, and the beaches covered with Latltyrus 
maritimus, Mertensia maritima, Arenaria Peploides, El,1;JJ1as mo1!is, and many others which need 
not be noted. 

Near Little Fox River the woods were filled with tall-growing and beautiful ferns of 
which the leading forms were Aspidium Fili.c Mas, A. spinulosum var. dilatatum and A. 
aculeatum var. Braunii. These grew in great dumps and never failed to attract the atten
tion of the wayfarer as he clambered up the steep hills on the forest road, or plunged into 
an abyss as he approached some brook or mountain stream which was hurrying to the sea. 

From Pointe Seche the country became more mountainous and the cliffs along the coast 
correspondingly high, and this character as regards both cliffs and interior continued up 
to Cape Tourville, a distance of over 100 miles. In this distance we passed the mouths of 
of many beautiful trout streams, and in the marsh meadows near the coast collected many 
fine grasses and f'rffif'es. On the almost perpendicular cliffs many rare northern species 
·were obtained, and probably one or two species which seem peculiar to the Gulf coast. 
The following list includes the more interesting species observed. The more A.retie 
species were always found close to the shore and often under cliffs 1,000 feet high:-

Anemone paryifl.ora. 
A.rabis Alpina. 
Sisymbrium Sophia. 
Cerastium Alpinum. 
Stellaria humifusa. 
Sagina nodosa. 

" procum hens. 
Hedysarum boreale. 
Oxytropus campestris. 
Potentilla fruticosa. 

" Pennsylvanica. 
Saxifraga aizoides. 

" a1zoon. 
" cmspitosa. 

Parnasf--ia parvifl.ora 
Archangelica Gmeleni. 
Ligusticnm Scoticum. 
Conioselinum Canadense. 
Aster graminifolius. 

" acuminatus. 
" longifolius. 

Erigeron a( Te. 
Solidago sempervirens. 

" thyrsioidea. 
Senecio pseudo-arnica. 

A.rtemisia Canadensis. 
Primula Mistassinica. 

" farinosa. 
Pinguicula Yulgaris. 
Gentiana amarella. 
Halania defl.exa. 
Polygonum Yiviparum. 
Plantago cornuti. 
Empetrum nigrum. 
Iris caurica. 
V eratniin viride. 
Microstylis monophyllus. 
Blysmus rufus. 
Eleocharis. 
Scirpus pancifl.orus. 
Carex vitilis. 

" Norvegica. 
" atrata 
" maritima. 
" recta. 
" vulgaris. 
" limula. 
" capillaris. 
" lenticula1·is. 
" vagina ta. 
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Carex 
" 
" 
" 

GraphephOTum melicoides. 
Poa .A.lpina. 

" coosia . 

Poa glumaris. 
Catabioza aquatica. 
Glyceria maritima. 

" 
Lycopodium selago. 
Selaginella selaginoides-6-!. 

1~9 

.A.ta few points on the coast collections of seaweeds were made which were exceed
ingly interesting, and although no careful examination was made, enough material was 
collected to enable Professor Farlow, of Harvard University, to enumerate over 70 forms, 
one of which he pronounces new and names Dictyosiphon Macounii. This species was 
obtained at Little Valley River. A. number of other forms were obtained which have not 
been identified and which may also be new to science. Much has to be done in this field 
along our coasts, as our marine flora seems to have been very much neglected by 01:1,r east
ern botanists. 

On the trip from Ste. Anne des Monts to Mount Albert, every species was noted and 
no less than 790 species of all orders were tabulated. In ascending the river the following 
species, which I consider worthy of note, were met with in ascending order from the sea:-

Poterium Canadense 
Aster longifolius. 
Carex lenticularis. 
Scirpus microcarpus. 
Dryas Drummondii. 
Conioselinum Canadense. 
Graphephorum melicoides. 
Solidago bicolor var. concolor. 
Streptopus amplexifolius. 
Erigeron acre. 
Epilobium latifolium. 
Halenia deflexa. 
Poa coosia. 
Rhinanthus crista-galli. 
Carex atrata. 
A.rabis .A.lpina. 
.A.stragalus oroboides, Hornem., 

var . .A.mericanus. 
Rumex salicifolius. 
Viola Selkirkii. 
Pinguicula vulgaris. 

Carex capillaris. 
.A.rnica mollis. 
Parnassia parviflora. 
.A.lnus viridis. 
Potentilla fru ticosa. 
W oodsia glabella. 

" hyperborea. 
Anemone parviflora. 
Saxifraga aizoon. 
Vaccinium vitis-Idooa. 
Carex· .A.lpina. 

" Knieskernii. 
Selaginella selaginoides. 
V accinium uliginosum. 

" coospitosum. 
Asplenium viride . 
.A.spidium fragrans. 
Poa A.I pina. 
Epilobium origanifolium. 
Luzula spadicea melanocarpa. 
Oystopteris montana-40. 

The last eleven on the list were collected at the Falls of the Ste. Anne close under the 
flank of Mount Albert. 

In passing through the woods and up the slopes of the mountain no unusual species 
were noticed, but within 200 feet of the summit we entered a grove of scrubby spruce and 
immediately mountain species came into view. On the exposed summit of the mountain 
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all the speciL•s were Alpine and thP m,e1'nt of 100 feet enabled us to pass from the flora of 
the plains to that of the mountains. 

The mountain top vvas a plateau which gradually sloped inwards from all sid<'s, and 
in the L'entn· of w hi('h ·was the Devil's Lab' and the profound depression on the south side 
of ·which Wt'n'. the great snow banks spoken of aboYe. Clo:-;(' to the snow goldthread 
( Coptz's lt{/cJ/i(I) and ,vhite ·dolets ( Viola blruulrt) were blooming profusely and reminded one 
of early spring in the low country. A curiou:-; mixture of mountain or Ardic species pre
S('nkd themseh·es, and ·while on the one hand you ,n~n· reminded of the W'hite Mountains 
by sud1 spt'c·il'S as Br.1Jf11tllws, 8ile11P (U'(t1flis, C(lssiope h.tJJJIWirles, awl Rlwrlor1cwlron Lrrppo11ir·um, 
on the other, Greenland was suggested by the prPSl'lH'(' of C-:w1p/l((/i1nn s,1;/rntimm, yar. Nor
rep,'inun, Are11arir1 v1t!g·aris, L.1rl111is Alpi11((, Arenrrria Arf'lirn, and many others which do not 
OC'ClU 011 the ·white Mountains. 

The leading forms on Mount Albert Wf'l'l' :-

Ranunculus affi..nis, R. Br. 1'rtr. bio-
carpus, Trautv. 

Coptis trifolia, ~ali:-; h. 
Arabis Alpina, L. Below the summit. 
Viola blanda, -Willd. 

" pal ustris, L. 
" canina var. syh·estris, Regel. 

Drosera rotundifolia, L. 
Silene acaulis, L. 
Lychnis Al pina, L. 
Arenaria Yerna, L. 

" YL·rna, L. var. hirta, W ats. 
" verna, L. ra r. rubella, Hook. 
" Ardica. Nit>Y. 

Geum rfralt>, L. 
Potentilla tridPntatn, Ait. 
Nihhaldia procumbens, L. 
Rubus An ·ticus, L. 

" chammmorus, L. 
r,unassia Kotzebuei, ( 1h,nn. & NchL•l. 
Epilobium origanifolium, Lam. 

" palustre, L. 
Conioselinum, Canade1rnP, Torr. & Gr.? 
Galium. 
Solidago Yirga-aurea, L., i·ar. Alpina, 

Bigel. 
Arfrmi:-;ia borealis, Pall. 
Gnaphaliurn syh-atinun, L. 1·rtr. Nor-

veginun, Gunn. 
Arnica mollis, Hook. 
N"ahaln:-- nanus, D.C. 
Campnnnla rotundifolia, L., 1·rtr. lini

folia, Gray. 

Vaccinium cmspitosum, Michx. 
" uliginosum, L. 
'' ova1ifolium, ~mith. 
" Pennsyh·anicum, L., car. 
angustifolium, Gr. 

Arctostaphylos Alpina, Spreng. 
Casf;iopP hypnoides, Don. 
BTyanthus taxifolius, Gray. 
Rhododrendron Lapponicum, ,,.,. ahl. 
Pyrola minor, L. 
LoisleuTia procumbens, Desv. 
Armeria vulgaris, Willd. 
Veronica Alpina, L. 
Ca8tilh•ia pallida, Kunth. var. septen-

tTionalis, Gr. 
Diapensia Lapponica, L. 
Polygonum Yiviparum, L. 
Oxyria digyna, Cam pd. 
Comandra livida, Rich. 
Salix argyrocarpa, Anders. 
Betula glandulosa, Michx. 
~alix Ardil'a, R. Br. 

" chlornphylla, Anders. 
" desertorum, Rich. 
" Cutleri, Tucker. 
" herbacea, L. 

Juniperus rnmmunis, L. NII". Alpina, L. 
Luzula spadicea, DC. ua r. parviflora, 

Dl'SY. 
Juncus trifidus, L. 
Nl'irpus ca~spito~us, L. 
Eriophorum Alpinum, L. 

" russcolum, Fries. 
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Carex rigida, Good. 
" pauciflora, Lightf. 
" scirpoidea, Michx. 

" 
" 

Phleum Alpinum, L. 
Calamagrostis Langsdorffi.i, Trin. 
Poa Alpina, L. 
Poa. 
Festuca scabella, Torr. 

Danthonia sericea, Nutt. 
Aira atropurpurea, Wlhl. 
Hierochloa Alpina, Roem. & Schultz. 
Adiantum pedatum,· L. ? 
Aspidium aculeatum, Swz. var. Scopu

linum, Ext. 
Cystopteris montana, Bernh. 
Lycopodium Alpinum, L. 

" selago, L. 
Selaginella selaginoides, Link. 

Of the above 77 species, no less than 59 occur on the White Mountains and of the 
remaining 18 species the following 10 occur in Greenland:-

Arabis Alpina. 
Lychnis Al pina. 
Arenaria verna. 

'' rubella. 
" Arctica. 

Parnassia Kotzebuei. 
Gnaphalium sylvaticum, 1:rtr. 

Campanula rotundifolia, var. 
Artemisia borealis. 
Armeria vulgaris. 

The distribution of the remammg species, in some instances, is very peculiar and I 
give them in detail : 

RANUNCULUS AFFINIS, R. Br. yar. biocarpus, Watson. 
Seems to be peculiarly Alpine, as it was growing close to the snow and was believed 

to be R. niva1is, on account of its smooth fruit. Mr. Watson, however, refers it to var. 
biocarpuni, which has been found in Colorado and on the Arctic coast. 

RUBUS ARCTICUS, L. 
Can scarcely be called a very northern form as it ranges from near the Lake of the 

Woods through the forest country to the nOTth-westward, and from Labrador to the Pacific 
Ocean. 

V ACCINIUM OVALIFOLIUM, Smith. 
The range of this species is peculiar, being found on Mount Albert in Gasp(·, on the 

south shore of Lake Superior, and along the Paeific rnast from Oregon to Alaska. 

COMANDRA LIVIDA, Rich. 
Extends from Lake Superior westward to the Coast Range of British Columbia and 

northward from Labrador to Lat. 69°. 

SALIX DESERTORUM, Rich. 
This species is yery abundant on the western plains, and extends northward to FOTt 

Franklin, but there is no other record of its occmTPnce so far east as Mount AllwrL 

ERIOPHORUl\I RUSSEOLUM, Fries. 
This species was quite common on the top of Mount Albert, but it seems rare in 

eastern America as the only records we haye of it prior to this are from Labrador and New 
Brunswick. 
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FESTUCA SCABELLA, Torr. 
DPsides Mount Albert the only other known station is "Alpine summits of the Rocky 

Mountains." 

DANTHONIA SERICEA, Nutt. 
This spPciPs has been reported from Colorado, and I collected it in 1879, near Morley, 

at the base of the Rocky Mountains. It is not uncommon from Massachusetts southwards. 
A close examination of the whole flora, including the lower orders, specimens of which 

were largely collected, shows that, with the exception of a few species (specimens of which 
are on the table), the Gasp[~ flora is either an ATctic or a forest one. Except the Vaccinium, 
Sa1i.T, Festuca and Da11thoni11, all the other species extend to the north and west or are of 
local occunence. 

In the summer of 1881, J. A Allen, of New Haven, Conn., made large collections on 
Mount Albert and on "Table-topped Mountain," lying mme to the north-east. He also 
collected on the coast above Ste. Anne des Monts River and at Matane and added a number 
of interesting species to the Gaspe flora. His additions are:-

On Mount Albert: 

Good yera Menziesii, Lindl. 
Pellrea densa, Hook. 

On Table-topped Mountain : 

Draba androsacea, Wahl. 
Cerastium trigynum, Vill. 
Lonicera involucrata, Banks. 
Salix vestita, Pursh. 
Luzula arcuata, Meyer. 
Carex rariflora, Smith. 

Near Ste. Anne des Monts on the coast 

Montia fontana, L. 
Hippurus maritimus, Hellen. 
Arnica Alpina, Murray. 

Pleurogyne rotata. Griesb. This is possibly P. Carinthiaca- var. pusilla, 
Gray, which has been found further up the coast. 

Near Matane was collected : 

Pedicularis pal ustris, L. var. Wlassoviana, Bunge. 

So ~ha~ thi~ notice of ilw _Gasp[, flora may be of general interest and convey some idea 
of t~e d1st~·1but1011 oft lw An·he 1--p('l·~es appeaTing in this paTt of castPrn America, I append 
the followmg catalogue of t h1• species crossing i lw Arctic circle with their occurrence 
in Greenland and distribution in Canada south of the aboye mentioned line. The 
list ~ontains. ~B5 s~wciPs ~nd was compiled from Sir Joseph Hooker's catalogue of Arctic 
s~e?ies pnbh_she_d m_ the Manual and Instructions for the Arctic Expedition, 1875." In 
grnng the d1stnbuhon, "U" stamb for those of frequent 01·cmTence in Canada; "L. S." 
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for Lake Superior species; "R. M." for Rocky Mountain species; "N. W." for those in the 
western forest region; "H. B." for Hudson's Bay; "L." for Labrador; "P." for the prairie 
region; "B. C." for 13ritish Columbia; "E." for New Brunswick and Nova Scotia; "P. U." 
for Pacific Coast of British Columbia. "G." refers to Greenland. 

It will be seen that of the whole 235 spL•cies which enter the Arctic regions only 151 
are found in Greenland and 84, or considerably oyrn· one-third, are absent. 

LIST OF ARCTIC PLANTS FOUND IN GASPE, WITH THEIR DISTRIBUTION IN CANADA, SOUTH 

OF THE ARCTIC CIRCLE. 

RANUNCULACEJE. 

·Thalictrum dioicum, L. Common. 
Anemone parviflora, Michx. R. M. 

·" Pennsylvanica, L. C. 
Ranunculus aquatilis, L. C. G. 

" cymbalaria, Pursh. C. G. 
" sceleratus, L. C. 
" Pennsylvanicus, L. C. 
" multifidus, Pursh. C. 
" acris, L. C. G. 
" affi.nis, R. Br., var. biocar-

pus, Trautv. L. 
Caltha palustris, L. C. G. 
Coptis trifolia, Salish. C. G. 

CRUCIFERJE. 

Nasturtium palustre, DC. 
Arahis Alpina, L. L. G. 

0. G. 

" hirsuta, L. C. 
Cardamine hirsuta, L. 0. 
Barbarea ·n1lgaris, R. Br. 
Sisymbrium Sophia, L. 
Draha incana, L. 0. G. 

C. 

" androsacea, Wahl. G. 
Oapsella hursa-pastOTis, L. 0. G. 

VIOLACEJE. 

Viola palustris, L. 0. 
" canina, var. sylvestris, Regel. 0.G. 
" cucullata, Ait. 0. 

CARYOPHYLLACEJE. 

Silene acaulis, L. R. M. G. 
Lychnis Alpina, L. G. 
Sagina procum hens, L. G. 

" nodosa, E. Meyer. 
Arenaria lateriflora, DO. 

L. S. G. 
0. 

OARYOPHYLLACE.iE ( Continued). 

Arenaria verna, L. R. M. G. 
" " rubella, R. Br. G. 
" Arctica, Stev. G. 
" peploides, L. G. H. B. 

Stellaria media, L. 0. G. 
" borealis, Bigel. C. G. 
" humifusa, Rottb. G. H. B. 
" longipes, Goldie. C. G. 
" Ed wardsii, R. Br. G. H. B. 
" longifolia, Fries. 0. 

Oerastium Alpinum, L. R. M. G. 
" tTigynum, Vill. G. 

Spergularia salina, Presl. G. 

PORTULACACEJE. 

Montia fontana, L. G. 

GERANIACEJE. 

Impatiens fulva, DO. ·O. 

LEG UMIN OS J.E. 

Oxytropus campestris, DO. P. B. C. 
Hedysarum boreale, Nutt. P. L. S. 
Lathyrus maritimus, L. L. S. G. 
Vicia Americana, Muhl. P. B. 0. 

" Craeca, L. 0. G. 

RosACE}E. 

Dryas Drummondii, Rich. L. S. R. M. 
~ihbaldia procumbens, L. R. l\I. G. 
Rubus chamCBmOTus, L. N. F. G. 

" Arcticus, L. N. W. 
Potentilla fruticosa, L. G. 0. 

" 
" 
" 

anserina, L. 
trideniaia, L. 
palustris, L. 

0. G. 
O.N.W.G. 

0. G. 
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RosACK,"E ( Couli,wcrl). 
Fragaria Y(~s(·a, L. C. 
Rosa blanda, Ait. C. 
Prun us Virginiana, DC. ( 1• 

Amelanchier Canadensis, Torr. & Gr. C. 

SAXIFRAn-A C'E ,i,:. 

Ribes lacnstn>, Pursh. C. 
" rubrum, L. C. 

Saxifraga aizoon, Ja<'q. L. N. G. 
" crospitosa, L. R. M. G. 
" aizoides, L. R. M. G. 

Parnassia palustris, L. C. N. W. 
" Kotzebuei, C. & S. L. G. 

Mi tella n uda, L. C. 

HALORAGEJE. 

Myriophyllum spicatum, L. C. 
Hippurus vulgaris, L. C. G. 

ON AG RACE.LE. 

Epilobium angustifolium, L. C. G. 
" latifolium, L. R. M. G. 
" origanifolium, Lam. R. M. G. 
" palustTe, L. P. G. 

U MBELLIFERlE. 

Ligusticum Nrntinun, L. G. E. 
Cicuta maculata, DC. C. 

CORNACEJE. 

Cornus stolonifern, Michx. C. 
" Canadensis, L. C. 
" Luccica, L. E. G. 

RuBIACEJE. 

Galium boreale, L. C. 
" triflorum, Muhl. C. CJ. 
" trifidum, L. C. 

CAPRIFOLIACEJE. 

Viburnum Opulus, L. C. 
Lonil'L'l'a c&Tulea, L. E. N. W. 
Linn::ea borealis, GTonov. t~. 

Co:'11 POSIT ~R 

NaTdosmia palmata, Hook. C. 
A(·hill::ca millefolium, L. C. G. 

Cn}IP08ITJE ( Co11/i11ued). 
Artemisia bie1mis, Willd. C. 

" borealis, Pall. G. L. 
Gnaphalium sylvaticum, L. L. G. 

" N orvegicum, Gunn. G. 
Arnica Alpina, Lrost. P. B. C. G. 
Senecio aureus, L. C. 
Solidago virga-aurna, L. var. Alpina, 

Bigel, H. M. 
Erigeron Philadelphicum, L. C. 
Taraxacum dens-leonis, Desf. C. 
Sonchus arvensis, L. E. 
Leontodon autumnalis, L. E. G. 

CAMPANULACELE. 

Campanula rotundifolia, L. C. G. 
" linifolia, Henk. E. G. 

ERICACEJE. 

Vaccinium uliginosum, L. L. S. G. 
" oxycoccus, L. C. G. 
" Vitis-Idma, L. L. S. N.W. G. 
" Canadense, Kalm. 0. 

Cassiopma hypnoides, L. L. G. 
AndTOmeda polifolia, L. C. G. 
Arctostaphylos uya-ursi, Spreng. C. G. 

" Alpina, Spreng. R. M. G. 
Loiselunia procumbens, L. L. G. 
Rhododendron Lapponicum, L. L: G. 
Kalmia glanca, L. C. 
Bryanthus taxifolius, Solander. L. G. 
PyTOla minor, L. L. S. G. 

" 
" 

secnu<la, L. C. G. 
TOtundifolia, L. C. G. 

GENTIANACEJE. 

Gentiana amarella var. acuta, P. N. W. 
Menyanthes trifoliata, L. C. G. 

PLUMBAGINACEJE. 

Armeria vulgaris, Willd. C. G. 

PLANTAGINACEJE. 

Plantago major, L. C. 
" maritima, L. C. G. 

LENTIBULACK R 

Utricularia vnlgaris, L. C. G. 
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LENTIBULACEJE (Conlimml). 
Pinguicula vulgaris, L. L. ~- r:. 

SCROPHULARIACEJE. 

Castilleia pallida t'(lf. septentrionalis, 
Gr. L. S. 

Veronica Alpina, L. H. M. G. 
" serpy llifolia, L. C. 

Euphrasia oflicinalis, L. L. S. H. J\I. G. 
Rhinanthus crista-galli, L. R.M. L.~. G. 

Bo RAG INACEJE. 

Mertensia maritima, Don. H.B. P.C. G. 

POLEMONIACE...:E. 

Diapensia Lapponica, L. L. G. 

0HENOPODIACE.1E. 

Chenopodium album, L. C. 

POLYGONIACE.iE. 

Oxyria digyna, L. H. M. G. 
Rumex acetosella, L. C. U-. 

" salicifolius, W einn. P. N. W. 
Polygonum viviparum, L. L.S. N.1V. G. 

" avic11lare, L. C. G. 

ELJEG N ACEJE. 

Shepherdia Canadensis, Nutt. C. 

SANTALACE.1E. 

Comandra livida, Rich. L. ~- N. W. 

EMPETRACE}E. 

Empetrum nigrum, L. L. S. L. W. G. 

D RTICACEJE. 

Urtica dioica, L. E. 

BETULACEJE. 

Betula glandulosa, Michx. R. M. G. 
" papyracea, Ait. C. G. 
" pumila, L. C. 

Alnus viridis, DC. L. S. R. M. G. 
" incana, Willd. C. 

SALICACE...: E. 

Salix myrtilloides, L. C. 

, S_\ LIC_\CJU•'. ( Co11li111,e,/). 
Salix A rdica, R.Br. mtt. Brownii, And. G. 

" hcrhacPa, L. R. M. G. 
Populns tremuloides, Michx. C. 

" balsamif1.•rn, L. C. 

(\)XIFEILK 

Abies n 1 bn, L. C. 
" nigra, L. C. 

Larix Americana, 1Ii<.:hx. C . 
.Tuniperus commnms, 1-•rtr. Alpina, L. 

R.M. 

TYPlL\_('E, K 

Typha latifolia, L. C. 
Sparganium simplex, Smith. C. 

" angustofolium, Gray. C.G. 

N AIADACE)E. 

Potamoget011 rufescens, Nchr. C. G. 
" pusillus, L. C. G. 
" gntmineus, L. C. G. 

Zo:-.t1_1ra marina, L. E. G. 

Ar ,I~_:\IACE~ 1~. 

Ti·iglochin maritimum, L. P. N. ,V. 
" palustre, L. C. G. 

ORCHID_\.CE~1;:. 

Habenaria hyperborea, Lindl. { 1• G. 
" obtusata, L. C. 

Calypso horPnlis, L. C. 
Listera cordata, R. Br. C. G. 
Corallorhiza innata, L. C. G. 

lRIDACEJE. 

Sisyrinchium Bermudianum, L. C. G. 

LILIACEJE. 

Allium schamoprasum, L. L. S. R. W. 
Smilacina bifolia, Desf. C. 

JUNCACE~K 

Luzula spadicea, DC. L. S. R. J\I. G. 
" arcnab, Meyer. L. G. 

J uncus trifidns, L. G. 
" hufonius, L. (\ G. 
" filiformis, L. C. G. 
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CYPERACEJE. 

Eleocharis palustris, L. C. G. 
Eriophorum, L. vaginatum, L. C. G. 

" polystachyum, L. C. G. 
Scirpus cmspitosus, L. C. G. 

" pungens, Vahl, C. 
Carex gynocrates, Wimm. C 

" scirpoidea, Michx". C. G. 
" canescens, L. C. G. 
" Alpina, S,yariz, L. S. N. "\V. G. 
" atrata, L. S. N. W. G. 
" variflora, Smith. G. 
" irrigua, Smith, C. 
" capillaris, L. L. S. N. ,v. G. 
" salina, Wahl. B. C. G. 
" vulgaris, Fr. L. S. R. M. G. 
" rigida, Good. G. 
" aquatilis, "\\r ahl. C. G. 

GRAMINE)E. 

Phlcum Alpinum1 L. R. M. G. 
Agrostis vulgaris, L. C. G. 
Calamagrostis Canack11sis, Beauv. C. 
Spartina cynosuroides,"\Vills. C. 
Hierochloa borealis, L. C. G. 

" Al pin a, L. L. G. 
Aira flexu osa, L. C. G. 

" cmspitosa, L. C. G. 
" atropurpurea, "\Yahl. Pacific C. 

Trisetum subspicatum, Beauv. C. 0. 
Catabioza a<prntica, Beauv. N."\V. G. 
Glyceria fluitans, R. Br. C. G. 

" maritima, Wahl. G. 
Poa annua, L. C. G. 

G RAMINEJE (Continued). 

Poa Al pina, L. L. S. R. M. 
" pratensis, L. C. G. 
" cmsia, Smith. C. G. 

Festuca ovina, L. C. G. 
Bromus ciliatus, L. C. G. 
Triticum repens, L. C. G. 
Elymus mollis, Trin. L.S. 
Hordeum jubatum, L. L. S. N. W. 

FILICES. 

Polypodium dryopteris, L. C. G. 
" phegopteris, L. C. G. 

"\Voodsia glabella, R. Br. L. S. G. 
" hyperborea, R. Br. G. 
,: Ih-ensis, R. Br. C. G. 

Cystopteris fragilis, Bei·nh. C. G. 
Botrychium lunaria, L. L. S. N. "\V. G. 

" Virginicum, Swartz. C. G. 

LYCOPODL\.C.,K 

Lycopodium st>bgo, L. L. S. G. 
" Alpinum, L. N. W. G. 
" annotinum, L. C. G. 
" clavatum, L. C. G. 

Selaginella selaginoides, L. C. G. 
Isoetes lacnstris, L. L. S. G. 

EQUISETACEJE. 

Equisetum variegatum, L. C. G. 
" arvense, L. C. G. 
" syli,raticum, L. C. G. 
" scirpoides, Michx, C. G. 
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IV.- Tim Folding of the Octrboniferous Stratu in the Maritime Provinces of Canada. 
By EDWIN GILPIN, .TR., A.M.: F.G.S., Government Inspector of Mines for the 
Province of Nova Scotia. 

(Read May 23, 1883.) 

The following notes are an attempt to outline in some degree the changes of level and 
foldings accompanying the cfoposition of the Carboniferous series in the Lower Provinces. 

The material is not yet amassed, and possibly may never be completely compiled, so 
as to allow of a full record of these changes. Even at this early date, however, in our pTO
gress toward a complete geological survey of the distTict under consideration, a few im
portant points seem to be established. I venture to submit them, in the hope that even if 
the conclusions do not appear deducible from the data, the su~ject may receive the atten
tion of those better qualified to read the history of the rocks. 

The Oar boniferous in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick may be regarded as quite a 
youthful member of the great Tock seTies, as it i~ presented with hardly a trace of lateT 
formations to obscure it. Its divisions are generally well marked, and the presence of 
numerous valuable minerals has led to the accumulation of much information about its 
structure. 

We owe the first systematic grouping of the Carboniferous periods to the labors of Sir 
Charles Lyell, Dr. Dawson, and Sir William Logan. who cleared up the conjectures of 
previous "\'vriters, and laid down the various divisions of this great series. Mr. Richard 
Brown also threw much light on the structure of the Carboniferous of Cape Breton. 

The principal divisions of this series are:-

1. The Upper Coal formation. 
2. The Middle, or Coal formation proper. 
3. The Millstone Grit series. 
4. The Carboniferous Limestone. 
5. The Lower Coal Measures. 

These measures are found lying in well defined folds, having a general east and west 
course, roughly parallel to that of the Atlantic shore. They are crossed at several points 
by subordinate transverse folds. The main folds are found also in the older strata, and 
preserve a general parallelism to those of the Carboniferous. 

This exhibition of a force affecting so many horizons along lines of so little di-n·r
genec presents t-wo points of interest. Was the force an intermittPnt one, of local extPnt, 
or an unintennptrcl series of changes affecting wide areas. The following notrR, lwaring 
more particularly on the local flexures, would perhaps indicate that the fOTce partook; qf 
each character. 

THE LOWER COAL MEASURES. 

The first dfrision of the Carboniferous series is met at Hillsboro, N. B., ·where it 
reaches a thickness of 1850 feet, and is marked by a heavy mass of conglomerate at its 
base, which rock also occurs at intervals through it. It does not appear in the .Toggins 

Sec. IV,, 1883, 18 
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section, but is probably represented by the basal conglomerates flanking the Cobequid 

Hills. 
At Horton, in Nova Scotia, these measures are met with a thickness apparently some-

what greater, and having the conglomerates replaced by coarse grits. They can be traced 
to the Shubenacadie River, and on the north shore of the Basin of Minas are represented by 
conglomerntes and shales exposed on the shore west of Cape Chignecto, etc. They do not 
appear in Pictou County, except as conglomerntes cropping at intervals under the Carboni
ferous Limestones, until its eastern boundary is met. In Antigonishe County they follow 
the older hills, chiefly as conglomerates, round to the Lochaber Lake, "\Yith a diminishing 

thickness, which appears to increase again until Richmond County is Teached. 
Here they are pn·sl·nted with heayy beds of conglomerate, succeeded by dark shales, 

etc. Their thickness is estimated by Mr. Fletcher at 6,000 feet; it is eYident that their 
dimensions here exceed those already noticed, even if they are found, on mOTe extended 

examination, not to reach the figures given above. 
At the base of the Carboniferous in Cape Breton County they are- represented by great 

masses of conglomerate, their total thickness varying from 500 to 2,500 feet. Similar con
ditions prevail in Newfoundland, where, accOTding to Mr. MuTTay, their thickness is 1,300 
feet, but the yolume may be as variable here as in Cape Breton. 

So far as our knowledge extends, I believe that these measures pass conformably into 
the succeeding horizon in Newfoundland, Cape Breton, and Antigonishe. Along the 
south side of the Basin of Minas, they, together with the oveTlying limestones, are 
brought to the surface, along certain lines of great east and west folds, but, so far as I am 
aware, do not show unconforma~ility. In southern New Bnrnswick the deposition of the 
lower part of these measure1-, appears to haye been accompanied by slight oscillations of level 

now marked by unconformable conglomerntes. 
The comparatively limited development of these measures along the north side of the 

Cobequids, coupled with their slight development in Pictou County, and at Arisaig, would 
show elevation along this line, accompanied by depression at Hillsboro, and to the south 
at HOTton, and similar changes along a line passing from Cape George through the Bras 
d'Or Lake to Cape Breton. 

THE CARBONIFEROUS LBIESTONE. 

This horizon presents itself at numerous points, and in its strongly marked characteris
tics, n·eords a state of deposition unlike any other in the area under consideration. Taking· 
the districts as they occur, from west to east, ,ve have first to notice it~ presence as an 
isolated outlier on the Tobique Rfrcr, whPrc it holds limestone and gypsum, ·whieh are of 
interest, being at so great a distance from acoTTesponding development of these Tocks. 'l'he 
uppeT part of this outlier would appear to be continued thTOugh the nOTth andnoTth-wcst 
part of New BTunswick as the BonaventuTe formation, attaining in the nOTth a thicknc·ss 

of 2,760 feet, according to Sir W. Logan. The characteristics of the formation are Tevived 
in southern New Brunswick, when' it attains a thickness of 3,000 fePt, pad of which may 
be included in the preceeding hOTizon. 

At the Joggins this formation attains a thickness of 2,500 feet; at SpTinghill, on the 
reveTse dip, the ihickness must he little less. On the south side of the Basin of Minas 
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they are at least 3,000 feet thick. In Picton County these measures seem to graduate insen
sibly into the Millstone Grit, but I have measured a thickness of 3,000 feet of what appear 
to be undoubted Carboniferous limestone measures. In .Antigonishe County they present 
an undulatory appearance, which renders any computation of their thickness uncertain; 
it may, however, be considered not less than 3,500 feet. In Richmond and Inverness 
Counties they are again presented with the characteristic limestone and gypsum, overlaid 
by black and gray shales, with calcareous bands. Their thickness appears to diminish to 
the east, through Lock Lomond and Salmon River, until the Sydney district is reached, 
where it attains nearly 2,000 feet. In Newfoundland Mr. Murray has placed ifa~ thickness 
at 2,150 feet. 

We find that the point of maximum depression is in the Richmond district, and that 
it gradually diminishes each way toward the north-west and the north-east, reaching the 
minimum in central New Brunswick, and increasing again in the Tobique district, and in 
northern New Brunswick. 

.Along certain lines in New Brunswick, the south part of Picton County, at .Arisaig, 
and in part of Inverness County, are contemporaneous injections of igneous rocks. They 
are not noticed in Cape Breton County, "nor, so far as I am aware, in Newfoundland . 

.Along the flanks of the Boisdale Hills, and at other points in Cape Breton, these strata 
were indurated, folded and elevated, so as to furnish materials for the succeeding Mill
stone Grit. In southern New Brunswick these measures were folded along the coastal range 
toward theiT close, the disturbance being ended before the Millstone Grit period. 

The whole district during this period appears to have been subjected to a long con
tinued depression of very equal amount, forming -what might be termed a continental sub
sidence. The date of its cessation would probably be marked by the foldings in Cape 
Breton and southern ·New Brunswick. In the northern part of the latter Province, this 
horizon shows by its comparatively undisturbed condition, and by its marks of slight 
unconformability to the succeeding measures, that there has been little violent change 
since the date of its deposition. 

THE MILLSTONE GRIT SERIES. 

In central New Brunswick there is a set of measures not exceeding, I believe, 1,000 
feet in thickness, which follow the representatives of the Carboniferous Limestone with 
slight marks of local unconformity. In their lower part they present a Millstone Grit facies, 
in the upper part the presence of a persistent coal-producing horizon would, perhaps, indi• 
cate the formation of the productive measures. However this may be, the purposes of 
this paper will be answered by considering it as a whole. For it shows that since the 
beginning of the Millstone Grit epoch this district has suffered but slight movement (it now 
presenting a series of low undulations, and a general horizontal position), and that the 
changes of level have been comparatively insignificant . 

.Along the coastal range the Millstone Grit series were spread over the folds of the 
preceding Carboniferous measures, from which, ·doubth~ss, was derived a portion of the 
material composing them. I have measured a thickness of 950 feet of Millstone Grit stTafa 
in the Dorchester district, but this may be exceeded at other points. 

Following these measures across the great .Amherst anticlinal, we find them regularly 
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succeeding the Carboniferous limestone at the J oggins, where they attain a thickness of 
6,000 feet. They extend to the eastward, and snccced the same measures in Pictou County 
with equal regularity, and ha-ve a thickness of 5,373 feet, according to Nir ,Villiam Logan's 
Survey. They appear to thin out to the eastward, and are represented in Antigonishe 
County by beds of coarse sandstone underlying the Hollywell coal, and possibly by the 
measures holding the Tracadie coal beds, which appear to succeed the Carboniferous lime 
stone. In the Bay of Fundy District they are represented by a great mass of sandstones, 
and hold coal beds possibly belonging to the lower part of the productive measures. 

In Richmond County their extent and position is not as clearly defined as elsewhere, 
and from Mr. Fletcher's repOTt (Geological Survey), they appear to be 5,500 feet thick. 
Passing to the eastward, they are found at Salmon River and Mira, overlapping, with marks 
of unconformability, the Carboniferous limestone, and join the same horizon in the Sydney 
district. Here their maximum thickness is 5,700 feet, diminishing to 500 feet at Cape 
Dauphin. At several points in this district they contain fragments of the Carboniferous 
limestone series, already alluded to as having been folded. Their passage into the produc
tive measures is here an arbitrary line. In Newfoundland they succeed regularly to the 
carbonifernus limestone, and have a thickness of 2,000 feet. 

"\Ve have, therefore, two lines of maximum depression, one passing thrnugh the 
Joggins, having on each side of it, at Hillsboro and the Basin of Minas, areas of lessened 
depression. Another point of maximum depression is in the Richmond district, dimin
ishing toward Pictou, and tO"ward Salmon River, and increasing again in the ~ydney 
district. The corresponding aTea of lessened deposition is shown by the decrease of 
thickness to the north of the Sydney district. 

The general conditions of deposition may be justly regarded as having been somewhat 
more rapid than those which accumulated the productive measures, but there are excep
tions to this rule. ,Ye find beds of coal at the summit of the :Millstone Grit in Newfound
land and Cape Breton, possibly also at Tracadie, at the French and ,Yest Rivers at Picton, 
and in the Colchester district. These may mark periods of subsidence of a more gradual 
nature than those genernlly occurring in the district under consideration. ~o far as I can 
learn, these intervals are not confined to any particular horizon in the n:Iillstone Grit. 

These measures appear to have undergone very little violent movement at this time, 
except in the Picton district, where they were indurated, folded and elevated. This was 
followed by a mpid subsidence, permitting the formation from their ruins of an immense 
mass, known as the New Glasgow Cong:lomerntP, which attains a maximum thickness of 
1,600 feet. These Conglomernks, as shown by Dr. Dawson, repn·sent the close of tlu· Mill
stone Grit, which, in the Nt•w Glasgow distrid, does not appear in direct conformability 
with the prnductive strata of the Middle Coal formation, owing partly to the faults bound
ing the coal field, as well as to the movements chronicled by the Conglomernte. 

PRODUCTIVE Co.AL MEASURES. 

Passing over the New Brunswick district we meet these measures at the Joggins, suc
ceeding regularly to the Millstone Grit, and having a thickness of 4,673 feet. They can be 
traced for twenty miles to the eastward, where they are apparently overlapped by the 
Upper Coal formation. They presumably extend under these measures, and connect with 
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the coal fields of Pictou County, but as yet no sufficiently detailed survey permits the 
expression of a decided opinion. In Pictou County their thickness was estimated by the 
Geological Survey at 5,567 feet in the district lying south of New Glasgow. The Coal 
Measures north of the Conglomerate are estimated by Dr. Dawson to be 670 feet thick, and 
to represent probably the upper part of the productive measures lying south of New 
Glasgow. 

Passing over the small outlieT of productive measures in Antigonishe County, said to 
hold workable seams of coal, the Richmond district is mPt. Here, according to Mr. 
Fletcher's report, the coal seams of Little RiYer are contaim·d in no less than 8,926 feet of 
strata, curiously associated with limestone and gypsum, recalling the Coal formation rocks 
of Wallace and River John, as described in Acadian Geology. 

In Cape Breton County the ravages of the Atlantic haye left 1,750 feet of productin~ 
measures, and evidence is not wanting to show that is not far from their original maximum 
thickness. In N~wfoundland the highest known divisions of the CaTboniferous, paralleled 
in the geological survey of that Island with the produdiye measures of Cape Breton, 
have a thickness estimated at 1,300 feet. 

It is to be noticed that in the Eastern end of the area ihe conditions of leYel were not 
continued under circumstances fayouring the formation of productiye measuTes as long as 
in the western districts. And it is in those districts in which the depression was most 
prolonged that we find the succeeding horizon. 

The meas1ues holding the Little River Coal beds, in Richmond County, appear from 
their higher dips to have undergone folding prior to the deposition of the overlying series 
now presented as a synclinal with low dips. The disturbances of the productive measurns 
in Pictou County were finished toward their close, for we find the Upper Coal fOTmation 
lying conformably on the productive measures north of New Glasgow, and both are undis
turbed by the numerous folds into which the productiYe and the preceding CarbonifrT
ous measures are thrown south of that Yillage. Similar foldings of a more local charncter 
took place at Springhill, where the productive measures appear to pass unconformably 
under the edges of the Upper Coal formation, in a series of east and west, and transverse 
folds like those of the Pictou district. 

H may now be remarked that allusion has been made to the folding and disturbance 
of large areas in New Brunswick and Cape Breton, and in Cumberland and Pictou Counties. 
We _find similar foldings impressed on the Carboniferous horizons south of the Cohequids. 
In the absence of direct evidence, it may be conjectured from the com1mratiYPly undis
turbed state of the Upper Coal measures, and rl~rmo-Carboniferous, where found to the 
north, that their foldings were contemporaneous with some of those all uckd to above, and 
that they were not deferred to the close of the CaTboniferous. 

THE UPPER COAL MEASURES. 

These measures appear in the district extending from Antigonish through Pictou, Col
chester, and Cumberland Counties to the J oggins. At this place they are conformably 
deposited as the upper member of the great Carboniferous series, and attain a thickness of 
2,267 feet. About twenty miles to the east they appear to lie unconformably on the middle 
coal measures at Springhill, as already mentioned. They pass thence in an almost 
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unbroken series into Picton, where their thickness is estimated by Dr. Dawson at 2,500 feet. 
He also points out that these nwnsurcs graduate upwards into beds having a Permian 
aspect, and suggests the term Permo-Carboniferons for their upper pmtion. In this paper 
they nre considered together, as the same remarks apply to both; These beds are also found 
in Prince Edward Island, and extend across the strait to New Bruns·wick, and are pre
sented in shallow synclinab. 

In the Richmond district there is a set of measures which present some evidence of 
unconformability to the horizon holding the Little River coal beds, and may represent the 
upper coal measures. They lie in a shallow basin, and are of limited extent ; their thick
ness is about 1,"350 feet. 

In the Pictou and Cumberland distTic~ these measures are bent in folds, generally with 
low angles, the date of ,Yhich cannot now be fixed by superimposed strata. The folding of 
the Cape Breton coal field, with its low and broad synclinals is of a similar character, and 
may have bel'll synchronous. It may be considered that these foldings took place before 
the Trias, or 1;;oward the close of the Permo-Carboniferous. Since this date the Carboniferous 
measures have undergone some changes of level consequent on the deposition of the Trias, 
and its elevation, and the conti1wntal depressions which have left their record in TOck 
grooving and travelled boulder. 'l'hese changes, howeyer, except locally, in the case of the 
Trias of the Bay of Fundy, do not appear to han~ greatly affected the CarbonifeTOus, fo_r we 
find the interior of New Brunswick, the ~Iillstone Grit of Dorchester, the Upper Coal 
Measures and Permo-Carboniferous of -Cumberland1 Picton, and Prince Edward Island 
lying in positions indicating slight movements, except those of a continental character. 

Prior to the opening of the Carbouif erous period the rocks of Nova Scotia were folded 
in regular east and west folds which have been explored and mapped in the iron ore and 
gold-bearing districts, and the regularity of their folds and other evidence would tend to 
show that they haxe not been greatly dishubed since that date. The Carboniferous 
measures ,vere unconformably deposited on these strata, and theiT long period permitted a 
maximum accumulation of strata reaching 22,000 feet. 

During this time, in addition to the continental changes of level, giving rise to condi
tiorn, of deposition characterizing the Carboniferous limestone, Millstone Grit, etc., there 
were extensive foldings of a more local character, apparently in some cases marking the 
dosin_g of these oscillations. The:--e foldings and their subsequent denudations have 
played an important part, hitherto but little studied, in modifying the conditions arising 
from the longer and more extended movements which have hitherto principally received 
attention, and present the district as being far from any universal state of quiet and 
Tegular succession during the Carboniferous era. 
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V .-Note on the Triassic of the Roclcy Mountains and British Oolnmbia. 

By GEORGE M. DAWSON, D.S., F.G.S. 

(Read l\Iay 25, 1883.) 

The Triassic rocks of the West present themselyes under two very dissimilar aspects, 
theiT easten1 part consisting of red beds, chiefly r-:andstones, vYhile on the Pacific slope the 
character of thciT material is much more yaried; they include numerous fossils, and are 
evidently truly marine in OTigin. The most complete comparison of these hv-o classes of 
deposits has been made by Clarence King in the 40th paTallel region. The red beds are 
there found participating in the Rocky Mountain uplift, but have OTiginally passed com
pletely across the position of this range, and extend ,vestward to the ,Yahsatch Mountains 
(longitude 112°) which here constituted the western shore of the sea in which they were 
deposited. The rocks are described by King as consisting generally of sandstones, the 
upper half being always of lighter colours than the lower, and intercalated mOTe or less 
with beds of dolomite and gypsum. The lovter part of the series is mmally from brick 
to Yermilion red, the upper part pale red and buff. The dolomitic and gypsum beds are 
local in character, but the latter sometimes reach forty feet in thickness of pure calcic 
sulphate. 

In the Rocky Mountains, in this latitude, the TTiassic is from 300 to 1000 feet in 
thickness but, on approaching the Wahsatch shOTe, thickens to 2000 or 2500 feet, and holds 
some conglomerates. Fossils are almost completely wanting. 

In many other districts of the western States and Tenitories, the Triassic beds are 
developed with similar chaTacteTs. As far east as the Black Hills of Dakota, they aTe 
described by Professor N. H. Winchell as maintaining a thickness 0f OYl'r 300 feet, and hold
ing great quantities of white gypsum. rrhey have been obseryed by DT. Hayden in the 
mountains at the head waters of the Missouri, and in addition to the deposits of gypsum 
are in plac.es impregnated with salt. 

Returning to the 40th parallel region, and passing westward from the \\~ahsatch range, 
no Triassic beds are met with till longitude 117° 30' is Teached, at a distance of nearly 
300 miles. The rocks of this period are there found to be rPpresentc•d by the Star Peak 
and Koissats groups of King, the former and uppc•r imbdiyision consisting of fossilifernus 
limestones, with quartzites and slates, the latter of qrnntzites, argillites and porphyrnids, 
the vYhole with an aggregate thickness of on·r 16,000 fret. MaTim~ fossils are very 
abundant in some parts of the Star Peak subdivision, and are almost precisdy similar in 
fOTms with those of the St. Ca:--f-;ian and Hallstadt ht•d:-; of the Alps. The term Alpilll' 
Trias has consequently often been msed in f-;pr-aking of those rock:-;. 

The red bf'ds of the Rocky Mountain n•gion clearly point to iJw conditions of deposi
tion found in a shallow body of water, more or less completely shut off from the OCl·an 
01· only in occasional and brief connection with it, while, for the most part, the sPdiments 
of the Nevada Ti·iassic are, as unmistakably, such as might be prnduced under ordinary 
marine conditions in greater or less prnximity to a coast line. 
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The distinction thus marked is clearly encountered much further south than the 40th 
parallel region, :n1d it is with the purpose of tracing it to the north of the 49th parallel 

that the present note is presentt>d. 
Immediately to the north of the 49th degree of latitude, in the Rocky Mountains, about 

the South Kootanie Pass, the red beds are characteristically (fovPloped, with a thickness of 
about 300 feet. The upper pOTtion of the section in this part of the mountains, is as 

follows, in descending order :-
Series H. Fawn-coloured £1.aggy beds, seen only at a distancP, but from their appearanee 

and analogy with Series F, pTObably thin-bedded dolomitic sandstones and limestones. 
Throughout 100 feet. 

8eries G. Beds characterized by a predominant red colour, but including some thin, 
greyish layers and dolomitic sandstones. The whole generally thin-bedded. Ripple marks 
suu-craclrn, impressions of salt crystals. 300 feet. Passes gradually down into 

Series F. Fawn-coloured flaggy beds of dolomitic sandstone and limestone, with more 
red sandstone lay<·rs, which are espe('ially abundant toward the top. 200 feet. 

Series E. Amygdaloidal trap. 50 to 100 feet. 
The last mentioned immediately overlies the compact bluish limestone of Carboniferous 

age, and, with the exception of the interruption caused by this contemporaneous sheet of 
volcanic matter, the whole of the series are conformable and pass gradually each into the 
next. 

The conditions indicated are, in Carboniferous times, a somewhat deep sea gradually 
shoaling. The occurrence of au important volcanic outbreak, and shortly thereafter the 
more or less complete closure of the communication of this area with the ocean and the 
formation of the Triassic inland sea. 

Westward from this region similar beds may be traced by information supplied by 
Mr. H. Bauei·man, for about forty miles, but beyond this point they have nowhere been 
observed in British Columbia. Northward, along the main range of the Rocky Mountains, 
I have obseiTed them for about fourteen miles only, beyond the 49th parallel. They 
wen' not seen by me in the Crow Nest Pass, in latitude 49° 30', nor anywhere along 
the eastern base of the mountains from this point to the Bow Pass (latitude 51°) or in that 
pass. Neither haYe they been noted by Dr. Hector in any part of the Rocky Mountains to 
the north of the Bow ,vhich he traversed, or by Dr. Selwyn in the Yellow Head Pass. 
,Vhile, therefore, the evidence so far adduced is purely negatiYe, it would appear that the 
Triassic inland sea in this longitude found its nOTthern shore not far beyond the 49th 
parnllel, and probably neYer extPndPd ·west of tlw Selkirk and Gold Ranges of Central 
Britit--h Columbia. 

Still further nOTth, however, ,vc- meet with evi<lL'll('l' of a more decided <·haracte1·. For, 
on the upper Pine and PeaJ·e River:-;, on the eastern flank of the mountains, a series of 
blackish shales and argillites, sometimes ('alcareous, ocTlU, and hold charaderistic Alpine 
Trias fossils. Beds containing similar forms are found in a number of places to the west 
of the Gold Range in British Columbia, and it is pTObable that the Ti·iassic ocean, in the 
latitude of the Peace River, extended completely acTOss the COTdillera belt eastward. No 
mountain boundary occurs between this n·gion and that first dPs<Tibed to the south, but 
a tract of probably low land must have separated these two areas in the Triassic period. 

In the Queen Charlotte Islands Triassic rocks, holding fossils of the same strictly 
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marine character, are largely developed, and they also occur with abundant molluscous 
remains in the northern part of Vancouver Island. In the southern part of the interior of 
British Columbia, not far west of the Selkirk and Gold Ranges, rocks also occur uncon
formably overlying the Carbonifernus series, from which a few fossils, with little doubt, 
belonging to the same Alpine Trias fauna have been obtained; and it is further probable 
that-as in California-the greater part of the auriferous shales are attributable to this or 
the succeeding Jurassic series. 

In the Queen Charlotte Islands, Vancouver Island, and on the mainland of the province, 
however, the Triasic series is largely composed of rocks of volcanic origin, some of which 
have been lavas while others are agglomerate or ash beds, made up of fragments of igneous 
material, mOTe or less perfectly stTatified. These are mingled with schistose and slaty rocks, 
and in some places with massive bluish lime-stone, deposited during periods of tranquillity; 
and it will require the most careful and systematic examination to completely separate this 
from the underlying strata. I have little doubt that the so-called 'porphyroids' of King's 
Koipato group indicate an extension of similar volcanic activity over the 40th parallel 
region to the south. 

A. wOTd may be added with reference to the climatic conditions implied by the Red 
Beds of the interior. The basin in which they were formed has not only been pretty oom
pletely cut off from the ocean, but the rate of evaporation of its waters must have been 
nOTmally in excess of that at which they were re-supplied by precipitation or drainage 
from neighboring lands. It is probable that at that time, as at the present day, westerly 
winds prevailed in this part of the northern hemisphere, and, if the North Pacific Ocean 
then existed, these would carry, as they do now, an abundance of moisture and afford a copious 
rainfall on the west coast. A.s the land barrier of the inland sea to the west cannot have 
been of very great width, it must have been of such height as to cause the almost complete 
desiccation of these oceanic winds by precipitation before they reached the area occupied by 
the Triassic Mediterranean; and this old mountain range, must, in British Columbia, have 
occupied nearly the position of the Selkirk and Gold Ranges of to-day, at a time when the 
Rocky Mountain region proper was still a flat expanse of Paheozoic rocks. 

To the north, at the present time, between the 54th and 56th parallels, the Gold Range 
almost completely disappears, and it is through this gap that the Triassic ocean must haYc 
flowed eastward to the upper Peace River country and, perhaps, much farther east-though 
the Cretaceous, and Laramie beds, occupying the flat country, render it impossible to 
trace its deposits in that direction. 

Sec. IV., 1883. 19 
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VI.-On a Method of Distingni8hing Lacust,rinefrom llfarine Deposits. 

By G. F. MATTHEW. 

(Read May 25, 1883. 

While examining samples of the recent deposit of the Torryburn Valley, near Saint 
John, N.B., the writer had occasion to test the specific gravity of the layers from different 
parts of the formation, and found that there was a constant relation between the weight 
and the physical conditions undeT which the several parts of the deposit were formed. 
The most decided change in the specific gravity was noticeable, where marine gave place 
to fresh-water clay; and again, where the latter were succeeded by lake peat and fresh
water marl. 

The lacustrine beds of this formation were deposited in a sheltered basin surrounded 
by hills, and all the conditions were favourable to the preservation of minute organic 
matter. The underlying clays which are undoubtedly marine can easily be recognized as 
such by the presence in them of such shells, as Mya truncata, Mytilus edulis, Macoma Groen
landica, Balanus crenatus, &c. The over-clays have no such shells, though rare fragments, 
which may have belonged to Mytilus edulis and Mya truncata, are occasionally found in the 
lower layers near a point where a brooklet enters the lake: these, however, appear to be 
accidental, and to have been introduced into the lacustrine clay by the washing away of 
the marine clay along the course of the stream after the elevation of this clay above the 
sea-level. 

In the texture and general appearance of the clay at the boTder of the present lake 
there is very little difference between that which is marine and the later clay of fresh
water origin; but, on levigating the latteT, a considerable quantity of finely divided 
organic matter wa.s obtained, and was evidently an important constituent. The lessened 
gravity of this part of the deposit can thus be accounted for, long before the presence of a 
lacustrine fauna gives the more obvious proof of a change from marine to lacustrine condi
tions. This, in the case of the Torryburn clays, was not obtained until about one twelfth 
of the whole fresh-water deposit had been passed thTOugh (from the bottom upward); 
here, however, it was but the slightest indication of molluscan life which might easily 
have been overlooked, and the molluscan fauna did not appeaT in force lower down than 
one-eighth from the bottom. 

On investigation of the finely divided organic matter of the lacustrine clay, it was 
found to be almost entirely composed of cellular tissue and, where this most abounds, the 
clay possesses a dark olive-gray hue. The original colouT of the unchanged argillaceous 
sediment, as may be seen both in the marine clay and in such parts of the fresh-water clay 
as are most deficient in organic matter, having been rnddish brown. Twigs, leayes, and 
small branches of trees and shrubs are scattered through the lacustrine clay, but do not 
seem to have had much influence in altering its general colour, the elimination of the red 
colour being apparently due to the finely divided organic matter. It seems highly probable 
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that this finely divided organic matter consists of the remains of Confervoid Algae which 
would thus appear to have grown vigorously in the ponds which dotted this valley after 
the recession of the sea. 

The C/l((tacece helped to increase the lacustrine vegetation, but do not seem to have 
been so diTectly responsible for the changed colour of the clay as the algce; for_ their 
abundance is not in direct relation to the olive tint of the lacustrine clay, nor to the 
decreased specific gravity of this part of the clayey deposit. Leaves and stems of the 
Naiadacece also played a part in effecting this change of colour, but they influenced only the 
upper layers. 

At the summit of the clay all these causes' combined to determine a strong olive 
colour in the deposit, which hei·e passes into a peaty mass, containing, beside the forms of 
vegetation named above, remains of a terrestrial flora in which seeds and leayes of grasses 
and leaves of shrubs and trees abound. 
_ At the top of the pure lake peat, another element affecting the specific gravity is 
introduced. This is the fresh-water molluscan fauna, which at this time spread throughout 
the lake and at once changed the constitution of the sediment. The cellular organisms 
were to a great extent removed, and Potamogeta abounded for a while. The Characece also 
were exceedingly plentiful. But although molluscs now abounded in the lake, the specific 
gravity of the sediment is apparently no greater than that of the peat below, owing, no 
doubt, to the small cavities in the deposit, caused by the hollow shells of the molluscs. 
Through the instrumentality of these creatures a large amount of carbonate of lime was 
deposited from the waters of the lake, and added to the sediments at its bot.tom. 

Though the shells of the fresh-water molluscs serve to increase somewhat the specific 
gravity of the upper part of the lacustrine deposit, this is still much less than that of the 
marine clay in which the absence of organic matter, especially of vegetable origin, is a 
decided charncteristic. The red colour of this-the Leda clay-is therefore strongly marked 
in the south-eastern part of New Brunswick where this deposit was produced chiefly by 
the abrnsion of the Ted shales of the Lower Oar boniferous formation. An exception to this 
red colour is found in certain dark-colored bands and layers where there is a great abun
dance of marine organisms; but even these do not posses the low specific gravity which 
characterizes the fresh-water beds of the Torryburn lakes. The test of compamtive weight 
will be found useful in distinguishing these two classes of clays (which will, no doubt, 
be found in close geological sequence in sheltered inland basins over large areas of this 
part of Canada and Maine) where, from the absence of molluscan remains, the question of 
the origin of the clay might otherwise be doubtful. 

The weight of the samples was tested in the usual way, by weighing in air and in 
water, and the following table gives the average result : 



DISTINGUISHING LACUSTRINE FROM MARINE DEPOSITS. 

Div. OF 
FORMAT, 

No. I a 

" b 

No. 2 

No. 3 

No. 4 

No. 5 * 
No. 6 

No. 7 

No. 8 

No. 9 

SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF TORRYBURN 1\IARL. 

DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSIT, 

Greyish-red sandy clay, Marine. 

Do. do. do. 

Olive-grey clayey sand 

Brownish-red sandy clay 

Fresh-water. 

do. 

do. 

Greyish-brown clay (sandy seams) do. 

Olive-brown peat (many seeds) do. 

Dark olive-grey peat (molluscs) do. 

Dark grey peaty marl (do.) do. 

Grey marl (molluscs abound) do. 

Do. ( do. do. ) do. 

SPECIFIC 
GRAVITY. 

2.00to 1.80 

1.45 

1.30 

1.35 

1.35 

1.05 

.75 

.80 

.83 

.79 

149 

* This layer shrank one-fifth in drying; if it had retained its original siw the specific gravity' would have 
been less. All the samples were air-dried before weighing. 
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VII.-Notes on Canadian Polypetalce. 

By JOHN MACOUN, A.M., F.L.S. 

(Read May 22, 1883.) 

During the past winter I have been making a particular study of the Canadian Poly
petalm as regards distribution and synonymy, and purpose in the following notes to record 
a few of the Tesults. Owing to the prominence of the greater number of the species of this 
section, they have been to a large extent detected and identified, and hence we can consider 
that less has yet to be done in this direction than in anv other. 

The following OTders, genera, and species have been found within our limits, which 
are made to include Alaska and Newfoundland as well as every part of the Dominion. They 
are tabulated and ananged to show the botanical districts into which, for the sake of 
comparison, I have divided the whole area. The districts are:-

I. British Columbia and Alaska northward to the Arctic circle. 
II. Rocky Mountains from latitude 49° to the Arctic circle. 

III. The region lying east of the Rocky Mountains and extending to the Red River 
Valley, and including the whole country north to the Arctic circle between James Bay and 
the Rocky Mountains. 

IV. From Red River Valley, or the edge oi the forest eastward to Riviere du Loup in 
Quebec. This area includes all Ontario and much of Quebec. 

V. Includes the Atlantic provinces and the eastern part of Quebec, with Labrador 
and Newfoundland. 

VI. All the country north of the Arctic circle. 

An analysis of the table (page 152) will show that British Columbia, although least 
known, has nearly as many species as Ontario and Quebec, but that no less than fifteen 
of the forty-seven orders are absent. These orders, representing one thiTd of the whole 
number, contain twenty-three genera, and twenty-eight species. The Ontario and Quebec 
flora, on the other hand, includes forty-five orders, and the two which are absent contain 
only two genera and four species. The orders wanting in British Columbia are:-

Magnoliacem. 
Anonaca:::e. 
Menispermacem. 
Sa1Taceniacem. 
Cistacere. 
Elatinacere. 
Tiliacere. 
Rutacere. 

Ilicinacem. 
Vitacem. 
Hamamelacere. 
Melastomacem. 
Lythracere. 
Cucurbitace:::e. 
Ficoidere. 

The orders wanting in the Ontario and Quebec flora are :-

Elatinacere. Loasacca~. 
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Genera. Species.I I. II. III. IV. V. YI. 
--

I Ran unculacere .......... 16 78 50 38 50 
I 

47 29 30 

Magnoliacere . . . . . . . ..... 2 2 . . .. . . . . . . .. 2 . . . . .... 
Anonacere ... ... . . .. . . .. 1 1 . ... . ... . . .. 1 .. .. .... 
Menispermacere ......... 1 1 . . . . . ... 1 1 .. .. .... 
Berberidace& ............ 6 9 5 2 1 4 1 .... 
Nymphreacere ........... 4 8 1 1 4 7 4 3 

Sarraceniacere ........... 1 1 . . . . .... 1 1 1 1 

Papaveracere ............ 4 6 1 1 2 5 
: 

3 1 

Fumariacere .. .......... 4 8 6 1 2 7 5 1 
Crn('ifer:(• ................ 29 97 52 27 36 54 35 41 

Capparidacere ........... 2 4 1 . . .. 3 1 . . .. .... 
Ci~tacu:e .... .. .... .. . . . . 3 5 . . . . . ... 3 4 3 .... 
''iolace:e ............ , ... 2 23 12 ;) 10 18 10 3 

· Polygalacere ............ 1 6 1 . ... 4 6 2 1 
Caryopliyllacuie ......... 10 67 41 28 30 29 34 37 
Paronychiere ............ 2 2 1 . ... 1 1 . ... .... 
Portulacacere ............ 6 15 14 2 1 3 4 1 
Hypericacere ............ 2 10 2 1 5 8 5 .... 
Elatinacere .............. 1 1 . . . . ... 1 . . . . . ... .... 
l\fal vacere. . . . . . . . . . ..... 6 10 2 

' 
1 1 7 5 .... 

Tiliacere ................ 1 1 . . .. . ... 1 1 1 .... 
Linacere ................ 1 6 1 1 3 4 I••• 1 
Geraniacere . ........... 5 17 9 3 6 11 3 1 
Rutacere ................ 2 2 . . .. . . . . . ... 2 . ... . ... 
Ilicinacere .............. 2 2 . ... . ... 1 2 2 . ... 
Celastracem ............. 3 4 1 1 1 3 . . . . .... 
Rhamnacere ............ 2 7 4 2 1 4 1 . ... 
Vitacere ................ 2 4 . ... . ... 2 4 2 . ... 
Sapindacere ............. 3 10 3 1 3 7 6 .... 
Anacardiacem ........... 1 7 2 . ... 4 6 2 . ... 
Leguminosre ............. 24 135 60 21 54 62 30 17 
Rosacere ...... .......... 21 105 64 36 53 78 55 

,-,-), 

I Saxifraga('e,c ............. 12 76 60 39 ')0 
-d 21 •>·> 31 

Crassulacere.. . . . . . • . .... 2 8 4 3 1 4 4 1 
Droseracere ............. 1 4 2 1 3 4 ') 1 
Hamamel.:1cece ....... , ... 1 1 C ••I .... . ... 1 1 . ... 
Haloragere ................ 3 9 3 9 5 7 4 2· 

I ::\fola~tomat·c::e .......... 1 1 . ... . ... . ... 1 . . . . . ... 
Lythracere .... ····· ...... 2 3 . ... . ... . ... 3 1 . .. 
Onagracere . . . . . . . . . ..... 7 32 21 8 25 14 11 8 
Loasacere ............... 1 3 2 . ... 2 . ... . . .. . ... 
Cucurbitacere ............. 2 2 .... . ... 1 2 1 . ... 
Cactacere ............... 2 4 2 .... 3 1 . . .. . ... 
Ficoidere ........... .... 1 1 . ... . ... . ... 1 . . .. . ... 
Um belliferre ............. 24 53 25 9 19 24 18 8 
Araliacere •..........•.. 2 6 2 1 4 5 4 .... 
Cornacere ... ····· ....... 2 12 5 t ••I 2 9 6 3 

Total .............. 47 
j 

233 905 461 193 374 492 319 230 
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It is very probable, however, that the former will be detected in Ontario or Quebec as 
it has been found in Maine. 

The Rocky Mountains seem to 0e the eastern limit of many western species, but present 
no barrier to the eastern, as nearly all the species that reach the eastern base appear again 
on the west side. The Coast Range, however, is the true boundary of the eastern species, 
and many disappear on its eastern slopes. West Coast plants, when found in the interior, 
are mountain species of ,v hich many examples are known amongst the Saxifragacere. An 
examination of mountain and coast species leads me to think that the hygrometric condition 
of the atmosphere has much to do with the distribution of such species, and that the species 
comprising the mountain flora generally prefer, if they do not require, an atmosphere almost 
constantly at the point of saturation. Mountain or northern species seem as much at home 
in a peat bog in a low latitude as they are in their native habitats, and the cause is not far 
to seek. Such bogs are cool all summer, and the air over the bog close to the surface is at 
the dew-point nearly all the time. Southern species, though natives of a swamp, should be 
looked for on warm sandy tracts, as they there meet with the continuous heat that they seem 

to require. The one finds in the cold water of the bog compensation for the want of 
moisture in the air, while the other, imbibing less moisture, seems to need less heat, and 

both, in their changed condition, live in the same locality, thrive and ripen their seeds 
year after year. 

In studying the present aspect of our flora, one is irresistibly led to look at the past, 
and although I am not prepared to speak dogmatically of it, yet, with the aid of other 
workers, I may be able to throw some light on the subject. The problem is one that I 

approach with diffidence, as many able men have already given their views on the subject, 
and my investigations may lead me to differ from them. After carefully examining all the 

available writings on the subject of the. origin and dispersal of species, I am strongly 
impressed with the conviction that our present flora miginated at the north, and not it 
alone but all floras of which we have any record in the rocks. This view was adopted to a 
certain extent by our esteemed president nearly four years ago, in his able article on "The 
Genesis and Migrations of Plants." Asa Gray, who, of all living botanists, knows most in 
regard to the distribution of species on the American continent, in an article written in 1878, 
says:-" Long genealogies deal more or less in conjecture; but we appear to be within 
the limits of scientific inference when we announce that our existing temperate trees came 
from the north, and within the bounds of high probability when we claim not a few of 
them as the originals of present species." My reasons for adopting this view in a more 
extended sense I will give in a few words. 

1. Darwin in his work on "The Origin of Species," propounds the doctrine of Natural 
Selection, and in discussing it, seems to state that anything and everything that tends to de
velop, restrict, weaken or strengthen a species belongs to his theory, and he brings to his 
assistance another doctrine-the SmTival of the Fittest, which I interpret to mean the sur
vival of the strongest, that is, those endowed with the greatest vitality. Now, it is a well 
understood law that all plants become more prolific as they approach the northern confines 
of their restricted area, and as they approach their southern limit they produce little else but 
leaves. Numerous examples could be adduced to establish this from both kingdoms of 
nature. In the north, therefore, we have vigor and the power of reproduction, while in 

Sec. IV., 1883. 20 
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the south, weakness and eventually extinction. Hence a southern dispersion is a destruc~ 
tive one. Species weakened by a southern migration can never return; and, in examining 
our fossil or living floras, we find that species, when once displaced, never re-occupy the 
vacated district by a return from the south. When I say weakened, I mean that the species 
become so changed by heat that it is unable to resist the cold of its old habitat. Ex~mples 
by the score might be given of plants which have lost their power of resistance to the cold 
by being cultivated in a more equable climate. _ 

2. Many years since, Edward Forbes propounded the theory of" Centres of Creation," 
and Sir Charles Lyell and Mr. Darwin, both held views that were in accord with Forbes. 
My view is that our flora originated far to the north-was, in fact, circumpolar-and 
descended on longitudinal lines to the south before the advancing cold of the glacial epoch. 
This view harmonizes with the distribution of our own £ : ... , ·· ,,nd shows why our eastern 
species have so little in common with Greenland, while the western shores are largely· 
clothed with Asiatic species, and the Rocky Mountains present no barrier to western exten-

1 

sion. The survival of the fittest is well seen in the adaptability of these new arrivals to 
their changed conditions. Whether we are believers in natural selection or not, we can. 
see a few types, by the operation of these or other laws, becoming an innumerable army, 
and actually taking possession of the whole land-sweeping the old flora out of exist
ence, or pressing it more to the south, or isolating it, as we believ; is the case with 
the big trees of California. This is clearly shown by the following table. 

3. The six leading orders of the Polypetalre in our flora are:-

Ranunculacere .......... . , ....... 78 30 2 

Cruciferre ••• ••• • • • • •••• • ••••••I••• 97 41 0 

Caryophyllacere .................... 67 37 0 

Leguminosre ............ · ........•. 135 17 5 

Rosacere .......................... 105 37 10 

Saxifragacere • e I I • I • • • • • e • 9 I I I I • I • 76 31 0 

Totals ...................... ~. 563 193 17 

The whole flora consists of 900 species and 47 orders, yet in these six orders we have 
no less than 563 species, or nearly three-fifths of the whole. Those which pass beyond the 
Arctic circle number 230 species, and of these six orders 193, or within 37 of the whole 
number. In Miocene times only seventeen species of these orders left a record in the 
Tocks, and I note this as one reason why I believe them to be the newer if not the newest 
types of creation. ' ' 

It is singular that these orders are easily distinguished and stand out from all others 
by distinctive characters, which plainly separate them from other orders. But within the 
orders themselv'"es genera and species are unstable, and varietal forms are almost as numer
ous as species and generic differences, I might say, are at the will of the systematist. Now, 
here a~e five typ~s of vegetation which are eminently Arctic, eminently vigorous, and 
pre-emmently varietal, and are at the present time in our flora fulfilling all the condi-



NOTE. 

The omitted beadings in tbiJs table are-Present-Southern States-Miocene. 
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tions of Darwin as regards natural selection, but they are keeping within theiT own 
limits. 

4. Let us now turn to the past. In Sir Joseph Hooker's "Arctic Manual of InstTuc-
tion, 1875," at page 380 there is a list of the Miocene plants of the Ardic Regions, by Heer, 
numbering 353 species: of these 88 are Polypetalre, and only seventeen belong to the 
orders which are so extensive now. The six most prominent OTdeTS of the Miocene 
Polypetalre are:-

Magnoliacere . . . . . . . ................ . 

Menispermacere .................... . 

Tiliacere ............................ . 

Rhamnacere ....................... . 

Sapindacere ........................ . 

Cornacere .. ·. . . . . ................... . 

'fotals ......................... . 

1 

1 

1 

7 

10 

l:Z 

32 

4 11 

5 3 

(i 4 

G 10 

G 17 

15 10 

---- -
42 05 

'1 

Including the twelve orders mentioned, we have forty-nine species out of a total of 
eighty-eight, and the genera to which they belong are chiefly represented in our flora. It 
would seem, therefore, that the small orders are the remnants of vegetation of the past, and 
that, if there be any links to connect the Magnoliacem and the Ranunculacem (the Dilleniacere 
are wholly southern) or the Sapindacem with the Leguminosm, we must look to the Pliocene 
for such connections. The imperfection of the record is certainly a good excuse, but there 
is a great gap between the Crowfoots and the Magnolias, and, when I look to the tulip-tree 
which is evidently the older, towering to the heayens and adorned with its clusters of 
lovely flowers, and to the lowly buttercup at its foot, I am led to ask if this can be a product 
of natural selection and if plants like men are under a curse. 

5. I have stated that I believe our large orders are the newer types and the small ones 
the older creations. My reasons for these statements are that this variation is apparently 
still going on in these orders, and many of the species and even genern are difficult to limit. 
They are chiefly confined to the temperate regions and have few representatives in the 
tropics. On the other hand the small orders were prominent in the Miocene, they have 
ceased to vary and are more largely represented in the localities where, if my opinions are 
correct, both the north temperate and south temperate floras retreat when they are dis
placed by the vigorous forms originating further to the north or to the south. By this 
simple law of displacement (for it is a law, which all enforced or voluntary emigrations 
prove), and the variations consequent on the change of habitat, new races are being consoli
dated into species, and, &s change after change in the phy:--ical condition of the earth takes 
place, these either pass out of existence, or are forced to tlw south whenn~ they never return. 
It is a simple matter to acclimatize a northern 8pecirs at the south, but a serious business 
to change the constitution of a southern one so as to resist the cold. Hence I infer that a 
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species unaided can never pass from a southern station to a northern. one without a very 
great increase of temperature. It is not my purpose to discuss the origin of types but, these 
once established, I can see no difficulty in the way of variation through the very exuber
ance of their innate powers. No one who has studied the multiplicity of forms in one of 
our large genera can doubt the close relati~nship which exists between certain groups of 
species and we are led to doubt the power of words to limit them. 
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VIII.-The Causes of the Fertility of the Land in the Canadian North- West Territories. 

By ROBERT BELL, M.D., LL.D., C.E., Asst. Dir. Geol. Sur. of Canada. 

(Read May 23, 1883.) 

In all countries, except perhaps the Polar regions, the surface of the ground is over
spread with a greater or less thickness of soil, which differs from the subsoil in containing 
more organic matter, and generally also, in the greater fineness of its constituents. The 
fertility of the soils of different. regions, and even their modes of formation, depend on a 
variety of causes and circumstances, which as yet do not appear to have been -very 
thoroughly understood by geologists. The present paper is intended to point out some of 
the causes of fertility of the lands in our North-West Territories, which are necessarily 
connected with the history .of their origin a]).d formation. 

In any part of Canada where the subsoil consists of boulder-clay, coarse sand or pure 
gravel, which last is found over a large area in western Ontario, and for which I 
suggested the name of .A.rtemesia gravel, we may see that there is a gradual fining of 
the particles towards the surface. In such cases, the main cause of this has been 
the washing of water receding from ::. higher to a lower level, by which each part in 
succession became, for a time the beach, along the upper line of which the finer materials 
were left. This process has since been supplemented by the frosts of winte~, the heats and 
moisture of summer, the decaying agencies of time, by the shaking of the soil among the 
roots of trees whose trunks were swayed by the winds, and also by tremulous motions 
due to other causes. 

Not only does the soil become finer in textuTe in approaching the suTface, but the 
colour increases, until, in the case of our virgin soils, it becomes neaTly black at the top. 
The introduction of the carbonaceous matter to which this is due has been, to a small 
extent, owing to the decay of roots penetrating the soil, but principally to the work of 
worms, insects and other small animals of various kinds in covering oYer, with the earth 
brought up from their buuows, the plants which in autumn wither to the ground, and 
the leaves which fall upon it from the trees and shrubs. For without this burying process 
the substances of these plants and leaves could not, in most cases, become inc(>rporated 
with the soil, or only to the very small extent which would be due to the mineral matter 
contained in their tissues. 

Where a soil is deep enough, its fertility is chiefly due to the proportion of oTganic 
matter which it contains. This OTganic matter cannot be long retained without a sufficient 
depth of the soft inorganic material, and the more finely the latter is diYided the more 
permanently will the soil retain the former. It has often happened in this country, 
that on clearing off the forest, the original soil, resting on rock or coaTse sand, was extTa
OTdinarily fertile, but after a few years of culthration, has di:--;appeaTed almost entirely or 
become greatly reduced in quantity, and almost sterile. Bush-fires burning with great 
intensity have swept oYeT laTge tracts of the coniferous forest::; of the northern parts of 
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Ontario and Qnrbec, destroying not only vast quantities of valuable timber, but burning 
out tlw fertilizing elements of millions of anes of land. 

Confining our remarks to the Dominion, it is WL'll known that, under thP same latitude 
and with similar climatic conditions, some districts may pm,sPss dPPp, rich and permanent 
soils, while in others the lands are poor from the prevalPH<'<' of rocks, sand or stiff clay. 
The rocky character and scant soi] of our Laurentian and some of our flat-lying limestone 
districts are obviously caused by the peculiarities of their geological formation. These, 
modified by the subsequent action of the drift, are also the reason of sandiness or the 
clayiness of other districts. For example, a broad extent of sandstom\ even if buried by 
the drift, will be cPrtain to give rise to a sandy trad immediately ffn•r it, and for some 
distance beyond in the diTection in which the glaciPrs have trnvelled. The relation of the 
soil to the underlying rock may be n'ry considerably aHr-n·d by the immersion of an 
ext<·m:ive region and the consequent modification and reii1Tangement of the materials of 
the drift; as, for example, OYPr the lower lPYels in the ProYince of Quebec. The flat lands 
of the lower beds in the proyince of Manitoba haye been formed in a similar manner; 
namely, by the deposit of sedi1m·11ts from wah·r. In the lower part of the Red ]hn'r valley, 
the clays, d('., may have been depositPd from a former extension of Lake "\Vinnipeg, but 
higher up this valley, and also along the Assiniboine, the thin alternating layers of clay, 
silt and yegdable matter have probably been formed by the periodical oyerflows of the 
river ih;df, su('h as still tab) place in the spring, and are mn<"h increased locally by the 
jamming of the icr-, whil'h or('urs sometimf's in om· part and sometimPs in another, and 
convL·rts tlw valley for many mil(•s into a muddy lakP. On higher lc•vds in Manitoba, but 
still within the first prairie stt>p1w, an·as of sand and long ridges of gntYl·l are met with, 
but I shall not dwell on these, as the n·marks I infa·nd to make n•for more particularly to 
the higher regions of the North-"\Y Pst ·which arc embmcL·d in the Sl'eond and thiTd st1•ppes. 

In the Canadian North-W'" est territories, a great fertile tract strl'tches from the Inter
national boundary of the Liard Rin·r, above latitude 60° a distann• of some 1,400 or 1,500 
miles. Thl'l'L' are, of course, some spots in this tract vvhich an• not so good as the aYPrage, 
owing to boulders, swamp, sand, grayel, etc., but taking its general ('har:.wt(•r throughout, 
it will be diffi('ult to find a longer extent of almost continuously good land in any otheT 
part of the world. ExcPpt in the poorer spots, such as have been indicated, wherever the 
fresh soil has bt·cn turned up, it is SPL'll to consist of a dark, almost black, loam mixed 
with a little gravel or with oecasional small stones. This loam has an an·rage depth of 
about a foot thoughout these territories. 

Immigrants from the oldt>r provinces and t>lsewhPre an· now penetrating far into this 
fertile tract; within the Inst few yean, the Indians are being taught agriculture, and the 
Hudson's Bay Company an· prncfo,ing it on a larger scale than formerly; so that every 
here and there we see a field or two ploughed up, SL'l'Ying to she1;y us a sample of the soil, 
of the locality. Any one famil.iar with the appearann· of the newly ploughed fields in 
districts of admitted fertility in the older provinces, must be struck with the darker colour 
and the finer and more homogeneous charncter, as well as the manifestly greate1· richness, 
of the North-"\Vest soil. In a field in Pither of tlws(' provinces, recently cleared of timbe1·, 
the f--oil shews many light spots, where uprooted trPPR hav,· brought the subsoil to the 
surface, giving the whole a mottled appearance, whereas in the North-West territories 
every furrow shows an unbroken roll of black loam. 
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Now I purpose PndPavouring to answer the question : What i:-. the muse, or what are 
the causes of the notable fertility of these north-western lands? 

In reply, I should say that the primary cause is the abundance of the raw material 
(so to speak) for the formation of a :finished soil, derived,during the Drift period from the 
wide-spreading soft Cretaceous rocks, ·which oce almost coextensive with the fertile area. 
The Drift from the northward and eastward brought with it large quantities of sand and 
gravel, which became mingled with the Cretaceous marls, and so formed an excellent 
mateTial out of which the soil has been clt>vdoped. The first step in its elaboration has been 
the modifying influence of water, which, however, was only of a transient nature over 
the greater part of the aTea; and while its effects on the surface, with its endless diffen'nt 
levels, may be everywhere seen, it did not remain long P110ugh to deposit extensive beds 
of sand, silt or clay, except on the lowest prairie steppe, already referred to, and over certain 
tracts, at greatei· altitudes, where the original surface appears to have· beC'n sufficiently 
even and level to receiYe deposits of considerable extent. 

Having the favourable crude material for the production of a good soil, we come now 
to consider the agencies by which it has been finally Teduced to its present almost uniform 
and rich loamy character. Some travellern have asserted that the dark colour of the deep 
soil of the North-West is due to thC' carbon left on the surface by the prairie-fires, and that 
the so-called alkali of the ponds is derived from the ashes of the grass washed down into 
the hollows by the rain. Neither of these ideas is correct. The carbon left by the occa
sional burning of the prairies-in dry seasons, altho11gh for a time TendeTing the landscape 
black and hideous, is really exceedingly small in amount, and is so light and finely 
divided that it soon vanishes. Again, carbon alone would not fertilize the soil, and it 
would impart to it a character different from what we actually find. The salts found in 
the ponds do not consist of carbonate of potash at all, but principally of sulphates and 
chlorides of sodium, magnesium and lime, derived from the Cretaceous mads, out of which 
the subsoil is so large 1 y formed. 

Darwin has proved that in England and some other parts of the world, earth-worms 
have played an important part-in fact the chief part-in the formation of the' vegetable 
mould in those countries, which, he says, might be more appropriately called the animal 
mould. "The uniform fineness of the particles of which it is composed is one of its chief 
characteristic features." The black vegetable mould of the N orth-,V est is comparatively fine 
and uniform in texture, but as already mentioned, some gravel and small stones are found 
mixed throughout it, so that in this Tr>i--pdct it differs from the mould foTm<'U by earth-worms. 

As far as I am aware, earth-worms aTe not found in the NoTth-,V<:>st. If they exist at 
aU, it will be in the woods, or in the older cultivated lands into ·which they may han' been 
introduced from abroad, as I have 1wv<'T seen them nor heard of them in the unbroken 
pra1ne. The apparent absence of these creatures in the soil of the north-,vestern prairies 
may be due to a variPty of circumstances. The summers may lw occasionally too dry for 
them to endm·<>, or if they once existed when the country, as som3 suppose, was wooded, the 
prairie-fires may have killed them off, first from onr area and th('n another, until the whole 
race has disappeared. But the most probable c,rnse of their absence is the intensity and 
long continuance of the frost in winter. It seems that earth-,vorms cannot liYe where the 
frost penetrates below the depth to which they can burrow ; and this is certainly the case 
in our open prairies, although probably not in the wooded areas. 
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The formation of the vegetable mould in these regions must, therefore, be due to some 
other agency than that .of worms, and this I believe to be principally the moles, which 
live in vast numbers throughout the region in question and, although apparently insig
nificant animals, accomplish more in the ·way of soil-making than the earth-worms of 
England. There appear to be three or four different species of them. In my first jour
neys across the prairies,·I was struck with the immense amount of work canied on by 
these industrious little creatures, and of the great effect of a11 this in the aggregate. In 
my report for 1874, page 32, I called attention to this fact, where, in speaking of the 
Assiniboine country, I mentioned that "in the prairie-portions, the moles have thrown 
up almost every foot of the soil into little hummocks, often for miles in extent." The 
mole-hills here mentioned were the fresh ones of that season. Since the year referred to, I 
have had abundant opportunities for studying these phenomena, and I am convinced that 
the moles' work is the main cause of the great fertility of the prairie-regions of the North
W est. In one season a single mole will throw up a great number of these little hum
mocks, each c01{taining a large shovelful of earth and burying completely the grass and 
other Vl'getation over a space of a square foot and upwards. The vegetable matter, thus 
buried, decays and becomes incorporated with the soil. This process is analogous to that 
of turning over the sod with a plough, or of ploughing under a crop of clon'T or buck
wheat, sown for the express purpose of being thus used to manure the land. It is well 
known that the darkness of colour in any soil is increased through long cultivation, 
accompanied by the annual ploughing into it of stable manure or green herbage, whereas, 
without this addition, the land becomes lighter in colour, and after a time, almost sterile, 
as has happened to some of the once productive farms between Montreal and Quebec. 

The work of the moles not only enriches but also refines the soil. In making their 
burrows, they select the finer material and cast it up to the surface, leaving behind the 
larger stones, and as much of the gravel as possible. The effect of this in the course of 
time is the same as that of the wor~ of the earth-wOTms; namely, to cause all the stones 
to be sunk beneath a layer of nearly uniformly fine and dark-coloured material. 

The slightly hummocky surface, due to the work of moles, may be said to be almost ,. 
universal over the most fertile prairie-lands of the North-"\Yest. In driving along a well-
beaten trail, one may not notice this peculiarity, but the moment he turns off he will 
remark the lumpy nature of the ground. It is also very observable where the prairie 
has been recently swept by fire. The mole-hills are so thickly scattered, that by careful 
observation it will be found that, including the old ones as well as the new, they actually 
touch each other in all directions. In the autumn, after a fo·e, the burnt ends of the 
prostrate grass may be set>n thickly projecting all around from beneath the fresh mole
hills. There is no doubt that the same soil has been turned over many times by the moles, 
al ways becoming finer and fim'r as they have eliminated more and more of the coarser 
material at every digging up. A fresh attack by an army of molPs may sometimes be 
observed upon a piece of gnund from which they had retired yPars before, as shown by 
the absence of any recent burrows amongst thousands of old ones. Thus large patches of 
new mole-hills alternate with others of the last or preyious years. This rotation of bur
rowing grounds may be due to their -varying dampness through a series of years. I have 
seen old mole-hills thickly studding the bottoms of ponds which would be permanent 
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during· wet summers. In such seasons the moles would burrow in lands which had 
been too dry for them when the opposite conditions prevailed. 

It is diffienlt to estimate when this process began, but it must have been long ago, 
and over much of the eo1mtry it is canied on every autumn, although in some part:-., as 
we haye st•en, it is only resumed at intervals of a few years. Were it not for this con
stant renewal of the supply by tlw c0Yt11·ing OYl'r of the yegetation through the repeated 
digging of the moles, etc., the organic matter, which is being constantly oxidized and 
destroyed, would in time disappear entirely out of the soil, and the whole country 
become comparatively barren. 

Moles aTe scarce or absent on the elevated, hard and stony pOTtions of the third 
steppe, such as the Grand Coteau du Missouri, and much of the great plain between the 
north and south branch of the Saskatchewan, and also on the stiff clays of the south 
branch and the upper Qu'Appelle. They are most abundant in what is called the prairie
country (as distinguished from the naked plains), such as the great belt between the 
wooded region of the north-east and the open plains to the south-west, and again along a 
belt east of the Rocky Mountains, and parallel to their course. These are the regions 
which embrace the most fertile lands of the second and third steppes. 

The labour of the moles in thus improving the land is supplemented by that of the 
gophers, spermophiles or ground-squirrels, and in some sections by that .of the badgers. 
The last-named animals do a rough kind of work. They dig deeply into the ground, and 
in gravelly or stoney tracts throw up large quantities of the coarse subsoil over t~e top of 
the -vegetable mould, apparently doing more harm than good in such cases, unless we 
consider their work as a sort of sub-soil ploughing, or first step in the process of deepen
ing the soil-stratum. For, in the course of time, the moles will bury the stones thrown out 
by the badgers, and mingle the finer material of these heaps of subsoil with the -vegetable 
mould which they originally covered. Except in wet places, or where the ground is too 
hard and dry, the prairies are riddled with great numbers of badger-holes, which seriously 
interfere with riding or driYing across them. Even the well-travelled trails are at 
inteTvals so undermined and honey-combed with fresh badger-burrows that it becomes 
necessary to turn aside and go around them. Where the subsoil is fine, as in the yel
lowish sandy and dayey loam, which prevails in some parts, the burrowing of the badgers 
is dirl'ctl y beneficial in increasing the depth of the soil, without the intervention of the 
moles. This is the case, for instance, in Prince Albert settlement, where, although the 
badgers are now exterminated, their earth-heaps am everywhere visible, even in the streets 
of the town. 

In the vertical sections of the soil which may be obseryed in various parts of the 
territories, the remains of ancient badger-holes may be seen in the abrupt depressions in 
the line of the subsoil, no-\v filled with black vegetable mould. In connection with the 
subject of the burying of YPgdahle matter by the various animals I have referred to, it 
may be mentioned moreover that quantities of grass and leayps fall into their bunows, 
and are also canied deeper into them by some of the animals fOT making· their nests, and 
that when the burrows break down, this vegetable matter decays and contributes to the 
formation of the soil. 

A circumstance that greatly aids the process of enrichment of the land which has 

Sec. IV., 1883. 21. 
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just been described, is the fact that the mol(~s, ·and all the other animals which have been 
mentioned, are most active in their labors in the autumn, say, from the l·arly part of Sep
tember until the hard frost sets in, or during the period when the grass and other prairie
plants have matured and contain in their tissues the maximum amount of substance. 
During the spring and summer they appear to have little inclination to burrow, their 
attention being occupied with raising their families or other matters, but after the begin
ning of September they all become very busy, as if they were deeply impressed with the 
necessity of digging a great many holes in the ground. It is- astonishing how many bur
rows each individual of these different kinds of animals will dig. In most cases it is diffi
cult to perceive what benefit the neature itself can derive from this promiscuous digging 
of a multitude of bmTO-\YS. At this busy season the animals themselves are in the best 
condition, food being easily obtained, and it really seems as if the object _of the energy 
and activity which they then display ·were mainly fOT the purpose of turning over, deep
ening and enriching the soil. Darwin has shown conclusively that the work which may 
be accomplished by earth-worms, eyen in a comparatively short period, is enormous, but 
their labors are slow compared vYith those of the moles, gophers, spermophiles and badgers. 

During the summer months, the surface of the ground in the North-West becomes 
heated in the day-time, but this season is of comparatively short duration, and the heat 
does not penetrate deeply, so that eycu in the warmest season the ayernge temperature of 
the soil a short distance below the surface is low, as was demonshated by Captain Pal
liser's series of obserrntions; while it is frozen solid for about five months of the year. This 
tends to preserve the organic matter, on which, with sufficient moisture, its fertility mainly 
depen~s, since the precise chemical composition and propmtions of the commoner inorganic 
constituents do not seem to be of much consequence in this connection. The soils of the 
North-West are, however, rich in phosphates and sulphates, in lime and in potash. 

Although the region which has been spoken of extends through eleven or twelve 
degrees of latitude, its climate is pretty uniform throughout. I have described ,v hat I 
consider to be the fundamental and also the immediate or direct causes of the fertility of 
its soil, but perhaps the remote cause, is to be looked for in its northern situation. It is 
the sufficiently cool and moist climate (as compared with the arid regions of the south) 
that produces the rich growth of grasses, the repeated burial of which year after year, as 
we have seen, enriches the land. It also allows of the existence of the insects, roots, etc., 
the food of the animals which perform this work, and finally it pre-vents the rapid decay 
and disappearance of the fertilizing organic matter after it has become incorporated in the 
soil. We can thus trace a mutual dependence of those circumstances which together have 

· given to our North-"\Vcst territmy-that surpassing fertility of soil, which will attract to it 
a vast population, notwithstanding its present distance and the severity of its winters. 

If the fertility of tens of millions of acres of land in the North-"\Yest, and conse
quently their value, have been mainly due to the work of moles, these apparently insigni
ficant little creatures may be regarded as the most important of the natfre animals of the 
country. The condition of the soil of the North-"\Yest, resulting.from the processes which 
have been described, is not without its geological interest, since it shews that the prairies 
must have existed ~or a great length of time. Various other facts also tend to prove this, 
and, indeed, it is doubtful if the forests of modern geological times ever extended much 
beyond their present 1imits. 
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IX.-Note sur la Geologie dii lac St-Jean. 

Par M. l'Abbe J. 0. K. LAFLAMME, D.D. 

(Lu le 25 mai, 1883.) 

Dans son rapport sur la Geologie du Canada publie en 1863, Sir William Logan 
notait la presence au lac St-Jean de plusieurs groupes de terrains appartenant au Silurien 
inferieur. Apres avoir cite l'observation faite par Major Baddeley, en 1828, Sir William 
ajoutait que ces terrains devaient couvrir a peu pres tout ie fond du lac. Oependant, 
les seuls endroits ou on les signale sont, d'abord une ile basse situee a environ un 
mille au large de la Petite DechaTge, puis la rive sud du lac, depuis le poste de la Oom
pagnie de la Baie d'Hudson jusqu'c't la Pointe-Bleue. Oes terrains appariiennent aux cal
caires de Trenton on Black River et au groupe Utica et Riviere Hudson. Je me permettrai 
d'ajouter a ces renseignements quelques observations faites durant l'ete de 1882. 

Les calcaires de Trenton se trouvent encore tres-developpes sur la rive gauche du 
Saguenay, depuis Ste-Anne jusqu'a quelques lieues en de<;a du confluent des deux de
charges. Les lits sont eminemment fossiliferes, et parmi ces fossiles, on reconnait facile
ment ceux qui caracterisent l'horizon geologique du Trenton. Ils sont exploites comme 
pierre a chaux et comme pierre a batir. 

J'ai encore decouvert les memes lits au sud-est de l'embouchure de la Metabetchouan. 
Leur position curieuse merite d'etre decrite. 

Ils sont a peu pres horizontaux et reposent immediatement suT les gneiss laurentiens. 
Lem· epaisseur a cet endroit ne depasse pas une cinquantaine de pieds. II va sans dire 
qu'autTefois cette t·paisseur devait etre beaucoup plus grande, mais les glaciers quaternaires 
en ont fait disparaitre une quantite considerable. 

Au nord de ce petit ilot Silurien se trouve une colline Laurentienne sur les £lanes de 
laquelle viennent successivement s'appuyer les lits calcaires. Evidemment, c'est a la pre
sence de cet eperon gneissique que les couches Sihuiennes doivent d'avoir ete preservees 
en grande partie de 1:action erosive des glaciers. D'autant plus quo lo cote nord de la col
line est fortement arrondie, une vraie "roche moutonnee," tandis que le cote sud-e8t est 
beaucoup plus abrupte. 

Nous aurions done la un reste des asperites qui se trouvaient sur le fond de la mer 
Silurienne, une espece d~ bas-fonds ou d'ecueil. 

Oes calcaires sont extremement riches en petrole. En cela ils suivent la regle generale 
pour tous les calcaires de Trenton. Durant le cours de l'ete 1882, un cultivateur qui ~x
ploitait ces assises comme pierre a chaux, a retire plusieurs gallons de petrole brut rien 
qu'en cassant la pierre pouT la jeter au four. 

Inutile de dire qu'ils abondent en fossiles. Oependant, ceux-ci, a peine visibles dans 
une cassure fraiche, sont fort diffi.ciles a determiner. Dans les surfaces exposees a l'atmos
phere on voit que plusieurs lits ne sont en realite que des masses de fossiles, entiers ou en 
fragments. 
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Comme consequence generale, je crois qu'on devrait modifier notre carte geologique, 
telle que publife par Sir "\V. Logan, en ce qui regarde le lac St-Jean. Il faudrait etendre 
les formations Siluriennes au nord du Saguenay jusque pres de Chicoutimi, et en signaler 
de plus quelques depots isoles, depuis le lac Kenogamischiche jusqu'a la Pointe-Bleue. 

J e regrette que le temps ne m'ait pas permis de definir completement les contours de 
ces depots Siluriens. Toutefois il est probable qu'ils forment une large bande distribuee 
a peu pres parallelement a la riYP gauche du Saguenay. 

De la on peut conclure que la mer Silurienne devait a-voir, dans ces parages, une 
grandeur a peu pres equivalente a celle de la mer quaternaire ; que la depression du lac 
St-Jean a existe des le commencement de l'histoire geologique; que ks divers mouve
ments qui ont pu s'y produire n'ont pas affecte profondement le systeme des reliefs de 
cette contree. 

J e ·dens de parler des soulevements et affaissements locaux. A ce propos, qu'il me soit 
permis de signaler un fait qui a quelques rapports avec eux. 

I~ parait assez probable que le souleYement qui s'est produit a la fin de l'epoque 
Champlain a ete, au lac Nt-.T ean, bien plus marque vers le milieu de la riYe sud qu'aux 
deux extremites oriental<.'8 et occidentales du lac. Les terrasses y sont beaucoup plus 
elevees. En effet, a St-Prime et a la Dechargl\ elles sont presque au niveau des hautes 
eaux, tandisqu 'a Hebertville, elle8 le depassent de 150 pieds. 

On ne pent pas dire que cette difference de niveau soit due a plusieurs systemes de 
terrasses se succedant les unes aux autres, puisque, dans plusieurs localites, il est facile de 
voir la surface generale des depots quaternaires sensiblement arrondie et s'inclinant du cote 
de la Dec harge et de St-Prime. 

Ceci etant admis, ne peut-on pas conclure que tout le bassin hydrographique du lac 
se dechargeait autrefois par les lacs Kenogamischiche et Kenogami dans la baie d0s Ha! 
Ha! Il y a la un chenal tout trace, et qui, meme actuellement, est presque aussi profond 
que le Saguenay lui-meme, bien que le lac Kenogami soit a plus de 300 pieds au-dessus 
du fleuve. 

Ce debouehe aurait persiste jusqu'a l'epoque glaciaire, 011. il aurait ete completement 
obstrue par les debris sableux et argileux charroyes par le glacier. 

Ce fut alors que la Decharge actuelle commern;a a jouer son role. On s'explique ainsi 
comment la partie du Saguenay placee au-dessus de Chicoutimi est beaucoup moins pro
fonde que le reste de la rfriere : elle est moins ancienne. 
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X.-The Geological History of Serpentines, including Notes on pre-Cambrian Roclts. 

By THOMAS STERRY HUNT, M.A., LL.D. (Cantab.), F.R.S. 

(Presented May 23, 1883.) 

!.-Historical lntroduction.-Discordant opinions as to the geognosy of serpentine; views of various European geo
logists ; of American geologists ; geological survey of Canada. Origin of crystalline rocks ; plutonism; 
metasomatic hypothesis ; neptunism ; aqueous origin of magnesian silicates. A fundamental question in 
geogeny. 

II.-Serpc11tines in North America.-Laurentian and Huronian serpentines; those with the younger gneisses and 
mica-schists. Serpentines of Chester Co., Pennsylvania; of Staten Island, Hoboken, ::\Ianhattan and ~ ew 
Rochelle; Taconian serpentines in Pennsylvania. Silurian serpentine of Syracuse, New York; its history. 
Sepiolite and other hydrous magnesian silicate's. 

III.-Serpentines in Europe.-The hypothe:,,;is of their igneous origin. Nomenclature of serpentines and related 
rocks. Views of some Italian geologists. Serpentines at the geological congress of Bologna. 

IV.-Rocks of the Alps and the Apwnincs.-Early views. Studies of Gastaldi, von Hauer and others. Ancient gneiss; 
pietre verdi or greenstones; newer gneiss; youngest crystalline schists. Four pre-Cambrian groups in the 
Alps defined. Rocks of the .Apennines and the adjacent islands. 

V.-Italian Serpentines.-Their classification; plutonic and hydroplutonic theories of their origin. Serpentines of 
Tuscany, Liguria and the Alps. Antiquity of the so-called tertiary serpentines. 

VI.-The Genesis of Serpentines.-Theories of plutonic and neptunian metasomatism; diagenesis. The derivation 
of serpentine from olivine, and the hydroplutonic hypothesis considered in relation to vulcanism. 
Theory of original deposition. History of oliYine rocks. 

Vil-Stratigraphical Relations of Scrpentines.-Their_supposed intrusive character considered. Stapff on the ser
pentines of the St. Gothard. 

VIII.-Co11clusio11s; followed by an analysis of the Contents of Sections and ~ote. 

l.-HrnTORICAL INTRODUCTION. 

§ 1. Few questions in geology are involved in greater obscurity or more contradiction, 
than the history of serpentine-rocks. As a preliminary to a discussion of certain observa
tions by myself and others thereon, it seems, therefore, desirable to recall some passages 
in this history which may serve to show the differences of opinion now existing and, it is 
hoped, prepare the way for their reconciliation. These differences may be considered 
under two heads : namely, the geognosy of serpentine, or its relation to the other rocks of 
the earth's crust, and the geogeny, or the OTigin and mode of formation of serpentine. 

Setting aside for the moment the question of the occurrence of ser1wntine as an acci
dental mineral disseminated in calcareous rocks, and considering only its occurrence in 
rock-masses, either pure or mingled with other silicates, the first question which presents 
itself is whether such massive serpentines are contemporaneous with the enclosing rocks, 
or whether they haye been subsequently intruded among these :-in other words, whether 
serpentines are indigenous or exotic rocks. 
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§ 2. We find at the beginning of our century, that the most competent observers were 
agreed in regarding serpentines as stratified contemporaneous deposits in the so-called 
primary rocks. Patrin described those of Mont Rose and of the Rothhorn as inter
stratified with calcareous and micaceous schists, while Saussure found those of Mont Cer
vin to present similar conditions, and described certain serpentines, found near Genoa, as 
alternating with bands of calcareous, quartzose, and micaceous schists or argillites. 
Humboldt, in like manner, noticed the stratified character of the serpentines near Beyruth, 
and Jameson found those of Rothsay, in Scotland, to be interstratified with micaceous and 
talcose schists, and with cry8talline limestone, in repeated alternations, of which he gives a 
diagram, mentioning\ however,· as an opinion held by some, that the masses both of ser
pentine and of limestone "form great veins rather than VPrtical sheets." He elsewhere 
describes serpentine as a primitive stratified rock, contemporaneous, and alternating with 
crystalline schists.* 

§ 3. A little later we find, in 1826, Maculloch, in his Geologicol Classification of Rocks, 
separating the primitive rocks into two groups, stratified and unstratified, the latter con
sisting of granite and serpentine, He assigned as a reason for placing sei·pentine in the 
latter cla-ss that it does not appear to be decidedly stratified, hnt, at the same time, remarks 
that, unlike other unstratified rocks, as granite or trap, he had not found serpentines to 
present ramifying veins. f;nbsequent studies in the Shetland Isles led him to make what 
he calls "an important correction" in its history, in the Appendix to the volume just 
named, where he announces his conclusion that the serpentines are stratified rock~, like 
gneiss or mica-schisfs, adding a revised tabular view,· in which they are included with 
these in the stratified diYision of the primitive rocks, granite alone being Tetained in the 
unstratified division.t 

§ 4. Boase, in his Primary Geology, in 1834, describrs the serpentines of COTnwall as 
associated with talcose and chloritic and actinolite-schists, and ,Nhat had been "called 
hornblende-slate," to ,v hich the serpentine seemrd in some instances subordinated. He 
further co~ares these associations and· modes of occurrences with those described by 
Macculloch.+ De la Beche, in like manner, in his Geology of Cornwall and Devon, notes the 
seeming passage of the serpentine into the hornblende-slate in many places, but also its 
apparent "intrusion amid the latteT with force ;" a seeming contradiction which he recog
nizes, but endeavors to explain.§ 

§ 5. Unlike Macculloch and Boase, De la Beche regarded serpentine as an ei·uptive rock 
of posterior origin to the associated schists, agreeing in this with BTollgniart, who had 
placed serpentine among plutonic rocks. A ·similar view was held by Elie de Beaumont II 
and by Savi, and, without entering into further detaib, we may notice that they have been 
followed by Sismondi, Lory, and others, who maintain the plutonic OTigin of the Alpine 
serpentines, while, on the other hand, Scipion Gras, Gastaldi, Fayre and Stapff regard them 

* See for the text of the above references the quotations in Pinkerton's Petralogy, 1821, I. 334-343; II. 608:61~. 
t J\Iaculloch, loc. cit., pp. 78, 243, 652-655. 
t Boase, loc. cit., p. 46. 
~Dela Beebe, loc. cit., pp. 35, 99. 
U After discussing the question with Elie de Beaumont in 18fif\ I asked his eminent colleao-ue de Senarmont 

0 

as to the eruptive origin of serpentines. He replied that his own exton(h•.(l studies of the serpentines of Europe 
had led him to reject, as wholly untenable, the theory of their plutonic origin. 
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as of aqueous and sedimentary origin. The views of the present school of Italian geolo
gists, as well as Dieulefait and Lotti, will be noticed in part VI. 

§ 6. In the United States, we find Edward Hitchcock, in 1841, reviewing the opinions 
of Macculloch, Brongniart, De la Beche and others, and deciding that the serpentines of 
Massachusetts are to be regarded as stratified rocks.* Emmons, in 1842, after noticing 
the conclusions of Hitchcock as to serpentine, regarded it, nevertheless, as an unstratified 
rock, but distinguish it from. t~·ap_pean rocks, inasmuch as, according to him, it is never 
found in injected veins or dykes.t Later, however, in 1855, he separated it from so-called 
pyrnplastic rocks, like "basalt, trap and greenstone," and included it in both divisions of 
his pyrocrystalline class: that is to say, (1) as laminated serp'-~utine with gneiss, micaceous, 
talcose and hornblendic slates and limestone, and (2) as massfrc serpentine, with granite, 
syenite, etc.:j: 

§ 7. J. D. Whitney, in 1851, included hornblende and serpentine rocks, together with 
magnetic and specular oxyds or iron, tinder the title of "Igneous," and the sub-title of 
"Trappean and Volcanic Rocks."§ Henry D. Rogers, in 1858, described the steatite 
belt on the Schuylkill River, in Pennsylvania, as formed from the mirn-schists of the region 
through impregnation from "the dyke of serpentine which everywhere ·adjoins it," thus 
implying the posterior origin and eruptive character of the latter. Elsewhere he describes 
the crystalline rocks of the same region as including '' true injected serpentines." He, 
however, looked on veins of quartz and epidote, and even of carbonate of lime, as also of 
eruptive origin.II Lieber, at the same time, iu his report on the geology of South Caro
lina, regarded not only the serpentines of that region, but the associated steatite and 
actinolite.-rocks as eruptive. 

§ 8. In opposition to these plutonic views, the geological survey of Canada from an 
early date (1848,) insisted upon the stratified character of the serpentines found in the 
northern extension of the Green :Mountain range in eastern Canada. They wern shown 
to be accompanied by hornblendic, steatitic, dioritic and other schistose rocks, as well as 
by dolomites and magnesites. The ·writer, in discussing the relations of these in 1863, 
announced "the conclusion that the whole series of rocks from diorites, 
diallages, and serpentines to talcs, chlOTites and epidosites, have l?een formed under similar 
conditions," and were aqueous deposits., 

§ 9. ·Here, it will be seen that we approach the second question mentioned in § 1, 
namely that of the OTigin and mode of formation of serpentines, which, in the view of 
those who maintain its indigenous character, is, of course, closely connected with the prob
lem of the origin of its associated crystalline rocks. The notions of the earlier geologists 
with regard to this latter problem were, in most cases; very vague, some of them holding 
the view still taught in our own day by Hebert, that these rocks, including gneisses, 

* Geology of l\Iassachusets, II., 616. 
t Geology of New York. Northern District, pp. 07-70. 
t American Geology, I,, 43. 
~ Geology of Lake Superior, II., 2. 
II Geology of Pennsylvania, vol. I. passim. See also the author, 2nd Geol. Survey of Penn., Azoic Rocks, 

pp. 15-19. 
,r Geology of Canada, p. 612. See also the author's Contributions to the History of Ophiolites, 1858._ Amer. 

Jour. Sci. xx,·. 217-::?2G, and xxvi. 234-240. 
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micaceous, chloritic and hornblendic schists, were all formed by some unexplained pro
cPss during the cooling of the globe, without the intervention of watPr.* ,Yith few excep
tions however, they admitted, with ,r er1wr, the aqueous origin of these, whether holding 
with De la Beche, and with Daubree, that they were deposited succ(•ssivelyfrom the highly 
heated waters of n primeval sea,t or the mon' commonly rec<'iYed yimv, that the sediments 
were laid down under conditions of temperature not unlike those of the prPsent time, and 
were afterwards the subject of internal change (diagenesis), or of indefinite Tl·pla1·emcmt 
and substitution (metasomatosis). 

§ 10. The latter doctTine, which, in the hands of some of its disciples, has found an 
extension limited only by their imaginations, ·was at once applied to explain the OTigin of 
serpentine. Nilicated rocks, destitute of mngnesia, and •·arbonatPd rocks destitute of silica 
could alike, it was maintained, be converted in serpentine, which was held to be the 
last term in the metasomatic changes of a vast number of mineral species. Hence it ·was 
no longer necessary to suppose the diTect deposition of a magnesian sediment, or an irrup
tion of an igneous magnesian rock to explain the presence of contemporaneous or of 
injected serpentines. The legitimate outcome of this hypothesis is found in the teaching of 
Delesse, in 1858, (when he yet held the eruptiye nature of serpentine, which he classed 
with other "trappean rocks,") that "granitic and trappean rocks" may, in certain cases, 
be changed into a magnesian silicate, which may be serpentine, talc, chlorite or saponite.+ 

§ 11. I have elsewhere shown how Delesse three years later abandoned alike the meta
somatic hypothesis and the notion of the eruptive origin of the serpentines in favor of 
that view which I had put forth in 1859 and 1860, that the serpentines were "undoubt
edly indigenous rocks, resulting from the alteration of silico-magnesian sedimehts." At 
the same time, as a concession to those who maintained the occu1Tence of eruptive sei·pen
tines, it was said that "the final result of heat aided by water on silicated Tocks 
would be their softening, and, in ceTtain cases, their extTavasation as plutonic rocks," 
which were to be regarded as "in all cases altered and displaced sediments."§ It 
may still be an open question, however, whether certain eTuptiye Tocks such as as basalts, 
may not be portions of an original igneous mass, which antedated the appearance of liquid 
water at the surface of the globe. Hence, in re-stating this point in 1880, I have said 
that, in my opinion, "the eruptive rocks (or, at least, a laTge portion of them) are softened 
and displaced portions of ancient neptunian rocks, of which they retain many of the min
eralogical and litho]ogical characters." II 

§ 12. After careful studies, alike in the field and in the laboratory, I was led, in 1860, 
to maintain that the origin of serpentine and related magnesian rocks was to be found in 
deposits of hydrous silicates, like the magnesian marls of the Paris basin, and in 1861 we 
not only firnl Delesse teaching this doctrine of the origin of these Tocks from the alteration, 
or so-called metamorphism of such magnesian precipitates, but declaring, in the spirit of 

*Bull.Soc. Geol. de Fr., 1882., xi. 39. See for farther illustratious of this view, the author's Chemical and 
Geological Essays, p. 2D--!. 

t Chemical and Geological Essays, p. 301. 
t Ann. des Mines (5) xii. 509, and xiii. 393, 415. 
e Chem. and Geo1. Essays, pp. 316-318. 
ii Amer. Jour. Sci., xix., 270. 
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my teaching, as above, that " the plutonic rocks are fornied from the metamorphic rocks, and 
represent the maximum of intensity or the extreme term of general metanwrphism." * The history 
of the abandonment by Delesse of his former view of the plutonic for that of the nep
tnnian orio-in of serpentines and his acceptance at the same time of the hypothesis of an 

b ' • 
aqueous origin of pl utonic rocks, is significant as a recognition of the new ideas for which 
I had contended, and which constitute a new departure in theoretical geogeny. 

§ 13. In further explanation of this source of magnesian silicates, it was shown by 
the writer in a series of experiments, the results of which were published in 1865, that 
whenever the comparatively soluble silicates of alkalies or of lime (which are set free by 
the decay of crystalline silicates, and are found in many natural waters), are brought in 
contact with solutions like sea-water, holding magnesian sulphate or chlorid, double de
composition takes place with the. separation of a very insoluble gelatinous silicate of mag
nesia ; and further, that precipitated silicate of lime is decomposed by digestion with such 
magnesian solutions, its lime becoming partially or wholly replaced by magnesia. 

This process, it was ppinted out, is the reverse of that which happens when car
bonates of alkalies or of magnesia come in contact with sea-water, in which case the com
parative insolubility of carbonate of lime causes the decomposition of the soluble calcium
salts present. "In the one case, the lime is separated as carbonate, the magnesia remaining 
in solution; while in the other, by the action of silicate of soda (or of lime) the magnesia 
is removed, and the lime remains. Hence carbonate of lime and silicates of magnesia are 
found abundantly in nature, while carbonate of magnesia and silicates of lime are pro
duced only under local and exceptional conditions. It is evident that the production from 
the waters of the early seas of beds of sepiolite, talc, serpentine, and other rncks, in which 
a magnesian silicate abounds, must, in closed basins, have given rise to waters in which 
chlorid of calcium would predominate." t The generation ofmagnesian silicates in aqueous 
sediments was thus shown to be the result of a natural process as simple as that giving 
rise to carbonate of lime. 

§ 14. There are many questions connected with this theory of the source of serpentine 
and related rocks, such as the probable variations in the composition of the original sili
cates; their admixture with other silicates and carbonates; the changes wrought in these 
by subsequent chemical reactions, resulting in tl?-e genesis of talc, serpentine, enstatite and 
olivine, and, in certain cases, the subsequent changes of these anhydrous species; the 
presence in these magnesian minerals of ferrous silicate, which is so abundant in many 
serpentines, and its relations to the as yet obscure problem of the origin of glauconite, 
itself sometimes a more or less magnesian silicate; finally, the notable fact of the presence 
in most of these magnesian rocks of small portions of rarer metals, such as nickel and 
chromium, which is to be considered in connection with the similar metallic impreO'na
tion of certain mineral waters that may well have intervened in the production of these 
magnesian silicates. 411 of these are important points, which must be reserved for future 
discussion. 

§ 15. One great object in geology is to discover by what natural processes the different 

* Delesse, Etudes sur le Metamorphisme, 1861, p. 87. 
t'Amer. Jo~r. Sci. (2) xl., 49; also Chem. and Geol. Essays, p. 123. 

Sec. IV., 1883. 22 
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chemical elements have been segregated and combined during successive ages in the forms 
in which ·we now find them in the earth's crust : in other words how, from a once homo
geneous mass have been separated quartz, corundum, bauxite, caTbonates of calcium and 
magnesium, as ·well as carbonates, oxycls and sulphids of manganese, iron,· zinc, copper and 
other metals. Not less important is the problem of the genesis of the rnnesponding pro
toxyd-silicates, and especially of those of calcium, magnesium and iron, which 
form, often with little or no admixture, cm1siden1,ble masses in the earth's crust. Of these, 
it is unneces::;ary to say the magnesian rocks under consideration constitute an important 
part, and all analogies lead to the conclusion that their constituent elements ha,~e been 
brought together by aqueous processes, such as we have aheady indicated. 

Il.-SERPENTINES IN NORTH AMERICA. 

§ 16. It is evident that if we once come to regard serpentine as a rock formed from 
aqueous sediments of chemical origin, there is no reason, d priori, why it may not be found, 
like limestone, dolomite or gypsum, intercalated in strntified deposits at different geolo
gical hOTizons, and with different lithological associations. Several such horizons of ser
pentine have been observed in North Amerirn, which will be noticed in ascending order. 

Included in the ancient gneissic series to which the name of Laurentian has been 
given, serpentine is frequently met with associated alike with beds of crystalline lime
stone and with dolomite. In these beds, the serpentine is often disseminated in grains or 
small irregular masses, giving rise to varieties of so-called ophicalcite. These imbedded 
masses of ~erpentine are sometimes concretionary in aspect, and may have a nucleus of 
white granular pyroxene. They often recall in their arrangement, imbedded chert or flint, 
and, like this substance, sometimes attain large dimensions. These serpentines occasionally 
include the calcareous skeletons of Eozoon Canadense, the silicate replacing the soft parts 
of the organism, as described by Dawson and Carpenter. Occasionally, the serpentines of 
this horizon form beds of considerable size, either pure or mingled only with small por
tions of calcite or dolomite. Of these, many instances are seen with the limestones of the 
Laurentian in Canada, and a remarkable example occurs at New Rochelle, on Long Island 
Sound, near New York city, where massive bedded serpentine, highly inclined and inter
stratified with crystalline limestone, often itself mingled with serpentine, occupies a 
breadth of about 400 feet across the strike, the whole being conformably interstra
tified with massive gneisses and black hon1blendic rncks with red garnet. * The gen
eral characters of the serpentines found with the Laurentian limestones have been else
where described by the present writer. Their lower specific gravity, and generally paler 
colors, together with a larger proportion of combined water t serve, in some cases at least, 
-to distinguish the serpentines of this horizon from those to be mentioned as occurrino- in 

b 

the Huronian series. To this may be added, a smaller amount of combined iron-oxyd, 
and, in most cases, the absence of compounds of nickel and chrome, which are almost invari-

* For an account of this locality see Mather, Geol. First District of New York (1842), p. 462; also J. D. Dana, 
Amer. Jonr. Sci. (3) xx., 30-32. 

t For descriptions and analyses, by tlH\ author, of Lanr0ntian :,.;nrpontincs, seo Geol. Canada 1863, pp. 4,1, ii\ll; 
also Contributions to the Ili:-;tory of< )phiolites (ISGS), Amer . .Tour. Sci. (2) xxvi., pp. 2:H-23G, 23\). 
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ably present in the latter. This distinction is probably not absolute, since chromite is said 
to occur in the serpentine of New Rochelle, and chromiferous minerals have been found 

in the Laurentian rocks in Canada. 
§ 17. The serpentines next to be noticed occur in very different lithological associa

tions from the last, and in a group of rocks whfoh has been described under the name of 
Huronian. These may be defined as in large part greenish hornblendic schistose rocks, 
passing in the one hand into massive greenstones, diorites or gab bros, and on the o~her hand 
into steatitic, chloritic and hydromicaceous, or so-called talcose or nacreous schists, some 
varieties of which resemble ordinary argillites, with quartzose layers, often with epidote, 
and with associated beds of ferriferous dolomite and magnesite. In this lithological 
group (already referred to in § 8) which is now known to mark a definite geological horizon, 
the serpentines are found interbedded, sometimes mingled with carbonate of lime or of 
magnesia, but seldom or never presenting varieties like the granular ophicalcite of the 
Laurentian. To this horizon belong the serpentines of eastern Canada, found in the conti
nuation of the Green Mountain range (the altered Quebec group'of Logan), as well as those 
of Newport, Rhode Island, and apparently those of Cornwall, Anglesea and Ayrshire in 
Great Britain. The serpentines of this series are darker coloured than the last, and gener
ally contain small portions of chrome and nickel in combination. * 

§ 18. Serpentines are also met with in eastern North America in somewhat different 
associations from the two foregoing groups, and apparently belonging to a third geological 
horizon. The determination of the precise stratigraphical relations of the serpentines in 
question presents, however, certain difficulties arising from considerations which will be 
made apparent in the sequel. Serpentine, though not exempt from subaerial decay, resists 
this process better than hornblendic, feldspathic and calcareous rncks. Hence it happens 
that in regions where these are decomposed and disintegrated to considerable depths, asso
ciated masses of serpentine may be found rising out of the soil, without any evidences of 
the precise nature of the rocks which once enclosed them. Illustrations of this condition 
of things are found in the Yicinity of Westchester and of Media, in Chester county, Penn
sylvania. The underlying rocks in this region are known to be chiefly gneisses, with horn
blendic and mica-schists, and include what are believed to belong to two distinct series, 
both of which are well displayed in the section seen on the Schn:-Ikill River, below Nor
ristown. Here the older Laurentian gneiss, such as it appears in the South Mountain and 
the Welsh Mountain, comes up in Buck Ridge, while the newer gneiss and mica-schist series 
is seen succeeding it to the southward, at Manayunk and Chestnut Hill, at which latter 
locality it also appears on the north side of the narrow Laurentian belt. In this section, as 
it is exposed on the Schuylkill, a belt of serpenL11e, wi::h steatitic and chloritic rocks, appears 
between the two series, but elsewhere it is wanting along the outcrop of the older gneiss. 
In the localities farther west in Chester county, already mentioned, at ,Y estchesteT and 
Media, where the rocks adjacent to the serpentine ate disintegrated, and have disappeared, 
from decay, it cannot be determined whether these serpentine-masses belong to the older 
or the newer series-which latter appeaTS to be similar to that including the serpentine and 
chrysolite rocks of Mitchell county, North Carolina. (§ 123). 

* Fot an account of these serpentines, see Gnolngy of Canada, 1863, pp. 47~, 608-612; also Contributions to 
the History of Ophiolites (1858), Amer. Jour, Sci. (2) xxv., 217-226. 
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§ 19. The serpentine of Brinton's quarry, near Westchester, Pennsylvania, is distinctly

bedded, granular, and often finely laminated, with disseminated scales of a micaceous 

mineral, giving it a gneissoid structure and aspect. A black schistose hornblendic rock, 

with red garnet, is said to have been found in an excavation adjoining the serpentine, and 

fracrments crathered in the vicinity showed thin inteTlaminations of black horn-
o b 

blende with gree_nish serpentine. The dip of the strata, of which several hundred feet are 

here exposed, is to the northwest at a high angle, approaching the vertical. They are 

traversed, neaTly at right angles, by a vertical granitic vein, which has been traced for 

many hundred feet in a northwest course. This vein, which is generally from three to 

six feet in breadth, is white in color, and in parts may be described as a fine-grained binary 

granite, the feldspar of which is superficially kaolinized. In other parts, it becomes very 

coarse-grained, presenting large cleavage-forms of orthoclase. A banded or zoned structure, 

parallel to the well-defined walls, is observed in some parts, and in one case a lenticular 

mass of white vitreous quartz occupies the centre. This vein-stone, which carries black 

tourmaline, and is said to have afforded beryl, has all the characters of the ordinary en

dogenous granitic veins found in the gneissic rocks of the Appakhians, which veins I 

have elsewhere described in detail.* 
§ 20. The rocks in the vicinity of the serpentine near Westchestt>r are, as already said, 

deeply decayed, but wherever seen in the cuttings are found to be mica-schist and mica

ceous gneiss. Such rocks, with a northwest dip, appear to underlie, at no great distance, 

the mass of serpentine exposed at Stroud's mill. Similar rocks arn also found on the rail

road between Westchester and Media, where they are exposed in a cutting near the latter 

station, about a mile from which is found a great outcrop of distinctly stratified serpentine, 

resembling that ofBrinton's quarry, and with a steep northwest dip. It includes an inter

stratified mass, about twenty feet thick, of a fine-grained reddish gneissoid rock, approach

ing leptynite or granulite in character, divided into distinct beds generally from four to 

eight inches in thickness, between which are sometimes found layers of a few inches, of 

a soft serpentine, and, in one case, of a broadly foliated green <;hloritic mineral. Consider

able differences in texture and aspect ·were observed between the serpentine-beds below 

and those above this qnartzo-feldspathic mass, which is indigenous, and not to be con

founded with the endogenous transversal mass desc1·ibed at Brinton's quarry. 
§ 21. Serpentine-rocks also occur on Manhattan Island, in the city of New York, 

where they are still exposed between Fifty-seventh and Sixtieth street~, west of Tenth 

avenue, and are directly interstratified in gneissi.c and micaceous rocks, which may either 

belong to the older gneiss series of the Highlands, or to a nLrwe1· group. Associated with 

the massive serpentine of this locality are found small quantities of a granular ophicalcite, 

and near it is a mass of anthophyllite-rock. This locality was long sh1ce described by Dr. 
Gale, when the rocks were more fully exposed than at present. t 

§ 22. Serpentine-masses are also found in the vicinityof the last, on Staten Island, and 

at Hoboken, in both of which localities the encasing gneisses, seen in New YOl'k city, are 

wanting, and the serpentine appears along the eastern margin of the triassic belt of the 

reg10n. The serpentine of Staten Island is of much interest, as it presents many fea·· 

--- ----·---· -----

* Ainer. Jonr. Science (3) i. 18~-1S7, aiid Chem. and Geol. E:--~n.yfs, pp. rn~-'.?00. 

t l\Iather, Geology of the Southern District of. New York, p. 4Gl. 
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tures' which would seem at first sight to ·1end support to the view of its igneous origin. 

The serpentine-rocks here occupy an area of a little over thirteen square miles, in the 

northern half of the island, and form a ridge, presenting a succession of rounded hills, from 

a-mile and a half to two miles or more in width, extending in a northeast and southwest 

course, with an average height of 200 feet, but rising in one part to 420 feet above the sea. 

Along the western base of this ridge lie the red sandstones of the trias, but the contact of 

these with the serpentine is concealed beneath the soil. A long ridge of diabase-rock, 

similar to that which penetrates the trias on the west bank of the Hudson, runs through the 

sandstones for a leng·th of nearly six miles, nearly parallel to the serpentine-belt, and at a 

distance of from half a mile to a mile. Along· the southern and eastern borders of· 

the serpentine are spread horizontal cretaceous clays, partially overlaid by drift, while on 

the north side of the island, where the serpentine hills rise abruptly at a little distance from 

the shore, are the only known outcrops of other rocks; one a ledge of anthophyllite-rock 

like that accompanying the serpentine in New York city, and another, a few hundred feet 

distant from the latter, and from the serpentine, consisting of a coarse pegmatite, haying 

all the aspect of an ordinary concretionary granitic Y('in, and containing besides crystals 

of orthoclase, sometimes twelve inches in length, small portions of a white triclinic feld

spar and rare crystals of red garnet. A second smaller outcrop of a similar kind is found 

near by. These granitic and anthophyllite-rocks appear from beneath the water and the 

sands of the beach. 
§ 23. Such an cccurrence of serpentine, rising from out of the nearly horizontal and 

low-lying mesozoic· strata of the island, was well calculated to sustain the notion of the · 

eruptive nature of this rock which was put forth by Mather in his description of this 

locality. He, in his report, above cited, included the serpentine in his "Trappean Division," 

in the same category with the adjacent diabase, regarding the serpentine "as due to the 

action of the same general causes, modified in a manner unknown to us."* · 

The history of this area of serpentine becomes intelligible when studied in the light· 

of the facts already mentioned above. It was apparently, in triassic time, a range of hills 

left by the disintegration of the adjacent gneiss, the lower-lying surfaces of which are con- · 

cealed beneath the newer sediments of the region. Since that time, as I have elsewhere 

pointed out, t the serpentine itself has undergone a process of subaerial change, as is evident 

by the layer of decayed matter, with included masses of limonite, which, in those portions 

that have escaped erosion, still covers the serpentine to the depth of ten qr twelve feet . 

. For many of the above details of this region I have availed myself of a description 

of its geology, with map and· sections, published in 1880, by Dr. N. L. Britton, + 
of the School of Mines, Columbia College, New York, with whom I have lately had the· 

advantage of visiting this interesting locality, and to w horn I desire to make my grateful 

acknowledgments for valuable information respecting it. 

§ 2.J. The serpentine-rock which is seen at Castle Hill, Hoboken, on the Wl•st bank of 

the Hudson, opposite New York city, is believed by Dr. Britton to be a continuation of -

that of Staten Island, and, like it, lies on the eastern bo1·der of the trias; while the 

*Loe.cit., p. 283. 
_ t Amer. Jour. Science, (3) xxvi., 206. 

i The Geology of Richmond Co. (Staten Island), N. Y., Ann. New York Academy.of Sciences, Vol. II., No. 6, 
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seTpentine-outcrop on the west side of New York <'ity has a strike which would carry it to 
the east of Staten Island, and probably corresponds to a repetition of the same belt. 
Gneissic rocks aTe met ,vith in a boring near the serpentine at Hoboken, and are found in 
the small islands behvt>en Manhattan and ~taten Island, so that there can be no reason
able doubt that the serpentines of Staten Island and of Hoboken belong, like that of 
New York city, to, the gneissic series of the region. The determination of the precise 
relations of these gnessic rocks to those accompanying the serpentines of eastern Penn
sylvania, already descTibed, remains for farther inquiry. 

§ 2;"i. "\Ye haye next to notice the occurrence, in Pennsylvania, of serpentine in the 
Lower Taconic rocks of Emmons, the Primal slates of Rogers, which he supposed to be
long to the horizon of the Potsdam of the New York series. In accordance with this Yiew, 
we find that in a report by Genth on the mineralogy of Pennsylvania, in 1875, the occur
rence of serpentine is mr·ntioned, though without any details, in the "Potsdam sand
stone" near Bethlehem, at the iron-mines of Cornwall, and also in the township of 
Warwick, Chester county. * This statement is, however, misleading, inasmuch as the 
serpentine is not found in the sandstone-rock which has been co~jectured to be the equi
Yalent of the New York Potsdam, but in certain schists and limestones, referred, rightly 
or wrongly, to the same geological horizon, the so-called Primal slates. 

§ 26. I have had an opportunity of observing the occurrence of serpentine at Corn
wall, where it forms small irregular masses disseminated in a bed of crystalline limestone, 
itself subordinate to the great mass of crystalline schists which include the magnetite 
largely mined at this locality. Serpentine, generally with limestone, is found at many · 
other localities associated with iron-ores at the same geological horizon, as at Fritz's Island 
and elsewhere, near Reading, at Boyerstown, and at the Jones iron-mine, near to "\Varwick, 
whern it is found in small lenticular masses imbedded directly in the crystalline schists 
which, as at COTnwall, include the cupriferous magnetites of the region. These schists 
include hydrous micaceous minerals, among which are chloritc, and the geeenish foliated 
silicate of copper, magnesium and aluminum, to which I have gil .. en the name of venerite. 
The manner in which lenticular masses of pure serpentine, sometimes only a few 
ounces in weight, are found imbedded in these schists, not less than the mode of their 
occurrence in the limestones at this horizon, is such as to suggest very forcibly the notion 
that they have been formed under conditions not unlike those which have given rise to 
chert or to iron-stone nodules. No large masses of serpentine have, so far as known, been 
found at this horizon, yet they may be expected. 

§ 27. We have next to notice the existence of a bed of serpentine at Syracus-e, New 
Y OTk, which was, in 1839, examined and dc>scribed by Prof. Vanuxem, then engaged in the 
geological survey of the State. The locality, "on the Fort-street road to the east of Syracuse" 
OT, according to Dr. Lewis Beck, "on the hill a short distance east of the mansion of Majo1· 
Burnet, at Syracuse," has long since been concealed by the gro,vth of the city, and we 
have, so far as I am aware, no other description than those given by Prof. Vanuxem in 1839 
and 1842, t of which, on account of the interest and significance of this curious 

-X· Serond Geological Survey of Penn., Report B, p. 115. 
t Yamtxem, Third Annual Report on the Geology of the Third District of NmY ,York, pp. 260 and ~83; also 

Final Report on the Geology of tho Third District, pp, 108 and 110, and Beck's Mineralogy of New York, p, 275, 
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occurrence of serpentine, I make the following summary :-The rocks of the region, 
as is well known, belong to the Onondaga salt-group of the New York :-;eries, and occupy 
a position near the summit of the Silurian, being overlaid by the Lower Helderberg, and 
resting· upon the Niagara diyision. 'rhe strata an-, as elsewhere throughout this region, 
undisturbed and nearly horizontal, the inclination at Syracuse, as measured by Vanuxem, 
being less than thirty feet to the mile, in a southwest direction. The thickness of the 
Onondaga salt-group is subject to great variations, and at this point, not far from its eastern 
limit, it is thinner than farther west. It is described by our author as here consisting, in 
its lower portion, of a mass of red shales, varying from 100 to 500 feet in thickness, passing 
upward into a body of greenish shales including more or less gypsum, and followed by a 
third division, in which are found masses of gypsum of economic yalue. 

§ 28. These occur on two horizons, one at the base and the other at the summit of the 
division, in the form of lenticular masses included in soft shales or marls, which are often 
marked by hopper-shaped cavities, doubtless formed through the removal, by solution, of 
imbedded crystals of sea-salt. Interposed in these marls is found a peculiar porous dolo
mite, generally drab or buff in color. The cavities in this are very irregular in form, and 
in most cases communicate with one another. They are sometimes spherical, and contain 
spherical crusts, besides some pulverulent carbonate of lime. They also vary greatly in 
size, in some portions attaining a diameter of half an inch, and giving the rock a vesicular 
aspect. Our author remarks, "the cavities of these porous rocks have no analogy what
ever with those derived from organic remains," As seen in one locality, "the cells show 
thaf parts of the rock are disposed to separate into very thin layers which project into the 
cells, an effect wholly at variance with aeriform cavities, but evidently the result of the 
simultaneous forming of the rock, and of soluble minerals, whose removal caused the cells 
in question;" a condition of things which Vanuxem considers analogous to that shown by 
the hopper-shaped cayities in the associated marls. 

§ 29. The distribution of this porous dolomite in the third division of the Onondaga 
group near Syracuse is somewhat irregular. Besides a well-defined stratum extending 
over a large part of the gypsum-bearing region, and from three to four feet in thickness, 
V auxem noticed other " masses limited in extent, without fixed positions, appearing to 
have been deposited at irregular intervals in the marls;" while in some places, as at the 
serpentine-locality about to be described, there is a lower mass, with smaller pores than 
that above, sometimes attaining a thickness of twenty. feet. The interval between 
the upper and lower gypsum-horizons, from various sections noticed by Vannxem, would 
appear to be from forty to fifty feet. The marls found in this interval contain more or less 
disseminated gypsum, and in some cases small grains or crystalline masses of sulphur, 
and more rarely crystalline plates of specular iron in druses in the dolomite, as observed 
and shown me by Dr. Goessmann. The marls are described as yellowi:-;h or brownish in color, 
and generally soft and shaly, with harder masses included. Above this gypsiferous divi
sion, is a fourth, consisting of a compact magnesian limestone, marked by the presence of 
numerous small needle-shaped cavities, which forms the summit of the Onondaga group. 

§ 30. It is, as already stated, between the two masses of porous dolomite, near Syracuse, 
that the bed of the serpentine was observed. Its thickness is not stakd, but it was said 
to extend northward "for many rods." According to the original notes· of Vaunxem, there 
was seen, in ascending the hill, after passing twenty feet of the lower porous dolomite, and 
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an interval concealed by soil, "first, a marly shale, the~ mixtures with more carbonate of 
lime, some compact, some crystalline, some confusedly aggregated, presentjng cavities 
lined with crystals of that mineral, and containing also sulphate of strontian in the mass, 
and in the cavities. ,Yith these, and above these, are other aggregates like serpentine, 
marble, etc., with purplish shale or slate, which are followed by a green and blackish trap
like rock, as to appearance, but too soft for that rock." After this, that is, above it, is a 
mass which resembles the material overlying the lower beds of gypsum, and this last is 
covered by the upper porous dolomite. 

§ 31. In a supplement to the· repOTt of 1839, above quoted, it is added, "the green and 
trap-like rocks observed near the top of the hill to the east of Syracuse, have been examined, 
so far as time would admit. They aTC all serpentines, more or less impure, and of various 
shades of bottle-green, black, gray, etc. They all produce sulphate of magnesia with oil 
of vitriol. · Some have a peculiar appearance, like bronze, owing to small gold
like particles, with a lamellar structure, resembling bronzite or metalloidal diallage; also 
other particles highly translucent, like precieus serpentine, with frequently small nuclei 
resembling devitrifications or porcellanites, colOTed white, yellow, blood-red, variegated, 
etc. The grain of this is like common serpentine. In other kinds, the mass seems to be 
made of small globuliforn concretions, varying in size, being centres of aggregation. Some 
are of dark vitreous serpentine, others of the compact kind, the enveloping part of a 
light color." 

Vanuxem's farther notes, in his final report, add some important details to the above. 
He says: "The great mass of entirely altered rock is a well-characterized serpentine, espe
cially when examined by the microscope." He mentions, moreover, the occurrence of mica, 
both white or light-colored and black, besides accretions which he compares to granite, and 
others in which a hornblende takes the place of mica, forming aggregates r~sembling 
syenite. He also describes granular carbonate of lime, like marble in texture, which "ex
isted as accretions or nodules, enveloped in the serpentine." 

§ 32. I endeavored many years since to obtain specimens of these rocks, and through 
the kindness of Prof. James Hall secured a single mass of the serpentine, which contained 
small plates of a copper-colored bastite or bronzite. Neither mica, hornblende, nor any 
other crystalline silicate was however present in the mass, which was a well-defined ser
pentine, with some admixture of carbonates. It agrees closely with the description given 
by V anuxem, being an aggregate of grains and rounded masses of serpentine, with others of 
a fine-grained carbonate of lime, imbedded in a greenish-gray calcareous base. The colors 
of the serpentine vary from blackish-green to greenish-white; it is often translucent, and 
takes a high polish. An average portion of this rock gave to acetic acid, 34.43 parts of car
bonate of lime, and 2.73 of carbonate of magnesia, with 0.34 of iron-oxyd and alumina, 
leaving a residue of 62.50 of insoluble silicate. This was a nearly pure serpentine, as 
shown by its analysis. It was completely decomposed by sulphuric acid, and gave silica, 
40.67; magnesia, 32.61; ferrous oxyd, 8.12; alumina, 5.13; water, 12.77=99.30. No traces of 
either chrome or nickel could be detected. One of the small imbedded calcareous masses 
or concretions found in this serpentine was finely granular, greenish in color, and was 
nearly pure carbonate of lime. * 

* For details ,of this serpentine and its analysis, see Amer. J our. Science, (2) xxyi., 263, and Geology of Canada, 
1863, p. 635. 
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§ 33. The associated shales and limestones of this gypseous division are, however, gen

erally, if not always, highly magnesian. Beck found twenty per cent. of magnesia in 

the limestone oyerlying the lower range of gypsum-beds, and the precisely similar rocks 

associated with the gypsum at the same horizon in Ontario are dolomitic, the porous or 

vesicular beds being nearly pure dolomite, and other specimens of the limestones and 

shales consisting of dolomite with an argillaceous mixture, the latter sometimes predom

inating.* 
§ 34. From a study of the facts before us, it is apparent that we have here evidences of 

the formation by aqueous deposition of a bed of concretionary silicate of magnesia, taking 

the form of serpentine, with a little associated bastite or bronzite, and probably some 

other crystalline silicates. The intimate association of silicate of magnesia with carbonate 

lime is significant, when it is considered that the magnesia which abounds in the accom

panying strata is in the form of the double carbonate, dolomite, and serves to illustrate the 

views set forth in § 13, as to the relation between the carbonates and silicates of these two 

bases. It seems probable that we have in this deposit the results of some spring bring

ing to the surface, in this locality, waters holding solution in calcare?us or alkaline sili

cates, which have given rise to a silicate of magnesia, in accordance with the reactions 

already explained in. It is to be hoped that further researches at this geological hori

zon may disclose other localities of magnesian silicates similar to that of Syracuse. 

§ 35. We may recall in this connection some facts about the occurrence of magnesian 

silicates in other geological periods more recent than that of Syracuse. Deposits of sepio

lite, a hydrous silicate approaching to steatite in composition, are well known in the ter

tiary strata of the Paris basin, in Spain, and elsewhere along the Mediterranean. I have 

long since described some 0f these deposits, and have discussed at length their chemical 

and geological relations. t Mention should here be made of the talc found with the anhy

drous sulphate oflime, (karstenite) in the schists at the Mont Oenis tunnel, to be mentioned 

farther on (§ 62,) and also to the association of gypsum and serpentine in the crystalline 

schists of Fahlun, in Sweden. + 
Freiesleben, and, after him, Frapolli, has described the occurrence of a magnesian sili

cate which occurs frequently in the mesozoic gypsums of Thuringia, in nodular imbedded 

masses resembling flints in their aspect and mode of occurrence, but composed essentially 

of a soft magnesian silicate, near to talc in composition, and coloured brown with bitumi
nous matter. § 

IIl.-SERPENTINES IN EUROPE. 

§ 36. Having thus passed in review some of thP- principal facts known with regard to 

the occurrence of serpentines in North America, we proceed to the consideration of the 

same rocks in different parts of Europe, where, as shown in the opening sections of this 

essay, they have long been objects of study, and have been alte1·nately regarded as indige

nous and as exotic in character. 

* Geology of Canada, 1863, pp. 347, 625. 
t Amer. Jour. Sci. [2] xxix., 284, and xxx., 286. 
t See the author's Chem. and Geol. Essays, p. 336. 
~ Bull. Soc. Geol. de France, 1847 [2], fr., 837. 

Sec. IV., 1883. 23. 
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The hypothesis of the igneous and eruptive origin of serpentine is well illus; 

trated in the paper by Prof. Bonney on the serpentines of Cornwall, England, in the Quar

terly Geological Journal for November, 1877, supplemented by his later observations on 

the geology of that region, communicated to the Geological Society of London in Novem

ber, 1882, and published in abstract in the Geological Magazine for December, 1882 ; in 

which connection should also be consulted his paper on Ligurian and Tuscan serpentines 

in the ~ame magazine for August, 1879. . 
§ 37. Bonney at first accepted the then generally received opinion that the crystalline 

schists in which the serpentines of Cornwall are included, are artered paleozoic, but in his 

latest studies of the region he announces the conclusion that they are not paleozoic, but 

eozofo (archooan) and consist of a great series, divided into three groups. The lower one, 

of greenish micaceous and hornblendic schists, he compares with those of Holyhead 

Anglesea, and the adjacent shores of the Menai strait, in Wales. The rocks of these localities, 

belonging to the Pebidian series of Hicks, have been examined by the present writer, and, 

by him compared with the Huron~an of North America.* 
§ 38. Above these greenish schists, in Cornwall, according to Bonney, is a black horn

blendic group, and a still higher granulitic group with granitic bands; the characters of 
these two recalling portions of the Montalban or upper gnessic series of North America and 

of the Alps. • It is in the lowest of these three divisions, consisting chiefly of micaceous 

and hornblendic schists, that the Cornish serpentines appear, accompanied by so

called gab bros or greenstones. Bonney finds, with Boase and with De la Beche, examples of 
apparent interstratification and passago between these rocks and the schists, but concludes 

nevertheless, that there is evidence that the serpentine was introduced after the crystalli
zation of these, and that its eruption was followed by that of gab bros of two dates, and 

subsequently by that of granitic and dark-colored trappean rocks. He throws doubt 
upon the ancient hypothesis of the conversion of hornblendic and pyroxenic rocks into ser

pentine, and supposes this mineral species ~o · have resulted from the hydration of an 

olivine-rock, such as lherzolite, which consists essentially of olivine with enstatite; grains 

of bo~h of which species may be detected by the microscope in thin sections of some of 

the Cornish serpentines. According to John Arthur Phillips, some of so-called greenstones 

of Cornwall are erupfrv-e, while others are undoubtedly indig~nous, and graduate into the 

crystalline schists of the region. Respecting these, the writer said in 1878, "these bedded 
· greenstones, with their associated crystalline schists, appear to have strong resemblances to 

the rocks of the Huronian series, to which farther study will probably show them to 
belong." t 

§ 39. Bonney has also extended his observations to the serpentines and associated rocks 

in Italy, which ·he.includes under the general title of ophiolites. This name, and the 

kindred one of ophites (Greek, ophites, a serpent), alluding to their greenish colour, resem

bling that of the skins of some serpents, has been extended so as to include both true ser

pentine, and the frequently associated rocks which present some analogies with it in color. 

In fact, we pass from pure serpentine, and admixtures of this with carl;>onates, to serpen

tinic rocks including more or less of diallage, bronzite or bastite, and thence to aggre-

* Amer. J our. Science, 1880, vol. xix, pp. 276, 281. 
t Harpers' Annual Record for 1878, page 308. 
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gates in which an admixture of these with a feldspathic element marks a transition to the 

great group of rocks essentially made up of an anorthic feldspar with a pyroxenic element, 

(hornblende, pyroxene, enstatite, etc.,) including the so-called greenstones-diOTites, diabases 

and euphotides-which are the frequent associates of serpentines. All of these rocks were 

embraced by Savi under the convenient though not scientifically-defined name of ophio

lites. 
§ 40. The name of gabbro (from an Italian locality of these rocks, near Leghorn) was 

adopted and extended by Tozzetti, in the last century, in a similar sense. His numerous 

species of gabbro embraced serpentines, and the various diallagic, hornblendic and feldspa

thic rocks already noticed, of which the red gabbro, or gabbro rosso, seems but a locally dis

colored and partially decayed form. The name of gab bro has come, with many lithologists, 

to mean a diabase, but it is employed in such a very indefinite manner that it would be 

well if it were dropped altogether from use. * It is often made to include the granitone 

of the Tuscan stone-workers, the so-called euphotide, in which, as we are told. the feldspa

thic element is replaced by saussurite. Although this name is often given to a compact 

variety of triclinic feldspar, the true saussurite is, as I have elsewhere shown, a compact 

zoisite, distinguished from feldspar by its much greater density and hardness. The two 

minerals are, however, intimately associated in the euphotides alike of the Alps and the 

Apennines, as seen in specimens which I have examined both from Monte Rosa and from 

Monteferrato. t 
§ 41. The results of Bonney's studies are given in a paper on Ligurian and Tuscan 

serpentines in the Geological Magazine for August, 1879. He therein records his observa

tions in different localities in these regions, which, for reasons to be made apparent farther 

on, we arrange in three geographical groups. First, ophiolites on the, sea-coast west of 

Genoa, where Bonney describes the serpentines as occurring with dark-colored schists and 

gabbros, instancing among the mineral species found with them, pyroxene, hornblende, 

glaucophane, chlorite and saussurite. He states that the ophiolites of this region are so 

like those of Corn wall that he feels justified in claiming for them a similar origin. In a 

second group, he notices the ophiolites of a region immediately eastward of the first, 

between Genoa and Spezzia, which he describes as very similar to these. Bonney rejects 

for all of these serpentines, as for those of Cornwall, the notion that they have been formed 

by metasomatosis from diorite, diabase or hornblendic rocks, a hypothesis which he con

ceives to have been founded on hasty and imperfect generalizations, and regards them as 

generated by the hydration of intruded olivine-rocks. In the third geographical group 

of the ophiolites described by Bonney, he places those of Monteferrato in Prato, near 

Florence. In each of these districts, he notices the close resemblances between the ophio

litic rocks and those met with in the similar areas in Great Britain, and supposes an 

intrusion of serpentine, or rather of olivine-rock, among crystalline schists, followed by a 

later intrusion of gabbro. He has no hesitation in assigning to the serpentines of these 

three districts similar conditions and origin to those in Cornwall, North Wales and Scot

land, remarking that notwithstanding the fact that the Italian serpentines are, in part at 

* See in this connection, Cocchi, Bull. Soc. Geol. de Fr. (1856), xiii., 261; also his valuable memoir on the 

Igneous and Sedimentary Rocks of Tuscany, ibid, 1861, pp. 22'7-300. 

t Contributions to the History of Euphotide and Saussurite. Amer. Jour. Science, 1858, xxv., 437. 
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least, assigned to the cenozoic period, "they are practically identical" with the serpentines 

and gabbros of more ancient times., 
§ 42. Bonney further calls attention to the brecci~s of serpentine-with a calcite cement, 

found at various points with these Italian serpentines, and concludes that the serpentine_s 
have been brecciated in situ, so that it is possible to trace, in a short distance, the passage_ 
from unbroken or slightly :fissured blocks to completely crushed and recemented fragments, 
and even to mixtures of finely broken serpentine cemented by carbonate of lime, in which 
he notes, here and there, filmy patches of a serpentinous material, as if it had been redis
solved and again deposited. He believes that the crushing took place after the rock became 
a serpentine.· The correctness of these views of Boni{ey as to the breccias, I can confirm 
from my own observations in the same regions, and also from my studies of similar brec
cias accompanying the ophiolites of eastern Canada. Gastaldi, in this connection, has made 
an important observation of a breccia in the valley of Trebbia, resting upon a diallagic ser
pentine, and consisting of cemented fragments of silicious and argillaceous slate with lime
stone (alberese), the paste being tiaversed in various directions by veins of chrysotile. * 

§ 43. Bonney's observations thus bring us face to face with the views of those Italian 
geologists who regard certain of these serpentines as of tertiary age, and speak of. them 
as having had an eruptive origin, although, as we shall see, their views of the genesis of 
these rocks differ as widely as possible from those of Prof. Bonney. In anticipation of the. 
International Geological Congress at Bologna in September, 1881, the Italian geologists 
had, under the direction of the Royal Geological Commission (R. Comitato Geologico), 
made extraordinary preparations for the study the full discussion of the problems 
offered by the serpentines of Italy. A map, prepared for the occasion, was published, show
ing the localities of the ophiolitic masses for the whole kingdom on a scale of 1-1,111,lllth; 
besides separate maps of particular regions on a scale of 1-10,000th, as that of Mazzuoli 
and Issel for the Riviera di Levante in Liguria, and that of Capacci for Monteferrato in Prato, 
in Tuscany; with especial memoirs on these districts, also published by the R. Comitato 
Geologico in 1881. Ophiolitic rocks are met with in greater or smaller outcrops in many . 

_ localities from the Alps, throughout the Apennines, and as far as Calabria. To these, the 
studies of Taramelli, Lovisato, De Giorgi a~d De . Stefani, among others, in addition to 
those previously named, have contributed a great bidy .of information. A collection of 
ophiolitic rocks from various localities was also made and submitted to chemical and 
microscopical study by Cossa of Turin, aided by Mattirolo, the results of which occupy· 
about 200 pages,_ illustrated with many plates, in the fine quarto volume recently pub
lished on Italian lithology. t 

§ 44. · During the International Geological Congress, a special meeting was held for tlie 
discussion of the question of serpentines, on SeptembeT 30, 1881, in which took part, Tara
melli, Capacci, Zacagna, Sella, Szabo, Daubree, De Chancourtois and the writer, who pre
sided on that occasion. A detailed report of the proceedings at this meeting is published 
in the first fasciculus of the Bulletin of the new Geological Society of Italy, pages 14-31, 
followed by an address on the general subject of serpentines bythe_present writer, pp. 3·2-38, 
by notes on the same subject by De Chancourtois, pp. 39-44, and finally by the extended 

* Studii geologici sulle Alpi occidentali, parte II, p. 51. 
t Ricercbe Cbimicbe e Microscopicbe sui Roccie e Minerali d'ltalia, Torino, 1881. 
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studies of Taramelli on the Italian serpentines, pp. 80-128. It is impossible to speak too 

highly of the zeal, the industry and the scientific spirit exhibited by the Italian geologists 

in these researches undertaken for the solution of the great question of the ophiolites, 

which may well be held up as a brilliant example to be followed by· other nations in similar 

circumstances. 
§ 45. Mention should also be made of the brief memoir of thirteen pages, in the Fn·nch 

language, by Pellati, prepared for the Geological Congress, entitled Etudes sur les forma

tions ophiolitiques de l'Italie," in which are set forth, with great conciseness, the principal 

facts with regard to the geography and the geology of these ophiolitic masses, and the 

theoretical -views entertained with regard to them by various Italian geologists. Accord

ing to De Stefani, whose discussion is confined to the ophiolites of the Apennines, these 

rocks belong to three distinct horizons :-1. upper eocene; 2. upper trias; 3. paleozoic; 

none of them pertaining to a more ancient period. These ophiolitic rocks form zones and 

regular beds in the midst of the sedimentary rocks, and in no case plutonic dykes. The 

different varieties of serpentine, and of the non-sedimentary rocks which accompany it, are 

themselves found in regular alternating bands. * The conception of this observer as to 

the mode of eruption of these rocks appears to be essentially the same as that of Issel, Mat

tirolo and Capacci, to be explained further on. (§ 91-93 and 100.) 
§ 46. The more recent studies of the R. Comitato Geologico, as announced in 1881, lead 

them to reject the views of De Stefani as to the age of the ophiolites, and to refer the 

whole of these rocks in Italy to two geological periods. They distinguish ancie1it serpen

tines, probably pre-paleozoic, and younger serpentines, referred to the tertiary. The older 

serpentines appear in large masses to the west of Genoa, between the ,ralleys of the Polce

vera and the Teiro, and from thence are traced to Monviso, from which point the ophio

litic group passes north-northeast to Monte Rosa, and thence, by the canton of Ticino, to the 

Valtelline. To the same ancient series are also referred the serpentines of the north of 

Corsica, those of Elba in part, and those of northern Calabria. These ancient serpentines, 

according to Pellati, follow the contour of the great zone of old gneissie and granitic rocks, 

which passes along the Alps, through Corsica and the Tuscan archipelago, and re-appears 

in Calabria. The older geologists, Collegno, Pareto and Sismondi, regarded the serpentines 

of the areas thus defined (in common with the others yet to be mentioned), as ha-ving been 

erupted, like granites, porphyries and basalts, at various geological ages. Gastaldi, how

ever, as early as 1871, assigned the Alpine serpentines to a distinct pre-paleozoic horizon, 

which, from the association of the serpentines with various rocks known as greenstones 

or pietre verdi, he designated as the pietri-verde zone, and compared ·with the Hurnnian of 

North America, of which he supposed it to occupy the herizon. 

§ 47. The conclusions of Gastaldi as to the Alpine serpentines have, according to 

Pellati, been confirmed by Baretti, and by Taramelli, the latter of whom clearly shows that 

the view held by many that the rocks of the pietre verdi are carboniferous or triassic, is 

inadmissable, and that they belong, as maintained by Gastaldi, to pre-paleozoic or eozoic 

time. All of the ophiolitic masses west of the meridian of Genoa, as well as those of 

northern Calabria, are, by Pellati, included in this class. 

* Boll, Soc. Geologica Italiana, i., pp. 20-33, 
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To the east of this meridian, according to Pellati, we find the newer or tertiary ser~ 
pentines, including, first, those .of eastern Liguria, which have their greatest develop
ment along a line running north-northwest from Spezzia, and second, those of the Bolo
gnese Apennines, consisting of a great number of small masses scattered between Florence 
and Reggio in Emilia. A third group includes the masses of serpentine found between 
Grosseto and San Miniato~ in addition to which tertiary serpentines are indicated in Elba, 
and in the upper part of the valley of the Tiber. Further south, others are met with at 
Lagonegro in the Basilicate, from which point to Neopoli a remarkable development of 
~erpentines is found along the upper part of the valley of the Sinni. The areas of ser
pentine~, thus indicated· by Pellati, are, according to him, generally found in the midst of 
the limestones, argillites, and sandstones of the eocene, except in the case of those 
between Grosseto and San Miniato, the outcrops of which are often seen rising out of 
pliocene clays and sands. 

IV.-RocKs ·oF THE ALPS AND THE APENNINES. 

§ 48. Before proceeding farther in the discussion of the Italian serpentines, it w1ll be 
well to get a view of the present state of our knowledge of Alpine geology, and especially 
of the conclusions and generalizations of Gastaldi. These, so far as the Alpine serpentines 
are concerned, are, as we have seen, accepted by the Oomitato Geologico, and this conceded, 
it is difficult to escape his wider generalization which brings the whole of the so-called 
tertiary serpentines of Italy into the same eozoic horizon with those of the Alps. 

If we go backward to the early history of Alpine geology, we shall there find the 
origin of the well-known hypothesis that the crystalline stratified rocks are but portions 
of paleozoic or more recent sediments which, in certain parts of their distribution, have 
undergone a process of alteration or so-called metamorphism. The infra-position of the 
uncrystalline to the crystalline rocks in Mont Blanc, first" noticed by de Saussure, was thus 
explained by Bertrand ; who suggested that these crystalline schists were altered rocks of 
a more recent date than the uncrystalline mesozoic strata of Ohamonix. This notion was 
adopted without critical study by Keferstein, Murchison, Lyell, Studer, Sismondi and Elie 
de Beaumont, among others, till it was generally believed that the crystalline rocks of the 
Alps are wholly or in great part of mesozoic and cenozoic age. It is hardly necessary to 
say that this hypothesis in the Alps, as elsewhere, was based upon false stratigraphy. I hav-e 
elsewhere discussed it in its relations to Alpine geology, in a review of the great work of 
.Alphonse Favre,* whose life-long studies in the Alps of Savoy, have shown for all that 
region the fallacy ofthe metamorphic hypothesis. The farther studies of Gerlach, of Fr. von 
Hauer, ofBaretti, and especially of Gastaldi, have now fully established the great antiquity 
of the crystalline rocks in question, and have enabled us to compare them with the pre-

-Cambrian rocks of other regions. It is not here, however, the time nor the place to discuss 
this question, except so far as is necessary to the understanding of the geologica.l relations 
of the Italian serpentines. ' 

§ 49. The work of Gastaldi, interrupted by his death in 1878, was unfortunately'left 
incomplete. We have, however, valuable records·of it in a memoir in two parts, published 

(*) Amer, Jour Science, 1872, vol iii., pp. 9-10, and Chemical and Ceologica.l Essays, pp. 337-339. 
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in 1871 and 187 4, entitled Studii geologici sulle Alpi occidentali ; in a letter to de Mortillet in 
1872; in one to Zezi in 1876, and finally in one to Sella in 1877, with a postscript in 1878. * 
These various papers are illustrated with numerous maps, plans and diagrams. In 
attempting to gather from these sources a brief statement of Gastaldi's conclusions as to the 
geology of the Alps and the Italian peninsula, I feel that I am both rendering a veritable 
service to science and paying a tribute to the memory of my honored friend and correspon-

dent of many years. 
§ 50. The Studii, etc., contain, .besides Gastaldi's own descriptions and sections, many 

important historical details and extracts from the literature of the subject. In the second 
part will also be found reproduced two engraved sections, the one by Gerlach, from Monte 
Ro·sa, by Varallo and the Lago di Orta to Arona on Lago Maggiore, and the other by Carlo 
Neri, from the same point, in a course more to the south-eastward, by Valsesia, to 
Monte Fenera, and beyond. t A comparison of these sections with those described by Gas
taldi, will be found of much value for the elucidation of the questions before us. Start

ing from the granitic gneis-s of Monte Rosa (the central gneiss of von Hauer, and the ancient 
gneiss of Gerlach and Gastaldi) we find in Neri's section a breadth of not less than seven kilo
meters included in the zone of the pietre verdi, and describsd as a stratified series of" ser
pentines, talc-schists, etc.," followed by seven kilometers additional, designated as diorites; 

the two being classed together as a "protozoic teuane." To this succeeds a breadth of not less 
than fourteen kilometers occupied by what is described as a more recent crystalline ter
rane, conjecturally referred to the paleozoic period, and consisting of calcareous schists and 

quartzites, with mica-schists, and a great mass of intruded granite. Succeeding this is a 

great breadth described as pOTphyry or porphyritic conglomerate, followed by limestones 
and dolomites, all of which are referred to the trias, and appear in Mount Fen era, suc
ceeded by fossiliferous Hassie and tertiary strata. 

The section by GeTlach, from Monte Rosa to Arono, shows above the ancient 
central gneiss a great breadth described simply as diorite, having at its base a thin belt 
of micaceous schists, and above it, between Varallo and the lake of Orta, a wide extent 
of recent gneiss and granite, followed, to the east ofthe lake, by gneissic mica-schists, suc
ceeded by porphyry, until we reach the dolomitic limestone at Arona. 

§ 51. Coming now to Gastaldi's own sections, we have one from Turin pa~sing west

ward to the French frontier, and crossing a broad mass of the central gneiss ; to the west 
of which, in a distance of forty kilometers, we have, first, three and a half kilometers of 
euphotide and serpentine, followed by about the same breadth of mica-schists, calcareous 
schists and diorites, and finally, by a great extent of.calcareous schists, with numerous 
intercalations of serpentine and, towards the summit, gypsum and dolomite. The less 

* Studii geologici sulle Alpi occidentali; memorie del Regio Comitato Geoiogico, vols. I and II; Deux mots 
sur la geologie des Alpes cottiennes; lettre a M. de Mortillet, Comptcs Rendus de l' Acad. des Rciences de Turin 

. ' 
yol. vii, 28 auil, 1872; Lettero del Prof. B. Gastaldi all'ingegnere P. Zezi, Boll. del R. Com. Geologico, 18,H; ~ni 

rilevamente geologici fatti nelle Alpi Piemontesi durante la campagna del 1877, lettore <lel Prof. Gastaldi al Pre
sidente Qnintino Sella; Reale Accademia dei Lincei, memorie della classe di scienze fo,iehe, ·ecc. anno CCLXXV., 

(1877-78.) See also the writer in his Report on Azoic Rocks, p. 243, and Chem. and Geol. Essays, pp. 336,347. 

t The section by Gerlach is probably from his Karte der Penninischen Alpen; Nouv. :\!em. de la Soc. HelYet. 
de Sci. Nat., 1869. That by Neri is from the Boll. del Club Alpino, vol. viii, No. 22, Torino, 187-!. 
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complete section, to the eastward of tlie central gneiss, shows also · the serpentinic arid 
dioritic rocks overlaid by mica-schists, and the s·ame story is repeated in other sections. 

Subsequently, in his 1etter to Zezi, Gastaldi describes and figures a section from Monte 
Bracco through Monviso and Monte Pelvo, along the upper part of the valley of the 
Po, and the valley of Varaita, to the frontier. His conclusions from the study of all these 
sections may be thus ~ummed up : The crystalline rocks of the Western Alps are classed 
in two great groups, the lower of whicp. (the central gneiss of von Hauer,) was described 
by Gastaldi as the ancient gneiss, and by him compaired with the Laurentian of North 
America. It consists chiefly of a highly feldspathic granitic gneiss, sometimes por
phyritic or glandular, and includes bands and lenticular masses of quartzite and 
crystalline limestone, with white steatite, and graphite. Reposing upon the ancient 
gneiss, is a great and complex group, designated _ by Gastaldi as the " newer crystalline 
series," which, from the frequent presence therein of serpentines, diorites, diabases, and 
related rocks of a greenish color, is also called by him the zone of the greenstones, or the 
pietre verdi. 

§ 51. In a generalized diagrammatic section which accompanies Gas·taldi's last pub-
lished statement, (his letter to Sella in 1878,) the first division of the newer crystalline series 
is described as a great mass of serpentine, followed by a second division consisting of 
euphotide, succeeded, after an interval of crystalline schists, limestones and gneissic rocks, 
by a series made up of many alternations of epidotic, dioritic and variolitic schists, with 
green steatite. In some localities are found great beds of lherzolite and of amphibolite, 
with varieties of diorite, and rocks in which a triclinic feldspar prevails, together with schists 
more or less calcareous, and crystalline limestones. The serpentines and their associated 
ophiolitic rocks, which constitute the lower members of the · newer crystalline series, 
are described by Gastaldi as resting in some cases in nearly,horizontal stratification upon 
the ancient gneisses, and, elsewhere, as overlying the limestones of this older series, from 
which their uncomformable superposition may be inferred. 

§ 52. The group of newer crystalline ·rocks, as given in Gastaldi's section of 1878, 
includes also what he designates as recent gneiss and granite, besides various undescribed 
schists, with crystalline limestones, followed by a second horizon of serpentines,· to which 
succeed gypsum and dolomites. All of these, as is shown in the section from Turin to 
the frontier, are intercalated, with quartzites, in a vast series of schists; which are placed 
above the recent gneiss and granite. Finally, the whole series is overlaid by the uncrys
talline sediments of the anthracitic group, of carboni~erous age. 

§ 53. The lithological character; of the lower part of this vast series of newer crystal
line schists _are sufficiently well defined in the various sections already noticed. As regard~ 
those which i:n~_mediately succeed the serpentinic, chloritic and talc-schist zone, the group of 
"mica-schists" of Neri, the " recent gneiss and granite" of Gerlach and Gastaldi, we get 
additional light from various passages in the writings of the latter. ·They are spoken of, m one 
place, as gneissic mica-schists more or less rich in hornblende, in which, at Traversella, are 
also included serpentines. Elsewhere, the rocks of the same area are successively called 
mica-schist, recent gneiss and mica-schists, gneissic mica-schists, and also, a very ~ica
ceous gneiss, often passing into mica-schist and sometimes hornblendic. With these, or with 
the lower portions of the series, are associated granitic and syenitic rocks w hi~h, in the 
opinion of Gastaldi, are not eruptive, but the result of · local modifications of the · sur-
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rounding gneiss. From my own observations, I conclude that while these recent gneisses 

in the A.lps, as in North America, assume a highly granitic aspect in certain beds, they are 

not to be confounded with veritable intrusive rocks which penetrate them. 

§ 54. Gastaldi has described in detail and figured a section in the Biellese, a region 

carefully mapped by Quintino Sella and G. Berutti, and studied both by Gerlach and 

Gastaldi. * Here, in the section as.given by the latter, the granite or granitic gneiss is 

bounded to the northwest by serpentine, diallagic rocks "and other greenstones," followed 

by a band of diorite. To this succeeds a great breadth of the newer gneisses, in which is 

included a large dyke of melaphyre, evidently of eruptive and posterior origin, and, farther 

to the westward, a mass of syenite, which is extensively quarried, and has been studied 

with great care and described by Cossa in his work already mentioned. I had the good 

fortune to visit this well-known region in 1881, in company with Signor Quintino Sella. 

The granitic rock of the eastern part of the section appeared to be a part of the ancient 

gneissic series so largely developed elsewhere near Biella, and consisting of reddish gra

nitoid gneisses, sometimes hornblendic, but scarcely micaceous, often thinly banded, highly 

contorted, and indistinguishable from much of the gneiss of the Laurentides, or of the 

~outh Mountain in Pennsylvania, east of Schuylkill. Interstratified with it, near Biella, 

are beds of coarsely crystalline impure limestone, holding graphite, mica and hornblende, 

and resembling closely some Laurentian limestones. Elsewhere in the A.lps, it may be 

noted, similar gneisses include serpentinic limestones, as for example the pale green ophi

calcite found by Favre in the gneiss of Mattenbach near Lauterbrunnen, which is indis

tinguishable from that of the Laurentian of Canada, and like it contains Eozoon Cana

dense. t It is well-known that similar serpentinic aggregates are often found with the 

limestones in the ancient gneisses of Scandinavia and Finland, as well as in North America. 

§ 5,J. This ancient gneissic series in the Biellese is directly overlai.d by the ophiolitic 

and dioritic belt (pietre verdi), and this is followed to the west by the newer gneisses and 

mica-schists,which cannot be distinguished from those found in the vicinity of Philadelphia, 

or in the White Mountains of New Hampshire, which I have called Montalban. The 

intruded mass of syenite, made up of reddish orthoclase with some albite, hornblende, 

and a little sphene, presents, in the extensive quarries which I Yisitep., the massive character 

and the comparative homogeneousness which belong to a pleutonic rock. The usually 

great breadth of ophiolitic rocks met with in this part of the Alps is here, t.1s pointed out 

to me by Signor Sella, rapidly reduced, to the southward, by the encroachment of the 

newer gneisses on the westward side, and ,v here the crystalline rocks sink beneath the 

alluvial plain, does not excede a kilometer. These relations suggest a transverse super

position of the newer gneiss series alike upon the ophiolitic group and the older gneiss, of 

which we shall find evidence el sew here. 
§ 56. It has been seen that the designation of pietre verdi was by Neri restricted to the 

ophiolitic group beneath the newer gneisses, which he referred to a later and distinct 

geological period; Gastaldi, on the other hand, extended the term so as to include not only 

the newer gneisses and mica-schists, but the vast mass of crystalline strata between these 

and the anthracitic series, with their included gypsums and dolomites. The grounds of 

* Gastaldi, Studii, etc., part I., pp. 3 and 26. 
t Favre, Recherches geologiques dans la Savoie, etc., iii., 320, and also Chem. and Geol. Essays, p. 342, 

Sec. IV., 1883. 24. 
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this extension are these :~serpentines are not confined to the lower ophiolitic zone, but 

occur also alike among the newer gneisses and the succeeding crystalline schists. It 

is, says Gastaldi, "in contact with the gypsums and dolomites that we find the last limit 

of the serpentinous rocks which, for us, characterize the zone of the pietre ,yerdi." This 

was in 18'72, in his letter to de Mortillet, at which time Gastaldi was disposed to place in 

a separate group the crystalline schists above the horizon of the upper serpentines. He, 

however, subsequently included the whole of these schists in the zone of the pietre verdi, 

§ 5'7. As will be made apparent, the schists for a great distance below this horizon. 

are not to be separated from those above. We have in them, in fact, a third great crystal

line group, overlying the younger gneisses, but, by Gastaldi, included with these and the 

lower ophiolitic group under the common name of the pietre-verdi zone. At other times, 

Gastaldi used the term of pietre verdi in the mo1·e restricted sense in which it was em

ployed by Neri. He speaks in 1874, of "the pietre verdi properly so-called," and in this 

sense he declares it to be comprised between "the ancient porphyroid and fundamental 

gneiss," and" the recent gneiss, which latter is finer grained and more quartzose than the 

older." He says farther: "I wi11 not assert that when specimens of this newer gneiss are 

confusedly mixed with those of the more ancient, it would always be practicable to dis

tinguish them petrographically; but I do not hesitate to affirm that, on the ground, the 

distinction is not difficult, on account of the frequent alternation of the younger gneiss with 

the other characteristic rocks of the upper series; while the older gneiss, howeyer wide its 

extent, is genemlly unmixed with other rocks." * 
§ 58. The newest crystalline group, mentioned as overlying the younger gneiss and 

mica-schist seriP~, is that of the argillo-talcose schists of Fayre, the grey lustTous schists 

of Lory (glanzschif:(er), with their included serpentine, gypsum, karstenite, dolomite, 

micaceous limestone, banded and statuary marbles, and quartzites; a group very con• 

spicuous in Alpine geology. These Tocks are well seen in the section from Turin to the 

French frontier, and are traversed in the Mont Cenis tunnel. (See also § 62-66.) 

§ 59. The vast thickness assigned by various observers to this entire series of newer 

crystalline schists, _counting from the ancient gneiss below, is a remarkable fact in their 

history. "\Ve have seen the great breadth ascribed to the successive zones or groups in the 

sections already noticed. Gastaldi, in 1876, estimated the Teal thickness of the pietre

verdi zone, including the upper lustrous schists, at 24,000 meters, of which 8,000 meters, 

or one-third, was assigned to the lower ophiolitic group, or proper pietre verdi; apparently 

without including the younger ~;neisses and mica-schists, which make up the middle 

gTOup. To the upper group, as seen in the Mont Cenis tunnel, Sismondi and Elie de 

Beaumont assignrd a vertical thickness of not less than 7,000 meters, and Renevier finds 

for it elsewhere an apparent thickness of 6,000 meters. 

§ 60. w--e have hitherto spoken of the "\V estern Alps, and the sections as yet noticed do 

not extend to the eastward of Lago Maggiore. The map by von Hauer, of the Lombard and 

Venetian Alps, published in 1866-68, embraces the region from this meridian eastward, 

and shows the same order of succession as that laid down by Gerlach in the west. t The 

* Studii, part ii., p. 31. 

t Gastaldi, Studii, Part I., p. 18, and Fr. von Hauer, Geologische Ubersichtskarte der Osterreichisch-UnO'a-

rischen 1\fonarchie, fol. v., '\Ye~t-Alpen u. fol. vi., Ost-Alpen; Wien, 1866-68. 
0 
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various groups, as indicated by von Hauer, are as follows: 1. The ancient gneiss and 
granitic rocks, designated by him as the central gneiss; 2. Greenish schistose rocks, de
scribed as hornblendic, dioritic and euphotidic, with serpentines, chloritic and talc-schists; 
3. Saccharoidal limestones, more or less micaceous, with talc-schists ; 4. Serpentines, 
euphotide, diorite, and ·talcose and chloritic schists, as before; 5. A fine-grained gneiss, 
designated as recent gneiss; and 6. Mica-schist, with hornblendic and feldspathic varieties. 
We have evidently here the same gr.eat pietre-verdi zone as in the west, comprised between 
the older gneiss and the younger gneiss with its attendant mica-schists. There appears, 
however, a considerable development of crystalline limestones in the midst of the pietre 

verdi. 
§ 61. Further light is thrown upon the question of these crystalline rocks of the Alps 

by the observations of Renevier, Heim and Lory, especially as embodied in an essay by 
the latter on the Western Alps, published in 1878, and in a study of the geology of the 
Simplon, by Renevier, in the same year.* According to Lory, the ancient crystalline 
rocks, designated by him as the primitive schists, as seen in the Simplon, and elsewhere 
in this region, include three groups, in ascending order: 1st. The stage of the gneiss, prop
erly so-called, including varieties from the highly feldspathic and massive granitoid 
gneisses to others less feldspathic and more distinct} y laminated. 2nd. The stage of the 
mica-schists, often garnetiferous, which embraces, however, alternating beds of gneiss, the 
two rocks passing insensibly the one into the other. These mica-schists, tender, and gray 
in color, are often more or less impregnated with carbonate of lime, and contain bands of 
limestone and marble. 3rd. The stage of the talc-schists, a term which, as Lory explains, 
he uses in a very general sense, to include not only steatites, but talcose, chloritic and horn
blendic schists, the latter sometimes without visible feldspar, but often more or less felds
pathic, and thus passing into varieties designated by him as talcose, chloritic or horn
blendic gneiss. The so-called protogine of the Alps, according to Lory, is but a granitoid 
variety of talcose or chloritic gneiss, subordinate to the talc-schist stage, and passing in
sensibly into the talcose and chloritic schists, with which it alternates. It is not, there
fore, as some have supposed, the fundamental rock of the Alps, but belongs to an upper 
portion of the primitive schists. The lower gneiss of the Simplon, described by Gerlach 
as the gneiss of Antigorio, to which this distinction apparently belongs, is further noticed 
by Renevier, who assigns to it it a great thickness, and regards it as the basal rock of the 
Alps, corresponding to the ancient gneiss of Gastaldi and the central gneiss of von Hauer. 
The succeeding mica-schists, often garnetiferous and calcareous, with alternating gneiss 
and limestone bands, have also a great ,~olume. The hornblendic schists play a less impor
tant part in the series. Though these sometimes contain a little mica, or a little chlorite, 
chloritic schists are rare, and the stage of the talc-schists, indicated by Lory, is not men
tioned by Renevier in his description of the Simplon. 

§ 62. The term of primitive schists, as employed by Lory and by Renevier, is not ex
tended to the grey lustrous schists, already noticed as forming the upper part of the great 
series included by Gastaldi in the pietre verdi. These upper schists are by Lory regarded 

* Essai sur l'orographie des Alpes occidentales par Charles Lory, p. 76; Paris and Grenoble, 1878. Also, 
Structure geologique du massif du Simplon, etc., par E. Renevier, Bull. de la soc. vandoise des sciences natur .. 
elles, vol. xv., No. 79. 
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as altered trias, a view in which Renevicr acquiesces. They are, for the most part, soft, 
glistening, a:1~d talcose in aspect, and havu been variously described as argillo-micaceous 
and ar()'illo-talcose schists beino· sometimes according to Lory, true sericite-schists. * 

b ' o ' 
They closely resemble the crystalline schists with hydrous micas which abound in the 
Primal and Auroral divisions of Rogers, (Taconian) as seen in eastern Pennsylvania. These 
schists in the Alps are traversed by veins of calcite and of quartz, and include besides 
great beds of quartz-rock, often a detrital sandstone, beds oflimestone, sometimes micaceous, 
of banded and of ·white granular marbles, of dolomite and of gypsum. This latter in the 
subteranean exposures made in the Mont Oenis tunnel, is represented by anhydrous 
sulphate of lime (karstenite), and is accompanied by rock-salt and sulphur. Magnesian 
silicates are also found in this group; nodules of talc are imbedded in the karstenite, chlo
rite occurs in veins and layers, and beds of serpentine (and of euphotide, according to Gas
taldi) are interstratified with these shining argillo-talcose schists. 

§ 63. The resemblances in mineral character between these upper argillo-talcose schists 
with chlorite and with interstratified serpentines, and the lower or true pietre-verdi zone, 
are obvious. Lory has moreover remarked the likeness between these upper schists with 
limestones and the mica-schists with limestones in the horizon of the ne-wc>r gneiss series, 
included by him in the primitive schists, as leading to the confounding of the two. This 
resemblance, he suggests, "may have thown some obscurity" upon the relations of these 
various rocks, and the structure of the region It will not have escaped the notice of our 
readers that in the description of the section of the Simplon there is no recognition what
ever of the great mass of serpentines, euphotides and other ophiolitic rocks belonging to 
the pietTe verdi, which elsewhere are found at the base of the newer crystalli1~e schists, 
occupying a horizon between the older and the younger gneisses. 

§ 64. It will also be noted that Lory places a horizon of talc-schists, with chloritic 
rocks, etc., at the summit of the newer gneisses, and the ·view naturally suggests itself that 
Lory has himself confounded the lustrous schists of the upper series and theiT magnesian 
rocks, ,vith the great lower ophiolitic zone. This latter would appear to be wanting in the 
section of the Simplon, where it is not noticed by Renevier. Lory thus places above the 
younger gneisses a talc-schist series to which he refers many of the types of rocks 
met with in the great ophiolitic and talc-schist zone, which elsewhere, underlies 

· these younger gneisses, and in which the protogine:;; are probably included. In this way 
the apparent discrepancy between Lory and all the obse1Ters hitherto mentioned is 
explained, as suggested by the present writer in 1881. The relations observed in the 
Biellese, as already noticed, suggest that the younger gneisses were deposited unconformably, 
alike upon the older gneissPs and the great ophiolitic group, as is the case in many other 
reg10ns. 

§ 65. In like manner, according to Lory, the lustrous schists themselves, with included 
serpentines (which he regards as contemporaneous eruptions) rest directly upon the ancient 
gneisses in the Levanna, between Susa and Lanzo. Other evidences of a want of confor
mity between these various groups of ancient schists in the Alps are not wanting. At the 
Col de Mont Genevre, as described by Lory, there appears through the lustrous schists a 

* Bull. soc. geol de France, x., ~\l. 
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great "mass of non-stratified rocks, comprising euphotides, serpentines, variolites, and 
various rocks of passaO'e between these types." These ophiolitic rocks, which correspond 

0 . 

to the lower part of the pietre-venli zone of Gastaldi, are regarded· by Lory as eruptiYe, 
and have not been reco<n1ized in his scheme of the divisions of the primitive schists. Their 

0 

appearance among the lustrnus schists is thus, according to him, an irruption in the midst' 
of the trias, instead of being, as we should rather rngard it, a protrusion of a portion of 
the pietre-verdi zone in the midst of the lustrous schists, which are here unconformably 
sup~rimposed upon it, as elsewhere upon the ancient gneisses. 

§ 66. The history of the upper or argillo-talcose schists of the section under considera
tion will be found discussed at some length by the present writer in a review of Favre on 
the geology of the Alps in 1872. It was there shown that these, though very distinct from 
and unlike the underlying micaceous, hornblendic schists and gneiss, are really crystalline 
schists, and very unlike the nornial trias of the region, to the horizon of which they had 
been referred by most geologists. The section of them afforded by the Mont Cenis tunnel 
was then and there discussed, and many reasons ·were given for rejecting the notion 
of their triassic age, and for assigning them to the eozoic period. As was shown in a sub
sequent note to that review, Fayre, after publishing his book in 1867, was led to adopt 
the view advanced by Gastaldi in 1871, that these schists were pre-carboniferous, though 
probably paleozoic, a conclusion which the latter subsequently exchanged for that of their 
eozoic age, as maintained by the present writer since 1872. * 

§ 67. The section traversed by the St. Gothard tunnel furnishes important details for 
Alpine geology. This work, beginning at Goschenen, on the north, ends at Airolo on the 
south side of the mountain, the entire distance being· 14,920 meters. The first 2,000 meters 
from the northern portal are in the massive rock of the· Finsteraarhorn, called by yarious 
observers granite or granitic gneiss, and by Stapff regarded as an older gneiss than that 
of the remaining part of the section. Between this and the mountain of St. Gothard is 
included the closely-folded synclinal basin of Urseren, while the southern portal, at Airolo, 
is on the northern side of the similar basin ofTicino; the great intermediate mountain-mass 
of highly inclined and faulted strata, presenting a fan-shaped arrangement. The basin of 
Urseren holds, folded in gneiss and mica-schist, a group of strata consisting of argillites, 
sometimes calcareous and often graphitic, with grey lustrous, unctuous sericite-schists, 
together with quartzose layers, and others which, from a development of feldspars, pass into 
an imperfect gneiss. With these are interstratified granular crystalline limestones, white 
or banded with grey, with dolomite and karstenite. Some of the limestones included in 
this synclinal have afforded indistinct organic forms, and the series has been rnferrnd, like 
the similar rocks noticed in previous sections, to the mesozoic period. A repetition of these 
is met with in the Ticino basin, on the south side of the mountain. Apart from these, the 
great mass of strata along the line of the tunnel consists of micaceous gnei~ses and mica· 
schists with hornblendic bands, the whole havinrr the charactms of the younO'er O'neissic 

L.J • b b 

series, and very distinct from the older gneiss of the northern portion. t If this latter be 
the central gneiss, the pietre .. verdi zone is here absent. 

* Amer. Jour. Science, (8) iii. pp. 1-li\ also Chem. and Geol. Essays, pp. 333, 336 and 347. 
t For full details of this sec.ion see Pro:fi.l geologique du St. Gothard, etc., par Dr. F. l\I. Stapff; Berne 

1881. ' 
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I have not seen the gneiss of the Finsteraarhorn, but having· examined the gneisses· 

and mica-schists of the St. Gothard and the Ticino, can affirm that they have the litholo

gical characters of the Montalban series of North America and of the younger gneiss and 

mica-schists of Gastaldi and von Hauer, in which they were included by the Austro

Hung:uian geological survey. (§ 60.) The serpentines of the younger gneiss, as seen in the 

St. Gothard section, ,vill be described in part. VII. 

§ 68. With regard to the presence of granites in these regions, Cordier, as cited by Lory, 

long ago asserted that true granites, occurring in veins or transversal inclusions, are rare 

in the ·western Alps. He, however, excepted some masses, of which the granites of Baveno 

may be taken as a type, and others, which are rather veins of segregation (endogenous) 

than of injection. * For the rest, Cordier regarded the granites of the Alps as stratified rocks. 

Gastaldi, going still farther in his protest against plutonism, admits, in the regions exam

ined by him, none but stratified rocks of aqueous origin, and has included in his sections 

masses that I regard as igneous and intrusive rocks, but which are by him confounded 

with true indigenous gneissic rocks under the title of" recent gneiss and granite." 

As regards the porphyry mentioned in the sections of Neri as above the recent gneisses, 

and that placed by Gastaldi above the lustrous schists, it would appear that the latter em

ployed this term in a very vague sense, since he speaks of the feldspathic and quartziferous 

porphyries of this region as presenting great "'rnrieties in structure and in composition, and 

as passing into other rocks, notably into granites, from which it is often difficult to separate 

them. t He seems, under the general term of porphyry, to have included both stratified 

rocks at different horizons, and intruded masses of various kinds. 

§ 69. From the various descriptions and sections of the Alpine rocks, which we have 

here considered, it appears that they may be included in four distinct groups, which are as 

follows in ascending order :-
I. The central or ancient granitoid gneiss, with occasional ·quartzites and crystalline 

limestones, bearing graphite and many crystalline minerals. This group we refer, with 

Gastaldi, to the Laurentian. 

II. The great group of the pietre verdi proper, in which, besides serpentines and ophio

litic rocks are included bands of limestone, and also apparently certain gneissoid rocks, the 

protogine or the talcose gneiss of Lory and Taramelli. (§ 61, 78.) It is worthy of remark that 

although Gastaldi, like Neri, Gerlach and Von Hauer, placed the great group of recent 

gneiss and mica-schists above the true pietre-verdi zone, which he declared to be com

fined between the older and the newer gneiss, he, in his last published sketch, indicated 

besides this, another horizon of" recent gneiss and granite" (not elsewhere noticed by him) 

intercalated in the pietre-verdi zone, as thus limited, and probably corresponding to these 

talcose gneisses. This second or pietre-verdi group, we refer with Gastaldi to the Huronian. 

III. The younger gneiss and mica-schist series, with hornblendic varieties and interca

lated crystalline limestones, and in some cases with serpentines and euphotides. This 

group. upon the lithological characters of which we have already insisted, (§ 53, 55, 67) we 

regard as the representative of the Montalban. 

IV. The upper lustrous schists with gypsums and karstenite and talc, with inter-

* See the author in Chem. and Geol. Essays, page 331. 
t Studii, etc., part II., p. 34. 
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stratified serpentines, quartzites, often sandstones, argillites, dolomites, micaceous lime

stones, and banded and statuary marbles. This group. as we have already indicated, pre

sents many resemblances with the great Lower Taconic or Taconian series of North .Ame

rica. In it are included by Gastaldi, the crystalline limestones of the Apuan Alps, which 

yield the statuary marbles of Carrara and of Massa. 
§ 70. In the Western Alps there is, so far as is known, no eyidence of lower-paleozoic 

rocks, the sandstones with anthracite, which succeed the crystalline schists, containing in 

man5 places a carboniferous flora. The same, according to Gastaldi, is true in the Maritime 

Alps and the Apennines, where, in many cases, he finds the crystalline schists overlaid by the 

anthracitic series. Thus in the valley of Macra, above the serpentines are found calcareous 

schists with crystalline limestones and quartzites, which are successively overlaid by the 

carboniferous sandstones, the limestones of the trias, with their characteristic fauna, the 

lias, the cretaceous and the nummulitic beds. At Torre Mondovi, the serpentines are over

laid by fossiliferous triassic limestones, while in the valley of Bormida they are direct! y 

succeeded by the marls, sandstones and conglomerates of the lower mioeene, and in the 

valleys of Staffora and Polcevera by the alberese and the macigno of the eocene. The supposed 

pre-carboniferous fauna found by Michelotti in the limestones of Chaberton, has, on fur

ther examination by Prof. Meneghini, been shown to be of triassic age. * 
§ 71. Passing now from the mainland of Italy, we come to Corsica and Elba. The ser

pentines of the former island have long been known to geologists, and have within the last 

few years been especially studied by Hollande, Coquand, Dieulefait and Lotti. Coquand, 

who described the serpentines of Corsica in 1879, and who, like Hollande, regards them as 

eruptive, supposes them to be in part very ancient, and in part tertiary, since according to 

him, some of them overlie the nummulitic beds. t Pellati, whose essay we have already 

cited, refers however the whole of the serpentines of this island to a pre-paleozoic period, 

and Dieulefait, who described these rocks in 1880, + declares that Coquand's reference of 

the serpentines found near Corte to the tertiary is based on an enor of observation. He 

moreover asserts that the serpentines of Corsica are stratified sedimentary rocks belonging 

to a single geological horizon, at which they may be traced continuously for a length 

of more than 200 kilometres from Corso along the northeast coast of the island. The geo

logical succession, according to him, is as follows :-1, stratified protogine ; 2, gneiss ; 3, 

lustrous schists ; 4, saccharoidal limestones ; 5, schists more or less talcose ; 6, schists 

enclosing serpentines of many varieties; 7, clay-slates; 8, black limestones with carbona

ceous matter; 9, beds often detrital; 10, infra-liasic limestones, with Avicula contorta. 

§ 7~. Lotti, who has since studied these rocks, § confirms fully the observations of 

Dieulefait. He describes the crystalline limestones, white or banded, with grayish, greenish 

or lead-colored talcose or silky schists, holding a mica, sometimes apparently damourite or 

sericite, in which are found layer~ of serpentine. The serpentine itself is generally scaly 

in texture and glassy, but granular varieties are met with including veins of epidote, others 

with altered crystals of olivine, and also ophicalcites. The gneisses beneath the serpentine-

* Gastaldi's letter to Zezi, in 1878, already cited. 

t Coquan<l. Bull. Soc. Geol. de France, (3) vii. 
t Dieulefait. Comptes Rendus de l' Acad. des Sciences, xci., p. 1000. 

~ Lotti, Appunti Geologici sulla Corsica; Boll. del Comitato Geologico, anno 1883, No. 3-4. 
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zone pass into quartzose mica-schists, often including almond-shaped masses or segrega
tions of quartz and feldspar, sometimes with large plates of mica. It would appeal' from 
the descriptions of Lotti, that these serpPntines of Corsica belong to the upper horizon 
defined by Gastaldi, above the recent gneisses, and in what we have designated as the 
fom·th group of Alpine crystalline rocks. (§ 69) The underlying protogine is, according to 
Lot.ti, a talcose gneiss. 

§ 73. The resemblance of these rocks to those associated with similar serpentines on 
the neighboring island of Elba is declared by Lotti to be very close. There also the ser
pentinic horizon is underlaid by gneisses and mica-schists, as in Corsica. He concludes 
with Gastaldi that the great crystalline zone of the Alps is connected through the Mari
time and Ligurian Alps with the similar rocks of Corsica and Elba. Resting upon the 
ophiolitic strata in Elba are found, according to Lotti, paleozoic carbonaceous slates con
taining Ortlwceras, Cfm1io1rt, Attinocrinus, and probably also gTaptolites. Lotti, however, while 
he asserts the great antiquity of all of the serpentines of Corsica, and part of those of Elba, 
maintains the existence in the latter island of other sei·pentines which, like those of Tus
cany, he refers to the eocene period. 

A similar question is mised ·with regard to the granites of the two islands. Thus 
Pareto, who regarded as ancient, or at any rate pre-triassic, the granites of Corsica, admit
ted for the granites of Elba, Monte Cristo and Giglio a post-eocene age, a view which is 
also sustained by Lotti, while de Stefani, on the other hand, assigns the Elban granites to 
pre-triassic time. I can scarcely doubt that all of these granifrs, as well as the ophiolites 
both of the various islands and the mainland, will be found, as maintained by Gastaldi, of 
pre-paleozoic age. 

§ 7 4. If we turn to the island of Sardinia we find a series of pre-Cambrian crystalline 
schists, said to consist, in their upper portions, of argillites, sometimes talcose, sandstones, 
crystalline limestones and dolomites. These, which are referred by BOTnemann to the 
Huronian or pietre-verdi zone of the Alps, are overlaid, as was first shown by de la Mar
mora, by a series of uncrystalline limestones, shales and sandstones, containing an abun
dant lower paleozoic fauna.* Of this, the Upper Cambrian (Ordovician) t forms were long 
since described by Meneghini. The subsequent studies of Bornemann, in 1880, showed at 
the base of the series a zone marked by Parado.rides, Conoceplw1ites, Archeocyathus, etc., which 

· have also been examined by Meneghini, and establish the existence of a Lower Cambrian 

* Bornemann, sur les formations strati:fiees anciennes de la Sardaigne. C. Rendus du Congres Geol. Inter. 
de Bolognc., pp. :?:?1-:?:t.?. 

t The term Ordovician, sometimes contracted to Ordovian, was proposed by Lapworth in 18,9, ( Geological 
Jfuyozine, vi., p. 13,) to <lesig·natr\ the gronp of paleozoic rocks found in ·wales hc.tween the base of the Lower 
Llnmlovery and the base of the Lower Arenig. These, corresponding c.:c-sentially to the Upper Cambrian or Bala 
group of Sedgwick-the second fauna of Barrande-were, as is well-known, by a mistake in stratigraphy,joined by 
:l\furchison to his Silurian system, under the name of Lower Silurian, and have also since been called ~ilnro-Cam
brian and Cam bro-Silurian. By making of this debated ground a separate region, between the true Silurian above 
and the great Cambrian series belmY, (the :\liddle and Lowor Cambrian of Sod.!!wick) Lapworth has sought to get 
rid of this oonfn:-ion in nomendature, and to restrain the attempts of some to oxte.JHl the name of Silurian down
wards even to the base of the Cambrian itself. This designation is convenient in a\merican geology from the fact 
that it includos the group of strata between tl1c\ base of the Silurian (1\Iedina) sandstone and the base of the Chazy 
limestone; the latter, together with the Trenton, Utica and Loraine divisions, being equiYalent to the Ordovician. 
The name was given in allusion to the Ordovices, an ancient British tribe inhabiting North ·wales. 
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horizon. The writer had, in 1881, the pleasure of examining at Bologna, in company with 
with James Hall, a collection of these fossils. Above the Ordovician beds in Sardinia is 
found a great mass oflimestone, of undetermined age, remarkable for its beds and included 
masses of lead, silver and zinc-ores. 

§ 75. We have now shown that these crystalline rocks which, in parts of the mainland, 
are directly succeeded by tertiary sediments, are in differnnt areas overlaid by various sub
divisions of the mesozoic, and finally by carboniferous, Ordovician and Cambrian sediments, 
thus disproving the views of the older geologists who assigned to these same crystalline 
rocks a paleozoic or a mesozoic age. It is instructive to mark the steps by which this view, 
has, in the progress of investigation, been left behind. In Neri's section the older gneiss and 
the pietre verdi proper are called azoic or protozoic, but the recent gneiss is conjectured 
to be paleozoic. Lory, however, included the latter in the primitive series, but claimed 
the lustrous schists as altered trias, while later, Gastaldi, and with him Favre, placed even 
these in the paleozoic, until at last we find Gastaldi adopting the conclusion first put for
ward by the present writer in 1872, that the whole of these crystalline rocks are to be 
referred to pre-Cambrian time. 

§ 76. The story of the crystalline marbles of Canara, now included in this series, is 
not less instructive. They were regarded as eruptive by Savi, who taught that dolomites 
and limestones had been poured out in a fused state, alike in secondary and in tertiary 
times,* and even indicated what he supposed to be centres of eruption. The marbles of 
Carrara, with their associated schists, have since been called cretaceous, liassic, rhaetic, infra
carboniferous :ind pre-paleozoic. t They were in 187 4, in the second part of Gastaldi's 
Studii, included in the rocks of the pietre-verdi zone, the term being then used in its larger 
sense, as embracing not only the true pietre verdi, but the whole crystalline series above 
the ancient gneiss. 

§ 77. This was also clearly stated by Jervis, in his elaborate work on the mineral 
resources of Italy + a veritable treasury of information, most carefully and systematically 
arranged. In his first volume, in a tabular view of the geology of the Alps, he had already 
adopted the views of Gastaldi, and placed the whole of the crystalline stratified rocks 
above the ancient gneisses in a pre-paleozoic group, which he regarded as synonymous 
with the pietre-verdi zone. In his second volume, in a f-imilar tabular view of the geology 
of the Apennines and the adjacent islands, he further insists upon the same vievv, and 
puts above the ancient gneiss, in what he calls the pre-paleozoic period, the great series of 
"stratified azoic rocks," including not only the ophiolites, and the recent gneisses and other 
crystalline schists, but the saccharoidal and compact marbles of the Apuan Alps (loc. cit. 
p. 9.) It is to be remarked, as shown both by Jervis and Gastaldi, that this great younger 
crystalline series is the metalliferous zone of Italy, containing much cupriferous and nicco
liferous pyrites, in veins and interstratified beds, together with crystalline iron-ores, lead, 
zinc and gold. 

§ 78. With the general succession of the Alpine rocks already given, we may compare 

* Boue, Guide du geologue voyageur, IL, 168. For the views of others as to the oruptiYe origin of crystalline 
limestones, see my Chemical and Geological Essays, p. 218. 

t For a notice of some of the various views which haYe been put fonrnnl with regard to the age of these 
marbles, see Lebour in the Geological l,fagaz·ine for 1876, pp. 287 and 383. 

t I Tesori Sotteranei del'Italia, 3 vols. 8vo, Turin, 1878-1881. 

Sec. IV., 1883. 25 
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the observations of Taramelli in the Valtelline, whern he describes the ophiolites as lying 
below a great gneissic and granitic series, from which they are separated by a garnetiferous 
hornblendic TOck and saccharoidal limestones. The lowest division in the series, as 
observed in the Valtelline is, according to Taramelli, a quartzose talc-schist, upon which 
reposes the serpentine in heavy continuous beds, having all the appearance of a stratified 
rock, followed by potstone, that is to say steatite or chlorite. To this succeed in ascend
ing· order, hornblendic and epidotic rocks, associated with crystalline limestones, often talci
ferous; then, schistose amphibolite, talcose gneiss, talc-schists and eclogite, and finally a 
coarsely crystalline glandular gneiss, itself overlaid by granitic and associated hornblen
dic rocks. This apparent reversal of the succession as defined by Gastaldi and others, 
suggests the probability that we may have in the Valtelline an overturn of the strata, such 
as i~ well-known in many parts of the Alps, and elsewhere, placing the more ancient rock_s 

above the younger ones.* 
§ 79. It is here the place to notice the mode of occurrence of the serpentines v.rhich, in 

Saxony, are found interstratified in the granulite series of the Mittelgebirge. The granulite 
proper may be described a::; a fine-grained gray laminated binary gneiss, consisting essen
tially or orthoclase and quartz, but often containing garnet and sometimes cyanite and 
andalusite. By. an admixture of mica, it p~sses, through ordinary gneiss, into mica
schists, which are abundant in the series. In it are also interstratified diclroite-gneiss, 
sometimes in great beds, and a greenish hornblendic gneiss, as well as the so-called gab
bros of the region (like that of Neurode.) The~e occur in larger or smaller lenticular inter
stratified masses, to which the distribution of the diallage in a granular labradorite base 
given a well-defined gneissoid sh'ucture. In this same series the. serpentine is found in 
interstratified beds, occasionally garnetiferous, and sometimes associated with lherzolite. 

§ 80. I have not seen these rocks on the ground, but have examined a large collection 
of them in Leipzig, with the assistance of my friend, Dr. Hermann Oredner, and was struck 
with their close resemblances to the rocks with which I am familiar in the newer or Mon
talban series of gneisses and mica-schists throughout the Atlantic belt of North America. 
The muscovite-gneisses of the Erzgebirge, with their occasional layers of limestone and 
of hornblende-rock, and their intercalated and overlying mica-schists, I also refer to the 
same general horizon. It is in these, it will be remembered, that are found the abundant 
conglomerate beds described by Sauer, the pebbles in which consist chiefly of yarieties of 
granitoid gneiss, resembling closely those of the ancient gneiss of the Alps (Biellese) and 
the Laurentian gneiss of North America. These are, however, as I haYP seen, accompanied 
by pebbles of crystalline limestone. t 

Mention should also be made in this connection, of the existence of similar con
glomerates in Sweden, at Soljoarne, where pebbles of ancient gneiss and gTanite are found 
at several points imbedded in fine-grained schistose gneiss, in calcareous mica-schist, 
and also in a red halleflinta, the strata of all of which are shown to rest unconformably 
upon the older granitoid gneiss. :f: 

* Boll. Soc. Geologica Italiana, I., p. 14. 
t Zeitschrift f. d. ges. N aturwiss. Band Iii. ; also Geol. Mag. Jan. 1882, and Bull. Soc. Geol. de Fr., x. 26; also 

.Amer. Jour. Science, (3) xxYi., p. 197. 
i Hummel, Om Sye.riges Lagrade Urberg., ek., f-\tockholm, 1875, p. 30. 
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§ 81. It will be remembered by students in geology that in 1870 the present writer 
-announced his conclusion that there exists_ in North America, besides the Laurentian 
gneisses, "a great series of crystalline schists, including mica-schists, staurolite and chias
tolite-schists, with quartzose and hornblendic rocks, and some limestones, the whole asso
ciated with great masses of fine-grained gneisses, the so-called granites of many parts of 
New England."* These rocks were especially indicated as occurring in the White Moun
tains of New Hampshire, but were also said to be found to the northwest of Lake Superior, 
as well as in Ontario and in Newfoundland, in which last two regions they were believed 
to rest unconformably upon the Laurentian gneiss. In both of these latter localities, there 
were. provisionally associated with this group some higher limestones, with crystalline 

schists, and for the whole series the name of Terranovan was suggested. 
§ 82. In the following year, 1871, in an address before the American Association for 

the Advancement of Science, these rocks were. farther noticed under the name of the White 
Mountain series. The higher limestones and schists, which were not found on the geolo
gical section then described, were however excluded. This great series of younger 
gneisses and mica-schists was then assigned to a horizon above the Huronian, and as 
a distinctive name was desirable for a series so conspicuous in American geology, that of 
Montalban (from the latinized name of the White Mountains) was proposed in the same 
year. t It was at the same time shown that the view held by most American geologists, 
that these rocks were altered paleozoic strata was untenable, and that they were to be 
regarded as pre-paleozoic. At a later period, the overlying limestones and schists, at first 
associated with these newer gneisses and mica-schists, were refered to the Lower Taconic 
of Emmons-the Taconian series. (t) 

When, in 1870 and 1871, I thus attempted to subdivide the crystalline schists above 
the ancient gneiss of North America, and to define, above the Huronian, a younger series of 
gneisses with mica-schists, I was not awarn that Von Hauer had aheady been led by his 
studies to similar conclusions for the Eastern Alps, and had discovered above the great 

· pietre-verdi zone, a series of gneisses with mica.eous s~hists, as indicated in divisions 5 and 
6 of his section (§ 60). Gastaldi, in 1871, and for years after, included these, \Yith all the 
crystalline schists found above the ancient or central gneiss, in one great group of newer 
schists, which he assimilated to the Huronian. In reviewing this subject, in 1878, + I 
pointed out that the uppermost crystalline schists of the Western Alps should be separated 

from the Huronian, and compared them with the Taconian, while I noted the fact "that 
gneisses and mica-schists similar to those of the Montalban are found in many parts of the 
Alps." It was not, however, until after my studies among these rocks in 1881, that I 
referred the newer gneissic series of that region to the Montalban, for the two-fold reason 
that it occupies a similar stratigraphical horizon and is lithologically indistinguishable 
from it. 

• § 83. Not less important in this connection is the succession of crystalline rocks in 
eastern Bavaria, which may be compared with those of Saxony. We have, in ascending 

* Amer. Jour. Science. (3) I, 85. 
t Proc. Amer. Assoc. Adv. Science, 1871. p. 6; also Chem. and Geol. Essays, pp. 194, 2-!4, 282 ; Das Ausland, 

Dec. 25, 1871, p. 1288, and Azoic Rocks, p, 181. · 
t Azoic Rocks, pp. 201-211, 215; i Ibid, p. 245. 
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order accordin()' to Gi.imbel first the red or yarie<fated ~neiss, called by him Bojian, which 
' 0 , ' 0 '--' 

is followed immediately by the newer grey or Hercynian gneiss, his 8Pcond division, and 
by a third, the Hercynian mica-schist series, occasionally hornblendic. To this succeeds, 
in the fourth place, the Hercynian primitive clay-slate series, which is immediately overlaid 
by Lower Cambrian fossiliferous rocks. This primitive clay-slate series contains inter
stratified beds of lim0stone, sometimes dolomitic, attaining in places a thickness of 350 feet, 
and associated with siderite, which gives rise by epigenesis to va.luable deposits of limonite 
along its outcrop. With these limestones are found varieties of hornblende and serpentine, 
accompanying which is the Eoznon Bavaricuni of Giimbel. 

§ 84. The Hercynian gneiss is described by Gi.imhel as including much grey quartzose 
and micaceous gneiss, with frequent beds of dichroite-gneiss, granulite, serpentine, horn
blendic schists and crystalline limestones. With these are associated Eozoon Canadense, 

from which Gi.imbel supposed this upper gneissic series to represent the Laurentian, a Yiew 
which was accepted by the present writer when, in 1866, he translated and edited Gum
sel's paper* for the Canadian Naturalist, and has since been expressed by him elsewhere; 
coupled with the suggestion that the Bojian might conespond to the Ottawa gneiss which 
underlies the Grenville series, the typical Laurentian (Lower Laurentian) of the Canadian 
survey. "\V care not, however, as yet prepared to recognize a sub-division in the older 
gneisses of continental Europe, and meanwhile the analogies between the great Hercynian 
gneiss and mica-schist series combined, and the younger gneisses and mica-schists of 
Saxony and of the A.lps, lead us to refer what Gumbel has described as the newer gneiss 
series of Bodenmais and the Danube, to the same horizon as the younger gneisses of Gas
taldi and Von Hauer, the Montalban series; which in eastern Bavaria would seem, as in the 
Simplon, to rest directly upon the older gneiss, the Huronian being absent. The Hercy
nian clay-slate series, with its crystalline limestones, may correspond to the fourth group 
of the Alpine rocks, the argillo-talcose schists, which we have compared with the American 
Taconian. · 

IV.-THE SERPENTINES OF ITALY. 

§ 85. Returning to the Italian Alps, we have now to call attention to a yery important 
conclusion reached by Gastaldi with regard to the geographical Telations of the pietTe-verdi 
zone; using the term in its larger sense as embracing all the newer cTystalline rncks, or 
those above the ancient gneiss. In 1871, in th_e first paTt of his memoir on the Western 
A.lps, he declaTed it as his opinion that " a11 the serpentinic masses of the Tuscan and 
Ligurian Apennine ~, and the serpentines, ophicalcites, saccharoidal limestones and granites 
of Calabria, are but a prolongation of this zone." In this were included, as --we have already 
seen, the Apuan A.lps, and, farther westward, a large part of the MaTitime A.lps. In sup
port of these views he pointed out the mineralogical identity of the ophiolites and other 
crystalline Tocks in the Alps and the Apennines. To the same hoTizon he also referred 
the so-qalled ophitic terrane of the Pyrennees. 

§ 86. Gastaldi further called attention to the fact that ophiolitic rocks often appear in 
the foTm of isolated peaks or hills, for the reason that the accompanying crystalline schists 

* Gumbel, Ueber der Vorkommen von Eozoon in dem Osthayerischen Urgebirge, l\Ii.inchen .Akad, Sitzuhgsb. 
1866. (I.) pp. 25-70; also Can. Naturalist, iii., 1868, pp. 81-101. 
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an~ calcareous rocks, <?PPOsing less · resistance, have been removed by decay and erosion, 
;tdducing many instances in support of this among the Alps. This being the case, he adds, 
we are not to. be surprised when in the Apennines we find an isolated masses uf ophiolite 
rising out of the midst of surrounding jurassic, cretaceous or tertiary strata, which conceal 
the rocks that accompany the ophiolite. Thus it is, he adds, that "the notiop. has arisen 
in the Apennines that the serpentines, diorites, etc., are always eruptive rocks." They are, 
in his view, to make use of the-happy expression of Roland Irving in describing a similar 
occurrence, "protruding but not extruded." These views were reiterated by Gastaldi in 
his letter to Zezi in 1876, when he assert~d that the skeleton of the Apennines is a conti
nuation of that of the Alps, and that the crystaliine rocks of the Apennines are Alpine 
rocks. From the summit of Mont Blanc, he ~eclared, they may be followed, more or less 
concealed by overlying strata of more recent date, * to the Danube, to the plains of France, 
to the Mediterranean, and along the peninsula which separates this sea from the Adriatic;. 
assertions which he supported in 1878 by many detailed observations -to be noticed far
ther on. 

§ 87. These· bold generalizations of Gastaldi have met with but partial acceptance in 
'Italy, as may be seen by the discussions in 1881, and the publications of the R. Comitato 
Geologico and the Societa G?ologica Italiana in 1881 and 1882, already referred to in § 43. 
Pellati, in his summary, declares that the views of Gastaldi as to the · anti
quity of the Alpine pietre verdi are confirmed by the work of Baretti and of Taramelli, the 
latter of whom clearly shows that the view entertained by so many that these rocks are 
carboniferous or triassic, is inadmissible. Hence these ancient serpentines are by Pellati 
designnited as pre-paleozoic (eozoic.) This view he extends to all the ophiqlitic masses 
_situated in the Alps, to those of Calabria. and also to those of the Apennines w.est of the 
meridian of Genoa, those to the cast of this meridian being included in the eocene. § 47. 

§ 88. Rega-rding the so-called eocene serpentine, and its associated rocks, Pellati 
observes, "as to its composition, it differs but little from the older serpentine, the differences 
remarked being principally in a structure ordinarily less schistose, and in a greater fre
quency of subordinate ·ophiolitic rocks; euphotides, eurites, diorites, variolites, ophioc3:l
cites, etc., more or less decomposed. The masses of proper serpentine are ordinarily more 
scattered and of smaller dimensions, having almost always gabbros and beds of phthanite 
and jasper around them." Cossa, it is true, has remarked in the specimens examined by 
him that the mineral species bastite is more common in the eocene or Apennine than in 
the eozoic or Alpine serpentines, but, with this possible exception, the mineralogical and 
lithological associations of the two are apparently identical. In fact, Pellati admits that it 
is in some cases difficult, if not impossible, to distinguish between them. Within the great 
basin lying to the east of the meridian of Genoa, and embracing, as we have seen, the so
called tertiary serpentines, we are informed by him that "the paleozoic and mesozoic rocks 
are generally very thin, and often are entirely absent, in which case the floor of pietre verdi 
or greenstones is directly overlaid by the tertiary, and in: fact by the very eocene which 
includes the younger serpentines. This is the case in the vicinity of Genoa, upon the right 
bank of the Polcevera, where the greenstones come in direct contact with the shales and 
the limestones of the upper eocene, and it her\3 becomes doubtful whether, along this line 

* See the author on Azoic Rocks, p, 245, 
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of outcmp, portions of tertiary ophiolites are not mixed and confounded with others of the 
pre-paleozoic period." These supposed tertiary ophiolites "ha;n• a very great resemblance 
to those of the eocene of pa:-;teT11 Liguria, and present moreover a large development of 
of the rocks which Issel has designated as amphimorphic (§ n:2.) Thus, ~ear Pietra 
Lavezzara, for example, ophicalcites are exploited which are precisely like the green 
marbles of Levanto. In this same locality, moreover argillites, having the aspect of 
those of the eocene appear to dip beneath the ·ophiolites." In ~npport of the belief that 
these seemingly tertiary ophiolites are really eozo~c, however, we are told that their outcrops 
pTesent lines of continuity, connecting these serpentines with those of which the eozoic 
origin is undoubted. We have seen (§ 41) that Prof. Bonney in his studies of the serpen
tines of Italy fails to remark any distinction between the serpentines thus separated by 
the Italian geologists, since he describes as similar both in mineralogical characters and in 
geognostical relations, the ophiolites lying to the west and those lying to the east of the 
meridian of Genoa. I shall further on have occasion to refer to my own observations of 
some of these localities. 

§ 89. The older school of Italian geologists, as alreadv noticed, supposed the serpen
tines to have been erupted, like basalts, at different geological periods, and applied this 
view not only those which are evidently included among eozoic rocks, but also to those 
which rise among the tertiary deposits. The study of the ophiolitic masses of eastern 
Liguria and of Tuscany, induced the earlier geologists, like Savi, Pilla and Pareto, to 
refer them to various ages between the cretaceous and the pliocene, but more recent 
obsen~ers have been led to include all of these ophiolites in the upper eocene. This view 
was first advanced for those of the mainland of Tuscany by De Stefani, in 1878, and has 
since been maintained by Lotti, Taramelli, Issel, Mazzuoli and Capacci, among others. 
The horizon in the upper eocene to which these observers refer the serpentines in question, 
consists of argillaceous and m:ll'ly shales alternating with beds of limestone and sandstone, 
and is below the argillaceous limestones ·with fucoids and nemertilites, but above the sand
stone known as macigno, which is found at the base of the eocene in Liguria. 

§ 90. As regards the origin of serpentines, Pellati remarks that the recent studies of 
Italian geologists have led to hypotheses which differ widely from those formerly received, 
according to which serpentines were regarded "as plutonic or .eruptive, having come to 
the surface after the manner of volcanic lavas, or at least, like certain massive trachytes, in 
a pasty state, or one of igneous semi-fluidity." Gastaldi, he adds, "from his studies of 
the ancient serpentines of the Alps, regarded them, however, as sedimentary rocks, modi
fied by subsequent hydrothermal actions operating at great depths in the earth.". He 
compared their formation to that of the accompanying gneisses, mica-schists, chlorite
schists, crystalline limestones, diorites, and even the granites, syenites and porphyries of 
the Alps, to all of which he ascribed an aqueous origin. 

§ 91. This hypothesis has not, however, been favorably received as an explanation of 
the origin of the so-called tertiary ophiolites of the Tuscan and Ligurian Apennines. Tara
melli, from his studies of the serpentines of the valley of the Trebbia, declared that neither 
the above mentioned -view of their igneous eruptive origin, nor that maintained by Gas
taldi could be conciliated with the facts of the stratiform and lenticular arrangement ofth~ 
masses of serpentine, the want of evidences of alteration in the interstratified layers of 
limestones and argillites, and the absence of ophiolitic dykes in these same rocks. He was 
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thus led to conclude that the ophiolites had been formed in the midst of the fa,rtiary sedi
ments by contemporaneous sub-marine eruptions of magnesian and feldspathic magmas, 
and that the euphotides and other associated ophiolitic rocks had probably resulted from 
subsequent crystallogenic concentrations, which took place in these erupted magmas. 
Capacci, from his investigation of the ophiolitic mass of Monteferrato, in Prato, ad vancecl a 
similar view, supplemented by the hypothesis of thermal waters accompanying the erup
tion of the magnesian magma or snccf'Pding it. 

§ 92. Issel and Mazzuoli, from their joint studies in eastern Lig1uia, have formulated, 
more at length, an analogous hypothesis to explain alike the origin of the serpentines, and 
of the rocks there intimately associated with them, such as diorites, aphanites, YaTiolites, 
and euphotides. To these, they give the geneTal designation of amphimOTphic rocks, sug
gested by the conception that they have had a two-fold migin, and have resulted from mix
hues and combinations of slowly deposited aTgillaceuus materials of mechanical origin with 
elements brought in by abundant theTmal springs thTough a long peTiod, both during and 
after the eruption of the serpentinous magma. This latter, they suppose, was a phenomenon 
of short duration, almost instantaneous, while the formation of the euphotides and other 
amphimorphic rocks was a slow process. Nor is this the only effect ascribed to the hypothe
tical thermal springs, which our authors suppose to have acted upon pre-existing contiguous 
calcareous and argillaceous strata, penetrating them with waters holding in solution silica 
and oxyds of iron and manganese, and converting them to jaspers, phthanites or silicious 
slates, or to certain ill-defined silico-argillaceous or calcareous rocks which Issel has called 
hypophthanites. 

§ 93. The sei·pentines themselves having nothing in common with the argillites, sand
stones and limestones among which they are found, these observers have imagined that 
after the deposition of the eocene sandstone, great eruptions of a hot impalpable mud, 
consisting principally of silicates of magnesia and iron, generated by some unexplained pro
cess, were poured out from submarine fissures in the earth's crust, were spread over the 
bottom of the sea, filling depressions therein, and were subsequently changed into 
serpentine. Thus, by this hypothesis, "the serpentines are considered as eruptfrc ·without 
being truly igneous, inasmuch as they do not contain in their composition any mineral 
which has been submitted to igneous fusion, and do not show, at their contact with the 
sediments adjoining, any metamorphic product due to a very elevated temperature. In 
order, however, to explain the slight traces of contact-metamorphism which are especially 
seen in enclosed masses of limestones, they admit that at the moment of its emission the 
magma may have had a temperature of several hundred degrees. As to the ophicalcites, 
which are often found at the contact of the serpentine with the sedimentary rocks, and 
sometimes even at a certain distance from these, their formation is attributed to the cemcnt
ation of serpentine-breccias by calcareous waters discharged in the last phase o± the erup
tive period." 

§ 94. Pellati sets forth, with wise caution, the preceding hypothesis as one suggested 
by the observers already named for the Apennine ophiolites, and adds that it might per
haps be also extended to the ophiolites of admitted eozoic age, which, he says," so far as we 
know at present, consist essentially of Tocks of th1.~ same nature and the same composition." 
He insists moreover upon farther researehes, even in the case of the supposed cocene scr-
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pentines, and upon the importance of discovering the centres of eruption through the pre
existing strata, "or at least some positive evidences of such centres." 

§ 95. I have thought it desirable to reproduce with some detail this ingenious hypo
thesis, with Pellati's comments thereon, for the reason that it shows clearly the difficulties 
which recent observers have found in accepting the older theory of the igneous eruption 
of ophiolites, and moreover brings clearly into view many points which are of importance 
for the solution of the problem before us, of the true relations· of these ophiolites to the 
surrounding strata. In view of the fact that the resemblance between the supposed eocenic 
and the eozoic ophiolites is so strong that the two cannot be clearly distinguis~ed or separ
ated from one another, as we have seen alike from the comparisons of Bonney and the 
admissions of the recent Italian geologists themselves (§ 88), it is not surprising that some 
observers like Gastaldi should have been led to look upon- the so-called eocene oph,iolites as 
nothing more than portions of the underlying eozoic or pre-paleozoic series exposed through 
geological accidents. This explanation becomes more plausible when we reflect that within 
the great basin over which· these ophiolites are met with, the paleozoic and mesozoic ·rocks 
have but a slight development, and are often entirely wanting, ihe tertiary rocks resting
directly upon the eozoic pietre verdi. 

§ 96. My own observations of the Italian ophiolites have been limited. I have had, 
however, an opportunity of examining two localities of these so-called .eocene serpentines, 
in eastern Liguria and in Tuscany. It wag my good fortune in O~tober, 1881, to spand a 
day with Signor Capacci, (whose careful memoir" on the region, with map and sections, I 
have already noticed,) in going over Monteferrato in Prato, near Florence, a locality for cen
t:uries famous for its quarries of serpentine, known as verde-prato. About three miles from 
Prato, a town on the railway between Florence and Pistoia, is the little village of Figline, 
which lies on the eastern slope of the ophiolitic mass in question, forming a hill which 
rises boldly from the plain of eocene limestones and shales (alberese and galestro.) The mass 
of ophiolitic rocks occupies an area somewhat oval in form, having, according to the deter
minations of Capacci, a length of about 2,600 meters from north to south and a maximum 
breadth of about 1.800 meters,. In its highest points it attains~ elevations of 400 and 426 _ 
meters above the sea, the level of the surrounding plain being about 70 meters. Figline 
itself, where the serpentine appears fro~ beneath the eocene strata lying to the east, is at 
a level of 103 meters, but the similar strata on the western side of the hill, where they 
apparently dip at high angles beneath the serpentine-mass, rise to heights of. 295 and 322 
meters above the sea level. 

§ 97. Underlying the alberese, and resting upon the ophiolite along ~he eastern base 
of the hill, is seen in many places a fine-grained, lam~nated silicious rock, generally red
dish, but sometimes greenish or grey in color, designated as phthanite by the Italian geo
logists, which· abounds in microscopic forms referred by Bonney in part to polycystinae 
and in part to polyzoa. * This is succeed~d; in apparent conformity,· by the ordinary type 

:: . 
* Upon the organic forms found in these and similar silicious or jaspery beds, see a memoir by Prof. Dante 

Pantanelli o.~. the jaspers of Tuscany and their fossils, (I Diaspri della Toscana, ec_c. Mem. R. Accad. dei Lincei, 
ser. 3. vol. vm., June, 1880; also Geol. Mag. for the same year, pp. 317,564.) These deposits are found. alike at 
various h?rizons i~ the uppe~ eo?ene, and in creta?eous an~ Hassie strata, often in thin layers imbedded, in argilla
ceous sediments. They consist m part of crystallme and m part of amorphous silica with oxyds of iron and 
manganese, and contain large numbers of radiolarian formt, of many species; leading the author to conclmlA wH.h 
de Stefani that they are deep-sea deposits. 
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of eocene limesto_nes and shales, which, in some places, however, rest directly upon the 
ophiolite, or with the intervention only by a layer of comminuted serpentine-rock, described 
by Capacci as an ophiolitic sand (arenaria ofiolitica.) These overlying strata have a general 
dip away from the serpentine, that is to say to the easward, of from 20° to 70°, ·but in some 

. sections, as to the east and northeast of Figline, are represented in Oapacci's sections as 
nearly horizontal, with small undulations e~posing, in valleys, the phthanite, and even the 
serpentine beneath the the alberese. 

§ 98. On the western side of the hill where, as already said, these eocene strata appear 
nea,rly up to the summit, and plunge beneath the ophiolite, their dip, as seen along the 

· southwest border, is from 54° to 64° to the northeast. Here is observed a significant fact, 
which is shown in the sections of Oapacci; namely, that the previously-noted relations of 
the serpentine, phthanite and al berese are r~versed. While on the easter.n slope these three 
rocks appear in the ascending order just named, we find on the opposite flank of the hill, 
in the ascending section, alberese, phthanite and serpentine; the serpentine overlying 
the phthanite, and the latter the alberese. The natural and obvious interpretation of these 
facts is that we ha-ve here simply an inversion of the natural order, resulting from an 
overturn of the strata on the western side of the hill. 

§ 99. The ophiolitic mass itself is not siIJJ.ple but, as described and figured by Oapacci, 
is essentially composed of two layers of serpentine, with an intercalated lens Qf euphotide. 
Besides this rock, which has been the object of repeated studies, the last by Cossa, this 
lithologist has described associated masses of diabase, while Oapacci has observed others of 
dioritic rocks, including -a green variety distinguished as gab bro-verde, sometimes becoming 
variolitic, as well as the so-called gabbro-rosso, which, as there seen, is an iron-stained, 
somewhat calcareous dioritic rock, concretionary in structure, and apparently in a decom
posing state. 

§ 100. Capacci's view of the relations of these various rocks to one another, and to the 
accompanying eocene strata, is in accordance with the hypothesis already set forth (§ 93). 
He regards the ophiolite of Monteferrato as a great lenticular or almond-shaped mass 
(wn'amigdala ofiolitica), "intercalated in perfect concordance of stratification, among the 
strata of alberese and galestro of the eocene formation," which have been subsequently 
t~lted, so as to give to the whole series an eastward inclination. In accordance with this 
conception, he supposes that at a certain time during the accumulation of the eocene 
strata, there came, from a rupture in the earth's crust, a sudden effusion of an aqueous 
magnesian magma, which was spread out beneath the sea, and was subsequently overlaid by 
a continuation of the eocene beds, as before. The silicious sediment constituting the phtha
nite which, on the west side, is seen to underlie the ophiolite is, in this view, a portion 
of previously deposited and altered shale, while the phthanite on the east side is another 
portion of a similar sediment, subsequently laid down upon the ophiolite. 

§ 101. The ophiolitic mass is thus, like all the other serpentines of Tuscany, of eocene 
age. The various rocks which enter into its constitution appear in the form of" lenticular 

.masses or almond-shaped concentrations," of which the euphotide and the gabbros are 
examples. The gabbro-rosso is found in masses at the contact of the ophiolite with the 
phthanite, and results from the alteration of a diabasic rock by the actioi;i of thermal 
waters. These have also changed the galestro into the phthanite found both above and 

Sec. IV., 1883. 26. 
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below the ophiolites, and in perfect conformity with the adjacent eocene strata, '' which 

have all their distindive characters, and present no tract's of alteration or of nwtamor

phism," "the action which produced the phthanites being local, particular, and variable." 

Recomposed rocks, made up of grains and fragments of serpentine, in a cement generally 

calcareous, are found on the confines of the serpentine and at its contact with the 

phthanite. This is especially seen at Poggio, on the southeast side of the hill, where I 

found a veritable conglomerate of fragments of serpentine imbedded in a paste of silicious 

slate. These facts, as well remarked by Capacci, show that previous to the deposit.ion of 

these eocene beds, the serpentine-mass along the shores of a shallow sea, ,vas subjected tq 

a process of disintegration ; "and that, moreover, the formation of the serpentine 

corresponds to a kind of pause in the deposition of the eocene strata." The ophicalcites, 

in like manner, aro found at the limits of the serpentine, and are breccias or conglomerates 

with a calcareous cement. 

§ 102. I have thus given, in great measure in language translated from Capacei"s 

:memoir, the principal facts observed at Monteferrato, which I have, for the most part, 

verified. They, however, appear to me inconsistant with the hypothesis propounded by the 

moderµ school of Italian geologists, and with the eocene age of the ophiolitic mass in 

question. The dfusion of a great mass of aqueous material from the earth's interior into 

the eocene sea, its subsequent arrangement and cry:-;tallization into mountain-masses of 

euphotide, diorite and serpentine, the elevation of these, and their subs~quent disinh>gra

tion to form the oph.iolitic sands and conglomerates already descTibed, maTks a geological 

period, and a revolution which ought to have left some trnces in the sunounding eocene 

deposits. These, howeyer, we are to belieye, in accordance with the proposed hypothesis, 

continueJ after this event to be laid down preci:-dy as before, the albeTese and the 

galestro pn·vious and subsequent to the ophiolite making with this one conformable 

series. This process moreon~r, we are told, was hem confined to an aTea whose greatt·st 

extent was less than three kilometeTs, and wat-5 repeated at a great number of localities in 

the Italian tertiary basin, in all cases giving rise, not as in ordinary eTuptions, to a single 

kind of Tock, but to a group of different rocks, indistinguishable in character from those 

which are known to be found in contiguous regions interstratified in crystalline schists of 

eozo1c age. 

§ 103. The only explanation which seems to me admissable, and one which is in 

complete harmony with the facts, is that this a1·ea of serpentine, with its aSflociated 

euphotides, etc., was an eroded and uncovered mass in the midst of the eocene sea; that 

around its base wat-i deposited the disintegrated material which forms the ophiolitic sands 

and conglomerates, followed by the s1licious sediments which make up the phthanite, and 

by the limestones and shales of the middle eocene. The subsequent movements of the 

earth's cn1St, which caused the folding of these strata together with the intrudinO' mass of 
b 

eozoic rock upon and around ,vhich they were deposited, has resulted in the production 

of an overturned synclinal on the western side of the hill. 

§ 104. As I have elsewhere insisted, * in cases like the present, where newer strata are. 

found in unconformable superposition to older ones, the effect of lateral movements of 

compression involving the two series, is frequently to cause the newer and more yielding 

-1(- G0olo;ical ::\Lt:;azine (Jan., 1882), ix., 39. 
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strata, along their border, to dip towards or beneath the older rock. These overlying strata, 
where they abut against their marginal limit, which was the ancient shore-line, will, in 
the conditions supposed, assume, according to local circumstances, either an anticlinal or a 
synclinal form. In the former case, the inclination of the strata towards the older mass, 
which forms a resisting ba~rier, follows necessarily, even though the elevation of the arch 
be slight. In the case of a synclinal fold or inverted arch, we have the strata dipping 
away · from the older rock at a greater or less angle, as seen at the eastern base of 
Monteferrato; the strata appearing in their natural order of superposition. When,"' as is 
frequently the case, this inclination passes beyond the vertical, giving rise to an overturned 
synclinal, the same strata will appear to pass in reversed order beneath the over hanging 
mass of older rock, as along the western border of Monteferrato. It is hardly necessary to 
recall the fact that sharp ·or inverted folds, whether synclinal or anticlinal, are ofte·n 
· attended wi~h dislocations and vertical displacements. 

It may seem superflo_us to insist upon these obvious principles of geological dynamics, 
but Ihave had occasion to notice that they are sometimes overlooked or misunderstood 
even by teachers of the science to-day. 

§ 105. Prof. Bonney who, as we have seen, holds to the igneous origin of ophiolites, 
finds in the manner in which portions of the stratified silicious rock rest upon the serpen· 
tine near Figline what he regards as a "cumplete proof'' of the eruptive nature of the 
serpentine, placing "the intrusive character of the latter beyond al~ doubt," while he 
rs also satisfied that ·the great mass of euphotide (included by him under the name 
of gab bro) is "intrusive in the serpentine."* Whatever view may be held of the origin 
of these two rocks and their relations to one another, the occurrence of the layers of recom
posed ophiolitic rock (arenaria o.fiolitica and conglomerato o.fiolitico) interposed, as already 
described, between the ophiolitic mass and the beds of phthanite, and even, as I observed 
in one section along the· southeast base of the hill, the presence of fragments of serpentine 
in this latter, forces us- to the conclusion that these sedimentary strata were deposited 
upon the ophiolite, so that the theory of the eruption of the latter since the deposition of 
the eocene beds is untenable. 

§ 106. The examinations which I have been able to make of the .ophiolitic rocks of 
Eastern Ligu~ia, where I spent a, little time near Sestri Levante, under the guidance of 
Prof. G. Uzielliof Turin, was such as to leave no doubt in my mind that we have here, 
as maintained by Gastaldi, portions of an ancient stratified series rising out of the ove:&• 
lying e6cene. In addition to. the varieties of serpentine, and of euphotides, diorites, 
diabases, (the amphimorphic rocks of I_ssel and Mazzuoli) we find eurites, jaspers, epidotic 
and steatitic rocks, with occasional limestones, and various types of argillites, including 
the hypophthanites of these authors. The whole series, including its masses of pyrites, 
more or less cupriferous · and niccoliferous, presents a close resemblance to the group of 

. strata accompanying the serpentine of the Huronian series in Eastern Canada, with which 
I have long been familiar. These rocks are well seen along the valley of the Acqua• 
fredda, near which I found in an eocene limestone grains of the underlying serpentine, as 
also evidences of a considerable dislocation since the deposition of the eocene strata. My 

* Geol. Magazine, Aug., 1879. vol. vi., p. 362. 
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observations at this point served to strengthen my conviction that the ophiolite of Monte

fenato is also but a small protruding mass of the same series. 

I was enabled subsequently, as already noticed, (§ 5--!) to examine with Signor Quin

tino Sella a portion of the ophiolitic series of admited eozoic age: as seen in the Biellese, 

in the pTOvince of Novara, and to confirm the jn<lg-ments of Gastaldi, Cossa, Bonney and 

others as to the apparent identity of these ancient ophiolites with those found in 

Eastern Liguria. 
§ 107. We have already described, in a former part of this paper, the mass of eozoic 

serpentine which, in Staten Island, New York, rises from out of the horizontal or gently 

inclined cretaceous and triassic strata that have been deposited around its base. If now 

we conceiYl1 this region to be subjectt>d to such movements as those which, along the 

eozoic belt a little fuTtheT south, have compressed the Primal and Auroral strata against 

the northwest base of the South Mountain, and given them a southeast dip, ·we should 

have a phenomenon not unlike that pTesented by Montefeuato; that is to say, a lenticular 

mass of ancient serpentine rising along the outcrop of southeast-ward-dipping mesozoic 

rocks, and differing only by the accidental circumstance that these, on the hvo sides, belong 

to different mesozoic horizons (22, 23.) 

Vl.-THE GENESIS OF SERPENTINES. 

§ 108. As regards the origin of the serpc11tine-TOrk;i, we have already noticed briefly 

some of the hypotheses which have been proposed. Although those which suppose it to 

be derived by metasomatic changes from aluminous or calcareous rocks, either exotic or 

indigenous, such as granites, diabases, granulites or limestones, may be considered as now 

nearly obsolete, it may not be amiss to recall the fact that they represent two distinct and 

opposite schools, ·which agree only in admitting an unlimited alteration or change of 

substance in previously-formed rocks, through aqueous agencies. 

The first view, which may be described as a general metasomatic hypothesis adapted 

to plutonism, is that ·which derives not only st>rpentine but limestone from ordinary 

types of feldspathic rocks, such as granites, granulites, gneisses, diabases, and diorites. 

The integral conversion of all of these into serpentine by the complete elimination of the 

alumina, alkalies and lime, and the replacement of these bases by magnesia, has been 

maintain<.'d by many writers of repute belonging to the school in question. * 
§ 109. Others still have supposed that the same rocks might be changed into limestone, 

by a complete removal of the silica, also, and the substitution of carbonate of lime. This 

extreme view has found its boldest and most consistent advocates in Messrs. King and 

Rowney, who not only assert this origin for the limestone-masses found in the gneisses of 

Sweden and the Hebrides, but imagine that the bedded crystalline limestones, many 

* Bonney, who maintains the origin of serpentines by the hydration of eruptive oliYine-rocks, bas, in his 

paper already cited, given ma.uy reasons for rejecting the notion of the formation of serpentines lw metasomatosis 

from the basic feldspathic rocks so ofteu associated therewith. The observed relations of the· two are in his 

opinion, ·wholly opposed to this ,,iew, and he insists upon the difficulty of conceiYing that such a, process 0 i_ change 

s];i.ould be limited to certain parts of a great mass, while leaving adjacent portions unaltered. From their distinct

ness, he is even led to the conclusion that the serpentines and their accompanying euphotides and diorites belong 

to successiye periods of eruption. 
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hundred feet in thickness, which are interstratified in the Laurentian gneissic series of 
North America, and have been traced in continuous lines of outcrop for hundreds of miles, 
have resulted ·from such an entire transformation of corresponding portions of the granitic, 
gneissic and pyroxenic rocks of the series. * These very ingenious writers further 
imagine that serpentine also, to which they assign, in accordance with the received 
views of this s_chool, an origin by m.etasomatosis (or, as they call it, methylosis), from 
dolerite, melaphyre, diorite, euphotide, and other supposed plutonic rocks-is itself subject 
to a similar change into limestone. The existence of ophicalcites, the presence of masses 
of serpentine, and of such serpentinic structures as Eozoon Canadense, in limestone, are but 
so many e'7"idences to them of a still uncompleted conversion of serpentine into limestone. 

§ 110. Opposed to this view of the genesis of serpentines and limestones by change of 
substance, from plutonic rocks, is that which may be described as a general metasomatic 
theory adapted to neptunism, and which, recognizing the aqueous and sedimentary origin 
of limestone, would derive from it, by alteration, not only serpentine, but the various other 

. silicated rocks mentioned above. Illustrations of this are seen in the supposed c~nversion 
of limestone into, dolomite, and of this last into serpentine, both of which views have 
found many advocates. The probable change of limestone into granite and into gneiss, 
was sugges~ed by Bischof, and Pumpelly subsequently, in 1873, proposed to explain the 
genesis of the bedded petrosilex-porphyries or halleflintas of Missouri by the transmuta
tion of a stratified limestone, of which portions are found interlaminated with the 
petrosilex. t He, at the same time, suggested a similar origin for the hematitic iron-ore 
which accompanies these porphyries. 

§ 111. With this second ~ypothesis of the origin of serpentines may be mentioned 
another, not, however, involving metasoinatosis, which has sometimes been discussed, and 
which was suggested by the present writer in 1857, from the results of certain experiments 
on the artificial formation of silicates of lime and magnesia by the reaction between car• 
bonates of these bases and free silica in presence of heated solutions· of alkaline carbonates. 
Such a reaction is not without its significance, and, as I have elsewhere shown, has doubt
less played a part in the local development of protoxyd-silicates in sediments in the 

· vicinity of igneous rocks, and of thermal alkaline wate.rs; but as an explanation of the gene
sis of great masses of comparatively pure silicates, such as olivine, serpentine and steatite, it 
is obviously inadequate, and was abandoned by the writer in 1860 for the view maintained 
below.+. Even if we could suppose the presence of sedimentary beds containing the 
requisite elements in proper proportions, it.can be shown that the reactions required for 
the production of silicates were· inoperative in the very regions where serpentine and 
steatite are found, sinee side by side with beds of these are to be met with in the H uronian 
series, in many places, beds of dolomite and of magnesite intimately mixed with quartz, 
sufficient in amount, if combined, to convert the accompanying car~onates into corres
ponding silicates. 

§ 112. T~ere remain then to explain the origin of serpentine, besides the three hypo· 

* See for a discussion of the views of this school the author's Chem. and Geol, Essays, pp. 324-325 ; also, An 
Old Chapter of the Geological Record, by King and Rowney, 1881, chapters vii. and xii. 

t Goological Survey of Missouri, Iroo {)res, etc., pp. 25-27; also the author on Azoic Rocks, pp. 194. 
; Chemical and Geological Essays, pp. 25, 297, 300. 
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thesis just noticed, three others already mentioned, to which we must again refer. First 

of these, we have that ·which supposes the material of serpentine to have come from the 

earth's interior as an igneous fused mass consisting essentially of olivine, ·which by sub

sequent hydrntion has been changed into serpentine. This strictly plutonic hypothesis 

being, however, by many geologists held to be incompatible with observed facts in the 

geognosy of serpentine, one which has been called hydroplutonic, and has aheady been 

set forth at len()'th in these pa()'es has found advocates. These, conceding that the geog-
o O ' 

nostical relations of serpentine require us to admit that it was laid down from water, have 

conjectured that a material so unlike that of ordinary aqueous sediments was ejected from 

the earth's interiOT, not in a state of igneous fluidity, but as an aqueous magma or mud, 

consii-,ting essentially of a hydrous silicate of magnesia, which subsequently consolidated 

into serpentine, and even into olivine and enstatite. 'l'his view, as we have seen, is main

tained by a school of Italian geologists, and Daubree, while holding to the origin of ser

pentine by the hydration of a plutonic olivine-rnck, supposes this to have passed into a 

hydrous condition before its ejection. * 
§ 113. There are, however, no facts in the history of -vulcanism to justify this strange 

hypothesis of an erupted magnesian mud. The materials known to us as volcanic muds 

and ashes do not differ essf'ntially, as regards their constituent chemical elements, from 

other deb-ital matters, and the origin of this conjecture may perhaps be haced to the 

unfounded assumption that ohdne is peculiarly a plutonic mineral, and that rocks in 

which it and other magnesian silicates· predominate are presumably plutonic in their. 

ongm. It is at best but a guTvival of the belief in a subterranean providence, which could 

send forth at pleasure from its reservoirs alike granite and basalt, olfrine-rod~ and lime

stone, quartz-rock and magnetite. A rational science, ho-\vever, seeks for the origin of 

these various and unlike mineral masses in the operation of natural causes, and endeavors 

to explain their production in accordance with known chemical and physical la,vs. 

Enlightened geologists are now agreed as to the aqueous origin of limestones, of dolo

mites, of iron-oxy<ls and of quartz, by processes which are intelligible to every chemist, 

and thP formation in the humid way of the native silicates of magnesia is equa1ly simple 

and intelligible. 

§ 11-1:. It was, as already set forth in these pages, after a carPful study of natural 

mineral-waters and sediments, and of the chemistry of artificial magnesian silicates, that the 

present ,vritt'r, in 1860, ventured to assert the aqueous origin of the masses of native 

magnesian silicates, and their formation by reactions between the soluble silicates of lime 

and alkalit's from de~aying rocks and the magnesian salts of natural waters. t This 

view, although adopted by Delesse, as we have shown in§ 11, and also, soon after by 

Gtimbcl, by Credner, and by Favre, t has not found general recognition. I haYe, how

ever, to record the recent adhesion to it of Dieulefait, the eminent chemist and geologist 

of Marseilles, w ho_se arduous and original studies have already placed him in the front 

rank of students in terrestrial chemistry; and also of Stapff, the learned and acute 

geologist of the St. Gothard tunnel. 

;,- (i(·ologie Experimentale, p. 542. 

t Hunt, Chem. and Geol. E:-:says, pp, 122, 296, 317. 

_ i Ibid. pp. 304,305,347. 
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§ 116. The conclusions of Dieulefait, as to the sedimentary character of the serpen
tines of Corsica, have already been mentioned (§ 71). He rejects the plutonic hypothesis 
of the origin of serpentines for the following reasons : The frequent alternation of 
very thin beds of serpentine with- others of schists and of limestone equally thin; the 
changes. in the_ constitution and composition of the serpentinic layers ; these, being in 
one place pure serpentine, become gradually mingled with carbonate of lime, which at 
length constitutes a large proportion of the rock, and also forms lenticular ma-sses in the 
midst of t:p.e calcareous serpentines. To all these, which are common to the serpentines 
of North America, we may add, as noted elsewhere, the frequent occurrence of grains, 
nodules, layers or lenticular masses of serpentine in beds of crystalline li:r.nestone. 
Dieulefait n_otes, moreover, the _absence of any signs of igneous action at the contact 
between the serpentines and the underlying schists. He next adverts to the hydro
plutonic hypothesis, and pertinently asks on what grounds we are authorized to suppose 
the ejection of muds of magnesian silicate from the earth's· interior. 

§ 116. His own conclusion is that while these serpentines are sedimentary rocks in 
the most complete acceptation of the term, the mud or sediment which gave rise to them 
was not ejected from below,· but was formed in estuaries of the sea, by reactions between 
the silicious matters derived from the decay of pre-existing rocks and the magnesian salts 
of the sea-water; in which connection he insists upon the frequent metalliferous impreg
nations of the serpentines, as derived in like manner from the older rocks. Thi_s view of 
Dieulefajt's, set forth in 1880,* is, as Lotti remarks, no other than" the hypothesis enun
ciated by Sterry Hunt," twenty years earlier. Lotti,_ for his part, while still reserying 
himself on the questi,on of the supposed tertiary serpentines of Italy, adds, after his own 
studies of those of Corsica: "In any case, it is impussible, as Dieulefait has said, to 
regard the phenomena offered by these ancient serpentines as due to eruptions either of 
igneous or hydroplutonic magmas. The serpentine has either been deposited as such, as 
maintained by Sterry Hunt, and by Dieulefait, or is a sedimentary rock subsequently 
altered." t We shall notice later on the ·dews of Stap:ff on this subject. 

§ 117 .. The masses of rock known as serpentine are far from homogeneous in compo
sition. Apart from the admixtures of carbonate of lime, dolomite and magnesian carbonate, 
which often enter into their composition, they occasionally include besides the hydrated 
silicate,· serpentine, the anhydrous species, olivine and enstatite or bronzite, and more 
rarely the- hydrous species, talc; silicates differing widely in density, in chemical stability, 
and in the oxygen-ratios between the silica and the fixed bases; that for olivine being 
1 : 1, for enstatite 2 : 1, for talc approximately 3 : 1, and for serpentine 4 : 3. Thes~ differ
ences, in the hypothesis of the aqueous origin of serpentine, may well depend upon varia
tions in the composition of the generating soluble silicates, and upon the balance of 
affinities between silicic and carbonic ac_ids in the watery menstruum, rather than upon 
the subsequent transformation of one magnesian silicate to another by addition or elimina
tion of silica or magnesia. The association, in the same mass, of anhydrous olivine with 
serpentine is generally regarded as evidence of the change of olivine into serpentine ; but, 
while admitting the conversion, under certain conditions, of both enstatite and olivine into 

* Coinptes Rendus. de l'Acad. des Sciences, xci.1000. 
t Lotti, Appunti Geologici sulla.. Corsica i :Boll, R, Comitato G~ologico1 ap.no l883, 
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hydrous silicates, the view which supposes the olivine or the enstatite to be simply an 
instance of the crystallization of an anhydrous silicate in the midst of an amorphous hydrous 
silicate, is more consonant with the hypothesis of the aqueous origin of serpentine-rocks. 
It is well known that Scheerer, from his studies of the associated olivine and serpentine 
of Snarum, was led to reject the notion of the deri-nttion of this serpentine from a pre
viously-formed olivine, and to maintain a simultaneous formation of the anhydrous and 
the hydrous silicates.* 

A somewhat analogous case is presented in the occurrence of grains of anhy
drous alumina or corundum found in the earthy and amorphous aluminous hydrate, 
bauxite, which forms beds in uncrystalline cenozoic rocks. t The notion which has been 
advanced that the bauxite has come from the hydration of previously-formed beds of 
corundum is obviously untenable, and we must regard this anhydrous alumina as formed 
by crystallization in the midst of the uncrystalline mass of hydrated alumina. Dl! Senar
mont, in the decomposition of aqueous solutions of chlorid of aluminum, at 250° C. 
observed a simultaneous production of anhydrous alumina in the form of corundum, 
and of hydrous alumina as diaspore, both crystallized. :j: 

§ 110. The late studies of Arno Behr throw further light on the association of 
hydrous and anhydrous species. He has found that solutions of dextTose, within veTy 
naTrow limits of temperatuTe and concentration, yield crystals either of hydrated or 
anhydrous dextrose, and that under certain conditions we can obtain an admixture of the 
two: as the result of simultaneous crystallization. § 

A illustration of the influence of small variations in composition on the result of a 
chemical process under conditions otherwise similar, is afforded by the recent experiments 
of Friedel and Sarrasin on the artificial production.of albite in the wet way. When a solu
tion of silicate of soda mixed with silicate of alumina in the proportions requiTed to form 
the soda-feldspaT, was heated in close vessels to from 400., to 500~ C., no albite was formed, 
but crystals of the hydrated double silicate, analcime; silica, soda, and some alumina 
remaining in solution. ,Vhen, however, an excess of the alkaline silicate was employed, 
the whole of the silicate of alumina was converted into a crystallized anhydrous compound, 
which was al bite. II 

§ 119. Much o_bscurity still surrounds the question of the conversion of olivine into 
serpentine. In the first place, it is to be remembered that the pTOcess is one which does 
not, under ordinary circumstances, take place at or near the surface of the earth, since 
olivine-rocks, whether exotic masses or indigenous crystalline schists, are often met with, 
presenting no evidence of such change. This is well seen near Montreal, where the hills 
of olivim·-clolerite, demonstrably of pre-Silurian age, as w-ell as fragments of the same 
rock imbedded in Silurian conglomerates, alike contain only unaltered anhydrous olivine. 
This mineral, on exposed surfaces, is subject to a subaerial decay, analogous to that 

* Scheerer, Pogg. Annalen. lxviii., 319, and Amer, Jour. Science [j] Y. 389, vi., 201, also xYi., 217. 
t Deville, An. de Ch. et de Phys. [3J lxi., 309, and Hunt, Origin of Some Magnesian and Aluminous Rocks. 
! Comptes Rend us de 1' Acad. des Sciences, 1856, xxxii., 762. 

Amer. Jour. Sci., 1861 [2] xxxii., 281, also, Chem. and Geol. Essays, p. 326. 
~ For these facts I am indebted to a priYate communication from Dr. Behr. See also, his paper in Jour• 

Amer. Chem. Soc., in 1882., Yol. fr., p. 11. 
II Comptes Rendus de l' Acad. des Sciences, July 30, 1883. 
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suffered by pyroxene and hornblende, by which the magnesia, and a large proportion of 
the silica, are removed, leaving a residue of ferric oxyd, as long since observed by Ebelmen. 
The change of olivine into serpentine must then be_ distinct from that going on under the 
influence of atmospheric waters near the surface. 

§ 120. One hundred parts by volume of olivh1e, with a specific gravity of 3.33, if 
converted into a serpentine of specific gravity 2.50, without change in its content of silica, 
must lose one-eighth of its weight of magnesia, and acquire the same. amount of water 
instead, while, at the same time; its volume will be augmented by one-third, or to one 
hundred and thirty".three parts. I have long since discussed this matter in connection 
with Scheerer's views as -to the relations of these two mineral species, noticed in § 117. A 
simple hydration of' olivine would yield, not serpentine, but villarsite . 

. Serpentine, when subjected to d~hydration and fusion, yields, as was shown by the 
experiments of Daubree, an admixture. of enstatite and olivine, of which the former sh9uld 
contain one-third and .the .latter two-thirds of the fixed bases of the serpentine ; the oxygen
ratio of these in serpentine being 4: 3, while that of _olivine is 2: 2, and that .of enstatite, 
2 : 1.. Since, however, the natural olivine-rock,· as is well known, often contains little or 
no enstatite, it could not have been formed directly from: the simple dehydration of a. 
silicate· like. serpentine. 

§ 121. In considering the hyyothesis of the derivation of serpentine from olivine-· 
rocks, such as the so-called dunite and. lherzolite, the question of the geognostical relations
of these at once presents itself.. The frequent. presence of ferriferous olivine in igneous 
ro~s, and __its artificial production in the furnace, have given rise to a notion that it is 
generally of igneous origin, which is not justified by a more extended inquiry. It is true 
that eruptive rocks sometimes contain a large proportion of this mineral, and one of the 
~ost. remarkable cases of the kind is that presented by the granitoid olivine-dolerite 
long since described-by me, which forms the hills of Montarville and Rougemont; masses 
of :paleoz9:ic age in the valley. of the Richelieu, near Montreal, which have broken through 
the Utica shales of the N-ew York system and converted them, near the contact, to a flinty 
rock. A portion of this rock. from Montarville, con~isting chiefly of black aluminous 
augite, labradorite and olivine, contained forty-five per cent. of its weight of the latter 
mineral in amber-colored :crystals, sometimes half an inch in diameter, which were 
completely anhydrous, and contained 39.6 of magnesia, and 22.5 of ferrous oxyd * (§ 119.) 

§ 122. The nearly pure magnesian olivine, which has been distinguished by the names 
of ·forsterite and boltonite, occurs abundantly disseminated in magnesian limestone in 
eastern Massachusetts; and sometimes forms the greater part. of the rock. Its relations are 
similar to the fluoriferous magnesian silicate, cho~drodite, with which it is associated at 
Vesuvius, and which is also found in ·crystalline limestones in eastern Massachusetts, as 
well as in those of the Laurentian series elsewhere, and is itself associated with serpentine. 
The grains of both chondrodite and serpentine are sometimes so arranged as to mark the 
stratificati~n of the limestone; and in one specimen from an unknown locality, formerly 
described by me, two adjacent layers in crystalline limestone contain, the one, chondrodite, 
and the other, serpentine: t The analogies between the limestones holding chondrodite and 

* Geology of Canada, pp. 464, 666. 
t Geology of Canada, page 465. See also Geological Report for 1866, page 205. 

Sec. IV., 1883. 27. 
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serpentine, and those containing the pure magnesian olivine, forsterite, are very close, 

and their rnlations indicate for all of them a common neptunian origin. 
§ 123. We pass from the oliYine-bearing limestones to those rocks composed chiefly of 

olivine, which have received the names of dunite and lherzolite, and appear to be indi

genous inteTstratified masses. Such ,Yas my conclusion after examining them _in North 

Carolina, in strata referred by me to the Montalban series, regarding which I wrote in 

1879 : "Noticeable among the basic members of the terrane is the granular olivine or 

chrysolite-roek which, often accompanied by enstatite and by serpentine, appears to be 

interstratified in the micaceous and homblendic schists of the Montalban in North Caro

lina and in Georgia." * Olivine-rocks, similar to those of North Carolina, have been 

observed among the crystalline schists in the province of Quebec, on the south side of the 

Gulf of St. Lawrence, but have not yet been carefully examined. 
§ 124. The typical lherzolite from the eastern Pyrennees, described by Zirke}, has since 

been studied by Bonney, who in 1877 t described the rock and its locality. It forms 

several masses of c_onsiderable size, near Vicdessos (Ariege), and is in contact with a sac

charoidal limestone, in which occur broad tongue-like portions of the lherzolite. This 

rock consists of olivine with admixtures of enstatite, diopside and picotite (a chromiferous 

spinel), the constituent minerals showing in their arrangement on weathered surfaces a 

"linear structure," suggesting" an internal parallelism," which Bonney, who looks upon 

the rocks as "igneous," regards as due to movements of flow. The rock varies from 

coarsely to finely granular in texture, and indudes in some cases a serpentinic mineral in 

its joints. The dunite of New Zealand, in specimens before me, presents in the arrange

ment of the contained chromite, a well-defined gneissic structure. 
§ 125. Similar rocks are found in Norway, specimens of which from Tafiord, received 

by the writer in 1878 from Prof. Kjerulf, were micaceous, and showed an evidently 

gneissoid structure. These rocks, consisting essentially of olivine, holding enstatite, 

diopside, chromite and a gn'yish mica, are found inten,tratified in gneiss, with quartzites 

and mica-schists, sometimes garnetiferous. From their late studies of this rock in various 

Norwegian localities, Tmnebohm, Reusch, and Brogger agree that it must be classed 

among the crystalline schists, a judgment in which Rosenbusch concurs_. The reasons for 

this conclusion, as set forth by Brogger, are briefly as follows : First, the invariably lam

inated structure of the olivine-rock1 which is conformable to that of the enclosing 

gneiss ; and, second, the variations in the composition of the rock itself, as seen in adjacent 

layers. + With these gneissoid olfrine-rocks of Norway may be compared the olivine 

known as glinkih:., found in nodules in a talcose schist in the Urals, and also the schists 

late1y described from Mount Ida in Greece. § In these, the transition is seen from true 

talc-schists to talc-schists containing more or less oliYine, with pyroxene, and finally to 

massive olivine-rock; the whole being associated with other crystalline schists and with 

limestones. The obvious conclusion from all the above facts is that no arO'ument in favor of 
t, 

the igneous origin of serpentine can be drawn from its supposed d~rivation from olivine-

rocks, since these are themselves, for the greater part, of n_eptunian origin. 

* Macfarlane's Geological Hand-book, page 13. 

t Geological Magazine, Feb. 1877. 

t Neues Jahrbuch fur l\Iineralogie, 1880, i., pp. 187, 195, 197. 

~ Science, Aug. 31, 1883, p. 255. 
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In this connection may be noted the well-known fact of the aqueous deposition of 
serpentine in veins, in the forms of marmolite, picrolite and chrysotile, Pither alone or with 
calcite. Such veins, the result of a secondary process, are often found intersecting ophical
cites and serpentine rod~}; at various horizons, and are evlm met with in comparatively 
recent serpentine-breccias, as noticed by Gastaldi (§ 42.) 

VII.-STRATIGRAPHICAL RELATIONS OF SERPENTINES. 

§ 126. The contradictory opinions expressed by different observers as to the geognosti
cal relations of serpentine-rocks in a given area-one regarding them as indigenous and 
another as exotic masses-make it evident that certain appearances are differently inter
preted· according to the theoretical point of view of the observer. In greatly crushed and 
displaced strata the varying resistance of unlike rocks undoubtedly gives rise to accidents 
which are regarded by many as evidences of posterior intrusions. 

The serpentines and related rocks of Carrick in .Ayrshire, Scotland, may be cited 
as another instance of this conflict of opinion. .As described by James Geikie in 1866,* 
the serpentine and its associated greenstones are both indigenous bedded rocks interstrati
fied with greenish crystalline schists which he, following Murchison, called altered Lower 
Silurian. Geikie, however, found what he regarded as clear evidence that these strata had 
been greatly disturbed while in a softened condition. The remarkable resemblance 
between these crystalline schists of Carrrick and those associated with the serpentines of 
Cornwall, is noticed by Warrington Smyth. Bonney, in 1878, t rejected the conclusions 
of Geikie, asserting that we have in Carrick, as elsewhere, truly eruptive serpentines, 
followed by eruptive gabbros of two ages, and like Geikie, adduceed evidence in support 
of his own views. 

§ 127. In a critical notice, in 1878, of Prof. Bonney's description of the serpentines of 
Cornwall and of Ayrshire, the present writer said: "When it is considered that there is 
abundant evidence that the North-American serpentines are indigenous, though often, like 
deposits of gypsum and of iron-ores, in lenticular masses; and further, that the movements 
which the ancient strata have suffered, have produced great crushings and displacements, 
it is not difficult to understand the deceptive appearance of intrusion which these rocks 
often exhibit, and which are scarcely more remarkable than the accidents presented by 
coal-seams in some disturbed and contorted areas." + 

The alternately thickened and attenuated condition of coal-seams in such districts, 
and the forcing of the coal into rifts and openings in the enclosing sandstone-strnta, is 
familiar to those who have studied the contorted measures of the .Appalachian coal-field. 
The latter phenomenon especially is well displayed in one of the elaborate sections made 
since 1878 by Mr. Charles .A . .Ashburner, and just published by the geological survey of 
Pennsylvania, in which the so-called Mammoth-vein is shown as it occurs in the Green
wood basin of the Panther-Creek district.§ The accidents in this great forty-foot seam of 
anthracite, here represented on a scale of one inch to 400 feet, are such as would, in a rock 
of conjectured igneous origin, be deemed strong evidence of its intrusive character. 

* Geol. Journal, xx., 527. t Ibid, xxxk, 789. 
t Harper's Annual Record, 1878, p. 293. 
~ Second Geol. Survey of Penn., vol. I., Southern Coal-Field; Cross-Sod ion Sheet ii., Section 10, 
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§ 128. We have already referred to the conclusions of Stapff with rega:rcl to the 
indig~nous character and sedimentary origin of serpentines. The observations of this 
eminent engineer and geologist, while superintending the work of the tunnel through 
Mont St. Gothard, from Goschenen to Airolo, in the years 1873-1880, are set forth at 
length in his ,recent memoir accompanying a geological section,* which we have noticed 
in § 67. Lenticular masses of serpentine appear to the east and west of the tunnel, along 
the line of which they are intersected between 4,870 and 5,310 meters from th_e northern 
terminus. Having described at length the rock~ of the section, he adds : _ " We h~ve in 
what precedes said nothing of the structure oi the serpentine, _not only because,. fro~ a 
petrographic point of view, it is to be separated from the other rocks _ of the St. Gotha:td, 
but also because it evidently cuts these last, so that it might be considered as a rock 
intruded among them." _ Having stated in detail its relations, he teHs us that "the boundaries 
of the serpentine-mass sometimes follow the stratification of the neighboring rocks, but 
sometimes go across it." Yet, he hastens to add, ~' we nowhere find pla~sible proof·of 
the penetration of the serpentine-mass into the encasing rocks'. This ·serpenti_n:e had 
originally the form ;of a flattened lenticular mass, intercalated· conformably fn the strati:n
cation (like the layers of eulysite in the gneiss of Tuna berg, in Sweden), and now· appears, 
as the result of numerous breaks and displacements, outcropping in a series of liitle lenses, 
the line joining which intersects at a sharp angle· the· schistose lamination of the beds. 
Near to the fissures which, with displacements, cut the mass, the tock adjoining the 
serpentine is stretched out and pushed back (etiree -et rejoulee) both at the surface and in tNe 
interior of the tunnel." 

§ 129. · This displacement in one ·case, on the surface, was found equal to 45_0 meters, 
and the adjacent strata were bent in the form ofan inverted 0. The maximum thickness 
of the serpentine at the outcrop was 100 meters, and the thickness of 440 meters, which 
it attains in the line of the tunnel, is believed by the author to be due to the accumulation, 
by the movements described, of successive portions of one and the· sain~ lenticular· mass : ·a 
conclusion.which is illustrated by a great number of minu~e observations. He adds~ "the 
fissures along which this heaping-together must have taken place, present striations pro-
duced by the sliding of the rock; they are coated with a steatitic matter, and sometiiri.es 
filled with a friction-breccia. Farther proofs of this crushing are found in the abrupt 
discontinuity of the schistose and compact portions ·of the serpentine, and in the indented 
outline presented by the upper surface of the serpentine-mass; a detail not represented.-in 
the profile." The author farther says:-" Although we would not consider the serpen
tine to be an intrusive rock, we must remark that it could not have had precisely the same 
[mechanical] sedimentary origin as that which we have supposed for the micaceous gneiss 
which encloses it. We may regard it as originally a ·deposit of hydrated silicate· of 
magnesia, formed by springs, and enclosed between the sediments which gave rise to the 
mica-schists." <The hydrated magnesian silicate is supposed by our author to have· been 
subsequently converted into anhydrous olivine, etc:, which by a later hydration· has· 
generated serpentine, portions of olivine still remaining in the mass. It may be questioned 
whether the phenomena require this hypothesis of a· double change fo~ their explana• 

* Profi.l geologique du St. Gothard dans l'axe du Grand Tunnel, sur une 1: 25,000, avec text ex.plicatif, par Dr. 
F. M. Stapff, 4°, pp. 65, Berne, 1881. 
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.tion. .The serpentine contains imbedded, in some·portions, not only olivine, but horn
blende, talc ·and garnet. Intercalated with the serpentine, which is often distinctly stra
tified, are layers of schistose talc, of compact chlorite, of actinolite-rock, of ferriferous dolo
mite, and of mica-schist. The serpentine itself is chromiferous, and also contains magnetite. 

§ 130. Dr. Stapff farther adds:-" The curious modifications of form which the mass ~of 
serpentine has suffered from the effect of faults, etc., correspond to those of the adjacent 

· micaceous gneiss, but in the case of the former they haye been better studied, for the reason 
that it is more easy to define the limits of these forms. If we suppose, in the section, in 
place of the serpentine, a mass of ordinary micaceous gneiss subjected to all the movements 
of displacement ~nd elevation which we have here displayed, we should perceive 
nothing more upon the profile than a uniform surface of micaceous g1~eiss, with some inter
lacings of beds. It cannot, however, be denied that movements arrested by the hard and 
tough mass of the serpentine haye produced in the neighboring rocks perturbations much 
more intense than would have resulted from similaT movements acting upon a more tender 
rock," (loc. cit., pp 43-44.) It would be difficult to illustrate more clearly than Dr. Stapff 

.has done, the manner in which movements in the earth's crust may effect interstratified 
masses of unequal hardness and tenacity, giving rise to accidents which simulate to a 
:Certain extent those produced by the intrusion of foreign masses, and may thus lead dif
ferent observors, as we have seen, to opposite conclusions with regard to the geognostical 
relations of rocks like serpentine and euphotide. 

VIII.-CoNCL usroNs. 

The following are the chief points regarding serpentine and ophiolitic rocks which we 
have sought to set forth in the preceding pages:- · · 

1. To show historically the diversity of opinions as to the geognostical relations of 
serpentine and related rocks, which have been regarded by some writers as eruptive and 
of igneous origin, and by .others as aqueous and sedimentary. 

2. To show how, from the hypothesis of their eruptive origin, came the application of 
that of metasomatosis, and also to set forth the hypothesis of the aqueous origin of serpen
tine, explaining ·how silicates of ·magnesia may, on chemical grounds, be looked for at 
any geological horizon. 

3. To indicate the various horizons at which serpentines are found in North America; 
and first, those of the Laurentian, of the Huronian, and of the younger or Montalban 
gneisses ; 1n which connection we have noticed the serpentines of Chester county, Penn
sylvania, and those of New Rochelle, Hoboken, and Manhattan and Staten Islands, all of 
which are regarded as indigenous stratified. rocks; the apparently intrusive character of 
the serpentine of the latter locality being explained. 

4. We have further described the occutrence of serpentine among the Taconian rocks 
in Pennsylvania, and also among the gypsiferous rocks of the Silurian series at Syracuse, 
New York. 

5. Having noticed some points regarding the nomenclature of serpentine and related 
rocks, and Bonney's account of the serpentines of Cornwall, and of parts of Italy, we have 
considered the serpentine-bearing rocks of the Alps, in which we show four great groups, 
.in ascending ~:>rder, which are the older gneiss, the pietre-verdi or greenstone-serie~, the 
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newer gneisses and mica-schists, and the still younger lustrous schists, corresponding 

respectively to the Laurentian, Huronian, Montalban and Taconian of North America; the 

second and third of these being the Pebidian and the Grampian of Great Britain.* Ser

pentines, it was shown, occur in the Alps interstratified in the second, third and fourth 

of these groups, the youngest of which includes the marbles of Carrara. 

6. The· view that this youngest group is mesozoic, is discussed, and the relations of all 

these groups of crystalline schists to the fossiliferous rocks of the mainland, and of those of 

Elba and Sardinia, are set forth, showing their pre-Cambrian age; while it is maintained 

that the ophiolites and other crystalline rocks which have there been referred to the 

tertiary are but exposed portions of these pre-Cambrian rocks. 

7. The crystalline rocks of the Simplon and the St. Gothard, and those of Saxony and 

Bavaria, are considered and are compared with the younger gneisses of North America. 

8. The. relations of the so-called tertiary serpentines to the surrounding strata are 

elucidated by a detailed discussion of the mass of Monteferrato, in Tuscany, which is 

regarded as of pre-Cambrian or eozoic age. 
9. The various theories proposed to explain the genesis of serpentines are considered, 

and that of their aqueous origin is adopted. 
10. The geognostical history of olivine is discussed, and the essentially neptunian 

origin of many olivine-rocks, is maintained. 
11. The contradictory views as to the geognostical relations of serpentine are consi

dered, and an attempt is made to show that the appearances of intrusion, upon which 

some have insisted, are explained by subsequent movements of the strata in which the 

serpentines are included. 

CONTENTS OF SECTIONS. 

1.-Historical Introduction.-~ 1. Are serpentine rocks indigenous or exotic? 2-5. Conflicting views of European 

geologists; 6-7. Of American geologists ; 8. The Canadian geological survey ; 9. The genesis of crystalline 

rocks in general; 10. Supposed metasomatic origin of serpentines; 11-12. Theory of the aqueous origin of 

serpentines and of eruptive rocks; 13-14. Aqueous formation of magnesian silicates; 15. A great problem 

in chemical geology. 

II.-Serpentines of North America.-~ 16. Laurentian serpentines; 17. Huronian serpentines; 18-20. Serpentines 

of Pennsylvania; 21-2-!. Serpentines of Manhattan and Staten Islands, Hoboken and New Rochelle; 

25-26. Serpentines in the Taconian; 27-3-!. Serpentines in the Silurian at Syracuse, New York; description 

and analysis ; 35. Sepiolite and other magnesian silicates accompanying gypsum. 

III.-Seryentines of Europe.-~ ~6-38. Bonney on the serpentine of Cornwall; 39-40. The names of ophiolite, 

gabbro, euphotide, etc.; 41-42. Bonney on. Italian serpentines; 43---15. Serpentines at the geological 

* It remains to be seen whether the Arvonian series, which is essentially composed of stratified halle:flinta or 

petrosilex-rocks, passing into quartziferous porphyries, and is largely developed at the base of the Huronian in 

parts of North America, and of Great Britain, is not represented in the Alps. Since we haye seen the serpentines, 

lherzolites, euphotides, diabases, and even the marbles of the Alps and other regions, removed from the category 

of eruptive mesozoic and cenozoic masses, and shown to be regularly interbedded members of pre-Cambrian strati

fied series, it is, I think, a legitimate subject for inquiry whether the quartziferous porphyries which are so 

largely developed at Bot:llen, and elsewhere in the Alps, and have been regarded as eruptive rocks of Permian age, 

may not prove to belong to a stratified series, the equivalent of the Arvonian, with which, to judge from descriptions, 

analyses and specimens, they bear a close resemblance. For an account of these rocks of Botzen by one who 

regards them as plutonic, see Judd in the Geological l,fagazine for 1876, vol. xiii., pp. 200-214, and for details with 

regard to the history of the Arvonian series,see the author in 1880, American Jour. Science, [3]. ( xix. pp, 274,278, et seq.) 
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congress of Bologna; 46-47. The distinction of eozoic and cenozoic serpentines in Italy; their geographi
cal distribution. 

IV.-Geology of the Alps and Apennines.-~ 48. Theories as to Alpine crystalline rocks ; 49. The work of Gastaldi ; 
50. Sections by Neri and by Gerlach, in the Western Alps; 51-52. Seetions by Gastaldi; ancient gneiss, 
pietre-verdi, newer gneiss, youngest schists; 53. Characters of newer gneiss; 54. Section in the Biellese; 
56-57. The pietre-verdi 2Jone in its wider and its narrower sense; 58. The youngest crystalline schists; 
59. Great thickness of these Alpine rocks; 60. Von Hauer's sections in the Eastern Alps; 61. Rocks of the 
Simplon; Primitive schists of Lory ; 62-66. The lustrous schists ; 67. Rocks of the St. Gothard ; 68. 
Granites and so-called porphyries ; 69. Classification of Alpine crystalline rocks in four groups; 70. Their 
relations to fossiliferous strata; 71-73. Geology of Corsica and Elba; 74. Geology of Sardina; its Cam
brian fauna; Ordovican [foot-note]; 75. Change of views as to the age of crystalline rocks; 76-77. The 
marbles of Carrara; 78. Studies in the Valtelline; 79. The granulitic series of Saxony; 80. Conglomerates 
in Saxony and Sweden; 81-82. The Montalban series defined; 83. Geology of Eastern Bavaria; 84. 
Bojian and Hercynian gneisses ; primitive clay-slate series ; 85-86. Gastaldi on the continuity of the Alps 
and Apennines, and the geognosy of serpentines. 

V.-The Serpentines of Italy.-~ 87. Pre-paleozoic serpentines; 89. Supposed tertiary serpentines; 90. Gastaldi on 
the sedimentary origin of serpentines; 91-93. The hydroplutonic hypothesis; Issel and Maz2Juoli; 94-95. 
Pellati's criticisms; 96-97. The ophiolite of Monteferrato described; 98. Inversion of adjacent strata; 
99. Constitution of the mass; 100-101. Capacci's view of its origin: recomposed serpentines; 102. Diffi
culties of this view ; 103. Proposed explanation; 104. Relations of older and younger strata; Bonney on 
the igneous origin of the Monteferrato ophiolite; 106. Ophiolites near Sestri Levante, and near Biella; 
107. The Staten Island serpentine. 

VI.-The Genesis of Serpentines.-~ 108. [a] By metasomatosis of plutonic masses; conversion of feldspathic rocks 
to serpentine ; 109. Of feldspathic rocks to limestone ; of serpentine to limestone; King and Rowney ; 
110. [b] By metasomatosis of neptunian masses; supposed change of limestones to serpentine ; to granite, 
gneiss and petrosilex; 111. [c] By diagenesis of silico-magnesian sediments; 112-118. [d] By alteration 
of plutonic olivine-rocks; [e] the hydroplutonic hypothesis; 114 [J] By aqueous deposition of magnesian 
silicates; 115-116. Dieulefait and Lotti on the sedimentary origin of Corsican serpentines; 117-119. Con
stitution of serpentine-masses; various magnesian silicates and their relations; hydrous and anhydrous 
species; examples of their simultaneous formation; 119-120. Alteration of olivine to serpentine; 121-122 
Geognostical relations of olivine; its presence in limestones; 123-125. Dunite and lherzolite; their indi
genous character; olivine-bearing schists. 

VII.-Stratigraphical Relations of Serpentines.-~ 126. Contradictory opinions; Geikie and Bonney on Ayrshire 
serpentines as indigenous and as exotic; 127. analogies from coal-seams ; 128. Stapff on the serpentines 
of St. Gothard; their seemingly intrusive character; 129-130. Aqueous origin of these serpentines and 
their displacements; the structure explained. 

Note.-ln printing the above paper, in October, 1883, the author has referred to results 
made known to him since it was presented in May, 1883 ; nameiy, the recent studies of 
Lotti, (§ '12, '13) and the experiments noted in §110.-[T. S. H.] 
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XT.-A Historical Account of the Taconic Question in Geology, lcith a Discussion of 
the Relations of the Taconian Series to the Older Crystalline and to the Cambrian 
Roclcs. By THOMAS STERRY HUNT, LL.D. (CANTAB.) F.R.S. 

FIRST PART. 

(Presented May 23, 1883.) 

I.-Introduction.-Amos Eaton, and his classification of American rocks. 

Il.-The Geological Survey of New York.-The work of Emmons, Mather and Vanxem; the Taconic sy£tem and the 
Hudson-River group. Table showing the relations of the Taconic rocks. 

III.-Geological Studies in Pennsylvania.-The work of Henry D. Rogers; observations of the author, of Frazer, 
Prime and others. 

IV.-Lower Taconic Rocks in Various Regions.-The work of Emmons, Kerr and Lieber; the Itacolumitic series; 
the Appalachian Yalley, the Carolinas, Maine, New Brunswick, Ontario, etc. 

V.-The Upper Tacon-ic or Jilirst Graywacke.-Its distribution in the United States. 

VI.-The Upper Taconic in Canada.-Geological survey of Canada; the Hudson-River and Quebec groups. Distri
bution of Cambrian, Ordovician and Silurian in northeastern America. 

VII.-I'aleozoic History of Northeastern America .. -Geography of the ancient seas; age of the Atlantic belt of 
crystalline rocks. 

!.-INTRODUCTION. 

§ 1. The histcry of those stratified rocks which in eastern North America, have been 
called the Taconic series, is one of many contradictory opinions and of much obscurity. 
Taken in the larger sense in which the name was at one time applied, this history more
over includes besides t-hose rocks to which the appellation of Taconic or Taconian was 
subsequently restricted, another important series, sometimes called the Upper Taconic, 
which under the names of the Hudson-River group and the Quebec group, has been the 
subjeet of prolonged controversy. It may here be noted that one of the latest writers on 
the subject, whose views will be discussed on the present essay, still maintains for this 
latter series the name of Taconic.* The questions involved in this history are of fun
damental importance, and have hitherto been involved iu so much misconception that 
it seems desirable at the present time to give a concise view both of the facts and of the 
various theories which have b_een held with regard to the whole of the rocks in question. 

For this purpose we must go back to Amos Eaton, to whom rightly belongs the honor 
of having laid the foundations of the American school of geology, so worthily continued 
by his pupils, James Hall, George H. Cook aud the late Ebenezer Emmons. It is now 
half a century since, in 1832, appeared the second and revised edition of Eaton's Geological 
Textbook, from which we may gather his matured views as to the geological succession in 
northeastern America. From this, and from his previous Geological and Agicultural Survey 

* Marcou, Bull. Soc. Geol. de France, 1880; (3) ix. p. 18. 

Sec. IV., 1883. 28. 
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of the Erie Canal, published in 1824, I have elsewhere endeavored to frame a connected 

statement of these views,* which is here briefly resuml·d. 
§ 2. Di-viding the stratified rocks of north-cash·rn America into five great groups, 

namely: I. Primitive; II. Transition; III. Lower N('('.ondary; IV. Upper Secondary; V. 

Tertiary; Eaton supposed that each of these gronps " commenced with carboniferous 
slate and terminated with rnkarcous rocks, having a middle formation, the centre of which 

is quartzose." This three-fold diYision and altmnation in each great series, which Eaton 
regarded as universal, was, so far as I know, the first n•cognition of the principle, now so 

generally understood, of cycles in sedimentation. 
§ 3. These three divisions eYidently correispond to argillites, sandstones and lime

stones, but in the application of his scheme its author allowed himself considerable liberty 
of interpretation, and n~ferred to his first or argillaceous division, not only clay-slates, but 
the great body of crystalline schists. In this way, the first division of the Primitive series 
was made to embrace both the gneisses of the Adirondacks and the Highlands of the 
Hudson, and the unlike crystalline TOcks of New England ; including, besides gneisses, 
various hornblendic, chloritic and micaceous sl·hist:-:, in some of ·which strata the occur
rence of graphite was held to justify the title of carbonif8rous, applied to these TOcks as a 
whole. Following this first division of the Primitive srries, (I. 1) Eaton recognized in 
western New England the second or silicious division, (I. 2) and the third or calcareous 

division, (I. 3) represented respectively by the Granular Quartz-rock and the Granular 

Lime-rock or marble of the Taconic range. 
§ 4. Succeeding these, came the rocks of his second or Transition series. Of this, the 

first or carboniferous division was the Transition Argillite, (II. 1) which in many localities 
directly overlies the Primitive Lime-rock, and consists in part of roofing-slates, with 
coarser and more silicious layers, and in part of soft unctuous micaceous schists. To this 
Transition Argi_llite snc('f'l•ds, according to Eaton, the Fir~t Graywacke or Transition Gray
wacke, representing the second or silicious di-vision of the Transition series, (II. 2) and 
consisting of the so-called graywacke-slate, with sandstones and conglomerntes. The base 
of the First Graywacke was declared to rest unconformably upon the Transition Argillite. 

§ 5. The geographical distribution of the First Graywacke-a very important point 
in our present inquiry-was carefully indicated by Eaton. "It is seen resting on the 
Argillite, near Col. Worthington's on the Little Hoosic, near tlw eastern limit of Renssel
laer county. On ascending the western hill or ridg(\ the grnywacke-sbfr, rubble and 
millstone-grit [els-ewhere indicated by Eaton as making-up the First Graywacke] are found 
in succession. This ridge exfrnds from Canada, th:rough the state of Vermont and Wash

ington, Renssellaer and Columbia counties in New York." Else,vhere, we are told by 
Eaton that the rubble or conglomerate of this First Graywacke " forms the hio-hest rido-es o - b 

between the Massachusetts-line and the Hudson." He also supposed that the Shawan-

gunk Mountain of Ulster and Orange coltnties, on the west side of the Hudson, now 
referred by New York geologists to the horizon of the Second Graywacke, "is a continua
tion of the grit and rubble of the First Graywacke of Rensselhwr county." t 

§ 6. To the third or calcareous division of the Transition series (II. 3) was referred by 

* ~\.zoic Rocks, de., page 2-1-2~; being Report E. of the S(}Concl Geological Survey of PennsylYania, 1878, pp. 2i>3. 
t Geological Textbook, 2nd Ed., pp. 74, 93, 123. 
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Eaton, what he called the Sparry Lime-rock, found at the summit of the First Gray
wackP, to the east of the Hudson. In the same division also was included a group of 
strata lying to the west of Lake Champlain, which he designated the Calciferous Sandrock 
and the Metalliferous Lime-rock. In this latter region, however, these Transition lime
stones were found to rest directly upon the low<-'r division of the Primitive series; the 
whole of the intermediate divisions being absent. 

§ 7. The Transition limestones in this western area were, according to Eaton, directly 
followed by the third or Lower Secondary series, the first division of which (III. 1) was 
described as an argillite or graywacke-slate, and the second (III. 2) as a sandstone or mill
stone-grit; the two together making what he called the Second Gra ywacke; declared by him to 
be indistinguishable from the First or Transition Graywacke, except by the fact that it over
lies the Transition limestones. This Secondary Graywacke is thus clearly identified with 
the strata subsequently called the Utica slate, the Pulaski or Loraine shales, and the 
Gray or Oneida sandstone. Succeeding it, were the Lower Secondary limestones, including 
the Niagara, and the Lower and the Upper Helderberg divisions, of later geologists. The 
Medina, Clinton and Onondaga divisions were looked upon by Eaton as constituting 
subordinate intercalated series. 

For the understanding of the problems before us, we need not follow our author 
above the Second Graywacke; though it is important to remark that he first showed that 
the Lower Secondary limestones underlie alike the bituminous coal and the anthracite of 
Pennsylvania, both of which he placed in the Upper Secondary series; thus correcting the 
enor of Maclure, who had assigned the anthracite to a lower horizon, and placed it in the 
Transition series. 

The subsequent study of the Taconic question will be much facilitated by keeping 
in view the classification and the definitions of Eaton, the abandonment of which materi
allyretarded the progress of American geology. Some of his once rejected views are now 
universally accepted, and, in the opinion of the present writer, a similar vindication 
awaits the entire succession defined by Eaton, so far as his Primitive, Transition and 
Lower Secondary series are concerned. The relations of these will be farther shown 
below, in a table at the end of the ne,:.t chapter. 

IL-THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF NEW YORK. 

§ 8. Such was the state of our knowledge of those rocks in 1832. Five years later, 
the geological survey of New York "\Vas begun. The Northern district of the state was 
then assigned to Ebenezer Emmons, a pupil of Eaton, and to him we owe the present 
nomenclature of what he called the Champlain division of the New York system of paleo
zoic rocks; described by him as resting, in that region, directly on the Primary series, and 
designated as follows, in ascending order: 1. Potsdam sandstone; ~- Calciferous sand
rock (now known to be a dolomite or magnesian limestone) ; 3. Chazy limestone ; 4. 
Trenton limestone, with its subdivjsions, the Birdf;('Y(' and Black-Riv~T limestones; 5. 
Utica slate; 6. Loraine shale ; 7. Gray sandstone ; 8. Medina sandstone. The numbers 
7 and 8 were, as is well known, subsequently separated from the Champlain division, 
and joined to what was called the Ontario division of the New York system. 

§ 9. This order was evident to the west of Lake Champlain, where the strata are 
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nearly horizontal and rest in undisturbed succession on the crystalline rocks of the 

Primary series. To the east of the lake, ho-\YevPr, and thence southward along the valley 
of the Hudson, is found the belt of disturbed strata, dipping generally to the eastward, 
which had been called by Eaton, the First or Transition Graywacke, the distribution of 
which has been given in § 5. This belt, described by Emmons as consisting of a great 
thickness of O'reen red and O'ray sandstones and cornrlomerates, with green, purple and 

b ' b '--' 

black slates, and some associated limestones, was by him now n•foned to the horizon of 
the Loraine shale and the succeeding sandstones, (Nos. 6, 7, and 8), or, in other words, to 
the Second Graywaeke, lying above the Trenton limestone; which latter, according to 
Emmons, appears, in some localities, to dip beneath this graywacke. By Eaton, however, 
the strata of the same belt had been assigned, under the name of the First Graywacke, to 
a position below the same Trenton limestone. 

§ 10. These views were published by Emmons in 1842, at which time, as we see, he 
dissented from the opinion of Eaton as to the stratigraphical horizon of the First Gray
wacke of the latter, ana adopted that which had been put forth by Mather, to be merr
tioned below. As regards thP quartzite and limestone of the Primitive series, and the 
Transition Argillite, which, according to Eaton, intervene stratigraphically, as well as 
geographically, between the nystalline schists of the Primitive and the First Graywacke, 
Emmons supposed that these three diYisions constitute a distinct group or series, which,. 
from its development in the Taconic hills of western Massachusetts, he named the Taconic 
system. This he regarded as distinct from, and older than the New York system lying 
to the westward of it. 

§ 11. The survey of the Routhern district of New York was assigned to Mather, who, 
in his final report on the region, in 1843, described the south-ward et:tension of the various 
groups of rocks just mt>ntioned, and maintained, in opposition to both Eaton and Emmons, 
that the Taconic system of the latter was a modification of the Champlain division; the 
quartzite being supposed to correspond to the Potsdam, the marble to the Calciferous, 
Chazy and Trenton, and the argillite to the Utica and Loraine; for which latter sub-division 
he adopted, as a synonym, the name of the Hudson slates. 

9 12. As regards the graywacke-belt east of the Hudson RiYer, this consisted in part, 
according to Mather, of the same slates in a disturbed and altered condition, and in part 
of higher strata, belonging to the horizon of the Oneida and Medina sub-divisions of the 
New York system. He supposed, with Eaton, that the belt of these rocks, continued from 
Canada, through Vermont, and along the east side of the Hudson, was pTOlonged southward, 
on the west side, in the Shawangunk range; and that the Green-Pond Mountain range, in 
New J (•rsey, was also a portion of the same lwlt, which it lithologically resembles. Thus, in 
the view of Mather, the whole sPries of Eaton, from the granular quartzite of the Primitive 
up to the top of the Second Graywacke, ·was made up of the rocks of the Champlain 
division, with some still hig:h(•r strata. He confounded tlu· First with the Second 
Graywru·ke, and supposed both the clay-1-ilates of the former, and the undeTlying Transi
tion Argillite of Eaton, to he nothing more than local modifications of the l:tfra and Lor
aine shales. Indeed, as is well-known, Mather went so far as to rPgnrd the Primitive 
crystalline schists themselvPs as a farther modification of the sanrn Champlain series. 
Emmons, as ·we have shown, while adhering to the views of Eaton in other respects, 
adopted, at this time, Mather's conjecture as to tlH· horizon of the pastern graywacke-belt. 
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§ 13. The name of Hudson slates had already, in his fourth annual report on the 
Southrrn district of New York, been given by Mather to the strata which he regarded as 
equivalent to the Loraine shale; described by Emmons as oenuring in J effer~on and LPwis 
counties, in the Northern district. These strata were farther studied by Vanuxem in the 
Central or intermediate district, which included the cotmties of Oswego, Oneida, Ht>rkimer 
and Montgomery, extending south-eastward along the valley of the Mohawk. The rocks 
found in this district were first described by Conrad as dark shales (the Utica slates) suc
ceeded by fossiliferous lead-colored shales alternating with gray sandstones, well dis
played at and near Pulaski, in Oswego county. At the summit of these was a sandstone 
quarried for grindstones, and in Oneida county the series was overlaid by a quartzose 
conglomerate. These were at first called by Vanuxem (who snccppJed Conrad in the 
charge of the survey of this district,) the_Pulaski shales and sandstonPs, and they clearly 
correspond to the Loraine shale and the Gmy sandstone of Emmons. As these shales 
were also regarded, both by Emmons and by Vanuxem, as identical with the Hudson slates 
of Mather, Vauuxem included them in what he called the Hudsou-RiYer group; a name 
which in subsequent geological and paleontological publications has generally replaced 
that of Loraine shale, as being synonymous with it. 

§ 14. The Hudson-River group, however, according to Vanuxem, embraced two distinct 
divisions, the upper, a highly fossiliferous member (being the Pulaski shales and sand
stone) found west of the Adirondacks, in Jefferson, Lewis and Pulaski counties, and dis
appearing to the south-eastward, in Oneida county. The lower member of the Hudson
River group, as defined by Vanuxem, was named the Frankfort division, from Frankfort 
in Herkimer county, and was described as consisting of greenish argillites and sandstones; 
which underlie the Pulaski shales to the north-west, as far as Jefferson county, constitute 
in Herkimer and Montgomery countic's, the only representative of the Hudson-Rin'r 
group; and extend eastward through Schenectady, Albany and Saratoga counties to the 
Hudson River. This lower division of the group was said to contain none of the organic 
remains of the Pulaski or upper diyision, but to include some graptolitic shales. To this 
lower division, Vanuxem supposed, might belong the thick ma~ses of contorted argilla
ceous strata, of" controverted age", along the Hudson Yalley. 

He farther remarked that the two di visions of the Hudson-River group "are not 
co-extensive with each other. The lower one enters from the Southern district, along the 
Mohawk, and extends north by Rome, through Lewis into Jefferson county. The upper 
division first appear in Oneida county, and from thence west and north, is a co-associate of 
the Frankfort slate or lower division.". These two divisions, Vanuxem insisted on treating 
separately, "inclining to the opinion that they ought not to be put together in local 
geology."* He, moreover, declared that the two divisions, although in juxtaposition in 
parts of New York, occur separately in Pennsylyania. The Pulaski slrnlPs, haying in 
all respect the same characters as in New York, it was said, are found in the Nippenose 
valley, west of the Susquehanna; while the Frankfort slatPs nncl sancl~tones an• seen to 
the east of the North Mountain, in the Kittatinny or Appalachian Yalley, and include the 
roofing-slates of the Delaware. 

The Oneida conglomerate, which in Oneida, New York, according to Vanuxem, rests 

* Geology of the Third district of New York, pp. 60-67. 
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upon the Pulaski shales, is seen in Herkimer county, overlying directly the Frankfort 
slates and sandstones. The same conditions, according to Horton, (Mather's assistant in 
the Southern distrid of New York) occur in Orange county, where the sandstone of Sha

wangunk Mountain is said to rest unconformably upon the edges of the Argillite and 

Graywacke series. 
§ 15. The following table (page 224) ·will show the relations of the various groups of 

stTata aheady noticed, by a comparison of the diyisions establislrnd by Eaton with those 

adopted by the N PW York geologists and by others. It should here be rnpeated that Eaton 
insisted upon the fad that the Argillite is unconfOTmably overlaid by the First Gray,vacke. 
He wrote "while European O'eoloO'ists have described a chano-e of direction at the meeting 

' b 1:l , b 

of the Lower and Upper Secondary, in ·which the latter Tef-.ts unconformably upon the 
inclined c>dg-c•s of the formPr, in ·North America this change takes place at the meeting of 
the ArgillitP and the First Graywacke." He was careful to distinguish between the bed
ding and the slaty dea T"age of the Argillite, the plates of ·which, he tells u:--, " form a large 
angle with the general direction of the rock." His diagrams moreover show both the non
conformity of stratification betwct111 the two, and the indPpendent slaty cleavage of the 

lower series.* 
Eaton did not distinguish the Potsdam sandstone on the west shore of Lake Cham

plain from what he called the Calciferous Sand-rock, there underlying the Metalliferous 
Lime-rock-a term (bonowed from Bakewell) by which he designated the Trenton lime
stone with its sub-divisions, including what he called the Birdseye or encrinal marble, 
and the underlying Chazy. The Calciferous Sand-rock he described and figured as in part 
marked by geodes, (a very distinctive character), and represented it as the equivalent of the 
somewhat dissimilar Spany Lime-rock found, to the eastward, at the summit of the First 
Graywacke. Of this Sparry Lime-rock, he both designated and figured two varieties, 
which he called veill!J and tessellated. The COl'l'l'Ctness of these, and of other descriptions by 
Eaton, will be acknowledged by those who examine carefully the rocks which he desCTibed. 

§ 16. In the Lower Set:ondary of Eaton, what he named the Corniferous or Cherty 

Lime-TOck, with its beds of chert (called by him stratified horn-rock), is the Upper Helderberg 
of later geologists, and his Geodiferous Lime-rock is as clearly the Niagara; the Lower 
Helderberg limestone, and the succeeding Oriskany sandstone, now regarded as the basal 
member of the Devonian, not being then rncognized. Besides the regular division of l·ach 
group into triads of argillaceous, silicious and calcarnous rocks, ,vhich he regarded as normal, 
Eaton admitted the existence of what he called subordinate or interposed strata. To this 
class of abnormal mcks, he referred, in the Lower Secondary, the Onondaga group, with its 
marls, salt and gypsum, and also tlw hydraulic limestone or ,V ater-lime above it; all of 
which may be regarded as interpolated bdween the Niagara and the Helderberg lime
stones. In the same subordinate class also were included by him the red beds of the 
Medina and the iron-ores of the Clinton. 

§ 17. It will be remembered that the Potsdam of Emmons, which (like the Calci

ferous Sand-rock) is often wanting at the base of the Champlain division, was unknown 

to Eaton, and hence does not appear in the table below, from which what he Tegarded as 
subordinate strata are also omitted. The Calciferous Sand .. Tock of Eaton and the undeTlying 

* Geological Textbook, pp, 63, 72, 74. 
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Potsdam sandstone were, by Emmons,, declared to be represented, to the eastward, by the 
great development of strata included in the Sparry Lime-rock and the First Graywacke, to 
which, as a whole, he gave the name of Taconic slates, and later that of Upper Taconic. . . 
E;e farther declared, in 1861, that the primordial zone in Bohemiai which includes Bar-
rande's first fauna, "is in co-ordination with the upper series of the Taconic rocks."* 

The name of Ordovician (sometimes contracted to Ordovian) which we have intro
duced in this table, was proposed by Lapworth in 1879 t to designate the group of paleozoic 
rocks found in Wales between the base of the Lowe1· Llandovery and the base of the Lower 
Arenig. These, corresponding essentially to the Upper Cambrian or Bala group of Sedg
wick-the second fauna of Barrande-were, as is well-known, by a mistake in stratigraphy, 
joined by Murchison to his Silurian system, under the name of Lower Silurian; and have 
also since been· called Siluro-Cambrian and Cambro-Silurian. By making of this debated 
ground, a separate region between the true Silurian above and the great Cambrian series 
below, (the Middle an'd Lower Cambrian of Sedgwick) Lapworth has sought to get rid of 
the confusion in nomenclature, and to restrain the attempts of some to extend the name 
of Silurian downwards even to the base of the Cambrian itself. This new division is con
venient in American geology from the fact that it includes the group of strata between the 
base of the Silurian (Oneida) sandstone and the base of the· Chazy_ limestone ; the latter, 
together with the Trenton, Utica and Loraine. divisions, being· equivalent to the Ordovi
cian. The name was given in allusion to the Ordovices, an ancient British tribe inhabit
ing North Wales. 

§ 18. yr e have placed at the base of the column as representing the gneisses and 
other crystalline rocks, (Eaton's lower division of the Primitive series), the names· of five 
groups: Laurentian,Norian, Arvonia,n, Hur6il.ian and Montalban, the distinctness of which, 
in our opinion, is now established alike on stratigraphical and lithological grounds, both 
in North America and in Europe. Of these, the Laurentian, or older gneissic series, will 
probably require sub-division, and the separation of the typical Laurentian, represented in 
Canada by what has been called the Grenville series, from the underlying Ottawa gneiss. 
Both. of ,these were, however, included in the Lower Laurentian on Logan's maps of Canada ; 
the Norian being thereon called Upper Laurentian, or Labradorian. This is provisionally 
placed below the Arvonian or petrosilex-series, which was at first included, in North 
America, in the base of the Huronian. The latter is the great greenstone-series, which, in 
the Alps, intervenes between the ancient gneiss and the younger gneiss and mica-schist 
series. This is the Montalban, which, in the absence of the intermediate groups, is found, 
in many places, resting · directly upon the older gneiss. For a historical sketch of the 
progress of discovery in these older rocks, see the author's report' on Azoic Rocks, in 1878; 
also, his paper in 1880 on Tho pre-Cambrian Rocks of Europe and America Compared ; and, 
farther, on The pre-Cambrian Rocks of the Alps, being a chapter on his recent essay on 
The Geological History of Serpentines, in 1883. + 

The following words, published in 187 4, before the recognition of the Arvonian, 
are still applicable : "The distribution of the crystalline rocks of the Norian, Huronian and 

* Emmons, Manual of Geology, page 89. 
t Geological Magazine, vi., p. 13. 
t Azoic Rocks, Report E. of Geol. Survey of Pennsylvania, 1878; American ~Journal Science, 1880, vol. xix, 

pages 268-283; Trans. Royal Soc. Canada, 1883, pp. 1S2-196. 
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Montalban series would seem to show that these are remaining portions of great distinct 
and unconformable series, once widely spread out oyer a more ancient floor of granitic 
o-neiss of Laurentian aO'e · but that the four series thus indicated include the whole of the 
o b·' ' 

crystalline stratified TOcks of New England, is by no means affirmed. How many m?re 
such formations may have been laid down over this region, and subsequently swept away, 
leaying no traces, or only isolated fragments, we may never know ; but it is probable that 
a careful study of the geology of New England and the adjacent British provinces, may 
establish the existence of many more than the four series above enumerated."* 

TABLE SHOWING THE STRATIGRAPHICAL RELATIONS OF THE TACONIC ROCKS. 

Eaton's :S omenclature (1832.) Later Names. 

~ { Corniferous Lime-rock ..... , • , ........ Upper Helder berg ..... De,·onian. 
~ 
<1 
A 3. 
~ Geodiferous Lime-rock .......•....... ~iagara ............ } 

,...; 0 
1--1 ~ Silurian. 
H w. 2. Milbtono-g:rit ... } {Oneida-Medina ... , 

~ 
Second 

~ 1. Graywacke-slate Graywacke. Utica-Loraine, ... ,,} 
0 
H Ordovician. 

{ Metalliferous Lime-rock, •••••...•.... Chazy-Trenton .... (Upper Cambrian) 

3. 
z Sparry Lime-rock. Calcifer. Sand-rock. l l 
0 .... I 

H E-, 

2
· { )I illstone-µrit, .. } ~ I 1Jpper Taconie. I Cambrian. H ;,, . Fil'st 

..... Gray,vacke. _ (Quebec Group) J (Middle and Lower Cambrian) 
~ Graywacke-slate 

E:-1 

I 1. Argillite ...•....................•.... 

l l Lower Taeonic. Taconian. 

~ 
3. Granular Lime-rock ....•......•....•. J (Itaoolumitio Group) 

E-, 2. Granular Quartz-rock ......•.......... ~ .... 
::.1 
ii:l { Huronian. Montalban. p., 1. Gneiss and other Crystalline Rocks ... 

Laurentia-n. N orian. A1.·vonian. 

III.-GEOLOGICAL STUDIES IN PENNSYLVANIA. 

§ 19. The rt>adei''s attention is now called to the two districts in Pennsylvania men
tioned in§ 14; where the present writtc'r has been enabled to confirm the observations of 
Vanuxem. To the west of the Susquehanna, in Mifflin county, is the Kishacoquillas 
-valley, an eroded antielinal Yalley, having a rim of Oneida sandstone, (the Levant or No. 
IV. of Rogers), which is the summit of the Second Graywaeke of Eaton, and is conformably 
oYerlaid, on both of the monoclinal slopes, by the Medina and Clinton beds. Passing down
,Yards from the massfrc sandstones of the rim to the centre of the valley, we flnd alterna
tions of sandstone-layers with sandy shales, succeeded, in· descending order, by the Utica 
slate and the TTenton limestone; all of ,vhieh are well characterised, both lithologically 
and paleontologically. The whole series, from the summit of the sandstone to the base of 
the limestone, here presents apparently one unbroken stratigraphical suecess10n, corres-

* Hunt, Chemical and Geological Essays, page 281. 
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ponding to that already described as occurring in the Central district of New York, (§ 13) 
and to what is seen along the north shore of Lake Ontario, in Canada. .A similar condition 
of things occurs in the Nippenose, the Nittany, and the other so-called coves or limestone~ 
valleys, which are found in centml Pennsylvania, and like that of Kishacoquillas, are eroded 
anticlinals. .Accounts of these will be found in Rogers's Geology of Pennsylvania, 
Vol. I., pp. 460-511 ; and also in Report T., on Blair county, by Franklin Platt, of the 
second geological survey of the state. The latter tells us that "there is no appearance of 
non-conformability here between III. and IV;" that is to say between the Loraine shale 
and the succeeding· Oneida-Medina sandstones. Within these valleys, there appears 
beneath the fossiliferous limestone, a great mass of magnesian limestones, several thousand 
feet in thickness, abounding in ores of iron and of zinc, and identical with the limestones 
of the .Appalachian valley. 

§ 20. When we pass from the central region of Pennsylvania to the east of the North 
or Kittatinny Mountain, we find, along the western borders of the .Appalachian valley, the 
sandstone, No. IV., which constitutes this monoclinal ridge, resting upon a great series of 
schistose rocks, declared by V anuxeni to belong to the Frankfort or lower division of 
his Hudson-River group, in which he included the roofing-slates of the region. The con
tact between the oveTlying sandstone and these rocks is not, however, as in the central 
valleys, one of conformable passage, through intercalations, into an undeTlying series- of 
fossiliferous shales, but, as may be observed at the Lehigh Water~gap, one of non
conformity. 

H. D. Rogers noted the fact that the conglomerates of the sandstone No. IV., here 
include "many rounded pebbles and fragments of the three underlying formations which 
intervene between it and the Primary rocks at the bottom of the series."* He recognized 
among the pebbles portions of the Primal sandstone, of chert deriyed from the Auroral 
limestone, and of the Matinal slates. The presence of all these, which I have verified, 
is sufficient to show the complete stratigraphical break which here separates this Silurian 
sandstone from the subjacent argillites. These are seen along the banks of the Lehigh, resting 
in apparent conformity upon the .Auroral limestone; which, with its overlying and 
interstratified schists, and its subjacent quartzite, makes up the Lower Taconic of Emmons. 

§ 21. .As the result of my observations in these two regions of Pennsylvania, I stated 
in 1878, that the passage in the central valh·ys "from the Upper Cambrian shales into 
the Silurian sandstones is gradual, and that there is no stratigraphical break; although, as 
shown by Rogers, such au interruption occurs between these same sandstones and the 
underlying slates along the north-west border of the great Appalachian valley."t 

This non-conformity has been questioned by Prof. Lesley, but my own observations 
at the Lehigh Water-gap are confirmed by those published by Mr. I. 0. White, in 1882, in 
his Report G. 6, of the second geological survey of Pennsylvania, (pp. 150, 151) and I 
repeat his statement that "the proof seems conclusive," that the Silurian sandstone, 
·IV, here rests unconformably upon the underlying slates. Of these, we have already 
spoken as entirely distinct from those fossiliferous shaly strata which underlie conform-
ably the same sandstones in the valleys of central Pennsylvania. 

* Second Annual Report on the Geology of Pennsylvania, 1838, page 36. 
t Chem. and Geol. Essays, 2nd ed., preface, p. xxi. 

Sec. IV., 1883. 29. 
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§ 22. By Prof. H. D. Rogers, and his assistants on the first geological survey of Penn
sylvania, the series of rocks found in the two regions just mentioned underlying the sand
stone, No. IV., were regarded as stratigraphically equivalent. He rightly identified the 
fossiliferous shales and limestones which, in the central valleys, immediately underlie this 
sandstone, with the Loraine, Utica and Trenton divisions of the Champlain series of New 
York, which in his nomenclature included three great divisions: I. Primal; II. Auroral; 
III. Matinal; the first. or silicious corresponding to the Potsdam; the second or calcareous 
to the Calciferous, Chazy and Trenton ; and the third or argillaceous to the Utica and Loraine. 
This correlation, for the Trenton, Utica and Loraine, was established by Rogers, alike on 
stratigraphical and paleontological grounds, for the central valleys. The rocks of the great 
south-eastern or Appalachian valley, which were seen to be in many respects unlike the 
preceding, were spoken of by Rogers as belonging to a distinct or "south-eastern type" of 
the same Primal, Auroral and Matinal series. HerAin, Rogers adopted the view of 
Mather, who, as we have seen, (§ 11) had already declaTed these same rncks, in their exten
sion to the north-eastward, to be nothing more nor less than modified representatives of 
the members of the Champlain series. In accordance with this ·dew, Rogers called the 
quartzites and schists of the great valley, Primal, the QTannlar limestonf•s or marbles 
Auroral, and the overlying schists and aTgillifr~, Matinal. Very gT0at differences both in 
thickness and in lithological characters, exist betwee1+ this series and the Champlain 
division in northern New York and central Canada; but the rocks in question lie, in both 
cases, between two well-defined geological horizons, having the ancient gneiss below, and 
the Oneida, called by Rogers the Levant sandstone (which was No. IV in his notation) 
above; and in both cases they present the same three-fold division of silicious, calcareous 
and argillaceons strata. 

§ 23. In support of the parallelism thus suggested, it was said that the peculiar 
markings to which the name of Smlitlms linearis had been given-and which are character
istic of the basal or Taconic quartzite alike in Pennsylnmia and in l\Iassachusetts-were 
identical with a form found in the typical Potsdam sandstone of New York and Canada. 
The Potsdam form of Scolithus, ho-wever, as I have elsewhere shown, is very distinct, 
and does not resemblt the Scolithus of the Taconic quartzite so much as it does the similar 
form found in the Medina sandstone.* 

§ 24. There is, in fact, up to this time, no evidence that the typical Potsdam sandstone 
and Calciferous sandrock of northern New YoTk exist in eastern Pemisykania; but on the 
contrary there are many rC'asons for supposing that in this region, as in eastern Canada, 
and along the eastern side of the Champlain and Hudson-Hin•r valleys, the period of 
these two sub-divisions of the New York sp,km is represented by the First GrayvYacke of 
Eaton, the Upper Taconic of Emmons; which, as will be shown farther on is now reco 0 ·-' :::, 

nized as contemporaneous with the typical Potsdam and Calciferous sub-diYisions. Rocks 
supposed to represent this graywacke-series are found in the great valley of Pennsyl
vania, and these, together with the divisions immediately pre('C'Pding them; namely, the 
Primitive Quartz-rock, the Primitiye Lime-roek, and the Transition Argillih· ;-which 
constitute the Lower Taeonic of Emmons,-are, as we shall endeavor to show, represented 
by the Primal, Auroral and Matinal of the south-eastern area. 

* .ftzoic Rocks, pp. 135-139. 
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§ 25. The Calciferous sandrock, together with the Chazy, Birdseye and Black-River 
limestones of the Champlain division, were supposed by Rogers to be. represented in the 
area just mentioned by the great masses of maguesian limestones and marbles, with intPr
calated schists, estimated by him at from 2,500 to 5,000 feet in thickness ; while the suc
ceeding schists and argillites were regarded as equivalent to the Trenton, Utica and 
Loraine divisions. The large area occupied by these rocks of "the south-eastern type," 
except in some few localities, had afforded no organic remains save the Scolithus already 
mentioned; but the strata were supposed to have undergone a local alteration, or so-called 
metamorphism, effacing the evidences of organic life. The limestones of this series are in 
fact more or less crystallilH', and often white or banded granular marbles. Moreover, 
there are intercalated both among the limestones and the quartzites of the series, peculiar 
schists sometimes containing hornblende, serpentine, talc and chlorite, besides damourite, 
pyrophyllite and other hydrous micaceous species, which have been mistaken fur magne
sian silicates, and have caused these rocks, as a whole, to be called talcose or magnesian. 
Many of these silicates, such as hornblende, serpentine and micas, are also found in the 
limestones. 

§ 26. These Taconic limestones and quartzites include moreover large masses of iron
ores, sometimes a peculiar type of magnetite, more rarely of hematite; besides beds or 
lenticular masses of pyrite and of siderite. The latter two species, in regions where the 
effects of subaerial decay are seen to considerable depths, are converted into brown-hema
tite ores-limonite or turgite-which are found imbedded in soft clayey and generally 
highly inclined strata, the results of the decomposition and partial solution of the lime
stones and their associated schists. The limonitic ores of this horizon are extensiYely 
mined along the outcrop of these Taconic rocks, from Vermont to Alabama; and, as has 
been shown by the concordant observations of many investigators, have been derived by 
epigenesis, in some cases from the sulphid, and in other cases from the carbonate of iTon; 
both of which, in the deeper workings, are found unaltered. Crystals of magnetite are 
sometimes disseminated through these schists, as well as thin layers of compact hematite, 
both of which are occasionally found in the clayey beds w.ith the limonites. The 
massive granular magnetic ores of this horizon in Pennsylvania are generally associated 
with small quantities of pyrite and chalcopyrite, and frequently yield by analysis a little 
cobalt. They are distinguished from the magnetites of the older rocks by their generally 
finely granular texture and feebler cohesion, as well as by the characteristic imbedded 
minerals. The hematite is often a very soft unctuous micaceous variety, and both 
magnetite and hematite are occasionally found in grains disseminated in the soft granular 
sandstone layers. The limonites are often mangauiferous, and are sometimes accompanied 
by manganese-oxyds, which are doubtless derived from corresponding man.ganesian carbo
nates.* · Associated with the limestones of this series are sometimes considerable inter~ 

* The few carbonated ores from this horizon in Pennsylyania, which have been analysed, are more or less 
manganesian; one of them yielding to McCreath 5'0 per cent. of manganesian carbonate. A massive fawn-colored 
carbonate, with a specific gravity of 3·25, found in layers in the so-called primordial slates of Placentia Bay in 
Newfoundland, gave me by analysis 81 ·6 per cent. of manganesian carbonate, and 15·4 per cent. of silica, for the 
most part soluble in a dilute alkaline solution, besides traces of ferrous, calcareous and magnesian carbonates. It 
was partially incrusted with black crystalline manganese-oxyd, evidently of epigenic origin, Amer. Jour. Science1 
1859, vol. xxviii, p. 374. 
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bedded deposits of zinc-blende, and oxydized ores of zinc are found at the outcrops of these. 
• The chief facts in the mineralogical history of these rocks will be found in my volume 

already cited; Azoic Rocks, etc., pp. 201, 206. See also a description of the Cornwall Iron
Mine, etc., Proc. Amer. Institute Mining Engineers, vol. IV., pp. 319-325, and two notes 
on The Taconic System, and on the Genesis of Iron Ores, published in the Canadian 
Naturalist for December, 1880; besides a farther discussion of the subject in an essay on 
The Decay of Rocks Geologically Considered, read before the National Academy of Sciences 

at Washington, April, 1883.* 
§ 27. As regards the thickness of the strata which in the central region of Pennsylva-

nia underlie the sandstone No. IV., we find in the Kishacoquillas and Nittany valleys, 
respectively; for the Loraine shales a thickness of 1,200 and 700 feet, for the Utica slate, 400 
and 300 feet, and for the fossiliferous Trenton beds, 400 and 300 feet. Beneath the latter, in 
these centrnl valleys, lies a great mass of magnesian limestones interstTatified with schis
tose beds; the whole called by Rogers, Auroral, and supposed by him to be, like the similar 
rocks in the eastern part of the state, the rPprPsentatives of the Chazy and Calciferous 
divisions of the New York system. To this succession of limestones, as observed at Belle
fonte, Rogers assigned a thickness of over 5,400 feet, of which the upper 600 are highly fossili
ferous; while the great underlying portion is destitute of fossils, or contains but few and 
undetermined organic forms. The most complete section of the strata below the sandstone 
No. IV., in the central region, is that lately measured by Mr. Saunders, in Blair county; where, 
beneath 900 feet representing the Loraine and Utica shales, are found not less than 6,600 
feet of strata, including, at the top, the fossiliferous Trenton beds, whose thickness is not 
separately given, and, near the base, intercalated sandstones and shales. A summary of 
this section gives, in descending mder :-

Feet. 
Sandstone No. IV ...................................................................... . 
Upper shales (Utica and Loraine)................................. ................. 900 
Limestones and dolomites, including the fossiliferous Trenton...... . . . . . . . . 5,400 
White sandstone........................................................................... 40 
Limestone with sandstone and shales .............................................. 1,160 

7,500 

§ 28. In none of the sections of these rocks exposed in the eroded anticlinal valleys 
of the west, has anything been found corresponding to the older crystalline groups which, 
along the border of the south-eastern region, underlie the base of this series. For the rc:-;t, 
these lower non-fo:-;~iliferous strata present similar mineralogical characters to those of the 
great valley to the south-east, and include extensive deposits of limonite (imbedded in 
clays, which are decayed schists in situ), as well as ores of zinc; both of which ,\Tl' largely 
mined in Blair county. For the above details of measurements see report T. of the 
second geological survey of Pennsylvania, by Franklin Platt, pp. 18, 48-59. 

§ 29. If we turn from these central vallt7s of I'Pnnsylvania to what Rogers called the 
south-eastern area, that is to say the regions lying to the south-east of the Kittatinny 
Mountain, we find a very different condition of things. In place of the 900 feet of fossili-

* American Journal of 8eience (3), xxvi., 201-~U,). 
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ferous shales measured in Blair county between the limestone below and the overlying 
sandstone, we find not less than 6,000 feet of unfossiliferous strata. As long since mea
sured by Rogers, on the west side of the Delaware RiYcT at the ,Vater-gap, there are 6,102 
feet between the base of the sandstone No. IV. and the underlying Auroral limestone.* 
Mr. Chance, in a later section in this vicinity, makes them ahove 3,900 fePt, and Lesley con
cludes from observations on the Susquehanna that they have an aµ:gn·gate thickness of not 
less than 6,000 feet, which agrees with the early measurements of Rogers. The characters 
ofthis great group of strata in the Kittatinny valley, included both by Rogers and by the 
second geological survey, in the Matinal dfrision are exceedingly variable, and they pre
sent important local differences. The roofing-slates already mentioned (§ 20) are confined 
to a small area in the north-west part of this valley, occupying a narrow zone lying from 
one to three miles south from the base of the Kittatinny Mountain, and extending from a 
point in New Jersey a few miles east of the Delaware Water-gap, across the Delaware and 
Lehigh, and a few miles west of the latter river. These roofing-slates were assigned by 
Rogers to the lower part of the group in question. According to Chance also, who has 
lately examined them, they are very low in the series, and of no great thickness ; but are 
affected by such .sharp fl.exures that the dips on both sides of the anticlinals and synclinals 
are nearly parallel, so that the apparent thickness of the roofing-slates is much augmented.t 
In the region to the west of the Lehigh, in the counties of Berks and Lebanon, these 
Matinal slates include a great amount of coarse arenaceous rock, and rise into bold hills. 
Some parts consist of heavy grey sandstones with conglomerates, and bluish or greyish 
shales with thin-bedded limestones. Large portions are characterized by a predominant 
reddish or reddish-brown color, with interstratified beds of yellow or fawn-colored shales, 
and are said by Rogers to resemble the strata of the Medina and Clinton, above No. IV. 

Mention should also here be made of the existence of considerable masses of conglo
merate made up of more or less completely worn pebbles of the Auroral limestone in a 
calcareous cement, which are found at several points in the great valley, and have been 
described by Rogers as resting upon the Auroral limestone.+ 

§ 30. From my observations in this region, in 1875, when I had an opportunity of 
~eeing the rocks of this group at several points in the Appalachian valley between the 
Lehigh and Schuylkill rivers, I was struck with their great" r0semblance to the First 
Graywacke of Eaton (the Upper Taconic of Emmons, or Quebec group), as seen from 
the banks of the St. Lawrence at Quebec, to the valley of the Hudson; which, it will 
be remembered, was, by Mather, confounded with the Second Gray,vacke (§ 12). It is 
apparent from a section to be seen a little west of the Lehigh, below Slatington, that the 
coarse red and grey sandstones, with red shales and conglomerates, overlie the roofing
slates of the valley; and their geographical relations are such as to suggest an uncon
formable superpo&.ition. 

§ 31. Regarding the rocks of this valley, I t'xpressed, in 1878, my belief" that besides 
the Auroral limestones, with their succeeding argillites, and the unconformably su1wrim
posed (Oneida) Silurian conglomerates of the North Mountain, there are, to the west of 

* Second Annual Report, 1838, p. 35. 
t Rogers, Geology of Pennsylvania, I. 247; also Second Geol. Survey Penn, Report G. G; pp. 340, 363. 
t Geology of Pennsylvania, I., 252: 
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the Lehigh river, portions of two intermediate fOTmations. One of these, marked by n·d
colored sandstonPs, conglomerates and slates, appears to be the same ,Yith the UppPr 
Taconic or Cambrian belt; which has been traced by H. D. Rogers, Mather, Emmons, Logan 
and the writer, with some intenuptions, from NP\Y .Tt·rsey to Canada, along the great Appa
lachian valley. Tlw other is an impure black earthy limestone, becoming in parts a soft, 
thinly bedded flag-stone, which was set·n lying, at moderate angles, above the blue lime
stone of the valley, not far from Copley, and was then supposed to belong to a different 
series. It is apparently the same -with the Trenton beds recognized by Prof. Prime in that 
vicinity,"* as mentioned below (§ 3-!). 

§ 32. \Ve have noted the evidence of a stratigraphical break between the slates of the 
great valley and the overlying Levant, (Oneida), sandstone in the Kittatinny Mountain, and 
have shown that the conglomerates of the latter include numerous pebbles derived alike 
from the underlying Primal, Auroral and Matinal rocks. If now we turn to the centml 
valleys we find, as already stated, no evidence of any stratigraphical break; but a passage 
downwards from the Oneida sandstone to the underlying Loraine and Utica slates. We 
still, however, find in these sandstones similar conglomerates to those of the Kittatinny 
range. This is well seen in Jack's Mountain, on the eastern border of the Kishacoquillas 
valley, where the Levant division is described by Rogers as consisting in its lower part 
of 400 feet of sandstone; of \Yhich he says, it contains" numerous pebbles of white quartz, 
of Matinal slate, and of the harder Primal strata, and is really a conglomerate." The upper 
member of the Levant, which is still thicker, is also a conglomerate, holding in parts quartz
pebbles, in addition to which, "fl.at lumps and pebbles of red shale occur throughout the 
whole mass."t The pebbles of these conglomerates, which I have examined in situ, have 
evidently nothing in common with the fossiliferous strata below them, but are derived 
from older rocks, like those of the Kittatinny valley, and include large quantities of the 
characteristic red shales which we have already noticed. 

§ 33. The thickness of the Auroral limestones in the great valley is less than farther 
west, being, according to ChancP, about 3,000 feet on the Susquehanna; -while at Bethlehem 
and Allentown, in Lehigh county, they measure about 2,000, accOTding to Prime, who 
thinks their maximum thickness there may be 2,500 feet. 

These Auroral limestones, with their immediately associatt-d schists and limonites, 
have been carefully studied by Prime in the county just named, and are described by him 
in Reports D. and D. 2, of the second geologica1 s11rvey of Pennsyh-ania. Schistose layerE:, 
with limonite, are there occasionally intercalated in the limesto1w, but the principal bodies 
of clay, or decayed schist, holding this ore, are, according to this obseTver, found at two 
horizons, the one neaT the summit and the other at the base ofthP limestone, betwe(m it 
and the underlying quaTtzite ; -which, also, includes in this rt-~.6on schistose bands with 
hydrous micas, limonite, and occasional layers of rt>d hematite. L 

§ 34. These Auroral limestones and shalPs WPrC', as we havQ seen, supposnd by Rogers 
to hP the equivalents of the New York series from the base of the Calciferous to the 
summit of the Birdseyt~ and Black-Hin·r diYisions; the Trnnton limestone proper being, 
according to him, represented in the eastern area only by some beds of arg·illaceous 

* Hunt, Second Geol. Survey of Penn., Report E., p. 215. 
t Rogers, Geol. of Penn., Vol. I., p. 473. 
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limestone, which were by Rogers included in the Matinal division of his classification-. 
According to Prime, "the Trent?n or fossiliferous limestone seems to occur only at 
a few points in the valley," having been recognized by its fossils at one locality 
only. It is here dark-colored, earthy and uncTystalline, and associated with argillaceous 
beds which yield a hydraulic cement. These, which are supposed to belong to the same 
horizon, are found at several other places in the region, ovl'rlying the magnesian limestone. 
Prime also mentions one locality where forms rPf'Pned to Euomplwltts and Maclurea are met 
with, indicating the horizon of the Chazy ; while in another an undescribed Lingula 
occurs. Peculiar funnel-shaped markings, not very unlike the Scolitlws of the underlying 
quartzites, have also been found in the magnesian limestone in one place, and have been 
refened to the genus Monocraterion; which occurs in the Eophyton sandstone of Sweden. 
For farther notice of these organic forms see the author's volume on Azoic Rocks, p. 206, 
and also Prof. Prime's Report D. 2. 

§ 35. The Primal division of the series under consideration is, in the north-east part 
of the great valley, in Pennsylvania, (where it rests uncomformably upon the Laurentian 
gneiss), a thin and irregular deposit, and, according to Rogers, is sometimes wanting; in 
which case the Auroral limestone reposes directly upon the gneiss, as may be seen in 
Lehigh and Northampton counties. In the North-Valley Hill, in Chester county, and 
farther to the north-east, in Lehigh county, the Primal quartzite, often with Scolithus, is seen 
to rest, with a thickness of from twenty to fifty feet, directly upon the Laurentian gneiss. 
These basal beds in Chester county include some micaceous and schistose layers, and are 
followed by the Upper Primal slates and the Auroral limestones. The rock is sometimes 
granular, and often detrital, while at other times it is a hard granular or e-n'n flinty 
quartzite. Farther to the south-west, in Berks county, the Primal quartzite becomes more 
continuous and thicker, rising into high ridges. 

§ 36. The conditions above noticed show the deposition of these rocks over an uneven 
subsiding gneissic area, and a conformable overlapping of the Primal beds by the sULTeediug
Auroral limestone. As described by the writer in 1876, "they were evidently deposited 
over a subsiding continent, with bold shores; so that while the Primal has in places a great 
thickness, it is elsewhere very thin, or entirely wanting beneath the Auroral, which rests 
directly upon the· older crystalline rocks."* The characters of the Primal are best 
seen farther to the west, where, in the broader part of the basin, it is brought · up 
by undulations from beneath the Am·oral, and appears as a complex group of considerable 
thickness; with alternations of quartzites, argillites and crystalline schists, beds of iron
ores, and intercalated limestone-layers; the latter constituting, as well described by Rogers, 
beds of passage into the overlying Auroral limer:;tone. Rogers defined the group 
as a Primal sandstone, with slates above and below ; but it is occ:.u-;ionally less simple, 
since what he called the Upper Primal slates may include interstratified 1-:.rnch,tone-beds, 
sometimes of considerable thickness. Thus, in a section nea1· Parkesburg, on the North".' 
Valley Hill, described by him, a mass of 200 feet of ycllffw sandstone is found, with 300 
feet of slates above, and 350 feet more below, lying betwcl'n this upper sandstone and 
the white Scolithus-sandstone beneath, which here measures fifty feet; the section being 
as follows, numbered in descending order:-

* Harper's Annual Record for 1876, p. xcvi. 
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Feet. 

0. Auroral limestones ..................................... • • • .... • 
1. Upper Primal ~lates with sandstone layer::; ..... .. .. . .. 300 
2. Yellow i--andstono................. .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . .. :WO 
3. Laminated slaty beds. ............. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. 350 
4. Middle Primal sandstone, with Scolithus...... ... .. ... . .... 50 
5. Lo,ver Primal slates ............................................. 300-400 

A section at Ohikis, on the Susquehanna, also described by Rogers, gives a still greater 
thickness of strata referred by him to. the Primal ; the base of the series not being exposed. 
We have, as before, 

Feet. 
1. Upper Primal t-lates .. . . .. . .. . . . .. . . . .. . .. . .. .. . . . .. .. .. . .. .. . . . . 1800 
2. ,,~hite sandstone............ . .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. .... . . .. .. .. . . .. . . . .. 27 
3. Slates . .. .. . .. .. . .. . . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. . 300 
4. Sandstone with Scolithus ...................................... .. 

We shall notice further on the characters of the Lower Primal slates as seen elsewhere 
in their distribution, both in Pennsylvania and in other states. 

§ 37. Since the time ,vhen Rogers made his geological investigations in Pennsylvania, 
researches in various parts of the Atlantic belt, and elsewhere, have shown that between 
the ancient gneisses which were known to him, and the base of the Primal series, there are, 
in many localities, one or more groups of crystalline stratified rocks. Of thes·e, portions of 
the Huronian, and of the younger gneisses and mica-schists which have been called Mont
alban, present certain mineralogical resemblances to the schists of the Lower Primal; which, 
as well as those interstratified with and overlying the Auroral, are, as was stated by Rogers, 
more or less distinctly crystalline schists. Misled by these resemblances, Rogers confounded 
these crystalline Primal strata with portions of the groups lying between them and the 
older gneiss; including both under the general name of "semi-metamorphic schists." 

§ 38. No stratigraphical break separates the Scolithus-sandstone from the Lower 
Primal slates, and thus the ,vhole of these so-called semi-metamorphic schists below this 
horizon were included in one great group. This was described as a downward pro
longation of the Paleozoic series; but, from the absence of organic remains, was distin
guished alike from this, and from the more ancient or so-ca1led Hypozoic gneisses, 
by the name of the Azoic series. There was, according to Rogers, among the rocks of the 
Atlantic belt, but "one physical break, or horizon of unconformity, throughout the immense 
succession of altered crystalline sedimentary strata," namely, that at the summit of the 
ancient or Hypozoic gneiss; and" one paleontological horizon-that, namely, of the already
discovered dawn of life among the American strata. This latter plane or limit, marking 
the tran5ition from the non-fossiliferous or Azoic deposits to those containing organic 
remains, lies within the middle of the Primal series of the Pennsylvania survey; that 
is to say, in the Primal white sandstone which, even where very vitreous, and abounding 
in crystalline mineral aggregations, contains its distinctive fossil, the Scolitlws linenris." 

§ 39. In the opinion of Rogers, the whole series of strata below the Levant sandstone, 
had, in the southeastern area, been the subject of alterations, which had given to them the 
characters of crystalline rocks. I have elsewhere set forth at some length the views of 
Rogers on this point, and have shown that his conclusions with regard to the so-called 
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Azoic rocks were not clearly defined, and that, in his opinion, it was often difficult, if not 
impossible, to distinguish between the upper portions of the Hypozoic and certain parts of 
the Azoic series. It is clear from his descriptions, and from my own examinations in the 
region, that portions ofHuronian, and of Montalban, were by him included in the Hypozoic; 
and other portions of the same, or of older rocks, in the Azoic, or even in the Upper 
Primal slates. Both these, and the Primal quartzite itself, were by Rogers supposed to 
have been changed into feldspathic rocks; and he has described as altered Upper Primal, a 
great group of such rocks seen in the South Mountain to the south of the Susquehanna, 
which we shall proceed to notice. 

§ 40. Leaving the Mesozoic red sandstones at Gettysburg, and passing westward over 
the South Mountain, by Caledonia Spring to Chambersburg, we meet first with a belt, more 
than two miles wide, of crystalline rocks, regarded by Rogers as in part Upper and in part 
Lower Primal slates ; the latter represented by talcose, chloritic and epidotic schists, with 
diorites, and the former by what were called by Rogers, "jaspery rocks," and "reddish 
jaspery slates." These, which I first saw with Dr. Persifor Frazer in 1875, were found to 
consist of petrosilex or compact orthofelsite, often becoming porphyritic from the presence 
of crystals o.f feldspar or of quartz. I then compared them with the similar Tocks found 
along the coasts of Massachusetts and New Brunswick, and on Lake Superior, all of which 
I at that time included in the lower part of the Huronian, bnt have since been led to 
regard as an independent series, identical with the Arvonian of Hicks ; which, in Wales, 
appears to be interposed unconformably between the Laurentian (Dimetian) below, and 
the Huronian (Pebidian) above. 

§ 41. To this series also belongs a great thickness of petrosilex-rocks, often porphyritic, 
and associated with small portions of soft unctuous micaceous schists, occuring in 
central Wisconsin; where they overlie conformably a great mass of vitreous quartzites, 
which, from the intercalation of similar micaceous layers, apparently belong to the same 
series with the petrosilex. These rocks, originally described by Percival as alternd Pots
dam sandstone, were by Jam:es Hall, in 1862, referred to the Huronian, with which they 
are also classed by Irving, who has lately described th~m.* I have recently examined 
these rocks, in situ, as seen on the Baraboo river in "\Visconsin, and haYe found them indis
tinguishable from the petrosilex-beds of Pennsylvania, and of our Atlantic coast, and 
from the typical Arvonian of ,Vales. 

§ 42. These petrosilicious strata, presenting many varieties in colour and in texhue, have 
a great thickness in the South Mountain, west of Gettysburg, where they generally dip 
south-eastward at high angles. With them are seen in some parts, apparently interstra
tified, thin bands of argillite, with chloritic and epidotic rocks, such as I have found with 
the similar petrosilicious rocks on Passamaquoddy Bay, on the Atlantic coast. This crys
talline series is, to the westward, unconformably overlaid by a belt about a mile and a half 
wide, of sandstone, with conglomerates, generally with a north-western dip ; constituting 
what is known as Green Ridge. This is followed by a repetition of the petro~ilicious 
rocks, again with high south-east dips, and by a great mass of chloritic and epidotic strata, 
overlaid to the westward, as before, by a considerable thickness of Primal sandstone, 

*See Geology onYisconsin, 1877, Yol. ii. pp. 501-521; also Hunt, Azoic Rocks, p. 232. 

Sec. IV., 1883. 30. 
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which dips in that direction beneath the Primal slates and Auroral limestones of the 

Appalachian valley. 
§ 43. In this ren;i.arkable section, it is evident that the crystalline rocks, upon which 

the Primal quartzite rests unconformably, belong to one or more older series, distinct from 
the LaurPntian, and representing both the Huronian, and the petrosilex or Arvonian series. 
I was thus confirmed in my opinion, expressed in 1871, that the crystalline schists regarded 
by Rogers in this region as altered Lower Primal and Upper Primal, are both older than 
the Primal quartzites, and belong to one or more distinct series. These conclusions were 
announced in the Proceedings of the American Association for the Advancement of Science 
for 1876 (pp. 211, 212), and also in my Azoic Rocks, pp. 18 and 193. See further also the 
Amer. Journal Science for April, 1880 (vol. xix., p. 275), where they are described in 
connection with other localities of Huronian and Arvonian rocks. Frazer, who has since 
devoted much time to the study of the region, agrees with me in placing the crystalline 
rocks of the above section in the Huronian, including under that name the accompanying 
petrosilex-group; and regards the quartzites as there forming the basal member of the 

Primal series. * 
§ 44. From the observations given in § 36, it is apparent that the Primal series of Rogers, 

where most largely developed in Pennsylvania, includes several repetitions of quartz
rocks, sometimes vitreous, sometimes granular, and occasionally detrital and conglomerate 
in character, alternating with softer schistose strata. This will be farther illustrated in a 
succeeding chapter, by observations in Virginia and elsewhere; when it will also appear 
that repetitions of these quartzites are met with below the horizon of the Scolithus-sand
stone. In many cases, a quartzite, often a conglomerate, is found to constitute the basal 
member of the series, which rests unconformably upon different groups of the older crys
talline rocks ;-Laurentian, Arvonian, Huronian or Montalban. Inasmuch as portions 
of the latter two groups were by Rogers confounded with the Lowe1· Primal states, it will 
require careful examination, in each case, to determine ·whether ,ve have really to do with 
the older rocks, or with strata belonging to his Primal series. 

Notwithstanding the division of the latter into Azoic and Paleozoic, based by Rogers 
upon the appearance, in the midst of the Primal, of the Scolithus-sandstone; it is to be 
remarked that the Primal slates, both above and below this horizon, really constitute, with 
the rocks of the Auroral, and a portion of the Matinal in the south-eastern area of Pennsyl
yania, one great continuous series. Similar schistose and micaceous layers are found interca
lated alike among the Primal quartzites and the Auroral limestones; while the accompanying 
masses of slate often include minor beds of quartzite, and others of granular limestone. The 
intimate relations of these various rocks were noticed by Rogers, who mentions what he 
calls "the alternations of Primal slate awl Auroral limestone," and "the limestone at the 
passage of the Primal into the Auroral." The Lower Primal slates were elsewhere 
described by him as alternations of talcoid silicious slate, talco-micaceous slate, and quartzose 
mirnceous rocks, usually schistose; besides other strata which are nearly pure clay-slate. 
Portions of the Matinal, in like manner, wen· said by him to be "a semi-crystalline clay
slate, partially talcose or micaceous." Later studies han~ shown thPse strata to abound in 
hydrous micas, and more rarely to contain talc, chlorite, and mlated species. Some beds 

* Theses presenters a la facnlte des sciences de Lille, etc., 1ss2. · 
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in the Primal slates are apparently feldspathic in composition, since they are changed by 
sub-aerial decay into clays resembling kaolin. 

§ 45. The continuous belt of Primal and Auroral rocks stretching along the south-east 
base of the North or Kittatinny Mountain, is bounded on the south, in its extension between 
the Delaware and Schuylkill rivers, by the so-called South Mountain. Beyond the S('huylkill, 
at Reading: this Laurentian range is, so far as known, represented only by one small mass, a 
little west of the town. Its disappearance at the Schuylkill, to Tise again south of the 
mesozoic belt, in the northern part of Chester county, permits a great extension of breadth 
of the Primal and Auroral rocks to the southward, in the counties of Chester, Lancaster, 
and York; where they appear, both to the north and the south, from beneath the broad 
and somewhat irregular belt of mesozoic sandstone which, from the Delaware to the 
Susquehanna, crosses the state in an east and west direction. From the Susquehanna to the 
line of Maryland, however, the trend of this belt is to the south-west. The Primal and 
Auroral strata, along the south and east of the mesozoic, occupy the limestone-valleys of 
Lancaster and York counties, with which the narrow limestone-valley of Chester county, 
lying to the eastward, is, as Frazer has shown, continuous. 

§ 46. The South -MoUJ1tain, which, as we have seen, is effaced between the Schuylkill 
and the Susquehanna, re-appears to the south-west of this river in the broad ridg.e of 
crystalline mcks, already described in§ 40, as found in Adams county, between the contin~ 
nous limestone-valley on the north-west, and the mesozoic on the south-east. In this ridge 
of Huronian and Arvonian rocks, the Laurentian has not yet been recognized. It, however, 
as already remarked, appears in Chester county, between the mesozoic and the Chester 
limestone-valley. In addition to this, I pointed on.t in 1876 the existence of a subordinate 
Laurentian axis south of the limestone-valley just named, crossing the Schuylkill in Buck 
Ridge, near Conshohocken.* This ridge bears upon both flanks the Montalban gneisses 
and mica-schists; while between these and the Laurentian, on the south side of the axis, 
there is seen on the river,· an intermediate mass of hornblendic and chloritic schists, with 
serpentine, enstatite and steatite; which may be an intervening outcrop of Huronian. 

§ 47. Returning now to the Primal and Auroral l'Ocks, the distribution of which has 
been defined, we remark that it is chiefly along the border of the mesozoic belt that the 
Primal schists, with their accompanying crystalline iron ores, already noticed, (§ 26), are 
best exposed. Examples of these ores are seen at Boyerstown, and near Reading, at ,Yheat
land, Cornwall, and Dillsburg, on the nOTth side; and at the Warwick and Jones mines, on 
the south side, of the mesozoic sandstone. RogeTS, in his third annual report on the geo
logy of Pennsylvania, in 1839, referred these iron-ores to the mesozoic OT "middle secondary 
red sandstone " series; giving, as examples, besides the mines just mentioned on the south 
side of this belt, the Cornwall mine on the north side. In his final report, in 1858, how
ever, he referred these crystalline iron-ores and their enclosing schists to the Upper Primal 
slates. He regarded the iron as an original constituent of the sediments, but supposed it to 
have been re-arranged" by some agency connected with the metamorphism of the strata." 
Lesley, in 1859, in his Iron-Manufacturers' Guide, described these same ores under the head 
of" Primary," with those of the gneisses and pre-paleozoic crystalline rocks ; at the same 
time referring with approval to those who regard these ores" as of middle secondary, and 

* Azoic Rocks, page 200. 
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not of primary age." Subsequently, in the same volume, he notic"ed the later view of 
Rogers already stated, and apparrntly accepted it, at least for the ores of "\Varwick, of Corn
wall, and of Chestnut Hill, where mag1wtite is closely associated, in adjacent strata, with 
limonite. Frazer, however, in 1876, still maintained the early view of Rogers for the ores 
of Dillsburg, in Adams county, which he describes as included in the mesozoic series,* 
and they are so classed in McCreath's Report M. 3, of the present geological survey, in 1881, 

(preface, page x.) 
§ 48. From my own somewhat extended studies of all the localities known along 

the two borders of the mesozoic belt in Pennyslvania, I am constrained to maintain the 
opinion expressed by me in 1875, that the ore-beds near Dillsburg form no exception, 
but that these, ·with the deposits of ore at Cornwall, at "\Yheatland, in the vicinity of Read
ing, and at Boyerstown, on the north ; as well as those of the Warwick and Jones mines, on 
the south, all belong to the same ancient horizon. That they are met with chiefly along the 
borders of the mesozoic-sandstone belt, as I then said, "is due to the fact that these ancient 
ore-bearing rocks, from theiT decayed condition, and their infeTior hardness, have been 
removed by denudation, except where protected by the proximity of the newer sandstones, 
or by eTupfrrc Tocks, as is the case at the COTnwall mine." t There, as I have pointed out, 
the dykes from the neighboring mesozoic area have served as baniers, and have preserved 
from erosion a great mass of magnetic iron-OTe. 

§ 49. The stratigraphical relations of these ore-beaTing Tocks serve to show that they 
must be refeTTed to the Primal schists which underlie the mesozoic sandstones. These 
latter, which are generally regarded as of triassic age, fOTm a continuous belt from the 
banks of the Hudson south-westward across New Jersey and Pennsylvania into Virginia. 
Throughout this region, as is well-known, these newer rocks have everywhere a moderate 
and very uniform dip to the northwestwaTd, of from ten to thirty degrees, and were depos
ited upon the worn stufaces of the previously folded Primal and Auroral rocks, which 
have contributed largely to the materials of the mesozoic. These older strata, unlike the 
latter, present everywhere considerable undulations, with dips, sometimes at high angles, 
alike to the northwest and the southeast. The unconformably overlying mesozoic rockR, 
now themsekes affected by a gentle and pretty uniform inclination to the northwest, 
agree nearly with the oldeT rocks in strike; and the coincidence which thus appears between 
the mesozoic and the north-ward-dipping outcrops of the older r~cks readily explains how 
the two have been confounded. 

§ 50. In the vicinity of DillsbuTg,,vlwre numerous openings for iron-ore haye been made, 
the dip of the enclosing strata, so far as observed, is to the northwest. The same condition 
is seen at "\Vheatfield, to the east of Cornwall, where several lenticular masses of mao·netite 0 

have been mined; but at FTitztown, less than half a mile to the southward the similar 
' 

ore-beaTing strata dip to the southeast. Again, at the Roudenbusch mine, near Reading, is 
a bed of magnetite which had, in 1875, been mined for a distance of 480 feet down the 
slope of the bed; the dip being thirty degrees in a direction N. 30'' E. At the Island mine, 
also near Reading, is a similar opening for ore, which had been followed 240 feet on the 
incline, with a dip of forty-five degrees to the southeast; while immediately to the noTth of 

* Seeornl Geological Suney of Penn. Report C. page 71 ; and Proc. Inst. Mining Engineers, Y. 133. 
t Proc. Inst. Mining Engineers, iv. 320. 
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this opening is a slope with a still steeper dip to the northwest, on what appears to he 
the same ore-bed; indicating the presence of an anticlinal in the ore-bearing strata. .A.t 
Boyerstown, still further east, where the mesozoic lies along.the south-east flank of the 
South Mountain, there is opened, at its margin, a mine in which the ore-stratum had, in 
1875, been followed down the slope, 400 feet, at an angle of forty-five degrees to the east 
of south.· .A.t the great Cornwall mine which, like all ·those above mentioned, lies on 
the northern border of the mesozoic, the ore-bearing strata are very slightly inclined; 
while at the Jones mine, on the southern border, they have a general inclination to the 
northward, and pass visibly beneath the adjacent mesozoic sandstone. 

§ 51. The identity of mineralogical characters in all of the localities mentioned is 
very marked. The association with the granular magnetite, of pyrites, with p<;>rtions of 
copper and cobalt, the admixture of a greenish granular silicate, apparently related to 
pyroxene, and the constant proximity _to th~ ores, of limestone and serpentine, leaves no 
doubt that we have to do with one and the same stratigraphical horizon ; which, as the 
observations in many of the localities show, is unconformably subjacent to the contiguous 
mesozoic rocks. It may here be noted that the concretionary structure of some of the 
·limestone-masses which accompauy the ore-beds in these Primal slates, has led to thei_r 
being confounded with the conglomerate of limestone-pebbles, often found in the mesozoic 
strata of the region: 

· .A.11 of the rocks which, in the southeastern area of Pennsylvania, (that is to say, to the 
southeast of the Kittatinny Mountain), belong to the Primal or ·Auroral divisions of Rogers; 
as well as -those portions of the Matinal which are not included in the First Graywacke, or in 
the small Ordovician areas (§ 31, 34) appertain to the ~ower Taconic series of Emmons. 

IV.-LOWER TACONIC ROCKS IN VARIOUS REGIONS. 

§ 52. The Lower Taconic rocks, as seen in their typical locality, the Taconic Hills in 
Williamstown and .A.dams, Berkshire county, Massachusetts, were described by Emmons as 
including, at the base, a conglomerate of varying thickness, resting upon the ancient gneissic 
rocks of the region, from the ruins of which it is derived; and consisting of pebbles and 
fragments of quartz and feldspathic rock in a so-called talcose paste. .A.hove this is found a 
rock described as a quartziferous talcose schist, sometimes including needles of tourmaline, 
and followed by the characteristic Granular Quartz-rock of Eaton. This, like the similar 
rock in Pennsylvania, has afforded Scolithus linearis; a specimen from .A.dams being figured, 
together with one from Chikis, Pennsylvania, by Hall, in his Paleontology of New York, 
vol. i., pl. 1.:M= Above _this Scolithus-sandstone, which is 100 feet thick, .is a succession of 
talcose slates, with two interposed beds of quartzite, one of which, fine-grained, massive and 
jointed, measures 400 feet in thickness ; the whole succession appearing in Oak Hill, arranged 
in a synclinal form, with moderate dips, and having a thickness of about 1,200 feet. 
· § 53. Immediately succeeding this, is found the Stockbridge limestone or marble, often 

* These two specimens, and a similar one, the locality of which is not given, are the only ores figured by Prof. 
Hall as the Scolithus of the Potsdam. This form however is not known in the true Potsdam sandstone, as seen in 
the Champlain and Ottawa ba~ins ; nor, so far as I am aware, on the upper Mississippi; through all of which 
regions this sandstone is characteriood by the very distinct form described by Billings ae Scolithus Canadensis, 
See Azoic Rocks, pages 185-139. 
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dolomitic, and having· its bedding-planes in many places marked by scales of a greenish 

micaceous mineral, called talc hy Emmons ; the presence of which gives rise to varieties of 

marble resembling the Italian r·ipollino. The limestone is white or gray in colour, some

times Yery dark, and more rarely reddish. To this mass, as seen on the western slope of 

Saddle Mountain, a thickness of 500 feet was assigned. Succeeding this is a mass of 2,000 

feet of soft slates, rPsembling those found below the limestone, and also occasionally inter

stratified with it. The limestone is said to be, in fact, intercalated in a great series of such 

slates, and to appear in similar relations throughout western New England and eastern 

New York. The aggregate thickness of the whole series in Berkshire county, as above 

described, was estimated by Emmons at about 3,700 feet. 
§ 54. The roofing-slates of the series are, according to him, included in the great mass 

of so-called talcose slates above the Stockbridge limestone, and are found, with similar 

characters, from Massachusetts to North Carolina. Elsewhere, he mentions that a band of 

argillites of variable thickness, adapted for roofing-slates, is also sometimes found in the 

schists heneath the limestone. Emmons was careful to distinguish between these Lower 

Taconic argillites, and those red and green roofing-slates which are found in the Upper 

Taconic. He farther affirms that the talcose slates, with their associated roofing-slates, are 

not found in the Upper Taconic series. 
§ 55. It is well known that throughout this belt of Lower Taconic rocks east of the 

Hudson, as well as farther south, great deposits of limonite are found in the decayed 

schists of the series. Associated with this is an aggregate described by Emmons as an 

iron-bTeccia, made of fragments of quartz cemented by limonite, which, according to him, is 

characteristic of this horizon in Vermont, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Virginia, North 

Carolina, and Tennessee. Such a quartziferous limonite is also described by 0. U. Shepard 

as found in the same belt at Kent in Connecticut.* In an hon-mine, open in 1875, near 

Reading, Penn., I examined a similar aggregate, holding numerous pebbles of white 

quartz in a paste of limonite. At a depth of sixty feet, the ore-stratum being highly 

inclined, the limonite was replaced by granular pyrites, also holding quartz-pebbles, and it 

was evident that the alteration of this bed of pyrites had given rise to the limonite-con

glomerate. 
§ 56. The Lower Taconic series, according to Emmons, is as vYe 11 developed in the 

southern as in thP northern United States. "From the northern part of New England 

it is prnlonged southward, and upon the line of prolongation it continues uninterruptedly 

for more than one thousand miles." It extends, in fact, through the whole length of the 

grnat Appalachian valley, and is ·well known from Pennsylvania south-westward through 

Virginia and East Tennessee to Georgia and Alabama. A section of .these rocks 

from near Wytheville, in the valley of Virginia, and another near Harper's Ferry, will be 

found described by Emmons in his American Geology, part II. These resemble closely both 

that of Berkshire county, Massachusetts, and those in Pennsylvania given in the pre

ceding chapter. With all these, we may compare a recent section along the western base 

of the Blne Ridge, in Virginia, described in a private communication from Prof. W. M. 

Fontaine. The granular quartz-rock with Scolitllus, here 300 feet thick, is separated from 

the great mass of limestones above by about 600 feet of slates with limonite, and is under-

* Geological Survey of Connecticut, 1837, p. 23. 
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laid by more than 1,700 feet of argillites and sandstones, with intercalated strata of unctuous 
lustrous schists, apparently containing hydrous micas, and sometimes decaying to kaolin. 
In the lower portions, which become more quartzose, are beds holding in a slaty matrix, 
pebbles of quartz and of feldspathic rocks; and thP ba~8 of the section is described as a con
glomerate, made up of pebbles from the eozoic rocks of the Blue Ridge, towards which the 
whole series dips, and beneath which it seems to pass. The strike of the Primal rocks is 
N. 60° E., while that of the eozoic is N. 30 E. The lower portions of the series are some
times concealed by faults. 

§ 57. It is hardly necessary to repeat that the great Lower Taconic belt, as above defined, 
includes the Primal and the Auroral, together with a portion of the Matinal of Rogers in 
Pennsylvania; where some localities were examined and described by Emmons. In our 
account of tliese rocks in that state, in the last chapter, we called attention to the thinning
out of the slates and quartzites in some localities along the borders of the deposit, and even 
their concealment beneath the conformably overlapping limestone. ,Ve also noticed the 
appearance of these rocks of the Primal division, elsewhere, from beneath the limestones, 
with a volume not less than that measured by Emmons and Fontaine. The great thickness 
assigned to the limestones of the series in Pennsylvania, is to be noted; and also the consid
eration that some of this apparent thickness of several thousand feet may possibly be due to 
repetitions. We have also remarked the fact that these Lower Taconic or Auroral limestones, 
are brought up by undulations from beneath the oyerlying rocks in the central valleys or 
coves of Pennsylvania. The same condition of things is met with in Alabama, where the 
Auroral limestones or marbles, with their underlying slates and quartzites, abounding in 
limonite, as shown by Eugene A. Smith, are exposed on the great axis which dfrides the 
coal-basins of the Black Warrior and the Cahaba; and are also brought to view by a dislo
cation and uplift along the southeastern edge of the latter basin.* 

§ 58. Lying to the eastward of the Lower Taconic belt of the Appalachian valley, and 
generally divided from it by the range of ancient crystalline rocks to ·which belong the 
South Mountain and the Blue Ridge, there are other areas of Lower Taconic strata found, at 
intervals, from Georgia to New Brunswick, often appearing as parallel interrupted belts; 
the rf:3mains of a mantle of these rocks once widely-spread over the older crystalline strata 
of the Atlantic slope; from which, after folding and faulting, they have been in great part 
removed by erosion. 

§ 59. One of these Taconic areas was, as long ago as 1817, defined and mapped by Maclure, 
who described it as "a transition belt" extending from the Delaware to the Yadkin in North 
Carolina, having a ·breadth of from two to fifteen miles, and a general dip to the southeast. 
He pointed out its course from the Delaware, passing by Norristown, Lancaster, York and 
Hanover in Pennsylvania, and Frederickstown in Maryland, through Virginia; noted its 
passage beneath the mesozoic red sandstone, and its termination in Pilot Mountain, in Surry 
county, North Carolina. The rocks composing this belt were described by Maclure as con
sisting of granular quartzite, granular limestone or marble, and -various slates.t Through 
the Lancaster valley, as already noticed, (§ 45} the Taconic rocks of this eastern belt are 
connected with those of the Appalachian valley. 

* See Hunt on Coal and Iron in Alabama; Proc. Amer. Inst. l\Iin. Engineers, Feb., 1883. 
t Maclure, Observations on the Geology of the United States of America, with a Geological Map, &c., reprinted 

from the 1st vol. of the Trans. of the Amer. Philos. Soc., new series. Philadelphia : 1817 ; pp. 42, 43. 
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Maclure also described another area of the same rocks found on the north branch of the 

Catawba, at the base of the Linville Mountains in McDowell county, North Carolina. 

§ 60. Emmons, who had examined this belt near the Schuylkill riyer, in Pennsylvania, 

·was also acquainted with its extension into North Carolina, and in his report on the geology 

of that statP, in 1856, mentions it as one of the five areas of Taconic rocks found within its 

borders, which are described in that report. Prof. Kerr, ·who has since studied still farther 

the distribution of these rocks in that state, has delineated them on the geological map 

accompanying his report of 1875. These rocks present, according to him, "fiye principal 

outcrops, with two or three subordinate ones," which may be regarded as portions of these. 

Referring to his repOTt for details, it may be said that the first, or easternmost belt of these 

rocks in North Carolina, is in part concealed under the tertiary strata east of Haleigh, but is 

again seen west of the Raleigh granite-range. The second, a band with a breadth of from 

twenty to forty miles, extends from north to south across the state, along the western border 

of the mesozoic area. 
§ 61. The third, designated as the King's-Mountain belt, and including besides the 

mountain of that name, the elevations known as Crowder's, Spencer's, and Ander~on's 

Mountains, is in tlw southern part of the state, west of the Catawba RiYer; stretching 

through Cata·wba, Lincoln, and Gaston counties, and passing thence into South Carolina. 

This third belt is in the strike of that traced by Maclure from the Delaware into Stokes and 

Surry counties in the northern part of the state, and is regarded by Kerr as a continuation 

of it, though interrupted for some distance between the Yadkin and the Catawba. 

§ 62. The fourth is a great belt which, like the second, is continuous across the state, 

along the Blue Ridge; the rocks in question passing from the east -to the we8t side of that 

chain in the southwest part of their extension. This belt, at the Swannanoa Gap, is from 

six to seyen miles broad, but has its greatest development in the Linville Mountains, 

where it includes the area of these rocks noticed by Maclure on the north bmnch of the 

Catawba, in McDowell county, and also an impOTtant section described hy Emmons, on 

the French-Broad RiYer in Buncombe county, to be noticed farther on. 

§ 63. The fifth, or western area of the Taconic rocks is confined, accOTding to Kerr, to 

the southwestern part of the state, into which it extends from Tennessee, including the 

mass of the Smoky Mountain of the Unaka range; and stretches from Madison county, 

·widening- southward, until it includes almost the whole breadth of Cherokee county, in the 

sonthwe:-;t cOTner of the state. To the Taconic of this region belongs the ,vell-known section 

near Murphy in that county. The rocks of this belt, as seen at I'aint Rock on the French

BTOad HiYer, in Madison county, beginning at the Tennessee line, arn by Kerr, and by ~af

ford, identified as a continuous part of the Ocoee, Chilhowee and Knox groups of the latter.* 

It is under these names that Safford has described the Lower Taconic series of the Appala

chian Yalley, as found in eastern Tennesee; of which the belt in the southwest counties of 

North Carolina forms a part. The Ocoee slates, and the Chilhowee or Seolithus-sandstone 

of eastern TennessL'P, both recognized by Emmons as Lower Taconic, represent the Lower 

Primal slates and quartzites, which, in this region, have a greatly augmented Yolume. 

In Alabama, according to PTOf. Eugene A. Smith, the thickness of this sandstone is not less 

than 2,000 feet, and that of the undeTlying slates, 10,000 feet. 

* Kerr, Report Geol. Survey of X Carolina, 1875, vol. I. p. 131. 

t Kerr. loc. cit. pp. 138, 139. 
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§ 64. Prof. Ke·rr, while recognizing in these rocks the strata described by Emmons 
under the name of Taconic, gave them, as he tells us, in his report of 1875, provisionally, 
the name of Huronian; both designations appearing in the legend of the accompanying 
map. In explanation of this, it is to be remarked that he then included all of the more 
ancient crystalline rocks of North Carolina under the head of Laurentian, whlch he divided 
into Lower Laurentian (also called granite iu his engraved sections) and Upper Laurentian. 
The latter name, at one time used by the geological SUlTl'J of Canada to designate an 
entirely different group of rocks, the Norian, was by Prof. Kerr applied to the series 
of younger gneisses and micaceous and hornblendic schists, (with included beds of chrysolite 
or olivine-rock,) which is the Montalban series of the author. 

These rocks I found, in 1877, to rest in Mitchell county, North Carolina, directly upon 
the ancient granitoid gneisses of the Laurenrian, the Huronian being absent. The true 
place of this, as appears from multiplied observations, is below, not above the Montalban, 
and it, moreover, differs entirely in its lithological characters from the Lower Taconic rocks, 
which are found aboye the Montalban horizon. It remains, however, to be determined 
whether true Huronian and Arvonian rocks may not occur in parts of North Carolina, and 
may not be represented by some of the greenstones and feldspar-porphyries, noticed by Prof. 
Kerr as found in parts of the Montalban (Upper Laurentian) area of the state. 

§ 65. The Taconic strata of NOTth Carolina are described by Kerr as resting in some 
places upon the the granitic rocks, and in otheTs upon the upper or Montalban series, 
and in part made up of its ruins. Pebbles of the older crystalline rocks, in which I have 
recognized both gneiss and mica-schist, are often met with in the conglomerates of the 
series. In the quartzites of the second belt at Troy, in Montgomery County, occur the sili
cious concretions regarded by Emmons as organic, and described by him under the name of 
Paleotrochis. Other beds of granular quartzite are flexible, constituting the variety 
known as itacolumite. With these, besides the usual argillites and unctuous schists, are 
found beds of pure massiye pyrophyllite, which was by Emmons described as agalmatolite, 
and has been mistaken for steatite or compact talc, beds of which are also met with in 
this series. The schists are sometimes graphitic, and even include beds of graphite, as in 
the King's-Mountain belt. The quartzites of the series frequently contain kyanite and 
rutile, and also include, as in Pennsylvania, both magnetic and specular iron-ores, as will be 
noticed farther on in the account of these rocks in South Carolina. The characteristic lime
stones, often becoming marbles, and the limonites of epigenic origin here, as in other 
regions, mark the series. 

§ 66. I have elsewhere described these rocks as seen by me in the fourth belt in North 
Carolina, on the north branch of Catawba, near Marion, in McDowell county, where they 
were first seen by Maclnre ; and have noticed the granular quartz-rock, often becoming 
thinly bedded and flexible, the unctuous micaceous schists, the limonites, and the 
limestones, as having all the characters of these rocks as seen in Pennsylyania*. 

A section in this same belt farther southwest, at Warm Springs, in Buncombe 
county, described by Emmons in 1855, may be compared with similar sections of the same 
rocks in the Appalachian valley in Virginia, in Pennsylyania, in Berkshire county and 
Massachusetts ; with which latter he especially compared it. The Taconic rocks, with 

Proc. Boston Soc. Kat. Hist., 1878, xix., p. 277, and Azoic Rocks, pp. 207, 208. 

Sec. IV., 1883. 31. 
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a westward inclination, here rest unconformably upon the eastward-dipping crystalline 

rncks of the Blue Ridge. They present at the base a conglomerate ·with a takose paste, 

followed by a succession of slates, with interposed masses of granular and vitreous quart

zites and conglomerates· havinO' an aO'O'reO'ate thickness of about 2400 feet. To these 
' b ob l::l 

succeed 500 feet of limestone, followed by more than 150 feet of fine-grained slates ; 

besides a farther mass of coarser schistose rocks, imperfectly exposed. Emmons notes in 

this section the laTger development of quaTtzite and of conglomerates, which is shown in 

the greater thickness of the shata below the limestone ; but declares, for the rest, that the 

rocks of the section, even in their details, are lithogically indistinguishable from tlLe 

'l'aconic series in Williamstown, Massachusetts.* 
§ 67. In connection with the unconformable superposition of the Taconic series to the 

older crystalline rocks, Emmons has noted, both in North CaTOlina and in New York, the 

appearnnce in some places among the Taconic strata, of granitic and primary rocks; and 

concludes that they are portions of the irregular underlying floor, exposed by the folding 

and denudation of the Taconie. Of certain interposed bands, he says, " the geologist 

might regard them as interlaminated masses, but a careful examination of the relations of 

these rocks to each other will result in the conviction that the primary rncks are under

lying and older masses, and have no connection with the sedimentary rocks which they 

geographically separate." t 
In a later book, his JJI(l}mal of Geology, published in 1861, Emmons reproduces the 

• 
figures of the sections noticed above, but gives with them only very brief descriptions. 

He there states that the maximum thickness of the Lower Taconic rocks may be about 

5000 feet. Above the basal conglomerate, which is sometimes absent, there are generally, 

according to his later statement, three masses of quartzite, divided by slates ; the upper of 

these being often vitreous, and the lower granular in texture. The roofing-slates are said 

to occur in the upper part of the mass of slates ·whieh overlies the limestone. 

§ 68. Passing southward from North Carolina, the Lower Taconic rocks were by 

Tuomey traced across South Carnlina, and into Georgia and Alabama. He desctibed them 

as a series of quartzites, with talcose slates and mai·bles, well displayed in the Spartanburg 

disti~ict, in the northern part of South Carolina. They are also met with in Pickens, the 

most western district of the state, in what is probably a continuation of the fourth belt of 

North Carolina; and extend across Pickens into the contiguous pOTtions of Georgia. The 

belt just mentioned has there a considerable development in Habersham county, where it 

has been seen by the writer, and also in the adjacent counties of Hall and l: nion; a region 

in ·which a considerable number of diamonds, supposed to occm· in this series, has been 

found. There appears also to be another and more eastern belt, which according to C. U. 

Shepard, passes from South Carolina into the counties of Lincoln and Columbia in Georgia; 

in the former of which occurs Graves Mountain, known to mineralogists as a locality of 

pyrophyllite and kyanite, as ·well as for remarkable crystals of rutile and of lazulite, all 

of which are found with the granular quartzites of the series.+ 

§ 69. These rocks were the subject of extended and careful studies by the late Oscar 

Lieber, whose e_xaminations were chiefly confined to the an'a in the northern part of South 

* American Geology, II., p. 2-1. 
t American Geology II., p. 26. 
t Amer. Jour. Science, 1859, xxvii., p. 36. 
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Carolina, where, according to him, they are best seen at and near King's Mountain, in 
York district, and occupy a region about twenty-one miles long, and from four to seven 
miles wide in York, Spartanburg and Union districts. This region is the southward 
prolongation and terminus of the third or King's-Mountain belt of North Carolina, which 
we have described as passing southward from Gaston county; and, as in the opinion of 
Kerr, the continuation of the belt which, from the Yadkin River, is traced northeastward 
to the Chester and Lancaster valleys of Pennsylvania, and thence into the great Appalach
ian valley. 

§ 70. The rock most characteristic of this series is, according to Lieber, the granular 
more or less schistose quartzite, which, vvith its associated iron-ores and slates, he com
pared to the similar rock described by Esch wege, from the province of Minas Geraes in 
Brazil, as a chlo:ritic or schistose quartz-rock. This, from its occurrence at Mount Itaco
lumi, near Villa Rica, was by Eschwege called itacolumite, a name which was also adopted 
by Humboldt and Claussen for these and related rocks, as a whole; but is now commonly 
given only to the flexible and elastic variety of the quartzite, the elastic sandstone of 
Martius. This Yariety, however, is exceptional alike iH Brazil a11d in our Lower Taconic 
series, and the designation of itacolumite was by Lieber applied not only to the whole of 
the quartzite, but to its interstratified schists and limestones, which he described as the 
Itacolumitic group or series. 

§ 71. These rocks, on lithological grounds, were conjectured by Lieber to be the strati· 
graphical equivalents of the Itacolumite c!r diamond-bearing series of Brazil, and of the 
similar rocks described by J acquemont, and later by Claussen, as occurring in the diamond
region of India; the Lower Vindhyan series of the present geological suryey of that coun
try. He also noticed its probable relation to the rocks found by Helmersen and Hofmann 
in Russia, in the southern Urals; which they had described as identical with the itacolum
ite series of Brazil, and which have since been found to be diamantiforous. I have else
where discussed at some length the history of these rocks, to which it is proposed to return 
in a later chapter.* 

Lieber's studies are to be found in his four annual reports on the geology of South 
Carolina, published in 1856-1860. In the third report, there appears, as a supplement to 
the first three, an essay on the Itacolumitic series, resuming his conclusions and obser
vations up to that date.t This same essay was also published in German in 1860.t 

§ 72. The studies by Lieber are the more interesting and instructive as they are the 
work of a student trained in a foreign school, and were made without any reference to the 
preceding investigations of Maclure, ·Eaton, Emmons or Rogers; and apparently without 
the know ledge that these rocks extended to the north of the Carolinas. As his reports are 

* Report of the Smithsonian Institution for 1882; Heriew of the Progn\ss of Geology. 
t The Itacolumite and its associates, comprising observations on their geological importance and their con• 

nection with the occurrence of golcl; a Contribution to the Geologic Chronology of the ~onthern Alleghanies; 
supplementary to reports I., II., and III.; by 0. l\I. Liuher, state geologist, Columbia, S. C., 18,)!l. This, though 
having a separate title, is paged consecutively (pages 77-1-W) with report III., published in 1858, with which it 
forms one volume. The relations of gold to the Itacolumite, and to other rocks, are considered in a subsequent 
part of the same volume, pp. 153-220. 

:t The German edition of Lieber's essay appears in the Gangstudien of Von Cotta and Herrm. 1\Iuller; dritter 
Band, drittes und viertes Heft. pp. 309-507. Freiberg, 1860. 
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very rare, and but little known, I have thought it desimble to give in the following pages 
an abstract of his observations. In the four annual reports already noticed, together with 
the included supplement, Lieber proposed to describe the ancient stratified rocks of the 
state, and successively conected and enlarged his descriptions; by collating which we are 
enabled to frame a connected statement of his views. Lieber divides the crystalline rocks 
of the state into three parts, namely, the Itacolumitic group, and what he called sub-Itaco
lumitic and super-Itacolumitic rocks. For the first-named or middle one of these alone 
can be claimed the distinction of a natural group, inasmuch as it contains rocks closely 

allied, and eve1-y-w here intimate! y associated. 
§ 73. His descriptions apply to the King's-Mountain region, as seen in South Carolina, 

which we have defined in § 69, and of which a good geological map, with an ideal section, 
is given in report II. (plate xii). A description in report I., of the series as there displayed, 
was afterwards corrected in report II., and finally given, with some additions, in report 
III. From these, substituting the word "quartzite'' for "itacolumite," and adding some 
explanations, we get the following section, which represents the whole succession as 
described by Lieber, numbered in descending order: 

1. Banded blue cry::;talline limestone. 
i. A bed of granular quartzite. 
3. Talcose slate, vdth lenticular layers of catawbarite (an aggregate of magnetite and talc). 
4. Granular quartzite (sometimes absent). 
5. Granular limestone or marble, mottled ot banded, sometimes with talcy interlaminations. 
6. Granular quartzite; a great mass, ·with layers of the tkxible elastic variety. 
7. Specular schist:--, consisting of micaceous hematite .and quartz; passing into itabirite, in 

which magnetite ruplaces hematite. 
8. Quartzite and quartzose conglomerate. 
9. Talcose slate::; of loose texture, pa::;sing gradually into the quartzite above. 

§ 74-. Beneath these, Lieber placed, in his sub-Itacolumitic division, clay-slate, talcose 
slate, mica-slate, hornblende-slate, gneiss and granite; some of which were conjectured by 
him to be igneous rocks. He describes a stratiform granite, passing into a fine gray variety 
with thin hornblendic bands, which is distinct from the coarse porphyritic granites of other 
parts of the state, and is oyerlaid by a great mass of mica-schists holding brown iron-ores 
derived from pyrites. These Yarious rocks, in his opinion, have no necessary relation to 
those above them, but are simply the strata which, in different parts, underlie the Itacolu
mitic series. Little is said about the underlying day-slate and talcose slate, both of ·which 
may perhaps belong to the upper series. To this, all the others were referred, with the 
possible exception of the upper OT blue limestone, which was provisionally designated as 
super-Itacolumitic, because it is unlike the maTbles below, and also is apparently above 
the horizon of the gold-veins, which are common to the inferior rocks of the Itacolumitic 
senes. 

§ 75. No measurements of the several membei·s of the series are given by Lieher, but 
as seen at King's Mountain, he says, "its thickness \Yill probably equal nearly a mile." 
As represented in the engraYed sPction in report I. (plate V.), it is highly contorted, and in 
some places sho-ws invPrted dips; the strike being between north and northeast. No direct 
evidences of organic life are seen in the series, if we except the forms observed by 0. U. 
Shepard, in the upper blue limestone at the Broad-River quarry in York district, and by 
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.him supposed to be impressions of stems of Equiseta, with swelling nodes.* This descrip
tion recalls the distinctly nodose character exhibited by the so-called Scolithus of the 
Primal quartzite of Pimnsylvania, and the cylindrical forms in the Auroral limestone and 
its accompanying strata, elsewhere, which I have compared with them.t (§ 34.) 

§ 76. The quartzites of the .series present the characteristics which we ha,~e recognized 
in those of the Primal series el sew here, being sometimes conglomerate, and at other times 
massive, compact, concretionary or granular; often with an admixture ofa foliated mineral, 
which gives them a laminated character, and assimilates them to the older crystalline 
schists. This interposed mineral is, according to Lieber, sometimes a mica, and at other 
times chlorite or talc. We have seen that the schistose strata of this series in Pennsylvania, 
and in North Carolina, are sometimes chloritic, or contain the species venerite, a copper
chlorite; while at other times they consist wholly or in part of a hydrous mica (damourite 
or sericite), pyrophyllite or true talc. All of these species are probably confounded in the 
common name of talcose, applied to these rocks, though true talc is comparatively rare. 
We have also noticed the occurrence in the schists of this series, in Pennsylvania, of ser
pentine, of hornblende and of garnet. Kyanite and rutile, the lattter in large and fine 
crystals, are not unfrequently found in the granular quartzites of the series, and staurolite 
is also met with. 

The lower limestone of Lieber's section sometimes contains tremolite. It is marked by 
dark bands, and frequently by talcose seams, which render it unfit for use as a marble. 
In King's Mountain, this limestone is traversed by auriferous veins, and the quartzites and 
schists of the series are also auriferous, and constitute the chief gold-bearing rocks of the 
southern states. 

§ 77. The iron-ores of the series in South Carolina, other than the limonites, are by Lieber 
included under three varieties. First, an aggregate of magnetite with talc, called by him 
catawbarite, the talc in some cases disappearing; second, a quartzose silicious hematite, 
described as a specular schist, in which foliated hematite takes the place of mica. This, 
by the substitution of magnetite for hematite, passes into a rock which, from a locality in 
Brazil, has been named itabirite. These ores occur in beds or lenticular masses; the latter 
two varieties in the quartzite, and the catawbarite in the talcose schists of the series. 

§ 78. The hydrous iron-ore or limonite, so abundant in this series elsewhere, received 
but little notice from Lieber. He mentions, however, its occurrence in the King's-Moun
tain district, intercalated in decaying talcose slates, with red clays and an underlying 
stratum of kaolin. The limonite is here, as in parts of Pennsylvania (§ 26), associated with 
anhydrous red oxyd, and Lieber conceives this, and some other similar deposits in the 
region, to have originated from the hydration and alteration of specular iron-ore, or of 
magnetite. This view, which has been frequently adyanced by others, is, however, incon
sistent with the known permanency and unalterable character of the anhydrous oxyds of 
iron, and, moreover, with the well-known origin of the hydrous ore by epigenesis from 
pyrites or from siderite. Lieber himself mentions elsewhere the occurrence of beds of 
limonite intercalated iu the talcose slates oi the series, and as due to the alteration of masses 

of pyrites, which is found unchanged in depth. 

* Shepard, Report to the Swedish Iron Manuf. Co., Charleston, 1854; eited by Lieber, rep. II., p. 88. 

t Azoic Rocks, pp. 137, 138, 206. 
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§ 79. We owe to Prof. Henry Wurtz a yaluable paper, published in 1859, on the 
mineralogy of the northward extension of the King's-Mountain belt, as seen in Gaston and 
Lincoln counties in North Carolina. He there noticed the itacolumite-TOck, and its sup
posed relations to the diamond, described the anhydrous iron-ores under the names of mag
netite-schist and hematite-schist, and moreover ·what he called a pyrites-schist. He farther 
observed great interstratified beds of limonite, which he regarded as derived from the 
alteration of pyrites, found unchanged in the deep workings of these ores. With them, 
and elsewhere in the talcose schists of the region, he observed the frequent occurrence 
of black earthy manganese-oxyd, containing much cobalt and some nickel.* It is worthy 
of notice in this connection that both the magnetites and the limonites of this horizon in 
Pennsyh·ania generally contain more or less cobalt, as shown in numerous analyses by 
Genth and McCreath. The pyrites found at the Cornwall iron-mine in Pennsylvania is 
also cobaltiferous,. 

The magnetic and specular ores found so abundantly in the Primal series of Pennsyl
vania, and already described at length, are evidently the equivalents of those described by 
Lieber and by Wurtz, and constitute an important and widely-extended ore-bearing hori
zon. The silicate mingled with the magnetites in many of the Pennsylvania deposits, is 
·probably more nearly related to pyroxene than to talc in composition. The mineralogy 
of all of these deposits demands careful study, inasmuch as they belong to a distinct and 
well-marked horizon of crystalline rocks~ the importance and geological significance has 
hitherto been to a great extent overlooked by American geologists. 

The Itacolumitic series of Lieber, with its estimated approximative thickness of 
5000 feet, being evidently the Lower Taconic of Emmons, it remains to be seen whether 
the upper blue limestone, provisionally regarded by Lieber as distinct, really belongs to a 
higher horizon, or is a member of the series. In the latter case, the upper schists and the 
roofing-slates of the Lower Taconic are unrepresented in this area, and have probably been 
removed by erosion. The best locality for the study of the whole series is, according to 
Lieber, at Limestone Springs in the Spartanburg district. 

§ 80. In this connection mention should be made of the occurrence of several narrow 
belts of Lower Taconic rocks folded in the gneiss of the Highlands east of the Appalachian 
Yalley, in northern New Jersey, where they have been carefully studied and described 
by Cook, and are well seen in the Pohatcong and Muscanekong valleys. They also extend 
into southeastern New York, where little is known of their distribution, and where they 
have been confounded with the older Laurentian rocks, into which they were supposed, 
by Nuttall, Mather and H. D. Rogers,. to graduate.t In New Jersey, where Cook has shown 
the fallacy of this view, the Auroral limestones, assoc_iated with limonites, and often over
laid ·with slates, are found resting directly on the gneiss, or with a thin intervening layer 
of the Primal sandstone. These strata are much folded and faulted, and sometimes present 
overturned flexures, gfring the whole succession an eastward inclination.+ All of these 
TOcks above the gneiss are, in accordance with the classification of Rogers in PennsylYania, 
referred by Cook to the infra-Trenton portions of the Champlain division. The relations of 
the Green-Pond Mountain conglomerate, found in this region, will be noticed farther on. 

* Amer. Jour. Science, xxvii., pp. 24-31. 
t Hunt, Azoic Rocks, pages 40, 4~. 
t Cook, Geology of New Jersey, 1868, pages 70, 144. 
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§ 81. The parallel belts of Lower Taconic rocks found east of the Blue Ridge in the 
southern states, and the final disappearance of these rocks beneath the tertiary, to the east 
of Raleigh, show that they were once widely spread over the floor of the more ancient crys
talline rocks which now form the Atlantic belt. To the north of NPw York, where this 
belt, greatly contracted between the James and the Hudson Rivers, again broadens, ,ve 
might look for farther areas of Lower Taconic rocks in New England, and in the provinces 
lying farther to the north and east. \Ve find in fact to the east of the Green Mountains, in 
Vermont, a series of limestones with soft micaceous slates, which have been compared with 
the Lower Taconic, and may perhaps represent it. To this horizon may also not impro
bably belong the considerable areas of argillites, often roofing-slates, found in the province 
of Qu~bec, to the north of Lake Memphremagog, extending to Melbourne, and occupying 
what I ha-ve called the Windsor basin. These argillites overlie the Huronian schists, and 
are themselves unconformably overlaid by Silurian limestones, which repose alike upon 
the argillites and upon the Huronian series. 

§ 82. Farther east, in Maine, are areas of argillites, and others of quartzose conglome
rates, limestones and soft talcose schists, which were declared by ~mmons to resemble the 
Lower Taconic rocks of western Massachusetts, and to rest unconformably npun the 
ancient mica-schists and gneisses of the region. This series, which includes the limestones 
of Thomaston and of Camden, has, according to Emmons, a thickness, in the latter 
locality, of 2000 feet, and is by him regarded as belonging to the Lower Taconic; to which 
moreover, he refers, with much probability, many of the silicious and argillaceous schists 
of this part of Maine. The limestones and associated rocks of Cumberland, Rhode Island, 
are also supposed by Emmons to belong to the same horizon.* These, the present writer 
has not personally examined. 

§ 83. In southern New Brunswick, as I have pointed out, there are found numerous 
exposures of rocks closely resembling those of Camden. 'l'hey have been much eroded, 
but are seen at several points along the coast, as at Frye's Island, the peninsula of L'Etang, 
Pisarinco, and the mouth of the river St. John. At this last locality, a section along the 
Green-Head road, on the right bank of the river, is described in detail by Matthew and 
Bailey in the report of the geological survey of Canada for 1870. The strata, with a 
general southeast dip of about fifty degrees, have a breadth, across the strike, of 4100 feet, 
of which 1500 are limestones, and the remainder chiefly quartzites, often schistose, with 
argillaceous and somewhat micaceous schists, and occasional hornblendic layers. Con
siderable masses of conglomerate, with silicious and calcareous pebbles, are also included 
in the series, the members of which are not improbably repeated by dislocations. The 
limestones, of which there appear to be several masses hvo or three hundred feet in 
breadth, are in part, distinctly crystalline and white, or banded with blue and gray colors; 
and in part, finely granular, greyish, schistose, and sometimes concretionary. They are 
frequently magnesian, and occasionally contain small masses of yellow serpentine, and a 
silvery-white mica. Portions of the limestone are apparently colored by a carbonaceous 
matter, and a bed of impure schistose graphite, which is wanting in the crystalline aspect 
of the Laurentian graphites, is mined in these rocks at the mouth of the river St. John. 
These limestones have yielded to Dr. J. W. Dawson the remains of Eozoon Canadense. 

* Emmons, Agriculture of New York, I., 97-101, and Amer. Geology, II., 20-22; also, Hunt, Azoic Rocks, 179. 
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§ 84. This succession of crystalline limestones, quartzites and slates is clearly older 
than the wholly uncrystalline sandstones and shales of Lower Cambrian (Menevian) age, 
·which, with their characteristic fauna, are found in close proximity. The latter strata 
appear to be in part made up of the ruins of the older schists, and in one section, beds of 
quartzite and conglomerate, believed to belong to the limestone-series, appear between the 
Menevian and the underlying Huronian strata. A mile or two away, however, the lime
stone-series is seen to rest upon red granitoid gneiss, regaTded as LauTentian ; and was 
itself described, in the Teport just mentioned, as an upper member of the Laurentian 
series. The evidence above adduced shows that we have here a great series resting 
unconformably alike on Laurentian and Huronian, and at the same time wholly distinct 
from the Lower CambTian. From these facts, and from its close resemblance to the Lower 
Taconic of Maine, and of western New England, it was in 1875, by the present writer, 
referred to the Taconic series.* 

A great mass of similar limestones and marbles, with soft micaceous schists, described 
by Murray as ocGurring in Newfoundland between the older gneisses and the fossiliferous 
Cambrian (Quebec group), may not improbably represent the Lower Taconic. t 

§ 85. As we go northward in the Champlain yalley, the Lower Taconic, which appears, 
in southern and central Vermont, at the western base of the Green Mountains, passes 
lh•neath newer strata. From thence northeastward, we have no certain eYidence of the 
existence of this series between the latter and the belt of crystalline strata of Huronian 
agP, ·which may be traced along the southeast side of the St. Lawrence valley, to a point a 
little farther east than the meridian of Quebec; where the crystalline rocks disappear 
beneath the surrounding paleozoic strata. If, however, we pass westward, we find in 
Hastings county, north of the eastern extremity of Lake Ontario, a considerable area 
occupied by quartzites, conglomerates, limestones, micaceous slates and argillites, 
resembling closely those of the various Taconian areas. These strata, which rest uncon
formably alike upon the Laurentian and Huronian rocks of the district, are themselyes 
arranged in seyeral synclinals, with moderate dips, and are unconformably overlaid by the 
fossiliferous limestones of the Trenton ; the lower members of the Champlain division 
being absent throughout this region. The conglomerates include pebbles of both of the 
underlying groups. CrystalJine dolomites, constituting marbles, are found in the series, 
and above them, a mass of about 1,000 feet of fine-grained, greyish and bluish, earthy and 
somewhat schistose limestones ; the whole series being estimated at 3,800 feet. These 
rocks, i.Yhich were first particularly described by Macfarlane, (then of the O'eoloO'ical survey . o o 
of Canada,) in 1864, were subsequently known, in the reports of the survey, as the Hastings 
series; and were by Logan, in 1866, compared with the micaceous limestone-series of 
eastern Vermont (§ 81). In 1875, the writer, after an examination of the three reO'ions 

0 ' 

compared the rocks of the Hastings series with the similar rocks of southern New 
Brunswick, and of Berkshire county, and described them as Lower Taconic. :f: It may 
here be mentioned that areas of Montalban gneisses and micaschists occur in the vicinity 
of the Taconian rocks of Hastings county, in Ontario. 

* Proc. Bos. Soc. Nat. Hist., xyi.; 509, and Azoic Rocks, pp. 179-180. 
t Hunt, Amer. Jour. Sci., 1870, Yol. 1. p. 86. 
t Hunt Azoic Rocks, pp. 170-172, and p. 177. 
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§ 86. These rocks are not destitute of_ direct evidences of organic life ; having furnished 
the remains of Eozoon Canadense, which have been described and figured by Dawson. 
Numerous specimens of this have been found in Tudor, "imbedded in an impure earthy 
dark gray limestone, with which, and with carbonaceous matter, the cavities of the white 
calcareous skeleton are filled;" unlike those of the Eozoon from the Grenville series, 
on the Ottawa, which are generally filled with serpentine or pyro:tene. Dawson farther 
noticed, in some of the impure dark-colored limestones of the Hastings series from Madoc, 
"fibres and granules of carbonaceous matter, which do not conform to the crystalline 
structure, and present forms quite similar to those which, in more modern limestones, 
result from the decomposition of algm. Though retaining mere traces of organic structure, 
no doubt would be entertained as to their vegetable origin, if they were found in 
fossiliferous limestones." He noticed also, a similar limestone from the same vicinity, 
which is apparently "a :finely-laminated sediment, and shows perforations of various 
sizes, somewhat scalloped on the edges, and filled with grains of rounded silicious sand." 
Other specimens from the same region were said to have indications, on their _weathered 
surface, of similar circular perforations, having the aspect of Scolithus or worm-burrows. 
Some of these markings from Madoc were subsequently figured by Dawson, and desig
nated" annelid-burrows," with the remark that "there can be no doubt as to their nature."* 
These are as yet known only by a few transverse sections, and cannot, therefore, be com
pared with the cylindrical markings referred to Scolithus, and to Monocraterion, in the 
Taconic quartzites and limestones of the Appalachian valley (§ 34, 52). 

§ 87. Brooks described in 1872 an area of rocks in St. Lawrence county, New York, 
lying along the northern base of the Adirondacks. They include the Caledonia and Keene 
iron-mines of that region, and appear as a series of folded strata with a northeast strike, 
resting in apparent unconformity upon reddish Laurentian gneiss. The rocks in question 
consist of granular quartzite, crystalline limestone, and a greenish schistose rock described 
as magnesian. A bed of quartzite is interstrati:fied with the limestones, which include 
tremolite, and are overlaid by the soft greenish grey-weathering schists, to which succeed 
the micaceous and earthy red hematites in lenticular masses intercalated with similar schists 
and masses of quartzite; a friable sandstone, sometimes conglomerate, overlying the whole. 
White quartzo-feldspathic veins occur in the lower portion of the limestone. Emmons, 
who described this locality in 1842, and did not observe the lower quartzite, referred the 
oveTlying conglomerate to the Potsdam, and supposed the hematite, the limei-:tone and the 
greenish rock (by him called serpentine), to be all, alike, erupted plutonic masses. 

The observed thickness of the series, as there exposed, is, according to Brooks, not less 
than 700 feet, and its entire volume probably much greater. Although they were by 
Brooks compared with the Lower Taconic of Emmons, I was disposed, in noticing these 
rocks in 1877, to regard them as a part of the Laurentian. They Wl're at that time com
pared with the crystalline limestones, with interstrati:fied quartzites and conglomerates, 
found in BastaTd in Ontario. t Farther consideration leads me to suspect that these rocks 
of St. Lawrence county are really an outlier of 'Taconian. 

* Dawson ; The Dawn of Life, pp. 110, 139, and Hunt, "\.zoic Rocks, pp. 171-177. 
t Brooks; Amer. Jour. Science (3) iY., pp. 2~-2t> Hunt. ~\.zoic Rocks, pp. 218 and 148, and Emmons, Geology 

of the Northern District of Kew York, pp. 9~, 98. 
Sec. IV., 1883. 32. 
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§ 88. In comparing these rocks in Maine, New Brunswick, Ontario and northern New 
York with the similar rocks in the Appalachian valley, and elsewhere southwards, it 
should be remembered that in these latter regions the strata in many cases present at their 
outcrops, soft materials, the results of sub-aerial decay; whereas only their harder under
lying portions are seen in the eroded regions further northward. These varying conditions 
of outcTOps of similar crystalline rocks in different geographical areas have elsewhere been 

discussed by the writer.* 
§ 89. That the fauna of the Lower Cambrian, as seen in the Menevian beds of our 

eastern coast, or in the so-called Potsdam, which forms the base of the Cambrian in 
Minnesota, and in "\Visconsin, marks the dawn of organic life, will now scarcely be main
tained, even by those who question the organic nature of Eozoon. Recent observations 
show the existence, beneath thb horizon, to the westward, elsewhere, of fossiliferous strata 
occupying the place ,vhich ·\Ye have assigned to the Taconic. There is found, along the 
northwest shOTe of Lake Superior, a series of quartzites, impure limestones, and slates, 
which the writer has called the Animikie group. These had been, by Logan, assigned to 
a position at the base of the great Keweenian or copper-bearing series of the region. The 
writer, in 1873 and 1878, attempted to show that the conglomerates, sandstones and lime
stones of the so-called Nipigon group, overlying the Animikie, are not the Keweenian, but 
newer rocks ; which, so far as the evidence afforded by the sections examined by Logan 
and himself, at and near Thunder Bay, goes, might either be of Potsdam, as maintained by 
some, or, as held by others, from lithological considerations, of a more recent age. 

§ 90. The Animikie gTOup, the distinctness of which from the overlying Nipigon was 
then maintained, has since been traced westward by N. H. "\Vinchell, and shown to underlie 
unconformably the horizontal sandstones of the St. Louis River, regarded as belonging to 
the Potsdam or Lower Cambrian of the region. In this case, the Aminikie quartzites and 
slates, which rest unconformably upon the Hnronian, would occupy the horizon of the 
Lower Taconic. The writer has recently found in the argillih>s of thi~ series, near 
Thompson, in Minnesota (in the vicinity of which they affOTd roofing-slate:-;), numerous 
calcareous concretions, one of which has yielded to Dr. J. W. Dawson the remains of a 
keratose sponge. t The granular quartzites or sandstones ·of this series :.ue often mingled 
with magnetite; and constitute in some cases, as described by Dr. Bell, an iron-ore. 

In this connection it should be mentioned that the quartzites and argillites of the 
Menominee River, in northern Michigan were, in 1846, referred by Houghton and Emmons 
to the Taconic system.+ There is reason to believe that these rocks of the :Menominee 
region which, as described by Brooks, and Pumpelly, include great deposits of il'on-ores 
and marbles, and apparently difiL,r mneh from the HuTOnian in character, are, as supposed 
by Irving, identical with the Animikie rocks. 

§ 91. Major Powell, the director of the United States geological survey, in 1882, 
re-examined in the Grand Canon of the Colorado, a series of rocks, pre·dously designated 
by him the Grand Canon group, and described as consisting of over 10,000 feet of uncrys
talline rocks-sandstones, limestones and slafos,-resting unconformably upon older crys-

* The Decay of Rocks; Amer. Jour. Science, 1883, xxYi, pp. 190-~13. 
t This section has been added since the presentation of thii,,; paper, the specimens having been collected in 

August, 1883. Their examination is not yet completed.-T. S. H. 
t Emmons; ~\griculture of Kew York, p. 10. 
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talline rocks. This series is overlaid by what he called the Tonto group, which the late 
studies of Walcott have shown to be Cambrian, and to rest unconformably upon the 
uncrystalline rocks below. As the result of an exploration undertaken for the purpose of 
fixing the relations of these various rocks, it is announced that the Tonto belongs to the 
base of the overlying paleozoic series, and that Powell has established "the pre-Cambrian 
age of the Grand Canon group."* Later explorations have shown the presence, in these 
pre-Cambrian rocks, of organic forms compared to Stromatopora. These rocks apparently 
hold the place of the Lower Taconic series. 

§ 92. Considering the pre-Cambrian age of the Lower Taconic of Emmons to be estab· 
lished, as well as its distinctness, alike from the older crystalline rocks below and from 
the Cambrian series above, to which Emmons had given the name of Upper Taconic-it 
was proposed, by the writer in 1878, to restrict the term of Taconic, for which the alter· 
native name of Taconian was then suggested, to the Lowei· Taconic of Emmons. t 

The question as to whether the Cambrian is to be regarded as the base of the 
paleozoic series ; or in other words, whether the Taconian should be considered as belonging 
to eozoic or paleozoic time, was discussed by the author, in 1876; when he wrote as 
follows: "It will be found as difficult to draw the line between the eozoic and paleozoic, 
as it is to define that between the mesozoic and paleozoic on the one hand, or between the 
mesozoic and cenozoic on the other. There are no hard-and-fast lines in nature; breaks 
are local, and there is nowhere an apparent hiatus in the geological succession which is 
not somewhere filled." Referring to the Lingula found by Prime in the Auroral limestone 
of Pennsylvania, it was said ;-" this seemingly imperishable type of brachiopods may 
serve, like the rhizopods, represented by Eozoon, as a connecting link between eozoic and 
paleozoic time." + 

Subsequently, in a paper read before the National Academy of Sciences in April, 1880, § 
it was said of the Taconian series:-" These older rocks are not without traces of organic 
life, having yielded in the Appalachian valley the original Scolithus, and related markings, 
besides obscure brachiopods; and in Ontario, besides similar Scolithus-like markings, 
a form apparently identical with the Eozoon of the more ancient gneisses. We may hope 
to find in the Taconian series a fauna which shall help to fill the wide interval that now 
divides that of the eozoic rocks from the Cambrian. II We should seek in the study of 

* Science, March 16, 1883, page 183. 
t On the Geology of the Eozoic Rocks of North America; Proc. Bost. Soe. Xat. Hist., xix., 278; and Azoic 

Rocks, p. 207. 
t Proc. Amer. Assoc. Adv. Science, 1876, pp. 207-208; also, Azoic Rocks, p. 211. 
~ Canadian Naturalist for 1880, vol. ix, p. 430. 
11 The Keweenian or copper-bearing rocks of Lake Superior, afford apparent traces of life. I quote the 

following from my report in 1878, on Azoic Rocks, p. 237. "There are certain markings in the Keweenian which 
are probably of organic origin. Logan, in 1847, described the occurrence in some of the earthy or so-called 
tufaceous beds of the series, of numerous slEtnder vertical tubes, filled with calcite, having a diameter of about a 
quarter of an inch, and a length, in some cases, of from eight to twelve inches. 1\rn or more of these tubes were 
often found to coalesce in ascending, and they wore supposed by Logan to have been formed by currents of gas 
rising through a pasty mass (Geol. of Canada, p. 71). From the observations of the writer, in 1872, on l\Iichi
picoten Island, where similar markings were found in an argillaceous stratum, he was led to compare them with 
some forms of so-called Scolithus, and to regard them as due to the burrowing of annelids. These were accompanied 
by large numbers of two curious forms, the one club-shaped, and the other hemispherical or _dome-shaped; each 
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stratiO'raphical O'eoloO'r not the breaks dividinO' O'roups from each other, so much as the 
b b OJ' b b 

beds of passage which serve to unite all these groups in one great system." 

V.-THE UPPER TACONIC OR FmsT GRAYWACKE. 

§ 03. V{ e now return to the history of the First Graywacke which, as has been shown, 
was by Mather in 18-!2 assiO'ned contrary to Eaton's conclusion, to a horizon above the 

' ' ' u ' 
Trenton limPstone, and to the position of the Second Graywacke of the latter. This view 
was for a time accepted by Emmons, but was, from the first, not satisfactory to him, and 
gave rise to doubts and perplexities which, as I have elsewhere shown, are reflected in 
portions of his report on the geology of the Northern district of New York, published at that 
date. Mather then regarded the Taconic quartzite, limestone and slates of Emmons as 
forming one continuous series with the succeeding FiTst Graywacke of Eaton, and referred 
the ·whole to the various sub-divisions of the New York system from the Potsdam to the 

Medina, both included. 
§ 94. In 1846, in his report on The Agriculture of New York, Emmons returned to the 

view of his former master, Eaton, assiging the First Graywacke to a position below the 
Trenton limestone, .and immediately above the Transition .Argillite. He now proposed to 
regard it as an upper member of the Taconic, and included it under the general name 
of Tacomc slates. The rocks to which the name of Taconic had been restricted in 1842, 

consisting of Eaton's three divisions of quartzite, limestone and argillite, were, however, 
still held by Emmons to be older than the base of the Champlain division; while the suc
ceeding graywacke was itself regarded as belonging to the lower part of this division, and 
as a thickened and modified form of the Calciferous Sand-rock; which, in its eastward 
extension, was said to include a great variety of rocks, and to be "protean" in its characters. 
The Potsdam sandstone ,vas then supposed by Emmons to be ·wanting in this eastern 

region, but h~ was afterwards led to regard certain strata in western Vermont as its 
representative. 

§ 95. In 1855, returning to the subject in his treatise entitled American Geology, Emmons, 
while still adhering to the views of its age and relations announced by him in 184G, 

proposed to consider the Taconic system as consisting of two parts, between which, 
accOTding to him, "the line of demarkation is tolerably well defined." Of these, the lowe1· 
division, or Lower Taconic, corresponded to the Taconic series as first proposed in 18-!~ ; 

and the upper division, or Upper Taconic, to the ],irst Graywacke. -The same view is 
farther set forth in his J.llanual of Geology, in 1860, and in his subsequent reports on the 

geology of North Carolina. The action of Emmons, in thus uniting the First Graywacke 

recalling some :-;ponge:-;. Thesl\ like the tubes, were filled ,vith calcite, agate or crystalline quartz, and sometimes 
in part with a greenish chloritic mineral, apparently_ delessite." 

,rhether the crystalline silicated roek:c;, \Yhich make up the larger part of this rnst series, are of plutonic 

origin, as is generally assumed, or, as maintained by Rivot in IS5ti, have had a neptunian origin similar to that of 

the silicated rocks of the older seriP~, is a question yet to be discussed. (.Ann. des :\lines [;"j) x., pp. 44 l--!--15.) As 

regards their geological horizon, it must be said that whether the Animikie, which we ha,·o compared with tho 

Taconian (supra, e 89) is, as supposed by Logan and Irving, older, or as conjectured by :Macfarlane, newer than 

the Keweenian, it is eYident that both of these aro separated by a period of wide-i:,pread disturbance, and great 

subsequent erosion, from the horizontal Lower Cambrian sandstones of the region, which overlie them both 

uncomformably. 
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to the original Taconic, was not apparently sustained by any other consideration than that 
of giving a new designation to the anomalous group of rocks which then received from 
him the name of Upper Taconic. 

§ 96. We have now to consider more at length the history of the First Graywacke belt 
of Eaton which, by his observations, and those of Emmons and Mather, was traced from 
b~low Quebec, on the St. Lawrence, southward through Vermont, and along the east side 
of the valley of the Hudson. Mather, who supposed this belt to be represented farther 
south, along the west side of the Hudson, by the Shawangunk range (a prolongation of 
the Kittatinny Mquntain of New Jersey and Pennsylvania), which is of Oneida-Medina 
age, and consequently belongs to the Second Graywacke, referred the whole belt north 
and east of the Hudson, to this period. In the opinion of Emmons, however, the First 
Graywacke, to the west and south of the Hudson, was represented, not by the Shawangunk, 
but by a parallel range a little to the eastward, to be mentioned below (§ 98). This Upper 
Taconic belt, according to him, is continued southwestward, with some interruptions, across 
New Jersey and Pennsylvania, into the valley of Virginia; where, near "\Yythville, and 
again near Abingdon, he described sections of the Upper Taconic resting upon Lower 
Taconic rocks. 

§ 97. We have not, however, so far as I am aware, any detailed notice of these Upper 
Taconic rocks in the great valley, from Virginia to the region east of the Hudson. In 
Pennsylvania, they have received little notice from the ~wo geological surveys, though 
they are, as I have already stated, largely developed in the great valley, in the interval 
between the Delaware and the Susquehanna Rivers (§ 30). They were here included by 
H. D. Rogers in the Matinal series, and placed by him below the Levant sandstone. He, 
at the same time, noticed their resemblance to the beds immediately above this sandstone; 
a likeness which led Mather to refer them, in eastern New York, to this higher hOTizon. 
It will be remembered that the roofing-slates of the Delaware, which succeed the Auroral 
limestones, and are supposed to be included in the Lower Taconic of Emmons, are assigned, 
both by Rogers and by Chance, to a position near the base of the series of about 6,000 feet of 
so-called Matinal rocks (§ 29). This great series in Pennsylvania has thus the stratigra
phical position, as well as the characters of the Upper Taconic or First Graywacke, which 
is so conspicuous, both to the northeast and the southwest, along the Appalachian valley. 

§ 98. The question now arises to what extent these rocks are found to the eastward of 
the great valley; that is to say, east of the Blue Ridge, the South Mountain, and its northern 
prolongation from the Highlands of the Hudson into New England and Canada. No far 
as yet known, them is nothing to represent the Upper Taconic in this eastern area, north of 
the Highlands. Resting upon the ancient gneiss of the Highlands in Orange county, New 
York, there is, however, a range of rocks, formerly designated as graywacke, which were 
by Mather described as a parallel belt lying to the southeast of Shawangunk Mountain, of 
which he regarded it as a repetition. This graywacke-belt was said by Horton to consti
tute, in parts of Orange county, two or more narrow bands, the strata of which dip east
ward at high angles, and lie directly upon the ancient gneiss, beneath which, in some 
cases, they seem to pass. The continuation of this belt in New Jersey is knovvn as the 
Green-Pond Mountain range. This, while regarded by Mather as belonging to the Second 
Graywacke, was by Rogers conjectured to be an outlier of the great mesozoic area which 
lies farther to the southeast; but by Emmons was supposed to belong to the First Gray-
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wacke. More recently, it has been, by Prof. Cook, in his geological survey of New Jersey, 
described as belonging to a still lower horizon, and, under the name of Potsdam, referred 
to the base of the Primal of Rogers. The lithological characters of this belt, as I have observ
ed it in New Jersey, are however like those of the First Graywacke, as seen in Pennsyl
vania, and east of the Hudson, and unlike the Primal. This, in the adjacent region of 
nOTtheastern Pennsylvania, along the same gneissic belt is, where it appears from beneath 
the Auroral, represented only by a small volume of quartzite, with soft schists; 
a development very unlike the Green-Pond Mountain conglomerate. I am theTefore 
disposed to regard this latter, with Emmons, as a portion of the First Graywacke or Upper 
Taconic, lying outside of the great valley, on the gneiss of the South Mountain range; 
while in the valley itself it rests upon the Lower Taconic. 

§ 99. The relations of this Graywaeke belt to the Auroral limestones often found 
adjacent, as well as to other and fossiliferous limestones and shales, met with along the 
range, both in New Jersey, and in Orange county, New York, are complicated by many 
stratigraphical accidents, and demand further investigation. A summary of the facts 
regarding it, as gathered from the reports of Mather and of Horton, is given in the author's 
Azoic Rocks, pages 35 to 37; while, for later observations by Prof. Cook, in New Jersey, the 
reader is referred to his volume in the geology of that state, published in 1868, already cited 
in§ 80. In Bearfort Mountain, in this region, according to Cook, the conglomerate beds are 
overlaid by slates, which are followed by sandstones, called Oneida and Medina, the Au
roral limestone being unrepresented ; while at Upper Longwood, fossiliferous limestone, 
regarded as Trenton, OYPrlies the red slates of the conglomerate belt (loc. cit. pp. 149, 83). 

An area of fossiliferous argillites, found in the Peach-Bottom district in Lancaster 
county, Pennsylvania, some distance to the south-east of the second Taconian belt, and on 
the Susquehanna River, along the borders of Maryland, is probably to be Tegarded as 
an outlier belonging to the First Graywacke; since it has lately furnished to Dr. Frazer, 
graptolites referred by Prof. Hall to that horizon. I am indebted to Dr. Frazer for these 
facts, the results of Prof. Hall's observations not being as yet published. 

§ 100. Passing now to the consideration of the Upper Tacconic rncks in the regions north 
of the Highlands of the Hudson, where they have b~en chiefly studied, we remark, in the 
first place, that here, as farther south, they are found resting alike upon the Lower Taconic, 
and the older crystalline rocks which appear on the western border of the latter. The base 
of the Upper Taconic, as described by Emmons, here consists of coarse greenish sandstones, 
with shales and conglomerates, holding materials derived from the underlying crystalline 
rocks. The higher part of the series was said to be very -variable in character, includingolfre
coloured sandstones, and so-called brown-weathering calcareous sandstones, which are really 
arenaceous dolomites holding much carbonate of iron ; beds of quartzite ·with green, pm·ple 
red roofing-slates, followed by blue limestones,-the Sparry Lime-roe k of Eaton ; while 
towards the summit are black shaly limestones, the series terminating with a black slate. 
The upper part of this series ·was declared to be fossiliferous, containing remains of 
graptolites, fucoids and trilobites. 

In a section from near Comstock's Landing, Pastward to Middle Gran-v-ille, in 
"\Va~hington county, New York, in which the abo-ve described rocks are found, there is, 
Emmons tells us, no representative of the granular quartzites, the limestones, the talcose 
slate:--, or the characteristic roofing-slates of the Lower Taconic. The rocks in this sectio11 
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have, according to Emmons, an apparent thickness of not less than 25,000 feet ; a volume 
probably due to repetitions from numerous parallel dislocations, with upthrows on the 
east side; as a result of which the succession already described is apparently inverted, so 
that the black slates of the western part of the section seem to pass beneath all the other 
members, and the green sandstones of the eastern part appear to overlie them all. 

§ 101. This condition of things, so far from being ·exceptional, i~ very frequent along 
the easter1:1 base ef the Atlantic belt, from the Gulf of St. Lawrence to Alabama, and is 
apparently general in similar disturbed regions. Emmons has described this with detail, 
and noted the parallel uplifts, increasing in vertical extent as we approach the mountain
chain of older rocks. I have discussed this matter, with many illustrations, in my report 
on Azoic Rocks, pages 54, 55. 

It is there shown that along the whole eastern side of the great Appalachian valley 
the newer rocks are found dipping to the eastward, towards the older rocks, and sometimes 
even beneath them. Thus, the Cambrian Graywacke appears to pass beneath the crystal
line rocks of the Highlands and of Newfoundland ; the Ordovician beds beneath this First 
Graywacke, and farther southward, in Virginia, the Carboniferous rocks beneath the older 
paleozoic. These relations result from dislocations, with uplifts on the eastern side, often 
connected with inverted folds. 

§ 102. While the green sandstones in New England, according to Emmons, constitute, 
along its eastern border, the base of the series, there appears farther west in the valley, along 
the eastern shore of Lake Champlain, another mass of strata, the so-called Red Sand-rock of 
Vermont, which, towards the summit, becomes a reddish limestone or marble. These strata, 
which have yielded a Lower Cambrian fauna, were by C. B. Adams referred to the horizon 
of the Medina and Clinton; and by Logan in 1859, were said to belong to the summit of the 
Hudson-River group, or possibly to a still higher horizon. These rocks, were, however, in 
1855, assigned by Emmons to a position still lower than the green sandstones, and were 
supposed to represent the Potsdam of the Champlain division; while the remaining portion 
of the Upper Taconic was regarded as the equivalent to the Calciferous Sand-rock. The Red 
Sand-rock in western Vermont is brought up by a dislocation, and the higher members of 
the Champlain division, appear to pass conformably beneath it to the eastward. The same 
conditions are met with in the Lower Cambrian beds at Troy, New York, studied by Ford; 
which there overlie the Loraine shales, and were by Billings assigned to the same geolo
gical horizon as the Red Sand-rock, with the name of Lower Potsdam. The outcrop of 
these strata in Georgia, Vermont, according, to Logan, exposes a thickness of not less than 
2,200 feet; in the lower part of which are included the argillaceous beds holding Olenellus, 
with Conocephalites and Obollela. 

VI-THE UPPER TACO::\TIC I~ C~-\.NADA. 

§ 103. We are now prepared to notice the studies of this Graywacke-belt in its extension 
through Canada, from Vermont to the St. LawrencP. Logan, who, in 18-!;\ publi8hed 
a preliminary account of the geology of Canada, expressed therein the opinion that the 
contorted strata at, and near the city of Quebec, which are those of the belt in question, 
were older than the adjacent horizontal (Trenton) limestones; but in a foot-note referred 
favorably to the ;view (which had been maintained by Emmons in 1842), that they were 
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never rocks. These contorted strata, consisting of argillites, sandstones, conglomerates 

and limestone·s, were, during the next ten years, traced in Canada from Quebec north

eastward along the right bank of the lower St. Lawrence, and south-westward to the 

valley of Lake Champlain; forming a belt from near Quebec southwards along the north

west base of the crystalline schists of the Green Mountain range. They were recognized 

by the Canadian survey as forming a part of the Graywacke-belt of Eaton, and in accord

ance with the view of Mather, and the earlier view of Emmons, were referred to the upper 

part of the Champlain division, and declared to embrace the so-called Hudson-River 

group, and the immediately succeeding strata; including the representative of the Oneida, 

to which the sandstones of Sillery were supposed to belong. The organic remains as 

yet found in the belt, in Canada,. were in limestone-pebbles in a conglomerafe at Pointe 

Levis, which were erroneously supposed to be derived from the Trenton; and certain forms 

ocourring in a limestone at Phillipsburgh, near Lake Champlain, also regarded as of Trenton 

sge. In 1855, were first described by James Hall, the graptolites of Pointe Levis, then 

spoken of by him as coming from "near the summit of the Hudson-River group;" to which 

horizon, considered as that of the Loraine shales, they were, on stratigraphical grounds, 

assigned by Logan. . 
§ 104. As early as 1~-!G, however, as we haYe seen, Emmons had, on stratigraphical 

grounds, assigned this Graywacke belt to the horizon of the Calciferous Sand-rock, and 

had declared it to contain certain peculiar forms of graptolites and of trilobites. This 

view, which was essentially a return to that of Eaton, was, however, combatted by all 

the other American geologists who had studied these rocks in Canada, and in Vermont; 

C. B. Adams, W. B. Rogers and W. E. Logan uniting, on alleged structural grounds, to 

place these rocks at the summit of the Champlain division, or in the Second instead of 

the First Graywacke. 
§ 105. It was not until 1856 that the present writer discovered in association with the 

graptolitic beds of Pointe Levis, limestones containing a hitherto unobserved trilobitic 

fauna, the examination of which, by Billings, established the fact that the strata in question 

were oldCT and not younger than· the Trenton limestone ; or in other words that they 

belongrd to the First and not to the Second Graywacke. 

It was in 1861 that Logan, in a letter to Barrande, published this conclusion,then reached, 

and at the same time admitted the correctness of the later view of Emmons, for which this 

geologist had contended alone during fifteen years, namely,-that the belt of disturbed 

rocks which in Canada and in Vermont had been called the Hudson-River group, was 

in reality the stratigraphical equivalent of the lower members of the Champlain division, 

and older than the Trenton limestone. These strata wern the Upper Taconic of Emmons, 

which he, in the same year, declared to be the equivalent of the rocks holding the first or 

primordial fauna of Barrande (§ 17). 

§ 106. The contact of these rocks near Quebec with the undeTlyinO' O'neiss is concealed 
bb 

by the horizontal Trenton limestone of the region. The green sandstone of Sillery here 

lies upon the other members of the Graywacke series, and since this had been regarded 

as the Oneida sandstone, overlying Loraine shales, the whole series was supposed to be in 

its natural order of succession. Hence it was, that while admitting the change of horizon 

of these TOcks from above to below the Trenton limestone, the Sillery sandstone, as it was 

henceforth called, was placed at the summit, and the limestones and graptolitic slates of 
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Pointe Levis, to which the name of the Levis division was given, at the base of the series; 
an intermediate portion receiving the name of the Lauzon division. The real order, 
however, as described both by Emmons in Vermont, and by Murray in Newfoundland was 
the reverse of this; and the Sillery sandstone, in truth, the oldest member of the series 
here displayed. Logan, as we have seen, maintained that the typical section of southeast
ward-dipping strata at Quebec, estimated by him to measure 7,000 feet, was the southeast 
side of an eroded anticlinal; and represented the rocks of his Quebec group in their natural 
order; the Levis division at the base and the Sillery at the summit. I have long since 
endeavored to show, alike on structural and on paleontological grounds, that this view is 
erroneous, and that we have here an inverted succession. The true position of the Sillery 
is at the b_ase of the series, and we have here exposed the eroded surface of the northwest 
side of an overturned anticlinal, by which the Sillery sandstone is made to overlie the 
younger members of the Graywacke series.* The succession is thus brought into harmony 
with that determined by Eaton, and by Emmons, in many sections farther south. This 
series, which had been previously called the Hudson-River group, was now by Logan, and 
the Canada geological survey, named the Quebec group, and was described as a great 
development of strata between the Trenton limestone and the Potsdam sandstone; which 
latter, Logan conceived to be represented by certain black shales, that in several localities 
appear to pass between the Levis division. The rocks of this series were now, by Logan 
and his assistants, traced down the St. Lawrence to Newfoundland, on the one hand, and 
to the valley of Lake Champlain on the other; where, howeyer, the Red Sand-rock was 
supposed to represent the Potsdam. The history of these inyestigations I have elsewhere 
set forth in Azoic Rucks, pp. 81-125. 

It should here be said that this view, which made the Sillery the youngest member 
of the series was, in 1862 questioned by Billings, who inclined, with the writer, to place it 
at the base of the series; while its evident basal position in Newfoundland led Logan also 

· to express doubts, and to look upon the order assumed by him as simply provisional.t , 
§ 107. It remained, however, to determine how far this identification with the First 

Graywacke applied to the rocks farther south, in the valley of the Hudson, to which the 
name of the Hudson-River group had first been given; and which had been declared, alike 
by Eaton, Emmons and Mather, to be geographically and stratigraphically identical with 
the similar rocks in Vermont and in Canada. These rocks in the Hudson valley had been 
by Mather assigned to the horizon of the Second Graywacke, and from the occurrence m 
portions of them of the fauna of the Loraine or Pulaski shales, he, with Vanuxem had, as 
we have seen, been led to employ the names of Hudson slates and Hudson-River group as 
synonymous with that of Loraine shales. The opposition between the view of Mather, on 
the one hand, and that of Emmons, now adopted by Logan, on the other, as to the horizon 
of the so-called Hudson-River group, was thus radical and complete. 

§ 108. A question here arises whether it might not be possible to reconcile these two 
seemingly contradictory yiews by showing the belt of disturbed strata in question to 
include both the First and the Second Graywacke. These, as we have seen, were declaTed 
to resemble each other so closely as to be scarcely distinguishable save by the fact that the 

* Harper's Annual Record for 1876, page xcYiii., and for 1877, page 167. 
t Billings; Paleozoic Fossils, 1865, p. 69, and Logan, Geology of Carnvln, 1863, p. 880. 

Sec. IV., 1883. 33. 
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latter overlies the Trenton limestone (§ 7). If now, from any cause, this limestone should 
be absent, or should not appear in its usual character, it might very well happen that the 
Second should appear to succeed directly the First Graywacke. '!'hat such a condition of 
things occurs in the disturbed region east of the Hudson, had already been affirmed by 
Emmons in 1846. As I have elsewhere pointed out (Azoic Rocks, page 49), he then asserted 
the existence in this region of three distinct series of rocks : I. The Lower Taconic or 
Taconian limestones and slates. II. The First Graywacke, or• U ppei· Taconic, resting in 
apparent unconformity upon the former, and itself partially eroded before the deposition of 
III ; which consists of shales and sandstones belonging to the upper portions of the Cham
plain division or the Second Graywacke, and rests unconformably, in many localities east 
of the Hudson, both on I. and II.; having itself been subsequently disturbed all;d eroded. 

§ 109. These observations accord with many others to show the existence of at least two 
important stratigraphical breaks, with unconformity, in this eastern region: the first 
between the Taconic and the First Graywaeke, already pointed out by Eaton, and the second 
at the summit of the same Graywacke series; thereby dividing, in this eastern region, the 
Champlain division into two distinct periods, the second one of which began: with the 
deposition of the Trenton, or rather, perhaps with that of the immediately subjacent 
Chazy limestone. 

The Laurentian regions of the Adirondacks and the Laurentides vYere not, at this early 
time, as has been so often said, the nncleus of a growing continent, but higher portions of 
a subsiding one, Upon its ancient gneiss we find reposing directly, in differnnt localities, 
the Potsdam, the Calciferous, the Chazy, and the Trenton sub-divisions. The deposition of 
the Ti·enton marks a time of subsidence, during which, along the Laurentides, the sea 
extended far and wide to the northward, and the marine limestones of the Trenton, over
lapping the lower members of the Champlain diYision, were laid down in the regions to the 
north of Lake Ontario, and of the lower St. Lawrence, (as far eastward as the basin of Lake 
St. John on the Saguenay), directly on the submerged primary or eozoic rocks. 

After this period, and before the deposition of the succeeding mechanical sediments, 
extensive movements took place in the region of the Otta;wa and Champlain valleys, and 
still farther south, which serve to throw light upon the problem before us. 

§ 110. A striking illustration of this disturbance is shown on the geological map of 
Canada, where, immediately south and east of the city of Ottawa, appears an outlier of 
Utica slate, overlaid by grey calcareous sandstone, holding the fossil remains of the Loraine, 
and associated with red slates ; the two possibly representing the Oneida and the Medina. 
This outlier, with a lPngth of about twenty mile~ from east to west, reposes transgressively 
alike upon the Trenton, Chazy and Calciferous subdivisions. All three of these, with a 
slight eastward dip towards the centre _of the Ottawa basin, appear successively, in passing 
from ·west to east along the southern bOTder of this unconfotmably overlying area of newer 
strata, which are here preseryed by having been let down along the north side of 
an east-and-west dislocation ; thm; testifying to a former extension of the Second Gray
·wacke over this area; when_• it lies unconformably, not only on the Calciferous Sand-rock, 
the representative of the First Graywackc, but on the Trenton limestone itself. For farther 
references to the details of this region, which was carefully mapped by Logan, see my 
Azoic Rocks, page 50. We have here, in the valley of the Ottawa, evidences of the same 
conditions as were described by Emmons in that of the Hudson; namely, the uuconform-
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able superposition of the upper members of the Champlain division upon the lower ones; 
a break occuring at the summit of the Trenton. 

It is impossible not to connect these conditions in the Ottawa and Hudson yalleys 
with those already noticed in eastern Pennsylvania, and in Orange county, New York, 
where the Oneida sandstone, which, as we have seen, is continuous with the upper part of 
the Loraine shales, is found to rest unconformably upon the strata of the First Graywacke. 

§ 111. Considerable movements are thus seen to have marked both the beginning and 
the close of the Chazy-Trenton period, and it is evident that the absence, in any district, of 
the characteristic limestone of this time, between the First and Second Graywackes, might 
result either from non-deposition or from erosion. Evidence of the latter is afforded in the 
area just described in the Ottawa basin; while, at the same time, there is not wanting 
evidence that this limestone-mass, so well marked by its thickness, and the persistence of 
its lithological character over great areas in eastern North America, elsewhere thins out, 
and either disappears entirely, or loses its ordinary lithological characters. Thus, while in 
Canada, at points as widely separated as Beauport, Montreal, Ottawa, Lake Simcoe and the 
shores of Lake Huron, it appears with a thickness of from 600 to 750 feet (being everywhere 
followed by the Utica and Loraine shales), it is in Lewis county, New ~ork, diminished to 
300 feet, at Trenton Falls to 100 feet, and, it is said, to thirty feet in the Mohawk Valley; 
thinning-out and disappearing to the southeast, according to Conrad ; but, as will subse
quently appear, probably represented along this eastern border, by argillaceous beds, which, 
but for their organic remains, ·would not be recognized as of Trenton age. 

§ 112. The bearing of the paleontological investigations made by the geological survey 
of Canada on the question of the age of the eastern Graywacke, or so-called Hudson-River 
group of rocks, was discussed by James Hall, in a note to his Geology of Wisconsin, in 1862 
(page 443). He there alluded to the evidence furnished by organic remains found in the 
Hudson River-slates in Vermont and Canada, "which prove conclusively that these slates 
are to a great extent of older date than the Trenton limestone," though probably newer 
than the Potsdam. He moreover remarked that "the occurrence of well-known forms of 
the second fauna . . . . in intimate relation with, and in beds apparently constituting 
a part of the series, along the Hudson River, requires some explanation. Looking critically 
at the localities in the Hudson valley which yield the fossils, we find them of limited and 
of almost insignificant extent. Some of them are on the summits of elevations, which are 
synclinal axes . where the remains of newer formations would naturally occur. 

· Others are apparently unconformable to the rocks below, or are entangled in the folds of 
the strata, while the enormous thickness of beds exposed is almost destitute 
of fossils." In view of all these facts, Hall, while still retaining the name of Hudson-River 
group as the designation of the fossiliferous strata which elsewhere are found to occupy 
a horizon between the Utica slate and the Oneida sandstone ( otherwise called Pulaski and 
Loraine shales), concludes that the name of Hudson-River group cannot properly be extended 
to the great mass of strata which have hitherto borne that name; and which, according to 
him, "are separated from the Hudson-River group propel' by a fault not yet fully ascer
tained." 

§ 113. It should, however, be remembered that although the Hudson-Rive1· group was, 
through the pal~ontological publications of the New York survey, identified with the 
Loraine shales only; the name, as at first given by Vanuxern, was made to include two 
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divisions, the loweT of which, as he showed, was distinct from the upper; as appeared by 

its diffeTent geographical distribution. That these two diYisions of the Hudson-Rivel' 

gToup were supposed by him to be associated with a still older seTies, lithologically resem

bling them, would appeal' from Vanuxem's language, when he wrote of "the difficulty of 

separatinO' or distincruishinO' the slaty and schistose members of the Hudson-River group 
b O h 

from those of greater age, with which, along their eastern border, the two (sic) are more or 

less, really or apparently blended." 

§ 114. Hall,while thus admitting the existence of an apparent nnconformability between 

the older and the newer fossilif emus rocks in this distuT bed region, fell back on Logan's 

explanation, and imagined the juxtaposition of the two series to be effected by a break of 

the strata, with an uplift on the 0astern side; by which the rocks of pre-Trenton age 

were brought up, and were sometimes found in contact with the Trenton or Utica divisions, 

at others with the LoTaine, and, perhaps, even with the stiil higher beds of the Oneida. I 

have elsewhere discusssed at length this hypothesis of a single great fault, with an upthrow 

of 7,000 feet, imagined by Logan to extend from Alabama to the north-east extremity of 

the continent, in Gaspe; and having shown its great improbability both geographically and 

stratigraphically, have maintained, for ten years past, the simpler explanation of an uncon

formity between the First Graywacke and the. succeeding numberi of the paleozoic series .. 

(Azoic Rocks, pp. 121-125). Evidences are there given that movements of the earth's crust 

in these r~gions immediately preceded the Trenton age, and that upon the folded, eroded 

and submeTged strata of the FiTst Graywacke, as upon the Taconian and still older series, 

there were subsequently deposited the Trenton limestones. "\Vhere these limestones were 

afterwaTds removed by denudation, or where, to the eastward, they thin out and disappear, 

we may expect to find in direct superposition upon these older rocks, the Loraine or the 

succeeding Oneida strata. 

§ 115. In 1863. Logan having followed southward into Vermont, the Graywacke-belt, 

to which he had then given the name of the Quebec group, pToceeded in company with 

James Hall, to examine the same rocks in easteTn New York; whern they were then des

cribed by him, as they had been by Emmons, as sandstones and conglomerates, generally 

with argillites, sometimes red and green, and with limestones, often schistose or concretion

ary, including the Sparry Lime-rock of Eaton. All of these were no-w declared by Logan 

to belong to the Quebec group, ·which was said by him to occupy nearly the whole of 

Columbia, Rensselaer and Dutchess counties; the Sillery division being largely displayed 

in the first-named of these, but scarcely appearing south of it. To the westward, in 

approaching the river Hudson, these rncks were declared to be replaced by lithologically 

distinct and mo1·e recent strata, refrned to the Loraine shales ; a narrow belt of which was 

traced along the east side of the river to a point a little above Hyde Park, where the boun

dary of the two divisions crosses to the west bank. The strata on both shores, from 

thence down to the gneiss of the Highlands, were referred by Logan to the Quebec group. 

§ 116. Logan, however, as ·we> have seeu, assumed the Sillery sandstone to be the summit 

instead of tlw base of the First Grayvvacke; and when he became, at this time, acquainted 

with the underlying Taconian marbles in Vermont, and farther southward, imagined them 

to be his Levis and Lauzon divisfons in an altPn•d condition, and thus described them as 

members of the Quebec group. It yet remai111-; to determine in this region the limits 

between the Taconic and the First Graywacke. We now know, moreover, from the disco-
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veries of Dale, Dwight and others, that still newer fossiliferous strata, of Ordovician age, are 
also included in this part of the Hudson valley ; and that we have, in fact, in this region the 
three groups of rocks long since pointed out by Emmons. (§108) The testimony of Logan 
is valuable as confirming that of Emmons, and of Hall, as to the existance of portions of 
the Second Graywacke series resting, not npon the Trenton limestone, but upon the older 
schistose rocks of the region; and moreover, as showing the super-position of the FiTst 
Graywacke to the Taconian. 

§ 117. The apparent absence of the characteristic limestone of the Trenton from the base 
of the Second Gr~ywacke in this region may be due to a stratigraphical break and erosion 
at the close of the Trenton period, as we have seen in the Ottawa basin. Two other 
explanations are suggested by the thinning-out of the limestone-mass to the south-east, as 
already noticed (§111). One, that the region was beyond the Trenton sea, and the other 
that its sediments, over the area in question, were argillaceous beds, resembling rather the 
succeeding shales than the limestone deposited el sew here. That this latter was the case in 
parts of the eastern region, will be shewn in the sequel, but we shall there also find many 
evidences of movements in paleozoic times subsequent to the deposition of the Trenton. 

I have elsewhers pointed out, (Azoic Rocks, page 123), besides the post-Trenton break in 
the Ottawa basin, the evidence in eastern North America of not less than five epochs, 
marked by movements of the strata, and by unconformities, subsequent to the deposition 
of the Trenton and Uticai divisions. Of these the earliest, and the only one which now con
cerns us, is that of which we see evidences in the unconformable superposition of Silurian 
beds over older strata to the north and east of the Hudson valley. On St. Helen's Island, 
near Montreal, we find reposing on the eroded surface of the slightly inclined Utica 
slates, a portion of fossiliferous limestone, associated with a dolomitic conglomerate. The 
fauna in the limestone is referred to the age of the Lower Helder berg; while the accompanying 
conglomerate containA forms which belong rather to the Clinton and Xiagara divisions of 
the Silurian, and holds at the same time pebbles of fossiliferous Trenton limestone, with 
others apparently of Potsdam sandstone, Utica slate, and red sandstone and shale, resembling 
those of the Medina; the whole mingled with pebbles of Laurentian gneiss, and of igneous 
rocks, giving evidence of a period of disturbance, and considerable erosion of the 
older rocks. Other masses of similar conglomerate are foun9- elsewhere in the vicinity, in 
01_1e case holding Silurian fossils, resting on various members of the Champlain division, and 
on the Laurentian gneiss. 

Another mass of Lower Helderb'erg limestone is met with on the flanks of BelCPil Moun
tain, an eruptive mass which breaks through the Loraine shales in the Richelieu valley. 
In the distribution of these and of similar areas of fossiliferous limestones, we have the 

' evidences of a Silurian sea, which extended from the Helderberg region in NL·W York, not 
only through the valleys of the Hudson and Lake Champlain to that of the ~t. Lawrence, 
but also through those of the Connecticut, the St. Francis and the Chaudiere, and thence 
to Gaspe; depositing its sediments, with their characteristic fauna, unconformably oyer rocks 
of v-ery different ages. We have similar eddence that the Trenton-Loraine, or Ordovician 
sea had already, in like manner, extended over parts of this region, leaxing its fossiliferous 
sediments spread unconformabl y over Cambrian and pre-Cambrian strata. 

§ 118 A section from Crown Point, New York, across the southern part of Lake Cham
plain eastward to Bridport, Vermont, which was studied in detail by Wing, and by 
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Billings, presents, in its western portion, the whole succession of the Champlain subdivi
sions from the Potsdam to the Loraine shales. Farther eastward on this line, a great 

' 
dislocation brings np the Red Sand-rock, with Olenellus, causing it to overlie, in seeming 
confOTmity, the Loraine shales. This sand-rock is followed to the eastward by limestones 
holding the fauna of the Calcife1·ous Sand-rock~ with other forms like those of the Levis 
limestone. To these succeed other limestones, with an abundant Trenton fauna, interrupted 
by a second fault, which again brings up the Levis beds; the Sillery sandstone being 
unrepresented, unless possibly by the Red Sand-rock to the weet. For a summary of the 
observations on this section, and reference to the original paper, see Azoic Rocks, page 119. 

§ 119. Other examples of an extension of the Ordovician sediments eastward are found 
in the province of Quebec, in various localities along the disturbed region northeastward 
from Lake Champlain. Lying alike among the uncrystalline strata of the Graywacke 
series, and the older crystalline rocks to the southeast of them, there are ·met with, in many 
localities, carbonaceous shaly beds, more or less calcareous, containing organic remains of 
Ordovician age. These strata, probably never very considerable in amount, ha-ve, however, 
rarely escaped erosion, except in localities where, as the result of the folds and dislocations 
already notioed, they have been protected by the overlying or adjacent older strata, beneath 
which they often seem to pass with an eastward dip. As studied at Farnham, in the 
province of Quebec, they thus appeared to be more ancient than the Graywacke series, and 
were described by Logan as portions of Potsdam rocks underlying the Quebec group. Xhe 
black slates of this locality, however, contain, according to Billings, besides undescribed 
graptolites, Ptilodict1;a, and trilobites of the genera Ampyx, Dalmanites, Lichas, Triarthrus and 
Agnostus ; and were hence referred by him to the Trenton or the Utica di vision of the New 
York system. Similar black slates appear, in like manner, to pai:;,s beneath the crystalline 
schists which lie to the east of the Grayvrncke-belt in this region, and were by Logan 
adduced as proofs of the view then maintained by the geological survey of Canada, that 
the crystalline rocks in question were nothing more than portions of this same Graywacke 
in an altered condition. 

The fallacy of this ·dew I have long since shown, and have pointed out the nature of 
the stratigraphical accidents by which this seeming inversion has been brought about. 
Selwyn, the present director of-the geological snrvey of Canada, has furnished additional 
facts regarding the distribution of these fossilifernus shales; outliers of which have been 
observad at various localities in c·astern Canada, among the crystalline schists, especially 
along the west side of a line of fault, with an upthrow on the east side extendinO' throuO'h 

' b b 

Stukley and Ely. Similar fossiliferous beds are found in Tingwick and Arthabaska, a.nd 
also near Richmond; ·where a narrow belt of black shales with Triartkms and other orO'anic 

' b 
forms, is found lying to the east of the l'ryi.;talline schists of the region. The latter an~ a 
second time brought up on the eastern border of these shales, and soon pass beneath the 
argillites of the Windsor basin (§ 81). 

In this connection it may be notit·cd that Dodge has lately found, still farther to 
the eastward, in Pt•110bscot County, Maine, black shales holdinO' graptolites which are 
regarded by him as species belonging to the Utica slate.* b ' 

§ 120. It was said at the commencement of this essay, that the Upper Taconic rocks 

*Amer. Jour, Science, 1881, vol. xxii., p. 434. 
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have been known both as the Hudson-River group and the Quebec group. This statement 
we have justified in the preceding pages, and are now prepared to state succinctly what 
has been the precise meaning attached to these two terms, which have been so conspicuous 
in the history of American geology. The Hudson-River group, by the admission of 
Vanuxem, who first proposed it, was a composite one, devised to include two, if not three 
divisions of strata, in part of disputed age, but at the same time embracing in its upper 
portion the Loraine shales. As this was the only part of the group of which the fauna 
was known, the name of Loraine shales, in paleontological language, soon came to be 
regarded as the equivalent of Hudson-River group; and thus the fact of its heterogen
eous character, clearly stated by Vanuxem, was lost sight of. Meanwhile, the name of 
Hudson-River group was applied stratigraphically to the whole of the First Graywacke 
of Eaton, with its succeeding Sparry Lime-rock. This is seen from the language of James 
Hall, who, in 1857, wrote of the graptolites found in slates with the limestone of Pointe 
Levis, at that time assigned by Logan to this horizon, that they are met with in" that part 
of the Hudson-River group which is sometimes designated as Eaton's Sparry limestone,
beip.g near the summit of the group."* 

§ 121. The Red Sand-rock of Vermont was also, at the same time, regarded as either 
forming a part of the same group, or as closely related to it. Thus Hall, in describing in 
1859, the trilobites of the genus Olenellus, found in shales intercalated in the Red Sand
rock in Georgia, Vermont, which he then referred to this horizon, wrote, "I have the testi
mony of Sir William Logan, that the shales of this locality are iu the upper part of the 
Hudson-River group, or forming a part ·of a series of strata which he is inclined to rank as 
a distinct group, above the Hudson-River group proper." t 

We have farther to mention in this connection, the notion of Mather, who supposed 
that the crystalline rocks of western New England, including the crystalline limestones, 
"and probably the associated micaceous gneiss, mica-slate, hornblende-slate and horn
blende-rocks . . . are nothing more than the rocks of the Champlain division greatly 
modified by metamorphic agency." This view was adopted by Logan, and the similar 
crystalline rock& of the Green-Mountain belt in Canada were described as belonging to· 
the altered Hudson-River g-roup. 

§ 122. The Quebec group, which, in l 861, succeeded to the Hudson-Riyer group, inher
ited its traditions, with a few exceptions. Its horizon being now changed from above 
to below the Trenton limestone, it could, of course, no longer include within its limits the 
fauna of the Loraine shales, belonging to the Second Graywaeke. The greater antiquity of 
the fauna of the Red Sandrock of Vermont having in the meantime been recognized, these 
rocks were assigned, under the name of Potsdam, to ~i position beneath the new Quebec 
group. To this lower horizon, moreover, Logan, at the same time, refeued certain black 
slates in Canada, which, though apparently underlying the Graywacke series, have since 
been found of Ordovician age ( § 119). 

The Quebec group, as at first defined, was JJ.othing more nor less than the First 
Graywacke of Eaton, with its overlying Sparry Lime-rock; which is really an upper 

* Report Geol. Suney of Canada, 185 7, page 117. 
t Twelfth An. Rep. Regents of the University of New York, 1Si59; cited by Barrande, American Jour. Science 

(2) xxxi., pag~ 213. 
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member of that series, and was included with it by Emmons in his Upper Taconic division. 
Emmons now read aright the relations of these rocks, and saw that the sections in which 
the limestones appear to underlie the massive green sandstones giYe an inverted success
sion Loo-an however thouo-h recoo-nizing therein the existence, in many cases, of over-. b , , b b 

turned anticlinals, inverted the whole series, and regarded the basal or Sillery sandstone 
as the hio·hest member while the Levis limestones were made the lowest. 

t, ' 

§ 123. This erroneous view as to the succession of the strata at Quebec, at first declared 
by Logan to be merely provisional, was the more acceptable for the reason that it could be 
made to accord with the hypothesis that the adjacent crystalline schists were, as Mather had 
taught, the altered equivalents of what was now called the Quebec group. When, as 
is sometimes the case, the Sillery sandstone was found alone (as long before described by 
Emmons,) resting upon the crystalline schists, the higher and softer members of the gray
wacke-series having disappeared, Logan supposed that these schists were no other than 
shales of the Sillery (and Lauzon) in an altered and so-called metamorphic condition,--which, 
according to his view of the succession, should underlie these sandstones. Hence, it was 
that theHuronian rocks of the Notre Dame range, (the prolongation of the Green Mountains,) 
·were by Logan called altered Quebec group, long after it had been shown by the present 
writer, that fragments of these same eozoic rocks occur in conglomerates with the fossili
ferous strata of the Levis division near Quebec. 

§ 12--1. In like manner, when the SilleTy sandstone was found, farther southward along 
the Graywacke-belt, to rest upon the Taconian marbles and slates, these were by Logan 
declared to be limestones and shales of the Levis division in an altered condition (§"116). But 
this was not all :-as the Levis beds, sometimes thTOugh inverted faults, and sometimes 
through dislocations, came to be placed beneath the Sillery, so the black Ordovician slates, 
whether in direct contact ·with the Cambrian, or ·with the olde1· rocks, were, as the result of 
similar accidents, made to underlie the more ancient groups of strata, and were believed by 
Logan to be older than these. In either case, his aTgument was the same: in the former, 
these Ordoyician strata were Potsdam beds passing beneath the unaltered Quebec group; 
and in the latter, they were the same beds underlying the altered strata of the same 
Quebec group. 

§ 125. To complete this history, we must recall the fact, that not content with including 
in the newly-organized Quebec group, besides the OambTian Graywacke,with its limestones, 
the Taconian and the Huronian of the Atlantic belt, Logan proposed to extend it to Lake 
Superior. Assuming that the horizontal sandstones there oveTlying unconforinably the 
KewPenian or copper-bearing series, were of thC' age of_ the Chazy or St. Peter's sandstone 
of the uppPr Misissippi, Logan was led to assign the ·whole of this series of 20,000 feet to 
the Quebec group, and thus to gin~ it a position above the horizon of the fossiliferous Pots
dam sandstone of "\Yisconsin and Minnesota; which, as seen on the St. Croix RiYer, and 
elsewhere in that region, is ,vell known to oyer]ie the Keeweenian unconformably, and 
is probably separated from it by a great interval of time. This view will be found repre
sented on Logan's small map of Canada, dated 1864, and also in his larger map, of 1866. 
The group of bluish argillites, ·with quartzites, magnetite and limestones, found on Thunder 
Bay and the Kamanistiqua River, (§ 89) which was belieyed by Logan to underlie the 
~eweenian, ·was not distinguished from it on the map in question, but was supposed by 
him to represent the Potsdam, from which, it is unnecessary to say, it is wholly distinct. 
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VII.-P ALEOZOIC HISTORY OF EA8TERN NORTH AMERICA. 

§ 126. To render more intelligible the relations of the Taconian, Cambrian, Ordovician 
and Silurian rocks of eastern North America to each other, and to the older Primary rocks, 
we shall endeavour to present a sketch of the geological history of the region, based upon 
the facts already set forth. At the beginning of Cambrian time, marked by the earliest known 
trilobitic fauna, there stretched along the eastern border of the great paleozoic basin, a 
great area of crystalline eozoic rocks; the remains of which are now seen in the Blue Ridge 
and its eastern slope, from Alabama to Virginia, and in their northeastern prolongation 
through the South Mountain of Pennsylvania, the Highlands of the Hudson, the crystalline 
rocks of New England, and of the whole region of Canada, south and east of the lower St. 
Lawrence. To the north of the great paleozoic basin was a similar eozoic area, now ·reprn
sented by the Laurentides, stretching westward to the upper Mississippi, and beyond; 
and connected by low-lying portions with the insular mass of the Adirondacks. The 
evidences of similar eozoie, islands are seen in parts of Newfoundland, northern Michigan, 
Wisconsin, Dakota, Missouri, Texas, etc. These eozoic lands, alike on the western, on the 
northern, and on the eastern shores of this early Cambrian sea, presented then, as now, 
portions of several great terranes, or series of crystalline stratified rocks, lying unconform
ably upon one another, ·or upon a more ancient gneissic floor; and telling a long history of 
successive depositions, elevations and depressions, sub-aerial decay and erosion. These 
various groups we have briefly noticed in the second chapter of this essay. (§ 18.) 

§ 127. The local geographical conditions presented by different pOTtions of north
eastern America during the long period when the depression of parts of the pre-Cambrian 
land permitted the deposition over its surface, of Cambrian, Ordovician and Silurian sedi
ments, next demand our attention. 

Eaton had already, previous to 1832, divined that the Calciferous Sand-rock which, 
underlying the Metalliferous or Trenton limestone, rests directly upon the Primitive gneiss 
along the western shore of Lake Champlain, occupies the stratigraphical horizon of the 
Sparry Lime-rock found farther eastward, at the summit of the First Graywacke; and con
sequently that this great mass of strata, as well as the more ancient Transition Argillite, 
and the Primitive Lime-rock and Quartz-rock, was absent along the western side of the 
lake. Emmons, in 18-!6, sought to explain this deficiency, so far as the First Graywacke 
was concerned, by maintaining that this great group of strata, together with its oyerlying 
Sparry Lime-rock, is really the representative, or as he expressed it, is "a pr.:>tean deve
lopment" of the Calciferous Saud-rock. In other words, this magnesian limestone, having, 
according to him, a maximum thickness of 300 feet, between the Trenton or Chazy lime
stone and the underlying gneiss, on the west side of Lake Champlain; is represented to the 
eastward, along the western base of the belt of Primitive rocks, in New York, New 
England and Quebec, by a vast accumulation of -sandstones, conglomerates, argillites and 
limestones; to which he assigned a thickness of not less than 25,000 feet. Subsequently, 
in 1853, he recognized in that portion of this gTeat series which had been known as the 
Red Sand-rock of Vermont, the representative of the Potsdam sandstone; which he had 
pre·dously found to underlie, in some parts on the west side of the lake, the Calciferous 
Sand-rock of his Champlain division. 

§ l28. These conclusions of Emmons as to the stratigraphical relations of the First 
Sec. IV., 1883. 34. 
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Graywacke-called by him Upper Taconic-to the New York paleozoic system, were, as 
we have seen, adopted in 1861, by the officers of the geological i-;m·,~ey of Canada; who 
then gave to the Graywacke-series the name of the Quebec group, and maintained, on 
paleontological grounds, that it might also represent the Chazy limestone, and thus cor
respond to the period between the Trenton limestone and the Potsdam sandstone. It was 
evident that these great diffeTences of thickness, and in lithological characters, between 
the equivalent rocks in the two areas above referred to, must have been the result of, 
widely unlike geographical conditions in the adjacent regions. Along the eastern border 
of the CambTian sea, great subsidence, and frequent changes permitted the deposition of 
a series of sediments variously estimated at from 10,000 to 25,000 feet in thickness, pre
senting an abundant and diveTsified fauna, with great variations in mineral character, 
often due in paTt to the materials deTiYed from the contiguous Huronian, Montalban and 
Taconian rocks. 

§129. Meanwhile, it is apparent that over the more stable areas to the westward, along 
the base of the Adirondacks, and between these mountains and the Laurentides to the 
north, theTe was, during a great part of the period, dry land; and subsequently a region of 
shallow wateT, in which the only sediments weTe the silicious sands derived from the 
adjacent LauTentian, or perhaps Taconian rocks; giving rise to the Potsdam sandstone, with 
its ripple-marks, its tracks of crustaceans, and its very scanty fauna, To this succeeded 
lagoons, in which were deposited the dolomites of the so-called Calciferous sand-rock, 
holdiug bitterns, and occasionally gypsum. This deposit rests, in some parts, on the sand
stone, and in others directly upon the ancient gneiss. The united thickness of the infra
Trenton members of the Champlain divi!-3ion in this region, including the Chazy lime
stone, to be mentioned below, will not exceed 1000 feet, and is generally much less. The 
time occupied in their deposition, however, doubtless represented but small portions of the 
long period duTing which was built up the great Cambrian Gray·wacke series in the more 
eastern region. The so-called Lower Potsdam beds of the latter, from Troy to Newfound
land, not to mention the probably still more ancient Menevian (Paradoxides) beds of 
eastern Massachusetts, southern New Brunswick and Ncwfoundland-aTe supposed by 
paleontologists to mark an eaTlieT period than the typical Potsdam of the Champlain and 
Ottawa basins. The fauna of the Levis limestone, which was Eaton's Sparry lime-rock, 
according to Billings, (who rightly regarded it as the summit of the Quebec group) 
belongs to a horizon superior to that of the typical CalcifeTous sand-rock. Frnm all of these 
facts we conclude that the original Potsdam and CalcifeTOus sub-diYisions are but local 
and partial representatives, alike chronologically and paleontologically, of the great 
Cambrian Graywackc period, anteriOT to the time of the deposition · of the Ordovician 
(Trenton) limestones. 

§ 130. The fauna of the intermediate and non-niagnesian Chazy limestone, as has 
bcPn shown by Billings, seTYPs to comwd that of the Levis limestone with the fauna 
of the Trenton. This Chazy limestone is absent in some localities in cPntral New York, 
where, according to Hall, the Trenton Tests directly upon the Calciferous, as it does 
elsewhere upon the Cambrian rocks. ThP deposition of thP Chazy in the Ottawa valley is 
distinctly marked as a period of disturhanc'l', since it pn·sents at ib,, base a limestone-con
glom(~rate, ref,;ting on the Calciferous, and followed by about fifty fed of sandstones and 
shales; to vYhich succeed the fossiliferous beds of pure limestone, sometimes with dolomitic 
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layers, which constitute the typical Chazy of the Ottawa basin.* The above facts with 
regard to the Chazy are additional evidences of the period of disturbance, ·which, as already 
set forth, marked the close of the Cambrian period, and brought in the Ordovician. The 
continental movements of that time, while they plicated and uplifted the previously 
deposited fossiliferous strata along the southeastern border of the Cambrian area, mused 
elsewhere a subsidence which allowed the Ordovician sea to spread far and wide to the 
north, depositing its nearly pure limestones, with a thickness of 600 feet or more, along 
the St. Lawrence valley, not only over the Cambrian beds, but over the eozoic land. 

§ 131. To the south and east, however, the uplifted and eroded Cambrian strata, with 
their adjacent eozoic rocks, the Taconian included, formed the easten1 shores of the Ordo
vician sea, approaching which, as we have already seen, (§ 111) the massive limestones of 
that period become thinner and disappear; being apparently replaced by the black shaly 
beds, which: at various points, are found lying among the older rocks. How far the sub
sequent movement--w hich, as has been shown, disttubed and eroded the Trenton lime
stone in the Ottawa valley before the deposition of the Loraine shale (§ 110)-was felt in 
this eastern region is uncertain. It is also a question how far the higher strata, known as 
the Oneida sandstone, weTC laid down in this region over the Loraine shale. This is 
found preserved from denudation in regions to the east of Lake Champlain, along the lines 
of di8location which have brought up on its eastern side the underlying Cambrian strata; 
and it is not improbable that portions of the upper sandstone of the Second Gray,vacke 
may, as some have supposed, there be found in the vicinity of the First Graywacke. 

§ 132. We have already noticed the subsequent invasion of the Silurian sea, depositing 
its limestones over the lower levels from central New York northward and eastward as 
far as Gaspe and Newfoundland. Thus it happens that we find portions of these limestones 
overlying alike Ordovician, Cambrian, Taconian, and still older strata, and involved with 
these by subsequent movements of the strata. As a result of these geological accidents, 
successive observers have been led into many enors. Thus, the Taconian marbles have, 
within the last generation, been, by different geologists, declared to be of Cambrian, of 
Ordovician, of Silurian, and even of Devonian age; while similar views have been main
tained with regard to the geological horizon of the still older crystalline schists of the 
region, of which we have already given examples (§ 121, 123). 

§ 133. The statement which has been made, and often repeated, that in Cambrian and 
Ordovician times the rocks of the Green Mountains were laid down as sediments beneath 
the sea, and that at the close of this latter period, these were hardened, crystallized and 
uplifted as a mountain-ranO'e is seen from what has been set forth, to be a fiction based 

b' ' 
upon the gratuitous hypothesis, first clearly formulated by Mather, and repeated by his 
successors, (including, during many years, the present writer), that the rocks of this moun
tain-range ·are altered paleozoic strata. Of this, there is no evidence, vvhile, on the con
trary, the relations of the paleozoic strata to these crystalline rocks throughout the Atlan
tic belt, and the presence of fragments of these in the prtleozoic conglomerntes, demonstrate 
their greater antiquity. The same considerations apply, a fortiori, to the similar hypothesis 
of the crystallization, folding and uplifting of Sihuian and Devonian rocks at the dose of 
paleozoic time, to form the White Mountain range. 

-------------·-

* Hunt, Azoic Rocks, pp. 124, 139. 
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§ 134, The White Mountains, the Green Mountains, the Taconic Hills, the Highland 
range, and in fru ·t all the crystalline stratified rocks of the Atlantic region, are p,nts of 
the great eozoic land, which bounded, to the south and east, the Cambrian sea of eastern 
North America. The same grnups of rocks then, as now, moreover, stretched along the 
northern and wPstern borders of the same vast sea, which deposited its sedimt)nts alike 
over them all. 

§ 135. The successfre movements of the earth's crust,·with foldings, often with inversions 
and with dislocations, which have at intervals n-ffectPd the paleozoic rocks in the eastern 
portion of this great basin, in prnximity to the Atlantic belt: throughout its entire length, 
have, it is true, been attended with uplifts of the strata on the eastern side of the disloca
tions; which have, to some extent, compensated for the loss of substance from the_se ancient 
crystalline rocks by sub-aerial decay and erosion. These movements, as we have had 
occasion to show in the preceeding pages, have in many cases involved in their folds the 
superincumbent paleozoic strata, thus giving rise to a deceptive appearance of infra
position of these newer rocks. Tho fractures, ·which often accompany these folds, still afford 
passagP, in some cases, to thermal watPrs ; and such waters, in past times, by their action 
upon the strata along their com·se, han~ produced local changes, by the development of 
crystalline minerals ; a phenomenon which has been invoked as an evidence of the paleo
zoic agt~ of the crystalline schists. The discussion of the evidences of this, and of various 
questions which arise in this connection, as well as that of the different hypotheses which 
have been put forth with regard to the age of the Taconian rocks, will be taken up in 
succeeding chapters. · 
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Graves Mountain; 69. Lieber on the ,King's-Mountain belt in South Carolina; 70. His Itacolumitic 
group; 71. Similar rocks in Brazil and Hindostan; 72, Lieber's classification of rocks in South Carolina; 
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73. His section of the series in King's Mountain; 74. The underlying rocks; the upper limestone; 75. 
Thickness of the series; supposed organic remains; 76. Mineralogical characters; gold; 77. Magnetic and 
specular iron-ores ; 78. Limonites; their origin; 79. Wurtz on the King's-:\Iountain series; ores of this 
horizon; its importance; the Itacolnmitic series Lower Taconic; 80. Lower Taconic rocks in New Jersey; 
81. East of the Green Mountains in Vermont and Quebec ; 82. In Maine and Rhode Island ; 83. In New 
Brunswick; St. John section; 84. Its relations to l\Ionovian and Laurentian; 85. Taconic in Hastings 
county, Ontario; 86. Organic remains in the Hastings rocks; 87. Taconic in northern New York; 
studies of Brooks; 88. Relations of these rocks to sub-aerial decay; 89. Animikie group of Lake 
Superior; probably Lower Taconic; 90. Emmons on Taconic in Michigan; 91. Powell on the pre
Cambrian Grand-Canon group; 92. The Lower Taconic called Taconian; its relations to eozoic and 
to paleozoic time; Supposed organic remains in Keweenian, and origin of its rocks, (foot-note.) 

CH.\PTBR Y.-The "l'ppcr Taconic or First Graywacke.-93. l\Iather on this Graywaeke; !)4-95. Emmons proposes to 
unite it with the Taconic, and calls it Upper Taconic; 96. Its extension southward into Virginia; 97. 
Its development in Pennsylvania; 98. The Green-Pond l\Iountain range in Xow Jersey; 99. Its strati
graphical relations ; the Peach-Bottom slates in Pennsy 1 vania; 100. The Upper Taconic east of the Hud
son; section in -Washington County, Kew York; its apparent inversion through faults; 101. The 
importance and frequency of such geological accidents; 102. The Red Sandrock of Vermont. 

CHAPTER YI.-The Dpper Taconic in Canada.-103. Logan on the contorted rocks near Quebec; he calls them, after 
Emmons, Hudson-River group and Oneida sandstone; 104. Emmons subsequently adopts Eaton's 
view of the age of these rocks; 105. The trilobitic fauna of Point Levis, and Logan's change of view; 
106. The Quebec group; Sillery and Levis; the series inverted; views of Logan and of Billings; 107. 
Conflict of opinion as to horizon of the Hudson-RiYer group; 108. Juxtaposition of the two Graywacke
series; 109. Stratigraphical breakK; 110. The Second Graywacke near Ottawa; 111. Distribution and 
rnrying thickness of Trenton limestone; 112. Hall on the Hudson-River group; 113. Its composite 
character; 114. Logan on a supposed great fault between the Trenton and the Quebec group; 115. 

Logan on the Quebec group in the Hudson valley; 117. The disappearance of the Trenton limestone; 
stratigraphical breaks ; Silurian limestones near Montreal; their distribution; 118. Section of Cam
brian and Ordovician in Vermont; 119. Ordovician in Quebec; beds at Farnham ; their supposed Pots
dam age; Ordovician among the crystalline schists; 120. The true signification of the Hudson
River group: it included Eaton's Sparry Limerock; 121. Its relations to the Red Sandrock; 122. Tlrn 
relations of the Quebec group; the inversion of this by Logan; 123-124. _Arguments therefrom for the 
Cambrian age of the Huronian schists and Taconian marbles; 125. Logan refers the Keweenian of Lake 
Superior to the Quebec group, and the Animikie to the Potsdam. 

CHAPTER YII.-Paleozoic History of J.Yortheastern America.-126. Boundaries of the Cambrian sea; pre-Cambrian 
lands of X orth America; 127-121). Difference in Cambrian sediments near the Adirondacks and along the 
Green Mountains; deposition of Cambrian Graywacke: 129; Deposition of Potsdam and Calciferous 
subdivisions; 130. History of the Chazy limestone; 131. The Ordovician sea; 132. The Silurian sea; 
various views of the age of Taconian marbles; 133. Supposed paleozoic age of Green-l\Iountain rocks; 
the view untenable; 134. Pre-Cambrian age of these and other crystalline rocks ; 135. :\Iovements of 
elevat.ion in paleozoic time; their relations to decay and erosion; thermal waters and local alteration. 
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fllustrations of tlie Fauna of the St. Jolin Group. 

By G. F. MATTHEW, M.A. 

(Presented May 26, 1883). 

No. I.-THE PARAnoxrnEs. 

(Supplementar.1J Section describing tlte Parts). 

MOVEABLE CHEEKS. 

No. 1. (Figs. 5, 6 (& 11 ?). 

Distinguished by the width of the inner end of the cheek, which is about one-third as 
long as the posterior margin, from the base of the genal spine. 

At and near the front end of the cheek the fiat area and the fold are of about equal 
width. The eyelobe suture is strongly arched. The genal spine is nearly twice as long 
as the posterior margin. The posterior marginal fold is narrow throughout, and at the 
inner end scarcely half as wide as the flat area. 

Sculpture.-The anterior marginal fold is traversed on the upper side by about eight (8) 
parallel, anastomosing, raised lines, and on the under side by about eight (8) or ten (10). 
Half way down the spine there are about nine (9) raised lines, most distinct on the outer 
half. The posterior marginal fold has on the upper surface four (4) or five (5) fine, raised 
lines, crowded along its outer margin. The flat area is smooth and somewhat lustrous. 

Length, two (to two and a half) inches. 
Found at Portland and Radcliff Stream in Division le. 
This cheek may belong to P. suricoides. 

No. 2. Figs. (1 & 3). 

Distinguished by its large and massive genal spine. 
The flat area is more triangular than that of No. 1. The inner end of the cheek in the 

adult is only about one quarter of the length of the posterior margin. The genal spine 
stands out at an angle of 20 or 30 degrees from the posterior margin, and is morn than 
twice as long as that part : it is nearly straight for three-quarters of itf, length, but 

strongly incurved at the tip. 
Sculpture.-The anterior marginal fold is traversed on the upper surf ace at the genal angle 

by about eleven (11) raised lines (those on the outer third crowded together) *: half-way 
down the spine are about twelve (12) lines equally distributed. On the under surface of 

* This crowding of the lines is common to the cheeks of several Species. 
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the anterior marginal fold are about thirteen (13) lines (those toward the inner side more 
closely set), and of these about six (6) go around the genal angle outside of the fl.at area: 
half-way down the spine are about fifteen (15) lines evenly distributed. No raised lines 
were observed on the posterior marginal fold. 

Length, about two inches. 
Found at Portland in Division le. 

No. 3. (Fig. 2). 
•t',t ,•fl 

Distinguished from the two preceding )nd from No. 5 by its small genal spine. 
'l'he flat area is more triangular than No. 1, but less so than No. 2 ; as in the former, 

the inner end of the cheek is wide, being near 1 y half of the length of the posterio1· margin. 
The anterior marginal fold and spine are strongly arched. The spine is about one quarter 
longer than the posterior margin, and much nauower than the anterior marginal fold. 

Sculpture.-The anterior marginal fold has on the upper side, at the genal angle, about 
eighteen or twenty (18-20) fine raised lines more evenly distribute.d than those of the pre
ceding forms. The flat area appears smooth and shining, but under the lens is seen to be 
minutely granulated. 

Length, about one and a half inches. 
Found at Radcliff's Mill-stream, Simonds: from Division ld, and therefore higher in 

geological position than any of the oth~rs. It may be the young of a variety of No. 5. 
In the wide posterior end of the fl.at area, and in the numerous fine raised lines of the 
anterior marginal fold, it exhibits analogies to P. quacoensis. 

No. 4. (Figs. 7 & 12. (9 & 10 ?) 

Distinguished by the long eyelobe, and the narrow, anterior end of the fl.at area. 
The inner end of the cheek is about one-third of the length of the posterior margin 

(longer in adults). The spine is not quite as long as the anterior marginal fold, and the two 
parh· are regularly curved. The anterior third of the flat area is about half as wide as the 
coITesponding part of the marginal fold. 

Sculpture.-On the upper side of the anterior marginal fold are about eight (8) lines, 
and about ten are found half-way down the spine. The surface of the flat area is 
minutely but distinctly granulated, but these granulations are usually not distinguishable 
without a lens: in adults this part of the cheek is somewhat undulated. There are large 
specimens apparently belonging to this species in which the raised lines of the anterior 
marginal fold are reduced to five (5), and the surface of the fl.at area is smoother than in 
medium and smaller sized cheeks. 

Length, about two inches. 

Found at Portland and Radcliff's Stream in DiYision le. 
This cheek may belong to P. eteminicus. 

No. 5. (Fig. 8). 

Distinguished from all the otheTs by the numerous raised lines on the anterior mar
ginal fold and genal spine, and by the breadth and flatness of these parts. 
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The posterior part of the flat area is very wide, and the spine long and regularly 
curved. The margin of the flat area is not well defined. 

Sculpture.-The upper side of the anterior marginal fold is marked at the genal angle by 
from twenty-five to thirty-five (25-35) fine, raised lines (most numerous in the adult) : 
these lines are more irregular and anastomose more frequently than in the other species. 
Half-way down the genal spine these lines are reduced in number to about twenty (20). 
The posterior marginal fold has two or three (2-3) fine lines crowded along the outer margin, 
and at the genal angle about eight (8) broken lines running around outside the outer 
corner of the flat area. The flat area is smooth with an undulated surface, and has about 
three strice (not raised lines) crowded along the edge of the ocular suture. 

Length, from three to three and a half inches. 
Found at Portland in Division le. 
This species in the numerous lines on the anterior margin is allied to P. quacoensis and 

P. ponti.ficalis, in size it is nearer the latter, but in the great width of the postl:~riOT part of 
the flat area, it resembles the former. 

No. 6. (Fig. 4). 

Distinguished from the others by its small size and granulated flat area. 
I • 

The genal spine is nearly one and a half (1½) times as long as the posterior margin, and 
is strengthened by a keel which runs lengthwise along its surface about one-third from 
the outer margin: the spine is not much arched and is much narrower than the anterior 
ma1·ginal fold. The narrow anterior part of the flat area is about two-thirds (i) of the 
width of the anterior marginal fold. 

Sculpture.-The anterior marginal fold has about nine (9) strong, raised lines on the under 

surface (but the upper surface is nearly smooth). 'rhe genal spine has on the upper side about 
four raised lines visible only with a lens ; these lines are between the keel and the inner 
margin of the spine. No raised lines were detected on the posterior marginal fold, but its 
surface appears minutely granular under the lens. The surface of the flat area is granu
lated, the markings being just visible to the naked eye, and laTgest at the outer angle. 

Length, nearly three-quarters of an inch. 
Found at Portland, N.B., in Division le. 
This cheek, in its markings and its small size, appears to come nearer to P. acadica 

than to any other species known in the St. John Group. 

THORACIC SEGMENTS. 

The material in my possession representing this part of the body of the Saint John 
Paradoxides (the thorax) are too fragmentary to enable me to obtain any satisfactory 
results from their study. There were however one or more species in which some of the 
lateral appendages of the thorax were extravagantly prolonged. 

PYGIDIA .. 

There arn three distinct types of pygidia found with the Paradoxides that occur at 
Saint John. One of these groups of forms may be described, as orbicular-ovate (A), another 
as orbicular-obcordate (B), and the third as obcordate-lanceolate (C). 

Sec. IV., 1883. 35. 
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The first type (A), which is also the smallest, is frequently met with, and exhibits a 
considerable yaridy of fmms. From ~heir abundance it is supposed that these pygidia 
peTtain to P. eteminicus and its allies. They have a marked sinus at the extremity. I 
figuie and descTibe the pTincipal varieties observed. 

All the pygidia of this type were found at Portland in Div. le. 

Type A a (Fig. 16.) 

Nearly orbicular and about as wide as long. 
Axial lobe about one third of the whole length a:Q.d but slightly raised above the 

general leycl of the pygidium; a narrow ring in front is divided by a distinct furro~ from 
the semi-circular posterior segment. 

JYiarginal third.-There is a raised crescr-nt-shaped tract behind and higher than the 
axial lobe, and a depressed zone of the pygidium encloses this tract and the axial lobe. The 
marginal zone is slightly convex in the anterior half, but flat behind, where there is a 
marked sinus two thirds as wide as the front of the axial lob('. 

Scnlptnre.-1'he surface is shiuing· and minutely granular; the granulations are most 
distinct on the front of the elenited tract behind the axial lobe. 

This is the only pygidium found at Saint John (Pmtland) which has a semi-circular 
axial lobe, and it perhaps belongs to some other species than P. etem,inicus. 

Type A b (Fig. 17.) 

Broadly ovate and about one sixth wide1· than long. 
Axial lobe more than half of the whole length of the pygidium; ovate-conical, mo

derately convex: first Ting sharply divided off from the rest of the lobe, and having a 
narrow lunate segment, of about half its length, marked off from the posterior side: a 
second Ting is indicated by faint depressions on the axis: the TemaindeT of the lobe has 
two points or faint Tidges which are directed fmward toward the axial line. 

1llarginal third.-. The inneT zone of the marginal aTea is Taised into a strong elevation 
just behind the end of the axial lo be, which elevation in young individuals has the appearance 
of a tuben·nll'. The outer zone is moderately convex in the anterior half and flattened at 
the posterioT paTt, where it is also truncated, or slightly arched inward at the margin. 

Scufpture.-The whole surface is shining and minutely granulate or pitted, the most 
distinct pits being on the axial lobe; The posteror quarter of the marginal area is wrinkled, 
and along the sinus at the end are two or three faint, raised lines. 

Type Ac (Fig. 18.) 

Pygidium ovate, and as long as wide. 
Axial lobe half of the whole length of the pygidium; broad-ovate, moderately convex; 

bounding furrow rather faintly marked. One ring faintly indicated. 
11larginal third.-The inner zone is but slightly marked off from the outer, and bears a 

~harp elevated ridge (perhaps due to an accident of preservation) which arches across from 
side to side, around the extremity of the axial lobe. Outer zone as in b, but the sinus 
deepeT and about thTec quarteTs of the width of the axial lobe. 
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Sculpture.-.A.ppears dull and velvety to the naked eye, but under the lens is seen to be 
minutely granulate : the under side of the pygidium is marked by concentric raised lines, 
which on the posterior part are separated by about the space of half a millimetre, and are 
rudely parallel to the crescent-like ridge on the middle of the pygidium. 

Type Ad (Fig. 19.) 

Pygidium rhombic-ovate and about as wide as long. 
Axial lobe lance-ovate in form and three-fifths of the length of the whole pygidium: 

moderately convex in the anterior two thirds, but flattened and scarcely distinguishable 
from the marginal area in the posterior third. Only one ring at the anterior end of the 
axial lobe;. from the back of this ring a nanow, lunate segment is marked off by a light 
furrow extending across the lo be. 

Marginal third is impressed in its anterior part. by grooves originating from the ends. 
of the furrows bounding the axial ring; the points of these impressions are bent toward 
the axial lobe, but do not reach it extremity: two faint depressions parallel to the outer 
margin, traverse the rest of the marginal area. On the axial line there is a small ovate
acuminate plate, which occupies more than half of the space from the point of the axial 
lobe to the posterior extremity of the pygidium. This part of the pygidium is sinuate, 
having a shallow indentation about two thirds as wide as the front of the axial lobe. 

Sculpture.-The whole surface is shining and under the lens is minutely tuberculose. 
No raised lines are visible except a few near the posterior margin; these are transverse to 
th~ length of the pygidium and rudely parallel to each other. 

_Length of the forms of this type vary from half an inch to seven-eighth's of an inch. 

The pygidia of the second group (B), are considerably larger than those above des
cribed and were all found in the soft dark grey shale in the upper part of Division le. 
They are characterized by a shallow sinus with rounded corners, which is sometimes only 
a slight waving inflection of the posterior margin. The following are the principal va
rieties. 

Type Ba (Fig. 13.) 

Obcordate and about one-eighth wider than long. 
Axial lobe about two thirds of the length of the whole pygidium; ovate and somewhat 

longer than wide; moderately convex and distinctly bounded. There is a bTOad ring in 
front, which with the anterior furrow and articulating front of the pygidium form about 
one third of the whole lobe. There are indications of a second ring of about the same 
width as the first. 

Marginal third.-The inner zone is flat and without special features, the outer zone is 
moderately convex in the anterio1· two thirds, flat elsewhere and sinuate at the base; the 
sinus is shallow and about one quarter wider than the front of the axial lobe. 

Sculpture.-The axial lobe is smooth and velvety; the marginal area is also smooth, 
but more glossy than the axial lobe . .A. few faint lines were observed close along the pos-
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terior margin. A small fragment apparently of the under surface of the marginal area had 

dichotomous raised lines radiating toward the edge of the pygidium. 

Typ. B b (Fig. 14.) 

This pygidium is obcordate-trapezoidal and about one quarter wider than long. 
Axial lobe apparently more than half of the length of the pygidium; its posterior 

margin' merges into an elevated part of the marginal area which extends on the axial line 
to ·within a short distance of the posterior margin. The axial lobe has one distinct ring, 
and a second indistinctly marked; a lunate segment about one third of the length of the 
front ring is diYided from it by a sharply impressed furrow . 

.lv.Iarginal third.-The Plevated part of the pygidium connected with the axial lobe is 
lanceolate in outline and traversed h·ngth·wise by two low, narrow ridges, which meet 
near its exhemity and Pnclose a small, lozenge-shaped area on the axial line, extending 
forward to the point ofthl' axial lobl', ·where it is marked by a scar; similar scars extend 
along the centre of th(• axial lobe. The anterior part of the marginal !hird is impressed 
with groon's conesponding in appearance to the pleurre; they originate at the ends of the 
axial furrows and extend backward beyond the posterior end of the axial lobe. The outer 
part of the marginal area is convex anteriorly and infolded as far back as the extremity of 
the axial lobe, where it spreads out suddenly, forming a sinus in the lateral margin. * 
There is also a wide shallow sinus at the extremity of the pygidium. 

Sculpture.-The surface of the axial lobe is smooth to the eye, but appears minutely 
granulated when vil'WL'd with a lens. The posterior third of the pygidium is marked by 
fine parallel mised lines, scarcdy visible to the naked eye; they are dichotomous at inter
vals, and are parallel to the posterior bOTder, near which they are most distinct. The lower 
surface of the pygidium is marked by more distinct mised lines, which are parallel to the 
posterior margin. 

Type B c (Fig. 15). 

Pygidium broadly obcordate-orbicular, one-fourth wider than long. 
Axial lobe lanceolah•, two-thirds of the length of the whole pygidium, moderately con

vex. Two rings distinctly, and a third more faintly marked off from the rest of the lobe. 
The anterior ring has a nanow lunate sl'gment of the whole width of the axial lobe, lined 
off from the had~ by an an.-hed furrow, lightly impressed. 

'The marginal third is strongly impressed for two-thirds of its length by furrows origi
nating at the extremities of thos(' which cross the axial lobe. There is a small tubPreular 
dl'Vn,tion just behind the L•nd of the axial lobe. The outer zone of the pygidium is convex 
in the anterior half, and broadly concave at the posterior rounded extremity, where also 
there is a shallow sinus about half as wide as the front of tlw axial lobe. 

Srnlpture.-rrhe posterior part of the marginal arm has traces of dosdy set lines paral
lel to the margin. On the rings of the axis are rows of scars. 

Length, 1.1 inch; breadth, 1.3 inch. This is the largest pygidium among those 
ex:.tlnined, and, with the two preceding, wm; found at Portland, N. B., in the soft dark 

* This may be an accident of preservation and not characteristic of the form. 
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shale in which P. pontificalis occurs, with this species the pygidia of this group seems to 
have an affinity in the fineness of the raised lines of the upper surface. 

The third group of pygidia is about as plentifully represented in the Saint John slates 
as the preceding, and is most abundant at the same horizon. Fragments of the cephalic 
shield of a large undescribed trilobite occur with these pygiditt. 

Type Ca (Fig. 20). 

Pygidium obovate-lanceolate, and about two-sevenths longer than wide. 
Axial lobe ovate-lanceolate, about half the length of the pygidium. There are three 

rings at the anterior end, of which the first is much more distinct than· the others; from 
the back of the first ring a lunate segment of about half the length of the ring is marked 
off by a faint furrow. The third ring is scarcely distinguishable. 

Marginal third.-The inner zone is strongly elevated at the back of the axial lobe 
whence a ridge runs forward obliquely on each side, toward the anterior end of the pygi
dium. The outer zone is convex near the posterior margin, but the convexity is greater in 
the anterior half .. There is a marked sinus at the posterior end of the pygidium about two
thirds as wide as the front of the axial lobe. 

Sculpture.-The test has a smooth and rather dull surface. 

Type Cb (Fig. 21.) 

Pygidium oblanceolate, longer than wide, by about three•quarters of it traverse 
diameter. 

Axial lobe broadly ovate, about as long as widl', and more than a third of the whole 
length of the pygidium, moderately convex. One ring distinctly marked off, and another 
faintly indicated on the axial lobe. A faint furrow sets off a lunate area from the first 
ring, which area extends along· the back of the ring for more than a third of its length. 
Two short furrows or depression are found near the edge of the axial lobe in its posterior 
half, where there is also a longitudinal furrow or groove on the line of the axis (perhaps 
accidental.) 

Marginal tliird.-The inner part is strongly elevated behind the axil lobe', the C'le-n:t~ 
tion descending to a point towards the extTemity of the pygidium. The outer zone is con
vex in front, but flattens out toward the extremity of the pygidium, where it seems to be 
emarginate. 

Sculpture.-The surface is smooth and shining, but YPry finely granulate under the 
lens. Near the ·outer margin on Pach side of the pygidium ~ne about six anastomosing· 
raised lines, nearly parallel to its edge. The under snrfacP of the pygidium is tran•rs(•<l by 
numerous raised lines which arch around the axial lobe; on the elevated part of tlw mar
ginal area there are about eighteen (18) such linef--, of which those next the lobe an· closely 
crowded together; on the posterior flat part then• are about eight (8) lines r:;eparafrd by 
about the space of two millimetres. 

Length.-.A.ll the pygidia of this type Wl'n' nearly or quite one inch in length. 

From Portland, N. B., in Div. lr. 
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H YPOSTOMES. 

No. 1 (Fig. 22). 

About as wide as long. The front lobe or dome is elongate-semicircular. A lobe pro
jects on each side beyond the neck of the hypostome about one-fifth of the whole tranverse 

diameter. 
The neck of the hypostome is continuously elevated on the axial line, not furrowe 

across as in the succeeding forms. A furrow extends in ward from the back of the late
ral lobe of the dome on each side to an impressed point on the side of the neck. The sides 
of the neck are depressed as far as the posterior marginal fold, where the depressed part is 

widest. 
The ears or raised margins at the sides of the neck are broken off, but appear to have 

been thin; they extend backward beyond the posterior margin in a short spine, which is 
about one-third of the length_ of the ear. 

The posterior niarginalfold is moderately elevated, runs backward for about one quar
ter of its length, and then suddenly huns forward and upward toward the axial line. 

Sculpture.-The cast of the inner s1uface of this hypostome, except at the neck and 
along the axial line, is covert'd with roughly parallel, anastomosing, raised lines, which 
bend around the front of the hypostome; along the axis for three-quarters of its length 
they are nearly parallel. 

Length, exclusive of spine, l} inch. Width, nearly one in9h. 
Localit.1J,-Portland, N.B., in Div. 1 c. This hypostome was found with fragments of 

the cephalic shield of a large, undescribed· paradoxides. 

No. 2 (Figs. 23 ~ 24). 

General form much as the last, but differs in the following particulars :-The neck is 
crossed by a light furrow ; the ear is thinner than in No. 1, and is prolonged in a strong 
spine abruptly a11d obtusely pointed; the posterior marginal fold is thinnei· and less promi
IH>nt, and the margin is gradually rounded backward, and not angulated as in the pre
ceding form. Spine about half of the length of the eaT. 

Sculpture.-Anastomosing raised lines as in the last, bend aTOund the front and poste• 
rior part of the cPntrnl portion of the hypostome; the lateral lobes are also covered with 
dichotomous lines, that branch off from those that go aTOund the front margin of the 
hypostome; The ear and the adjoining depressed area are traversed by about six lines, 
most of which run out on the spine, vYhere they run parallel to two lines, which come 
out upon the spine from the posterior marginal fold; the fold is traversed by three or four 
lines, and the neck of the hypostome by a number of faint linei:--, more widely spread: 

Length, excln8iYe of 8pine, and ll'irlth, each about one inch. 
Locality.-Portland, N. B., in Div. le. From the dark, fine-grained layers in which 

P. pontijicalis is found. 

No. 3 (Figs. 2i>, 2G (~· 27). 

Dome 8emicircnlar and nbo1tt one-third wider than the neck of the hypostome. A 
well marked funow separaks the two parts. This furrow is most strongly impressed in 
the outer third, where its course is diagonal to the axis of the hypostome. 
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The neck is elevated in the middle and depressed on each side near the ears, especially 
at the posterior angle. Spine more than half of the length of the ear. 

Sculpture.-There are concentric raised linPs as in No. 1 and 2, but they are propor
tionately coarser. The depressed posterior angle of the neck, which is striated in No. 2, is 
smooth in this form. There are two raised lines on the outer quarter of the posterior 
marginal fold, and about three on the spine. 

Length of the largest hypostome, exclusive of spine, 7-12 of an inch. Width about the 
same. 

Locality.-Portland and Radcliff's millstream, in Div. le. This hypostome is more 
common than any other, and is therefore supposed to be that of P. eteminieus and its allies. 

No. 4 (Fig. 28). 

Differs from all the preceding in the following points :-The hypostome is wider at 
the ears than across the dome; the neck furrows and the cross lobe on the neck are more 
p1·ominent and narrower; the ears are thicker and flatter ; the posterior spine is stout and 
nearly as long as the earlobe. 

Length,½ inch. Width, 7-12 of an inch. 
Locality.-Hanford Brook, Saint Martin's. In Div. le. 

EXPLANA'fION OF PLATE. 

Fig. 1: MoveablecheekofNo. 1. Fig. 3, supposed to be young of same. 
" 2. " " 3. from a higher horizon than the others. 
" 4. " " 6. supposed to belong to P. acadicus. 

Figs. 5 & 6. " " 1. Fig. 11, perhaps young of the same. 
" 7 & 12. " " 4. suppo-sed to belong to P. eteminicus. 
" 9 & 10. " these may be young forms of P. eteminicus or its allies. 

Fig. 8. " of a large and undescribed species. 
Figs. 13, 14 & 15. Pygidia, of the type "B .. "} These forms seem. to have belonged to P. pontificalis and a large 

" 20 & 21. " " "C." undescribed species. 
" 16, 17, 18 & 19. " " "A." These pygidia probably belonged to P. eteminicus and related forms. 
" 22, 23 & 2-!. Hypostomes. These appear to have belonged to P. pontificalis, and a large undescribed species. 
" 25, 26 & 27. " probably pertain to P. eteminicus and its allies. 
" 28. " from the eastern end of the Cambrian basin-species unknown. 

N.B.-All except Fig. 2 are from Group c. of the First Division of the fossiliferous Cambrian strata. The 
Moveable cheek,-Fig. 2, is from Group d. of the same division, 
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ABSTRACTS 1882-83. 

1.-0n the Physical and Geological History of the St. John River, New Brunswick. 

By L. w. BAILEY, M.A., Ph. D. 

(Read May 26, 1882.) 

The main purpose of this paper was to call attention to a few facts connected with 
the physical and geological structure of the St. John-River valley, as bearing upon its 
origin and history; and especially as helping to show, what has been hitherto recognized 
in but few instances, that not only do our larger rivers, more particularly in the older 
portions of the continent, owe their present features to causes often of very remote origin, 
but that they were themselves in existence, in part at least, at very early periods. 

Referring first to its present aspect, the course of the St. John in relation to the 
physical features of the region traversed, was pointed out as necessarily determined by 
conditions different from those which now exist; that course, for some three hundred miles 
of its length, taking place apparently irrespectively of the present irregularities of surface; 
being at right angles, or nearly so, to the present feature-lines of the country, and inter
secting, in the distance named, not less than five great 3:xes of elevation, and at least eight 
distinct geological formations. In three if not four instances these axes still afford suffi
cient resistance to produce more or less considerable falls, viz. : Little Falls, Grand Falls 
(100-150 feet), Meductic Falls, now artificially reduced to rapids, and the falls beneath 
the suspension-bridge at the mouth of the river. It is in connection with these falls and 
the transverse gorges which accompany them, that we meet with the most interesting 
facts illustrative of the river's history. 

In the case of the falls at the outlet, long known, from its relations to the tides of the 
Bay of Fundy, as constituting a unique feature in the structure of the river, the facts 
observed are especially important. Produced where the waters of the river, previously 
occupying a channel remarkable for its extent and depth, become abruptly confined to a 
narrow gorge, this fall has its immediate origin in a band of pre-Cambrian rock crossing 
the stream, obliquely and forming a barrier, over which the waters of the river and of the 
bay flow alternately. From the ·relative levels of the harbour and river, and the known 
rise of the tide, the latter (varying from twenty-five to twenty-seven feet), it would appear 
that the inward fall over the barrier at the suspension bridge is from nine to ten feet; but 
as this inward fall is wholly confined to the last third of the flood-tide, attaining its 
maximum with the latter, and again rapidly receding, the interval during which the river 
is effectively resisted is greatly limited, not exceeding three or four hours out of every 
twelve. 

Sec. IV., 1882-83 36. 
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Notwithstanding the limitation, however, the effect is so far to set back the stream as 
to produce, except in time of freshet, an alternation of upward and downward cur~ents, 
accompanied by a corresponding change of level, which is appreciable even at Fredericton, 
a distance of over eighty miles from the mouth, resulting, in low water, in a rise and fall 
of not less than ten inches. From the same cause, combined with the mingling of salt and 
fresh water which accompanies it, the lower portion of the river is less readily frozen, and 
for much shorter periods, than that higher up; while further effects are observable in the 
peculiar distribution of vegetation upon its banks, and the association of fresh, brackish 
and salt-water types in its contained fauna. 

The relation of the falls to the present river-valley being understood, we have in the 
study of the quaternary or post-pliocene deposits, the first indications of a different state of 
things. These are found partly in the relative levels of the terraces, so conspicuous along 
the greater portion of the stream, but especially in that of the Leda-clay, by which these 
are commonly underlaid. Frnm the position of the latter at St. John, and their contained 
fossils, a submergence, in common with that of the New England coast, and amounting here 
to not less than 200 feet, is indicated as having occurred in the so-called Champlain Period; 
w bile the extension of similar beds, though without fossils, along a large part of the river 
valley, would appear to show that the same submergence reached far into the interior. 
Under these conditions it is evident that the river, as such, could have had no existence, at 
least over the area submerged, and least of all about its present outlet. Had it any pre
vious existence 1 

The depth of the Leda-clay at Fredericton, eighty-six miles from the mouth of the 
river, is, as far as has been ascertained, at least eighty feet, or about sixty feet below the 
bed of the present river-channel, indicating therefore a previous erosion to a corresponding 
depth. Again,, near St. John, while the river now enters the bay only through the 
narrows and falls already referred to, indications of one if not two former channels of 
discharge, both wider and more direct than the present one, have been clearly recognized, 
and both are now occupied by post-tertiary deposits. The agency of glacial action in the 
widening and deepening of these channels can hardly be doubted, and they may be re
garded as marking a third place in the quaternary history of the river valley. That they 
did not altogether OTiginate in such agency remains to be shown. 

The tertiary and secondary formations being without recognizable records in this 
portion of America, except as represented by the triassico-jurassic sandstones, which are 
confined to the coast, we have no diTect information as to the condition of the country or 
its drainage during the long interval of time which these formations represent. We do 
know, however, with a good degree of certainty, that during much of that time the land 
stood above the sea-level, and its principal surface-features, due chiefly to the disturbance 
and alteration of palmozoic rocks, having been previously determined, was in the same 
condition as now, as regards the production and distribution of its surface-waters. More
over, were it possible to show the existence of any true river-channels in palreozoic time, 
it ·would follow that these, unless entirely obliterated by the subsequent removal of their 
boundi~g formations, would have continued to exist, in some form or other, through all 
the periods which succeeded them. 

Of the existence of such channels in the carboniferous age proper we have no direct 
proof. The ch:.nacter, however, of the coal-formation, the coarseness of its sediments, and 
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the entire absence of marine fossils, sufficiently attest the operation of fresh waters at that 
time, as well as the general rapidity and wide distribution of the cunents by which its area 
was traversed. In the lower-carboniferous and Devonian agPs we have what would seem 
to be more positive proofs of the existence of such channels at very early periods. 

The first of these evidences is· to be found about twelve miles above the city of Freder
icton, where the stream, after intersecting the great central granitic axis, s·weeps in the form 
of a broad crescentic curve across the highly disturbed Lower Silurian slates which flank this 
axis on the southern side, producing a trough, a mile or more in length, of no great width, 
and bordered for most of its length by perpendicular bluffs, on one side, at least, a hundred 
feet or more in height. While these bluffs are composed of nearly YPrtical strata, and con
sist chiefly of very hard quartzose rocks, there may be seen at their base, in direct contact 
with, and, as it were, plastered against their cut edges, a series of beds of wholly different 
character. They are horizontal, or nearly so, and in colour, as well as in other features, are 
readily recognizable as a portion of the lower-carboniferous formation, so largely displayed 
around the border of the coal-basin only a short distance south. From the position and 
relation of these beds the inference was drawn that the gorge described must have been in 
existence in the lower-carboniferous period, and as it was then partly filled and obliterated 
by the marine sediments of the period, it must have owed its origin to some earlier era of 
emergence and hence to some fresh-water stream, of which this portion at least coincided 
with the modern river. 

That the period in question was that of the later Devonian is regarded as probable, 
both from the relations of the beds .of this era to those of the lower-carboniferous, indicat
ing that the principal surface-features of the region had been determined prior to the latter, 
and also, from the character and distribution .of the Devonian fossils, proving the existence 
of a wide-spread terrestrial flora. In one instance, at least, the mode of occurrence of the 
latter is such as to point directly to the existence of considerable fresh-water streams at the 
time of their accumulation. 

The case in point, first noticed by Mr. G. F. Matthew, is found in the peculiar features 
presented by the Devonian rocks of the Lepreau basin, about twenty miles westward of St. 
John, where the coarse and irregularly-bedded sandstones which there make up the bulk of 
this formation are remarkable for containing large trunks of fossil trees (Dadoxylon), now 
largely anthracised, in such numbers and at such positions as to indicate that they were 
drifted logs, brought down by some large stream during a period of flood, and imbedded in 
the sand bars about its mouth. Where this stream had its source, and whether or not it 
was in any portion of its course coincident with the present valley of the St. John, may 
be a matter of conjecture. It may, however, when taken in connection with the facts 
already stated, be fairly regarded as affording proof of the existence of a distinct drainage
system in this portion of New Brunswick at least as early as the latter part of the Devo
nian era. 

As to periods earlier than the Devonian, the comparatively limited extend of dry land, 
the paucity of hill-ranges, and the general prevalence of marine conditions; were all unfavor
able to the development of river-systems, and there is no reason to suppose that this part of 
North America differed materially from others in this respect. Indeed the abundance of 
marine fossils met with along large portions of the district traversed by the ~t. John, both of 
Upper and Lower Silurian age, sufficiently attest this fact. The influence of these more 
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remote ages upon the present aspect of the river has pr_obably been only an indirect one, by 
contributing to the causes which subsequently determined the nature and direction of its 
flow. Among the effects which can with probability be referred to such early-acting causes, 
may be especially mentioned the parallel lake-like troughs which mark its southern course, 
such as those of the Long Reach, the Belleisle and the Kennebecasis, the latter thirty miles 
or more in length, and haYing in places a depth of over 200 feet. The fact that these are 
in each case excavated out of primordial strata, in valleys bordered by hard Huronian rocks, 
and that these valleys have been deeply filled by lower-carboniferous sediments, only to be 
again carved out to their present form and depth, bear striking testimony to the antiquity 
as well as to the varied phases of the river's history. 
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II.-On Some Ferruglnous Concretions, from the Bed of Grand Lake, Nova Scotia. 

By THE REV. D. HONEYMAN, D.C.L. 

(Read May 25, 1882.) 

The author's attention was first called to these curious concretions some three years 
ago by a resident of the vicinity, who brought one of them to the Halifax Museum, stating 
that it was one of many, of various shapes and sizes, which could be seen lying on the 
bottom of the lake. Subsequently a number of specimens were secured. They all have 
an irregularly shaped mass of slate or sandstone for their centre or bottom, around which 
the ferruginous matter has been deposited in concentric lines. The outline of the stone, 
which is always exposed on the upper and under sides, appears, to some extent, to have 
determined the more or less circular form of the concretion. They occur both in flat and 
in saucer-shaped forms, the latter having a depth up to one and two-tenths of an inch. 
The largest specimens hitherto found do not exceed six inches in their larger diameter. 

A partial analysis showed the concentric layers, which present a granular structure, 
and are exceedingly friable, to consist of hydrous peroxide of iron, with traces of man
ganese. It would thus appear that a deposit of manganiferous bog iron-ore is now 
in process of formation over portions of the bed of Grand Lake. 

I cannot at present offer any satisfactory explanation of the causes which have deter
mined the peculiar saucer-shaped form of many of these interesting concretions, and which 
led some persons to imagine they were specimens of Indian pottery. 

I have much pleasure in presenting the specimen now exhibited to the Dominion 
Geological and N atU:ral History Museum. 

111.-0n Erosion from Coast-lee and Floating lee in the Baie des Ohaleur~. 

By R. CHALMERS. 

(Communicated by Dr. J. W. Dawson, May 25, 1883.) 

Mr. Chalmers describes the outcrops of the palreozoic rocks along the south side of the 
Baie des Chaleurs, as presenting a somewhat flat and even surface, not mdinarily marked 
with glacial strire, up to a height of fifty to seventy-five feet above the Sf'a-level. A similar 
appearance is presented by the beds below the sea-level along the coast. He connects this 
with the action of th~ floating ice, now very evident in the bay. In winter, a fixed border 

. of ice is formed along the coast, from two to six feet thick, and extending for a distance of 
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from half a mile to several miles from the shore. The open portion of the bay is full of 

loose ice, often packed very closely by the action of easterly winds. In March and April 
the marginal sheets break up into floes and drift up and down the bay, and are often re
inforced by large fields of ice from the gulf without. These sheets of ice grind over the 

reefs and impinge on the shores with great force, and evidently exert a great erosive and 

transporting power. In the later· part of the pleistocene period, when the land stood at a 

lower level, and the climate was probably colder, theiT action may have been still more 
powerful. This action of floating iee is similar to that which has been pointed out by 
Admiral Bayfield in the river St. Lawrence, and by Dr. Dawson on the coast of Nova 

Scotia; but Mr. Chalmers believes that it has had a somewhat exceptional influence on 
the south side of the Baie des Chaleurs, which renders its study there unusually instruct
ive, as illustrating the agency of coast ice in the erosion of the surface of the land. 

IV.-On the Inferior Maxilla of Plioca Grccnlandica, from Green's Creek, Gloucester, 

Russell, Co., Ontario.-By DR. J. A. GRANT. 

(Read May 26, 1883.) 

The author exhibited a very interesting and perfect specimen of the inferior maxilla 
of a small seal, Plwca Grcenlandica, found in a calcareous nodule from the glacial-clay 
deposits cut through by Green's Creek, a tributary of the Ottawa River, nine miles below 
Ottawa city. The geology of these post-tertiary deposits is fully described in the Geology of 
Canada, 1863, Chap. XXII., where their fossils contents are enumerated. These include re
mains of whale, seal, morse, birds and fishes; also a large number of marine, freshwater and 
land invertebrata, as well as plants. Marine fossils have not been found at more than ..J:10 
feet above the sea, those of Green's Creek being about 118 feet; while the limit of elevation 
at which these stratified deposits have been observed is about 500 feet. 
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In Dr. Sd1,.y11's paper, "The (J11,,fn'C Group 'in Geology." 

16th line from the top, for" leave" read have. 

8th " " bottom, for "fresh" read .frPe. 
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" for " then " read t hP. 
top, for " said" read sail'. 

" for " inner" read 111,u·er. 

" for " coulis " read ·coules. 
bottom, for " claim" read chain. 

" for "Charwood" read c1;10•,111·no,l. 

top, for "argillitis " read nrgillite.~. 
bottom, for" this "jead the. 

" for ''elastic" read clcrntfr. 

In Dr. 8clll'!f11'-~ paper, "On thP Geology of Lake 811111'/'inr." 

19th line from the bottom for "Pie" read Pie. 
5th " " " for "Pie" read Pie. 
1st " " top, for " Island " read I~lrmrls. 
5th " " bottom, for " altitude" read attitude. 

In Dr. J. TV. D:w•~on's paper," C!'l'tac:'011s and T,;rtial'!f F/,ora.~ of Britfah Columbia and thl' North We.~t TPrritrn·ie.~." 
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8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 passim, for" Peace" read Pine. 

17, for" Peace" read Pine. 
18, for last line substitute.-Collected by Dr. G. :!\L Dawson at Coal Brook. 
20, "Fig. 37" read Fig. 36. 
20, for" about :1 inches in length and 8 or more in breadth" read 11N1rly 2 millimetre.~ in breadth 

and 8 or more centimetre.~ in length. 

" 25, " 11, for "Baynes' Island " read Ba y111·.~ Smmrl. 
" 26, " 15, for "on that island" read Nanaimo. 
" 27, " 23, for" 0.2 centimetre" read 2 cmti111etr1'.~. 
" 28, " 32, for " Fig. 38" read Fig. 36. 
" 30, line 8 from top, for " renew " read ,·eric11·. 

In Dr. G . . Jf. D111•son'.~ paper "D,0 srTiJ1/i,-,· ~Y0te on a GeneralS,clion fl'om the T,r1n,•pnfirw. A.ris to the RnrJ..:y },fonntrtin.~ 
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40, " (i from bottom, for" worked" read morlwl. 

41, " 2 " top, for" single locality " read a .qingle lorulity 0111!1-

41, " .S from bottom, for "grow " read y1·e1c . 
..J.:~, paragraph i from top, in the parenthesis after "Lower Sandstones" insert ])11111·1·yu 11, makin:.:?: it read thus : 

Lo11·,·1· 8111l!ls/011rs (D1111l'!'(jrtn group). 
-:IA, line 15 from top, for" western shales" read ll'i·.~t1T11 ,-..'111/,•s. 

111 Dr. G. J[. Dnw~o11's J>OJ>C1', '' ~Ynt,, 1111 the T,-iasgic of th1' Roel-!/ Jl{rn111/11i11s and British Cn111mliio." 

Page 143, line 11 from bottom, for" Koissats" read J{ni11al11. 

" 143, " 7 " for" farms" roadjacie.q. 
" 144, '' 1 from top, for "encountered " read mrtint,,inl'd. 
" 144, lines n and 10, for " and limestones. Throughout 100 feet" read and l i 1111'.q/1111e.~ throughout. 100 f,·,·t. 

" 144, line 1-! from top, for" made" read sn1111'. 

" 14:\ " 1:{ " for'' soparnte this" read separate t/11•.s,. 
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Fig. 1. Asplenium Niobrara. 2. Cycadites Unjiga. 3. Carpolithes horridus. 3.bis. Pinnularia. 
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Fig. 4. Torreya dicksonioides. 5. Ficus maxima. 6. Fagus proto-nucifera. 
7. Laurophyllum de bile. 8. Proteoides longus. 

Pl.itc U. 
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Fig. 9. Populus cyclophylla. 10. Diospyros nitida. 11. Magnolia magnifica. 
36. Pinus Suskwaensis. 37. Dioonites borealis. 

Pl .. rc·ID. 
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15.bis. 

15.a. 

Fig. 12. Menispennites reniformis. 13. Protophyllum boreale. 14. Neuropteris curta. 

15.bis. Nilssonia lata. 15. Taeniopteris. 16. Pteris glossopteroides. 
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Fig , 17. Sphenopteris elongata. 18. Davallites Richardsoni. 19. Adiantites praelongus. 
20. Torreyia densifoiia. 21. Salisburya Baynesiana. 22. Phragmites cordaiformis. 
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Fig. 23. Sabal imperialis. 
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Fig. 24. Salix ·Pacifica. 25. Populus proto-zadachii. 26. P. rectinervata.. 
27. Betula perantiqua. 28. Quercus Victoriae. 29. Ulmus dubia. 30. Sassafras. 
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32. 

Fig. 31 . Jnglans Harwoodensis. 32. Diospyros Vancouverensis. 33. Ceanothus cretaceus. 
34. Anisophyllum. · 35. Protophyllum Nanaimo. 38. Alnitcs -insignis. 
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To Illustrate Mr. Matthew's paper on the Fauna of the St. John's Group. 
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SEC'IION IV. 
SUPPOSED ANNELID TRACK& 

G-YRICHNITE S G-ASPENSIS, Whitss.vss, 

LOWER DEVONIAN: DOUGLASTOWN, P. Q. 

REDUCED BY PHOTOGRAPHY FROM LARGE SLABS OF SANDSTONE COLLECTED BY SIR W. E . LOGAN, AND NOW IN THE MUSEUM 

OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. ABOUT ONE NINTH NATURAL SIZE. 

PLATE XI. 
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SUPPOSED ANNELID TRACK& 

GYRICHNITES GABPENSIS, Whitsa:vss, 

LOWER DEVONIAN: DOUGLASTOWN, P. Q. 

PORTION OF ANOTHER SPECIMEN COLLECTED BY SIR W, E. LOGAN, ABOUT ONE THIRD NATURAL SIZE. 

PLATE XII. 
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